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W HEREIN

The Te x 'r is explained,

the S E n I e s of

in that BOOK, cle-duced according to their Order and Dependance upon each other;

n'

The Periods and Succeſſxon of Times,

War

at, or about which, theſe Prophecies, that are

-_ ._

-'
Mu..__,

already fulﬁlled, began to be, and were more fully accompliſhed, ﬁxed and applied
according to Hiﬅory;

And thoſe that are yet to be fulﬁlled, modeﬅly, and ſo far as

-*-m',
--_.-"_
run
'-_, .

is warrantable, enquitcd into.
Some practical OBSERVATlONS,

Ybgether with
and ſeveral Dxcnnssrows, (an INDEX
-..

a.

whereof is preﬁxed) noceﬂary for vindicating, clearing,

and important Truths.

and conﬁrming many weighty

-"'
*l.

Delivered in ﬅſeveral
M L E c T U R Es, by that Learned, Laborious, and Faithful Servant of
Jeſus Chri .
r YAMES DUR H/I , late Miniﬅcr of the Goſpel in Gt'aſizow.

w

-_
To which is aﬃxed a brief Summary of the whole R 5 v t: 1. A T
1_o
N,
with
an
Alpbahetical
Index of the chief and principal Purpoſes and Words contained in
this Commentary.
.
As alſo Two Sermons preached by the Author, on Re-u. xxii. 20.
Together with a CollectiOn
of ſome memorable Things in his Life.

zTim. i'nſi. 16, 17. \1/l Scripture is given by Þt/þiratia'r qf God, mld
i: proﬁtablea ﬁr* Doctrine,
ar Rz ragf, or Corn-Him, in' lit/traction in Rirrhteou his ;
1 -.
That the zMzm ſ God '1 a) be
zpſcctf throiſghiy furniſhed/unto all goes] Ilſarhz.
ſ ſ
Rcv. i. 3. Big/ſed is he that reader/7, and they that hear the IPZrds of this Praþhzty, and hap tho/2
Things which are written therein: For the Time is at hand.
Rev. xxii. 7. Behold, I tame quickly: B/zﬄd is he that keepeth the Saying; oſ t/pg Pap/m),
gf this But

a.
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To the Judicious and Chriﬁian

'REA
__

"-'-. HE Reverend ( now triumph
'
ing and gloriﬁed ) Author,
-*
was ſo famous and deſervedly
in very high Eﬅeem in our
Church, both becauſe o the

Iſſz

that
needswas
no Teﬅimfny
or Epytles
Conſimfeﬁndatiz
thar, heIſhy,
in thee and
other Reſſrects
o amour

fy 3
on, eﬃecially ram/o ohſcure and worthleſs a Pe'ſin ;
yet, being o

1"

his particular and very intimate Ae

I

ouaintance, daily eonverſant with him, and withal his

ſingular and extraor inary ordinary Hearer, being in a good Providence Coleagued
way of God's calling- him with him in the M'ni/lry, ( the' a moﬅ unequal robe

g

1 '-> '*

DE RZ

forth to the [Minﬄry of the fellow to ſhﬅrong a Labourer ) 1 thought it my Duty
- 4 Gum, having leſt the Uni to give thee ſome brief Hint both tſ himſel , ( who
'
verſity ( wherein I was at the loved always to he hid, except when it was neceﬄary
lame time a student) before he, had ſini/hed his for him to appear) and if his Booh, wherein thou
'ﬂour/2 of Philtﬀophy, and without any Purþoſe to fol wilt ﬁnd that the Spirit oj' Mr. Durham was not
low his Book, at leaﬅ in Order to ſitch an End z and of an ordinary Elevation; notwithﬅanding wbl/Yctſ;
having lived ſeveral Years a private Gentleman with as, in Preaching the Gcſbel, he lihed not to ſoar and
his mſe and Children, enjoying a good Eﬅate in the hide himſhlſ'from the Hearers in. a Cloud of H/brds;
Country, from which he did, no doubt, to the great ( it was not in the ſlſtſilom of II/hrds, but' in the De
Diﬀatisfaction F/ many of his natural Friends, and mo'ylration of the Spirit, and of Power that he
with not a litte Prey'udiee to his outward Cena'itien, taught) So in his blſriting, he uſed the ſizme Plain
retire, and ( being called thereto) humbly oﬀer' him neﬅ of speech; yet how low ſhever his_Stile_/eemeth to _
ſelſ' to Yrials, far from his own Home, in order to be, I nothing doubt, but that every intelligent Reader
his being Iicentiated to preach the Goſibel; in the willﬁnd ſiech certainty of Truth toſatiﬃe the d-Iind, ,
A/Zinﬄey wherein', he was immediately thereaﬅer and ſittl) Sweetneſs of Matter to engage the Aﬄctions,
eteled here at Glaſgow, where' it hath not wanted that he will count the Author an Interpr'eter, one
a Seal in the Cenſciences and Heart: Io! his Heat-ers: among a thouſiznd. And therefor-e, if at any Time

moan.apt),lAlg1umv-'uM-Fe't

And alſh, becauſe of his eminent

iety,

Stedſa/i

unanimouﬅy pitch upon him, tho' then but about
eight and twenty Years oﬀ Age, as amongﬅ the
able/I, ſichere/l, and moﬅ accomþlzſhed eldinyiers there
in, to attend the King's Family; in which Station,

*.,:£!;
.;_
'ﬂun
..

.___._.'

_. .

thou miﬅ, as ptſſbly thou maye/i, that Comþtneſs and

ne/i, Gravity, Prudence, Moderation, and other great Fineneſs of Phra/e, which in this phraſing and
Abilitiet, wherein" the venerab/e General A/ſi'nbly of wot-dy Age is much in uſe, Know that he had ſh
this Chureh had ſiL'h'PeI/wa/ion, that they did, in very ſharp and pregnant an Ingine, and ſo exceed
the Year 1650. after matui'e Deliberation, very ing rich and fruitful an Invention, that they ordi

-'I

narily did out/trip and go beyond his Expnſſion and
Pen, ſo that the/e could very hardly, ani but ſeldom

hold foot with him:

Beſide,

his Expr-eﬄm was

ſuch as might mate his ſider/ning he conceived he the
tho' the Times were moﬅ dﬀcult, as abounding Iſearers or Readers, he did not at all a/ﬁct, neither
I

with Temptations and Snares, with 7ealouſies, Heart
barnings, Emulations and Animzﬃties, and ﬂowing
with high Tides of many variou: and not a few
contrary Humours, 'm did ſh
and faithfully
behave and acouit himſelf, that there was a Con
l'ictio't thereof left upon the Conſciences of all who
obſerved him,

could he ﬅay, being ſo am in his Pu'ﬅeit o the
Matter, to chafe, or ſollo-w after, [ﬁne lI-hr s, (ſh
that I may here, without all Co/nþement, according
to the Proverb, ſay, Aquila non captat muſcas; )

yet none in" his Expreﬃons were baſh or unſieitahle

to th' jlllatter, but, ordinarily, ve'y maﬃ, ſignﬃcant
and ſo as he had Peace through and enpreﬀve of his Meaning, tho' plain and ſimple,

7eſus Chrzﬅ a: to that jldinﬄration;

LL-vww,

I;

\

The Ate

and, et may be, ſometimes not ſo beautﬀully ſituated,
A

nor

S
,.

IV

To the Reader.

mr ﬁ adorningandout-ſetting of it, as poſſibly ſhine ſolemnly deſigned and called, to the great Satisfaction
would he at, which the Lord, in the depth of hit and Reſre/h/nent of many, and more particularly and
lJ/iſdom, did ſo order, that. as the Author hinoﬂhf eſhecially of- fanme' and worthy Mr. Dickſon, to'

'night he hept humble, ( and indeed he did cxcmplaritjv
ſhine it: Humility) ſo' no other ſhould thinh of him
abov: what was meet: For, it hath been thought
10' _ſhﬂte, 'while hearing him Diſcourſe, that
he had

'whom the precious Author was tho/Pa to ſitccced in t
that Pro/Zﬃon, ( he being called to a Proſeﬃon of
the ſhine nature in the Univerﬂty ty' Edinhurgh )
as one of the able/t and be/t furni/hed Men

( al;

had ſicch a poliſhed Stile, and ſo well combed ſVords as 'Things being con/ia'ered) in our Church, that were
not already engaged in ſitch Emþloymtnts, and my?
ing/5' ſhort cﬀ his, he would have been looked upon as lihely to ﬁll Mr. I_)ickſon's R'o'n: But, his Mrl'
a very rare andſingular Mr: in his Generation, at will ﬃeah 'ſhr it
and prai/e him in the Gate,
really he was, and as the/2 ſame Lectures of his upon and, no doubt, pro-ache the Reader, as to bles God
the Rcvelation ( which-he was' by many importuned 'for- him, ſid to lament the 'churches great Lo s in the
10 ﬁU-Wi-h) will readily give. Ground to thinh of him: Zemoval of ſuch an nſeful Inﬅrument, in the 'very
Flower, Prime, and Figour a his Grace, Giſts and'
1f'7'ieh,
Ufte'rmixedſhlidht,
tho' for ſitccinctly,
Subﬅance (except
and, I hope,
as toſarisſying/y
theﬅ

ſeveral others have, whg/e' Matter yet falleth exceed

dge. being but about ſix and thirty Pars: 'll/Vich
dI/azﬄed &ce/lions ) they were delivered by him to the Loſs, is ſh much the greater, that he was eminently

People oﬀ hit Charge within a 'very/hart Time, one and beyond many, as/Zveral other ways; So, through
Yf them every Lord's-day before Sermon, when all the healing Di/poﬁtion, and great Moderation ty" Spi
that Time he did clo preach twice a Ilſeeh at leaſt, rit given unto him, ﬁtted to deal in the Ediſication,
and mo/I ordinarily thritt, btſide his daily þ-'thlic'h oh/tructing Diﬅkrences if this poor, torn and divided
._Lecturing every ﬁfth lſſeeh, according to his Courſe Church, as may further afterwards appear by a Piece
the Lord will,
"1 the City, and all his other minﬄterial Duties oſ tgſ his concerning Scandal, ſhortly,
Calﬀhijing, 'Ui/iting ﬀ the Sich, exhorting of the to he publiſhed. I wil not detain thee much longtr'
'wÞO/eﬁ'om Houſe to Houſe, and his weehly Meetings from peruſing oſ this orh, only Iſhall in ſhort give
wzth the Congregational Elder/hiþ, ﬁor the Exerci/e thee an Account ( le/t his way of [Vriting ſhould be
Yf Dlſſ/tſſtþlinc, 'no/t dexterouſly, faithfully, condeſſend_
mi/Iahen by any, bet/tide it dﬀ'reth from that which

"1315' and indzſatigably diſcharged by him towards When, hﬃecially of late, havefollowed to the no ſmall "ſſþof" ﬁfteen undred Souls, of whom he alone as Ed/ſieation oſ the Church of God ) of the Reaſhhs in
Mine/ter had the Onerſightz yet in the whole Series' ducing the Author ( as he once prﬃngly ſhewzd me.
ﬂfld Contexture thereof, thou wilt, notwithﬅanding, upon his Death-bed) to inſert theſe szzcedions that
j{"d_ a! much Solidity, Sobriety and Modeﬅy, ninth are by way of Digt'e ton 'not-e largely handled in
Qflſſl'ntſs and Sagacity, and very 'much Plainneſs this Booh. 1. The hnportunity of ſome Friends. 2.
"wi Pt'rſpicuity, (cotﬄdering the Obſcurity (com His Pe'ſwaſion gſ the Sotcndne/Js and Inoﬀen/iveneﬁ
Pal'ative I mean) of this Scripture) which is rare, of the Matter: lVhcrein, tho' he hath here and there
ſwflf1) hY/Fng and embracing each other; So libe a'zlzmi from ſome great Adon; yet hath he can-ied
w'ﬅ thou wilt diſiover, bcyide a clear Explication of the Diﬀtrence
with ſo much
jVechn'eſs,
and ſh
ſeat
or reﬂecting
Exþreﬃons,
dealing
only
by i
the 7cttxt of this Book, and convincing Proofs a the irritating
POPC ef Rome his being that Antichriﬅ, (a main the Strength gf ſimple Reaſon, that he hath ca/i a
'By-T' 'If it) even to the awahening of the Iamentably Copy, worthy to befollotc-'ed by others in thit eriﬅs'rh
decayed zm] of the People of God (Ig/littﬅ that Ben/t, - I'ge. 3. Some Appreheiﬃon, that to not a few that
ﬄ'ſifl'lþ with the Blood of Saints, after whom, ſh con
way of touching upon ſome Rue/tions might be 'more
ſiderable a Part of the Chri/lian lI-hrld, and that to pleajing and-tahing. 4. 77; prevent Drowning, as
"be-Knot Oyﬁ'ncc oſ the Jews, is, alas l ﬅill won it were, in jbllozuing the Series and 'Ii'act of the
1 .ermg ;' Thou wilt, I ſily, be ide thoſe, diſcover Sto'y and Commentary, according to the Practice of
L'ct'lrt in Iſſlory, great 'ſight in the smo
;;;/:,ct5'_a71?7 'very deep Reach in the prﬀoundcyt and 'ſeveral Learned and [Mr-thy Men in their bVritings
upon the Scripture. 5. Becauſe the Clearing ofſome
Pkeﬂmtrtmte Things in Thcalogy, to a public-4 Plates along the Booh it
did' call for ſeveral of
I, mld/i?" whereof, in this Uninerﬁty. of Glaſgaw, them; 6. That
they might any way at all be
ﬂpþdM-'Jſhmetm/e ( to wit, a little before his being ilk/al, they ſhould not altogether peri/h, there having_
miſſion: to attend the King's Family ) by the Com been no other con-venient way for' the publiſhing o/
wﬄn-n ry Pſ the General Aſibmbly, author-tzed for them: And indeed it had been a Pity to haw
ſi 5 t," ſaid. Univerſity, moﬅ uotani'iouﬅy and ſmothered and hepe themfrom ﬅting the Light; yzv' I
an!

}
I

v
To the Reader.
have ſometimes heard him in bis Siehneſs, proſe/J', [Ver/i ) deſiring, Iſizy, that theſe Prayer-full Labours
that

however fecthﬁ they were) as he had Peace of his may be richly ble/t cſ God to thee, for mahing

in his Mind, that there was no new, uncouth or thee' read the Revclalion (which, it may be, hath
'hange <ſhing in them; So he eonld not deny, but that hitherto)
lyen by thee,with
for more
my? Underﬅanding,
of it at leaﬅ, as iijſſitation
a ſhaled Booh
and
[metimes
them,
and other
Parts
the Booh,him
he
ſſhad
foundinGod
ſenſibly
zſſ/iing
ando/ tarrying

Comfort than ever; and deſſring withal, that the
through beyond his own Expectation. Now, deſiring Bright and Morning-star, who holdeth the Stars
that theſe Labours V' the Author, which were inter in his right Hand, may illaminate and ﬁx many
'nixed with tnteeh Prayer to God, (for, all the while Stars ofſitth zMagnitnde, and heep them long bright
ly ſhining in the Firmament of his Chnrth, ﬁr
the Direction, Guidante and Comfort thereof in

he was a Lecturing upon this Scripture ( and ſince )
there was a cotyzderahle Part if a Day every ſſ/Þeh
extraordinarily ſet apart for Prayer, as ſhr other
Cauſes, ſo, no doubt, for ſeehing God's
in that

Glaſgow, the 23. of

September,

theſe cloudy and ſad Times, I am, at leaﬅ would
be,

Chrﬄian,

Thy Servant for CHRXST'S ſnkc,
in the Work of the Goſpel,

1658.

70HN CARSTAIRS.

READER,
EING deſired toſþeah my Know
TH/IT W'it were more than ordinary weal', which
ledge oſ thisſubſequent H/orh, I dutﬅ promiſe rom the Pen 1? any j_l/Ian a elear and
athnowledge that I was one 'who 'certain Expoztion of all the cvclztion beﬁre the Day
freauen'iy entoteraged the ſlathor of Pctformant'e of theſe very deep and my/terious Pro
to let it go abroad. For, how pheſies. It was not ﬁor nought, that mo/ijndicious Cal
ever he had no Time to poli/h it, vin and aeute Beze, with many other proſound Divines,
and what is het'e almoſt all was 'would never be moved to attempt any Explitation oﬀ that"

tahen from his Month by the Booh 2' ﬁt, I hope, I may methe bold to d/jirm, wit/softe
Pen of an arnzzmy Hearer: Yet I am aﬄicted, the
tVatter it, as I heard it weehly delivered, isſo pre
tious, a; conne-t but' be very weltome and aeeeptable to
the hſ/orld ty' Believe-ry, I am conﬁdent, that the gra
oiout Deſign which "ſome worthy Brethren among as
haw in-hand, and have new far advanced to the good
Satii/action ty' all who have ttﬄed of the Firﬅ-fruits
0ft.eir Labours, of nzaling the Bodytoſ holy Scrip
tures plain and nﬅſnl to vulgar Catch/ties, 15 not a
littlefnrthe-red by this Piece: For, albeit with greater
Length ( as the Nature of the Booh of Neteﬃty did
require ) than the/2 Brethrens Deſign of Shortnejs doth
admit 3 yet it maheth very plain and n/tﬁtl, ﬃat with
oat all one/tion harde/haf all Scriptures. This I can
ſay, that divers of the nto/t e/ſſnre Tents of that hoiv

Both, which 1 underﬅood little at the Beginning of his
Letture, before he clyﬂd his Exerezﬅ, 'were made to
'neſoſi clear, 'that I judged his Exþo/ition 'night wet
be acouieﬂed into without mue/o more- Debate..

Hazard of any heavy Cenſitre, that there is here laid
ſixth a Bridge over that very deep River', that who

ever goeth over it, ſhall have Cato/e to blot God for
the Author's Labour.
' .

TIIE Epifilaſheaheth to the [in/an, I ſhall add but'
this one ii'hrd, '7 hat from the Day I was ill/played by the

Preſbytry to preach and pray, and to impo/e, with others,
Hands upon hint for the A-Iini/Iry at Glaſgow, I did

live to the 'my laﬅ with him rn great and nninter
rnpted Love, and in an high Eﬅi/nation qf his tgregi
ons Endmtments, which made hint to me pretions among
the nto/i excellent Divines 1 have been nto/tainted with

in the whole Iſle. O
it were the good Pleaſiere of
the [Wot/ter eſ the ViﬂU/Ifd to plant many ſieeh noble
Wines in this Land! I hope many more tſ his La
bours ſhall/Follow this ſi/ﬅ, and that the more anich
ly as this doth receive the due and expected lie
teptante.
Thine in the L o R n,
ROBERT BJLIE.

£-

1 N I) E X of the principal Queﬅion: and controverſie: which are diﬂuﬀcd

In

ﬁnd cleared in this

T R E A 1' I S E.

N c i R N I N c the holy Trinity, and Object of Worſhip,
' _
Page 5

14. Concerning the Nature of Chriﬅ's Death; or,

2. Concerning a Calling to the Mimﬅry, and Clear
neſs therein,
49
3. Concerning VVriting,
57

15. Concerning the Extent of the Merit of Chriﬅ'a

4- Of Reading and Hearing,
_ _ oo
5. Concerning Church-Government and Diſclpline

HÞ'H WYP

I.

-

o

C

in general,

_ 77

6. Concerning a Miniﬅer's Relation to a particular

congregation,
7- Concerning the Nature and Diﬀerence of com
mon and ſaving Grace,

if it be properly a Satisfaction,

Pag' 276

Death; or, if it may be accounted a Satisfacti
on for all Men,
280

Concerning Chriſt's Interceﬃon,

384.

Concerning learned Mtdl his S nchronifm', 312
. Concerning the comfortleſs (grounds laid down
in Popery, for eaſing aﬄicted Confciences,
419

. Concerning the Idolatry of the Church of Rain',

112

42
Concerning Propheſying,
44?
Concerning a Miniﬅer's particular Meſſage to a
ſame,
139
particular Auditory, and if it may be again and
9- Conceming Miniﬅerial A'liﬁcations, _
184
again inſiﬅed on and repeated,
446
10- Concerning the Identity of Angel, Biſhop and 22 Concerning the Waldmﬅr,
474
Pſcſhyter,
.
'
207
23 . Concerning the Conﬅitution of true Churche'
1 1- Concerning the Way of Covenantlng with God,
by Reformation, out of ſuch as have been cor
and of a Sinner's obtaining Juﬅiﬁcation before
rupt,
488
him,
218 24 . Concerning the Unity of the Catholick viſible
'Concerning Repentance,
2 32
Church,
5 Io
Some general Obſervations concerning Preach 25. Concerning the Diﬃculty of salvation under
mg, and eſpecially Application,
243
Popery,
554
Concerning the Inﬂuence the Devil hath on ſome
wicked Mens Actions, and how he carrieth on the

20.
21.

RZADBR, thou wilt ﬁnd the Particulars, relating to each of theſe Heads, digeﬅed in the follow
ing Table at the End of the Book, accordingr to the order of the Alphabet:_ And beſides,

m the peruſal of the Book, thou wilt ﬁnd a delectable Variety of other concerning Weſhons,

right ſatisfyingly, tho' but ſhortly handled.

\

>

A Collection Oſſa/ne memorable Thing: in 'be Life of that truþ
great and eminent Man Mr. James Durham.
R. J'AMES DUR HA/W, by Birth was ſo eﬀectually upon his Spirit, that in the hearing of
M

a good Gentleman, of the Houſe and that sermon he ﬁrﬅ cloſed with Chriﬅ, and then
Family of Grange Durbam, an ancient, went to the Lord's Table and took the Seal of God's
honourable and ſometime ﬂouriſhing Family in the Covenant. He ordinarily called Mr. Melvil, Father,
Pariſh of Mo'mſeitb in the Shire of Jngus. He had when he ſpoke of him.
a good Eﬅate in the Pariſh of Mumﬀe, then called
H a did afterwards make ſerious_ Religion his Buſi
Ea in Pewrie, but now called ſlſedderburn, after neſs and duly Exerciſe, both in Secret and in his Fa

mily, and in all companies and PLLCCS where he
came, and did cordially embrace the Intercﬅ of Chriﬅ
and his Church as'then eﬅabliſhed.
H E gave himſelf much to reading, for which
Cauſe and that he might be free of all Diﬅurbance of
the Family, &Ft. he cauſed build a Study for him
ſelf on the Head of the Stair of his Houſe in the
Country, which yet remains ﬅanding, tho' all the
moral in his Life, both in the Univerſity and when reﬅ of that great Houſe be pulled down. In this little
he left it, yet was he much a ﬅranger to Religion in Chamber he gave himſelfcontinually to Prayer, Read
the ſerions Exerciſe and Power of it; and through ing and Meditation, and was ſo cloſe a student there,

the Gentleman's Name who is preſent Heritor
of it.
He left the Univerſity before he was graduate,
and for ſometime after he came from the College,
lived as a private Gentleman at his own Dwelling
houre in the Country, without any Thought then
of further proſecuting his Studies, eſpecially for the
Miniﬅry. And tho' he was always blameleſs and

Prejudice of Education, did not ﬅand well aﬀected that he oft forgot to eat his Bread; and was ſome
to the Preſbyterian Government. He ﬁrﬅ married times ſo intent on his Studics, that Servants who were
a Daughter of the Laird of Dunterw'e, his Wife and ſent to call him down, have often returned without

her Mother were both very pious Women.

H 1 s Converſion to the Lord was very remark

'

Anſwer, yea, his Lady was frequently obliged to call
on him with 'ſears to open and come down, before

able.

Going with his Lady to viſit her Mother in he would come; ſuch ſweet Communion he had;
ſome Miles weﬅ from with the Lord in that Place at ſometimes.
Edinburgb, a conſiderable Diﬅance from his own
H r: made great Proſiciency in his Studies, and nct
Houſe, it happened to be the Time of the Sacrament only became an cxperimental Chriﬅian, but a learned
of the Lord's Supper its being adminiﬅrare in that Man. One Evidence of this he gave in a little
Pariſh. Upon Saturday his Mother in Law earneﬅly Diſpute with one of the then Miniﬅers of Dzmdee.
preſi'ed him to go with them to Church and hear Being in that Town, he did ( in the Houſe where
Sermon, he ſhewed at ﬁrﬅ a great Unwillingneſs; he was occaſionally) meet with the Parſon of the
but partly lg their Perſwaſions, and partly by his Pariſh, as Miniﬅers were then called, who knew not

-
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the Pariſh of Abereern,

complaiſant

iſpoſition he was prevailed with to go _Mr. Durbam: But after ſome Diſcourſe he fell upon

along with them. The Miniﬅer that preached that
Day was extremely aﬀectionate and ſcrious in his
Deliver , and tho' the sermon was but a plain fa
miliar Iziſcourſe, yet his Seriouſneſs ﬁxed Mr. Dur
lram's Attention very cloſely, and he was much
aﬀected therewith, but the Change was to be reſerv
ed for the Morrow.

the Poprſh Controverſy with the Parſon, and did put
him ſo to Siltnce as the Perſon was not able to anſwer,

but ſneakingly paſſed out of the Room from Mr.
Durrfram, and went to the Provoﬅ, craving his Aﬃﬅ
ance to apprehend Mr. Dur/MI/z as a Jeſu'te, aſſur
ing the Provoﬅ, that if ever there was a Yeſiu'te in

When he came home, he ſaid Rome, he was one, and that if he were ſuﬀered to

to his Mother in Law, The Miniﬅer has preached continue in the Town and Country, he might per?
very ſeriouſly this Day, and I ſhall not need to be vert many from the Faith. Upon which the Provoﬅ
preſſed to go to-Church to Morrow. Accordingly going'alongﬅ with the Parſon to the Houſe where
on Saþrbmb Morning riſing early, he returned to the ſuppoſed j'eſiu'te was, and entering into th. Room,
Church, and Mr. 'Ir'pbraim Mt/'Uiſ preached from the Provoﬅ immediately knew Mr. Dnrbem, and
IPet. ii. 7. 73 jeu t/mt believe, be is pr'eeiem. ſaluted him as Laird of Eaﬅer Prurie, craving him

WVhere he ſo ſweetly and ſeriouſly opened up the Pardon for their Miﬅake z and turning to the Parſon,
Rreciouſneſs of Chriﬅ, and the Spintof God wrought aikcd him, wher' the Gentleman was whom he cauzd
t to

.-.-_
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tſſhC Jeſuite, Mr. Durbam ſmiling, the Parſon was
aſhamed, and begged both of them Pardon, but was
rebuke-i by the Provoﬅ, ſaying, Fy, fy, that any
Cou ntry Genzleman ſhould be able to put our Parſon
to silence.
_
H E was one of great Integrity, Authority and
Rcſpect in the Country where he lived, and among
all his neighbour Gentlemen; inſomuch that m all

God in the holy Miniﬅry, for to that he judged the
. Lord called him. But tho' as et Mr. Durizam had
not Clearneſs to hearken to
r. Dit/lſſn's Deſire,
yet two remarkable Providences Falling out juﬅ upon
the back of Mr. Diriſſn's ſolemn Charge, ſerved very
much to clear his way to comply with Mr. Didſm's
Deſne. The ﬁrﬅ was, In the Engagement his Horſe
was ſhot under him, yet he himſelf was mercifully

Debates and Diﬀerences 'that fell out betwixtany, preſerved. The ſecond was, In the heat oſ Battle, an
l\'lr. Dur/zam was always Choſen by both Parnes as Engliſh Soldier was ready to ﬅrike-him down with
'their great Reſeree, Arbitrcttor and Judge, to whoſe his Sword, but apprehending him to be a Mjniﬅer by
sentence all Parties ſubmitted. He was the great his grave Carriage, black Cloath: and Band, as was
Tl'yﬅer and Peace-maker, yea, what Job ſaid of then in ſaſhion with Gentlemen, aſked Mr. Durbzzm,
himſelf, Chap. xxix. 7. 21. was applicable to' this If he wasa Prieﬅ? To which Mr. Durbam anſwered,
great and holv Man Mr. Dur/mm, while a private Yes, and ſo his Liſe v. as ſpared by theSoldier. Upon
Gentleman in the Country, Unto him Men gave after Reﬂection, Mr. Durbam conſidering with him
ear, and waile/i, and kept/flame at Ivis Counſcl, after ſelſ, how wonderfully the Lord had ſparcd him, and
771'3 kVords r/rry jfizl'c not again, be theſe rueth!" preſerved his Life, and that his laying he wan a Prieﬅ,
wav, and ſnt thief, muLdmc/t as a Kmg m ib' had been the Mean of his Preſervation, reſolved there

Country, and _as one that comforteth the Man/'n
err.
' IN the Time of the Civil Wars, many Gentle
men were in Arms for the Cauſe oſ Religion, amongﬅ
whom Mr. Dw ſam/2 was choſen and called to be a Cap
tain: in which Station and Character he behaved him
ſelf like another Cornelius, being a moﬅ die-out M'im,

and one that ſmrtd God with all his Him/2, and prayed
to God always with his Company. Yea, _he ſome
times acted more like a Miniﬅer than a Captain, ﬅand
i'g
on the Head of his Company, and giving them
many ſcrious Exhortations, Adviccs and Counſels for

their Souls, and prayed'beſore them ſo powerfully and

eﬃ'CctN-I-"tlly, that uot only all his company, but
Sirangers who paﬂed by and heard, were greatly
aﬀected and ſurprized, looking on him not only as a

ﬂood Manſhut a great Man, in whom much of the
Spirit of God was.

_ _

H l 8 Call and coming ſorth to the holy Mnnﬅry,
was truly remarkable, which was this.

fore as a Teﬅimony of his grateful and thankful Senſe
oſ the Lord's Goodneſs and Mercy to him, hence
forth to devote himſclſ to the Service of' God in the
holy Miniﬅry, it' the Lord ſhould ſee meet to call

and quuliﬁe him for the ſame.
_ i >
ACCORDINGLY in Purſuance oſthis his Reſolu
tion, he very quickly after went'to Old/jay, and
ﬅudied Divinity under Mr. Diclſon then Profeſſor
there, and made ſuch Proﬁciency in his Studies, that
in a ſhort Time ( being called thereto) he humbly
oﬀered himſelf to Trials, Arm' 1646. 'and was
licenced by the Prtſhytery of [mine to preach the
Goſpel.
'
N a x T Year upon Mr. David Dirlﬁn's R-ecom
mendation, the Seſlion of G/aſgrrw appointed Mr."
Robert Ram/ay one of their Miniﬅers, to intreat Mr,
Dur/Jam to come and preach in Glaſgow'. Accord
ingly he came and preached two Lord's Days, and
one Week Day. The Seﬃon being abundantly ſa

The Scars tlsﬁed with Mr. Dur/mm's Doctrine, and the Giſts

Army being to engage with the Engliſh- Army in
Fieht, he judged it meet to call his Company vand
soldiers to Prayer before the Engagement. And as
he was beginning to pray, it happened that the Re
Vere'nd Nl r. David Ditkſim Profeſſor of Divinity then
at GÞſgC'w, came riding by the Army, who ſeeing

beﬅowed upon him by the Lord, ſor ſerving; him in
ihe holy Miniﬅry, did unanimouﬂy Gall him to the
Miniﬅry of the Black/rim- Church then vacant.
In Conſequence oſ which, he was ordained Mini
ﬅer there, in Member 1647. The Tenor of the
Call given him was a: follows, '

Fhc sOldicrs adreſſing themſelves to Prayer, and hear
mg the. Voice of one praying, drew near and lighted
Right Rzwrmd and [ﬁll-beloved Sir,
from'h's Horſe and joined with them, who was ſo THE Report we heard of the Grace of God in
much taken with Mr. Derbam's Prayer, that after

Pray" Mr- Did/an called ſor the Captain, and hav

you, bred in us a longing Deſire to hear you
our ſelves, and now having heard, we' acknowledge

Klg To" verſed with him a little, he did iolemnly charge that the Fame concerning you, which came to our
Imi- that ſo ſoon as this Piece oſ Service he was en
Ears, was well grounded, andthat we are ſo abun

lash m was over, he ſhould devote himſelf to ſerve dantly ſatisﬁed with the Giſt beﬅowed upon you are

ZX
the Lord, that we have reſolved, and by thir Pre

The ſecond Sabbath he was in this Country, he

ſents do Call and Invite you to come and undertake
the Miniﬅerial Charge of Word and Sacraments
among us, in that our Church commonly called
the Black-friars: Whereunto we nnfeignedly pro

preached in Fear/ing, at the Deﬁre of the Miniﬅer

feſs, that we are moved by no carnal conſideration,

did come and hear, he preached from 2Cor. v. 18,

but by the Reſpect we have to the Glory of God,
and

the Ediﬁcation of our own Souls allanarly;

there. It's the next adjacent Pariſh to the Place
where his Intereﬅ lay in the Country, where ſeveral
of the neighbour Gentlemen of his old Acquaintance
to. He' bath give/1 to m the Mnﬄrv if Remnrihcta

tie/7, to wit, that God was in Cbryl, reconciling t/Je

Which great Ends we are conﬁdent ſhall be pro IVr/d unto him/2] , &c. The third Sabbarh he was
cured by your following of this Invitation as_from in this Country, he preached in Mamzſeit/z, at the
God, who has put this Motion ſo harmoniouﬂy Dcſire of the Miniﬅer there, the Place where all

without Contradiction in all our Hearts and Mouths. his Relations and intimate Acquaintances had their
And for your better Incouragement hereto, altho' we Dwellings; he preached from 2Cor. v. 20. H/e then
neither dare nor will promiſe great Things of our a: Ambaj/adarrſhr Clargﬅ, ar t/m' God aid [Je/red) you
ſelves, yet by the Grace of God, you ſhall have here [ry us: we pray you in Cbriﬅ'x ﬅead, be ye reconciled
a People to render to you all the Duty and Reſpect to God. In both which Places, he acted indeed like
which a Flock ought to a faithful Paſ'tor, and what an Ambaſſador for Chriﬅ, and managed the Goſpcl
Incouragement we can aﬀord ſhall not be wanting. Treaty of Peace to very good Purpoſe. The fourth
And ( that which we know you will regard moﬅ ) Sabbath he deſigned to have preached in Mſſroﬅ, his
our Aim ſhall be by the Lord's Aſſiﬅance to receive own Pariſh Church, where he was a conſiderable
the Word of God for Reprooſ, as well as for Con Heritor. But whilﬅ he was thus imployed in preach
ſolation, in private and in puhlick, readily at your ing, and ſettling his worldly Intereﬅ and Aﬀairs here
Mcuth, yea, and Church Cenſure alſo, if our Pall in the Country, he received an Expreſs from Glaſ
ing ſhall be found ſo to deſerve. Let us therefore gozu to return in all haﬅe, his Wife being danger
make bold to obteﬅ you in the Lord, not to ſhun ouﬂy ſick. Upon which he made for his Journey
this Matter, which Providence is of God, but make and returned to Glqlgaw, leaving his Aﬀairs to the
your Adreſs hither with all Conveniency, that in Care of his Friends. In a few Days his dear Wife,
an orderly way we may enjoy the Bcneht of your who was the Delire and Delight of his Eyes,
Labours, for which we ſhall bleſa God, and are died.
H I s Chriﬅian Submiſſion under this aﬃicting Diſ
yours ſubſcribing in Name oſ'the hail Seſſion by the
penſation was remarkable. After ſome times silence,
Moderator and Clerk.
B EI N c ſettled there, he did apply himſelf to he ſaid to thoſe about him, who came to viſit him
the Work of the Miniﬅry with great Diligence, me and ſympathize with him in his Aﬃiction and Loſs,
ditating on theſe Things he had received in Charge, New 'Lo/20 could ps/ſwade me' that this Dzſheuſhtlon
t/n Lard
he gave himſelf wholly to them, ſo that his pro-. Zſ God'r Providence 'were good ſhr me',
ﬁting did quickly appear to all. But he conſidering, m] not ſhid it war/ii? He was afterwards married
that no Man that warreth, entangleth himzelf with to May-gure: Mart, Relict of Mr. Zac/mriar Boyrl,
the Affaitzs'ofthis Life, that he may pleaſe him who Miniﬅer of the Barony of Glaſgaw.
IN ſiofthe
Year 1650.
David
Diclſhn being
Pro
hath choſen him'to be a Soldier, deſired and obtained feﬂor
Divinity
in the Mr.
College
of (ill/ﬂaw,

Leave of his People to return to his own Country
for ſome' little Time, to ſettle his worldly Eﬅate and called to a Proſtſſion oſ the ſame Nature in the Uni
Aﬀairs' there.

Whilſt he was there, he was not idle,

but preached every Sabbath Day. The ﬁrﬅ Sahbath
he preached in Dun-rite, where he had a great Au
dience, the moﬅ of the Inhabitants of any Note in
the Town, and all the Gentlemen in Town and
ſome Miles about it being of Mr. Durbw/z's old Ac
quaintance, hearing of his being come to the Coun

try, 'and that he_was to preach, did out of their Cu_
rioſity come to hear him, he preached from Rom. 1.
16. I am not aſhamed yf' the Gqſpel aſ C/Þri/I. And
ſhewed them, that it was no Diſparagement for the

verſtty of Edinbwgl), the Commiſſtonc-rs of the Ge
neral Aſiembly ttuthorized for viſiting the Univerſity
of Glaygaw, moﬅ unanirnouﬂy deſigned and called
Mr. Dur/zarn to ſucceed Mr. Dickſh/I as Profeſior of

Divinity there:

But in a little Time thereafter, be

fore he was. admitted to that Charge, the General
Aſlembly of this Church being perſwaded of his cmi-.

nent Piety, Stedſaﬅgneſs, Gravity,'Prpdence, Mode-.
ration, and other great Abilities, they did that ſame
Year, after mature Deliberation, very umnimoully

pitch upon him, tho' then but about eight'and

greateﬅ to be a Preacher and a Goſpel-Miniﬅer'. twenty Years of Age, as amongﬅ the ableﬅ and
*

moſt

"up!"
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moﬅ accompliſhed Miniﬅers of this Church, to at Prztrich Gill-ﬁle to write a Letter in their Name
tend the King's Family as Chaplain. In which to Mr. James Durham, concerning Mr. Rehet't
Station, tho' the Times were moﬅ diﬃcult, as Ranzſiay's being Profeſſor of Divinit in Place of the
'abounding with Temptations and Snares, with Jea ſaid Mr. James, in th: Univerity of Glq/Zew.
louſzes, Hearþburnings, Emulations and Animoſities, And likewiſe Mr. Patrith Gilleſpie, John Grahm/z
and ﬂowing with high Tides of many various, and Provoﬅ, James Hanrilton, Them/is Brown, and II/il
not a few contrary Humours, he did ſo wifely and Iiam Lig/xthody Baillies, lV'l/ianz Dnnlep Dean of Gild,
faithfully behave and acquit himſelf, that there was 'Peter Jahrﬄoun Deacon Conveener, and Mr. John
a conviction thereof left upon the Conſciences of all Spreul Town Clerk, were appointed to confer with
who obſerved him, and ſo as he had Peace through the Maﬅers of the College 'hereancnt.

In Felix-nary

Jeſus Chriſt as to that 'Miniﬅratiom During hisAt next, Mr. D/u'ham wrote a Letter to the Sellion
tend'ance upon the King and Court, ſuch was his of Glaſgow, teſtifying his intire Aﬂbction to them,
'Authority and Gravity, and ſuch a Majeﬅy and Aw and bearingr that the General ſijle'mhly had left him a
Door for his Entry there. Upon which a Letter
in his Countenance, as did concilinte, yea, com
mnnd Rcverence and Reſpcct from all in the Court was ſent from the Common Seſiion, ſubſcribed' by all
tcnvard him: In ſo much that it was obſerved, the Mcmbers of it, to Mr. James Durham, and
that: whatever Lightncſs and Profanity had been James Hami/ten, and Mr. John Sprenl, appointed to
uſual in former Times by ſome in the Court, carry the ſame, and to prelent their Dcſire to him,
and great contempt ſhown by them to ſome ſor

ﬁgniﬁed by the ſaid Letter, whereof the Tenor

rtcrly in that Charactcr;

followeth.

yet during his Pie

ſence in the Court, and whenever he went about

the Duty of his Place, they did all carry gravely,
Right Reverenl',
'and did forbear all Lightncſs and Profanity; and W E received your', wherein you ſpeak of the
there wert none that durſ't allow themſelves to do
Comm'rﬃoncrs liberating you for ſometime
or ſpeak any thing oﬀenſive before him.
'
from your Attendance upon the King's Family, and
_ WV H I L 5 he ſerved the Lord in the holy Mi of your Purpoſe to viſit us here, which did nota
mﬅrv, and particularly in that Poﬅ and Character little refreſh us. The Obﬅruction of the Accom
Of King's Chaplain, his great Labour and Ambition pliſhmcnt of a former Reſolution for this, and the
was, to be acccepted of God, and have God's Fa Diſappointment of our longing Expectation therein,
VOUF, and not the Favour of great Men; Therefore did much ſadden our Spirits; and it' the Lord ſhould
he ﬅudicd more to proﬁt and edify their Souls, than ſo diſpoſe, that yet your coming hither ſhould be
pleaſe and tickle their Fancies, as ſome Court Para

btes do in their Scrmons.

impeded, it is like, it would exceedingly add to all

One Inﬅance whereof the Aﬃiction that lies upon us.

We hope no Diſ

WZ'ZS this. Being called at a certain Time to preach couragement from this Place ſhall prevail ſo far, a'
[If-'tore the Parliament, where many Rulers were pre to work the leaﬅ Alteration of your declared Pur

knſi he preached from John iii. IO. Art thou a
Maﬅer' of Iſiael, and hnewgﬅ not theſe Things?
That which he moﬅly inſiﬅed on before this Auguﬅ
i'cpting, was, That it was a muﬅ unaemuntahle

Vomit forRu/m, Nobles in Iſrael, (a LandﬀLig/n,

poſe and Reſolution. We cannot tell how much,
and how earneﬅly we long once more to ſee your
Face, and to hear a Word from vou, from whoſe
Mouth the Lord has often blell'ed the ſame, for our
reat Refreſhment, Ediﬁcation and conﬁrmation.

'where Divine Light and Revelatian was, and where
e do therefore with all Earneﬅneſs requeﬅ and bc
a Zſeſlt Plenty of the Means if Knowledge was ) ra ſeech you, that you would in the Interim of your
3 'gnat-ent oﬀ, and unrztquainted with theſi- great Retirement from Attendance upon that Charge, let
'mdjletfﬄmy Things zzf Regeneration, and being barn the Town and congregation once and yet dear to
again yf the Spirit. And did moﬅ ſeriouſly preſs you, who dare not quit their Intereﬅ in you, nor
"Po" all, from the King to the Beggar, to ſeek to look upon that Tye and Relation betwixt you and
know experimentally theſe Things. An excellent them as diſlolved and null, enjoy the Comfort
arten! for all Court Miniﬅers, and ſuch as are of your, ſometimes very comfortable, Feilowſhip and
Zggtin 23 preach at ſuch publick Occaſions. He Miniſtry. We dow not think of the deferring of our
u
- the Ixmc,
7. (r till
. 1 he went to Eng i Hope any longer in this. We have therefore, hear
land,
with
ing that you were at Stirling, ſent two of our

O
the I' C

w A R o s the latter End of January, 1651. Number, James Hamilton Baillie, and Mr. John
ommon Scſſion of Gla/[gaw- appointed Mr. sprent, to preſent and follow forth this our moﬅ
[ctions
1
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ſerious and earneﬅ Requeﬅ. Not further, but long

that your Miniﬅry may be more uſeful here, an]

ing, praying and hoping to ſee you in this Place,

more commended to the Hearts of this People, than

we reﬅ, &Ft.

any where elſe, that you ſhall have an open Door,

I N Conſequence oſ this preſſing Letter, Mr. Dur
lmm ſometime after came to Glaſigow; for he is men
tioned preſent in the Seſſion in the beginning of xI/Wl
next, at the ſame Time Cramwzll and his Army were
in Glaſga'w, and on the Lord's Day Cromwtl/ heard
Mr. Dur/mm, who preached againﬅ the Invaﬁon to
his Face. Next Day Cromwcll ſent for Mr. Dur
hzm, and told him, That he always thought Mr.

and be here, as you have been formerly amongﬅ this
People, the Firſt-fruits of your Miniﬅr , with the
Fulneſs of the Bleſſing of the Goſpe] of eſus Chriﬅ.
There being alſo ſome more than ordinary, at leaﬅ,
ﬅanding Tye and Relation betwixt you and us,
never as yet declared, nor accounted by you or us
to be altogether diſſolved null and void. XVe do
therefore, in our own Name, and in the Name of

'ws.-Am"

Durbam had been a more wiſe and prudent Man, that particular Congregntion, moﬅ ſeriouſly beſeech,
than to meddle with Matters of publiek Concern in exhort, yea, obtcﬅ you in he Lord, that you would
his sermons. To which Mr. Durlwm anſwer-ed, hearken to our eaincﬅ and Cordial Call and Invitation

That it was not his Practiſe to bring publick Mat
ters into the Pulpit, but that he judged it both Wiſ
dom and Prudence in him to ſpeak his Mind upon
that Head, ſeeing he had the opportunity of doing
it in his own hearing. Cromwtll diſmtſied him very
civilly, but deſired him to forbear inſiﬅing upon that
Subject in Publick. And at the ſame '1 rrne ſundry
Miniﬅer: both in Town and Country met Wllh Crum
well and his oﬃcers, and repreſented in the ﬅrongeﬅ
manner the Injuﬅice of his Invaﬁon.
_

of you, to labour in the Work of the Goſpel amongﬅ
us in that Congrcgation, and not refufe, ſhift or de
lay, to follow and embrace the ſame, as you would
not add to all the Aﬄiction that has come, and may
come upon us.

ﬁnd the People deﬁrous and willing to receive and
make welcome the Word of the Lord from your
Mouth, and to ſubject themſelves to any Cenſure of
Jeſus Chriﬅ, drawn forth by you. We do alſo,
for our ſelves promiſe, That we ſhall through the
IT would ſeem that ſome Time after this, Mr. Strength of his Grace, endeavour to carry our
Durbam had withdtawn from Glaſgaw, and there ſelves to you in all Things, as it becomes Brethren
fore in ſizzguﬅ next, a Letter is ordered to be ſent and Fellow-labourcrs in the Work of the Lord,
him, that he would come and viſit them, and preach ſubſcribed by our Moderator and Clerk in our
here. And in Stpzrmþtr next, there bemga Vacancy Name.
in the Inner-Kirf, hy the Death Of Mr. Robert Ram
T H e Seſiion appointed Mr.. [Ya/m Carﬂar'rx,
ſhy, the Common Seſſion gave an unanimous Call George Parte/ﬁeld and o/m Hamitm to intimate
( with which the Town-Council agreed) to Mr. and give the ſaid Call to Mr. Dur/Jam. Accord
D'ur/zam, to the Miniﬅry of the Irmer-Krrk, whereof ingly Mr. Durbrlm was ſometime after this received
Miniﬅer in the Imtr-Kirri, Mr. Job/1 Gar/fair: his
the Tenor followeth.
Brother in Law was his Collegue in that Church.

I N the whole or' his Miniﬅry, he was a burning
E the Miniﬅers and Ruling Elders of the and ſhining Light', he ſhined in all Chriﬅian and h'Ii
w Common Seſſton of Glaſga-w, according to niﬅerial Git'ts and Graces, and particularly, he did
the Truﬅ that lies upon us, caﬅing 'our examplary ſhine in Humility and Self-denial. One
Eyes about, where we could ﬁnd a Man that might Inſtance of many was this. 'Upon a certain Day
ſerve in the Miniﬅry of the Goſpel, in that Congre when Mr. And/ma Gmy and he were to preach, as
Right Revermd,

*

N --W*-owna*1,-a*' -.._-__

And weare hopeful, that you ſhall

'

gation now vacant amongﬅ us, through the removal they were walking together, Mr. Durlwm Obſerving

Of our late Miniﬅer Mr. Robert Ran/ſay, We were Multitudes thronging into that Church where Mr."
led (and as we conceive, not without a ſpecial Pro

Andt-too Gray was to preach, and but here and there

vidence, and the good Hand of our God upon us)
towards Thoughts of you; of whoſe Ability, Grace,
Integrity and Faithfulnels, we have abundant Expe
rHence, with whoſe Miniﬅry and Fellowſhip, we and

one dropping into that Church where he himſelf was
to preach, ſaid to Mr. Gray, Broth-er, I perceive you
are like to have a throng Church this Day. To

which Mr. Gray anſwered, Truly Brother, they are
the Lord's People in this Place have been often and Foola to leave you and come to me. To which
much refreſhed, ediﬁed, ﬅrengthned and comforted, Mr. Dur/Jam replied, Not ſo, dear Brother, fora

our own and the Aﬀections of this People being withal Miniﬅer can receive no ſuch Honour and Succeſs in
eXmedingly joined to you, which makes us all his Miniſhy, except it he given him from Heaven.
long mulch for you in the Lord, and ſeems to ſay, I rcjoyce that Chriﬅ is preached, and that his King
* 2

dom.

_'__

-"And

.'
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dom and Intcrcﬅ is getting Ground, and that his Ho
H r s healing Diſpoſition and great Moderation of
nour and Eﬅccm doth Incrcuſc, tho' my Eﬅccm in Spirit rcmarltably appeared, when this Church was
Peoplcs Hearts ſhould dccreaſc, and bc diminiſhed, greatly divided betwixt the Reſolutioners and Pro
for I am content to be any thing, ſo that Chriﬅ may teﬅerr. As he would never give his Judgment upon
either Side, ſo he uſcd to ſay, That Diviſion was
be all in all.
H L was a Perſon of the outmoﬅ Compoſurc and by far worſe than either of the Sidcs. He was
Gravity, and ſcarce ſmilcd at any thing. 'When equally rcſpcctcd by both Parties, ſo that at a Mcct
IN-ſ r. IV/'liam Guthry and he wcrc together at Dinncr ing of the Synod in Glaſigow, when thoſe of the
in ſome: Gcntlcman's Houſe, Mr. Guthry was ex two diﬀerent Sides mct ſ:paratcly, each of them
ceeding merry, and made Mr. Durham ſmilc, yea, ' made choice of Mr. Durham for their Nlademtor,
laugh, with his pleaſant, ſncctious Convcrſation. It but he rcſuſed to joyn with either of them, until
was the ordinar Cuﬅom of the Family to pray after they would both unite together, which they accord'
Dinner, and
Guthry was dcſired to pray, which ingly did. At this Mecting, Mr. Durham gave in
lie did with the greateﬅ Meaſure of Scriouſneſs and the following Ovcrtures for Peace.
Fervency, to the Aﬅoniſhment of all preſent. When
B E 1 N o ﬅill more and more convſhced of the
they roſe from Prayer, Mr. Durham came to him Ncccﬄty of Union amongﬅ the Miniﬅers of this
and embraced him, and ſaid, O William, you are Church, by the many Evils that accompany theſe
a happy Man, If I had been ſo merry as you have Diﬀcreuces, do therefore think it expedient to ende-t
been, I could not have bccn ſcrious, nor in any vour ſome way of healing, at leaﬅ of preventing
the growing of the ſameſi And tho' they neither
Framc for Prayer, for forty eight Hours.
As Mr. Durham was devout in all the Parts of intend hereby judicially to condemn or reﬂect on any
his Miniﬅerial Work, he was, more cmincntly ſo at Acts or Procecdings of any of them, either on the
communion occaſions, then he cndcavourcdt rough one Side or the other, preceeding this Time, ( butdo
Gracc to rouſc and work up himſelf to ſuch a Divine leave both Sides without Prejudice by this Agrec
neſs of Frame, as very much ſuited the ſpiritual ment. ) Yct for the Ends forcſaid, they do voluntar

State and Majeﬅy of that ordinance, greatly fearing ly conleſcend mutually in the Things controvertcd,
leﬅ himſelf, or any of the People to whom hc in as far as concerns their Practice for the lateri/1',
diſpenſed the ſome, ſhould fall under the grievous as follows,
(Iuilt of the Body and Blood of the Lord; then,
1. T H A 'r they ſhalleſchcw all publick waken
into. manner, his Face ſhone, as being in the Mount ing or lengthning theſe Dehates, by preaching Of
* Of Communion nnd Fcllowſhip with God. Andþat ſpreading Papcrs, either in Favours of the one ſide
ſome of thoſe Solcmn and ſweet Occaﬁons, he ſpnke or the other.
ſome way as a Man that had been in Heaven, com
2. T H A T they ſhall forbear-eche practiſing, ex
hzcnding Jeſus Chriﬅ, making a glorious Diſplay of ccuting or preſſing ofall Acts concluded in the laﬅ
the Banncr of free Grace, holding forth the Riches Aſicmblys at Saint Andrews and Dundee, and alſo,
of it very clearly and convincingly, and bringing the prcſſmg or ſpreading Appeals, Declinators or
the Oﬀcrs thereof very low, wonderfully low: So Protcﬅations againﬅ theſame: And that both theſe
that in the hearing of ſome of his Scrmons at thoſe forcſaids, together with a sentence intended or fol
ccaſions, particularly that on tilatth xxii. 4. Some lowed thereupon ſhall be for the Time as to Practice
Of his Hcarcrs were made to think, that the Rope and our uſcmaking of them in any Thing, as tho'
Or Cord of the Oﬀer of salvation was let down and they had not been; this being always ſo undcrſtOOJ
hung ſo low to Sinners, that thoſe of the loweﬅ as inſcrring no actual condcmning of either of them,
' stature amongﬅ them all, might have catcht hold as ſaid is.
Of ltxſſurho,
through Gracc, had any mind to do ſo: * 3. T H A 'r none of thoſe be to any whatſoev'clf
And ſo home, ſo vehement and urgently preſi'ed, Rank, Miniﬅcr or Elder, or Expectant, a Ground_

9" ſo ſweet and eaﬁe Terms to b: embraced, that or Aggravztion of Clmllcngc, or Cenſure, Or or
at "wis a Wonder to ſome, how they could teſuſc Exception againﬅ their being admitted to Oﬃce, they
or ſhift thcmſi.

being otherwiſe found qualiﬁcd.

. 1'- D u R a A M gave himſelf much to Mcdi- - 4. THAT ſome be named as Correſpondcnts, who
LZKQ? and uſually ſaid very little to Perſons that may carry thcſeOvertures to be conferred with,and re'
them to propoſe their Caſes to him, but heard commended unto Brcthren ofother Synods, 'who are to
patiently, and was ſure to." handle them in be written unto, to ſcnd ſome of their Number tame?t
\ his T Serm
on,_
'
at a convenient Time and Place for that Jzlndh
5,
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5. L 1 K t A s,.it is their Purpoſe, if God ſhall ci/'ul ﬂ/ſen ar! taken awav, mite conſidering, that
give a free General Aſiembly, to endeavour a full the Rigbteou: arcta/km away from the evil to tame.
and judicial ſettling an Oblivion of the ſoreſaid Diﬀe l/Vhere he gave him a large Chaiacter, and repre
rence', and all Conſequences that have followed on ſented the great Loſs of ſuch an eminent Man.

them; and in the meantime to proceed in all Aﬀairs,
according to the uncontroverted Rules and Acts of
Our Church.
S o earneﬅ was Mr. Dw-bam for Peace and A
greement betwixt Miniﬅers on both Sides at this

And not only the Miniﬅers in Town, but in the
Country, greatly lamented Mr. Mrbam's Death
in their Preachings and Prayers next Sabbath, par
ticularly Mr. David I'iez'trlv Miniﬅer oſ (z'auau in the
Forenoon, and in the Aſternoon t:;-.'.'l; his Fzncwel
Time, that he went to St. Alru'rcwr with Maﬅer: of his Puriſh, and died upon that very Day Mr.

Samuel Rather/"owl, Robert Nail, Alexander Leving

Durbam was buried; which is the more remarkable,

ﬅana and Patriof (FiZ/cſhie, who had a Conſerence becauſe Mr. Dur/mm once deſigned to have recom
there, with Maﬅers Robert B/air, David Farret and mended him for his Succeﬅbr, as he told Mr. Car
Zamer Il/Zadahout their diﬀerent Judgments at that ﬅain ſometime before he intiniated his Nomination
imc, and was preſent with them at their reaſonings to the Magiﬅrates and Miniﬅers.
three Days, where the Subﬅance of the foreſaid
T H U s died the eminently pious, learned and ju
dicious h/Ir. YameÞDur/mm, whoſe Labours did al
Overtures were inſiﬅed upon.
So weighty was the miniﬅerial Charge upon Mr. ways aim at the Advancement oſ practical Religion,
Darbam's Spirit, that he uſed to ſay, That if he and whoſe Praiſe is in the Goſpel throughout all the
were to live ten Years longer than he had done, he Churche: of God both at Home and Abroad. He
would chooſe to live nine XYears to Study, for was aburning and a ſhining Light in his Day, a
preaching the tenth Year. And it was thought his Star of the ﬁrﬅ Magnitude, and of whom it may

cloſe Study and Thoughtfulneſs caﬅ him into that be ſoberly ſaid, without derogating from any, He
attamed 'mia tbeſirﬅ t/zrtc, and lua' a Name amongﬅ
Decay whereof he died.
W H 2 N; on Death bed, he was under conſiderable the Mig/ny.

Darkneſs about his State, and ſaid to Mr. John
Carﬅairr, Brother, for all that I have preached and
written, there is but one Scripturel can remember
or dare grip unto, tell me, if I dare lay the Weight of

my salvation upon it, Moſt-'e'er (met/2 to me, 1 will
in no wiſe taﬅ put P Mr. Carﬅairs anſwered him,
You may depend on it, tho' you had a thouſand
Salvations at hazard.
* ' t A n 0 U T a Month before his Death, the Mini

ﬅers of the Town prevailed with the Magiﬅrates,
who had a great Vencratioirſor Mr. Dur/yam, to

His Memory, tho' long ago called
Home from his Maﬅer's Vineyard, is ﬅill recent and
ſavoury in the Hearts of all that are iincerely Godly,
and ſhall continue ſo whilﬅ Chriﬅ hath a true
Church in theſe Lands, which is the ſame as to ſay,
Heſhall be had in ever/acting Rtmemlrame.
- T it o' Mr. Darbam be now de: , he yet ſpeak;
eth in the lingularly pious and ſavoury VVOlkS of
his, which were moﬅly reviſcd and publiſhed by his
Broiher in Law Mr. Job/1 Carﬅairr. Mr. Dur
bam being wholly taken up with the Importance of
his Subject, did always dive into the Heart of Mat

leave the Nomination ofhis Sg'cceﬅ'or to.himſelf, and ter, and was leſs curious about ornamental Cir
accordingly they drew up a Paper- ,whorein they cumﬅances, which yet were never dclidcruted in his
obliged themſelves to Call zthe Miniﬅerlwhom Mr. Diſcourſes, whilﬅ enlivened' with that zealous Fer

Durbam ſhould recommend. This Bond was lodged. vour, Pnngency andweightineſsiwherewith himſelf
in Mr. Durbam'sHand, who promiſcd to give his delivered them: But the Air and Liſe oſ Exprcſſl
Advice therein. Some few Days before his Death on, not being communicableto Paper, and being a
he called for. the Magiﬅrates and Miniﬅers, and told little wanting to theſe Notes which had been taken

them he hadbeen conſidering their Propolal, and from 'his Mouth byvone of his ordinary Hearcrs,
named three to them, Mr. Rain/2 Rrdgers one of the no Scholar,.a cSupp-ly was thereto made, not without
much lnduﬅry. and Pains by. the accurate and polite
three that he named, fucoeedcd him.

H E died onthe 25. of Yu're 1658. in the ſix
and thirty Year of his Age. 'iHlS Death was the
more to be lamented, that he died thus in the very
Flower and vigour of his=Grace, Git'ts and Age.
Mr.v j'abn car/fair: his Collcgue in the Irm'r-h'rk,

Pen of his worthy Brothcr,

. i

H t s Lecturcs upon theBook of the Reuclarim,

appear to have been printed a little aſter his Death,

Mr- Cat/Fair: :Epiﬅle to the Reader preﬁxed to that

Work, bearing Date the. 23d of Stþttmbtr 1658.
It was prepared forthe Preſs lntMr. Dtlrbam's own
wwr ﬁrzſhathamﬂm/Van lent/1 it to Heart3 and'mer' Lifetime, andhe twas'byi. many, importuned no
preached next-'Sabbath upon I/a. -lvii. 1. T/J' Righ

pub
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publiſhit, For which End to make it more com
plete, ( at the Importunity of his Friends) he added
Diſcourſes upon 25. Subjects by way of Digreﬃon
interſperſed through the Book, which ſhew
his deep Rcach, in the profoundcﬅ and moſt mtri
catc Points of Divinity: In doing whereof, (as

may be a Ground of Qmrrel. Therefore look up?
on this Epiﬅlc, as if Chriﬅ were writing a Letter to
Scotland, and in his Letter ſaying, For as much
Purity and Zeal as ye have, yet ye are fallen from
your ﬁrﬅ Lovc, much of your Love, Warmncfs
and Tender-neſs is away, there is a docliniug and
he declared in his Sickneſs) he could not deny but dcfcction from Gracc in the Exerciſe of it, or from
that ſometimes in them and other Parts of the that which ſeemed to be Gracc: This will be
Book, he had found God ſenſibly aſſiﬅing and car found to be our Sin before God. The State wc
tying him through beyond his own Expccl'tauon. are in, looks ſo like Eþheſics, whether we compare.
All the while he was lecturing upon this Scripture, the outward State of our Church, with that before
he kept two Daysa Week for Faﬅing and Prayer, theſe late Conſuſions came in, ſome things among
us being commendable, like unto the Things cum
for diſcovering the Lord's Mind therein.

T E R r: is a l\-'ſilanuſCript Copy of theſe Lecturcs

mcndable here; or whether wc look to our inward

On the Rer'clatian ﬅill preſerved, which appears to Diﬅemper, or whether we look to God's Throat
be in the ſame 'words as he delivered them, and is ning, to remove our Candleﬅick, which is the
the ſamc in Subﬅancewith that in Print, only. it Thrcatning applied to this Sin of dcclining in Love,
hath ſundiy Obſervations here and there _which that ſhould make us all take with our Guilt and
are not in Print, the moﬅ material one, it lS pre make uſe of the warning, and would to God we
ſunuc-d will not be unacceptable to ſome Readers to could make right Uſe of it. Ccrtainly we are called

here inſerted. After cxpluining theſe words, to look on this Letter as directed to Scotland and to
Rev. ii. 5. Nevertheleſ', I have ſomewhat agattſſ Glaſgow, the Sin is ours, the Duty is ours, and

"He, becauſe tho/e haﬅfallcn/rom thy ﬁrﬅ Love, it the Thrcatning doth alſo belong' to us, and if there
he any Thing commendable, it is morc in outward
W o N 1) E R not' why God quarrcls with Scot Form than Realiry. Bclicvcrs are liable to this de
ld'ld, we need not ſay it is for Corruption in Doc clining from their ﬁrﬅ Love, tho' not from their
trine or Diſripline, nor for our'zealous going about Stedfaﬅneſs, and may have a deep Hand in drawing

fuUOVVS.

"z that was not his Qsarrcl 'with Epheﬁes, there

on the strokes here threatned, therefore let them

ſore he commendeth them forlihating the Dccds of ſo much the more guard againﬅ it.
the JVito/aitans, neither is it his (nt-and with us:
T H r: laﬅ two Verſcs of this Book of the Reve
But as it was his Qsarrel with Epheſns, That ſhe lation are very briefly ſpoke to, in the mnnuſcript

wasfallen
her ﬁrﬅ
Love; ſo
lS withN
us. Copy, which in Print are more fully inſiﬅed on,
here hasſſfrom
been much
Profcſſlon
of itLove
to God,
and therefore it is probable was written by himſelf,
and ZeaJ for him in Profeﬂ'ors, and in the outward and the rather that there is a current Rcport, that
Face of Judicatorics, which we arc not to call 'in the laﬅ Leaf upon this Commentary happening to
Weﬂion, nor lay the (barrel on it;

Our Lord fall by, and being told thereof upon his Death-bed,

Jeſus would never have quarrelled Epheſits nor us for he fat up in the Bed, and wrote it over again,
Zeal and Faithfulneſs: But if we look to his which being compared with the former, when it
(Llarrel with Scotland, it is Dcfection, not an out

did ſometime after caﬅ up, the two were found cx

ward Dcfcc'tion from the Truth and Purity of Doc actly to agree together. The manuſcript Copy
trine, nor from the external Duties of' Religion;
A bPF an inward Detection, a dcclining in the Exer ends with three ſhort Remarks. 1. See here how wary
Folk ſhould bc in making ufc of this Book, and all
clle Of Grace, we have not been ſo careful to keep Scripture, and how thankſul for this Gift. 2. How
Up the Exerciſe ofGrace before God, as to be ſeen neceſſary Holineſs is to all that look for Happinefs,
or Men- 2. Thercisa dcclining in Love, eſpecial they arc put together here, and hereafter there will
ly Love to God, and Love to one another, which be no other Entry within the City, the reſt are
may be ſeen in our walking uncharitably, and un Without with Dogs. 3. Be making right Uſe of
Fendeﬁy- 3. A Defection, in the Manner of per the Scriptures ye have, and welcome the Oﬀcrs
Prmmg Duties, Our Faﬅs have not been from a made unto you therein, for by this Goſpcl ye ſhall
glghlt Principie, our cenſures not in Love to the
be either united to Chriﬅ, or ſeparated from him
in: s Of: People, much Roughneſs and Untenderneſs and pcriſh.
rawmg them forth.

The Duty may. bc come

W a arc told by Mr. Carﬅairs, that the pious
"laudable, but the Principles from which it ﬂowed Author
before he tell Aﬂeep, dctircd one of them
tlac
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that ﬅood by, to write iora Cloſe to this Commen * mended in three sermons, with that
tary, thei'e following Words, ' And now, O my ' Part of Godlineſs, Selſ-dcnial, an iiriipenſable
* Soul, when all ſay, Come, and concurr in a ſweet * Requiſite to the whole of its Exerciſe, and not
' Harmony, ſeeing thou haﬅ heard, and doﬅ hear ' ably ﬁtting for tal-cing up- of the Croſs, and
It in
5 with the Spirit, Even ſo, Come Lord Jeſus, extant among the Reverend Mr. Robert lI/Zz-Iraw'e
Collection of Manuſcripts. The Author, after a
' Come quickly.
B a s r D 1: s his Commentary on the Rzmlatim, ſhort Account of Mr. Durbam, proceeds to give a
Mr. Cor/fair: reviſed and puhliſhed his Sermons on large Character of Mr. John Carﬅairr, and recom
mends the Preface and Sermons to the Peruſal of all
the liii. Chapter of [ſaid/1.
Hir Sex-mon: on Death.
ſerious Chriﬅians.
THE two following, were written by Mr.
His communion sermons.
Dur/mmhimielf, and publiſhed after his Death.
His Exptﬃtim gf the ten commandment.
His Treatiſe of Standal.
HE/IZJt/l
upon Earth, or sermon: on a good
Co'ytctilme.
His Exþaſitim of the Sang qf So/aman.
r H t s Strmam on Gadlz'nect and ScZ/ldem'al,
B E s r'D r-z s his Works in Print, there are ﬅill
which were the laﬅ Mr. Cmjﬅairs publiſhed, with preſerved in the Hands of the Revti'end Mr. Robert
alarge Prcface upon the Subject of exerciſing our Iﬄodrow, and ſome other private Perſons, his Ser
ſelves to Godl'tncſs,_ and he died before they were mons upon the whole Book of the Song qf Solomon,
printed oﬀ. To which there was deſigned to have and
upon Luke
Epb.i. v.
t7, P\zſſzl.cxix.
18, 19, 20. 65,r Cor.
ix. 24..
6. 15,
Gal. 16,
v. 16.
97,
been preﬁxed' 'by another Hand An Epﬄ/e to t/ze
Reader, with the following Title to the Book it ſelf. 113. rT/zgﬃ v. 19, 22. 1Pet. iii. 14. Mote/i. xviii.
* The great Gain of Contenting Godlineſs, com 7, 8, 9. Luke x. 41, 42.

* the Call of the Goſpel, ſay with the Bride and ' bearing it after Chriﬅ, in ſeven Scrmon5.'

The.
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NAMES.

James Beugo Bookſeller in Dumſermlin; ro Copier
A.
ll E Revcrcnd Mr. John Adam Miniﬅer of Robert Brownlie Writer in Lanark
the Goſpel in Kilbride.
James Blair in Corlyhills Portglaſgow Paroch
James Blackwood Portioner in Hall Muirkirk
James Aird Surgeon in Cumnock.
Archbald Browning in Stonyhill Evandale Paroch
William Auld Farmer in Monkland
w
Thomas Barr in Side Evandale Paroch
George Anderſon in Law of Carlulte
George Brown in Prayerhill Leſmihago
James Aikin Maſon in Cleghorn
William Baxter Merchant in Greenock
John Aikin in Powniel of Douglaſs
Archbald Black in Kii'kbride '
Thomas Aikin Maſon in Hcilcs

'T

William All-an in Ncitherhouſcs Carrnichael
\

C.
JOhn Cunningham of' Enterkin Eſquire
1 He Revercnd Mr. Thomas Baird Miniſter of the
Pntrick Calder of Bedſoord Eſquire
The Reverend Mr. John Campbel Miniﬅer of the
Goſpel in Stobo.
Simeon Brown Merchant in Peeblcs
.
Goſpel in Barr
John Brown Chapman in Glaſgow
John Campbel in Little- heatith Dalgene Paroch
ſi

-

B.

Adam Ballantine in Weﬅerglen

John Caldwall of Lochſide Lochwinnioch Paroch

John Beg in Chappelhouſe Muirkirk

John Chalmcrs in Sand Land-gate Carlukc Paroch

David Bigger Schoolmaﬅer in Kilbride

Duncan Crawſurd in Corsbie Chamberlain to Patrick
I h Cgawſurd cgſ Auchinames
o n Caldwall
raig in Gardner
urnmouth
San uhairP aroch
John
in Kilkgrran

Robert Brown Merchant in Bieth
James Blyth Merchant in Glaſgow, 7 Copies
James Brownlie in Sncb, Evandale Paroch

John Bell Louthian in Leadhills

John Cochran Farmer in Hill of third Parts '

James Black in Leadhills

Robert Craig Miller in Gartneſs Miln Shots
Follzert (zorſe 0£ Calder Miln E. Monkland.
o nJames
Ca quhoun
in Drum
eller O . Monkhnﬂ
Mr.
Craig Farmer
in Carﬅair's
Mpiln

Thomas Brown in Muckleholmſide Moﬀat

William Bi'oody Wright in Kilbarchan
William Brown Merchant in Glaſgow
William Black in Raw-yards, Allabow N. Monkland James Currie in Kertland Lanerk Paroch
Alexander Bailley in Covingtoun Mains
Alexander Bell in Covingtoun

John Black in Lochlyick Carmichael
William Brown in the Mains of Denﬁre
John Bell Farmer in Burnſide Weﬅ Monkland
Jflmes Boyd- Farrner in Gartſerry VVeﬅ Monkland
(lavin Black Farmer in Crumlet Eaﬅ Monkland
Alcxizlnder Bell Farmer in Caﬅlehill Shots
(James Black Farmcr in Hollhills E'lﬅ Monkland
LZÞ'L Breadin Tennant in Crawfurd
illiam Breadwood in Covingtoun
ZFTT'TS Burnlee Smith in Cumbernauld
R illiam Brown in Lockarthill Sy menton

James Caldcrhead in Hinſha Carluke Paroch
James Crack Tennant in Kirk Newton
Alexander Clerkſon Miller in Shoodſhill Carﬅairs
Thomas Carmichael Merchant in Lanerk

Thomas Coor Weaver in Covingtoun
John Campbcl in Wanlockhead
James Campbel VVeaver in New Cumnock
Thomas Corſon id Lead-hills

John Chalmers Younger of Rochrig

.
Holmlas ll))eans in Linn Paroch

'r' *
,

'

Robert Bell Merchant and Dean of Guild in Lanerk Williamo Dickſon
n inwiddie
in Cha
1 mar
Duguid
Merchant
in Craig
oi'pl))eonglaſsMOﬀin
in Old
Meldrum K
'UZHFFd Bell Shoemaker in Lanerk
Al; [am Brown Smith in_Stonebyers Leſmihago

0 Xander Bell Tennant in Covingtoun
n Bcugo Junior of Cowhill in Whiteburn

Alexander Drummond Merchant there

William Douglaſs Merchant in Cumnock Robert'

Men -

_<-_ '
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Robert Donald Farther in Burnhead Dalgene Paroch Robert_Fmm_ F_ar_mer in Letham Evandale
John Dock m Bamdonna Kirkmichael Paroch
John Falon in Rickerton in Galſton
ohert Daviſon in 'Corſwada Lochruton
Jonathan Dawſon in Wanlockhend
John Dalziel in Wanlockhead
John Dalziel Miner in Leadhill'

William Dinwiddy there
Andrew Dalziel there

G_

THomas Gray Schoolmaﬅer in Finniclt
Adam Grieve in Ronnalſton of Kiikmichael

Andrew Daviſon in Kirktown Crawfurd
John Dickſon Tennant in Douglaﬂs
William Dickſon in Pettenene

John Girdwood Farmer in Newbigging Carnwath
John Gibſon in Weﬅ-Row Boat oſ Pettencne
Alexander Galway Wright in Thankerton

John Donaldſon Wright in Nettleholes E. Monkland
James Dickſon Farmer in Kips there
John Denniﬅon Farmer in Park. Kilmaleomb
Allan Dykes Shoemaker in Strathaven
John Dalglieſh in Carduﬀ Kilbride.

Alexander Girdwood Chapman in Liberton
Hugh Galt in Pettenene
Gawin Gardner Farmer in Bankhead E. Monltland
John Gardner in Blntklwd O. Monkland
Archbald Gibh Chapmnn in Gorbals
Robert Gilmour Wright in Cumbernauld
John Gibſon in Blacklnw Moﬀat
John Gray or' Derngevel Caſſmbnſnethan

E.
T Homas Egleſhom in Blankquhan Stratou

James Gray in Shoodſhill Carﬅairs '
Thomas Garner in Tuntockland Lanerk
Agnes Garncr Schoolmiﬅreſs in Lancrk

Alexander Eaﬅoun Tenant in Birkinſhaw James Gardner Miller in Milntoun Port-Glaſgow
Torphichen
James Euart Vinmer in Moﬀat
James Eſpie in Leadhills

William Graham Farmer in Bzxmſilnle in Huton
John Gmham Poﬅmaﬅer of Moﬀat
James Gray in Darngcvil Cambuſnethan Paroch

William Gray in Kirktoun Carluke Paioch
William Gibſon Miller in Drumcrief
Alexander Gardin Schoolmaﬅer in Wanlockhead

F.
Ohn Fleming Portioner in Side Evnndale
Samuel French Schoolmaﬅer in Campſhead
Alexander Fairy Junior Merchant in Kilbride
William Frazer Son to Little Cocklet
John Finlater in Wanlockhead
John Forreﬅ in Leadhills
Hugh Ferguſon in Barnwell
Robert Forreﬅ Maſon in Cleghorn
James Fimiton in Weﬅergart Miln E. Monkland
John Fimiton Merchant there
William Fiſher in Grange Pettenene
Malcolm' Fleming in Cumbernauld
William Fleming Wcaver in Hamilton
,
John Forreﬅ Schoolmaﬅer in \Vigtoun
James Fmdlay in Bnſha Carluke Paroch

H.
R. Thomas Hunter in Burnmouth Duriſdeir
William Harkneſs Storemaﬅer in Mitchell Slaks
Patrick Haﬅie Dyﬅer in Drumcrief
William Henry Tenant in Dick nnr Moﬀat
John Hodge in Lintoun Paroch
William Harvie Taylor in Dalſerſ
James Hamilton Junior Merchant in Strathaven
Andrew Hamilton in Shillons Evandalc
William Hart in Railand there
Patrick Henderſotl Farmer in Corſhill Port<Glaſgow
Paroch
John Holm Maltman in Woodhead Kilmalcomb
John Holm Farmer in Netherwood there

William Forreﬅ of Orchyard Carlukc

John Holm Farmer in Caﬅlchill there

John Fleming Maltman in Denniﬅon
William Fleming Senior of Redin Evandale

William Holm Farmer Gryſide there
Margaret Herdman in Bonintin Lanerk

Robert Fleming Farmer in Scorieholm Leſmihago

John Henry in Evermains there

IOhnJ'cttam Merchant in Strathaven

James Hamilwn in Hamxlmn
I't
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James Howiſon in Pettenene

Samuel Logan in Wanloclthead

John Hepburn chapman in O. Monklr

William Logan there

Daniel Harvie in Leſmihago
John Henderſon Maltman in Thankerton
John Hunter Farmer in Liberton

William Little in Gaval Shields
'
Robert Lang Merchant in Glaſgow
James and John Love in Clochodrick Kilbarchan

William Harnilton in Forreſt Shots

John Lithgo in Cobcllhaugh

George Hill Miller in Caldercrook Miln

James Lindſay in Pettinene

2

V

Mary Lewers there

John Lindſay in Covington Mains
James Laurie Farmer in Eddiﬅon Bothwell
Andrew Logan in Nethertown Carmichael

H_

-

ARchbald Howﬅon Merchant in Glaſgow

Henry Hunter Miller in Riccardton
John Hutcheſon Merchant in Tarbolton

-<

James Liddcl Carmichael Paroch

James Lang in Carsſord Leſrnihago

_

James Lockhart Maſon in Hamilton

William Humphrey Portioner there

George Lindſay Smith in Milton Leſmihago

William Henry in Lead-hills

Thomas Linnen lVeaver and Convcener inſſ Lanerk i

' James Hair Senior there
:,2,

Thomas Lamb Chapman in Lanerk, 6 Copies

John Lindſay Tennant in Corſerig Carmichael

John Hope there

Alexander Laird Farmer in Branchill Kilmalcomb

James
Hnwic
Merchant
ſſſhomas
Hyſiop
Miner ininGlaſgow
Lead-hills

Vv'illiam Lciþar
. Portioner in Falkbead Evandale

E

*

7

,

if? _
He

1
ar
M.
I.
WIlliam Martin Merchant'in Old Meldrum
HE Reverend Mr. Johnﬅon, Miniﬅer of the
Thomas Morton Chapman in Monkland,

i
'i
1 _
Y , *

',
*

'
'

Goſpel in Linn
Adam Johnﬅon of Beatock

7 Copies
John MartimMcrchant in Borg

gohn Johnﬅon in Weﬅermouns Bengar

John Morton Shoernaker Old Cumnoc'k

eter Inglis Merchant in Yetholm

>

David Mitchell chapman N. Cumnock

Alexander Jerdan Schoolmaﬅer in Wanlockhead
Alexander Jameſon Wright in Crawfurd

Gilbert Muir chapman in Dall
John M*murtrie in Balquharn Lirkmichad

ames Inglis Gardner in Hamilton
i ames Inglis Tennant in Scrogtoun Dowglaſs
avid Jack in Kiikﬁeld Leſmihago.

David M*murray Shoemaker in Dally
William M'rindle in Maxcellﬅon there
John Muir Merchant in Girvan
-

_ _
John Kennedy Merchant in Grcenock
I homas Ketter Miller in Mungel-Miln Falkirk
Adam Kennedy in Newton of Dowglaſs

Hugh Muir in Lamdochy Bart Paroch
Thomas Miller in Kilkerran
John M*nillic there
Archbald M*leg in Wanlockhead
William M*queen there
Andrew M©millan in Sanquhair Paroch
XVilliam Miller in Dykes Kilburnie
James Miller Taylor in 'Kilbride
John M'min Smith in Milton of Orr

James Kirkwood in Baſha Kilburnie

YVilliam M*w\hir in Blaket of Orr

Robert Kennedy Maſon in Duriſdeir

John Miller in Fellſide of-Hills
George Moriſon in Wnnlockhcad

K.
Ohn Kirko Younger of Auchengate

John M®call in Caﬅlemains Sanquhaic

ames Miller Smith in' Leadhills
L.

oſeph Mqtay in Duriſdeir

ALeXander Laing Mrchant in Old Meldrum
James Mather in Gateﬂack there
James Lang chapman in Muiraven-Side z Cop. Thomas M*queen in Crawfurd.
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Witliam M'HO-wi Miller in Cloun-Miln Tarbolton

Thomas PorteourWorkman in Pettinene

George Melv' Wright in Glaſgow

Adam Primroſe Grieve of Punﬁgh. Coal-Work

William Miln

unior Merchant in Aberdcen ,

'if '
' .

Carmichael

James M*Limon Chapman in Mayboll

John Pitcairn in Mill-Houſe O. Monkland

John M*Rinald at Bargenny
Mrs. Arm Monqrieſ in Cleghom

John Pitcairn of Winniage there
Thomas Petticrue in King's-hill Cambuſnethan

John Main Tennant in Eaﬂﬁeld

Paroch

William Mountgomry in Carnwath Miln
Alexander MﬂFarlane in Hairﬅones E. Monkland

_

Thomas Paterſon Wright-in Moﬂ'at
John Philp Smith in Wanlockhead

Andrew Martin Farmer in Drumbowie Bum Shots James Paterſon in Blanteger Dowglaſs
Robert Martin Weaver in Rounknows there
William Mackie in Cowtayer N. Monkland

\

A

William Matheſon Kirkﬅyle O. Monkland

R.

'

William Muir in Bowhouſe Carmichael
Harles Robiſon Merchant in Kirk Yetholm /
James ZLIelvin in Cattland Lanerk Paroch
William Reid Maſon in Park of Alilﬂj/
John Muir in Cz-u'ﬅairs
Robert Ruſiel jÞIaſon in JVorinſide Cambuſhetlmn
Michziel Muirhead in Falltirk
' James Ruſiel in Wanlockhead
John Miln Miller in Mall's Miln Kilmalcomb
James Rammage in Leadhills
David Miller in Rountreehill there
John Ried Dyﬅer in Brigſide Kilbarchan
John Miller in Newton there
Robert Ried Dyﬅcr in Bicth
James Moriſon Portioner in Dykes Evandale
John Robiſon in Carnwath
James rMackie in Crooked-ﬅone Ham. Barony
William Rae in Covington Main:
William Mitchell Merchant I." Johnﬅon
' John Rae there
Walter M*Alpin Bookbinder in Greenock
' Margaret Rammage in YVandell of Lammington
Robert xMarſhall chapman in Shots, 6 Copies.
David Robiſon in Newtonþ of Wiﬅoun f,- .
Hugh Ried and Alexander Bell Evandale Parcch 3
a

N
Ndrcw Niel in Dalra-y
William Newlands Merchant in Bathgate

(7
r. Andrcw Simm Vzſ'riter in Hamilton
John Simpſon Merchant in Old Meldrum
William'Strauchan Merchant there
John Smith Shoemaker there
William Smith in Sillyhole Qamellington
John Shaw in Curra Dally
O.
Robert Steel in Newton Kilbride
HE Reverend Mr. John Ochterﬅon, Miniﬁer NVilli-am Smith Younger in Crocltmore Orr Paroch
at Cumbernauld
\Villiam Shaw in Byercroſt Kirkgunzeon Paroch
Hugh Orr in Fudﬅon Kilbumie .
Robert Sharp in Wanlockhead
James Orr in Wallas there
James Sharp Wright there
William Orr Chapman in Kilbarchan

James Short Merchant in Moﬀat, 6 Copies

Robert Orr Dyﬅer in Lanerk

James Sloan inLongivie in Kells

James Orr Merchant in Greenock.

John Stevenſon VVeaver in Riccardton

Alexander Speir Milk-r in Brides-Miln Kilbarchan
Robert Smith Bookſeller in Glaſgow
John Shearer Wright there
Robert Simm \Vright there
P. in Port-Glaſgow Paroch Robert
WilliamSmith
SmithHammer-man
Junior Weaver
Avin Peacock Merchant
therethere

vMr. James Purdie Seﬃon ClerkLibherton
James Pearſon Miner in Leadhills.
ohn Paterſon'there

Thomas Steel Farmer in Moſsſide E. Monkland
Matthew 'Steel of Clydins there

James Paterſon Wawer in Dunbreck
-

James Sommerveil in Libberton

George Shaw Farmer in Eaﬅer Glencorc there
1.'
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Thomas Sibbell in Little-Gallow Wiﬅown

1
.

'

ſſ'

-

-

I -

W_

-_'

John Smith in Lumſord mid Calder

-

John Sandilands
Steel in VVaﬅenhead
Weaver in Abby-grecn
Cambuſnethan
Leſmihagq

. Robert William
Wilſon in
U uhart
anlockhead

'*

Nathnniel Stcvenſon in Carlemiln Dowglaſs
John Smith Smith in Libberton'
James Storie Merchantin ABathgate
George shaw -'Inkeeper'there
*
John Steel in Weﬅerhill Leſmihago
James Scot Farmer in Rountreehill Kilmalcomb
William Smith Portioner in Kilbride
William Semple in Heughs Evandale

. John Wcir [Miner in Leadhills

'

' l- ' .. ſ'

Ndrew Waiker ZÞIerchant in Aberdeen

Walter Weir in U pper

-,

Newton Crlwfurd Paroch

l v John Williamſon there

'

- James_ Williamſon there
-. Anthony YValker Taylor there
. Andrew Wright carpenter in Killochan Daliy
William Wilſon in Brunﬅon there
James VVaterﬅon Weaver in Kilbarchan

John Semple in Clochern Kilbride

3
7

Thomas-Wilſon Chapman in Clcghorn

John Stobo Merchant in Strathaven
James Sommerveil Merchant in Carﬅairs

_

James Walker Carrier in Caldercrook'
Archbaid Waughin Libherton

Miﬅrefs Simpſon in Dowglaſs Cruig Yarrow -

John Wart in Covington Main:

Charles
Simpſnn
in Dowglaſs
> C'raiz
John VVilſon
in'Thankerton
John
Simpſon
Merchant
in Dalgene
Pſſaroch, 3 Copiee James
Wilkie Smith
Mealman
in Eddiﬅon Bothwell

.

Robert Stodhart Weaver in Dowglaſa Craig

James Whitelaw Farmer in Gartmiln E. Monklaml'

James Stodhnrt Indweller in Weﬅerhildinhop
David Shan'ks in A/Iainer Paroch

James Waddcl Farmer_in Rig there
Joﬁn Waﬂdeljſhfrazm Egartrniln there

VVill'lam Shlc
' ld s m
' Wanlockhead

o n Wark
a deofoRins
- jCl'Cl'Oﬅ
there
John
in O. Monkland

"

T_
George White of Newok Leſmihago
. hn Thomſon
MiniﬅerinLibberton
William. Wilſon
VVex'r inMerchant
Waterſidein there
Hlgzllic JorhgoThomſon
Merch.
in Old-[Meldrum Thomas
Cieghom

.

James Templeton in Hapland Auchenleck Paroch

George Wilſon Merchant there

T

John Taﬅ in Craigiebum
Alexander Telſer in Wanlockhead
John Thomſon in Backmuir Torphichen

David Wier in _Craighead Leſmlhago
John Williſon in Achandttﬀpowgiaſs
George Watton inshleldhili Libþertort

\

Thomas Thomſon ll/Icrchrmt in Leadhills

, John Wanace Wnghf m Bommm Lincrk

dward Thomſon Wright in Grecnhill of Corſwada Robert Welſh in Crawſurd
M' Samuel Tclſer in Wanlockhcad
Thomas Wier Shoemaker m Strathaven
illi lm Tclſcr Strantian there
Andrew Williamſon Merchant in Greenock

Jame; Thomſon in Leadhms

Thomas Williamſon Taylor in Wanlockhead

John Telſcr Tennant in Dungreſckh'uc
th
William Tcnnent Portioner in *ra ts 1
arnwa

Thomas Telſer in Covington Main:

- '

YVilliam Tod in Camwath

Y
-

-

_

M'- John Yune Scﬃo" Clcfk O- 'Monkland

-

fames Young Merchant m Glaſgow

James Thripland in Libberton
, Thomas Young E'Smrth m Llboerton
John Tom Pan-ner in Rimon W. Monkland
' George Young chapman in Lanerk
James Thomſon Farmer in Eaﬅer Arbuckle E. Thomas Young ſMerchant there
ZLIonkland
'Robert Youngﬂ" Drumgray E- Monkiand
-

William Tclſer in 'Covington

'-

7

James Young n1_Carmrch;-iel

_

iliiam Thomſon of South Coumerhead Leſmlha-S0 Wlllum Young. m Bum Of qarmmhad
ames Thomſon Wright in Coſſrsford there

JGeorge Thomſon in Nethcrſoot there
-

ames 'ſ
'
'
l d La erk
omas þFſſKJvZZ-ZZF ther:

John "I'wedzlc Workman in Carmichael
John Taylor Merchant in Kilmalcomb

' l'NZ 3.

-

Robert Young in Piowland Lvandale

'

-C
' '
.
Robert and John Calderhead m Show.
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C H A P'
I.
verſe I. T HE Rwcz'atian of' Jeſicr Chriﬅ, which God gave 'into him, to ſhew tum his Servants

thing: which muﬅ ſhortly came to' paﬅ; and he ſent and ſignﬃed it by his Angel um"
his Servant John :
a. Who hare record aſ the Wﬂrd if God, and yf the Teﬅi'nany qf
Chri , and gf all thing:
that he aw.

'3. BZ
ﬃd is he that readeth, and they that hear the wards a this Praþhecy, and keep theſe thing:
which are written therein: for the time is at hand.
4. John to the ſeven Churche; in Aſia, Grate he unto you, and Peace, from him which is, and which
was, and which it to come, and ﬂ'mz the ſeven Spirits which are before his Throne.
,: T may look well preſumptuous
like to read, or undertake to open
' this Book: and indeed there is
need of much Humility and So
*_ berneſs in going about ſuch a

newed again after the prophetick Part is immediately
cloſed, chap. 22. 7, 14. which ſeem to be notable
Encouragements, not only to undertake, but alſo to

lay it on as a Duty, to read and ſeek to underﬅand it.
We reſolve, through' God's Grace, to eſſay it, that

- Work, and that the Spirit of it be not altogether uſeleſs to the Servants of God to

Jeſus Chriﬅ, who hath given this whom it is ſent, a: 'L'l'ﬁ r.

It is true, many things

help us to a right uptaking oſ it; Yet, conſidering

in it are Obſcure; and it is like, that the ſull clearing
of them is not to he expected, till God in ſome ſingu

that the ſubject Matter of it, is ſo' proﬁtable and com
fortable to the Church, to the End of the World;

taken) Yet, there are, r. Many clear, edifying, and

Book for a Beneﬁt to his Church,

lar way ſhall open them up, (neither is that under

conſidering alſo what was Chriﬅ's End in giving it, as comfortable Paſſages of God's Mind in it; the holy
his laﬅ Will and Word, to his Church, to wi', to be Ghoﬅ mixing in thoſe to be ſed upon, and to ſweeten
a Revelation, and thercb

to make maniſeſt his Mind thoſe Paſſages that are more Obſcure; and to encourage

to them: thereſore ye n is ſorbidden to ſeal it, that
it might be operi ſor the good of his Church; and
conſidering withal the many Motives and Encouragc
ments that are given to read and ſearch into it, as
verſe 3. Biſſed is he that read-th, and tho' that hear
the WZ-rds tzf this Prophecj :

which ﬂying, is alſo re

the Reader to ſearch for the meaning oſ them. And,
2. Tho' we be not clear to apply ſuch Paſiages to this
or that particular Time, or Part , or Perſon; Yet,

ſeeing theScope ſets out, in genera , the Enmity oſ ſpe
cial Enemies oſ the Church; and it being clear who they
are: we think they may be exponed not only accori
B
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--.-

-
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Chap. I.

ing to the Analogy of Faith and ſound Doctrine, but
according to the Scope of the Place, though every thing
hit not, yet nothing; being contrary to it. 3. In thoſe
things that are moﬅ Obſcure, there ma be ſound Do
ctrines concerning the Diſpoſition 0 Enemies, and
God's giving victory over them, and Preſervation and
Out-gate to his People. And laﬅly, Thoſe things that

24. This it that Diſitþ/e, 'which teﬅiſitth qf theſe things,
and wrote theſe things, and we knew that his YZﬅiI/zony
it true. Neither doth it make any thing againﬅ this,
that this Book (being prophetical) doth diﬀer ſome
what in stile from his other WVritings: for, the Stile is
not ſo unlike his; there being many Words and Phraſe'
in his Goſpel, and in ſeveral Chapters of' this Book ſo

are moﬅ Obſcure, 'being particulars, wherein there is no

like one another; as, that Chriﬅ is called the Vhrd, and
the Lamb, in the one and in the other, theſe Phraſes

ſuch hazard for us to be ignorant, as in fundamental
Ti uths; and yet being ſuch as God hath allowed Folks
\ by VViſdom to ſearch out : therefore, her' is Vſrſiiam,
is preﬁxed to the hardeﬅ Places in it, as thnp. 13. ver.
nlt. Upon- theſe conſiderations, we intend ( through
the Lord's help) to hint at ſome things in the reading
of this Book to you, for your up-ﬅirring to ſearch fur
ther into it. The whole Strain and Form of it, is by
way of an Epiﬅle, Jeſus Chriﬅ, by John, writing
his laﬅ Will to his Church.
'
TH s Preface is in the \Vords read, to wr. 9. The
Body
of it, from
thatend
to of
thethe
6. ver.
tho/2.ſi where
22. The
Concluſion,
is in the
22. thap.
it is

being peculiar to him.

THE Preſace hath two Parts.

Firﬅ, A general In

ſcription of the Book, wr. l. 2, _ Second/7, A par
ticular Inſcription and Directiorrtothe ſeven churches
in ztſia, to which theſevcn Epiﬅles in the ſecond and"
third Chapters are written, from ver. 4. to ver. 9.
And' there are ſeveral particulars in every one of theſe.
To begin with the Inſcxiption. Thi RF-vtlation, that
is, the making open and unfolding of ſome things, ob
ſcurc: and though they be ﬅill Obſcure' to us, yet notin
thernſtlves, nor to us now, as they were before this.
2. lt's qf j'qſizs C/mﬅ: Firﬅ, Becauſe given out by

cloſed with the ordinary Cloſe of other Epiﬅles. We Jeſus Chriﬅ, 'to John, as from the AdminZ-ﬅtator and
ſhall ﬁrﬅ ſpeak to the Preſace, and then to the Body, great Prophet of his Church: And Second] , Becauſe
when we come to it. We need not ﬅand upon the much of this Revelation conmrned the govcrning of his
Authority, nor Titie of it that holds out the Pen-man; Church. Third/7, [Which God gan: unto him: which
it being of ſuch a divine Stamp and Majeﬅy, doth carry denotes the order of the Perſons in their ſubſiﬅing and
Authority in the Boſom of it, that if any Scripture hold '0perations; the Father working from himſelf, by the
forth the Soveraignty, Majeﬅy, Juﬅice, i/Iercy and Son; and' the way of Chriﬅ's working as Mediator,"
Truth of God, to the comfort of his People, and the ſihe
who
doth the Will
of himeſiential't'y
that ſent by
him;himſelf,
for, asbut
God,
underﬅands
all things
as
making the Hearts of his Enemics to quake, this Scrip
ture doth it. The Author, that is, the Ben-man, is Medi'atot, hc hath that given audtommunicated to
Zabn the Divine, as he is holden out in the Title. him. Fom'thly, The End of this VVorkſis, Fit/hew.
'la hether this Title be authentick or not, it's not much' unto his Sal-vants thing: which 'muﬅ ſhortly corn: la paﬅ,
10 be diſputed. It is in ſome Greek Copies, The Re that this Rcvelation may not be kept up, but made
velat'ian ay" the' holy Age/31: and E'Z/'dﬂgl/ﬄ, ohn the forth-coming to' his Servants: by whom is underﬅood.
Divine. And, We think it is clear to b'c Zhn, the not all, Crcatures, nor allin tlie viſible Church, no:
Apoﬅle, honoured here to bear Chriﬅ's laﬅ Meſiitge to only ſuch ſpecial 'Servants byvoﬃce, as John was;
his Church. He got this name in the primitive times, but ſuch as were and are his Followers, Subjects, and
as being moﬅ full of Divine Revelations, and prying Beiievers in him in the'viſible Church. Fiſt/71), The
into the Myﬅeries of the Goſpel', and particularly of Subject ot'*'this Revelatiom, Things which mit/i ſhortly
Chriﬅ's Divinity. And in 'the Prel'ace there ſeems to -' tame 'to paﬅ, not things paﬅ, nor-ſo much- things pre
be ſome-things that bear this out, 1._,That he is called ſent, ( though in the ſecond and 'third Chapter, ſuch.
Yﬃþﬂ, without deﬁgning what 70hn, ir'nporting that he things be ſpoken to) as mainly, things'to co'me. And
was the John, thatwas well known and famous for an 1 it'tsi ſaid," That they my? ſhortly come to paﬅ: becauſe,
infallible and extraordinary Meaſure or the Spirit. 2. ' though the fullaccompliſhment of them was not to
He is ſaid to' be-that John, that was-baniſhed into the "belill the End 'of the World, as will. be clear from,
me Of Pdb'mz ' which, from the ancient famous Story, theProphecy, and therefore thoſe. Ercnts cannot be '
is clear to be John; the-Apoﬅlc, he being baniſhed thi< conﬁned within 'ſome fe'w Years; yet, the beginning
[her under the Perſecutionof Da'nt'tian the Emperor. of the*fulﬁlling_ of them wasinﬅantl] upon the back
3- It's further Clean'frorn the 2. ver. in his Deſcription, of 'this Rcvelation. Sfxthly, He [ent nndſigniſied it

Iſſhahnrtvrmnl'qf the IVzrd'qf God, and if the 'Tt/Ii ' by 'his Angel, that "is," jeſus Chriﬅ mad-e' ute of the
many of Yelk! Cb'ri/L- which relates to his writing of the' miniﬅration of his Angel to ſigniﬁc this,g,both to ſet
Goſpcl, as he ﬅiles himſelf in the cloſe oſit, may; at. ' out his Dignity and Grandour,,,and. to couciliate the.
'

greater
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greayr Credit to it.

Seventh/3', The Perſon it is re adds another Word, And heeþ thoſe ſhyr'ngs that are
vealed to, is, His Servant ychn ; his Servant by ſpe written therein ; that is, it's not the reading, nor the
cial Delegation and Oﬃce, ina ſpecial Imploymcnt, having ﬁmply, that will bring the bleﬃng; but the
as a Steward in his Houſe.
obſerving and making right uſe of it. Then he adds
r. Obſerve the great Advantage and Beneﬁt, the a Reaſon why he would have it rend and heard, and
Privilege and Prerogative that Chriﬅ's Servants have the ſayings of it obſerved and made uſe of, Betauﬅ the
beyond all others; Chriﬅ writes his Letters to them ; time is at hand, the ſulﬁlling of the things in this
there is not a word written to Kings and great Men; aBook,
is at hand
5 the
oſ calling
Folksſayſſto
reckoning,
what
uſe time
they haﬅeth
have made
of thoſe
but it is to ſhew his Servants things to ſome to paﬅ:
To be his Servants, is to be God's Free-men: and ings; the time oſ pouring out his wrath on his Ene
they win ſardeﬅ benn upon his Secrcts and Myﬅeries, mies, and oſ being very kind to his Church and Peo
Pſal. xxv. 14.. The Secret of the Lord it with them that ple, is at hand.
fmr him; and he willſhew then: his covenant.
I. Obſerve, It's a good thing to be ﬅudying the
2. Obſerve Chriﬅ's Way of Adminiﬅration: Tho' Scripture: it's a mark of the bleſſed Man, Pſnl. I. It
this Revclation be ſent to his Servants z yet not imme makes the Man oſ God wiſe to salvation; and it's
diately, but ﬁrﬅ it is given to Chriﬅ, and he gives it good that thoſe who want the uſe of reading them
to his Angel, and the Angel gives it to John, and he ſelves, make up that want by hearing others: and par<
brings it out to the Churches. Jeſus Chriﬅ muﬅ have ticularly, it is good to be reading, and hearing this
hisown Place; and the ﬁrﬅ Notice oſ any thing, con Book read; thoſe that are ﬁtted for reading, let them
cerning the Good of the Church, comes to him as Me uſe it well; and thoſe that have not this Beneﬁt, let
diztor ; and he doth nothing but he ﬁrﬅ reveals it to them take and improve other opportunities that may
his Servants the Prophets, Arms iii. They are his Ser bring them to the Knowledge of Chriﬅ's Mind; and
the more, that bleſi'edneſs is given but to ſix or ſeven
vants of State to bear his Mind to his People.
Verﬅ 2.. The ſecond Thing in the Preſace, is, A ſorts in this Book, and twice or thrice over, to thoſe
Deſcription of John, who hare retard of the [Word of that ﬅudy it, Real. xxii. 7, 14.
God: which may relate to the Goſpel of John, which
2. Obſerve, That it's not enough to be given to
holds out Jeſus Chriﬅ, who was, and is the ſubﬅantial reading and hearing of the Word: neither would Folks
Word oſ God, as he begins his Goſpel. 2. And of the reﬅ on it; but joyn Practiſe with both, Luke xi. 28.
'I'gſiimony of 7e us Chriﬅ: which may look to his Bleſſed are they that hear the Mrd' of God, and hteþ it.
Epiﬅles. 3. nd if all things that he ſhw: this looks It is not the reader, or hearer, but the doer, that is
to the particular Viﬁons God gave him in this Book. the bleﬅed Man. Yea, tho' ye were able to open and
John's hearing retard, points out his ſaithſulncſs ac unfold all the Myﬅeries that are in this Book, if ye be
cording to the Charge and Commiſſion given him ; not ſuitable and conſorm thereto in your Practice, ye
what is given him to deliver, he keeps 'not up 5 what are but like that Man ſpoken oſ, James r. 23, 24.
he receives in charge, he diſcharges.
who, beholding his natural Rue in a Glaﬅ, goeth his
3. W 12 have the commendation oſ this Book, ver. way, andforgetteth what manner ry" Man he was. He
3. to ﬅir up Folks to make Uſe of it, becauſe he knew that is a hearer, and not a doer, deceives his own
many would ſcarr at it, and be ready to let it ly beſide Soul; as much hearing and reading doth you good,
them as uſeleſs and unpmﬁtable 2 whereas all Scripture as is improven in Practice.
is given-by Inſpiration of God, and is proﬁtable, Ue.
Qxeﬅ. How is this Booh tal/ed a Proþhety, ﬅring'
2Tim.iii. 16. Therefore this is added, Bleſſed is he ſhme thing: in it tontern things preſent, as in theſe
that readeth; that is, th's Book is not a thing to be Epﬄles, written to theſeven Churthes in Aſia?
ſpoken of only, and not to be read and ﬅudied: for,
zlnſw. Prophecies are 'of two Sorts. r. Prophecy,
the Seals of it are opened; and bleſied are they that read is that whereby things paﬅ or preſent are known by an

it. It's a happy and a good thing, ſoberly and humbly inﬅinct oſ the Spirit: So Moſt: writeth oſ the Creation
10 read, and to ſeek to underﬅand it: and becauſe every of the World, and things that were before his time;
one cannot read, he adds, And hleﬃd are they that hear So Ahi/'ah knew the Wife of j'erohoam; and Ehyha
the Whrds of this Prophety; it may relate not only to diſcovered the King oſ Syria his Counſel, and the Co
private, but to publick reading and hearing of this vctouſneſs of Gehazi: And, in this reſpect, as well
Book, When it is read and exponed; So that by Chriﬅ's as in reference to things to come, this Book may be
own ordinance, this Book is to be brought forth to called a Prophecy ; becauſe thoſe things that are pre
his People: and, becauſe Folks are ready to grow vain ſent are revealcd by the Spirit. 2. Prophecy, is of
and ſecure, and to reﬅ upon reading and hearing: He things to come; and in this reſpect, it's called a Pro
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An EXPOSITION afra
('h1p. r.

rhecy; becauſe the main Drift of this Book of the

rit; mid Dz'ecrſtiu cﬀ Oporatr'onr, but the ﬅmn God,

Rwclation, is, To ſhew things to come, the ﬁrﬅ three

which worhcth all Nl all.

Chapters being introductory to the reﬅ.
Ver/2 4. Followerh the ſecond Part of the Preface,
and it's the particular Inſcription and Direction of this
Epiﬅle to the ſeven Churches in zjl/ia, John to thcﬅvcn
Churche: in Aſia; and it beginneth as the Epiﬅles or
dinarily begin, G'racc he unto you, and Peace. Where

to the ſeven
Churches
is to
to,and
their
Need ct
requiring
much,
and he he
being
anwrite
inﬁnite
powerful

2. Becauſe it hath Relation

Spirit, he was able to let out abundance of Grace and
all Conſoiation to every one without Prejudice to ano
ther, as if each oſ them had the Spiritwholly.

ſore he is ſo deſcribed in this Wiſh.

There

Sccondly, Theſe

we have, r. The Thing wiſhed, Grac: and Peace.

ſeven Spirits are ſaid to be before the Throne; that is,

2. The Perſons to whom, the ſown Churthcr.

preſent with God 3 yet made uſe of by God the Fa

3.

ther and the Son, working by the Spirit, eﬀectually
communicating what may be for the Comfort of his
People: And in theſe Words, the holy Spirit is holden
ed, is, Gracc and Peace 5 two Words, which compre
out in a Poſture, apt to execute what is needful. The
hend all good: Gract, is the Fountain of God's freer third Perſon is in the 5. ver. And/run Yoſics Chriﬅ;
Love; and Place, thaEﬀect of that freeLove: which Grace and Peace is wiſhcd from him : He is ſet out in
being here put together, is Love, vented in its preci his Three Oﬃces of Prophet, Prieﬅ, and King. Firﬅ,
The Perſons from whom, the Three Perſons of the

Trinity. 4. And upon the back of this, a Thankſgiv
ing. John, is the Perſon wiſhing; that which is with

ous Eﬀects.

The Peiſons from whom, are Three,

or, the Three Perſons of the Trinity ;

In his Prophetical Oﬃce, Theſoithſul [I/itneſi, becauſe

r. From the he revcals the Will of God, and that faithfully: there

Father, which is, 'which war, and which is to come;
that is, from God the Father, deſcribed from his eter

commander to th: People.

fore,

lv. 4. he is given at a H/ztneſj, a Leadtr and

you:

Strength, and made others to riſe, and he died not a

Second! , In his Prieﬅly
begotten zﬀ the dead: To ſhew, I.
nal Beihg, without all beginning or ending. And Oﬃce, The
this Deſcription of the Father, relates to that of Exodx That he oﬀered up himſelf to the Death. 2. Becauſe
iii. 14. I aIM THAT I full, hath ſent 'no unto he was the ﬁrﬅ that roſe from the dead in his own
and it is a Name that God often taketh to him

ſelf, "The ſirﬅ and the laﬅ, the beginning and the gain: for, tho' Lazarus roſe, he died again; and tho'
ending : and the Title JEHOVAH taketh up theſe Enoch and Elias did not die, yet that was by vertue
three; JE, the future time; HO, the time pre
ſent 3 V AH, the time paﬅ. In a word, it's the Pa

of his Power and Reſurrection, as alſo that any other
did ariſe. Thirdh, In his Kingly Oﬃce, The Prince

raphraſe of the Word JEHOVAH: and this Title of the King: Kqſlhc Earth : which Title ſets out Chriﬅ,
is attributed to the Father, not ſecluding the Son and not only to be God, equal with the Father, but as
holy Ghoﬅ; but the Father, being the Fountain of Mediator, King of his Kirk. He is called, Printeof
the Godhead, when he is joyned with the Son and the Kings oſthc Earth ; not as it' Kings, and-'all great

Spirit, thoſe things that are elſential to God, are or Men, or others, were in the ſame Manner Subjects to
dinarily attributed to him. 2. From theſrzmz Spirits: him in the Relation that Believers are, ( in which re*.
Theſe are not creatures, or created Spirits: for, Firﬅ,

ſpect his Kingly Oﬃce extendeth no further, nor his

Crcatcd Spirits are not Objects of Worſhip, from whom _ Prieﬅly and Prophetical Oﬃce) but tho' ſo he have
we may wiſh Gracc and Peace. Socondly, Neither are not ſuch a near Relation to them, nor they to him;
created Spirits ſet in betwixt the Father and the Son, yet he is King over them, to reﬅrain them that they
as thoſe ſeven Spirits are here." Yhirdly, In the 5. prejudge not his Kirk; and to judge them for any
they. ver. 6. thoſe ſeven Spirits, are called the Eyorv. Wrongs or Prejudice they d_o to them, and to inﬂict
and Horns of the Lamb: Eye: being his Omniſcience, temporal Judgmcnts on them here, and eternal here
whereby he fees, every where', and Mrnr, being his after, when he ſhall be their Judge, and the Books

Power, working by his Spirit, and making ﬅubborn ſhall be opened at the great Day. The -Wiſh is from
Souls ſubmit unto him: and theſe ſeven Spirits being the Three Perſons: and. though the holy Ghoﬅ
his Eyes, which are every where, and his Power or be here named before the Son, it is not to confound
Omm'potcncy, which here alſo are invocated ; they the Order that is among the Perſons oſ the Trinity

can be no other but the holy Ghoﬅ. The holy Ghoﬅ in their ſubſiﬅing and operations; but for this Reaſon,
is called the'ſwcn Spirits; not only, becauſe it's fre becauſe John is to inſiﬅ on Jeſus Chriﬅ the ſecond
quent in this Book of the Rrvelation to go on the Num Perſon, he keeps him laﬅ in naming, to make the Pro bet' OF-SCVUU but alſo, and mainly, to ſhew the mani greſs in his writing the more clear.
fold and various Operations of the Spirit, as lCor. xii.
Ohﬅr-vc, There are three diﬅinct Perſons of the
4, 6- T/mt are Ditmſitin of Gifts, but thcſame Spi bleﬂod Trinity, the Father, Son, and Spirit, who are
'
the
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the ſame one God: in the Name of theſe Three, is cometh from the Father, Son, and Spirit: therefore
and from Them, Grace is they are that one God. Again, If the Grace and
wiſhed and prayed for, zCar. xiii. 14. For, 1. That Peace proceed from one Eſience, which is common

Baptiſrn adminiﬅrated;

there are Three, who are diﬅinct] mentioned here, to all, then they are the ſame God eﬂ'entially, tho'
cannot be denied ; that the ﬁrﬅ is t e Father; and the diﬅinct Perſons ; but Gract and Ptace looks to the
third, Jeſus Chriﬅ, really diﬅinct from the Father, is ſame Godhead and Eſſence, tho' it be wiſhed for from

clear:

for, the Son, and not the Father, was incar

all 5 for the Eﬅect, Grac: and Peace, is but one, it.

nate: and therefore the like muﬅ be ſaid of the ſeven doth therefore ſuppoſe an Unity in the Fountain from
Spirits, that they ſet forth the holy Ghoﬅ perſonally, which it comes, to wit, theſe three Perſons of the
ſeeing it is he who in the like Places uſeth to be joyn glorious Godhead, who are named diﬅinctly, not to
ed in with the Father and the Son, as 2C0r. xiii. 13. ſhew a diﬀerent Eﬀect from the Father, which is not
r70h: v. 1, 8. and therefore it's ſaid in the ſeven from the Son ; but to ſhew the Concurrence of theſe

Epiﬅles, to be wbat 'be Sþiritſhirb.

Theſeſeven Spr

bleſied three in an united Way for bringing forth of

'its therefore, is that one Spirit, and he a Perſon that theſe; ſo that what cometh from the Father, com
ſptaketh to the Churches. Smndly, That each of theſe eth alſo from the Son and Spirit. Theſe eſlential At

X Three muﬅ be God, appears, r. Becauſe the laﬅ Two
are both joyned as equal with the Father, of whom
there can be no Queﬅion. 2. Becauſe the Son, Jeſus
Chriﬅ, afterward hath the ſame Title attributed to
him, which is here given to the Father. 3. Becauſe

'tributes, and that moﬅ ſimple and inﬁnite Eﬂence,
being common to all the three Perſons, it reﬅs there
fore that they are three diﬅinct Perſons, and yet
of the ſame infinite Godhead. Neither will that
whichWeight.
the Saciniwis
and others
to if
thislure,
Place,
have
Say they,
C/zriſi/l oppoſe
is ſhake/'r
ar

t the ſame one Suit, is prayed for from all of them;

and, it' being Grace and Peace, which only God can dead; there/'are car/'cat be God. For, it's one thing
give, iuppones divine ellential Attributes to be in thoſe to ſpeak of him who was dead, another to ſay that
from whom they are wiſhed: yea, they are named it ſpeaks of him as ſuch. He that died was God,
here, as joynt Scnders of this Epiﬅle, and Authoruers but he died not as God : and therefore this can only
of this Word ; therefore is it ſo often afterward ſaid, prove, that Jefus Chriﬅ, as to his Perſon, is Man 3
Lctbim that batbſiEarr, bear what the Spirit ſilſt/J:
but b' it, we can no more deny him to be theſe
and there can no Authority but what is Divine, be cond erſon of the Godhead, than aftczward when
ſuﬃcient here. Hence alſo, Thus ſhitb the Lord, and, he is called the ﬁrﬅ and _t}2c by), by that, we can
Thus ſiiitb the holy Gbaﬅ, are frequently put for one deny him to be Man. And that the Son, and the
another: each one therefore of theſe Three muﬅ be Holy Ghoﬅ, are equal with the Father, appeareth
God. 3. It may appear from this alſo, 'that all theſe alſo in this, That they' are both equally with him,
Three are One God, thus, This Revelation and Sa the Objcct of Divine &Vorſhip here, to wit, of
lutation cometh from one God, cbap. 1. wr. 1. and Invoccttion and Prayer, which could not others
22. 18, 19. and yet this Revelation and salutation wiſe be.
-

Concerning the Hzly Trinity and Olzjcct qf [Mr/Lip.

-THere is much ſpoken of the Glory of God in
this Book;

and no where is the Diﬅinction

of the Perſons of the glorious Godhead more

frequently and clearly ſet forth.

as our Lord's Word, John xiv. 20. The" ye ſhall

know that I am in the Fat/m', doth import:

And

therefore, we would not preſume to ſatisfie our ſelves

Ycbn was more full in the Jlidrt, or particular Manner how that is; but

in this than any who wrote before him; becauſe that humbly be contented to have our Faith ſolidly
in his Time Ebſm and ſome others had ariſen, who grounded in the an', or being thereof: ' &Vhich may

did deny the Godhead of the Son and Holy Ghoﬅ; be done by conſidering theſe three, to wit,-I. The
and therefore, with a particular Reſpect to theſe, he Truth of the Thing. 2. The Expreﬃons uſed in
did write the more fully of this, for which he got holding of it forth. And, 3. The Neceſlity of the
the stile of Divine ſingulzirly, as was marked on the believing thereof.
.
Title. It will not therefore be impertinent now, ' Fon the ﬁrﬅ, we ſay, That as there is but one
once for all, to touch that a little further: And al
tho' here Curioſity would be reﬅrained, full Satisfacti

God eſlentially, ſo there are three diﬅinct, Co-equal,
Co-eſſential, and Conſubﬅantial Perſons of that bleﬂſied

on in the uptaking of that Myﬅery being peculiarly Godhead, the Father, Son, and Spirit; who yet in a
"ſerved to that Time when we ſhall ſee him as he is, moﬅ wonderful, excellent and inﬁnitely perfect ( tho'
an
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an inconceivable) Manner, have an Order of ſubſiﬅ
ing and working amongﬅ themſelves. It was a ſay
ing amongﬅ the Ancients, That to ſpeak of God,
even that which was Truth, was dangerous 3 ( Etiam
do Dea dice-re venom, oﬅ puﬅule/inn; ) and indeed,
here it ought to be remembred. Yea, we may con
ſider the former general Propoﬁtion in theſe Aﬅer
tions.

as three that are diﬅinct.

Chap." I.
6. And laﬅly, thap. 5. we

have them moﬅ fully diﬅinguiſhed, Firﬅ, There is
the Father, on the Throne, with the Book in his
Hand, ver. I. Smrzdly, There is the Lamb, the

Son:

And Thin/5, The ſer/m Spirit: qſ God, the

holy Ghoﬅ, ver. 6. all of them conſidered as di
ﬅinct Perſons.

3. Jﬃrt. Theſe three, Fdthrr, Son, and Spirit,
are really diﬅinct one from another; and ſo are three
dered: and in this the Scripture is clear, and ſo in Perſons. All that is ſaid, doth conﬁrm this alſo:
this Book, tbﬂþ. r. and laﬅ ; altho' there be a Plu For, I. They are really diﬅinct, tho' not ſimply in
rality of Perſons mentioned, yet it is ever God ſpoken reſpect of their Eſſence; yet, as they are perſon-ally
of as One, in the ſingular Number; and thus he is conſidered, the Father, is not the Son ; and he that
ﬅill oppoſed as the On: living God, to the Plumlity ſits upon the Throne, is not the Lamb. The Father
of Idols. And indeed, there be no Plurality in this: did not become Man, nor the Spirit; but the Son,

r. zfﬃrt. There is but one God eſſentially conſi

For, if that One God have in him all Perfections, he died, was buried, &it. which can be ſaid of none,
there can be no Perſection beſide him ; and ſo no God but of a Perſon ; and yet cannot be ſaid ofeither of the

beﬁde this On: true God. And, if we ſuppoſed any ther' Two. The holy Ghoﬅ is the Spirit oﬀ God, as
Perſection to he betide him, then were not he God, the Son is the Son of God: and if that ſuppoſe a
becauſe not inﬁnite in Perſection;

and, if inﬁnite, real diﬅinct Perſonality, this muﬅ do alſo;

then that which is inﬁnite, in that reſpect, cannot
be multiplied. There is no Queﬅion of this, ſeeing
the moﬅ wiſe Heathens have been noceﬂitated to ac
knowledge it.

the Son

ſays, ſo doth the holy Ghoﬅ or Spirit ſay to the
Churches: The Father is God, the ﬁrﬅ, and laﬅ; '
the Son hath the ſame Title, they. 2. 8. even he who

was dead, is f/reſirﬅ, and the laﬅ;

the Spirit hath

2. dﬄrt. Altho' there be but One God, yet there the ſame Authority, and is to be heard, and hath a
There Divine Omnipreſence to be in all the Earth, thap.
is not one of theſe Epiﬅles to the ſeven Churches, 5. 6. which can be ſaid of none, but of him that is
but this may be gathered from it; I. The Father, God. Now, if the Father be God, and the Son
the Sender of them all, as from ver. 1. rhap. 1. God, and the Spirit God alſo; and if there be but
may be gathered. 2. The Son is he who immediate one God, and yet theſe three be really diﬅinct, then
ly gives John Commiſſion to write, as the Titles he they muﬅ be diﬅinct Perſons in reſpect of their per
taketh to himſelf do clear. 3. The holy Ghoﬅ is ſonal Properties, ſeeing they are Perſons, and di
' in the cloſe of all, mentioned as a joynt ſþeaker, ﬅinct.
Let him hear what the Spirit ſhith, &c. 2. More
4. zſﬃrt. Altho' they be three diﬅinct Perſons, as
particulary, They are diﬅinctly mentioned in the to their perſonal Properties; yet are they all three one
are Three Perſons, the Father, Son, and Spirit.

Epiﬅle to Thyatira, thdp. 2. ver. 18. Tho/o thing:

God, eﬁentially conſidered; and all have the ſame

ſaith the Son of God, that holds forth the Father inﬁnite indiviﬁble Eſſence, tho' we cannot conceive
and Son;

where a Son is, there is a Father; and how.

This follows on the former : For, if there be

God here is perſonally taken as an other from the Three Perſons, and each of them be God, and yet
Son. And ver. 29. we have the Spirit as diﬅinct there be but One God, then each of theſe Perſons
from both.

3. They are put together, chap. 3. 1. muﬅ be the ſame One God, Co-equal, and Co-eﬂbn

The/o things ſaith he that hath the from Spirits of tial: ſo the Father is aliur, another from the Son,
- God: He, that is, the Son formerly mentioned; God, and each of them from other; but he is not aliud,
that is, the Forthe-r, diﬅinctly conſidered as another or another thing, but the titme. Hence, the Son, is
Perſon; the ſie-m Spirits, that is, the holy Ghoﬅ, the Son of God, and the Spirit, the Spirit of God:
in whoſe Name j'ohn ſaluted the churches former They are upon one Throne, thap. 5. They concur
- ly, and who is to be heard, as the cloſe of every by the ſame Authority and Soveraignty to write; and

Epiﬅle ſheweth. 4.. The like is, vcr. 12. where the
Son ſpeaketh in the ﬁrﬅ Perſon, 1 and Me. The
Father is deſigned by the Title GOD; the Spirit
again, as diﬅinct from both, e'er. I 3. 5. The ſame
may be gathcrcd from Mr. 14. with 22. where the
faithful ming/i, God, and the Spirit, are mentioned

he that ſends this Epiﬅle to the Churches, is but One
God, rhap. 1. r, who therefore will avenge adding
thereto, or diminiﬅnng thereſrom, rhap. 22; yet that

Orzo God, is the ſame 'Three Pliſiﬁſ, chap. 1. ver. 4.
5. flſſert. Theſe Three 'oleﬅed Perſons, who are
One muﬅ glorious Being, have yet an inconceivable
Order

Cmph
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Order in their ſubſiﬅing and working; which, being Hzb. r. the Son, is called 'be expreﬅ Image of the
to be admired rather than to be ſearched, we ſhall Fathers Perſon, which plainly ſays, that the Father,
but ſay, r. They have all the ſame one Eſience and conſidered as diﬅinguiſhed from the Son, is a Perſon,
Being, a' is ſaid. 2. They all have it eternally, and ſubﬁﬅs; and that the Sat', as diﬅinguiſhed from
equally and perfectly: none is more or leſs God, the Father, and as ſo lively and expreﬅ] repreſenting
but each hath all the ſame Godhead at Perfection: his Perſon, muﬅ be a Perſon alſo, having this from
and therefore muﬅ have it equally and eternally: For, the Father: and what is ſaid of the Father and
the Godhead is the ſame, and the Son is the ﬁrﬅ and Son, muﬅ alſo be true of the holy Ghoﬅ, who is
the laﬅ, as the Father is; and the Father and Son, God equal with both, yet diﬀerent from them both,

were never without the Spirit, who is the Spirit of as they diﬀer from each other, tho' not in reſpect
God, and each of them is God. It doth conﬁrm all of that ſame incommunicable Property, yet he who
theſe, that they have one Throne, Name, and Au proceedeth, muﬅ diﬀer from thoſe from whom he
thorizy attributed to them. Yet, 3. The Father ſub proceeds, as he who is begotten, muﬅ diﬀer from him
ſiﬅs of himſelf, and doth beget the Son by an- incon that begat him.
ceivable and eternal Generation: the Son doth not
FOR their Operations, we may ﬁnd here, that
beget, but is begotten; and hath his ſubſtﬅing, as the in ſome things they concttr ioyntly, yet ſome way
ſecond Perſon, from the Father. So much the Titles diſſerently. Some things again are attributed to one',
of Father and Son import here: the Spirit proceeds which cannot be to another, as their perſonal Proper
both from the Father, ( therefore he is the Spirit of the t-ies; the Son is begotten, and not the Father, or the
Fa'her) and from the Son, therefore is he ſaid alſo Spirit: therefore he is allanerly the Son: the Father
to have. the ﬅen: Sjzz'ritr Qf God, and the Spirit doth begets; and the Spirit procceds. Theſe-are called
neither beget, nor is begotten, but doth thus, in an their perſonal Properties, and their. NVorks ad intra,
inexpreﬂible Manner, proceed-from them both.
or amongﬅ, or in reference to themſelves: of this
Fon the ſecond. If any ſhould wrangle for the kind is the Incarnation of the Son, which can neither
Exprcﬂions that are uſed by Divines in this Myﬅery; be ſaid of the Father,.nor of the holy Ghoﬅ. Again,
we confeſs that many of the Schoolmen have exceed in things (idea-tra, or that relate to the Creatures
ed, and have takentoo much Liberty in this'wonder ſimply, whether in.- making, or govcrning of the
is! Myﬅery. 3 yet, it is the thing that we eſpecially YVorld, they jog/ntly concur: the Father createth

ſhould be eﬅabliſhed into, and from Scripture that is all, ſo doth the on, and holy Ghoſt; the Son, from
clear, that there is but O/le God, and; yet Three, who the Father, by the holy Ghoﬅ; the holy Ghoﬅ,
being denominated in the Concre'te, "muﬅ imply three from theFather, and the Son, as thoſe Expreſſtons
diﬀerent real Relations,.or Subﬁﬅances, or Perſons: of God, ﬅnding his Son, t-he- Son's ſcnding the Spirit

and this Eﬂence being infinite and communicable,
there is no VVarrant'to bound it to the Rules and
Propenics of 'created Beings, who are but ﬁnite; and
in that reſpect alſo incommunicable: And we cou
ceive that the Names here. given (and elſewhere in

from the Father, &Ft. do declare,- 7013/2 xiv. 26. and
xvi. 7. Gall. iv. 6.
To the third. This Truth concerning the bleﬂ'ed
and gloriousTrinity, being ſo often- inſiﬅed' on here,

and coming ſo near to the Nature of God him-

Scripture) will amount clearly to the equivalent of ſelf, it cannot but be exceedingly necellary for Chri
Eﬃme, and Priſans, which are moﬅ obviouilymade ﬅians to be through in the Faith thereof :

yet it is

uſe of in this Matter: For, what is that, I am ſil queﬅioncd of late, whether it be to he accompted a
Pba and Omrga, who was, is, and is to tame, but that fundamental Point of Faith or not? I ſay, this of

ſame, Exod. iii. '4. I A'rM THA'T 1 11114, which late is queﬅioned by Scrz'mu, and the ſavotuers of a
denoteth his Being or Eﬃtm, as that which isever boundlcſs ttntolerablc Toleration: For, or old it was
aBrL-zg: . And Idols, being diſſercnced from the true moﬅſacredly received as ſuch, amongﬅ the An

God by.this, that they are,by- Nature no gods, GaI. cients, as' the Crceds that are called Apoﬅolick',
iv. 8. .- it implies on the contrary, that by Nature he Nicenc, and that ofi Arbamgﬂut, do manifeﬅ: But
B God, and ſo God in reſpect of Ellence: and there this Engine the Devil drives, ﬁrﬅ, To make the
fore-that God may be ell'entia'ly conſidered, that re moﬅ neceſſary Trutvlisli'ndiﬂerent, that then he may
ſptct of 'his Eﬂence. .'-Again, theſe Exprellions, that the more eaſily engage Oppoſers to quarrclthe very
th: one is called 'the Ezt/mr, and the other the

m, Truth'of'them it ſelt-t

But we conceive, whatever

and yet both. One -G0d, do-clearly hold forth that; it was of old before Chriﬅ, yet now it-is to be
there are real Relations in that Godhead, ſtibſrﬅing in looked on, not only as a Truth, which is clear
adiﬅinct Manner ;_, and ſo there muﬅ be Perſons, as lrom the Word, but alſo as-a fundamental Truth;
which

i
An EXPOSITlON of the
which being ſhaken, would overtum Chriﬅianity,
and the Way of salvation that the Lord hath re
vealed in his Goſpel. This is not to be extended
to a rigid Degree of Knowledge in this wonderful

Chap. r.

cerning this, there is need here to diﬅinguiſh betwixt
what may ſatisﬁe'us as to the object in it ſelf, and
what may be ſuﬃcient to us in directing of our Wor

ſhip to that object:

If we take up God as in him

Myſtery, butmto ſo much Cleameſs in this Truth ſelf, here is a depth that cannot be ſearched out to
from the Word, as may be a Ground to Faith in Perfection: II' is broader than the Sea; who m'z

um-_-
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the Thing it ſelf. And that this is neceſſary, as a bra-w him? big/m' than tbr Heaven, wbat car. w:
Fundamental, we think ariſeth clearly from do? Job xi. 8. But yet we have ſooting in his
theſe three Grounds. r. That Truth, without Word, how to come before this God with Fear,
which the true God cannot be taken up, believed Rcverence, holy Admiration, Ur. and ſuch Aﬀecti
in, and worſhipped, is a fundamentall Truth; but, ons and Aaliﬁcations as a true Worſhipper that wor
this Truth of the Trinit of Perſons, 1 and Unicty of ſhips in Spirit ought to have; and in this, the pure
A the Godhead, is ſuch, t at without it, that
od Worﬂiippers, who believe this Truth of One inﬁnite
which is propoſed in the Word, and is the only God and Three Perſons, ought to be taken up, ra
true God, and the Object of all Worſhip, can nei; ther that they may he ſuitable in their worſhipping,
ther be.taken up, licved in, nor worſhipped right and have becoming Eﬀects on their own Hearts, than
ly: Ergo, &Ft. becauſe the true God is One, and to bediſquietihg themſelves by poring too curiouſly
et Three Perſons; and as ſtich, hath propoſed on the Object worſhipped ; except in ſo far as may
himſelf to be known and worſhipped. 2. That ſerve to transform the Heart into a Likencſs to* him.
Truth, without which the Work of Redemption And, it is not aiming to comprehend the myﬅeriouſ
would be overturned, is fundamental: But this is neſs and manner of theſe incomprehenſible Myﬅeries,
ſuch; for, by taking awa the Myﬅery of the Tri that doth work this; but the real, through and near'
nity, they take away the Godhead and Perſonality of Impreſſion of the general, which is revealed clearly in
the Mediator, and ſo enervat his Satisfaction. And, his Word. We would therefore commend theſe
as on the former Accompt, t'he true God is other three in Worſhip. 1. That Folks would ſatisﬁe
wiſe conceived than he is in himſelf;

ſo, in this Re

themſelves in the general with the ſolid Faith thereof,

ſpect, the Mediator is made a quite other thing. without deſcending to particular Conception: or No
And, can any thing be fundamental, if this be not? tions concerning the Perſons of the bleſſed Godhead:

3. The Way that God hath laid down in his Wor

This Particulameſs, is often that which both confuſes

the Mind,
diſquiets
the Conſcience,
and cannot
Ihip, requireth this, ſeeing in Baptiſm there is a par but
do ſo inand
thoſe
who would
be at the looking
ſſupon
ticular and expreſs mentioning of theſe Three, the
Father, Son and Spirit, as the Superior, to whom

God immediately here, without makinguſe of the

they that are Chriﬅian soldiers, ſhould be liﬅed and Expreſiions, Titles, Names, Uſ- whereby he hath
inrolled: and ſo we may accompt of all After-wor manifeﬅed himſelf to us, and wherein, we conceive,

ſhip 3 ſeeing God requires us to honour the Son, as it's ſafeﬅ to reſt, and to bound all our Curioſit with
we honour the Father; and ſeeing theſe Three equal
ly witneſs from Heaven, Ij'olm v. the Fat/m',
Mrd, and Spirit; all which Three, are One: can
their Teſtimony be received as of Three, or can they
be accompted as One God without this? And yet
there can neither be-arze, in Faith, engaged unto in
Baptiſm, or eme, whoſe Teﬅimony we may receive,
but he who is God: And can any think but it's ne
ceﬂary ſor a Chriﬅian, and that, fundamentally, to
know to whom they are devoted, whom they are

in thoſe: For, they muﬅ be the moﬅ ſolid otions
of God, which himſelf hath taught: Thus, Exod.

33. and 34.. the Lord did anſwer Mſu his Delire
of
his Glory,hisby
ſhewing him
his that
Goodneſs
in ſi
theſeeing
proclaiming-of
' Attributes
to him
are maniſeſted in his Word: thereby teaching Men to con
ceive of God, according as he hath reveal-ed himſelf in
his Word, in the plain and comprehenſive Attributes
that deſcribe his Nature, wherein God's Goodneſs is

ſuﬃciently holden forth to Sinners, which ought to
to worſhip, whoſe Teﬅimony it is that they receive, be a ſuﬃcient Manifeﬅation =of God to them here,
whoſe Operations they feel, whom they are to make without diving immediately into his Eſſence, which
' uſe of? Eft. And therefore it's neceſiary to know the could no otherwvlys be manifeﬅed to ſWo/Er than by
that Proclamation. 2. We would beware of forming
Trinity of Perſons in that One Godhead.
I'r may be the Exerciſe of ſome tender Soul', that Idea's, Repreſentations, or Shapcs of that One God

they know not how to apprehend this Object rightly, and Three Perſons in the Heart, or in the Head:
when they come to wot-ſhip;

and that often they theſe cannot but be derogatory to him, being a Like
Con mſr to him of our own upſetting in our Hearts:
'
and

ate diſquieted, while their Minds are unſtable;
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and cannot but diminiſh that Authority, w'hirh the ing this Doctrine of the Trinity, or, againﬅ the Sin
true God ſhould have in our Hearts. we would re fulneſs of tolerating what oppoſeth the ſame, That
member therefore that he is purely spiritual, whom the Light of Nature doth not diſcover it; and that
no Eye hath ſeen, nor can ſee: and therefore all ſuch the Godhead of the holv Ghoﬅ hath ſometimes riot

Imaginations, are to be abandoned and abhorred. 3. ſo much as been heard of by Diſciples, as in Act: xix.
We would beware of dividing the Object of W'or Therefore, Eft.
To the ﬁrﬅ, we anſwer, That now Nature be
ſhip, or ſeparating the Three bleſied Perſons in our
worſhipping of them, even in our Imaginſtticn z as ing corrupted, it can be no good Rule to try What is
if when One, is named, we were not praying unto, Truth concerning God by it ; it can hardly be do
and worſhipping both the other; and as if the Son nied, if Nature be conſidered as in Aſſa-71 at the be
were an other God than the Father or Spirit, &it. - ginning, but to him there wasClearneſs in this My
But ﬅill this would be remembred, that whatever ﬅcry, there being expreſs mention of the bleﬂed Tri

c't*ſ"i'*"ﬀ*'H*-'Zu'Fr'.

Perſon be named, he is God, and that ſame One nity in his Crention, as the Word, Let m make ﬂſan
God with the other Two: and therefore the Ob according to our Image, doth import: which is not
ject of Worſhip, is ever the ſame One God, Father, for nought mentioned then, more than formerly,

Son, and Spirit, that are hut One God.

YVe XVor

eſpecially, 'conſidering that excellent Knowledge that

but we Adam was furniſhed with, which was a Part of the
do not Worſhip the Fat/ler, or the Son, or the Spi Jmage of that One God, who is Father,, Son, and
rit, as if he who is not named, were leſs worſhipſi Spirit. But, not to inſiﬅ in*this, we ſay, Serondly,
ped than he who is named: and ſeeing the Son and That if by Nature, as it is now corrupted, what is
ſhip the Fat/m', 'the Son, and the Spirit 5

holy Ghoﬅ, are the ſame God with the Father, tolerable or intolerable in the Matters of Religion
(the former Ground being laid) it's all one thing
whatever Perſon be named, tho' in Scripture ſome
times reſpect is had to their Order of ſubliﬅing and
operating 3 and ſo the Father is only named ſome

were to be tn'ed, then were the whole Doctrine of
Aﬁtter.-

the Goſpel and Redemption through the Mediator,
to be accounted no fundamentall Thing; and conſe

quently, no Error, deﬅroying it, were to be re

times to be the Ground upon, and by which, we ﬅrained, becauſe Nature hath not diſcovered that.
have Acceſs to God;

and ſo, the Son, only is That therefore muﬅ be an unſafe Rule to walk by.

ct:=

And indeed if a Maﬅer of a Famil and Father, who
Now', by what is ſaid, it doth alſo appear that yet, as ſuch, is ( to ſay ſo) a ervant of Nature,

'KlL4

named.

',

'

the holy Ghoﬅ may be expreﬂy prayed unto, as the
Father, and the Son, altho' it be not ſo uſual in
Scripture, becauſe of the Reaſons formerly hinted
at: For, this will follow, He that is God, may be
invdcated, &Ft. and where Pctitions do eſpecially

Ft'

is not by that exempted from the obligation of bring
ing up his Children and Servants in the Knowledge
of
God according
Goſpel; in
but,
notwith
ﬅandingctto
exerciſetohistheAuthority
theis reﬅraining

'

of every thing contrary thereunto according to his ,
Can it be thought, that a Magiﬅrate, who
of the Spirit, we will ﬁnd him expreﬂy mentioned muﬅ count for his Authority over a People, as a'
with the Father and Son, as here, verſe 4. and 5. Maﬅer muﬅ do for his, over a Family, is leſs obliged
Grate be unto you, &c. And, 2'Cor. xiii. 14.. The thereunto? For, Chriﬅians are to be Chriﬅians in
communion a the Im'y Gbg/I, is ſubjoyned, as a di their Stations, as in their perſonal Carriage; and ſo
ﬅinct Petition, to the Love of the Father, and Grace to ſeek the promoving of the Goſpel, and the re
of the Son ; and theſe ﬁrﬅ two Petitions, being di ﬅraining of what may marr it according to their Sta
rected to the Father, and the Son, this third muﬅ be tion. ,Tbird1y, That even this may be drawn from
to the holy Ghoﬅ in like manner : and therefore to the Moral Law of God; wherein not onl the true
plead againﬅ the Godhead of the holy Ghoﬅ, upon God is alone to be worſhipped, as in the Firﬅ Com
this Ground that he is not expreﬂy prayed unto in mand; but alſo accordingly as he hath preſcribed and

reſpect the Increaſe of Grace, which is the Work Station.

Scripture, is both inconſequent, and falſe;"

and the revealed in his Word, which is the Sum of the ſecond
Command. Now, this being true, that the Lord

Apoﬅle's' taking the holy G/yoﬅ to be his Witneſs,
Ram. ix. cannot be done without invocating of him:
and the general Commands of glorifying God, muﬅ
infcr ſo much, ſuppoſing the Spirit to be God.
There is no Vveight therefore to be laid on that
Argument.

Is it be objected, againſt the Neceſſity of believ

hath thus revealed himſelf to be worſhipped accord

ing to the Goſpel, it becomes no leſs neceſſary to
Worſhip God in that manner, than to Worihip him,
who is the true God ; and ſo, \if by the ﬁrﬅ Com
ma'nd, and according to the Light of Nature, Magi
ﬅrates ſhould reﬅrain, and not ſuﬀer what is incon
C
ſittent

l

2

'
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. ſiﬅent with the worſhipping of the One true and that appears in his Suﬀerings, which cannot be ap
living God, ſo is he, by the ſecond Command, plyed to the Father or Spirit: which is indeed Divine
and that ſame Light of Nature, obliged to reﬅrain Worſhip, being the ſame which is here given to the
all manner of Doctrine and Worſhip, that is incon Father, and Spirit. All which giveth Occaſion to en
ﬁﬅcnt with what he hath revealed, according to the quire in theſe fout. r. Concerning the Objectof Di
vine lVor-ſhip, in general. 2. In what Rcſpcct it is
ſecond.
To the laﬅ Part of the Objection, from that In to be given to the Mediator. 3. In whtt Form, Pe
ﬅance, Acts xix. We ſay, Firﬅ, That ſuppoſe titions may be directed to him; or, if in any peculiar
there had been great Ignorance then of the Goclhead Form. 4. Why the Mcdiator Chriﬅ, is ſo much,
of the holy Ghoﬅ, while that Myﬅery of the glori and ſo warmly, under theſe Conﬁderations of his In
ous Trinity was more obſcurely revealed; yet, it 'carnation and Suﬀerings, inſiﬅed upon in the New
will not follow, that it is equally excuſable and ſuf Teﬅament ; and what may encourage and help in the
ferahle now, when it is ſo plainly diſcovered: yea, improving of thoſe Grounds. Theſe Things being
can it be hid, that they had been excuſable, if, after Dcpths, are rather to be admired and believed in, in

Paul's teaching of them the true Nature of Baptiſm the general, ( ſo far as we (ee clear in this precedcnt)
and of the holy Ghoﬅ, they had continued not to than curiouſly to be pryed into; yet, that they go
believe the ſame, as they were before he did" it; or, not altogether without Anſwer, we ſhall lay down
that we can be ſo now, having his Leſſon to them for ſome Genernls in reference to all theſe, which wil'l
our Inﬅruction? Yet, Secondly, It ſeemeth that the yield ſome practical and comfortable Concluſions.
_ Perſon of the hol-y. Ghoﬅ, is not intended there, but ſo the ﬁrﬅ, we ſay,
the Gifts of the holy Ghoﬅ, which often get that
I. G o D is the alone Object of Divine VVorſhip ;
name in the Ncw Teﬅamcnt: for, the hmﬂv Ghſſ, and
therewho
is n'ohath
Objcct
God: becauſe
there
is none
theſethereof
inﬁnitebut
Attributesſſ
and Excel
which is to be underﬅood in that Place, is ſuch as
was communicated to Believers, and ſuch' as theſe lencies, which are requiſite in the Object of Divine
afterward did receive, as from 'on-1 2. and 6. is clear. Worſhip, but God, ſuch as Omniſciency, Omnipo

Now there is great odds betw-xt the Neccﬃty of Di

tcncy, which
Inﬁniteneſs,
ſuprcam
Majeﬅy,
Glory, Uc.
from
(to ſpeak
ſo) reſults
Adorability,
anſſ
ﬅinctnefs in the Knowledge of theſe Gifts, and of the
holy Ghoﬅ himſelf, who is not, nor cannot be com cſſcntinl Attribute of the Majeﬅy of God, as Immu
municated by thelaying on of Hands, except in re tability and Eternity are; he being adorable, becauſe
' ſpect of his Gifts: this Place therefore, doth not Inﬁnite, Immcnſc, Omniicient, Uc. And therefore
m'eet the Conclnſion formerly laid down, which was it cannot be communicateto any other, more than
in reference to the Faith of the holy Ghoﬅ himſelf, theſe incommunicable Propertics can be; and yet
and not to the Knowledge of his Gifts.
none can be worſhipped, who is not ( ſo to ſpeak )
THESF. Generals being granted, there do ariſe, adorable.
from this Practice of j'dhn's, ſeveral Queﬅions, con
2. T H E R E is but one kicd of Divine Worſhip,
cerning the Object of Divine Worſhip: which, upon to wit, that which is Suprcam, and becoming. this
this Occaſion, ( it may be) were not unworthy to inﬁnite Majeﬅy of God: And, in a XVord, that
be more particularly conſidered, ſo far as the Nature which is required in the ﬁrﬅ Table of the Law, as
of the Place calleth-for, and doth become our Scope. that which is competent to this glorious excellent
As Firﬅ, 'We ſee in this Prayer, John doth diﬅinctly God: and this follows on the former : For, if there
name all the Three blcſi'ed- Perſons, for their In be but one Objcct, there can be but one manner of
ﬅruction and Conſolation to whom he ſends this Worſhip. Therefore, in Scripture, to W'orſhip
Nlcſiage.

Secunda', When he names the Son, he doth God, is always oppoſed tothe worſhipping of any

name him by ſuch Titles as agree to him only as other, and to the admitting of any YVorſhip, which
Mcdiator;

yea, and in this Song, ver. 6. doth re

is not competent to God, as Rco. xix. 9, lO. and

ſpect that, particularly, which is only applicable to xxii. 9.
.
him as Man, and as Mediator, to make them wel
3. A L 'r H o' there be Three Perſons of the glo
come it the more heartily, and thereby alſo the more rious Godhead, and all are to be worſhipped 5 yet,
to commend him-to them, and engage them to Aim, there are not three Objects of Worſhip, but one;
by remembring them what he is, and what he. hath nor three kinds of Worſhip : Not three Objects, be
done, that doth thus ſalute them. v Thir'dly, He hath cauſe theſe Three Perſons are the ſame One inﬁnite
a peculiar Thankfgiving unto 'the Son, conſidered un God, who is the Object of Worſhip, For, Ecﬅ,

der ſuch Deﬁgnations, as expreſs his wonderful Love Tho" the Three Perſons, be really diﬅinct each from
other;

r
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other 5 yet, none of' them is really diﬅinct from the is, the Account upon which it is given to that Per
Eſſence of the Godhead; Thereſore, the Father, is ſon, or Object. 3. There is Objrctam tagſrderatiotzir,
that ſame Object of Worſhip with the Son, becauſe that is, the conſideration that the worſhipper hath of
that
ſameand
God.
Andinﬁnite,
Scto'zdly,UC.Tho'et,the
Father
be that Object in worſnipping of him ; and is as a Mo
inﬁnite,
the Son
there
actrc not
tive thereto, or is ( as the learned Vactins calls it,
two Inﬁniteneſſes, but the ſame Inii'niteneſs and Im Spmſiratia Oþjccti ) the Speciﬁcation of the object,
menſeneſs, that whlch is the Fathers is the Sons al whereby the Heart oſ the worſhipper, by taking up
ſo; becauſe theſe are eﬂential Properties, and ſo corn the Object worſhipped under ſuch a conſideration, is
mon to all the Perſons: and therefore, tho' their per warmed with Love and Thankſulneſs, and ﬅrength
ſonal Properties be diﬅinct; yet, their ellential Attri ned in his conﬁdence, to Worſhip that Objeft.
butes being common, they are not diﬅinct Objects, Thus, the Relations that God took on him to b:
but the ſame one Object 3 ſeeing, ﬅill, in YVorſhip, the Redeemer oſ his People from Egypt," and ſrom '
reſpect muﬅ be had to their eſlentiul Attributes -, and the Land of the North, did give no new O'zj-zct of
ſo to the Godhead, which is common to All: and Worſhip, yet, did thev give ſome external Deno- _
therefore conſequently to them, as they are one Ob minations, or Speciſications, oſ [l7.1\_ObiCct God to
ject, it being the Deity ( which is One) that is the them: the conſideration whereof, in their Worſhip
ſormal object of VVorſhip: And, tho' ſometimes ping, did much qualitie the Object to them, ſo that
theſe Three Perſons be named together, as here; yet, with the more Thankſulneſs and conﬁdence, they
that is not to propoſe them as diﬅinct Objects, but to might approach tohim: and thus we diﬅinguiſh be
ſhew, who this one Object God is, to wit, the Fa tween the Object worſhipped, and the Conſideratior
ther, Son and Spirit, Three Perſons oſ the ſame One which may behad of him in our YVorſhip. ' And this
indiviﬁble Godhead. Hence, the Unity of the God doth not make him adomble ſimply and in himſclſ,
head, is inculcated, for this end 3 The Lord thy God, becauſe he was ſo naturally ; but, it is the Grounl
upon which he is acceſſrble to us, who are Sinners
Olſrael, is One Lard.
FROM which it followeth, r. That the Mind oſ and Enemies: from which, we may lay down a
the Worſhipper is not to be diﬅracted in ſeeking to threeſold Diﬅinction. 1. Betwixt the material and
comprehend, or order, in his Thoughts, Three di formal Object oſ Worſhip. 2. Betwixt the Objefl:
ﬅinct Perſons, as diﬅinct Objects oſ Worſhip, but, of the Act of Worſhip, and of our conſideration in
to conceive rcverentl of One inﬁnite God, who is worſhipping. 3. Betwixt that which is the Ground
Three Perſons. 2. hat whatever Perſon be nam of Worſhip, ſuppoſe Prayer, Faith ſimply conſider
ed, he is not to tlzinlt that the other is leſs Worſhip ed in it ſelt', and that which is the Ground of our Ac
ped 3 but that in one Act he Vv'orſhips thatOne God, ccſs conſidered in our ſelves, to pray unto, or believe
and ſo the Father, Son and Spirit. 3. That by nam in, that Object.
To anſwer then the Qyeﬅion, we ſa , I. That
ing One Perſon aſter he hath named an other, ( ſup
pote he name the Father at ﬁrﬅ, and aſterward the the Mcdiator is the Object of Divine vZ'Vorſhip, in
Son ) he doth not vary tho object of YVorſhip, as if ﬁxedly to be acknowledged; even the Mtn Chriﬅ,
he were pra) irg to an other than ſormerly; but that is to be honoured with Divine Worſhip, prayed un
ﬅill it is the ſame One God. 4. Becauſe our Imagi to, (27. as in Scripturcis clear. Thus the McJiat-or
nation is ready to ſoﬅer ſuch divided Conceptions, we is the material Object of Divine VVorihip, or, the
conceive it is ſaſeﬅ not to alter the Denomination Objzﬂum quad: for, we worſhip and invocate him
of the Perſons in the ſame Prayer, eſpecially, where who is the Med'ntor; and there is no queﬅion
it is in the heating of others, who'poſſtbly may have of this.
*
'
ſuch Thoughts, though we have none: and I ſup
2. C H R r s T, conſidered as Mediator, and in.
poſe, this Way is moﬅ ordinarily taken in Scrip the vertue of his Mcdiation, is the only Grounl,
upon which we have right to expect to be a.cepted
ture.
F OR anſwering to the ſecond, to uiz, How the in any Part of our Worſhip: or, to have Prayers
Mediator is the Object oſ Divine Worſhip; we ſhall granted, which we put up to God under whatever
ﬁrﬅ, Diﬅinguiſh this 'I itle object, then Anſwer. By Deſignation or Title: for, ſo he is the Door and the
Divines, there is in this Caſe a Threeſold Object ac H'Iz', fo/m x. 9. and xiv. 6. and in this reſpect tho'
knowledgod ( all agreeing to the Mcdiator in ſome he be not as ſuch, the formal Object or' Drvine VVor
reſpect. ) '1. Therc is Olzjrctum 'nium-mile, or, quod, ſhip; yet, he is the FOUHdZIlOH whereupon it is now
that is, the Object, or Perſon to whom Worſhip is built; the H'ſ/y, by which it muﬅ beaddrelſed to
given. 2. There is Oo'jm'rwz ﬁrm-tle, or, pra, that God, and he is the High Prieﬅ, Heþ. vii. 25. This
C 2
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was worſhipped with Divine Worſhip; and account
'under
Law:
have notFaith
Acceſs
God, the
but byſſ
him;*for,
andSinners
this ﬅrengthens
to apto them Idolaters for worſhipping him thus, whom they

did not eﬅeem to be God; ſo do the latter Divine:

proach, that God is manifeﬅed in our Nature, and in reference to the Son'niam.
that ſo we have, by his suﬀering, entry through
5. 'runner-'one this Wot-ſhip that is given to
the Vail, to the Throne of Grace, which formerly, Chriﬅ the Mediator, is of the ſame kindthat is given t
without 'reſpect to this, was ſhut.
_
to God, to wit, Supream, Divine Worſhip: for,
3. OUR Lord Jeſus, who is God, in our_wor there are not two ſorts of Divine Worſhip. And to
ſhipping of him, may be conſidered as Mediator ; give the Mediator, who is God, an inferior kind of
and, upon that Ground, the Heart may be embold Worſhip, would, r. Wrong him who is God: for,,
ncd to approach unto God: becauſe he that lS God, by taking to himſelf that external Relation, he hath
is alſo Man and Mcdiator. Thus, we praiſe and not diminiſhed his eﬂential Glory and Majeﬅy. 2.
orav to him that ditd, and conſidering him as once It; ſuppones two objects of Worſhip, and two kinds
dead, in our uptaking of him, yet ſo, as it is, be of Divine Woiſhip: which is falſe. Therefore Di
cauſe he is God : for, had it been poſſible that the vines have ever cenfured that Aſiertion in the Rc
Mediator could not have been God, there had not marylrants Conſeﬃon, anont giving a peculiar and
been Ground for giving of this Worſhip unto him; middle-kind of VVorſhip to Chriﬅ the Mediator, as
yet, this conſideration warm; the Heart with Love of it ſelf unſafe, and as making wa for the Sm'nian:
to hir'n, and gives Conﬁdence and Chearfulneſs in ſubterfuge, which is to allow a
orſhip to the Me
praying to him, or praiſing of him, as in this ſame diator, as Mediator, inferior to that which is given

place, and afterward, rlmp. 5. becauſe ſeeing we have to God; and ſo, that it ſhould not follow from this,
a Man, to do with, who hath ſo experimentally felt that Chriﬅ i: worﬅ-hoped.

Therefore, be is God qual

iinleſslnﬁrmities, of Purpoſe to be the Ground of a wit/1 the Fat/Mr. Now, the Scripture giveth him
' Sympathy with his'Mernbers; and ſeeing he hath that ſame Worſhip, and not any other, even when

ſtill Humane Aﬀections, by having a gloriﬁed Body itis denied to all Creatures ; yea, when he is wor
ſtill united in one Perſon with his Divine Nature, ſhipped in the Days of his Fleſh. He is conſidered
which wants not Humane Fcelitg, tho' in an incono as the only begotten gſ B/Je Fat/m', as Lard and dl
ſ ceivable Manner; and ſeeing alſo', that that is given
migþty, having all creatures as Servants under
in the Vſort'r, as an Encouragcment for us, to ſtep him', (97. and 'yet he is ﬅiled the Son qf David, lrg

forward,
expect
Grace
in the
of N'eſied, toHtb.
ii. 18.
andand
iv. Help
15, 16.
andTime
that t/mt was to come, &c. even at that Time; to ſhew,
even from him:

that both Conſiderationsv have Place in wnrſhipping
there is no Areﬅion, but by, the of
the ſame Perſon, who is God, and alſo Mediator;
andnot
tobring in a new Worſhip ;ſi for, none can

actual conſidering' of- this, a Soul may, and ought

* 'to ﬅrengthen it ſelf- in its approaching unto he more glorious, than what is due to God; but to
\. lay a new' Ground of having Acceſs to give him the

God._

Y 5 T, this Divine Wot-ſhip i; givento him, Worſhip-which is due, and by a new Relation to
give a kindly Ogialiﬁcation of the Object, whereby
the Heart may be provoked lovingly and thankfully
Worſhip, becauſe itis the Godhead that lS the alone to give the ſame.
.formal Object of Divine Worſhip, as is ſaid; and . 6. WHEN this Worſhip is given to him, it is
Chriſt only, as God,'hath theſe eſi'ential Attributes given to the Perſon who is Mcdiator, and that in one
of Omzzſrimrc, Supreqm Majﬄy, Adoreby/ity, &e. individual Act: for, he, , as God, is not worſhipped
as he isGod, and becauſe he is God; and ſo Chriﬅ

God is ſithe Objectum formal', or, qui: of 'this Divine

which are requiſite for the object of Divine Wor one way; and, as Man an other way; nor is there,
ſhip.

And therefore in this Place, altho', he be ſet a Diviſion of his Natures to be conceived; but the

outin what is peculiar to him as-Mediator; yet, his Perſon,,who is Man, is worſhipped with this Di
being reckoned with the other Two bleſied Perſons, vine Honour in the ſame Act, becauſe he is God :

cloth. prove that notwitﬂ-anding thereof he is con Therefore there is no ſuch Preciſion called for in the
ﬁdered in his Perſon as' God; It is then thus, as we. Intent of_ the Worſþipper, as i-fone Nature of Chriﬅ's
ſa ,,Chriﬅ-God died, ye! as Man; ſo the Man were to be worſhipped and not the other : _ for, it's

C riﬅ, is worſhipped, yet as God; for, tho' he be the Perſon, who is worſhipped, nom- conſiﬅing of
one Perſon, yet the Properties of-the two Natures are two Natures.

_v

-

i

7. WHEN- the Mediator is thus worſhipped,
diﬅinct. Hence, as the Father: did prove Chriﬅ's
Godhead againﬅ'the Arriazrr, from this, That he there isnodiﬅinct Object-ofaDivine Wortltip wor
ﬁltpped ;
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'trippedr but as whatever Perſon be named, it's the ﬁed by the YPmp/o, and Tow-Male, in which the-\
ſame God; ſo, however the Mediator be named, or Many-ſhot was placed ; and in looking to which, the
conſidered, it's the ſame Perſon: for, tho' the ſecond People were to worſhip God.
Perſon of the Godhead, conſidered in himſelf, be not
FROM all which, it will follow, in reference to
unum, or, the-ſame thing with the Mediator, ( ﬅnſh the third. Firﬅ, That our Prayers may be directed
ſii-ﬁrmalr', as Divines ſa ) yet is he amor, the ſame to Jeſus the Mediator expreſly, as dcts vii. 59.
Perſon 3 and the ſecond erſon of the Godhead, be Setondﬂv, That he may benamed by Titles, agreeing
ing unum, to wit, the ſame God with the other two only to him as Mcdiator, to wit, Illodiator, J'eſhr,
glorious Perſons eſientially conſidered, altho' he be Thou 'who died, Ad-uozato, &e. becauſe theſe, being
not unus with the Father and Spirit, conſidered per

given him, in tomroto, deſign the Perſon. Third
ſunally: for, the Godhead, eſientially taken, is the Iy, That the Heart may be in the Inﬅant ﬅirred and
' ſame thing with the Father, Son and Spirit, as hath affected with this, that he is Mediator, ſo as to ſpe
been ſaid. Then it will follow, that even when the ciﬁe him, or, to make him the Objcct of our Con
Mediator is woxſhipped, there is but ﬅill the. ſame. ſideration as ſuch, in that Act, as hath been ſaid.
one formal Object of Divine Worſhip, to wit, God; Thus a Soul may pray to Jeſus, who died, who
they being ﬅill the ſame eﬁ'ential Properties, which made Satisfaction, who interceeds, &ſo. and, upom
alone give Ground for a Creature to Worſhip all the that Conſidcration, be aﬀected with Love, ﬅtength->

Perſons of the glorious Trinity, conſidered in them

ned in Hope and conﬁdence in its Prayer, which
Hurt/11),
manner cxpreſi'ed. Again it'appears thus, the Son We may ask from him what peculiarly belongs to
who is Mediator, is the ſame Object of Worſhip, the Oﬃce of Mediation 5 as, that he may guide his
that the Son the ſecond Perſon of the Godhead is: Church, pour out the Spirit, gift Miniﬅers, inter
for, now he being one Perſon, cannot be conceived ceed, &Ft. becauſe the Perſon to whom theſebe
as two diﬅinct Objects of Worſhip; but the Son, as long, is God. And that extrinſick Relation, or De
the ſecond Perſon of the Godhead, is the ſame Ob nomination, of being Mediator, doth not marr us to
ject of Worſhip with the Father and Spirt, as hath pray to him 5 as his being God, hinders not but that
ſelves; or, the Son, conſidered as Mediator, in the yet is put up to him, becauſe he is God.

been ſaid.

Therefore the Son, who is Mediator, he ﬅill executes that Oﬃce by performing of ſuch

when worſhipped with Divine Honour, is the ſame-*Acts: but both give Ground, that conﬁdently. we
formal object of Divine Worſhip alſo. And this may pray to him, ſhr theſe Things; yet, in that,
alſo doth conﬁrm, that Divine Worſhip is given to ﬅill his (mdhead is the formal Object of our Prayer,
him as God; for, ſo only is he the ſame Object with tho' the Things we pray for, belong to his Media
the Father and Spirit.
tion: forr we could not ſeek theſe from. him, were
8. W H a N the Son is worſhippcd, there is no leſs he not God ;- and becauſe he is God and Man, we
reſpect to be had to his Mediation, than when the are imboldned to ſeek them, and to expect them.
Father is expreſſe'd; ſo that whoever named, the See Pſal. xlv. 3, 4, &Ft. for, the Matter fought, to
wit, riding
proﬃerot/ſhv, &c. belongeth to his Media
Son ﬅill, as Mediator, is to be made uſe of, and that tion,
as the Scope clears; vyet, the Account upon.
in the ſame manner:

for, as there is but one God,

ſo there is but one Mcdiator betwixt God and Man,
lTim. ii. 3. without whom there is no Acceſs for
aSinncr to approach unto, or worſhip aceeptabl-y,
this one God. Thus, God is the formal Object of

which, is, That he was God my? mighty.

For'( as:

they ſay) it is not Alodialio, but Dcims, that is the
ratio formalf: of Divine VVorſhip; or, his Medinr

tion, as it includes his Dcity, by the wiſe Grace of

the Mediator, conſidered' as ſuch, is the God theſevtwo being now inſepambly joyned toge
Ground upon which 'with conﬁdence we may ap ther: For, certainly, Chriﬅ the Medmtor, was to.
Ptoach to that God: Therefore is he the lVJy, and be made uſe of with reſpect to his future Satisfaction,
Wotſhip;

Truth, and Life; 'there is no going to God but by
him, ſo that in o'ur Worſhip, God andvthe Mediat
or are not to be ſeparated ; yet are they not to be
Ccnfoundedi for we VVorſhip God, in and by the

Mediator:

before he actually became Man; as it is ſince to be
done, with reſpect to his Incarnation and suffering ;.
( for hc'was Mediator, and ﬅood in that Relation be
fore he was Man) yet, it cannot be ſaid, that he'

in which reſpect, the Mediatoris called was then, as ſuch, conſidered as the formal Object

the Door, 'If/tart, Iﬄay, &c. becauſe it is, by the Ver
tue and Bﬃcacy of his Mediation that the ſiuſul
Diﬅance betwixt God and us is removed, and Ac
cnſs made. for Sinners to Worſhip him, as-was typi
a

of their Wot-ſhip, (even when they did explicitlv

conſider him with reſpect to his Mediation ) becauſe
he did not then actually exiſt in two Natures: And
therefore, behovedto be the formal object of Wor
ſhip,

a
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ſhip, in reſpect of that Nature, which alone did then any diﬀerent Oly'ect oſ Worſhip, from God, with
exiﬅ. Fiſt/21), As any of the Perſons ma be named whom he interceeds ; otherwiſe there is no keeping
in Prayer; ſo, for ﬅrengthning oſ our

aith, ma

of the Unity oſ the Object of Divine Worſhip 5

the Medi'ator be named and prayed unto under ſuc much leſs is he to be prayed unto as iſ he were in
Titles and Relations as agree only to him, and not to ſer'ior to God, as eaſier to he dealt with, cr, as if be
any other Perſon; Yet, then we would beware, I. might he ſaahen unto, when yet we are not paying
Oſconceiving that we are praying to a diﬀerent Ob unto the Father, and worﬃnþping him, in that ſome
ject, or that the Mediator is leſs glorious, juﬅ, ho A'ct: For, as Chriﬅ-God, reconciled us to himſelt',
ly, &it. unto whom we pray, than when God is by his own Satisfaction;

ſo, is himſelſ, prevailed

expreﬂy named. YVe would alſo beware of con with, to make the Beneﬁts purchaſed, forth-coming
ceiving that by ſo doing, Chriﬅ is any way more in to us by the vertue oſ his own Interctﬂion; and
gaged to, or imployed by any, than when any other the Perſon is the ſame, tho' the conſideration oſ him
Perſon of the (Jodhead is named; or, when other in theſe, is diverſe. 2. It' there be a right up-taking
Exprellions are uſed, tho' we our ſelves may be more of his Interceſiicn, that in the Time while he, as

ﬅrengthned by ſuch'Conſiderations.

2. When there God, is prayed unto, Faith be exerciſed on the ver

is an Alteration oſ the Expreſſton, we would beware tue of his Interceſlion, for nttaining what is prayed
of conceiving that we alter the Object; but, would for 5 ſo, that Exprcſſton is but made uſe oſ for
mind that it is the continued worſhipping of the ſame ﬅrengthning, oſ Faith, without any new, or diﬀer
Object G O D, however he be deſigned: or, what ent Act of Faith, but ſuch as is uſed with other

ever be the Expreſſions or diﬀerent Helps, which we Expreſſtons. 3. If the Object prayed unto, be
ſeek. to ﬅrengthen our Faith by. 3. We conceive, diﬅinguiſhed ſrom the Sute or Matter prayed for:
that in publick, eſpecially, that change ſhould be ſor ſo, it is as iſ we prayed unto him that is King
warily uſed, leﬅ it breed, or be apt to breed any of his Church, and hath received the Government,

ſuch Thoughts in others, the generality of People, to manage the ſame ſor his Churches Behooſ:
being prone to imagine diﬀerent Objects of VVorſhip Becauſe, tho' the Thing fought, to wit, Chriﬅ"
Interceſlion, be peculiar to the ſecond Perſon of
in ſuch Caſes.
F R o M what is ſaid, we conceive,.that the diſ

the Godhcad, and that as Mediator;

yet, he ſrom

ferent Expreſſtons among Divine: in this Matter, whom it is ſought, is God; and ſo the object
' may be eaſily agreed; ſor example, ſome call him, is the ſame. 4. It muﬅ be one in the Matter,
as Mediator,
Ohjectum
God,
formel/e:
Some
ſay, asmaterial',
Iﬂediator,as he
is Ohjectum
Ot/jctectum as if in different Expreﬂions by naming the Father,
quod 3

and, as God, Ohjectw/i quo:

we ſhould pray, O Father, mahe me purtaher qſ the
Some ſay, Beneﬁtr 'ﬀ Chry '5 Interreﬃm : For, iſit be thought

Perform, ſeu is, qui eﬅ Deus, eﬅ inwmndus, quid
Medium', ſed qua Deus: Some again ſay, Chriﬅa:
qua Mediater, eﬅ inwmndus, ſed quid Deus: For
when ſome ſay, him iMediator, he is not the Ohject
'ſH/orſhip, they underﬅand theﬁrm/II Ohject; which
is that, that is underﬅood by others, when they ſay,
quid Deus. Again, when others ſay, Yua zlrzkdiutor,

that that Expreſſton cometh more nearly to the im
proving of Chriﬅ's lnterceſſton, ( or, ſo to ſay ) to

the imploying of' him, than any other Expreſſton
doth. Then it is not to be admitted: becauſe it
placeth the improving of his Interceſſion, rather in
Words, than in Faith.
dﬃrt. 2. Wr-z grant, that ſometimes, defzcta,

he is to be worlhipped, they underﬅand it as he is it may be uſed in incerity, and accepted by God,
the Ot'j'ect-zyr conſideration: which is exprcſſed by when there is much Confuſion in reſerence to theſe
others, when they ſay, quid Mediator, Chrﬄu: _ Qtaltfications in the Perſon: becauſe it may have
Deus cﬅ im-nwzdm;

or, as ſuch, he is Objection what is ellentiai, to wit, Kan adoring of God, and an

materiale ot our VVorſhip.
exerciſe of Faith in' Chriﬅ, under that Expulſion;
, In' may then bie-asked, iVhat may be thought ſo that their meaning is, to obtain what they ſeek
of ſuch a Form of Prayer, O Mediator, or, '0 11.! ſrom God, through the vertue of Chxiﬅ's Interteſ
wcate, plead/01 me, which ſome may be apt to put ſion, tho' themſelves be unworthy. Thus, no
up as being comfortable to them? We anſwer, in queﬅion, many Prayers of the Saints, whe.e Faith
theſe ﬁve Allertions.

hath been in the Medintor, have been accepted, al

xiﬃert. r. lT cannot be ſimply condemned, iſ tho' there hath been much indiſ'rinctneſs, as to the Ob
well underﬅood with theſe and ſuch like (Lualiricati ject, in many Things: ſuch were Cameliw his Pray
ons; that is, I. If the Mediator prayed unto, or he ers, A'ct: x. And the Apoitles, no queſtion, p aye-i
who is to plead or interceed, be not conceived to be

and weteaecepted 3 yet, had deſcct here, John xvi. 24.
xﬂjſſht.
\
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zfﬃrt. 3. AGAIN, we anſwer, That ſuch a ſhip, yet two kinds of Worſhip, to wit, one to the
Form is not neceſlhry ſimply to the Uſe-making of Mediator, or to Chriﬅ, as Mediator; and an other
his Interceﬃon, either as if that were limitej to this as to God:

For, who readily will think, that he

Expreﬂion, or, as if it were a Way more proper, who is a diﬅinct Party, intreated to plead, is to be
compendious, weighty, or acceptable, in the Uſe equally honoured, and that in the ſame Act with
making of Chriﬅ, than another; even tho' all theſe

him with whom he pleads, or at leaﬅ, a twoſold

Qmliﬁcationsxoncurz For, no Qgeﬅion, in the Manner of the ſame Worſhip, w'z. one in this Man
Pravers that are regiﬅrated in the Scripture, Chriﬅ's ner, and an other, when this Form is not uſed. 6.
Interceſlion is made uſe of; yet no ſuch Form is It is hard thus to conceive rightly oſ Chriﬅ's Per
ſon: for, when we pray to him," we muﬅ conſider
recorded therein.
A-Tert. 4. Vſrz ſay further, That it may be him as God, at leaﬅ, that muﬅ be implied: Then,
abuied, and, we are afraid, often is; and that it he is alſo to be intcrceeded with by his own Mediati
bath ſome aptneſs to ſoﬅer Miﬅakes concerning the on, as the Father is, which, I ſuppoſe, ſew intend.
Object of VVorſhip, or our Act in it, as, I. That If they'take the Father Perſonally, and ſo thatChriﬅ
the Mediator is one Objcct, and the Father an other, is to intcrceed with the Father as a diﬅinct Perſon,

asif we might pray to the Mediator before we pray or'a diﬅinct Party, and ſo not with the Son and Spi
to God, and not be in that ſame Act worſhipping rit alſo, That will inſinuate that the Father is not
the Father; or, as if the Mediator that interceeds, the ſame God with the Son, and inſer a divided Con
were an Object diﬀerent from God, with whom he' ception of the moﬅ ſimple Eſſence of the Godhead,
*
is to interceed. Iſ it be ſaid, that he is an other thing which is the On: Object of Worſhip.
dﬄe'rt. 5. T HEREFO'R 12, when all is conſidered,
than God. Art/la. Formally conſidered, ( as is ſaid)
he is another thing than the ſecond Perſon of the altho' we will not condemn it ſimply, 'et we think'
Godhead; but he is not any other Perſon, nor an it more ﬁt to abﬅain from ſuch formal Xprcſſrons;
other God: and ſo not an other Object of Wor or, at leaﬅ, to be- ſparing therein, eſpecially in pub
ſhip. 2. It tendeth to propoſe Chriﬅ as more eaſy lick: Becauſe, r. So it is diﬃcult to preſerve that
to be dealt with than God; and God, ( to wit, the Unity in the one Object of Worſhip, which ſhould
Father) as more rigid, and ſevere than the Mediator,_ be; for, it is not eaſy to redd Things in Practice,
whereasthe Divine Attributes are the ſame in both: as Diﬅinctions may be given in doctrinal Debates and

For, if Chriﬅ-God be conſidered without reſpect to Concluſions :

and ſhould' Souls hazard on what

his own Mediation, there is no Acccſs to him more may confuſe themſelves? I ſay, eſpecially in pubthan to the Father: and if reſpect be had thereto, lick, er with others: Becauſe, if it be diﬃcult to

there is equal Acceſs to the Father, there being the keep our own Imaginations ﬅayed in ſurh Expreſſi-_
ſame Covenant and Promiſes. And it is certain, ons; it will be more diﬃcult to redd other Mens
ſoſſme
will think they may pmy to Chriﬅ, when Imaginations, conſidering what Ignorance and Vani

they dare not pray to the Father. 3. It obſcures the
Way of the Uſe-making of Chriﬅ's Interceſſton,
which is a moﬅ ſublime Thing; and being the

ty uſually doth accompany many.

2. There is no '

ſuch Form in Scripture, even in the New Teﬅa
mcnt,
when
the follow
Mediator
is prayed
untogone
; and
it is
ſatſieﬅ we
ſhould
theſe
that have
betbre

ſame with praying in his Name, and in Faith, muﬅ

be conceived to be done ſpiriruall'y by Faith, whereas us: He is indeed prayed unto, conſidered as Me
thus Chriﬅ is rcpreſented as a Mediator amongﬅ. diator, but ﬅill ſo as the Thing prayed for, is ex
Men; to whom ﬁrﬅ Addrcſs is made, and then by pected from himſelf, as well as to be obtained by?
him to the Principal Party; and ſo it conﬅitutes him.
two Addreſi'cs, which brangles the Unity of the Ob
To cloſe then as we began; here Sobriety is
jcct of Worſhip. 4. It ſome way leſſens the Glory called for, and Curioſity is to be ſhunned: And in
or' the Mediator, at leaﬅ in Appearance, as if he, Worſhip the Heart is rather to be occupied with
eVen the Perſon, were not supreme, but had an godly Pear, Reverenee and Dread, than the Head to
other to plead with. It is true, it is ſo, as he is be ſilled with Itmgfinations.
'
Ncdiator; but ﬅill it would be adverted, that he is
HAvrNc theſe following Things ſixed in our'
alſo God; and ſo he may, and can confer what his Hearts by Faith, ( which we conceive more ſimply '
Mcdiation pt'ocures: And Expreﬃons in Prayer, necei'lary to VV Orſhip, whatever the Expreſſion be )
would bcſit that, and would not he as if he were not to wit, I. An lmpreﬃon or' the Holineſs, Juﬅice.
God as to his Perſon, ſince his Incamation. 5. It' Omniſciency, and Glory of God, (57. and ſuitable.
kemeth, if not to repreſent two Objects of Wor- - Aﬀections with the preſent Work, to wit, ſuch as the '
worſhipping

'6
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2. A joyced at the mentioning of him?

or, what may

conviction that we are praying to that one glorious help to improve thatGround ofAcceſs which we have
God, whatever our Expreſiions'be; that it is he by him? Anſw. To the ﬁrﬅ Part: It is no marvel
* we are worſhipping, that it is our Deſign to adore that this Relation that Chriﬅ doth ﬅand in, be much
him, and that it is from him that we expect what inſiﬅed on, in ſuch a Caſe; and, that thereby the
'Ye pray for, whatever the Deſignation in the Peti Hurt be warmed, and made to exult.
tion be, and whatſoever Perſon be named.

3. An

Firﬅ, BzcAusr-z, by that conſideration, there is

Impreſſion of our own ſinful Diſproportionableneſs to ſome ﬅaying of us in approaching to God: ſor, the
that Work, and of the utter Incapaeity that we ﬅand Godhead conſidered in it ſelf, is an inﬁnite, incon
m of having Acceſs to God, or any Ground of ex ceivable thing: and as' there is no proportion betwixt-t
pectmg any Thing from him, in reſpect of our him and us ; ſo not betwixt him and our Capacities
ſelves; if it be not obtained by Vertue of Chriﬅ of teaching him ſo conſidered, but by this Union of
Jeſus his Satisfaction and lnterceſſic-n. 4. An excr the Godhead with our Nature in the Perſon cf the
ciling of Faith on Chriﬅ the Mcdiator, for attain

Son;

ing'of what is prayed for, from God, by vertue of
the 'Mcdiation of the Mediator. All which are ne
ceſiary, and where they are, we conceive, the Soul
is to lilence all other queﬅionings, and to hold here;
and when doubtings ariſe, to put theſe two Qxeries

the Ful/ze/i of the Gadhead dwelling in him hot/ib',
Col. ii. 9. There is a Condeſcendency upon the
Almighty's Side, ſhewing himſelf acceſlible .to Sin

to, 'and from God?

tryﬂ: with the great and dreadful God. This was ty
piﬁed by the Lord's placing of the Mercy-ſeat above

ſo that he who is Man, is alſo God, [It/tring '

ners, and as appointing this ( to ſay ſo) for a 'I'ryﬅ

ing-place with them, viz. that, He is i/z Chriﬅ, 72
tov a Point within it ſelf. I. To whom art thou tomilirzg the [Ver/i to himſelf, 2Cor. v. 19. where
praying? Or, was thou praying? Or, from whom upon the Heart ﬁxeth, there to meet God, and ﬁnd
expects thou what thou was ſeeking? Was it not him there; and is thereby imboidned and helped to
And, 2. For whoſe Cauſe,

and by Vertue of what, doﬅ thou expect it from
God ?* What gives thee Conﬁdence to put that Suit
to him? Is it not only through the Mediation of
Chriﬅ Jeſus alone? And where theſe two are ﬁxed
ly anſwered by the Conſcience, when Tentation
would jumble, becauſe of Indiﬅinctneſs in Prayer,
there may be (hiietneſs notwithſtanding: becauſe,
theſe two are the Iﬂſi'entials of Worſhip, w'z. Firﬅ,
That God be approached unto and adored. Next,
That in and by the Mediator, Addreſs only be made
unto him, and this may be where there is no ſuch
explicite Expreſiion oſ either; for, where God is
mentioned, the Mediator is implyed as the Ground
upon which we approach unto him ; and when the
Mediator is expreﬂed, it is underﬅood, that God in
and by him is vrorſhipped ; and that no other God

the Ark, by the giving of his Anſwers from thence,

and appointing the People with reſpect thereto to
make their Addreſies to him ;

whence we ſce,'lao.l

ing toward the ſimple, Jonah ii. 4. toward the hoþ
Hill, and holy Oratle, &c. frequently mentioned in

the Saints Straits; which were typical of this true
Tabcmarlt, which God pitched and not Man; and
alſo held out there ﬁxing in their Worſhi , where
God had b_y his Ordinance tryﬅed them, t o' it was

but in Type. And, ſeeing they made ſo much of
it, what wonderis it that the Saints, ſince Chriﬅ"
Incarnation and suﬀering, make ſo great Account of
the Subﬅance and Antitype it ſelf?
.
Smndly, A ſecond Reaſon, is, Becauſe in Chriﬅ'

Jeſus the Glory and Riches of the Grace of God,
And if in in the 'Work of Redemption, doth moﬅ eminently

but he who is the Father, Son, and Spirit.
all theſe a Conſcicnce were poſed, that, may be, had

and palpably appear:

which is both ſweeteﬅ to the

no ſuch explicite Thoughts, (nor is it poſſible in Saints, to inſiﬅ on, and alſo tendeth to the Advance
worſhipping actually, to entertain them diſtinctly) ment of the Glory oſ God, dwelling in him, and
it would anſwer,- that ſo it intended and meaned, ſo'fumiſhin-z, him for them. And therefore, theſe
from one (lueﬅion to another, till it reſult to this, Commendations that areﬀiven expreſly to Chriﬅ'the
viz. that he were praying to the one God, through Mediator, and whereby Faith is ﬅrengthned in him,
the vertue of the Mediator Jeſus Chriﬅ, which is do alſo ſet forth and commend exceedingly the Ma<

the Scope, and thus' much Anxiety may be pre
svented.
As to the fourth Qteﬅion formerly' mentioned,

jeﬅy of God, and his Grace condeſcending thus to
Men ; and, in the ſame Act, do ſerve to ﬅrengtlizn

Faith in him:
for, the
honouring
'and the
Mediaſſtor;
and alſo
ſpeakingoftoGod,
the Praiſe
of

w'z. What may be the Reaſons why Chriﬅ is ſo
much inſiﬅed on in particular, in the Saints ap

preaching to God, ſo as the Heart is eſpecially re

God, and the commendation of the Mediator, can
not be ſeparated ; and what ﬅrengthens Faith liln
,

t e
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object of our Love more ſenſible to us; and helpeth

the one, doth it alſo in the other.
ﬂirdly, A third is, Becauſe there is moﬅ ſenſible us to underﬅand God's Love the better, which

ſooting and (to ſpeak ſo) gripping to be gotten by otherwiſe is inconceivable: Therefore, God by pro
looking to the Mediator, and mentioning of him: poſing this as the Pattern and Evidence of his Love,
for, he being God and alſo Man, there is more Ac and as the Object oi ours, doth even allow Sintzeis

ceſs to conceive what the Aﬀections and Bowels that to feed their Love, and ﬅrengthen their Faith on this
he as Man hath, and for this End hath taken up to object, and on the immediate and explicite Thoughts
Glor with him, that Sinners thereby might have thereof, which yet is the delighting and feeding on
Con dence in approaching to, and by, an experi

the Love of God ſo manifeﬅed, which cannot be ſo

enced High Prieﬅ, Htb. ii. 18. and iv. 16. than cztn
be had to conſider God abſtrac'tly in himſelf: of
whoſe Divine Attributes, there can be no ſuch Ap
prehenſion. And this is not to give a new Object
of our Faith, as if thereby it were Sure, (ſor no
thing can be added to the Fulneſs of God) But, is
to make that Object ( to ſay ſo) more diſcernable,

well read and underſtood, as by direct looking upon
it, as it is tmniſeﬅed in the Mediator, who being
God, became Man, ſuﬀered, died, and is now, tho'
gloriſied, yet a true Man, touched in a lznmare

manner with our Inﬁrmities, as a Mother, or Fricnd

are touched with the Diﬃcultics oſ a Child, or one
intirely beloved, tho' ﬅill in a manner becoming his
conccivablc, ſuitable and acceﬂiblc unto us; and to ſmleſs, glotiﬁed, and moﬅ perfect State. This is a
give us a new Ground to ﬅrengthen our Fairh, and main Attractive, to make Souls look to God by this
a new Way of having our Neccſſities made ſenſible open Dear; and alſo by expreſiing this, which is
(to ſay ſo) to him, that is, when not only by his neareﬅ to their own Comfort, and Conception 'to
Omniſ'imre, he knows them fully, as God, but al expreſs their Faith in God, or their Love to

ſo being acquainted thereby with the ſame 3 In re
ſpcct of his Humane Aﬀections, he is, in an incon

him.

'

Fott encouraging and clearing of us in the im

ceivable Manner, by Sympathy aﬀected therewith: proving of theſe Grounds, theſe Things would be
which tho' it add not to the Hight or Degree of his retnembred.
t. THAT our blcſſed Lord is true Man, having
Love and Pity; yet, doth it bring it to ſuch a Chan
nel ( to ſay ſo ) that Hearts are more able to bon theſe Aﬀections and Properties that are natural and
ceive thereof, and are more delighted and comſorted not ſinful, truly, and really: and that therefore,
therein. And therefore it is no marvel, that the ſame there is a greater Nearneſs conceivable in our ap
proaching to him, than to God ſimply conſidered in
be moﬅ frequently mentioned.
Fourtbly, He is (as is ſrequently ſaid) the Ground himſelf.
upon which we have Acceſs: for, Sin made a Gulf

2. THAT, as he is Man, having ſuch Propertirs;

betwixt God and Man z Man could not ﬅep over ſo he is aﬀectcd ſuitably-thcreunto, that is, he hzitlt
the ſame to God, but God ﬅepped over, and hath a humane Affection to, and Sympathy vﬃHM he come to Man's Side by being manifeﬅed in our Na loveth; and hath the experimental remembrance 0_t
ture, in the Perſon of the Son, that ſo he might his by-paﬅ Suﬀcrings, which alſo hath its own at
give Men Acceſs again to him. Hence Chriﬅ is, fecting Inﬂuence on his Soul, for awakning Oſ ſuch
ingoing to God, the Door, and [Vxy z and, as it Pity as is conſiﬅent with his inconceivable glonﬁcd
were, the Bridge b which they paſs, and that ſafely State.
,
3. THAT he who is Man, and thus aﬀected, is
unto their former ommunion with God: and there
fore Chriﬅ being God, ſo that they cannot have him alſo God 3 and ſo b his Or wi/rimm acquamtfd
but they muﬅ have God 3 and, being alſo the Iſſay, with every Need and btrait of l tis People; and wlﬁh
by which Acceſs is given them tO God, it is no mar every Petition of theirs, where' ay his fotmcr Aﬀecti
ons are ﬅirred, (to ſay ſo) a ud his d)/1nP-Uh7_a*
vel that the mentioning of him be ſweet.
waknedſſ, to make'his Divine At! xibutes-ſorth-coming
Fxﬁbb, THE great Eﬀccts of the Love of God
have kythed, and have been brought about in the for their Good.
_
4.. IT would be conſidered- , that the Sctlpmrc
Perſon of the Son, the Mediator: and tho' there be
no greater Love, as to its Extent, Degree, or Frce<

allow: theſe conſiderations of

Chriﬅ to Belxevcrs,

neſs in the Son, than in the Father and Spirit, ( as is ſor hclpinc them up to Comtn union mth him. and
ſaid) nor can be; yet, that maketh the Mediator ſo With "od in him; and for ﬅrengthning them

_m0re obviouſly lovely to the Sinner, altho' indeed, to approach to him with 'conﬁdence on Lhkt
in the ſame Things, the Love of the other two Per

ſvns doth appear alſo. And, ſeeing this maketh the

Ground.
5. As there is an exerciſinf zoſ Faith'in God, and
D

'

thereby,
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thereby, a keeping of Communion with him; ſo becauſe there is more Poſlibility to conceive and

there is a proportionable Sympathizing, Heart-warm mention what he in our Nature hath done, than to
ing, and Bowcl-moving Aﬀection allowed us, even conſider God, and his Operations, in himſelf ab
towards the very Man Chriﬅ, as one hath to a dear ﬅractly.
7. HEARTS would always remember that he is
Friend, or moﬅ loving Husband: That ſo, in a
Vv'ord, we may love him, who is Man; as he, God, and ſo that they love, and keep communion
who is Man, loves us. And, this kind of Commu with him that is God: that makes the former the
nion, is peculiar to the Believer, with the ſecond more wonderfully lovely 3 as this ſhould make Soul:
Perſon of the Godhead, as it is peculiar to the ſe keep up the Eﬅimation and Dignity that is due to
cond Perſon oſ the Godhead, as Man, by humane ſuch a Perſon, ſo condcſcending. And ſo by the
Aﬂections, to love him z And thus we are not only Man Chriﬅ, both to love, and believe in God.
AND in Sum, having the Excellencies of God
one Spirit with him as with the other Perſons of the
Godhead, xCor. vi. 17. but we are one Body with dwelling in the Man Chriﬅ, whoſe Aﬀection: they
him; of his Fleſh, and ofhi: Bone, Eph. v. 30. in are more able to conceive of, whoſe Suﬀerings have
reſpect of this Union and Communion that is betwixt made his Love palpable, in whom God hath conde
ſcended to deal with us; and on whom out' Aﬀecti
a Believer and the Man Jeſus Chriﬅ.
Hence, 6. As we have moﬅ Acceſs to con ons and Faith alſo may have the more ſenſible ſoot
ceive of Chriﬅ's Love to us, who.is Man; ſo we' ing by the conſideration oſ his Humane Aﬀections.
are in the greater Capacity to vent our Love on There is no wonder that this W'ay of adoring, praiſ
him, and to have our Bowels kindled upon the Con ing, and loving of God, be ſo much inſiﬅed upon:
ſideration of his being Man, and performing what he and yet, even then' when the Heart is upon this Con
did in our Nature for us 5 ſo the Object is moﬅ ſuit ſidemtion delighting and feeding it ſelf upon the Me
ed, to be beloved by us, in his condeſcending to be diator, ﬅill his Godhead is implyed, and God in him
as a Brother to us. And this doth conﬁrm what is delighted in ; without which, all otherConſolations
ſaid, and isa Reaſon alſo why Believers vent their would be defective. And ſo it is God, in the Me
Love to God by ﬂowing; in its Expreﬃons directly diator, who is the Object oſ this Delight. Now,
concerning Chriﬅ:

Becauſe, he is both the more unto this One God, be praiſe in the Church, by

ſenſible Objcct of our Faith, and Love;

and alſo Jeſus Chriﬅ, for now and ever.

LECTURE

IAI.

Yerſe 4. John to the ſown Churche: in Aſia, Grac: he unto you, and Peace, from him which it, and'

which was, and 'which is to ſome, and from the ſown Spirit: which are heZore his Throne.
5 . And from ſiftſizs Chri , 'who is the faithful h'ſitnejſs, and the Fit/I zgottcn of the dead, and the
PſF'W
the King: of the Earth; Unto him that lewd us, and waſhod m' from our Sin: in his
own Blood.

6. And hath made us Kings and Prieﬅ: unto God and his Father,
wrr and ever.

to him he Glory and Dominion

ſw

A oxen.

E heard o'ſ the Perſons from whom: ſol

lowsno w theſe to whom the Epiﬅle is

they ﬅi/ed ſeven Churches, and not one Church?
To the ﬁrﬅ ot" theſe: Tho' it be ſent to particu

ſent, wi: .., the ſown Churrhcr in Jſia 3 lar Churches; yet, this excludes none from the Uſe
and they are parti cularly named, wr. I!. and are of it to the End of the XVorld: For, tho' many
ſeverat times ſpol xzn oſ in the two Chapters ſol particular Epiﬅles, as the Epiſtles to the Romans,
lOWlng: Therefo. e, at the Entry, we ſhall ſpeak Gorinthianr, Galationr, &e. be directed to particular
to a oubt or tv 'o concerning this Inſcription to churches; yet, the Beneﬁt of the Word contained
them.
in them extendeth to all Believers in all Ages,.as
Beﬅ. r. my ) 's this Rowlation in arm o an well as to them to whom they were directed:
EPZﬅ/e, ſent to part 'ira'lar Church's: rot/L'- tha/r: to So, thoſe particular Epiﬅles, directed to the ſeven
the whole Church? 2. And why i: it ﬅnt particu Churches in zlſio, in the 2. and 3. Chapters, are

lar/1 to the ſeven C, 'Mrohn in Aſiat? 3. Why are uſeſul and behoveful to all the Churchcs of Chriﬅ
C
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the like Caſes, as if they had been particularly di
rected to them:

Apoﬅles in, and all oﬃcers; and that was in no
Therefore is that Word caﬅ to, particular Church, but is the univerſal Church,

in the Cloſe of each of thoſe Epiﬅles, Let him that ſpolten of in the V erſe before, made up both oſj'nos

hath an Ear, hear what the Spirit ſaith to the and Gmtz'hr: and ſo the Word is oſten uſed elſe
Churthn. 2. As to the General Subject Matter'of where, as it is ſaid, Paul made hawrh tﬀthe Church,
this Book. It concerns not theſe particular Churches, and that he perſecuted the Church. It was not this
more than others, as we told at the Entry. For, or that partfcular Church, but all that called on the
ver. 1. It is directed to his Servants, to be made Name of Jeſus Chriﬅ, to whatſoever particular
Uſe of to the End of the World, and it's ſent to Church they did belong. So, ( ICsr. x. 32. ) the
thoſe particular Churches to be tranſmitted by them Church is contradiﬅinguiſhed from yew; and Gen
to other Churches; and in this Senſe, the Church ti/u, Give 'mit oſſZV/tt to the jeu/5, nor (In/riſes,
is called the Pillar and Ground of Truth, tTim. nor to the Church tﬀGad, that is, to the Church

iii. 15. as holding forth and tranſmitting the Truth viſible, proſcſling Faith in Chriﬅ. And this Church,
Rev. xii. is ſet out under the Similitude of a VVo
to others.
To the ſecond, Why is it dezlin-ztzd to the ﬅen: man in Travail, in readineſs to be delivered, and
Church's in Alia? plaſm. I. Either becauſe theſe afterward doth ﬂee: which is not this or that par
-Churches were next to Patmos, where j'rhn was ticular Church, but the Mother-Church, compre
now baniſhed: For, thoſe who are skilled in Geo hending the whole viſible Number of Proſeſibrs.v 2.
graphy know, that this little Ille lies oﬀ Af/ia the It is taken, as comprehcnding a Number of Belie
leſs. Or, 2. Becauſe it's like John had particular vers, meeting together in one Place ordinarily for
Inſpection of thoſe Churches in ſlſia committed to the ,Worſhip of God, the ſmalleſt aſibciated Part of
him: which tho' it be not particularly ſet down in this Body of the univerſal viſible Church, as I Car'.
Scripture; yet, it's clear from Scripture, that there _xiv. 34. a Company of profeſſtng Believers met, or
was a Diviſion of Inſpection among the Apoﬅles, meeting together for Preaching, or Prayer: and in
without limiting any of them. Peter was ſent to this Senſe, the Scripture ſpetks not ſo often of the
the Circumciſion; Paul to the'Gentiles; James Church. 3. It's taken neither for the whole Body
abode at Yerzgﬂu'rm. And in the Eccleſiaﬅick Story, of viſible Proſeﬂors, r.or yet for ſuch a Part of that

it's allerted, That after Paul had planted Ephzjﬁu, Body, that is," a Company met or mteting toge
70hn ſtayed there, who lived laﬅ of the Apoﬅlcs: ther;

but, for a Number, aſſociated and combincd

And ſo theſe Churches being ( as would ſeem) un under one Government, mecting in their Church<
der his ſpecial overſight, while he is abſent from them Guidcs and oﬃcers, tho' under this Combination
by Baniſhment, he commends this Epiﬅle to them. and Government there be many Coitgregations and
3- Jefus Chriﬅ ſends it to them, partly, becauſe of Meetings:

and ſo the Church at Corinth, Eplujftr,

ſome ſpecial Faults that were among them, their and j'truﬅzlem, is to be underﬅood: not for' the
Need ſo requiring; and becauſe of ſome ſpecial Univerſal Catholick Church, not for a particular
Trials they were to endure, and the Need they had Congrcgation ; but for a Number of particular Con
Of Conſolation under theſe Trials: partly, becauſe grcgations under one Government, ſuch as there
they were the moﬅ famous Churches then: for, was in Corinth and'Eþheſſu. And yet, when he
J'mzſalcm was now deﬅroyed, this being written in directs his Epiﬅle to one Church, asund< 1' one Gc

the Days of Domz'tian the Emperor.

vernmcnt, particular Congregations are included;

as in Yeruſhlem, there were many Churches and
[ar Churches, To the ſeven Churches in Atl/ia, and many VVatch-mcn, and they could not meet toge
not to the Church in Aſia? ſirſw. For clearing of ther in one Place, for the Exerciſe of God's Wor
this, the Scripture ſpeaks of the Church in a three ſhip; yet it was not unſuitablc to ſay, the Church
ſold Senſe, 1. As cornprehcnding the whole Num at jeruſhlem, ( as the Church at G/q/Qaw ) as under
ber of viſible Profeſiors, ſcattered through the World; one Government, tho' it were not ſuitable to ſpeak
ſo the Gofpcl-Church is ſpolten of from the Days of them as of one congregation met together: for,
Of Chriﬅ to his coming' again, as 1Cor.xii. 28. there were many moe Congregations or' People in
God hath ſit ſome in the Church,
jlpoﬅlir, ﬅ one of thoſe Towns, as t Cor. xiv. 34. compared
tmdezrily Prophm, &e. where, by Church, is not with tCar. i. 3. there were Churches under one
to be underﬅood this or that particular Church, 'nor Church: Therefore, it behoved to be a mutual
ſhe Church in Crriﬂth: For, the Church he is Combination, that made up one Body; In anſwer
ſpeaking of, is ſuch a Church, as God had let the to the (Lia-ﬅion therefore, While he ſpeak: to them
D 2
as
To the third, Iﬄhy writes he to them a: particu
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as Churches in Aſia, it is becauſe he looks on them 2. The Thankſgiving- it ſelf. The Ueſctiption i'
as ſo many diﬅinct Incorporations, parts of the excellent, and of exceedin great Conſi-li'tion to the
. whole; or, becauſe their Caſes and' Conditions were Church, as holding out hriﬅ's Bow als, and the
diﬅinct; and one Meſſage could not agree to all, Priviledges and Beneﬁta that Bclievers have in and

the Caſe of Epheﬂcs, was one; the Caſe of Smyrna, through him. 1. In the Fountain they come from,
And ſeveral Caſes and conditions, re' Him that loved us. What a One is Chriﬅ? He
is he who loved us: This is the Boſom-grace,
quired ſeveral Letters.
.
BUT if any ſay, It is improper to ſheath o/ a from whence all other Graces and Beneﬁts do ﬂow,
Church in the New Telle/ment, except of a particular Prov. viii. cverlaﬅing Love, and the ﬁrﬅ and chief
congregation, becauſe it's ſaid here to the ſeven Stile in all our Praiſe. If Believers would know
Churches in dſia, and eiſewhere the Churches in who Chriﬅ is i It's he who loved us; a moſt com
fortable Stile. 2. In the particular Beneﬁts that flow
udea, &e.
VVE anſwer: 1. That Inference will not hold; from this Love, and 'waſhed a: from our Sins in his
but rather the contrary: for here, it's ſaid, The own Blood. Every Word hath an Emphaſis in it :_
Church at Epbeſw; and Mþhcſicr were many par He had not an empty and'complementin Love;
ticular Congregations: Therefore, it's meanod of a but ſuch a Love as moved him to leave the Hight
Church aſiociated and combined under one Govern of. Glory, and come down and take on our Nature -,
ment: Neither ever are Churches in one Place men and in that Nature to die, and ſhed his Blood for

another, &Ft.

tioned, of whatſoever Number they be; but as one.

us; and by that Blood, to waſh us from the Fil

2. Tho' ſeven Churche: of ſiſia be ſpoken of here; thineſs and Guilt of Sin, in taking away the Evil
yet, RN. xii. the Church is ſpoken of, under the of Sin and wrath. And, in that he is ſaid to waſh
Similitude of one Woman: and theſe Churches, us from Sin in his own Blood, It ſuppones, I. That
muﬅ be Parts of that one; the Seed of that Wo Sin is a Filthineſs. 2. That this Filthineſs is -not -

man, and Children of that Mother.
Chap. xi. at the end.

'

See more, eaſily waſhen away.

3. That there is a great Eﬃ
cacy and real Vertue in the Blood of Chriﬅ, to

Obſerve, THAT our Lord Jeſus Chriﬅ taketh waſh the Soul and cleanſe it from Sin, as if it had
Notice of the particular Eﬅate of his churches: not never ﬁrmed; as there is Eﬃcacy and Vertue in a
only how it goeth with the Church, in general; Fountain of Water, to waſh a ﬁlthy thing. And
but how it goeth with [hiS or that particular Church; this was typiﬁed in thoſe Ce.emonial and legal VVaſh
how it goeth with Edinhgcrgh, Glaſhow, &to. which ings under the Law. 4. That, that wherewith
ſhews a Reaſon why he diﬅinguiſheth them in the Ch'riﬅ waſhcth Believers, is, His own Blood: not
the Blood of Buils and Goats ; but the Blood of the
Inſcription.
THE ſecond Part of the Inſcription, is, A ﬁrﬅ begotten from the dead, the Blood of the true and
Thankſgiving, from the midﬅ of the 5. ver. to the faithful [Vinc- 5., the Blood of the Prince of the
7. ver. when he hath wiſhed Grace and Pencefrom Kings of the Earth ; yea, the Blood oſ him which
'je/us Chri , whom he calls the ﬁrﬅ begotten from it, which was, and 'which il' _to come, the Biood'of
the dead: becauſe by vertue of him, all do ariſe; him who war, and is God. r Therefore ( Act: xx.
and becauſe he was the ﬁrﬅ that roſe and went to 28. ), it's ſaid, Feed the Church ry' God, which he

Heaven ( for, tho' Enoch and Elias be perſonally in hath purrhq/Ed 'with his own Blood.

It holds out,

Wieavcn, they taﬅed not of Death; and ſo' cannot be not only the Eﬃcacy and Satisfactorineſs of the
called the'
begotten from the dead; others died Blood of Chriﬅ; but alſo the End of his Death:

again, as rrzarur. ) And when he hath called him that it was not a meer Teﬅimony and Witneſs-bear
the Prince l-oſ the Kingr ry" the Earth, as ſet down. ing, nor only to lawe an Example to others, (*as
now at his 'ather's right Hand, as the Father's Lord profane Men, derogating from our bleiied Lord's
Dcputy, to point out his Mediatory and given King Death, aﬃrm) but, to waſh- his own from their
dom; and his reigning, for the good of the Elect, Sins in his Blood, to take away the Guilt of Sin in,
and to rule others for their ſake: tho' not to ſubdue Juﬅiﬁcation, and to make the Power of his Death
and make them willing Subjects ; yet, to bruiſe them come in and ſlay Sin, and to ſanctiﬁe, as it is, tCor.
with his Mace and Iron-sceptre. When, I ſay, he vi. Such were ſome of you, but now you an waſhed,
is ſpeaking thus of Jeſus Chriﬅ, his Heart beginneth that is, juﬅiﬁed and ſanctiﬁed. There isnot aName
to. warm; and he breaketh out in a Word of that Chriﬅ hath, but it hath 'ſome Priviledge and Be
'I'hankſgivingz Wherein there is, 1. A Deſcription neﬁt in it to Believers; it, holds out Love on his
.of the Perſon, to whom the Thankſgiving is made. Side, and Coniblation on ours, and every Beneht
*
which
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which comes to us, is a Name and commendation King: and Pn'zﬅ: to God and Chiiﬅ's Father, that
to him, and may be ſo uſed h us.
Ver' 6. IN the Deſcription, he ſets out how
Chri , not only takes away what is ill, from us;
but how he abounds in conſerring Privileges on us.
He not only takes away Sin; but, He hath made
't King: and Prieﬅ: to God hit Fathar : Firﬅ, Kings,
t. In delivering us from the Slavery of Sin, that the

is, to no ldol, but to him, to whom Chriﬅ is a

Prieﬅ? Here is Life and Immortality brought to
Light by the Goſpel, Privileges and Bencſits oſ an
exceeding paſſing worth and excellency.
1. COMPARlNG this Vr/Z with Ver/2 t. Here
King: and Prieﬅr; and there, his Servants. Oh
ſire-t, That there is no ſuch Royalty and Dignity in
and in making us the lVorld, as to be our Lord Jeſus his Servant;

moﬅ part of the World live' in;
Maﬅer' over Sin and ﬁnſul Luﬅs, Maſters over the it is truly to be a King, to reign; and a Prit/I, to
Devil and the World, and the Fleſh in ſome mea be conſecrated to God : It conliﬅs not in Looſneſs
ſure. And this is a Princely thing: So the Church and camal Liberty; but in new obedience: and
is ſet out, Ran. xii. as having tie Moon, that is to the more obedient, circumſpect and ﬅrict in Holi
ſay, the tranﬁtory World under r Feet. 2. Kingt, neſs, the greater Liberty, Mtjeity, and Kingiy State

in reſpect of a spiritual reigning in our Spirits with lineſs. All our Lord's Servants are Kings, ſo great
God, by an heavenly Converſation; Having our a King is he, and ſo happy are they. '
2. THESE Privileges lay an obligation on Belle
Caﬂwrſationt in Heaven, Philip. iii. 20. Col. iii. I.
in an holy and heavenly Pride, and in a ſort oſ king vers, to carry themſelves as ſuch. t. If Chriﬅ's
ly Majeﬅy, diſdaining the ups and downs in 'the Blood be given as a Fountain 'to waſh at, then make

World. 3. Kings alſo, in Title and Right, being uſe oſ it for Pardon of Sin, Mortiﬁcation and Sancti
ſet as Kings on the Throne with him, to exzrutt the ﬁcation. 2. Let us carry our ſelves Kingly. It's a
Judgment written, Pſal. cxlix. 9. This Honour betﬅly thing to be a Servant of Sin; but, it's a
have all his Saints, in a ſpiritual Way, and ſome way Kingly thing and ﬅately, to be minding the Throne,
to judge the World "in their Practice : and they ſhall we are called to the Faith and Hope of', to have our
he King: in Poiſeſſion, when that, which is here, Heart: and Converſation ſuitable to that holy and
ſhall have the full Accornpliſhment: and all the heavenly Place; to have royal Spirits, diſdaining, .
Saints, as ſo many crowned Kings, ſhall follow him and trampling on the things of a preſent World, as
in the Clouds. Sccondly, Pricﬅr, to oﬀer their Bo unworthy of our Hearrs and Aﬀeetions.
3. COMPARING this with the ſ0rmer,.whcn he
diesa living Sacriﬁce, holy and acceptable to God,
Ram. xii. I. to oﬀer Prayers and Praiſes, the Calves ſpeaks of Chriﬅ, his Aﬀectiqns warms; and when
of their Liþs: and this is no ſmall Priviledge, to have he ſpeaks oſ the Beceﬁts, which come by him, it
Acccſs to God as Pricﬅs. 'The yew: held theſe leads him to the Love they came from; and by that,
two, as great Dignitics, the Kingly and Prx'g/Ily Oſ again, he is led to praiſe him, and he cannot get
ﬁm; and Bclievers are called by Chriﬅ to both, ſo jeſus Chriﬅ ſet high enough. Obſerve, Bchevers
that they may come with boldncſs to the Throne Hearts ſhould warm, and be' oſten warming them
of Grace, and enter within the Holiclt, through the ſelves with Thoughts of Chriﬅ, and venting their
Vail, by that new and living Way, being freed from warmneſs oſ Aﬀection to him in praiſc: It's a ſweet
the Spirit of Bondage and Fear, which in a great thing, when Bclicvcrs Hcnrts cannot part with
part accompanied the Jews cercmonial Worſhip. Chriﬅ; *but, when ever he comes in their Mind 1. How many excellent Conſolations are here to

or Month, ﬅill to give him a Word oſ Praiſe, and

Bclievers, and Grounds of' Directions to them? come to their Purpoſc again, as Yah/r doth here;
i. 17.
What Grounds of Conſolation compared to theſe," And it's oſten thus with PauI, as 1
to be waſh" in that Blood of the Lamb ; ta he made Epb. iii. 20.

lſill.

LECTURE
Verſe 7. Behold, he (ameth 'with Ct'oudr, art-i t-wzv Live /ha11ſre him,

and thy mſſ which pi'rﬄI

him; and all Kindreds of the Earth ſhall wail [malt/'t of him : tom ſh, ſimm.
8. I am ſilpba and Omega, the beginning and the ending, ſhith the Lord, which' is, mail whfrh -

war, and which is to come, the Almighty.
9. I john, who (al/2 am you" Brothtr, and Gentian/tion in Fibula/inn, and it: the Kingdom and
Patient: my"

Teﬅimny of

ſiIJ Chri/I, was in the lﬅr that i: nal/ed Patmos, ﬁr the IVord of God, -lI'1(i for the
i
l'ſ's
Chrzﬅ.
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IT's a concerning Meﬂage that Chriﬅ is now

Glands. So Pſal. xcvii. 2. cloud: and Daringﬂ are

therefore there is the mind ahout him: and Matth. xxiv. 30. He ſhall
larger Preface to ﬅir them up he writs to, to ſome in th' cloud: of Heat-ten, with Power and great

ſending to his Church:

make that which he ſends welcome.

We heard, from the 4. ver. the particular In

So Pſal. xviii. io, 1 r. To ſet out the [tate

down the Parties from whom the Grac: and Fear:
is wiſhed, and the Epiſtle is ſent-3 he turns it over
in a Thankigiving toChriﬅ, eſpecially, pitching on

ſhall not be a reaſonable Creature, that ever'had Life

ſcription or Direction of this Book, as an Epiſtlc:
and when he hath wiſhcd Grave and Plate, and ſet
._*'-'wp-'-*'r

Clay.

lineſs of the Judge that cometh thus backed with
Cmleﬅial Majeﬅy. Thirdly, His coming is ſet out
by the palpableneſs and viſibleneſs of it, Every Eye
ſhal/ſre him: Tho' moﬅ part of Atheiﬅs think not
of his coming now; yet when he ſhall come, there

him, as looking to the Beneﬁts and Priviledges they on Earth, whether Believer, or Unb_eliever, but they
injoyed through him; as being, in a ſpecial Way, ſhall with their Eyes ſee him in that Day. Faurthly,
purchaſed by him: And this Thankſgiving, _or Among them that ſhall ſee him, theſe are added,
Doxology, is all, that he and all Saints can give They aſſ' 'who pin-(ed him: Under which is com
Chriﬅ, for all that he hath done for them ; Unto htm prehended his greateﬅ Enemies; and it takes in both
he Glory and Dominion.

Believers, in looking on

thoſe, who had their Hands hot in his Blood, and

Chriﬅ's Purchaſc, would be mo're in aſcribing Glory killed him bodily ; and thoſe who cruciﬁed, and do
and Dominion to him; not that they can add any ,cruciﬁe him ſpiritually, as it's ſaid, Chap. xi.-8. He
new Glory to him, or enlarge his Dominion; but -was cruciﬁed in ſpiritual Sodam, they ſhall all, in that
it is to acknowledge, that to him belongs Glory and Day, be called before his Bar, and be forced to look
Dominion, as it's afterwards, Chap. v._ ver. 12. on him. A ﬁfth Circumﬅance in his coming, All
Mrthy is the Lamb that was ﬅain, to receive Power, Kr'ndrzd: of the Earth ſhall wail hctauſe a him; in
and Riches, and lift/dam, and Strength, and t-lory, the Original, All the Fiſhes a the Eart : It is a
and Bleﬃng. It's Believers Expreſſton, and hearty Word borrowed from the Few; their manner of
' Aſſent, in approving God's Purpoſe and Project in reckoning, who counted their Kingdoms by Tribes.
The meaning is, all the Kingdoms of the Earth, and
making him Head ovcr all the Church.
Waſt' 7. He ſeems to come back where he left, thoſe that laugh at him now, and think little of his
when he began his 'I'hankſgivingg to ſpeak of_ Jeſus coming, when it is ſpoken of, ſhall wail becauſe of
Chriﬅ under the laﬅ Title of Prince gf the Ktngr qſ him, that is, becauſe of their ﬂighting of him; and
the Earth; and that by Way of lpreoccupying an now ſeeing him to be their Judge, whom they ſlight
Objection, which carnal Hearts'might make: and ed and contemned: and tho' there be now a kindly
it is this. Is he Pr'inttof the King: if the Earth, mourning, like that in Zech. xii. 10. They ſhall loth
who was put to Death, and laid in the Grave? upan him whom they have pierced, and tho' ſhall
Where is he now, if he be ſuch a Prince? He mourn; yet, this being to be at the Day of Judg
anſwcreth, Erhsld, he [mirth with cloudy: Tho' ment, and ſpoken of the Enemies that think nothing
many profane carnal Hearts now do not acknow of him now, we take it to be an anxious howling
ledge him ; yet, he ſhall one Day be acknowledged: of Enemics, when they ſhall ſee Chriﬅ come in the
He is now out of Sight; but it will not be long 'Clouds to the great Judgment, and all his Angels and
ſo: He is making ready for his coming to Judg Saints about him; as Matth. xxiv. 30. Yhtnſhall al!
ment, and is coming, Chap. xxii. 20. Sare/y, '1 tame

the Trihes of the Earth mourn. Sixthly, There is a

quickly.

ſixth Circumﬅance added, Ewnſh, zI/'nenr which

This coming, in the preſent Time, imply

- eth two Things.

I. The Seaſonableneſs of his corn is John's ſetting to his Seal, to his coming; and it's
ing;, He miſſes no Time, he comes quickly. _2. doubled (as it is ordinary) both in the Greek and
That even the ſhort Time he delays, he is making Hebrew. He wiſheth he may comc, and believeth

lready,

as it were, for his coming; 'he is leading he will come, that it may be as he hath ſaid, even

\Vitneſſes, and ﬁtting Proceﬂes, and diſcovering the as he cloſeth his Rise/clarion, zlmcn. Eve/1 ſh, corn:
Truth and Falſhood of every Thing; and every 'Lard j'r/hr. And ſo it looketh to his ﬅately way
Thing that may further his coming, is going ſor of coming, and the Ettects it ſhall have in the World,
ward ;

he is not idle in reference to his laﬅ coming

it being for his Glory, to vindicate himſelf from the

to Judgment, but is haﬅing all. Smnd/y, His "com 'Rubs that his profane Enemies put upon him in the -'
- ing to Judgment, is ſet out in the Majeﬅynnd btate World, he ſays A/nen to that, E'Uenﬃ, dram.
lincſs of it, under an Expreſſion ordinary an the Pro
Ohﬅrw. 1. OUR Lord Jeſus, that was cruciﬁed,
phets, ( as much of this Book is) He raineth wzth and thought little of, ſhallbe as high as ever he was
'
low

Aguy xJnr,

Chap. l.
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low in the open view of all his Enemies.

The time with them; and every Cry and Yell about you,
is coming ( and now is advancing ſaﬅ forward) ſhall be a new W'ound. Therefore humble your
when he ſhall take unto him his Kingdom, and be ſelves, and ſeek for Mercy and Rcconciliation in
viſibly ſeen by all the Kingdoms of the Earth, to be Time:
the Judge of quick and dead, the Prince of the Kings
of the Earth. This is one of the Articles of our
Creed ; and we would make uſe of this Scripture to
conﬁrm it: there is a Time coming, and it is not
ſar oﬀ, when he ſhall ſet his Throne in the Clouds,
and all Eyes ſhall ſee him. Think ye this true, that
there is a Time coming, when we that are here, and

for, either muﬅ you get it now, or ne

ver.
Ohſ 4.. A hearty conſenting and ſaying ll/nt'l to
Chriﬅ's coming to Judgment, to have Fore-thoughts
of it, and to be longing for it, and wiſhing that it
may come, is a good token of a Believer and Friend
of Chriﬅ, to whom this Day will be a comfort.

But, if many of us had our own Mind, we would
allothers, ſhall ſee Chriﬅ in his Humane Nature, never with to die, nor that there ſhould be a Day_

and alſo much of his Godhead as he ſhall be pleaſed of Judgment.
to let out,- and we capable of ? Think on it, and let
I/arſt 8. Cr-mis'r cometh in himſelf to tell what
it not go with a word; but conſider how ye will he is, and to conﬁrm what John hath laid of him,
meet him and ﬅand before him: and when ye meet I am lI/ﬃhll and Omtga: which are two Letters in
with Diﬃculties, or Creature-comforts that would the Greek Alphabet; lllpha, the ﬁrﬅ, and Omga,
turn you aſide, remember on.this Day: and where the laﬅ: and the meaning is in the next VVords,

will they all be, when ye ſhall be arreﬅed to ﬅand be The begin/zing and the ending. The htginm'ng, he
ſore him? Ealtſ xi. 9.
who gives all Things a Being and Beginning, and
Ob/I a. CHRisT's coming to Judgment, is a ſpe have no Beginning my ſelf : The ending, he who
cial Part of his Statelineſs, and a main Part of the puts an End to all Things, and in whom all Things
U 'verſalneſs of his Kingly Oﬃce as Mcdiator, when end, and hath no ending my ſelf : For, all Things
he ſhall come and ſit' as Judge, and give sentence on terminate in him as their End, Rom. xi. 36. 73 him
godly and wicked, and ſend away the one, and wel

at? all Things, which is, which was, and which is

come the other. This will be one of his ﬅatelieﬅ to tame, the ſame Deſcription which was given to
Days, when he ſhall vindicate himſelf from, profane God the Father, ver. 4. ſetting out the Immutabiliſi
Men, and bear himſelf out to his People in his ex ty and Unchangeablcneſs of his Being, that he is
ceeding Glory. Believers,_believe there is ſuch a ſrom Eternity to Etemity the ſame, and as We ſhew,

Day; and let it quiet your Hearts in the mean time the Titlc JEHOVAH taketh in theſe three Words,
of all theſe Confuſions.

' Then more plainly, the zIIi/zjghtyz

every 'Word

Obſ 3. OUR Lord Jeſus his coming to Judg here is a proper Attribute of God 3 he is inﬁnite in
ment, will be a dolcful coming to the moﬅ part of the Power, ſovemign in Dominion, and not bounded as
World: They alſh who pierced him, and all Kind'mir Crcatures are; And this is clear to be ſpokcn of
'f the Earth ſhall wail becauſe zſhim; they ſhall cry Chriﬅ, not only from the Scope, ( 7oh'z being to ſet
to the Hills, Fall on m, and to the Mountains, Co out Chriﬅ from whom he had this Revelation) but
ver us 5 and would be glad to get into the Clefts from the u. ver. following, where he gives him
of the Rocks, and to the Tops of the ragged Rocks, the ſame 'I'itlcs over again ; or rather, Chriﬅ,
for fear of the Lord, and for the Glory of his Majeﬅy, ſpeaking of himſelf, taketh and repenteth the ſame
Iſa. ii. 12. Men would think the greateﬅ Hill or Titltss.
'
Mountain a light Burdenin that Day, to gct them
Oh/Tt. OUR Lord Jeſus Chriﬅ, is God equal
ſelves hid from the piercing view of a ſlighted and with the Father, and holy- Ghoﬅ: He, who is the
provoked Mediator. Oh, but that will be bitter and ﬁrﬅ and laﬅ, the beginning and the ending, which is,
ſore to bide! Think upon it. There is a Time com which was, and which is to come, the Almighty,
ing, when many of you that hears this ſame Word, muﬅ be God. Theſe Titles can agree to no other:
if Grace prevent not, ſhall ſee and ﬁnd the Truth them is no created Beingr capable of any of theſe
Of it. It's terrrible, but Experience will make it Titles; but he is ſuch. Therefore, (57.
true: many of you now skars to hcar'tell of Chriſt's
Olſ 2. THE Statelineſs and Majcﬅy of our Lord
Foming to Judgment; but when that Day, cometh, Jeſus Chriﬅ: What an excellent and ﬅately Perſon
it ſhall be bitter in another kind to you, when this is he? there is not a Property attributed to God,
bitter yelling Noiſe, 4 trying and hart/ling, ſhall be' but it is agreeable to' Chriﬅ. The Uſe of it, is, To
among the carnal NVorld that Highte-i him, and ye bring Hearts to high Thoughts of Chriﬅ: and it is
ſhall ﬁnd your ſelves among them,,and (hill ſhare not for nought, but for this end that the Scripture
inſiﬅr
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inſiﬅs ſo much in giving him ſuch ﬅately Stiles, one Houſe, Heirs of one Inheritance: and Jhrahanz,
even to near Souls out of their Atheiﬅical his being a Brother, and John his being a Brother, _
Thcughts of him, and to prefer and eﬅeem him prejudgeth not the leaﬅ of them to whom he writ
above all.
eth. And as all have one Father; ſo all are begot
3. LOOKXNG upon theſe Words as ſpolten by ten by the ſame Word, have one Spirit here, and
Chriﬅ himſelf: after John hath deſcribed him, he Glory for ever hereafter. 2. The next Title he
cometh in, and takes it oﬀ j'olm's Hand, and-de deſcribes himſelf by, is, Campanian in THbu/ation,
ſcribes himſelf. Oh,*2*rw, That cur Lord Jeſus own that is, a Feilow-ſuﬁizrer with you, a ſharer of the
Mouth, can beﬅ tell what himſelf is: hearing, read Suﬀerings of Chriﬅ as well as you; I, who am a
ing, ſpeaking, writing will not do it 5 if the Deſcrip great Apoﬅle, am not exempted from Suﬀerinos
tion come not out of Chriﬅ's own Mouth, it will more than ve are, who are in Smyrna, Philado
do little on Hearers.
phia, &ſo. l have mine own ſhare of the Croſs, as
I'erﬅ 9. FOLLOWS the Body of this Book, or e have; yea, he takes it to himſelf as a Title of
Epiﬅle. We will not now enter on a particular Di
onour, as a great Prerogative and Dignity, as Paul,
viſion of it. That which is very? 19. of this ſame Eph. iii-r. I Paul, the Priſhner rﬀ Yeſh: any? for
Chapter, ſhall ſerve for the time, Win-'to the thing: you Gonti/tr.

So it is, I 7ohn,

who, as I am

which thou her/i' ſten, and the things which art, and ſuﬀering with you, ſo I am conﬁned for Preaching
the things whirhſ/zoll he hereafter. The whole may to you in Patmos: pointing out' this, That as all
be taken up in theſe two, I. John his repreſenting Believers are Brethrcn; ſo all have one Lot in Suﬀer
the Caſe of Things, as they were for the preſent. ing here-away; and none are exempted from the
Croſs: were it the Diſciple whom Jeſus loved and
And, 2. As they were to be hereafter.
The ﬁrﬅ of theſe,
His repreſenting the Caſe leancd on his Boſom at the supper, the Night he was
of Things as they then were, is that which is ſet betrayed; yet, he muﬅ be a companion in Tribu
down in the ﬁrﬅ three Chapters: wherein is ſet out lation, and come into Heaven at the ſame Door with
the Caſe that the ſeven Churches of zſjia were in; the reﬅ. Folk: would not think this ﬅrange, that
a which he diſcovers to themſelves, and to the World;

Aﬂlictions light on theſe whom Chriﬅ loves beﬅ ;

and ſhews how man foul Faults they had under a
fair Name and Profe ton: and this ta tes up _7ohn's
ﬁrﬅ Viiion.
THAT which is from the 9. ver. to the end of
this Chapter, we take up in theſe three. I. There
is the Viﬁon it ſelf, what john ſaw, and what he
heard, from ver. 10. to ver. 17. mixed throw other.
2. In the 9. and 10. wrﬅs, ſome Circumﬅances are
ſet down concerning John, and the manner of his
K receiving the Viſion, to make way for the Faith

the Servant is not greater than the Lord.

of the Viſion, and the whole Story that follows.

It ſhould

comfort Suﬀer-ers, and make them look on it, as their

Prerogative, to be suﬀerers for Chriﬅ. 3. There i'
a further Aggravation, or Explication, of the former,
and in the Kingdom and Patience of j'tſior Chriﬅ,
Leﬅ it ſhould be thought an _ thing derogatory to be
a Suﬀerer. he ſays, He is a ornpanion in the King
dom and Patience of Jeſus Chriﬅ with them. And
theſe two Words, lﬁnglom and vPatitnoe, are put

together, not only to ſhew he is a King and a Prieﬅ

3. with other Believers z but to ſhew this much, That

From the 17. wr. to the end, ſome Circumﬅances, Chriﬅ's Kingdom, is often more in the Exerciſe oſ
that make way for John his writing'and publiſhing Patience than in Domirtion; and that the'Subjects
of Chriﬅ's Kingdom here, are more put to exerciſe
what he ſaw and heard, are recorded.
THL ﬁrﬅ Circumﬅance that makes w? for the patience than to reign. His meaning is, I am a
Faith of the 's-'iſion and Story, is, The erſon by ſharer with you in the spiritual Kingdom of Chriﬅ,
whom Chriﬅ wrote, I John: of whom we have' that needeth no worldly Grandour, but hath need

heard before in the Entry.

And he ſets out himſelf of Patience.

And it ſaith, That he counts it his

here further, under ſeveral Exprellions or Titles. 'Prerogative to be ſingled out, and put to patient ſuf
I. ſVho alſo am your Brothtr 3 a Son of the ſame fering, for giving Teﬅimony to Chriﬅ as King of
Houſe, a joynt Heir with you in the ſame King his Church. Aﬄictions for Chriﬅ, and ſharing in
- dom 3 a Comforting Title to them, and a humbling his Kingdom, may ﬅand well together for the time,
Title to him. Thoſe he wrote to, being Brethren, and in reference to the upſhot, If weſirﬄr with him,
he reckons in himſelf a Brother with them: for, tue/hall reign with him.
the moﬅ eminent Believers, John, Paul, Abraham,
A ſecond Circumﬅance, which is alſo a further
David, Eﬂ'tſ come in to be Brethren with the mean Deſcription of himſelf, is from the Place and Cauſe.
eﬅ Believcrs; all being Children of one Father, of r. From the Place of his suﬀering, 1 was in theþlﬂe
w ioh
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as

whirl: i: mi'ſtdPatmor.

This Patmos, is an Iſle in Perſecutions, which he raiſed againﬅ the Church.
the zE'gean-Sea, near the Coaﬅ of Jﬂa the leſs, not Chriﬅ, by this, would have us know his Kingdom
far from the'ſeven Churches in zljia, to whom he is not of this World.
writeth: A Place which is called barren, by them
2. SOLKTARlNESS for Chriﬅ, is not the worﬅ
who write of it; not much inhabited then, nor Condition. Chriſt can make up that another way:
now, becauſe of the barrenneſs of it: Therefore and if there be a Neceſſity of withdrawing Men from

it was a greater Evidence of the Cruelty of jobn's their Duty, as of Miniﬅers from their publiclt Minix
Perſecutersthat baniſhed him thither.

2. The Cauſe,

ﬅeiy, he can make it tend as much to their private

is, For 'be Iſ/ord ry" God, and for the 'Hﬅimarry of Beneﬁt, and to the publick Good of his Church, if
ﬁﬁu Cbri , that is, for his Preaching the W'ord not more: neither doth 70/1'1 loſe any thing-by his
of. God, and for his owning and maintaining Chriﬅ's Baniſhment and Conſinement; for, he ﬁnds more
Goſpel; for, his bearing Teﬅimon , that Jeſus intimate and ſweet Communion and Fellowſhip with
Chrill: was the King, Prieﬅ, and rophet of his Chriﬅ, and gets more of his Mind: nor doth the
Church, and the eternal ſubﬅ'antial Word of the Church loſe any thing by it; for, ſhe gets this Re
eternal Father;

for Chriﬅ's Cauſe, who is the

velation of God's Mind.

If we believed this, we

Word of God; or, for bearing Teﬅimony to him. would never go out of God's Way, to make up his
The \Vay how he came to this Iﬂand, is not ſet Work: ſor,-if he pleaſe to lay us by, he knows
down; but Hiﬅory tells, [Ell/ab. Iib. 3. tap. 14.. how to make up that, both to our ſelves and God's,
ex [rated U' C/m. Alex. ] it was in the fourteenth People. Tho Chriﬅian Church, is as much be
Year of Damitian the Emperor, when he raiſed the holden to Paul's Impriſonment in Epiﬅles, as to his
'
ſecond Perſecution againﬅ the Church of Chriﬅ, Liberty in Preaching.
about the 97. Year of our Lord, that he, after he
3. HONEST suﬀering for Chriﬅ, hath often with
had tortured 70/171, baniſhed him to this Iſle: near it the freſheﬅ and cleareﬅ Manifeﬅations of Chriﬅ.
about the ſame time of yobn's Age. This then is Folk: that will continue faithful, and bide by their
the Place that Yabn was baniſhed to; and yet, in Duty through Suﬀerings, they ſhlll not only not
the ſame Place, he hath ſweet Fellowſhip with God : be Loſers, but Gainers, rPet. iv. 14. lſye be re
is countenanced of him, and honoured to be the carrier pr'aarbedfar (be Name of Cbri , happy are' ye: for
lb' Spirit of God, and qſ' Glory rg/Ittb upon you. I
of this R'evelation to the Church.
r. Sea here how far graceleſs and profane Perfe would have none camal nor vain in this, but
cuters, ( ſuch as this beaﬅ Dmz'tian was) may pre humbly conﬁdent and conﬅant, as they would thrive
vail againﬅ the Servants of Jeſus Chriﬅ, when he in their spiritual condition, and maintain their
doth baniſh John to Pair/m, beſide other horrible Peace. .

LECTUR'E

lV.

Verſe to. I was in 'In Spirit m the Lord's Day, and beard behind me a great Vain, as of t"

Tiumpet.

BEFORB John come particularly to the Vi

x'n 'be Spirit or: the Lard'r Day. The \Vords,
ſion he ſaw, he inſiﬅeth in ſome particular in the Original, are, I was in the Spirit or' that
Circumﬅances, that make way to the more Lord's Day, painting out a Day ſingularly, and a
full Faith and Credit of the Viſion and Story that Day vthat in a particular and ſpecial Manner is.
followeth: and tho' they be onl Circumﬅances called bis Day, beﬁde any other Day, that Do
*
in themſelves; yet they. are pro table, and con minik Day, or Day which is the Lord's.
ducing to the main End he hath before him. We
THAT we may have Acceſs to the Uſe, we
heard of the ﬁrﬅ and ſecond Circumﬅai ce bow, ſhall ſpeak a little to theſe two. I. What particular
and when J'abn was, when he got this Vi Day this is, ſeeing there is no mention made wlut
ſIoi'z'oLrowz'rn
.
in the ro. ver. the third and D'ay it is, more than this, that it is called r/xe Lord's
Day. 2. What it is to be in the Spirit on this
ſouzzh Circumﬅances, that is, the Day when he Day.
'
FOR clearing of the ﬁrﬅ of theſe two, ye would
Lot (his viſion, and the Frame he was m, 1 was
'E

Conſi-.i;-",

An
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conſider,. that there is but one other Phraſe in Scrip

from any

Chap. r."
Day, and common Day. It is a

ture like this, and it is ſpokm of the Lord's Sup

Day known ſingularily to relate to Chriﬅ. To clear
it, conſider, it muﬅ either be the ﬁrﬅ Day of the
per. They that know the Original, know alſo this Week, or ſome other: But none other Day it is.
Phraſe to be ſingular, like this of the Lord's Day, Ergo, He. If an other, it can be ſuppoſed only one
Ev T'vſij mptamﬀ rjqdpa, and tCar. xi. 20. xupmndv of theſe two: Either, not any particular Day of
JhTm/oy, which is oppoſed unto, and contradiﬅin the XVeek, but any ſpecial Day or Time of Chriﬅ'a
guiſhed from, To 'iJltou de'i'irvoy: which was not appearing or manifeﬅing himſelf z Or elſe the Jewiſh
ſet apart from other Suppers, and common Uſe, Sabbath-day. Now, neither of theſe can be meant
as this' was : And theſe two, being by one particu by the Lord's Day. I. Not the former: for, ſuch
lar Phraſe expreſſed, we muﬅ expound the one by a Day of Chriﬅ's ſpecial appearing not being named.
per, tCor. xi. 20 This is 'In to eat the Lord's Sup

the other.

Now, the Lord's Suppenis called ſo, here, it would leave the Church in an uncertainty

for three Reaſons;

for which alſo, we conceive to know what Day was mcaned 5 yet is. this Day

this Day, to be called the Lordjr Day. t. The mentioned, to point it out from other Days; that
Lord's Sal-per, becauſe of the Lord's ſingular in is the Scope why it is ſo deſigned. Beſide, if it were
ſtiruting that Bread and Wine for a ſpecial and reli any ſuch Day, it would point at no one Day ; for gious End, diﬅinguiſhing, diﬀerencing and ſetting it there are many times of Chriﬅ's appearing. It's
apart from a common Uſe, to a moieſpecial Uſe: not ſo to be underﬅood then, tho' even ſo our
And ſo, this Day, is called the Lord's Day : becauſe Lord's appearing may agree to the ﬁrﬅ Day OF

of the Lord's ſeparating and ſetting apart this Day the VVec-k, whereon moﬅ frequently he appeared
Matth.
for his ſpecial Service and Worſhip: and in that, after
John his
x-x.Reſurrection
26, Act: i. to
2. hisDiſciples,
2. Neitherasthe
latter,xxviii.
wſiz.
diﬅinguiſhing it from other Days, as he had done

that supper from common Suppers. 2. The Lord's
supper, for its ſpecial signiﬁcation, Jeſus'Chriﬅ and
his Beneſits being eſpecially ſet out in it, his Death
and Suﬀcrings pointed at, and the Beneﬁts we have
_ becauſe
thereby. it'sSoſiofſpccial
this Day,
is called, pointing
The Lani's
signiﬁcation,
outDay,
not

the Yewi/h Sabbath-day. 1. Becauſe it's ever called
the Sabbath, and gets the own Name that it former
ly had: and the giving of it this Name, will more
'Obſcure than clear the Day. 2. Becauſe the Yewiſh
Sabbaths were then annulled, as Col. ii. 16. Let none

judge you in [Meat er Drink, or in reﬃect qf an
ſo much God's ceaſing from the Work of Creation, holy Day, or of the new Alom, 'r of the Sahhath
as our Lord's ceaſing from the Work of Redempti days; Therefore then can they not be called the.
on: As the Lord's Sup'per is for the remembrance Lord's Day. And Gal. iv. 10. they are reproved
of his Death till he Come again; ſo is this Day for for obſerving Days, and Months, and Times, and
remembring the Work of Redemption, and his Re- 7 Years, where it is clear, the yewiſh new Moons,
Sabbaths and Feſtivites were then, and before that

ſurrection, til) he come again. 3. The Lord's Sup
'per; becauſe of its ſpecial, End, to ſet out the Ho
nour of the Mediator, and the Wot-ſhip, and Ordi
nances brought in by him under the New Teﬅa-,
rn'ent ; ' ſo to diﬅinguiſh it from the Paﬂover. So
this Day, is called the Lord's Day, for the ſame Rea

Time aboliſhed in ſo far as peculiar to them, tho'
all Diﬅinction of Days was not taken away, more

than all Diﬅinctionsof the. Elements in the Lord's
Supper from other *Meat: Becauſe Diﬅinction of

Meat was condemned there alſo; But this follow'
ſon, to ſet ontﬄthe Honour of. the Mediator, and that - eth, All J'ewiſh Diﬅinction both of Meat and Days

it 'may be enrolled among the Ordinanccs of the New was taken away, but what is ﬅill aſſigned by Chriﬅ,
Teſhtment:

Therefore, when in the New Teﬅa

that continues.

3. The Lord's Day, in the Phraſe

ment, ought is called the Lord's, it points ordinarily of the New Teﬅament, looks to Chriﬅ, as hav
its Name ſome way from him: this is cannot
at Chriﬅ the Mediator, and at the ſecond Perſon ot' ing
be ſaid of the j'ewzſi/h Sabbath; But which
called the Godhead, as ICor. viii. 6. One God, diﬅinguiſh
ed from One Lard. We take it then for granted, the Lord's Day, as pointing at an-Ordiriance of the
Sabbaths had
that it is called, the Lord's Day, for theſe Reaſons: New Teﬅament, whereas the
a
reſpect
to
the
Old
Teﬅament-Ordinances.
3. It
I. Becauſe it's a ſpecial Day, ſet apart for the Lord's
Uſe, xbſ ſpecial signiﬁcation, and for a ſpecial End. remaineth therefore, it 'muﬅ be theﬁrﬅ Day of the
And Setmdly, That it is a ſpecial Day, known to the Week, becauſe no other Day can lay claim to it:

Church, may appear: For elſe, 'Ya/m would not It is that Day, which'we call Sunday, or, the
have given it ſuch a Denomination; and that it Chriﬅian Sabbath ; and was, in the Primitive Times,
points at ſome thing of Chriﬅ, and ſo is ſeparated called the Lord's Day.- zrBecauſe theReaſons wlga
37
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Fon the ſecond Thing to be cleared : Wſinat'it is

Day is called the Lord's Day, do agree to it eſpecial
l ._ The J'lwiſh Sabbath, was called tho L'rd'r Day,
Lead. xx. 8. becauſe on it he ceaſed from the VVorks
ofCreation: This Day is called the Lord's Day,
becauſe on it he ceaſed from the YVOrk of Redemp

to he in tho Spirit on the Lord's Day P

75 he in th:

Spirit, is, Firﬅ, To be Spiritual, to have the Habits
of Grace, and a new Nature: ansl thus it taketh in
the ordinary walk of Believers, Gal. v. to, 25. Se
tion, Mart xvi.,l, 2. luho xxiv. I, 2. John xx. l. rondly, More eſpecially, it is Cor theſe who are ha
It's that Day, whereon our Lord not only roſe; bitually in the-"Spirit, to be actually, and in a more

but ſeveral Times did meet with his Diſciples: and eminent Meaſure in the Spirit, as Eph. v. 18. to he
many mark ſeveral Priviledges and Beneﬁts confer ﬁlled with the Spirit, to be in a holy Raptnre and
red on this
as the
of be
thegiven,
holy Extaſre, is warranted and allowed to Believers in a
ctGhoﬅ,
zlﬂs Day,
ii. And
moepouring
Reaſons out
might
more ſpecial Fmme, and at more ſpecial Times to
whereby this Day is ſingularly beyond others to be be in a Spiritualneſs abﬅracted from Carnalneſs, and
called his. 2. Becauſe this ﬁrﬅ Day of the \-Veek lawful Things, more than ordinary. Third/y, lt is
and no other, was ſet apart for the Lord's VVorſhip to be in the Spirit in an extraordinary Manner and
and Service, as diﬅinguiſhed from other Days. And Meaſure, or to be in an extraordinary Rupture, the'
John's End here, is, To ﬁx on a particular Day, Spirit revealing ſomething extraordinarily : And this
known to them, and ſo eﬅeemed of among them, is to be in the Spirit, in a Senſe diﬀerent from the
as ſuch a Day. That it wasſet apart for the Lord former, albeit conſtﬅing with them. U'e cannot
and his VVorſhip, is clear, not only from Places we ſeclude any of theſe in this PllCC: For Yohn was
have
named,
but from
xx. 7. tal/m'
Upontogether
tho ﬁrﬅ
Day of
the H/eth,
'when Acts
the Drſizctplts
to regenerated, and was habitually ſpiritnal and graci
ous; but we eſpecially include the laﬅ two: As
he ſaid,Fellowlhip,
Tho' I was
from
Company and
brook Bread, Paul preached unto thzm, ready to de if
Chriﬅian
and abſent
had noſit
a congregation
to
part on the Mr'ozu, and continued his Spezth until
Midnight: Which intimates not only a Meeting, Preach in on the Lord's Day', yet I was in the Spi
buta Cuﬅom of Meeting, and that for Preaching, rit, exerciſing the Habits oſ Grace, and I was in an
Prayer, and Celebration of the Lord's Supper. So eminent, ſpiritual and holy Frame; the Spirit elevat
IFOr. xvi. 2. Uþon the ﬁrﬅ Day tſ the HZe/i, let ing my Spirit: (which is that ſpoken of, Iſa. lviii. 13.
why one of you lay by him in Storo, a: God hath [ſ thou (all the Sohhnth a delight, the holy of the
jv'oﬃzred him; and in the I. wr. he tells, concern Lord, &c. ) and the Lord taketh him in this fpnitual

ing the
Collection
of the Saints,
hehad given
ſame
Order
to the Churches
of Ga/dtzſio.
If it the
be Frame, and Strain, and raviſheth him in the Spirit:
and from the ſecond Sttp he brings him up to the

asked, Why doth Paul point at the ﬁrﬅ Day of the third, to be in Spirit as an extraordinary Prophet, as
Week, and bids give themſelves to Charity that' we take Pttt" to have been, Acts x. when he went

Day?
it is,andWorſiſhip,
Becauſe thatwhereof
Day was
dedicated
to
God'sHere
Service
Charity
was up to Pray, that is, to the ſecond Step; and fell in
a Traneo, and ſaw Heaven opened, which is the

aPendicle:

And (as we hinted at) this was not third.

peculiar to one "Church, as Corinth: but was com here.

We think the ſame hath been John's Caſe
*

THE Words give Occaſion to ſpeak of ſeveral
mon to all thEChurchcs. The like Order was in all
the Churchcs of Gnhztio: and it doth not point at Doctrines. As I. The Good that is to be gotten
Poul's inﬅituting a Day; but at his ſuppoſing of it on the Lord's Day, when Folks are in a ſpiritual
tobeinﬅituted; and at his injoyning of a poſitive Frame. 2. That when Folks are ſeparated from the

Duty of Charit tneet for that Day.v And it is ob publick Ordinances, they 'would be making it up in
ſervable, that t O' the Saints had Meetings on othor private, by giving themſelves to ſpiritual Exerciſes.
Days; yet, is -it never ſaid, they did meet theſe 3. And that God not only can, but doth make up
or fourth
Days,
&to. but
on the ﬁrﬅ: the Good to be gotten by the publick, by private and
' cond,
which third,
certainly
is done,
to ſhew
a Peculiarneſsſſin
ſecret Fellowſhip with himſelf, when Belicvers in
that Day, and the Moetings on it; yea, few or none him are baniſhed from, or denuded of the publick
deny this Denomination to ſigniſy the ﬁrﬅ Day on "Ordinancesu But not to inſiﬅ on theſe, they give
this Account, it being ſo clear from Antiquity, and Occaſion to ſpeaka little of theſe three Things. I.
no other Day being here to compet with it, and that The lnﬅitution of the Lord's Day. 2. -The Name
(an lay ſuch claim to this Denomination, as this that the Lord's Day gets. 3. Of the Sanctitication

Day doth 5 and was by the moﬅ Ancient ﬅill ſo of it, or of a ſpecial Part, wherein the Sanctiﬁcation
of it conſiﬅs.
named.
'
E a
Fon

.
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For. the ﬁrﬅ, w'z.-For the Inﬅitution of this becauſe of its Inﬅitution, tho' we know not where;
Day, ſeveral Arguments are here; or, we may becauſe for the ſame Reaſon, the supper is called bis,
argue ſeveral 'Ways to prove it. r. If in the there being no ſolid Ground to conclude'upon: And
Apoﬅlcs Time this Day was ſet 'part ſor the Lord's they who give Reaſons to the contrary, muﬅ make
Worſhip and Service, and in a ſpecial Manner called it appear, that there areotherReaſons more pregnant,
bit, as being kept to him on a moral Ground; or elſe the Language of the hol Ghoﬅ muﬅ have
Then we have Warrand, and it's our Duty to keep weight with us. 4. This ﬁrﬅ
y is the Lordr, as
it for the ſame End and Uſe: For, the Practice the ſeventh Da r is called bis, or any other Thing
of' extraordinary Men, grounded on moral and per in the Old Te ament; but that is ever becauſe ofhis
petual Reaſons, and that were not peculiar to them ſetting apart that Day, or that Thing for his own,
as extraordinary, but are common to them and us, from others of that kind; Therefore it muﬅ be
( as the Grounds and Reaſons of the ſetting apart ſo here.
'
this Day are, it being for the Remembrance of his
Turns are ſome Exceptions, made by ſome
Ret'urrection, and the bringing in of a new World; worthy Men, which we ſhall ſpeak a Word to. -

As 1. If it be ſo, it will follow that all Days are
But the ﬁrﬅ not alike, contrary to Ram. xiv. 14. Gal. iv. to.

and therefore, all did from the beginning, keep that

Day) are binding to us, as is clear.

Day oſ the Week, was appointed to be the Lord's CoI. ii. 16. where the Scripture ſeems to ſay plainly,
Day, in the Apoﬅlcs Times; and ſingled out and that all Days are alike: Therefore the Lord's Day can
ſet apart 'ſor his Service on a moral Ground, ( for, not be ſo underﬅood. 'd/'ſw This doth indeed di
no Ground peculiar to them can be given ) There rect] contradict the Letteroſ the Text: ' For either
ſore certainly it muﬅ be our Duty to keep it. 2. this ext pointeth at one Day by another, or elſe it
If the ſrrﬅ Day of the Week, was ſingled out from doth nothing. 2. The Apoﬅles Scope in the Places
other Days, and counted the Lord's Day, Then that ſeem to he contrary to this, is clear: when he
there behoved to be an Inﬅitution for it, or, a ſup caﬅs the Jewiſh Sabbath and hol Days, he caﬅs
poſed lnſiitution, that is, it muﬅ be the Lord's Day, them alike in reſpect of Jewiſh bſervation only 3
'either becauſe he inﬅituted it, when he ſpoke many or, in ſo far as they were Jewiſh and Typical : For,
Things to his Apoﬅles after his Reſtrrrection, con Chriﬅ had taken them away in that reſpect, eve) as ;
cerning the right ordering of his Houſe and Wor he caﬅeth Meats alſo, yet without prejudice of the
ſhip; and by his Practice, obſerved and ſa-nctiﬁed it, 'Sacramentsz and this conﬁrmeth our *Argument.
ſor his ſpecial Service;

or, becauſe theſe that were For ifJewiſh Days andSabbaths,wcrc taken away forty

infallibly guided and had by his Spirit, inﬅituted and Years and more, as is clear by Paul, before John
gave Warrand to keep it: For, without an Inﬅi wrote this Revelation, in as far as they were Jewiſh,
tutic n and Command, it is not to be kept, or named and yet John ſpeaks of a Lord'r Day, as diﬀerenced
ſo, more than another Day; But this ﬁrﬅ Day, from other Days, it ſays it continued when t

was in Practice, ſrngled out beſide all other Days, were aboliſhed. There is a grmt odds betwixt lay
and isaccounted the Lord's in a ſpecial Manner, as ing aſide of Jewiſh Days, and the Lord's Day: and
is ſaid z Therefore there muﬅhe ſome Inﬅitution of when Ya/m ſpeaks of the Lord's Day, he ſpeaks oſ it
it. 3. Comparing this Text with ICar. xi. 20. in the ſingular Number, in oppoſition to thoſe many
If the ﬁrﬅ Day of the Week be the Lord's Day, as Days, the Yrwr had, under the Ceremonial Law.
the Sacrament of the supper is the Lord'r supper, And even that learned Doctor granteth this Place to
then it muﬅ be b his Appointment and Inﬅitution ſpeak of the ﬁrﬅ Day, and the Churches Practice to
Iris;

But ſo the

hraſe in both Places is to be un

meet on it alſo, and, in ſeveral reſpects, to be privi

derﬅood. Erga, By comparing theſe two Places, ledged beyond other Days.
the Peculiarneſs of the Phraſe. is ſuch, that ( there
A ſecond Exception is, If this Day be ſo counted
being no other Phraſe like them in Scripture ) it ſeem of, it will bring in the ſanctifying oſ it, in as emi
eth the holy Ghoﬅ warrands us to gather the Reaſons nent a Meaſure, as the yew: Sabbath was. And,
of this Denomination of the one from the other, is not that to judaize? zſrtſho. Diﬅinguiſh betwixt
tho' the Inﬅitution of this Day be not ſo clearly ex Things Ceremonial or Typical, and Things Moral
reſſed, as the Inﬅitution of the Lord's Supper. and Perpetual': We bring back nothing that was
For it's a received Rule for expounding Scripture, Ccremonial and Typical, as their Sabbaths of Weeks,
to expound more dark Places, by Places that are sacriﬁces, and many other Things were; but for
more full and clear: And therefore conclude we, Morai Duties, they become us as well as thazewr,
that the Lord's Day is, to be called the Lordr: and bind Chriﬅians to the End of the
odd;
And
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And' this brings 'not back Judaiſm, 'neither leads us or denominate them, as they are in uſe among a
tosacriﬁ'ce's, 'and 'the like,'whi'ch pointed at _'Chriſt iPeople, eſpecially where no ſdperﬅitious uſe is in
to come; but contrarily, this Day'and the'Dnties naming of them. *
_
of-it, hold out Chriﬅ already come: .which de-'
Fon the third, The Sanctiﬁcation-of this Da .
he was
the i
ﬁroyeth all theſe ceremonies and sacriﬁces, and It is pointed out in Zabn hisToſaying,
point out
this, inThat
Spirit on the Lord's ay:
declareth them to be gone.
_
A third Exteption, It cannot be'compared with this Day requireth aſpecial Sanctiﬁcation and ſetting
the
Lord's supper: For, t. The Lord's supper, apart to Worſhip God. And there are ſour Stepsx
ſiis dle-any 'inﬃtuted=; but-'thisxlsrndt clear *m_'ﬂ'e In \of it'ln'en'tidned ih'the-Serlpture. The-1. Is N'ega
ttitution thereof. 2. The Lord's Supper, '8 a Sa tive Abﬅinence, not only from Sin, but from ou'r
mme'nt; 'this-is'no't: and Days 'may-be changed, 'Civil'and drdimtly-Aﬃtirs, whicha're lawful-on'other

essacraments cannot.

t. To'lhe laﬅ Part: Da s, but not on 'this Day, lſh. lvlii. r 3. T-he '2.

lt is a begging of the-Queſtion: Aif it 'be 'the Lord's <Is' oﬁtive: In denoting it to God, ttnilfſpending
Day, ſet apart for his Service, all the World cannot the whole Day in Duties of Worſhip, in reading,
dange it, except he, who ce'n ohartge-'Saemnicrtts Fhdat'ing, rpraying, ling-ing, breaking'of Bread, xor c'e
alſo. 2. To the'ﬁrﬅ Phrt: That thelnſhtntton of rnot
'iebrating the communion, A'ctt-xx. 7. And that,
only irt-private Duties, lbut 'in pttblicſik: and 'in this'Day its-n'ot 'ſo clear, as the 'Inﬅittt'tion of the

8
. dnﬁu. Wedo not parallel 'them in reſpect
of [eat-neſs 'of Inﬅitution; but, in 'reſpect of the
Ground, or Reaſon why they get this Name: which
ſupports
supper, 'he
incalled
iinﬅitution.
the Lord's
lf the
supper,
Sacmmdnt
becauſeofinﬅi
tuted "' him, for I ſpecial Uſe; ib 'muﬅ the
Lord's
y got this" Name on this Reaſon; or,
'ſome
better
be iven. ſi or clearer Reaſon From Scripmremu-ﬅ
on 'the ſecond, Seeing it Lgets this Name to be

private, when 'the publick is interrupted, 'except in

Caſes of -NOCCſſlt*-Y. 3. It ſhould be ſpent in 'th'e
Duties of Charity Tho' the Sanctiﬁcation of this
Day cannot conſiﬅ with working; yet, it may
ﬅand well with giving of Alms, and 'ſeeing to
the Neeeﬃties o'ſ'others, tear. xvi. r, 2. A fourth

Step is, in the Text: To have a holy and ſnncti
Elied lFrame, -a divine Stam'p, a heavenly Conver
ſſation, more than 'ordinarily taken up 'with God

and Chriﬅ, and the Things of another Life that.
called the Lord's Day: It 'mhy be qtteﬅio'ned here Day. This iis the main Thing wherein the 'Sub
concerning our Manner of ſpeaking of Days, calling bath
is to'to be'be Sanctiﬁed,
wherein
it-rep'reſcnts'
Heaven,
zabﬅraſicted and
from
the World,
and
the Lord's Day Sunday, the next Day after it Mun
day, &e. which hath the ﬁrﬅ Riſe ifrem Superﬅiti to be living above in ourvSpirits, eminentiy ra
on, if not from Idolntry ;, ſome of them being attri* Viſhed in Spirit, as abﬅractod from Things, we are '
l'ﬂlted to Planets, as Sunday and Muddy; ſome of to be taken up with on other Days. The 'Frame
them to Idols, as TMW, &e. - But to ſpeak to of a Sbbbttth, ſhould be a kind of Raviſhment,
ſheThing it ſelf, look rot-'he Primitive Times, we wherein not only we are not tzkcn up with work
will 'ﬁnd Sunday called the Lord's Day: and 'the ing our ordinary Callings, but we do go about

Days of the Week, by the ﬁrﬅ, ſecond, third, an. Prayer- and other spiritual Duties in a more hea- But the Names of Days, being like the Names of vcnl Way, than on other Days, and that with
Plates and Months, Folks muﬅ ſpeak of them, as
they are in uſſ, and Scripture warrands us ſo to do,
Acts xvii. 22. 'Paul is ſaid to ﬅand in the midﬅ of
Mars-bill. Zctsxxviii. II. ſpeaketh of aShi , whoſe

Sign was czyior and Polluxe So, Mnb, - am,y,,
Yuly and duguﬅ, are from the Idols Marr_and 76"

a di erence in our Frame, being more elevated and '
Spiritu-al, we ſhould be other'Mcn, in vmore I)i

vine Contemplation. This is the vmain Thing called
for in ſanctifying the Sabbath: And therefore,
Hcþ. iv. Heaven is ſetotrt by. the Sabbath: wherein .r
there ought notonly to be a ceaſing from ou-r own

UI; or, derived from Men that 'appropriate more Works;
t an entring into our Reﬅ, Heb. iv. to.
than ordinary to- themſelves. And tho' it was or as it is-( Iſh. l'iii. 13.) adelighting in God, callinw
dina

to Chriſtians, in the Primitive Times, to call the Sabbath our delight, the holy of the Izorti, and ._ _

this

y the Lord's Day among themſelves; . yet, honourable, the Heart being 'taken up with it..

When they had dealing with the Jews, they_ called -.

RIM-EMBIR ſnom all that hath been ſaid, this Day
And it ſaith that Follts ſhould
Heat/un, they called it the' 'Smzdayra And ſo, tho' ſpend it, not as they like i but 'for him,-. and. about ,
it be beﬅ to ſpeak of Days as Scripture nameth. the Duties of his Service. It is not the ſanctifving
them; yet, it is agreeable with Scripture, to deſign of the Sabbath to ſpendan Hour or two in pubſſlick, t

it the Sabþatb; -. and when they had dealing with the is the Lord's Day:

.
\

.

and 1
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a, EXPOSITION of the

and the reﬅ of it in our own Diſconrſes, pleaſing

Chap. r; *
to himſelf. Ye ſhould'be with him in the Spirit on

and delightſome to our ſelves. All Days are Gods; the Lord's Day: which is the main Uſe of all that
but he hath given you ſix, and reſerved the ſeventh hath been ſaid.

LECTURE

þ '

V.

Vcrſe ro. I was in the Spirit on the Lord'ir Day, and heard behind me a great Voice, a:

of

ſiumpet,

rr Saying, I an' dlpha and O'nega, the ﬁrﬅ and the laﬅ:

and, lVhat thou ﬅeﬅ, write in a

Both, and ſend it unto the ſeven Churche: which are in Aﬁa ; unto Epheſus, and nnto Smyrm,
and unto Pergamos, and unto Thyatira,_ and unto Sardis, and unto Philadelphia, and unto Laodicea.
.?0HN hath in the Verſes _before, and in the a Thumpet, giving a certain and diﬅinct Sound.
beginning of this, put by the particular Cir And, 3. Lihe a T'ﬂ'ſþlf, to ﬅir up John to Atten
cumﬅances relating to this Viſion: we ſhall tion, to give him an Alarm, to ſet him on his Watch
ſay no more of them. We come to the Viſion it and Guard, to obſerve what he ſaw and heard. And
ſelf, in the reﬅ of the Chapter, with ſome Circum it imports theſe ſour Things, which might be ſo

ﬅances, making way to John's writing of what many Grounds of Doctrine. I. The Majeﬅy of the
Perſon, who was ſpeaking to John, that John
he ſaw.
WE comprehend, under the Viſion, not only may come to take him up; it is to ſhew that it
what is objected to the Eye, or what John ſaw; but was no common Perſon, but out Lord Jeſus Chriﬅ,
all that he fees or hears, whereby ſome new Thing that is ﬅately in his coming: And this is the ﬁrﬅ
is repreſented to John, or that which he had heard Thing that Folks ſhould have, when they come to
or ſeen before, is again more clearly revealed, and hear the Word, they ſhould be aﬀected with the
made known to him, as it uſed to be in the extraor Majeﬅy of him who ſpeaketh, and conﬁderit's his
dinary Prophets, having God's Mind, ſeveral Ways, Voice, ,whe ſhahe: the flewen and the Earth, that
make: the Hinds to tale-e, &c. Pſal. xxix. 2. It
manifeﬅed to them.
'
THrs Part oſ the Viſion hath three Steps, Firﬅ, is to point out to John the great diﬅance between
What John heard, from the midﬅ of ver. IO. to him and the Perſon that ſpmketh to him, and ſo to
ver. 12, Seeondly, \Vhat he did, ver. 12. And, humble him, and to aﬀect him with a humbling and
Thinﬂy, Followeth that which he ſaw, to ver. 17. kindly Senſe of his cwn Inﬁrmity. And theſe two
The reﬅ of the Chapter, from ver. 17. hath ſome go together, w'z. an Impreﬂion oſ the Statelineﬁs
following Eﬀects and Circumﬅances, to clear the and Majeﬅy of God, who ſpeaks; and an humble
Senſe of I-nﬁrmity in the Creature. See it in Abra
Viſion, and Joha's writing of it. >
THAT which John heard, is three Ways deſcrib ham, Gen. xviii. 27. Behold now, I have tahen upon
ed. I. In the Nature of the Voice, which he heard. 'ne to ſheah unto the Lord, who an' but Duﬅ and
2. From the Place where, or the Manner or \Vay zfſhex. And verſe 25. Shalt' not the Judge ﬀ all the
how he heard it; the Voi'te ſhake behind him. 3. Earth do right F And they are alſo joyned, Eccieſ.
The particular Matter that was ſpoken. Firﬅ, The v. I, 2. Keep thy Foot when thou goe/I znto the lion/e
Nature of the Voice, which he hard, is ſet out if God : God is in Heaven, and thou upon Earth:
with two Words. I. It's called a great I-Zz'oe. 2. let thy Wind: heſtwq, 3. It is to put John to an

It was a Voice, a: of a T'uenpet, or, like a holy Attention to hea'r, and to be watchful in hear
ing what he was to iay_to him: The Trumpet
Trumpet.
1. A great Voice, that is, a mighty Sound, a ſoundeth, that he may be the better taken heed to
Voice that made a great Noiſe, as afterwards, ver. when he ſpeaks. And this is alſo a good Property
15. ſlit Voite was a: theſound of man] II/aterr, like of Hearers, when, as it is, Act: x. 33. we can ſay
the tumbling down of a great River over a high with Corneliut, [V are all her: preſent 'before God,
to hear whatſoever thing: are-commanded thee ry" God:
Fall or Precipice.
*

2. IT was a Vn're, a: efa Trunpet, that is, I. To be in a humble, watchful Poﬅure, having'the
Not a confuſed or inarticulate Sound, but a'ﬅately Heart laid open to whatſoever, God will ſay 5 hang

Voice, having a kind of Majeﬅy with it.

2. Lihe ing on him, asthcPhraſe is, Luke xix.48.

4. The
Sound
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Sound of the Trumpet, is not only to waken to At himſelf, without End 5 but to whoſe Honour are all
*:ntion; but to put to Action:
t gives, not only Things that have a beginning: He is the ultimate
a diﬅinct Sound for Direction; but it puts to doing: End; they are all for him.
To point at the Nature of our Lord's Voice, and
Qieﬅ. Why i: this Title ſo oftm repeated?
how it ought to be heard. It's not enough to hear,
d'ſſw. Bzsrnzs this General, that it is to hold
but there would be a Suitableneſs to the Voice heard, out Chriﬅ's Godhead: Therefore, this and other
according as the Trumpet ſounds diﬅinctly. Folks ſuch like Titles, are ſo often given him in this Book:
would hear ſuitably, and welcome what is ſaid, and which is of excellent Uſe and Beneﬁt, to have this
conſortn their Practice thereto; taking with Con born in upon the Hearts, and Minds of Sinners. It
victions, Challenges, Directions to Duties, Pro is repeated here: 1. That John might know from
raiſes, &ſo. as the Word giveth them. Therefore whom he had this Commiſlion; even from him, who
the Preaching of the Word, is compared to the had Power to give him a Commiﬃon both to ſpeak
Sounding of a Trumpet, Iſa. lviii. I. Lift up thy and to write; Yheſirﬅ and the lrjl: A Thing that
l'u'rz [the a Trumpet, that is, powerfully and diﬅinct concerns Miniſters to know when they come out to
lr: And, as it ſuppons ſomething on the Miniﬅers Preach the Word, whoſe Commiſſion they have,
ſide, that he would have his Voice Trumpet-like; that they mke not this Honour to themſelves, nor
ſo it ſuppons ſomething on the ſide of the Hearers, from Men, except in the ordinary WvZIy appointed by
arrand, Man's
that they would conform their Practice ſuitable to it, him: for except they have Chriﬅ's
as Soldiers prepare themſelves at the Sound of a will not Commiﬃomte them to go to Churches and
Preach at their own hand. 2. It is alſo for the Peo
Trumpet, ICor. xiv. 8.
THE ſecond Circumﬅance, is, The Place where, ples Cauſe, to learn them to take-the Word oﬀ Yohn's
or the. Manner how he heard the Voice; it ſpoke he Hand. It is not Yoh'z's Word, that cometh to
hird him; it came not as before john; but as it them; but the Word of zﬂbha and Omtga, the
were unawars, ſurpriſing him behind him. r. The and th: lzﬄ: And it were good for us ſo to ſpeak; '
more to aﬀect John with the ſound, and to make and good for you ſo to hear the Word. That ſame
lﬁm inquire in it: For, the more ſurpriſing a thing. Jeſus Cln'iﬅ, that gave Joh" and the Apoﬅles War
be, it aﬀects the more, and wakens up the more De rand to Preach and WVrite, it's that ſame jeſus Chriﬅ,
ſire to enquire in it. 2. That our Lord may even that ſendeth out Paﬅors and Teachers to Preach;
try John how he will carry himſelf in following the it's' he that gives Gifts to Men for edifying the Body,
lnquiry of the Voice; and ſo'to put John to pains to Eph. iv. 12. His VVarrand to both, is onz; and his
find it out.

Authority, Commiſſtonating both, is one; and both

Therefore, Iſa.xxx. 21. it is ſaid, Thou

ﬅ-VI: hoar a I/'n'oe behind thou Partly, to ſigniﬁe that are Gifts for the Churches Good.

THE ſecond Thing in this vaﬅ, is, The'Com

our Backs are on God, when he ſpeaks, we are run
ning away from him : Partly, to ﬅir us up to turn

miſſion John gets. r. In general, To write what
cur Face about, as it were, and to enquire after he ſaw. 2; More particularly, To ſend it to the
What is ſpoken.
ſeven Churches.
_
V'rſr u. Tin! third Thing, is, The Matter
t.- [if/rite what thou ﬅrﬅ; that is, not this Viſion
ſpoken: And it contains two Things. I. A De only, which thou haﬅ ſeen; but all the \Vords and
ſirlption of the Speaker, his Title and Name, I am Circumſtances, which thou haﬅ ſeen, or ſhall ſee and
J-Þha and Ormga, theſi'ﬅ and the lzyr, the laﬅ two hear: And ſo it's his ﬁrﬅ Warrand to write this
Words, are an Expoﬁtion of the former two. 2. Revelation, and ſend it to the Churches: It points
The Commiﬃon o/m gets, and the Direction given at the Authority, on which the written Word is

him. t. General y, To write what he ſaw.

And, founded; it depends' not on Men, but-on Jeſus Chriﬅ,

2- More particularly, To ſend it to the ſeven that gives W'arrand to write: And we ſhould look
Ciiyrches. For this Title, we ſpoke of it before, on the Bible, and every Chapter thereof, as by Chriﬅ"

Direction written to us.

l'trg 8_

IT is our Lord, aſierting his own Godhead, as

2. THE Matter he ſhould write is reﬅn'cted,

being the ﬁrﬅ, the beginning of all the Creation of Iſſrite, not every thing that pieaſeth thee, but what
God actively, being of himſelf God eſiential, and thou ſeeﬅ: To point out the guiding and Inſpirati
K-V'lnga Beginning and Being to all Things that exiﬅ,

on of the Spirit in theſe holy Men, who were Pen
men of the Scripture; they ſpake and wrote, as they
were inſpired and guided by the holy Ghoﬅ.

luhn i. 3. All Things 'were made by him ; and with
"f him was 1 nor- any thing made, that was made ;

U the laﬅ End of all Things : not only Everlaﬅing

3. I'r ſhews, that there is need, and it is-requiſite, >
that

..-- -.>._,w_,--.

.
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that Men haven-particular Commiſſion to carry the and were well furniſhed with oﬃcers: and therewn

Word to the People: not only a Commiﬂion in ge

moﬅ Occaſion of getting a, Harveﬅ of Souls in them,

neral, to write, or to carry the Goſpcl ;. but for by-ſpreading the Net of the Goſpel among them, in

every particular Meﬂage. Not that Men ſhould be reſpect of which accidental and politick conſiderati
anxrous, or perplexed, about their Warrand, or Com

ons, which belong. not to the Eﬂenee of a Church,

mrﬂion, in an extraordinary way; but to weigh well ſome Cities being more famous and able to keep the
the Time, Place, Perſons, and ſuch Circumﬅances Word of 'Truth, and make it forth-coming to other

asmay clear their Commiſſion in an ordinary way,
there being ſome Things to be written and ſent to one
Church by Chriﬅ's VVarrand,xwhich are not ſo to
another; every Church hath their particular Mellitge.
and Commiﬂion renewed. *
.

Churches. It isnot unagreeable to Scripture, to have
particular reſpect. to Cities, and Churches in them,

as they may further the.Work of the Goſpel.

2.

Becauſe in theſe great Cities, and ,P'laccs of Con
courſe, the Miniﬅers and oﬃcers of the Church,

2. MORE particularly, W'hat he ſhould do with who ſerved in the Work of the Lord, and went
it, when it is written in a Book; Send it to theſe-um round in a Circuit in the Churches about, had their
Cbm'tlw, that is, j'obn this Revelation is not to ly moﬅ ordinary Reſtdence, as it would ſeem; and that
beſide thee; but it's for the Beneﬁt of the Church :\ their ﬁxed, collegiat Meetings and Combinations
ſend it therefore to the ſeven Churches in zﬀa.

I. were there.

1. Becauſe we ﬁnd no particular Con

Becauſe moﬅ famous in that Time; and becauſe near gregations mentioned, but only the Church at ſuch
to Patmos, vi here he was ; and becauſe it's probable. a Town written unto, tho' there was many particu

Zabn had ſome particular Relation to them: and their lar congregation: about; and theſe Cities kept not
'ced preſently required it. This Book of the Reve the Word within themſelves. 2. Where they are
lation, is ſent for the Beneﬁt of the Church:

and

mentioned, as the Church at yern/aim: it taketh

therefore ought to be welcomed thankfully, as a in not only theſe Within the Walls; but all the
rich Jewel.
Churches in j'ydea: ſo Corinth, takes in Cmrb
We ſhewed before, why theſe Churches were rta, &c.
called ſeven, and not t/z: Church in 1! ra, 'verſe 4.
2. CONSIDER thoſe Churches as once given to
and ſay no 'more of it now.

Theſe

'hurches are

Idolatry : Ep/xﬁzr, was famous, or rather, infamous

particular] named. We ſhall not ﬅand en a Geo for that, zſctr xix. yet now Chriﬅ eﬅeems them all
graphical Beſcription of the Places. Epbzſiz: is ſpoken Churches, beﬅows an Epiﬅle upon them, holding
of
at large,
20. the
This
- 'were
in thatAct:
Partkix.
of zlſia
leſs,Church
called and
IamſiaSmyrtra,
; Ptr out, 1. His Love. 2. ThePower of his Grace and
gamor, in that Part, called \Etolzſia; Hyatim, Sardir, Goſpel. 3. TheSoveraignty and Freeneſs of his
Grace, breaking in on the Kingdom of Sin and Satan
and Pbiladeþþia, in Lydia; and Laodina, in that amongﬅ them .; and that Chriﬅ can winn in Churche:
Part, called Caira, or Caria: which not being to himſelf, out of the moﬅ profane heatheniſh and
proﬁtable to inſiﬅ upon, vie/ſhall take ſome general idolatrous Cities and Peop'ſe.
conſiderations from the Words, and ſo proceed;
3. CONSIDER, theſe Cities are reſpected by Chriﬅ:
Am), r. It would be conſidered why theſe and it's notbecauſe they are Cities; but becauſe they
Churches, are deſigned from the Name of the Cities are Churches: that which makes them to be prefer
wherein they were. We rather ſpeak a Word to red before others, is the Churches in them: And
this: becauſe we ﬁnd Churches in the New Teﬅa this is it that maketh Places carry reſpect with Jeſus
Chriſt,
than all the glancing
ment, named by Towns. It's true, the Churche: ry
of themore
World.
ſi Victories and Glo
in Gclatia; are alſo named; but moﬅ fre uently

they are named by Cities, as the Church at

mzſh
4. CONSIDER them, as they. are ſome of them '
Izm, the Church at Rome, the Church at Cm'rrtb,&c. more,_ſome oſ them leſs, yet, none of them, are

And Titus is to ordain Elders in every City, by Paul's called leſs or more Churches.

Eþ/Nſiu, where were
Appointment: which was ſor the City ; and it's like many thouſands, is but a Church, as Smyr'za, and
alſo, for the Ediﬁcation of theſe about, God making other leſſer Townsare: the Reaſon is, the Scripture
the Goſpel ſpread from Cities to Countries about, as goes not upon multitude, and external conſiderations
it is ſaid, 'The Word ſprwd from Epbqſizr to all zlſia, of that kind; but upon the Unity that is among Mi
tho' there were other Churche: beſide theſe, that were niﬅers, and Oﬃcers, which is not aﬅricted to one
The Reaſons of particular- congregation: and where it is, it makes
this, we conceive to be, r. Becauſe the Cities, or an Union among man , as amongﬅ few; and
TOWns, were moﬅ famous for their Populouſneſs; amongﬅ few, as among many.

within the Walls of theſe Towns.

'

*
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5. CoNsxDltR, that the Number oftheſe Churches them Reproofs for what is wrong, and his Advice to
is according to the Places where they were ſixed, and amend the ſa'me: an excellent way of dealing, to
Where the Members didinhabit: which ſhews, that have churches anſwerable to their obligation, and
Parochial Marches by Bounds or Towns in conveni not to caﬅ them oﬁ'. Rejection is the laſt Thing
ent lying, is not unſuitable ; but conſonant to Scrip uſed, when neither Threatnings, Promiſes, Reproofs,
ture: wherefore the Church of Epbeſiu, or, of any nor Directions have place to do them good. And
certain Place, includeth all the Proſeſi'ors living there, we may ſay it on the by, it is Chriﬅ's Prerogative
they- are 'accounted of that Church and no other, as to remove Candleﬅicks, and diſtolve Ties between
Providence hath put them together: and the Churche: him and Churches.
are divided as they live ſundry. No indweller of
7. Consrnsa, theſe Churches as they are now,
Epbeſiu, is-accounted of the Church of Sun-rim, or comparing them with what they were once: Golden
contrarily; 'order in this, being well conﬁdent with Candleﬅicks;

now Dens for Mahomet:

the God

the Goſpel :

and as we will not ﬁnd mention made head of Chriﬅ once written of to them; now tramp
in Scripture of two Churches, in one Place, what led on. Which ſhews, I. How doleful 'a thing it is
ever the Number be, ( ſave when they are after ſub to deſpiſe Vv'arnings. 2. To what a hight Churche:
divided, as ICor. xiv.) So we will not ﬁnd any Defection may come to: when there is not a healing
Saint ſpokcn of, as belonging to any congregation, in Time; when falling from the Firﬅ-love is not
but as they dwell: and the Church at ſuch a Place, taken heed to, it may come to make a Church no
and Saints of ſuch a Place, are ﬅill taken to be ofa Church. Theſe Churches were once as glorious as
like extent.
ever Glaſgow was, and more, Paul writing to ſundry
6. Consrnem- ſome of them were more corrupt, of them, and here * aim to them all; yet, for con

others of them were more pure, yet, he writes an tempt of the Goſpc , God breaks the staves of Beau
Epiﬅle to them all: ſome hath a name that they arc ty and Bands, and they are no Churches to him.
living, when they are dead; ſome are fallen from Tremble to think upon it.
their Firﬅ-love; ſome have in them thoſe that hold
8. Consmax, that " aim now in Priſon writes:
the Doctrine of the NitoIuit/ms ; ſome are luke the Church is obliged to alm's Impriſonment. We
warm, &Ft. Yet, they are all of them owned as now have moe Writings by the Apoﬅles Epiﬅles from
Churches, and written to. 1. Becauſe our Lord their Priſons, than we have from their Liberty, God

looks on them, as having that which made them to making this good Uſe of Man's M'alice.
have the Eſſence of viſible Churches: and in ſo far,
9. He repeats his Commiﬃon, not only in gene
he gives them the name, tho' many defects were in ral, but to every Church, as their peculiar Mellſiage
them: and therefore intitles them ſo. He ﬅands not was, that he might bear out his Commiſſion in his
10 give Laad'zſireu the Title of a Church to him,
dealing with them;

and that they might know the

which many, it may be, would ſcarcely count wor Warrand they had to hear him. Neither Miniſters
thy the name of Chriﬅians. 2. Becauſe our Lord's ought to ſpeak, or People to hear, except they be
ay, is not at'ﬁrﬅ to give up with Churches, and warrancled: there is an unwarmntahleneſs in hear
Perſons, who are joyned to him in Church-relations; ing, as there is in ſpeaking, Pray. xix 27. And
but to preſs upon them to be forth-coming to their People would make Conſcience in hearing, that it
obligations: He ſays not, ye are no Churches, but be not done indiﬀcrently; and there would not be
reckons them Churches: and on that Ground, founds indiﬀerent Acceſs for all to Preach, nor for hearing,
his Promiſes. Threatnlngs and Directions 5 and gives v but as the Lord warrands.

LiECT'URE
Verſe 12. And I turned to ſ-e the Wite that ſhake with m',

VI.
kind being turned, Iſaw ſeven golden

Candltﬅirir :
l3. And in the mid/I tﬃ the from Candle/li'th, one lite unto 'be Son qf Man, clothed with a Gar

mmt dawn ta the But, andgiv't about the Pap: wit/2 a golden Girdle.
_
let. His Head and ln': Huii': were wlyite like ſlſoal, a: white a: Snow, and in: Eye: were a: a ﬂame
if Fire.

15- xlnd bis Fm lik-umoﬁne'Bra/s, a:

the] 'burned in 'a FlIr'MNZ-"ui------THE

ctL-w''ſi'mm-
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THE ſecond Circumﬅance, or Step, of the Chriﬅ, from the Parts of the Deſcription, and from
ﬁrﬅ Part of the Viſion, is what jahn did, the particular Charge that Chriﬅ is holden out to
verſe li. or his Carriage when he heard the have, w'z. in having a Care of the Churches, in
Voice. ſpoken of before, 'verſe to. I turned to ſee holding the Stars in his Hand, and ſending a Sword
the l/bire that ſhake: A Voice is not properly the out of his Mouth. Who can do theſe Things but
Object of Sight; but it's two Ways to be under Chriﬅ? 3. From the ſeven Epiﬅles, which begin
ﬅood. t. Either John turned him, that is, gave with ſome Part of this Deſcription, as belonging to
Pains more clearly to perceive and underﬅand that him: He is ﬅilliﬅiled by ſome Part of it, Chap.
which was ſpoken: For,_/Z*einz, in Scripture, is often 2. and 3.
Qteﬅ. a. [Whether doth Je/Zu Chriﬅ appear here
ſo taken, for a more clear uptaking and underﬅanding
of a Thing: and ſo the meaning is, Yolm having really in his Man-head P or, I: it only a Repreſenta
heard the Voice behind him, he lends to his Ear to tion qf him in a Vſian, forſignz'ſying and holdingforth

Prapertie:
and Lzealiﬁtatien:
that are
in
Or, 2. It may look to Jahn's the
him,excellent
asſometrſime
God appeared
e old te weal'
Man,
to ſee the Voice; but the Spcaker: and on the hack (ende/rending to his Capacity for' air Cow/fart, as Dan.
of this, the heavenly Viſion is repreſcnted to him. vii. 9. andſme/ime Chrgﬅ, a: Dan. x. 5. to whirl)
And being _turned, Iſhw ſeven golden Candi'zſliths. this Viſion ſeemeth to relrlte ?
Anjiu. \Vr-: take it not for any real Apparition of
Follows what John ſaw upon his turning about; he
gets this Viſion. Folks that go about the Uſe of the Chriﬅ in his Huntanity, or as he was Man, conceiv
Means ſeriouſly, winding Ediﬁcation, they. readily ed in and born of the Virgin Mary, cruciﬁed, dead
pſoﬁt..
LEſſT us ſpeak to that which prop'erly is the V iﬁon. ' and buried, and in that Nature riſen again and aſcend- "
take it up better.

' Deſire, to ſee him that ſpoke: and ſo he turned, not

ed;

but we take it only to be a Repreſentation, or

Viſion of the glorious Properties and Qialiſications,
I. The Church, is holden out underthe and ﬅately Mztjeﬅy of the Son of God, who was,

It holds out, or, there are holden forth in it, three

' Things.

Similitude of a Candleﬅick z or, the ſeven Churches and is, and is to come, the ﬁrﬅ and the laſt: who
of Jſia, under the- Similitude of ſeven golden Candle as he is God, ſo alſo was, and is Man 3 but doth
ſticks: ſo they are expounded, 'verſe 20. 2. The not now appear in his-Humane Nature, but as God.
IMiniﬅers of theChurches, are holden out under the Reaſhn, I. Becauſein Subﬅance it is theſame Viſion

Similitude of ſeven Stars, 'ver/e 16. So are they ex

that we ftnd, Dan. vii. 9. and x. 5. where God,
We ſhall forbear any and Chriﬅ, as God, are holden out under the ſame
further Expoſition, or ſpeaking of them, till we come Expreſſlons : And if theſe Expreſſtons cannot be ap
to that Place. The main Thing in the Viſion, is, plyed in theſe Placcs to ſigniﬁe the Parts of a Humane
Our Lord Jeſus, repreſented theſe ways. Firﬅ," In Body,.( which God hath not, for he is aSpirit)
his Oﬃces. Setondly, In his excellent Waliﬁcations there can be no Reaſon why the ſame Expreſſrons
for his diſcharging theſe Oﬃces. Third/y, In his here, ſhould be applied to the Parts of a Body. _ 2;
Care of his Churches, and actual executing of his' It's clear alſo, if we look to the End, which Jeſus
Oﬃces, and exerciſing of his Qtaliﬁcations
the 'ſi Chriﬅ hath before him in this Repreſentation: He
He is for
among
good of his Churches and Miniﬅers:
bcingto direct ſeven Epiﬅles to the ſeven Churches
the one, walking; and holding the other in his Hand 5 in zgia, he ſets out himſelf by ſome excellent Proper
' and hatha Sword, going out of his Mouth, for the ties, to ground the Faith of his People, and move
good of both.
'
themto Reverence, receive, and give obedience to
(Li-eﬅ. I. Whether is it Chriſl that appear! and what he writes unto them. 3. Look through all this
Yþezzt's here, or not? The Reaſon of the Doubt, is V iſion, it cannot, be applyed literally; the ſeven
from mﬅ I. YVhere it is ſaid, j'cſizs Chryiﬅnt and Churches,.cannot be ſeven Candleﬅicks; the ſeven
ſignzﬁed the e things by his Angel.
'
Miniﬅers, cannot be ſeven Stars, &r. but it's to
pounded in. the 20. 'verſe alſo.

And.

T is he that appears and ſpeaks here to evidence the excellent Qtaliﬁcations that are in Chriﬅ,

John, who gave him the Commiſſion to write; and under theſe Repreſentations: And therefore what
certainly, it was no Angel that gave John Com ſome would draw from this, or other Repreſentations
miſſton to write, and ſend it to the ſeven Churches; . of this kind, concerning Chriﬅ's Body on Earth, qr

but it is Jeſus Chriﬅ, who intitles himſelf before, the Ubiquity of his Hurnanity, or bodily Preſence
to be theﬁ'ﬅ and the lcﬄ: No Angel can give Com with his Churches; or, for pot-tracting of his Body,
miſſion, nor dare take upon him theſe Titles_and ( as marle/manne, and other Lk'I/Mi'ﬂ/Iſ alledged )
Stiles, but Jeſus Chriﬅ only. 2. alt's clearalſo to be . hathnoGround from this Place, but gather the
'
* juﬅ

e

omen
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3,

juﬅ contrary: If Chriﬅ appeared after'his Aſcen

which we conceive to be underﬅood by it. - I. The

ﬁon, no otherways than he did before his In
camation, he would take away all Gtrnal Thought:
of his bodily Preſence on Earth. 4. It is ſaid,
One lihe unto the Son of ll/Ian: And this holds out,

Authority and W'nrrantableneſs oſ our Lord Jeſue

He was not indeed Man in this Viﬁon;

but appear

ed to John, as he did to Daniel; ſome way repre
ſenting himſelf ſo. But, 5. The Application and
Expoﬁtion of many of theſe Expreſſtons, Chap. 2.
and 3. holding forth his Eyer, to ſigniﬁe his Omni
ſcience, and the like, will ſhew the Abſurdity of
this. But to come to the three Parts of the De
ſcription, more particularly:

Chriﬅ his Kingly and Princely Oﬃce, as that which
followeth, doth of his- Prophetical Oﬃce: hereby
letting us know, that our Lord Jeſus his being in

Heaven, and in Glory, hath not made him lay by
his Oﬃces, or the executing of them;

but he re

mains King and Prieﬅ for ever, Pſizl. cx. even
in Heaven he bears his Oﬃces to his Churches. 2.
That our Lord Jcſus Chriﬅ, not only bears theſe
Oﬃces;

but, in an excellent and glorious manner:

there is no ſuch King, no ſuch Prieﬅ, no ſuch Pro

Wherein, as we ſaid, phet as he: So that whatſoever belongs to any
2. His of his Oﬃccs, or any Part of any of them, he

t. l-Ve have his Oﬃces and Authority.

(hialiﬁcations for executing theſe Oﬃces. 3. His would have his People looking to him as eminent
Care of his Churches, and his actual executing 'of therein: He is a King, ruling in Righteouſneſs,
his Oﬃces, and exerciſing of his Qualiﬁcattions ſor ﬅzttely in Majeﬅy and Dominion: a Prieﬅ, that
the good of them, and his Miniﬅers.
rontinuethſor ever, and hath an unehangeahle Prieﬅ
Firﬅ, His Oﬃces and Authority are repreſented; that
hood; and, it (th/e to ſit-e, all them, to the uttermo/l,
come unto God by him, ﬅetſing he liver for ever
his Kingly and Prieﬅly, Princely Oﬃces, under his
Garments; his Prophetical Oﬃce, by the Sword that

to rnahe Interteﬃon for them: and, ſize/7 an High

proceedeth out of his Mouth.
LONG Garments, were eſpecially uſed by two
ſorts of Perſons, Kings and Prieﬅs, Exod. xxviii. 29.
dam', the High Prieﬅ, and his Sons, have holy

Prieﬅ hero/net at, 'who is holy, and hdrtttleſi, unde
ﬁled, ſhparoted from Sinners, and made higher than

Garments appointed them;

and the High Prieﬅ was

to have a long Robe curiouſly ſewed and embroider
ed: So alſo, long Garments, were ſor a Sign of
Authority and Reverence; and Chriﬅ cnﬅs that up
to the Scribes and Phariſees, Matth. xxiii. 5. Mart
xii. 38. And Chriﬅ was clothed with a purple Robe;
which was a ſpecial Robe, deligning great Men
from others, though they did it in Dcriſion to
him.
He is girt nhout the Pap: with a golden Girdle.

the Heat-ent, Heb. vii. 24, 25, 26. He is a Pro
phet, ſuch as hath no equztl: none teacheth like him.
There-ſore it becometh us not only, not to have
low Thoughts of Chriﬅ, as bearing thoſe Oﬃces;
but to think of him as being eminent and glorious
in them, and all that concerns them. 3. It holds
out, that our Lord Jeſus his Statelineſs and Glo
ry, doth not marr, nor hinder him in the Applica

tion of his Oﬃces, and executing them for the
Good of his Church: but, ſor as ﬅrttely as he is,
for Authority, having on his long Robe, and being
girded with a Girdle; yet, his Garmcnt is ſo

A Girdle hath two Uſes, I. It was uſed for neat truced and girded, as he is ﬁtted fur his Imploy
ing the long Robe, for binding it up, that it might ment, and to make uſe of his Oﬃces, for the Bene
not be cumbcrſome to Men in their Imployment, ﬁt of Souls. ( See j'ohn xiii. 3. ) as ever he did when
Luke xvii. 8. Gird thy ſel , and ﬅr'ue me: 2. 1! he was on Earth. Chriﬅ's Greatneſs and Glory,
golden Girdle, ſigniﬁcth Authorit and Eminence; is ſo far from unﬁtting him for the diſcharge of his
ſo the Girdles of Kings ſigniﬁed,
xxii. zx. when Oﬃccs, that he hath Robes compacted, and himſelf
Eliohim is conﬅituted a Ruler, it is ſaid, I will eloath ſo ﬁtted, as he may handſomly gouabout the diſ
him with thy Rohe, and ﬅrengthen him with thy charge of them, being ﬅill girded, tho'- the Girdle be
1
Cirdle:_ And what is meant- b that, is expounded of Gold.
Tnn ſecond Part of the Deſcription, vaﬅ 14.
in the following M'ords, I wi l ton/mit the Govern
'nent into his Hand, and he ſhall he a Father tv is his (Lmliﬁcations for his Oﬃces, ſet out under the
the Inhahitant: of Jeruſalem, and to the Houﬅ of particular Parts of a Body, Firﬅ, Head and his
Judah, and I 'will lay the A'ey of the Houſe ty" Da Hair were lihe Wﬁol: This would not agree to
vid upon/als Shoulder: he ſhall open, and noneſhall Chriﬅ's Manhead in all Appearance, he not having
ſhut, &c. This Girdle of' Chriﬅ is ſpolcen of, come to that Age, at which Men uſe to become
lſa. xi. 5. Righteottﬅtﬀt ſhall he the Girdle of his White-imired. It is an Application of, or an Allu
ſion to that of Dan. vii. 9. iſ not taken out of it.
Loins, and Faithſulmſſ the Girdle of his Reins.
THE Expreſhon holdeth out theſe three Things, And the Reaſon of the Alluſion, is, Toſet out, 1.

-

-* 2
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Braſs, glittering Braſs, neareﬅ unto Gold, asbein
The Eternity of Chriﬅ's Godhead : that tho' he was, ſome
way mixed with it; And theſe Feet ofBrajsS,
and is Man; yet, before the World was, he was, and
Wot out not only his Power, but eſpecially his
ays, Counſcls, and Diſpcnſations toward his Peo
neſs of the Hair, being ſpoken of God, to ſet out his
Eternity: He is not from Yeſterday, as poor Crea ple in ordering of his churches, God's Paths and
tures are; but from Everlaﬅing, tho' his Eternity &Vays being the manner of his guiding of the World.
maketh no Change nor Alteration on him, as Age So Chriﬅ's Feet do ſigniſie his l'tepping up and down
doth on Men, 2. It ſets outourLord Jeſus his Wiſ in
his Church,
orderinEgnds:
all Things
wiſel y,
, and
holily
to his glorious
And well,
conſequen
his
dom and Experience, and the Reverence that is due
to him: He is ſet out as one having gra Hairs, being Diſpenſhtions, whereby he makes his Preſencc mani
emincntly endued with Wiſdom and xperience, as feﬅ amoncr his Pea/ple. a. T heſe Feet, are ſaid to be
old Men uſe to be in Compariſon of others, and as [Me unto ne Bra,s, as if' they burned in a Fat-nate:
theſe of younger Years uſually are not. Therefore, To point out, l. That all his Diſpenſations are pure
Dan. vii. 9. he is called 'be Antient of Days, which and perfect. 2. Excellent and ﬁrm, ſolid and dur
expounds his appearing with white Hairs. Iſa. xi. 2. able: there is no prevailing by the Gates of Hell
The Spirit oſthe Lord reﬅs upon him, the Spirit of [Viſ againﬅ them. They are pure, ſpotlcſs and clean .*
dom and Undtiﬅanding, 'be Spirit ofCoun/e/ andjlliglyt, no Iniquity is in them, Deut. xxxii. 4.. -He is tbe
tþe Spirit of Knowledge, and oft/o: Fear of t/se Lord. Rood', l7iJ "ſort is perfect: for ay bis [Vw are
THE ſecond Part of this Qgaliﬁcation, is, In his Y'edgment: a God tﬀ 'Fat/7, and without Iniguity,.
Eyes: His Eyes were as a ﬂame of Fire. He isalſo ﬂfﬅ and right is be. We think this to be the
thus ſet forth, Dan. x. 6. Theſe Eyes, point out meaning here: His Ways in his Church, his ﬅep
the Omniſcience of Chriﬅ, who, as God, ſees every ping up and down in it, are pure and ſpotleſs, ﬁrm
Thing: And they are ſaid to be as aﬅame of Fire, and ſolid: all on-lookers cannot mark a ſpot in them;
partly, becauſe of their piercing Nature: That as all they cannot be mended, or bettered, nor hindred,
Things are naked before him and bare; ſo he ſees he ſo ſickerly ſets them down. It ſerves to hold

is the Eternal God, without beginning, that White

throughly, in through and out through them all.

forth the Statelineſs of our Lord Jeſus Chriﬅ, and to

All Things are lying open, and, as it were, im

bring our Hearts to a holy Awe and Reverence of

bowelled before his Eyes, Heb. iv. And, partly, be him; O, that Folks knew what he were, they
cauſe of the Dreadſulneſs, and Terribleneſs that will would walk in more Awe and Reverence, before and

ariſe from his Omniſcience to the wicked of the with him, who is ſuch a ﬅately Perſon! Love,
World: His, and his churches Enemies, nothing reverence, and admire Jeſus: there is no ſuch ſtately
will be more terrible to them, nor a glance oſ Chriſt's and lovely Perſon in the YVorld; ſubmit to him, he
Eye, whereby he can deﬅroy VVoi'lds of them, as will do no wrong. Contend not with him : for, on
when he looked down on Sodom and Gomorra/y, Fire he will go, ſo ſickerly ſets he down his steps, like
and Brimﬅone followed his Eye, and deﬅroyed them. Pillars
of Braſs.
Reaſons
of theſe Expoſitions,
will appear
more, The
in the
Inſcriptionsſſof
the Epiﬅles,
THE third Part of his Deſcription, is verſe 15.
His Feet is [He untoﬁne Braſi: This is excellent Chap. 2. and 3.

LECT-U R.E

"VIL

Verſe 15. ----------- And bis' Vice as tbe'ſhund of many IVzters.
16. And
in bis right
ſeven
: and
outﬅrength.
of bis [Mouth went a ſharp Two- edged
sword:
and[JebisbadCountenance
wasHand
as t/Jeſi
SunSoarr
ſhinetb
in bis

Told you, that this Viſion doth not repreſent the ſaid in the Io. e'er. to be a great Voice, Iiha Tin/riper;
I Body of our Lord Jeſus, or his Humane Nature; here it is ſaid to be [He the/Sand oſmany lſ/aters, both

but it is to point out his Divine Quliﬁcations,
wherewith he was furniſhed as God-Man in one Per
ſon, for the good of his Church. And theſe Things
ſpoken of, as Parts of a Body, bear out ſome Reſem
blance and Analogy of theſe Qxaliﬁcations, that are in
him, far beyond any thing that can be conceived.
THE ſourth Propert orQialiﬁcation, is, His ſ/oiae:

high and great, heard afar oﬀ, and very terrible and
dreadful. By bis I/oire,in Scripture is underﬅood main.

k' two Things: both which may well relate to this
eſemblance. 1. His eﬀectual willing and com*
manding of Things to be, as itis ſaid, [Je ſhoee, and

it was done5 be commanded, and it ﬅood faﬅ,
( Gcn. I. ) Let there be light, and it was light:

'which is ſaid to be as t eﬅand of man) H/ateN. -It was For, 'Chriﬅ as God, hath not a Voice properly; but
the

Chap. t.
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the Voice, being that by which a Man ﬁgniﬁes his Heb. 4. The Word is compared to aSwmz' and a
Command and -Will, and being here attributed to Two-edged Stool-it', ſor theſe reaſons, I. Becauſe of
Chriﬅ as God, it is to point out his eﬀectual will the Power of it: it hath adiſccming, piercing,
ing, and bringing that forth which he would have penetrating Power with it, to come in on hearts;

done: and ſo points at the Eﬀectualneſs of Chriﬅ's
Government. There is nothing called for by him,
but it cometh to paſs; nothing commanded, but is
done, and that with a-Word. 2. It is taken for

_

and to diſcover the Thoughts and Intents of the
ſAi -hL-'v

Heart, when Chriﬅ bleſicth it, and maketh it ﬅrike

_._ _
_

at the Roots of Corruption, it will humble the
proudeﬅ Heart, and quicken the deadeﬅ Spirit and
the Manifeﬅation of God's Terrihleneſs and Majeﬅy, Pierce through the Soul and Conſcience of the moﬅ
Pſal. 18. 13. The Lord aſi thnndred in the Heaoem, obdurcd Perſon, as Acts 2. Peter's Preaching did
and the highiylzave his nice: -Haz'l-ﬅenet and Coals prieh his Heat-ers. This is the ſaving and proper
of Fire. In which ſenſe, it is applied to the Thund Eﬀect of the Word, when it Anatomizes Folks,

a

_. _.-

er: becauſe, by it he .-maniſeﬅs his Power, and and la'eth open their Thoughts, their security,

ſhews himſelf Terrible. ' Hence there is ſo much Pride, lz'ormality, 550. and ﬅrikes at the Root of
ſpoken of his I/Zt'te, Pſaluzg. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. the Body of Death, to kill it', and be its Death.
The White of the L'rd, &e. To ſhew not only the 2. Becauſe of the Eﬀect it hath among carnal
powerful Eﬀects of the Vn'te of God in the Thunder, Hearcrs and Hypocrites: in which reſpect, we
and the Way it produccth its Eﬀects; but the think it is eſpecially looked on here, as aſtcrwards in
Epiﬅlc agatſityl
to Per-garner,
Chap.
2. ſ'e/ſe.
16.
Terribleneſs and Majeﬅy of God who hath ſuch the
I willﬁght
them with
the Szuerd
ofmy 12.
Mouth.
a Voice, that as it is, Hag. 2. 6. Can/hate Heaven
and Earth : which is. to point out his Dreadſulneſs, T his Swap-ii, when rightly handled, 'proves a Torturc
andheTerribleneſs,
againﬂzthe
of his
If
ſpeaks the word,
theyEnemies
evaſſniſh:
oneChurch.
Word to the wicked Men in the World,.when it diſcovers
their Rottenneſs, ſoit's ſaid of the Two faithful
of this King will make the ﬅouteﬅ Tyrants to quake, Witneſies, Rcv. 11. 10. that they tormented them

as is clear from Scripture, and the Story of the ſor that dwelt an the Earth; the Word of' God was
ſo ſharp in their Mouths, that it did [Jew ( Heſi
mer times.

ſ Ma Mad-'do.__._,.e*,_U_
'

-.-_--

'
'

--_-.'-_-.,.4

A ﬁfth (lualiﬁcatiom is, verſe 16. He had in 6. 5.) their Minds and Conſcienccs, and Galled
The ſeven Stars are them at the Heart ; ſo ( Acts 7. ) it isfaid, Stephen's

hit right Hand ſeven start.

expounded in the laﬅ Verſe, to be the Miniﬅers of Heal-ers were 'eat in their Heart andgna/hed upon
the Churches. - And. the reaſons of it WC forbear, him with their 'I'Z'eth; they could not abide the
'

till we come to that: only here, our Lord Jeſus is

Plainneſs and Evidence ofthe Word, accompanied

ſaid to have aright *Ha/1d, that is, Power, and with Power.

Skill, and Activity in exerciſing his Power: for,
the right Hand, is the ﬅrongeﬅ Hand, and that by
which Men ſkilfully, and dexterouſly go about the
bringing to paſs of that which they would be at:
He hath not Power and Fury, but Power and
Skill; and with Power and Skill he manages all his

3. Becauſe it hath a further cutting
Vertue to wicked Men, when it proves through
God's Juﬅice, plaguing to their Htarts andMinds;

and hath an Inﬅrument-al Eﬃcacy for their ﬂaiying,

when God draws out the sentence, and gives the
Word an edge, and makes it cut; and in his Juﬅice,

to Promove their Deﬅruction, lſa. it. 4.,ſVth the

Matters. Believers have not a handleſs Mediator, Breath ef hit Lips he ſhell ﬅay the Iſſtthed, 1 Kings
(to ſpeak ſo) he hath Hands, as well as Feet. 19. 17. [Ill/i that eﬅaþeth the Saw/'ii qſzehu, ſhall

But more of this in the third Thing, contained in E/im ﬅay: and Hoſ. 6. 5. [hete-ed Ill/2 hy my
this deſcription.
_ Proþhetr, and/Jew them by. 'lhejſſuz-IJ ty' 'ny ll-Isuth,
Sixthly, He is deſcribed further, Out eſ his through God's pronoun'cing of ſharp Thicatnings,
Month went a Two-edged sword: whereby is meaned and their Corruption abuſing the Threatnings, it .
the Word of God, eſpecially the Goſpel: His becomes their Death. 2.*This Sword, is ſaid to
his Muth : to point out where-from 2
. I'aice, ſpoken of before, is more general, relating to proceed out
his univerſal Power and Soveraignty over all the the Force, ﬃcacy, and Power of the Word com
World: This relates more particularly, to the eth, when it pierceth: It's not the i'Vord, as it is

Written and Prcached Word, called the Sward eſ written, or ſpoken by Mens Mouth; but as it pro
the Spirit, which it the Vhrd qf God, Eph. 6. and' ceedeth out of Chriﬅ's Mouth, which makes it
ſharper then a Two-edged sword, dividing betwixt profitable or Convincing: and it is this which makes
fhejeyntt and the morrow, the Soul and the ſpirit, and Sinners Guilt ſo great, and tormenteth Hypocrites
I: a iiﬅerner of the thoughts and intent: zﬀthe heart, when he addeth Weight with it, to tiiwart their
Corruption,
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Corruption, and they Repine againﬅ it.
THE laﬅ Qyaliﬁcation, is hts teuntenante was as
the Su't ſhineth in his Strength: whereby lS mean

ed the Love that he ſheweth to his People, and the
Glory and Majeﬅy th/zt inchlmſelſ, Plalþ 4..u(;.
rd isﬂie
It' t uIT/Ianiſeﬅation
the light a tofy thy'auttteaame
u anPſhl.,
fhoat
Love. And
80. the cauſing oſ his Face to ſhine, lS ſeveral times

ſooken of. And this favour and (tately Majeﬅy in
Chriﬅ, is compared to the. Sun ſhining: not as in
the Morning, nor at Even, nor under a_Cloud ;_but

in his Strength. 1. Becauſe of the glorious Ma'jeﬅy
that is in it, as Chap. 5. 15. oſthe Song, his Cauti
te'mtrte is as Let/anon, excellent as

Chap. r;

2. raſ- 1.
1. HIS walking among the golden Candleﬅicks,
points out, IHis ſpecial preſence in his Church:
though he be Omnipreſent through all the World;
yet he hath aſpecial Maniſeﬅation of his Preſence
in his Church: and there is aſpecial Relation he
tween him and them, as it's ſpoken of Iſrael, Pſal.
147. 19. compared with Deut. 4.7. What Nation
is there ſh great that hath God ſh near them in all
thing-t, See? He is near to his Church [in a singular
manner, in the ſpecial Eﬀects of his Preſence, 2. It
points out his ſpecial care of his Church; He
chooſeth his Church as the pleaſanteﬅ Place in all

the Cedars: the World to walk in ; and he taketh Pleaſure there,

there is an Excellency and Beauty in it that Da
zels and Obſcures all the Excellency and Beauty of
the World, even as the light of the Sun obſcures
the Stars. 2. Becauſe of the Lightſomneſs of it:

as m his Garden and Gallery

His common pro

vidence is extended to all the World; but he tak

eth ſpecial Notice, and hath a ſpecial Care of his
Church above all the World, Iſa. 2 . 3. [the
ameat, leﬅ
for, Chriﬅ is to Believers, as the Sun lS to the Lordda keep it, [will II/ater it. euery
World, John I. 9. He is that true Itzght, that en any hurt it, I will keep it Night and Day, See Iſa.
Iighteaeth ere-cry Alom that cometh mto the lVzr/d. 43. 3, 4. 3., It points out his ſpecial taking notice
Light, both for' Direction and Conſolation: and oſ, and obſerving the Carriage of his Church and
that is a third Reaſon oſthe'Similitude. His Can/z of all within the Same: He knoweth all the
te/tante is as the Sun/hitting in his ﬅrength, for the World, and the Thoughts, Words, and Action:
reſreſhingneſs of it. Pſal. 4.. 6, 7. His Countenance oſ every one, all Projects, Counſels, and Event'

maketh the Heart more glad tahn Corn, and Wine,
and w'orldly-Comſorts whatſoever. 4. His Coun
tenance is ſo compared, from the Eﬀectual inﬂuence
it hath on Believers growth: even as the dun hath
Inﬂuence on the growing of Corns, Graſs, Trees,
Herbs, and all things in the Inferiour World: ſo
Chriſt's Countenance hath Inﬂuence on Behevers
growth
all Izfthings.
Therefore, artﬅ
ﬂ/Ial.with
4. 2.
It's
.' ſaid,
Thein Son
Rightesnſſteſsſi/hall
healing

before they come 3 but in a ſpecial Manner he tak
eth notice of 'all his,Church, how the Work of
Grace thriveth in his People; what Fruit his Ordi
nances have among them, who are making Pro

greſs, who are Back-ſliding, what is the particular
Poﬅure o;" every Soul, to ſned oﬀ luxuriant Branch
es to purge out what is Corrupt, to help forward
what is Right, to prevent any Prejudice may come
unto them: to Fore-ſee and Provide for any thing,

under his Wings to ſtth asfear his-Na/ae, and they as it may be ſor their good.

Which ſhews,

r.

ſhallga ſhrth and grow up as Calves m the Stal. What a great beneﬁt it is to be aMember of this
His Preſencc and Favour, hath a Real and Eﬀect Church: iſ it be a Mercy to be under his ſpecial
ual Inﬂuence on all that are united to him, as the and ſingular Care, it muſt be no ſmall Priviledge
- Sun in his Strength, hath on Herbs and Plants. and Beneﬁt to be aMember of his Church. 2. It
. We point but at theſe things, which are Inﬁnite letteth us ſee what manner oſ Perſons we ought

in themſelves.

Chriﬅ!

O that neceſſity of Union with to be, who have Chriﬅs preſence

ſo near us,

Othe excellency of that Condition of nearer than all the World beſides when ever we

being near to him! He is our Light: there is no arein the Ordinances, we would take up Chriﬅ,
living without him: and how lightſome 15 it, to as walking amongﬅ the midﬅ oſ us; and in all our '
walk with him, and to dwell in him?

THE third thing in the Deſcription, is,_Chr_iﬅ's
Actual exerciſing of his Oﬃces and (Lia'zrſicanons
for the good of his Churches and Miniſlers ( which
are the Objects about which his care is eſpecially
Exerciſed) holden out in theſe Two. I. He
walks among the golden Camt'leﬅzſidhs. And,_ 2. He

Converſarion, apprehend him at our Ear: it both
calls ſor Holineſs from us, and layeth Watchfulneſs

on us, knowing how Narrowiy he taketh Notice
of us. 3. It points out how-Inexcuſable, the Fault:
and Failings of theſe who live in the Church,.are_
Chriﬅ walles among them; and yet they ſtand not

Awe oſ him: theyetiigns
his no
Preſenee
withtheſimz'and
theyor'take
noticeare
Of always
them:
keeps the stars in his right Hzmtl, that is his Work
and great lmployment, as Ver/e r 3, 16. and Chap. the nearer the ſigns of his Prefence, and his ſpecial
care

N

Chap. r.
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care be, the greater is our Sin, if it have not Inﬂu Diﬃculties. 3. By Mr Laldſngjbem in bit right
ence on us. 4. It points at Chriﬅ's Tcnderneſs and I-L'ird, he points at that dependency that Miniﬅers
Care, for the comfort of them that dare not truﬅ ought to have on Jeſus Chriﬅ: they ſhould go a
themſelves, but commit themſelves to him and truﬅ bout their Duty, as in his Hand; liv pening to his
to his Care and tenderneſs:

He ſeeth well to all Strength and Power, rather than ought in themſelves,

his Churches, and every particular Perſons Conditi

for the performing of the Task commited to
'

on; and is never from them: His beingin Heaven, them.

hath not made him to lay by his Care of his People.
r. Tms is for ſpecial Conſolation in Evil-times,
This were agre-at Conſolation, ir'wc would Singly that Chriﬅ hath ſuch acare of his Miniﬅers and
make Uſe of it. Matthl 28. La, [am witbyau Churches: let the Devil pluck again and again to
to 'be End of the II'Er/d 3

and he keeps his Promiſe. have a Miniﬅery down, ſometimes by Force, ſome

T H s: other word, his holding t/ae Stars in bis times by Slight, it will not be, they are Stars, and
Right Hand, holds out his care oſ his Miniﬅers: in Chriﬅs Hand: ſooner will Stars be plucked from
the meaningisz that as he walks in the midﬅ of Heaven, then they' from him.
the Churches, and takes ſpccialcare oſ them ;

ſo

2. Chriﬅ's care of his Church, kyths in caring

he takes a ſpecial care of the Miniﬅers oſ theſe Seven for his Miniﬅers: The right care of the one, is
Churches, and ſo oſ the Miniﬅers oſall the Churches. carried along with the right care of the ot her; and
And under this is holden out, - LThe diﬃculty of it's not arightcnre oſ Churches, where there is not
the Miniﬅers ﬅation: they are not able to Stand a Reſpect to Miniﬅers: Chriſt knoweth the good
their alone, except they be upholden by Chriﬅ: and the ill oſ the one, ﬅands and ſtills with the'
partly, becauſe of the Malice and oppoſition of good and ill of the other: there is ſuch a Con
Men,
and Devilsthethat
by 'wicked
Ruin
and
ſiOverturn
Church
and Men
Workſeekof toGod
in nexion between them, and ſuch a Sibneils, they are
ſo Intereſſed the one in the other, that according as

their Hands; the venting oſ their Malice begins the one is, ſo is the other: ordinarly, iſ the Mi
at them: and partly, becauſe of the greatneſs of niﬅer becarnal and ſecure; ſo is the Flock: and iſ
the Burden and Charge, that lies on them: and the Miniﬅer be in a lively Temper; there will alſo
partly alſo for their own Inﬁrmities,- &it. 2._ It be ſome Liſe among the Flock. And iſ we ſpeak
points out the Lords ſpecial care of them, according ihReſerence to thoſe who have enmity at the
to their ﬅation, ﬅrait, and charge: as their charge Church, Hatred againﬅ the Church is vented, and
is great, and their Diﬃculties great and many ; ſo beginneth at Hatred againﬅ the Miniﬅry. It is
he exerciſes his Power for their Direction, Deſence Impoſlible to be careſul oſ Chriﬅ's Church, and
and Protectionz He hath care of all the World 5 deſpiſe and hate his Miniﬅers, to oveiturn a Mi
but more eſpecially of his Churches: but ſor his niﬅery.
3. l'r ſhews, that there is a Reſpcct due to
Churches felte, he hath, moﬅ of all, a ſpecial care
of his Miniﬅers, who are called the. Meſſengers of to them that Chriﬅ puts in this Place: and where
the Churches and the Glory of Chriﬅ, I Cor. 8. Chriﬅ hath put Reſpect, it becometh us to put Re
they being the Men that he makes uſe of ſor the ſpect alſo: there ſhould be a Symparhy with them,
handling of his Sword, and ſubduing of Souls to him. and areverencing ot' them, if it were ſor no more
They often meet with little Eﬅimation ſrom Men, but ſor this cauſe, that he heþx Ilii-m i" bit Right
and walk among many Snares and Dangers: there Hand: Reſpect vto him, ſhould make Reſpect to
ſore he holds out his care and the Application of them: It's aﬅrange Religion, to profeſs Rcſpect
his Power, eſpecially, to Incourage and strengthen to Churches and Saints, and (how ſo little to MF
them to Duty in the midﬅ of theſe Snares and niﬅers: Chriﬅ did never ſo..

7LECTuREiVm.
' ſ I'.
vere
l

And when Iſaw Ill/71,
him 'be
Iſc/l
bit Feet
as dead:
fi'ﬅat and
tho [ry]

me, ſaying unto me, Fear not,
18. 1 am be that/ſual; and was dead;

and 12? laid bis right Ham! r/ﬃs't

mld behold, I am alive ﬁre-unware.

lime-'1. ------

7

E have heard oſ this Viſion, which J'a/m the Rt'l'tlﬂtid'l, to imprint on him aStamp and

Y

ſaw : . the Lord beginneth with it at the en- Impreſſion and
of ſ his ﬁtting
own exccllency,
oſſi him asſora Pie
the
try of this Taſk of writting this Book of par-anon
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Work ; even as he began with I/hiah, rhap. 6. and of acontinued (Liarrel then apprehended, making
with Ezehiei, chap. r. ,Bearin out, by theſe Viſi not only adiſproportion, through Inﬁrmity, be
ons, a Repreſentation of his lory and Majeﬅy, twixt the Majeﬅy of God and the C'reature, which
thereby to ſit and qualiﬁe them for their Duty: is ſo many ways defective to comprehend him;
for, they are ﬁtteﬅ to bm'r God's Meſiage, and to but alſo makinga diſconformity through Sin, and ſo
Deſcribe him to others, that are thus Prepared, and aFear to appear before him: which makes the
Q_ualiſ1ed, and have ſome reverence and awe of God Creature fear undoing, as in Iſa. 6. 5. II/o is me I
Imprinted on their own Hearts.

am undone; for I an' aMzn-ﬀ unrlean Lip! ; for

FROM the 17, ver. and forward to the End, we 'nine Eyes have ﬅen the King the Lord ry" IÞ/Ir;
have ſome Ccnſequents, that followed this Viﬁon, For, though before the Fall, when God and Adam
or, ſome Circumﬅances for the ediﬁcation of the were friends, he could have endured God to ſpeak
Church, for clearing of the Viﬁon before mentioned, to him; yet, aſter the Fall, the appearance of God
and for making way for J'ohn's writing of what is Terri'ole unto him: when he hears his Voice, he
he ſaw. _And they are Four in number._ t. 'l'hc is afraid, and runs and hides himſelf. And there is
Eﬀect, which the Viﬁon had on jehn, in the be ſomething of this ſear, that ﬅicketh to the beﬅ:

ginning of very? 17. for as ﬅately and lovingly as a fear that riſeth from the ſight of Sin, which
- Jeſus Chriﬅ reprcſented himſelf, he could not bear nearneſs to God dtah diſcover. And it's like that
it; but Fain's when he ſecs him, and he falls at ſomething of both theſe Grounds were in John, as
his Feet as dead. 2. AConſolation ropoſed by may be gathered from our Lord's application of the
our Lord to j'ahn, which hath ſeveral teps. in the Remedy, and the Grounds whereupon he goes in
latter part of 'ver/2 17. and _18._ wherein as ohn comforting him, He [aytth his Hand on him, and
ky thed Weakneſs, ſo Chriﬅ kythed much Love, end strengthen: him, and ſhith ſear not, &c. Where
erneſs, ard Skilfuneſs in applying an Eﬀectual by it ſeemeth. I. John conceived, from a diﬅemp
Remedy, for curing the Diﬅemperﬂy'ohn was into. er of Mind, Chriﬅ would reckon with Him, and

3. A repetition of Yohn's Commi ton and War

with Peter, Luke 5. 8. fears (as a Sinful and Pro

rand to write, 'verſe 19. And 4.. An explication of fane Perſon in his own Account) his being ſo
that part of the viſion, concerning the meaning of near ſuch aGlorious and holy Majeﬅy. And 2.

the ſeven golden Candleﬅicks, and the Stars ve/ﬅ This diﬅemper of Mind kyths, and hath Inﬂuence
20.

on his Body, and maketh him fall down at his

I. And 'when Iſaw him, Ifei/ down at his Feet Feet: not out of Reverence, to Worſhip him;
as Dead, This is the ﬁrﬅ Conſequent or Eﬀect of
the Viſicn. Iſe/I down as Dead: that is: Iwas
Bcnummed (as it were) and Dammiſhed with
the ſight of the excellent Majeﬅy and Glory that I
ſaw in him, and [was put out of Capacity to Act
the Acts of Body or Mind, as if Ihad been Dead;

but being Overſwayed with the Exceſſtveneſs of
Fear, that Maﬅered and overcame him, he cannot
ﬅand up, but falleth down as Dead.
1. THIS ſets out to us the great diſproportion,

that is betwixt Creatures and the Majeﬅy of God:
the beloved Diſciplc ' ohn, cannot ﬅand before him

Icould no no more Exerciſe, or Act the Acts ofa when he kyths; but falleth down as dead. l/ZZ. '40.
living Man, than a dead Man can, as Daniel, Chap. 15, 17. and 41. tr, 12, 24. All Nations are as no
10. 8, 9. And it hath been often ſeen in the beﬅ of thing bcfote him, or as the Duﬅ in the Balnnce ;
God's Children, when more than ordinary Repre alittle nearneſs to God, ſhould lmve a ﬅamp of
fentations oſ God have been let forth, they have Humility, and an Impreſſion of the Majeﬅy and ex
become as dead Men, unﬁt for Action. And it cellencyof God upon us. This is one of thefouni
proceeds from two Grounds., I. From the ex tain Graces, Humility, and a holy awe of the

ceding great diﬅance, that is betwixt the inﬁnite Majeﬅy of God: and this is the way to come
Majeﬅ of God, and ﬁnite Creatures: the bright to it, to get a right ſight of that excellent Majeﬅy
neſs o the Glory, Excellency, and Majeﬅy of God that is in him; 27 Rcverence and Admire God's
the Creator, burdeneth and overburdeneth the weak Wife and well Ordered 'governing of this World,
neſs and inﬁrmity of the beﬅ of Creatures: For, if eſpecially theſe things that concern his Church
the Eyes ofCreatures be that weak, that they cannot and People. Wonder that God hath carved out
look on the Sun, what wonder that Fleſh and Blood

ſuch a way in the Works of Creation and. Provi

is not able to look on the Sun of Righteouſneſs. dence, and in the Diſpenſation of the Goſpel, and
This new Wine, is too ﬅrong for our old Bottels. myﬅeries of salvation ſuitable to our Weakneſs;
2. From the ſear of a begun (LuarL-l, and Grounds and ſo as there may be Communion kept with him,
J'ai

Chap. I.
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gab xxvi. 9. It is made one of the ﬅately steps of his himſelf, I am the ﬁrﬅ and the

And it lets us

ower, that he holdeth hath-the Fare. oﬀ hir Throne, ſee when Folks ſcarrs at Chriﬅ, and diſcourages
and/þrtadeth
his Gland
apair his
it: Throne,
He draweth
the Vail
of the Firmament
before
ſito' keep
his and faints through" their miﬅaking of him, there is

no ſuch way of curingthat Diﬅemprr and Miſtake,
The Note hath
theſe two Branches. r. That the great Ground of
our miﬅaking of Chriﬅ, is our Ignorance of him,
in his Oﬃces and Wot-th. 2. That the right curing
of that Miﬅake, is the right Knowledge and Up
taking of him. 3. It ſays this, That when Souls
are fainted anddiſcouragedz Chriſt'fis both the Cure

Glory from breaking forth, and eating up Men: And as by a right uptaking of him.

in the Diſpenſation of the Goſpel, he hath choſen the
Miniﬅry of weak Men, to reveal his Mind by them

to us: and ſpeaketh not immediately himſelf; be
cauſe we could not endure it: If ye hatrd him once
ſpetk, as he did on Mount Sz'nai, ye would ſay as

(II-ac! did, Let not Gaiſþcah to us, leﬅ w: die.

And

this way of revealing himſelf, ſhould be ſo far from and the Curerz' He muﬅ la 'on his Hand, and

making us caﬅ at it, that it ſhould make us'wonder ſpeak the VVorde

He is the

ure that is applied,

at his Condeſccndency in hedging up of himſelf ( as and the Phyſician that appliethit; He'toucheth,
it were) for our Good. 3. It lets us ſee how much and ipeaketh, and the Cure followeth. This alſo
we are in his Reverence, that deals ſo tenderly with ſheweth. I. That there are ſome kind of bodily

us, when a little glimpſe of his Glory, a looking Exerciſes, that ariſe from a Diﬅemper of the Mind,
of
Eyc,usaasdrawing
by of
the been.
Vail, would
kill us, that ſo faints and weakneth the Body, that none
andhismake
if we had
never
4.. Iſit ihew
can cure but Chriﬅ: and this of Diſcouragement
eth us alſo, that Humility and Reverence even-in the and Fainting, is one. 2. It ſheweth to Believers
beſt of God's People, is often ready to degenerate 'in their Neceſſity of having the YVord out of Chrilt's
to ſervile Fear and Diſcouragement. The worſhip Mouth for their Encouragement, one they can ſhake
ping of Jcſus Chriﬅ in humble Reverenee, wasa oii'Diſcouragement: He hath gotten the Tongue
Duty called for from j'chn; yet this Diﬅemper of of the Learned, to ſpeak 'a Word in Seaſon to the
exceſſive Fear was not called for: Such is our weary Soul: If hewere more waited on in Ordi
Weakneſs, and the Slipperineſs of our Wzilking, that nances; and if the Word were taken as from his
hardl ran we keep the right Path; but deviat to Mouth, we ſhould come better ſpeed than we do,
one hde or other : Our Faith is ready to degenerate and proﬁt more by the Ordinances. 3. More parri
into Preſumption; and our Humility to Fainting cularly, His right Hand, is his Power: and hir lay
and'Deſpondency of Spirit; and our Fear, to Diſ ing it on John, is not 'any perſonal Touch; but at'
couragement, Heartleſneſs, and Diﬅruﬅ; our Cor inward Strengthning and Up'ﬅirring, asDaniel,_Dan.
10. Behold, an Hand touched me, l'whzſizhﬅf me
ruption is ready to abuſe any thing: For though x.
upon my Knm, that is, ſomev Power for my Strength- .
there be no Exceſs in theſe Graces;

yet there may

bein us Exceſs in the Exerciſe thereof, by Reaſon ning and comfortable Upﬅirring.

And Pſal. 138. 3.
of the Corruption which is in us.
David ſaith, In the Day when I cried, thou anſwer-trill
THE ſecond Thing, is, Chriﬅ's tender Care of me : and ﬅnnzzthnni/t1 me with ﬅrength in my Soul 3
John under this Fit: [When htﬁzllr at his Feet ar which is the communicating of inward Strength, to
died, he Comſorts him: And this is ſct down in keep him unﬁnking under the ſad Condition he was
three Steps. I. He laid his right Hand upon him, in. r. It points out what our Need is: our Weak
iSaSign of his Kindlineſs, for his Encourngement. neſs and Diſcouragement is oftten ſuch, that weſilmve
2- Givcth him a general Word of Exhortation, for need not only of Comfort, but of Strength. 2. It
his Comfort, Fear not. v3. He giveth him three points at Chriﬅ's Way of dealing with Souls, thnt
general Grounds why he ſhould not Fear, to Support will ſometimes ﬅrengthen, ere he comfort: ﬁrﬅ lay
his Faith. Ofgſer-ve, in general, Our Lord Jeſus his on his Hand, and then let the Word of Comfort,
excceding Tendemeſs of Folks, eſpecially in their Fear not, come behind; He ſeeth this meet, and
Fits of Fainting and Diſcouragement, which ariſeth it's a main Evidence of Chriﬅ's Tenderneſs, Faith
through their miﬅaking, or wrong uptaking of him.
Firﬅ, It points at the exceeding ſil'cnderncſs and Et'

fulneſs and Wiſdom, that takes this Way with his

People.
fcctualneſs of his Care, that on the back of this Fit,
The ſecond Step of Chriﬅ's Care, is, His ſaying,

lﬂyeth on his Hand, and ſaith, Fear not; that'tal-z Fear not: a Word that is often uſed and repeated in
eth him at this Nick of his Diﬅemper, and miſeth the Prophets, eſpecially, I/a. 4r. 43, 44, and 533.
him. Saw/rily, What is the great Ground of Con Chapterx, Ohﬅrw, r. There is an exceſſive Felt
lſilation that is propoſed, it is a holding forth of that God allowet-h not in hisl'eople: Every thing that
G
paſſe'th
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Paſſeth ſer Fear and Humility, ſhould not be admit all Eternit of my ſelf, and gave Life to all creatures
led. Chriﬅ ſaith to 70/m, Fear not: which hath thathavegife, as it is, John 5. 26. As 'be Fat/m'
three Marks from his Experience.

1. It's a degene

bath Lz'ſe in bing/elf; ſa bath he given to the Sm

rating Fear that breeds Miﬅakes of Chriﬅ, and ſcarce to have Life in Horſe/yf:

And I that was, and is

them at him ; that weakens and faints them in their this living God, the Way, the Truth, and the Life,
Fellowſhip with him. Chriﬅ alloweth not Folm's was made dead, that is, I became Man, was made
Fear to the marringof that. 2. It maketh Folks un of a Woman, made under the Law, Gal. 4. point
capable of hearing or receiving a Meſiage from Chriﬅ; ing out the true Mediator ( God-Man in one Per
ſo that when he ſpeaketh, they are benumnied, ſenſe ſon. ) His taking on the Nature of Man ; and ſatis
leſs and dead, having Ears, but hear not: and it lock fying the Juﬅice of God, in undergoing the wrath
.eth them ſo up, that no Word taketh hold of them. of his Father; and in ſubjecting himſelf to the
Chriﬅ alloweth not this in John. 3. It diſables, ob Death of the Croſs, for the sins of his own Elect:
ﬅructs and marreth in the diſcharge of that Duty that both Natures are joyned in one Perſon;
et, it
Chriﬅ calls to. When John is called to write the was not as God that he died, tho'- the erſon
Viﬁon, he falleth a: dead: therefore, Chriﬅ ſaith, that was God, died. J'ai beheld, I liz'eſa" 'wr
Fear not; but riſe up and write: thou art called to tmre, Jmen. In as far as I was once dead, as

.reverence and ſear me; but to ſucha Fear as may
ﬅand well with thy Duty, and further tht'e, and doth
not hinder thee in it. And we would learn not to
fear, in ſo far as it works any of theſe Eﬀects. Ob
ſerve,

2. When Fear exceeds, degenerates,

Man, n0w_I am alive, and ſhall live for ever
more. And this laﬅ Expreſſion. hath two Words
put to it, to point out its Excellency. I. Beheld',
I live: Pointing at his Reſurrection, and the Con

and ſolation that ﬂows from Believers; I have overcome
Death, and live; and ſo I live, as I ſhall liye for
ever, for the Beneſit of Believers in me. That is

groweth exceſſive in theſe three ſpoken of, our Lord
alloweth it no more, than he doth proud security:
,only Jeſus Chriﬅ, is much more tender of Souls un
.der the one, nor he is under the other; yet, let us.
not pleaſe our ſelves in theſe exceſſive Fits, as if we
.were in no Hazard. Obſerve, 3. It ſaith, that Folks
-would be tender in dealing with Souls under ſuch
Diﬅempers, knowing there is a great diﬀerence be

of ſpecial Conſolation to us, our Life being linked
to Chriﬅ's Life, who is God-Man and our Media
tor:
Becauſe
lives, and
'we/ball
liveofalſo,
19.
His Life
is abePledge
Pawn
ours.John
ct 2. 14.
lime/1,
or Verily:

an Atl'everation to conﬁrm the Truth

of his Reſurrection, and to put all the World out

twixt theſe, who are under carnal Preſumption, and oſ doubt of his living, not only as God, but as God

and Man in one Perſon. Be aſſured ye have a liv

others, under Fainting.

THE third Step of Chriﬅ's Care, is, In giving ing Chriﬅ.

THE third Ground, is, dal' I have the Hey; ay'
John Grounds of Conſolation to warrand his Faith:
and they are three. The ﬁrﬅ, Is from-his own God Hell and Dear/2: 'I'o point out his abſolute Sove
head, 1 am t/ilſi'ﬅ and the leg/I: I am God that _raignty, as Mediator, in the State of Humiliation,
ſpeaks
to when
thee; the
I was
before
the World, the
andEter
will and Exaltation: Therefore, fear not, John, for 1
continue
World
ſhallbeaended,
have 'be Kejs qf Hell, and ordereth even what con
nal God,.a ſingular Pro rty of God, and a De cerns them. The Keyr, are the Sign of Govern
, -monﬅrat.on of Chriﬅ's odhead: Therefore would mcnt, li'th. xxii. 21. It's ſpoken of Elz'akim, aType

- he ſay, Thou needeﬅ not ſear, John:

I am not an of Chriﬅ, I will mia/air the General/'eat into his

Enemy, nor a stranger, or terrible Spirit 3 but Hand: and then follows, The Key qſ tlje [int/e
God: and that may ſuﬅain-one in Friendſhip with (yf David will 1 lay upon bis Shoulder. The mean
God: and it is alſo a Proof, that the Vjiion before, ing is, I have abſolute Soveraignty and Dominion

was a Viſion of Chriﬅ as God.

'

2. THE ſecond Ground, is, The Union oſ his
Godhead and Manhead, in one Perſon 3 and his ſuſ
fering in his Manhead, united to his Godhead, 1 am
be that liveth, and 'was dead : and behold, I am

over Heaven andxHcll; I deliver and carry to
Heaven whom I pleaſe, none go there, but thoſe
whom I take in: and Hell prevaileth not, at its
own will;

but is under-m

Dominiorr:

have ſupreme Power over Hlll and Death:

for, I

Not
alive ﬁr evermore. In the Original, it (is other that Chriﬅ's Dominion is limitcd to theſe; but,
wiſe, and better for the underﬅanding of the becauſe Hell and Death are the two Things that
Words,
I am
the for
[is-ing,
and I Iwas
dead; Believers fear moﬅ. * He 'tells that they need not
ſſana' behold,
I live
evermore.
am made
the' lie-ing,
fear them: for they are both his Vaſials: the
that is, I am the hvingGod, who had Life from Devil bears not the Keys; but he bears them
'
himſelf.
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Theſe are the Grouncis of Conſhhtion, mation of an Article of it. 2. That Jcſus Chriﬅa
that are given to j'ahnz and they are ﬅrengthning in his Manhead, ſatisﬁed Juﬅice: for he was dead,
Grounds of Faith and salvation to all Belie he laid down his Life, and that. willinfclvz A"
jla'an ttzheth my Lzſe from me, haf I'
it ilxe' r
vers.
himſeſſ.

Obſerve, I. OUR Lord Jeſus, is God; the ſiiﬅ and trhe it zzp again. 3. That JfſllS Chriﬅ is
God Perſon;
and Min,For,having
and the laﬅ; he that was born ,of the Virgin one
in thetwo
onediſtinct
Nature, Natures
he ctis lit,in
Mary: and'ſo a true Man, is God; he that was
cruciﬁed, dead and buried, is God.

This is one ing:

and in the other Nature,

he that was liv

and this Place of ing, became dead; _ yet it's but one Perſon, that
Scripture, is to be looked on, as a 'Proof of it, a was both living and dead : Some Things (as is
gainﬅ all the moﬅ cavilling Enemies of our Lord's ordinary) are attributed to the Perſon, that agree'

of'the Articles of our Faith:

Deity: He that died, was, and is, the ﬁrﬅ-and but to one of the Natures, as, (Acts xx. 23.)
the laﬅ; and the incommunicable Attributes of the God is ſaid to have purchaſed his Church with

Godhead agree to him.
2. Ti-rrs is propoſed, as a Ground of Conſola
tion to J'ahn and all Believers. And it hath a
World of Conſolation in it. As, r. Not only that
there is a God; but that our Lord Jeſus Chriﬅ,
is God; and that; notwithﬅanding his being God,
vct he hath loved Sinners ſo well, that he took on
Man's Nature; and in that Nature, died ſor them;
and that he, who wooes Sinners, and oﬀer-s to marry

his own Bloodſ Not that the Godhead couli
ſuﬀer, but he that was God, ſuﬀered: So of the
Mcn Chriﬅ, it may be ſaid, That he is Omni
potent, yet- not as Man, but the Perſon that

was, and is Man, is Omnipotent:

So the Perſon

that is God, died, tho' not as God, but in re
ſpect of his Humane Nature, and as he was Man.

Theſe Phraſes from Chriﬅ's own Mouth, do both
clear, and conﬁrm our Faith.
And behold, I an: alive for et'e'vnn'e. Then,
them, is God, and yet is very tender to them, and
ofthem: which is no ſmall Conſolation. And it t. Our Lord Jeſus Chriﬅ, who died once, ſhall

ſheweth alſo, that he is faithful and powerful to
perform his Promiſe to Believcts: So there is not
a Deſign of Enemies laid from the beginning to
this Day; but he hath a Hand beyond it. 2. That
Folks may expect Good of God: Seeing Chriﬅ
is God, can Belicvers look for hard dealing from
hZmZ. He is abſolute in 'his Soveraignty and Domi
rion, yet ſwa 'ing it for the Good of Believers.
What would olks have more for a Ground of
Conſolation in Times of Confuſion,

7'

lll

die no more. 2. He who died out of Love to
his People, is riſen and 'exalted to heavenly Glo
ry and Dignity, and bears the Oﬃce of Media
tor, for the Conſolation of his People forever
more. 3. His Exaltation maketh him no leſs
mindſul, nor leſs aﬀectionate, and tender of Be'

lievers in_him: For,
that now there was a

ahn might have thought,
iﬅance and Dryneſs come

in between Chriﬅ and him, eſpecially conſidered
than this? as God; but he tells John, He liveth for his

Let the World' go as it will, our Lord Jeſus, is Comfort: and that he may expect, that 'he who
God, and wifely orders all. 3. It ſaith this, That gave 'Life to all, and laid down his Life for hi'n,
Folks when their Diſcouragemcnts prevail, as they and other Believers, would be tender of him, and
are ready to miﬅake Chriﬅ, ſo they are ready to of his Life.
reﬂect on his Godhead, as if he were not faithful,

\VH r c r-r letteth us ſee,

1. That the Prir'e

4. The of Believers Redemption, is paid. 2. That it is
paid by a Brother, that had a Humane Na
quaiuted with Chriﬅ as God: The Ignorance of ture, and was like us in all Things, except Sin.
Chriﬅ, is the Ground of their being noxious, 3. ThatClu-iﬅ, who is God, is alſo Man; and
impatient, and dammiſhed with faithlcſs Fears, that, to put us in a Capacity of living.' 4. See
here Cnriﬅ's Reſurrection and victory over'
XJo/m 5. 4. 5.
FROM the ſecond Ground, I an: letting, and Death; ſo that the Bargain is compleated and
was dead. Obſerve, 1. That this Eternal Son of ﬁniſhed: and conſqucntly, that Believers ſhall
God became Man, elſe he could not have died-5 riſe and live for ever through him. Every Word
he that was God, was alſo true Man: And this here, is big with Conſolation to us, if we know, is another Ground of our Faith, or, a Conﬁr-- how to ſuck at it.
or powerful, or wiſe, or tender enough.

- :e m

ſolid Cure of Fear and Fainting, is, To be ac
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LECTUREIX.
Vetſe 18. ----- And have the Keys o HZ-[I and of Death.
19_ ſY-zye [be thing; which thou haﬅ een, and the thing: which are, and the thing: whithſhall he hereafter.
20. The 'ny/tery oﬀ the ſeven Starr 'which thou ſaweﬅ i'Lmy right Hrmd, and the ſeven golden Candle
ﬅicht. 'The/even stars are the Angel: of the ſeven Churehexz and the ſeven Candle/Itch: which thou ſame/2,
are the ſeven churches.

THe Lord is now Comforting John, I. From tenderly dealt with nor John, beloved Diſciple
his Natures, or, Perſon. 2. From his dy who la in Chriﬅ's Boſom ) are hardly raiſed
,

ing and victory over Death.

3. From his up to omfort and Conﬁdence. This ﬂows part
inﬅanced ly," from the proneneſs of our Nature. to miﬅake
eſpecially over Hell and Death, for theſe reaſons, Chriﬅ, and ſink in Diſcouragement, and partlv,
1. Becauſe Hell and Death, were the laſl: Enemies through our Weakneſs and binfulneſs 5 ſo that the
Chriﬅ had to ſubdue, as if he had ſaid, I have gotten worth of Chriﬅ, gets no credit inthe general, farleſs
Power over the greatcﬅſEnemies ; and conſequently, in our particular, at ſuch a nick'of Time as this is,
I have Power over the reﬅ : and ſo it points at the when _Diſcouragement pievaileth: a thing that Ex
greatneſs and univerſality of his Power, as Media perience teacheth, and that Souls would walk in
tor, he being made 'Head over all Things to the fear of, at ſuch Times, a Temper like unto which
Church, and having all Things put under him, we may ſee, Pſal. 77. 2. Myſa're ran in the Night
both which are in Heaven, and which are in Earth, and teaﬂ'd not: my Soul reﬂeﬅd to he romﬂrted.
and which are under the Earth, that at the Name
THE_ ſecond general, is this, That it is no great
of Jeſus every Knee ſhould bow. 2. For the Com hazard for a diſcouraged Soul to be laid at Chriſt's
fort of his People. Particularly, for the Comfort of Feet: it's a, good poﬅure, when a Soul cannot bear
ohn: becauſe now, John was aﬀrighted with the the Weight of a Diﬃculty, to throw it ſelf down
' dajeﬅy of God and the challcnges of'his own Sin before him. Chriﬅ is tender to theſe, and though
fulneſs, and was overcharged with Fear: -thereſore Souls Sin in giving way t_o exceſſive Fear, 'through
Chriﬅ ſaith to him, Fear not Hell nor Death, 70hn, the Apprehenſion of \Vrath and Guilt; yet our
for Ihave the Key: of both, and can diſpoſe ſo of Lord deals gently with them; when the Reed is
them, as they ſhall not Hurt thee; ſo gnat-ding ſmoaking,
bruiſed, he will not break it; when the Flax is but
he will not qttcnchctit; when the Ewes
him and his People againﬅ Fears and Down-calling,
which may ﬂow from the Apprehenſion of Hell are with Young, he ſoftly drives them, and carries
Oﬃce, which as Mediator, he executes;

and Death, which are the main Things that the the Lambs in his Boſom, and ſuits his Tcnderneſs

_wakned Perſon, caﬅ down at Chriﬅ's Feet, doth
fear.
I. FROM our Lord's repeating theſe grounds of
'Conſolation for J'ohn's Incouragement, in general,

in reference to them, Iſh. 40. II.

Ifany be in ſuch

acondition, it were good to believe this: Chriﬄs

Tenderneſs in ſuch acaſe when the Soul is laid
low, is abundantly clear in this one-Inſtance.
Thirdly, More particularly, Obſerve, I. That
Obſerve, That when Fear groweth exceſſive, and
degenerates, even in theſe that ſhould leaﬅ miﬅake Believers may have Apprehenﬁons and Fears of

Jcſus Chriﬅ, it is not eaſily removed; but will Hell and Death ; or, the fears of Hell and Death
take one Ground of Encouiagement and conﬁrma
tion after another, ere the Soul be erected.

may ceaſe and be exceſſive in them: therefore Chriﬅ
This is Fluards againﬅ it, which otherwiſe were not need

v
clear from the many Arguments, and the repeating u .
of them, to remove J'ohn's Fear: for, Chriﬅ doth
Olzſi 2. Much of this Fear proceedeth from' the
nothing idlely: ſo apprchenſive and jealous is Fleſh, Ignorance of Ciiriﬅ's Natures, Perſon and Oﬃces,
when the Majeſiy of God kythes, and the ſenſe of Sin, or, from the Ignorance of him in the Adminiﬅrati
and challenges for Sin are wakened, and the Creatures on of theſe his Oﬃces. Therefore when he comes
Inﬁrmity and Weakneſs is diſcovered, and ſo ﬅrong to comfort John, he holds out his Oﬃces,_ and
--is Miſbelief, That the Souls .v of theſe who are moﬅ lets him know that Life and Death are at his diſ

tenderly dealt with, (and readily none was more poﬁng.
,

There is ſome ſecret miﬅake of Chriﬅ, and
'
ſome
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ſome ﬅrange Mould of 'Chriﬅ in the Mind, where out of queﬅion, eſpecially what is contained in this

exceſſive Fear prevaileth: therefore it is often ſaid, Revelation: We will not ﬁnd the Warrand of any
Fear not, it is I, be not afraid: And through the ſo often repeated, as the Warrand to write this. 4.
following Epiﬅles to the Churches, he ever telleth It may be for this Reaſon, J'ohn's former fainting
what he is, with ſome Property.
and fagging might have madehim forget his Errand :
Obſerve, 3. THAT our Lord Jeſus Chriﬅ, hath Therefore, he will repeat it to him: to tell that diſ
the abſolute guiding and adminiﬅr'ation of what con couraging and fainting muﬅ not man' Folk in their
cerns his People: yea, hath their greateﬅ Enemies Duty ; but they would always labour ſo to compoſe
at his command; he lets into Hell and Death, and their Spirits, as the Duty they are called to may not
keeps_ out whom he pleaſeth, he gives orders in be neglected: And tho' they may be ſurprized with
fear and fainting; yet, they would up, and fall to
all
Dlſſrve, 4. THAT there is no greaterConſola work again. We may conſider the Reaſons of this
tion to God's People in Time of their Fare of Hell Repetition more fully afterward.
and Death, than to know that our Lord Jeſus hath
THAT which he commands him to write, doth
the Keys of both, and all in both, that Devils will more accurately and diﬅinctly divide this Book, nor
not winn out of the Pit, till he open the-Door, nor he did formerly, 'verſe 11. So that theſe Vv'ords,
lengthen their Chain one Link, but as he lets it out, are the compendious Diviſion of the Book and Pro
phocy that followeth. And we take it to be a Divi
Re'u. xx. 4. 14.
5. L'AY, all theſe together, what needs John ſear? ſion of it, in three Sorts of Things. 1. The Things
lſ evil Spirits.act by Chriﬅ's Orders, and the moﬅ which
haﬅ which
ſeen. ſhall
2. The
Things which
are.
3. Thethou
Things
hecthereaſter;
or other
wicked in'Hell or-Earth cannot exceed their Orders,

what needs there be Fcars? ſeeing Chriﬅ keeps the wiſe, the ﬁrﬅ Branch comprehendeth the ſecond alſo:
Keys of the Devil's Houſe, an'd-hathOrders given, and ſo it's divided in two.
I. The Things which thou haﬅ ſeen, that is, the
and Imployment carved out to them, as accurately
as he hath to Men on Earth, good or bad; for Death Things that in thy Time have happened, or fallen
and Hell are his Servants, and go not their own forth ſince the Goſpel began, the'Hiﬅory of the Goſ
Errands, but his; and therefore dare not exceed pel in its Riſe and Victorics to this Time : And we
their Commiſſion, yea, 'they muﬅ not, nor cannot, expone
it thus,
and of
do before,
not refer
onlyReaſons.
to the parti
cular Viﬁon
ſpoken
forittwo
ſiI.
whatever Malice they have in proſecuting his Or.
dcr: What Ground then of Fear is there? And Becauſe, Theſe Things which thou bet/i ſeen, hold forth
ſo it may ſerve to comfort us againﬅ the Evils of our the Subject Matter of the Book, as well as the 'Things
outward and inward condition: There is nothing which are, and the Things which ſhall be hereafter.
comes in Church, 'or Common-wealth, but as he And the Things which thou huﬅſeen, are diﬅinguiſh
orders it, who is faithful in all the Houſe of God, ed from the Things which are, and the Things which
as a Son. lt were good if our meeting together ſhall be hereafter: they muﬅ therefore be of one Sor't.
had this Fruit, to get the Faith of his Soveraignty And ſo, the Things which thou haﬂ ſeen, rclate to the
ſealed up in our Hearts. If Folks would chuſe a Time paﬅ; the 'Things which are, to the Time pre
good Friend, Patron, or Maﬅer, 'he is the Party: ſent, as the Things which ſhall be hered/Per, to the
ſtick to him, and fear nothing.
Time to come. 2. Becauſe; comparing theſe ÞVords
Ver/e 19. FOLLOWETH the third Thing, and it is with verſe 11. we will find a clear diﬀerence:

ſome Circumﬅances, that make way for Yohn's writ
ing what he ſaw, or, ourLord's repeating and inlarg

for

in verﬅ it. it's ſaid in the ſingular Number, What
thouſecyi, write in a Booh, and ſend it to the ſeven

ing of John's Commiſſion. This Commiſſion is ſo Church's: which looketh to the particular Viſion,
often repeated, totell, I. How punctual he would ſpoken of there, or to the following V iſions; look
have John in keeping himſelf by his Commiſſion, ing on the Reodation, as one Vilion with ſo many
neither altering nor diminiſhing it, nor doing any Parts; but here, it is written, The Things, in the
thing leſs or more, but what he had Commiſſion for. plural ; and which that: ha/i/Zen, in the preterite time,
2- To ſhew on what Ground this Word depends, that is, write the Things which are paﬅ; to diﬅin
and the Authority of it: -It's not to be accounted au guiſh them from Things preſent and to'cQme: and
thentick, becauſe John wrote it ſimply, or becauſe ſo we expound theſe Things paﬅ, from the Riſe of
the Church accounts it ſo; but becauſe j'oh" at the Goſpel to this Time, according to the Scope of
Chriﬅ's command wrote it: Chriﬅ will have the this Prophecy.
i
Warrand and Authority of his Word diſcernable, and
2. The Things which are, that is, the preſent
Eﬅate

at-_,- _
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Eﬅate of the Churches, in the two foilowinfz Chap Epiﬅles to the Angels, and ſeveral Times here-iftcr.
ters: which holds forth the State of theſe Churches, There is ſomething to be ſupplicd here, while he

ſaith, The jWy/Ilry (If th: ſeven star: which than
as they were for the Time.
3. The Thing: which/hall he hereafter, or, which fawe/i; that is, I will ſhew thee, or, Iwill tell thee
muﬅ be hereafter; point at the Story and State of the the Myﬅery of the ſeven stars, &Ft.

as he ſaith

Church from Yohn's Time to the ſecond coming of Rev. xvii. 7. I will tell thee the MJ-ſhry of the H/BZ
Chriﬅ: for, from the riſe and beginning of the Church man; that is, I will let thee know what it meaneth
here, it ends not, till it bring the Church Militant to Jeſus Chriﬅ being the beﬅ Interpreter of his owti
Glory, and put the wicked in the bottomleſs Pit, Mind, condeſcendeth to open up ſo much of the
Chap. 20. and 22. I mark it, becauſe it ſerves to be Myﬅery as was uſeful and needful. I. He eit
And this Diviſion, poundcth the Stars: And then, 2. The Candle
ſheweth, 1. That we are not to ſeek in this Book ﬅicks.
of the Revelation, Things that were before Chriﬅ's
1. Ha expoundeth the Stars; The man star:
Time, as ſome needleily draw it to the four Mo the Angelrly th: ſeven Churches; thzt is, the ſings:

a Key to the reﬅ of the Story.

narchies.

2. That the Things contained in this Scars
ſigniie, mean, and repreſent the Anvels\ or
Miniﬅers,
or Oﬃeers of the ſeven Churcheso: Iz'or,

Book, relate not to a Generation or two only 3 but

- to Things falling out in the Church to the End of the it's a Thing ordinary, to call Miniﬅers, Angcjz,
- World : For, tho' ſome little Things before Chriﬅ's LML
z, Pnþlt/hau/dſ/Zsh
7_ T/zc Prieﬅ; Lip:
ſhouldat help
Knowlzeﬁr!
and Iht
the Law
hit [Mouth
_ Time, be hinted at in this Book; yet they are not
brought in, as principal Prophecies, but as uſeful, to hz is the Mtſſinger oﬀthe Lord zȝ/'IÞ/It. In the Ori
expound theſe principal Prophecies, as when Ram' is ginal, it is, For he is the Angel qf the Lard qf [aft/II,
ſpoken of, ( Chap. 17. ) and its by-paﬅ Governments So, ur/gcs 2. r. it is ſaid, In Angel qfthe Lard tame
under the name of Babylon, it is brought in, to clear 14? ran' Gilgal to Bochim : The Word in the Ori
what is meaned by the W'hore which Yahn gmal is, 11 Mﬃngtr tame up; one particularly ſent
for that Errand. Miniﬅers are called Ingzls, I. For
ſaw.
AGAIN, two Things further, are obſervable here, God's ſpecial imploying them about his holy Things,
I. Our Lord Jeſus his Care and Reſpect to his beyond others. 2. Becauſe of that their ſanctiﬁbed
Church, that will acquaint her with Things paﬅ1 _Station: to put them in mind, that they ſhould be
preſent, and to come, for their Comfort and Ediﬁ in their Converſation, Angelical. 3. To make them
cation. So well would he have them provided with to be received as Angels by others; that is, the Diu
-Leſſons, and guarded againﬅ all Times, and what

ever Diﬃculties may come. 2. Being now to enter
to the Story, which he is to write, he divides it ere
he begin, both to make way for Clearnefs in the
Thing', and ſor Diﬅinctneſs in the uptaking of it ;
to make it the more intelligible to them to whom

nity due to them. By Angel: here, is not meaht
ſome more eminent nor another in theſe Churches
ſuch as the Lord Biſhop; but by Angel's, we under:

ﬅand all the Biſhops and Presbyters that werexover
theſe Churches.

1. Becauſe, when it is ſaid, The

ſeem Stars, are the Jngclrqf the ſam; Chin-(AN it
he writeth, and to all that ſhould read it; he draw ſptaketh of them indeﬁnitely, whether they be moc
ethþ it all up to threeHeads. And there is a proﬁtable or fewer; and he ſaith not, they are the ſeven An
Uſe to be made of this for Men, in ſpeaking and writ gels of the ſeven Churches, as it ſaith, Theſeuen
ing, to be methodical and orderly: 'our Lord's way Cand/g/Iirhs, 'are the/Even Chin-ther; but ſuppoſczh
of writing, is no Friend to Confuſion, nor Enemy that the Number is not ſo exact in the one as in th;
to Order, if ſo be, Order be made ſubſervient to Edi
ﬁcation, and not to Curioſity; ſuch is Chriﬅ's Or

ſſ

other:

,

For, if the Number of Miniﬅers were deſi

nite, as of the Churches, why ſhould the Manner
der here; and to that Scope doth that Recapitulation of speech be diﬀerent? Ncr ſaith it, The eminent
ſerve, Hsh. vi. I. and viii. 1.' And ſo are the writ Angel: oftheſtwn Churches; but indeﬁnitely, the
are the Angel: of theſe-nen Churches. As Philip. ry
ings of Paul often, moﬅ exact in this.
I/czjſ- 20. -Tms Verſe containeth an Explication Plurality
he writethoſtoſuch
the Biſhops
in one Town,
and Deacons,
leſs than
ſuppoſin-y
Epheſhr
of the Myﬅery, ſpoken of before in the Viﬁon, which
John ſaw: at leaﬅ of ſo much of it, as is uſeful and or others mentioned here. Therefore, 2. It is ſinoi
needful to be known: as uſually he leaveth always to be expounded of one Man, as if ſome one
ſomewhat at the back of the Viſion, to bea Key to Man in each of theſe Churches, had had the Pne
open the reﬅ; So this ſervcth to open ſoinewltat heminence, becauſe our Lord writing to ſome of theſe

that is paﬅ 3 ſomething that is ſpoken in the ſeven Churches, and directing the Epiﬅle to the Angel,
ſpeaketh
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ſpeaketh oſ them as moe; As when he writeth to together.

Beſide, moeMiniſters there were than one
Smyrna, chapter 2'. verſe 10. he ſaith Darrmrrecſ in rhoſe Churches : that is certain. Either then they
theſe ﬂing: which thou ſhaltſizﬄr. Behold, the Devil muﬅ be comprehended under the title oſ Angel, or
Iball raﬅſhmeoﬀ you into P/'iſh/I, that ye may be tryed: elſe taken in as contradiﬅinguiſhed from them with
which muﬅ relate primarily, to the Miniﬅers in the reﬅ of the Church; But that vtill be ſound ab
Smyrnatand ſuppoſeth moe Miniﬅers than one; ſurd, that the Church and her guides ſhould be
and that in directing the Epiﬅle to the Angel oſ ſuch ſome way contradiﬅinguiſhed, and yet Miniﬅers not
a Church, he underﬅood the whole collective Body to ſall under that Diﬅinction ; for, stars they muﬅ
of Miniﬅcrs and Church-oﬃcers, that aſterwardh: e, that is, Augels; or Candle/lids, that is, aznoogﬅ
diﬅributes in moe individual Perſons. See the Notes the People, as diﬅinguiſhed ſroin the Siars; But
there, and on Chap. 2. Ver/2 24. where the Church the laſt cannot be. Therefore oſ Neceſſity, the ﬁrﬅ
in Tbyatira, is diﬅrſhuted in three, 1. In theſe, muﬅ be underﬅood. \Vc conceive then, as by

who are polluted Members thereof. 2. In theſe, Church, or Candle/Pick, is underﬅood truny Profeſſ
who were ſree oſ theſe Pollutions called the reﬅ. 3. ors or churches, ( ſor under Civil/II) here, ſuch who
Intlze Miniﬅcrs, who are ſtiled Hu, colt-As, as thus Plead, will grant moe particular Ciiurcheu to
diﬅinct from the other two 3' yet All in the plural be Comprehended: ſor, thy they, they are DlOCCilLlH
Churche-s ) in an united way or' worſhipping or Go
Number.
3. What is then to be underﬅood by zl-zgel of vernment; So; by A'zzgel, many Church-guidesin
Ep/reﬅu (and ſo oſ the reﬅ ) we may learn ſrom an united way oſ Governing may be underﬅood.
Acts 20. 17. with 28. where Paul having the ſame Miniﬅers are called Scar-r, ſor theſe Reaſons. r.
Buſineſs to do on the matter, in recommending the To ſigniﬁe and point out the Eminence and Dignity
care of that Church to ſome, ſor preventing ills oſ the Oﬃce, that it is a glorious and ſhining Oﬃte.
which he ſorcſaw to he coming, he calleth not One,

2.

To point out what is the cſpcciil end oſ this

but the Elder: Of the Church of Epbeſizs: and giveth Oﬃce; It is to give light: as the uſe oſStars is,
not to One, the Charge or Name of Biſhop; but to give light to the YVorld; ſoit's Miniﬅcrs main
to zIlI of them he Committeth it. Therefore, ſeeing imploymcnt, to Shine and give Light to others z to
Paul comprehendeth all in his Sermon under that make the VvOliLi which

is adark Night to be

Name ﬁring-neſſe; I/hſe 18. (and would by write, lightſome. In which ſenſe, zMztt/e. 5. 14. It'sſaid,
as well as word, done it ) we muﬅ ſo expound yet/'m They ai'e t/ze Lig/It eſ tlee [Hail-'1. 3. It is to ſig
to' do alſo, though he write in a more Obſcure Stile, niﬁe, that they are but ſubſervient Lights: Our

as beﬅ agreeth with this Prophecy. For this Argu Lord jeſus is the Sun of Righteouſneſs, that Light,
ment is ſure, Theſe that Zoþn wrote to, under the t/mt great Light; and Miniﬅers are leſter Lights.
Name of the Angel oſ pbqſiu, and ſo of other 4. It is to point out the way how Miniﬅers become
churches ) are theſe who have the overlight of, and lightſome. Stars receive their light from the Sun,
authority over, theſe Churches 5

But theſe are and by Vertuc oſ that borrowed Light arc made

dear to be many Elder: or Biſhops; Act; 20. &Ft. lightſome; ſo Miniﬅer', are made lightſoine, and
Erge, &it. Thereſore take we the ﬅile Angel, to
bccollcctive, i. e. to the Angel: (ſeeing the Stile.
as alſo the Matter agreeth to all) or ll/Iz'nylerr
Of ſuch a Church: as ſuppoſe one were writing to
a City, Govemed by aNumber oſ Magiﬅrates, in
lhc Ariﬅocratick Governmcnt, might it not be di
lected to the Magiﬅrate oſ ſuch a City, and yet no
particular Perſon be pointed at, but the whole be

collectively underﬅood? and ſo we conceive it here.

Evenas by one Beet/I, Chap. x 3. &Ft. or Head, C/mp. 17. he doth expreſs a Civil Government, to wit,

oſRame, before it was Monarchick; ſo may he be
underﬅood to do, by the ﬁgurative Titlc Angel
hcre, though it be the ſingular Number; Conſider

ſhine to give others Light, by vertue oſthc Light
that they receive from Chriﬅ: they are Lights, but
their Light is Star Light, a borrowed Light: and
eclipſes betwixt Jeſus Chriﬅ and them, will darken
them, ſeeing they have no Light, but what they
*receive ſrom him. This would learn Miniﬅcrs and

People a right uptaking ot" the nature oſ this Oﬃce,
and keep oﬀ contrary extremes, that both reſpec
tively are ſubject unto.
The ſecond part is expounded, fleeſhew: Candle
ſiirb, are the/even churches, as before he expounded,
the ſeven Sun-s to be the Angels oſ the ſeven
Churche-s. The Churches are called Candle/li'th,
for theſe Reaſons. 1. Becauſe the Candleﬅick is

ing with all, that the Things charged on this tlmt which properly the LighLis ſet into: and it's
Angel, or required of him, are ſuch as agree not to ﬁtted for receiving oſ_ Light, thougltit have none
one; but to the collective Body, of Church-Oſhcers of its own; ſo the viſible Church, is that wherein
Chriﬅ
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Chriﬅ Jefus ſets his Lights, r Cor. 12. 28. God bath Members of the Church are oblidged to, they
ﬅt ſome in tlar Clyurrb,
Jpiſiler, ſmndly Proþbets, ought to be as Gold that will abide the Trial,
&e. The Church-is as it were, the Candleﬅick to and hath no Dreſs." The Church of Chriﬅ ſhould
the Candle, the proper Smt of the Apoﬅles, Prophets be throughly ſinccre, as Gold: to be like every ſort
and Miniﬅcrs after them. 2.Though the Candle of Mettal, will not be enough.
ﬅick give no Light', yet it makes the Light ſet on it
Beﬅ. flow ran theſe C/jlctﬂbﬁ be talk/I Gold,
to be the more uſeful to others, as Matrb; 5. 14.. ſeeing many of tbtm are ſh little mrtb, that they
2? are tive Light zﬀtlze Wirld: a City ﬅt on nHilI muldſrarce abide the Trial, a: Pergamos, Thyatira,
Mnnat
lie bid
: mit/m'
liglzt a Candle
put Sardis, &Ft. and Laodicea ixſh corrupt that/be bath no
it undrrſi
a Buſhel,
butdo
on rl<aenCandleﬅick,
that itto may

commendation at all?
give Liglit to all that art in tlye I-Þn/Z: So Miniﬅers ' Air/Lo. Our Lord Jeſus deſigns the Viſible Church,
.are ſct in the Church; and, their ſetting in the or Churches, not according to the Plurality; but

Church, is and
themakes
way itwhereby
Light, according to thebetter part: and when there is any
ordinarily,
ſhine. God
And preſerves
ſo, the excctellent
Gold, he counts by it : even as one may call an
comely order of the viſible Church, kyths in this, heap, 'a heap of Corn, though the greateﬅ part be
that it is like aCity ſet on al-lill. And hence the Chaﬀ. 3. There is-ſomething eﬂ'ential to the
Church is called 'be Pillar and ground of the truth, Church as viſible, which makes them get this De
lTi/n. 3. 15. The light of theI Truth being ſe_t in nomination; for, the viſible Church hath a corn
the Church, as on a Pillar to make it kyththe more, parative Excellency beyond others that are without;
and be ſeen the further, that others may fall in and Jeſus Chriﬅ looking not to what they were,
Love with it. And laying both theſe together, the but to the Nature of aViſible Church, he calls

Miniﬅcrs being Liglm, and the Churches Candle them Golden Candleﬅick, even as he calls the
ﬅiri-r, it holdeth out a near and ﬁb relation betwixt Miniﬅers Starr, though there were ſome among
Miniﬅers and People, as if the People were dark them little worth, as that Angel of Lmditca: be
without Miniﬅers; and the Miniﬅers would not cauſe by vertue of their Oﬃce they were ſo : So the
ſhine far, nor be uſeſul, if they had not Churches Churches written to, by the Apoﬅles, are called
to bear them up. We ought not to ﬅrain this Saints, and Holy, in ſo far, as by vertue of their
Similitude too "far, as if Churches mightbe Churches Profeﬂion and Church-ﬅate relation that they ﬅood
without Miniﬅeis, much leſs before Nliniﬅers be ſet in to God, they were ſo. 3. He deſigns them ſo
in them,

as a Candleﬅick ﬅill is a Candleﬅick, by vertue oſ their obligation, to let them ſee what

without a Light, but certainly, very dark.

That they ſhould be, and were oblidged to be.

This is a

is not the ſcope; but it is to ſhew that in Conﬅitute main Reaſon why the Church of the Tewr, is
Churches, what is Chriﬅs eﬅeem, both ofMiniﬅers called a Holy People ; not for any great Holineſs that

and People, and what is the mutual Relation that often was amongﬅ them all; but becauſe they
ﬅands betwixt them, each to other.

We know were ſepamred from other People, to be a peculiar

that the Church oi'ganized, is but one Body, where
of the Paﬅors are a principal part; and that theſe dero
gate not to the other relations betwixt Miniﬅers 8; Peo

People to him: in which reſpect, the Children of
Believers, are called holy, 1 Cor. 7. which is not
to be underﬅood of any perſonal Hvolineſs; but of

ple, as to be Fathers to them, to beget them, to nouriſh a Holineſs in reſpect of a Federal or Covemnt relatic
them, as a Nurſe doth in giving ſuck; to be Mothers, on: in which reſpect, they are ſeparated from the

travailing in Birth with them: in which reſpect, reﬅ of the World, who have not an external Right
particular Churches, and Chriﬅians have their being' to ſuch Church-priviledges. Thus, both ﬅock and
from Miniﬅers, as ſuch Inﬅruments who hath branches are Holy and no otherwiſe, Ram u.
begotten them by the immortal Seed of the
Which lets us ſee, 1 What reſpect jeſus Chriﬅ
Word.
hath to his Churches and Miniﬅers. 2. That the
2. Golden Candlgﬅirks, I. To point out com Scriptures way of ex'pounding it ſ-:lf,_is to expound
paratively,- the excellency of the V iſible Church, one place by another: one Verſe or Phraſe, dnrkly
above all other Societies in the World; and poſitive ſet down in one place, by an other, more full and
ly, the excelleney that is among the Churches: clear in an other place.- 3. Particularly, * how to
as gold is the moﬅ excellent mettal; ſo the Church expound the Word are, or is, the ſeven stars: are,

is the choice and wail of all the World be that is, they ſigniﬁe and repreſent: aWord oſten
ſile: it's God's Garden.
2. To let us uſed, Gan. 41. 26. The ſeven good'Kine, are
ſee yvhat is Believers Duty, and what all the ſeven Years, &e. So the Lam'ci, i! the Paſs
_ over,

n__._
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over, and Matth. xxvi. 26. Take, cat: tr'n': ismy Candlcﬅicks, or contrarily;
Body. ' Tbi: Cup i: my Blaod, &e. which Expreſſrons
hold out no Ttanſiibﬅantiation, or Tranſmutation,
or turning of one Subﬅance into another, more than
what is ſaid here imports that the Miniﬅers were
tranſubﬅantiated in Stars, or the Churches in

49
But it is a myﬅeri

ous, and ſacramental way of ſpeaking, to ſet forth
the thing ſigniﬁed, or repreſented, by giving the
name thereof to the Sign, which repreſents it.

And this is in many Places to be advcrted un
to.

Concerning a calling to t/n jþſinﬄry, and Clear-mﬅ therein.

I

His command ajf writing, was particularly of Bondage, both as to their Duty and their Peace;
ſet down, 'mſt 1 I. Here again, it is renew becauſe it's not clear to them that it is ſo ; for, al

ed; and afterward, C/mp. 2. and Chap; 3. though the being oſa Miniﬅer and his Calling, ſimply
is ſeven times repeated, with reſpect to every Church depends not on his Clearneſs of his Call : as the be
he writes unto: which certainlg is to ſhew, of what ing of a Belicver doth not neceſſarily infer that he
Concernment Clearneſs of a all is, and that both muﬅ know himſelf to be a Believer; yet, no queﬅi
in General, and Particular; and is done amongﬅ on, as a Believer's particular Comfort depends on the
other Reaſons for this end, to clear J'alm in his Call, Clearneſs oſ his Intereﬅ, for which Cauſe he ſhould
and to warrand the People in their receiving of his ﬅudy it; ſo a Minitter's conﬁdence and quictneſs in
Meſlage, From which we may gather this, That a his particular Miniltry, doth much depend on this,

Miniſter that taketh on him to ediﬁe a Church in the That he be clear in his Call to be a Miniﬅer: For
Name of th'e Lord, had need to be clear of his Call which Cauſe, they who look thereztway, or are en
thereunto ſrom the Lord: it's not the generalthat tred therein, would humbly enquire for nothing more
we now inſiﬅ on, viz. that there is ſuch a pecu than
this, That
they engaging.
be clear thatAnd
theyalthough
have Chriﬅ's
Commiſlion
for their
it bcte
liar Calling, or, that none but the Lord can autho
rize for it ; but it's eſpecially concerning that Clear impoſſible to be particular, or fully ſatisfying in this,
neſs which every Minifter ought to have in his Call, ſo as to meet with all the Diﬃculties thit may oc
that with holy'Boldneſs he may go abcut the Work, _curr; but Chriﬅian Prudence and Tenderneſs will
having Peace in himſelf ( whatever he may meet with ﬅill lind Matter of Exerciſe in the deciding thereof;
in it) as one who hath not run, whereas the Lord Yet, having this Occaſion here, (which is alſo fre
did not ſend him, Yer. xxiii. 21. That this is ex quent in this Book) we may, once for all, ſay a
ceedingly requiſite to a Miniſter, we ſuppoſe will be l/Vord in the general to what may give a Miniﬅcr
out of queﬅion to all who know that Miniﬅers are Clear-neſs in his Calling: which we may take up in
but Amhaſladors; and ſo for them to want Clearneſs a Five-fold Conſideration. I. Of a Miniﬅer's Cull
of the Lord's Call, is to be uncertain whether they to that Work, in general. 2. To a particular Peo
have a Commiſſion or not : And therefore they who ple. 3. In carrying a particular Mellage to that
look not to it, can neither have that conﬁdence of the People. 4.. What is required of him as to writing
Lord's owning them, or accepting of them in their for the Beneﬁt of the Church. 5. And what re
Duty, except there be ſome Satisfaction herein, to ſpcct People ought to have to God's calling of a
wit, that the Lord hath ſent them, or doth ſend Man, in their hearing and reading. _
FOR the ﬁrﬅ, VVe ſay, I. That Miniſters would
them. 'It will be a pulling Queﬅion to many one
Day, Man, who made thee a Miniſter? Who gave ſobcrly endeavour Satisfaction at their Entry, if they
thee Commiſſion to treat for Chriﬅ? And although be called to that W'ork or not; and begin with that:
others may have Peace in the Uſe-making of ſuch a This is certain, that it's not indiﬀerent, whether
Man's Miniﬅry ; yet himſelf can have none, he be Men betake them to this Calling or an other: lOl'
ing ever liable to this Qxeﬅion, Friend, how entredﬅ

God hath not indiﬀerently diſpenſed his Talents:

thou thither? And how obtained thou this Ho
þour? Doubtleſs from the defect of this Trial, it is,
In part, that many thruﬅ themſelves into the Work
at ﬁrﬅ, whoſe after Carriage and 'Way proves them
'never
ſent;
theyofdurﬅ
not for
haveaſſ
done, to
hadhave
theybeen
walked
'by which
this Rule
waiting

nor hath he left Men to that Liberty, to chooſe as
they will; but willeth them to continue and abide
in that Calling whereto they are called: and not
which they have choſen themſelves; yea, that a _
Man
ſomeMiniﬅry,
Knowledge
or provſſe
Aﬀection
W'orkhave
of the
will not
him totothat
be

ommiſſion thereto.

And on the other hand, ſome called, although all that is externally needful for

'any called to the Miniſtry, are yet kept in a kind his promoving' thcreindid
not
ſi H concurt; for that will
prove
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prove a Call to an other Charge or Truﬅ; and ſo be had to theſe four: which may be ſatisfying as to
not to this: And no queﬅion, it being adeſirable his Peace, when the r concurr.
1. A Man's Gi/i, is the great diﬀerencing Cha
Thing in it ſelf to be a Mellenger for Jeſus Chriﬅ
to his Church,- many may deſire the Oﬃce of a

racter of a Call, though it be not of it ſelf, conﬅi
that is, that one be in ſome

Bfſhop, and be approven of God in their Look tutive of a Call;

thereaway; and yet indeed never be called of God Meaſure &answering-3 or, apt to teach: This be
ing infallibly true, that whom the Lord deſigns ſor

actually to it, as Experience may conﬁrm.

Serand/y, WHEN we ſpeal; oſa Call in any of the any Imployment in his Houſe, iſ it were but to make
former Reſpects, it's not to be underﬅood, that Men Curtains, Sockets, Ut. to the Ark, he will ſome

now are to lcok for an immediate and extraordi way ﬁt, and make them ſuitable toit; And this is
nary Call, as 70bn and the Apoﬅles had, That as-the Seal whereby he evinceth in the Hearts of
were as unwarrantable as to look ſor an extraordi Hearers, that he who treats, is his Authorized Am<
nary Meaſure of Gifts, ſuch as they were ſurniſhed baſſador.
with, and that in an immediate way; but it is that
2. To clear a Man to exerciſe his Giſt: it muﬅ

as extraordinary Oﬃcers had extraordinary and im

not only be a Gift, but found and declared to beﬅ,

mediate Evidences of their Call, ( ſor ſo it required ) by 'beſt to wbam tbt Trial of Gifts i: committed by
ſo Miniﬅers and ordinary Oﬃce-beaters, that are ytſiu Cbrj/Z: For, it's not the having a Gift, that
called in a mediate Way, would ſeek for ſuch Evi maketh a Call; yea, nor that which maketh it '<
dences, as mediately may ſatisﬁe them: For, the publick Gift, or to be acknowledged as ſuch; but it's
mediate calling of the Church, according to Chriﬅ's the orderl Authoritative Miſſion, that followeth up
thatand ift:
In which
the exerciſe
of the
Ordinance, is Chriﬅ's Call, as that more immediate on
Gilt,
thellaying
on ofreſpect,
the Hand'
of the Presby
was:

l
l
r

-m_. .-._:.,._,.

,

And therefore, Act: xx. 28. and elſewhere,

theſe Elder-s and Paﬅors of Epbeſm, (who yet, no tery, are put together, 1Tim. iv. 14. even though
queﬅion, had but ſuchaCall as theſe that were it ſeemeth that he had Knowledge and Gifts before.
choſen by the People, and Ordained by the Presby If it were not thus, what a Contuſion would there
tery, Acts xiv. 23. and I YYm. iv. 14.. ) are ſaid to be in the Church of Chriﬅ, more than in any Com
be ſet over the Flock by the baly Gb'ﬅ: And ſo mon-wealth? Where it's not Giſts that conﬅitutes
Paﬅors and Teachers, who are 'to be continued a Magiﬅrate, or an oﬃcer; but the orderly calling
in the Church by a mediate way of Man's of a' Perſon thereunto by ſuch as have Authority:
tranſmitting it to others, as Paul's Word is, which ought alſo ſingularly to be obſerved here.
2Tim. 2. 2. are yet accounted a Giſt oſ Chriﬅ's pſiublickorder
And the Lord hath
for the
of hisappointed
Houſe, this,
whichnotis only
exceedingly
to his Church, as the Oﬃce: of Apoﬅles, Evange
prized by him; but alſo for the particular clearing
liﬅs, &Ft. are, Epb. iv. II.
Tbird] , In this Inquiry, the great Streſs would Of the Perſon that is to bedeﬁgned. Thus, Icon
not be laid on-a Man's own Inclination, or a ſuppoſ ceive, a Perſon that is at ſome doubt about his
ed Impulſe, which yet may be but the Inclination. Giſt, and poſſibly thinking it ﬁt to cdiﬁe; yet, upon
That being found to ﬂow ſrom, or to go along with Suppolition that it be ſound otherwiſe by theſe to
rational Grounds, may have its own Weight; but whom the Spirits, or Gifts, ought to be ſubjected,
otherwiſe, not; for we ſee often Men more aﬀecti he may have Peace in abﬅaining, whatever his
onately inclining to what they ſhould not, than to own Thoughts be: becauſe the Lord hath not
what they ſhould. Hence many run who are not made theſe his Rule. Hence alſo, 'on the other
whoſe Inclinations certainly lead them to it:

hand, ſome who may eﬅeem their Gift unﬁt for

And others again, that are moﬅ cotzvincingly cal
led, have yet diﬃculty to go over their Inclinations,
as doth appear in jVaﬅs, 7trzmirzb, and Jaw/i, at
leaﬅ in his Call to Nz'ni-L'eb. And our Hearts being
deceitful, and vie ready to account the Motions of
our own Spirits to be better than they are, There is
need, whether in the general', or in the particular
Call, to be wary here.

edifying of the Church; yet if it be found other
wiſe by theſe whoſe lace leads them to decide, and

ſent;

IVIOR': particularly, we conceive,

whoſe Conſcience will make

them tender in it,

they ought and may witrh Peace yield; Whereas,
if there were no Authoritative Trial, what a tor
ture would it be to ſome to'have the Weight

wholly lying on themſelves? and what a Door
would be open tothe moﬅ self-conﬁdent Per

that-both in ſons on the other hand?

Yea, were it not thus,

general, and with relation to a particular Place there would be no need of the_Trial of Giſts,

for the clearing of a Miniﬅcr's Call, reſpect is to, enjoyned, lCar; xiv. 29, 31. which being in extra
ordinary
-.. -- wru-

>
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ordinary gifted Prophets, it*s much more to be Providence, and the Coma/'ruin gſ his Dtſibmſia
reſpected in ordinary Miniﬅers: Neither were there tient: which, though they will not determine a
uſe for ſo many Precepts to try, and ſo many Call ſtmply, nor make a Thing lawful to one,
Characters how to diſcern them that are ﬁtted for, which is not in it ſelf lawful;

yet, in poſitive

or called to the Miniﬅry, whereof, to br- apt to Duties, they may do much to caﬅ the Bztlance
tmb,_is a main one, if there were not weight to be in ſwaying a Man to one Calling beyond ano
laid on the Probation, and Determination of a ther; as ſuppoſe one hath Means and Ways in
Presbvtery, who are to count to God for their Providence provided for his Education, which others
Deciſion in ſuch a Caſe, and are not left to Indif

have not;

ferency or Arbitrarineſs therein.
3. FOR a Man's Peace, beſide the former two,
single/reﬅ in him/ﬂy' is neceſſary, without which,
both the former two will not ſuﬅain him againﬅ
a challenge: except there be a Tcﬅimony here,
that Conſcicnce to Duty, and obedience to God's

ſcience puts at him to take ſome Calling, and it
may be, pointeth at this, at leﬅ ſo far as to
make Proof of it: All Doors for other Callings

Call made him

yield to it;

that God's Glory,

and promoving of the Work of the edifying of
Chriﬅ's Body, was his End,

and that his taking

up of Chriſt's Mind, to be callingr him to follow
this Call, was his Motive that made him betake

himſelf to this Calling and not to another, and
that upon Deliberation and Search made, to diſcern
the Mind of God. Where theſe three concurr,
to wit, a Gift, and that orderly approven, with
the Hearts yielding to the Call, upon that Ac

or, he hath been led to Study, Con

are ſhut upon him, ſo that he muﬅ betake him

ſelf to this, or languiſh in doing of nothing:
Sometimes others may be made uſe of to put at
him, and the Mind is kept in difquiet while he
ellayeth any other Thing: Reaſon here ſheweth,
ſuch and ſuch like Things concurring, may have
ſo much YVeight as to encourage one to follow
this Motion, and may conﬁrm him when this
goeth along with the former three, or hath them

following upon it.
'
IF there were more particular Enquiry called
for concerning that Impulſe of the Spirit, which
may be in one, in reference to the Minillry, how

count, to do Chriﬅ Service in that, more than to diſcern it? and what weight to lay on it?
in an other Station, becauſe it apprehends him to We confeſs-'that it is hard to decide therein: The

call to that Imployment and not to another, we Operations of the Lord's Spirit being Myﬅeries,
conceive there is good Ground of Peace, ſo as and often ſeeming unreaſonuble to Men; as alſo
there cannot be a torturing challenge upon this the Deceits of our own Hearts are deep, and not
Occaſion.- For, although Men intruﬅed to try, eaſily reached: Yet, for helping in this, we may

are not infallible in diſcerning of Gifts; yet, when
Uſe is made of this W'ay, as Chriﬅ's Ordinance,
for attaining Satisfaction in this Matter of a Call,
it's not like that his Qrdinance will be a Snare

ſay, That it's not unuſual to the Lord, to ponſe
one by his Spirit, when he mind-zth to have him
to the Miniﬅry; and thereby to ﬅir the Heart

of one, more than another, and more to this
to any: And if t'ryers of Gifts ſhould miﬅake; Calling than another, though in all, or at all Times,
yet may it be expected, that either the Lord will not in the ſame Meaſure. This in Experience

diſcover it timouﬁy ſome other way to the Per hath been found, and God
ſon concerned, or graciouſly ſome other way pity it to have been of him:
him, who did yield only out of reſpect to his Call have been brought to the
Is it was ſuppoſed by him. And who knoweth been proﬁtable in it; who,

hath afterward ſealed
And by this, many
Miniﬅry, who have

had not this been,
alſo, but Gitts may follow by God's Bleﬃng'up would never have thought on it, or have been
'on Labours, when he- ſo clears a Call, if the perſwaded thereto by others. And ſeeing the Cal

Queﬅion only be there? As one may have Peace
ina Magiﬅracy, when ſingly it's imbraced out
of the Conſcience of God's Call, although it may
be they who had hand in his Election did untit
ly make choiſe. of ſuch a Perſon. And though
this Singleneſs be not ſimply neceſſary to the be
ing of a Call; ( for, there may be a Call without

'ling of the Miniſtry is in an eſpecial and peculiar
way from God, and eminently his choice herein
doth appear, it's not inconliﬅent with his Sove
raiguty and Intereﬅ therein, that,he uſe this Meal
or Way of an inward Impulſe. And although
what 'is expreﬂy ſpoken of this in Scripture be

for the moﬅ part in reference -to_ extraordinary

it, as in Judas ) yet, it's ſimply neceilary for the Oﬃcers, and that in an extraordinary Manner-5
Man's Peace that accepts it.

yet by proportion may an ordinary Itnpulſe be

4. Ws take in here the conſideration of Gad'x gathered from that as concurring in the ſending of
'H 2

'ordinary
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might be in hazard to ſlight the Means, and precipi

ordinary Oﬃcers, as there is an ordinary Motion
of the Spirit acknowledged in other lawful Duties.
Yet, 1. Advert, that this Impulſe of the Spirit,
is not in all alike or equally diſctrnablc. The
Lord ſometimes will thruﬅ one forth by a m'cre
inward lmpulſe;

external Means:

and will draw others by' more

tate in the Thing, which the Lord alloweth not:
partly alſo he doth it, to keep ſuch in dependence on

him for through-bearing in every' ﬅep, one after ano
ther; ſo that zdtho' at ﬁrﬅ, one be not clear that God

calleth him to the Minfﬅry it ſelf, yet if he be ſo far

Hence it will he found, that if the clear, as that he calls him to forbear ſuch an other

Thing be of God, w here the Vv'ay is moﬅ improbv. calling, to follow ſuch a Stud , to eſlay Trials, &Ft.
able, and there be feweﬅ Encouragements and leaﬅ be ought to yield to that, waiting for what God may
outward drawing, there the inward Thruﬅ is the further reveal to him. Therefore, 3. Advert, that
more ſtrong: becauſe by it the Lord doth ſupply diﬀerence ought to be made between an Impulſe to
the want of that Weight, which theſe outward the ﬅudy of Divinity, and an Impulſe to the Miniﬅry :
Hclps might have on him. And again, where out one may really beﬅirred to the ﬁrﬅ, and ought to ac
ward Things do more convincingly concurr, as that count it ſo, and ſo far to yield, without diſputing what
a Man 'is purpoſely, as it were, educated in refe may follow; as we may ſee in manv, who in the
rence to that end, provided for, and encouraged by Study of Divinity, and in Trials have given good
others in the undertaking thereof, or.

In theſe, ' Proof of God's approving them in going that length,

although the End may be ſingle, yet often is the
inward Impulſc leſs diſcernable: becauſe 'the Lord
hath provided other Means to draw them forth,
which do ſupply that: neither is he to be aﬅricted

and yet he hath thought meet by Death, or other
'ways to prevent their being entred actually to the
Miniﬅry; which declareth that they were never cal

led thereunto: As therefore, by any Impttlſe, one
to one way of proceeding in this. 2. Advert, that cannot warrantably conclude, that he is certainly to
this Impulſe may be, when yet it is not diſcerned, live ſo long; ſo can he not certainly gather, that he
either becauſe it is not taken heed unto; or, becauſe

is called to be actually a Miniﬅer, which ſuppoſeth

the In'clination may be prejudged, and the Perſon
not diſcem the Language thereof. Or, becauſe the
Lord may make it aſcend by the Steps and Degrees,
as it were, at ﬁrﬅ withdrawing the Mind only from

the former: And therefore certainly in this, is not to
be at ﬁrﬅ enquircd for, or expected; but ſo much is

to be reﬅed in, as may give the Conſcience quietneſs
in the preſent Step, ſuppoſing that Death ſhould pre
ſome Deſign that it was ſet upon; and it may not vent an other: This being the Lord's Way, that
be, poſitively at ﬁrﬅ known whathe aimeth at: the further one follow his Cztll, it will be clearer unto
And, Smndﬂv, He may incline the Heart to, and him, like one that aſcendeth by Degrees, he is ﬅill in
bring it in love with reading, and ﬅudying, and Capacity to behold the further. Yet, 4. Advert,
other Means, which afterward he may make uſe that every Impulſe, which may be to the Calling' of
of in reference to thisend ; and yet poſiibly hide the Miniﬅry, is not to be accounted an Impulſe of
from the Perſon that which he aimeth at by this. the Spirit of God 5 or, as his moving either to the
Ten-rily, He may make a ﬅir inwardly in the Heart, ﬅudying of Divinity, or the ſollowing of the Mini

making it ſome way diſquiet in every other Thing, ﬅry, as we may ſee in the multitude ofſſfalſe Pro
and reﬅleſs in whatſoever it turneth it ſelf to, as not phets of old, and in the Experience of later Times,
being its proper work; that thereby he may con wherein many have, an'd do run, whom the Lord
ﬂrain it to look ſome other-where. Eirtrtbly, When never ſent. And-conſidering the Nature of our Spi
this is done, he may make the Perſon content to rits, and the way that the Devil may have in the ſe
cſiay the Trial of his Giſt, if ſo be by that he may ducing of ſome, and jumbling of others: this needeth
attain Quietneſs, and yet ﬅill the Perſon be but try not to be thought ﬅrange. The great diﬃculty then
ing what the Language of that Impulſe may mean, .will bc, how to diſcern the Voice of theSpirit of God
and not be diﬅinctly clear of the Reſult. And, the in this particular, from the Voice of our own Spirits,
Lord doth wifely tollow this Order, partly, to draw or of the Devil, in this reſpect, transtbrming himſelſin
on the Perſon by steps, who might otherwiſe be to an Angel of Light, and ſometimes evetſdrivino' ho
icared, if all were preſented to him together: And neﬅ HCaI'IS to the attempting of this as a good Thine',
xartly, that in due Order helmight eﬀectuate his
who yet may not be called thereunto of God indeed.
Point, and train up the Inﬅrument to a Fitneſs for
To help then in .the Trial of this, Contider,
the W'ork he is to 'call himto; whereas, if he had r. ' That that which 'is an Impulſc of the Lord's
Perſwaſion of God's calling of him to the Miniﬅry Spirit, doth more compoſe and ſanctiﬁe the
at ﬁrﬅ, before any Acquit-ed Fitneſs for the ſame, he whole Þrame of the inward Man, it being that
* '
ſame
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ſame Spirit which is the Spirit of Grace and Suppli
c-ition: therefore the more ſenſibly he pouſe, the
more ſenſibly are theſe Eﬀects 3 and the more corn
poſcd and ſanctiﬁed a Heart be, the more clear and
diﬅinct will that impulſe of the Spirit be: be
cauſe then the Heart is more impartial to diſcern
the ſame. And although this impulſe of the Spirit
be but acommon work, which may be in a Hv
pccrite, and ſo alway hath not this ſanctifying Eﬃ
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orderly, it being the ſame Spirit that hath laid down
a Rule to walk by in the Word, and now ﬅirs
within the Heart: and therefore, the inward im
pulſe, cannot but he anſwerable to the outward

1'7'7'1
,*r_-__<N

Rule. Hence alſo the Spirits motion,_is ſubmiﬂive
to the way of trial, appointed in the Word, and is
not abſolute or peremptory : whereas motions from
our ſelves, or from the Devil, are Head-ﬅrong, and
irregular, aiming at the End or Thing, without

et, we conceive where one, out of reſpect to the Way preſcribed for attaining it; or,
Conſcience, re ecteth on it, to try whither it be of at leaﬅ, do not ſo heartily approve of the one as of

cacy with it;

God or not, there can be no Concluſion drawn from
it to quiet the Conſcience in the acknowlcdgment
thereof, except it be ſound to be like his Spirit in
the Eﬀects of it.
2. That this impulſe of the Spirit, is not backed
with the aſſiﬅance of our Spirits; but ſome way it
conﬅrdneth them to yield to it, even contrary to

tple other, eſpecially if it be thwartcd in its deſign by
t em.
'
5. That this motion of the Spirit putteth to the
uſe of all means that lead to the End, as well as t_o

mit-Pox;

the End it ſelf, that is, reading, ﬅudying, praying,

or what may ﬁt one for that End: ſor, the Spirit
never divideth the End and the Means: and Plul's
that Precept,
their own Inclination, So that it moveth and carri Word *to Timot/zy, 7 ſubjoyning
to reading, to that other
eth a Man over the thoughts of Gain, Reproach, Gi'L't thy
Crcdit or Loſs, over his inahility and unﬁtnefs; of his fit/ﬁlling bit M'nﬄry, doth confirm this :_
which' are never more diſcovered than when this whereas, when theſe are divided, there can be no claim
impulſe is ﬅrongeﬅ and moﬅ diﬅinct, as we may ſee made to a motion oſ 'he Spirit of God.
in the Examples of Mq/Zr,'_7zremiab, &c. where
6. Conſider, that the impulſe of the Spirit, is a
as Motions from our own Spirits, do often leſſen ﬁtting, giftinior impulſe, and carrying along with it
the Diﬃculties, and hide the unﬁtnefs and inability a capacity in ſome meaſure for, and a ſuitableneſs to,
that is within us, and readily Ground themſelves the Thing thatit calls to. Hence, in the Scripture,
upon ſome ſuppoſed Ability or Probability, more the Callof the Spirit, and the Giſts of the Spirit
than there is apparent Reaſon for.
go together. And this laﬅ, is given as the evidence
3. That God's Spirit moveth by ſpiritual Mo of the ﬁrﬅ, and in this reſpect, although there may
tives like himſelf, as the promoving ofGod's Glory, be an impulſe to the ﬅudy of Divinity without the
the ediﬁcation of his People, the preventing of a Call of the Spirit unto the Miniﬅry; yet can _
Challenge, by giving obedience to him, and ſuch that never be counted an impulſe of the Spirit
like: whereas other motions have Ends and Motives actually to enter the Miniﬅry, where this gifting of
like themſelves, as in the falſe Prophets and other the Spirit is not: for, it can never be inﬅanced in
Teachers in the New Teﬅament 'may be ſeen; all the Word of God, that his Spirit ſent any,
who ſed not the Flock, but themſelves, and ſerved but his Call was ſealed by his gifting of them. And
not the Lord Chriﬅ, but their own Beilys, and ſo, in eﬀect, the trying of this impulſe, ſo'as one
fought their own Credit, Eaſe, &e. yea, even may have ſatisiaction therein, will for the moﬅ part
Judas, though extraordinarily moved by the Spirit; reſolve in the trial of thoſe two formerly mentioned,
yet it's liketh-at was not the Motive which pre to wit, the ﬁtneſs of ones Gift to teach. Secondly,
vailed with him to yield 3 but ſome car'nal Motive, The ſingleneſs and ſincerity of the Motive where

whether Gain, Credit or ſuch lil-te,'as is held forth in by one is ſwayed to follow the impulſe: for,
the Goſpel.
.
- although the Spirit may move; yet if it be ſome
4. That the motion of the Lord's Spirit, is, In camal Ground that perſwadeth the Perſon to yield
its Nature, kindly; and in its way, regular, ac

ii.th'ﬃ...

to that which the Spirit movcth unto, it can be no

cording to the Rule of the Spirit in th: -\Vord, that Ground of peace. Theſe two then are at leaﬅ,
is, it doth not drive the Heart violently as the as to aMan's peace, the ﬁne guibur 'to/r, in the
Devil's injections do, nor doth it precipitate in the trial of this impulſe; ſo that without them, he
following and purſuing of what it moveth to; but, cannot conclude himſelf to be called actually to enter
as having; the Command of the Heart, he moveth the Miniﬅry, or have peace in the underﬅanding
natively, without making the Spirit confuſed, and he thereof.
prcll'eth the proſecuting of what he moveth unto,
To
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To ſpeak aword then to what weight is to be
laid on this impulſe: Concerning it, we ſay, I.
That if all things beſide concur to the ﬁtting and
qualifying of aMiniﬅer, this is not ſimply to be

that might be adviſed to ﬅudy in reference there
unto; and that it might not be leſt unto Men
themſelves alone, whether they will oﬀer themſelves

accounted aſine quo rim in ones undertaking: Be

ſo, many may, and no Qieﬅion do, ſmother good
Giſts which might be uſeſul, thereby prejudging the
Church thereof, who by this grave convincing, and
(ere it fail) Authcritative way, might be brought
ſorth, and would more eaſily be made to yield

cauſe, I. There may be ſome impulſe, though we
diſcern it not. 2. Becauſe there are more clear
Grounds to gather God's Mind ſrom, as the eﬀects
of the Spirit ﬁtting one with Giſts for the charge,
and other Grounds laid down, whereupon weight
may more ſaſely be laid, than upon any inward
apprehending, or not apprehending of the Spirit's
Motion, which is never given to us in any thing, as
the alone rule of obedience; and we muﬅ ſuppoſe
the motion oſ the Spirit to be where theſe Giſts

to trial in reference to that Charge or not.

thereunto,

For

when the Burthen thereof were not

wholly leſt on themſelves; whereas; now, partly,

ſrom Shame and Modeﬅy, partly, from Cuﬅom-e,
and undervaluing oſ the Miniﬅry, none ordinarily

who otherwiſe have a Temporal] being, or any Place,
do betake themſelves to this Calling: and it's hard

are, ſeeing as the impulſe hath alway the Giſts to ſay that either none ſuch are giſted ſor it, or
with it, ſo we may gather the impulſe from the that ſuch Giſts ſhould be loﬅ. And by this, on
the other ſide, we ſuppoſe, that many who
Giſts.
2. We ſay, that where other things concur not, do now deſign themſelves to the Miniﬅry, (be
no impulſe is to be accounted aſuﬃcient evidence cauſe none but ſuch as take that way are called

vof a Call to the Miniﬅry ſimply, upon the Grounds thereunto) would be aſhamed to thruſt ſorth them
formerly given: yet, 3. A diﬅinct native ſancti ſelves; and ſo the Church might have acceſs a
fying impulſe, may be aCall to uſe means, and great deal better to the providing of herſelſ with
to wait on in God's way for attaining oſ ﬁtneſs able and qualiﬁed Miniﬅers; whereas now ſhe is,
in aſubmiſſive manner, ſeeking rather

to know almoﬅ, conﬁned in her choice to a Number that
give themſelves, or at moﬅ, are deſigned by their

what God intends, then as being abſolutely deter
mined in reſpect oſ the End. 4. Although Giſts,
ﬁngleneſs oſ Heart, and an impulſe concur together;
yet willv not this conﬅitute aMiniﬅer, though they

Parents, or poſſibly conﬅrained by Neceſiity to ſol
low' ſuch a Study. It's true, this way the Lord
may provide his Houſe, and may ſo engage thoſe
may evidence a Call to the Miniﬅry, 'and warrand whom he minds to make uſe of; yet certainly, it
one to ﬅep in, when a Door is opened to them : looks not ſo like, in an ordinary way, ſor attaininur
becauſe neither oſ theſe, do include an, Authoritative of ediſication as the other: and conſidering that th;
Commiſſion ſor him to treat, although they do Church as ſuch, is one Body, and ſo ought to make

put him in aCapacity to be ſent as an Ambailkdor uſe ot' every Member, and any Member as may
of Chriﬅ, when he ſhall be Authorized. Hence it moﬅ conduce ſor the good of the whole Body.
is, that in the caſe of Deacons, Act: 6. who are .Thcre is no Qieﬅion, but the Church might call

by Giſts ﬁtted ſor their Oﬃce; and oſ Bi/baps, a Member, upon Suppoſition oſ his Qialiſications,
ſit. 1. 7, 8, and 9. who are, in the reſpects there to trial, and (being ſound conſortn, to what was
ſet down, to be ſound qualiﬁed for their Imploy ſuppoſed) might appoint him to the Miniﬅry ; and
ment; yet is the Authoritatire ordaining of both, that Member ought to yield to both, from that
mentioned, as that wh ch did conﬅitute them Oﬃ Duty that lyeth on every Member in reference to
cers in theſe reſpective Stations. Laﬅly, We ſay the whole Body, which is to be preſerred to any
that yet this impulſe, when all concurr with it, particular Membcr's- intereﬅ: and this without ne
may have its own cumulative Weight ſor. the ſpect to Men: outward condition or place; provid
ﬅrengthning oſ One that hath it, to the under-taking ing their being implo 'ed in this ﬅation, may be
of this Charge, when the Lord in his Ordinary way more uſeſul to the Church, and the Ediſication
of Chriﬅs Body, their being imployed in no Czill
opens the Door unto him.
To ſhut up' this part of the Diſcourſe, we con ing at all, or in any other Calling. This bein"
ceive, that it were uſefull to the Church and con alſo to be granted, that ſome Men may be uleſu'ii
ducing exceedingly ſor the clearing of Entrance to in, and ﬁt ſor publick civil Callings, as that thereby
the Miniﬅry, that there were

ſome choice and

the Church may be beneﬁted ſo ſar, that it will

way of trial, both of ſuch as might be preſently not be mtet in every Caſe, and in every Perſon, to
found ﬁt to enter the Miniﬅry, and alſo oſ others uſe this power; yet ſuch extraordinary caſes being
. ,
land
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laid aſide, no doubt ordinarily it were uſeſul: And in reference to this, which ſhews the laudableneſI
ſecingall Incorporations and Commonwealths have oſ that way. And although the main part there'
this liberty to Call, and Imploy their Members, of be not to be placed in Scholaﬅick debates;
without reſpect to their own Inclinations, ſo as- it yet is training Neceſſary, which in the meaneﬅ
may be moﬅ behoveful tor the good of the Body; Calling is ſound uſefull: and Ithereſore, not juﬅ
this which Tattire teacheth, and Experience hath l to be denied here. We would only ſay.
r.
hat there would be ſome choice made in the
conﬁrmed in them, cannot be denied to the
Church, which is a Body, and hath its own deſigning oſ Youths for that Study; ſo that in an
Policy given to it b Jeſus Chriﬅ for the orderly way, ſome might be ſo trained, and
building up of it ſelſ.
' is way is alſoagreeable not have liberty otherways to withdraw; and
to Scripture; and to the Practice of the Primitive others timeouﬂy adviſed to look to ſome other
times: none can ſay that the Church did not Imployment. 2. We would not have Elections
chooſe her Elders and Deacons, and other oﬃcers bounded and limited to that number, ſo as either
out of all her Members indiﬀerently, as ſhe any whoſoever thus trrained up might certainly
thought ﬁt, Act: 6. ſeven Men ﬁtly qualiſied are he ſuppoſed as capable of being Miniﬅers, or as
to be locked out amongﬅ all the People; ſo iſ no congregation or Preſhytery might ﬁx their
in Paul's practice through the Acts; and in his' their Eye upon, or give a Call unto any other;
dLrections to Timothy, and Titus: ſuch only are This way of calling was long continued in the
not to be choſen, who oﬀer themſelves to it; Primitive
Church,
we ma
ſee inand
the Example
of Amhrq/E,
who' as
being
a Sycnator
Preſident
but indiﬀerently, ſuch as may be beﬅ qualiﬁcd,
are tobe enquired ſot; and when found, what (although not yet Baptized) nevertheleſs, be
ever they be, to be called and ordained to the cauſe of his known ability, Piety, and Prudence,
Miniﬅery. By all which, it appears like the A was unexpectedly, and unanimouﬂy called' to be
pilolick way to enquire for Men that may. Biſhop of Milan: and notwithﬅanding oſ his
be ſound qualiﬁed ſor the Miniﬅry: and alſo, great oppoſitneſs thereto, was at length ſo preſibd
that ſhuning, or repining to enter the Miniﬅry in as he was made to yield: and after proved a not
any Perſon ſound qualiſed for it and thus called able Inﬅrument in the Church of Chriﬅ. And it's
to it, hath never been ſuppoſed as allowable by remarked, that the good Emperour Va/entinian,
the Apoﬅles; but itwas looked upon as aDuty, for did exceedingly rejoyce, when he heard it, bleſſ
theſe that were ſo called, to obey, as it was ing God that had led him 'to chooſe oneuto take
the Duty of others to enquire for ſuch. To care of Bodies, who was accounted ﬁt to take
this alſo, may that exhortation of Peter relate, care oſ Souls. Theon'eret. Hyt. Iz'h. 4. chaþ. b.
lEpiﬅ. 5 and 2. Verſe Fced the ſiachaſ God The like is recorded by Euagriur._ Hi/I. lih. 4..
which is amongﬅ you, taking the rue/ſight thereof chap. 6. Oſ on Euphraimius, who while he was
not hy co'tﬅrai'tf, but willingly, &e. whereby it Governour of the Eaﬅ, was choſen to be Biſhop
would ſeem, that he is preſſing obedience from of zI/ztiach, which the Author calleth ſet/le: Xpe/foth
thoſe that were called, that willingly they ſhould. ca. This is alſo the eﬅabliſhed Doctrine ofour
undertake the overſight of God's flock. Which Church in the ﬁrﬅ Baah if Drﬅip/ine, in that
words, if well conſidered, would pinch exceeding Held that concerneth Propheſyirrg and Interpreting

ly atender Conſcience of any Man, if a Call Scripture, whereof theſe are the Words, ruat-e
Pﬄc thus prcſſcd upon him; And indeed, if ez/er eMen in 'whom it ſighþaſed te he any Gr/t,
it were at Mens option arbitrarily to reſuſe ſuch which might edtſie the Church,
they were int,
2Call, the directions that are given to People and played, muﬅ he charged by the zllinſſert out Elder:
Hiniﬅers for ſearching out, calling and ordaining to joyn themſelves with the Sſſan and company gf

ſuch, were to no purpoſe;

for thus they might Interpretzrr, to

the End that

the Kirh may

Bil be ſruﬅrated. We do not ſay this to pre Judge whither they he ah/e to ſerve to God's'
Judge the laudable ' way of training up Students glory and the prſſaſit of the It'irh, in the ſ/'ocatian
"I reference to this End, it ſeemeth that even of ﬂlinﬄers or net. And, if any he ſound diſ
'mongﬅ the Jews, theſe who were to teach the obedient, and not willing to -Communicate the
People, were numerous, and as it were in Col Giſts and ſpecial Gmces of God with their
ﬄgcs, trained up with the Prophets, and theſe Brethrcn, after ſuﬃcient admonition, Diſcipline

Who were able to teach them. The Apoﬅles muﬅ proceed againﬅ them, provided _that the
alſo were not defective in training of young Men civil Alagytmte concurr wrſith the j'rnlgernent nrd ſ
,
Electim 1
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Eltctian of the Kiri : ﬂ" no lﬂan may be permitted, there, if no probable ſettling of that\Congregati-'
as þg/l p/zaſhtl) him, to live iuitbin the Kiri ry' on appear otherwiſe than by him, ſo as his
God;
but niery and
Man tqrrecttſim,
mzſſ be conﬅrained
nal admomſſtion,
to Izeﬅaw byſrattr
his La refuſing might occaſion a detriment to that i
Place? If things look ſo as he have an eﬅeem
balm', when if the Kr'ri he it required, to tbe edi without prejudice in the Hearts of that People;
ſitation of others. WVhich if _it were zealouſly ſo as he may probably expect to be looked
to have the Word
followed, might by God's bleſſtng prove both on as avMiniﬅer, and
without prejudice received from him in that
Proﬁtable, and Honourable to the Church.

To ſay ſomething to the Second Head propoſ
poſed, to wit, of aMan's clearneſs to the Mini

ﬅry of aparticular congregation, we ſuppoſe that
this alſo is neceﬅiiry ſor his peace, ſeeing there
is no Reaſon that Men ought arbitrarily to
walk herein, but accordingly as. they are called
of God to one place and not to another:
therefore we ſee that in Jalw's Commiſſion,

Place? alſo if without carnal reſpects
his
Heart be made to incline that way, or if un
expectedly and over many diﬃculties the
People have pitched on him and adhered to
him? Theſe, and ſuch like may have their
own Weight, ſo as to help to gather this
Concluſion, That probably ſuch a Man's Miniﬅry
may be uſeſul and proﬁtztbl: in ſuch aPlzice:
Neither is the Advice of ſober and unbyaﬂed

the general is not only expretled; but particular
ly, he is inﬅructed 'in reference to ſuch and Men, Miniﬅers and others, to be neglected ; ſce
ſuch particular Churches: and according to this, ing oſten they may ſee more in a Man's parti

we ſee in the Hiﬅory of the Acts, that ſome cular caſe, nor he can diſcern himſelf: and that
were ordered to Preach in one Place, and ſome is oft found to be a mean made uſe of by God,

in another; and Acts 13. Paul and Silar in
their leaving Aſntiorli, and going to>the Gmtzlzr,
were not only called by Word, but conﬁrm
ed and authorized by the laying on of Hands;
and we doubt not but this general alſo will be
granted. For helping to clearneſs therein, The
former general Rules, are alſo to be applied with
ſpecial reſpect to the particular Caſe, As, I.

for manifcﬅing: of his Mind in ſuch caſes. Again,
if there be any competition of Places, ſo as one
be fought by moe Congregations

at once, the

Caſe is here ſomewhat diﬀerent, ſuppoſing the
Man to be equally ﬁtted ſor ſeveral Place-s;
otherwiſe greater ſuitab'icneſs to the one,
the other,

where it is palpable,

doth

nor to
caﬅ

the

Balance. In deciding what to chooſe in this
It is to be tried, if the Glft be not only ſuit competition, there is much need' of ſinglenels
able to Ediﬁcation in general, but to the and deniedneſs to all outward and cat-nal Things,
Ediﬁcation of that People in particular: ſo
that if when their Caſe, Diſpoſitions, (Lialiﬁcationn
&Ft. And his Gifts, Diſpoſition, and otherﬁt

neſs, both in reference to his publick Miniﬅry in
Doctrine and Diſcipline, as alſo to his Indu
ments in reference to his private Converſation (
yea, their very corruptions and Inﬁrmities be
ing compared together) If, Iſay, ſuch aMan

both in him

that is ſought,

and in them

who

ſeek, and in all o;hers intereſſed; this being a
great
ſuﬀer purſuit
carnalneſsforand
contentions
to
ſical ill
in, toevenſiin
a good
Miniﬅer.

Neither is there great Weight to be laid upon
priority or Poﬅerity in the applications that are
made, the matter it ſelf and cauſes which may

be given for the laﬅ and for the ﬁrﬅ, canﬀ'only
may, in well grounded Retſon, be looked upon ſatisﬁe the Conſcience as to the great ſcope of
as qualiﬁed ſor the edifying of ſuch aPeople: the Miniﬅry,
to wit, the etlilication of the

In this Compariſon alſo, reſpect would bc had
e'en to the more .publick ﬅate of the Church;
ſo as aMan's ﬁtneſs would not only be tried
with reſpect to the congregation it ſelf; but
with reſpect to other Things. 2. This ﬁtneſs
would be found and determined to be ſo, by
theſe whoſe Place it is to try Gifts, even in

Church: ſeeing a Man' is oblidged to look to
odiﬁcation in his Minittry, and ſo to ſettle,
where probably that imy be beﬅ attained, ani
not as an occaſion may.be, ﬁrﬅ, or Liﬅ moved
to him: And it were good that hoth he who
is called, and they who call, would ſubmit all

Intereﬅs, and be regulated by this.

We conceive

this reſpect, 3. The tryﬅing of _Providenccs is alſo, that the decilion oſ this, doth not mainly
to be obſerved; as, the riſe of' the Call, if it or principally ly upon the Perſon himſelf: for,

proceed from no natural or carnal End? If no as he is not limply to judge, whether his
other Door be opened elſewhere to him who Git'ts be meet for the Miniﬅry in gent-cal, or
is called, he may the more warrantably ﬅep in for the ediﬁcation of ſuch aPeople in particular;
ſo
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ſo neither comparatively is he to decide, whether on is in aCaſe, that is almoﬅ equal on both
it bemore conducing for edrſication, that he im Sides, they may have place to caﬅ the Ballance.
brace one Call rather

than another;

but this is

For the Third, Thatwhen aMan is cleared

to be done rather by theſe, whoſe place leads in reference to aparticular Charge, there doth
them indiﬀerently to look to the general good remain a neceſſity of clearing him in reference
of the Church. This then is the great Rule to a particular meſiZrge to that Charge: for,
to decide by, whether his Miniﬅery, conſidered as the condition of every congregation, is not
complexly in all circumﬅances, may moﬅ con alike: ſo is not one way to be followed withal.
duce to the ediſication of Chriﬅ's Body by the Hence we ſee that j'o/m hath apartiaular_and
accepting of this or that charge, when all things ſeveral 'meſlage in reference to theſe ſeven
are ſingl and impirtially weighed and compared Churches, though all agree in the one general
together. ſo as in the-reſult, it may, upon ſcope, ta wit, their ediſication. This is not to
good Grounds, be made to appear, that the awaken at every time an anxious diſpute, what
one will prove agreater furtherance to the per

matter to Preach; But,

fecting of the Saints, and inlargement of Chriﬅ's
Kingdom than the other: as if his Miniﬅry in
one place, may beproſitable to moe Souls than
in an other: and that not only with a reſpect

particular Faults have need to be reprovedz
what Truths have need eſpecially to be cleared;
what Duties are eſpecially to be prell'ed, as being
moﬅ ſlighted amongﬅ them; what ſnares they

to the particular congregation; \ but as it may are moﬅ

in

hazard of,

have inﬂuence to the

preventing or ſupprelſing warned againﬅ, and
of ſome general evils, or the promoving of ſome ſor, ythough all Duties
general goo_d_ in moe Congregations beſide: If to he eſchewed; yet
his Miniﬅr
may probably have more accep that ſometimes, and
tance and

ſo
be
do
in

1. To

conſider what

and need moﬅ to be

accordingly to inſiﬅ:
good, 'and all Sins be
we ſee'in the Word,
ſome places, ſome are

ruit in one place, than in an other; more inſiﬅed on than others, upon

the former

if by ſome preſent Circumﬅance, the planting of grounds. _2. The neceſſaryTruths of the Goſpel,
one place be more needful, and the Delay there as they tend' to inﬅruct, convince, convert, com
of be mo.e dangerous than in _another, which fort, &Ft. which are the great Taſk of aMini
ſeemeth more diﬃcult than the Place in com ﬅer, are neceſſary to all People; yet in the
petition therewith; if the Man ﬁnd, after ſome preſſing of inﬅruction and conviction, more than
trial, his liberty greater, his Bowels more ﬅirred, and conſolation; or, again, conſolation and healing
his Mouth more opened, as the Apoſtle ſpenks, appllcations, more than ſharper threatnings and
zCor. 6. in reference to one more than another;

reproofs,

if the harmonious Judgment of ſingle and unin
ſlzreﬅed faithful Men prefer the one, as more
edifying, to the other; and many ſuch like,
whereby Chriﬅian prudence, after the inquiring
Of the Lord's Mind, may ﬁnd the general
End of ediﬁcation to ſway more on the one ſide

the Temper and Caſe of the Pioplc, as alſo
the manner. of propoling and following of them,

That is

to be regulated according to

according as may among ſuch prove moﬅ edi
fying, as the Lord, in theſe ſeven Epiﬅles, doth

more ſharply or more mildly deal with them to

whom he Writes. But becauſe there may be

than on the other, aceordingly Conſcience is to occaſion to touch this on the IO. Chapter, and
determine that to be God's Call, and the Perſon here we have already exceeded our Bounds, we

is to yield: for, although in every caſe theſe ſhall ſay no more of it, but ſhall ſay ſome
'could not ſway aMan warrantably and ſimply what particularly to writing and the People'
m reſpect of his Call; yet where the competiti Uſe-making thereof.
'
Concerning

I/Vriting.

I'That Men the Apoﬅles preached; but all did not write: yet
may by writing Communicate what Light we will ﬁnd, that the Apoﬅles made great uſe of
God gives them, for the good of the writing, for the informing, reproving, ﬅrengthning,
Church. It's true, the Goſpel was at ﬁrﬅ ſpread and every way edifying of Churches and Perſons
N reference'to this, we ſay,

and planted by Preaching, that is more properly brought to the Faith; for, they wrote the
the mean of Converſion. It's true alſo that all Epiﬅles, not only asScripture, for the Church in

I

general,
I
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general, but-alſo for the edifying of ſuch Perſons, ing; and readily he who was called to the
in particular, and for clearing of ſuch and ſuch ﬁrﬅ, was alſo called to the ſecond, as being a.
particular Doubts, or Truths, which the ﬅate of Prophet of the Lord. Though this particular
ſuch Times, or Churches did moﬅ call for. we do not abſolutely and ſimply preſs, ſeeing.
There is reaſon alſo for this, if we conſider, Men may be called to write and not be ﬁtted
I. The rclation that is amo .gﬅ all the Members to Preach; yet Iconceive, Solomon is called the
of the Catholick Church, w iereby all are t ed, Prmr/ur from his writing. And to warrand.
to be edifying one to another, &it. 2. The nd writing, we would conceive ſo much to be ne
wherefore God hath given Men Gifts, whichis ceſiary as may, r. Satisﬁe the Man himſelf,
to proﬁt withal: And yet, 3. That a Man as to his being called to ſuch an eminent Duty
cannot
by Word
make
Gift forth-coming
the Extent
that hect
is his
oblidged;
there is therein by God, and therefore there muﬅ be ſomewhat
to hold

out to him, that

it's God's Mind he

fore aNeceſſtty of uſing writing for that End, ſhould undertake ſuch a Taſk. *That Men
it bcing aſingular Gift of God for promoting walk not by their own littsfaction alone-3 but
ediſication. It's upon this ground, as we ſaid, that others,
that there
be ſo
as to
convince
that may
God put
themmuch,
on that
work:
andt'ſſ
many Epiﬅles are written, to be

uſeful, where

the Writers'could not be, and when they were
to be gone. It's upon this ground alſo, we
conceive, that many Pſalms, and Songs (as that
of Htzel'iabr, Z/JZ. 38.) are committed to writ
ing by the Authors: that by it their Caſe or
Gift might be made uſeful to others,

jzgﬅructian,

therefore though we would not preſs an authorita
tive miﬃon to write, as to Preach z yet, conſider

ing that yobn's warrand to write, is alſo awar
rand to others to make uſe of it, and that People.
would have awarrand for making uſe of wrie

for their ings, as well as

aMan for his writing.

There

as the Titles of ſundry Pſalms is ſome orderly thing neceﬂary, as to point out:

to the Man his Duty in writing, for his peace; ſo
to point out to others their Duty in uſe
This way, for many Ages, hath been bleﬂ'ed, alſo
making of it. So that neither any that pleaſetctn

bear.

for the good of the Church of Chriﬅ, who have
reaſon to bleſs G'od, that put it in the Hearts
of many Ancients and others, thus to be proﬁt
able in the Church. And it may be, ſome.
able Men have been btit too ſparingv to make
their Talent forth-coming that way to others.
And as we may conclude, that Miniﬅers may
Preach the Goſpel who are called, becauſe the
Apoﬅles did it, even though Miniﬅers are not
gifte-si with infallibility of Preaching, as they
were, becauſe that was for ecLi/tB/ing the Body:
ſo may we conclude, that
en called to it,
may write for the ediﬁcation of the Church,
:-ithough they be not gifted with infallibity in
their writing.
2. We gather from this, that none ſhould
take on them to write any thing, as the Lord's
Mind,

for the ediiication of the Church, with

out aCall to it: Imean not an extraordinary
Call,

as

John

had; but

this Imean, that as

there is an ordinary Call needful, to the Preach
ing of the Goſpel, (and we may conclude from
God's extraordinary way of calling the Apoſtles

may write (but he would give ſome reaſon, be
ſide his Platfure) nor would every one uſe the
Writings of all, as they pleaſe.
Rmſhn 1. A Call is neccllary for every thing;

and Men in lawful Duties are to walk by it:
otherwiſe, all lawfull Duties would ly upon all
Men as their calling, or be at their Pleaſure:
which ﬅands not with God's putting the Taſk,
even of particulars, into Mens Hands.
2. To write of the holy Things of God, is
to take on us, to tell what God thinks, and what

is his will, which is a moﬅ concerning Thing;
eſpecially to do it ſolemnly in write, leﬅ it
prove, at leaﬅ, ataking of God's Name in vain:
when without aCall we do it.
3. This may clear it, That neither publick
Preaching, nor private ediﬁcation by Word, can
be diſcharged rightly, but when Men walk accord
ing to God's Call in theſe, which is alſo ne
ceﬂary in writing.
4. There is no P'romiſe to be guided in it, or
of ſucceſs to it, without ſome clenrneſs of aCall

to Preach, the Neceſſity of" an ordinary Call) to it; and ſo it cannot be comfortably undertaken
So, in the general, that ſame conſequence

will

nor proſecuted.

hold in reſpect of writing, for ſuch an End.
5. All the Saints had: their- Call to write, who
And if we look through the Scripture, we will took that way : hence ſome Apoﬅies have written,
ﬁnd a Call for Writing, as well as for Preach others not, ſome Saints have. recorded their caſe,
others
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* THAT aMan therefore may have Peace, as to his
Undertnking, we conceive there is a Concurrence of

cauſe ſome were called to write, and others otherwiſe

impioyed; elſe we muﬅ ſay, they failed who wrote
not. Neither will it ſimply warrand one, that he
writes Truth: There was doubtleſs Truth in the
Preaching of the Sons of Thunder, and alſo of the
Son of Confolajon; yet God thought it not good
to call them all to write. And Experience hath
often made this Truth out, that many have taken on
them to write, whoſe Writings have been exceeding
hurtful to the Church : ſo that had all Men walked
by a Call in writing, there had bcen fewer Errors,

ſeveral Things needful, tobe obſerved: As, l. There
is a Neceﬃty ofa ſingle End, to wit, God's Glory,
others Edilication; and in Part may comein, his own
Exoneration, as to ſuch a Duty. It's not self-ſeek

ing, nor getting ofa Name, nor ﬅrengthning ſucha
particular Party or Opinion, that will give one Peace
in this Matter. 2. It is neceſiary, not only that the
Thing be Truth; but that it be edifying, proﬁtable,
and pertinent, at ſuch aTime: God's Czrll to any
thing, doth ever time it, and tryﬅ it well, as moﬅ
atleaﬅ they had not come unto ſuch an height; and
ſubſervient to the Scope of Ediﬁcation. Hence, that
the Church'would have been free of many ſubtile which is Error, or impertinent, can 'never plead a
Diſputntions, that have more prejudged, than ad Cztll in writing, more than in preaching; yea, we
vanced Godlineſs in it. As therefore ſome may fail conceive, the writing of many light, frothy Suhiects,
in not writing, when they-"are called to it, ſo others or of ſpeculative Janglings, and Contentions about
may in going about it, whiles they are not called Words, is exceedingly contrary to Ediﬁcation, which
to it.
ought to be the End, and aiſo the Rule of Our
IF we might enquire in the general, ( for parti Practice in writing. 3. Beſides theſe, there are Cir
culars cannot be pitched on) What may evidence cumﬅances in the Concurrence of Providcnces tryﬅ
a Call to write? We ſhall ſhew, I. V/'hat is not ing together, in reference to the Perſon writing, to
needful. 2. What will not ſatisﬁe and be ſuﬃcient. the Subject written of, the Time wherein, and
And 3. What is needful and may be ſatisfy Occaſion whereupon, and ſuch like: which beme.
t'1. AN extraordinary Call by Revelation, or im ing obſerved, may contribute to give ſome light'
in the Thing.

As, t. Ifthe Perſon be cztUed publiclo'

mediate Impulſe of the Spirit, ſuch as j'obn and the ly to ediﬁe the Church;
if he be of that'
Apoﬅles had, is not needful: It might make a weight, as his Teﬅimony may prove
in
Writer as well as a Preacher to be ſuſpected, if they the Church, for the ſtrengthening and proﬁtable
continuing

ſhould pretend to any ſuch Cnll.

s

of others, or the like conſiderations; though no

2. WE think not an Authoritntivc Miſſion in the
Thing be brought forth b
him: which
Perſon who is Writer, ſimply needful: One may be new
Ground, as a moral Retſon, Lahgrves to ﬁcapliilus .
ﬁtted to ediﬁe by Writing, whoſe Gifts lead not to of his writing the Goſpel, Luke I. r.
tdiſic by Preaching; yet ought not the Church to be
2. conſiderations may be drawn from the ſubject.
fruﬅrate of the Benelit of his Giſt.
As, I. Ifitbe aneceﬃzry point, that is conrt-overtu
3. VVE think not a preﬃng Inclination ſimpiy ne

ed. 2. If the Scripture opened be Dark, and Ob
ceﬂitry ; ſeeing; often, Inclination thwarts with Duty ; ſcure;
and poſlibly not many ſatisfyingly writing
and Mcns Modeﬅy, Lazineſt, or other Reſpects,
of it. 3. If the way of handling it, be ſuch, as
'my much divert the Inclination, as in llloﬅs, fere
mia/a, and others, when called to God's Work.

gives any new advantage to Truth; or, to the
opening of that Scripture ( though itbe not ſo accu<

4- WE think it not neceſiary, that there be any
ﬁ"gular or extraordinary Meaſure of Giſts beyond tate every way) that is, if the Manner be more
Others: Some may be called to write by particular plain, or more ſhort, or more full; or, touching
X'Ovidences, when others of more underﬅanding may at ſome Things, others have paſſed, or clearing what
beſpared;

even as ſome may be called to Preach, they have

miﬅaken,

or conﬁrming, what they

and others of more Leaming and Ability, are aſierted only, or ſuch like Caſes wherein they may
contribute, and be uſeful, for the underſhnding of

Þtſied by.

what is already Written; or occtſion others, to
I. To have an Inchnation. form and mould their Invention, and what God

ON the contrary, It wiil not be ſuﬃcient to evi
dWKe a Call to write.

hath given them, for better advantage to others;
2- To have Gifts: Or, 3. To be ſound in Truth: ſeeing
ſome hath the Faculty of inventing, others
FY, 4. To have a good Meaning and End. Theſe
Wlll not ſerve in other Duties; and ſo neither in this, of

improving what is invented:

thus both ar'

Without reſpect had to thc particulars after'mcntioned. made uſe of, for one end, when they are brought
forth together: even as in building, ſome are
I 2
wem)
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uſeful for plotting, or contriving, ſome for diggs Carnp of Chriﬅ, againﬅ his Adverſaries, altho' all be
ing Stones, ſome for hewing, others for laying not Leaders and Captains.
4. Oc CASION alſo may be, from God's putting one
by square and Line; yet muﬅ be furniſhed
by the Former: So is it alſo in an edifying way to have Thoughts of ſuch a Subject, when others are
writing, every one have not all; yet ſhould otherwiſe taken up, ſome not having acceſs to be edi
fying otherwiſe; as when occaſion of ﬅudy is given,
none reſuſe to contribute their part.
3. The time would be conſidered, if ſuch a and the thing by publick delivery, or ſecret communi
Truth be preſently controverted, or ſuch a Subject cation is known to others, and called for by them to
neceilary to be ſpoken unto now; if ſuch aPerſons be made publick : or that they would ſet themſelves to
interpoſing may be uſeful, if ſuch a Duty be ne it, God giving occaſion of health, quietneſs, means, &Ft.
glected, or if ſuch aScripture be not made uſe of,

for it: tne thing getting approbation from ſuch as are

and'the like. Theſe may have their weight to put ſingle, and intelligent, judging ſuch a thing uſeful ; in
to it, even
they becauſe
ſhould ſaythen
littleallmore
ct Folks
than whatis
ſaid though
by others;
are this the Spirits of God's Servants would be ſubject to
others. Such conſiderations are frequent] mention
called, to put to their hand to help; that is the ed by worthy Men, in their' Prefaces to t eir Books.
time of it. And there is this advantage, that when And it's obſerved in I/'r'ta Pcl/r'mrri, as ſwaying him to
many do write, it ſerveth not only to conﬁrm and publiſh his Writings, tho' not accounted ( by himſelf
ﬅrengthen what another hath ſaid,bttt it occaſionsſome at leaﬅ ) to be of accurate lmrning, that, mediorrr'lor
to
that ſuch
Subject,
thatwritten
readily thereonſi,
would never
have
read is' ſimplititerſirzþta, mediooriler doctis pldtitura widens,
it, read
had not
a Man
ſeeing
another
65' quod il/orum majorſit rapid, qaom, oximio doctoru 71,
Book of that Subject might poſſibly never have come gratiſimripttmtibm voluit. For, as the moﬅ learned
to their hands': and withal, this is advantageous when Preachings, do not alway ediﬁe moﬅ ; ſo neither is it

inoe are engaged in the ſame Subject. This Conſide in writing: and tho' ( as a learned Man obſerveth in
ration is alledged by Bel/ar. pra/22. in Tom. prim. out a Preſace) that which is accurate, ediﬁeth moﬅ inten
of Xrrgaﬂiuo, as a Reaſon to put Men to write, who ſively, and beﬅ explaineth the-thing; yet often, what
were not of the moſt exceilent Parts 5 that it was edi lS more popular, ediﬁeth moﬅ cxtenſively, and prov
fying, and better than nothing; yea, that it was be eth proﬁtable to many moe who are but of ordinary
ſeeming at ſuch a Time, to ſee many armed in the reac .

Of Reading, and Hearing.
IN the laﬅ Place, It is alſo clear, that People are not we commanded not to countenance ſuch, but to be
indiﬀerently and without warrand to read or hear, ware of them -, and that muﬅ reach the reading of their

except they know that they be warranted there
in: for, this command of writing, is not only inſert
ed, for the conﬁrming of j'o/m in his Call to write,
but alſo tendeth to warrand theſe who are written un

writing, as well as converſing with their Perſons, the
one being dangerous, as the other is : for, one of theſe
twocalled
muﬅ of
neceſiarily
ſollow, ſuppoﬁng
them not to
be
God thereto.
ſi

to, conﬁdently to receive and make uſe of what is
I. ErT HER they are enſnared by ſuch and ſuch Er
written. And it follows upon the former: for, if a rors, as others take on them to vent -, and they are
Call be neccſlary, to ſpeak or write in the Name of the brought to give heed to Lies inﬅead of Truth: and ſo
Lord, then ought alſo People ſomeway to be clear, tho' reading and hearing be good in it ſelf; yet that
that in their reading and hearing they may be walk wiſe advice of Solomon, Prov. xix. 27. doth here take
ing according to God's Rule and Call to them in read place, Cauſe, my Son, to bear tbe Iryir'uctiotz that cauſed:
ing what he calleth them to read, ſeeing Men cannot to err from t/Je Word: of Knowledge. This Eﬀect is
be ſuppoſed to be left to arbitrarineſs therein. Hence frequent, the Lord thcteby in his ſecret Juﬅice puniſh
it is, that where the Lord diſowncth the commiſſion ing the lightneſs and Curioſity of preſumptuous Per

ating of ſuch to teach, and accounts thcm guilty for ſons, that dare hazard upon any Snare.

Hence it is,

running whom he hath not ſent, and that either by that ſo often that lightneſs and indiﬀerency in the
writ or word, as may appear, by j'er. 23. and 29.

ver. 24. &Ft. So alſo doth he reprove the People that
do countenance ſuch in their hearing or reading, while
as thetr Call is not evidenced tobe of him. Hence ſo
frequently, both in the Old and New Teﬅament, are

practice of reading and hearing ſuch as are not called,

hath with it an itching after ſome new Doctrine, and
a ſecret diſcontent with ſound Doctrine, which put

teth them to this, to btap up tear/ber: to 'be'n/Elms,
which is ſaid, afTim. iv. 1, 2, 3.

r. To ſhew the

diﬀerence

Chap. r.
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diﬀerence that is betwixt Teachers ſent of God, and for their Caſe and Station. And alſo, ſeeing every
ſuch as People chooſe to make ſo to themſelves, with one hath not that Ability to diſcern Poiſon from good
out his Warrand. And, 2. It ſheweth what ordi Food, there muﬅ be therefore a Neceſſity that People
narily doth accompany that itching Practice, ver. 4. regulate their Chriﬅian Liberty in this rightly, leﬅ
They turn away their Ear: ﬂ'a/n Truth, and dr' turn it become Looſneſs, and turn to be a Snare. Alſo
ed to Faþln : For, asit is ordinarily a luﬅing to vent tho' ſome whom God hath furniſhed with Giſts, and
ſome ﬅrange Doctrine, which doth make Men write b their Place and Station calleth them to convince
or preach without God's Call thereunto; ſo it is an
ain-ſayers, may, and are called to acquaint them
itching after ſome ſuch Thing, or at leaﬅ a lothing ſelves with Writings of all kind; yet ought not all
of ſound Simplicity, that makes People thus beﬅow to take that Liberty to themſelves, more than they
their Time in the reading or hearing of ſuch. And durﬅ hazard publickly to debate with Adverſaries of
if no ſuch Thing be at ﬁrﬅ ſenſible; yet doth ſuch any kind; ſeeing the ﬅrength and weight of their
Perſons tempt the Lord to give them up un Errors are ﬅuﬀed into their Writings, and we are
to it.
no leſs unable to encounter their writ than their
2. OR if this follow not, we are ſure that it ſhall word.
no way prove uſeful unto the followers thereof, as
IN Matter of Hearing, it is not ſo hard to diſcern
that Word ( Jer. xxiii. 33. ) is, Iﬅ'lt them not, nor who are to be accounted to ſpeak without God's
commanded them: therefor: they ſhall not pra/it this Commiſſion: becauſe ordinarily, ſuch have either no
People at all. And ſeeing Ediſication is God's Gift, warrantable Call at all, ( no not in the outward form ;
can it be expected butin his Way? or can that be ac and ſo cannot be accounted but to run unſent) or,
counted his _way, which he hath not warranted? At by palpable Defection from the Tru'th, and Commiſ
beﬅ, it putteth, I. The Perſon in the hazard of a ſhare, ſion given them in that Call, they have forfeited their
which hath taken many oﬀ their Feet, which ſome Commifſion, and ſo no more are to be accounted
time ſeemed to be ﬅrong: and can they pray unto the Ambaſiirdors to Chriﬅ, or Watchmen of his Flock,

Lord that they may not be led into Temptation, when than a YVatchman of the City, is to be accounted
they do caﬅ themſelves into the Snare? 2. It carries an obſerver thereof, when he harhxpublickly made
Oﬀence along with it, in reference to the Part who Defection to the Enemy, and taken on with him.
runs uuſent, it proves a ﬅrengthning and con rming For we are here to reﬅ in the external Call, and not

of him, and ſo a par-taking of his Sin: In reference to difpute that which is inward: becauſe it paſſeth our
to others, it either ﬅrengthens them, by that Ex reach 3 and Chriﬅ hath furniſhed his Houſe with ex
ample, to caﬅ themſelves in that Snare, which poſ ternal Ordinances, for the warranding of his Peoples
ﬁbly may be their Ruin; or, it grieves them and Peace in reference to theſe Things: There is there
makes them ſad who are tender of ſuch Things: or, fore great diﬀerence to be placed here between one
gives occaſion to make all diﬀerence of that kind to that is called, and one whom we think not worthy
be thought light of. All which ſhould be eſchewed : to be called: it's the ﬁrﬅ that warrands hearing,
atleaﬅ it doth this, It diverts Men from that which whereof we may afterward have ſome occaſion to
mlght be more proﬁtable, and to which they might ſp eak.
IT is more diﬃcult to give Directions in reference

eXpect a Bleſſing which they have not a Promiſe of, to reading:
nor can expect in this.
_ Arm ſeeing Reading is a ſpecial Mean of Ediﬁca

yet, ſeeing that now God hath furniſhſſ

cd his People with many uſeful Books, that in Ex

non, if well imployed, anda great Step to Deﬅructi perience have been found to be ſuch, we may for the
On when otherways, as Experience doth prove, Peo help of the weaker propoſe theſe general Directions.
Ple who are commanded to watch, and to chooſe thtt t. That they would ſpend their Time in the reading
which is moﬅ excellent, cannot be, left in an Indif of ſuch Books, as judicious tender Chriﬅians-have
ferency in this; yea, the ſpending of our Time right
!Ya being the improving of a ſpecial Talent, which,
in reading many Things, may be exceedingly miſ
Pﬃt, if not hurtfully abuſed: Chriﬅian Wiſdom

found good of before, or ſhall recommend to them:
ſuch as (ſo to ſay) have been tried and taﬅej, and
therefore may be, as good Food-in which there is no
hazard, meddled with. And there is no diﬃculty
therefore is mainly called for in this, that a right here: for, ſuch and ſuch Books are commonly
choice may be made. Eſpccially, conſidering, that eﬅeemed ſuch, and it is eaſie to attain to the Know
its but little Time that many can ſpend in reading 3 ledge of them. a. Some reſpect may be had to the
therefore by a wrong choice they incapacitate them Author ſo far as may hclp to a Deciſion in this,

ſelves from reading that which may be more proﬁtable
'1.

whether ſuch and ſuch a Book may be made uſe of,

-

if
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that if by other Writings, may more judiciouſly diſcern the ſame, and in the
preaching, or otherways hebe known to be ſound mean Time to ſpend that Time in the reading oſ ſuch
and ſerious, ſuch a Book, ma with the more Con as unqueﬅionably are proﬁtable: becauſe by this we
ﬁdence be hazarded upon: t is ſor this that ſre loſe no Time, and this may be done in Faith, know
quently the Names of Authors are inſerted in their ing that we are not hazarding our ſelves upon a
Writings, as is done byqj'ohn frequently in this Book. Tentation, which by reading the omen-that is un
For, tho' no Man's ame ought to bear ſuch ſway known to us, cannot be. And ſeeing Men uſually
with any, as to make them digeﬅ any Thing without take this way in making Choice of Phyſicians ſor the
Trial, becauſe it cometh from him; yet it may give Body, who are in Experience found by others to be
to one, Freedom to make uſe of the writing of ſuch, skilful and uſeſul, rather than to hazard on any who
rather than oſ anozher, oſ whom there is no ſuch are yet unknown and have given no ſuch Prooſ;

Ground of Ccnﬁlence. 3. Where Books and Au \Viſdom would ſay, that no leſs ſhould be required
thors are noted by the judicious and goldly to be in the making uſe of Phyſicians or Remedies that tend
dangerous and unptoﬁtable, and in Experience have to our ſpiritual Ediﬁcation, it being of no leſs Con
been found to have been ſo to others, diﬅance would cernment than the other. And if theſe Things were

be kept with ſuch ; leﬅ wev ﬁnd the Proof thereof by obſerved in writing, reading, and hearing reſpective
our own Experience, which we would not learn

from others.

ly, (as they may be applied in Caſes) the Church

4.. Where Books and Authors are both of Chriﬅ might be preſerved from many Errors and

unknown, we conceive that it's more ſafe for private Oﬀences, which by this Liberty is occaſioned; and
Perſons for a Time to abﬅain the reading oſ them, many Perſons ſaved from much hurtful, and unpro
until it be ſonnd what they are by ſome others, who ﬁtable Labour, both in writing and rending.

LECTURE I.
CHAP.

II.

verſe 1.' UNto the Angel ty' the Church of Epheſus, write, Thy? thtng: ſaith 11; that holdeth
the ſot/m Starr in his right hand, who walhoth in the midﬅ of the ſet-'on golden
Candle/li'th: :
2 I know thy worhr, and thy labour, and thy patience, and how thon tanjſl not hear them which
are evil, and thou hryl tried them which ſay they are zlpoﬅlet, and are not, and htﬄ ſhu/ld
them liar: ;
3. And my? horn, and hzſſ patience, and ﬁr my Name: ſahe haﬅ laboured, and haﬅ notfainted.

I POLLOWETH now the particular Epiﬅles to the Advertiſement to all Hearers to proﬁt.
ſeven churches, wherein our Lord maketh

2. ALL are directed to the Angels, or the Mini

them know how privy he is to their Actions, ﬅers, of the Churches, and not to the Churche-s
'ill-51' good, commending the one, and reproving the themſelves immediately, tho' the ﬁrﬅ Direction,
other; with ſome Promiſes and Threatnings inter ( Chap. r. 'ver/2' II. ) be to them. And in the cloſe
mixed. There areſome Things common to all theſe of every Epiſtle ; it's ſaid, IVhat the Spiritſhz'th unto
Epiﬅles ; ſome Things peculiar to the Churches he the churches. If any ask how the Churches and An
writes unto, a_s they are commended only, as Phi/a
gels, or Church-guides, are ſo indiﬀerently and pro
delphz'a and Smrrna ; or diſcommended only, as Lao miſcuouſiy named? zI/tſw. For theſe Reaſons. 1
diua: or ſomewhatoſboth, asthe other four.
Becauſe the Church and the Collective Body o;"

t. I'r's common to all to have their Epiﬅles agree

Oﬃcers are ſo exceeding near of Kin each to other

ing in the Form, tho' diﬀerent in the Matter: As, and in their Intereﬅs, ſo interwoven, that, in ths
I. To be divided in an Inſcription, comprehending Scripture Phraſe, to write 'unto the Church, and to

the-Party to whom and from whom. 2. A Narra
tion, or Body, comprehcnding the particular Meililge
Chriﬅ (Ends to' them. 3. A Concluſion, compre
hending ſome Promiſe to the Over-comersz and an

write unto her oﬃcers, are one; as to tell Zl'zto zþz

Church, Matth. 18. and to tell unto the Church.
oﬃcers, are one. 2. Becauſe the Church isvirtual

ly comprehended (to ſpeak ſo) under her oﬃcers,
who

__,v-<__.__..
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who are not only the ſpecial Members, but alſo the cloſe of the Epiﬅle, which may give ſome Inſight in
Repreſenters of that Body: And as one, writing to the Meaning of them.
an lncorporation, or Burgh, and directing his Let-

4. I T 's common to them all, to begin with this

ters to the Magiﬅrate thereof, may be ſaid to write word, I know thy Warts: that ſo there may not only
unto the Burgh ;

even ſo it's here:

For, though be an Evidence of Chriﬅ's God-head; but alſo tore

Miniﬅers in reſpect of their Authority and Admini- move all Exception, which might be made againﬅ
ſlration of the Ordinances, do not repreſent the his Teﬅimony. \Ve take it to look ordinarily, not ſo
Church, but Jeſus Chriﬅ, whoſe Ambaﬂadors they much to his Approbation, as to his Omniſcience;

are; yet in reſpect of their united way of acting together, and their ſ mpathizing with all the Members,
and their joynt ntereﬅ in all the Aﬃtirs belonging to
the Members, and the reciprocal ſharing that is between them and the Members, of all good or evil
Temperatures,
they tnay well be ſaid to repreſent the
Church, whoſe Servants they are for Chriﬅ's ſake:

iimply : becauſe it isindiﬀerently made the ground of
Reproof, as well as of the commendation: and
therefore it is uſed in the Epiﬅle to Laadicea, where
no commendation is given.
F o a more particular ule making of theſe Epiﬅles,
Conſider
r. the immediate Scope of them, which is
to ﬅir up the ſeven Churches, according vto rheir le

Even as the Magiﬅrate, acting in his Duty, repre- veral conditions, to hold faﬅ what was right, and to
ſenteth God ; yet in ſome Senſe alſo may be ſaid to amend what was wrong, having in them the Diſcove

repreſent the People.

3. Becauſe there is ordinarily ry of the then Eﬅate of thoſe churches, and ſome

a great ſuiatbleneſs and likeneſs bctween the Miniﬅer Warnings ſuitable to that End: and ſo they are not
and People oſthat Church whereof he is Miniﬅer ; he in a Prophetical way primarily to repreſent particular
lukewarm, and they are lukewarm 3 he lively, and

readily it is ſo with them, as we will ſee in all the
ſeven Epiﬅles following : and therefore the writing
unto and deſcribing of one, doth by conſequence in.tinde both, eſpecially, conſidering thatiwhether the

Churche-s in Ages following: Yet, 2. Are they uſe
ful in a ſpecial manner to other Churches, being
doctrinally applyed to their Caſe, asthe Lord apply
eth the words of [ſaid/2 29. 13.. zVau/tb. r 5. 7. Hy
þarrim, well did lﬂzia/y propbeſit of you, (57. whileas

Churches eﬅatebe good, or ill, the Miniﬅer hath Iſm'ab's words do principally reſpect the people in his

much Inﬂuence on it, and therefore both in Reproofs own Time; yet may they be applied to all Hypo
and Commendations, the ﬁrﬅ word is directed to crites in- ſuch a Caſe, as if it had been intentionally
him. 4. Becauſe the Order Chriﬅ hath inﬅituted in ſpoken of them : ſo may it be here in the Applioatir
he Church,_doth ſo require: he reveals not his Mind on of them to particular Churches, in the like Caſes:

immediately to the People; but ﬁrﬅ to his Miniﬅers,
and by them to the Church : ſor our Lord's way, is
orderly, ſo as may prevent Confuſion in his Church :
which is done, not by putting it in the Hands of

yea, to particulir Perſons according to the common.
cloſe:

He that bar/7 ears to bear, let him bear, &it.

And the Epiﬅles may be ſo much the more uſeful in.
application, than other Scriptures: becauſe in one
People; butbv putting his Miniﬅers to it in theſe Map they comprehend together the complex Caſe of
things which c'oncern their Station z and theſe being a Church, with the particular Directions, Reproofs
ſuch things as belong peculiarly to Miniﬅers to be and Encourag ements, which belits the Ctſe. 3. The,
amended, in the Epiﬅles, therefore doth he particular Epiﬅles being directed to both the Angles and Churclb
ly direct it to them.
es, to the one mediately, to the other immediately,.
3. A L 1. the Titles given to Chriﬅ, are, for the as we ſhew, we would beware of confounding the
moﬅ part taken out of the Vilion, Chap. r. only they Directions anl matter' contained in them as equally *
are choſen and pitched onas may beﬅ ſerve the Scope agreeing to both, as alſo, of too rigitle ſeparating or
Of every Epiﬅlc ; as the Lord is to diſcover their them; as iſwhat principally belonged to the Miniﬅer,
ſſ__ſ0, or accordingly to threaten or promiſe, the
did no way belong to the People, and contrarily 3
"I itle is wailedwhich is moﬅ ſuitable to that End: as but to look what may agree to either, without con
ll-Fſe Chriﬅ's Preſence, Care, and Soveraignty over founding of Stations orSexes. As in all other Scrip
l-B Churchcs and Miniﬅers, are laid down, when he tures we take Directions in things belonging to Ma
to diſcover a ſecret Fault in them, and to- threaten giﬅtates, to be given to them, and ſo to others in all

Uleun-churching of them for it, there being ordinar

ſeveral Stations reſpectively ; ſo here, what belongeth

l in every Epiﬅle two Titlcs, one relþecting the to Miniﬅers, apply it to them: As for inﬅance.
_ſ_e of the Church-written unto, the other the Pro preaching, and judicial tryal ofcorrupt Men ; that ſo *
mile or threatning which is annexed; and therefore are far as it is authoritative, belonge toOﬃcers: yet ſo far
they, upon the matter, often in- plain Terms in the as People have acceſs in theirStations to promove ſuch

Ends
p.
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fore ; and is the ground of their Submiﬃon and Pati they were of God or not, as is ſaid. Yea, 2. Nei'
ence under Croſſes: or, it may look to the words ther from Cenſure, ( ſuppoling it poſſible that they
following; and ſo the Meaning is, for Zeal to my ſhould err, and them actually to have erred ) as we
Glory thou hall: endured all this Pains 5 for my name may ſee by Paul's Suppoſition, Gal. t. 8. If Ipreach
ſake, thou haft been at pains in doing, and hall over

another Gq/þtl, &c. and alſo by Paul's open rebuking
3.
that is, thou haﬅ not been wearied of, nor ſcared or This ſ-tme Practice may conﬁrm/it', the Church Rulers

come all Rubs in the way.

Art-i bryi mt faints/1: of Peter when he was to be blamed, Gﬂl. 2. 14.

boaﬅed from, thy Duty: nor made to deſert it for
all the suﬀering thou haft met with, but reſpect to
my Name, hath made thee perſevere. So then,
their labour, as it was ſpoken of beſorc, points at
their painfulneſs: and here it reſpccts their ſingleneſs,
thatitwas not in a way of ſelf-ſeeking, but for bis
miner/bie. 2. That it was conﬅant and continu
ing: they were carried on without Interruption in
proſecuting their zealous intention.
If it be asked bare, bow ſize/2 (15 (all tlmrzſ'lz'er
IſþM/er, or do count themſelves not ſulzject to the Diſ
ttþlirze cf a part/iular Church ( a: theſe' who pretended
to be zlpzylles lit/rowl to do) my be orderly proceeded
agairyi by Cburrb-tr/'al 'and Cevſiu'e, qſimial/y if a
particular Church P

*

zſnſ. r. There is no Apoﬅle nor Angel, in the,
preaching of the Goſpcl, that is altogether above
Trial: they are, as ſuch, above erting in Doctrine;
yet may and ſhould their Doctrine be tryed accord
ing tothe Word, llct: 17. It. GnI. 1. 8. Becauſe,

of Epbejizr were not ſuited by' thatTitle, nor yet by
their not having Memberſhip among them, ( as it
ſeems ſuch could not have, being readily ﬅrangers, and

thereby having the greater acceſs to give out them
ſelves for the thing they were not ) yet they went on
to try and cenſure, which is particularly commended
in them by Jeſus Chri't. 4. It may be conﬁrmed

from that Power that Chriﬅ hath given to his Church
Oﬃcers for Ediﬁcation, ani for preſerving thZ: Church
committed to them from Infection, which would

ſeem to be defective, if Men had Liber ty ( under the
former Pretexts ) to vent Error and commit ſcandal
ous Practices, for the enſnaring of others, in churches

whereof they. were not properly Members: And
tho' it might be ſaid, that ſimpl'y ſuch Perſons were
not under the T rial and Cenſure of ſuch a Church;

for Believers, to try the Spirits, 'I J'ai), 4.. 1.

yet 'an-'na and in that reſpect, as it's necellltry, for
the-gﬄi of that Church, to have theſe Perſons tried
and cenſured, they do fall under their Authority ; an'd
warrantably it's put forth for putting ſome Note on
them, for the preventing and removing of Oﬀences
from the People. 5. It may be conﬁrmed from the
Unity of the Catholick Church viſible, by which any
Member thereof ( if no particular Thing impede)
may claim the Priviledges of a Member by Commu
nion in publick Ordinances of Word and Sacraments v
in whatſoever Church, tho' he be no particularMcm
ber thereof: and therefore (i part', he ought alſo to
be liable to the Diſcipline of Chriﬅ in any particular
Church, where he ſhall fall to be: (ſeeing thatclaim
ing the Pt'iviledges of a Church, and Submiﬃon to
the Ordinances thereof, are in themſelves reciprocal)
and tho' ſome profane wretch renounce his own Pti

YZx'rdly, We ſay, that no Pretumptuous Title aſ

viledge; yet that makes not the Church to loſe hers;

even Apoſtles are but Ambaſiadors, and are not

Lords over the Faith of God's People, but Helpers of
their Joy, 2 Cor. 5. 20. l Per. ' 5

3. &c.Scmnd/y,

Apoﬅles in the guiding ofa conﬅitute Church, often
times uſed not their extraordinary Autority, as acting
by themſelves by vertue of their Inſullibility ; but
joitttly with others, in an ordinary way, clearing
ahdconſirming their Doctrine and Pritctices from
Scripture, and God's Call warranting them in that

Particular, asappcarsby Peter's Apclogy, Acts 11.
and Paul with the reﬅ of the Apoﬅles their proceed
ing, Act: 15. In which two Reſpects, it's ſuitable

ſumed by ones ſelf, nor any irregular walking, as

but ſo long as he continues a Member of the Catho
belonging to no Church, or not to ſuch and lt ch a lick viſible Church, as long is he' under Cenſures of
particular Church, can exempt any Member of the the Church, which are put forth in particular Con
Catholick Church from Trinl, and, if need require, gregations. 6. It may beconﬁrmed from the abſur
from Cenſure of the particular Church, where ſuch ditits, that otherwiſe would follow: As, I. There
Perſon, or Perſons ſhall reſide ; which we ſhall con
might be aſcandalous Member of the Catholick vi
ﬁrm from theſe Reaſons. 1 Not from Trial: be ſible Church, who could not be reached by Church
cauſe in ſo ſar the Doctrine and Practices-of the cenſure. ' 2. OnzrChriﬅian might oﬀend and ﬅumblc
Apoſtles themſelves( who were not ﬁxed Members another: and telling to the Church, would be no
ofany particular Congregation for their Memberſhip, Remedy to it, Matt/z. xviii. if no particular Church
and their Oﬃce bchoted to be of equal extent) were had Power over ſuch a one, which is contrary- to
ſubject to Trial, thutit might be known whether

Chriﬅ's Scope.

3. A Door would be opened to a
K

looſe

\
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Erposzrzozv of the

Chap. 2,

looſe Liberty within Chriﬅ's Houſe: For, in ſuch a Humility Praiſe-worthy: And if they be not joined
Caſe, Men could neither be cenſured, nor caﬅ out of our Zeal ſhall be carnal, and our Patience luke
the Church, nor in any Eccleſiaﬅical way, be corn warm : And neither of theſe will be commended of

pelled to take on Church-memberſhip, or live regular

Chriﬅ.

l in the Church; by this, there might be ſome Chri
6. THERE is no Name, Priviledge, or Title,
ſlians ſick and needing this cure of Diſcipline, to whom that ſhould ſcare People, eſpecially the Miniﬅers of
it could not be applied; by this the ordinance of Diſ God, from ſearching or trying corrupt Men, that

cipline would not be of-equal extent with the Sacra
ment of Baptiſm: All which, are abſurd.

bring corrupt Doctrine, pretending a Commiſſion
r

from Chriﬅ when they have none, tho' they ſhould

Obﬅrw, 1. CHRIST would have us always walk have the Pretext of Miniﬅers and Apoﬅles, and had
ing in the Senſe of his Omnlſcience, which makes him never ſo great Gifts ( for very like theſe Men who
begin all theſe Epiﬅles with this, I know 'by works: took this name to themſelves wanted not Gifts) or
a proﬁtable, but a diﬃcult Truth to be believed by ſo ſmooth a Carriage to inſinuate themſelves on Peo
ple, and to commend their Preſumption to them:
Chriﬅians.
2. CHRIST is an unprejudged Witneſs, and ſhould For, it was commendable Zeal in this Angel, to try
be eﬅeemed ſo by his Church 3 he beareth Teﬅimony them, and diſcover them.
7. IF Folks will put to Proof and Trial many
unto them, as he taketh notice of their Good, as well
Things and Perſons that have fair Names, the will
as their Evil.
t is a
3. SUCH as Chriﬅ never called, may take on them be found very unlike the Names they take.
higheﬅ Titles in the Church, pretend conﬁdently to a Time wherein we had need not to take every Thing
moﬅ immediate Call, carry fair,_ and gain reſpect, on Truﬅ from all Perſons, tho' their Gifts were
and have ſome Gifts for that End, as it ſeemeth theſe great, and they had big Titles and Names; but hum
had who called themſelves Apoﬅles.
bly and ſoberly to wait on God for Light and Di- _

4. THAT Diligence in Duty, and Diﬃculty in the rection, ſearching and trying both Mens Carriage and
Performance of it, often go together: to do, and to Doctrine, and the Commiſſion they pretend toin

bear, are often joined: two Things that in our Re

carrying of it.
8. WHERE an immediate Call is pretended unto,
were believed, we would not ſcare at the very Sha and great Titles aſlumed, ordinarily it is to carry on
dow of ſuﬀering in, or following upon, our Duty ſome ﬅrange Doctrine or Deſign, and is therefore
to be ſuſpected by the People of God, zCar.
as we do.
5. PATIENCE in ſuﬀering, and Impatience againﬅ xi. 13.
Corruptions and corrupt Men, can well ﬅand toge
9, THE cenſuring of corrupt unſent Miniﬅers,
ther. This People is ſaid to bear and ſuﬀer; and yet is a moﬅ diﬃcult Task, what from their Nature, and
it's ſaid, they could not bear: the Reaſon is, becauſe ſometimes from their Parts; what from the Addict
their patient ſuﬀering, or bearing, in the one Word, cdneſs of many unto them ; yet it is a ſpecial Duty:
relates to their enduring of Croſſes ; and their not bear And altho' it be often diﬃcult to follow, and bemiſ
ing, or ſuﬀering, in the other Word, relates to cor taken by many others; yet that it's acceptable before
rupt Men, and their Zeal againﬅ them. It werea Jeſus Chriﬅ, may appear from theſe conſiderations.
good Thing to knit theſe two together, not to let our 1. That the Scripture holdeth forth no kind of Per
Zeal wear away our Patience, nor our Patience pre ſons as more abominable in themſelves, and more
Ludge our Zeal. There is a kind of Zeal that puts hateful to him; for which Cauſe, they are called Dogs,
olks alway to do, to the end they may ſhun ſuﬀer and dumb Dog: t/Jat can/rot bark, Iſa. lvi. Io. Salt
ing, 'that is not good; and there is a ſort of Patience without Sat-our, H/blwr, idal S/jlþ/MWIS, ſiub arﬂed
and Meekneſs that wants Zeal and Sharpneſs in refe than/Elms, and kill bis flock, blind Guidcs, &c.
ſolution and Practice we would not ſunder; and if it

rence to the purging of Chriﬅ's Houſe; a Patience Hence it is, that there are not more ſad Expoﬅulations
that
can bearthan
withthe
ill Men:
this is no more
to be with Complaints of, or Threatnings pronounced
commended
former.andThisſiAngel
is corn
mended, that he eſchewed both, and had both Pati

againﬅ any, than againﬅ theſe: Our bleſi'ed Lord
Jcſus multiplies Woes unto ſuch in a more lCſZ'lblC

ence and Zeal in Exerciſe, running in their right Chan manner than was uſual to him, ILIdtt/J. xxiii. 2.
nel, and put forth toward the right Objects: And There is no kind of Perſons that prove more diſ
would God theſe were more ſeen and drﬅernable in honoutable to our Lord Jeſus, and to his Goſpel than
out Practice; the one would make our Zeal to ſuch:

Theſe make the Law tobe deſpiſed, Mal. 2.
ſhine, and the other would make our Patience and and the sacriﬁces and Ordinances to be counted vile

'

and

_

N"-*f

-

Chap. 9.
and contemptible, 1 Sam. 2.
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Such eſpecially open' the their ſpiritual Ediﬁcation, which was that Wherein

Mouths of profane Men againﬅ Religion, and the his own Love eminently kythed; and there is no
Author thereof, and exceedingly derogate from the thing wherein this kind of Love kythes more to him
Authority of him they pretend to have ſent them, or them, than that they be fed with Knowledge and
and to the Ambaſiage they are ſent with, whileas Underﬅanding, by Paﬅors according to his own Heart,
they look ſo unlike hlm. And upon this Account according to his YVord to Peter, Peter, law: thou me r'
it is amongﬅ others, that ſuch particular Directions then feed my Lambs : It cannot therefore but be look
for the ſingular qualifying of Church-oﬃcers, are 'ed 'on by him as acceptable Service. And indeed, if it
given in Scripture: And the ccnfuring of ſuch, and be commendable to relieve a Neighbour's Beaﬅ from

that by Chriﬅ's own Authority, vindicateth him,
which cannot be but honourable and acceptable to
him. 3. The ſcandalous Miſcarriages and Unfiith
fulneſs of Miniﬅers, bring a ſpecial Blot upon all Re
ligion, as if it were but mere Hypocriſy, and tended
to the foﬅering of ſuch ills: And profane Men are ex

ceedingly ﬅrengthned in ſuch Atheiﬅical Apprehen
ﬁons, when theſe ills are not taken notice of, and cen
ſured by Church Authority: Whereas by this Severi

Hazard, when there is.a ſiothfulShepherd; or-to re
lieve the bodily Life from temporal Hazard, how much
more muſt it be commendable to prevent the eternal

Hazard of immortal Souls, which by corrupt Mini
ﬅers cannot but be in hazard? 8. There is nothing
that more rejoyceth and hardneth corrupt Men, than

when they are like People, 'like Prieﬅ, and have Pa
ﬅors according to their own Heart; and there is not
thing that they are more provoked and diſpleaſed with,

ty in the Exerciſe of Diſcipline, the Faults are ſeen to than the cenſuring of ſuch : "Yea, even Men who
be in Perſons, and not in Religion, or the Oz'dinances 'have no reſpect almoﬅ to Religion at all, yet abhorr

thereof.

4. There is no ſuch contempt done to our and oppoſe the cenſuring Of ſuch, as if it werea Piece
of Religion ( or rather ofOppoſition to Religion ) to
on from him 5 and yet to be running unſent by him; do ſo: Which certainly ſheweth, that the following
or, having gotten Commiſſion, to miſcarry by Un of this Trial, muﬅ be a main furtherance to Godli
faithfulneſs in it: This is a betraying of Truﬅ, and neſs, and cometh near the Kingdom of Chriﬅ. 9.
cannot but be looked on as a high contempt againﬅ Not only is there an Obﬅruction to Godlineſs by
him. 5. As there is a Suitablcneſs in the cenſuring ſuch, but they have a main Inﬂuence upon the ad
Lord Jeſus, as for one to pretend to have Commiſſi

of ſuch Church-oﬃcers to Chriﬅ's Mind, ſo there
doth appear in the ſame, a Tendemeſs of, and Zeal
unto his Glo 1. Hence it is, that his moﬅ zealous
Servants, as 1'bling-Paul, ( yea, and himſelf when

vancing of Profanity, and the Kingdom of the Devil,

as if proſeſſedly they had confederated with him againﬅ
Chriﬅ. Hence it's ſaid, that from them doth Profa
nity go out to the whole Land, _7tr. xxiii. And they
are called Miniﬅers of Satan, aCar. xi. as Ambaſia

on Earth ) did ſet themſelves moﬅ againﬅ that Gene
ration. 6. There is no ſort of Men more hurtful to dors employed by him in his Service.

And where it"

the Church, by obﬅructing Chriﬅ's End in his Ordi

thus, not only are ſcandalous Practices committed,
For, but avowed, as it were in contempt of Godlineſs, and

nances, to wit, the Ediﬁcation. of his People:
ſuch proﬁt them not at all, J'tr. xxiii. yea, they
(land in the way of their profiting, ſometimes by
corrupt Doctrine; ſometimes by Example; ſometimes
by ſadning and weakning of theſe who look more ten
derly to the Practice of Godlineſs: And if no other
way ; yet by ﬁlling the Room, and ſo ﬅanding in the
Way ofthePeoples being provided with ſuch as might
be helpful and faithful. -Now, conſidering the great
Rcſpect that our Lord Jeſus hath to the Ediﬁcation

of faithful Miniﬅers, who ſeriouſly ﬅudy the pro
it. Hence
is, thatFaithfulneſs
often thereand
is
amoving
kind ofof ﬅated
Fnmſſityit againﬅ
faithful Men, not only amongſt ſuch Miniﬅers
themſelves, but in their Congregations and Follow
ers;

which ſheweth, the Prejndice that cometh

by them, and ſo that Neceility 'of removing
them.

It may now 'look like cruelty ( it may be ) rigidly

of his People; and conſidering the Weight that he to purſue ſuch, and like Pity to ſpare them which

hath placed upon this Miniﬅry, as a Mean for pro
moving of that End, and withal, the great Obﬅructi
on that follows to that End, when this-Mean diſap

may much be applauded unto by many : yet if we
could conſider what Hazard may come 'to immortal
Souls in a ſhort Time by the want of a po-verful

points, it cannot but be accounted acceptable to him

Miniﬅry, much more by the having of corrupt Men,
either in Life or Doctrine in that Station, and what
Thoughts Souls will have of that cruel Pity in the

to remove ſuch an Obﬅruction. Yea, 7. Conſider
ing that there is nothing he commends more than mu

tual Love to his Diſciples, and there is nothing where Day of Judgment: We are perſwaded Horror
in Love can appear more to them, than in ſeeking would aﬀect the Hearts of theſe who are concerned;
K 2
con
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conſidering how many are palpably in Hazard ſion and Accuſation of Elders, do demonﬅrate; and
through Defect in this: Can it be thought that if this main Point be neglected by Church-oﬃcers,
Chriﬅ'sordaining of a Miniﬅry, was only to have itmay juﬅly provoke God to weaken, ifnot to break
Men bearing ſuch a Name, and not to have ſuch as that Authority of them, and to make them and it in
eﬂ'ectually and ſeriouſly would promove his Deſign? their Hands juﬅly to become deſpiſeable, which no
and can that be expected, whilﬅ Men unﬁtfor it, or thing t'urthers more than the admitting and permit

unworthy ofthat Calling poſſeſs the Room F and if
itbe a deplorablc Condition to have Congregations
dtſolate without the Ordinances, and living like Hea
thens, or as Sheep without aShepherd, or blind men

ting of corrupt and unmeet Oﬃceis to be in the
Church, And if People delight to have it ſo, and
fret
at an itctthing
which may amend
much
more
if theya
the Continuance
thereof,it, and
concur
to

without a Guide, is it any leſs, yea, is it not much the ſupporting of ſuch, it may be that the Lord

more lamentable to have ſuch as rather marr than
further 'the main Deſign? which breedeth Conﬁ
dcnce and Secun'ty in ſome natural Men, occaſioneth
Prophanity and looſeneſs in others, and almoſt ſerveth

give them a Fillof their own ways; and by Error,

in a non-entry, their Ediﬁcation, more than if none
were there at all: For, Chriﬅ's way appointed for
edifying of his Church, is not only to have the Form
of Ordinances, by Men, ſupplying theſe Places;
but to have ſuch as may by his Approbati'on ſo] low his
way of attaining his End. We conceive that the
regulating of the Entry of Church-oﬃcers, ſo that
none but ſuch as are thereby approven may be admit<

Form of Chriﬅ's Ordinances only among them with
out Reſpect-to the End for which he appointed them.
vThat zealous and Pungent Diſcourſe, which Mr.
Baxtcr hath to this Purpofe in the Cloſe of his [Igrte

Confuſion, or ſome other way, ſo bring it about in

his juﬅ Judgment, that either they ſhall have no

Face of Ordinances at all, or have the Carcaſs of
to no End, but to keep ſuch a congregation fromone them as a Snare and Curſe unto them, who received
that may g ide them, and them ſrom knowing their not the Love of the Truth, that they mightbe ſav
want, or azard: and in fum to obﬅruct, and put ed, but contented themſelves to have the Shape and

mml, is moſt weighty and convincing; and the

Matter thereof, ſo farasconcems this, worthy to be
conſidered. All which is ﬅillto be underﬅood of ſuch
legal Trialsas are followed on ſolid -Grounds, and in
ted, and of the 'I'rial of theſe who are in, that ſuch an orderly circumſpect Manner; for ſuch was this
who carry themſelves unworthily may be removed, Trial of the falſe Apoﬅles, by the Angel or Elders of
is oneof the main Ends why Church Authoriry is the Church of Ep/Mſitr, which uſually is cited by
given by ,Jeſus Chriſt for the Ediﬁcation ofhis Body, Divines to conﬁrm the Power of the Church in cen<
as the ſpecial Directions to 'Zi'nzotlvy and 771115, which ſuring her Oﬃcers.
do regulate Church-oﬃcers, eſpecially in the Admiſ

LECTURE

II.

Verſe 4. Nwtrtbtleﬅ, Ihaveſhmtwbat again/I the', "muſt tlmt [mﬅ leſt tbyſi'ﬅ Lot/e.
.
5. Remember there/bra ram whence thou art ﬁll/m, and repent, and do tbtſir/I works, or elſe I will tom'
'um t/m quid-ly, and wi! rlmwl thy Candlg/Iitk out yf bis plan, except thou f'lþfllt.
OUr Lord Jeſus is the Faithful and true Wit

all, there are ſomethings wrong, whichI alſo take
neſs, who impartially teﬅiheth, both of what notice of, and will quarrel for, though there be ma

is right, and what is wrong in his Church: ny things right. This ſhews r. our Lord jeſus his
we have heard his commendation, ſhewing what impartialit in taking notice of all, good and ill.
was right ; he began at that, to make way for the And, 2. t ſhews the Extent of Duty which con
other part of his Teﬅimony, which is to diſcover ſiﬅs in an univerſal Reſpect to all his commands z
what was wrong; and it is ſet down, verſe 4. I. and failing in ſomethings, may beasadead Flie in a
More generally by a Tranﬁtion from the Commen Box of Ointment, to marr the Savour of the reﬅ.
dation, AGvcrtbeIeſſ, [have ſhmewbat fzgairgﬅ they, And, 3. That it's meet ſorBelievers to know their
that is, though all theſe things be true, and thou be whole eﬅate, thcirillas well. as their good: both
commendable in them, and I commend thee for are uſeful to them to be known, and both are repre*
them 5 yet, there is a Nwertbtkſi added 3 that is not

ſented by our Lord Jeſus unto them; His commend
ing

Chap. a.
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ing of them, alters not what is juﬅly reproveable, their kindly Aﬀections one to another, and had
his Reproofprejudges them not in what is commend fallen in part to be more in Sacrifice, and extemals of
able: this way Believers ought to take in Reference Worſhip, 'than in Mercy and Love one to another,
to themſelves. 4. It ſhews, that even Believers Hoſ 6. 7. and Mdﬂb. 12. 7. The third is, a.
ſhould take a Reproof, as well as a commendation, decay of Love in the manner of doing Duties; ſo
eſpecially when it cometh from our Lord Jeſus his that though they continued in the Practice of for
Mouth ; yea, though in many things they be right, mer Duties towards God, and towards others; ye'
yet ſhould a Reproof, notwithﬅanding thereof be in reſpect of Love to God, as to principle acting
digeﬅed in any thing wherein they are wrong.
them in ſuch Duties or Aﬀections towards others,
2. T H r-: particular le_,)ſOV6.l, is ſet down, thou they had much decayed ; and therefore may be charg
bq/l fallen from thy ﬁr/I love. I. By Love here is edto have fallen from their ﬁrﬅ Love, though they
not underﬅood the Object beloved, as it's ſaid of wi continued in the External Performances, becauſe the
dows, 1 7701. 5. 12. who had caﬅ oﬀ their ﬂſ/l former native Vigour and Life in thoſe Duties was
faith; it was not ſo here: There was no publick decayed. Vv'hence we may gather, that-there may
Deſectionin matter of Doctrine, as the commendati be many things commendable in a Church, or in a
on preceeding clears. Nor, 2. Is it neceſſary here to be Perſon, and yet there may be a ſecret (Liarrel be
underﬅood principally of a Decay-of Love in the ha tween Chriﬅ and them, as Pſizl. 78. ver/2 34. 35,
bit it ſelf, but in the Exerciſe and Fruits thereof, as 36. compared together, do ſhew; yea, that there

is clear by the oppoſition following, do the 'ﬁrﬅ may be many things right in a Believer in reſpect of
works: which points out the Fault reproved, to Externals, and yet a Diſlatisſaction to Jeſus Chriﬅ
have conſiﬅed in the Neglect of theſe, which is a in their ſecret condition. That this Angel, and
glin removed by the performing of them ; though we many of theſe written to in this Church were belie
think there is a ſuitableneſs between the habit and it's vers, this Reproof clears, which ſuppoſeth them
Fruits, as it is with the one, ſo it is with the other: once to have had Love z that they have many things
And few Acts and Fruits do evidence the H'lbit there commendable, the former Vcrſe is clear; to wit,

of to-becold and languiſhing.

3: Neither do we un

purc profeſſion of Truth, zealous exerciſe of Diſ

derﬅand here by falling, from their,_ﬁrﬅ Love, a cipline, Diligence in doing, and labouring', Patience
total falling from Fruits ; but comparatively a falling in ſuﬀering, Honeﬅy in their End,_far Cbri' 'r 'lame
from ſome former Acts and Degrees, or their vigo ſide, and continuing in all theſe without fainting;

rous Manner ofacting from Love, as they had wont ret is there a 'it-vertlveleſſ added, which may make
formerly to do, called
love here, and afterwards, earts to tremble, and not to reckon their condition
ﬄrﬅworb. By comparing then this Reproof with from external Performanccs; and ought to put Be
ihe commendation, we conceive, it doth, include lievers to it, to ſee how they will free themſelves
- theſe three, 1. Afalling from theſe Duties, where from this part of the Callenge. 2. Our Lord Jeſus
m eſpecially true Love to God, and Charity to doth eſpecially take notice of the Love ofhis People,
others conſiﬅed, that is, they were much in outward and is much ſwaycd in his Commendations and Re
Rcſomkttion, profeſſlon and Zcal that way; but prooſs according as he ﬁndeth it in Exerciſe towards
wanting inwardly, heart-burning Love and Aﬀection him, and towards others. 3. Love within may be

FO God, and ſo in ſome Meaſure wereHypocritical; cold, when Folks practices without look very hot,
m that their Love within was not anſwerable to their and ppon the Matter be accepted of Chriﬅ. '4. Be
rQſcſſion without, but were more taken up in their lievers oſtenat their fu'ﬅ engaging to Chriﬅ, hive

external Fruits, than in their exerciſe of Love, in ſo their Love more warm towards him, and towards

ar agreeing with the Phariſces in that Fault reprov others, than afterward it will be; or, Bclievers ordi
ed, Luke It. 42. Te titb'c mim, &c. but paﬅ owr narly Hips from the warmneſs of Aﬀection that ac
Judgment and the IotveqfGad. 2. As it looks to companicth their Entry, and becometh more cold in
Others, it may ſay, though there was Zeal in the ex their Aſſa-ctions towards God, and towards others z
ICmal WorſhipofGodz yet_there was great Defect the ﬁrﬅ Love continueth not. 5. Backſlidiug and
Oſ that Love, Sympathy and Aﬀection of one of declining from what Folk have been, either in Pro
ſhFm, with and to another, that ſhould be', this ſeſſion or Practice, is, and will bea ſpecial Atticle of
emg Ordinary, that Love inﬂamed to God-ward, Chriﬅ's Charge. Hence is it, that baldſaﬅis ſo fre
and Love one to another, go together ; vand there quently repeated in the following Epiﬅles: Not
ſote asit importeth they had fallen from their former only to intimate what is our Duty ; but alſo to evi
warm Impreſſions of Love to God z ſo alſo from dence how ill the Lord taketh declining whenﬁ he
*
nd:
r
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ﬁnds it among his People, Heb. x. 38. If any Ill-m
draw bark, my Soul/ball have no plenſhre in him. 6.
Every Decay is a falling, and hurts the Work of
Grace proportionably, as groſs Commiſſions do; and
'it's as impoﬃble for a Man to (it up in the Exerciſe

Chap. 2.

lineſs to Deadneſs, and directs to the Recovery of
their former State, which will not be attained by

lazy Prayers, and fainting Complaints; but by ſeri
ous upﬅirring, and exerciſe oftheſe three, Se/ſ- ea Tb

ing, Reþentance, and Practice, and that in the native

of inward Graces, and not to hurt them, as for a Order as they ly.

Man to fall from a hight and not be wounded.
l/'erſe 5. FOLLOWETH the Direction, which our
Lord preſcribeth as the Duty ſuiting their Caſe, and
the Threatning wherewith he backs it, The Directi
on hath three Steps, every one of them making way
for another. The ﬁrﬅ is, Remember from whence

Mon: particularly, from the ſeveral Directions,
Obſerve, I. That as Forgetfulneſs of our own Con.
dition, and not reﬂecting on our ſelves, is the crreat

Cauſe of mueh declining and backﬂiding in H'Zm
and of continuing therein 5 ſo upon the contrary'

Sclf-examination, and remembring of our own Way,
though-i fallen z that is, advert and conſider how it is and reﬂecting on our ſelves, is a notable Mean to pro:
with thee, be it was at the beginning; that ſo by ro vent Decay, and to entertain gooda Frame; as alſo
ﬂecting upon themſelves, and comparing their preſent to further the Exerciſe of Repentance, and to reco
Condition with what is paﬅ, they might be brought ver a Frame when it's loﬅ. 2. Believers may
to take uptheir own Condition. In ſum, it implieth, fall into that neglect. 3. ZVhen Believers become

That there had been in them an Inadvertency unto,
and Forgetſulneſs of their own Condition fora Time,
which had made them without Challenges ſlip into,
and continue in that baekſlidden Condition. Unto

negligent, they decline in part, tho' not wholly.
,
YVhen Believers fall, they are to take the ſame way
for their recovery. 5. Believers may be under grea;

decay, and yet not take great notice of it, nor from
this, remembring -is oppoſed, which taketh in, not whence they are fallen ; yea, it implieth further, that

. onl aſimple Act of Memory, but a ſenſible Exerciſe where the Decay is within, and the Carriage fair with
oft e Conſcicnce and Aﬀcctions alſo, following upon opt, ( as here ) it's hard to get them convinced
their reﬂecting on themſelves; like the Word, Ezek. o it.
xvi. 61. Thou ſhall remember tity ways, &e.
FROM I.theThat
ſecondRepentance
Step ofthe Direction
ent St
Olzſhrve,
is a Duty, Re
inﬂunibercii
THE ſecond Part of the Direction is, Repent; This
is the Fruit and End of the former, relating alſo to even to Believers, r j'obn i. 8. 2. That it is called
what was paﬅ, that not only they ſhould look upon for, wherever there is Sin, even oſOmiſſtons, as here.
their own Ways, but that theirEye ſhould aﬀect their But, 3. Eſpecially where there is declining.
.
Heart, for the upﬅirring. of them in the Exerciſe of Change of Practice, where there hath been Sin, will
Repentance 2' Which'includcth theſe two 3 1. A kind not be ſuﬃcient, if Repentancc for what is paﬅ do not

ly lndignation againﬅ :heir Sin, and againﬅ themſelves accompany it.
the third Step, Do tbeﬁrﬅ Iſſorb. Obſerve
for their Sin, ſo as in ſome Part, they avenge God 1. FROM
That Believers ﬁrﬅ Works, are often morelcomz
of themſelves in thejudging and cenſuring of them mendable, than theſe whichſſ come after.
ſelves in the behalf of God, as it is in zCor. vii. 1 l.

2. There

2. It taketh in an inward and outward Change of their may be great dillerence in the ſame Works onthe Mac
Way for the Time to come, which is ever a Fruit ter, even of the ſame Perſon, in Chriﬅ's Account.
of true Repentance; when the Party is brought not 3. VVorks, and Works livelily gone about, are called
only to confeſs, but to forſake their Sin, as theWords for from Believers : Chriﬅ Jeſus was no legnlPreach_
following clear in the third Direction; which is, De er; yet doth he require both Repentance and works
t/re
Uſe/'iv. This relateth unto the Time to from theſe Epbtyians.
come ; that is, that what once they had been at in the i THE third Thing in this Epiﬅle, is, The Thrcat
Perſormance of YVorſhip to God, and in Duties one ning, or Certiﬁcation, wherewith this Direction is
to another in the Manner, as well as in the Matter, preﬂed, (which doth the more confirm the former
and were now fallen from, ( as we hinted at in the Doctrine ) Or e/ſh I will wne unto thee quickly, and

remove 'by Candle/Urban: yf ſup/are, except time re
ſelves to recover the ſame, this being a native Frnit pent .- In which YVords, we are to conſider-the Thine
and companion of Repentance, carefully to abﬅain threxttned. 2. The Perſons threatned. 3. The Cor?
Reproof) that they ſhould by all Means ſet them

from the Evils, and perform the Duties which the

tiſication, upon which it's pronounced.

4.. The Per

have been moﬅ touched with in the challenge. ſon threatning. And laﬅly, The Speedineſs or Sud_
Theſe three go well together, and notably pre denneſs of his performing what he threatned. The
Thing threatned, is the removing gſ tþeCa/zdlgh'd- azrlt
ſcribe the Remedy of a Soul backﬂidden from Live

Chap. a.
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B Candleﬅick, Chap. 1. verſe 20. is of the Gofpel ordinarily begins with this. By Rzpn.

underﬅood the hurch: Therefore by the removing tame here, we do not underﬅood ﬅrictly the Grace
thereof, muﬅ be underﬅood the un-Churching of ofRepentance, as it is contradiﬅinguiſhed from Faith,
them 3 So that Ep/atſhs now a Church, and Candle much leſs any natural or worldly Sorrow, which may
ﬅick, ſhould have that removed, and not be continu be in a Hypocrite; but we take it as it compreheni
ed a Church: This is in Eﬀect like that, Zrr/a. xi. eth the whole Work oſConverﬁon and Faith in Jeſus
of the Lord's breaking the two staves, and refuſing Chriﬅ, as ſometimes it's taken, Mztt/iiv. 17. com
to feed that People any more. This is a ſad, tho' a pared with Mark i. 15. becauſe it is propoſed here,
juﬅ Threatning, which may put us to enquire where as the way to prevent Wrath which is due for Sin,
ſore the Lord thus threatneth this Angel, and Church, which cannot be done without Faith.
beſide any other? Eſpecially conſidering they were
THE fourth Thing to be conſidered, is, The Per
not the worﬅ, ( as was ſeen in the commendation, ) ſon threatning, I will tame, IJeſus Chriﬅ, who walks
why then is ſhe threatned? And how uſually the Lord among the golden Candleﬅicks, I the Lord oſ the
doth execute this, ſhall be ſpokcn unto,

when the Vineyard, Mmb. xxi. 40, 41.

This is mentioned,

Words are opened.
- Firﬅ, To let us ſee Chriﬅ's Abſoluteneſs and Sove
a. True Perſon threatned, is moﬅ eſpecially and raignty over his Churches, to diſpoſe of them as he
immediately the Angel, as is clear by uſing of the plcaſeth ; that Miniﬅers and People may learn to hold
ſingular Number, thy Candleﬅick, andI will come to their Church-being of him. Sit-sadly, To hold forth
rite, &c. And with him, we conceive, that the Chriﬅ's peculiar Authority, in Churching, and un

Threatning reſpects moﬅ theſe who were really Belie
vers in that Church: Becauſe eſpecially, the Charge
of falling from the ﬁrﬅ Love, and Direction of doing
the ﬁrﬅ \Vorks, agree to them. The Threatning
alſo of removing the Candleﬅick, would be moﬅ laid
to Heart by them. Thus Chriﬅ uſually threatneth;

Churching; and that peculiarly, this belongeth to
him: There is no Man, nor Enemy, nor Perſecuti
on, &Ye. can looſe the Relation oſa Church in its be

ing, but Chriﬅ Jcſus, or they, as ordered by him.
r_4,-\
o a_

THE ﬁfth is, I 'will tom' quickly, yea, and unex

prctedly, as the Word imports.

This is added, to

Yea, corrccteth his own, when he lets others ſlip, ſhew that Chriﬅ's Threatnings are in earneﬅ, and that

Hearers would notdally with them. It (hewoth alſo,
how eaſily he can overturn a Church, and make no
Church of it ; he hath often gathcrcd Churches quick
ly, and can he not diſlblve them when they look to
be in their Prime? Who, having read the Commen
cauſe their Sins come nearer his Honour, and he is dation of Epþzſhs in the former lſerﬅs, would have
more aﬀected with them; and becauſe he mindeth expected ſuch a Threatning in the cloſe?
TH e Words now being opened, we may enquire,
their Good, he judgeth and chaﬅncth them, leﬅ they

Arms iii. 2. Neither doth he here ſo particularly
charge and threaten the Heathens ſor refuſingthe Goſ
pel, nor yet the falſe Apoﬅles, or Airclmtam, tor
open abuﬁng it, as he doth this zealous Angel: The
Reaſon is, not becauſe he loves them leſs 3 but be

ſhould be condemned with the World, l Cor. xi. 32.

1. How this Thereof/zing q/'un-Cþurtþing a Cburcl)

whereas he ſuſpendeth his judging of the reﬅ, and be
ſloweth not a Reproof upon them, until Judgment
altogether ſurpriſc them.
3. TH 1-1 Certiﬁcation upon which this-great Judg
ment ( which is greater than. either Sword, Famine,
Of Peﬅilence ) is threatned, is, Exrzpt they repent: By
which we may gather, the Neceſſtty of Repentance
in it ſelf, and its Acception by Jeſus Chriﬅ, not as if
therewere any Merit in it to deſerve, or any moving

uﬅlb to be exeruted?
ſhzﬂu. VV: conceive it doth not neceſſarily imply
the overrunning, waﬅing and deﬅroying of ſuch a
City or Land, that it ſhould be no City, but that it
ſhould be no Church. Sometimes indeed, God will

even by ſuch a Mean bring about this Thing threat
ned;

But here we take it to hold out ſome other

Thing, than if he had threatned sword or Peﬅilence
upon
them: ſix'xi.
It is43.theThe
ſameKingdom
upon the
with
that, Matth.
ofMatter
God lþa/l
be

impulſive Vertue in it to perſwade him to Pity, ( as
umiliations uſe to perſwade Men ) he is not capable taken from you, &c.' which was Chnit's Word to
Of ſuch Motivcs: Nor yet as if he had any Delight the jeu/s, and is eſpecially theſe ways brought to paſs.
in the ſadning, and exerciſing of his People; but that The ﬁrﬅ, Is ſinful; that is, when a Church ſell
he ſmv ſhew the peremptory Connexion between themſelves to falſe Doctrine, which overturneth the
Repent'ance and Pardon, which in the Order of' Foundation: In which Senſe, Haſi ii. the Lord denies

$ilvation he hath laid down, thereby to make the Epbraim to be his Wiſe, becauſeoſ herſpiritual YVhore
dinner know ſomething of the ill of Sin, and worth doms, whereby ſhe had broken herTie : Thus a Peo
Of Grace; Which is the Reaſon why the preaching ple may be ſaid to un-Church themſelves by theirUnlbe a)
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lief,
conſuſions and Errors ( inconſiﬅent' with the them, even in their zealous proſecuting of external
Foundation ) according to that Iſinſi. l. 1. And Ram.
1 t. the Jew: are ſaid to have broken themſelves oﬀ
by their Unbelief. The ſecond way is penal, that is,
when the Goſpel hath not Fruits among a People,
the Lord removeth the Light, and his Ordinances
from them, taketh down his Hedge from about
them, andſ as it wcre)ſendeth them a Bill of Dis

Reformation. 4. Becauſe he would have all Men
knowing the Reſpect he hath to sincerity, and the
Inﬂuence which the Exerciſe, or not Exerciſe

of

Grace hath upon keeping, or looſing of external Pri
vileges. Therefore doth he ſo threaten this Church

when no outward Cauſe of ſuch Controverſy ſeem
eth to be before Men..

lf it be asked further, Wh this Church is called
vorce, refuſing to own them aſterwardsas a Church:
not by giving them up to outward Enemies Oppreſ the Angels? For, Tby hath Keference to the Angel,

ſion ( which for a Time they may be free of ) but and by the Candleﬅick, is meant the Cburtb it ſelf. Or,
b ratifying their own sentence of rejecting of the 2. How this becomesa Threatning to the Miniﬅer,
(zoſpek as it is, Act: xiii. 46. and thus the King it being likera Plague upon the People? Or, 3.
dom of \God was tranſlated from the Jews; and How the People can be plagued for aSin in their Mi
they became no Church, when the Goſpel was taken niﬅer ? We ſhall conſider the ﬁrﬅ by it ſelf, after we
from them and ſent unto the Gctltiſﬂ. A third way have gone through this Epiﬅle. And now to the ſe
maybe mixed, partly ſinful, partly penal, a People cond Aieﬅon, we ſay, This Threatning becomes
upon the one ﬁde not receiving the love of Truth 5 hts_Plague. I. Becauſe of his Intereﬅ in them, and
and therefore upon the other ſide, God gives them Aﬀection to them: Nothing can come on a People
up to ﬅrong KDeluſion, whereupon. they proceed but it aﬀects the Miniﬅer; their Stroak is his: yea,
, from evil to worſe in the believing of Lies, as it is, often it's ſorer which is on them, than what is on
2 Ybeſ ii. 10. However, this is certain, this flou himſelf. 2Cor. xi. 29. 30. l/lbo is weak, and 1
\ riſhing Church of Epheﬅu, hath now long ſince been am not weak? [Vza is ſſndtd, and I burn not ?
a proof of this Truth; for, Error growing to an was Pau/Js touch of Inﬁrmities of the People. 2.
hight, and Deluſion and Ignorance following upon It'stheneareﬅ Stroak can be on a Miniﬅer, to be
the back of deſpiﬁng the Goſpel, hath brought that ﬅrtcken in his Charge, or blaﬅed in his Miniﬅry,
Church into the eﬅate that it is now into.

(57. I.n this he is ſrnitten as a Miniﬅer,

For the ſecond QJCﬅiOIl, Iſ/by t/u Lard peculiarly
Pin-eaten: the Church q/ Epheſus will; theſe Pumſh
ments ?
_
,
Anﬅo. It is not becauſe his Diſcontcntment was

peculiar to a Miniﬅer:
to all Men:

in things

Other Stroaks are common

Yea, thus to be ſmttten in the un

churching oſ his Flock, is ſtriking at his Crown,
and his Joy, I They/5 ii. ult. For, a faithful Miniﬅer
more with her than with other Churches ; But I. It's will to account it; 3. lt's probable, it was ſome
like they thought outward Honeﬅy and Reſormation contentment, to him to ſee things go right in his
for their Church Eﬅate, and there was no cauſe of outward Mtniﬅry, Cenſures to be weighty, *Diſcip_
Fear of un-churching, ſo long as they continued line' vigorous, the People to give him CſCdtl and
ure in Profeﬂion, and zealous in ur'rinz, &C.' Countenance, &it. without reﬂecting on his own
And therefore to beat down this Conceitrand to ſpntual Conditiomor aiming at the inward warminſſ
ſhſiew the Neceſſity of Power, as well as of Form, of
well,
Love
and
in who
the Heztrts
but he,ofthat
ltir' had
People,
ſuch but
a well
thought
ordered
D

c

for continuing of a C'hurch-eﬅate, He doth ſubjoin

this Threatning, of un-chuzcfjhg, eſpecially to this Church? The Lord*thereſore threatneth to take
Church. 2. Becauſe there here threatned, would that ground of.boaﬅing, or ſelf- pleaiing from him.
lay more weight on this 'I'hreatning, and he more It'sa ſad. thing when a Miniﬅer cannot carry even,
aﬀected with ſhoring to be un-Churched, than with when things go well, and cannot look to himſelf and
eitherSword or Peﬅilenee, &e. The Lord therefore the People allo, and be humble when he is counte
applieth wiſely that which he thinks moſt conduce nanced: _Want of this, t'pilleth many hepe ul Be
able to this End. 3. It's like, their outward grnmngs m 'Miniﬂers Hands. And this Relation
Church-eﬅate was ſomething thought of by them, thy, lS parttcularly mentioned here, to make-the

and the external Frame by Oidinances in Purity, and ,Threatning touch him the more; it is not the Can
that of Diſcipline in Vigour, might be reﬅed on, dleﬅick, but thy Candlﬄirk, which was to be re
and too much eﬅeemed of, eſpecially by the Miniﬅers moved. l*or there be two things that make a thing
.( it being too ordinary for Men to think too much of to be m Eſteetn, with Men, and the Loſs thereof

external Forms) The Lord therefore in this Threat to aﬀect them. The ﬁrﬅ is, That it be in it ſelf \
' ning touching the Fault that might ﬅick ſecretly to To wyx'trrſrau, that is, a thing lovely and deſire
able.

Ill

w
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able. The Second, That it be to TO illtov, that is,a and Ordinances, become the ground of aMiniﬅer's
Thing which is a Mm's own ; Theſe two going Pride, or boaﬅ, they may by ſome Confuſion be
together, That it is both an excellent Thing in the put through other, and ſo his Pride and Glory is
ſelf, and withal aMln's own: when once evil ﬅained, and their Hypocriſie and Formality puniſh
'ac-falls that Thing, it doth exceedingly preſs a ed; even as on the other ſide, a Peoples vanity
him. Now both theſe are here, agr/Jm Calx-'Ile of their Miniﬅer, may have inﬂuence on the Lortl's
ﬅirh, there is its excellency in it ſelf, and thy Candle blaﬅing of him, that it may he ſeen, all Fleſh is
ﬅich, there is the Angels intereﬅ and propriety in it; Graſs. Which conſideration ought to make Mi
Both are ſet down to aﬀect him the more. And niﬅersand People walk reſpectivly one to each other,
indeed a Church being in its bloſibming and riſing yet ſoberly; leﬅ the Lord be provoked againﬅ both.
condition, and all Things ſeeming to go well there
From this threatning, Oaﬅrw, 1. That no
in even then, to be threatned thus, cannot but

Church or Miniﬅer hath a leaſe of a Church-ﬅate

greatly aﬀect the Heart of a faithful Miniﬅer.
To the Third, Mw ran People he pmuſhzdﬂr
Mild/Ear: faults. _
Anſw. It' they were altogether innocent, it might
ſeem hard; but when they alſo are guilty; yea,
and it's like here under the ſame guilt, there is no
wrong, but it's the correcting of two by one

and the Goſpcl, if they abuſe it. Ephezſu is now
no Church; yea, [ſive] was broken oﬀ. 2. It's
one of the greateﬅ threatnings that can be, to be un
churched; Sword and Peﬅilenee

are not like it.

3. It may ſurpriſe aChurch in a very flouriſhing
outward condition,

if love be wanting.

4 No

thing hath more influence in procuring of Judge

Whip, both Miniﬅer and People, for their forma

ment, than

lity and reﬅing in outward forms, without Power.
2. Though People in one particular be innocent;
yet aMiniﬅer's fault may occaſion aPlague on
the People, who are guilty by other Sins, even
as the fault of aM-agiﬅrate, as we may ſee in

5. The eﬅate, good or ill of God's own People,

coldneſs in love to God and others.

hath moﬅ inﬂuence on the continuing or removing

of the Goipel. Iz's not for the guilt of Nimlaitam,
or falſe Prophets, that this is threatned; but for
their Sin who once had Love. 6. Repentance and

Dan-Us numbring the People, and God's plaguing diligence hath great inﬂuence to prevent

ſuch a

him in the People for it, though they were in threatning. 7. Miniﬅers and People may have
much, free from that particular Sin, and asSheep, much inﬂuence on one anothers good or ill conditi
what had they done? So, when a Peoples out on; and ſometime we may read our own diﬅemper
ward profeﬃon, or obſervance to the Miniﬅry. and ſcourge, in the Diﬅemper of one another.

LſiEoTu
R E 111.
\

Verſe 6. But this thou ha/Z, that thou hnttﬅ the deeds' ofth: Nimlairam, 'which I ala hate.
7. If: that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit ſhith unto the Churches; 77: him that overcometh

will I give to 'at qſ the Tree yf Lz'ſt, which is in the midﬅ rﬀ the Paradzſc qſ God.
THe ſixth verſe containeth the laﬅ thing that
is comprehended in the Body of the Epiﬅle
to Ephcy'its, and it's a kind of mitig'ition of
the ſharpſſeprooſ and threatning going before: as'
he began with aword of commendation, ſo he will
cloſe _with it, and will let them ſee, that though

_he had marked _their Sin, and reproved them for
lls yet he was the ſame in his Love, and had the

ſame thoughts he began with towards them: and
lt is in ſum, this, for as muca wrong as is inyou,

the ſimplicity and purity of the Doctrine of Chriﬅ)
is hated and abominated by you, even as it is by
me.
To clear this alittle more, we ſhlll ſpeak to

theſe three Things. I. What theſe Nzralaitmz:
were. 2. What this hatred was. 3. How it was
commendable; or, what is the ground on which it
is commended.
'
For the 1. We ſhall conſider "ﬁrﬅ what the
AFwla/'tam were. 2. \Vh.1t was the occaſion and

and for as much as ye are fallen from your ﬁrﬅ riſe of this error, or erroneous Doctrine.
OVC, yet there is ſome ſparkle Of zeal in you, ye
Forthe ﬁrﬅ, what they were. There is not
have this good thing, that the corrupt Doctrine much recorded of them in Scripture; yet itleemeth

Of tle Niwluitarx: ( which began ſoon to corrupt from all that is writtenllof them (being compar
c l
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ed with what is written of them in this Chapter)
that they were ſuch aſort of Schiſmatical Hcreticks,
'as had corrupt Doctrine in their Mouths, and cor
'rupt and licentious piactices in their Converſations.
'Therefore their deeds are ſpoken of in this verſe,
and their Doctrin' verſe 15. both which are ſaid to
be hated of Chriſt, zheir being a ſuitablcneſs between
their Doctrine and their deeds.
For the particulars of their Doctrine and deeds,
many are aſlerted by the Ancients, but two Things
mainly are pitchcd on. I. In their Doctrine the
opened aDoor to licentiouſneſs, and maintaine ,
that Fornication and Adultery were no Sin, and they
cried down Matrimonial chaﬅity, though called for
and, approven of God. 2. In their Practice, with
out all reſpect to oﬀence ned ſcandal, they lived
as they liﬅed, eating Things ſacriﬁced to Idols
( aThing much ﬅumbled at in thoſe Days) abu
ﬂng their Chriﬅian liberty to licentiouſneſs and looſ

Chap. a.

occaſion and riſe of it, Iſhall name two that are
ſpecial, and chooſe which of the two we'think
ſaſcﬅ.
I. Some write of him, that having fallen from

his integrity, and become diſiolute in his Practice,
he ﬅrove to maintain it in his Doctrine (a
thing too common to draw our Doctrine to
maintain our Practice) and formerly

taught this

Error, and begat many profane followers.

Neither

(ſay they) is it like, that ſuch avile Sin would
have been fathered in Scripture >on ſuch a Man,
if he had been innocent.

Others ſet it'down with

more mitigation and charity to Nitolas, thus,
That this Nitolas having abeautiful \Vife, was ſu
ſpected to entertain jealouſie of her, it's like from
ſome cthers, Members of the Church; and be.

ing too inadvertant and raſh in the way which
he took for removing that ſuſpicion to make it
be ſeen that he had none, he brought his H'iſe

neſs, taking, advantage of, and ahuſing the decree in puhlick, and holding her forth ._ ſaid he, cared
of the Apoſiles, Acts 15. 20. that Chriﬅians would not who converſed with her, ſo far was he from

all/Pain from pollutionr oſ [do/r, air/[from For-nication, being ſuſpicious of her honcﬅy.
and ſion' thing: ﬅrong/ed, and from Blood,- as if all intention
This raſh
though
ﬂowingbyfrom
good'
( ſayfact,
they)
was abuſed
ſome atovPn
theſe Things had been of one and the ſame Nature,
as indeed at that time they were, all heceſiarily to tronize the errors formerly mentioned beyond his
be abﬅained from, as if they had been of one Nature. intention: And they were called Nito/aitan: on
Theſe
are granted
by all
robe
the two
Things
that theſe
Nitoldrcttdnr
were
guilty
of :v main
though
there this occaſion: not becauſe he taught ſo, but that

they concluded ſo from that his Practice, and
be that add many moe, as Lþ/þ/mnim doth: and if frithercd what they maintained' on that worthy
corrupt M'en to Father
we look to the 14. and 15. wſi, of this Chapter, Man: as it is ordinary
it is not unlike, that the Lord points at theſe two their corrupt opinions upon, and to ſhelter them
Faults: for in the 14. 'ton/o, he tells Pt-rgmnor, that ſelves under grave and godly Mens Names. This
the had them that held the Doctrine of Balrmm, laﬅ, in
\

who taught Bold: to my; aﬅnmlzling Hook before the
C/zildronof Iſmd to eat things ſhzrﬃted unto ldolr,
and to. commit ſhrniration: and in the 15 verſe, So
baﬅ thou alſh them t/mt bold the Doctrine of the

aﬂerted

the doubtſulneſs of this caſe,

it being

by the moﬅ Ancient (to wit, clamour

Alexander) we rather imbrace, partly, becauſe of
that Man's commendation, Act: 6. where it is

ſaid, be was a zMan fail ry' the holy G'nﬅ: -- and
Charitable: and therefore
maintained the Doctrine of
is ſafeﬅ, eſpecially, where ſuch a Teﬅimony is
Iajtan: are the ſame: and he meanethrns Bel/own given to the Man in Scripture. And for as abomi
taught Balat to enſnare the Iﬅarlim, by drawing nable as this was, it was for many centuries of
them to their Idol ſeaﬅs,,and commit fornieation Years, revived and continued with many additions
with the Daughters of ſVon/z; ſo ſaith the thoſe
in the called
Church,
Gnoﬅirb, Carpoorotiang;
Ba/i/izlu, &ſo. anſſd
bv
the bySatnrniam,
Arm/arrow, which thing 1 lrote.

Where they that partly becauſe it is moﬅ
Ba/dom,
ſiand the Nito

Lord, ye have the Nz'c'olaiton: that follow the.
ſame Footﬅeps and teach the ſame Doctrine.

many othcrs,. who made a pretext of Nirolar for

2. There is more diﬀerence concerning the oc their Patron. A thing to b'e wondered at, that' ſo
caſion and-riſe of this Hereſie. It _is commonly ſoon after Chriﬅ, while jfolm the beloved Diſcipie
and by-- the moﬅ part (if not by all) attributed was living, Satan ſhould aſiault and ſet upon the
to that Nitolor, that (If/'I 6.' ) is mentioned 'Church with ſuch. Errors: and yet as wonder
among the ſeven Deacons that were choſen to full, that utter thoſe errors were' refntcd by an
wait upon the, Tables, and who gets there a extraordinary Apoﬅlc, ſpeaking from-.Chriﬅs own
Teﬅimony, that he ,_was a Man full of the Holy Mouth, ttcy were vented and maintained by

Ghoﬅ; but there being various opinions about the thoſe Herzlieks,
-

a ſymptom of that peartneſs
' and
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and impudency that corrupt Men are led with, ﬅands with the Heart and Aﬀections, how the Haut
when ſo ſoon, at ſuch a time contmry to ſo clear is aﬀected or diſ-aﬀected toward the Thing?
a. Our Lord Jeſus counts it ſome mark of ſinceri
reptooſs, Men durﬅ vent and abidcþy ſuch groſs
Things: O what ſorce and eſhcacylnth the Spirit ty, when there is a ﬁngle hatred oſ'fhe way of' err
of deluſion
when
letten looſe'!
what aheight
may
it come
to! it'sTremhle
at-the and
begſiinnings
of it: or. asit is in it ſelſevil and hateful to, and hated by him.
it's hard to

conceive, with

The third thing in this mitigntiomis the ground on
what audtcity and which their hatred is commended; It is conſormity

though our with Chriﬅ, whirl) I aſh bate. I hate them: th:re
Lord would write an Epiﬅle from Heaven, deluſi ſore it's commendable in thee to hate them; It's a
on
ſo blind fell-is, ſi that they will not (Lieﬅion ſure ground of commendation, to hate what he hates,
theirwill
errors.
boldneſs it will bear it ſelf out, and

and love what he loves.

This ground oſ commen

The ſecond Thing to be ſpokcn unto in this dation, implyeth two Things.
commendation, is, that they hated the deeds of the done to hate what Chriſt bates.

I. That it's well
Obſerve, God's

him/dium:
Perſons ſimply,
their 'People ſhould love and hate one Thing with Jeſus
Deeds, land' not
them their
as promoving
theſebutDeeds:
Chriﬅ; they ſhould ﬅudy to be conſorm to 'him 'in
though the Church had theſe Men among them the exerciſe of all their paﬃons and aﬀections. a.
and was ſevcre in her Diſeipline; yet the Lord It implyeth alikeneſs to ChriſFs hatred in the Na
taketh notice oſ this eſpecially, that ſhe kept a ſecret, ture thereof, that tney hated them as they were
ﬁncere abhorrency of them in her Heart: not only 'hated by Chriﬅ, and not as they were Enemi s
did not the Angel and Church countenance them, to them. Obﬅrw, It's a good way to ſquare ſolks
nor only cenſure them, nor only forbear their barred and zeal ſo, as it dcgcner not into palli-n :
Company; but they had ſuch an abhorrency of to look to the matter that it be ſuch as is hated l_y
their Deeds and oſ themſelves, in carrying on theſe Chriﬅ, and to the manner that it he vſuch as he lj,
Dteds, that the thinking of them was abominable: ſingle, and zealous; and that it be on that account,
as ſaith David Pſal. 139. 21, 22. Do not I bate becauſe hateful to him; otherwiſe, Men may car

them that bate that? 'I/zate f/m/z wit/7 apnſect nally and ſelﬁſhly hate, but without commendati
bntrcd. And Pſhl. 119. 104. I lure every-ſaye way. on. 3. It implyeth alſo, that corrupt Doctrine 'is
So this hatred in reſerence to theſe Nfro/xitam, moﬅ hateſulto Chriﬅ Jeſus, and ſhould be to his People.
was not carml, 'or in reference to their Perſons
1/2/72 7. Followeth the concluſion: wherein we
ﬁlnply; but in theſe three reſpefts eſpecially. r. 'have two Things, 1. A general advertiſement, or
In reſnect oſ their Deeds and Doctrine, it ﬅruck exhortation common to, and repeated in, all thc E
.at their Deeds as here, and at their Doctrine, piſtles, Let him that bet/5 an Ear lymr. _2. A parti
astray!- 15 And 2. Looking upon them as Inſtru cular Promiſe for upﬅirring of them to wreſtle and
ments and Miniﬅers of Satan, made uſe of by him overcome, To him that owrrmetb will I gr'ur, &e.
For corrupting and poiſoning oſ Souls, and (ham
For the exhortation, it's ſhortly the Lord's giv

ving of the Goſpel, they ahhorred them conſidered ing this watchword and warning to all that are in
Epbeſu, and all that ſhould hear this Epiﬅle, to obſerve
what the Spirit ſaith to them.
t. Becauſc,it'soſ
ceived them to be hateful to Chriﬅ and hated by Ep/uſſu concernment as well as the Angels. 2. Becauſe
him, ſo did they hate them; ſquaring their hatred, it is OF particular Believers concernment as well as the
Churches: thereſore,,he would have all hetrerslook
48 they did conceive Chriﬅ to hate.
Obﬅrv. 1. 'I' H A T there are ſome Things and ing on it as particularly ſpolten to them. 3. Becauſe
Perſons, eſpecially at ſometimes, that it is_ not e uſually all hearnot. 4. Yet theſe that have Ears ſhould
nough ſot the People of God to abſtain from them heat.
in their Practice, iſ there be not an abhorrency of
Theſcope imp'lyeth theſe three Notes. r. The Lord
them in their Heztrts. The way oſ error and cor ſupponeth here, that every one this Word cometh un
Jupt Piactices that follow on it, ſhould be abhored, to, will not have hearing ears, they will not hear' this
asany other Sin, how groſs and ſcandalous ſoever; word ſo as to lay weight onit,8t givethemſslves up to'it.
Hcreſic as Murthcr and Schii'm as YVitchcr-aſt, 2. It implyeth that folk that have any conViction,walt
Gill- 5. 19. 'and there is good reaſon for it: for ning,or lite, ſitting them ſor hearing, ſhould eſpecially
11 ſolk be not ſerious' in hatred of, and ſo out of be buſie in improving the Word heard ; Toyau it'rgz'wn
love with the Thing, they miy ſoon tall in the to blow tlu' jlllyﬅerier of the Kingdom qf lied-um,
It would
'ſuﬃce-of 'itz and ſimple Abﬅinence will never he Zvur to them it is not giv'n, &c.
ocunied ſincerity before God, whoſe trial is how it
L 2
become
Asﬁreſuch,
whatsalvation
ever pity
de
to their
vthey tohad.their3. Perſons
As theyorcon
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'become Bclievers ( whatever others do) to be buſie
laying up ſome Promiſes, Directions, Reproofs,
Threatnings, &Ft. it's mainly for their Uſe written
and taught, to make the Man of God perfect. 3. It
implieth, that Hearers would labour ſo to make uſe

Chap. 2.

taken in the New Teﬅament, Luke xxiii. 43. 77'2'3
Night ſha/t tZ-cu fruit/1 me in Paradf/e. By eat
ing then of the Tree of Life, we mean Heaven,
with all the great Advantages of it, eſpecially Jeſus
Chriſt, who makes up that Life to fallen Sinners,

of the Word ſpoken,*( to whomſoever it be ﬁrﬅ which that Tree could not do.
,
ſpoken,) as if it were particularl and eſpecially
FROM this Promiſe, Obſerve, That our Lord

ſpoken to them; This bring the Lxccllcncy of the Jefus would have his Followers cheerful in their Ser
Word, that it contains in it many conditions, and vices: Therefore he ſetteth a Recompenſe in their
ſuits many Generations, and ſome in this Place, as View: Not to make them mercenary and ſervile z

but hearty and cheerſul in their Obedience, becauſe
_well as in Eplwſizr.
, 2. THE laﬅ and ſpecial Part of the Concluſion, is they ſerve ſuch a good Maﬅer. It's a great Miﬅake
aPromiſe, 77; him that ctirmmetb, 'wi/1 I give, &e. in ſome, to ſay, that looking to the Reward, mak

Wherein, I. The Party is deſcribed," to whom the
Promiſe is made, 73 him that nerre/nella, in the
ſingular Number: To point out that our Lord Jeſus
taketh notice not only of a Church that ﬁghts, but
of every partictlar Believer in it. This Deſcription
of the Party, implieth, 1. A Caſe or Exerciſe that

eth a Soul ſervile;

upon the contrary, it maketh a

Soul free and willing;

And this is the Ground of

God's giving Promiſes of Rewards; and the uſe

which the Saints make of them, Htþ. xi. Moſt: had
reſpect to the Rccompence of Rcward, and it ſweet

ned his Croſs, and made him chcerful in Obcdi
theſe to whom the Pt'omiſe is made, are ſuppoſed to ence.

be in, and it is, That they are wreﬅling or ﬁghting:
Theſe are the Objcct of the Promiſe. It implieth,
that Believers have Diﬃcultics to ſight with, and a
ﬁghting Liſc of. it hcreaway. 2. Their Duty to
dight and vtreﬅle with theſe Diﬃculties, outward
and inward. 3. That there is an actual ﬁghting,
- according to their Duty. 4. A victory, overcom
ing, a getting of their Foot ſome way on theſe Dif
liculties: A 'victory follows the wreſtling to every
- Believer: Whatever he be, that in the way of Duty

2. F RO M the particular Promiſe he maketh,
Obſerve, That there cannot he a greater Promiſe
nor Encouragement for Duty, than the Hapni
neſs that God hath provided for' his People in Hea
lven, when it's rightly eyed: And the frequent lay
ing down of this Promiſe is for this End, to make
Believers bear Diﬃculties patiently, and wade through
them willingly: A broader Sight of Heaven, and
Faith, and Hope ﬅrengthned, in Expectation of it,
would make Folks ﬁght ﬅoutly.
meets with Diﬃculties, and ſettcth to, to overcome
3. THE Thing he promiſes for their preſent Su
them, he ſhall get the V ictory: Yea, ﬁghting ſe ﬅaining, is Heaven, as that which they miehthope
' tiouſly, is ſome Advancement in Victory ;- therefore for after this Life. Obſerve, r. That Chriſt's Fol
is it in the preſent Tenſe, to the Overcomer, or who lowers would ſuſpend their full Life, till after this
is a overcoming: Becauſe Fighting and Victory are Life; they would not expect an other Life or Hea
never ſeparated, ﬁnally, in this Caſe. 2. The Pro ven here. 2. The hope of Heaven, ſhould comfort
miſe made to the Ovetcomers, for their Encourage Yvreﬅlers before it come. Belicvers, take your'
ment, is, I ſhall give them to eat qf the. Tree of wreﬅling Life here, and expect and look for a quiet
Life, &c. It's an Alluſton to that Tree planted in Life hereafter; and look not for it till then. Chriﬅ
Eden, Gan. ii. 3. That Tree was called the The ſpeaketh of the wreﬅling, as here, To him that wer
'

ay' Lzſx, &c. not for any phyſical Eﬃcacy that was ramet/y; and of the victory, as in Heaven, I will
in it, as Papiﬅs gloſs here, ( tho' God might have give him to m! oft/m Free qſ Life. The not think
made it inﬅrumental as a Mean of it) therefore, ing rightly on this, maketh us ſo often grumble,
when Sin entred, there was no uſe of that Tree z when we want Satisfaction in the Things of a
neither
could toit Adamisacramentally
do any thing; but itthewas
ſo called,.
to hold forth
Eternity
of World. We propoſe to our ſelves'a quiet Life,
whereas the Word of God never promiﬂes quiet
Life, which he might expect by keeping the Cove neſs, and a complete Victory and 'Triumph here;
nant of Works; that Tree was given him to ſigni

yet the Time cometh, when Wreſtlers ſhall be Con

ﬁe, and ſeal up that Life to him, upon Condition querors over Croſles and Corruptions: _And carnal
of his. obedience: And in Alluſion to it, Chriﬅ Men, who live now as Kings, without any ﬁght,
ſaith here, to the Man that ﬁghteth and overcom ſhall ly under wrath: There is no ſuch Proſniſe
eth, I will make him partaker of eternal Life, not in made to them.
'
.
BEFORE we proceed to any other of the Epiﬅles,
any earthly Paradiſe, but in Heaven: For ſo Paradiſe is
r
there

__L<t

j
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there are ſomethings inſinuated in this, the clearing Relation which is betwixt a particular Miniﬅer and
whereof may be uſeſul in manyof the reﬅ: We his Flock. And, 3. To the Nature oſ the Diﬀer
ſhall therefore take occaſion to ſpeak ſomewhat now, ence that is betwixt ſaving and common Grace.
once ſonall, to theſe Three. 1. To Church-Go All which will be uſeſul for the underﬅanding many
vemment and Diſcipline in general. 2. To that Things in theſe Epiﬅles.
I. Conmwirzg CþurrIJ-Go-vcrnmmt and Dzﬅiplim, in General.
to the Doctrine of Chriﬅ, he did endeavour the corn

HE Matter of Diſcipline, is much inſiﬅed
upon in theſe Epiﬅles ; and often the great
YVeight of the Commendations or Reprooſs
that are given in them, is laid on this, as they
were faithſul or deſectivc in the Adminiﬅmtion there

rupting thereof by Error, when he could not alto
gether ſuppreſs the ſame. Again, when the Lord
brought the Light of the Goſpel to publick, at the
Time of Reſormation, and Antichriﬅ's Tytanny is

of:

by mahy caﬅen oﬀ, he ſeeketh by all Means _to eſ

l

Which doth certain]

ſhow,

not onl'

the

Lawſulneſs of a Church- overnment and
iſci fectuate one of theſe two, to wit, that either the
pline; but alſo the Uſeſulneſs and Neceﬃty thereof Church ſhould have no diﬅinct Government at all,v
to the Church of Chriﬅ, when faithfully exerciſed, or that, at leaﬅ, it ſhould be of another Form,

as being a ſpecial Mean and Ordinance appointed by and of another Nature than is appointed in the
Jcſus Chriſt, for the Ediﬁcaticn thereof, and aThing Word.

Hence it is, that there have ever been ſuch

that is'not indiﬀerent to her Oﬃcers to exerce or Debates in the Church concerning the Government
forbear at their Pleaſure, but lieth on them to be and Diſcipline thereof, and even whether there be
diſcharged, as they would have Chriﬅ's commenda _ſſſithereof,
ſuchaThing
not: And
altho'the the
Oppoſers
do notorproſeſſcdly
oppoſe
Truth
of the
tion on the one ﬁde, and as they would eſchew his
ſharp Reproof on the other; and as they would pre .Goſpcl, nor intend Conſuſion in the Church; yet
vent the Oﬀence and Deﬅruction, and promove the hath it with it no little Advantage to the Kingdom
Ediﬁcation of the People, over whom they watch, oſ__Satan, and Prejudice to Chriﬅs.
'
as they that muﬅ give Account. It is therefore no
Fo R, I. By this Means Satan obſcuresthe Bean
wonder, that the Devil hath in all Ages, either ty and Excellency of the Church of Chriﬅ, and
fought to oppoſe, or corrupt ſo excellent a Mean draweth Men to undervalue the ſame; as being at
Of the Churches Ediﬁcation: He began even under beﬅ but a reﬁned Piece of civil Policy, as but ſub
_Heathen Emperor-s to traduce this Governmcnt, as ſervient- to politick Ends, and the upholding of tem
lnconliﬅent with Civil Authoriiy; and did provoke poral Greatneſs of Men in Place. Hence it is, that ,
Perſccutors by nothing more than this, That Chriﬅ we will ﬁnd the moﬅ worldly-wiſe and politick
was accounted a King by Chriﬅians, and that ac Men, ( that are letﬅ zealous ordinarily in Things
cordingly they did keep diﬅinct Courts under him, oſ God ) to be the greaieſt Favourers and Abettors
which the Politicians of the World did account in of this: And it is no wonder, ſeeing Chriﬅ's YVay
conſiﬅent with Govemments, as may appear from of Govemment, even as his Doctrine is Fooliſh
the Hiﬅory of Primitive Times, and the Apologies neſs to the Wiſdom of Men: lt's'ohicrvcable al
Of Chriﬅians, particularly of Origm againﬅ Celſui, ſo, that where this Opinion hath Place, there is
Wherein he doth particularly and fully inſiﬅ upon little Account of any other ordinance; the Sa
this. When the L_ord had vindicated his Ordi crament of the; Lord's Supper is proﬅituted pro
nance of Government, ( with all his other Ordi miſcuouily to all 3 the Miniﬅry, is either accounted
nartces, j the Devil ſet himſelf to corrupt the ſame, a Thing indiﬀerent, or Miniﬅers made the Servants
and to prevent it in its Nature, and divertit in its ' of Men, and arbitraril ' to be put out or in, as they

Exerciſe, from the appointed End of ediſying the are pleaiing or diſpleamg to them; and it is ſpe
Church, to be an Occaſion of Oﬀence to her, and cially intended to cuib free faithful speaking, and '

yranny over her, by the many Debates concerning to be a Snare to make them-ﬂatter Magiﬅrates and
Plecedency, which he ﬅirred up after the Churches Powers.- All which ſhew the undervaluing Prin
.Fretdom from hattheniſh Pertecution,. till at laﬅ ciple that this Opinion doth proceed ſrom.
he brought Antichriﬅ to tyrannize over the Face
2. T H 1 s Opinion hath ordinarily with it more
Of the viſible Church, that thereby he might either Licentiouſneſs, and that both in Doctrine and Pra
make the Government hurtful or odious unto the cticez For, neccſiarily, one of theſe two do ſolo
Cmbers thereof and others. Even as in reference low: Either many Errors. and Smndals in Practice,
L 3
are
o
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are accounted-light and not cenſureable at all ; or, if of Chriﬅ, is none of theleaﬅ Ends-of thgis Churcgli1

that in way of Reaſon be granted, yet in Practice it is
never performed. Anl can it ever be made out in any thority, which by no other Power can bc attained
Practice paſt, or poſſibly to come 3 that Oﬀenccs in And _no queſtioſhthe Devil loves to have Scandals

People or Miniſiers have been ſo exactly taken notice breaking out in the-Church, eſpecially in her oﬃcers
of, and reſtrained, or removed, where Church-go which do once put a Blot upon her. And if it be a;
vernment hath been "denied, as where it hath been be taken notice of at all, he had rather that ſome other
did lt than the Church her ſelf: Becauſe ſo the Com
in exerciſe?
3. A L T H ſo' ſuch Magiﬅrates might be found, mendatxon becometh theirs, and the Blot ﬅicks to her *
as would take Notice of every Thing exactly; yet And thus ( asit were) he proclaims to all, what ſort
their meddling with it furthers not ſpiritual Ediﬁcati of Perſons would theſe Church-oﬃcers, and Church
on, ſo as the way of Church-government doth : For members he, for all their Profeſlion, if they were not
at beﬅ, it would make Men but Civil, and make Re

even as other Men, by ſome other hand remained?

ligion look like the way of ancient Philoſophem, who Andthus the Wiſdom and Holineſs ofour Lord Je
preſicd the reetifying of Nature; whereas a Church ſus, lS reﬂected on, as if he had approvcn cori upt Mens
Reproof or Cenſure, hath both more Ediﬁcation to Deſigns, who loue to have a Blot on the Church others, and more convincing Shame to the Parties but not to have her vindicated from it: Becauſe b,
a Capacity, to isremove
capablethem,
Io give
oroſſcnces;
to vindicatc
but ,herſelf
not
themſelves, in reſpect of the bin thereof, as ﬂowing th'rs,theChurch

more immediately from Jeſus Chriﬅ, and more di
rectly repreſenting to them his Authority, and their
reckoning to him, who more ſingularly binds in Hea
ven, what by his Oﬃcers is bound on Earth. And
we conceive, that even the proſaneﬅ, in Experience
will ﬁnd_this true, that a verbal Church-cenſure,
(which conſidered of it ſelf, is but light) will yet
have more Impreſſton, ( as to the Ends aforeſaid)
than sentences of a civil Magiﬅrate, that in them

from them: Which ﬅandeth not with that Zeal which
our
Jcſusit's
hath
to the
his puniſhing
own Glory
the Church
AndLord
certainly,
not
ofinFaults
ſimpl i
that vindtcateth the Churches Holineſs; but it is th:
cenſuring of them in ſuch a way as evidenceth the
Churches abhorrency thereof, and doth it: otherwiſe
Chriﬅians and Heathens living under one Common:
wealth, might-be ſuppoſed to have the ſame Indinm

ſelves may be heavier; and this will be, even when tion at ſcandalous ills. And ſo the denying OF the
the Parties in their outward Carriage will ſeem to re Churches Authority, if it doth not permit Faultsto
verence the Magiﬅrate, and to contemn the Church. be unpuntſhed, ( at leaﬅ all ) yet-it ſecludeth ſuch a wa
4. A L 'r H o' it ſhould be yet ſaid, that Magi .or cenſurrng them, as may vindicaie the Church and
ﬅrates could make Things more eﬀectual, as in cen Chrtﬅjeſus the King thereof, in a ſingular mariner
ſuring of corrupt Miniﬅers, and ſuch like, which in and ( it we may ſo ſay) puts her, yet, the Lord him;
deed is a Beneﬁ: in it ſelf to the Church; yet conſi ſelt in their reverence, whether the ſhall be free of cor
dering this Manner of performing it, eſpecially being rupt Teachers and Members _o'r not? or whether ſhe
compared with the performing thereof by the Churches ſhall ly under that Blot or not?
own Authority, it proveth more diſparaging unto the ' 5. BY the denyingof this Ordi-nance,t*he other Or

Church of Chriﬅ: Becauſe it Miniﬅers and Church dmances which are acknowledged,are made weak &05
Members, ſhould be apt to fall in ſcandalous Oﬀences, ﬅructed in 'their exerciſe. Concerning the Sacrament of

and y'et the Church have no Authority, but what is the Lord'sbupper, it's clear: for,by this the Rail where
extrinſick ſor the remeding thereof, then is ſhe apt to by tt's in a ſingular manner ſeparated,is broken down to be looked upon as a ſuﬀerer oſ Proſanity, and as a many Oﬃces of the Church,as theſe of Elders 8: Dea:
Neﬅ to unclean Perſons of herſelf, if by the Magi cons,are made void; and that oſprciching,made con
ſtrate, Courſe were not taken withher; And altho' temptible or maimed. For,publick authoritative rebuk.
*b hisMeans ſuch ſhould be purged out, yet in the ing of all,& ſometimes of ſome in particular, is a ſ ci
(Jpinions of natural Men, this Imputation ﬅicks,to al_ part thereof. N0w,wherc Church-government is de
the Church, as if ſuch Things and Perſons were well med,either theMiniﬅer muﬅ doit arbitrarilv by himſelf

conſiﬅent with her Profeﬂion, and liked of by her 8: ſo he is more liable to a ſnare, & the ptirty removed
ſpecial Oſiicers and Members. Now cenſuringof to be ﬅumbled,as having only to do with theMiniﬅcr
theſe by their own Authority, dqth fully and only who may partially proceed therein; or,it muﬅ be for:
vindicate her and them from theſeAſperﬁons, which bon-nto' ſo hisMiniﬅry be made obnoxious to dcſþiſing
are frequent upon the out-breakings of ſuch Scandals which by his rebuking,with all Authority, is to be pre:

'm the Mouths of many ptoſane Men. A And this re Yented,and every way Plainneſs and Freedom, even in
Preaching,
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preaching, eſpecially towards theſe in Place, is ſo'

r. The Church of Chn'ﬅ is furniſhed with a Gos

far as can be reſtrained.
'
6. By this, the Devil aimeth ﬅill either to make
Religion to ſuﬀer as a thing that Men may crave on
according to their Intereﬅs, as in other Mattcrs of
Policy
(thereforelayhegrounds
mixethofallJeaiſſouſy
together)
he
dothcontinually
and or,
Diﬀe-v

vernment and Authority within her ſelf, for the or=
dering of her own Aﬀairs, trying and eenſuring of
her own Members, and that immediatly from Je

ſus Chriﬅ, diﬅinct and independent-from any Civil
Government, on Earth. That there is ſuch a thing as
Government and Authority in her, is clear by theſe,

rence between Magiﬅrates and Miniﬅers 5 thereby to t. The Practice of the Angel of Epheſhs, in the try
make, that Miniﬅers and theſe who will he faithful, ing and cenſuring of the falſe Apoﬅles, which cannot
ſhould either linfully'connive at what may prejudge be done without Authority and Government. 2.

the Kinzdom ofChriﬅ, orby their teﬅifying againﬅ This Practice of theirs, is commended by our Lord
the fame, makethemfelves more odious to the Rul Jeſus: It can therefore be no ufurpation in them.
ers : for, lay this once for aground, that there is 3.- In the Church of Pergamas, we will ﬁnd the
no Church-govemment but what the Magiſirate Angel reproved, that they bad them that held the
lnth, thzn either the Miniﬅer muﬅ ſay, that none Doctrine gftbe Nicziaitmr, &Yf. which doth-ſuppoſe

ought to be admitted to Evil-government, but ſuch
as both for Skill-and Conſcience are ﬁt to manage the
Matters of Religion( which Civil States will not al'
ways be content with, neither often is it poſſible ) or,.

Authority in them, even to have cenfured and cut

oſſtheſe from their Socic-ty;

For, it' they had not

had Authority to do it, it was not their Duty to have
done it; and if it had notbeen their Duty to do it,
they muﬅ account any Man,who maybe ﬁt to mai our Lord Jeſus had not removed them-for omitting
it. 4.. The Church ofTf/yatira, is reprovedct alſo,
nage civil-things, ﬁt alſo to manage the Aﬀairs of
Chriﬅ's-houſc, which in Conſcience cannot always forſizﬃi'ing the' wex/ma jftzelxel to mld; and ſidm"
bedone, whereby neceſſarily, they muﬅ be brought, his Servants: \Vhich doth imply an Authority and
in Tops with Magiﬅrates, except we fay that either Government, ﬁtting them to whom he writeth, to
Unskilful Magiﬅrates uſe not to be in-placc, or that have marred and hindred her Preachiug, ai'd ſome
ſuch may yet be tender and dexterous-in the manag what to have been in their Power to have done,
lng of every Church-matter that comes before them. which was not done by them : Otherwiſe our Lord
And on the by, we may ſay, that ſeeing Qmliſica Jeſus would not have ſo reproved them. The mak
tions, ﬁtting one for any place and Goiernment, ing out of theſe three will conﬁrm this. 1. Than:
are ſimply called for in theſe who ſhould ſupply the the thing wmmended in Epheſizs, and deſiderated in
ſfime ( though ſometime riefncto they be not ſo qua the other t-woChurches, doth imply Authority and
liﬁcd) and ſeeing ſpecial Qlſialiſications, are requir Power. 2. That this is in the Church as diﬅinct
ed forvgoveining of the Church of Chriﬅ, which and independent from- any Civil-Government. 3.
ale not required in theſe that governa civil-State, That this isa thing perpetually belonging unto the
and will not be accounted ſimply neceſſary to them: viſible Church, and. was not temporary, as peculiar
It muﬅ therefore follow, that by the Lord's Ordi to that Time.
n-mce, theſe two Governments are not conjoined in
That there-is an Authority implied here, the con
One Perſon, ſeeing he hath not always conjoined the ſidering of theſe three will' make out. 1. If we con
Qualiſications that are requiſite for both.- YVe ſhall ſider what is commended in Ep/ncſhs and deſiderat
"ﬂſiﬅ no more in this : The reading of theſe Epiﬅles ed in the other two; The very Expreſſions and
Will ſuﬃciently ſhew how concerning this Truth is : Acts do bear forth an Authority. As, I. That is
and although this Controverſy be aboundantly clear commended in Epbzſin, 77mt they ran/rot bear them
ed by the Writings of many worthy Men, that whirl) are evil, but haw rriedfmﬅ Aþq/I/u, and have
there needeth no more be-faid' therein 5 yet, having found t/nm Liars. All 'which hold forth a judicial
ſuch occaſion from theſe Epiﬅles, we ſhall once for way of proceeding and trying, which implieth a cit
all, touch ſome things concerningChurch-govern ing of ſuch a Party and ivitneſies, for the diſcover
mFm, as it is holden forth therein: VVhereby we ing of ſuch and ſuch things, according to the Rule
VHH ﬁnd it clear. 1, That there is ſuch a thing as given to Yi'notby, I. Tim. v..19. A'gai'zﬅ an El
hurch-govenment, diﬅinct and independent from der read-va not an Jrtuſhtion, but before two or rbrn
the Civil. 2. .Wherein_ It conſiﬅeth. And, 3. witmſſe: : For, there can be no Trial, without
who are the Subjects thereof. And, 4. We ſhall Witneſles, there can be no Witneﬂes without Pow
al' down ſome Concluſions or Obſervations con

er to call them, and exact an Oath of them, that be

&Thing. the ſame, as theymay be igathemd from the ing the End of all Striſe, which cannot be done
- xt..
with

"Tl
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The word added, and ho/Z and Cenſure, which is here commended in Epheſhs,

ound them Liarr, doth conﬁrm, that it isa judicial as the conſidering of them will clear.

ﬁnding after 'I'rial, whereby they decidc.
2. Pergnmor Reproof( verſe 14. and 15.)is, That:
I. In the general, that ſuch and ſuch things are ha/Z there them that hold the Doctrine-ry' Bold-ten, and
Evidcuces of falſe Apoﬅles; And then in particu them that hold the Doctrine if the Meolaitansz The
lar, that ſuch and ſuch things are found to be in Fault is, not that they approved that Doctrine or
them: And therefore that they are falſe Apoﬅles, connived at it ; for, they denied not the Faith 5 and

which prcſupponeth this Trial before they judicially zfnnþas is commended as a faithful Martyr amongﬅ
pronounce; than which, nothing doth look more them:

Nor is it their Fault, that ſuch lived in the
Which will be the more clear, if we Town; or, as other Heathens might, did ſome
conſider 1.v That this Trial and ﬁnding, proceed times enter the Congregations: , Nor is his (Liarrel
eth from their Zeal, and not bearing with evil Men; only againﬅ theſe Nioo/aitnnr themſelves, but againﬅ
and therefore cannot bea Trial for private Informati the Angel of the Church; becauſe they had thern in

judicature-like.

on. 2. It'sa'l'rial, tending to the Ediﬁcation of
the Church, and the preventing of that Snare amongﬅ
the People, which no perſonal or private thing could
eﬀectuate. 3. It's aTrial and ﬁnding, oppoſite to

their Sociey as Members with them, and had not
cut them oﬀ:

And ſeeing this cutting oﬀ, is ſuch a

thing as made them ceaſe to be Members oſ that Bo

dy, and relateth to that which Paul wiſheth to the
what is reproved in Pergamor and ﬂyeth-a, and ſo troublers of the Church, Gal. 5. and commends to

ſuch a proceſs and sentence as rid that Church of Titus, Chap. 3, Him that ii an Heretieh, reject,
them, which no private or perſonal Act could do. Ue. it muﬅ imply an Authority and Power, with
4. It's a proceeding and Trial, which relates to theſe out which this cannot be done, this Un-membering
Directions, which Pan] giveth to TI/nothy and Titus, or Un-churching cfa Perſon being a Cenſure of high
as the coincidency of the Matter,_Scopc and other Cir eﬅ Concernrnent, and that ſame which we call Ex
cumﬅances do demonﬅrate ſuch, as,

I. Receive not communication; It followeth then, that this Church

an Aecuſation, but before two or three Iſ/'itneſſerz had that Power, and ought to have executed it a
which is the Ground of that which followeth, V erſe gainﬅ theſe corrupt Mcmbers, ſeeing her falling

20. Them that ſin rebuke before all. Now, if that therein doth make her reprovable. *
Rebuke be an authoritave Act ( as cannot be denied,
which yet is but the Execution of the Sentence that
followeth the former Trial) then the 'Trial itſelf
muﬅbe judicial and authoritative alſo ; and therefore
ſo muﬅ this Trial be here underﬅcai, To ſay that
this is a Miniﬅerial Act, and that that Trial proceed
ing, is only the M'utiﬅer's private Act, for his own
clearing, cannot be admitted: For, that Trial be
longeth to many, as after will appear. 2. To
whomſoever it be ſuppoſed to belong, it inferreth an
_Authority to try, and ſo to convcen and examine :
otherwiſe that Trial might be made 'ineﬀectual :

and

ſo the Part wanting Authority, not to be charge
able 'withſhortcoming therein. Or, 3. This 'I'rial
muﬅ bc commended to Church-oﬃcers' without
Authority, to eﬂectuate it, and ſo it will not be a
Mean ſuitable to the End. 4. M'Zniﬅerial Trial and
Reproof, will not be enough to gain the End, and
and to make a corrupt Member to be no Member of

ſuch a Church, which is the thing deſiderated in Per
gnmos and Thya/rio. And conſidering the Com
mendation of theſe Angels and churches, it is uot
like that they were defective in their perſon-a] averſ
neſs from and rebuking of theſe Errors, and yet they
are repiored as being defective; which muﬅ inſer
that they came (hortin reſpect of that judicial Trial

If it he ſhid here that this doth inzþly no Authority
and Power, but what it common to all' Soeietie: by the
Law zﬀNotions and Mzture, ſiech as companies ry'
Ghirurgianr, [Wright-r, andſizth [il-e. have in exclud
ing jllenſronz their own Soeiety: II/hieh yet i: no
dylinct Authority, hutﬅohordinate to, and derivedﬅm
the Magiſirnte.
We anſwer, r. That even theſe Societies in theſe
things act by Authority 5 howeverit be derived: and

ſo the Argument holds, that the Excluſion of Mem

bers from Church-communion, doth imply an Au
thority : And what is ſaid of the neceſſity of ſuch a
thing by the Law of Nature and Nations, doth con
ﬁrm the ſame: For, if every Society be furniſhed
for the maintaining of it ſelf by the Law of Nature,
ſo muﬅ alſo the Church be; except we ſay that it is
more defective than other Societies. Beſide, even
ſuch Soc_ieties could not do ſuch a thing, were not
priviledges granted them by Authority for that End.
2. 'We anſwer, That although the Argument
hold in the general, that there is an Authority neceſ
ſary; yet will it not prove it to be dependent in the
Church, as in theſe Societies it is. For, 1.. The

derivation ofAuthority from the Magiﬅrate to theſe
Societies, is clear; For ſuch and ſuch Societies have
that Power, becauſe it is granted to them by the ſu

'

perior
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periorMagﬁﬅrate; and others want it, 'becauſe it is mand, the Child ought tobe'obedient to 'him in

notgrantod zthem: But I ſnppok none will plead 'what concerns theDuty of aSubject ; but in thing!
for aderived Power retire-Church from the Magi that concern the Duty of a 'Son properly, he is to be
ﬅratein this Place: yea, the greateﬅ Oppoſers of 'obedient to the Father, whatever the MzLgiﬅratc
Churclh'Govemment, do acknowledge that it is not command; which ſhewetb, that ſimply the Com
derived from him, asLod. fix'd. pag. 654. There is mands of a Father, as a Father, are not ſubordinate;
no Reaſon therefore thatChurch-govemment ſhould to the Magiﬅrate: And ſo thatin Referenee to ſome
beſubordinatc toNlagﬅracy as other Societies are, Perſons, there may be two ſupreme Powers, upon

which ſherexerciſes (as they ſpeak ) by. a proper right divcrsConſiderations, who may command without
Subordination one to another 3 and yet their Authori
ty he no way inconſiﬅent together.
his Authority ſuch and ſuch Perſonsto the zRights
2. We miﬁu'r. That although the Authority of
andPriviledgeszof ſuclrSooietics and exclude others Fathers and Husbands were ſubject to the civil Magi
from them tthough poﬃbly it may'be done tmjuﬅ ﬅrateas ſuch; yet can it pot weaken this Conſe
tlylygt, xwas .it ever ihezn'tl rof, that a Magnitude quence, [ifthe AuthorityoEthe'Church be not de

and divine without delegatjon, Jaw prapria is' divi
"ia, 'un ale/again. 2; The Magiﬅrate may enter by

might Priviledge anywith' the Priviledgcs of Church

memberſhip, or by his Authority Un-Church any?
The Pamlel therefore cannot be unnivcrſal in theſe.
3. 'All other Societics as ſuch, are parts of a Com
mon-wealth, and together make up the Body: And
therefore in Reaſon ought to be ſubordinate to the
common Government; but thcChurclnasaChurch,
is no eﬂentjal or integral Part of a Common-wealth :
There is therefore not thelike Reaſon-for their-Su

rived from the 'Magiﬅratq Then can itnot be ſubor
dinztic to him ;]for, the Authority of Parent, Hus
band, &Ft. is perſoml and natural, that is, founded

in Nature :

And thcreforeis derived by Nature to

Parents, Husbands, &Ft. And ſuch, do not make a

Body of themſelves, but are Members of another .
greaterBody 3 whereasa Church, is a Society and
Incorporntion, complete in it ſelf: And as ſuchis
not founded on Nature: but by God's poſitive grant
and Foundation is. ſuch: And therefore Authority
bordination.
lſ any lþaulrlyet except andſhya that an Authority muſt be immcdiatly lerived to the Chuich
may be immediately ﬂomGod, and 'let derived 5 andyet

by

the

ſame

Mean,

(to

wit, of a poſitive

te by him. appointed to þtſizbordirmte to the rit/'il zWagi grant )by which its being as a Church is derived.
ﬅrate,.as is inﬂamed in that Power, that a Huband And canit be inﬅanced that there is any ſuch, to wit,
bath mer the Iſ/fſ/Z; 'or a Parmt over bis Children.

a complctelncorporation, having immediate Power

We [In/tun', 1. That it may be queﬅioned, if a from Chriﬅ ſor the governing ofitſelf and ſhutting
Parent, as a Parcnt, be ſubordinated to the Magi out of corrrupt Members without. any derived Power
ﬅratc, although, asa Man and Member of the Com from the civil Magiﬅrate, who yet, are ſubordimted
mon-wealth, hebe: For, he may command his to his Power in the Exerciſe of theirs. W'e
' Children without any authority from him: Yca,con grant indeed, that the Church, conſidered as Sub
trary to the commands of Mztgiﬅrates ( and in ſome jects and Members of the Common-wealth, are Sub
Caſes warrantably, ſuppoſe in their Marrying, .ad

Subjects'tohim;

hut will noway' follow, titttrhe

hering, to the Truthof God, &Ft. ).neither can the Authority or Government wherewith ſhe is ſumiſh-*
Magiﬅrate increaſe or diminiſh their Power, although ed, asa Church, is to be ſubjc-cted to him. Neither
they may ﬅrength them, or mairthem actually in can this be thought ﬅrange; that a Church Judica
theExercilcthercof; yea, ſuppoſea Parcnt to in tory, conſidered as ſuch, ſhould be accounted inde
cline to match Son or Daughter in-a way that is pendcnt, as to the civil Magiﬅmte, ſeeing we muﬅ
not ſinful, or inconvenient;

and ſor this End, to

ci her lay,that a Miniﬅer in his minilten'al and paﬅoral

command them to give obedience: And again, ſup
poſe the Magiﬅrate to command them otherways to
match: The Magiﬅrates command here, will not
looſe the Child from the Parcnt's Authority: Be
cauſe, although bothl'arentand Child be the Magi
ﬅratessubjects; yet their obedience is called ſor in
Reſereneeto theſe things that belong to a M'agiltrate

Duty, zicteth by an Authority 'immediatly from
iﬅ,wirhout
any cannot
dependency
on thecivilMagiﬅmte>
(Chi
which
yetſireadily
be admitted
in any other

hrr-e Child, isby Divines ſolved by this Diﬅinction,

inconſiﬅency is it with civil Power, to have diﬅinct '
M
An.

Caſe, to wit, that aPerſon ſhould command with

out Dcpcndence on the Magiﬅrate) Or we muﬅ
ſay, that the Miniﬅer preacheth and acteth in his
Miniﬅry, in 'the Magiﬅrate's Name, mediately,
Only. Hence that Care or' a Magiſtrates requiring one and by his Authority, or by none at all: which
thing, and a Parents commanding of another to the I ſuppoſe none will aﬃrm. And what greater
That in things 'belonging to the Magiﬅrates Com
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Ihoritative Courts, than to have Rulers diﬅinctly of them. It remaineth then, that it muﬅ be the exer
and Authoritatively Commanding Perſons, eſpecially ciſing of an ordinary Authority and Government:
themſelves P
and therefore ſuch muﬅ be in the Church.
If we conſider the Epiﬅle to 77yyatr'ra, where
Theſecond thing to make out the Argument, is,
much is commended; yet there is a notwithﬅanding That this Authority and Power in the Church, is
and reproof caﬅ in upon this account, bnauſr thou diﬅinct and independent from any civil Government ;
ﬁuﬃﬂrqﬅ that H/aman Jezeþtl, that taller/7 [mﬅ/X' a which from the Text may thus appear, 1. The ſub
Prqplw'ﬅ, to tear/1 and ſzdure my ſer-vants. This ject is diﬅinct, to wit, Church-oﬃcers. 2. The object
ſhﬄring, can be no defect in reſpect of civil Authori is diﬅinct, to wit, the Church and the Members
ty: for, that was not in their power, or is it any de

thereof alone, and as ſuch: It is not the inhabitants

tect of any Perſonal or Private Duty: becauſe none ofPtrgamo: and Th'air-a 3 but the Church-members
ſuch can impede other Perſons teaching, if wilfully that are under the ſame. 3. The matter falling
they will ſet themſelves to it; nor can theybe though: under that cognition, is diﬅinct, to wit, that which
defective in that, that ane ſo commended for Faith,* is hurtful to Souls, as the ſeducing of Chriﬅ's Servants,
Charity, Works, &Ft. And that even in reſpect of and ſcandals, conſidered as ſuch. 4. The cenſures
their thriving and growing in their private conditions: inﬂicted, are diﬀerent, to wit, no civil mulct upon

it muﬅ therefore be a ſuﬀering of her in ſo far as by Eﬅates, nor puniſhment upon Bodies, nor cancelling
Church Authority ſhe was not cenſured and reﬅrain of the freedom of the Burgeſhips in Towns or ſuch
ed, that thereby the ſeducing of Chriﬅ's Servants, like; but ſecluﬁon from Church-priviledges and mem
might be prevented, whoſe ediﬁcation is the end berlhip. 5. The end is diﬅinct, to wit, the reclaim<
of this a: ofall other Ordinances: and ſo conſequentu ing of the party oﬀending, and the bringing of them

ly, the Church of Chriﬅ is furniſhed with power to Repcntance, and the preventing of Soul-hurt to
r and authority in reference to her own Aﬀairs and others; and the vindication of Chriﬅ's Name. 6.
Members.
2. This will alſo be clear by conſidering theſe who
are primarily in this reſpect commended and reprov
v ed in theſe Epiﬅles: it is not the Body of private

The manner is diﬀerent, there is no external Pomp
nor Power or force in the managing,

thereof, ſuch

as is in civil Govemments; for, That is not here
conceiveahle, conſidering the aﬄicted and perſecuted
Chriﬅians; but the Church-oﬃcers, as peculiarly condition of theſe Churches, but the Sword of the
diﬅinguiſhed from them: ſo that theſe threatnings Mouth, and Trial, and Cenſures. And 7. They
and reproofs, do otherwiſe belong to them, than diﬀer in their riſe, civil Power being derived from
to the Church, as we will ﬁnd in the Progreſs. Superiors to Inferiors; but this hath no riſe or deri
And there can be no other reaſon given of this, but vation from any civil Power, although for the
becauſe theſe Faults were the Faults of theſe that time theſe Cities and Nations wanted it not; but

had Authority to right them, and did it not: which did ariſe from tharintrinhcx cEconomy and Power,
will be more clear afterward, when we conſider the which accompanies the very being of a Church,

Subject of this Power.
_ _
3. Theſe acts, are either acts of private Chriﬅians,
or perſonal acts of the Miniﬅers and Church-oﬃcers
(both which, are already overturned by the fore
mentioned reaſons ) Or, it muﬅ be by ſome extraor
dinary act, as Peter's ſmiting of ſi'za'zias and Sappbira ;
_or, It muﬅ be the exerciſe Of ſome ordinary Power

and which by Chriﬅ's appointment doth reſide in
ſu:h anumber of Perſons, conſidered as a Church,

Third, Becauſe, 1. There is no warrand to look upon
-thete Oﬃcers as furniſhed with that Gift; nor was
it ordinary to the Church, and her ordinary oﬃcers,
ſuch as theſe were. 2. That would not attain the
ſcope propoſed here, which is, in part, the recover
ing of the oﬀending party: therefore ſaith the Lord

proﬁtable or hurtful to their ſpiritual eﬅate.

which did not reſide in other inhabitantsof the ſame
Towns, nor did in theſe before their Church-ﬅate.
8. The account, upon which, this Government
doth conſider Perſons and Actions, is diﬅinct from
thecivil: Men are not conſidered as Men, nor as
and Authority .* there is no other Thing conceivable 3 in-dwellers in ſuch and ſuch Places only; but as
But none of the ﬁrﬅ Three can be ſaid. Not one Chriﬅ's Servants: and Actions, are not conſidered,
of the ﬁrﬅ Two, for the Reaſons given; not the either as proﬁtable or hurtful to Men ſimply; butas

And

therefore, it is ﬅducing of Chriﬅ's Servants, and as

ſuch, the Deeds of the Mtolaitans and Yezeþel,
are to be taken notice of by it,
2. We ſay, as it is a diﬅinct Government from
the civil; ſo it is independcnt as to it: and if the
OſJiZ'bll, verſ. 21. 22.- Igatre ber ſpare to repent; former be true, that there is an Authority and.- Goa
and doth threaten her but conditionally: which ſhcw-_ vemment included here, and in the former reſpects
eth, that he meanod no vſuch extraordinary oſiſicutting
exerciſed

-__

__

,_---_

r.-

..

-v,-..

.
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exerciſed as diﬅinct from the civil Power then in poſe a falſe Teacher, or to cut oﬀ a 'rotten
being, it will alſo neceﬂarily follow, that this Au Member, could any Magiﬅrate by his Authority
thority was independently exerciſed in reference to continue that Man to be a Miniﬅer, or that
that civil Power?
Member to be a Church-member, ( what ever
For, l. There is no derivation of this Church violence might do) Suppoſe ſome Emperor (as
power, from that civil Power, as is ſaid. There in ſome caſes Julian did ) had taken the recognition
ſore it cannot be dependent on it, ſeeing it neither of EP/yq/iu ſentence againſt theſe falſe Apoﬅles, and
did, nor could derive it. And although ſome except had declared it null? would not ﬅill their ſentence
( as was hinted ) that there may be a Power in Fa Pergamas,
have ﬅood orin force
notwithﬅanding?
ſuppole
'Iſi/ayatz'ra,"
had Cut Oﬀ Or
' ezebel
or
thers, Husbands, and other ſuch natural relations,
over Children, Wives, (97. which yet is dependent the Nimlaitam ſrom their Society, con any civil
on the Magiﬅrate; yct ſuppoſe that by the law or' Ivlagiﬅrate, Heathen or Chriﬅian, have enacted them

Nature, Parents Zdid combine in

one Society and to be continued Church-members?

And this doth

Government among themſelves, as a Church doth, not only ﬂow from the injuﬅice of the matter;
and in that caſe had a diﬅinct Governrnent, could for, ſuppoſe a Pro-conſul had juﬅly degraded ſome

tint Authority and Government be. accounted de Judges of' Epbqﬂu 5 and the Town of Ep/Je/iu, had
pcndent, Seeing no Superior Authority could marr juﬅly caﬅen out ſome Members from their Society;
them in the exerciſe of their Power without injuﬅice, yet, by the Emperors interpoſing his Authority,
more than a Magiﬅrale can marr aFarher in the as the ſupreme Magiﬅrate, both might have been

exerciſe of his Authority towards his Children when ſully reﬅored (though injuﬅly) ſo as they might
he doth it juﬅly .P So this Church-power, not be have been really again Magiﬅrates and Burgcli'cs
ing a perſonalptiviledgqbut belonging to her as aBody of ſuch aCity: which cannot be ſaid in this caſe.
and Society oſ mttny Members combining together, No Emperors Authority could have conﬅitute ſuch
having that by the Liw of Nature, as is granted ( though injuﬅly ) to have been oﬃcers, or Mem
(and we add, iſ Jeſus Chriﬅ allowed them ) (he can bers, at all oſ theſe Churchcs. The diﬀerence then,
not therefore be marred by any Authority in the ex ( I ſay ) cannot conſiﬅ in the injuﬅice of the
erciſrng of that Governmcnt, what ever injuﬅ vio matter alone; (for both are injuﬅ) but it muﬅ
lence may do.
conſiﬅ in this, that civil sentences are ſubordinate
i 2. It appeareth to be independent in this,_that there to the ſupreme Magiﬅrate, but Church Setztenccs
Is aChurch-govemment among Chriﬅians, even are not: although by violence they might have
when Magiﬅrates were ſetting themſelves to undo countenanced ſuch and ſuch Perſons, and have
the ſame: If then Government be neceſſary to made the Eﬀects of the Sentence in many Things
the Church, and yet it be ſo ordered in the Lord's void; yet could their Authority have never reach
Providence that civil Government may be for hund ed to the formal removing oſ them, as in civil caſes
dﬃls of Years Encmies to the Church, as was in was hirrted.
.
theſe Primitivc times. Then it will follow, that the
Tbird/y, To make out the Argument, we ſay,
Church-gorernment and Authority is not placed
ruthe Magiﬅrate, or civil Goſſvernours: becauſe, in that this diﬅinct independent Power here mentioned,

is aThing thit agreeth to the Church in all Ages
that caſe either (he ſhould have no Government at and conditions, and is not peculiar to any one

all (which by theſe Epiﬅles will be ſound talſe) or time: as ſuppoſe, becauſe the Church wanted
e muﬅ have a Government and Authority de Chriﬅian Magiﬅrates at this time, it h..d been law-i
ﬅljlctive to her, which is contrary to. the end there
Of i or, in the laﬅ place, her Authorir. muﬅ be in
dCrendent, ſave of Jeſus Chriﬅ alone: and iſ it
Were not ſo," conſidering now that theſe to whom

ful to exerciſe Authority indepecdent from them:
which in other caſes, where the Mrgiﬅmtc is Clrriﬅi

an, is not to be granted.

Therefore we ſay,

I,

That which is attributed to theſe churches here,

hrrﬅ writeth were not civil Magiﬅrates, there had agrees to them as churches: and there-Fore to all
bFTH no ſuch acceſs to expoﬅula'te with them ſor their Churchcs at all times: for the Duties are common,

Omiſſion, if they might trot have acted indepen

and, the hazards are common,

to Churches at all

dently on them.
trmes.- Therefore this remedy of Church diſcipline,
3. It may appear thus, that if the civil Magiﬅrate muﬅ be perpetual alſo, it being the cure that is

Vzſ'nnctt repeal by hisAuthority any of their ſctrterrces,iappoirrted for ſuch a diſeaſe.

And, that oſten re

lzcn is their Authority independent as to him. tpeated word, He that batL ear: to bear, let/If;" hear
ſſUW, ſuppoſe a Church juﬅly to degratle, or de

w/Iwt the Spirit ſaith unto tbe Clay/"rim, doth ſpeak

M a
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in all Ages to the- end of the World, as well as time, that theſe Epiﬅles were written, but' what
then. 2..lſ all other directions, exhortations, &Ft. was by voluntary conſederacy, and aſſociation of
in theſe Epiſtles, be perpetual and binding to the Members amongﬅ themſelves: and thereſoreſaith,
Church, to the end oſ the World, then this muﬅ That they had and exerciſed no leſs: Authority dur
be ſo alſo: and there can be no reaſon given why ing that time, in civil Things: for' which end he
this is to be accounted temporary, more than the maketh uſe oſ that place, 1 Cor. 6. r, 2., &Ft.
other: eſpecially, conſidering that Chriﬅ's (ending
In reſerence to all which, we ſay, 1. That Auo
of this Revelation, is ſor the good of his Ser thoritly cannot bedenied here (however it bederiv
vants unto the end oſ the World: and that eſpecial ed) eemg it is al'ower to Excommunicate and
ly, is aimed at in theſe Epzﬅlcs, as the ſorcited cloſe Eitauthorate oﬃcers and' Member' which they
doth conﬁrm. It muﬅ then beinjurious to Chriﬅ's aſlu'me, as he ſpeaks, Page 654. Yea, a Power
mind, to ſcrape out ſo much as concerneth Govern equivalent to that Of the Magiﬅrates, becauſe it's
ment, as not belonging to his Church for ſo many a Power adequate ſor the time to this end of go
Ages. 3. If the grounds, requiring the exeerciſe vermng the Church, Page 545. And therefore,
oſ this power in the Churches, during this time, we ſay, if this conſeleanting, or tip-making of this
Goviemmcnt, be a Thing jzzre called ſor, and neceﬂ
ary_to be done, ſor this endzr it is the-Thin'r
which we allertalſo; and, in reſpect oſ the particulaor

be pcrpetuzzhagrceing to all Ages, Then it is not
to be aﬅrictcd to the time or' the Churches being
undcrheathcn Magiﬅrates alone; ſBut the grounds
are perpetual: for, that is not becauſe the Magi
ſtrate is aHeathen; but that the Perſon oﬀending

circumﬅances, that is, what places or Perſons
are _to -Aſiociate together, is to be regulated by

may be brought to repentance ; and the ſcducing of Chrrſttan prudence; but if it meane-i ot avoluntary

others may be prevented : Now theſe ends are aﬁociation and conſcderacy, ſuch as Trades and
perpetual, wlich' the Church is to ﬅudy in all Craſts uſe in their Societies, as that alone which is the
times: and ſeeing Church Authority and Govern ground oſ this Power, This 'we altogether deny.
ment, is' here holden ſorth, as aMean appointed Becauſe, 1. Iſ that conſederaring be called for, hv
by Jc-ſus Chriﬅ ſor attaining of theſe ends, It the Law of Nature, Then it is nottvoluntary and
muﬅ therefore he oſ perpetual uſe to the Church alſo. free. And this Authority, is not grounded mecrly
Although theſe Truths he clear ſrom the Word; upon voluntary conſederating: becauſe as it is not
yet there are ſomcThings,wliiclt are partly exceptions; arbrtrary to aconverted Chriſtian to be Bptized
partly objections, inſiſted on by Adverſaries, which or not; ſo, being Baptized, it is not arbitrary to him
we ſhall ſpeak a little to, asthe Nature of our in whether to joyn with the Church or not. And be
ing joyned, ſubmitting to its Government; is a
tended will permit.
Aſorcited Author, page 545. doth conﬁdently neceliary Duty to him. And it becometh not
undervaluelall 'Arguments to this purpoſe; and Authority to him: becauſe he ſubmits to it; but
denieth all diﬅinctneſs of Government in the Church he is to ſubmit to it, becauſe it is Authority: and'
by any Power diﬅinct from that of the Magiﬅrates; therefore ſuppoﬁng that theſe falſe Apoﬅles, or J'a
and to maintain it, doth, 1. aſſert, That all ſort zrlul, or the Nitolaitam, had never conſented to
of Power whatſoever, is ſupremely in the Magiﬅrate, ſubject themſelves to the Diſcipline of theſe Churches
whether Heathen or Cbriﬅian, by that place, Ram. (as, by their taking ſuch Names oſ Apoﬅles and

1'3. 2. he heaps up with many bigg words ſeveral Prophets to themſelve<=, it's like they did never)
abuſurdities that accompany ( as he alledgeth) that yet notwithſtanding had theſe Churches Authority

opinion of a diﬅinct Church-government, which he over them, and it was their Duty to ſubmit unto
calleth invidiouﬂy the building of ' an Empire them. 2.It'sgranted that the authority that the Church
within
an Empire. Yet, 3. He granteth, that
ct wherev the civil Magiﬅrate taketh not on him the hath in ſuch a caſe, is equivalent to what the Magiﬅrate
c'are of the Church,- and maiintaineth

it not:

hath and mighcexerciſe: and if itbe not equivalent to
in this, then the Church oſChriﬅ underſuch Magiﬅrates

that caſe, by the Law of Nature and Nations,.
the Church cometh to have an Authority, or
ſomewhat equivalcntiin the place of that, whereu
by the is qualiﬁcd for the ordering of what con

would not be ſo perfect as to their Church-ﬅate &Xs-ell
being, asother ways: whiehcannot beſaidwithout
wronging the wiſdom of God, as it' he had leſt his
Chuich deﬅitute oſ inward Power 'when ſhe had

cerncthxher Members, during that caſe of ſuch. a

leﬅ outward Protcction ; but iſ it be ſuch a Power,

Magiﬅracy allanerly; and den eth any other Au it' cannot
thority to have been in the hurch, during the. upon the

be arbitrary and meerly
confedcracy i, 'but muﬅ
,

\

grounded
be Au
tht-fitativc
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thoritative upon an other Account, and may autho
ritatively enjoynone to oonfederate: And ſo con
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ans, ſo wronged, to ſuﬀer the wrong, rather than to

purſue it before Inﬁdels: Which doth ſuppoſe, that'
to re
Power 5, but all/tun, making way for the Exerciſe dreſs civil wrongs, as ſhe was to redreſs Slcandals.
thereof. 3; .If*it= wcreasked,.ſﬄbat E'vide'm or Prozſ' And therefore, Mart/7. xviii. our Lord giveth Order
could bl-givm. q/'ſub voluntary cmﬂd'mting in t
to proceed; in Caſe of Non-ſatisfaction, to the high
chere/'afor- that Time? It would be hard to ſhow, eft Degree. And on the by, we ma ſa , It is an
that univerſally in all theChurches, there was ſuch' odd Thing to expound that Place o
art/yew, by
formal compacting actually agreed upon; and'yet, this Place of Paul. As if the Lord did only there
that there was Government and Authority in them Warrand a Man to purſue Injuries before Heathen
all, is evident. 4. Suppoſe Conſederacies to have J'udges, when he would not ſubmit to the Advice of
been ; yet could they never have conﬅituted an Au ChurciÞMembers, ſeeing expreſly Paul enjoyneth
thority and Government. diﬅinct, and independent them rather to ſuﬀer wrong, than to make the Goſv
from the civilrſupreme Power, eſpecially while the pel contemptible before Inﬁdels, by the Contentione
ſugreme. Power oppoſed the ſame; as ſuppoſing (to of Chriſtians; which yet that Expoſi'tion of Matt/y.
keep the Similitudes propounded ) that many Chirun 'xviii. will approve of: \Vhichſhe\*.'eth, that it muſt
geons and Tradeſmen of _any kind, did live under a be underſtood to ſpeak of Church-Oﬀenccs: In re
Magiﬅrate and Laws, which would admit no ſuch, ſpcct of which, ſzzﬃring and bearing with them, is
by their Authority to'live and. confedemte under them, condemnable, as we ſee in theſe Epiﬅles. 3. If what'
will any- ſay, that in that Caſe, by voluntary- conſe the Church did in civil Things, be common to any
derating, they could aſſume an Authority' to them Perſon or Perſons in any Rank or Condition whatſo
ſelves; and oenſure any'Perſon (eſpecially againﬅ ever, and to Chrillians in an) time and caſe; that is,\
their will) without wronging and encroaching upon' that they may and ſhould ſubmit their Diﬀerences to'
that Authority, under which they live? Yet it can ſome; and theſe to whom they are ſubmitted, may
notbe denied to a Church, and that without any decide: And upon the other ſide, if what 'the Church
Prejudiceto the Magiﬅrate: Becauſe it in nothing exerced in reference to Eccleſiaﬅick Oﬀences and Cen
lcſlens his Authority, or withdraweth any thing from ſures, be not common, but ſo that no Submiﬃon to
his Cognition, which formerly uſed to belong unto others, _ but ſuch as are in Power, could warrand one
him: But as the ariſing of a new Church within a to draw forth ſuch cenſures, as are here mentioned,
Nation, hath with it new Caſes, Actions, and Con (> yea, according to the Principles which we oppoſe,
ſederating, ienottheGround that oonﬅituteth the, the Church was not furniſhed with Authorit

e.

ﬁderations of Perſons, and Deeds; So it is Reaſon, it were not lawful for Chriﬅians to do ſo now in ci
thatit ſhould have with it a new Authority to go vil Things; for, they ſay, It's not lawful to do now*

vern the ſame.

5. If the Church had another kind in Church-things, as theſe did at that Time. ) Then -

of Intereﬅ, in reference to ſpiritualOſſences, than in thcChurches Authority was not equal in civilThings, -

as in ſpiritualThings: And ſo conſequently,.no Con
notbe the Ground of ſuch an Authority: This ſederacy can warrantablyground this Church Autho-'
will not be denied according to the former Principles, tity 3 But the former, we conceive, is clear: There
' which do parallel both theſe in the Primitive Church, fore, (57. 4. It may be clear by this, that the Church
and make this the Proof of the former; But it's clear, did never exact civil Mulcts, or inﬂict bodily Puniſh
that the Church-_Authority did far otherways reach' ments: Which ſhcwethahundantly, that ſhedid not'
Church-Members in ſpiritual Oﬀences, than in civil cxetce Authority in civil Things equally, as in ſpiſi Things: Which may thus be made out, r. They ritual: And lyet' had her Authoiity been only groundl z
might Excommunicate and Un-church for ſpiritual ed on the vo untary Conſederacy, ſhe might have in
Oﬀences, and ſorDiſobedience in theſe, if a Brothcr ﬂicted the one, as well as the other. 5. Suppoſea did. not hear the Church, and oft-times they did ſo; Church-member. had wronged an Heathen by his Miſi
reference to civil Debates, then this Conſcderacy can

But it cannot be ſaid, that if a Brothcr had been diſ carriage; No queſtion, Church-diſcipline would have
obedient to an arbitrary Decree in civil Things, that reached'him: which is not the intent of that, 1 Cor. 'upon that Account, they would have proceeded a _vi. Therefore that cannot be the Ground of their
gainﬅ- him to Excommunication, and conﬅrained Power
alone. was
6. That
Matth.
7?"
tbe Clzw-rb,
given,Direction,
before this.
wasſi xviii.
written:
him to have ſubmitted: Sure we are, it was never
put in Practice, at leaﬅ till Antichriﬅ aroſe. 2. In Seeing then, this*is the Foundation of civil Aﬂociatiu
that Chapter, 1 Cor. vi. 7, and 8. the Apoﬅlc rea on, as is pretended, That of Mart/1. xviii. muﬅ be of

ſoncth ſor Submiſſion to this 3 and exhorteth Chriſti' another kind. 7. This Opinion willinſer the ſetting up
M 3 v
of
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of a civil Power in civil Things, where the Magi
ﬅtate is not Chriﬅizn; yet, that was never aſlerted
by any. 8. The Adverſaries themſelves grant, that
in ſuch Caſes, the Church may do much more in
Church-matters, than in Civil: Becauſe thatthe Ma
giﬅrate doth allow his Power to rectiﬁe civilThings;
and yet, this doth make both equall lawful. 9.
Suppoſe the Magiﬅrate had repealod a gentence, paﬅ

Chap. 2.

Magiﬅrates command is not privative; but cumulr

tive to the Parents Authority: Even ſo is it here.
And there can be no greater Reaſon to ſay, that

Church-Power and Authority over Chriﬅians, did
ceaſe in ſpiritual Things, after Carﬃantine became
a Chriﬅian, than to ſay, that the Power and Autho

rity of a Chriﬅian Parent, and a Chriﬅian Maﬅer,

did expire at tlmt Time. And ſeeing it is granted
no queﬅion, it had bound them, that Church-power, and Parental-power, are both
tho' it had been unjuﬅ ; Yet ſuppoſing he had rcpeal immediately from God, without any mediate Deri
ed one of their Church-cenſures, and declared Ex vation by the Magiﬅrate; It is Reaſon that they
communication void, it had not done ſo; nor had ſhould be of equal Dumtion and Continuance alſo.
been acknowledged: Yea, had he inhibited them to And_in Matter of Fact it is clear, that the Church
decide a Particular in civil Things, they would not continued to exerciſe the ſame Power, which former

in civil Things;

have proceeded; but when he did inhibit Cenſures, ly ſhe did; and alſo that the Magiﬅrate concurred in
tmtwi'hﬅanding, they did proceed, and actually did his Station for the ﬅrengthning thereof: And there is
ſuffer Martyrdom upon that Account: Vv'hich, in a not the leaﬅ Sha 'ow for any Delegation after that
formerly;
But, the
thatChurch
now byhadtheAccelſs
Apnro:
civil Action, l ſuppoſe they would not have done. more
bationthan
of civil
Authority,
to
10. That, -1C0r. xi. admitted any to be Judge that
Men ſubmit'ied unto, or had VViſdom ; But Church do that, for which before that Time ſhe was perſe
things were governed only b theſe who by Oﬃce cuted, even as there was fullLiberty given to Preach
were Rulers. All which do ſhew the Vanity of that the Goſpel, which formerly was inhibited: Yet
Allertion, that they equally meddled with both kinds, none will ſay, that that Power of the Key ofDoctn'ne:
and yet, this one Thing, is the Ground of all that was derived from the Magiﬅrate. For, 'what is al
is ſaid to evert this Authority. Add that, 1 Cor. vi. ledged of the Emperor's calling of Councils, That
the Parties oﬀending are reproved for going to him ; will prove him to have put them to the Exerciſe of
here, the Church-oﬃcers, for not cenſuring theſe that

their Power; but not that it was derived from him

oﬀended: which ſuppoſeth a Power to be in them. more than when before that Time Provincial Councifs
And it cannot be thought, 'that the Angels had been were called by ſome eminent Biſhops. It will prove

ſo cenſurablc, had they not decided civil Buſincﬂes, that their Call did authorizc them; But rather both
as for this.
'
B E s 1 D E ( page 548. ) He denies that there was
a Neccﬂity of Obedience in civilThings: Which yet
clearly, is here aﬂcrted in theſe Church-cenſures.

theſe Calis do ſuppoſe Authority to be before in theſe

that are called. And therefore there is no queﬅion,
that if Co'z/larztim had called others than Church-oﬃ
cers, to judge and cenſure in reference to theſe Diﬀer
\Viicreas it is ſaid, as a further'Evidcnce, that the ences Eccleiiaﬅically, he could not have derived Att
Churches- Authority during this Time, was only built thority to them, ſo as to have made them equ-.tlly
upon this voluntary Confederacy, that after ſupreme Rulers, and with the ſame Authority as if they had
Magiﬅrates became Chriﬅian, they did intcrmeddle been Church- n iembers anl Oﬃcers: Which yet might
with all Church-power without any Contradieition hlavc beeg done, tilf their Authority had reſided in him
one. alſo,
ehtle,
commanded the
as is eſaid.
' prcachi us' of the
( page 544. ) lt is either a mere l\liﬅake or an Un aGqgsel
truth: A ,Miﬅake in this, That it accounteth'their
_ notHLNCE
may
that and
ChriﬅianMa
' ra
meddling in a civil way with many Things, which did
meddlewe
with
thatſee
Power
Authoritﬃſzvhtizsh
the Church ﬅill mcddled with as formerly, and add
ing of their civil sanction thereto, for ﬅrengthning, formerly rcſided in the Church : Neither ever was it
not for diminiſhing thc Chutchcs Power ; to be an heard or', that a Magiﬅrate did excommunicate, au
aſliiming of Church-power and Authority, which thonze or ordain aMiniﬅer, and ſuch like, wherein'
are Things moﬅ diﬅinct; even as a Chriﬅian Magi Church-power is exerciſed. And tho' it be ſaid, that
ﬁrate, doth command the Son of a Chriﬅian Parent he doth theſe Things tnediateiy, by putting the Church

to do the ſame Things which his Parent doth com-' to it, and by calling Church oﬃcers to conſult in Ec
mand him in reference to the Chriﬅian Religion, cleliaﬅick'l'hings, which he doth conﬁrm by his Au
which a Heathen Magiﬅrate did not; yet is the thority ; even as he doth govern other Societies, as
Parenfs Power and Authority over his Son no leſs, Phyſicians, Lawyers, &it. by Authorizing ſome of
than when the Magiﬅrate was Heathen, becauſe the their own Number to manage what concerneth ſuch

-
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Callings and Functions ; (in which reſpect, ſay ſome,
the Function is diﬀerent from the Migiﬅrate,) yet
he is not the Lawyer, nor the Phyſician, more than
he is the Miniﬅer; but the Authority is on him alone.

To this we ſay, I. That the Parallel is moﬅ un
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him will infer.
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For, I. It is no Abſurdity ſimply,

that a Man in diverſe conſiderations ſhould be ſubject
to diverſe Co-ordinate Powers, as a Son is to the Ma

giﬅrate as a Member of the Common-wealth, to his

Parent as a Child and Member of the Family: And

equal: Becauſe altho' a Nlagiﬅrate be not by his in ſome Things ( as formerly hinted at) he is obliged
Station a Phyſician, or Lawyer; yet ſuppoſing him to be ſubject to the Parent, that no command of a
to have Skill, he might lawfully do any Act incum Superior can looſe him from it ; and in other Things,
bent to theſe Stations:

Which doth indeed ſhow, ſo ſubordinated to the Magiﬅrate, that therein the Pa

that the ſame Authority, whereby they act, doth re
ﬁde in him: But ſuppoſe he had the Theory of Ec
cleſiaﬅick Things, and Skill in them ;' yet he might
not ﬅep to himſelf, to act the Acts of a Miniﬅerial

rents Authority hath no Place.

And the ſame may

be ſeen in Wives, who, in ſome Things, are ſubject
to their Husbands commands, and no Authority can

warrant them to do otherwiſe.

2. We ſay, thatthis

Punction; nor as a Magiﬅrate, to Sentence with ſame Abſurdity might have been inﬅanced in theſe
Church-sentences, Adminiﬅer Sacraments, as he Churches, that the Lord writes to, ſuppoſe ( as he

might do in the sentences of inferior Magiﬅrates and doth in the other Caſe) that the Magiﬅrate had ap
Courts: Which doth ſhew, that that Authority doth pointed ſome, whom the Church had called to her
not reſide in him. 2. We grant, that he may be Synods (as for Example, to that mentioned, Act:
ſaid to govern mediately, as he may be ſaid to Teach xv. ) to ſome other civil lmployment, as they were
and Preach mediately: ( for, he ought to provide for Subjects; would not the-Lame Abſurdity of the inter
that) But that will not infer, that the Authority of ferring of thetwo Authorities have followed? He
Prtaching is derived from him: Yet, no way doth muﬅ either then ſay, that ſuch a Caſe was not con
the Weight of this Controverſy ſo much ly on Mat ceivable in theſe Times ; or he muﬅ ſay, the Abſur
ters of Fact,_ what Churches or Magiﬅrates did ſince dity muﬅ be evited, or it will be faﬅned upon the
the Apoﬅles Days, as by what vRight and W'arrand Way approven by the holy Ghoﬅ, as the Churches
they did what they did.
governing of herſelf diﬅinctly is granted to be, at leaﬅ
T H 1-2 laſt Aſſertion therefore, altho' cmadc out, during ſuch a Caſe:

And when he loſes and vindi

could prove nothing without the former; nor will the cates his own Conceﬃon, it will be eaſie to anſwer his
inﬅancing of Exorbitancies in Church-governouts, Objection. 3. It cannot be denied, but that a Mini
inſer any Nullity of that Power, more than the enu ﬅer may independently command a Magiﬅrate in the
merating of Miſcarn'ages of Men in civil Place, will Name of Chriﬅaccording' to the Word, and that not
enervate that Oidinance of God : Yea, we are ſure, only by Reaſon of the Matter, as an other private

much Ill hath come by Magiﬅrates Intruſion in this Subject may do ; but by Vertue of his Oﬃce and Au

Church-power, and many have miſcarried in it z thority: In which reſpect, he is not only a Report
much leſs will Heaps oſ Slanders againﬅ moﬅ faith

er, to tell what is Truth, but a Meſienger and He

ſul Men do it, whom God eininently countenanced, rauld, authorized to charge all Hearers to the Obedi
and who ſingularly by ſuﬀering were honoured ſo ence thereof, as _7obn the Baptiﬅ did Herod, who in
leﬅiﬁe for him, ſuch as Mr. WZ/rh, Mr. Ille/vil, ſome reſpect might be ſubject to Herod, as in- other
Mr. Daviaﬁn, and others; who, we are perſwad reſpects Herod was to him: And if this be no Abſur
ed, in the great Day, will be as bold in reference to dity in reference to particular Governours, why
their being approven in their Stations, as any of their ſhould it be thought abſurd in reference to the Powers
ppoſers or Traducers on this Account. This way by which theſe govern? Supreme Church Power
Of writing, will not be found to proceed from Zeal then, and Supreme Civil Power in diſtinct Perſons,
for the Lord, which hath ſo little Reſpect to ſuch, cannot be ablurd. And we ſuppoſe there can'be no
who eminently adhered to him ; and let theſe Tra Authoritative Oﬃcer, that upon any Civil Account
ducers of his Ordinances and Servants, prepare for can ſo independently command the Civil Magiﬅrates

ﬁlls/ing Account for both to him, to which we leave Chu rch-power therefore is not to be regulated in every
I em.

thing, as the Civil is. It's ﬅrange to ſay, that it's lawful

_Fo R the Abſurdities wherewith he doth load to a Magiﬅmte toreceive Miniﬅcrial lnjunctions,or not
this Truth, they being for Subﬅance the ſame, which as he pleaſeth, or at leaﬅ no more than a ſick Perſon is
often have been fully wiped away, we ſhall only ſay ſubject to thePhyiician, canit beſaid that a ſent Miniﬅor

theſe two,

r. That either they are no Abſurdities: can have no more Authority in preſcribing Duty in the

of, 2- Not ſuch as the Grounds acknowledged by name of Chriﬁ,than a Phyſician 'La givingDinections ſor
Health? _\..'

'
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Health? "Or, 'will it be thought equally ſinful or worthy of their Place; would any'Magiſtmte think
lawful, to diſobey the Directions of the one as of the that theſe wrongodhis Power; if'they'ſhut ſome from
other, even laying aſide the Matter i Or, ſhall eve

ry one, skilful in Divinity, be counted of equal Au
thority with a Miniﬅcr, as the Counſel of one that
is skilful in Medicine, is to be counted of the ſame
weight, as if he were a graduat Phiſician, if his Rea
3 ſons be as weighty ? Or, is there any Exception of
ſome, more than others from miniﬅerial Power, be

their fellowſhip without his warrant?

or could he

claim to recognoſce their Deed ; although in a crimi
nal Caſe, he only might have Acceſs to puniſh even
their Members in that Place i'
F o R that Yaliﬁcation of his Conceſſion, which

is to allow this onſederate Authority only to the
Church that lived under ſuch a Magiﬅrate, as doth

cauſe of an outward Place or Grandour? Theſe not undertake the Care thereof; we ſuppoſe it will
things can hardly be conceived without wrong-ing the not be eaſie to free it of Abſurdities, if this diﬅinct
Ordinances of Chriﬅ. 4.. lt's thought'abſurd to ſay, Government be not acknowledged to be perpetual.
FOR, r. Do not the ſame Scriptures .( that place all
that-the Magiﬅrate is not blindly to act according to
Church Concluſions, and Determinations, but deli Authority in the Chriﬅian Magiﬅrate ; and require
berately to try his own1 Act, and yet not to be the abſolute obedience from his Subjects to him ) in the
proper Judge thereof. It cannot be denied, that a ſame manner belong to any Magiﬅrate, as a Magi
Miniﬅer is to try and judge of what-commands the ﬅrate, and l"s Subjects under him, and particularilv
Magiﬅrate ſhall lay on him in reference to his Duty: that place, Ram. t 3. And ſuppoſe the Magiﬅrat'e
If therefore the Magiﬅrate's ſubſequent Judgment, ſhould not aﬂhme that Power, and put itin exerciſe;
did demonﬅrate him to be fupreme in eccleſiaﬅick yet if eccleſrnﬅick Power be in that ſame Gift com
Things, the ſame will prove the Magiﬅrate's Judg mitted to the Magiﬅrate with the civil Power, no
ment in the Caſe foreſaid to be ſubordinate to the Mi private Perſons could upon any Pretext meddle there
niﬅers: That therefore is no Abſurdity.. 5. An Am with. For ſuppoſe the Magiﬅrate ſhould abﬅain to
baſiador from one King to another, or to ſome infe puniſh ſome kind of Murthers, Witchcrafts, &Ft.
- rior Magiﬅrate, is in his perſonaJ Carriage ſubject to no private Perſons could conſederate themſelves to
the Authority within whoſe Bounds he is ; but as an 'Power
aſſume to
a Power
of puniſhing
Becauſe civil
puniſh theſe
things, theſe:
is not committed
toA
-Ambaſiad0r in'the following of his Commiſſion and
. Inﬅructions, and as ſuch, he is only countnble to. them; but to the Magiﬅrate. If then the Church
theſe that ſent him: And never was it heard that one might cenſure Scandals, without incroaching upon
subjected his Ambaſiador to the Authority of thoſe theſe Scriptures at that Time, Why may it not do
to whom he was ſent, even amongﬅ Men, but that ſo even when 'the Magiﬅrate is Chriﬅian? This
was reſerved at leaﬅ, for ſome others appointed for Church Power then cannot be underﬅood to'be com
'that End by him: Neither doth a Magiﬅrate ac prchended under the Magiﬅrate's Commiſſion, ſee
count an Ambaſladorsindependenpy on him to be'in ing, Paul is excrciﬁng it, even while he is extend
conſiﬅent with his Authority. Now Miniﬅers be ing to the utmoﬅ the Mztgiﬅmte's Commiﬂion in all
ing Ambaﬂadors ſent by Chriﬅ to'Magiﬅratcs as to things, and quarrelling Chriﬅians for encroaching up
others, we muﬅ either ſay theſe to whom they are on any thing due-to him; and no queſtion he knew
ſent, muﬅ judge when they faithfully exerce their .beﬅ the Extent of theſe Directions.
Commiſſion or not, in their'Maﬅer's name : which
2. T H z RE is no Migiﬅrate, who will profeﬀzd

is abſurd amongﬅ Men, and could not but look parti ly-diſclaim the'Charge and Govemment of any Peo
þallike; or we muﬅ ſay, the are not countabie or ple; although in Practice many of them-prove ne
cenſurahle on Earth; or, t at Chriﬅ hath intruſted gligent of the'Church of Chriﬅ. Now it may be
his Ambaﬁadors and Church-oﬃcers with this Pow asked, if this Neceſſity of conſederating for Ex
er ofccnſuring Men, who ſhall walk unworthy of 'Church
crciſiing only,
of Church-authority
doth ly
upon the
when the Mugiﬅrate
is profellſiedly
their Truﬅ.
I F it be ſaid, That an Ambaﬀzdor is no Magi Heathen,'or if alſo when erroneous or atheiﬅical and
ﬅratc, and bath but an -i/_1/?ruct<d Power ?
-pr0phane, or in'Practice negligent and careleſs (like
Allſw. Y e T is it a Power, and in that reſpect Gall/'0 ) in what concerneth the Church i, It cannot
ſuch as Church-oﬃcers have: And ſuppoſe there be aﬅricted to the ﬁrﬅ: Becauſe the Churchis no
were a Plurality of Amballadors for a King, or more obliged to an erronious'Magiﬅrate, than to a
State within the Dominions of another, inﬅruct prophane and careleſs Magiﬅrate( though he be not
ed to act jointly for his Aﬀairs, and to cenſure ztnyof profeſſedly an Heretick or erroneous) if that Au
their own Number, or,retinue,.that ſhould walk un thority be-not improven for them: And ſo ac
-

*
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acording to theſe Principles, the Church is to conſe would it be to the Church either to continue to be
' derate and exerciſe Authority Within her ſelfe, even governed by the Magiﬅrate as formerly il Or, with
- then: Which will come to this, that the Church is ſo much. Diſadvantage upon perſonal conſiderations,
called to aſſume this Authority, except in ſuch Caſes to aſſume a Power which formerly they did not?
as the Magiﬅrate doth take it on him and exerciſe it
5. E l! r T H t-: n the Church aſiiimeth that Power
forher good, ( for if he exerciſe it for her Hurt, it is contrary to the Magiﬅrate's Command; and ſo there
better to want it )and ſo it will turn near to this, that isclear Ground ofa Perſecution and War; or, it is,
the Church is to aſſume this Power, ſave where the with his good Will, or, at leaﬅ Permiﬃon; and

Magiﬅrate is Godly, and according to Conſcicnce that muﬅ preſuppoſe this, that he doth account him
doth exerciſe his Power for her good.

And then it ſelf Hcathen, erroneous or profane, which cannot

may be aske'd, ( ſuppoſing that the Magiﬅrates pro

eaſily be expected, eſpecially from a Man not ſo de

ſeſs willingneſs to govern the Church, ) how ſhall it nied and mortiﬁed, as ſuch a Mzigiﬅrate is ſuppoſed

bejudged whether ſuch and ſuch a Magiﬅrate be to to be: For, delegated it cannot be, ſeeing in that
Or, whether theybe to Caſe this aſſuming of Authority is not called for.
aſſume Government to themſelves? It will come
6. I T may be asked, what Degree oferroneouſ
to this, that it muſt reﬅ in the Judgment of Diſcre neſs, .Profanity, or cariefneſs in a Magiﬅrate, may
tion of theſe private Chriﬅians, whether they will warrant a Church toa aſſume this Power: Seeing
admit the Magiﬅrate to govern, or not? And ac even amongſt Heathens there are Degrees? and if ſo,
cording to thelPrinciples of that Author, if thcyjudge
then how ſhall that bejudged ? Suppoſe a Chriﬅian
him according to their Light, to be one that taketh Magiﬅrate ſhould neglect Church-aﬀairs, otherwiſe
no Care of the Church, they ſhould aſſume that than as they fall within the compaſs ofCivil-govem
Power to themſelves: For elſewhere he ailirmeth ment: In which Reſpect Heathens did own them ?
the Judgment Of Diſcretion to be the great Decider; or ſuppoſe he ſhould own ſome sentences, puniſh
be admitted to govern ?

and that a Man had better do accordingto the Light ſome Scandals, which, it ſeemeth Aurelian did in

of an erring Conſcience, than againﬅ it. expelling Samq/atemu, and Swerur, in Commanding
Y
E
A,
3.
According
to
his
Grounds,they
may
not only aſiſiume Power in eccleſiaﬅic-k things ;_but to give again to the Church a place where they uſed
to meet, that ſome Rogues had violently put them
tquall in civil things alſo. And will he ſay, that from, ſaying, that it was ﬁtter that God ſhould be
the hureh of France may take Power in civil worſhipped there, than that it'ſhould heimployed for
Things, asthey do in eccleſiaﬅick, and not wrong ſuch an uſe.

Now, what is called for in vſuch a.

the Magiﬅrate. Or, can itbe ſaid this is a Privilege
to the Magiﬅrate, which makes him ſo to depend
both in things Eccleſiaﬅick and Civil, upon a Peo
pies Eﬅimation of him P

Caſe might be a Debate ;

have ſorfeited ſo much o his Power, &Ft. And ſup
poſe a profane Son ſucceed in the Magiﬅmcy to a gra

'lb .-

whether might not ſuch

Heathens be accounted to take Care of the Church,

and ſo it became not theſe Primitive Chriﬅians to
have retained Power during their Re-igns? or, what
4. B Y theſe Grounds, either a Church ſhould may be thought of Chriﬅian Magiﬅrates that do no
never aſſume Power under any Magiﬅrate however more, and, it may be, leſs than theſe ? whether are
careleſs and profane, and ſo as is granted, wrong her theſe to be retained or not?
ſelt', contrary to the law of Nature; or by aſſuming
7. I'r may be asked in ſuch Caſes, whether is
Power, they declare that they account the Magiﬅrate explicit conſederating for that End neceſſary or not, "?
aHeathen, erroncous or atheiﬅical, Eﬂ't. And is not and ſuppoſe ſome would not ſubmit willingly, How
that a greater Irritation, and probable Occaſion ofDi could they be compelled? Or, iſſo, were the liable
viſion betwixt the Magiﬅrate and Church, than to to no Cenſurc, becauſe of their Obſtinacy i t were
continue this Power diﬅinct under all Magiﬅrates good that theſe things were cleared, if it be ſuppoſed
equally ? And truly it looketh not like God's Ordi. that this be a practicable thing, and often to be trance, that putteth his Church oftentimes in this practiſed.
IT is further ſaid, 'That the Obrzrtbt: greate/i'
strait, that it muﬅ either ſuﬀer 'Prejudice, or diſ
claime and provoke the Magiﬅrate ſo as to account 'Hazard, is from the great Pawtno Church-men,
him an Athieﬅ unworth of Government 5 but to and not lof the Civil-rwagﬄmte, ar Lxpn'imrzſhew
Therefore it's dangerous to gie-e f/JI/P' Power.

Afnſw. So the greateﬅ Danger of Error, ls from
cious Father, or profane Men be choſen to ſucceed Church Teachers: Shall they therefore have no
others who bare Rule before them, even in Church Teachers? So the greateﬅ Hazard of Tymnny to
Aﬃurs, (which Caſe is often incident ) what strait a State in civil things, is from a Civil-Gqvcrnment:
N
Is
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Is it not therefore to be allowed? Yea, this is the prorcn or not, and every thing tending to that, as

Reaſon of it, that corrupt Church-oﬃcers wrong citing of W'itneſi'es and Parties, hearing Exceptions
the Church moﬅ, and that both in Government and and Anſwers, &Ft.

Doctrine: Becauſe in both they come neareﬅ her
Heart: And therefore when they miſcarry, it can
not be but worſe than when an Authority more ex
trinſick doth mifcarry; and by their Power they had
ever greateﬅ Acceſs to do her good or Evil: And
And this rather conhrmeth what was ſaid, That pro
perly the Power doth belong to her, and had need to

3. T H e R is a Power of cenſuring a Perſon
found guilty.

Theſe words, thou ran/t not hoar

them, &e. thou haﬅ them, and/Zzﬃrg/I them, do im
port that, Dis cleared:

This having of them, im

plying a Fault, which was, that by their Authorit
ſuch were not cut oﬀfrom the Church ; Which is
thc higheﬅ Degree of ordinary Ccnſures; for ifit be
be well managed, becauſe torruptio optimi eﬅ peſſma a Priviledge and Beneﬁt to be admitted to the viſible
But was it ever heard of that Church Authority, Church, and the Ordinances of Jeſus Chriﬅ therein,
well managed did Hurt to the Church or State either, it cannot but be a high Degree of Cenſure to be cut
under what ever Magiﬅrate? It followeth only oﬀ from both, and yet this is implied here to be in
that the Ahuſe of Church-Poweris ill, but no more. the Power of theſe Churches, and they cannot be

2. W 1-: come now in the ſecond Place to conſi conceived to have cutted oﬀ ſuch from their Society
der wherein this Authority is exerciſed : Whi'ch we ſo as not to have had them orſitﬀortd them to remain
ſhall ſpeak to only in ſo far as theſe Epiﬅles give therein, but by this which we call Excommunicatioz.
From which neceſliirily this followeth, that not only
Ground, and we will ﬁnd it to be in theſe four.
1. T H 1: R E is a T-ial, thou hoﬅ tritd them that the Church hath a Powar ofcenſuring ; but particu
tal] them/river Apzﬄ/er, &Ft. Which Trial inferreth larly of cenſuring thus, by cutting oﬀ one from
Authority to cite and warn Parties, to call and exa Church-memberſhip, and from the Priviledges ofthe
mine Witneſſes, 1 Tim. v. 19. to take Oaths; external Ordinances thereof: This is called by our
which is requiſite to Trial and witneſſlng, as that Lord Jeſus, jla'atth. xviii. an accounting of one a
alone which putteth an end to Strife amongﬅ Men, Heat/'ten and a Pith/imo, t Corinth. v. 13; a put
Hch. vi. Therefore, Mat. xviii. the Lord giveth ting away of the wither! Pzrſh'z from among them 3 a
the ſame Rule concerning Procedor by witneſſmg in cutting eﬀqfﬁouh/rrrGal. v. 12. and (Titusiii. 10.)
the Church, which ZMoﬅr gave in Reference to all a rejecting of them. There is nothing almoﬅ more
Courts, That out of the mouth of two or throo Iſ/i'tmſſ frequently and clearly held forth in Scripture than
er, &ſo. ſhall awry matter he' eﬅahli/htd.

This ſhew

this, both in Doctrine and Practice.

The Lord

eth alſo, that they may receive thc Complaints of
oﬀended Brethren, ( as is in Mat. xviii. ) keep Meet
ings for that End, lead Inquiry upon the crying fame
of Oﬀcnces (as is like the did in this Caſe of Eþ/nſſrr)
and in a word do every thing that is needful for com
pleating Trial:v For where the End is approven,
the means that are neceſſary to the attaining thereof

hath furniſhed his Church with this Power to cen
ſure, 'that he may preſerve a Majeﬅy in his ordinance
es, which appear to the moﬅ part but Fooliſhneſfs
and Weakneſs ; and that he may have Weapons of
his own kind, to batter down the Proud Imaginatia
ons of Church Members, and revenge all Diſobedi
ence, as the Apoﬅle ſpeaketh, zCoriri-th. x. 6. for

muﬅ be approven alſo.

which cauſe, he calleth it a rod, t Corinth. iv. 21;

2. T H £ R r: is a Power here to judge and deter and a Puni/hment, 2 Corinth. ii. 6.
mine, thou hrſſﬂuud them Liar: : YVhich doth reſ
4. T H r. R e is here a Power of ordering and
pect theſe two, t. The nature of Oﬀences: They making Laws of what conccrneth the aﬀairs of the
muﬅjudge what is Truth and what Error; other. Church, as ma be gathered, I. From this, that
ways they cannot tell who isa falſe Apoﬅle and who that they try O cers; whereby it is apparent, that the
aLiar: And they muﬅ judge what is, ſcandalous Church had her Laws in reference to the admiſſton of
in Practice, and ſo what is lawful, or not; otherwiſe Miniﬅers, before they could be accounted ſuch ; and

they can make no Progreſs in Trialor Cenſure : For
they muﬅ ﬁnd ſuch a thing to be an Error or Scandal,
and ſo not be ſuﬀered in the Church.. 2. Ithath re
ference to Perſons: There is Power in judging
ſuch and ſuch Perſons to be guilty, whereby they
pronounce not only ſuch Doct ine to the Erroneous,
but ſuch a Miniﬅer or Perſon to be guilty. thereof, as
is,c1ear from the Text,*and, ſo muﬅ judge what is

that theſe who were found by their Trial, to be Liars,
ſhould not be accounted Apoﬅles, or Churchmﬃcers:
otherwiſe Authority, in the former reſpe-fts, would

be maimed and defective: 2. It may be gathered from
this, that they might conclude what was oﬀenſive,
and what not, who was tried, and upon what grounds,

when the trial was to proceed; who and what was to
beſuﬀered in the.Church, and what not; who might
prmch,

&me.
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preach, and what might be preached ; and in every whom he commendeth for the exerciſing of this
thing that concerneth Doctrine, Worſhip, and Or Power, and reproveth for the ommiting thereof; *
der, according to the Ruleoſ the Word, and the But theſe are ChurcſſOﬃcers, Contradiﬅinguiſhed
great End of the Ordinanccs, to wit, the Edihcation from the reﬅ of the Church, as appeareth not only by
of the People : beſide which, there is no Church Au the common lnſcription, unto the zl/zgeloſthe Church,
thority any where, it being a Power in lecd, but a &c. whereby they are diﬅinctly conſidered; but
Power given for Ediſicntion, and not to Diﬅruction, alſo Chap. _2. ſ/'erſh 5. where the Church is diﬅin
zCor. x. 8. and xiii. to. This Powerbcing exerciſ guiſhed from the Angel in the threatning, [toil/'ne
ed, maketh Decrees : therefore ſuch Acts are called, ma've thy (L'anJ/eﬅr'rh, &Ft. which faith, that what he

(zſct. xvi. 4. ) The degree: that were ordained of the had ſpokeu in the former commendation of that' trial,
A'ptﬂler
Elder-s;
andAnd
by Paul
a ſetttng
of things
in
order, and
l Cor.
xi. 34.
(r Cor.
xſivi.) ſuch
were did peculiarly belong to the' Angel, whom he con
ſideieth as diﬅinct from the Church, ſpoken of under

Contributions for the Poor, orderlineſs for prevent-' the term of Candleﬅick. Alſo in the Epiﬅle to Thy
ingof Confuſion in preaching and hearing; calling; 'of atira, the oﬃcers are eſpecially reproved, as appearcth
thePeople to Faﬅs, as Act: xii. 5. and xiii. 3. and from Verﬅ 24. But unto you Iſay, &it. that is, the
thap. xiv. 23. &Ft. trying, proving, admitting, or Church-oﬃcers to whom he had been formerly
cenſuring ofOﬃcers, and ſuch like, as in the Epiﬅles ſpeaking; and to the. 'ﬁt/I in' Thyatira, that is, the
Members, as diﬅinct from them. It is hinted alſo, in
of Paul to Timathy and Titus, are clear.
T a r: Third thing we are to enpuire for in theſe the Epiﬅle to Pergdmat, as the expoſition thereof clear
words, is, who are the proper and ﬁrﬅ ſubject of this eth : and no where in any of theſe Epiﬅles is that diſ
Authority and Power? And we anſwer I Negatively. tinction ſo clear, as in theſe, where he ſpeaketh of the

r. T H e Ci-vihMagiﬅrate, is not the ſubject of exerciſe of this Power: thereby the more clearly to
this Power: For they to whom Chriﬅ writteth theſe ſhew whereit reſideth. And tho' it be ſaid in the cloſe,
Epiﬅles, are the ſubject of this Power; But the civil Let him that hath tart, hear what theſhz'ritſhith unto
Maeiﬅrate is not the Party to whom Chriﬅ writeth the Churther: yet, that is not to extend every-thing
theſe Epiﬅles, as is clear, and it can he allcdgezl by equally to all the Members: for, then the Miniitiy
none: Therefore it is clear, that the civil Mtgittrate ofthe Doctrine, would becommon to all alſo.

It is

isnot the ſubject of this Church Power. Yet, no therefore to be underﬅood with reſpect to their places
queﬅion, our Lord Jeſus knew beﬅ to whom it be and ﬅations, as was ſaid in our entry to ſpeak upon
longed: Neither is it like when he accounts them to the ſecond Chapter. 2. The Church here, is divided
have Authority, that he 'doth account them to have in Angel: andCamI/rﬂicb that is,C)ﬃcers ani Members.
it from voluntary conſederating for the Time : For, Now, we muﬅ either give the Power to the whole,
he accounts their neglect of the Practice of it, to be a that are comprehended under the titles of Jngtl, that
an, againﬅ the breach oftheir Duty; even as he is, Oﬃcers z- and 'Candle/lids, that is, Churches and
quarrelleth with the Angel of Sat-dis for being de -Members; or, we muﬅ give it to the Oﬃcers alone,

ſective in the doctrinal Part of his Miniﬅry ; and he as diﬅinct ſrom the Churches: for there is no warr
commended the Angelof Ephqﬂu for his labour in and to give to the lage/r, and to ſome of the Church

Doctrine, Zertl and Diſcipline, as duties equally be

members, and not to all: for, that were again to ſub

longing to the Miniﬅry upon one and the ſame ac diyide the Church, as if all its Members were not
count. And it muﬅ either be ſaid that a Magiﬅrate, in (as to Government) of one rank, contrary to the
hisElection to bea Magiﬅratc overa Church, is neceſ way keeK ed here. And indeed wc kno.v no other
ſarily to be-qualiiied in reference to theſe aﬀtirs 3 or, Reaſon more palpable, why the Oﬃcers and Mem
that the Govcrnmenﬅhcrcoſ, doth not belong unto bers of the Church, are ſo diﬅinctly ſet forth;
him; Or, :h2.t one may be called of God warrantab but that their diﬅinctneſs in this reſpect might be
ly loa Government over a Sociezy, and that in reſ held forth: But the ﬁrﬅ cannot be ſaid, that aﬂ
PCctoſ things and Perſons of no leſs concernment come in equally in Government, who are Mem

thdn the civilstaze z and yet it not be neceilirry that bars; becauſe that would take in YVotnen and
53 ſhould be qualiﬁed in reference thereunto : which Children; Therefore it muﬅ belong to the Oiﬁcers,
Lhabſurd.
i
'
as diﬅinct from the other three; ſeeing much of
_2. W a ſay, that is not the Body and Commu

this Church-power, is converſant about Things of that

mty of the Church, and People to whom this Nature, as trying of falſe Apoﬅles, corrupt Doctrine,
ower is committed: which appeareth thus, I. By &e. which do require both ﬁtneſs ofqualiﬁcation, and
th: ſame Argument, theſe are the ſubjed ofti-is Pow Continuance in reſpect of time, and painfulneſs,
eſ lo whom Chriſt principally dircttcLh his 'tipi._ii<:s,
N 2
beyord
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beyond that which always Church-members uſe, or, cannot poſſibly wait on the trial; eſpecially, conſi
are called to have in reſpect oſ the one, or can beﬅow dering that in in all Judges and Governments, men
in reſpect of the other. And ſeeing theſe are certain tioned in the Scripture; and particularly in theſe E

Truths, that theſe who are ordinarily called of God piﬅles, theſe two are joyned together, to wit, tri-'1
to the exerciſe oſ any Authority, are to be ﬁtted ſor and tenſur'.
3. We ſay, that it is not one, Perſon or Church
it, and patiently to follow the trial (ſor here theſe
who are to cenſure, are alſo to try, ) It will follow

oﬃcer above other Church-oﬃcers, to whom this

therefore that this Power in ſuch Things cannot be Power and Authority is committed. Becauſe, I.
thought tobe committed unto the Body of the People: It is to the Oﬃcers who are contradiﬅinguiſhed from
eſpecially, iſ we conſider theſe two. I. That in the the People, and are not comprehended under the title
choice, even oſ a Deacon, there is ſuch exactneſs re
Candle/lick or Church; But that muﬅ be underﬅood
' quired in the -trial oſ his (Lialiﬁcationa and Authority oſ all Miniﬅers, and not oſ one only. 2. By this one
to his admiſſion to 'that Oﬃce: yet the Power of Angel collectively taken, many Rulers governing one
Goveming, doth not belong to this Oﬃcer, as ſuch; Body in an aſſociated manner, are to be underﬅood
but he is inſeriour to that. Now if it be ſuppoſed as was cleared, Chap. r. verſe 20.
that the People generally have intercﬅ in Government
And therefore, 4.. The alſociated number of ruling
and Ruling: Then it will follow, I. That there are Church-oﬃcers, is the proper ſubject of this Church
moe Qialiﬁcations required in a Deacon, which as power: becauſe it is to them that Chriﬅ directeth theſe
ſuch, is but a ſervice, than there is required in theſe Epiﬅles under thisName/Ingtl as was ſhown Chap. 1.,
that Govern the in h gheﬅ Things .And, 2. That to v. 20. It's theſe he commendeth and reproveth; it's
be a Member of the viſible Church, hath more Au
thoſe to whom the overſight of the People belong
thority in it, than to be a Deacon, at leaﬅ than a Dea eth in reference to theſe ſnares, Act; 20 28. &Ft.

n___*__
-_1,-. _.-'_=L

_ ,. _;t-_=-._ ;

con can have as ſuch: becauſe the one Govemeth by
Authority in the higheﬅ Things, and the other as ſuch
but ſerveth: And by the Inﬅitution and rules ſor
the Election oſ Deacons, it would ſeem that there
by that Oﬃce an acce-ſlion oſ ſomewhat to them,
like Authority, more then they had beſore, or other
Members have: and ſeeing this acceﬃon hath no

It's theſe to whom the Power of trial and admiﬃ
on oſChurch-oﬃcers pertaineth, t Tint. 4. 14. which
is the work here commended in Epheſiu._ And if this
be true, that by Angel here is to be underﬅood a plu
rality oſ united ChurCh-rulers, as was ſaid, Then

as ſuch, hath not.

erciſed on all

this aſſertion laid down will alſo follow: for, no other

reﬅ to lay claim to this Authority.
Authority with it, It will ſeem ﬅrange to ſay, that
To cloſe then, in the ſourth Place, we may ſhortly
a Church-member, that is overſeen by an ordinary lay down theſe concluſions further from theſe Epiﬅles,
Deacon, hath Authority in him, which the Deacon, 1. That this Diſcipline and Authority is to be est'

* .

ſorts of Perſons, Members of the

IN the
we mayſoraddallthis
conſideration, Church, whether they be pretended Teachers, as
That
it isſecond
ﬁmplyplace
impoſlſilbel
Church-members
Apoﬅ/e: and PrOP/Jlttſſi'ſ, whether Men or Women;
( even the geuerality oſ them) to underﬅand many in a Word, all who are capable to give oﬀence and to
(Lieﬅions that may be agitated; yea, we may ſay be ediſied by Church cenſures, which young Children,
further, they are not called to underﬅand them ; and

mad Men, and ſuch like, are not in the reach

again, others cannot poﬃbly give their attendance-ſor oft
the trial oſ intricate Things, which may draw a
2. IT concemeth all ſorts oſ caſes, whether of
great length. For it is aſierted by learned 'ſhaznnr E'rror or Practice ; and is to be exerciſed in reference
Hoher of NewEngIand, part. 3. Chap. p.3.36. and 37. to the-ﬁrﬅ, as well as to the laﬅ, as is clear trom
That the preparation, is to be made by the Elder-1, bet/m e'
the body oſtht People,
nunzermr, they will be unable

theſe Epiﬅles.

them, as the intrr'mzy and perplexitv of the Wbrh

Church, &Ft.

3. TH-i-zsa higheﬅ cenſures, are to proceed againﬅ
with any tamely m'rvenienty to toﬁſſder and weigh alz'the Errors and Scandals of a high Nature, as theſe
circumﬅances with all e'n'rgent dﬀrulties, which will mentioned in the' Text are; or ſuch as are
certainly and netgﬄzrily occur in ſuch agitatianr, nor agreed with hightening circumﬅances, as dii'o
[an in reaſon btﬅew their time and pain: upon bedience and contempt in not hearing the Matthew 18.

And which

after

will ſometime require.
Thus ſar he, which Trial,
made
that thereby
the
ſentencearein clearly
its equity,
mayout:
he convinclng
for wthe
doth certainly render it at leaſt exceeding
ſuſpicious, that they ſhould be inﬅated with gaining oſ its end, both on the oﬀending party
Authority

to

Judge

and

determine,

who and others.

4.
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4. I 'r ſollowethqiere, that when Oﬀences are ſo

yet it cannot be denyed, but they have what 5'

qircumſtantiated in Church-members, Cenſures are eſiential to aviſible Church, and Memberſhip there
to proceed againſt them, and they are not be ſuﬀered in; even as her Miniﬅers, were Miniﬅers, althoughx

to enjoy Church-priviledges, as if they were not un
der theſe Oﬀences, except they repent of them ; yea,
that Un-Churching and Excommun'tcation in ſuch
Caſes, is an ordinance of Jeſus Chriﬅ.
5. Church-oﬃcers may be often defective in refe

not anſwerable to their ſtations, as was ſaid;

and

if what theſe worthy Men, Mr. Cotton Mrtan and
Heal-er,

do aﬂent unto in their Writings,

were

accordingly adhered to in all Practices, we conceive
there needed not be any great controverſie concern
rence to Diſcipline as well as to Doctrine, which is intor this point. The ſecond of theſe ſorecited
Authors, part. 1. page 20. layeth down the pinrh
alſo a guiltineſs before the Lord, as appearerh here.
6. A L T H ou o H a Church be defective in the of the diﬀerence in theſe Words ( 'as he calls it. )
purging out of corrupt Members; yet that doth not Hſherher ſixth as wall' in a way of prqfarmeﬅ, ar
pollute the Ordinances to others, or neceſſitate them remain ptrtinatiauﬅy ahjﬀnﬂte in ſhme mitted/reh
to ſeparate from them. Theſe Churches continue to though otherwayr profeﬃng and practzſing of the
be Churches, and the Ordinances to be Ordinances of Thing: iﬃthe Goſhd, have any allawame from Chrſ/I,
he accounted
ſit matter
amrdz'ng
to the
Chriﬅ, although ſuch were continued in Communi or,
term:may
of the
Gtzſptl, to nrſſrſitute
a Church
P Which'
on with them 5, and notwithﬅanding thereof, theſe

who were free of theſe corruptions, are approven and Authors, alſo do acknowledge, that eaſting out
commended by Jeſus Chriﬅ. And if it were not ſo, of aChurch, is but to proceed upon clear ſcandals
that a Perſon's endeavouring in his Station to amend of a groſs Nature, convincingly made out, and
ſuch a Fault, and to have ſuch Scandals cenſuied, no otherways, part. 3. page 39. And if there be
did not exempt him from guiltineſs, ſo as to conti defect in the executing thereof, ſeparation upon that
nue in Church-communion, although the Plu account, is difclaimed, as is formerly hinted, if the
rality ofOﬃcers ſhould he ſhort of their Duty : In Church in Doctrine and adminiﬅration of Ordinan.
that reſpectinthen
there might
be ﬅill
Separation
after ces be pure, that is, without error.
Separation
inſimcttum:
Which
abſurdity
the learn
T H r: judicious Cabhrt of Mw-mgland, hath an
ed Harder, and Narum of New England, do preſs excellent laying (as he hath many to the Anabap
for the obtaining of Submifſion to their Church-cen tiﬅs) againﬅ whom he writeth (þ. 2 Cap. r. ﬅct.

ſures, and keeping ofCommunion with their Church- . II. ) Bttm' ( ſaith he ) they who haw not ſo pe
es; even upon Supoﬁtion, that the Plurality of a _at/'iar'a title there-unto, he ﬁll/ed up in the Church,
* congregation, ſhould refuſe to ſhut out ſome deſerv than that me of ſiuh Lambs he leſt out in the
ing the ſame. otherwiſe (ſay they ) when theſe wild Wildermﬅ. And again, tap. 3. ſict. 3. is full,
did ſeparate, upon ſuch a new emergent Occaſion, to ſhew that there was no ﬅrictneſs obſerved in the
therebehoved to bea new Separation, and ſo forth; admiſſion of Profcﬂors to Baptiſm; but rather an
becauſe no Church or Men can be ,expected to be enquiry of their purpoſe for the time to come, in
ſo ﬅraight, aseither not to keep in ſome injuﬅly, or bidding them bring forth fruits, and believe in him
r
not to ſuſpect that ſome ſuch are keepedin: - which that was to come, as from j'ohzz's example, ll-Irzt.
alſo would he aSnare to their Conſciencec who judg 3. and Pauls, ct. 16. where there is no mention
ed ſo, and be a cauſe of Separation, although it were of trying the Faith of the HOUﬂlulJS of Lydia and
not ſo indeed. And were this applyed to the Defects the Joy/or: who yet were inﬅantly baptized: asalſo
Phariſees
checked
by John,
[Mint/2.
ofpresbytcrialChurches, there would be no preſſing were
3.ſiandtheſe
much
more ſohath
he well
to this
pur
'Noceﬃty of ſeparating from them, or from commu
poſe. Ihave but hinted at theſe Things, to
nion in any Ordina-nce, with them.
7. W a may ſee from theſe Epiﬅles, that although ſhew that although there he many Qteﬅions of
exact Holineſs be de jure, required of all Church Church-Diſcipline; yet they are not all of one
members; yet deſacto, often, the are not all ex

actly ſuch, and that therefore the

Nature and hazard, with all adrerſarics.

And the

olineſs which is laﬅ doth rather concern the conﬅituting of Church
ſpoken or, as cﬁ'ential to viſible-Churches, or to es, and admiﬃon of Members, ſuppoſed yet to be
Mcmberſhip, in them, is not rigidly. to be extended without, than
the govcrning of Churches,
to a reality therein. If this Church of Land/'tra reference
to
which
and Inchurched-Members;
in
there is great diﬀennce.
ſi
( wherein nothing is commended , but much
ſound-ſault with, be conſidered, it will be found
8. Wt-z-nuay ſee, that the ſuﬅaining of, and
that this Holiitcſs will not abide a rigid Trial:
ſub
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mitting unto this Church-power, is a neceſſary ever been hard to kick againﬅ the pricks: and altho'
and concerning Duty: and if, what is ſaid of Church ſome would make encroachment on this Government
power and Government be truth, then this ſub to be aſweet Thing; (which Men eaſily admit in
miﬂion muﬅ follow: otherwiſe there could be no their own perſons without any reﬅraint, ) yet the end
Government nor exerciſe of Power, if thoſe who thereof is bitternefs. And it would be conſidered, if
are called by their ﬅations to be governed, were ſuch counſeis tend to commend Religion and further it,

not ſubmiﬃve thereto: and if it were the Church or not? which at the beﬅ are but to mould and reﬅain
Oﬃcers Duty to try and cenſure, even by cutting it, ſo as it may be ſubſervicnt to their own. greatneſs
oﬀ ſuch and ſuch ſcandztlous Perſon, Then it be and ends, as in Hem)- the 8. of England did appear. 2.
hovcd to be their Duty to ſubmit, and the Churches 'I'lrey would conſider if conſcience put them to it, or
10 acknowledge theſe ſentences, as Chriﬅ's Word if the moﬅ zealous preſs it, or if ſome other Thing
is, Mart/1. 18. Let him be to time as a &at/un. Eft.

And Hcþ. 13. 17. it is thus expreſſed, obey them
that rule ner you, andſidw/it to them: which cer
tainly, looks as well to the Authority of Diſcipline,
that requireth ſubmiſſron, as to the obedience that
ought to be given tob the title Raia-s: which
is often given to civil ovemours, and the fainting
of ſuch Soul-overſeers, is marked as aThing moﬅ
unproſitable to the People themſelves; and thereſore
is the more to be ſhunned.
Amongﬅ other batteries againﬅ this ordinance of
Diſcipline, this is not the leaﬅ that is nriſedag.1inﬅ
it, that it hztlh no compulſive force, if Men will
ingly do not yield, which indeed tends to place

drive it on, and to what ſort of Perſons that deſign is

moﬅ ſavourie?

If it be not ordinarily the moﬅ pro

fane, or otherways erroneous? and ſhall Magiﬅrates

be ſubſervient to ſuch?

3. They would conſider the

abſurdities and conſequents alledged, if they be hindr
ances or ills to Religion and Godlineſs, or but to their
own power and greatneſs, and that in pretext only ? is

it becauſe they wilt more Zealouſiy or proﬁtably do it
themſelves, or becauſe they had rather it were not done
at all, nor done by them, and ſuch like? It it be the
ﬅrengthning of their own Power, more than of
Chriﬅ's that moves them: for it hath often been a
miſerable miﬅake of the Powers of the Earth, to ſeek

the ﬅrengthning of their Government by their ener
all Authority in ﬅrength and force: for, by that vating of Chriﬅs, which hath proven to be the over
ſame Argument, a ﬅrong Son rebelling againﬅ his turning of their own. IfMagiſtrates cannot in con
Father, or a People or Armie againﬅ their Magiﬅrate ſcience clear themſelves in theſe Things, it cannot but
or General, ſhould be exempted from their ſub be found to be an enchroachment on Chriﬅ's Ordinan
jection to them; and the Patre-nt, Magiﬅrate or ces, which are uſeful and neceſſary in his Kingdom.
General, be denuded or' their Authority over them: 4. Conſider the conſequents, when Things are marred
becauſe they have not force to compel obedience. and ly undone,or when nriſguided by undiſcreet hands,
Authority lys in God's appointing of ſuch to Rule, who love nothing more than to make Ordinances de
and, ſuch others to obey; although ſome ſinfully ſpicable:
indeed
Government be in- '
conſiﬂcnt for,
withif the
civil,a diﬅinct
then a'diﬅincſitincorporation
ſhould invert that order, as ſuch diſputes teach Men
to do. And the Queﬅion here cometh, if in reaſ as a Church is, muﬅ be inconſiſtent, even in its being,
on aChurch-Memher may diſclaim Church-authority with a oivilState and Commonwealth. And if Church
and cenſures, or a'cjure, though by Power or violence government
be needleſs,
becauſe
all Things
may be
done by civil Rulers
that are
inſicumbcnt
to it, aMini
they may do ſo dcſacta: yea, this doth indeed prove

*Church government to be diﬅinct from the civil: be

ﬅry alſo will be needleſs, becauſe civil Men that have

cauſe it is not an med with worldly Power and ﬅrength, knowledge may ſupplie that: and ſeldome is an
as other Governrncnts of the World are ; and in that found that rejects the one, but he is (at leaﬅ )exccetz
reſpect, irnot qſthis IVor/d, as the Lord Chriﬅ ſaid of ingly lax in the other.
'
_
his kingdom, Job. 18. yct was he ﬅill a King, and it
5. Suppoſe it be obtained, that this Government
cannot be but a high guilt to mar this, either by over be born down, what doth the Magiﬅrates gain there
turning of it altogether, or by encroaching on it, and by? It is but, either that ſuch Things, that
thereby to marits freedom or enervat its Power, or by Church-Diſcipline takes notice of, ſhould alto
refuſing to ſubmit unto, acknowlc-lc, or authorize the gether be ſlighted, that ſo there may be con
fuſion in the Church: Which' is but' a poor ad
ſentences thereof, 'as Mens places call them to do.
Ws mav therefore propoſe a word or two to all. vantage: or, it is that the burden may bedoubled
but eſpecially to Magiﬅrates in reference to this. l. on him who had it heavy enough before, and ſo he
Let Magiﬅrates in the ſear ofGod conſider what they be made more immediately liable for all the defects that
dc, leﬅ they involve themſelves in this guilt z it hath ſhall be in thoſe Things. And at the moﬅ, ſuppeſing
that
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that they ſhould be diligent in the ou:ward Duties for a Magiﬅratelhad under him both Chriﬅians and Hea
the rcﬅraining of the outward Man ; yet doth never thens in the ſame Inccrpomtion, he were either not

that come up to the uſe ofedifying, as it doth by to cenſure Chriﬅians otherways for their Faults than '
Chriﬅ's ordinance of Diſcipline: For Men, are but Heathens: \Vhich is abſurd, ſeeing the Fault of' a
puniſhed as Men, and not as Chriﬅians; and Faults Chriﬅian hath adiﬅinct Notion from the ſame Fault
are but cenſured, as in other States, and not as in in a Heathen, to wit, it is an Oſſcnce and Scandal
Chriﬅ's Church.
which ariſeth from this, That the Perſon committing
6. LE 'r them conſider, that the eﬅabliſhing of it, is a Church-member, and ſo by their Miſcarriages,
this Power, as diﬅinct from theirs, doth not exclude they reﬂect more on their Head, and the Profeſſton

them upon the Matter from having Acceſs to any of the Goſpcl, than the Faults of others: Or, he
Thing which may ediﬁe the Church; for they are muﬅ puniſh the ſame Faults that are done by Per
admitted to overſee the ſpreading of pure Doctrine, ſons under the ſame Civil Law with ſeveral and
and the reﬅraining of falſe Doctrine, Error and Vice, diﬅinct Puniſhments, which is no leſs inconliﬅent
and to every other Thing conducing to the End oſ with the Nature of a Civil State conſidered in its ſelf,
Ediﬁcation in the way ſuitable to their Places 5 only which admits not of diﬅinct Cenſures of the ſame 7
it bounds them here, that pure Doctrine be preached Faults and Perſons, more than of a diﬅinct Power.

by Chriﬅ's orderly called Miniﬅers, and not by them And ſo if the Conſideration of a new Church-relati
ſelves or others, upon their mere command, and ſo on will admit of diﬅinct Laws and cenſures, with
that Order be preſerved, and Diſcipline and Cenſures out wronging of the Nature of a State, and that
be cxerced, and made effectual in the Church in the Equity which ought to be kept in referenc to Sub
ſame Method. And this is not to reﬅrain them in jects, neither ought this of a diﬅinct Power to-make
Gove'mment, and incapacitate them for edifying the theſe Laws, and execute theſe cenſures, be thought
Church in their Places, more than by refuſing them inconſiﬅent with Magiﬅracy, ſeeing it ﬂows from
Power to Preach authoritatively, and toadminiﬅer the ſame new Relation; and this Equity among
the Sacraments as Cbriﬅ's Ambaſiitdors; or, more Subjects, is no leſs eﬂ'ential to a well ordered Com
than a Father is incapacitatcd to exerce his ſatherly mon-wealth, than univerſal Supremacy and Power
Power on an unruly Child, becauſe a Magiﬅrate or to the Magiﬅmte. And the conveening of Church
Churth-Judicatory doth concur with him.
oﬃcers for the exerciſing of Diſcipline, and that
7. T H 1: Y are no way weakned in civil Things: without Dependente on the Magiﬅtate, can be-no
For, whatever the Magiﬅrate formerly poſſeſſed be more inconſiﬅent with Subjection to him in Civil
fore the conﬅituting of the Church, or whatever Ma Things, than the conveening of Church-members
giﬅrates in other States, where no Churches are, do for hearing of the Word, and rcceiviug of the Sa
poſieſs, that is ﬅill allowed to hitn, where this diﬅinct craments, even tho' it' ſhould be expreﬂy contrary
Governmentis erected: Therefore it cannotbe ſaid, to his command.
thatit doth cncroach on him : For what Caſes do ﬂow
8. I'r would be conſidered, that the right Ex
from a State, asa State, are ﬅill left untouched by erciſe oF Church-power, doth not only not weaken;
this Authority: Only what Caſes ﬂow from it as a but on the contrary, doth exceedingly ﬅrengthen Ci
Church, or from the Members thereof, conſidered as vil Authority and Obedience thereunto in the Church.
Chriﬅians, theſe only are meddled with b it, to wit, For, where this is, a Magiﬅmte hath all Authority
Trial of Gifts, Admiſſton of Miniﬅers, (oenſuring of that Civil Laws give him, and all the Power that
Churchoﬃcers and Members, and that with Church
Cenſures, others than have been, or are uſed in any
mere State or Common-wealth, and ſuch like, &it.
And ſeeing none of theſe belonged to the Magiﬅrate
formerly, and do but flow ft'om this Conſidcration of

the Word upon Conſciences doth imprint 3

and he

hath beſide theſe Churchepowerand Cenſures concur
ring for his ﬅrengthning:

Becauſe Diſobedience to

him, is accounted aScandal by the Church; and
therefore is amongﬅ other Scandals to be taken no

their being a Church: It follows, that the keeping ticc of, and cenſured by this Power; even as they
of Power diﬅincr in theſe, can no way be ſaid to take notice of diſobedient Children, Servants, and
encrozch'on the Magiﬅrates Power, ſeeing he poſ Wires; which doth exceedingly ﬅrengthen the Au
ſeſſeth ﬅill, whatever any Magiﬅrate poﬂeſſed: Yea, thority of theſe Relations in the Church, beyond
ſeeing by the Church, there is a new Relation ariſing that which can be elſewhere. And thus the churches
from what formerly was, it ſeems convenient and Power doth conﬁrm the Power of the State, when
neceſlhry, that there ſhould be a new diſtinct way of they cenſure Diliphedience to them, and when they
ordering and govcming the ſame: Elſe ſuppoſing, that cent'urc the ſame Faults in the ſame Perſons, which
the
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the State doth, tho' under a diﬀerent Notion: And would ſoberly conſider, r. If that be the Fault ot

by ſo doing, they pronounce the Power and Proceed
in

of the civil State to bejuﬅ, when the Things pu

ni ed by it, are thus repreſented to them, and not
only as Faults againﬅ humane Laws, and inconſiﬅettt
with civil States, but alſo as Sins againﬅ Chriﬅ, and
'unbecoming his Church: Which certainly cannot
but add a great lmprcﬃon of Reverence unto the ci

the ordinance, or of the Perſons, and if Diſcipline
well diſcharged and eccleſiaﬅically followed with
Love, Meekneſs, conviction, &ſo. if ſo it were not

uſeful? And if the Fault be in the Perſons, why
ſhould it be imputed to the Power it ſelf in this
Caſe, more than in other Caſes? 2. Is there any

thing in a Church-oﬃce to occaſion this Exorbitancy

vil Power. 'Thus theſe two diﬅinct Governments, and Miſcarriage, more than in another civil Station?
- 'do no way interſet, but ſupport each other. And ſo This looketh not like in it ſelf. 3. If more near
as it's,no obﬅruction, but a great furtherance unto ly we conſider Church-oﬃcers, there is no ſuch Rea

Church-power in the Exerciſe thereof, ( altho' it be ſon to ſuſpect them: For, is there any Rank of
ﬅill-diﬅinct and independent as ſuch) to have civil Perſons ſo regulated, and to be tried in their (At-ali
Power after its own manner concurring with it; ſo ﬁcations for the Exerciſe of their Truﬅ, as by the
is it a ﬅrengthning to civil Power, to have the Ac Scripture they are? Or, are any Places more deli
ceſſion of Church-power in its kind, to concur with berately ﬁlled, that Men Conſcientious and Et for

it. And if indeed we ſuppoſe Magiﬅrates to puniſh
all Things that are ſmndalous in the Church, there
canbe no prejudice to the Power by this, which doth
cenſure the ſame things on another account. And
if we ſuppoſe them not to do ſo, then there is ne
ceſſtty for this Church-power, that ſuch Things may

ſuch a Truﬅ may be called thereto? And are there
any ſort of Perſons ſo bounded with proﬁtableRules
in the Exerciſe of their Authority? If there be De
fect in the obſerving of theſe, it ought tenderly to
be remedied; yet, it cannot be thought but Church

oﬃcers muﬅ be moﬅ ﬁt to manage Church-matters.

4. Let them that are imployed in Church-powerbe
9. T n 1 Exerciſe of this diﬅinct Church-power, conſidered, without reſpect to that, are they not of
is a great Advantage to the Church; and ſo can themſelves Men 'of Tendem'eſs, Conſcience, and

be taken notice of, as hath been ſaid.

not but be well conﬁﬅent with Magiﬅracy:

For Gifts proportionably, as Men in any' other Station
I. are, ſo that it may be ſuppoſed for their Qualiſications
It maketh Sin hateful. 2. It ﬅrengthneth the Au and Carriage, they might have been Men of other
thority of all other Ordinances. 3. There can be Stations 3 and if called thereto, Judges, Rulers, Ut.
no ſuch way for trying qualiﬁed Men ﬁt to manage without any juﬅ Ground of Suſpicion more than
Church-cenſures and Church-aﬀairs, as ſuch who are others? And if ſo, ſhall the very Oﬃce, which
' -pu rpoſely choſcn. 4.. It hath what the Magiﬅrate ought to capacitate them more, only render them ob
can give, and this betide. 5. It proveth more con noxious to Suſpicion ? This had need to beadverted
vincing and edifying to the Perſon cenſured: For, unto, leaﬅ their Oﬃce be reproached.- And may
- theſe two Ordinances, cannot butbe conliﬅent.

-( vt hatever is ſaid to the contrary ) Experience doth not that Power put in civil Hands, be as ready to

prove, that no Cenſure hath ſuch convincing Weight miſcarry as in theirs? 5. WhatChurch-men are
*on Conſciences, as when it's diſtinctly adminiﬅred uſually moﬅ miﬅaken? Is it not they'who ﬅill have
by Church-ofliters. 6. It doth more ſhew theHo been moﬅ faithful and zealous in their Duty? Have
lineſs of' the Head Chriﬅ, and the compleatneſs of not ſuch ever alſo been thought moﬅ intolerable,
his Ordtnances, and other Advantages that may be even in reſpect of their Freedom in the Word, as
'gatleied from what we ſaid at the Entry to this we may ſee in the Caſe of Elia, John the Baptiﬅ, &Ft.
Diareſſton. Inra word, if civil Powers mind Edi and the two Prophets, Chap. xi. Shall therefore Do
ﬁcation in their Place, and to be a Terror to evil Do 'ctrine and Power in the Word, be thought inſuﬀer
ers, this proves ﬅrengthning to them: Becauſe it able? Or, ſhall the falſe Prophets of BaaI, or of

furthers that End. lf they mind not that, it is no
marvel ſuch a Power be ſuſpicious-like, which tend
eth only to the carrying on thereof.
I't; is ordinary to Men to ſuſpect more the en
croaching of Church-men in Power and their ex,
orbitancy, than of any other, thatbeing ever thought

Anticbriﬅ, b'e thought more ﬁt to have Place, than
the Lord's faithful Servants? This can be no good
Ground that doth reﬂect only upon theſe that are
faithful, others being ready to apply themſelves to
the pleaﬁng of Men, both in Word and Diſcipline.
6. It would be conſidered, what may move Men of
by natural Men to be a Bondage, and theſe ever Judgement and Parts (eſpecially if they be Conſcienti
eﬅeemed to be more proud, rigid, &to. and I know ous) to top with Magiﬅrates? It's not_like that
not what in the Exerciſe of their Power. But Mem Sclf-intereﬅs doth that; ſeeing ﬂatterers' that ſeek
that

i
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that moﬅ, take the contrary way and come ſpeed, Authority, they themſelves periſh in' the Fall there<
whcnas the moﬅ 'ſaithſul are often under a Cloud. untſio?
of. AndItwhat
dothThere
the Advantage
at moﬅ
amount
is' this,
ſhall he greater
Freedom
to
Or, is it like that the 'moﬅ zealous, humble and ten_
der, ſhould be moﬅ ſubject to miſcarry? And if S n, and ſewer Means to reclairn from it; or what
there be Ground to reprove or cenſure either by cenſurc ſhall be inﬂicted, may be done in ſuch a way
Word or Diſcipline, js it not moﬅ proﬁtable, even as may ﬅand with Mens laughing at their Sin, with
tho' moﬅ diſpleaﬁng, that it be done ? 7. Conﬁder, out being affected in the Conſcience by any convin

who moﬅ rmdily fret at this Power ? It will bev ſound
they are ſuch, who from Inc'lination to Looſneſs or.
Error cannot abide any Bands, or from a Principle
of politick Indiﬀerency in the Matters of Religion,
would mould all in a State-frame; and ſuch are im_
bittered at Freedom in preaching, as well as Power

in governing: Or, they are' ſuch as are led with a
prejudice at the Power of Ordinances, which certain'z

ly Men naturally are not free of: And it would be
adverted in this.

8. Conſider, that this Miﬅake of

cing Mean? Hath this ever proﬁted any hitherto?
Or, hath the right Exerciſe oſ Diſcipline ever been
prejudicial to any ? And do rot ordinarily Religion
and Diſcipline flouriſh together? And are not Con
gregations in beﬅ Caſe, Where this Ordinance is moﬅ
vigorous? And do not the ſad Eﬀects of the want
of this in other Pieces, evidently demonﬅrate the Ne
ccſſity thereol? People. would conſider theſe Thin55,
eſpecially theſe' who are engaged ſingularly for the
ſupporting of this Ordinance: or, a Time of reckon

Church-mens Power. *' >th often ariſe in ſuch Caſes, ing will come, when this Exerciſe of Diſcipline and

wherein they are ſer

ig Chriﬅ:

And Men enter

Submiﬃon thereto, according to Mens Places and

tain it moﬅ in ſuch Times, when their Frame is leaﬅ Engagemcnts, will not be ſound ſo indiﬀerent as now

ſpuitual and ſober, as the Obſervation thereof in Ex
perience will evidence. W'hat Man at the approach
of Death, hath been comforted in ſuch an Oppo'ﬁti
on, orchallenged ſor Submiſſioni Altho' contempt
thereof hath lien heavy on many, and 'that to ſcare
others from following their ways. All therefore of
all Ranks, would be ob'teﬅed to advert to this, leﬅ

it is eﬅeemed by many; And Diſputes of this kind,
we ſuppoſe, will not be admitted, when the Lord
will declare that he hath mtiﬁed in Heaven, what ac

cording to his W'ill hath been pronounced in this Or
dinance oſ Diſcipline upon Earth: Which by Di
vines, is well accounted to be the Ratiﬁcation and

conﬁrmation of the Threatnings contained in his

they be ſound even ﬁghters againſt God: eſpecially Word, and added to make them the more weighty,
at ſuch Times, when this Deſign by ſome is driven-3 Grace.
as the Sacraments are unto theſ Promiſcs of his

lcﬂ: by putting to their Hand to pull down this
2. Canter/zing a M'niſhr': Relation to a particular congregation.

T H 1 s Relation 'between the Angels and the ready ﬁxed in a particular congregation; or, iſ a
,

Churches, is mentioned in' all theſe Epiﬅles. Miniﬅer ſettled in ſome particular Charge, 'may upon
The Miniﬅer, or Angel, is called the Mini Occaſion act Miniﬅerially in Things peculiar to a

Here the Church, Miniﬅer without the ſame.
*
F o R cle-tring of the ﬁrﬅ, we would diﬅinguilh a
ﬅick. It will not thereiore be impertinent to enquire Threcſold Relation that a Miniﬅer of the Goſpel
alittle concerning this mutual Tie and Relation in ﬅands into. The ﬁrﬅ is, A Relation that is between

iier oſ ſuch a Church peculiarly:

Or Candleﬅick, is called bis, I will remove thy Candle
theſe three, r. In the General.

2. In the Grounds Chriﬅ the Maﬅer and Lord, and him as his Servant

of this peculiar Tie. 3. In the Nature of it 3 par and Athbaſſador. This is the ﬁrﬅ Relation, and
tituhrly, in theſe two, I. If a Miniﬅer, as ſuch, Fountain of all the reﬅ: In this reſpect, they are the
bconly a Miniﬅer to a particular congregation, in Miniﬅcrs of Chriﬅ, and Stewardsoſ the Myﬅerics of
whith he ſerves.

And, 2; If that 'l'ie be ſuch, as "God,

t Cor. iv'. I. and Ambhﬃadors for Chriﬅ,

upon no conſideration it may be broken' or looſed,
and he removed by Trdnſportation to ſome'other
Charge. We arethc rather to take notice of this:
not only becauſe it ſerves to clear the Text in hand ;

2 Cor. v. zo. &I. becauſe they have their Authority
and Commiſſion 'from him, and he peculiarly is their
Maﬅer and owner. In this reſpect alſo we may con
ſider the Church; and ſo ſhe is Chriſt's Church, pur
but alſo becauſe it ſupþlieth ſomewhat yet defective in chalc'd with his own Blood, Acts xx. 28. This is
(reference to a Miniﬅer's Call,'(_ of which we have the principal Relation, by which both Angels and
formerly ſpoken) ta'wit, what 'may be thought a Churches are Chriﬅs, as he is the Soveraign Maﬅer
Can; that is, by tmnſporting of a Man that is al and Owner of both: And(so neither are the Churches
the
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the Miniſlcrs, nor the Miniﬅers the churches; but men of the ſame City; who, in that reſpect, can
not be called Watchmen of any particular Tower,
both are Chtiﬅs.
'
2. T H E R 1-: is a leſs principalRelatien, which is but ſuch as is allotted to them, altho' the be Watch
delegatory, and ﬂows from the ſormer, He, to whom men of the whole City principally; an ſo may be
both Miniﬅers and Churches do belong, thinkin good ſaid of the other Similitudes. Even ſo it is with Nli

to beﬅow Miniﬅers as a Gift unto his Church : n this niﬅers, who are primaril Chriﬅ's, and by him are
reſpect, Miniﬂers Relation is primarily unto the Ca delegatcs principally to the overﬁght of his whole
tholick Church ; and ſo tCar. xii. 28. it is ſaid, God Catholick Church ;

bath ſit/time in the Church,
Pr'oplmr, third/y Tearbcrr, &e.

yet ſo, as for the better attain

dry/Her, ſttandarily ing of that End, each hath his particular Poﬅ aﬂign
And again, Epb. iv. ed him;

ſrom which, for Dittinctiuns ſake, he is

11, 12. He ga't-eſcmr, Ipſſ/er: ſhmt, Paﬅars : ſhme, denominated, as eſpecially belonging to it. The
Father: 5 ſor tle (diſying of the Body if Cbrſſ. Here former Relation is eſſential to a Miniﬅer of Chriﬅ,
we may ſee that Miniſters belong to the Church uni to wit, that he belongs to Chriﬅ's Church, and is
vetſal, and have Relation to it, they being Miniſters commiſſtonated for the edifying thereof. -The laﬅ,
of that ſame Church, that the Apoſtlcs were Apoﬅles to wit, a Miniﬅer's Relation to this, or that particu
of, and for that ſame End, to wit, the building of lar Church, is not eſlential to a Miniﬅer of Chriſt;
Cht'iﬅ's Body, which takes in both few and Gentilt, but is to be ſubſervient to the former: For, we ſee
as from that, ICor. 12. 'mﬅ 13. &Ft. doth appear. Apoﬅles and Evangeliﬅs had no ſuch particular Rela
In this reſpect, the Miniﬅer's principal Relation and tion: And it is not impoſſtb'h but a Miniﬅer may
Charge, is Chriſt's Church univerſal, and his Body : be ſeparated from ſuch a Relation; yet is he ﬅill to
And they are given thereto, wwit, to the Houſe of continue a Miniﬅer of Chriſt: Much leſs is the
God, which is the Church of the living God, into diﬀerence between one particukir Church and ano

the which they are to behave themſelves as stewards, ther, to be counted eſiential to a Miniﬅerial Relati
&Ft. as Paul hath it, ITi'm. iii. t 5.
on. Thus, in a great Houſe, there may be many
3. WÞ a may conſider this Relation, as more par Stewards ſor diﬅributing to the Children or Ser
ticular, and leſs principal, and as ſubſervient to the vants: And for Order, each may have his Number
former End : And ſo Miniﬅers, are Miniﬅers to par aſſigned to him, ſor whom he is to provide, and
ticular Churches, and not to others; and Churches, on whom he is to wait, They are all, I. stewards,
are the Churches of ſuch Miniﬅers, and not ofothers,

of that one Maſter.

And, 2. In reference to his

as we may ſee in theſe Epiﬅles.

Theſe Relations are own Houſe, they are all alſo stewards of it. Yet,
3. By peculiar Delegation, they are only' Stewardſis
neither inconﬁﬅent, nor yet to be confounded: And
may, from the Compariſons uſed in Scripture, be thus according to their peculiar Aſſignments. It's eſlen
illuﬅrated. The Church is compared to a City, or tial by their Commiﬂion to be Stewards of that
Vineyard, or Flock; the Miniﬅers are Watchmen, Houſe; but not that they ſhould be Stewardsof
Dreſlers, or Paﬅors: The Lord Chriﬅ is the Sove

raign, and Owner of all',

ſuch and ſuch a Number:

For,

this addeth' no

Now, if- the Queﬅion be new Power to them 3 but orders them in the Exer

moved concerning theſe Watchmen, Dreﬂers, or ciſe of the former.

Paﬅors, to whom they belong? Fi'ﬅ of all, They
IN the ſecond Place, This particular Relation
are Chriſis, as appointed by him for ſuch a VVorlc, between the Miniﬅer and a particular Flock, doth
and countable to him in it, as Watchmenare the ariſe from theſe Grounds,

t.

From the Lord's

Watchmen of ſuch a State, or King, whom they ſpecial aſſigning of one particular Church, to one
ſerve. Second] , They are alſo Watchmen of the Man rather than to another: In which he is to
City, in common, as that is the Object of their watch

ing, committed to them; or, they are Dreſiers of
--the Vineyard, &Ft. and ſo it may be ſaid, They are
Watchmen to the whole Clty. Yet, T/yirdly, Becauſe
there are ſeveral Towers of that one City, and it re
quires ſeveral-Watchmen, and theſe require an order
ly Appointrnent of them to- their ſeveral Poﬅs;
and ſo in this, reſpect, aVVatchman that _is a Watch
man of the whole City, may be called peculiarly

labour for the Good of the whole.

In which re

ſpect, as he is a Miniﬅer of Chriﬅ, to the Catho
lick Church, and hath that common with all other
Miniﬅers; ſo hath he this peculiar to him, that
he is ſpecially deſigned in reference to that Porti
on, as it were

ſaid.

his particular Poﬅ, as. hath

been

2. Upon this Delegation by the Maſter, ſuch

a Peop'e b-come peculiarly his; and by the Maﬅcfs
Appointment, are ſubject to the Ordinances admini
' the Watchman of ſuch and ſuch a particular Tower, ﬅrated by him : Becauſe, that ſame Lord and Nla
and Fort, for diﬅinguiſhing himfrom other Watch ſter of the Minitter, who warrands him peculiarly
to
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to treat with ſuch a People, being alſo Maﬅer of in reference to them.
that Flock,

calleth them peculiarly to ſubmit to he was an

In which reſpect, although
Apoﬅle of the univerſal Church;

him : From which, according to his Appointment, yet peculiarly was he the Apoﬅle of the Gentiler:
there doth ariſe a mutual obligation between ſuch And upon that Ground, did plead a peculiar Claim
a Miniﬅer and ſuch a People: He is ohlidged to to them; but ﬅill as ſubordinate and ſubſervient to
miniﬅer unto them in the Goſpel; and they are the former.
THE third Thing propoſed, is, That which'
oblidged to ſubmit to him, ﬅrengthen him, acknow
ledge him, communicate to him in all good Things, mainly is to be enquired into, to wit, 'ſhe Na
and to provide for him, &Ft. And this mutual ture of this Tie and Relation betwixt the Mini
Relation, is not founded meerly on voluntary Con ﬅer and a particular Church; if it be ſuch as
ſent, nor is of a perlonal Nature, (to ſpeak ſo) doth bound him in his Authority, ſo as he may
that is, as if he, or they, were diſpoſing of them not perform any miniﬅerial Act without the ſame?
ſelves as principal Parties; but it is an obligation And ſo upon the other ſide, if he be ſo tied to
ﬂowing from the former Delegation, and cannot but that Church, that for the greater Good of the
follow from the Nature thereof, and by vertue of univerſal Church, he may not be looſed from
the general commands given, Hab. xiii. 17. iſlzgﬃ it, and be made uſe of, as a Miniﬅer, elſe*
v. 12. Gai. vi. 6._ &it. although there were no ex where?
Fo R the ﬁrﬅ, Vlſe may take theſe general
plicite covenanting in reference to theſe Ends a
mongﬅ theſe Parties: And where any is, it is but Concluſions for helping; us in the underſtanding
a formalexpreﬂing oſ that which otherwiſe is im thereof. The ﬁrﬅ is, That there is an Union and
plied: And is neceſſary, not for binding' up that Re Communion in the Catholick viſible Church;
lation ſimply; but for the better furtheringthe Ends Which is one Body, ICar. 12. and that both of
thereof. Therefore in that Tie, Mimﬅers and Peo yew: and Genti/u, one City, and Houſe, one
ple both, are to look upon that obligation as a Common-wealth, Epb. 2. 19. &Ft. one Mother
Mean ſubſervient to an End, and ſo to be regu of us all, Gal. 7. one Bridc and Spouſe, EFK;
lated by it: And (as was hinted at) both would Which Expreﬃons, do hold forth this Union in- _ ,
remember, that the)r do principally belong to Chriﬅ; reference to all viſible churches, and all the Mem

and that therefore it is not free to' them to ar
tiele or not, or as they will in that obligation,
or otherways than may ﬅand with the Maﬅer's
End, and Delegation ſoreſaid. 3. From this mu-.
tual obligation, there doth ariſe a more near mu

bers thereof.

There are not two Bodies,

Cities,

or Common-wealths in this reſpect; yet muﬅ
theſe Places be underﬅood of the viſible Church,
it being that Body, into which we are entred
by Baptiſm, Icor. xii. 13. and that City, in

ſual Sympathy between that Miniﬅer and Church, which YVatchmen are ſet, and external Ordinances:
than between him and any other Church, or them, And that Common-wealth, which ſucceedeth to
and any other Miniﬅer: They have common that which once was peculiar to Iﬅrzrl, and from
Intcreﬅs, common Hazards, common Joy and which the Gmtiles were once ſeparated by a Par
Grief, &Ft. In which reſpect, a Croſs to one of tition-wall, which is now taken down by the
them, is a Croſs to both, as this Threatning here Goſpel.
Cancluſion 2. An'rno' this Church be one in it
doth clear: And in this reſpect, there is a greater
ſibneſs between them than others not in this pe ſelf; yet it is ſubdivided in particular Churthes, which
culiar Relation. '4. As there are peculiar Duties are as Parts of that whole. This ariſeth from acci*
called ſor on both ſiles,

from

each

to other, dental conſiderations of the Number of Profeﬂors,

which are not ſo required between them and others;
ſo there is a particular Charge or Reckoning and
Account, which will follow thereupon: In this re
ſpect, a Miniﬅer is to count more peculiarly for

diﬅance of Place, and ſuch like: In which reſpect,
it's needful for her Ediſication, and the going about
of the Ordinances, that this ſhouldbe; yetvis this
ſubdiviſion without prejudice of the Union ſoreſaid,

yea, it is ſubſervient thereto; even as ſuppaſing a
ple again, for the reverencing and encoumging Enumerous City or Incorporation ſhould be ſubdivided
of
himHtþ.
in axſiiii.-17.
ſpecial manner,
may
be gathered
from
And uponasthis
Account,
Paul in ſo many Quartan,- or lcſier Societies, for the good
that particular Church, than others; and the Peo

of the whole. Thus the Church at ﬁrﬅ, being one, up

did particularly aggrege the Gmxilzr ﬂighting and on the former Conſiderations,upon this occaſion did ex
grieving oſ him, in his Epiﬅle to the Corint/yiam tend berſelfin this manner; & theſe whoj uﬅ now- were
and Galatiam, becauſe of his particular Delegation of one Church, &meeting together-for the Ordinances,
O 2.
were
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were induced to divide in ſeveral Societies and meet

beſide the conſidering of her in particular Chur
ing-places, (as may be gathered from the Hiﬅory of ches. a. That the Church ſo conﬁdered, as an in
the Acts) yet- continuing ﬅill of the ſame Body to tegral whole, is before the particular Churches,
gether, in the ﬁrﬅ reſpect. In which reſpect, ſome and they are derived from her. 3. That the work
times the viſible Church is ſpoken of in the plural of the Miniﬅry doth telate princirnlly to the whole,
Number; ſometimes again only in the ſingular, as their Commiſſion being, in common, to build the
pointing out an Unity: ſuch are theſe phraſes, to Body, to watch the City, feed the Flock, Preach
ediſie the Church, to add to the Church, to caﬅ out the Goſpcl, Ut. and their delegation to particular
of the Church, Ut. which reſpect the whole Church, Churches, is in a ſubſerviency to this, that is, ſo as
conſidered as an integral whole, exiﬅing in particular this may be the more orderly and conveniently
Churches, as we ſay, 'be whole HZr/d, which doth followed: even as ſuppoſe ſo many Eldermen or
yet but exiﬅ in ſo many particular Nations, and Watchmen were by ſome Superior deſigned for
hath no exiﬅence diﬅinct from them ; and to ſay it the governing and watching of one City, and ſhould
conſidered as aGmu: in this ſenſe, would not be in ſor the better accompliſhing thereof, have their ſe
veral Qaarters and Diviſions aſſigned to them; yet
telligible.
(jmxlzg/ion 3. OUR Lord Jeſus, the owner both ﬅill were they to be accounted as Govemors and
of Miniﬅers and Church, hath given Miniﬅers, prin YVatchmcn of the City principally, and not of theſe
cipally ſcr the cdiﬁcation of his Catholiclt Church, particular portions only.
Concluſian 4. A r. T H o U c H they be deſigned '
without reſpect to this or that particular Congre
gation, but as that is ſubſervient to the former end, principally for the Catholiclt Church, and their
as it is, Epb 4. it, 12. t Cor. 12. 28. it being one Commiſſion will bear them to treat any where;
Church to which both, Apoﬅles, Paﬅors, Prophets, yet are they not Catholick oﬃcers of that Church,
and Ttachers are given; and they having all one nor at their arbitriment to treat where they
ſcope, to wit, the perfecting of the Saints; and one will; but ( according to the order which he
Commiſſion, to wit, the preaching of the Goſpcl, hath ſettled ) in particular Churches as parts
which principally is to engage Souls to the Bride of that whole; that being the way which he
laid down for ediﬁcation.
I ſay, r.
groom. Hence in their Preaching', we are to con hath
ceive this order, I. Apoﬅles-and Miniﬅers, &Ft. Treat They are not Catholick Oﬃcers, there being
withSinners, to have themengaged by Faith to Chriﬅ, great odds here betwixt Oﬃterr ry the Catbolizl'
as the Maﬅer for whom they treat. 3. To en Church, and Catþolick Oﬃters ty" the Catb'lirk
ter them in the Catholick viſible Church by Bap Cburcb, ſuch the Apoﬅles and Evangeliﬅs were ;
tiſm as the entring of them within Chriﬅ's Houſe ſuch

the Pope claims to be, that

is,- to have

in general, without reſpect to this or that particular an immediate acceſs for exerciſing the Truſt e.
Congregation : as when PbilipP-Ict: 8. did ﬁrﬅ preich Zzually to all Places. oﬃcers of the Catholick
Chriﬅ 'to the Eunuch, and afterward did Baptize hurch, are ſuch as are placed in it ſor the build
him, and then left him. And, 3. Being thus en ing up thereof, and have Commiﬃon in reference
tred and brought in to the.Catholiek Church, there to that enfl; yet is it to be executed according
to the Ru es laid down, that is, las Chriﬅ's Call
upon followeth their entring into particular Cong
regations, that ſo they may be the more conve in an ordinary way ſhall give them acceſs. For
niently'and commodiouſly ediﬁed and provided for, although ( as was ſaid ) they have -a Power
as all that are in Chtiﬅ's Houſe ſhould be: who and Commiſſion; lſctn prime, to be Miniﬅers of
thererefore are committed to ſome ſpecial. Over the whole Church, and Watchmen of the City
ſeers and stewards for that end:
as ſuppoſe the indeﬁuitely; yet, zlctu ſetunda, they are eſpecially
Eunuch had .been admitted vto ſome particular delegated for ſuch and ſuch congregation: or'Poﬅs, as
Church for partal-ting of the Ordinances therein was hinted in the former ſimilitudes. In this re
after his Baptiſm; that he ſhould be a Member ſpect, Peter and Paul were Apoﬅles of the Czrv
of Chriﬅ's Church in general, which is ſealed by tholiclt Church equally; yet, for the good 'there
Baptiſm, I Cor. 12. 13. was not indiﬀerent to of, by ſpecial appointment Peter becometh the
him, but of what particular Church he might Apoﬅle of the Circumciſion, and Paul of the
be a Member, that by after conveniency was to Gentiles: and ſo Paul could not. be called the
be regulated."

'Whence it doth appear,

r. That Apoﬅle of the Circumciſion, nor Peter

there -is aconſideration of the Church as univerſal, Gentiles, in an equal manner.

of the

Hence that Argu
ment
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ment ma be anſwer-ed. If a Miniﬅer bea Miniﬅer Which may be cleared and conﬁrmed further in
to more ngregations beſide his own, then he muﬅ theſe following Conſiderations.
_
either be a Miniﬅer to them as his own equally, and
I. T H r: Power and Commiſſion, which a Mi
ſo have common charge of all : Which were indeed niﬅer hath to perform Miniﬅerial-duties he hath it
abſurd, and would conﬅitute him a Catholick Oﬃ
cer; or, he behoved to be to them a Miniﬅer or
Oﬃcer of ſome other kind than to his own, which
were alſo abſurd, and would introduce a new kind of

Oﬃce and Oﬃcer.

from Chriﬅ, the Mſiaﬅer and Lord of the whole

Church: And in this reſpect, is the Miniﬅer of
Chriﬅ,

1. Cor. iv. I. And his Ambaﬂador, 2 Cor.

v. 20. and therefore may his Power extend it ſelf to
It's anſweied, actu prime, he is his viſible Kingdom, he beinga Herauld authorized

aMiniﬅer of the ſame kind to all the Churches, to to proclaim in the name of that King: As ſar there
wit, a Miniﬅer or Ambaﬂ'ador of Chriﬅ; but actu ſore as his Authorit as Maﬅer doth reach; ſo far
liamda, and in reſpect of a ſpecial delegation, he is may his miniﬅerial elegation under him, upon juﬅ

peculiarly Miniﬅer of that Congreghtion, whereto
particularily he is appointed : In which reſpect, Paul
and Peter are equally, and yet not equally Apoﬅles
of the ſame Catholick Church.
Camluﬂan 5. No-rwtT HSTA ND IN o oſthis

occaſion be extended. Indeed were his Authority de
rived from a particular Church, it could he extended
no further than itſelf z ( which is the ground of this
Miﬅake ) but his authority being derived from Chriﬅ:l
theMaﬅer though in a mediate way; and the Miniﬅer

particular Delegation; yet is it proﬁtable that a Mini

being his Ambaſſador treating and perſorming all his

ﬅer ſhould exerce miniﬅerial Acts, upon occaſions acts, in his Name, there is no ground to deny this
warrantabl ycalling ſor the ſame in other churches; miniﬅerzal Authority of the Servant, where the
and when called to it, he may do it, not only by Maﬅer is acknowledged.
vertue of his Giſt ; but alſo authoritatively and by
2. Ca'tﬂdzr, T H A T the Maﬅer's Intentin ſend
vertue of his Oﬃce and Commiſſion, as a Miniﬅer ing Miniﬅers, is, by them not only to edify particu
OſJeſus Chriﬅ: Even by that ſame Authority and lar Congregations, but. the whole Body, as is ſaid.
warrant, whereby ordinarily he miniﬅers within his AMiniﬅer therefore in his acting as a Miniﬅer upon
own congregation ; and they are acts ofminiﬅerial ſuch occaſions, niuﬅ be as a Miniﬅer in them: O
Authority in the one as well as in the other: For therewiſe he were only given as a Miniﬅer to that:
Miniﬅers in the Church, are not to be looked upon particular Church.
15 Majors of ſeveral Towns, or Sheriﬀs of ſeveml
3. lF his relation to the Catholick Church be prin
ounties, who cannot exerce Authority out of their cipal, and his relation to a particular congregation
own Bounds : but they are to be looked uponas He ſubordinate to that, Then muﬅ his miniﬅerial Autho
laulds of one King, having Authority to charge in rity, in the Caſe foreſaid, extend itſelf to others of
his Name, where ever it be, within his Dominions, the viſible Church, bcſide thatparticular congregati
although for the better ſupply of the Subjects, ſome on: Becauſe, according to the Rule, propter quad
Of them be deſigned for one Comer, ſome of them for unumquadqm eﬅ tale, id iPſhmI/I magir tale, that is to
another of the Kingdom: ,Or, they are like Ambaſ ſay, if becauſe he is a Miniﬅer of the Catholick
ſadors, authorized to treat with rebellious Subjects, Church, he is therefore capable to be a Mini
Who have each of them Authority to treat ,and con ﬅer of a particular Church; or if his Authority
clude with whoſoever ſhall come in their way : Al-. teacheth to that particular Church, becauſe it is a
though for the better carrying on of that Treaty ſome part of the whole, then much more muﬅ he have a
Of them be deſigned for ſuch a Comer, and to triﬅ at relation to the whole: But the ſormer is true, as
ſUFh at Place, and others elſewhere: yet all of them hath been cleared. Miniﬅers are in acapacity oftak
bexngjointly Ambaﬂadors, and any of them warrant ing the Over-ſight of ſuch and ſuch Congregations,
ed if it were poſſible, to treat and conclude with all, becauſe ſuch Congregations, are parts of the whole
by Yertue of their Power: So that the ending of the Church; and Miniﬅers are appointed to edify the

apuulation with one of them, is equally ﬅrong and ſame 3 and do undertake that particular Charge, as it
binding, as if it had been cloſed with another, al is ſubſervient to the general End of edifying the
though ſor eſchewing of Confuſion they met in whole: Evenas W'atchmen take the Overſight of
their Trcaty ſeverally, It is ſo here, every Ambaſia ſuch a Poﬅ, becauſe they are \Vatchmen of the
do? Of Chriﬅ, upon God's occaſional Call, hath City; and thereſore their Over-ſeeing ſuch a
Vﬄmnt to propoſe the ſame Terms and con Place in particular, doth contribute to the good
Flufle the Treaty with a Sinner ;_ yea, to ſeat of the whole.
11 in any congregation, as well as in his own; -4.. T H s t n Commiſſion which they have
,
from
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An EXPOSITION of the

from Chriﬅ, will ſuit as well in one congregation
as in another, it being indeﬁnite to preach the Goſ
pel without reſpect to this or that particular Peo
ple; and it agreeth alſo with their Oﬃce, and his
End: Seeing therefore their Commiſſion, in the

Chap. 2

the matter of preaching, it is not denied: Only it is
ſaid they preach not b miniﬅerial Authority, but as
giſted private Men. Vnto which we oppoſe, r. If
a Mtniﬅer's warning, Reproof, Invitation, &Ft.

have equal weight with it in every part of the

'matter of it, is not bounded, What warrant is their Church, as it hath in his own congregation, then
to bound their Autliority, asif as Ambaſiadors they muﬅ he preach every where as a Miniﬅer; becauſe,
did treat with one People, and as private Perſons it cannot be denied, but he hath in his own Church
with another; whereas their Commiﬂion, in ittelf, a miniﬅeml Authority, beſide that which a gifted

is indeﬁnite, and by accidental conſiderations but Brother would have; But the former is true, the
appropriated ſome way to one People more than Word by him hath the ſame weight as preached by
another? For further clmring whereof, conſi Commiſſion from, and in the Name of Chriﬅ, ſo
that he may ſay, I/ſ/e pray you in C/trgſi/i'r ﬅead, be
der,

r. T H A T the Apoﬅles had their Bounds in ye reconciled, which another cannot do:
Chriﬅian-policy aﬃgned to them; yet notwithﬅand

And the
Guilt ofrefuſing the Word from him, will be found

ing might they authoritatively, as Apoﬅles, act any upon the account of his Authority, no leſs inexcuf
where in the Church: Therefore will not the par able than if the refuſer were a Member of his own
ticular allotting of Congregations for Miniﬅers in a congregation. And I ſuppoſe a Conſcience will
ſpecial Manner, conﬁne their Authority within the not get a Defence tabled for excuſe upon this Ex
lame. It's true, they were Apoﬅles of the Catho ception. Beﬁde, the Miniﬅer hath miniﬅerial Au
lick Church, and ſo might uſe apoﬅolick Power in thority, as an Ambaſlador, to conclude with them,
any part thereof, which a Miniﬅer cannot do; yet that receive his Word z and by the Power of the
proportionally, he is a Miniﬅer of that ſame Church, Keyes, to pronounce Pardon upon the Terms of the
as is ſaid: And therefore as that peculiar delegation Goſpel in one Church, as well as in an other ; and
did not marr the Apoﬅles in uſe of their apoﬅolick one may receive that word and reﬅ on it as ſpoken
Power when it was called for any other where 5 ( for by an Ambaſiador, and expect the ratifying thereof.
although they did it in an extraordinary, yet Peter And if it were not ſo, their Conſolation were exceed
had ﬅill apoſtolick Power in reference to the Genti/er ingly leſſened' and the Miniﬅer diſabled, from con
and Paul to the jewr, when they exerciſed it 3 ) ſo cluding. the Treaty as an Ambailador, which doth
may a Miniﬅer have miniﬅerial Power, in mi not agree with Chriﬅ's End of ſending Miniﬅers,
niﬅerial Acts, and may act by vertue thereof, when which is the Perfection of the Saints, and aiifying
' in an ordinary way he is called to it without the. the Body indeﬁnitely, Epbeſ iv. 12. And therefore
- Bounds of his own congregation.
may he, as an Ambaﬂador, act in theſe miniﬅcrial
* IF Apoſtles might uſe apoſtolick Power, and, as Duties.
'
Aooſtles act without the bounds of the catholick
T H e conſidering of the ſecond Branch, will

Church, then-may Miniﬅers actas Miniﬅers,_ with clear it more, to wit, thus, IfaMiniﬅet' may admi
out the bounds of their particular Churches: Be
cauſe their isa proportiouableneſs in reſpect of the
Lxtent of Power betwixt Miniﬅersin their particu
Congtegations , and Apoſtles in the catholick
Church; But it's certain that the Apoﬅles,' as

rclation:

Becauſe there isa miniﬅerial Power requi

ſite
for theſe,
no giſted
Perſon Ergo,
whatſoever
aﬂſiume;
Butwhich
the former
is true.
&e. can

Apoﬅies, did preach to Heathens, and engage them

T H I s minor is denied by ſome, as being an

to Chriﬅ, and enter them in the Church, and that

unwarrantable Practice; yet being; generally uſ
ed- by all, it is thus anſwered, that a Miniﬅer

by vertue oſ their apoﬅolick Commiſſion and Autho

to
one not of his congregation, becauſe the Body
Church, but thathe may exerciſe miniﬅerial Power of the Church thinks good to admit them: And

rity:
-

niﬅtate the Sacraments without his own Congregati
on, then muﬅ his miﬅiﬅcrial Power go beyond that

not

It will follow therefore, thata Miniﬅer is may give the Sacrmcnt of the Lord's Supper

ſo bounded by his rrelation

without the bounds thereof.

to a particular

therefore he may warrantably adminiſtrate it to

3. IF a Miniﬅer by that ſame Authority, may them, it being ﬅill lawful to him in it ſelf to
prutch and atlminiﬅrate the Sacraments toﬂothers conſccrate the Elements in his own congrega
without the Congregatjon 4- as to theſe within," then tion. But we reply, 1. That a Miniﬅer may
is not his miniﬅerial Auzhority conﬁned to one par warrantably baptize one, who is no Member of
ticular congregation z But the former is true. _.F0r_ his congregation; And therefore neither of the
for

,_._,_
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former Anſwers will weaken this Argument;
As ſuppoſe a Miniﬅer did encounter ſome Hea
then, it cannot be denied, but he might preach
the Goſpel to him; and upon his proſeſled Faith
and Converſion, baptize him: Otherwiſe it were
now impoſſible to baptize and bring in a Heathen:
Which were abſurd. Yet could not that be done

4. T H a s e Principles ſeem to be repitgnant,
both to the Commiſſion, and practice generally of al
the Miniﬅers of the Goſpel: For, l. They have
one Commiſſion for all places and Perſons where
they ſhall be called: This maketh them to act as
Miniﬅers in on place, and not inanother. 2. Their
cornmiﬃon is to treat for Chriﬅ indeſinitly. and for
without Authority, as is granted; Nor could it the carrying on of his Deſign, without reſpect to
be done to him as to a Member of a particular this or that particular charge, except in a ſubordinate
Church: Becauſe, even after his Baptiſm, it manner, ſo that by their commiſiion, they are con
were lawful for him to chooſe what particular ﬅi-tute Chriﬅ's Ambaſiadors, Miniﬅers and stewards
Church he would joyn unto; neither before that, ſimply
ſor theThis
preaching
theare
Goſpel
and edifying of
his Body.
ſaith, of
they
butAmbaſl'adorsinv
were he in capacity thereof, nor could the Miniﬅer
act therein by the Churches Warrant: Becauſe, I. reference to ſuch and ſucha People: And ſo conſe
The Church could notjudgea Perſon that is with quently, could not by his Warrant cloſe a Treaty
out: That were not within their reach. 2. Becauſe in his Name with any other. 3. A Miniﬅer by his
aMiniﬅer might do this upon Occaſion, where there Commiſſion, is abſolutely ſet a part for the Work of
could not be accels to have any Church Deter the Miniﬅry, ſo long as Chriﬅ hath Work for him,
mination concerning the thing, as ſuppoſe it were if he continue faithful; yea, by vertue of this his

abroad on a _Iourney, as Pbilip's encounter was Commiſſion, he is to follow the ſame. Now by
with the Eunuch, Act; viii. Yet can it not be ſaid this, ſuppoſe a particular congregation to be diſſolv
that upon the Heathen's propoſing this rQLlCﬅ-lOſl, ed or deﬅroyed; or, ſuppoſe them to reject him
"but dat/1 hinder me t' be baptized .P That it might that he hath no Acceſs to exerciſe his Miniﬅry
be anſwered warrantahly by the Miniﬅer, it hin vamongﬅ them, In ſuch a caſe he ceaſcth to be a Mi
dereth, becauſe thou art no Church-member; or, niﬅer, andhis Commiſſion expireth, according to
my Church is not here to authorize me, &Ft. theſe Princples, ſo that he ﬅands afterward in no
luch Anſwers would be unconfortable to the Man, other relation to Chriﬅ than any private Perſon ſo

and diſproportionable to Chriﬅ's End. It follow

qualiﬁed.
I T doth alſo thwart with their Practices, it being
baptize him, and ſeal the Treaty, and ſo autho acknowledged and practiced almoﬅ by all ever ſince
ritatively treat and preach as a Miniﬅer, ſeeing the days of the Apoﬅles, that Miniﬅers might and
authoritatively he may ſeal it. The former Anſwer did adminiﬅrate Word and Sacraments authoritative
is therefore weak: And, I. doth ſpeak nothingat' ly beyond the bounds of any particular congregati

eth therefore, that the Miniﬅer, as aMiniﬅer might

all to the caſe of Baptiſm z Nor, 2. to the Admi 'on. And although in the primitivetimcs, there was
niﬅration of the Lord's Supper out of his own Conn ﬅrict interdiction, that no Biſhop ſhould exerciſe

gregation, ſeeing it alloweth him Power only to juriſdictionvat his own hand, within the bounds of a
conſecrate the Elements, there:

Yet there can nother: ( which was neceſlary for preventing ofcon

be no Beﬅion, but Authority to adminiﬅrate the fuſion and keeping of order ) yet was it never heard
Lord's supper, muﬅ be as broad. in this reſpect, as that a Miniﬅer might not authoritatively preach, and
to adminiﬅrate Baptiſm, ſeeing they are both Seals adminiﬅrate the Sacrament by the Key of Order in
Of the ſame Covenant. 3. If a Miniﬅer's Power were any part, as he might be called: yea, it is not tobe
peremptorily
commenſurable
Flock z even
ln that caſe of
the plcturality with
of thehisChurch,
their thought, that the Miniﬅers of particular churches in
their Voyages to the Apoﬅles, or ſcatterings and

admitting of ſuch a Member, the Miniﬅer could otherways, whereby they were necellarily with
not be warranted to adminiﬅrate to him; becauſe drawn from their own particular charges, that
ﬅill notwithﬅanding that Perſon continues to he they did .during that time, abﬅain all mini
no Member of that particular Church, nor ſubject ﬅerial Exerciſea, becauſe ſo it ſhould prejudge
*t0. other Ordinances of Diſtipline: .And therefore, the Church of their Labours as Miniﬅers dur
'according to the former grounds, no ſuch Determi ing that Time; Which is not likely, con
nation ' of a People.could communicate Authority to ſidering; , that their Help in the miniﬅry of
a- Miniſtcr by ſuch an act, as to make him uſe mini the Goſpel, is ſometimes inſinuated, and ac
ſterial Power in reference to a Perſon, not under his knowlcdged by Pan/3 And they counted his
charge; ifotherways he were not furniſhed therewith. Fellow-labourers, ſuch as Arzﬅardms, Epapbra:
'0

- and
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znd others, companions and fellows, both in Paul's
ſuﬀerings and labours. It is like therefore, that their
miniſterial acting, cannot be conﬁned to any particu
lar place or congregation.

L A s TL Y, This opinion would inſer many abſur

Chap. 2.'

in one Place and congregation, as well as in a

nother.

2. Becauſe ruling belongeth to the Power

of Jun'ſdiction;

which, beſide

inﬅalment in an

Oﬃce, doth- require other things to concur with
it, before it can be exerciſed: Preaching and ad

dities ; As, I. AMiniﬅer could adminiﬅer no Ordi miniﬅration of the Sacraments, are done b
the
dinance as a Miniﬅer, and ſome not at all, but in his Power of order, and by vertue of the O ce as
own Congreggtion. 2. Nor in it, but to ſuch as were ſuch. Hence a Miniﬅer might preach to Heathens
cf his own Flock. And, 3. If any other were preſent, without the Church, and Baptize in due order; be

lze ſhould be the Ambaſſtdor of Chriﬅ to one, and
ct not to another ; aſſnd that in the ſame ntſledge. 4.
Suppoſe a congregation to want a Miniﬅer; or, that
he be, by lickneſs or otherways, incapacitatcd from
ex'crciling of his Oﬃce, By this ground they could have
ro miniﬅerial act adminiﬅred amongﬅ them, and ſo no
Baptiſm, or Sacrament; nor vyet have any Beneﬁt of
a Miniﬅry more than if there were no ſuch Ordinance.

cauſe he doth that as a Miniﬅer:

'et could he not

cenſure one, ſuch, till he were a

hurch-Member,

and untill their were ſome orderl way of trying,
judging, cenſuring, &it. by aghurch JudicacoFy
ſettled: becauſe the exerciſe of this Power doth rei
quire more than the- being of an Oﬃce. And
therefore even the Apoﬅles who did thus Preach
and
adminiﬅer the Sacramcnts 3 yet neither judrred
theſe that were without at all z nor theſe that wtere

5," By this, no particular Church might have miniﬅe

rial Communion ( to ſay ſo) in Church-ordinance: within (when they acted by ordinary Rules) ex?
together, but ſuch as private Perſons ; yea, as Heath cept in the way of orderly' proceeding. Therefore,
ens might have in the hearing of the Word. 6. Act: 15. Paul found it meet to go to Jeruaſhlzm
There could be no Miniﬅerial Communion and help to a Synod 'for deciding of ſome Things byſi this
amongﬅ Miniﬅers: for ſo, no Miniﬅer could ſupply Power of Juriſdiction. although ﬅill by his Doctrine
another, more than a private perſon, though Miniﬅers, he was Authotitatively condemning the Error:
as joynt Workers in one XVork, be called in -a ſpecial which ſheweth, that there is more required in the
manner to have Communioſſtogether. 7. No Mem one than in the other. And in that Practice, the

ber, how ever gracious, being withdrawn from his .Apoﬅles gave a precedent to Miniﬅers whereby to
own Congregation, could be under any _Miniﬅerial be directed in ordinary caſes, becauſe in it they did
charge, or have acceſs to the preaching of the follow ordinary rules common with them to all
Word, as it is a treaty by an Ambaſiador; or, to Miniﬅers, and did not act as extraordinary Apoﬅles,
any Sacramcnt for himſelf or his: which 'is hard, for ſo one was equally ſuﬃcient for' deciding of the
conſidering that it is the ſame Maﬅer, and the ſame Church
matter asisalltowere,
this caſes
a copy
is given how the
walkbut
in inſuch
ordinarily.ſſ
Houſe; and ſeeing often occaſions may draw Men
abroad where the Ordinances are, this would make
T H 1: laﬅ thing which we are to enquire into, is,
them in a great part to be ﬅmhgers even within If this rely/in: betwixt a Mhri/Ber and apartirular
the Church whereof they are Children. 8. No Mi congregation l-e ſixth, a: tbe C/mrr/z for a 'greatn
niﬅer might Authoritativcly reprove any oﬀending good to the whole Body may not [mſt it, and m/I
brother not of his own Congrcgation, nor cenſure me, ſerving at one part/'cular Cþurtb, to ſix and

ſuchas do not willingly joyn, howſoever ſcandals ſerve elſe-where,

upon ſhmrﬃ/Zm that it may more

cus: which is contrary to the Practice ofLþ/zqſiu, further t/Je good zﬀ the wile/e Chrtrrb?
as already have been ſaid. Neither would this
ſltzſw. What is already ſaid, doth make way for
tring in Confuſion, or the making of the patticulaf the anſwering 'of this, which we ſhzill comprehend
pxivil'edgesof aCongregation common, more than in theſe three Aiiertions.
zlﬃir. I. No Miniﬅer ought to' diſpoſe of
allowable: becaute this pleadeth not for an ar
bitraryneſs in tlze exerciſe of this Power; but that himſelf at his own private arbitremcnt, to the 7
there may be a Power to be exerciſed for ediﬁce prejudice or diſſolution of a tye betwixt him and
u'on, when it ſhall be called for.
a particular Congregntion that is orderlv and le
' N r: 1 'r H r. R will it hence follow, that a Mi gally ſettled. For, ﬁrﬅ, no Miniﬅer being free of
niﬅer, Elder, or Deacon, may thruﬅ himſelf in, ſuch a relation, ought to' diſpoſe of himſelf at
to the exerciſe of Juriſdicticn in every place, be bittarily, ) as was ſaid in the cloſe Of the ﬁrﬅ
Chapter)
much more heiner under a tye and par
cauſe they are Oﬃcers of the Catholick Church: ticular
relation. 2. It"s agenaiztl toct all, I. Cor. 7.
becauſe, I. This only ſaith, that he being called
orderly by an opened Door may exerciſe his Power Let army ﬂ/Zan abide in that ruﬂing wherein r"
.
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it rallcdſbut eſpecially Miniﬅers are to walk by a to be preferred to the part, the good of the Body, to
ſingular Call, even in reference to a particular Charge: any particular Member: And in that caſe, it is notthe
Soasit may be the Floclt over which the Holy Prejudice of that particular Church, that their Mini
Ghoﬅ hath ſet them: which muﬅ, at leaﬅ, in ﬅer be ſet where he may more proﬁt the Body, but
clude his being ſet there in the mediate wa of ( as the learned Bawlcr in his Treatiſe of a goſpel
Church Order; which is that that the Holy
hoﬅ Miniﬅry, lib. 3. tap. 7. ſaith) ** It's rather '4 their
owns, as by comparing, Acts xiii. _3. and 14.. and Preſervation and Safet , even as it's the good ofany
Act: xiv. 23. with Actr xx. 28. is clear. This particular Fort of a "ty, when a a Watchmanis
therefore cannot be left to any private way of tran removed from it, to ſome other Poſlz, where he may
ſacting betwixt a Miniﬅer and a People. 3. If it be more uſeful, to"the whole City: Becauſe the
were ſo, then this particular relation were of no bcneﬁtc of the City, is the advantage of every Perſon
value, neither could

ropcrly a lVIiniﬅer be called therein.

But both the former are true, 'as hath been

the Miniﬅerof ſuch aghurchg or ſucha Church he ſaid, to wit, that there is an Union and Communion
his in amor-e peculiar manner than other Churches, if in the Catholick viſible Church: and that a Mini
he might at his Pleaſure and of himſelf diſiblve that ﬅers rolation ſtandeth principally to ſerve Chriﬅ in
Union. 4. Miniﬂers being Servants of Chriﬅ's reference to the Ediﬁcation of the whole: Therefore.
Houſe, and Watchmen put to their Poﬅs by him, Es'c. 2. The Examples uſed already, hold'this forth,
as being ſpecially to count for that People, commit the Church being one City, and Miniﬅers appointed
ted to them, they ought not and cannot without his to be Watchmen thereof, there can be no Reaſon
warrant remove: This would be found to be why one may not be removed from one corner to
Trcachery, and Unfaithfulneſs in any other Servant another, if ſo it may conduce for the good of the
01' Watchman, much more muﬅ it be here. 5. whole. This is allowed in all Common-wealths.
Whereas Chriﬅ hath appointed theſe particular rela Cities, and Incorporations, fit. and is engraven by
tions for the entertaining of Order, the preventing Nature on the Hearts of all Men to preſerve them
of Confuſion and promoving of Ediﬁcation, This ſelves into Societies by ſuch Means: And can that

woulddeﬅroy theſe Ends and bring Confuſion into be denied to the Church of Chriﬅ, which Nature '
the Church
Which is contrary to the Order that maketh common to all Incorporations? 3. If a Mi
hehath eﬅabliſhed in it. Laﬅly, It would beget deſ niﬅers relation to a particular Charge be leſs princi
piﬁng of the Miniﬅry in the Hearts of the People, pal and ſubordinate to his relation to the whole Body,
and la them open to Snares, if a Miniﬅer's ſcttling then ought it not to ſtand in the way ofhis being uſe
in a p ace ﬅood ſo upon his own Election (eſpecially ful to the whole, but rather it is in ſuch a Caſe to
after a former tye) as is uſually in Men who are of cede and give place to the other: Otherwi'e that par
other Profeſſions. And there are many ﬅrict Acts ticular relation would be principal, and would not be
Ofcounci's in all times againﬅ this, asa moﬅ wretch ſubſervient to the other, as a higher End : Becauſe
edAbuſe, if it ſhould be admitted in the Church. ſo, the Church in general would be more fruﬅrated
Aſſa-t. 2. A 1. T H o U o H this Tye cannot be and prejudged ofthe Beneﬁt of ſuch a Man's Mini
looſcd by any private. Conſent, ſo that no Miniſter ﬂry, than if their had been no ſuch relation at all.
Can tmnſport himſelf upon that account i yet may But the former is true, This particular-relation is ſu
the Church for her own grmter good tranſport a bordinate to the other, as is ſaid. Therefore, Es'c.
Man from one particular place to another, and that Theſe Conſequences do follow upon the grounds ſor4
warramably, notwithſtanding of the former particu merly laid down. Moreovcr we may add theſe un
lar tye and relation; Yea, ſometime it will be ex contro 'enable Concluſions.

pedicnt for the good of the Church ſo to do. The

Comluſi r. T r-r e R E isa diverſity in the caſes of

applicationofthe former grounds and thelaying down particular Congrcgations ; and there' is diverſity alſo
Of ſome orhers, will make way for clearing and con in the Gifts of Miniſters. Some Congrcgations are
ﬁrmingof this. The ﬁrſt is, If there be an Union more weighty, and much more of the good or hurt of
and Communion in the catholick viſible Church, tbeChurchdependeth upon their plantatorrthan others.
and if Minitters be eſpecial] given to the editying of Again,ſome are more intelligent, ſome are more un
il. and ina Subordination thereto, 10 the Ediﬁcation eaſy, and dangerous to deal withal, &it. as experience
Of particular Churches, then ſuppoſing thata Mini cleareth. whereby it is apparent that the planting of
ﬂcrs Tranfportation from one place to another may ſome places,is of great conſequence for the Goſpels ad
further more the good of the whole than where he is, vancement, above the planting of others; andalſo that

In that caſe, it ought to be done. Becauſe the whole is comparatively, one place will require Miniﬅers other
P
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w'iſc, quziliﬁed than another. Again, there are diver on theſe conſiderations, 1. Becauſe it cannot then be
ﬁties of Gifts among Miniﬅers, ſome are ﬁt for one known full what will prove to be the peculiar Gift
People, and not ſor another, as is clear from, 1 Cor. oſ every an, till Trial and Experience evidence the
xii. 14, 15. &c. Yþ'rc are diverſity oſgr'ſtr but the ſame. 2. Becauſe this proportionableneſs is not only'
ﬁrmtſhirit, diﬀerent' ry" adm'ni/Iratiom, Zzc.
to be tried by comparing a Man and a particular Con
_Gantluſ 2. M 1 N t s 'r r: R s ought to be diﬅri gregation ﬁmply 5 but it is to be taken by trying him
bpted and placed in particular Charges, as that there comparatively, and that both in reference to other
may be ſome proportionablcneſs and ſuitableneſs be Gifts and other Congregations: For, a Man abſolute- twixt the Miniﬅer and his Charge, that is, the ableſl: ly conſidered, may be ﬁt for ſuch a congregation ;
-Miniﬅer ſhould have the weighteﬅ Charge; the yet when other Congregations and Gifts are conſiderweakeﬅ, the eaſieſt Burden, and as their Gift is more ed, it may poſſibly be ſeen that he is more ﬁt for an

eminent in Learning, teaching, prudence in Govem
ment, &Ft. there likewiſe oughta Proportion to be
keeped in laying on their Charge, ſo as there may be
a ﬁt Qbject for ſuch Valiſications, and as the good of
'the Body ma ' be muﬅ advanced. This alſo we take
for granted: or, that is the End of all Gifts which
are given to every Man tbar be may pra/it withal,

other congregation than many other Miniﬅers; and
yet poſſibly ſome of theſe may be as ſit for his congre
gation. In that caſe,it cannot bedenied, but it looketh

liker the right proportionating of every Member, that
Men be put to ſctve in theſeCongregations, for which
according to their Giſts they are beﬅ ﬁtted. 3. Be

cauſe at a Miniﬅer's ﬁrﬅ Entry there is not occaſion

1 Cor. xii. 7. Whether it be tbe word gf knowledge, to try a Man's proportionableneſs to any other Charge
or, the word of wiſhom, &c. they are all member; of at
butthat
one,preſent
or at be
moﬅ
in reference
ſo amany
ſhall ſi
vacant
and givetohim
Call. asNow,

one body, verſe 12. and therefore are to concur for the
good of theBody,according to their ſeveral Qualiﬁca 'ſuppoſe ſome other Charge ſhoul i thereafter vake, it's
tions, as diﬀerent Members oſthat one Body: And in hard to ſay that they ſhould be ſtmply excluded from
this reſpect, adiſproportionating of a Miniſter's charge having any Acceſs to that Perſon, if his Giſts were'
to his Gift, it is as if we would put the foot to do more proportionable to them,: Becauſe as we ſaid,
the hand's Work, or the ear to ſupply the room oſ this proportionableneſs is to be looked to in reference
the eye: which were abſurd ; and would argue either to what is moſt ſit for the whole Body: For al
ſuch and ſuch diﬅinction and diﬀerence not tobe ne though ( if we may ſo compare it ) it isnot unﬁt that
ceſtlary, and ſo all the Members might be eye or head, the foot ſhould be guides] by ﬁght;" yet with reſ
or any one Member 5 or, it will ſay, that we are not pect to whole Bod 7, it is more ﬁtkorthe whole Bo
to walk according to that which the Lord hath diﬅri dy, that the eye ould be placed in the head, than
buted to every one: Both which are abſurd, and ex in the ſoot: Becauſe it is not to give light to one
prcﬂy contrary to that which is ſaid, I Cor. xii. where Member only, but to the whole Body; So is it here,
exprcſly theſe three are held ſorth, t. That the a Miniﬅer may ſuit a particular congregation, giving'
Church is one Body. 2. That thereare diﬀerent Gifts, Light as it were to the foot, whereas if we conſider '
which are as diﬀerent Members of one Body, ſome his Oﬃce, which is to be an eye to the whole Body,
more emincntly for one uſe, and ſome more eminent he is diſproportiottably placed: For ſo the Body is
B for another. 3. That the Lord's Intent by that darker, when the foot hath more Light; which is'
' iﬀerence, is, to have all theſe Members concurring abſurd.
in their ſeveral places for the good oſ thewhole Body:
Comluſ 4. C H R 1 s T hath furniſhed his Church,
That ſo, as it is 'verſ 25. by each Mcmber's con with Power in her Judicatories and Oﬃeers, to
curring in its own place, there may be no Schiſm in proportion Miniﬅers Gifts ſuitably to the good of the
the Body ; which cannot be eſchewed, if this pro Body. Hence is the Trial of Spirits and Giſts ap
portionating oſpublick Charges and Gifts be not ob pointed; And in that Reſpcct, t/Je Spirit: oſ 'be P"aphers, are to beſizþject to t/mProp/ycts, I Cor. xiv;
ſerved,
Comluſi 3, THE rt I cannot be ordinarily ſuch otherwiſe the Church in her Govcrnment were deſce
a diſcerning of the proportionableneſs of Men's Gifts tive in that Order which is in other Societies: And it
to a particular Station at the ﬁrﬅ Entry, as to ﬁt e would not be adequate and proportiouate to its End, if
very one ſuﬃciently, and to place them in their right that were not: For ſo there might be an Inconveni
room.This we ſuppoſe, is alſo clear from experience, ency and diſproportionahleneſs in the Church, and
wherein it is ſeen that many, at firſt are ﬁxt in Con no Remedy to cure the ſame. From which grounds
gregations wherein afterward there proveth to be a put together, we may thus argue, I. If God hath
diſproportionableueſs. And it cannot be otherwiſe, up given diverſity of Giſts to Miniﬅers, and they be to
J
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be improven for the good of the whole Body, then

'* 'ro7

often their doth ly much of it upon the Man's deter
minating of himſelf z or, at moﬅ a. Presbyteries de
termining of him, and aparticular congregation preſ
ﬁng, who often are more ſwayed with reſpect >to

ſuppoﬁng that a. Miniﬅer ſettled in ſome more private
or leﬂerCon'gregation be more proportionably qualiﬁed
to ﬁll ſuch a place as is more large and eminent, than
any other who can be had without a Charge. Then in themſelves, than to the Church in common. Be
this Caſe he is to be tranſported : Becauſe otherwiſe, ſide, that there is no Acceſs to cognoſce thereof, upon
that being denied and the Charge put upon a Man other grounds given ; if then the Church be any 'ways
of no competent Ability, there would be a diſproporti

allowed to cognoſce or diſpoſe of Meuihers accorcing

onableneſs, between the Gift and the Charge. For that to their Criſts, and that be not leſt to particular Inch
would join the able Man and the light Burden, and nations, Tranſportation muﬅ be allowed. And if
the weak Mﬂan and the heavy Burden; which were it be ſingly done, we ſuppoſe, there is no ſuch Acceſs
abſurd; But, the ﬁrﬅ is clear from the former Con to cognoſce of a Man's Gift, and to proportionate
cluſions. Therefore. &Ft. 2. If by a Miniﬅer's ﬁrﬅ it ſor the good of the Body, as may be done in Tran
Plantation in a particular Charge there be adiſpropor ſportation. 5. We may argue thus, If Miniﬅers be
tionableneſs in the Body, which tranſporting of him Lights planted in the Church, for the good of the
to another Charge would remeed, then is he to be whole, then oughtthey ſo to be placed, as they may >
Ltanſported: And Tranſportation in that Caſe muﬅ moﬅ extenſrvely give Light to the whole. Now, -

beallowable and expedient: Becauſe by it tlmt due theſe are certain, I. That there are ſome congre
proportionableneſs is preſerved among Miniﬅcrs, and gations where a Miniﬅer may more conſpicuouﬂy
Members of the Body. which otherways would be
defective, and ſo aSchiſm is prevented: Forif the
had, to wit, that proportionableneſs be neeeſifn'y,
then
Tranſportation, which is a necellar
ean
whereby it is atſitained, cannot but be necellary alfo ;

hold
Lightas ofTables
the Uoſpel,
than in others, ſi
ſomeſot-th
placesthebeing
or Candleﬅicks-from

ﬁrﬅ miſplaced to the prejudice of the Body:

though it may be, that thatcorner becotnc more dark;

which Light doth ſhine; other places again, being
as Corners. 2. Sometimes a Light may be ſet in a
Corner, or under a Buſhel comparatively, and not
But the ﬁrﬅ is true from the former grounds, Ergo, to he ſet on a place where the greateﬅ Light is called
&it. 3. If Tranſportation were unlawful, then We for. 3. When it's miſplac'ed, it ought to beremoved
behoved to ſay, that either no Miniﬅer could be at from the Comer to be ſet on the Candleﬅick: And al

Or,

that there were no Remeed for ſuch a Caſe, for the yet the houſein generalhecometh more lightſomeAnd
t'ecovering thereof; But both theſe are abſurd, as the if theſe former Grounds be true,then 'l'ranſportationI *
former grounds do clear. 4. If Miniﬅers were perem when it proves the removing of a Light from under

totly ﬁxt by their ﬁrﬅ tye to particular congregati

a Bed, to the Candleﬅick, for the greater good of the

ons, then could not their Gift come under Cogniti

whole Houſe, muﬅ be allowed and almittcd: But
on in reference to any other Charge; which would theſe two conſiderations will make this appear, t.
tnf'er theſe Abſurdities, l. That the Church were Chriſt's expreſs Words, xVltl/I'. v. 14.. 15.' year-r
the Light aft/Je war-U, &Ft. Mzſitber (12 met: light a
bounded and limited in the uſe-making of her owh

Members for her own good: which is contrary to the
Nature of a Body 3 for ſo (he might have Members,
ﬁt for ſuch and ſuch Stations; and yet could not
make uſe of them. 2. In proportion-sting Gifts for
places, there would be little place for chriﬅian-Pru
dence and Deliberation : Becauſe ſo the caſe would be
determined necellitrily by Providence, that ſuch va
cant places behoved to call ſuch Men as were not un

(and/e andpzzt it under a [nt/bel, but on a [and/aﬄict,
'but all in the hall/2 may ſhe light, ( compared with
Luke viii. 16. ) which demonﬅrates them, that Mi

niﬅers are ſo to be placed as they may moﬅ lighten
the whole
Houſe:
And if
anyareplace
'conduce to
more
ſiſor
that than
another,
they
accordingly
he
placed.

2. The Apoﬅles Practice clears this: W'e

will ﬁl'ſd them in their Preaching eſpecially, to fre

der any lormer tye, and they behoved to accept theſe

uent moſt populous places, becauſe there was moﬅ
akcaſion of ſpreading the Goſpel in thoſe: Paul
and ſo ſuch churches be without Mxniﬅers, it may is marked, Acts xix. to. to have ﬅayed two full
be for a long time, before any ditl occur whom with Years in Eplxq/iu, and that all \_!/.'ſie7 upon that Oe
Particular Charges ; or, muﬅ bothneceſiilrily forbear;

Conﬁdencethey might call: And it will be hard to caſton,
heard the Word: Which doth hold forth,
faﬅen any of theſe Ncceſſities upon the way oſChriﬅ. Lſi That there are ſome places (particultrly ſſpopu
3- By this, the Church ſhould have little or no Ac-. lous and publick Places) of more Concernment
'ceſs _at all to cognoſce of Men's Gi'ſts, ſo as to pro for the ſpreading' of the Goſpcl, when they are
Portion, them for her good, if ſhe had no place for it well planted, than other Places. And 2. That the
iftcr their'ﬁrﬅ entry to the Miniﬅty': Becauſe, then
* >
P a
Apoﬅles

'
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Apoﬅles were in their abode and Preaching exceeding is true Erga, eft. 9. If we will eor'i'ﬁder the Word
l ſwayed by that conſideration: ſo that although in of God more neatly, we will ﬁnd this to be conform
gme reſpect they had equal intereﬅ in all Perſons and thereto.
Churches; yet did the conſideration of the good of
And', r. Ir we conſider the Old Teﬅament, it"
the whole engage them to have particular reſpect to certain that the Levites had their own ﬁxedneſs in
ſome places beyond others;

and ſo, as it were, to the ſeveral Cities beſide l;c7(:r'.;/rzle*m, ſeeing that was

tranſport themſelves from private places to more
ublick, that they might give Light to the moe. 6.
f the good of a particular congregation, and neceſſi
ty of a particular Miniﬅer, may warrand a tranſpar
tation, much more may the publick good of the
Church do the ſame:

this cannot be denied; But

both the ﬁrﬅ are true, l. The good of a particular
congregation may warrand it, as ſuppoſe they be ut
terly prejudged againﬅ a preſent Miniﬅer, who yet
elſewhere may have acceſs to be proﬁtable;

their Oﬃce to teach the

le: and no Queﬅion, it
u.
""1w'

\\ as done orderly : hence,
m and the Lt-w't/ with
in thy gem, is ſo frequently mentioned: and Act:
r 5. 21. it is ſaid, that a eld time Mﬅ! had them in
way City that did preac him; It is certain alſo, that
notwithﬅanding of that ﬁxedneſs, Levites might be
removed to more publick ſervice at cruſh/m, as is .
gathered from Deut. 18. 6, and 7.
a Let/it: ram'
from any of thy Gr/m, out qf all Iſrad, _whtr' heſajum'd

A'
'1.
_r'up-LA..d:
"

either and/hall tame with all his deſire to the plat: 'whirh th'
Lordﬅmll chooſe, then ſhall he ht'Mnzﬅer, Es't. where

Tranſportation muﬅ be allowed, or he muﬅ be ren
dred unproﬁtablc, contrary to the cnd for which
Chriﬅ hath givenGifts, l Cor. 12. and they put in a
worſe condition by having, than by wanting: For
The ſecond, That a Miniſters particular neceſſity may

thought, that this removal was left arhitrary to the
Lcvite himſelf: becauſe ſo, confuſion could not have

conﬅrain this, as ſuppoſe therebe no poſſibility to live

been eſchewed; but when it is ſo qualiſied, that he

a Levit's removing from Miniﬅring in one place to
another, is clearly approven. Neither is it to be
'-=lL_'h*>f"l'-,J.5d{u:1m4'-ſI'4_l'

and follow the Miniﬅry in ſuch a place, becauſe oſ cometh with all hi! deſire, it doth ſuppok a Triat
outward ﬅraits: thus, Nehemz'ah, 13. 10. the Levites thereof, and an orderly way of diſpoſing of him, for
by the withdrawing of their maintenance, are made to the attaining of that end, to have proceeded as the learn
ﬂie every one to his ﬁeld; and Nehemiah contends ed Jum'm doth obſerve on the place.
with the Rulers, and removes that obﬅruction,- and

2.. I r we come to the New Teﬅament, there we'

doth not challenge the Levites, as Mr. Bawls doth will ﬁnd our Lord' Jeſus himſelf going ſrom'City to.
obſerve. We ﬁnd alſo in Church-ﬅory ( Socrates, City; he ſendeth his Diſciples to go through the Cities,
lih. 7. drop. 36. ) of one Sylwnm, who not being Preacl'n'ng the Goſpel: the Apoﬅles follow the ſame
able to live in one place, becauſe of his inſirm Health, way in their Practice: And we will ﬁnd them ſendwhich did diſagree therewith, he was tranſported to a ing Miniﬅers ſometime to one place, ſometime to a->
another more wholeſome and agreeable to his conﬅi

nother; ſometimes keeping particular Miniﬅers with'

tution.. 7. If notwithſtanding of that relation be7 themſelves, as from the beginning and cloſe of ſeverah
tween aMiniﬅer and a People, any' particular Mem Epiﬅles, may be gathered. And although theſe Pra
ber, or any other Oﬃce-r, upon weighty conſideration, ctices may ſeem, at ﬁrﬅ, tobe extraordinary, yet con
may remove themſelves, or be removed trom that ſidering the end thereof, which is the ſpreading of the:
congregation, Then may the Miniﬅer be removed Goſpel, and the ground upon which it is built, to wit,
alſo, upon ſuppoſition of the publick good: becauſe, the unity of the Church, the good' whereof is to be
there is that ſameTie between the People and the Mi< ſought by all the Miniﬅcrs who are Chriﬅ's Servants,
* niﬅer, and other Oﬃcers and the People, that is be
tween the Miniﬅer and them: for, the relation is
mutual; But that private Members, and Elder: or
Deacons may remove, or be removed orderly, hath
never been queﬅioned'. Ergi, &Ft. 8. lf a Miniﬅer,

in. reference thereunto ; conſidering alſo that the
Church, to the end of the World, is furniſhed with

Power for-proſecutingoſ moralend's in an ordinary way 3,
and that the Churches propagation, is the end now as
then; ſeeing the removing of Nſiniﬅers ſometimes
from one place toanother, may conduce to that end'

upon particular occaſion, for publick good, may Fer
form Miniﬅerial' acts without his own congregation now as then; and tho ground, ta wit, the good of t
for, atime, Then ſupporting theſe grounds to be ur

thc Church univerſal, is the ſame now as it was then,

gent, and Authority to interveen, why may. he not. we conceive the Practice it' ſelf muﬅ be moral, as the
be fully removed ?' for, the-ſame ground that calleth ground was,.,although then the-manner and power'
to act fon atime, to wit, the good. of the Body wasextraordinary, which is now to beﬄperſormed in'

whereof he is, a Miniﬅer, may call for it to be per< an ordinary way.
rejected; But the ﬁrﬅ
3. Is we will. particularly conſider, Acts- r3. r,
2, 3.'

petual,_and ought not to

-'-A':"
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to;

a, 3. we willﬁnd this, near almoﬅ in an example. though it was immeditate, and a'lſo he that was called
For, 1. There are there ſeveral Prophets and Teach
ers in the Church of Antiorb, as Barrmbar, Latins,
Simon, Ut. 2. They are miniﬅring there in a col
legiaſ way, and that for along time. 3. Two of
themare pitched on, to be ſent elſewhere, for the

ought to obey: by proportion we may gather, that a
Church-oﬃcer may be called from one place to a
nother upon amoral ground, although there be no
immediate C'all at his removal, more than at his ﬁrﬅ

entry: becauſe the ground whereupon this Practice is

ſpreading of theGoſpel; it being in the wiſdom ofGod founded, and whi:h is the reaſon thereof, ta-wit, the
thought ﬁt, to call ſome from zbrtiatb, where were ghreater good of the Church, is ﬅill binding now as

many, that others might be helped, who had nothing:
altho' no Queﬅion, there was work for all of them in
Antiotb it ſelf: And he might have thruﬅ out mue
immediately himſelf, if this way had not been pleaſing
to him: yet their ſundring was thought ﬁtter for the
Churches univerſal good. 4. This is execute in a
mediate way by the laying on of the Hands of the Preſ
bytery, and with Paﬅing and Prayer: Whence we

t en.
Rule 2. IN theſe primitive Practices, there is a
proportionahleneſs to be obſerved between the oﬃcers
who act, and their call and minner of proceeding,
to wit, an extraordinary Oﬃccr, muﬅ have an ex
traordinary call, as ſuch; and he may act extraordi
narily in the proſecution thereof, by extraordinary
Power, whereas an ordinary Oﬃcer muﬅ act, by

may argue, If for the greater good of the Church,

any ordinary Call and Power,

the ſame Things,

ſome Teachexs were taken from Artful) and ſent elſe ſuppoſe in Preaching, Diſcipline, Ordaining of Mini
where, Then may a Miniﬅer, by Church-authority, ﬅers, &Ft. and in ſo far, that laying on of Hands
for the end foreſaid, be removed from one place to a was extraordinar r, as being done upon an immedi
nother; But the former is true. Erga, &Ft.- There ate Call. But iniﬅers may follow it in an ordina
isnothinzz can be objected againﬅ this, ſave to ſay ry way, that is, by a mediate Call, they may ordain
that this was extraordinary, in that it was particularly Miniſters ro aparticular congregation, or tranſpore
commended of God: And, a. That they were ex from one to another by proportion: becauſe the A
traordinary oﬃcers that were ſent ; But this will not poﬅles by an immediate Call did ſend out extraordin
cncrvate the Argument: ſor, in theſe Practices of ex ary Oﬃcers to any particular place.
Rule 3. We would in ſuch Practices diﬀerence'
traordinary Oﬃcers in the Primitive times, we muﬅ
inuﬅ obſerve ſome rules to diﬀerence what is ordinary, ſuch Things as are temporary, that is, ſuchas have
from what is extraordinary in them, and ſo know ſpecial relation to that time and ﬅate of the Church
what is to' be imitated, and' what not: Otherwiſe we (as extraordinary Oﬃcers and Gifts were) from
may reject all the Practices ofChriﬅ, and the Apoﬅles ſuch Things as agree to the Church as a Church,

and ſerve to the Ediſication thereof at all times.
ingly of agreat part of the Word that is written And thus alſo tranſporting of aMiniﬅer, muﬅ be
Yf our directiom Let us therefore obſerve theſe allowable in ſuch caſe: becauſe there cen be no

upon that account, and ſo prejudge our ſelves exceed

reaſon given why that Practice ſhould be peculiar or
ules;

r. W in: K 1! the ground and reaſon of a Practice, only agreeing to that time and caſe of the

had: but that the Church ſhould alway have Apoﬄes,
or that her Teachersſhould be immtdintly called of

Church, or during the Apoﬅles lifetime; but the
grounds that infer the conveniency of it, are in a
good meaſure common to us with them, to wit,
the furtherance of the Churches good, which can
not otherwayes 'be ſo well done. And if it mayhe
as well done without this, we acknowledge that this
Practice will not be binding. And certainly the
Lord's putting of the Church to this, to ſend out
ſome already' called, when immediatly he might
have thruﬅ out others, 'doth ſay, that he minded to
teach what ordinarly ſhould be done by the Church '
in the like caſe: for, his (ending of them mediatel
by the Church, and not immediately by himſelf, a:

God, that will not follow: becauſe the reaſons there'

at other' times, doth inſinuate this.

' is moral, although the Call thereto, and manner of
diſcharging thereof be extraordinary; 'yet muﬅ the
practice it ſelf belmotal, although the manner in ſo
fare as is extraordinary be temporary
Thus that
the Kirk have Teachers ( ſuppoſmg that there muﬅ
be a Church ) it' is moral; as alſo that her Teachers
have a Call, This will follow from Chriſt's ſending
Of Apoﬅles, Diſciples, and others: Becauſe the ſame
reaſon, ſaith, that aMiniﬅer who is Chriﬅ's Am

baliadonaccording to-his ﬅation ( as an Apoﬅle was
m his) ſhould have his Commiſſion as an Apoﬅle

Rule' 4. W r: are to diﬅinguiſh Things wherein
of are not moral. Now, if We may ſafely reaſon
m_ the general, that aChurch muﬅ have Oﬃcers the Apoﬅles acted extraordinarly, by reaſon of their
with a lawful. Call,,beca_uſe Chriﬅ's Apoﬅles had ſuch,

infallible' Gifts, extraordinary Power," &Ft. from ſuch
'
o

thing:

I. [O

An EXPOSITZON tofabe

'things as were common to them with other Miniﬅers,
and wl-ercin they acted in an ordinary way common
to them with all Miniﬅers: of the ﬁrﬅ ſort were their
immediate deciding ofcontrovcrſies, appointing ofcen
ſures, ſtanding of Miniﬅers, &it. by vertue of their

own alone Power: this is not to be imitated: of the
otherſort are their admitting of Miniﬅers upon a
mediate Call to Congregations, as Acts 14. their de
bating and decidingr of controvcrſtes, and makingcf

Laws in aSynodical way, by reaſoning from-Scrip
ture in an ordinary way, as Acts r 5. theſe are inti
table ; and what they did in that manner may be
'followed: And their laying on of Hands (when the
Call was intimate ) their praying and ﬁtﬅing, which
are mentionrd in this place, were of the laﬅ kind;
and ſo upon Suppoſttion oſ the Intimation of a Call,
this their Practice for the Subﬅance is to be ſol
lowed.
N o w, to reſume a little further the Application,
that we may know. what is ordinary, and what is

Chap. 2

that they may ſend out indeﬁnitely without reſpect to
any Place, or not knowing where; yet this will tol

low, upon the Grounds laid down, that when God
calleth a Man for the edifying of the Body of his
Church, from one Place to another, there it ought to
be obeyed ; and that ſometimesGod may call, ſor the
greater Good of his Church, to have Men removed
from one Place to another. He is Maﬅer of the
Harveﬅ: And therefore may either thruﬅ outLabour
ers of new to his Field, or may take from one Part
of the Field to ſet upon an other. Only theſe Things
would be adverted here, according to the former Rules,

L That by God's Call, is not to be underſtood 'any
extraordinary Thing, but his ſigniſy ing of his Mind
in an ordinary Way, that ſucha Man's removal from
ſuch a Place, to another, is upon conſideration of his
Gifts, upon comparing of the Pieces. and the re
ſpecting of the State of the Church, a hopeful Mean
through God's Blc ſſtng, for the further promoving of
Ediﬁcation. 2. As an immediate and extraordinary

extraordinary in this Caſe; or, what is moral, and Call was neceſiar

for ſuch Oﬃcers in ſuch a Caſe;

what perpetual, or what is temporary. I. That there ſo proportionally lS an ordinary Call by ordinar Oﬃ
be a Call of God, that is moral and perpetual; and it cers, acting by ordinary Power, only nece

maybe concluded from this, That no Miniﬅer with

for

ordinary Caſes, ſeeing in moral Things ordinary Oﬃ

'out God's Call, is to be tranſ orted; but that that cers, are to do by their ordinary Power what extra
'Call is immediate] revealed by (rod himſelf, is tempo ordinary Oﬃters did by their extraordinary Power.
_mry, and not to e pleaded for in ordinar Caſes. 2. And if we will conſider this Practice, we will ﬁnd it
This is moral, that he who is called of 'od to ediﬁe this far to he intended for Imitation: For, r. Al
his Chu'rch, by leaving one Place to ſerve him in ano tho' the Lord immediately reveal the Call, yet doth

ther, ſhould obey the ſame.

3. It's moral, that this he follow his Deſign in an ordinary Way: Not by
thruﬅing out new oﬃcers, which he might have done,
tion; - but that it be done by Church Guides, and if
he had
altogether
and extraordi
narily
in walked
this; but
he doth abſolutely
it incta tnediate
Way or
Church Judicatories. 4. It's a moral Ground upon
- which this proceeds, to wit, the greater Ediſication Providence,
the making uſe of ſo
ſon-e
alrmdy
cal
led. 2. TheinCircumﬅancesſiſeem
to be
recorded,
of the Church, whether by engaging and graſting in
of Sttangers, or building up oſ theſe that are brought as if the Lord were giving the Reaſon of calling
in ; this Ground can no way be thought more pecu ſome from Artful', rather than from any othrs
liar to theſe Times than to after Time: And there Church, to wit, becauſe there was a conſiderable
ſote it is laid down as the great End of Paﬅors and Number in that Place of ﬁt qualiﬁed Men; and that
Teachcrs, as well as of Apoﬅles, as may. be gathered ſo in Rtaſon it were more agreeable for the Good of
from Epb. iv. r t, 12, r 3, 14. r. This Reaſon then the Body, that ſome ſhould be taken front them to
muﬅ have Vv'eight to the End of the VVorltl. 5. It's ſupply the want of the other, rather than that others
an ordinnary Way by which they proceed, to u'r't, ſhould be altogether deﬅitute, or ſome removed from
'Faﬅing and Prayer, ſhewing the Neceſſity of a Cort ſuch Plates, as might not ſo well ſpare: And there
' currence of God's orderly and external Call with his can be no Reaſon of the mentioning of this, but to
inward, for warranting of this Practice; and allo ſhow the moral Equity of this Practice, that Mini
ſhewing, that when the removing of a Miniﬅer ﬅers would be proportionated in the Church, ſo as
front one Place to another, may contribute to the may be extenlivcly for the Good of the whole: And
Good of the Body, they are in that heartily to that where ſome Pieces zþound, 'and others have Scar
removal ſhould not be at the Man's own Determina

"concur, who have moﬅ ſpecial Intereﬅ.

Now, city 3

the abundance of the one, ſhould condcſcend

theſe Things being moral, and of perpetual weight to ſupply the other, and that not of the weakeﬅ or
in the Church, although it will not plead, that the leaﬅ rhlc. 3. The Lo'rd uſeth a mediate way 0.
Church may ſend out Apoﬅles by animmediate Call,or ſcending them by the Churches interpoſing of her Au
charity
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thority and Prayers,.which he did not uſe in the corrupt; In reſpect of their Stations, as they have In
ſending of Apoﬅles, nay, Mart/n'as had no Impo ﬁuence on publick Things or not, as they may have
ﬁtion of Hands; and this was, becauſe the Election Influence in communicating their Light to other

of Apoﬅles was no way to fall within the Com Places; as the Word in his Mouth may be more
ſs of ordinary
Church-power,
to uſe
he followed.
lllwould
ſeem therefore,
that it isnor
made
of in this readily and freely received without Prejudice, and
ſuch other conſiderations of this kind: Some
Practice, to ſigniﬁe that it is a Thing to be whereof, are hinted in the cloſe of the former
continued' in the Church, and to be performed IChapter, concerning a Miniﬅer's Call at his ﬁrﬅ
ntr r.
by ordinary Church-Judicatories, and imitated by
3.)T H I s Compariſon would not be conſidered
them.
lr we conſider the Times following, it hath ever between Places, as if there were no Tie ﬅanding be
been practiſed in the Church. It's marked to have tween him and either of them: Certainly there is
been the Practice of the ﬁrﬅ two famous general more Diſproportionableneſs required to looſe one from
Councils, as a Mean uſeful exceedingly for the Good aCharge, than would have caﬅ the Balince between
ofdie Church. The Nice/1 Council did trnnsferEzg/Ia Places at his Entry. Alſo other Means of a propor
that from Bzr-rbta to A/ztiarb, Sazom. lib. 7. tap. 2. tionnble ſetthng and providing of ſuch a Place, would
And it is obſerved particularly of Grtgnriur Nazian be ﬁrﬅ ſeriouſly eﬂ'ayed and followed if they
zmus, that he was thrice tranſported: Firﬅ, He was occur.
Biſhop of Cappadoria, thereafter brought to NFzzi
4.. T H l s would be ende-wonted to be done by
anzcne; and thereafter to Coryfantimple by the ſe convincing Reaſons, ſo as (if poſſtbly) they who .
cond famous general Council, and it's marked to have Intereﬅ'may be ſatisﬁed, if not in reſpect of their
lure been of great uſe to the Church. Cmt. 4.. r5. Aﬀection, yet in reſpect of the Reaſon, to wit, that
300. and to hztve been their common Practice in this it is the more publick Good of the Church.
Time. Socrates, Ir'þ. 7. tap. 35. doth for this very
5. rN o People ought to oppoſe the removal of their

End, give many Inﬅances of this _in ſeveral Perſons. moﬅ faithful and beloved Miniﬅers, when it's done
At the beginning of the Reformatlon, it was one of upon convincing Reaſons. Theſe People are content
the great Means that was made uſe of by God, for to yield to the removing even of Pauland Barnaþal',

propogatingthe Goſpel in ſeveral Places: The tranſ

'

who, no queﬅion, were moﬅ dear unto them.

And

porting or removing of Miniﬅers from one Place to certainly were their Endeavours to convince on the
another, was exceeding uſeful: And what Cruelty one ﬁde, and an acquieſcing' to Conviction on the
had it been to have refuſed the Deſire of the People, other, it would look much more Chriﬅian-Iike, and
ſeeking Miniﬅers from thoſe that had them? And prove much more uſeſul.
how elſe could they have been ſupplied? And
A _N D if this be a called for Duty, to wit, that a
ptoportionably the lame Weight lieth herein all Church-Judicatory remove one from a ſettled Con
gregation, upon ſuch Grounds, it muﬅ be a Sin and unes.
ctﬃr. 3. A L T H o' in ſome Caſes thisbe for the an oppoﬁng of Duty, wilfully to obﬅruct the ſame; good of the Church, and is to be practiſed by Church and if it may be a Call of God, there is more need of
Judicatories; yet it is to be done with great Single Conſcience and Submiﬃon here, to try if it be ſo or
neſs, Tenderneſs, Prudence and Caution, leaﬅ that not, than abſolutely to reſolve a peremptory and per
which of it ſelf, being rightly managed, is a Beneﬁt tinacious Oppoſition to the ſame, withoutany reſpect
to the Church, be turned to an abuſe, and prove to the Ground: thereof.
A N D we conceive that the keeping of a rightv
hurtful
i T n atos her.
2 Cautions and Rules muﬅ be reguhted
Mean in this Practice, and eſchewing of Ex
according to particular circumſtantinte Caſes, which trcmes, might conduce exceedingly to the Advan
cannot be numbred. Yet theſe Things may be ſaid, tage of the Church
And it would be exceed
l- That no self-reſpect ought to have Place here, but ing ſuitable to the Unity of the Catholick Church,
ſhe greater Good of the Church, and Advantage of and that Communion that ought to be in her,
(he Goſpel, is the great upi-nzpiav whereby this is and well becoming that Authority and Care that
TO be decided.
is committed to Church-Judicatories, that the ſe
2- T H I s general is to he found out, by compar veral particular Miniﬅers were upon juﬅ Grounds
ing, of Places and (Liztliﬁcations with reſpect to the proportioned with reſpect to the Ediſication of the
umber of the Hearers, their Qialiﬁcations, as they whole. And ſo we have done with this particu
are ﬅrong or inﬁrm, tractuble or ﬅubborn, pure or lar Relatiom'
'
3. Cm

ﬄ'
na

"
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3. Ca'ltct'li'lg the Nature arl dﬀmpre ofſhyirxz and common GR zIC E.
Ntthis Epiﬅle, there is a large commendation and ſo forth: both which, in many reſpects, may

of this Angel's Practice: which is not on]
. t given to him in reſpect of the matter ofhrs
actions ;*but in reſpect of the Qyaliﬁcations of them :
as, ﬁrﬅ, that he did not only ſuﬀer for, and have

be in Hypocrites, who may do that which is materi
ally good. 3. We arc to conſider an act as gracious,
that is, when not only the thing for the matter is
agreeable to the will of God, as ſuppoſe, one were

tience in, that which was materially right; but acting, or ſuﬀering for atruth; but alſo when that

that he ſuﬀered for C/mﬅ'r Name ſelfe: and that he
did not only hate the deeds of the Mtalaitam ; .but
did it with a reſpect to Chriﬅ : which is here added,
to diﬀerence the ſincerity of theſe actions from others

is done in the manner that the Law requireth, and
with a luitableneſs thereunto: and ſo one ſuﬀers not

only .for a truth, but as aChriﬅian he carrieth him
ſelf in his ſuﬀering for the ſame: it is this laﬅ which

that are materially good alſo: ſor, no Areﬅion, makes the diﬀerence and which the Lord doth eſpe*
there may be much ſuﬀering, which is not commend cially take notice o£,and commends by this O_ualiﬁcati

able before Chriﬅ.

And certainly many others, even on, that is donefor bis. Name ſide.

among Heathens, did hate theſe Nr'calartam, who yet

Stearrdly, W r: gather, that this diﬀerence, where,

'cannot be thought to bealike comprehended under in the graciouſneſs of the act doth conſiﬅ, is not to
this commendation. This therefore that is added, be inquired for in any intenſe degree or' the act it ſelf
ﬁr 'try Mnm ſide', muﬅ be no (how the ſincerity whether politive or comparative ( at leaﬅ only ) bu;
and graciouſneſs thereof, as that which did put a it is to be inquired for in the Nature and Kind there
diﬀerence between their ſuﬀerings and patience, and of, to wit, in reſpect of poﬁtive Qnaliſications con
the ſuﬀerings of others. And it doth imply, that curring therewith, and havinginﬂuence thereon: For,
this Waliﬁcation, was, that mainly, which made this commendation, is not given upon thedegreez.
the Lord take notice thereof, It is therefore the ſame but from the Nature of theſe acts: it is not commend.
on the matter with that, Mpttb. 5. rr. of being abie_hatred, becauſe it isin ſuch an intenſe-degree
perſecutod for Cbnﬅ's ſalt, to which the Promiſe is. poſitively: nor comparatively, becauſe it hateth theſe
made,
12.. and the ſame with that, I Per. 4. errors more than it doth hate-truth; but becauſe in
13. of being made partakers of Cbrﬄ'sſhﬀtri'ggr, and their hatred of theſe emits, they conſorm themſelves
or' being rzprzacbcdfcx bis Name; which being an to Chriﬅ's hatred of them. and likewiſe by that
evidence, and part of bleſſedneſs in theſe places, can commendation for Cdviﬅ': New' ſhl'e, is not holden

not be conceived' but to imply ﬁncerity; without forth any degree either of their labour, or patience:
which, ſuﬀering it ſelf even where the cauſe is good, ſimply, nor yet cormparative-ly, that they laboured,
would be of no weight as to that end. We do more, or did ſuﬀer more for that which is materiallyr
* therefore conceive theſe words undoubtedly to be good, than they did for any other Thing; or, becauſezz
added, to point out that wherein their ſmccrity con their Patience was for degree-morethan their impa
ſiﬅed, and wherewith the Lord was eſpecially well tience; but, that there was apeculzar reſpect to the:
pleaſed: from which we may gather theſe Doct Lord's Name both in their Labour and Patience.
If it be asked, [Hurt this is, 'which btjide the moral'
rmes.
Fir , THAfn there is a great diﬀerence between rcctitudc of the act, muﬅ tamurſor tþc makingzſ it try
accounted gratiau: .P
an ac ion morally or materially good,and that whichis be It
may beſianſwered in theſe Four.
gracious, and as ſuch acceptable to God. It is not
Hlﬅz Thsﬂl.
ﬁmply ſuﬀering and hatred, which, the Lord com is adiﬀerent ſpiritual principlein the Perſon acting,
mends here; but suﬀering and Hatrcd ſo and ſo which muﬅ actually have inﬂuence upon the act z;

qualiſied. Hence we will ſind frequently in tthe andifrom which the Act, as gracious, proceedeth.
Scripture, diﬀerence made between theſe, to do that
which is good upon, t-hc matter, and to do it with a
perfect Heart. In actions therefore, there-are theſe
' three to be diﬅinctly conſidered, r. The act it ſelt',
as it is Natural, ſuppoſe an act of' hatred, love, grief, __
Up. 2. As the Act is moral, andis directed toward an
object that isagreeable to the Law, that is, to love

This in Scripture is called the Spirit, Inner-man, Nerocreature, &it. and is diﬀerent in its acting from the:
Old-man and Fleſh; yea, andfrom the ſaculties of the

Soul, conſidered meerly as natural: for, if we conſideranact, ſuppoſe of Law, Sul'mſſm under ſuﬀerv'
ings, or ſuch like; it is the Natural act of the Soul
as formally elicited by it; 'but if we conſider them air

that which is good, and to hate that which is evil, Gracious acts, they do pro:eed from the Spirit

.

-

ﬂuencinz;
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ﬂuencing them ( to ſay ſo) with a ſuitableneſs to it them. And laﬅly, this is done to them a: ſucb
ſelf, by the co-operation of the Grace of God. ad] , when the Heart in it's aﬀection, eloſeth with them,
There is a diﬀerence in reſpect of the end ; there upon this account, that they are beloved of Chriﬅ,
is a gracious and ſpiritual end propoſed in performing and, as being themſelves called of God to that Duty.
of ſuch a lawful Thing: this is implied here in this, Thus, Mart/2. 10. Tegiw to a Diﬅils/e is one Thing;
that they had the glory of the Name of Jeſus before, but to give to him in ib: Name gſ a Diſr/þlt, is ano
them in their ſuﬀering and patience, as ſeeking to ther, that is, to give him upon that account that he is
purſue that, and not to gain Credit to themſelves. ſuch; or, as itis, Mark 9. 41. Becauſe they belong

311), There concurreth to qualify a gracious ta Cbr'iﬅ: The-former may be often in many natural
action, aſpiritual motive inclining the ſpiritual prin Men, and hath no ſuch Promiſe; this cannot be in
ciple to follow this end, which can never be ſeparat any but a Believer, who only may expect the pro
ed from the former, and here is clear in the two miſed reward. This as, is to be underﬅood, as I
inﬅances that are 'm the Text ; where, as reſpect to Cor. 8. 7. where ſome Men not only did eat that
Cbriﬂ's Name, is the end, ſo, Love to Chriﬅ, and which was ſacriﬁced 3. but as ſuch aThing, and un
zeal to his Glory moveth them, and ſwayeth them der that formal conſideration, that is, with ſome
to purſue this end, by ſuch means, as aþouring, Conſcience of the Idol, as the Words before carry it ;

Patience, [rating yf the Mra/aitam, &e.

and thus and this as, maketh it quite another Thing.

So is_rit

to have patience for Chriﬅ's Name ſake, is out of to be underﬅood here, when we ſay the object is to

reſt-exit to Chriﬅ's Glofiiy, to be fwayed thereunto. be conſidered as ſuch.
ably,

There 'is a di erence 'in reſpect of the for

mality of thc Act, when that not only the thing
that is good is yielded unto, upon agood motive;
butas ſuch, it's yielded unto or acted, that is, when
the object, as ſo conſidered, is acted upon: and ſo
not only is one ſwa-yed to Patience in ſuﬀering from

And in this reduplication, we

conceive, that a main piece of ſingleneſs and ſinceri

ty doth ly, when not only we do what is command
ed or ſuﬀer for what is truth; but when we do it
as athing Commanded, and ſuﬀer for it as for his

Name ſake: and in ſome in ſome reſpect, it may
take in
the the
twoNumber
former laﬅ
diﬀerences;
if any ſ
ſhall
make
fewer,
we ſhall and
notſo debate,

reſpect to Chriſt's Name ;_ but upon this formal con

ſideration, they ield themſelves to it, and do it as providing that under
ſuch. So that ﬅill there is a reduplication in the Act, m.

any Name theſe be taken

Hence, Third/r, W r: gather alſo, That what
ſuitable to the end and motive propoſed: and as the,
Perſon in the A'ct hath another principle to Act by, ever Actis ſo qualiﬁed (as in the former is expreſied )
another end propoſed to himſelf, and another motive

perſwading him to it;

it iskaſinccre gracious Act in whatſoever degree it

ſo hath he adiﬀerent uptak

be, ſo that it be an Act of Patience, IAve, Haired,
ing of the Act or object in the Act, not only as &Ft. proceeding from an inward renewed principle,

conſidered in it ſelf as good; but as conſidered in re

tendinglto aſpiritual End, ſwaycd by a ſupematural

ference to ſuch an end, and as ſuch he Acts on it. Motive; and upon that accont acting, it cannot be
As for
inﬅance,
is laudable
commendable
to but accounted an Act of ſincere Patience; Low,
give
to one
that isit ſiin
Miſery, and
and 'more
laudable-to
Hatrrd, Uc. although as to the degree of-it, it be but
love one that is gracious, and to ſupply his wants; like the grain of Muﬅardſſeed. For illllluugh the Act:
yet both theſe are not ſuﬃcient to make the Act to themſelves, even toward ſuch objects, may be diſ

be accounted gracious, even though the Love to tinguiſhed from gracious Acts; yet they cannot be
lhcm ſhould be moﬅ intenſe, and the beneﬁcence conceived to be ſo and ſo qualiﬁed in any degree, but
large; but there muﬅ be a concurrence of theſe four

formerly mentioned,rto wit, I. An inward gracious
principle acting; otherwiſe, one may be renewed, and
Parry Love to another that is gracious; and yet if
lſ proceed not from this principle, it is not to be accounted ſincere gracious Love) 2. There muﬅ be

bar ipſh, they muﬅ be conceived to be gracious; be
cauſe in ſo far they are agreeable to the Law, and
that not only in the matter, butin the manntr of

them. And this agrﬃablencſs to the Law, being a
'p roof that one is Sanctiſied, without which no ſuch
Act could be performed, it may be alſo an evidence

aſpiritual ſingle end in their loving of them, and of Juﬅilication, although it be not corditlcred as a

Living to-them, to wit, _ the honouring of Chriﬅ in condition thereof, which is accepted by the Covenan:
3. A ſpiritual motive, to wit, of Grace. And although theſe Acts be imperfect
the conſidering of them not only as in ﬅrait, or as in reſpect of degree; yet they cannot be denied ſito
k'W-'lyin themſelves; but as gracious and beloved of be ſincere, or perfect in reſpect of their kind. Every
kſhs "Chriﬅ, whoſe 'Command calls 'for Love to Act of the New Nature in whatſoever Degree being

them, and their good.

Q
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like it ſelf, and conform to the Principle from which
it proceedeth; even as on the contrary, the leaﬅ mo
tion of the old Man is Sinful according to the Root
from which it ﬂows : for, theſe two cannotbe ſepa
rated which the Lord hath put together; a good
Tree
muﬅ ﬂ/Iattb.
have good
bringActs
forth
evil Fruit,
7. Fruit,
rct7, 18,and
&e.cannot
Now,
in

Chap. 2,

ture can be ſaid to love God, or perform any Act in
things materially good, according as it is formerly

qualilied. '3. This may be added, that if reſpect to
good, cculd ſway the natural Man ſo as to make him
Act according to the former Qualiﬁcations in any one
Act, then might he perform all other Acts upon that
ſame account alſo: for, (i qurztmus' ad amn', 'vai'tt

the leaﬅ Degree ſo qualilied, as before is ſaid, are in mſhqumtz'a. Now, if it be abſurd to ſay, that one
ſo far, at leaﬅ, Fruits of a good Tree; yea, of a 'can be a Hypocrite, and yet in all his performances
gracious principle within: and therefore they cannot and actions be ſo ſwayed ( which is the clear evidence
but be ſuch alſo. And if it were not thus, that this 'of a ﬁncere Profeſſor which needeth not to be aſham
_'Angel had Patience for Cbriﬅ': Name ſate, it could ed, Pſhl. 119. 6. ) Then it muﬅ alſo be abſurd to
be no ground oſ commendation for diﬀercncing his ſay, that aHypocrite may preform any commanded
Patience, from the Patience of Hypocrites, if it did thing upon that account as ſuch, and is formerly
not ſuﬃciently prot'ehis carriage to be ﬁncere. And qualiﬁed. 4. The doing of Acts ſo qualiﬁcd, doth
her ce,
neceſſarily prcſugpoſc a gracious principle, or hahitual
Fowl-ﬂy, ARISETH alſo' this, that no natural change in the perſon that Acts it: for, it'being aFruit,
Man or, Hypocrite, though coming the greateﬅ length (in ſo far as it is ſo qualiﬁed) that is good, and agree
' in the ﬅate of Hypocriﬁe, can in the leaﬅ Degree per able to the Law of God in the ſpiritual meaning
form an Act ſo and ſo qualiﬁed, as is beiore ſaid, Thereof, it muﬅ be ſuppoſed to proceed from aTree
more than they can Act from aPrinciple which that is good, ſeeing Grapcs are not gathered from
they have not: for, if they might in any Meaſure Brambles, &Ft. It cannot therefore be conſiﬅent with
have Patience for Clv'zﬅ's Names ſizke, in reſpect of the ﬅate of Hypocriﬁe for one to perform Acts ſo
the End, Motive, and Account upon which the qualiﬁed, who in practice is ﬅill aStranger to the
Heart yieldeth to ſuﬀering, it could be no ground of spiritual meaning of the Law in the kind of the Act.
a peculiar commendation to this Angel, which is yet 2. It may be inﬅanced in hatred: for, though one in
contrary to the Scope. And if the former be true, Nature or an Hypocrite may hate that which is Sin;
that every Act ſo and ſo qualiﬁcd, is a ﬁnccrc Act, yet from this we may gather that he cannot hate it as
this muﬅ ncceſlarily then follow thereupomAnd ſo, more Sin, and 'as it is hateful to God: Becauſe,

l. This

particularly we ſay, that no Hypocrite can thus hating ofthe N'mlaz'tam Deeds, is given here as aproof
formally do any thing that is good, as, to give in of this Angels ﬁnccrity: and ifit were a thing com
ﬅances, 1. In the Duty oflovc to God ; an Hypo mon, there could be no ſuch peculiameſs in it; and
crite cannot love God as God; and to ſuﬀer for Chriﬅ's there can be no peculiarneſs here, but that they hated

Names ſakqas i' formerly eicpreſltd. Becauſe, 1.
That is given hcre'as the evidence of this Angel's
gracious practice, that it was ſo qualiﬁcd; and the
Promiſcs that are annexed to this of ſuﬀering for bis

them upon that account as hateful

to God, and out

of Zeal to him they didit: otherwiſe, no Qteﬅion,

Heathens and natural Men might have hatred at them
in greater vehemency for the Degree there0f,'than
Name: faire, ( whereat formerly we hinted) do con theſe who are commended. The diﬀerence then muﬅ
ﬁrm it. 2. This being true of all natural Men, that be in the Qmhﬁcations, as is ſaid. 2. The Reaſons
they are real haters of God 5 and it being true alſo, for the ſormerinſrance will conﬁrm this'alſo: for, if
that natural Men and Hypocrites may go a great one might hate Sin as Sin, and as hateful to God,
length in loving God, and in exprcﬃng the evidences then might he hate all Sin, and what is hateful to
thereof in ſome reſpect; It muﬅ either be ſaid then, God, according to the axiome formerly laid down,
that they hateGcd in reſpect of the materiality of (i yuamnu ad crime, &e. and ſo he might hatchis
their actions, or in reſpect of the want of the Q_uali loving of any thing more than God, and his being
ﬁcations formerly mentioned, that is, becauſe they defective in the Degree and Manner of any Duty:
love not him, and what heloves as ſuch, and upon and conſequently, he could not be ſaid to love
_ ſuch an account, now it cannot be ſaid that they any thing more than God, ſeeing no Man can
love not God in the former reſpect; Nay, not actually love a thing, and, upon that ſame account
only in reſpect of their being defective alanerly in_the and conſideration, hate that Act of their Love, at
Degree or intenſencſs of the Act, as may be ſhewed the ſame very time, in the ſame very Degree:
_ afterward. It muﬅ be true therefore in the laﬅ re It muﬅ then follow, that what hatred they bear
ſpect. And ſo it will follow, that no Man, in Na to Sin, isfotſorne other ends, and not upon this
account
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account. Again,if one might hate ſin as ﬁn,one might their 'own experience.
Flﬅbfy, T H I s alſo will follow, that then there
love grace as grace, it being equally approvable by
God to hate Sin as Sin, and love to Good as Good. is adiſſerence between the acts of ſaving Grace,
Now, this being diſproved in the former inſtance, and the acts of common Grace, beſide any con
muﬅalſo fall in this. Laﬅly, The hating of Sin as ſideration of the Degree thereof: ſo that this diſſer
Sin, muﬅ ſuppoſe a diﬀerent principle, whence that ence may well be ſaid to be in kind, or, ztſa ge
Act doth proceed, beſidc what is in'it ſelf ﬁnſul: for, m're. W'e need not be curious in the terms of
it cannot be conceived that a ſmful principle, as ſuch, phyſical, or moral diﬀerences, this muﬅ be a phy
(an hate it ſelf: and in Scripture, luﬅing againﬅ the ſical and real diﬀerence, as Grace is a phyſical and
Fleſh, or ﬁghting againﬅ the Law in our Members, real Thing, and doth not only diﬀer from com<
which muﬅ be a warring againﬅ Sin as Sin, and as mon gifts in reſpect of the Covenants accepting of
proceeding from ſuch aRoot as the Fkſh or the ſuch aDe-gree, and not of another; but alſo in
Old-man, is ever attributed to the Spirit, Gal. 5. 17. reſpect of concurring Qialiﬁcations formerly men
or the inner Man, and law of the zl/Iind, Rom. 7. tioned: ſor, an Act performed with theſe Qrali
which doth neceſſarily infer a change of the root in ﬁcations, muﬅ either be of the ſame kind that an
theſe who do hate Sin as Sin: and therefore this can Act is without them, or it muﬅ diﬀer from it
be within the Compaſs of no Hypocrite. Neither becauſe of theſe Qpalilications. And ifit diﬀer he
will it irzfringe this, that by experience we ﬁnd Drunk cauſe of theſe, then is that diﬀerence real, ﬂowing
afds, swearers, and other unrcnewed Perſons, hating from the kind of the Act, and not from the con
not only theſe acts in themſelves; but even in their ſideration of the D-;gree alone; and ſo not gradual
Giildren 3 or, that we may ﬁnd it to have been in onl .
our ſelves before Regcneration : This indeed will prove
Leg/fly, It will follow, that'onc in the ſearch and
that anatural Man, may hate that which is Sin; trial of the ſmccrity and ſavingncſs of his Grace,
but will not prove that he hates it as Sin, but as that is not only to conſider it in the Degree thereof,
which is to
hurtful
or ſhameful
him, Conſcctience,
or proves diſas either politive or'comparative; but may alſo look
quieting
the Peace
of his to
natural
to the Nature and Kind thereof, and cannot con
from the ſame experience ma ' be gathercd; for, theſe clude the ſincerity of it, except they conſider the

Sins in others will never aﬀec them; and there will (Lialifications former] mentioned: for, that muﬅ be
ﬂill be many delightſome Sins continued in, which,

the only ſure way to nd out the ſincerity of an Act,

it'may be, they will know to be Sins, and yet carry
no ſuch hatred to them. And though natural Men
in. their Judgment may be convinced that Sin a; Sin
Ishziteſul, and evil in it ſelf; yet it will not follow
that they willactually hatcit as ſuch uponthatconlidera
lion: becauſe there is no particular Sin, that from the

which our Lord Jeſus propoſeth as the ground of
the commendation thereof ; but here we ſee that
the grounds upon which he commends both their
patience for him, their reſpect to him, and their hat

WOrd may be gathered to be Sin, but a natuial Man's

ing of what was evil, is, not (only at leaſt) be
cauſe of any Degree, that is conſiderel in theſe
acts; but becauſe of their kind, or (Lrililiaitions

Judgment may be convinced, that as ſuch it is wherewith they are qualiﬁed, asitis not patience ( that
evil; and yet otentimes do they continue drunk is, Patience as it is aGrace) be: uſe it ſuffers ſo
With the Love of many of them: becauſe Men much, or ſuﬀers more for Truth, thin for any other
d') not conſider and hate ill ﬁrnply as ill, but as c.iufe,conſidercd
upon the muter; bdſ became the-r
Evil to them', even as they deſire not that which is inflſicring in agood cauſe was ſo quaiiﬁed, as is-ſad: *
good ﬁmply, but that which they conceive good we will-ſee this ſame to be clear in all other inﬅm
10 them: and experience daily will make this ap ces, as, it is true ſaving Repenrance, not thit which
Pﬄr, that the Htzirt loveth not, or hateth not things hath the deepeﬅ ſorrow poſitively, nor that which
2$_they appear limply in themſelves, 'but as it con 'hath more ſorrow for Sin comparau'vely than pleat.
Cfkwcs them to bcvin reference to its preſent condi ſure in it, but it is according as the principle and
tlOn. Now, conſidering Sin as Sin ſimply, with motive are, from which the Sorrow pro-cools,
Out reference to any other thing, there is nothing and by, and according to wliLh it a:ts:*Otl1:r
'Upon that account can be 'Conceived in it that can ways, no (Lieﬅiom Judas his ſorrownxightlmre
t hateful to anatural Man, who is dead

in his been ſaid to havebeen true Repentaacc: which was

linſul condition. It muſt be therefore for ſome certainly not only an intenſe grief; but alſo compa
01 .cr reſpect that he hates any particular ill, as ratively, it aﬀected him more than any worldly loſs
ſc whom God afterward renews will ﬁnd in
Q 2
could
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could aﬀect him, or any pleaſure or advantage, which ence true Goſpel ſincerity from the moral ﬂaſhes of 7ann:1?it
by his Sin acreſed to him, as the ﬅory of the Goſpcl Love, Fear, Faith, &it. which by ſome legal work
The like may be ſaid of fear, There is no my proceed from natural Men, who yet can never
poſitive or comparative Degree can prove it to be ſav A anything for kind, the ſame with theſe Qualiﬁ
ing, this being certain, that for Degree ſome natural carious: becauſe the conſidering of God, and acting

doth clear.

Men may fear and tremble, and that with anxicty, on him ſo by Love, Fear, Faith, &Ft.
fo as the Lord may be more feared in this manner vby
them than any other Thing elſe: Trial then muﬅ e
ſpecially be, by conſidering the principle whereby the
Perſon is acted in this fear, the motive that ſways him
to it, and the account upon which he acteth on God
.in it, whereby ſilial fear is diﬀezenced front ſervile:
and this can be by no conſideration of the Degree,
however conſidered ; but muﬅ be in reſpect of the quali
ﬁcations of the Act

is really to call

him and count him Father in whatſoever Degree they
be, which hath the Promiſe of acce tation, and is a
Fruitof the Spirit ofAdoption: for, God's Covenant
runs not to him whobclieves at ſuch a Degree; but
ſimply, to him that doth believe, thus qualiﬁed,
whether his Faith or Unbelief be more or leſs: and ſo
the marks run not, theſe that have Grace or fruits at
ſuch a bigneſs only; but theſe that have good Fruits

_,ſix_-U'_'*£a

in' any Meaſure, have them from Chriﬅ; and may
I F it ſhould be ſaid, 'For r't'sſing/e 'eﬀect ra God conclude that the Tree is good: and therefore cannot

ſwayr'ng one toſhrrcwﬂr Sin, orjmr more rim' (my but be accounted living Branches, that will never be
other Motiw dat/3; midſt) in that reþect, it may be broken oﬂ: which of no Hypocrite can be ſaid, 'who
ſin'd to twiﬅ/I in the Degree.
do never bring forth their Fruits in him. And it is

Anﬂu. 1. T H 1 s ſuppoſeth the concurring of po
ﬁtive Qialiﬁcations. 2. It ſuppoſeth the concurr
ing of the ſame (lualiﬁcations mentioned. 3. This
placeth not the diﬀerence in the intenſeneſs of the Act
only, but in the Qtnhſications that have influence on

hard to ſay,that Fruit brought forthbyVertue andCom
munication of Life from Chriﬅ, doth not diﬀer but

in Degree from Fruit brought ſorth from, and to our
ſelves. Eſpecially conſidering, that the Scripture doth
(ontradiﬅinguiſh them on that account, without
it; and ſo it doth conﬁrm what we ﬁtid, to wit, that this reſpect to their Degree, as we may gather from
more reſpect is to be had to the nature of the Act, Hoſ 14. 8. being compared with Ya/m 15. wrſi
and the Q_ualiſication thereof in our trial, than to the zs 4, 5'

Degree thereof.
Here it is to.be adverted,

2. W e would advert, that this reduplication con
1. That in all this diſ

"L!

ſiﬅeth not only in the 'propoling of ſuch an end,

courſe of the poſitive Qualiſications of ſinccrity, they or being acted by ſuch :t motive, to wit, aCommand,
are ﬅill to be conſidered with reſpect to Chriﬅ and the &it. but it takes in aſingleneſs in both, and gives
Covenant of Grace, ſo that ſingleneſs in the end, the
ſuch Act,
an endwhereby
and motive
in the
the chief
practice
conſideration
of Duty the
taketh in the glorifying and worſhipping of God in
Chriﬅ, and in the Motive, the conſideration of God's Heart not only purpoſeth the plcaſing of God in
worth and love, as conſidered in him, comes in ( as the giving of obedience to a Command, but goes
the words, out of the apprebetgſian a the [Harry oſGad about it as aThing pleaſing to God and honour
in C/Srﬄ, put in the deſinition of epentancc, do im able to him, and as ſuch doth approve of it:
port) and in the reduplication, it acts on him con for, a Servant may deſire to pleaſe his Maﬅer,
ſidered as ſuch, that is, it loves God, fears him, and and do what he hath Commanded, and yet poſſibly not
believes in him as conſidered in Chriﬅ ; and this hath to be ſingle in it, as it is pleaſing to him: which,
an univerſal approbation of the way of the diſpenſati as we laid, is the thing wherein the great pinch
on of Grace, and that as proceeding from aprinciple of diſcerning theſe diﬀerencing (Lmhﬁcations will ly.
ofLife communicate to them by Chriﬅ Jeſus: where
Learned Baxter, in his excellent Treatiſe of the
by they become not only obliged to God for it: but Saints everlaﬅing reﬅ, part. 3. doth otherwiſeexpreſs
obliged to him in Chriﬅ Jeſus. And thus we may the Doctrine of the diﬀerence and trial of ſaving and.
ſee, that this ſingle reſpect to God and his own good common Grace, than what hath been uſually reﬅed
ncſs for himſelf, doth not (hutoutſimply all reſpect in among practical Divines, which'doth neceﬃtate us
to our own good: for, the conſidering him in Chriﬅ, ſome way to inſiﬅ a little further in the clcaring thereof.
cannot but include that; but' it derives all our good
from that Fountain, and by that Channel C/n'rſi ; He hath theſe Aſſertions, t. That it is' not the
Law but the Covenant, that can clear the ſince

and ſubordinateth all the thoughts thereof to the rity of Gracc as ſaving, to wit, as it is accept
Praiſe of God's Grace in him. And this is to be re ed by the Covenant as the fulſilling of the con
membred. throughout: becauſe this doth fully diﬀer dition thereof, page 205. and 206. 2. He ſaith, tlut '
God
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God hath not in the Covenant promiſed Juﬅiﬁcation
3. I 'r is granted alſo, that beſide the Act, there is
upon any meer Act, or Acts conſidered without their neceiiary for the conﬅituting ofit to he ſaving, a Suit
Degree and Suitableneſs to then Object, &it. page 210. ableneſs and Adequatneſs to the Object, which we will
. There
is noa Act,
conſideredmay
in itsperform,
meer Nature
Iziind,
which
true Chriﬅian
but and
one ﬁnd in the Explication thereof, to be almoﬅ the ſame
with the poſitive ualiﬁcations, which formerly we
that is unſound may perform it alſo, page 2 1 I. From did lay down, as age an. and 212. he doth thus
which he draweth, That wicked Men may really re expreſs it, The sincerity of the Act, arſhoing, tM/i/Z
ly on Chriﬅ, have recumbency on him, love God, b't. eth in it: ieingſitited ta its adequat Oz'yect, (conſider
page ar t. and 231. and that they maylhate Sin as Sin, ed in it: Reſpectr, which are Aſſential to it arſa-h an
and as diſpleaﬁng to God, Ibid. . 4.. e aſierts, That Ohject ) nndſa ta believe in, and law God as God, and
the sincerity of ſaving Grace as ſaving, lieth materi Chriſt a: Chri , it the sincerity ty" theſe Acts; but
ally, not in the bare Nature thereof, but in the De only
this lieth
in believing,
loving' Gai,
as the
Supra-ne
G: i, &e.attgtting
where and
expreiſily
the Act
is
gree; not in the Degree conſidered abſolutely in itſelf,
butcomparatiiely, as it lS prevalent againſt its con< conſidered, as acting upon its object, under the Re
nary; that is, when Love adhereth more to God, duplication formerly mentioned 5 and ſeems to be by
than any other Thing, and ſuch like, page 222. which him accounted the ſame, with accepting and loving
he cndeavoureth to ſhow, both in the infuſed Habits, God above all. And again, page 229. to will God
and in the Acts of ſaving Grace: And page 235. and Chriﬅ above all, ( ſaith he) thir it to willſize/ing
doth aſſert, That in loving God and Chriﬅas Media ly; which he explains thus, 71: will God a: God, the
tor, there is no more than a gradual Diﬀercnce between thitſGoad, and Chriﬅ as Chrſſ, the only Saviour: And

the regencmte and unregenerate ; and in the End, he page 230. he ſaith, That a Man may will God and
doth load the common Opinion with many danger' Chriﬅ, who by the Undeglanding are aþprehended a:

ous Conſequents.

'

the thief Good, ( as the

evils do) and yet by not

T H e s I Aﬂertions do ſeem, at the ﬁrﬅ, to be willing him as ſo conſidered, that willing is not ſaving,
expreily contradictory to what hath been ſaid 3 yet if and wherefore? It muﬅ be, becauſe it wants that Re

we will conſider the Explication thereof, we will not duplication: Which Reduplication in the Term at,
ﬁnd ſo great Diﬀerence in the Matter it ſelf, as to be muﬅ be indeed extended to the Will, as well as to the

the Riſe of a new Debate and Controvexſy in the Underﬅanding, as he there aſſerts; but is not to be
Church, wherein there are, alas! too many already; reﬅricted to the Degree of its Act, to 'ſpeak ſo, but is
nor anyjuﬅ Cauſe to reject the former received Opi to be extended alſo to the Nature of it. Further, we
nion, ſor any Prejudice that follows upon it: To will ﬁnd the ſame learned Author elſewhere, (to wit,
in the Appendix to his Aphoriſms, rn. lih. page 242.
which two we ſhall ſpeak a little.
1. W 1: conceive that the Diﬀerence will not be in Anſwer to the 4th Objection) giving the Diﬀer
found ſo great, as the Expreſſions at ﬁrﬅ ſeem to carrſy, ence between ﬁncere covenanting with God, and that
and were it'not that this Opinionof his, is expre y which is not ſincere, where he doth lay down ſix c0n*
laid down in oppoſition to what is commonly receiv curring Valiﬁcations, and ſo concludes thus, Yeſee
ed, there might be not ſo great Ground to ſuſpect it : that there it a great dﬀrente between round/[ting
For, I. The inſuſing of Habits as ncceſiary and ante- ſinure/y, and twenanting in hypatriſy, and /h between
cedaneous to gracious Acts, is acknowledged by both: Faith and Faith, and yet the Diﬀercnce will be ſound
And expreily, Part. 1. page 158. and 159. he doth, no other Thing,.but what almoﬅ is uſually ailerted
condemn the contrary in Gre'vinthwiur, at leaﬅ as an by Divines in the like Caſe.
Error. And Part. 3. page 224. he hath ſomewhat
4. W t will ﬁnd him alſo come near in Ex
to the ſame purpoſe. a. lt is not queﬅioned whether preﬃons, as page 226. a ſpmſith diﬀer-eme is ac
tme Acts of ſaving Grace have a rational and delibe knowledged: And although he call it a moral
tate prevalency over the oppoſite Luﬅs, as he aſierts, ſþetzﬁth dtﬂrcnte; yet doth he expreſs the ſame

Part. 3.page ala,213. that will be alſo granted by all thus, That it proceedeth/'ram the Agreement and
Dlvincs, that tho', where true Giace is, it may be cap

Conſormity oﬀ out' Action: and Diſpoſition: to the
tivated, and not alwa s actually prevail againﬅ the Law, ( which determineth of their dueneﬂ) ar their
oppoſite Suggeﬅions o the Fleſh; 'et in a ſober and diﬅan/brmity thereunt': Again, page 229. he in
deliberate Frame, the Intereﬅſiof ſſod and ſpiritual ﬅances Lo-ue and Delight, &c. as theſe Things where
Things will have more Room in the Heart ofone that in sincerity may be tried, ( for certainly delighting
15 renewed, ( as heis ſuch at leaﬅ ) than ﬁnſul Luﬅs in God, is a Giace, and a commanded Duty, as loving
'nto which the Fleſh doth inticc.
oſhimis) compare it withpagearz. and 214. he doth
aſſert,

Alulf'bﬂ
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aſi'ert, That Hypocrites may have delight in the ſame ( ſaith he) the natural Man doth not. Now, thiſc
Objects, (to wit, the Knowledge of God and his ſour being granted by the ſaid Reverend Author, and
. \Vorks) which are Objects alſo of the delight of the being the very ſame thing upon the Matter with
regenerate; but ( ſaith he) In the Sinner, theſe de that which formerly we aſſerted, we may ſee, that
light: are neareﬅ of the ſame Nature with the former beſide any conſideration of the Degree, there muﬅ'
ſenſual delights: For it is not the Excellency or Good beaConcurrencc of theſe Waliﬁcations, wherein
neſir of God himﬅlſthat delighteth them ; but the Novel ordinarily the diﬀerence in kind, betwixt ſaving Grace
ty of the Thing, &Ft. as receiving thereby ſome Al and common, is placed; and the Thing that they
dition to it: own Pe/jſection, and not as from God, ac." call the phyfical and real Diﬀerence, being acknow
and tho' they delight in ﬅudying and knowing God, and ledged by him, as by others; it is not of great Mo
flewen, and Scripture; yet n'ot in God as God, or ment to debate for the Terms of Plyſiral or Mral.
the thief Good, nor out of any ſaving Love to God, Seeing then, upon the one ſide, the Supremacy of
( this contradiﬅinguiſhing ofſaving Love, from know God's Intereﬅ in the Act is not denied, and that in.
ing of God as God, and from hypocritical Love, reſpect to its eminent Degree, if it be well under
doth ſeem to place the diﬀerence in ſome other thing ﬅood ; and upon the other, the Concurrence of theſe
than the Degree alone) vbut either becauſe ( as ſome (Lualiﬁcations is acknowledged, the Diﬀerence can
Preachers) they make a gainſul Yi'ade of it by teach not be great: For underﬅanding of this Diﬀercnce,
ing others: Or, heeanſe it U an honour to l'now theſe ( which muﬅ be leſs than appeared at ﬁrﬅ ) we would
things, or he (th/'e to diſiourﬅ of them, or at heﬅ, ( No conſider theſe two. 1. T lnt when the Degree of
ta, if theſe be their beﬅ'Motives, or the higheﬅ Ac Grace is ſpoken of, it ma be conſidered either more
count upon which the)l delight, Then they cannot ﬅrictly, as contradiﬅingui ed from the former Qui'
delight in God at God, which ſincere Bclievers do; liﬁcations, which in this reſpect, are ſaid to be the
nor can they do an Act for kind the ſame: And ſith hind of the Act; or, it may be conſidered more
there muﬅ be a diﬀerence between their delight, and Iargtly, as it comprehendeth the Principle, Motive,
the delight that is gracious in reſpect of the kind, be End, &ſo. and ſo it taketh in the former Qmliſica
cauſe they go on diﬀerent Accounts, ſo muﬅ it be in tions. It ſcemcth that this learned Author, when
other Graces) as I ſaid before, they delight to hnow he ſpeaketh of the Degree, doth take it in this large
God out of a delight in the None/ty, &e. and natural Senſe; whereas uſually itis taken in the ﬁrﬅ and
Elevation of the Underﬅanding thereby; it is one thing ﬅrict Senſe, and this maketh the Diﬀcrence appear
to delight in knowing, another in the thing known. greater than it is: And if this Diﬅinction might le
And afterward, near the Foot of that Page, ſaith, So concile' theſe l\-Iiﬅakcs, it were deſnable.

2. The

it- it the ſhI/[E hind ry' delight that ſuch a Man ( to wit, Suprenpcy, or Precedency. and Prevalency of the'
a Hypocritc) hath in knowing God, and knowing lntercﬅ of God in us above the Intereﬅ of Fleſh,

other things:

VVhereby it is clearly inſinuated, That (in which alone that Reverend Author doth place

it'is another kind oſ delight, which the Believer hath the Sinccrity oſ ſaving Grace, Page 21 l. Prop. IO. )

in' delighting in God, than any unrenewed Man can
have, ſeeing it's an other kind of delight than hehath
in any other thing. And wherein this kind of differ
ence coniiﬅeth, we may gather from what is ſaid. I.
There is ſuppoſed to be a diﬀerent Piinciple, to wit,

may be conſidered in reſpect of the Degree of the Act
ritſelf, being compared with the Objects whereupon
it acts; and ſo comparativcly, that Act maybe ſaid"
to be prevalent, ſuppoſe oſ Love, Fear, Sorrow, c's'r.
that loves and fears God more than any other thing,
an infuſed gracious Habit, which muﬅ preceed this and hath more ſorrow for Sin than delight in it, (57. '
Act. 2. There is a diﬀerent End, the one ſeeketh to or we may conſider this Suprcmacy and Prcvalcncy
pleaſe his own Curioſity, the other rcſpecteth God, of God's Intereﬅ in reſpect of the (Lialihcations of
and his own ſpiritual Good. There is, 3. A dif the Act; that is, of the End, Motive, Es'e. and thus
fet-ent Motive; the one delighting in it, becauſe it the 'Intereﬅ of God may be ſaid to be prevalcnt, when
is proﬁtable, or honourable, or plcaſing to himſelf it is reſpect to God himſelf, and the Souls eﬅeem
to 'know ſuch Things; the other delixhtcth in God ing of him as he is God, that maketh it love him and'
himſelf, as acted therein from the Excellency that ſear him, and ſorrow for diihonouringr of him; ſo

is in himſelf', and the Love that he hath to him
> ſelf, and the' ſpiritu'il Satisfaction that he hath in
it. 4. There is a Rcdupiicxition in the Act, they
not only delight in God, but in him as God,
moved lhilctu out of true Love to God, which

that it's his Intcrcﬅ, more than any other End of
Motive that hath Inﬂuence on thcti: Acts: In this
latter Senſe, there is alſo no diﬀerence from what

was formerly ſaid; and if that Propoſttion could
be ſo underﬅood, there might be an Accommo
dation;

_ Chap. 2.
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But the Inﬅances and Explicacions added by aforeſaid. And we conceive that the Inﬅances, Rea

the fornamed Author, ſeem to limit this Prevalency ſons, Sitnilitudcs and Scriptures that are adduced by

of God's Intereﬅ to act it ſelt', as being onl com
pared with other Objects, or as acting on
od, or
what is approven by him prevalently, beyond what
it doth on other oppoſite Objects. Ina word, this,
when the good that is in God is conſidered on the
one hand, and the good that is in creatures on the

that reverend Author to illuſtrate and confirm his
Opinion, will do no more, but this, to wit, ſhew

that when a gracious Perſon is acting' rationally,
God's lntereﬅ will be prevalent with him in degree;
and that ever it ſhould be ſo, and that it is moſt uſe

ful ſor a Believer's clearneſs that it be ſo in an high
All which are without Queﬅion : _ But
beyond any created good, That is accounted by they will no ways exclude the Qualihcation menti
him to be ſaving ſincere Love, and the sincerity oned; but rather do preſuppoſe them, as for example,
thereof to conſiﬅ in this Degree alone. From this page 231. 32. he ſaith', Yhatſinure Sorrow ma 'he
the ordinary Doctrine diﬀereth eſpecially in theſe, at ſixth a degr'tz that it prevail owi- our Delig t in
t. That uſually Divines conſider the prevalency of Sin and Low to it, eye it taſt/10! beſt-ving: Although
of God's Intercﬅ to be eſpecially in the Motive this be true 3 yet, tun any ſay that this is enough,
ſwaving to the act, and other Qzaliſications, and except the principle h-Iotive, &To. from which it
the 'act to be ſincere, ſuppoſe oſ Love, Fear, Sor proceedeth, and by which it's qualiﬁed be conſidered,
row, &ſo. not only becauſe it loves or fears God as was formerly hinted? Again, page' 234. he ſaith,
more than any. other Object; but becauſeſingle True lot-e to the Brllhren, mﬄ/Zrth in this a'rgrre, that
Reſpect to God and ſpiritual good, maketh it love it lo-uethzm ahow our honour, wealth, &Ft. ( And ſaith
him, ſear him, forrow for the oﬀending of him, in he ) What did the [out of/omz in Qmn Mary's days,
whatever degree the act it ſelf be. In the former re want but a mort intenſe degree to 'na/h- it prevail ouer
ſpect, ſuppoſing that an act could be prevalent, to love to their Hoaſhr, to their Honour Soﬅty, &e. that
wit, in'loving or fearing God morethan any other it might beﬅ/More P Beſide this intenſe Degree, there
thing, ſuch acts behoved to be accounted ſincere and mightbe wanting a right principle, ſor bringing forth
ſaving without any reſpectto the Motive; or other ofLoVe, and a right account upon which to love
(Amliſications of them; And it ſuuppſcth that an them, without which the hazarding of Lives and
act may have theſe Qgaliſications and not be gra Eſtates both for them, had never been accounted ſin
eious: In thelaſt reſpect, acts ſo qualiﬁed ( ſuppoſ cere Love before God; and' with which, the giving
ing there may be ſuch prevailed over by the Violence unto them a cup ofrcold Water as in the name ofa
of other Subjects ) yet are to be accounted gracious, Diyziþle, Mztth. to. would have been acceptable.
becauſe ſo and lo qualiſied, without reſpect to the And no queﬅion many who through Fear and ſelf
Degree of the preſent act ; and ſo, that no act of an Love, did keep down the stir-rings of ſincere Love
Hypocrite can be ſo qualiﬁed. 2. The Diﬀerence is in within them, ſo that it prevailed not to make them
this, that this reverend Author doth only conſtitute publickly own theſe suﬀerers 'as they ſhould have
the Diffet ence in that comparative prcvalent Degree done; yet might ﬅill carry ſincere Love in their
alone: And therefore exprclly aﬂerteth, page 235. Hearts to them, although iinſully they obſcurcl it:
that there is no more but a gradual Dzﬃiwme he Which will indeed prove them to be guilty, and their
twixt the Grare that is in an rogcnorato All/m, and Love to be imperfect; but will not prove it altoge
the Low that he hath to God, and the common Grare ther to be hypocritital and unſound in the kind there
and Love that may 'he in on: teare-generate: Vv'hich oſ: , And therefore ſccinzﬁr without theſe Qgaliﬁcatir
would ſeem to ſay, that the one may love God on ons, no degree can be ſuﬃcient to prove the ſihcerity
other hand, if the Soul chooſe God, and love him Degree.

the ſame conſideration and account, and from the of an act:

ſame Motives that the other may, eſpecially conſi
dering that he doth extend this meer gradual Diﬂe
rence, both to the habitsand acts: And ſo the * ucſ

And where theſe are, the act in what

ſoever degree cannot but 'be accounted ſihcere; it
muﬅ rather be theſe that conſtitute the ſincerity of
the act, than any degree conſidered as diſtinct from'

tion here cometh to this, if there beany other diﬀe them. That Alicrtion therefore, which is, page 238.
rence than a gradual-diﬀerence to be enquired for? and That a Hypocrite may lot-t a godly illa/1 ﬂzr hirgozilimſi,
this is that which we aſſert, that there is beſide any or a Chryz'ianſhr Chrgﬅ'r Salt', ſccmeth to be un
gradual diﬀerence, a diﬀerence in kind ( that is, in reſ warmntable and utterly to make_void,that mark
Pcctof the former (Aialiſications ) betwixt ſaving and of the grace of God, which conſiﬅeth in t/u:
common Grace, and that in our learch the one is to Low
be inquired for with the other; ſo that no degree lim

to

the

Brain-m:

For nothing, can

be

conceived in the comparative Degree without the
ply Can quiet the Mind, except it be ſo qualihed as.
'
kind
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And often theſe till he have in this ſenſe fully overcome?" That
that are ſincere will be ſora time ſo captivated with would directly thwart the Authors Scope, which
ſelf-love, that they will not evidence their-'love to is to preſs the making of our Election and calling

kind, but may be in hypocrites:

others 3

but ſee ſor themſelves, as the Diſciples did, ſure, andby this Debate to help therein :

when Chriﬅ was betrayed: Yet it cannot be denied
but that then they loved him ſincerely, and that not
in word only, but in deed alſo. And although it was
exceedingly defective ; yet unſound it cannot be ml
led: And ſo may be ſaid of love to others. And

For, up

on this ground, none in this Liſe could attain Aſ
ſurance, becauſe this Victory that is mentioned in

theſe Scriptures, Rm. ii. 3. Hetbat overtomotb &Ft.
is the Reſult oſ all: That therefore which heaﬂerts
page 243. cannot be granted, to wit, that ﬁghting
conſidering, that where Nature hath Dominion, there is the ſome Action naturally in both, to wit, in theſe is ﬅill Enmityat the ſeed of Godas ſuch, How can 'who overcome, and theſe who are overcome, I Joh. is.
it be that a natural Man man love, and hate the ſame 5. with 2 Per. ii. 19. 20. For þatbſight, but th:
Perſon, upon the ſame account, at one Time? It 'valiantﬅrong, and to'z/ianl do mio/ter, when waſted-'e
cannot be denied, but natural Men may intirely love faint, and row-'rally and impatimtb/ do tum their ber-'lar
theſe that are gracious, and that alſo their ſuppoſuig and are owner/It.
them to be beloved of God, ma have ſome weight
I 'r may be obſerved, that though ﬁghting bCTl'J:
with them: Yet is not that Zeſpect had to them ſame ( poſſibly phiſically underﬅood) yet it's one
upon this account as they are beloved of God, or like thing to ﬁght valiantly, and ſtoutly, another to do
tohim; but at the moſt, as thereby they may gain it cowardly and ſaintingly, or to ﬁght ſor reſpect
God's Love, or have ſome Bcneﬁt by their loving to their Captain, or for love of Wages, &Ft. and ſo
ofthem, or the preventing of ſome evil, or conﬁrm-' there is a great Diﬂerence morally between ﬁghting,
ing of themſelves in their Security and ſelſconceated and alſo, in reſpect of the politive Qialiﬁcations
Opinion from this, that they love ſuch an one, Uſ Beſide,
thereof:thatAnd
thus'zicooſi'zti
the Diﬀerence
admitted
here.
word
in the ispreſent,
ſheweth
And it appears further in this, that they love not all
'who are godly, and hate not, and ſhun not, all that that the Lord doth reckon a Diﬀerence before this
are oppoſite to Godlineſs; and ſo do not love God Victory be obtained. An(l( ſaith-he ) the Kingdom
and godlineſs it ſelf ſingly as ſuch: Becauſe then their of Heaven ſuﬂh'etb violence; and Violence is no diſ
own Inclination and ſecret Delight, 'would be hate tinct Action but a diﬀerent degree of Action. Theſe
ful to themſelves. And yet certainly, all this would things( Iſay ) 'may ſerve clei-trly to illuﬅrate wlut
be, if godly Men were beloved, upon this account, we allerted: For here, ﬁghting is contradiﬅinguiſh
becauſe they are ſuch. Again, page 226. -he illu4 ed from the Victory that followeth it. Now mail:
* ﬅrateth it by this Compariſon of eating much and be ſaid, that there is no true Grace in the Perſon that
little, to ſhew that the moral good of an Action ﬁghts, or in ﬁghting that he may overcome? And
conﬁﬅeth in the degr'ce thereof. Now, none will if there be, then the sincerity and truth of Grace
ſay, that ſimple ſhunning ofExtreams or' eating and conſiﬅeth not in this actual Overcoming only : *Nor
drinking too much or too little, will conﬅitute an can it be ſaid, that the renewed ﬁghter-wreﬅleth 'm
Act to be ſtncerely gracious, and acceptable to God, the fame manner, or that his ﬁghting is in the lame
except it be conſidered as qualiﬁell with its motive and kind, conſideringr that he ﬁghteth by his Faith, 1
End, to wit; Gol's Glory, &Ft. And elſewhere 70/7. v. 4. That he mortiﬁeth the deeds of the Fleſh
Gold (ſaith he ) is 'to be trio-1 by Wright, a: by 'be by, the Spirit, Ram. viii. 13. That he putteth- on

tomb-ﬅone;

Now, this is true that the quan the whole Armour of God, Ep/nſi vi. &To. And

tity of Gold is to be tried ſo, ( but Gold limply is
to be t_r-ied not only by the weight;_ and then alſo
Grace is not only to be tried by the Degree) yet cer
tainly the reality and Truth of it, istobe tried by

ſeeing anv unrenewed Man, neither hath ſuch &Vea
pon or ſpiritual Armour, nor hath a Life or Dexte<
rity_ to uſe them, nor ſuch Arguments inducing him

Truth of Grace that we are inquiring for: And
ſaithhe, bid. it is not the tune/ﬂing but the over.
ton/ing,- that the Promiſe is made to, which is true
in reipec't of the Promiſes of full Fmition; For
theſe do preſuppoſe a ſull and total Victory; bht

ttbe ſaid that his ﬁghting is the'ſhme with the ſot.
mer? And that other Expreſiions oﬀering Violence

to light, or ſuch an end before him, or ſuch a Prin
the Touch-ﬅone, and it is here the ſincerity and ctple as is capable, ſo to be wrought upon, &Ft. can

to the Kingdom oſGod, is but a borrowed Expreﬃ
on: And therefore ought not ſo to be made uſe of
here, asiſ there were ﬅronger and weaker Atlanlts

can it be ſaid that no 'Wreﬅler may be ſaid to have made at Heaven indeed; and ass iſ there needed no
true Grace or may conclude that he hath it, more to the V, cal-t Aﬂitult, buta "urther Degree only,
'

when,
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when, at leaﬅ, there muﬅ be new conveighed Skillr the Fleſh and Spirit, &Lc. be diﬀerent in kind, hav

and Strength, and a new YVay muﬅ be followed ſor ing diﬀerent Originals, and diﬀerent Eﬀzc'ts. &r.
maining it. For, the Scope of that Place, is, To Then Grace, thus. conſidered in a renewed Perſon,

ſhew the Neceſſity of taking hold of Chriﬅ by Faith, muﬅ be diﬀerent in kind from what is, or can be in
notwithﬅanding of whatever Impediments and Diſ any Hypocrite: Becauſe the one is Spirit, the other
couragcments would ſcare one in the W'av: And ſo is ﬅill Fleſh: And there is no. mids between a natu<
'it proves, that the Faith of a Believer, is far diﬀerent ral and a renewed Man, and what proceedeth from
from the Faith of a Hypocrite; becauſe the one ﬅeps them as ſuch; For, what is born or' the one, . is Spi
over Diﬃculties, upon the conſideration or' God's rit; and what is born of the other, at whatever
Faithſulneſs, and by taking hold ofjeſus Chriﬅ, doth length it be, it's E'Lj/b: But the former is true; Htſh
prevail in the conquering of Heaven, its if b violence and Spirit are moﬅ oppoſite in all the former Reſpects:
and might they did carry it; whereas otaers, who This, to wit, the Spirit, is an immediate Eﬀect of a
never took hold on him, or- by their Faith improved _ phyſrczal Operation of the Grace of God, ..working a
hisOﬁioes, for the upmaking of their own Needs, Change upon the Heart 3 and ſo muﬅ have ſome

have no Ground .Qf Lxpcctaticm to be admitiedto ſuitable phyſrcal Thing in the Nature of it, diﬀerent
Heaven; and nothing they can do, can be of Force from any Thing which is not produced by the ſame
to do Violence to the Kingdom of God without this. Cauſe, or by the ſame Manner of Cauſuality; ſuch
And ſo in this reſpect, the Figh ter prevaileth and over as common Diſpoﬁtions are: And in the Eﬀects,
cometh, and gaineth Heaven: Becauſe, as the Apoﬅle there is contrariety, the one luﬅcth againﬅ the other,

ſaith, he ﬅriveth lawful/11, zTim. ii. 5._ and becauſe he for the one is contrary to the other, Gal. v. 17. and
lighteth in the right manner; and his ﬁghting is not, therefore there muﬅ he ſorne real, phyſical Diﬀerence
not to be accounted iincere, till he overcome; but he between theſe, whoſe Cauſes and Eﬀectsare ſo diﬀer
overcometh, becauſe it is ſincere; and ſo it's lincere ent. 2. If they do not diﬀer in Kind, then it is
before that. Bcſide, the native Expolition or' that either, becauſe they are both Fruits of the Spirit, and
Place, looketh to a Violence peculiarly called for in that equally 3 or, becauſe neither of them is ſo; or,
that Time: Fonſime the Days of John Baptſſ, ſaith becauſe that which is of zhe Spirit ſavingly; doth not

the Text, which will concern this nothing. For in diﬀer from that which is not ſaving. Now, none of
deed then, there wasa great diﬃculty to get the Meſ theſe can be aﬃrmed. Concerning the laﬅ, this only

ﬁah cloſed with as already incarnate, and to lay by all (an be ſaid for anſwer, That altho' Nature and ſaving
Types, as now having their Accomplithment. 'By Graqe may diﬀer ſo, yet common Grace cannot be
all which, we think, it is more agreeable to Truth, ſaid to make ſuch a Diﬀerence, it being alſo a Fruit

to continue the received Doctrine oſ inquiring for the of the Spirit.

And to this we reply, If theſe com*

Truth and sincerity of Grace in the Kind thereof, and mon Gifts can be c_on_ſiﬅent with a Dominion of Sin,
not in the Degree only. For further conﬁrming andlcomplqttDeadneſs therein, and ſaving Grace can
whereof, ( betide what is ſaid ) -we -ſh..ll ﬁrﬅ ſhew, not he conſiﬅent with th._ſe2 Then there muﬅ be a
That there is a real Diﬀerence between the Habits oſ real Diﬀerence, ſeeing ſaving Grace not only i.n
ſaving Gmee in the Regencrate, and the common porteth a rclativeChange of aMamuiz. that he is juﬅi
Diſpoſitions thatmay be in Hypocritcs- 2. .Wc ſhall ﬁed, butalſo a real and phyſicul Change, w'z. that licis
ſhew, 'That there is ſuch a Diﬂercnce alſo-in the Acts a new, or renewed Creature, which by no common
of iavingGrace, in reſpect'of theſe former (_Lualiﬁca Gifts or _Graces cap be: _But the former is true. And

tions, beſid'e the Conſiderationnf the Prcvalency uſthe therefore again, 3. Ifſaving Giuce be ſovnc .vhtt phy
Degree, and the Acts that may be in Hyppcrites. ſical, ( to ſpeak ſo) andconﬅituteth a phylical Diﬀer
And, 3. That this new Opinion, hath up more Ad

ence between a Man that hath it and oihers ; yea,

vantage with it, than the former; but thatit hath the between a Man and that which formerly he himſelf
ſame -Incouveniencies, ( if they be .Irrconvcnicncies) _was; and if common Gra'ce cannot dothat, but the
which are alledged againﬅthe former, waiting upon it, _Manthat hath it and-no more, 'is the old Man ﬅill,
and others alio belidesthefe'
,
and in Nature, Then there muﬅ be a phylical Diﬀer

1. T H A 'r the infuſed Habitsof Gut-ce, which tence between them: But the former is true. 'Et-go.
ar'e called the 'new Naught, &t170f.,Gr1d, .tlx U/Itli For, this is ever certain, a Man is either renewed or
Wa andspir'it, bee. do diﬀer from the Habits and unrenewqd, and in Nature there is no mids: Now,
Diipoiitions that ate in unrenewtd Men and Hy _if there be any Diﬀerence that is phylical between
ÞOU'RCS, and that by a real and phyiical Diﬀer theſe two, ( which muﬅ be, as there is between a
encc, even in kind, may thus be made out, 1. If good Tree and an evil, a new Crtature and an old,
R
and
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and not as 'between a little Creature, and one that is

more b-g: For, 'Iﬂl' and old reſpect the kind) Then
habitual Gracc muﬅ diﬀer from all other common
Works phyſically: Becauſe it is that which Conﬅitut
eth this Diſſercnce. Add, 4. Theſe common Diſ
-oﬁtions mav evaniſh, 'or never be ſo through, but the
erſon which hath had them may periſh: Which can
not be ſaid of ſaving Grace, called the Smt'aſ God,
immortal, and incorruptible, that remainetb in them
that once had it, &Ft. eſpeciall , conſidering that it is
called immortal, in reſpect of t e Nature of it: And
that, that Continuance is one of the Properties there
of. For altho' nothing of it ſelf be eternal, and im

Chap. a.

do not diﬀer in kind: Therefore thatDiﬀerence is not
to be fought here: For, beſide that this Aﬅertion will
ﬁnd oppoſition among Philoſophers, it can no ways
be acknowledged here, where the Habit is not natural,
nor acquired. And certainly the Names and Titles,
whereby the Scripture dot ſet forth this habitual
Grace, ( as the 'rew Nature, Spirit, 'ma Man, new

creature, God's ſﬁrimanſhip, his Sad, the Hem-t of
Fſl , &e. whereby it is not only conttadiﬅinguiſhed
in its kind from Nature and Fleſh, taken in their moﬅ
groſs Acception ; but from all common Gifts of the
pirit alſo) do hold forth a real Difference to be be

tween them.
mortal, but God; yet it cannotbe denied, but what
a. C o N c a a N 1 r: o gracious Acts, that are Fruits
the Lord mindeth to make immortal, he doth other of this Spirit, and grow upon this Tree of habitual

wiſe ﬁt and qualﬃe it for that End than other Things, Grace, mainly the (Lteﬅion is here, If that Act of
as we ſee in the Diﬀtrence that is between Angcls and Love, whereby a Believer loveth God, doth diﬀer any
other creatures, and the Souls and Bodies of Men,

other way than gradually, from, that Act of Love

and of that glorious Conformity that ſhall be put on
the gloriﬁed Members of Chriﬅ unto their Head. And
tho' (as he ſaith) that all, both Philoſophers and
Divincs do ſay more; yet this is enough: Which al

he while unrenewed had unto him z that is, that the
one loveth him above all, and the other doth not,

whereby an unrenewed Perſon loveth him. or which

tho' both love him really, and in the. ſame kind for the

ſo the forementioned Author acknowledgeth in the Nature of the Act? 'And ſo, if this be not the only

Appendix to his Aphoriſms, Pag' 240. And ſaving Mark by which the Sincerity of all Graces are to be
Grace being of the ſame Nature with Glory, it were tricd? whereof this is a particular Inﬅance.
' hard to ſay, Thata Man in Nature, did for kind par
T o ſay ſomewhat to this, we conceive, that the
take of the Divine Nature, and of the Firﬅ-fruits of Truth and Reality of ﬁncere ſaving Grace in its Acts,
the Spirit and Glory, who, yet may be tormented in' is otherwiſe to be enquired for, than in ſuch a Degree
Hell for ever. Laﬅ/y, The multiplying of theſe com only : For, true Love loveth God above all, becauſe
mon Gifts, could never alter the Trcc and make it that isthe Nature oftrue Grace as ſuch, to haveſuch

good; ſo as if it were poﬃblc, that they might grow
to the greateﬅ hight and bigneſs, they would be ﬅill
but common Gifts, ſteing they grow from that Root:
Therefore the Tree muﬅ ﬁrﬅ be good, ere the Fruit
be good. Now common Gifts never being able to
alter the Tree, as is ſaid, there muﬅ therefore be a
Diﬀerence between them and ſaving Grace in ſome
other thing, than in the Degree. And indeed, if theſe

Diſpoſitions be of the ſame kind with gracious Habits,
then the Root of common and ſaving Grace would
. be one, which the Scripture doth ﬅill diﬀerence; and

in this reſpect, the Habit hath not its Sincerity from
the Acts, as if it were gracious, becauſe the Acts there

of are thus comparatively preval'ent; but the Acts,
are gracious and prevalent, and cannot but be ſo, be
cauſe they proceed from ſuch an Habit; and the Ha

Acts: And ſo it is rather a Conſequent followingon,
or aConcomitant of true Grace where it is ſmccre,

than that which conﬅitutes the Truth and Sincerity
thereof : Altho' it ma well (being rightly under
ſtood ) evidence that : ven asa Woman that loveth
her Husband chaﬅly, cannot but love him beyond
any other; yet doth not that conﬅitute the Sincerity
of her Love; becauſe an Adultereſs may do ſo to an
Adulterer; But eſpecially, it is in loving him as her
Husband, and according to that Relation: Otherwite
we ſuppoſe, it is not impoſiible ſora Wife to love her
Husband, beyond any other Man, and yet not to do
it with true conjugal Love, but poſﬁbly upon ſome
worldly (and it may be ſinful) Principle: Which if
contraried, would ſoon diſcover that Love not to be
ſound, as not loving him as her Husband,

but for

bit is ﬁrﬅAnd
gracious,
before
the muﬅ
Actsbe thereof
be ſome other Advantage orSatisſaction, as often Expe
rﬁncere:
therefore,
there
a real and
rience doth clear: And muﬅ not that diﬀer from the
phyﬁcal Diﬀerence in the Habit it ſelf from common Love Of another, who clatveth to the Husband out
Diſpoſitions, as it is conſidered (at leaﬅ )_ in Order of Conſcience and Aﬀection, from that conjugalRc
of Nature, before the Acts:

And ſo, the Diﬀer

lation that they ﬅand in, and becauſe he is her

ence doth not only ly in the Acts themſelves. Nei Head, even when many Croſſes and Diſcontent
ther can it be ſaid here, that Habits and Diſpoſitions ments occur to her in her adhering to him? So
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it may be in other Caſes, a Servant may ſear his Maﬅer be in Hypocrites. For, it' theſe two may be ſeparated,
more than any Man, asa Son may do his Father; yet that is, if there may be this comparative Degree, in
that there is a Diﬀerence in that Fear, ( altho' both the common Gifts or Graces which an H pocrite may
agree in the comparative Degree, and neither ot them have, Then that which conﬅitutes the iﬀerence or
dare oﬀend him) none will deny. This Diﬀerence the Sincerity of Grace, cannot conſiﬅ in that only:
then, muﬅ be in the Formality of it, (to ſpeak ſo) For, that muﬅ b: proper to ſaving Grace guarta m:

da, which doth diﬀerence it from all other Things:
But we may ſee in Inﬅances, that if we conſider this
ently ſwayed, and acted in the ſameThing, as in the Degree without reſpect to any other Thing, it may
Inﬅance of ﬁlial and ſervile Fear, isordinarilyilluﬅrat be ſound where ſaving Grace or Sincerity is not; and
ed: Much more may this be conceived in the acting contrarily, ſaving Grace may be ( at leaﬅ in reſpect
of Grace on God, their being ſo many Relations un of particular Acts ) where that Degree is not. There
der which we may conſider him, and act on him. fore it is not that alone wherein properly, and eſl'en
And may it not be ſuppoſed, that a Woman may at tially the Diﬀerence doth conſiﬅ.
ﬁrﬅ love a Man above all others, and yet not love him
B 1: F o R E we give any Inﬅances, we would pre
for himſelf conjugally, who afterward being married mit ſome Advertiſements, eſpecially concerning the
Io him, may come to love him on other Principles, ﬁrﬅ, which may poſſibly look ﬅrange-like to ſome,
and from other Grounds: And tho' there be no Dif to wit, that there may be ſuch a comparative Degree
ſercnoe in the comparative Degree, and the ﬁrﬅ poﬃb of Love, Fear, Sorrow, &Ft. in Hypocrites, who yet
ly ſeemed to be moﬅ vehement; yet is therea Diﬀer have nothing of ſincere Grace; and that thereſore
ence really betwixt what it was, and what it is. And Sincerity is not to be tried by that comparative
if this may be in moral and natural Acts, may it not Degree alone. Concerning which it's to be ad
be much more in ſpiritual ſaving Acts, when c'om verted,
pared with thoſe that are not ſo? It's upon this
Firﬅ, T H A T when we ſay, there may be in an
Ground that the acute Divine Canter-on doth expreſly Hypocrite ſuch a Degree of Love, Fear, &Ft. that
aſſert, That the Love whereby a Wife loveth' her may be comparatively prevalcnt, that is not to be un
Husband, doth diﬀerſptrie from thatwhereby ſhe may derﬅood, as if there were Love, Fear, Uc. in Since- _
warrantably love another; ſo that if ſhe loved any rity in-the leaﬅ Degnee in any Hypocrite; but only
other in the leaﬅ Degree with that kind of love where this, That ſeeing it's certain (and this Learned Author
with (he loveth her Husband, ſhe were really an A aſſerteth it ) that Hypocrites upon carnal Conſidera
dultcreſs. And this is when he is ſpeaking of that tions may love and feat' God in ſome reſpects, which
Ateﬅion, Num Chriﬅa: zMediatar ﬁt ar/ararzdur .? yet is out of no true reſpect to God: So it may be
as the ſame Perſon is diﬅinctly or diﬀerently conſider
ed by the one, and the other; and as they are diﬂer

intending thereby to ſhew, That that kind of Love, ſuppoſed, that upon the ſame conſiderations they may
Adoration, Ur. which is due to God, can be given come to love him, or fear him above any other Ob
to none other in any Degree, without manifeﬅ Im jcct comparatively. Certainly upon this Suppoſi:ion,
piety. And will it look well, to ſay, That war that it were at that Degree uponthcſe camalConliie

rantably we may give Love and Fear, &Ft. of the rations, it would ﬅill be but of the ſame kind of which
ſame kind to Men and creatures, which weare called it was, to wit, carnal and hypocritical Love, and
FO give to God? And that only the Degree to him, ſervilc Fear. Neither can this Suppoſition be thought
is comparatively to be ſupreme; yet upon the former ﬅrange, Seeing, 1. No Hypocrite can fear God lin
Aﬂ'ertion, this will neceſlarily follow: For, if a Be ccrely more-thanlove him 3 yet that ſuch an one may,
licvcr's Law, Fear, &e. diﬀer no otherwiſe from the upon Apprehenſions of God's Tcrror, fear his VVrath
Lctvt, Fear, &e. of Hypocrites: Then that Act of more than all the World beſidc, cannot be denied. a.
Love which he hath to God, muﬅ be of the ſame Seeing alſo, it's but' ſome cnrnal Motive that leadeth
kind with what hc hath to Wife, Children, Ur. ex natural M;n to love an thing moﬅ, why ſhould it
cept in the Degree: Which yet I ſuppoſe he would be thought impoſſible, t at upon ſuch Motives and
be mightily aﬀected within himſelf, to approve him conſiderations, they may be ſwayed to loveGod moﬅ?
ſelf to do ſo in the leaﬅ Degree. We ſay then, That Eſpecially conſidering, what Plaſhcs of Joy may be
the Sincerity of Grace is not 'to be enquired alanerly in in temporary Believers ( although they continue
v this pievalent & predominant comparative degrecthere not) and what may be ſuppoſed to have been
Of ; but there muﬅ be ſome other Things concurring, in Mburbad'xezzar, Daniel iv. and Darius, Chap
V leaﬅ, that conﬅhutc thediﬀerencc betwixt ſaving-acts ter vi. and poﬂiblcty in many Hypocrites amongﬅ

Of ſptritual Grace, and theſe common Acts rghich may 'the Jews, and others, upon ſome ſignal Mani
R 2
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ſcﬅations of God's Gooclneſs to them; yet, evcn the to other Things, to wit, that Love wherewith they

._- -_. _.

Suppoſition of the being of ſuch a Thing, altho' it
actually had never been, even that were enough for
conſuming of what we ſay. 3. It cannotbe denied,
but Hypocrites may havea Zcal of God, which may
ear great ſway with them, and more than any mecr
temporal thing, as in the Inﬅance of the Yews, Ram.
x. Yet there cannot be Zeal oſ any kin-si without
Love of that ſame kind; yea, Zeal prcſttppoſeth
love, and that inlan high and intenſe degree. But we
ſhall oﬀer ſome Inﬅances afterward.

love the World, their Patrons and ſdols of an

ſort,

which is certainly ﬅill from ſome ſeiﬁſh Principle or

Motive: And therefore indeed ﬅill they love them
ſelves beﬅ ; yet arc they ſaid to have ſuch Things to
be their Idols, and comparatlvel-y to iove them above
all other Things, even abovel the Lord himſelf, al

tho' it be' ſuch a Mbtive as prevaileth with them for'
that End : And may not theſatne beacitnowledgod
here, ſuppoſing th'a't the Lord may for a Time get
that from a Man upon earnal Conſiderations, which

Smnd/y, I'r would be adverted, that we do not ſorne Idol uſeth to have? Tbr'rdly, We conceive it
aﬅlrt, That ilyþocrites tnay thus love or ſcar God will be, in this Caſe, crgummmn- ad bminm': For,

habitually, and ( to ſay ſo) in their ordinary Sttain: this Reverend Author inﬅaneeth the Prevalen cyof
Nay, u'e think it extraordinary to them, to attain Love to God and the Btethren, not in the Motives
even to this; and ll.:tt it followeth upon the hack of that ſwayeth to love them moﬅ, but in the Acts,
ſome cxtmttrdinary Manix'eﬅation, either of Gc d's being compared with other Objects; that is, ﬀ God
'be Saints
Ifit be ſaid, That this be [cord above l'i: mnpaml gaud Things,
be [on'd more than our Eﬅate, Plate, &c. 0 a: we
vere-nd Author, ﬅatcth it upon habitual and deliberate [an quit: all theﬅ for them, as the former nﬅ'tncos
Love, Vv'ratlz. Terror, &Ft.

m-tcteth not the Queﬅion.

A-xſw. Indeed that Re

acting; yet, conſidering that the Thing enquired in do t'leztr. Now ſuppoſing it may be made out, that
iere, is the sincerity or' particular gracious Acts: If as to the Eﬀcets, Hypocrits may ſo love God and
thcre (an be any particular Act which hath that com

the Saints, as to abandon all their temporal Satisfacti

raraiiie Degree, and ye. is not ſince-te, nor will prove
t'ie Perſon to he gracious. Then it will follow, tl'at
the sincerity of particular g'racious Acts, is not alone,
nor mainly to be cnquired for in that.

ons for them, and poſſtbly even their Life, ( which
is the only Thing that that Reverend Author ſaith,
was deﬁderated in the Love of ſome in Been Mary's

Days, Page 237, 238, 239. )-tho* ﬅill upon camal
Then it will follow, that
ſpeak of this Prcvalency in the comparative Degree, the Aſſertion as formerly underﬅood, will be ſuﬃci
* that we take not the Phraſe largely,asincluding the Mo ent to oppoſe that Propoſition, that the-Diﬀerence
and of
common
onlyexplained.
gradual,
tﬀve, End, &Ft. or God's Intereﬅ ſwaying to ſuch an betwixt
and that ſaving
in reſpect
ſuch a Gtace,
Degree isſſasjs
Third/i', I'r would be remembred, that when we Principles and Motives:

Act, by ſucha ſpiritual Motive, Eft. but ﬅrictly, ac
cording as we held it forth in two Diﬅinctions, men Now we come to Inﬅances.
1. W r: may ﬁnd it in Love:
tioned before this. God'sIntereﬅ then in this Act, is

'

One that isan Hy

not tn be conſidered, as it reſpecteth Motives, and

pocrite, may in ſome reſpect (as is qualiﬁed ) love

comparcth all theſe, amongﬅ which reſpect to him
doth ſway ; but it's to he underﬅood, as it reſpects
the Act only, without reſpect to the Motive, what
ever Inducement it be that perſwadeth thereto. Other
wiſe, as we ſaid, the Diﬀerence is but in Expreſiions:
Ard it's not our Purpoſe to contend for Words. And
therefore in ſuch an Explication, we ſhall acquieſce,

God above all:

For, I. May it not be ſaid, from

the Zeal that many Jew: had, that they loved God
above all; and out of their blind Zeal would have

preferred him to their Lives, or what elſe was dear
to them?

Yea, 2. Was not that in Paul, while yet

a Phariſee before his Cum-tition, who in ſome reſpect
had that Tcﬅimony ſrom his Conſcience, that Zeal
as to this, and we profeſs not to diſpute againﬅ that. and Love to God put him to all that he did, ſo that it is
I r it he ſaid, that the loving of God ſo compan like hc_could have ſuﬀered the loſs of all things in that
tively above any thing, is not to love him above all : (Liarreli Yet, it cannot be ſaid, but that his Love to
Becauſe that for which we love him, is more beloved God after his Converſion, was exceedingly diﬀerent
by us, even thd' thereupon we' ſhould be induced to from what it was before, altho' in this comparative

give our Lives for his Cauſe, &Ft. zinſw. I. It's true,
this proveth it not to be ſincere Love, or to proceed
from right Principles and Motives, as is ſaid; and
this is not intended: For even ſuch a Perſon
bates God really, as was formerly allertcd.

Degree it might be ſome way the fame, to wit, beloved
God above all before; a hc-continued to do ſothereafter
but with love, far otherwiſe qualiﬁed, than formerly he

did.

If it be ſaid, thataltho' the Jew: and Paul had a

Yet, zml of, 8: did love Godaboveall ; yet,wasit not accord

Secondly, It's ſuch, Love as Hypocritcs uſe to have ing to knowledge, as is ſaid, Rom. x. and ſo could not be
accepted

it'z-ﬄj-<vu1;.
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accepted by the Covenant as ﬁncere Love. A-zſw. reſpect of the comparative Degree, ſu ppoﬁng him to'
This is Truth, and doth conﬁrm our Aﬂ'ertion: for, love God now, as formerly he did his dol: It muﬅ
'wherefore was it not accounted ſincere, and as ſuch therefore be in kind. And may not ſuch acts as have

mcepted? It cannot be ſaid ﬁmply, becauſe they loved proceeded from Nrﬂurlvaduezrzr and other Hypocrites,
ſome other thing better:

For, the degree of their upon ſpecial and ſingularappcarances of God, be ac

'Zal and Love, is not controverted; but it is i-a reſ counted ſuch, wherein there was ſome kindof Rea

pect of the' Qualiﬂcations thereof, it was not amid
inz'to knowledge, that is, in a word, not regulated
and qualiﬁe'd in reſpect of' the principle, End, Motive,
'and Account there-or, according to the Rule where

lity as' to their actual eﬅeeming of Good above all z
yet ﬅill being without sincerity, asthe Zeal of the

750.' was, becauﬅ God was not eﬅeemed ofaccord
ing to Knowledge, that is, as in Chriſt Jeſus: In

bv true Love ſhouldvent, which in their Ignorance which reſpect he hath manifeﬅed himſelf in his Word,
they could not do; and therefore ﬅill there is ſome and without which, there can be no degree of Love

thing beﬁde this Degree neceﬂfary to the conﬅituting acce table to him.
of the ﬁncerity of Love, that it may be acceptable :
'- Ji'tHy', M 1'0 rr 't' not one have loved Chriﬅ
And ſo in other acts, this muﬅ ever be pit-ſuppoſed,
that they be according to Knowledge, that is, 1.
That the matter of it be right in it ſelf. 2. That
the manner be according to the Rule preſcribed, that

above all, while he was upon Earth, from the Con
victions of the worth that was evidently ſeen in him,
and from particular Favours, received from him, ſu'pd

poſe as
of one
Health,
the rage of the his
Devil,
&Ft.
ManFreedom
may lovefrom
anothcncſpecially
Be- i

is, not only God's Glory for the End, but the glo

rifying ot him according as he requireth and preſcrib
ezh. 3. That both theſe beknown to the Perſon.
And, 4'. That as ſuch he perform them; and upon
that account, act in them, as they agree to his will:
otherwiſe it can never be accounted to bean act ac
cording to Knowledge, as in the former Inﬅance is
clmr : whereby it appeareth, that the ſinccrity of
an act, and this prevalcnt comparative Degree there
of, may be ſeparated.
'
Third/3', T H A 'r Men may love their Idols a
bcve all, cannot be denied, ſeeing Men are naturally

nefactor above all things, ſo that he may become his
Idol? Now, ſuppoſe it had been ſo( which was not

impoﬃble) that Men had known and loved Chriﬅ
thus after the Fleſh( as the Apoﬅle ſpeaketh, 2
Corim'b. 5. 17.) could that have proven that
Love to be ﬁncere ? And yet the Fault, is not in re

ſpect ofthat degree.
A c A r N, we may inﬅance it in Faith: For,
that one may truﬅ Chriﬅ in ſome reſpect above all,
is clear by the many Examples of the Faith of Mint

cles, and that both active, and ptllive; ye' isit alſo
mztd upon their Idols, ſo Tizri's love their [We/miner, clear that ſaving Faith is of another Nature, and hath
Bael's Prophets their Baal, even beyond their own other Qualiﬁcations concurring in its actinzrr as ſuch :

Lives. Now, may not one love God and Chriﬅ,
as one may lovc [Mahomet or their Idols i This Ar<
gument is alſo made uſe of by the fore'cited Author,
to prove that a natural Man may love Chriﬅ really
for kind, page 236. a 37. And will not this ſame

The ſirit acteth on him, as powerful to bring forth
ſuch an act, and in reſpect of ſome particular Mami
feﬅation of his Will for the bringing forth thereof ;

The other conſidercth him as a Saviour oﬀered to us
by God's faithfulneſs in the Word ; and for that end,

hold in reſpect of the degree alſo? Conſidcring that to wit, salvation : And upon thataccount, to wit,
there is as good ground, and more, even in a humane as oſſeted, and as ſuch, it receiveth him and reﬅeth
on him, being moved thereunto by its giving Creiit
to the faithfulneſs of God in reſpect of his covenant
and Oﬀer of ſpecial Grace. So, to be willingtohave

reſpect, for hiitorical Faith, to believe the Truth of
the being and worth of God, and Jeſus Chriﬅ, and
as much Proof and Experience of the Advantages and
Beneﬁts that come from him, as their are for any to

Chriﬅ, is a main act of Faith 5 and that one in nature

be aſſured of the Being and VVorth of illa/mast, Ya may in ſome' reſpect be willing to h-tvc Chriﬅ and
þr'ttr, Apollo, &Ft. Now ſuppoſe one that formerly Heaven aboveall, cannot be denied, eſpecially by this

loved/Mahomet, or j'zzpiter, above all, ſhould by the Author. Neither can it be ſaid, that this reſpect to

Force of hiﬅorical Faith, or ſome extraordinary De God and Chriﬅ, is inferior to their Love to earthly
hverance be brought to account of, and love the only Bleſſings, which they prefer to him, as is inſinuated

true God, as he did formerly love jllaþomtt or his I page 2 37. for certainly they may eﬅeem him beyond
dold'a could that be accounted to be ſincere Love, be

temporal Bleﬃngs: Therefore they will ſuﬀer theloſs
cauſe the Objcct were changed? Suppoſing ﬅill no of theſe, and their Lifeit ſelf upon this preſumptuous
Change to be in the Man, nor intrinſtckly in the act ground ofgaining him by' the abandoningof theſe; yet
ll ſclſin reſpect of its kind P And yet upon the Sup cannotſithat be accounted ſincete willing', becauſe they
Poſlllon ſoreſaid, this act would not be defective in.
will
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will him not as ſuch, and according to the Tcrms oſ ſort himſelf in them; anddoth oppoſe them to the law

'26

oſ ﬁn in his Members, which otherwiſe he could no:

oſ his Co venant.

F U a T H s R it may be inﬅanced in Fmr, Re do. And this ſincerity cannot ﬂow from this degree,
pmtamc, Low to the Brethren, &Ft. as was formerly which then is not: it muﬅ therefore ﬂow ſrom the
hinted: Wherein we will ﬁnd that natural Men kind thereof, and ſo be contradiﬅinguiſhed in that.
may come to this comparative degree in reſpect of the reſpect ſroin any common work oſ a hypocrite. If it
external Object, to wit, to ſear God more than to be ſaid here, that it is true Low Faith, 557. that in ita

fair Men, or any other thing 5 to ſorrow ſor Sin in ſober, compoſed and deliberate rational actings doth
ſuch adegree, that it may prevail over Delight in it, preſer God, although at ﬁts and times it may beover
and love to it : Wherein the cormparative degree that powered 5 and that in this reſpect Paul did in his deli
conﬅituteth the Sincerity thereof, is inﬅanced, page

crate actings, prevail over the law oſ his Members,

231. 232. and they may love the Brethren ſo as to though by its ſurprizals it did captivate him, zltzﬂu.
relieve, clothe, viſit them &it. and ſor this end to Although this be granted to be Truth: yet it will not
part with their own Eaſe and Eﬅate, which is the de inſringe the Argument: Becauſe we ask not on!
gree that is only marked as wanting to ſuch as loved what Paul was in reſpectoſ his ﬅate, or oſhis delibe
the Saints; but yet could not part with temporal rate acting, but what theſe Motions and ﬅirrings or'
things ſor them, page 2 39. and upon this ground the Spirit in him were, thatwere overpowered, whe
it is, we conceive, that page 232. this neceſiary ad

vertiſement is given.

ther even theſe were gracious and ſincere, or not? ſor,

"That theſe Grant which art if theſe Stirrings be acts, as is acknowledged, page

expnſſid hy the pdﬃm, a: Fear, Law, joy, &e. are 224. they muﬅ either be ſincere, or not; it cannot

'rot/5 certainly to he triedhy the Paﬃon that is in them
as hy the will that is rontaimd in them or ﬅzppq/Zd to
them: Which muﬅ either be to ſhew, that ſometimes
the Vehemency of the Paſſton may ſeem more to

be ſaid, not, upon the grounds formerly given 5 they
muﬅ be then ﬁncere: and iſ ſincere, then they muﬅ
be ſincere, not in reſpect oſ the Prevalency oſ the den
gree; but in reſpect of the nature oſ the Act itſelſ,
wards one Object, ſuppoſe in ſear of Men, or love as isſaid. For although we ſay that ſuch a Perſon did
to Creatures; when yefthe will rationallſy1 ſeareth in his natural acting of Law, &it. preſer God above
and loveth God more: Or, it is added to ew that all ; yet that would only prove that the Perſon were

ſomething muﬅ be reſpected in the trial beſide the habitually gracious, and a true loveroſ God; or, prove
degree ſimply; ſo that this degree is not to be account

that once he hath had acts truly ſincere 3 but that

ed the alone mark oſTrial : Otherwiſe this Advertiſe could never be the ground upon which the sincerity
ment were needleſs. And what is ſpoken oſ the will oſ theſe preſent acts could be founded. And ſo as the
its acting rationally in its act, as contradiﬅinguiſhed Cloſe of all, ſeeing this prevalentdegree may be ſepa
from the paſſion, or act oſ the ſenſitive part, muﬅ rated ſrom ſincere acts, and may be in acts that are

inſer ſome concurring (Lialiﬁcations to be neceſiary not ſincere in the manner qusliﬁed is' contra: There
in the act of the will, which cannot be in the ſenſitive ſore the formal reaſon of sincerity, is not tobe in
part, which doth neceſlarily inſer a tacite acknow quired in it alone. If i: be ſaid, that even in ſuch acts
ledging of the neceſſity of obſerving ſomething in the wherein Corruption prevailethin the Aﬀection or Paſ
nature or' the Act, beﬁdc this degree alone, for the ſions 3 yetGrace is ﬅill prevalent in the Will. daſw.
evidencing of the sincerity thereof.

Then whether can it be ſaid that there is no true

O N the other ſide, 'may not habits ſor a time be Grace in the Aﬀections, or, whether the actings
without acts, at leaﬅ without acts prevalent in rcſpect thereof in them be not ſincere, although not preva
oſ this degree? Now then, what ſhall be judged oſ ſuch lent? If they be gracious, even as ſuch, Then the
acts, ſuppoſe oſ Love, Fear, Faith, &37. which for Argument doth ﬅill hold, that Grace may be ſinccre
a time are prevailed over, and the heart is led cap where it pfzvaileth not as to the eﬀect: If it be de
tive by the oppoſits? They cannot be denied to be nied thatttey are ſmcere as ſuch, Then it will ſol
ſinccre acts oſ Grace 5 nor can it be ſaid, that there are low that true Grace is not univerſalasto the Subject
none ſuch a: all: ſor, in that one place, Ram. vii. we thereof; or, that it may be ſincere in the Will and
will ﬁndthc Apoﬅle ſpeaking of ſuch motions of the not in the Aﬀections : Which yet are acts or' the
Spirit or Inner-man, which yet prevail not as to the _ ſame Grace and Soul in ſo far as renewed, ﬅriv
eﬀect, but the heart is led captive over them, ſo that ing with it ſelf in ſo ſar as unrenewed. Belide,
what he would, that he doth not *, and he is led captive prevalency is but in the Will as renewed, ſo that
to the law of ﬁn, over the law oſhis mind, yet, even it is only as ſuch induced to diﬂent or conſent;
then doth he acknowledge theſe acts of the Inncr- man whereas, that ſame Ilſill, as unrenewed,

to be ſincerc acts oſGrace; And therefore doth com

yicldclh

over
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VVhercby it which is wreﬅling againﬅ its oppoſits, ſo as to win the

cometh to paſs that acts are elicited thereby, which Heart to love God more than all other Objects, even
the renewed part did oppoſe; and ſo indeed, as to the before it attain it: For, we are to ſuppoſe this Me
eﬀect, the renewed will is not prevalent: Becauſe thod, I. Gracious habits are ſuppoſed as infuſed,
that is not acted, which it would be at; yea, acts whereby the Tree is made good. Then 2. That
are elicited by the will, as is ſaid, which had the re theſe Habits have their Inclinations and acts, that
newed dart been prcvalent, had not been at all, luﬅ againﬅ the Fleſh, and ﬁght with the Freſh for
which eweth that in ſuch acaſc there isa Pcvalen winning of the Heart to the following ofits Motions:
cy even in the Will.
And as ﬁghting goeth before the Victory ; ſo in this
IF it be ſaid further, That the love wherewith ſpiritual Combate, do theſeLuﬅings and Actings go
natural Men love God, as it is formerly deſcribed, before the prevalent Degree, and by theſe the Heart
is but ﬅill ſelf Love: Becauſe they love not God as is engaged to love God above all 5 whereupon fol
God; but upon ſome other ſelf-account: And loweth that Prevalency as a degree of Victory. And
therefore do ﬅill love themſelves more 3 and ſo do yet we ſuppoſe, that were the leaﬅ ſparkle of Grace
not
love God above all Soveraignly: Becauſe they indled in the Heart, ſo that it were but ſmoaking in
ſſlore him not for the gsodncſs that is in himſelf 5
Dcſires ofLove to God and Faith in him, it cannot
whereas if God's Intereﬅ were'main and chief in that bedenied to be ſincere; although it hath not broken
Love, it were to be accounted ﬁncere; And this out in a Flame. For, if this prevalent degree be in
pl'eſuppoſin the habits to be infuſed, this ſoveraign ſome reſpect an eﬀect of theſe Stirrings, theſe Stir
lntereﬅ of God in the act will take in the End, Mo rings muﬅ be ſincere before they come this length, as
tive, and that which we called the Reduplication of to prevail : For, they were-Acts before, and if not
the Act. Art/w. If that Aſſertion,thatSincerity doth gracious acts, then how could acts that are of them
ly in the Comparative prevalent degree, be thus ex ſelves unſound, produce an Eﬀect that is fincere, ſee
plained, as to take inGod's Intereﬅ as ſoveraign in the ing the Cauſe muﬅ be of the ſame Nature, and as
End, Nlotive, and formal Conſideration of the act, noble as the Eﬀect? And ſo conſequently its Since
then it cometh indeed to he one: And if ſo then, there rity doth not ﬂow from this degree, but on the con
were no reaſon to fall out with the Doctrine thator trary rather, this degree is attained b theſe Stirrings,
dinarily is delivered ccncerning this: And for the Ex becauſe ſuch Stirrings, are acts of incere Love and
preﬃons we will not contend, as we formerly ſaid: Grace: Whereas the are extinguiſhed in another,
But when we conﬁder the Explication of the Author, and come not up that Length ( at leaﬅ in the former
eſpecially as it is oppoſed to the common Doctrine, reſpects ) becauſe theſe Stirrings were for their kind

it ſeemeth that he meaneth the Soveraignity of God's unſound: And ſo natively the Actings and Stirrings
Intereﬅ in reſpect of Objects, compared together, that of Giace of any kind, muﬅ go before, either the
is, God more ſoveraignly- loved, feared, and truﬅed, Prevaiency or Rcpulſe thereof; For, ſuppoſing Crea
than any other ; and doth not take in the Conſidera
tion of God in the Motive, End, and formal Conſi
dration of the act, which hath Inﬂuence on the Per

tures once to have the heart of Man, there is ﬁrﬅ an

ſon runneth thus, betwixt the Objects, Fleſh and Spi

all, is, becauſe theſe Motions, are ſincere, and do ſup

Eſl£1ying( as it were) by ſome inward Motions to
gain the Heart from theſe, before actually it be gain
ſon for bringing forth ofſuch an act z and ſo on the ed. Now, we ſay, that which maketh ſome Mo
act it ſelf, that is brought forth: For, the Compari tions gain the Heart deliberately to prefer God above

rit, who doth prevail moﬅ onthe Heart, but is not pone as antecedaneous to that degree, at leaﬅ in order
in comparing the Motire and other Qialiﬁcations of of Nature, I. An inward gracious Principle ſitting
that act, which materially is ſpiritual: And therefore the-Heart ſo to conceive of God, and making it ca
ﬅill in that reſpect, the former Argument will hold, pable to be ſwayed by ſpiritual and ſupernatura! Mo
and the ordinary Expreſſrons will ſuit better to the tives, and in Sincerity to act on them as ſuch.
2. I T preſuppoſeth an actual putting forth of
ing.
I T may befurther argued againﬅ the placing of the this gracious Principle in its conſidering God as ſuch
nature of ſinccrity in the prevalent degree alone, thus, a Good in himſelf, and for its Happineſs in him
if the acts of ſaving Grace be ﬁncere, before they be ſelf, deſire-able, and lovely in an other kind, than
ln this degree prevalent, Then this Prevalency of the any Crcature: VVhereupon , 3, The Heart is
degree, cannot be the thing that conﬅitutes the Sin actually, inclined as being ſwaycd by ſuch a Mo
cerity thereof, much leſs alone be it; But the former tivc,

to wit.

the

goodneſs

of

God

himſelf, *

15 Truth, That act ofLove, Faith, &it. is ſaving, and - the ſpiritual Happineſs that is in enjoying
Ol
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ofhim, and as ſuch, and upon that account to love Laws, Fmri, &Ft. and ſo they be Acts, although not
him, deſire Union with him, and preſt-r him above all ; gracious Acts or ſincere; buſwe cannot conſider the
wlzerebyﬅlſ<as it is properly/e! , ſinful and corrupt ) Acts of the gracious Habits Of Lﬄur, Fear, Faith,
is ſhut by, and a ſpiritual Motive beareth ſway in the &Ft. ( as that a Man, as renewed, doth Lot-e, Fear,
Act, and ſo muﬅ be ſuppoſed in order of Nature (57. ) but we muﬅ conceive them as ſuch to begin
( at leaﬅ) to be before it. 4. When the Heart is thus cious and ſincerc: For, they are of the Spirit, and
aﬀected towards God, then the former three ( to wit, wha'l is of it, is of that kind; and what is but like

a ſpiritual end, the enjoying of God, a ſpiritual Motive, to a Grain of muﬅard Seed, and cannot be conſidered
that is, a reſpect to his worth, and a ſpiritual prin as leſs, is yet ſaving and true Grace, having the (Lun
ciple whereby he was enabled ſo to conceive of him ) liﬁcations forcſaid ; the leaﬅ Bloﬂom on that Tree be
do concur for the eliciting of this Act, and that in a ing good Fruit: therefore there muﬅ be ſome diﬀer.
New manner, upon that object ſo conſidered; where

ence
kind between
Acts,
theſe of
ſavinginGracſſe,
beſidc anycommon
thing that
can and
be conoeited

upon it acts otherwiſe in the cloſing with God as God,
than ever tormerly it did. Upon which this prevalcnt to be in the De ree: Becauſe in the one, the Van
Degree and Victory doth follow, as the reſult of the ﬁcations may e, and are ſeparated from the Act;
Hearts ſo acting on God, which cannot but prevail. but in the other, no Act can be conceived as inﬂu
And thus it loveth God above all, and ſhutteth down enced by the Spirit, and proceeding from it, but it

all competitors, becauſe conſidering him as ſuch as muﬅ be conceived as having theſe Qltalitications in it,
he is, and to it in reſpect of the underﬅandings up

to wit, it hath a fpiritual End, is ſwayed by a ſpiri

taking of him, it doth for ſuch an ,end, from tual Motive, and acteth from a ſpiritnal Principle, and
ſuch aMotive, by ſneh aprinciplc, and in ſuch a as ſuch, is ſwayed to ſuch an Act. Ifit be ſaid, that
manner, Act on him, as ſo conſidered; which it is the leaﬅ Degree of Grace when it is ſincere, that
others do not, who though they may have aſort of is ſo to be accounted, that is,when it is ſo prevalent 3
ﬅriving in them; yet their ﬁghting, not being accord and thatin that reſpect no act as ſuch, is in the leaﬅ De
ing to the former Qualiſications, can never prevail, gree prevalcnt, but it is ſincerc.
That will
as it cannot but in the end be a Conqueror in them not ſatisſie: For, here it is aſſertedﬁhat the Act of love
as proceeding from theſe Habits, cannot be conceived
that thus ﬁght.
Further, ſuppoﬁng this ſincerity to ly in that pre as an Act: But muﬅ alſo be conceived as gracious,
vailing comparativc Degree, we ask, what maketh
the Love which is in one to prevail, ſo as to Love
God above all, more than in another? Or what
made Paul, after converſion, love God in that re
ſpect ſincerely, more than before? It muﬅ be ſaid,

and as ariſing from that Root, but according t_0 the

other opinion, theſe may be ſeparated, that is, altho'
Love Act; yet is it not ſincere Love, till it Act

prevailingly; and ſo it may be conſidered as an act be
fore it come to that prevalent Degree of acting, which

that it ﬂoweth from the interveening work of the cannot be in the other. Beſiie, if ſo, then were not
Spirit, both operating in the infuſing of habits, and ſaving Gracc, Grace, as having a diﬀerent Original
co-operating in the bringing forth of Acts; whereby from common Gifts ; but as having,r diﬀerent Fruits or
ſiEﬀects, or diﬀerent Degrees of -Frui,ts_.' For clcaring
Paul, is now enabled to do that which could not he

done, till ﬁrﬅ the Tree' was made good. And if ſo, whereof, we may ſuppoſe gracious Habits to be in
then there muﬅ be a real diﬀerence in the Act it ſelf, one.

And, i. do not the acts of Law, En'tb, Feﬂr,

as being the Fruit of another Tree, or of a Tree that &Ft. proceed from theſe infuſed Habits; and are' they
that is changed : and if the Trees. be diﬀerent in kind, notactings of the New-creature?

the Fruits muﬅ be ſo alſo: for Grapes are not gather

And, 2._Are not

theſe Acts gracious asſuch? and becauſe they are not

(d of Thiﬅles ;\ nor contra; and ſo muﬅ it betaid of ſuch, they are ſaving and ſincere, that is, becauſe Acts

theſe Acts, either they proceed from diﬀerent habits, ofthe new Nature. 3. Do not 'theſe Habits ﬁt and
and ſo muﬅ diﬀer in Kind; or, both muﬅ be from a qualiﬁe one to act otherwiſe than onecan do who hath
gracious Habit: which cannot be granted, ſeeing often not theſe Habits; and that not only in reſpect of
theſe
in bc
Hypocrites
of gracious
HabitsActs
cannot
aſiſierted: evaniſh,
and to ſaywhich
that diﬀerent
in Degree, but in reſpect of Kind? otherwiſe theſe
Habits would not be adiﬀerent Principle from com

fuſed Habits are not requiſite to either, will not be mon diſpoſitions, or as infuſing v a diﬀerent Life, but
urged by any, as hath been ſaid.
helping one to exerciſe the Life which he had:
_VV E add, that Acts of Love that ﬂow from corn which were abſurd. 4. Do not Men who are
mon diſpoſitions in a natural Man, may be conſider ſo ﬁtted by theſe Hahits, Act accordingly in the
ed as Acts before they be thus prevalent: For, he producing of their Acts otherwiſe than any 0 her
" '
who
Q
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who is not ſo qualiﬁed? And ſo, 5. Muﬅ not then under conſideration, but if he be the'chief Good, anl
the Acts produced, be diﬀerenced, which are thus diﬀ
crently produced? And wherein can this Diﬀer

ſo to it,' and if it will take him as ſuch; and ſo that

Act of Love to him muſt be ſuch as determineth that

ence conſiﬅ but in the Kind? For, if it be ſaid, they Queﬅion by yea, or nay; and in that Reſpect the one
diﬀer, becauſe theſe gracious Habits bring forth acts yielded), the other rejccteth. Therefore hereit is not
in that prevalent degree, wherein the Lord's Interelt yielding in this or that Degree, but yielding or refuſ
hath the chiefeſt Room, then it may be enquired, ing; which in thatpi'rrb are contmdictory. 2. By
I. Is that thealone Diﬀerencc? or can it be ſaid that the one Act of Love, God getteth the chief Room,
the new Life hath no Inﬂuence even on the and other things are caſten down r It is quite contrary
Manner of acting? conſidering that the Perſon is in the other; and can theſe two be of one Kind P Or
furniſhed with new Valiﬁcations, both in the Un can that Act of Love which preferreth many Things
derﬅanding, Will, and Aﬀections: and theſe cannot to him, act for its kind on God, as that Act of Love
but concur in the Act; and yet muﬅ concur diﬀer that taketh him as inﬁnitely preferable to all? Becauſe
entl in reſpect of what one in meer Nature can do. the one conſidering him as the chief Good, according
2. I; may beenquired, could that Man have brought ly loveth him; and the other, not doing ſo, but
out theſe Acts without theſe Habits? And if not, otherwiſe, This Diﬀcrencc muﬅ follow thereupon.
they muﬅbe then diﬀerent in Kind from what. for 3. That Act wherein there is this prevaiency, muﬅ
have
ſomewhat
peculiar
in love
it which
merly he did bring forth, ſeeing they could not he either
it prevail
ovcr
its oppoſiteſis.
as to
God doth
abovemake
all,
produced without anew and diﬀerent Cauſe. 3.
Neither can any Acts proceeding 'from theſe

Habits which another hath not, that 'loveth created things

beaccountezi common Acts; they muﬅ then, even above him, or, it muﬅ have its Prevalency from
the leaſt of them be ſaving.

And, 4., If they be ſav

what is common to both.

Now, this laﬅ cannot be

ing, and that as Acts ſimply: it muﬅ be becauſe of ſaid: Becauſe ſo, it were Man himſelf that did make
ſomething that is in their 'ind, without reſpect to
their Degree; as the leaſt Motions and Actings of
Ccrruption are Sin, becauſe they are from Fleſh, even
whenby Grace they are kept from victory: So is

himſelf to diﬀer: there muﬅ therefore he ſomething
peculiar in the other, as a Cauſe producing that Ef
fcct ; and if there be a peculiar Cauſe, and ſome pe
culiar Thing in the one, which is not in the other,

it, on the contrary, with the leaſt Motions of the diﬀeringthe Riſe of this from the Riſe of the other,
5pYea,
irit. lfwc were ſtrictly conﬁderingthis very Diﬀer Then this prevalent Act of Love which is the Eﬀect
of that peculiar Cauſe, muﬅ beſide this Degree dif
ence, as it is propoſed in reſpect of the prevalent com fer in Kind alſo, as being peculiarly inﬂuenced by that
parative Degree, we will ﬁnd it to inſer a real Diﬀer Cauſe which the other is not. And ſeeing this peculi
ence in the Kind of the Act, beſide this comparative arneſs preſuppoſed to is preceed the Prevalency of the
Degree: for ( ſuppoſe in the Act of of ﬁncere Love) Act, It muſt neceﬂarily follow according to the fame
by one the Lord is preferred, and all other 'Objects Grounds, that there muﬅ be ſome politive Qualiﬁca
are rejected; by another, he is loved, but ſome other tions concurring for the conﬅituting of the sincerity
thing is-preferred to him: now that/Act of Love, of Grace beſide the prevalent Degree thereof, and that
which reſpects God as the chief Good, and as ſuch therefore sincerity doth not conſiﬅ alone in it: And
tloſeth- with him, muﬅ be diﬀerent in Kind from that ſo, that Hypocrites cannot do the lame Acts for
that taketh him, butnot as the chiefGood: And there kind, which the Regenemte may do, without reſpect
ſore loveth ſome other thing more. For, in this Ac: to this compamtive Degree.
there is not only a comparing of God with othcrthings,
To conclude then, we may illuftmte all, thus,
but an Act reſulting from that companion, whereby Suppoſe a dead Body were by the Power of God m 1' 'e
the Heart of one ſaith, when this Qrellion is propoſed, to move, or ſpeak, as once Balamn's Aſs did, rhrze
Is Godtby rbiqſGosd? He: and ſo poſitively it cloſeth is Motion and speech there, ſuppoſe it be to the farre
with him as ſuch : In the other, when the Heartcom object, and in the ſame \Vords; yet doth it diﬀer
pareth, it ſaith, NJr, God ſJ' no: the r/n'z/ Gaul: and from the Motion and ſpecch of a livingr Man that
therefore cloſeth not with-him a; ſuch, but reſuſeth acteth according to Reaſon. 1. A dead Man is moved
him. Now theſe two, flr'ljl, and yea, to accept of only from ſome extrinﬁck Power without the inter

him as ſuch, or to refuſe him, muſt diﬀer oppo
ﬁtcly, and not in Degnee only. For the Conſi

veening Principlc of Life from within : Although
he may be moved more ſpeedily and ſwiftly toward
deration of God here in the Act of the Heart, is a certain Object,than one that from an inward princip'c
not ﬁmplyif he be good; for, that cannot come of Life acts himſelf; yet doth the Motion of theliving
8
Man

no
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Man, diﬀer in kind (beſide any comparative Degree
which can be in the Act of moving ) by a pc-ﬁtive
concurring of an inward Principle of Life and a lo
comotive Faculty whereby he is immediately acted:
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him and ſuch like: And he loves God's People, be
cauſe he taketh them to be beloved of God, or to love
him, or be like him, as ſuppoſe a Woman did carry

aﬀection to a Man, it may be from ſome carnal Prin

So, natural Men being dead in Sins, whatever Acts ciple, as his furniſhing ofher in her Vanit , and his

are produced by them, are meerly produced by the being ſubſervient to the Luﬅ of vanity, lzi'ide, &Ft.
common work of God's Spirit from without, with
out the interveening of any ſpiritual Principle influ
eerﬁ'.-,I:. \-

in her; yet afterward, being matched with him, might
love him becauſe he were her Husband, and had con
theſe Acts whereas the Acts of arenewed deſcendcd to marry her, although he ſhould not ſerve

encing
Man are indeed performed by the Power of God's her vain Humour as formerly: in this reſpect, her
ſpecial Grace; but ( mediamifus babitibus) by the Love doth diﬀer from V\ hat it was,as havinga conjugai
intervcening of infuſed Habits, whereby he not only Motive added to it, which it had not formerly.

4.

is acted, but acts himſelf in the bringing fcrth of Aliving Man, in his actings, is fwayed to them as'
theſe. As, 1. A Tree in the Spring-time, doth ſend Good, and as Good to him 5 and it is impoſſible for
forth her Buds, from the native Seaſon of the Year

lr'm to will any thing even tho' it be Good, but as

its having Inﬂuence thereupon ; yet alſo by the quick
ning of that natural Sap and Moiﬅneſs wherewith it is
furniſhed within it ſelf. 2. A dead Man hath no End
before him in his Motions or actings, as a living Man
habitually hath concurring in his Act : ſo an unrenew
ed Man hath no pure ſpiritual End in the beﬅ Acts,

it is conſidered as ſuch b him; ea, even Things
that are hurtful are in his deſiring o them conſidered

which the gracious Man hath ; the one eating, drink

but alſo he is ſwayed therein, and acteth therein upon

under this notion as good to him ; but there is no ſuch

Thing in the motion of a dead Man: ſo arenewed
Man, not only actcth on that which is ſpiritually

Good, ſuppoſe in the loving of God or his People;

ing, living, and bringing forth Fruit to himſelf, this formal conſideration as it is ſuch, that is, he lov
10. r. Zerb. 7. 5, 6. and the other living, and eth God as he is good in himſelf, and to him in what
thenceforth bringing forth Fruits to God, 2 Cor. 5. is ſpiritually Good; and othersas they are ſuch as
16. Hence, Men in nature are ſaid to ſerve Sin, have a title to him, that is, Mattb. 10. To law t/mn'irz'
and Men in Gracc to become Servants to God, Ram. t/Je Name of righteous Men, that is, upon the formal
6. in reſpect of their deſign in the ſame Actc. 3. conſideration as ſuch, to love them. And this is
Dead Men, as they have no end before them, ſo have that wherein mainly Godly iincerity and ſinglenefs

they no reaſonable motive, as a living Man is ſup
poſed to have in his actings; ſo natural Men have
no ſpiritual motive, ſuppoſing it be, in loving ofGcd,
it is ſome carnal ſelſiſh Thing that ſwayeth them :
For,.having no ſpiritual Principle within, as matter to
work upon, no ſpiritual motive can have Inﬂuence

doth kythe, when we are not only moved to do what
is Good, and that from a ſpiritual Motive upon the
matter Good; butare ſwayed to that Thing, by this
Motive, as they are ſuch, and ſo conſidered by us:
and thus, this ar doth not only reſpect the object,
as it is conceived by the Under-ﬅanding to beſucb ; but

upon them, more than Fire can be kindled by any it doth reſpect the Act, as it is inclined to, under
blowing, where no kindling, or combuﬅible Matter taken and performed by the will, to wit, it willeth it
is: Aienewed Man as ſuch hath aſpiritual Motive as ſuch: although the Act it ſelfbe not in reſpect of
concurring with, and having Influence on, his act its Degree every way adequate to ſuch an object, that
ings: And ſo, not only loveth God, becauſe of ſome is, though God get not ſo much of the Heart as -i':
external Beneﬁt 5 but he loveth hitn, as being provok becometh him to have; yet the Heart, conſidering
ed from that inward Principle of the Divine Nature him as ſuch aGod who deſerveth the Heart, and
that is in him, and reſpect to God's Commands andv ought to have no competitor with him, and as ſuﬃ
Goodneſ'swvherc-by as ſuch he cannot but love him,and ciently able of himſelf to make it happy, doth ſo will
theſe whobearhis image, and what is ſpiritually Good: him: And upon that Account, doth Love him and
even as a natural Parent, or Son, cannot but love his Delight in him, although it be exceedingly defective
own Child, or Father, and that from another ſpe in the Degree of both, and they' be but conceived as
cial Principle than they love any other Child or Parent 3 ſuch, to have a being. Now, as a Man is to try

ſo; alſo he hath 'a pure ſpiritual Motive, warming this the Truth of his Life, not only becauſe he movetb
Principle, and kindling the Sympathy: and thus he is and ſpealeeth, but becauſe he moveth and ſpeaketh ſo,
ſwayed to Love God, becauſe of ſome ſpiritual in reſpect of the Kind formerly mentioned; So areGood, as the ſubduing of Sin, the Conforming of newcd Man,is not ﬁmply to try his new Life from his
as is ſaid.
him to God's Image, the manifeiiing of himſelf to Acts, - but as they ctare ſoqualiſred,
ſ
If
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If it be objected, That hitherto this ſie'neth to admit Commanded of God, tend to, his Honour, and are
no Moti'ue that eoneerneth our/elves, asſieppoſe one lou

uſeſul to help one in the worſhipping ofHim, and ſo

ed God, for being Good to him; or, Heaven, heeauſe forth: And thus he may be acted even in Eating and

they expected to he happy in it P And that a:

no Alo

Drinking, and Things that are ſpiritndlly Good in

tive could he admitted in loving God but for hi/nſhl ; themſelvts, as the loving OfGod, ﬅudying ofholineſs,
er, how may this Mtioe he a'tﬂ'reneod in the Love of &it. He actcth in them as ſuch, that is, he loveth

God, becauſe he is an inﬁnite ſpiritudl Good in him
o natural Mm, from me that is renewed ?
ell/ﬂy. There is no ſuch Thing as the Firﬅ intended: ſelf, and becauſe he hopeth to be mtde bleſſed and
it will only ſay this, that as the natural Man is ſway happy in him .- thus, to love God, and deſire Union
ed in the per-ſuing of moral Good, as it is ſo conſider and Communion with him, that we may not ſimply
ed by him 5 ſo arenewed Man doth that which is be happy, but happy and bleſſed in the Enjoying of
ſpirituaEy Good, and that asit's conſidered as ſuch by him, and in being' made Conform to him, is no car
him.

cnce there is this Diﬀerence, that a natural nal, ﬁnful or mercenary Love:

ecauſe,

this the

Man in his conſidering any Act, which in itſelf is Lord himſelf doth Warrand: and it ſuppoſeth aſpi
ſpiritually Good, and materially agreeable to the Law; ritual Principle, withdrawing one from common Satis
yet in his ycelding to perform it, he doth ﬅillconſid factions and Delights; and it loveth God as God,
er it as a natural Good, or Moral at the beﬅ; as becauſe thus God is conſidered as the chief Good,
ſuppoe in loving of God, he is conſidered by ſuch, ſuﬃciently and only able to make happy in himſelf:
as goodto them, on anatural, or ( as to them ) And therefore he is dclired, becauſe no other Thing;
a ſinful Account, as' he loveth God, becauſe he hath is accounted ſuﬃcient or meet for Hdppineſs, but he.
gotten temporal Peace, Deliverance from bodily Haz And ſo, Love to God for himſelf, and Love to him
ards, an eaſy or honourable Life;

it may be, becauſe becauſe we expect to be Happy in him, or have already

inProvidence he hath proſpered him in ſome linful gotten ſpiritual Good, ſuch as Regeneration, Sanctiﬁ
Courſe, this the learned forementioned Author, page c'tion, Repentance, &Ft. from him, are no way in
couſiﬅcnt together: And therefore, when we ſpeak
'floving God for himſelf, it is not to exclude all re

203. doth juﬅly call one of thegreateﬅ of all Sins,
when the holy God i: made o PanJer and Servant to our
Fleſh: and no Queﬅion, many do Love God upon
ſuch an Account; or, if they Love God for the hope
they have of being brought to Heaven by him( which
is one of their higheﬅ Motives ) it is becauſe they hope
to get Heaven from him, and acccſs to their ſinful
Luﬅs here alſo 3 thereby lſuppoſing, becauſe of his

pect to our ſelves, and our own Good in him ; but
it excludcth all carnal reſpect to our ſelves, or reſpect
to our ſelves as carnal, and delighted with Things
that are ſuch; and to ſhew thtt the Good which we

expect from God, and for which we Love him, is a
ſpiritual and heavenly Good, having the enjoying of
Goodncſs and Mercy, that they may Sin, and ſerve himſelf joined with it: Which doth commend all
their Luﬅs, and expect even Heaven alſo afterward : other Good to us 5 ſo that it is' reſpect to God, and
or, they Love him under the Hope of Heaven; not our enjoying of him, that doth make theſe Things

becauſe they do expect or deſire ſpiritual or hedvenly lovely. And ſo we Love God, becauſe h: is Good,
Satisfaction in himſelf, in being ſatisﬁed with his like

and becauſe he heareth our Prayers, and becauſe he fur

neſs ( which they never delight in here) But becauſe
they have aſuppoſcd Opinion of a greater Degree
of that ſame Happineſs, which now they Hunt for :
And ſo Heaven isncver conſidered by them as a ſpirit
unl Good: Or, they may Love God, as ſuppoſing

niſheth us with what is needful, and ſo forth: Not

becauſe any Fleſhly Luﬅ is pleaſed, or temporal End
is gained, But, becauſe he conﬁrmeth our Faith or

ſpirituaLJoy in him: which many that have zhc ſame
Things whicn we have obtained from him, and are
him to Love and Eﬅeem of them, becauſe of ſome alſo carnally chearful in the uſe of them,- yet, are not
lovelineſs and excellency that is in themſelves: and joyful upon this account, but are delighted in
upon that Ground expect, even Heaven from hm, the Thinczs themſelves, or wlut pleiſetli their Na

and Love him, becauſe he ſo eﬅeemeth of them: tures in them, butnot in God himſelf, and ſo in other
and this is to think God like themſelves, and not Things.
p

ÞO Love him upon any ſpiritual Account, as is

Before we cloſe, it will be of concernment for the
Underﬅanding of all this Qxeﬅion, to take up rightly
AoArN, The renewed Man as ſuch, is ſwaycd the true Diſſcrcncc between a morolſhee/ﬁeh Di erene'e
by ſpiritual Motivcs in theſe Things, that are but ( which is acknowledged) and aphyſieal Dﬀ-renee,
naturally and morally Good; and under aſpiritual which is denied. This phyſical Diﬀerence doth
Conſiderationhe actcll] on them, to wit, as they are ﬂow from ſome poſitive Qmliſicau'ous concurring
*
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in
aid.
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in the Act it ſelf, which are not in another Act, that that it ſupponeth the Covenant not to accept of

hath other, or contrary Qualiﬁcations in the Place Gmccs ( whether as the condition or otherwiſe) ſhp
of theſe: Again, amrml Di/Termrt, as it's cxprcſſed, poſe of Law, Faith, (ſo 'but at ſuch a comparative

doth not conſider the Act with reſpect to any Qua

Degree only; and not ſimply to accept of them as ſin

liiications in it ſelf; but, in reſpect of ſome cxtrinhck cere, although not as fully perfect. As ſu poſe one
conſideration; as apound of Gold, and an ounce by Covenant had ſatmed ſome portion of Band, that

Gold, are of the ſame kind in reſpect oſthcir (Luali doth for the time bear nothing but Brambles, upon
liﬁcations phyſically ; yet, ſuppoſe one had hired a this condition that he ſhould have returned to him ſo
Servant for a Pound, or had conditioned ſo much many wine Grapes, bigger than the Brambles that
for the Rent of ſome Lands by a ſubſcribed Contract grow thereon; in this reſpect, one that really gave
and Covenant; in this reſpect, the Pound would diﬀer Grapes, could not ex ctto have theſe accepted, as
from the Ounce morally: Becauſe the Pound, by being the covcnanted ruit of the Vineyard, or the
vertue of ſuch Covcnants, would become the Servants Rentoſ his lmſe, if the were not biggtr than the
Hire, and the Land-lord's Rent, which the Ounce Bramhles which former y did, or doth continue to
would not be. This is a moral Diﬀcrence, and grow therein: whereas the Tennor of the Covenant

ﬁoweth from the Bargain, wherein it was conditioned m the condition that it proponethgnd inits acceptation
that ſo much; and no leſs, ſhould be accounted ſo; of Grace (to ſpeak ſo) doth never propoſc and ae

.l
it"

ſo ſaith the fore-named learned Author, that this mor
al Diﬀerence of Grace, doth flow from the conſidera

cept theſe Graces, ſimply conſidered as ſuch, that is,

tion of the Covenant, whereby only it can he deter

counted a Believer, and in Covenant, not onl

mined what is ſaving Grace, according to the Tcnnor

cauſe of the Degree of his Faith in Chriﬅ; but be
cauſe he, conſidering him as the Saviour of Sinners,

thereof, whereby Juﬅiﬁcation or salvation are beﬅow

it accepteth of Faith: and the Believer is to be ac
be

ed upon any Act, Page 205. And therefore, Grare, and as ſent of God for that end, is drawn, out of re
tZ at it tlw romprzratiedy pra/aim! in Degree, is to be ſpect to the faithfulneſs of God in his Word, to re
arrountrd true/(ming Grave: btmuſz, by the Cow/writ ccivc Chriﬅ,as he is oﬀered to him; and upon that ac
oſ Grave that is mlicdſor, and only arte-pra] as the m: count, according to the Terms of the Covenant, to
(Iitian tlxreqſ, page 226. where alſo he doth ſay, 'Ilvrt ſubmit to his Righteouſneſs, and reﬅ on him for attain
tl'eſinm'ityoſGmre dat/2 ly in the Dtgrmmt formally, ing of salvation. Likewiſe in Repentance, Pardort

but materially only : hmuſe tbzſhrm aftlvﬅ grati
ous A'cts, wrﬃﬅctb in th!" bring the' condition on whirl)
Sal-vation i: prsmtﬅj. YV here, r. To forbear the Au
thors eﬅeeming of all Graccs equally, and gracious
Acts indiﬀerently to be the the condition of the Co
venant, ( which yet neceſtarily this Opinion doth pre
ſuppoſe, and ſo is the more to be adverted unto)

and Juﬅiﬁcation are not knit to an

Degree ofSor

row ( as was formerly hinted ) t at is, that God
willaccount him aPenitent, whoſe Sorrow for Sin.
doth exceed his delight in it; but unto trueRepcnt

ance, which is for its Qualiﬁcations ſuch, is the Pro
miſe made, wbrſstwr Rtpe'zts, &Ft. And in this re
ſpect, God's Covenant runneth not, that he will have

There are two Things to be obſerved, wherin the G rapes bigger than Brambles, or Gold ofmore weirtht

AMiﬅake lyeth here. I. That it accounteth nothing
to be ſaving, or an evidence of what is ſaving, but
what is callel for, or accepted by the Covenant as the
condition thereof, whereas any thing that conſequent
ly will prove one to he renewed, will alſo prove him
to bejuﬅiﬁed; although it be not that to which his
Juﬅiﬁcation is Covenanted; but is ſomething that
doth neceſſarily preſuppoſe it, and follow after in a

than the Perſon himſelf ; but, if they be true Grages,
growing upon a good Tree, and not Grapes of Salam
or Bramblcs, he doth accept of them, and ſaith, deﬅro *

not, for there is a bleﬃng in it, though it be like un
to the ſmalleﬅ Berry upon the uppermoﬅ tops of the
Boughs,

and although ﬅill he call ſor perfection

in the Degree of all as the Covenanters Dut . And
iſ it be Gold, and may abide the Touch- one and

juﬅiﬁed Perſon, and canbe in no other elſe: For, if Fire, anddiot he conſumed, he rcjects it not, of what
an Act,

ſo and 'ſo

qualiﬁed,

will prove one to

have the Habits of Grace, without which he could

ever Height it be in the Scales, as I Cor. 3. 13,
14, an 15. is clear. Now Gold abideth the Fire,"

not produce it; Then muﬅ they prove him to be re

not asit is in quantity but as it is in kind, and ſorthe

newed, and ſo to he juﬅiﬁed: Becauſe, theſeActs are

quality uprſſht: And no place is there which doth

loly Acts, and fruitsaſtbl Spirit, as they are called, expreſs God's__way of Trial more plainly; and it
Gal. 5. and motion: (if tle1 Imm- man, Ram. 7. and hath the Prohstiſe to the Man whoſe work in
Fruits of agood Tree: And therefore, muﬅ prove any Degree will Xtbide the Fire, though the Droſs
that the Tree is good. 2. There is a Miﬅake in this, that is with it (which ſhall be conſumed) be in the

_
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Qpantitg' Far beyond what is ſolid. Hence we will theſe, who have truly the ſame kind vof Acts ofLe V
ﬁnd in c'ripture. that ſuch Expreﬂions'are uſed as do and Faith, or yct true Acts of ſome kind: They muſt
ever lay the Wei ht of the Sinccrity of Mcns Acts, therefore be in this reſpect feigned, that tho' they be
and place the Di erence of gracious and ſinful Acts, in in their own kind, true Acts of Hiſtorical Faith, and
the kind thereof, as accounting all of ſuch a kind to common Love; 'yet in this they are feigned, that
be gracious, without ſuch reſpect to its Degree, as they ſeem to be of another kind than they are of, V
when it-is ſaid, 11 Tree it known by it: Frm't, Mitth. wit, favingfand gracious: And therefore common
vii. the meaning is not, that it is known by Fruit of Acts-in an unrcnewed Man, and ſaving Acts in him

ſuch a bigneſs, but by their kind; ſo it's not every that is renewed, muﬅ diﬀer in kind, as that which
Tree, that bringeth not forth Fruit at ſucha Degree,
but that bringeth not forth good Fruit, that is, of ſuch
a kind; that is þmn down, Matth. iii. A Vine is
known to he aVine, bgits Grapes of the ſmalleﬅ big
neſs; yea, evenb 'its loflbms. Hence ſo frequent

hath Reality and ſuch a Being, doth diﬀer from its

Counterfeit, and that which is but in Shew.

T H a ſame m'rht be followed in all ſuch Scrip
tures, where ſome raetices arediﬀerenced from other
in reſpect of poﬁtive concurring Aralifications, as to
l in the Sang, t e Lord's Trees are diﬀerenced by do with a perfect Heart, is fr uently in the Hlﬅor y
their buddings, and bloﬂ'omings, and moſt tender of the Kings, to walk with god Sz'mplirity, and Sin

Grapes, or ﬁrﬅ Buds: Which could not be, if it were rerity, and that at in the Sight qſ God, 2 Cor. i. 13.
not the kind of Fruit that evidenced the Diﬀerence of and ii. 17. to have Zeal qualf/ied according to Know
For, Men gather not Grapes (even of the ledge, and ſo forth, and almoﬅ ever when a gracious
ſmalleﬅ bigneſs ) from T/Mrm, nor Pigsſram Brambltt. Act is deſcribed: Yea, we will ﬁnd it even in out
So all true Believers, are ſaid to havejbzſhme Spirit ward Duties, ſuppoſe in the Duty of praying, or
of Fair/7, 2 Cor. iv. 13. and the luce precious Faith, preaching: That is acceptable Prayer to God, which
. zPet. i. I. Which cloth hold forth this, That as all is praying in the Spirit, in the Name of Chriﬅ, and
Believers, who have Faith, have the ſame for kind, ſo forth: otherwiſe the Gift of Prayer may be,
Trees:

tho' not for degree precious 5 ſo alſo, 'all theſe who where the Grace thereof is not, and no Intenſeneſs of'
pntalte of that Faith, that is true for its kind, muﬅ the Exerciſe of the common Gift can make it, with
alſo neceſſarily be Believers, and in Covenant with out theſe Qualiſications, to be acceptable, He. where

God, of whatever Degree it be, if it be the ſame for as the leaﬅ Sigh or Grone rightly qualiﬁed, and
its (Qtaliﬁcations and Kind with the former, it is pre ariſing from the right Root, cannot but be ac
cious; otherwiſe, even Believers have not the like ceptable.
'
Faith in Degree : "The Likcneſs then and Prcciouſncſs
T o come then to fay a Word to the third Thing
thereof, muﬅ be in the Kind, which no Hypocrite propoſed, to wit, that this enquiring for the Truth
can have, and it cannot but be accepted by God; So of Grace, in its Kind, and not in its Degree only and
true Rcpentancc, and worldly Sorrow, are diﬀercnced, ſimply, but at leaﬅ in its Dezrec and Kind together,
zCor. vii. not in reſpect of any Degree, but in reſpect is no wa prejudicial but hclpful to the exact and ſafe
of the Kind; and 'the one is worldly, and the other is ſearch o our ſelves. This ſccmeth to be the Reaſon - *
forrow ( 'verſe 9.) after a gaily manner, and (verſe 'that moveth that learned Author, ( who is an emi
11. ) afteragod/yſhrt: Which muﬅ be becauſe of po nent batterer down of Preſumption, and a prcſſer of
ſitive Valiﬁcations concurring in it, which the other Holincſs ) to place the Sincerity ofGr'ace in this com
hath not. And the Inﬅances that arc brought to prove parative Degree, that thereby prefumptuous Hypo
their ſorrowing after a godly Manner, in thc Words crites be not ﬅrengthned in their Self-deluſions, who
following, do conﬁrm this, la wit, their Canſulneſt, may abuſe this Maxime, which ſaith, That t/rc Truth
zeal, &c. So, tPtt. i. 22. there is art/Higher;" Low; ry" Grare lietb in the Kind, and mt in tbe Degree
' and elſewhere unſeigned Faith, which are diﬀercnced t/meaſ: . For, readily do they think they are aſſured
from Counterfeits in Hypocrites, as that which hath

they love God, and believe him truly, &Ft. But there

Reality, is from that which is only in Appearance. is no Ground for Fear of thathcre.
For although they ma have really Hiﬅorical Faith,
T H E R a F o a 15, I. \Ve ſay, That this De
and a kind of natural ove to God, (to iet theſe gre'c being well undcrﬅood and exprefl'ed, is in
go, as ſuppoſed) yet, can they never have juﬅifying

deed neccllz'trily knit with ſaving Grace; So that

Faith, or real ſpiritual Love, or of thatltind: Other

if any Man dclibcrately and habitually prefer the

wife, it were not feigned, and could not but be ac Intereﬅ of Fleſh, or any carnal Reſpect to the
Cepted,ſceing what is wzſeigmd is everacceptcd. Now, Intereﬅ of G O D and his Way, or love an

Love and Faith, cannot be called feigned ſimply in Thing

more than

G O D. ' or equally with
him,
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of the Truth and Reality of their Grace: And to

him, that Man can never warmntably conclude that
he hath ſaving Grace, this being inconſiﬅent with it;
and alſo one who loveth God ﬁncercly, cannot when
he acteth deliberately, and according to the former

ſay, that their Grace were butdeſective in its Degree,
would, 1. Keep them from the through conviction

is the Nature oſ ſincere Love.

neceſiar to the Work of Converſion.

of their gracelcſneſs, and the right uptaking of their
Qualiﬁcations, but love him beyond all, becauſe that deceitful Nature; which yet is mainly and principally

For it would

A N D, 2. XVe do not ſeclude this, but add the make t em ſuppoſe that they had already attained
former Qualiﬁcations of the Kind thereof; and there' ſome beginnings, whereas this placing of the Sinceri
fore this Way muſt be both- more convineing to diſco ty of true Grace in the Kind, doth at the ﬁrﬅ, point

ver a Hypocrite, when he muﬅ not only look to the out to them the Neceſſity of a Change, and more eaſily
Degree, but to the Kind alſo: And on the other diſcovereth the unſoundneſs of every Thingr that grow
ſide, be more ſatisfying to the poor Believer, when he eth from the natural Root of an unrcnewcd Conditi
hath not only his Mark to gather from the Degree, on. 2. This placing of it in the Degree, doth put
which often may he exceeding dark and doubtful to Hypocrites only to amend or quicken their Pace, and

him, when he conﬁdereth many Idols that may have to be adding to their Building; but not to take a new
great place in himſelf, and how far Hypocrites may Way, or to lay a new Foundation: Now this ex
come in that reſpect; but when he may alſo reﬂect ceedingly ſuits with a preſumptuous Hypocrite's
within himſelfupon his lind, Motive and Manner of Humour, who eaſily will grant that their Faith is
acting, &57. he may be helped to diſcern the sincerity weak, but not that it is unſound, and are ever deſirous
and Honeﬅy of his own Act and Purpoſe, and have to encreaſe what they have, which will prove but a

the help of his Conſcience Tcﬅimony in reference to building upon Sand: And if this were the alone lvſark
theſe alſo; and ſo come more conﬁdently to conclude of Tr al, whether God had the chief Room by this
comparative Degree in their Acts, they would beex
concerning himſelf.
I T is true, it is a moﬅ hard Task ( tho' a moﬅ ceedingly conﬁrmed in their Opinion that all is well.
neceſſary Task ) to diſcover the Nature of Sincetity It's like, when Nitadcmur came to our Lord, he would
and ſaving Grace ſor the comfort of a tender Believer, not eaſily have been convinced, that he loved or truﬅed '
ſo as preſumptuous Hypocrites may notjuſtly ﬅumble any Thing more than God: Neither doth our Lord
'hereon to their own ruin;

yet, are they, to wit, take that "ſay for convincing ofhim; but doth ſhzw

Hypocrites, more apt to ﬂatter themſelves in the the unſoundnels of what he had, in reſpect of the kind
Truth of their Grace, ſuppoſe of fizitb, Law, &e. thereof, and that the Tree bchoved to be made good,
in reſpect of the Kind thereof, than in reſpect of the and of another kind, beſore any Fruit thereof could
comparative Degree thereof. And are they not as be approvable: And therefore he preacheth to him the
conﬁdent and perſwaded of this, that they love God Doctrine of Regeneration, and the Neceſſity of being
above all, and truﬅ and Iippen to him more than to born again, and doth not inſiﬅ to ſhew any Defectof
any othcr Thing for attaining to Life?

And will be Degree, but of Kind, as in that, j'o/m iii. 6. is clear,

ready to ſay, there is no other-Thing they can lippenI That, ſaith he, whirl; it barn ty" the E'tſh, it Hz/b;
to; and in this they are ﬁxed ſo, as none ſhall be able that is, whatever Fruits may be in a natural Man, they
to convince them of he contrary, becauſe God's So are of a corrupt kind as the Root is: VVhereby he
veraignty in that reſpect, is ſo naturally ſixed in thc would obviate a ſecret Objection that ZWrodtmus, or a
Conſcience, that they never debate it, but thinks formal Hypocrite, might have from the Degree or
themſelves through in it, the conviction of its rea
ſonableneſs is ſo ſtrong on their Judgments. And in

abundance of ſeeming good

Acts of zeal, Law,

Prayer', &e. (as may by M'Mdemu: his words to

deed upon what hath been ſaid, if we will ſeparate the Chriﬅ be gathered to have been in him) Be it ſo,
Degree from the Kind and (Lialiﬁcations formerly ſaith he, let there be many Fruits, and that in a
mentioned, they will have much ſeeming Reaſon for great Degrcce, that is not the Thing that maketh
them: And yet even then, they will bewray that them acceptable: For, they are ﬅill butHq/þ; ma:
Law, Faith, &e. which theyeﬅeem to be in this is, of a corrupt kind: And thus he rejecteth them
þDegrce,
to be unſound in its 'ind, as being but the
all at once, and ﬅeppexh his Moulh without com
Fruit,of Nature, and ſomewhat (readily) which paring
them in reference to their Objects, wherein
Nzſirojemm
had notbeen ſo eaſily convinced£ And
is of Age equal to themſelves, &Ft. and therefore can
not be ſound. Therefore we add, That this Way on the contrary, ſaith the Lord, H/brzt is Am: of
will be more uſeſul to convince natural Men, than Me Spirit, z'r Spirit: Whercby he doth not oh

the other is:

Becauſe generally, they are perſwaded ly ſhew, that there muﬅ be Fruits of another
.
kind,
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hind, to wit, ſpiritual; and that nothing of whatſo

13;

to account himſelf greatly ſaulty, when any one Cor
ruption prevdileth, yet it will not follow, that he

ever Degree can be accounted ſincere, except it pro
ceed from this Principle, to wit, the Spirit: But alſo ſhould reckon all to be unſound, which this would
it ſheweth, that there is nothing which doth come infer, and ſo contmdicteth the Saints Practices in
. .
from that Principle, if it were but the leaﬅ Motion, ſuch Caſes.
FROM all this we conclude, that it's more
but it-is Spirit, and'acceprable according to the Root
that it cometh from, without conſideration of the ſafe to keep both the common Doctrine and Ex
Degree thereof. And ſeeing our Lord took that Way, pieﬃons: And altho' we have been longer upon
to diſcover and convince, it cannot but be ſafeﬅ. 3. this than poﬃbly may be thought ſuitable to our
This WVay alſo would be dangerous to many poor Purpoſe; yet we have adventured upon it, if ſo
tender Believers, if they were put to try the Sinceri be it may conduce any thing to the clearing of
t of their Gracc by this prevalent Degree alone: that wherein the Trial of Mens States is ſo much
PZor, do not they often ﬁnd their Unbelief or leaning concerned; or, it may occaſion ſome more un
to creatures ( at leaﬅ in their Senſe) to exceed their animous expreſſtng of this Matter, b others who
Faith in God? And do not they ﬁnd Love to Things may more dexterouſly perform it, t at ſo this be
of the World more frequently carry the Heart to not ﬅated as a new Controverſy in the Church,
delight therein, than in God alone; And ſhall they at ſuch a Time when ſhe is almoﬅ overwhelm
caﬅ all as unſound in ſuch a Caſe? What had Paul ed with inteﬅine'Debates already. For we are ſure
done, if he had walked by this Mark, twhen the Mo in the general, that theſe Qualiﬁcations formerly
tions of Sin captivated him, Ram. vil. and yet is he mentioned, of the End, Motive, Reduplication, &Ft.

ﬅill comforted in the sincerity of his Grace, and in are neceſiary to the conﬅituting of any Act to
be ſincere, as hath been ſaid. And if they be ne
ceﬂary, they muﬅ either be comprehended under
the Expreſſton of this prevailing Degree of the Act, >
and ſo it is but ( xo-Yaqxxix ) a ﬅriving for
Lvidence of his Sincerity, except he had more Grace Words, which are not to be contendcd for. And
( and that-ﬅill in Exerciſe) nor Corruption, and that ſo both theſe are upon the Matter one. Or, if
to his Senſe: For, every Grace hath ſome oppoſite they be not comprehended under that Expreſſton,
Corruption: And if it were not prevalent over its' then they muﬅ be ſomewhat diﬀerent from it;
oppoſite Corruption, then could he not conclude that And ſo there muﬅ be more requiſite to conﬅitute
he were gracious, and ſo not except he were more the Sinceiity of Grace, and to diﬀerence it from
gracious than corrupt. 2. If any Grace were pre common W'orks in Hypocritcs, than this Degree
vailed over by its oppoſite Corruption, he could not ſoreſaid. Or, we muſt ſay, that theſe Qualiſica
conclude that he were in a gracious Eﬅate: Becauſe tions muﬅ be accounted common to the Acts of
this is certain, that where one Grace is ſincere, there Hypocritcs, and theſe that are renewed: Which
all Graces are, they being all Members and Parts of is a Thing that we cannot admit, upon the
the new Creature, which in Regeneration is brought Grounds formerly laid down: Although we ﬅill
forth; And it being certain alſo, that for a Time, acknowledge, that the preſſing ar the moﬅ emi
ſome Graces will be exceedingly prevailed over by nent Degree of Grace, even in that compara
their Oppolites, more than others, as the Fear of tive Rcſpect, is exceedingly neceſſary, and uſeful
Men will keep a Believer under in a particular more for attaining to the clear diſcerning of the Since
the actings of the inner Man: Which cannot be
be grounded upon this comparative Degree; but upon
the Kind thereof. Now, if this Maxime were true,
theſe Things would follow it; 1. He could have no

than the Fair of God; Then it will follow, that

rity of Grace: For, often Belicvers do make

either he hath true Fear of God at the ſame Time; their own Search exceedingly diﬃcult, becauſe of
and ſo the sincerity of this Grace of Fear, doth not the want of this. And the 'Agitation of this
conſiﬅ in the prevalent Degree thereof; or, hath no Queﬅion, being ſomewhat new, we hope what is
Gracelincere at all, becauſe where one is unſound, all ſaid,will be the more favourably conﬅructcd : Eſpe
is unſound, is' centre? 5 or, one Grace muﬅ be ſound, cially this being Our Fear, that by ſuch Expreſſions,
and another unſound, which cannot be ſaid ſimply, or Aſſcrtions, as this Opinion hath with it,
upon the Ground formerly given. The Believer then, Grace may come to be looked on as too com
in. ſuch a Caſe, muﬅ either conclude himſelf to be mon a Thing, and it and Nature, to be thought
unſound; or, he muﬅ try it by ſome other Mark more ſib than indeed they are.
from the Kind thereof. And tho' a Believer ought
L-ſſE C T
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Verſe 8. And unto the Angel tſthe Church in Smyma, write,

IV.
things ſaith the

and the Ia/Z,

which war dead, and i: alive.

9. I hero-w thy worhr, and tribulation, and Poverty, ( but thou art rich) and I know the hlaſhhemy of then:
which ſay they are 7tw5 and are not, but are theſitnagogue of Satan.
*
to. Fear none ofthoﬅ thing: whith thou/holt ſilﬀ'erz behold, the det/il ſhall eaﬅſime ofym into priſtin, that
ye mayho tried, and ye/hall have tribulation ten day: : he thouſaithſul 'into death, and 1 will give thee a

crown of life.
I t. He that hath an ear, let him hear what theſhiritſaith unto the Churches, He that overto'neth,ſhall no'
be hurt of theﬅtond death.
H e ſecond Epiﬅle, is directed to the Church live, ſeein he liveth, and cannot but continue ſo for

T

of S'nyrna : And as her Caſe doth diﬀer

ever, Pſh. xviii. 46. ' oh. xiv. 19.

from the Caſe of Epheuſt, and that both in
Setondly, T H r B y of the Epiﬅle, is contained,
rcſpcctof ſutl'ering and Integrity z ſo doth the Lord's 'e'er/e 9. to, 11. it eſpecially runnethon theſe two,
Iwgﬁhge to her diﬀer, and is wholly comfortable.
I. To hold outSno-rna her Caſe, and that both in
T H E R e is no charge againﬅ this Church, as reſpect of what was preſent, 'verſe 9. and alſo in reſ
in many of the reﬅ': This doth not imply an univer pect of what was to come, 'verſe to. 2. It holdeth
ſal Freedom from guiltineſs of all ſorts; But, Firﬅ, out the Conſolations which are allowed to her for her
That this Church hath been free of groſs Evils, and Incouragement in reference to both, and theſe two
hath been in honcﬅ Simplicity aiming at their Duty. are intermixed.
And Sotondly, it beareth out the Lord's Tenderneſs
H e R preſent Caſe hath two things in it. 1 Her
in palling over many Inﬁrmities in an honeﬅ Church outward Aﬃictions are mentioned. 2. Her Honeﬅy
where there is much suﬀering.
and Integrity under them, is taken notice of and ap
IT is not our Purpoſe to inſiﬅ in theſe Epiﬅles proven by Jeſus Chriﬅ. And this laﬅ, is a main
( the Matter being clear, and ye having good Oppor ground of Conſolation againﬅ the ﬁrﬅ.
t
tunity of hearing them more fully opened) wc ſhall
H E R outward. Aﬃicted condition, is expreſied
only give a Vicw of the Scope, to keep the Cohe in theſe three words. r. They were under Tribulati
on, That is, ſad and great ﬅraitning Preſnres, as
rence of the whole Book.
T n e. Epiﬅlc hath the Diviſion common withal] the word ﬁgniﬁeth, and by this may he underﬅodd _
the
reﬅ, inortheſe
three general
Parts, towit,
Firﬅ, the Aﬃictons of Body, Name, andEﬅatc, and the
a.Prefaceſi
lnſcription,
comprchending
the Perſon
ſad Conſequence following thereupon. which the
from whom, and to whom, this Meﬂitge is directed. Godly are put to by the Perl'ecution of wicked Men.

The Titles given to Chriﬅ, the Sender, were ſpokcn The 2. Wordis Poverty 5 l know thy Poverty: we
to, ehap. I. They are two, 1. He is theﬁrﬅ and the take it literally to be underﬅood of ſuch Pinches and
lq/l ; This ſetteth out the Eternity of his God-head, Straits in their outward Eﬅates, as plundering, Sc

or his Eternity as he is God.

2. He is ﬅiled, He qucﬅration, ﬁnings, and other Means of that kind

that was dead and zs aliw: This ſetteth out his Of
ﬁce with the Eﬃcacy of hisDcath, and the victory
that he' had-obtained by overcoming Death and the
Devil ; and being now above Death and ſuﬂering,
to live God and M'an in one Perſon for ever, Theſe

uſe to bring upon Men .* Unto this ſort ofAﬃiction
the Chriﬅians in the primative Perſecutians were ex
ceedingly liable: Who yetjoyſnlly ſuﬀered thoſhoil.
ing iftheir goods, Heh. x. 34. This is indeed no little
Part ofTrial, when Parents and Children are caﬅeu

Titles are ſpeciallychoſen here for the Conſolation of looſe of all temporal Things, and have not for the
this ſuﬀering honcﬅ-Chureh : For, his ſuﬀering and rcſreſhing of themſelves and their Families. The 3.
dying commendeth him as pitiful and cornpaſſionate ; Part of their Aﬄicton, is the Reproach of wicked
and his God-head and Yictory, ſetteth him out as Men, that wanted not altogether Profeﬃon ; I henne
ſuﬃciently able: Both which, being put together, do ( ſaith the Lord ) the Blaſhheiny eft/reﬅ whiehſay they
exceedingly comfort this People, who cannot but auj'ewr, and are not, hat are eſ thoSyaagogue of Satan.

a,
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, Chap. 2;

Satan. Amongﬅ all' the Saints Croſſes, there are none
more bitter than cruel mockings, as they are called,
Heh. xi. 36. and mockings from 7e-ws that pretended
to worſhip the God of Aſhmham, ofſſimt, and of 74
,mþ, would be more heavy, than the reproaches ofHea

RET'ELATION.
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lation in any Strait, that the Lord Jeſus knoweth
how it is with them, and can bear Teﬅimony t0
their Integrity, when they are even almoﬅ over

whelmed with Reproaches before Men. Itis no
little Encouragement alſo, that he doth take Notice

thens: There were none alſo more bitter Revilers of ofEnemies their Malice, as here is obſerved.
the Son of God and of his Followers, than theſe hard
T H 2 ſecond way the Conſolation is expreﬂed,

ned Jews; who having Synagogues in conſiderable is more direct ? by Chriﬅ's plain Teﬅimony in theſe
Cities, did ever with all their Might joyn themſelves words, thou art rich, that is, whatever Men think
to reproach and perſecute theChriﬅians, It is like-that of thee, as being moﬅ deſpicable, or, whatever
they had Gctod
a Synagogue
this manner
place, pretending
wot-ſhip
according in
to the
of his Lawto; thou be in thy own Eﬅate, moﬅ poor and deſo
late; yet really, and in my Eﬅimation, thou art

but becauſe of their obﬅinate malieiouſneſs, they are rich, that is, thou art indeed ﬅronj in the Grace of
by the Lord denied to be Jews; and are ſaid to lie, God, well furniſhed \V-lth Proiniſes and Priviledg
and to be of the Synagogue of Satan :

Becauſe in

es, and abundantly rich in Faith and good Works,

deed
they looked likerfora Combination
for God,
the Devil,
than aCongregation
worſhippingctof
who Zam, ii. 5. r Tz'm. vi. 18. In which things, true
iches do conſiﬅ. This ſeemeth to be a ﬅrange
ﬂew the Lord, forbade to ſpeak in his Name, and Parodox unto the Men of the World, thou art

J
."
ﬂ.-.'

did perſecute his Miniﬅers and People, as the word is, poor, and yet thou art rich; yet often have the
Saints found this to be a Truth ; as having nothing,
1 Thejﬄ. ii. 14. 15.
F R o M which we may ſee, t. That the moſt ana'yet pſſﬃng all things, 2 Cor. vi. to. And if
honeﬅ and tender, may be liable to moﬅ ſharp Aﬃic this were believed, it might allay the Fervour that
tions. 2. That often rods and Croſſes of ſeveral Men have in purſuing after temporal Riches: For,
kinds are joyned together. 3. That Reproach is not the having of them cannot make them rich, ( the
the leaﬅ part oſAﬃiction of the People of God; greateﬅ Men in Smyr'm get not this Teﬅirnony from
and the Shame thereof, being well endured, will be ac
counted honeﬅ ſuﬀering ofa Croſs, as iſit were a bodi
ly Aﬄiction. 4.. There is no Perſon more bitter and in

our Lord Jeſus, that they are rich ) ztnl the want of
them cannot make them poor: And therefore
Smyrna even in her Poverty, is rich, This alſo,

vective againﬅ thoſe that are ſincere, than ſuch as have would make the heavenly Riches to be eﬅeemed of,
had ſome Engagments to God by Profeﬃon, and have if Men believed that their Life did not conſiﬅ in
fallen from the lame. 5. Pretended Friends ( as theſe the Abundance of the things that they enjoy, as
ewr were ) may come to be moﬅ groſs Enemics, it is Luke xii. 15.
which is both their Sin and their Plague: Therefore
T H e future Caſe ofSmyrna, which is ſet down,
1 Theſſ ii.---- 16. itis ſaid, That mail) was tame 'ver/2, to. is alſo an aﬄicted Condition; and hath
6. God's People may its Encouragements ſuitable thereto, laid down. It
look to be met with, and entertained by Men, as the is, I. Generally propoſed to be ſuﬀering, Fear time

upon them to the 'arten/leﬅ.
Lord Jeſus uſeth to be:

If he be well entertained, if the/a things which thou ſhaltſhﬃr.

ſo will it be with them; If he be deſpifed, as he was had been ſuﬀering;

This Church

and though honeﬅ, was yet to

by theſe Jews, let them look to be blaſpherned and ſuﬀer more.
For, it is enough to the Servant that
Ohﬂ t. S U F'P! R I N o's when they begin,
oftentimes are not inﬅantlv atacloſe. Yea, 2. The
he be like his Maﬅer.
T H r; Conſolation that is propoſed againﬅ the Lord will ſometimes exerciſe theſe that are moﬅ
'foreſaid Aﬄiction, is two ways ſet down, r. More tender, with one Croſs, upon the back of another.
generally, [know thy IVM'J: Which doth not only 3. He himſelf is notwithﬅanding ﬅill tender of them,
relate to his Omniſciency, as is uſual in theſe even when they ſuﬀer, as may be gathered from this
Epiﬅles; but here it taketh in his Approbation, as the comfortable Meſiage to S/nyr'm.
2. T H a s r-z d'uﬀerings are more particularly de
word after cleare-th' Alſo it is oppoſed to his taking
notice of their Enemies Malice, I hmw the b/ajþhe ſcribed, 1. In the kind of suﬀering, to wit, Impri
deſpiſed alſo:

my of them that (all them/Lives Jews, &Ft. There ſammmt: This is not ſo to be underﬅood, as if they
fore, his knowing of their YVorks, muﬅ include. were to he tried by no other kind of suﬀering 5 but
this reſpect to their Honeﬅy, as his knowing of it ſetteth out a main part of their Croſs, to wit.
their Blaſphemy pointeth out his Deteﬅation of that ſome of them ſhould be caﬅ in Priſon, and Li
*zhe ſame.

It is no little part of Believcrs Conſc

berty taken from their Perſons, whichit may bg

T
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heretoſore'they enjo ed. 2. It is deſcribed
the
principal Agent and nſtrument of their buﬂenngs,
The devil/hallraﬅ ſhine ajyou into PH/O/I. Heathen
Empcrors, wicked Governors and Soldiers, were in

_

Chap. a.

Preﬂ'u-res; its Continuance, is ten der, a deﬁnite, for

an indeﬁnite Time: And doth m out. 1. That their
Aﬂlictions in general were determined by the Lord,

to a Day.

2. That it was not long ; it was but for

The ſaddeﬅ Aﬃiction of the People of God
as if it were immediately acted by him, for theſe have an end. Yet, 3. It is for ten days .- To ſhew
Reaſons, 1. To ſhew what Inﬂuence the Devil that it was for ſome Continuance, and that the
hath inthe acting of wicked Men, ſo that m_ eﬀect People of God ought not to look for Freedom from
ﬅrumental therein :

Yet it is aſcribed to the Devil, Days.

their deed, is his deed, they are ſo ſubſcrvienfto their Croſſes in the ﬁrﬅ, ſecond, or ﬁfth day. Some

him.

a. It is to ſhew from what Author all Perſe

apply it, to the Perſecution that followed in 'the days

cutions do ﬂow, to wit, from the Devil, who is a of Trajcn, for the ſpace often Years; but'we con

' Murderer and a Liar from the beginning, and Father ceive the moﬅ general Acceptation is ſafeﬅ.
thereof, John viii. 44. 3. It is to aggrege the hor
T H a ſpecial Encouragements that are expreſſed,
ribleneſs of this Sin of Perſecution, as being a main are two: ( for, ſome are implyed in the former
piece
the Devil's
Buſineſs,
therein words ) The ﬁrﬅ, is, ſear 'mu- aſthcſe things, &Ft.
who of
will.
4. Itſſſerveth
alſo beto inﬅrumental
comfort and encou
This isa general Comfort, frequently given by the
rage the ſuﬀering People to Patience and Conſtancy, Lord, ſear not, &Ft. lſh. xli. 42. 43. And certain
ſeeing the Devil is their ſpecial Enemy, they ought l though it be general; yet being ſpoken out of
therefore not to faint in oplpoſing of him, nor te
hriﬅ's own Mouth, muﬅ be very comprehenſive
mblein
ſedb is im.
ﬅug.
T H bein
a IgRo ghoﬀering
diſcribed by a Deſigna and Maſſie. By which we [ear/1, That the Saints
Conſolations ﬂow not from their Freedom, or being
7 tion of the Perſons, who were eſpecially thus to ſuſ preſerved Croﬂes, ( for, that is not their Comfort
ſer, Ire/hall mﬅ ſome of you into Pſiſhn, &Ft. By here) but they ﬂow from Chriﬅ's being engaged to
you, we underﬅand eſpecially the Miniﬅers; ſome ſuﬅain them under the ſame, and from his \Vord,,
whereof, ſaith the Lord, were tobe caﬅ in Priſon, which ought to keep them from Anxiety and faint_

and yet butſhine ; To ſhew that he was not altoge
ther to extinguiſh their Light. The Reaſons why
we underﬅand it ſpecially of Miniﬅers, 'are I. Be
cauſe that doth eſpecially prove a. Trial to the
Church, when her Miniﬅers are ſet upon. 2. Be
cauſe the preſerving of ſome of them, lS a ſpecial
Comfort' againﬅ Aﬃiction, according to the Promiſe,
Iſh. xxx. 20. 21. And were it not to be underﬅood
of Miniﬅers, it might have afulﬁlling, thopgh they
ſhould all be caﬅ in Priſon. 3. The ſenſib e altering
oſ the Number from thou in the ſingular, toyou in the
plural Number, doth clear that the ſame Party is to

be underﬅood by both:

ing, in the greateﬅ Tribulations. The ſecond En
couragement, is ſubjo ned to an Exhortation. Be
thmſaithſul unto dent , and Iwill give thee a Crown
X life. The Lord ſubjoyneth the Promiſe to the
xhortation. I. To ſhew the Neceſſity ofStedfaﬅ
neſs, even under suﬀering, ſeeing without it there is
no Promiſe of Rcward. 2. It is done to mollify and
ſweeten the Peremptorineſs of that Exhortation, by
ſuch a ſweet Encouraging Promiſe, annexed to it.

The Promiſe is, of arrow/2 qf Ii e: Which looketh

to the eternal Ha pineſs, that Believrs are to enjoy
after this, as 2

iv. 7. 8. It is called life: Be

And ſeeing by the ﬁrﬅ,_ cauſe of the cheerfulneſs of that Condition, where

the Angel, collectively taken, - is certainly to be un Mortality is ſwallowed up of Life: And the Life
derﬅood ; this ſneweth that in this laﬅ place, ſuch, that is here, is not worthy of that Name. And it
to wit, Miniﬅers arealſo, to be underﬅood.

This

is a crown tﬀhfe: To ſhew the Dignity and Ex- -

Form ofchanging the Number, will be more clear cellency thereof; and alſo to intimate that itis a
' were
m
4.. [I' 21-141. s future Aﬄiction, is deſcribed in its\ end, Prize to be obtained ( as Crowns uſually were given) aftera Fightz Alſo, the Lord ſaith, I will
that is, Trial; that ye may he tried : This ismeither give it thou heſairhful unto death 1 * To ſhew, that
the End that the Devils or Perſecuters have before Faithfulneſs and Perſeverance therein, isa neceﬂary\
them; but that which the Lord intends, who, by pre-requiﬁte to the obtaining of this Crown, yet

this suﬀering, minded to diſcoverſome Inﬁrmities that it hath no meritorious Inﬂuence to alter the Na
to themſelves, and to bring forth the Solidity and ture and freeneſs of it, it is ﬅilla Gift of Grace even
Strength of his Grace, to his,Praiſe,xand their Com to thoſe that perſevere.
Ohſizr. I. T H A 'r Faithfulneſs and Perſeverance
fort before others. .

5. I 'r is deſcribed in its Height, and Continuance: in Holineſs, are no leſs neceſſary than Heaven: For,
Its Height isTribulation, that is, very ſore and great a Man cannot attain the one without the other. 2.

What

_.

A
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YVhatever Pinches a Believer may have, the Crown ly ſeparated from the Preſence of God and the Lamb,
of Glory ought to make all ſweet in the very Hope eſpecially at the day of Judgment, to wit, when all
thereof:

Therefore is it propoſed here.

3. It is not the wicked as Dogs, sorcerers, and Liars, ſhall be
caﬅ into the Lake, which is the ſecond Death, Rw.
xxi. 8. In ſum, the Promiſe, is, hethatovercom

every one that have this Promiſe, nor every one that
may warrantably apply the ſame, although moﬅ
Men uſually exceed in this, and beguile themſelves.
T H a Concluﬁon ( which is the third part of the
Epiﬅle) followeth, 'verſe I 1. Wherein there is, I.
The common advertiſement to all that have an ear,
to bear : Which ſheweth how careful Men ought

eth ſhall be keeped from Hell.
F R o M which we may gather. r. That there is
a ſecond Death after Men- are laid in the Grave. 2.

That this Death is moﬅ horrible and dreadful. 3.
That it is a ſingular rare and ſpecial Favour and Pri
to be in hearing of this Word, even as if particularly viledge to be keeped from that ſecond Death. 4. It
it were ſpoken to them. 2. There is a ſpecial Pro is implyed, that the generality of Men, who are
miſe made to Overcomers, be that overcometh, /7)aIl_ Slaves to their Luﬅs, and war not againﬅ them for

not be burt rﬃt/zeﬅtand deal/7. TherPerſon to whom Chriﬅ, ſhall be made liable to this ſecond Dmth, and
the Promiſe is made, was formerly ſpoken of : It is for ever be a Prey to the ſame. 5. It ſheweth what
not the Man that pleaſeth himſelf, or yieldeth to all is the' Believers Advantage by Chriﬅ's Moyand and
ſorts of Tentations, or for a Time ſeemeth to be di
ligent ; but he that ﬁghteth and overcometh. The
thing promiſed, is, to be keeped from the bur't of t/ye
ſecond dear/a: There is a ﬁrﬅ death, which is a ſepa

Friendſhip, thatlives forever, he ſhallbe freed from

this. And Iryily, from the Scope, we may gather,
that if a Man may be keeped from the ſecond Death
and VVrath to come, he may the more patiently en>
ration of the Soul from the Body, common to good dure whatever elſe he may meet with in this l/Vorld.
bad 5 there is a ſecond Death, which is to be eternal though it were even the ﬁrﬅ Death it ſelf.
Concerning the Inﬂuence that the Devil bar/'7 onſhme wit/ted [Ven's Action:
And bow be datb (any on the &me.
N E thing may be further inquired here, to not. 3. Inwardly he may have Inﬂuence to diﬅurb
O wit, concerning the Devil's Inﬂuence on the Reaſon, and mar the Judgment, as he did in
Men's Actions: For,*that this Eﬀect is theſe. Men whom he poſieſied. Mat. viii. 28. He
attributed to the Devil, ( the Devil/ball taﬅ/m: of hath Inﬂuence on the Underﬅanding, and ſo he is
you into Priſan) it holdeth forth a ſpecial hand that ſaid 'to blind Men, 2 Cor. iv. 4. 4. He may work
he hath in acting Men to do evil, ſo that their Deed on the Memory and Aﬀections alſo, as by ﬅealing
is his. Concerning which, we may in general ſay, away the Word, Mat. xiii. 19. and alſo weakening
that the Devil may have, and often hath great Pow Hatred, Luﬅ, Envy, &Ft. Yea, ſomeway he may
er on Men, eſpecially wicked Men, in making them work on the Will, and ſo he is ſaid to put Reſoluti
ſubſervicnt to his Deſigns. Thus he maketh Men ons in the Heart, as it is ſaid of zlmmias and sapphi
caﬅ ſome faithful Miniﬅers in Priſon here: He ra, to lie to the holy Ghoﬅ. Acts v. 3. and of j'ub
reigneth, as having Men at his Command, in the dat, to betray, Chriﬅ, Job. xiii. 27. So, x Cbr. 21.
next Epiﬅle; and leadeth them captive at his Will, being compared with, 2 Sam. xxiv. I. it is ſaid,
2 Tim. 2. 26. he ﬁghte-th Mt/mel, and ﬅirreth up that be, that is Satan, did move and provoke David
Hereﬁes as well as Pcrſecution, tbap. 12. he deceiv to number the People. All which in the Eﬀects, are
eth the Nations, thap. '20. And often his Power is clear: Therefore is 'he ſaid both to reign in ſome at
ſpoken of in this Prophcſy: And it is certain that'it is his Pleaſure, and to deceive or delude others by wiles,
very great, 1. Having Eﬀects upon the Bodies of and Subtilty, 2 Cor. ii. Il. which are his Devices.
. Men, to carry them ſrom one place to another, as he Theſe areallcertain: Although we cannot fully ſhew
did to the Bod of Chriﬅ, Matb. 4. to aﬄict them how he eﬀectuatcth them; yet, this we may ſay;
by Sickneſs, l-Zitin'and Sores as he did Job. and the
Firﬅ, H E hath no abſolute independent Power to
Woman ( Luke 13. 16. ) whom, being a daughter do what he will; but islimited, ordered, and bound
yf Abraham, Satan bath bound, ſaith Chriﬅ, 10, t/veſh ed by the Lord, And ſhtMd/y, he hath no infallible,

likb/(Zﬂ yeazr, &Ft. 2. Upon the external Senſes: He inſuperable way of acting by himſelf on Men ; butas
can delude Ears, E 'es, &Ft. either by miſrepreſent Men through'theigSin yield unto him, for, he is de
ing external Objecg, or by inward diﬅurbing of the pendent, Job. i. 7. 8. And can violent none to ﬁn. 311.
Faculties and Organs, whereby Men and lrVomen, he can have no immdiate infallible ac uaintance with
may, and 'do often apprehend that they hear, ſee, what is in Men's Hearts: For, thatis (xod's Property.
He. ſuch and ſuch things, which indeed they do
4
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Fourthly, he hath no immediate determinating Inﬂu and at which they have Horror :' And therefore
ence on the will of Men: ſo that although he may theſe cannot be thought natively and naturally to a:
perſwade violently; yet he cannot determine Men to riſe from themſelves, which are ſo ﬅrange and uncouth
follow: That is the Lord's Prerogative alone, to to them. Thus, ſome Things come unexpectedly,
have Hearts in his Hand, Pl'au. 21. 'verſe I.to turn by' Satan's furniſhing the Thoughts with aſinful
them whitherſoever he will.

And therefore, whatſo

mids for attaining of an end, that is deſined, and it

ever way the Devil prevaileth, it is but by a mediate may be is deſireable. Thus alſo he may darken Scrip
way of alluring or deceiving, by making uſe of means ture, oﬀer diverſe fenſes to it, furniſh 'objections a
for that end. Flﬁbly, He can infuſe no new Corrup gainﬅ the Truth of it, or againﬅ the true meaning of
tion, nor can he create any inward Species or Repre it, obﬅruct their taking up of the Weight of Zny
ſentations, thereby to tempt: For that is a work of reaſon againﬅ their Errors, &Ft. as he is ﬅaid to blind
Omnipotency : But, he muﬅ work upon what is ( 2 Cor. 4. 4. ), the mind: af them that belle-va not, &e.
within the Perſon that he acteth upon, for producing and taſhue out a Find af error, Ran. Iz. 15. He
' of theſe; yet, being permitted of God, he may uſe may not only objectively thus preſent ſuch a thing ;
moﬅ powerful perſwaſive means, by his skill and agili but he may continue to bear it in, and to uſe Motives
ty to draw Men ( being now corrupt )v inſenſibly to drawnfrom ſeemin reaſon to engage the will to yield
many groſs Sins; or, at leaﬅ, to tempt them.

Which to it, as he did to

dam and Ew at the ﬁrﬅ: And

Tempmtion meeting with Corruption in us, and thus; he ﬅirreth not only natural Humours of the
the Lord juﬅly giving over ſome to it, Satan may Body; but natural corruptions, engaging all the
prevail over them by ſuch and ſuch like Means, Luﬅs, as they may have Influence to prevail with the

As,

will, yielding to theſe Tentations; So Judas his

1. H E may by ſigns know Mens particular incli covetouſneſs, is engaged to deal with him to ſell his
nations and predominants ( although he reach not to ' Maﬅer: for, the Devil tho' he infuſe no covetous
the Underﬅanding of the Thoughts immediatlyz) humor; yet he may Act on what there is, and he
And he may gather what ſnare may moﬅ readily pre ﬅirreth the Phariſees envie to concur and make them
oﬀer. And
doth lrviles
amain.
vail withMen for the Time, according as evidences accept
part ofofthethat
Tentation,
and inthethisDevils
and
may appear in their way, either by their not praying
to God, or by what kythes in Words and other cai Devices, whereby he deceiveth, to wit, in making
riage, wherein certainly he goeth beyond any Man, ſeeming reaſons to have weight, as if there were
to wit, iu taking up of Mens Inclinations. - 2. He force in them, and true grounds to be rejected as not
may ſuit and ﬁt external Temptations to their Diſ for ſuch atime, &it. nor of ſuch Weight. Thus he
temper, and tryﬅe them ſo as there may be acceſs to prevailed with Eve; preſenting the Tentation with
the venting of ſuch Luﬅs; thus he maketh Judas his its plauſible,_ (though falſe) reaſons. And this way,
Inclination to covetouſneſs and the Phariſees envy, though 1nd1rectly,.as the Apoﬅle ſaith, aCarint/a.
to tryﬅe together; David to behold Batbſheba in 11. 3. he continueth to deal with Adam: ſucceﬂors,
ſuch a Poﬅure, when he is -_ſ0mewhat ſecure, &it. to prevail with them as he did with Eve by his ſubu
3. He may jumble, confound and put through other tilty: and thus he leadeth Men at his pleaſure, by
the inward frame, by working on what is natural in propoſing to them what he will: otherwiſe he could
the Humours of the Body, tor awakening Luﬅ, Pai have no ſuch Dominion over Men in the World as
ſion, Revenge, Suſpicion, Fears, &Ft. whereby Men he hath: And thus, many Sins are born in on Men
are ſome way diſpoſed to yield to the Tentation, oﬀ without any connexion with their natural complexi
ered, which he timeth with this. 4. He may caﬅ on: And if it were not thus, one Man might pre
in Repreſcntations in the Mind of ſuch and ſuch vail in ſome reſpect more with another ( for he can
Things, diverting the Imagination from Objects deal by reaſon with him ) than the Devil could, if
which might mar his Deſign 3 and ſo he may order he had no objective Inﬂuence on them: and the
what is within, as out of it, or by it, to form_Repre Tentations being often unto- particular deſigns, it
Lentations in the Imag'nation of ſuch and ſuch Things : ſheweth, that the Devil hath. a moral objectjve way
whereby, propoſing them (. as it were) objectivelv of dealing with Men: otherwiſe it were no more to
to the Underﬅanding, he may mediately oﬀer them ſay that the Devil put it in Judas Heart to betray
to the will:: and for that end alſo, for a time keep his Maﬅer, than to ſay he ﬅirred him up to Love
ueh thoughts in the Mind and in the Memory. Money; but this ſheweth, that to him who loved
Thus, often the Saints cannot be free of Imaginations Money formerly, the Devil propoſeth this as aﬁt'
(by his abuﬁng of the. phantaſie) which they hate, mean to gain ſomewhat. of it. Alſo, Act: 5. it is
ſaid,
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ſaid to Inaniat, why hath Satan ſilled thine Ileart to
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ſor all, ſaid this of It.

lie He. ſo that ( as it were ) when it- was objzcted
From t'zis we may alſo gather, how little Weight is
within themſelves, what if it be asked whether the to be laid upon theTeﬅimony of thisDcvil,whoſe work
Lands were ſold at ſo much? theDevil furniſheth both. it is to ſuppreſs the Truth of Chriﬅ, and to traduce his
the Anſwer: Say (ſaith he) it was: And he mlk Servants: for which cauſe our Lord and his Apoﬅleu,
eth it probable that none ſhould know it, ſeeing would not ﬁiﬀer him to ſpeak, even when he pretend
Man and Wife were to agree in their Anſwers:

ed to confeſs him;

becauſe, he was a Liar from the

And ſo he preſenteth that to them, by which their beginning, and the Father thereof. It's therefore not
covetous and diﬅruﬅful Humours prevailed with them, unworthy the obſerving how contrary to our LonTs
and they both yielded, therefore it is alſo ſaid, Acts 5. way the Jeſuites are in this; who to ſupplie the
4. H/hy haﬅ thou conceit/ed this thing T'n thine defect of other Teﬅimonies for their way againﬅ the
Heart ? And '0. 9. How is it that ye have agreed to Calvinﬄ-s, (as they call them) do carefully and in
gether? The Seed as it were, cometh from the duﬅriouſly gather and heap up Teﬅimonies from the
Devilwho injected it; the conceiving is from our Devils Mouth, and inſult therein as a proof incona
Corruption, which entertaineth the Motions ﬅirred up trovertible: for this end, Lorinus, in tap. 5. Act. '0.
by him, And how can it beotherwiſe ſaid that he 16'. haveing cited ſome pretended Hiﬅoriesholding forth
blindeth Mens Eyes that they ſhould not Underﬅand the little Weight the Lutherans had with the Devil,
the Goſpel? For if it were only by a natural ﬅirring doth ſubjoyn this as an infallible conﬁrmation of their
of Humours, it would diﬅemper them for every compliance with him, Sed is' ex are energumeme Lan
thing; but here lieth the Tentation, that they are dunen/is totaGnHia, at toto orheChriﬅi-'amrelehrattﬃmzc,
wiſe in all other Things, but in ſpiritual Things, the Calvinfanos deemen irridens, nihiiſihi ah i/Zi: timendmr:
- Devil blindeth them, and maketh the Goſpel ſeem t/amnhat runcti; audientihus, Anne 1566. quem) m
Fooliſhneſs to them. Thus, he ſetteth on A'hah by amiti ſſnt, is' fzrderati, ﬂour tg/Znntur actn, Gall/re
entyſing him without by his Prophets, and ſwaying ſhmmaſideſiripta, 637. It is in ſum, this, That the
him within out of Pride; and he prevailed with the Devil out of the Mouth of one that was famous for
' falſe Prophets, by ﬅirring them up to Lie, and that in being poﬁeſſed by him did mock the Calvini/Is, crying
reference to that particular Deſign, which no mere out,and that openly before all that there was nothing to
be feared from them, for they were Friends and Con
Inﬂuence on the Body could have done.
By all which we may ſee, that it is not without federates: and for conﬁrmation of this, he aſſerteth
good reaſon ſaid, that the Devil goeth about ſeeking the Thing to he withugreat faithfulneſs recorded: as
whom he may devour, he is near the Heart, and is if the Weight did only ly in the matter of Fact, and
often upon folks counſel when they are not aware. that there were no cauſe to Queﬅion his faithfuln; is
And this ſhewth what need there is of watchfulneſs, who gave this Teﬅimony. But of this enough:
that we give no place to the Devil, and that he get We have reaſon to thank God, that out Faith in the
not occaſion to tempt : For, with much ſubtilty can Truths of God, and our clearneſs of the Errors of

he make uſe ofit; and Act Men in executing of his their way, are built upon a more ſure Foundation;
orders, when they know not what he is doing, aslike

and that our controverſie with them, is not at the

it was with theſe Perſecuters whom' he engaged Devil's Deciſion, from whom indeed the Calw'ngfr
thus to perſecute theſe Miniﬅers; which way of his, might expect no favourable sentence. But the Lord
being frequently mentioned in this Book, we have once

is judge himſelf, To- him be Praiſe for ever.

LECTURE V.
Ver. 12. India the Angel ofthe Church' in Pergsmos, write, Theſe things ſaith he, which hath the
ſharp Sword with two edges,
13. 1 know thy "works, and where thou dwelle/t, even where' ſatans ſeat is, and thou holde fa/I my

Name, and hay? not denied my faith even in the/2' Days wherein Antipas was my ſnithſu

Martyr,

who was ﬅain among you, where Satan dwelleth.

14. But [have a few things agniryi thee, becauſe thou hrſſ there them that hold the Doctrine ﬀ Ba
laam, who taught Balac to ayt aſtumhiing Hook before the children Iſrael, to eat thing: ſhrrtſited unto
Idols, and to commit fornioation.
Is'
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15. So haﬂ thou a/ſiu them that hold the Doctrine of the Nieolaitanr, whith thing I hate.
16. Rope/It, or elſe 1 evill eome unto thee quickly, and will ſight agairy? them with the Sword of
'ny Mouth.
17. He that hath an Ear, let him hear what the Spirit ſhith unto the Churches, To him that wereometh
will I give to eat of the hidden Manna, and I will give him a white Stone, and in the Stone a new Name
written, which no Man knoweth, ſh'uing he that reeeweth it.
\

O L 1. o w 1-: T H now the third 'Epiﬅle, di
F rected by the Lord to the Churcheof Perga

added, as a Motive to preſs the ſame, 'mﬅ 16.

IN the commendation, we have, 1. The Thing
mar; the Eﬅate of it is implied in the Body commended. 2. Some excellent Aggravations, ( to

of the Epiﬅle, to be a ſuﬀering Condition: And tho' call them ſo ) or commending (Lualiﬁcations of this

having much Integrity, Honeſty, and Conﬅancy un

commendation.

TheThing commended, is in two

der her Suﬀerings; yet in ſome Things reproveable Expreſſiont to one Pnrpoſe, Thou holde/I faﬅ 'ny
and defective: Eſpecially in her Zeal againﬅ falſe Name, and haﬅ not denied my Faith: By Name, we
Teachers: For which Cauſe, the Lord doth here, underﬅand the Doctrine of the Goſpel, whereby
tho' with great Tenderneſs, reprove her.
Chriﬅ's Name, that is, himſelf is held forth and ma.

T 11 a Diviſion of the Epiﬅle is common with all
the reﬅ. The Inſcription is in the 12. verſe. The
Body of the Epiﬅlc, in the 13, 14, 15, 16, verſes.
The Concluſion in the 17. wiſe.
T H 1: Direction, ( which is the ﬁrﬅ Part of the
Inſcription ) is, 77: the Angel of the Church oﬀ Per

nifeited:

For, in the Goſpel, to preach Chriﬅ's

Name, and to declare it to the Genti/es, is all one

with preaching himſelf, or his Goſpel. By Faith,
is underﬅood the Doctrine of Fai h in him, which
is the ſame thing. The holding aﬅ of his Name,
is a zealous adhering to the Proſeſſion of his Truth,
gan/os, a famous City in ſlſia the leſs, ſometimes the as it were, holding it by both Hands 5 and not deny
Seat of Kings: And Ifor that preſent Time, a Seat ing his Faith, is an open avowtng of the ſame b
of the and
Roman
Governours:
A Place
Ido a publick Profeſſton, and honouring Chriﬅ by their
latry,
Crueltyſi;
Yet hath
our full
Lordof aSin,
Church
avouching of their Faith in him, without faint
here, to which he writes, when he taketh no Notice ing, or ſhifting in the ſame, notwithﬅanding of any
of the Governour, or of theſe who were moﬅ emi Peril that might follow thereupon. For, this nega
nent: Which doth ſhew, 1. ThePowerandEﬃcacy tive, Not denying his Faith, doth import more than

of the Ordinances of Jeſus Chriﬅ, in teaching whom is expreſied.
_
he pleaſeth, tho' in the moﬅ deſperate Condition.
T H 1: commendation, is ampliﬁed by two ſpecial
2. It ſheweth the Freeneſs of Grace, that conde= Circumﬅances, that ſerve to hcighten the ſame, 1.
From the Place where: And, 2. From the Time
when; they expreſs this Conﬅancy. I. For the

ſcends to gather a Church here. 3. It ſheweth his
Tcnderneſs to, and Care of thoſe whom he hath ga
_thered to be a Church unto himſelf, beyond any other
in the World.
-

Place: It. is where Satan': Throne was.

It is not

much to avow a Proſeſſlon in ſome Places; but to do
T H e ﬁrﬅ Title he taketh to himſelf, is, He who it in ſuch a Place as Pergamor, where 'Satan had a

hath the sword with two Edges: The Sword with the
two Edges, is the Word ofGOd, Eph. vi. 17. Ileh."
iv. 12. which we heard, Chapter 1. Jſerſe 16. did
proceed out of Chriﬅ's Mouth. It ſheweth, that

Seat or Throne, ( as the Word is) is much. Satan's
having a Throne, implieth not only a Sinfulneſs in
that Place, common with other Places; but it doth

inſinuate ſuch an open avowed Oppoﬁtion to Chriﬅ

Chriﬅ hath the Command of the Word, to make it and his Followers, and ſuch an adhering to Satan,

eﬀectual for the Good of his Elect ; and for the con that, on the Matter, it looked as if Satan had com
vincing, ſmiting, wounding and ﬂaying of his Ene manded expreily there in chief : For, not only was
mies by ſpiritual Plagues: And it is choſen in this wickedneſs tolemted; but carried on, and eﬅabliſhed
Place, becauſe he doth make uſe of this as his Sove

by a Law :

Nor only had he a Seat in Hearts, as he

raign Priviledge in the Threatning, for ﬅirring up the hath in all Men by Nature; but in'the Magiﬅracy
and Judicatories,
Order-sand
weregiven
Angel to his Duty.
'
r
ctlick,
in reference whereby
to Perſecution
Profanityin; pub
and
I N the Body
the Epiﬅle, (beſides
common
. Aﬂertionxof
God'sofOmniſcience)
we have,theFirﬅ,
The '
Men vdid ſo walk, as if directly Orders had been given
Commendation of this Angeland Church, vaﬅ 13. by Satan, and taken ſrom him, in that Place: He
SerongI/y, The Reproof, 'yede 14, 15
Thi**d{v, An did ſo cﬀectually, without Control ( as it were ) ob
Exhortation to Duty, with a ſharp Threatning tain his Will, the Lord ſo permitting and ordering
it

T
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theLord oſſwn him,to wipealltheſe away,and to make his
it in his wiſe and ſecret Providence and Juﬅice.
F R o M which, I. We may ſee how tyrannouﬂy Memory to be the more ſavoury 3 and Witneſs-bearing
the Devil would'manage every thing, if he had things for Chriﬅ, to be the leſs ſeated at; that ſo others may
at his diſpoſal. 2. At what great height he may have be animated and encouraged to be followers of him.
his Dominion, even beſide the Goſpel, and in the
F R o M all which Wmay gather, I. That it is
Place where it is. 3. How fully Men naturally are exceeding commendable to be zealous, and ﬅedfaﬅin
ﬂaves to the Devil, he being the Prince ofthis Mr/d, ſuch a Place, and at ſuch aTime, as Religion is hazard
that worheth in the Children eﬀDiſhhedienee, Eph. ii. 2. ſome and dangerous. 2. That the Death of any of ' '
And, 4. We may ſee what need there is to pray that the Lord's People, eſpecially when itis in witneſſmg
Chriſt's Kingdom may come, and how thankful we for him, is exceeding precious in his Sight. 3. That
ought to be, who are in any Meaſure freed from this honeﬅ witneﬃng for Chriﬅ, is a moﬅ honourable
thing, dntipar being particularly named with theſe
Tyranny.
T H a ſecond Circumﬅance in this commendation, Titles, for ſetting forth the ho'nourableneſs of his ſuf
is, The Time; that is, it was even in theſe Day: fering. 4. We may ſee alſo, tlnt there is an im
wherein Array'd: was my fhithfn! Alzlrtyr, who was plied Diﬅinction of Martyrs, ſome arcfaithﬁel, and,
flain among you, where Satan dwelleth. This is alſo it may be, ſome dying the ſame Death, and before
an excellent Part of the commendation, that it was Men for the ſame Cauſe, may yet not be accounted
not only in ſuch a Place, that was wicked and pro faithful before the Lord. If it be asked, ll/hat is ne
fane; but at ſuch a Time, when Wickedneſs and ceﬃny to mal-e one to he cemented afaithſzel Mzrtyr he
Profanity was exerciſed in its lieight, which is proven fare God? We ſuppoſe theſe ſour are neceſſary; 1'.
by the Death of a faithful Martyr, who was then That the Perſon ſuﬀer as a VVell-doer, ſo it muﬅ be
violently flain amongﬅ them: At ſuch a Time to for the Truth ofChriﬅ, or Righteouſneſs ſake, Mztth.
hold faﬅ his Name, was indeed commendable. v. IO, II. For, nnjz eﬅ mors, ſhd ranſiz mortir quae
whereby we ſee how the Lord doth take Notice of fruit zVnrtyre/n. 2.Not only would ſuﬀering be ﬅat
the commendable Circumﬅances of his Peoples Du ed upon a particular Account, wherein they have the
ties, as he doth of the Aggravations ofttheir Sins. ſide that is right compamtively; but they would be
What this Intipzzs was, there is no more mentioned right ſimple in the main Truths of Chriﬅ, as for In

in Scripture concerning him : It is recordedin Story, ﬅance, Sometimes drrz'ans and j'ewt, after Chriﬅ's
that he was a. Miniﬅer in Per-games; and it is not im coming in the Fleſh, and other Hercticks, did ſuﬀer by
probable, ſeeing theſe are moﬅ ordinarily the Objcct Heathens, either becauſe they would not worſhip their
OfPcrſecuters Malice and Violence. However, the Idols, and diſclaim the true God; or, becauſe they
Lord putteth three great Titlcs upon him, I. He is would not ſimply deny themſelves to beChriﬅians:
aMartyr: This ſigniﬁeth a Witneſs, and that not They had indeed the better, if we look to the Veﬅi
Only ſuch a YVitneſs, as witneﬂeth by Word and Pro on as ﬅated between them and Heathcns; yet they
feſſion, but as ſealeth it with his Blood: Thus Paul did
cannot
called Chrﬄ':faithful
thc'y r
not be
faithlſiullygive
TeſtimonyII/Ytnſſi,
to himin ſeeing
his Perſon,

ſÞUketh'of Stephen, Acts xxii. 20. when the Blood
"ſthy Martyr Stephen was ſhell. And therefore in Natures, and Oﬃces. 3. It is neceﬂiiry that the Pcr-* "
the Primitive Times, Martyrs were diﬅingui ed from ſon be, as to his State, a Believer, withoutwhich none
Confeﬂors, thus, Martyrs, were ſuch as uﬀered to can be a faithful Martyr, altho' poﬃbly his Teﬅimony
Death; Confeſſors, were ſuch as ſuﬀered Impriſon may be a faithful Teﬅimony : For, without Faith, it
ment, Mutilation of ſome Member, Whippings, or is impeﬃhle to play? GJLI, eſpecially in ſuch a great
' ſuch like, for the Faith of Chriﬅ. 2. He calls him thing as ſuﬀering for him. 4. It would be gone about
afaithful Martyr : To ſhew, that not only the Cauſe in the right manner£ſo as thereby the Teﬅimony given
Was honeſt, for which he ſuﬀered; but alſo, that he to Chriﬅ, may be made the more to ſhine, w'z. there
Was honeﬅ in his ſuﬀering for the ſame. 3. He is would be blameleſhcſs in theMan's-Convcrſation,'ſingle
m) faithfulhvitneſsz Which ſctteth forth,

I. The neſs in his End,deniedneſs,zc:tl, humility and lovekyrh

End of dntipas suﬀering, which was to bear Wit ing and in exerciſe in his undertaking and undergoing
Fleſs for Chriﬅ. 2. It holdeth forth the Lord's own thoſe_ſuﬀerings,as we may ſee in Step/ten, Acts vii. 5 LUC.
fng of him in that Teﬅimony, and now by this, as And this is taſizﬃr as a Chrtﬅimnand not a: an evil da
't Were, from Heaven writing this kindly and honour er, and buſie body, 1 Pct.iv. I 5, 1 6. and utter/ling te the
able Epitaph upon him, He i: my faithful M/rtyr. will o God, by which ſuch may be encouraged to tam
IF may be, he was ﬅoned in ſome Tumult as a ſedi mitt e keeping of their Soul: te him in well-doing, Ihid.
nOus Perſon, or one not worthy to live, becaute' of ver. 19. This is alſo conﬁrmed from r Cor. xiii.
ſome Rcproaches or other put upon him z yet thus doth HI
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H 5 doth again repeat where Satan dwelleth. 1. Fornication, as if it were not ﬁnfui; and indiﬀer
To ſhew that the Devil's Dominion in that Place, ency in eating of Things ſacriﬁced to Idois, without
was not by ﬅarts and ﬁts; but _that he had a ſettled, reſpect to oﬀence, as was ſhown on e'er/e 6. There
and (as it were) a conﬅant reiidence there. 2. To fore the Lord here ſpeaketh of the Doctrine of the
commend their Honeﬅyand ﬅedfaﬅnefs the_more. Nitblaimm, as being indeed the reviving of Balaam's
3. It is to ſhew the great evidence of the Devils Dgo old condemned Error: And ſo they became guilty
minion, to wit, that faithful Men were put to ſuﬀer before God of his practices, as if they had expreﬂy
in gTforH the
ofChriﬅ.
_ . profeſied the maintaining of_ the ſame. it is ſaid,
e cauſe
reproof
followeth, verſe 14, I 5. Firﬅ,
That Balaam taught Balm te caﬅ aﬅumbling black
generally but I have aſew 'Ibitrgr agaz'zﬅ thee: this before tbe Children 'j Iſi-ael, &Ft. His wicked advice
is not to be underﬅood as if the faults were little in getteth that Name: Becauſe, it proved an occaſion
themſelves; But it is thus expreſſed. 1. To ſhew of falling and ſtumbling to the Iſraelites, as if a
how tender he was of them, when (as it were) he ﬅumbling Block had been caﬅ in the way of ſome
heightens
andhearten
extenuates
Fauſilts. 2.their
It iscommendation,
to encourage and
themtheir
to Man, to make him fall. Thus many ſinful practices

have not only the conſideration of guiltineſs, in reſpect
mend cheerfully that which he reproveth.
_
of the Perſons themſelves, who commit the ſame ;
Hence Obſhrw, I. T H 1: R 1 may be COI'YUPUOI] but have alſo the conſideration of oﬀence, as they are
and Defects, where there are very many Things com apt to prove occaſions of falling, and ruine unto others.
mendable. 2. Where there is Honeﬅy in the main, This alſo, te wit, oflaying a ﬂumbling Block before
and a ſuﬀering condition for Chriﬅ, there he_is no otherr, will agree well in application to the Nice/ai
rigid or ſevere Cenſurer z buta moﬅ tender conﬅruct tam: Who, as they were guilty in the Sin of Unclean
er of his Peoples Inﬁrmities.
neſs ; ſo were they careleſs in reference to oﬀence,
Smndly, M o R t: nrticularly, he ſetteth down by not regarding how oﬀenſive their way was unto others
way of ſunilitude the ll reproved, verſe 14. Bemuſi in the uſe of indiﬀerent Things, ſuch as eating of
thou baﬅ there tbem that bold the Doctrine of Balaam, Things ſacriﬁced, &it. Which in theſe primitive times
&Ft. which he applyeth, 'verſe 15. It is not to be was to many the occaſion ofﬅumbling, when Chriﬅi
thought that there were any profeſied followers of an liberty was not rightly bounded, as we may gather
Balaam in that Church; but the intent is, to ſhew, 1 Cbrieztb.'8. 9, IO. And theſe two alſo often go
that, upon the matter, the Doctrine of the Nicblaz'tan: together, to be careleſs of guilt before God, andof
did agree therewith; and if Balaam's practice was oﬀence before others.
hateful, theirs muﬅ alſo be ſuch. And ſo, by pro
F R OM which we may gather, I. That the moﬅ
poiing the hateful way of Balaam, he diſcovereth the vile Errors and deluſions may increaſe exceedingly:
Odiouineſs of the Doctrine of the Nimlaitam: which This of the Nito/az'tam had ſpread in Epbeſia, Per
will be found,upon the matter, to be the ſame. The gambr, and ſeveral other Churches, even in the Days
Hiﬅory of Baldam is recorded, Numb. 22,23,24, and of Ja/m the Apoﬅle. 2. That new-upﬅart groſs
31. Chap. In ſum this, he vwas agreedy covetous abominations, are oftentimes indeed but the reviving
Wretch, who greedily aimed at the wages ofunright of ſome old buired and condemned practices or Doct
eouſneſs; and being reﬅrained from curﬁng the People rines. Thus the Error of the Nz'tblaitam, is but in
of [ſrad by the Lord, he gave ſubtile advice to Ba/ak deed, on the Matter, the putting of Balaam's prac.
to draw the People of I/rael into a ſnare, that thereby tice in aDoctrine, and maintaining the ſame' under
'God might be provoked againﬅ them 3 and ſo, _1n the . another Name. 3. We may ſee that it is an allowed
cloſe, thCV might be prevailed over. ﬁ/epbur, in the way ofconfuting new ﬅart-up Deluſions, to ſhew
fourth Book of the Antiquites of the jeu/s, expreſl their agreement on the Matter, with . former old
eth it thus, Ybat be adviſed Balak to ſend/ame if me acknowledged and condemned Hcreſies. Thus \the .
beautiſuIig/I Wbmen of Midian 10 'wander about tbe Lord doth here; and in the Epiﬅle following he com
camp qſ [ﬁde/5 who, though they ſhould tntertam pareth themto _7e2;ebe1: For, often Men will more
the Iſraelitei ſatniliariy, yet that they ſhouid not yield impartiaiiy _judge of by-paſ'c Errors, ' than of what
any
thing
to their
but that
they
ſhouldof
pretend
ſ to run
from
them,Luﬅ
till 5 they
ſhould
partake
their ſeemeth tobe new : and therefore the Devil ufeth moﬅ
cunningly to diſguiſe thoſe things, and to endeavour
Idol-feaﬅs with them: In reference to both which, to have old Errors vented under the notion of new
they prevailed with the Iſraelite:,_ and drew them Lights, and Depths, when indeed they are but Old
both into bodily ,and ſpiritualFornication whichwere the rotten deluſions.
two great faults of the Nice/attain, to Wit, liberty in
I F it be ſaid here, That ordinarily the moﬅ groſs
Men
4
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Nlen uſe to brand the moﬅ Orthodox with this, as
F R o M which we may gathen- r. That the
being revivers of old Hereſies, whereof many Inﬅances Church is inveﬅed with a Powerand Authority for
may be given. For Anſwer, we ſay, That a ſimple cuttingoﬀofcorruptMembers. 2. That it isa moſt
aſlerting' of this, is not ſuﬃcient to bear it out: We horrible Fault where there is Defect in this. Our
would therefore propoſe theſe (Lialiﬁcations ; I. That Lord Jeſus quarrelleth the want of this in Pergamor,
the Thingeﬅeemed to be an Error or Hereſie, be in where he commendeth much Honeﬅy: And he com
deed incontrovertibly ſuch, and that in ſome funda mendetlh it in Epheſhs, where there wanted not in
mental Thing: Indeed ſometimes, even the Anci-_ ward Defects: Becauſet ere is nothing thatmore oc- ,
ents, do put ſomethings in the Catalogne of Hereſies, caſioneth the Name of hriﬅ to be reproached, his
which will not be found to be of ſuch weight. It is Ordinances to be deſpiſed, his People to be oﬀended
not thoſe we ſpeak of, nor is itſuch that are mention and ﬅumbled, than the ſuﬀering of corrupt Members
ed here. 2. The Application alſo would be clear; that are tainted withErrors to continue in the Church.
and Men would not charge others with Herelies of an Therefore much of the Churches Commendations or
odious Name or Nature upon Prejudice, or upon Reproofs in theſe Epiﬅles is founded on this, as it is
Miﬅake of ſome Expreſiion: Nay, not upon ſome rightly, or partially exerciſed. 3. By this it appear
ſeeming Conſequence, which the Authors do deny, eth, that our Lord Jeſus is no Friend to Toleration;
and, it may be, others cannot demonﬅratively ſhew and that the tolerating of corrupt Teachers, can no
the Inference thereof. Here it is not ſo, the Practice way be approven of him. It is true, this is directly
and Doctrine of the Mroſaitom, is ſo clear, that they ſpoken againﬅ Church-men, their tolerating oſ cor
cannot deny it in particulars, tho' it may be, at ﬁrﬅ, rupt Teachers; But will any think, that that will be
they would refuſe it to be the Doctrine of Bolonnz. approven in Civil Powers, which is ſo hateful in the
3. Such an Application would be made in Knowledge, Church-oﬃcers? Or, that Jeſus Chriﬅ will account
and from through Acquaintance with the alledged old Toleration in the one to be hateful, and in the other
Hereſie upon the one ſide, and with particular Te to be approvable. 4. There is Diverſity of Tempers
nents of others, who are ſuppoſed to maintain that in Church-oﬃcers, and Diverſity of Conditions in
Error, upon the other ﬁde. oftentimes Men ſpeak Churches, even where there may be real Honeﬅy in '
in thoſe Things, Jwhat they know not, or with a too both: Epheyus had much Coldneſs within, and yet
lightly paſſmg View-z or, upon ſome probable Re much Zeal againﬅ thoſe Nicoloitizns: Pergonm again,
ſemblance, or Appearance, are ready to ground ſuch is much commended for their Zeil and Conﬅancy in
an Application. 4. This would be remembred, that suﬀering ; and yet reproved for want of Zeal againﬅ
the old-condemned Hereſie, muﬅ be ſuch as is con theſe corrupt Members. 5. Men may bevery ﬅraight
demned in Scripture, 'and that ﬅill the Word is to be and tender in the Work of God, and bold in reference
acknowledgedas the ſupreme Rule. .All which agree to ſuﬀering ; and yet faint and be defective in the pro
'in this Application 3 and wherevthey agree, it is nota ſecuting of Church-cenſures againﬅ erroneous Men.
little prejudice to.an Opinion, to ſay, It is, on the This appeareth both from this Epiﬅle, and that which
Matter, the ſame with ſuch and ſuch an old Hereſie; followeth, where their particular condition and pub
that is, to Mens Conviction long ſince condemned lick Carriage in other Things, is exceedingly com
mended; yet istherea notwitlyianding in both, in
upon Grounds from the Word of God.
T H r s was a foul Error: And it is not do be reference to this.
thought that

this Angel, who i's here ſo com

I F it be asked, What-ran h'e the Reaſon that hong/I,

mended, was guilty of any of theſe Evils, by any tender, and zealous Men ſhould ous Uſ'on defective in
poﬁtive Acceſſion to them;

but this is the Fault this, who yet may he zealous and ſer-vent againﬅ

charged upon him, That thou hoﬅ them that hold ﬅona'alou: Proctioos?
the Doctrine iſthe Nimloitons; that is, the Angel had
Anſw.
T Htoi: get
s F the
Reaſons
may begiven;
t. It is
more
diﬃcult
Impreſſion
of the odiouſneſsv
ſuch in the Church, who continued to be Members,

and were notby Diſcipline cut oﬀ." This is his Fault: of corrupt Doctrine on the Heart, than of groſs
For, it was not the Churches Fault that ſuch lived in outward Practices: Becauſe groſs Practices oﬀend
Ptrgomos, becauſe they had no 'civil Authority to Nature more directly, and are hateful even to na

impede that; yet it was their wFault that they lived tural Men:
Church-members there, becauſe they had Church

And even ſome good Men are ready
to foﬅer ſuch an Opinion, as if Grace were more

Authority to remedy that, which yet was not conﬁﬅcnt with Error than with Profanity. Upon
zput in Exerciſe againﬅ them, as by Ephgſiu had this Ground the Lord himſelf and the Apoﬅles do
been done.

more frequently give People warning to mark and
abﬅain '
U
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abﬅain from them thatc'tuſe Oﬀences contrary to the keeped
ort em.
2. That
therewhere
is notherep
Ex ectation
free from
YVrath,
hath beChOSti-rcl
Doctrine of the Goſpel, than they do in Matters of

groſs Practice.

2. Purſuing of Perſons that are er

without Repentance,

3. That Omiﬃons are ﬁnful

toneous, hath often little Fruit with it as to the Per and to be repented oſ, even as Commiﬃons are
ſons themſelves, there being but few that are recover And, 4., That ſinfulOmiſſrons in a Man's'publick
ed out of that Snare of the Devil, and to whom God Stanon, ( ſuch as this is, which is reproved) are to

giveth Repentance, who once deliberately oppoſe be repented of, as groſs pcrſonal Faults are.
themſelves to the Truth 5 but on the contrary, they. T Ft 12 Threatning annexed, is in theſe VVorde
ſeem to be more bold, and to make a greater ﬅir, Or elſe I 'will tame unto th'e quickly, and I 'will
than if they had not been taken notice of, as we ſee again/I them with the Sward
my Alnath. It hath
in Corinth, and Galatia; the more that Paul preﬂ'ed two Parts:

The ﬁrﬅ, reſpecteth the Church or An

them, the more they ſeemed to deſpiſe him, and they gelof Pergamar, I will come unto thee quiet-ly; that
go on in their Contradiction and Blaſphemy, as in the Is,
' if thou repent not, I will one way or another
Hiﬅory of the Acts, and Inﬅances of I-ﬂlmmeus and comein Judgment againﬅ thee. We conceive it re
Philetus, is clear. This maketh that even ſometimes lateth to the Angel eſpecially, it being in the ſihgular
good Men, out of fear of the Inconveniemies that Number: Becauſe this Fault being a Defect in Diſei
may follow, and the Diﬃculties that accompany ſuch phne, lS not 1'0 to be imputed to the People, as to him
a Work, may be too prone to overſee and. forbear whoſe Place it was to take Order with ſuch Corrupti
them. 3. Sometimes reſpect to the Perſons of ſome ons: Which will appear more clearly afterward
who may be carried away, may have Influence on The ſecond Part, reſpecteth theſe groſsMembers that
this, as ſuppoſe ſome Perſons for a Name of Piety, were ſuﬀered to be in the Church, to wit, the Nica
ſometimes ſavoury, ſhould be ſeduced; Prepoﬅerous laitam, I will ﬁght agairyt them with the Sword q/
Tenderneſs to thoſe may make Men cruelly to ſpare 'my Mouth; that is,ſeeing ye are guilty ofDefect here
them to their Prejudice. This Fault the Lord ſeem if there be not Repentance for it, I will come in an,
eth to quarrel in Thyatira, that they ﬅﬃrcd his St" extraordinary way, and my ſelf puniſh thoſe whom
e-ants to beſeduted. 4.. There may be alſo a Deſign ye have ſuﬀered. For clearing of this Threatnincr
by more gentle Means to reﬅrain ſuch an Error, and How
we may
it can
conſider;
be a Threatnmg
I. Whereintoit the
conſiﬅeth.
Angel. 3
recover ſuch as are fallen, whereby they may come
to exceed and turn to be defective in not uſing the Wherefore he is ſo peculiarly threatned.
Means appointed, as if ſuch Cenſures had been need
T o the ﬁrﬅ, It is clmr-herc, that the Party im
leily appointed 3 or, as if the Lord did not make uſe mediately threatned, is the M'm/aitam, whom the

1 of mediate Means for the reﬅraining of Error. 5.
. Such Buſineﬂ'cs alſo have often their own Miﬅakes a
, mong many tender Members of the Church 3 ſome
whereoſ, may be too favourable Conﬅructers of the
moſt groſs Seducers, and ſo fear to oﬀend them ; and

law to keep all in Peace, oftentimes may ﬅeal in to
have weight to the prejudice of the Lord's ordinance.
It is written of the Schiſm in Phrygia, which aroſe

for Mantanus, that many did conﬅruct too well of

Lord threatncth to ﬁght againﬅ with the Sword of his
Mouth: Which looketh not to any external, or cor
poral Plague:

For, the Sword of his Mouth, is not

the Weapon that inﬁicteth ſuch: But it looketh eſpe
cially to theſe, 1. To a Diſcovery of their Wicked
neſs, and of the Hatefulneſs of their Way, by his
Word. 2. To a Cenſuring, Threatning, and Sen
tencrng of them by the ſame. 3. To a Fruitleſneſs
of ſuch Diſcoveries, Threatnings and sentences, as to
any ſpirttual or ſaving Work upon them; but that
they _ſhould be by ſuch clear Convictions and Senten
ces, in God's ſecret \Viſdom and Juﬅice, more hard
ned, convinced, irritated and aﬀected with ſpiritual

him, as not think-ing it impoſſible but he might be a
good Man, who, therefore could not go alongſt in
the Thoughts that others had of him. There is readi
ly ſomething of this amongﬅ the weakeſt ſort where
Deluders come, which getting way for a Time, doth -Plagues, than if they had not been ſo dealtwith: In
rather increaſe than diminiſh; and ſo leaveth this Duty this reſpect often in the Scripture we have mentio
Zſewmg by the Pmphets, andſiaying hy the lﬄordliejj,

in-a greater None entry than at ﬁrﬅ.
come isnow
the Remedy,
Duty
ed YV
to, 12which
laid to
down
and preſiſied,orwr,
16.exhort
The the 'Lord-'5 Muth, as Hoſea vi. 5. and ﬁghting with
Al'ztzthn , and dg/lrayirzg him by the Spirit of his
It is in ſhort, Rzpmt; that ſame which was propoſed, Mouth, 2Theſi'. ii. 8. and elſewhere the like Ex
to Eþheſits, wr. 57. The Lord hereby ﬁgnifying, I. preſſions to that purpoſe. This is a ſad-Plague
T'hatwhen ﬁns are fallen into, it is not enough toforbear when the Table oſ the Goſpel becometh a Snare, and
them, but there muﬅ be an exerciſing of Repentance

when through Mens own Corruption they become
more

,.W-v _
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more drunk with their own Deluſions, even under Threatning refpecteth the Angel more peculiarly,
Convincing Light; and when the Word of Gol, than that of Epbeſh: did? lnſw. The Reaſon was

which is the only Weapon whereby they may oﬃend formerl hinted, to wit, Eþlvez/iu Sin and Defect was
their Enemies, is through their oppoſing the Light in the lXmctice of the Power of God-lineſs, common
thereof, turned to ﬁght agtinﬅ them, as they have \ to Miniﬅers and People: Therefore doth that Throat
turned themſelves to ﬁght againﬅ it: The Event here ning extend almoﬅ equally to both: This Sin again,
as to them, cannot but be deſperate.
which is reproved here, doth peculiarly reﬂect upon
F o a the ſecond, It may be qucﬅioned, how this' the Miniﬅers: And therefore the Weight of the
can be a Threatning to the Church or Angel, that the Threatning doth peculiarly reſpect them.
'
Lord would take ſuch Courſe with theſe corrupt Nint
F R o M which we may learn; r. That Fainting
laz'tam ? It might rather look likea Favour to them? and Unfaithfulneſs in the Work of the Miniﬅry, may
Anſw. If we conſider it more particularly, we will procure an Interruption by one Mean or other in the
ﬁnd it a Threatningin theſe Reſpectsz I. That it im Exerciſe thereof, or a blaﬅing of a Man in Gifts and
plies Chriﬅ to be angry at their neglecting of their Parts, who ſometimes hath been uſeful. 2. It ſhew

Duty; and that this extraordinary way, doth inſinu

eth, that ſometimes God may keep his Word in a

ate his eﬅeeming of them not to be worthy to have
this Employmeut: Therefore, he taketh their Duty
oﬀ their Hand, and provideth himſelf of ſome others,
for the performing thereof. Thus, when Paul is
threatning the Corintbiem, ﬁrﬅ Epiﬅle, Chapter iv.

tween whom and him there is a ﬅanding or ﬅated ﬁght,
they ﬁghting againﬅ him, and not receiving the love
of the Truth, and he ﬁghting againﬅ them, by giv
ing them up to'Hardneſs of Heart, and ﬅrong Deluw

Place, and exerciſe it in reference to ſome Perſons be

verſe 21. Man/ball I tame zmta you wit/1 a Red? &c. ſions; And, in his ſecretand holy Juﬅice, making his

whereby he ſheweth himſelf to be angry.

In the he

Word and Ordinances to promove the ſame.

3. It

ginning of the next Chapter, he repioveth them, for followeth alſo, that it is a moﬅ dreadful thing, when

ſuﬀering the iaceﬅuous Perſon, and commandeth him the Lord and his Word become our Party, and when
to be excommunicated: Which beareth out this,'I'hat hc fighteth againﬅ a People with that Sword: It is
Paul's coming over them to preſs ſuch a Duty, was a here a more terrible Threatning, toﬁght againﬅ thoſe
Stroke or Note for their Defect-in the ſame. 2. It is with the Sword of his Mouth, than ifhe had ſent the
a Threatning in this' reſpect: Becauſe the taking of Sword, Famine, or'Peﬅilence upon them. 4. It im
ſome extraordinary Way and Mean, as in reference to plieth, that this is a Plague, and a way of puniſhing,
theſe Niralaitmm, hath ﬅrange like and uncouth Ef that the Lord in his Juﬅice often ſendeth and exerceth
fects oftentimes followingr upon it: Thereby the upon Deluders and corrupt Teachers, who have not
Church is put through other, and Revolutions follow; received the Love of the Truth, and have per
and often the \Vheat-is trode upon, when the Thus verted the Word of God to their own Deﬅruction,
are a wecding ; which cannot but be hurtful to me t' wit, that it' ſhould be a Weapon of God's In
Church. 3. It ſnpponeth a laying by of thisAngcl, dignation, for the inﬂicting of ſpiritual Piagues upon
and making uſe of ſome other, for his work of con them.
vincing, reprcving, and confounding, t'a'r. of thoſe
T H s Conciuſion followeth, 'vaﬅ 17. and hath
wicked-Men, which ſhould be to his Diſgrace, when two Parts common with the reﬅ; I. All that are ſpi
he ſhould have no hand in. ſo good a work: And ſo ritually aﬀected, and have the Senſe of right hearing,
the meaning of the Thrcatning, is, to the Angel, If are exhorted to bear 'what Goa'ſaitly by his Spirit to the
thou ſpare theſe wicked Men, and do not thy Duty Churches, as if particularly it were ſpokcn to them.
in reference to thtm, I my ſelf will come in another This is ſo far from ſuppoſiug that Men naturally have
way, and lay thee by, and follow my Purpoſe in ſen Ears to hear, that it doth imply the contrary, to wit,
tencing, and cenſuring of them by ſome other Mean. that it is not every one that hath Ears to hear, but
And-this is to give another his Crown, which is ſo 'that he is a rare Man that hath thrm; for, none can
oft commended to the Angels in thoſe Epiﬅles to be hear ſpiritually what the Lord ſaith to the Churches,
kept. Thus the Threatning is not to remove but ſuch as have gotten them as [Maſts Word is,
a Miniﬅry, or Church-Eﬅate from Pergamar, as Deut. xxix. 4..
but it is the Lord's

T H E ſecond Part of the Concluſion, contadneth

Threatning to lay aſide ſuch particular Miniﬅcrs,
and notwithﬅanding. thereof, to carry on his
YVork.
N 0 w, for the third, vto wit, XVhereſore this

was in the Caſe of Epbqſhr;

ſome Encoursgcments to the wreﬅling Believer, as
all the reﬅ of the Concluſions do. The Party to
whom the Promiſe is made, is the ſame, to wit,
-Him that owmmttb, or, hc that is overcoming,
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Which pointeth at the zealous, the Overcomer a Crown, in pledge of his victory,
ſingle, conﬅant, and faithful Wreﬅler, though he and a full, publick and open Abſolution in the great
hath not<yet obtained the Victory. The Encourage Day, before Men and Angels. 3. This whiteﬅone,
ments given him, are, onthe matter, the ſame with hath a new Name written upon it : A Name, is ſotne
the reﬅ, to wit, the Happineſsthat may be expect honourable thing ; a new Name, is ſomething emi

as it may be read:

edin Heaven, but are ſet down in three or four dif

nently honourable: It was the Lord's way to change

ſerent Expreﬃons, for commending of the ſame. the name of ſome, whom he eminently loved ; and
The ﬁrﬅ is, I will give him to eat cﬀ'he hidden Man for conﬁrmation of his Favour to them, he gave
na. Manna, is called ( Pſal. cv. ) Angel: food ; them new Names : So he did to Abraham, Jacob,
and Job. vi. breadfrom heaven. It is, in a word, &Ft. This ſaith that the believing Overcomer ſhall
the moﬅ excellent and refreſhing Food; yea, be made by Jcſus Chriﬅ quite another thing, where
Chriﬅ himſelf , who is called the true Bread he ſhall have ſuch Glory and Majeﬅy beﬅowed upon
from Heaven, Joh. vi. oſ whom whqſhet/er eat him, as will need a new Name to expreſs the ſame,

eth ſhall not die. It is hidden Manna, poſſtblyte

and make him think himſelf another thing 'than ever

lating to that Pot or' Manna that was kept with he thought to have been. We take it, on the mat
in the Ark of the Teﬅimony: And ſo pointeth ter, to be that ſame which is expreſſod, ehap. iii, '0.
at ſuch Food as is hid with Chriﬅ in God, and to be 12. by having the Name of God, and Chriﬅ's new

enjoyed with God in the Heavens : Which was typi

Name written upon them.

ﬁed by the moﬅ holy.

Man knoweth/doing he that receiveth it. This muﬅ
be an excellent motto that only the ſpintual Senſes of

However it importeth.

Firﬅ, T H a Excellency of this Food, and the Sa

4. It is a Name whith no

tisfaction which the Oyercomer may expect:

It 13 the Receiver is able to diſcern the Excellency thereof,
inconceiveable and inexpreﬂible, The eye hath notſeen, ſo that no On-looker can tell what 'the Satistaction,.

the ear hath not heard ay" it, nor hath it entered in Dignity and Honour of ſuch a Perſon is; but he
Man's heart to eontei'ue thereof, lſaiah, lxiv. Se who is poſſeſied with the ſame: And proportionally,
nnd/y, It importeth its Sickerneſs : It is hid, it can theſe who are made joint Heirs of the ſame Glory
not but be ſure to the Overcomer, ſeeing it is kept m Theſe Promiſes may in ſome part be applicable to
the ſecret place of the moﬅ High. Thirdly, It im the ﬁrﬅ Fruits of the Spirit that the Believers are
porteth the Rarity aud Singularity ofthis Excellency, Partakers of here: Which, in Reſpect of carmi
being a thing altogether unknown to the World, as Delights, are unſpeakable and glorious, and ſuch as
ifit were hidden : In which Reſpect ( Colloſ in. 3. ) paſs all Underﬅanding; yet the proper fulﬁlling of
our life is ſaid to he hid with Chrytl in God. _The ſe them, and the main Scope of the place, is to be ap
cond Expreﬂion, is, I will give hi'na whiteﬅone : plyed only to the Enjo ments that Believers have to
white Stones were uſed in thoſe days, for two ends,

expect in Heaven:

hen they ſhall reap the ſull

Harveﬅ, and be brought to the Poſi'eﬂion of the
Kingdom prepared for them: For, all of them do
preſuppoſe a ſull-accompliſhed Victory before the be
attainod : Which cannot be expected in this life.
O but Heaven muﬅ be an excellent Happineſs: See
ing the Satisfaction thereof is ſo inexpreſſible! Even'
the Apoﬅle Paul who was raviſhed to the third Hea
ven, muﬅ give it over, and ſay, heheard what was
ſwer well here, where Chriﬅ promiteds to give to impoſlibletobe uttered, 2 Cor. xii.

as may be gathered from heathen riters. 1. In their
VVreﬅlings and Games, he that overcame and was
Victor, got a white Stone, asa Badge of Honour put
upon him. 2. it was uſed in civil Courts( when
Men were accuſed and chall'anged of Crimes) to be
given as a Sign of Abſolution: Thus a Man that was
ſound innocent and abſolved, got a white Stone, and
he that was condemned got a black- Stone: Both an

l
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VI.

Verſe 18. And unto the Angel oj th'e Church in Thyatria, write, Theſe thing: ſaith the Son ofGod, whr

hath his eyes Iihe unto aﬂame tﬀﬁre, and his.feet are Iiheﬁne Braſi.
19. [know thy works, and rharity, andſer-hire, andfaith, and thy patiente, and thy works, and the [a

to he more than the

,
20.

Chap. 2;
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20. Mtwith/ianding, I have a few Thing: agai'yl thee, het'auſe thou ſitﬄlreſl that Wiman Jezcbel,
which calleth her ſelf a Propheteſi, to teach and to ſedute my Servant; to commit Fornitwtion, and to
'at thing: ſatriﬁted unto Idolr.

21. And I gave her Spate to repent if her Fornieation, and ſhe repented "not,
22. Behold, I will mﬅ her into a Bed, and 'them that commit Adult-'ty with her into great Yrihtelation,
t they
ry their
e xee2p3.
Andrepent
I will
hill Deeds.
her Children
with

am he which ſeareheth the Reins and Hearts:
your W'orhs.

Death ;

and all

the

Churche: ſhall

hnow that I

And I will give unto euery one of you au-n-djng t,

24. But unto you I ſh , and unto the reﬅ in

Thyatira,

It

many at have not this Doctrine,

and which have not known 'the Depthr of Satan, a: they ſpeak, I will put upon you none other
Burden.
25. But. that which ye have already, hold faﬅ til! I come.
26. Jnd he that overeo/neth, and keepeth my Whrh: unto

the End, to him will I give Power

over the Nations:
27. ( And he ſhall rule them 'with a Rod of Iron : As the Veﬃl; of a Potter ſhall they he hrohen to
ſhi'vn's) even a: I received of my Father.
28. I 'will give him the [Morning-star.
29, fſe that hath an Ear, ht him 'hear what the Spirit ſhith unto the Churches.

l
wit,

HIS is the fourth Epiﬅle, directed to the 'ons that bcztr forth Excellency in him; and give
Church of Thyatira. The Diviſion is Ground of Comſort to his People. The Reaſon
common with the reﬅ of the Epiﬅles, to why he taketh this Stile to himſelf in this Place,
I. An Iuſcription, l/Zr. 18.

2. The Body of is, Becauſe he is Soveraign to reprove Faults in,

the Epiﬅle, Ver. 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25. The
Concluhon is in the reﬅ.
IN the Inſcription, Chriﬅ taketh three Titles to
himſelf; The ﬁrﬅ is, Thus ſaith the Son oſGod.
This is (to ſay ſo) his royal Strle, than which

and to give Directions unto his Church;

and

that with ſevere Threatnings in reference to Per

ſons that were guilty: Therefore, to make all the
more weighty, he taketh this Stile.

Tn r: other two Ti'lcs, are taken out of the Vi
there can he none higher:
or, I. It beareth out ſion, Chap. i. 14, 15. to wit, llſho hath Eyes a: a
his God-head: For, Chriﬅ is not the Son of God Flame of Fire, and hit Feet as ſine Brnſi. The ﬁrﬅ
by Adoption, as Believers are; K but he is the Son of ofthcm, ſettcth ſorth his Omniſciency, that is able

(nod by an eternal Generation, being begotten of to reach the Secret: of Hurts, and diſcover the
Hypocriſie
of the moﬅ ſubtiie Hypocrite. Anſwer
the Father in an inconceivahle way: In which Re-, able
to this Title, ( Verﬅ 23. ) he is ſaid to ﬅarehct
ſpect, he is frequently called the only begotten of the
Father, John i. 18. and the hrrghtneſ' of his Glory, the IJeart and the Reint: And his being muni
and the expreﬅ Image ry' his Perſon, Heb. l. 3. 2. ſeﬅcd to be ſuch, is his being known to have Eyes
It points out the Unity of the Ellcnce of the God like unto a Firm: of Fire. The laﬅ Title, And
head, which is common to the Father and the Son:
For, this ſame that is the Son oſ God hcre, as being
a diﬅinct Perſon from the Father, is the Firﬅ and
the'Laﬅ, who it, who war, and is to come, the 111
mighty, Chap. i. 8. It. which are cſitntml Attri

hir Feet like unto fine Braﬂ, ſheweth the Incor

ruptncſs and Juﬅneſs of his Way in managing
the Aﬀairs of his Houſe, and his ſoveraign irre
ſlﬅible manner in promoving his Deſigns; as hav
ing, both abſolute Authority to govern, and ab
ſolute Power to execute what he intend-eth.
Anſwemble to this, (Ver/e 23.) he is ſaid to
render to every one according to their lVorhs. He
taketh the ﬁrﬅ of theſe two Titlcs: Becauſe he
is to diſcover the Hypocriſie of a counterfei;
Propheteſs. And he taketh the laﬅ: Becauſe he

butes of the God-head. 3. This Tittle being com
pared with the Viſion in the former Chapter,
wherein Chriﬅ was ſpoken of as true Man, doth
Point out the Union of the two Natures in one Per
ſÞn: For, the Son of Man, is the Son of God;
nd the ſame Perſon who is the Son of God,
the Son of Man. All which, are conſiderati is te threaten her and her Followers
't
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I N the Body of the Epiﬅle ( beſide the general
aſierting of his Omniſcience) there are four main
Things. 1. There is a commendation, Ver/e 19.
2. There isa Qmrrel, with ſome Aggravations there
of, [ſer/2 20. and ar. 3. There is a Threatning in
cluding a Duty, or, comprehending the way how the
Thing threatned might be preventedJ'er. 22. and 23.

Chap. a.

putreth the Crown upon it: For where a Decay
cometh upon the graciouſneſ' of a Peoples Frame,
(as was in Ephgﬅu ) or, where there is an upﬁtting
without Progreſs, theſe become as a dead Flie that

maketh all the Box of Ointment to Stink.
T H i-z Challcnge followeth, Verſe 20. and at. r.

Genemlly propoſed.

2. Particularly expreﬂed. 3.

This is in Reference to them that were corrupted. 4.. It is agreed. Who could have thought that the next
There is a lVlitigation of the Thrcntning, or a Con Word to ſuch an excellent commendation, ſhould be
ſolsticn laid down in Reſerence to theſe that were a rzotwz'tlﬅanding? But this ſheweth. 1. The de

keeped free from theſe Corruptions, Ver/2 24, 25. ceitfulncſs and deſperatneſs of our Corruption, that
THE commendation is great, both as to the Ex

tent of the Matter commended, and as to the (Lia
liﬁcation thereof. Beſide the general, I him thy
Iﬄbrhs, the Things commended in them, are ſet down
is,
in ﬁve
theirXVords,
Charity,exceeding
or Low: comprehenſive.
This ſetteth forth
Thethe in

may have its Inﬂuence beſide much Grace, as hath

been frequently marked. '2. It (heweth the Lord's
condeſcending and graciouſneſs, who giveth ſuch a
Teﬅimony, even where there are Faults. The gene
ral Expreſſton is, Ihave aſew Thing: aged/'ml the: :
Which is the ſame, upon the Matter;

and ſo to be

ward Frame of their Heart in Refcrcnce to God and underﬅood as was ſpoken to Pergamus, w'ſi 14.
the Saints; and is, in eﬀect the Sum and ſulﬁlling of We ſhall therefore ſay no more of it.
both the Tables of the Law. This was defective in
M o R 2 particularly, the (Liarrel is, becauſe thou
Epheſus. The Set-and is, their Service: This looketh ſiﬀreﬅ that H/B/'mn j'tzchzl, which ral/eth herſiﬀ a

Praphetejſir, Ut. For clearing of which, we would,
1. Conlider j'rzzhtl's Fault, which the Lord charged
upon her. 2. The Angel's Fault, for which he is
charged, who yet was free of her groſs Evils.
F o R the ﬁrﬅ : 7tzlþl'l is deſcribed by her Name
and Practice. It is not to be thought that there was
on him: For, it is Faith, to wit, the Grace ofFaith ſuch a Woman bearing ſuch a Name, or owning the

to their miniﬅring to the Saints of their Subﬅance,
and otherwiſe; and is a Fruit and Prooſ of the for
mer. The Third is, their Faith ; which reſpecteth
not only the Purity of their Proſtſlion, by their keep
ing themſelves from Error 3 but mainly it looketh
to their exerciſing of Faith in him, and Dependence

that is commended here, as it is the Grace of Love, Practices of ﬀcze/ul ween of Iſrad, who is recorded,
Patience, Es't. The Fourth Thing, is, Patience: I King: xvi. 31. Ear. But it is like, there hath been
Which is a Fruit of Faith ; and importeth their ſub in this Church ſome impudent Woman, who for her

mitting to ſuﬀering for the Goſpel of Chriﬅ without ſurthering the abominable Sect of the Mſitalax'tam,
fainting or ſhifting in reſpect of the outward Profeſ getteth this Name j'tztbrl, to make her and her
lion before others, or freting in reſpect of the inward Tenets the more odious, even as in the former E
Frame of their Spirit as to themſelves, notwithﬅand piﬅlc, ſome were ſaid to hold the Doctrine of Balaam,
ing of all theſe Suﬃerings. The Fifth word is, and for this very End. For yezeþd's Practice, 1 Kings

thy WZrks, which generally looketh to the Strain of xvi. &Ft. is recorded to be infamous for theſe two,
their Carriage, which by this the Lord holdeth forth 1. For groſs Idolatry and the ſpreading thereof. 2.
as commendable. All theſe being put together, they For painting and fairding her ſelfin an impudent way,
ſhew an excellent Frame this Church once had, and which inſinuateth her being guilty of Adultery and
Uncleanneſs. Which two being the Faults whereof
this counterfeit Propheteſs was guilty, the holy Ghoﬅ
ceedingly highten the commendation, that is, and the giveth her this Name of fﬁzaþzlz Thereby to ſcarc
Laﬅ to be more than the Firﬅ. The Meaning where his People the more from her, Es'c. For whatever ſhe

withal, give a Copy unto us. _Yet 'there is a Cir
cumﬅance or- Qualiﬁcation added, which doth ex

of, is, although thou haﬅ been in a good Condition intended, (he was,upon the Matter, but a j'zzehel. By
for Charity, Patience, Wirb, Es'c. ſince the Begin this it appeareth alſo, that ſhe hath been ſome ſpecial
ning, yet thy laﬅ Works are for Extent in Practice, Promoter of the Sect of the Mw/aitans: For, we will

for lit'elineſs in the Degree, and for a ſpiritual Manner ﬁnd her Practice and Tcnets to agree therewith. r.
of performing o'f them, beyond what they were 5 ſo She calleth herſelſ a Proj-hrteﬅ, that is, ſhe took on
z'that her preſent Condition is ſet forth to be a growing her, and ſo gave out her ſelt, as if ſhe had been ex
Condition, which doth conﬁrm her to have been

traordinan'ly inſpired by the holy Ghoﬅ, thereby to,

v really ﬁneere and in a moﬅ livgy Frame.

The gain more Credit to her Opinions. It's marked in
commendation was excellent; but this Qgaliﬁcation ancient Hiﬅory, that there was never almoﬅ an emi
tient
t
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nent Hereﬁe or Heretick, but had ſome ſpecial 'Wo
men for the Promovcrs thereof, who oftentimes took

no themſelves the Names of Propheteſies. Eu/Zbezu lib.
5. tap. 16. ( which is cited in the 2. Centuriqmþ. de
lien/I ) marketh it of many: Simon Magm had his
Iſtlma;

Cat-patron: his Mm'tellina; Apelles his P/Ji

Iume'm ; Mntamu had two whom he called Pro
pheteﬂ'es, to wit, Priſzil/a, and Maximil/a, and Jugu/l

t' 5 I
Sometimes alſo the_ were helpful by their Means
and Credit to further gect-maﬅers in their Deligncs,
and to hold them on in them : Sometimes again, they
were exceedingr dexterous and diligent in venting
and ſpreading falſe Reports upon honeﬅ Miniﬅers, and
to beget a favourable Opinion of theſe that wet:
erronious. All which tend exceedingly to the pro
moving of Error, and to the hurting of the Truth.
And we will ﬁnd dage/line often complaining of the
malicious Reports that this Luciſ/a uſed to ſpread upon
them, whereby the Calumnies of the Dmntgſi/Is were

rine frequently mentioneth one Luri/Ia, who was a
great Ring-leader of the Dalmtiﬅr: So it is like the
Nirolaimm had ſuch a Propheteſs, for further-ing of
ſtrengthned. Upon which Grounds and the like,
their Deſign.
I F it be asked, H/Zvy the Dt'w'l ſidetb [but to m-l wc may ſee what the Devil's Deſign is in ſeeking to
gage ſh'z'lun, mld to put t/mn m the tap oſſin/y De; engage ſuch in the Head of ſuch a Deligm This
then is the ﬁrﬅ Fault charged on her, that contrary
?
j'igm
A'rzſw.
T H E s F. Reaſons may be given.
to Truth, and without Warrant from God, ſhe did

1. Becauſe often Women arc moſt eaſily engaged call her ſelf a Prophetcſs 5 even tho' ſhe had not
and carried furtheﬅ on in the Deluﬁon 5 and it is not proſed any Error.
ſo eaſie to make a vMan give out himſelf for a Pro

Her ſecond Fault is, that ſhe tmdvr/b:

This was

forhidden, 1 Cor. xiv. 34.. and I Tz'm. ii. 12. And
pheteſs. This general we may gather from 2 Tim. it appeareth, that even theſe Prophetcll'es, who had
an extraordinary Gift from God, as Philip's Daugh
iii. 6. .
'
2. Veſomen are moﬅ eager, vehement, and dili ters had, Acts xxi. Yet were not publickly and Att
gent in purſuing what they are engaged into : Even thoritativcly to Preach : For Paul Command: them
late Times may teach how they may prevail and in silence, I Cor. xiv. even when he is ſpeaking oſex
ſinuate on many by their Diligence, if we conſider traordinary Prophets. And we will not ﬁnd in the
what is recorded of Mrs. Hutrbinſhn, and ſome others, New, Teﬅament (at leaﬅ) any Ground for a Wo
phet, as a Woman to take on her the name of a Pro

mentioned in that little Story of the Riſe, Reign, and

man publickly to oﬃciate in the Miniﬅry of the

lRuin of Fami/ﬄr, Libzrtines, &Ft. in New Eng

Goſpel, as an authorized Oﬃce-bearen
_
The third Pars of her Challcnzac, is, that by her

and.

3. Women are oftentimes leſs ſufpectcd than Men;
and any ſeeming Parts or Abilities, which in the Lord's
ſccret Juﬅice they may be furniſhed with, is uſually
more admired and taking than in Men, as if it looked
likeaThing above Nature. This ſame conſideration,

Teachingſhedidﬅdzrre: Which is a Challengc to her,
though (he had been guilty of none of the former
two.

This, to wit, Seducticn and leading of Peo

ple out ofthe way ofTruth, doth ever almoﬅ follow
upon Perſons uſurpinga Calling to themſelves, or
occaſioned a Schiſm in P/nygia, becauſe ſome had upon Perſons ſtepping without their own Bounds

Fore Reſpect to Mntamu his Propheteſa, than was and Station to teach 5 and we will ſeldom ﬁnd Per
t.

ſons to run unſent in any of the former Reſpects; but

itching after ſome new Thing, hath had Inﬂuence up
ceſs to tempt and infect others, than Men can have: on them, to carry them without their Bounds,,as we
For, partly, they are leſs ſuſpected; partly, more may ſee in ﬀtzeþel here, and ordinarily through the
ﬂlghted and deſpiſed by others: Partly alſo, more Scripture and Church-hiﬅory. The Particulars where
ſorborn becauſe of their Sex than Men would be; in ſhe ſcduced her Hearers, are two. The Firﬅ is,
VVhercupon often they arrogate to themſelves a great to commit Hrnimtim, that is, by her aſſerting For
er Liberty and Impudency in ſpeaking when they are nication to he no Sin, ſhe occaſioned and ﬅirred them
ﬃrmptly Principled, than would be ſuﬀered in upto take Liberty therein, which poſſibly otherways
cn.
they would not have done. The Sat-m] is, to 'at
And Lryily, There is more Acceſs for them to T/Jingsſnrrz'ſired unto [do/s, that is, by propotinding
tonverſe with Women, and to infuſe their Venom the indiﬀerency of Meats, and pretending to Chriﬅinn
m them than there is for Men.
liberty, ſhe induced them without all Reſpect to
Eitﬅbiur marketh this as a Reaſon of ſuch Hereticks Scandal, to eat of theſe Things, to the ſtumbling,
4. Women alſo have more ſecret, and private Ac

aſloctating with Women, that thereby there might be grteving and wounding of others that were weak and

me gtcaterk'acilityto ſeduce the ſimple. of bothSexes. tender; Which two' are the very Doctrines and
' '
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Practice: of the lſſ'z'zalaitarzs, 'as was'ſhown in the
Epiﬅles' to Epbeſiu
and Pergamor. \
* -l
iSa
diﬀerent Qxarrel from this which the
*. Lard hath ſilﬄT/ﬅ
with the Angel:
It isYlzebehﬂtci
expreſſed thus,That
Berbatſill/Zman

Perſons, are eminently owned and countenanced by
him, ' with ſome concurring Diſpenſarion, evidencing
his ratiſying of the ſame, as ſometimes, ſuch, are in

Jti ﬅice given up to more vile Deluſions, ſometimes

is, ctnot thatſſ'they . countenanced her in her Errors; or to groſs Out-btealtings in Practice, ſometimes their

very natural Judgment and Senſes are blaſted, their
did its: her in her Teaching; but that they' oﬀered' Credit and Reputation evaniſheth, and, it may be,
- henian'd did not impede her. l Ifvit bd\aſke , H X ſome-way he doth ſignally follow them with his own
quarrel/ed fo'r ſhﬃri'zg ber, ſqtirzginb 'immedi'ate'Hand by ſome Stroak upon their Eﬅates,
; tbez
weretart;
'in beMagﬄmm,
naſir had Civil dutbarfiy m w, Perſons,'or Families, even when they ſeem to be
ﬅrairz bar? Znſug. That is n t' the Qgarrelſ; but countenanced by Civil Power, as it is written in
this, That they being inyeſted ' Chriﬅ Jeſqs with Ohti'rch-Story he did to Simon Magus, and drriux
Church-power to cenſure corru tMiniﬅers, and_cut aftct he was excommunicated, by taking him away
oﬀ rotten Members, did not exerciſe the ſame in cen in the very height of his Inſolency, who having again
ſuring'and excommunicaring of\thi falſe Propheteſs, recovered Court, and being in a ſolemn manner with

and theſe that adhered to her, as_E lit/it) had ccpſur
'ed the falſe Apoſiles, Ilerſt 2,

many Attendants coming to appear for his pretended

So, on the Matter, vindication, was ſmit'en, as he thought, with a De

it is the ſzimeFdult which is condemned irl Page/nag; ﬁrc to eaſe himſelf, ani for that end withdrawing to
Ver/e 15. wio had ſhch corrupt Members'ſin their a retiring Place in one of the Street: of Co'ﬄarztimp/e,
Society, anddid not by Excommunieation. cut them ikheididinﬅantly expire; and having been waited for
oﬀ: Which ſheweth, that the Church is inveﬅed, long by his Attendants, was at laﬅ ſound dead in the
with ſuch a Power', (for, no Civil Power can be

Seat, meint-sinnes being diſiolved and voided.

That

alledged here) and that the neglecting of-the Exer little Book '(- formerly cited ) of the Riſe, and Reign
ciſe thereof, is exceedingly i'diſplenſing to Chriſt of the Fami/Mi, &e. hath ſome dreadful Iﬅances of
. eſus.
.i
.
_
i
I -I _F it be aſkcd, .r. How Cbttrrb-Cmſhrn, wbn'r this. Thus/ the Lord hath ol'ten made ſuch a way

to ſiink, by-ſmiting' the Head thereof in ſome extra
7', lyart-ed with 'Io Civil Authority,-'tart impede-'Mr to' ordinary-manner._. '- And though this be not the proper

ſi-,._ "7.1-7._-.,.. ._ .4r_A.
/'i'

'-' Yearb P . 2. [ﬂy t/ie Lard irſh diſh/raﬅd will; Cbrirrb End oſ Excommunication; yet when it meeteth with
_ Ru/mſtbtir ſilﬀiſiﬁg tſ corrupt _*]tac/7rrs? * 3. y' Mens corruptions, it is often a juﬅ Conſequent there
this 'il-it: any Way to Civil Prayers, as will as Ere/e of. And theſe, or ſuch like ways of Uiſappoint
ment, cannotbe ſo warranmbly expected, where this
' ﬁrﬄizk?
,
r A .

To the ﬁnﬅ, we anſwer, Altho' Church-Cen 'ordinance is notimproven: Becauſe ll hath the Pro
miſe, and is a Mean appointed for this End, That
_ Violence or Strength to reﬅrain any from 'corrupt Men may liar-ﬁner to blaſhbeme, as the Apoitle ſpeak
Tcaching; yet tl ey have a tbreeſold Vveght, when fth, r Tim. i. 20. 3. It hath Weight as to others,
'rightly
They of,
have
Authority _Be
and o ſcare them irom countenancing of ſuch; and is,
ej htgone
as to about:
the Coſinſcience
thean
Gain-ſhyer:
as
were, avVilarning
Mark or toBeakon
them,ofthere
bv ittorgive
others fet
for upon
eſchewing
their
theput
ordinance
Jeius Oltlﬅ,_
i' . _ cauſe/CenſurI-s,
and, as it were,being
aSeal
by his of
Authority
to a
i ompany, as it is, Ram. xvi. 17, 18. and m many
other Places: And if it have this Fruit, it can or
conditional-Thrcatning,
they
have
a
Stamp
of
his
Majeﬅy up'on ſſthem ;* And, lo _tl*ey_ſerveto humble
but in agreat Part blaﬅtheir Deſign. Now, the ne
Men, or to revenge their Diſobedience;v ,Arid there glect of this Sentence, made all theſe Reﬅrarnts void.
' ſore theſe who ſeemingly profeſs todel-pite sentences, as if no Weight had been in Chritt's ordinance:
want not an' inward Apprehenſion of the 'Terror o'f 'This wasthe Angel's Fault.
ſures have no Civil Compulſion with them, or bodily

Excommunication, and would gladly not have that
out

sentence paﬅ upon them. 2.- If Men' obﬅinately ſup
preſs the Weight o' theCenſure upon the Conſci
. ence, aswell as the Word; yet, being a Mean ap

As to the ſecond, to mit, Wherefore Chriﬅ is

ſo\ diſpleaſcd with the ſuﬀering of corrupt Teach
ers,

we mhyﬁ gar-her- the Reaſons thereof from

what is ſaid: ' For', t. It ſheweth little Zeal to

pointed of God ſor the reﬅraining of ſuch Evils, it is hiA'GloryAwhm his Name is ſuﬀered to be hlaſ
' oftentimes countenanced b.y him, if not to the hum phemed. >_2..l-It ſheweth little Love' to his People,
bling,
to the blaﬅing
of ſuch
Perſons inand
their
De when they are ſuﬀered to be ſeduced. 3. It ſhew
ſigns : ſivetWhereby
in his ſecret
Providence
Juﬅice

eth littib 'Reſpect to' his ordinance-s, when they are
_.-i.

it oſten cometh to paſs, that sentences againﬅ ſuch not-made uſe oſſor the End appointed, and when coi
_
/

rup:
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A

mipt Men are ſuﬀered to invert the Order appointed 'Antichriﬅ's, as Mattb. xxiv. 1. Yea/m ii. r8. ſecond '
by him :=- In a word, Error and falſe Teachers have Epiﬅb, I/zrſt 7. Ur. can there be any better Rule to
brought more Reproach upon the Name of Chriﬅ and try what is
in reference to them, than by what "
Proſeſſion of the Goſpel, and have made Religion is approven of nod .in reference to him, who is the
more deſpicable to profane Men, than any groſs out prime Antichriﬅ? And this is clear, that the-Lord, i
breakings have done: Alſo, more Souls have been de hath not more cicarly engaged himſelf to ﬁght againﬅ', '
ﬅroyed thereby, and that ſpeedily with ſwift De any Error by his Word than this ; yet, he willnot -.
ﬅruction, 2Pet. ii.

and, as it were, carrying 'them

Laﬅbvct, have that a Pretext to Magiﬅrates, for "ſhunning ſo
exerciſe their Civil Power againﬅ hi:n_.- We ſee alſo - '
Other Sins are fallen into, by ſome more pretext at in ChurchHiﬅory, 'that the moﬅ tender Magiﬅrates',
leaﬅ, of Tentation and corruptions prevailing; but when they were in the beﬅ-Frame, have everbeen
away with a Flood, as it is, Chap.- xii.

this is done with' a high Hand, whereby Men not onl moﬅ zealous in this, as by the Examples of Can an
ly break the Command themſelves, but teach others time, Gratinms, Tlmdaſius, &e. is clear: And the
ſo to do, Alattb. v. 19. And therefore it is called a moﬅ untender Friends, or greateﬅ Enemﬅs of the

teaching of Rlbdlion agairyi the Lard, Jer. xxviii. 16. Truth, have ﬅriven to have all Sorts1 of Religions, I',
and is fallen into, with more Deliberation than other equally
toleratedthem,
3 or, by_
at leaﬅ,
to havea Sort
of Harmony amongﬅ
the removing,
or bury'
ſi i '

Sins: For which Cauſe, an Heretick is ſaid to be am

dnmred gfbivﬅlf, Titusiii. 1 I.

Which being putto

_

. a .
of all Laws Civil and Eccleſiaﬅick, that did ﬅrike a-, ',

gether, 'with many other Aggravations of this Sin Of gainﬅ' ſome Errors.

'In reference tothe ﬁrﬅ, it's ob

corrupt Teaching, and Ills that follow thereupon, it 'ſerved 'by zſmmia'ius, at'vHeathen Writer,'and a great
is no marvel that the Lord Jeſus, whoisjealous of his Friend to Juliamthat amongﬅ other D/eviccs, that
sGlory, and aﬀected with the Hazard of his People,
ulian uſed to root out Chriﬅianity, this." was one,
be exceedingly dilpleaſed at the neglect of ſuch a Duty,

.as is the uſing of the Authority which he hath given
to his Church-oﬃcers for Ediﬁcation, and par
ticularly for the curbing of corrupt Teachers,
and the taking of the Faxt: tbatþﬃoil tbe Vintr, Song
u. 15.
>
W a ſuppoſe now, it 'is not diﬃcult to Anſwer to
the third Qieﬅion, to *wit, If tbeſizﬄring ﬀcarruþt

hat hegave Toleration op'ehly to all the diﬀerent

Profeſiions that were amongﬅ Chriﬅians, ( which then _ *
after
werethat
very
) and're-l,
quiredthe
no Council
ſſmore ofof'Nz're
them, but'
theymany
ſhould
abﬅaiij A'
from Civil Diſcords; 'and ſo without fear follow any

Religion they pleaſed) "The words are, ſ as they are a
cited by Ludwirul Mlzſi'leus, Page 560. ) 'ut ro'zſo- ' *
\
pitir rioiliþtt: diﬅorai'ir,
ſize: ymſhue Religioniſerviret

War/Mr: be reprove-able in Men, 'who baw- Ciw'l Au intrepidur.
thority to reﬅrain tbeſame? For, the ſame Grounds Service to

that ought to awaken Zeal in Miniﬅersagainﬅ this
Ill, ought alſo to ﬅir up Magiﬅrates zealouſly in their
Places, to uſe their Authority for vindicating of the
Name of Chriﬅ, and preventing of the Hurt of his

And certainly, it can be no acceptable

Jeſus Chriﬅ, to follow that way, which

'this expert Child oſ the Devil made uſexof againﬅ
him. And zlmrﬅaſiur alſo, is condemned for this,
that he endeavoured ſuch an'ObliVion, or dy 'yz gray

in the Church, as tended to ſuppreſs all the former'

Church and People, ſeeing the sword-is not delivered Cannons, Decrees, or Confeſſlons, which had been
to them in vain, but for the Terror of them that do enacted in' the former famous general Councils againﬅ
Evil, Ram. xiii. 3. Sure we are, in the Old Teﬅa groſs Errors, as may beſeen in the'beginning, of the

ment, Magiﬅrates were included within thecommand ſixth Century-of the Church-Hiﬅory. Laﬅly, This
is allozſure, that the aſſerting that Magiﬅrates ought
not de ſure, or might not dzſacta, meddle with re
ﬅraining of Hereticks, was ever in the PrimitiveTime's
accounted a groſs Error. zſuguﬅinc profeﬅ'eth him
the Goſpel, or Acts of the Apoﬅles/becauſe Magi ſelf ſometime to have been of that Opinion; yet often
ﬅrates were not then Chriﬅian 3 yet, in the Progreſs in his Writings, doth he profeſs himſelf to have been

of reﬅraining and puniſhing ſuch as did inticerto falſe
Wot-ſhip, as well as the Prieﬅs were, Deut. xiii. 1332.
And, in the New Teﬅament, we ﬁnd no repeal'of
the ſame: And tho' there be no Inﬅance thereof in

of this Book of the Revelation, we will ﬁnd, that convinced with the Reaſons of his Brethren, and with

when Magiﬅrates became Chriﬅian, it's looked upon the Experience that he had both of the Neceﬃty and
asreproveable in them that countenanced Antichriﬅ 5 and Advantage of the Magiﬅrates interpoſing in ſuch
and it's highly commended in theſe, that out of Zml a Thing; ſo that he became a moﬅ vehement preller
to God, ſhould withdraw from the Whore, and of this, as in his Epiﬅles is clear: And he fearcth not to
burn her with Fire, Chap. xvii. Vſſt 16, 17. And account the oppoſers of this, ( to wit, ſuch as pleaded
ſeeing in- the Scripture, all Sect-Maﬅ'crs are accounted for Toleration from Magzﬅrates) amongﬅ Hereticks;
and

-__.___
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and often nameth them under the Title of Ragatiani, They are two, relating to both:
from one who it ſeemeth, was ſome 'eminent pleader

1. sly: ſidaced

Cbrﬄ's Servants: And this is the greater Guilt, bulh

for this Forbearance, and one of the Donatiﬅ: Party. in reference to her Practice, and alſo to their ſuﬀering
I 'r is. not intended that Magiﬅrates, or Miniﬅers, of her. 2. lt's aggreged from this, verſe 21. [gan
ſhould account alike of allErrors, or Hereticks ; much ber space to repent of ber Fornimtim, and/be repent

leſs that indiﬀerently the higheﬅ Degrees of Civil Pu

ed not: Whereby it appeareth, that ſhe had continued

niſhments, or Church-cenſures, ſhould be execute for a Time in her Practice, and, notwithﬅanding of
' againﬅ them; but that according to ſpiritual Prudence, God's Forbearance, had not amended : Therefore her

both Civil and Church-Authority ſhould be exerciſed, ſinful Practice, and their neglective Forbearance, be
for the reﬅraining of ſuch evil Workers from, and pu came the more inexcuſeable.
nilhing of them, for hurting of the Church of Chriﬅ,
C o N c £ a N l N o the ﬁrﬅ Aggravation, we are
and diſhonouring of his Name. In which, Chriﬅian to conſider: 1. Who are to be underﬅood by this
Prudence will make diﬀerence; I. Between Errors Title, Cbri 'r Servants. 2. Why they get this Title
that deﬅroy the Foundation, and are called damrmþle, in this Place. To the ﬁrﬅ we ſay, B Clzrﬄ'r S'r
zPet. ii. 1, 2, &it. and other Errors, which are con vants, are not underﬅood Men indi erently: For

ﬁﬅent with the Foundation, altho' they be as Hay or Heathens, and thoſe that are without the Church, gei;
Stubble built thereon. 2. Diﬀerence is to be made be
tween Errors that are ſimply Doctrinal, ſuch as theſe
that are about the Object of Predeﬅination, Order of
God's Decrees, or ſuch like: Wherein certainly there
is a right and a wrong, yet are they not ſo intolerable
as Errors that imply a Schiſm in Practice, to the rent
ing of the Union of the Church, as theſe Errors of
the Nowtizms and Da'mtﬃs were. 3, Diﬀcrence alſo

not this name; but it is peculiarly applied to the
whole Houſe of Mad, Lev. xxv. 5 5. And ſo hereit

is tobe applied theſe two ways: I. To Chriﬅians
and Church-Members:

So J'azebel aimed not to ſe

duce Pagans, and inſect them with her Errors but

Chriﬅians and Church-Members.

2. It may rdſpect

ſome more eminent in the Church nor others for Parts
or Profeſlion : And ſo amongﬅ Church-members, ſhe
is to be made, betwixt a Man who entertaineth an aimed moﬅ to ſeduce theſe that were ſoundin the Mat
erroncous Opinion, and an other who is an Heretick; ter of Doctrine, and infected with no Error ; and

, that is, who not only after Admonition, doth conti

nue in the ſame Opinion 3 but alſo doth perſiﬅ to vent
and propagate the lame to the Hurt and Oﬀence of
others. 4. Altho' he that is ſeduced is guilty, asthe
Seducer is; yet Reaſon would put a Diﬀerence be
tween him that actively teacheth and ſeduceth, and

theſe that were clean in their Converſation, and free

or groſs Scandals, rather than ſuch as were groſs and
oﬀenſive in their Carriage. Both theſe are clear in
Matter of Fact by Experience: And by Proportion it
will follow, that as Hcreticks, upon their own Con

ſiderations, ſeek to infect Church_membets, rather
than theſe that are without ; ſo among Church-ment
er of ſuch a Leader. 5. There ma be acenſuring in hers, they will ſeek rather to engage theſe who are

him that is out of Weakneſs ſeduced,& is but a follow

ſome Degree, either by Civil or hurch-Authority, eminent for Parts, blameleſs in their Carriage, or ap
when yet there is no Procedure to any high Degree in
either: And thus the cenſuring in ſome Caſes, may
be diﬅinguiſhed, not only from Forbearance and Ne
gligence 5 but alſo from ſuch Cenſures as may appear
rigid, or unſeaſonable: Thus Paul ſometimes re
proveth and threatneth in the Epiﬅles to the Corint/n'
am and Ga/atiam, when yet he will' neither altoge
ther forbear them, nor paſs the higheﬅ sentences upon
them. Chriﬅian Prudence is to l'ny Weight upon
ſuch and ſuch conſiderations, in the managing of ſuch
an Authority z but ﬅill ſo as nothing extinguiſh that

pearing to be gracious, than others, who are not of
ſuch Lﬅeem. For the ſecond, to wit, why Chriﬅ

in reﬅraining of ſuch an Evil. _ But we will inſiﬅ no

may be engagedby falſe teachcrs,and ſeduced to error P

more on this. _

2.. What may be the Reaſons that maketh the Devil

giveth them this Title in this Place who were ſeduced ?

We may give theſe Reaſons forit : 1'. It is to aggrege
the Guilt of both, ashathbeen ſaid.

2. It is to vive

the Alarm and Warning unto theſe that are his Swn
People, ſeeing even his Servants may beſeduced.
.
It lS
ſhew his own Reſentment of the Succeſs of
Etror in his Church the more, that it draweth away

theſe that ﬅand in ſuch a Relation. to him, and ( as it
were) diminiſheth the number oſ hisFamily &Servants.
P o R further opening of thisAggravatiot-i, theſe
Zeal which Magiﬅrates and Church-oﬃcers ought
to have, for exerciſing of their reſpective Authorities, Things may be enquired into, r. If any truly gracious

F o L L o w is 'r H- now, that we ſhould con- aim at the Seduction oſ Chtiﬅ's Servants, rather than

others?
3. Why
doth ſo cxpreﬂy auoregc
ſider the Aggravations of the Lord's Qiarrel, this
Guiltineſs
upon Chriﬅ
this Account?
w
both in reſpect to Yezeþel, (and to the Angel._
NIN

Chap. 2;

BOOK of the REVELATION.

I N Anſwer to the ﬁrﬅ Queﬅion, We ſay, Firﬅ,
That theſe that are truly gracious, are not ſo readily
and frequently ſeduced to Error, at leaﬅ to be Leaders
therein and Promoters thereof, as they are unto groſs
practical Oﬀences: For, r. We will not ﬁnd in Scrip
ture ſo many Examples of the one, as of the other.
2. It is a moﬅ rare thing for an Oppoſer to get Repen

lſſSſiS

Corinth and Galatia, might be gracious: And in
after-times alſo it hath been out of queﬅion.
T o the ſecond, to wit, Wherefore Satan aimeth
to ſeduce Chriﬅ's Servants unto Error, rather than

others?

We may anſwer in theſe Reaſons:

I. He

doth it, becauſe his Hatred is moﬅ at ſuch;

and it's

their Ruin, which eſpecially he hunteth for.

2. Be

tance, 2 Tim. ii. 25, 26. and therefore the Believers; cauſe Men that are in Error and Profanity already,
yea, even the Elect before their Converſion, cannot are his own; and it's no Gain for him to take Pains
be ſaid frequently to fall in this Evil. 3. It's an ill to ſeduce them unto ſuch Deluſions, ſo long, at leaﬅ,
that is followed with more Delibemtion, and cometh as they continue ſuch. 3. He hath other more ſuit
not from the ſurpriſing of ſome particular Tentation, able Baits for other Men that are given to groſs ills:
as other groſs Evils do : Therefore cannot be ſo con Therefore he reſerveth this for others. 4. In ſome

ﬁﬅent with gracious Principles, and a ſpiritual Walk,
as particular outbreaking, wherein a Perſon is captivat
ed. 4.. Tobea Teacher ofError, is to be a*Teacher
of Rebellion againﬅ the Lord, fer. xxviii. and to be
a Miniﬅer and Promoter of Satan's Kingdom, zCor.

Reipect, theſe who have a Form of Religion, or
ſome Inclination towards it, (eſpecially if weak in

Knowledge ) are in ſome Reſpect more obnoxious to
this Tentation than groſly profane Men are: For

they, like Galli', care not what be Truth, and what
xi. 14, 15. which at ﬁrﬅ appeareth to be abominable be Error: But one, who hath ſome Tenderneſs,
unto any of a gracious Principle, and'more than a Sin and withal weak, is more ready to debate, and en

of Inﬁrmity; 5. Alſo the Promiſes ſeem eſpecially quire for Truth; and ſo not being ﬅrong enough to
to relate to God's guiding of his People in the Way rid himſelf of Diﬃculties, he is the more eaſily in
of Truth, and keeping them* from being ſeduced by tangled. 5. Groſs Tentations to Profanity, are not
falſe Teachers :\ Which, tho' it be not to be extended ſo taking with them: Therefore the Devil aſiayeth
ſimply to all 5 yet it appeareth it is to'be extended fur them by this, that under the Colour of ſome new
Diſcovery of Truth, or ſome more perfect Way of
ther than in reference to practicalS2andals.
Y r: T, Smndl , We ſay, That it ispoſſible, even Chriﬅianity, or ſuch like, he may draw them to
Error: And, by this more ſubtileTentation, where

for theſe that are truly gracious to be ſeduced to Error:
For, I. There are Promiſes indeed tnat they ſhall be
kept from the Sin againﬅ the holy Ghoﬅ, and from
total and ﬁnal Apoﬅaſy and Impenitency in reſpect of
any ill ; but there is no Promiſe that a Believer other

Ways ſhall be kept from any ill incident to one that is
unrenewed. 2. Even Believers have Corruption, and
ſo have much Darkneſs and Ignorance in their Judg
ment, and much Perverſeneſs in their Inclination and
Aﬀections. It cannotbe thought ſtrange then, that
they be capable to be carried away by a Tentation to

Error, there being no ill but it hath a-Party in them

by he transformeth himſelf to an Angel of Light, he
doth often prevail when other Tentations would not.
6. It's moﬅ advantagious tq his way, to have ſome
eminent for Piety and Parts engaged for it: For,
by this, he gaineth Credit to it, and maketh it the bet
ter digeﬅ with others, who often reſpect an Opinion,
as they reſpect theſe who own the ſame: Thus he
aimeth at this as a main Engine whereby he may pre
vail with many; whereas the engaging of profane
Men bringeth no Credit to ſuch a way; neither is it
his Advantage to divert them from their Profanity.
It was a great ﬅumbling in old, eſpecially in

to take part with it. 3. The many Warnings that
are given in Scripture, even to Believers, to beware of the Caſe of the Nawtiam, that many Confeﬂ'ors
the Leaven of the Phariſees and Sadducees, to beware and eminent Men were drawn away with that
of falſe Prophets that come in Sheeps eloathing, &Ft. Error: And this was often caﬅ up to the Or
ſhew, that they are not without'the reach of the thodox, as a Matter of great Weight: Where
hurt of ſuch a Tentation. 4. Experience alſo doth upon Cyprian, in his Book Dt 'l/Iſldtl Ea/zﬂia,
conﬁrm this: For, it ſeemeth that in ſome Meaſure taketh Occaſion particularly to Anſwer this Ob
Solomon wanted not his Acceſſion to this Evil, if we jection, that People be not prejudged at Truth, be
conſider what is recorded, not only-of his ſuﬀering of cauſe of ſome Mens Name z eſpecially, conſidering
corrupt Worſhip to be within his Dominion 5 but that there were many moe more eminent of the
alſo ofhis countenancing of the ſame, by building contrary Mind. And, by the way, this Slight oſſf
Alrars, and othcrways, altho' we cannot particu the Devil may be obſerved, that Men will make
larly determine. Neither can it be denied, but that more work, and greater noiſe in commending Er
ſome of theſe that were ſeduced by falſe Teachers in ror by the name of one or two that favoureih
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quarrel for j'tzebe/'s Practice, and the Toleration of

they will allow to Truth, though it have many moe the ſame.
F R 0 M all which what we have ſaid, is con
eminent names ﬅanding for it. 7. When Men are
aiming to be ferious in Religion, the Devil caﬅeth ﬁrmed, to wit, that corrupt Teachers are not to be
this ﬅumbling in their way, that if he prevail not to tolerated in a Church, even when ci\ il Powers do
draw them to Error, he may at leaﬅ mar them or take no Notice of them : It- is well known from the
divert them, by putting them through other, in Hiﬅory of the Primitive-times, that ſeveral godly
making them debate ſuch and ſuch needleſs Qxeﬅi and zealous Men have cenſured ; yea, and even ex
ons ;- and ſo keep them from the more ſerious and communicated many Hereticks, as [friar/5 and others
proﬁtable Exerciſe of Repentance, Self-examination, when they have been ſure to be inﬅantly perſecuted
making of their Calling and Elcction ſure, (Ft for the ſame: And it is recorded of ſome, who
Hence it is, that while Men ly in Security or Pro though they were threatned before hand, that yet
phanity, they are not much troubled with this Ten having ﬁrﬅ provided their Churches with well qualiﬁ
tation: but being once awakened, then he ſetteth ed Succeſl'ors, they did afterwards proceed to pro
upon them, if ſobe he may extinguiſh that wak nounce sentence; thereby ſhewing their readineſs to'
ening, or give them a wrong ſet before they be fully undergo whatever Trouble might follow upon that

formed and ſcttled. And this is one Reaſon why Er

ſame account, and withal their Zeal and tender Care
of the Churches Ediﬁcan'on.

rors and Deluſions do often accompany the. ﬁrﬅ riſe
of the Goſpel'among People. 8. By ſeducing of
theſe that appear to be Gndly, the Devil bringeth
moﬅ Reproach upon the name of Chriﬅ and Religi
an, andmaketh it the more to be ﬅumbled at by
theſe that are in Nature, as being but ſome Fancy
and Conceit, which would not follow upon the Fall
of many profane Men . Therefore he aimeth rather
to ſeduce them that are Chriﬅ's Servants and appear
to bet godly.
T o the third we may ſee, why the Lord eſpeci
ally aggregeth his Quarrel from this, r. Becauſe his
Servants come more near to him than others. 2.

W z- come. now to the ſecond Aggravatio'n,
which is in ver. 21. and it is made up of theſe two. I.

There is a Forbearance upon the Lord's ſide, [gar/e
ber spare to repent, that is, I did not ſuddenly and at
ﬁrﬅ exccute ludgmentupon her 3 butdid for a time
forbear her, thereby giving her an opportunity to re
pent: And indeed his long suﬀering and Forbcarance,

doth of it ſelf lead to Repcntance,,. according to what
is ſaid, Ram. ii. 4..
*
T H £

ſecond part, is,- but ſhe repented not:

which holdeth forth the Abuſe of this Mercy, upon
her ſide, to wit, that notwithﬅanding of the Lord's

Forbearance ſhe continued in her former Practice
without repenting of, or turning from, the ſame:

He will have us knowing that Error is nct to be ex
tenuated or commended, nor falſe Teachers to be to

lerated, even though many of his Servants ſhould therefore ſhe is the more inexcuſeable, and thev alſo
come to countenance the ſame:

in ſuﬀering of her. This Aggravation doth import

Yea, on the con

traryl, it is the more aggreged, and to be abhorred.
edoth by this ſhew theChurch-oﬃcers, that the.
,
grace that are engaged to love Error or follow falſe
Teachers, the ought to be the more ﬅirred up with
Zeal in their uty againﬅ Seducers, that they have
prevailed with many of his-Servants. And by this,

theſe four, Firﬅ, that the Lord's Forbmring ofa
Sinner, ought tobe an Inducement to them torepent,
as is clear from that place, Ram..ii. 4. Secondly, It
importeth that ſometimes God will give Time and
opportunity to repent, by his Forbearance, unto

he ſheweth his Tenderneſs to aﬀection-ate Proſeſiors,

fering the Veſſels of Wrath ﬁtted toDeﬅruction, Ram.

moﬅ groſs Sinners; and ſuﬀerwith much long Suf

rather to cenſure for their Sake corrupt Teachers ix. 22. Thirdly, It importeth alſo, that ſuch Op
wliomthcy reſpect, than to forbear them. 4. This portunitic- are often abuſed ;. and particularly, that
is alſo mentioned, to ſhew this, Woman, and allv it's-a rare thing for an Oppoſa' of the Truth to re
corrupt Teachers, what they gain by having moﬅ pent. The. Apoﬅle putteth a..Parada-enture in it,
Succeſs againﬅ Chriﬅ's Servants, to wit, this, that

2 Tim. ii. 25. in Meebzqſit inﬅructing tbvﬅ that oppoſi

they have the-more Guilt', and are the more obnox
ious to Chriﬅ's Q_uarrel. 5. The moe Advantages
the Devil hath to his Kingdom by the Seduction of
Chriﬅ's Servants concemeth him the more in that to
oppoſe him, as in a thing, which in a ſpecial Manner
reﬂecteth upon his Honour; which maketh him ſo to

t/yemﬅlwr, iſ peradventure God willgive them Repen
tamrc, &Ft. We find alſo, tbap. ire. and 16. of this

Book, that o'n the back almoﬅ of every Plagueupon
Antichriﬅ's Kingdom, it is marked, that yet they

repented not for all that.
.
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with it, are thereby in a greater Incapacity to repent

them is another : For, many have time allowed them,
when Iyet it's at a Per-adventure if God ſhall give
them epentance. Whichſheweth, that Grace tp ex
erciſe Repentan'ce, when an opportunity is, muﬅ be
given of God as well as the opportunity it ſelf : o
therways no opportunity can be rightly improvcn:
Which ſhcweth again, that Men in ſuch a Caſe,
have not this Ability of themſelves to repent. 3.
The Words do not ſpeak out her Ability 3 but what
was her Dut under ſuch a long suﬀering Diſpenſa
tion,- as the pening of the Words cleareth.

than theſe who are guilty of groſs Ills in Practice:

If it bclaid then, flow can ſhe he more inextuſhhle?

"

W E anſwer, x. It's a Sin of high Nature, being
deliberate and againﬅ: ſuﬃcient grounds of Convicti
on: And therefore in God's Juﬅ-ice, is plagued v-Jith
Impenitency beyond other Sins: And as in ſorne-v
reſpect, it cometh nearer to the Sin againﬅ the ho
ly Ghoﬅ than other Sins in its Nature; ſo alſo in
God's Juﬅice it cometh nearer to it in its Puniſhent.
2. The Nature of this Sin is ſuch, that Men tainted

Becauſe, 1. Nature doth not ſo challenge and con

vince for Sins againﬅ the Truths oſthe Goſpel, as
for Sins againﬅ the moral Law. 2. Becauſe Men in
Errors and Deluſions have their Judgments ſoen
gaged, blinded and prejudged, that they think often
ſuch Errors are no Errors :

Jn/iv. I. Becauſe this Inability is of her own
on-bringing. 2. Becauſe it was not Inability that
ſwayed her to continuein her Sin, and reject Repen
tance; but it was her Poſitive Inclination to theſe
Errors, and her Averſneſs from the Tiuths of God.

And therefore there is And whatever Men may diſpute for the patronizing

the greater Diﬃculty to bring themto the Acknow
ledgement of the Truth, and of their being wrong;
and yet this precede their Repentance. 3. The Lord
alſo by this doth ſet a mark upon this Sin, to ſcare all.

of Nature againﬅ the _Fuﬅice of God, now; yet

when he cometh to judge, and when the Conſcience
beareth witneſs of the vehement Aﬀection and De
light which Men had to, and in their Wickedneſs,
from the ſame: Men oftentimes think little of this Ill, There
will Inability,ſiſeeing
be none who ſhallindare
to enterathey
Defence
upon their
Conſcience
will
he hath therefore put this mark of his Diſpleaſure
thereupon the more expreﬂy. Hence it is, that his be convinced that that was not the thing which made
Threatnings are more clearly and expreﬂy annexed them willingly chooſe ſuch and ſuch Evils, and
to the ſecond and third Commandments than any made them reject all Means tending to recover them.
other, that he. may make Mcnknow-heis jealous of 3, This alſo will make her, and ſuch as ſhe, incx
his Truth and Ordinanccs, and willby no Means re cuſable, that they did not improve ſuch opportuni
quit ſuch as take his Name in vain, whatever Men ties ſoas they might, and did not abﬅain from the
think of theſe Sins, In the fourth place, th'ByAggra following and committing of ſuch groſs Evils, which
vation importeth, that when time and good Oppor even many unrewed Men have done ; who yet had
tunities are abuſed, Guilt becotneth the greater and not Ability to repent of themſelves more than they:
the more inexcuſeable, and the Lord's Controverſy And thus, none in ſuch a-Caſe will be able to ſay in
becometh the more ſharp.
' Judgment, that they did make ſuch uſe of the Word
'13 H a R s are two Concluſions aimed to be and other Means as they might have made, even in
drawn from theſe Words, by ſome, which no way ſuch a Condition ; or, that they have come that
they willbear, I. Some ſay, that _7ezehe1 had an length in outward Reſormation, that they might
Ability and Power to repent, ſeeing ſhe hath time al have done.
i _
T H a ſecond Concluſion pretended to be drawn
lotod to her for- it,- and God expecteth it of her. For
Anſwer, To ſay nothing of this general, which is from this, is, That the Lord hath an univerſal will

found to bean Untruth from other clear Scriptures, to haveall Men ſaved, ſeeing he giveth her Time to
which hold out Men to be dead in Sins, Ephe/I ii. 1.. repent. This wc ſay, doth not follow hence: For,
&c. and unable for any ſpiritual good, Theſe things 1. Suppoſe it might be ſaid in ſome reſpect, That he
will vindicate this place, 1. If we conſider who this willed the Repentance of ſuch a particular Perſon,
Party is, to vrit, a moſt vileSeducer and Adultereſs." who lived under his Ordinances, It will not follow

And even ſuch Patrons of Nature, will' grant, that thereupon, that he willeth the salvation of all; even
ſuch high and groſs Sins do juﬅly deprive Perſons of of ſuch who Lever heard of Repentancc. r 2. It will
any Ability to repent, and do incapacitate them for not follow, God giveth ſome Time, which ought

exercilingof the ſame. 2. If we compare this with
2 ſit/t. ii..a5. We will ﬁnd that- patient waiting up
_on Oppoſers, and thereby giving them opportunity
to repent, is one thing z and-to have Rcpentance given

to be improvcn to Repentance, and doth notinﬅant
ly excute hisjudgment, Therefore he willeth ſuch
a Perſons salvation:

For, God fora Time forbare

Pharoah, even after he had evidenced his Purpoſe in
ſo
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10 doing, to be the exalting of his own Glory in his the Threatning, ver/I 22. and 23. Whereby he again
Deﬅructlon, 3. lſ it were ſo, what might be ſaid of wonderfully preﬂeth her, and theſe who were ſeduced
ſuchas the Lord doth not forbear, not giving Time by her, to the Exerciſe of that much ſlighted Duty of
to repent; but taketh away in their Sin, as he did Repentance. The Threatning hath three parts, I.
Zimri and Cozhi ? It cannot be ſaid on this ground, something is threatned. 2. An Exception is put in.
that he willeth their salvation; and ſo not the Salva leaving a door open to Mercy. 3. The Scope or Ef
tion of all. 4. It will not follow, Chriﬅ willeth fect of the Lord's executing this Threatning, is ſet
Perſons to repent, Therefore he willeth their Salva down. The thing threatned, is threefold, according
tion : Becauſe he may be ſaid to will them to repent, to the ſeveral Parties that he threatneth. r. For c
when he requireth it of them as their Duty; and thus, zchcl, Behold', I will caﬅ her upon a Bed : Which
their Duty of repenting, is the immediate Object of pointeth out ſome remarkable Stroakor Plaguethreat
his revealed and preceptive Will: But aPerſon's ned to be inﬂicted upon her, whereby ſhe ſhould be
salvation is the proper Object of his Will of good come a Spectacle to others, and yet not be inﬅantly
pleaſure, or of his decreeing and purpoſing Will. And removed. 2 For them that commit Adultery with
no otherways can he be ſaid, to will ſuch Perſons her, I willcaﬅ them into great Trihu/ation, that is,
salvation ( becauſe he commandeth them to repent) I will bring upon them that partakeofher Sin, whe
than this, to wit, that in his Word he, hath ſigniﬁed ther in reſpect of ſpiritual or bodily Adultery ( ſor ſhe
Rtpentance to be ſuch a Perſon's Duty, and that he was guilty of both ) grievous and publick temporal
hath appointed a Connexion between Repentance and Stroaks. And, 3. I will hill her Children with death :
salvation ; which ﬅill relateth to his revealed Will: For, her Children, it's like were Children begotten
Even as when God made the ﬁrﬅ Covenant with in their unclean Converſing together: Them the
Adam, it might be ſaid that he willed Adam tobe ho Lord's threatens to remove; and thereby to give an
ly, and that by that Covenant he had made a Con Evidence of his Diſpleaſure at their way, as he did
nexion between Holineſs and Life; yet it is not pro Daw'd's Child for his AdulteW For, we conceive,
per to ſay, that the Lord willed Life to Adam upon

the Children of her ſpiritual

horedom, are under

that reſpecteth
Condition the
: Becauſe
that looketh
to the ſiVVhich
Event, ﬅood under that Expreﬃon, theſe that commit Adul
and
Lord's Will
of purpoſe:
tcry with her. From which we may ſee, that groſs
cannot but be eﬀectual. And if the Lord's willing of Errors may procure many temporal and bodily Croſ
Men ( at leaﬅ ſuch as are under his Ordinances ) to ſes, as was formerly ſaid.
Y s 'r Secondly, ( as is ſaid) even this Threatn
be laved be thus underﬅood, as including only the
Duty which God layeth upon Men, and the Con ing hath a Door open in it, and is not abſolute, but
nexion he hath made between it and salvation in his conditional, except they repent, &it. Which doth in
Word, It may be admitted: But if it be extended deed exceedingly ſet forth and commend the Grace of
Tſin a Third thing, is, the Lord's End, which i- _
to any antecedent Will in God himſelf, diﬅinct from God
that which is called his rcvealed Will, This place and
the manifeﬅing of himſelf in two or three of his At
ſuch
likeasked
will then,
give no
ground
ſuch
Aſſertion.
If
it bect
why
did hefor
give
heranspace
to re tributes, to wit, hisOmniſciencc, Juﬅice, and Power
pent, if he intended not her salvation ? jlnſw. To
forbear deciding of what might be his Purpoſe to this
particular Perſon, ( who haply may be an Elect, )
becauſe nothing is decided of her ﬁnal Condition in
the Word 3 Theſe Reaſons ma be given, r. There

as was hinted in the Entry. When the Lord forbear
eth wicked Men, he is either thought-not to ſee, or
know ſuch things; or not to bejuﬅ, and powerful
to redreſs and avenge the ſame; And when he ſe
verely and publickly inﬂccteth Judgment upon ſuch,

by the Lord commendeth his 'race thatdoth ſo con then he is known not only to be Omniſcient, but al
deſcend to ſuch a Perſon, a. The Aggravation of ſo juﬅ and powerful ; and this is that which he aimeth
her Guilt and inexcuſeableneſs, are the more clear, at, eſpecially in his Churches.
TH E laﬅ thing, is, the Mitigation-of this Threat
as hath been ſaid; and thereupon he hath the more
Acceſs to maniſeﬅ the ſpotleſſneſs of his Juſtice, asis ning w', 24. 2 5.Wherein we may conſidertheſe two,
in the Threatning, ncrſ 23. 3. It doth the more Firﬅ, to whom it is directed. Secondly, what is the
comfort and 'encourge a peni'entSinner, to ﬅep for M itigation it- ſelf. It's directed, to you duty 5 to you
ward in the hope of Mercy, ſeeing even ſuch a Per in the plural Number, that is, to the company of
ſon as Jczchc] hath had ſuch an Oﬀer; and that ſhe, Miniﬅers,who were deſigned by the Titlezlngcl, at the
if penitent and believing, would have been accepted. entry. And to the reﬅ in Thyritim, that is, the Mem
T l-l- a third thing in the Body of the Epiﬅle, is, hers of the Church, coutradiﬅinguiſhed fromthe bgini
ers,

T
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ﬅers. It's added, that have not this Doctrine and
baw- 'no't hnrwn the depth: oſ Satan, &it. This is to
to diﬅinguſh the Church-members, that were pure
and clean, from theſe that were corrupted with Je
zehel's Doctrine. So there are three Parties implied
here. I. The Miniﬅers. 2. The pure Members.
To both theſe this Conſolation is directed. 3. There
are ſome led away with theſe Corruptions, which are
not included. The pure Members, are qualiﬁed

its burdenſomneſs and troubleſomneſs, in reſpect of
it ſelf -, but becauſe every Duty hath ſome obligation

brawn the Depthr' of Satan, that is, they have not

Secondly, It ſheweth, That by having of ſuch Du

with it, which in reſpect of our corruptions and In
ﬁrmities are Burdens, though by Chriﬅ Jeſus they

become light.
T H E ſecond part of the Mitigation, is poſitive,
verſe 25. and will help to expound the former, But
that 'which ye have already, hold faﬅ till I tame:
Which doth imply, Firﬅ, that they had ſome Du
and diﬅinguiſhed by theſe two, I. The) have not this ties preſcribed unto them already: Whereby it ap
Doctrine, that is, they own not, nor maintain, nor peareth that an other Burden, did ſignify ſome, other
approve this corrupt Doctrine. 2. They have not Duty: For, that was the thing they had already.
loved nor approven the ſame, nor in their Practice ties ( to ſpeak ſo) is not only underﬅood the having
experimentally medled therewith. ,Thty, that is cor of them preſcribed unto them; but their being a great
rupt Teachers, counted ſuch Doctrines and Practices length in the obedience thereof, asmay be gather
depths and high Miﬅeries and Attainments in Religi ed from the like Phraſe. rhap. iii. 1 r. where/mld that
gion: Therefore they gave them this name ofDepths. fq/l which thou beﬅ doth ſignify their Endeavou-r to
And it's not to be thought that they called them keep what they had attained to. And thus the Mean
depth: tf Satan; but the Lord addeth this, to ſhew ing of this Mitigation here, is, I have preſcribed to
indeed what kind of Depths they were: They are you that are pure in Thyatira, no other Duty or Di
( ſaith he ) Depths indeed, as they ſpeak; but they rection; but that with all Sincerity and Zeal ye keep
are the Devil's, Dcpths or Depths of Satan. Which the Directions preſcribed unto- you, and continue to
Expreſiions, holdeth out theſe two, I. The great walk inthe way which hitherto ye have followed,
subtilty of the' Adverſary of Man's salvation, the unto the end. This is preſled by Chriﬅ's ſecond com
Devil, he hath Depths in his way ; all his Deſigns ing, I. To let them know he was to come again. 2.
are not obvious; he can vail and cover things and To let them know, that at his ſecond coming, he

make them appear farv otherways than they are; and
he exerciſeth his Subtilt moﬅ eſpecially and deeply,
in the carrying on of rror, and drawing of Souls
from the Truth: Theſe are his Depthr here 5 and
his subtilty is ſpoken of 2 Cor. xi. 3. his wiles and
running zraſtineﬁ and ſpecial Slight, Eph. iv. 14.
whereby it cometh to paſs that he intaWleth, and,
as it were, þtwitzheth, Gal. iii. 1. Many with the
moﬅ groſs Deluſions, 2. It holdeth outwhat Inﬂu
ence Deluſion will have upon poor creatures; it will
even make them cry up the moﬅ abſurd Errors for
Miſteries and Depths, as if there were nothing in Ro

will reckon with his Churches according as the obey
or diſobey his Directions. 3. To teach all to walk ſo
in making uſe of the Word, eſpecially in corrupt
Times, as they may with conﬁdence appear and
reckon for the ſame before Jeſus Chriﬅ at his ſecond

Coming. 4. To ſhew, that Believers ought to ſet
no other Term to their perievccing in Duty,- but
Chriﬅ's ſecond Coming.
,
F a o M Kwhat is paﬅ we may Ohſiml I. - Thatfn,
theſe Epiſtles, exprefs-Diﬀerence is made between
-Miniﬅers and People: 72 you Iſhy, relateth to the
Miniﬅers, and, to the reﬅ, relateth to the Members

_
, of that Church. And therefore in the Applicationof
T H e Mitigationit ſelf, is in two Ex'preilions; things containedv in- them, we would diﬅinguiſh
The ﬁrﬅ, is negative, wiſe'- 24. I will put upogz you them alſo.
ligion ſo excellent'as theſe.

none other Burdm, that is, in ſum, Iwill not give

you any other Direction, nor preſcribe to you any
new Duty, beﬁde what formerly ye have had given
unto you, and to which ye have ſubmitted: For,
though Burden ſometimes ſignif - ſome weighty

2. Thu-14 by lage), in the Inſcription, is un- iderﬅood Miniﬅers collectively :

75 you, lS in the

plural Number. 5. and yet it's to theſe that the Epiﬅle

>was directed under the name of Angel, in the ſingu
lar: And therefore are they contradiſtinguiſhed from '

Thteatning, or Denunciation, or ﬂidgment, as may the rg/i, which looketh to the-Members of that

be gathered from fer. i. 23. Yet in this place, it Churchgyau and the rg/I being the ſame thing here up
the matter, that Angel and Church werein the In- *
cannot be ſo underﬅood, but muﬅbe underﬅood as it on
ſcription 3, ſave, that the reﬅ', even as many, Uf. diſ-ſſ

implieth ſome new Duty beſide What formerly was
. impoſed upon them, as the Expoſition- in next verſe tingui-ſheth the-pure Members from the impure, the
doth clear. And ſotſometimcsin Scripture, Duty is Church comprehending both.
compared to a Burdcn and Yokc: Not becauſe of
2.THAT
..
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3. T H A T a Miniﬅer's Guilt, or the Guiltof For, that Angel no otherwa s had them, 'but as
Oﬃcers in not ſecluding ſcandalous Perſons from Church-Members under his harge. 3. That thit
Church-communion, doth not ly on the People, as Angel iinfully permitted them to continue Church
'upon-the Miniﬅers: Therefore the Duty common to Members: And therefore is reproved.
the Miniiiers and People, is commended to both,
Y 1: T, we conceive alſo, it's clear in Matter or
whereas that Reprooſ was peculiar to the Miniﬅers: Fact; l. That many who were free, continued in

And, the rþe/I, are taken in only in the Mitigation or
Conſolation ; but it was, Tbouﬅzﬃ'rtﬅ, in the Reproof.
4. C H R 1 s _T thinketh much of zealous execut
ing of Dilcipline, 'and would not have Miniﬅers ſpar
ling it againﬅ Hereticks or corrupt 'l'eacherg more

ChUKlb-F'cllvA-Vſhlp with this Angel, in that Church.
notwithﬅanding thereof; ſo, the Words toyou, ans
to thers/1, as of that ſame Mcmberſhip, im

rt, i

being but one Church. And, 2. That our ord di-.
not reprove them for their ſo continuing, even when
than other icandalous Perſons: Yea, the Reaſons he reproveth the Angel ſor his Fault of being defective
from the Hazard of infecting the Flock, and the Ex as to his cenſur-ing of Yezebd. Yea, 3. That he ap
amples of it in Scripture, are moﬅ preſſing in reſe provet'h their not ſeparating, in his approving the ge
neral Straincof their Cariiage, which could not other
rence to them.
5. HER £ alſo we may ſee, That there is a Church ways be apptoven, this being ſo obvious to View, if
Powerand Authority, diﬅinct from what is Civil; and it had been a Fault, or if they had by it partalten with
cenſures to be inﬂicted by Church-oﬃcers on ſcandal them in their Sin. 4. That our Lord warrandeth
ousPerſons, even where Magiﬅrates are Heathen,
'them to continue ſo ; andJayeth no Burthen oſſepa
6. T H A T Deluﬁon may come to t great Height; rating from them, on theſe who were honeﬅ: Onl r,
-As, t. That a Woman preacheth.

2. That ſhecall

eth lTCI' felfa Propheteſs. 3. That ſhe ſeduceth Chriﬅ's
Servants, and they are itduced by her. 4. That this
is immmediately afterChriﬅ, while Yolm the beloved
Diſciple liveth. 5. That all theſe Errors and Abo
minations are covered with the Title of Myﬅeries and
Depths: What may we expect in our Times, when
ſuch was the Lot of thoſe who lived at that Time?
7. T H E writingscven of the Apoﬅle John, could
not prevail ſo far as to make them renounce and aban
don them.

ſaith he, I'Idlrlſd/l that wbitb ye have already, til I

tame; that is, lzeep your ſelves according to the Rule
given unto you, and according to your preſent
Practice.
H E N c E may be argued, I. If where Church
Members are poiluted, and ſuﬀered notwithﬅanding

by Church-oﬃcers to remain in Church-communion,
Chriﬅ doth not only, notcondemn the clean 'for keep

'ing Fellowſhip with them, but exptcjly requireth
them to continue, as they did, Then he alloweth not

Separation on that Account: But the ﬁrﬅ is Truth:

8. S 1-: E here, how Chriﬅ accounteth of Members He condemneth them not. but
uireth them to [mld
of a viſible Church: He ﬅileth ſuch as were ſeduced ſq/t till be tame, Bi'ga, tﬂ't. 2. t f Chriﬅ lay upon
to Adultery and Error, His Servants: And they were Members no other But-den, but to keep themſelves
Servants ﬅill, who were ſeduced 3 and are afterward from perſonal Pollutic-n, Then-l'ielayeth not on them

threatned, "as Fazzbz] is. Wherebywitappcareth, that
theſe Titles go more upon the Relation, that Church
Members ﬅand in, and the obligation that liet'h on
them, than upon the Qualiﬁcations that are alway
to be found in" them.
v 9. OU R- Lord Jeſus, is no approver not counte

Separation : (rAnd'il' muﬅ be a Burden not of his la ing on) But the former is true; Irloldfaﬅ that wbu'b
'ye haw already. Erga, Ur, 3. If'Scparationthwmt
with Chriﬅ's Direction to a Church in that Conditi
on, Then it's not a Duty: Butif the honeﬅ Mem
bers in- Tbyatira had ſepa'rated, they had not held fall:

nancer ofSeparation from a true Church, for the Fauits what they had already, but would have gripped to
of ſome vMembers in it: Neither do Faurlts in ſome ſome new Thing,-and.ſo have thwart'ed with the Di
Members; and Defects in Miniﬅers and Oﬃcers in erection laid on them; iErgo, EJ'A- 4JIF this Directi

'executing Diſcipline, pollute the Ordinances in them

on containeth all their Duty in reference-to that De

jelves, or to others, who are free of that Gu'ilt: And fection, 'or theſe polluted Members, Then Separation
to do not neceﬂi tate a Separation from ſuch a Church, is not a Duty 'in ſuch aCaſe: For, it's inconſiﬅent
or-any Ordinance thereof: For, this, and the former with it. But this containeth all; L- Otherways

Epiﬅle, being compared together, theſe Things are it vwould not beﬁt their Caſe: - Which to do,
clear; v1. 'That there were groſs Members in the is Chriﬅ's Scope. 2. It.is not only negative, not:
Church, AdulurerszM'colaitam,Seducers, &e. 2. That condemning them for not ſeparating 3 nor only-poſi

they were continued in Church-Communion ; That: tive, giving them other Directions inconſiﬅent with
luyi them, and jzzﬄi'rg/I t/zam, clearly import this; it 3 but it is excluſive, [lay an you no other Bur len;
this,

__
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This, and m other. And though other particular
Duties may be alleaged to be comprehended under this
general; yet ſeparation cannot be comprehended: Be
cauſe it's inconliﬅent with it, as appeareth: For,
if the thing that Chriﬅ calleth for from theſe who
were Honeﬅ in Tbyatira, be ſuch a thing as was
conſiﬅent with their former Practice of keeping
Church-fellowſhip with ſuch, Then ſeparation muﬅ
be inconſiﬅent with it 5 -But the former is Truth, and

appears thus: If Chriﬅ's direction to them be, to
hold as they were, and not to alter, Then certainly
it is conﬁﬅent with their own former Practice : But the
words are lain, [lay on' you, to wit, that are clean,

,L6r

from what is ſaid. 2. If this alſo be clear that the
preſſing of ſeparation upon ſuch a ground, will prove
aBurden unto the People of God: Then it will
follow, that Chriﬅ doth not lay it on upon theſe

Churches, ſeeing he exprelly ﬁgniﬁeth that he intends
to lay no other Burthen u'pon them, but to hold
faﬅ what they had already. It muﬅ therefore be an
untender thing to burden honeﬅ Souls with the ap
prehenlion of being pulluted from the perſonal Faults
of joint Worſhippers or Communicants: For, Fir/I,
This putteth them to try all that they ſo keep
Fellowſhip with: And they cannot have Peaoe,-ex
cept they have ſome Conlidence that others, by their
'joynt Communicating,do not pollute the Ordiuances :
and this conﬁdence cannot be, till ſuﬃcient T-riztl he
made thereof; and yet Believers ﬁnd it ſuﬃciently

no atbzr garden, but abﬅain from their way, and
bold
And certainly it would look very ﬅrange,
to ſay, that ſeparation from them were commanded
under that word, bold ſaﬅ, &e. And that ſo, bold' diﬃcult to Try themſelves. a. It putteth them to
ſo , were to be exponded, ſtparateſrom that Sotiety ; an utter' uncertainty, in reſpect of any comfortable
and yet that muﬅ be comprehended under this, or it's Fruit of Ordinances: Becauſe ſo, it Hangs not only
upon their own Frame and good Condit-ion; but alſo
not aDuty for ſuch acaſe.
B E s 1 D a, This Duty which Chriﬅ commends upon the good Frame and Diſpoſition of theſe that
to them, isaDuty which every one of them ought Communicatejoyntly with them. And ſo, ſuppoling
perſonally to go about, though others did not. And that aBeliever may be out of the preſent exerciſe or'
if ſeparation were included here, according to that Grace, and ajoynt Communicater with them; in
ground, it would infer many abſurdities, as, Fit/i', that caſe, the Ordinance is polluted unto them, be
Suppoſe the Miniﬅcr to continue defective in his cauſe th are poluted even to that Believer that is in
Duty, are allthe pure Members to ſeparate from him? ſuch a Falſe. And, can any have conﬁdence that
Or, Secandly, Suppoſe none but two or three did lay no natural Perſon, or indiſpoſed Believer hath Com
Duty to Heart, were theſe two or three to ſeparate municated with them? Neither will it remove this
from all fellowſhip with the reﬅ, and quit all publick diﬃculty, to ſay, that Men may have Peace, if the
Ordinances? yet, no Qreﬅiou, in ſuch acaſe they Oﬀences or Indiſpoſitions of of others be not known
were to hold faﬅ what

they had already.

Thirdy, unto them:

Suppoſe the pure Members to continue in fellowſhip
with their Oﬃcers that were thus defective as for
merly they have done; yet keeping themſelves clean
in their own ﬅations, can it be thought that they

For,

I. What if it be ſaid, if Trial

had been made, they might have been known? 2.
Suppoſe it were not poſlible to know them z yet if the
communicating of corrupt Men did not only pollute

the Ordinance to themſelves, but alſo pollute it in it

diſobeyed this Direction of Chriﬅ, That whirl) tbou ſelf, that is, make it want the nature of ſuch an Or
beﬅ already, bold
till I come? Or, Is it not dinance as to others; Then, whether it were known
rather to be thought that they did more nearly con or not, the Ordinance were no ordinance, becauſe of

form to Chriﬅ's direction by ſo doing, than if they had
withdrawn, and ſeparated?
YV r: may alſo argue againﬅ ſeparation in ſuch a
caſe, from this Scripture, thus :. If ſeparation be an
other burden to Chriﬅ's Church than what he laid

its being polluted in ſomething ell'cntial to the being
thereof: Otherwiſe, the ſame Ordinance might be an
Ordinance to one who knew not of ſuch ſcandals ;
and not be an Ordinance of Chriﬅ to another, who

knew ſuch Things, though it may be, in his own

upon Thyatira,Pergamas, &c. In ſuch a caſe when particular caſe, no leſs gracious, and lively than the
their Oﬃcers were defective in executing Diſcipline, other; For, it cannot be our knowing that ſuch a
Then it is not to be allowed in the Church of Chriﬅ Perſon is ſcandalous that Communicatcs with us, that
afterward in ſuch like caſes 5 But the former is true. can pollute the Ordinancc to us, except upon ſuppo

Therefor, Uſ-

If theſe two things be clear, this Ar

gument will be clear,

1. That though theſe Church

ſition that the being of ſuch aThing did pollute thc
Ordinauce in it ſelt' before we knew the ſame. 3. If

es werein ſuch aſcaſe, yet there was not ſeparation this ground were laid, it might be a ſcruple to a

from the Ordinances in practice or exerciſe amongﬅ tender Believer to communicate with himſelf, to
them upon that account; This, we ſuppoſe, is clear ſay ſo: For, he hath Corrupxþion in him z and it will
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be hard to ſay, that the Corruption of others, will

gels, and all the [Viefed in the Day ofj'urlgment.

have more Inﬂuence to pollute an Ordinance to him,
than his own can have: Eſpecially conſidering, that

Dominion
In reſpect of
is the
twoabſoluteneſs
ways ampliﬁed,
thereof over
ver/2all27.
the wick:

This

ed, they ſhall be bruiſed with a rod (yfIron, a: the neſſe/r
will be as hard to ſay, that Chriﬅ's call doth warrand of a Potterſhall they be broken to ſhivers: This is a
a Believer to communicate with Peace, notwith Figurative expreﬂion, tending to ſet forth this, that
ﬅanding of his own ſeen corruptions; and yet that though often Believers are now oppreſled'by the wick

he is moﬅ throughly acquainted therewith: And it

that ſame call will not warrand him to communicate ed of the World ; yet the Day is coming, when it

with Peace, if he be in his own Duty and frame ap
proveable, notwithﬅanding of the Corru'ptions of
others. All which, being grievous burdens, cannot
be ſuppoſed to agree with our Lord's- ſcope in this
Place.
H r-z N c 1: alſo, we may ſee, that Chriﬅ doth not
rigidly caﬅ oﬀ Churches, for defects in Diſcipline,

ſhall beotherwiſe: Believers ſhall not only be free
from their oppreſſions; but ſhall be as abſolute

Kings, having Dominion over them' in the Morning
as it lS, Pſhl. 49. 14. When the condition of m;
Wicked in God's Juﬅice ſhall be moﬅ miſerable
The Second way how it's ampliﬁed, is, even a: I re:

cerned if my Father: Which reſpecteth. I. The
and groſneſs of particular Members, when in the Main, Thing given, they are-madejoynt Partakers of that

the Foundation is-keeped: and though the Lord never which Chriﬅ receiveth. 2. It reſpecteth the Securit
look on theſe but as Faults, and as reproveable where whereby it's given: And ſo I will give him Power?
they are, as we may ſee in many of theſe Epiﬅles; even as Ireceived of my Father, imports that the
yet, to allow ſeparation from a.Church,' becauſe of Believers Dominion ſhall be no leſs ſure unto him
theſe, and to account it no Church, is with him all by Chriﬅ's gift, than Chriﬅ's Dominion is\ſure

one, as when hecalleth his People from Babel, Chap. unto him. by Fathers conferring the ſame upon
him.
18.
W 1-2 come now to the Concluſion of the Epiﬅie, theTH
E ſecond Promiſe,
is, And I will
ine ' >
Mrning-ﬅar:
By the Morning-ſlat',
is ugderﬅldhrd
which is contained in the 26, 27, 28, and 29. verſi-r.
Wherein, I. Some Promiſes are laid down, in the ﬁrﬅ Chriﬅ himſelf, as he himſelf expounds it, Chap. 22
three verſes; and the common Advertiſement, is re w'ſi 16. I an' the bright and [Morning-ſing ſo it is'
peated in the laﬅ I/erſi, as is uſual in the reﬅ of the I.wi]1 give him my ſelf. The ﬁrﬅ Promiſe m;

Epiﬅles.

The object of the Promiſes, is the ſame, much, but this is more: And though Heaven be

to wit, the O-yereomerz Only here, he is deſcribed by much when it is Promiſed 5 yet this Promiſe con
an other property, which interpreteth that general, raineth more: For he that built the Houſe, is of
to wit, Itle keeper/2 my Writ: unto tbe End, that is, more _worth than the Houſe. Chriﬅ is called the

one who in the ſincere Practice of Religion hath Mrmng-Star, for theſe reaſons, r. Becauſe the
ceaſed from his own Works. ( at it is Heb. 4. IO. ) Mornmg-ﬅar is moﬅ'eminent among the Stars- ſo
and hath given up himſelf to live to me, as it is, is Chriﬅ among the Sons, Cant. 2. 3. He hath an
2 Cor. 5. 15. that is, to have my Glory for his End, eminency beyond all other Conſolations whatſoever
and my-Will for his Rule; and doth eontinue to 2. He is called the Moming-ﬅar, becauſe when he i;
proſecute that End according to that Rule, notwith beﬅoweduponany, thc dark Night of their former
ﬅanding of all diﬃculties to the End. This is the miſerable and diſconſolate Condition is put to an end
Oz'ereo'ner, and the Perſon to whom all theſe promi-z as_the Day-ﬅar putteth an end to 'the-preceedin,
ſes oſ being admitted to Heaven are made,.and who Night, 3. Chriﬅ brings in the Day-ſpring from of;
may expect the ſame.
high unto the Soul who receiveth him : And never
T H E R e are two excellent Promiſes made to was the Dayzﬅar ſo refreſhful to a Traveller wearied
ſuch a Perſon in theſe words., 1. To bz'melwill with the Darkneſs of the Night, as Chriﬅ will be
give power over. the Natiom: Which doth indeed to' the Wreﬅler, who is longing to have the Da -ﬅar
ſpeak out an excellent Dominion, but no earthly ariſing in his Heart, a Per. 1. 19; And althyou h
Dominion :. For, . 1. This Promiſe is to beperformed theſe be hints, to ſhadow out the exccllency of Chrﬀt
after the, full Victory. 2. All overcomers are not yet the Truth is, neither Day-ﬅar,nor SunznorMoon,
capable of temporal Power over the Nations. It nor all the Stars put together, can ſuﬃciently reſemble
imports then theſe two. Firﬅ, an excellent Domi his VVorth and lovely. Beauty, and refreſhſul ſea.
nion that the Believer. may expect. Secondly, ajoynt lſonableneſs to aSoul, when he manifeﬅeth himſelf to *
ſharing in Chriﬅ's Conqueﬅ over the Nations: In it.
which reſpect,,i_t is ſaid, , ,,1 _C0r,,6. Heyﬅxz/ljudge Am
I,F it be asked, why Chriﬅ Promiſeth 'to give him
ſelf

Chap. a.
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is;

ſelf to the Owrcornar, and under that Name? Anſw. Bclievers may be encouraged to wreﬅle a while;
It is for theſe reaſons,

I Becauſe there is no other

Thing that can be abſolutely ſatisfying'to the Believer,
but Chriﬅ himſelf: And ſeeing Chriﬅ aimeth at the
ſatisfaction of the Believer, this gloriﬁeth his Grace
and Love, that he will for that end beﬅow himſelf up
on them.

2. It is, to teach them where to expect

their happineſs when this Life is ended, and ſo where
to ſeek it while they are here: This is not to be had
in, and amongﬅ creatures, but is 'to be fought and
looked for in Chriﬅ Jeſus himſelf. 3. It is done to
comfort and encourage the Believer: For when Chriﬅ

this Night will have an end, and the Day-ﬅar will
ariſe: After which, there ſhall be no more Night,
_nor.Darkneſs, nor Sun to give Light, but the Lord
God ſhall enlighten them, and the Lamb himſelf ſhall
be aLight unto them; for holding forth of this

Conſolation, is Chriﬅ expreﬂed by this Name in this
Promiſe.
_
I N the 29. verſe, the Epiﬅle cloſeth withthe corn
mon Advertiſement, He that hath an Ear to hoar, &e.
Which is not done for the Faſhion; butis the Lord's

commending of what hath been ſaid unto the Con

beﬅoweth himſelf upon him, what will he not elſe ſciences of the Hearers: Becauſe what is ſaid, is ſaid e

communicate to him that may be for his good ? As by the Spirit to the Churches 3 and it becometh well
the Apoﬅle reaſoneth to this purpoſe, Ram. 8. 32.. theſe who have Ears to hear, to hearwhatisſaid by him.

LECTURE
C -H A
Verſe 1.

A ND unto the lngol of the Church in

P.

I.

III.

Sardis, write, The/2 thing: ſhith he that hath the

ſwcn Spirits of God, and the ſown Starr; I know thy worhr, that thou nyt a Name
that thou Iimﬅ, and art dead.
2. Be watchfnl, and ﬅrengthen the things which remain, that are ready to die: For I hat/'t not ﬂu'tl
thy worhs perfect before God.

3. Remember therefore how thou hqﬅ received, and heard, and hold faﬅ, and repent.
[bait not watch, 1 will come on thee as a Yhigf, and thou ſhalt not hnaw what bour
thee.

thou
ifwilltherefor:
come upon

*

4. Thou haﬅ a few Names won in Sardis, whirl: haw not deﬁled their Garmcntr, and they ſhall walk
with me in white, for they are worthy.

5. He that overcometh, the lime/hall be clothed in white raimcnt, and Iwill not blot out his name on't'

of 'he Baah of Life, but I will conſcﬅ his Name heﬅtrt my Father, and before his Angel',
b. He that hath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit ſaith unto the Churches.
His is the ﬁfth Epiﬅle, directed to the Church the Expoſition thereof will clear. _
.
\
Tx e Perſon from whom the Epiﬅle is ſent,
in Sardir. It hath the Diviſion that is com
mon to the reﬅ, to wit, there is; Firﬅ, an is ſet forth by two Titles, Firﬅ, IÞ hath the ſit/an
Inſcription, 'ariſe t. Smndly, The Body of the E Spiritsaf God: This was expounded, Chap. 1.' 4..
piﬅle, verſc 2, 3, and 4. And Thirdly, A Concluſion, and it is repeated, Chap. 4. 5. and 6. By theſe
ſown Spirit: are underﬅood the holy Ghoﬅ, in his
zmſc 5. and 6.
l

T H E party unto-whom it is directed, is the Angel ſeveral Gifts,'Graccs, and Operations.

Chriﬅ is ſaid

of the Church of Sardis: this was ſpoken of, Chap. I. to haw theſe: Becauſe he hath committed unto him
11. It was once the Seat of the rich King Crcſicr, the diſpenſing of theſe Gifts and Gmces of the Spirit
abounding in much Wealth, and alſo in much Sin, to the Church, ar'i'd doth joyntly with the Father,
and-Profanity; yet Chriﬅ by his Goſpcl begetteth a ſend the holy Ghoﬅ the Comforter for the good of
Church in this Place.

Altho' it be directed in com

his

People, as is clear from john 14. 16, 17.

mon to Miniﬅers and People, and for that end doth and Chap. xvi. 7. 8. &a. and many other places.
contain what reſpccteth the Church in common; He taketh this Title in this Place : Becauſe having
yet we conceive it doth eſpecially and principally relate to do with a dead Miniﬅer and People, he would both
to the caſe of the Miniﬅer, and to the People as joyn

make them know what-muﬅ quicken them, to wit,

edand agreeing with him in that dead condition, as the Spirit, and how they may attain the ſame, to
Y 2

wit,

164.
wit, by him.
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It is no little Part of Chriﬅ's Glory, to ſome Members that were free from this Challangez.

nor of the Believer's Conſolation, that Chriﬅ hath and this is held forth, 'verſe 4.
the diſpenſitig of Life, and Livelineſs unto his People.
T H E Caſe of this Miniﬅer and Church, is, in
The ſecond Title, is, [Hair/r bath the ſeven Starr : two Expreﬂions, i. setting out what they) were

This is in Part taken out of Chap. i. wrſh 16. where thought of by others. 2. Expreſſing what indeed
Chriﬅ is deſcribed as having in his hand ſeven Stars. they were before God. Before others they had a
B Y Stars are here underﬅood Miniﬅers, as Chap. name that they were living, that' is, they were

I. 'verſe 20. is clear. Chriﬅ is here ſaid to have them, thought to be in ſome good and lively Condition
as he hath the ſeven Spirits: Which doth import,
l. His ſpecial Intereﬅ in, and Title to Miniﬅers:
He hath a Peculiar Right to the Church, beﬁde what
he hath to the World z yet hath hea more peculiar'
Right to the Miniſtcrs, as having their Commiﬃort
from him and Dependance on him, in a more ſpecial
Manner. Therefore Pſal. lxviii. 18. He is ſaid after

more than ordinary, and were thought by others a
bout them to be a Church, in better Condition than
other churches: For, to [raw-a name, doth imv

port the Eﬅeem of ſemewhat in her, which was not
ordinary; yet ſaith Lord, notwithﬅanding of that
name they 'were dead, that isvery unſutable to that
they were eﬅeemed to be; and in reſpect thereof, in

his Aſctntion peculiarly to have received Gifts for deed but ſpiritually Dead.
Men, or in the Man: And yet theſe Gifts, are no
other but the Gifts of a Apoﬅles,. Paﬅors and
Ttachers, &Ft. which he again giveth to his Church,
as is clear from Ep/nſſ iv. 8. and 11. Secbndly, This
Title importeth Chriﬅ's abſolute Soveraigniſy over
his Miniﬅers in aſpecial Manner; for, be bar/1 them :
And ſo they being his, he may diſpoſe of them at his
Pleafure, for furthering of them in his Work if they
hefaithful, and for blaﬅing of them if it be otherwiſe.

By this Deadneſs we un
derﬅand, Firﬅ, A ſimple Deadneſs in Hypocriſy, and
ſo it is to be underﬅood, there are but many of you

meer Hypocrites, although ye have a fair Shew.
Secoundly, Deadneſs may be underﬅood compara
tively, that is, either in reſpect of what they ſeemed
to be, and were thought to be by others, or what
they ought to have been; or, in reſpect of what

ſometimes they had been. And ſo even Believers may be
thus charged, who having ſome Life, yet in theſe re

Thirdly, It points at Chriﬅ's Care of his Miniﬅers, ſpects were defective. And by conſidering what is ſaid
who doth in a ſpecial Manner keep and preſerve theſe 'verſe 2. where ſomethings ready to die, are ſpoken of,
Stars, as ſomething that is much eﬅeemed ofbv him. it willappeai' that this charge is ſo to be applied in
Chriﬅ taketh this Title unto himſelf in this Epiﬅle, l. reference to declining Believers in part, as to others
That he may provoke this liſeleſs Angel, to ſeek Life who were altogether Hypocrites. It is like this
in him, ſeeing he who had the ſeven Stars, had alſo Church hath been free of groſs Errors, for there is
the ſeven Spirits ; and ſo eſpecially they, to wit, his no mention of the Nitalaitam in rhe ſame as in other
Miniﬅers might expect to be made lively by him, if Churches: It is like alſo there hath been no inward
he were improven by them, and ſo this Title doth Diviſion amonﬅ themſelves, or groſs Prophanity of
back the Directions that follow. 2. It is alſo to let Practice, or ſuch like: For there is no mention of
them know that are Miniﬅers, that though the be ſuch in the Reproof, nor would ſuch have ſtood.
in an eminent place; yet are they ſubject to hriﬅ with an eminent Name; but on the contrary, it is
who is their Sovcraign, and ſo ought to be dependent like they had Ordinances in frequency and Purity,
on him, otherwiſe they are lyable to his Trial and the Miniﬅer had Gifts in ſome eminency, external
Cenſure, who can diſpoſe of them as he will : And Subjection was given to the Ordinances, and they
ſo this Title addeth Weight to the Threatning, were waited upon 3 and, it may be, there was Zeal in
outward Reformation, as was in Epbtﬅn. Upon
which is contained, wrﬅ .
T H e Body of the Epiﬅle followeth in the cloſe theſe, and the like grounds, they came to be eﬅeem
. of the ﬁrﬅ verſe, with the 2, 3, and 4. We may take ed of by others, as being in an exccllentFrame 5 the
it upin theſe four, Firﬅ, The Lord diſcovereth the Preachers were thought excellent Preachers, and no

Hypocriſy and deadneſs of this Miniﬅer and Church, Church thought more happy than rhe Church of
'verſe 1. Secondly he propoſeth many Directions as Sardi: 3 and it is like, it was counted a bleﬂed thing
Remedies
ﬁt for their
Recovery.
preſ to live in ſucha Place; and, it may be, that the Mi
lcteth the Practice
of theſe
DirectionsThirdly,
by ſeveralheweigh
niﬅer and People had their own too great Eﬅeem of
ty Reaſons and Threatnings; and theſe two are in themſelves, as being priviledged beyond others, be
termixed, verſe? 2. 3. Fourthly, There is a Qialiﬁ cauſe they were free both of the Errors in Doctrine,
catiou ofthis Charge, and a Conſolation in Reſerence Defects in Diſcipline, and alſo of the Croſſes aud
Trials

Chap. 3.
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'Trials, which we ﬁ'nd other Churches lying under : that Man, Matth. xix. 20. ſaid ll/I theſe things did
VV hereupon they are ſaid to have a name; and yet they Iheepſrom my youth : Which might be true, as to
were indeed, and before the Lord, in the reſpect's the outward Perſormance oſ Duties, and ſo as they
formerly mentianed, dead and unanſwerable to that
name : Which is indeed a ſad Charge, and a moﬅ
dangerous Condition. Whence we may obſerve,
That a Church or Miniﬅer, or a particular Perſon,
may have a great Eﬅcem from others, and alſo have
much Eﬅeem of themſelves, and have ſome ſeeming
grounds for the ſame; and yet either totally, or in
part, and comparativcly, be but dead and liſeleſs;

and in no ſuch Eﬅimation before God.

underﬅood them; which alſo is conﬁrmed from the

Example of Paul. 4. If we look in to the ſpiſiltllll
meaning of the Law, as it doth oblidge the inward

Man to a Conformity thereto, we will-ﬁnd that Hy

pocrites may go a length even in that: Thus we
ﬁnd a diſcret Scribe( Mark xii. 32. 33. )acknow
lodging, that to [we the Lard with all the heart. 'with
all the underﬅanding, with all the foul, with all the
This may ﬅrength, and ta law his neighbour as hi'nﬅl , is more

make all, both Miniﬅers andPeople, to tremble, and than all the whole burnt qﬀeri'zgr andſhmſiter.

This

to beware of being pleaſed with frothy' and empty is indeed much, to prefer internal moralDuties to ex
Names, which oftentimes are found tobeexceeding ternal ceremonial Performances; and is more than
light before God.
uſually was acknowledged amongﬅ them: For which
I 'r may be enquired on this Occaſion, r. As to cauſe, the Lord ſaith in the next word, Thou art not

a private Perſon, what grounds one may have to far from the kingdom rﬀGed 5 yet he inſinuateth he
account himſelf living, when yet indeed he may be was notin the Kingdom of God, and ſo not really
dead? For Anſwer, We conceive that the Lord in ſound notwithﬅanding. 5. They will ſometimes
his wiſdom have made a peremtory Deciſion of this have ſeeming Fruits, even as to suﬀering; although
(Lueﬅion to beimpoſſible, to wjt, how great length no Hypocrite can have a ﬁncere End therein ; yet it
an Hypocrite may go, and yet be ﬅill in the ﬅate of is clear, that many of them may ſuﬀer many things
Hypocriſy; as alſo, of that other, to wit, how far materially for the Truth of Chriﬅ.

The Apoſllc,

a Believer may dccline in the eﬅate of Grace, and 1 Cor. xiii. ſuppoſeth that one may give his Body
yet continue to be a Believer? becauſe the deciding tobeburnt, and yet want Love: And GaI. iii. 4.
of theſe, as to the maximum or minimu'n auodﬅr, doth he ſuppoſeth that there may be much suﬀering in
not tend to Ediﬁcation: And he would have his vain. And certainly Experience in all Ages of the
People keeping a Diﬅance, even from the Borders Church, hath made this appear, to be Truth. 6. If
and Marches of theſe things in their Practices. Yet we look further in reference to Goſpel Duties, there
we conceive, that it is clear from Scripture, that a may be fair ﬂouriſhng in this reſpect alſo; as ﬁrﬅ,
Hypocrite may have very many things that may be convictions of Sin may be carried on a great length :
the occaſion of a name tohim; and yet really he may Saul was often brought to ſay, ſhave/inned i Felix
be ﬅill unſound. We may, for Example, inﬅance trembleth while Paul preacheth to him, Acts xxiv.
them in theſe particulars ; I. If we look to Nega 25. And even Simon Mzgus is brought to deſire the
tives, they may be juﬅly chargeable with nothing be Help of Peter': Prayers, as being convinced of his
fore Men, either as to Omiſlions or Commiſſionsz Hazard, Acts viii. 24. Secondly, This Conviction
And in this Reſpect Paul was blame/eft, even while a may be followed with ſomething like Repentance,
Phariſee, Phil. iii. 6. 2. If we look to the com and Sorrow for the committing of Sin; thus, even
mon Gifts of the Spirit, which come under that name xI/Jﬂþ humbleth himſelf, 1 King: xxi. 27. 29. and .
of Gratia gratit dam, they may come a great length theſe that are mentioned, Pſal. lxxviii. 34.. &c. did
here, as to ſpeak with Tongues to underﬅand all ſeek and enquire after him whaﬅew them. And cer

Miﬅeries, to have all Knowledge, I Cor. xiii. 2 tainly there wants not Sorrow andBitterneſsinyudar
And in this Reſpect they may preach well, \Vrite his Repentance, Matt. xxvi. 3. &Ft. when he did
well, Diſpute well; yea, even to the Ediﬁcation of really rew what he had done. -Thirdly, There may
others: And as to the exerciſing of a Giſt, pray well bealſo ſhmething like Faith; whereby one may in
aiſo. And, no queﬅion, Judas and others, whom the part be brought to believe the general Truths of the
Lordwill not own for his in the day of Judgment, Goſpelconccrning Chriﬅ, Es'c and to his own Ap
were eminent in all theſe, as they were for caﬅing prehenſion be perſwaded inhimſelf, that he hath re
out of Devils andthe working of Miracles. 3. If ceived him ; and ſo carry within himſelf, as if indeed
we will look to the Performance of external Duties, there were ground to expect what is romiſed in him.
it will be found they may come a great length in This is clear alſo, from the many nﬅances of hiſ
this reſpect. That Pharaſee, Late xviii. 11. 12. torical- and temporal Faith, that are recorded in Scrip

prayed and ſaﬅed oſten, and gave Tithes of all: And

ture:
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ture : And in this reſpect, it is ſaid of the temporary oﬀered in the Goſpel, and to reﬅ upon him, for the
Believer, That amme be receiveth the word with joy, attaining of Life through his Righteouſneſs and Satis
andgoethﬂrtb as all were well. Thus lgrippa, is faction although they may be convinced it 's good to
by the force of the Word almoﬅ perſwaded to be do it, and although they may think they have doneit,
aCbrtﬅia'r, Acts xxvi. 28. and lſhi. xlviii. 1. and ( being blinded by their own Pride) and although
2. ſome are ſaid to call them/clue: cſ the holy City; they may ſome way comfort themſelves as if they had
and/lay ibmgſh/vtr an t/n Lord God of Iſrae] ( which done it in this their preſumptuous Dream 5 yet, real
ſuppoſeth an exerciſe oſ Faith, at leaﬅ in their ac ly it is never done; For ſo, they could not but be
count ) and yet, it was not done in Truth and in ſaved, becauſe of the irnmutable Terms of God's Co
Righteouineſs. In the ſeventh Place, we may In venant, which ſay, Iﬄ/uſſmtr bel/'nicely in him ſhall
ſtanceit in the common Operations of the Spirit, on not periſh, but have eternal Life. Thirdly, all theſe
the Aﬀections within: We have already hinted ſome things may be, when yet there is Defect in the nature
thing of Convictions of Sin, of Fear, of Wrath, and of the inward Duties ( to ſay ſo )andin the manner of
Deﬅruction for the Soul, which certainly may ſome performing what is outward, that is, they may be
times aﬀect many Hypocrites ; alſo of Grief and both without the Qialiﬁcations required to the con
worldly Sorrow, which may ſeize upon ſuch, and in ﬅituting of Sincerity and ſincere Acts ſpoken to, zbqp.

an highDc-gree; who yet may have nothing of God ii. So that ſtill theſe Fruits, are but Fruits of the old
in them: Upon the other ſide, there may be much Tree and Fleſh, and are not brought forth by Faith in
of it alſo in reſpect of the ﬂaſhes of Joy, tenderneſs Jeſus Chriﬅ, without which nothing can be pleaﬁng
and meltings of Heart, which Hypocrites may have to God,- neither is his Glory ſingly aimed at in them,
at one Time, either in ſome publick Ordinances, or &Ft. without which the moﬅ glancing Fruits, will
poſſibly in Secret, or otherwiſe, more than at other be but rottenbefore the Lord.
Times; and yet therebe nothing but the common
A G A 1 N, Secondly, conſidering this, Thou lie/I
Operations of the Spirit, ſuch as was in many of a 'tame that thou live/I, and art dead, with reſpect to
oþn's Hearers, w'hofor aſiaſm rqjoyud in bit light, the Miniﬅer: It may be enquired, 1. What kind of
- oh. v. 35. And in the temporary Believer, as was Miniﬅer this is, who may be ſaid to have a name that

formerly cited: For, the Lord that diſpenſeth the he liveth, and is dead, 2. What may be theReaſons
common Gifts of the Spirit as he plcaſeth, doth alſo ſſplauſe
that make
even _Miniﬅers
to reﬅ
ſatisﬁed
in the
of others,
and in ſuch
things
as may
gain A
an
diſpenſe of theſe common Eﬀects of the Spirit's Ope
ration, ſuch as Liberty, Fear, Joy, Sorrow, and the Approbation before _Men, without that which may
like, accorling to his Soveraign Pleaſure, without make him approveable before God?
reſpect to the eternal State, good or bad of the . Per
T o the ﬁrﬅ, we ſay, that in the deſcribing of ſuch
ſon-on whom he heﬅoweth them. Now ſeeing theſe a Miniﬅer, we muﬅ, 1. look to ſome things which
things and ſuch like may be where yet ſincerity is he hath, that give the ground .of his having a name.
not, what Wonder is there that a Perſon be ſaid to And, 2. To ſomething which he hath not, the
have a Name 'by others,- or be thought to have reali want whereof, proveth him to have no more but a
ty by himſelf, when yet indeed there is nothing but name. Firﬅ then, A Miniﬅer may bein his particu
deadneſs? oftentimes Men (that are ordinarily ad lar Condition ſuch an one as was formerly diſcribed
mirers of themſelves and what is in themſelves ) are with many commendable things in his outward Car
brought to think highly of themſelves, and of the rſrage. Secondly, He may have ſome good meaſure
Sincerity of their own State, and that with great Per of Gifts, andapleaﬁng Qiickneſs and Dexterity in
ſwaﬁon, upon leſs Grounds than theſe that are laid Preaching and managing of other Duties that belong
down, as we will ﬁnd in the Epiﬅle to Laadirea.

to his Calling, This Giſt it ſeemethwas in many

I F it be asked, (ſuppoſing ſuch things to be,) Church-oﬃcers at Corinth, which made them ap
pear exceeding eminent. Thirdly, He may have a
mm ran further be dgftctiw to Red/fly ?
A'ſſ To ſay no more, all theſe things may be, frequency , and accurate Formality in the deſ
and yet there maybe Defect in theſe three, which are charge of all Duties, as bearing forth much
ﬁmply neceſſary for the diﬀerencingof a ﬁncere Per Diligence and Faithſulnefs in the diſcharge of
ſon from an Hypocrite. Firﬅ, There may be a want them, with a ſeem ing Fervour and Earneﬅ
of the new Nature, and the Perſon not yet be born neſs. It is like that theſe who preached Chriﬂ:
again, as it is, Job. iii. 3. Secondly, All theſe may be out of Envy, Plvilzþ. i. I 5. wanted not a good

and yet the Perſon not be brought really to deny his Meaſure of this. Fourthly, He may have a great

own Righteouſneſs, and poſitively to receive Chriﬅ plauſibleneſs and a familiar kind of Humanity;
an
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and Diſcretion' ( to ſpeak ſo ) in his Converſation Philip. ii. 21. And therefore when what they princi
with others, which often tendeth to gain Applauſe pally deſigned, is attained, it is no wonder that they
from them, as it it were a ſpecial Sign of Humility, reﬅ therein. 2. Of all Men in the World, Miniﬅers
and an Evidence of Love and Reſpect, whereby Men are moﬅ obnoxious to this Tentation of vanity, and
oftentimes are engaged to Eﬅeem- of ſuch a Miniﬅer, ſeeking Approbation from others; becauſe, moﬅ of
more upon ſuch an- Account, to wit, as being parti their Appearances are in pubtick before others, and
cularly friendly to them, thanfor their work; ſizxt-e, that in the Exerciſe of ſome Giſtof the Mind, which
as the XVord is, I Thſſ v.. 13. I-t is like, that theſe is ſuppoſed to hold forth the inward worth of a Perſon
falſe Teachers that got ſuch a name, as, who but they, more than any other thing. Now, when this meet
in Corinth and Galdtia, had much of this way of In eth with Applauſe, it holdeth out a Peoples Eﬅima
ﬁnuation: And alſo theſe mentioned, Philip. i. can tion of ſuch a Perſons Worth, which hath a great
not well be thought to be free in this Reſpect, ſeeing Subtilty in its pleaſing and tickling of him, and ſo is
they preached Chriﬅ out of Envy and Striſe, 'verſe 15. ready to incline him to reﬅ ſatisﬁed therein. 3.
as minding to gain a Name thereby beyond Paul. Many Miniﬅers are not travelling in Birth - to beget
Fiſthlv, Such a Miniﬅcr may alſo have ſeeming Coun Souls, and to have Succeſs as to the Salmtionofmany,
tenance in his Miniﬅry with Authority and Reſpect as well as outward Fruits; but are at beﬅ ﬅudying to
amongﬅ his People, and ſeeming Countenance and exoner themſelves, as having been diligent in their
Fruit in outward Things, as in the bearing dd'wn of Duty. Now, when ſuch meet with Applauſe from
Error, the ſuppreſſmg of groſs Scandals and Outbreak others,.- it is interpreted by them, as ſome Conﬁrma
ings, and the bringing of his People to ſome Confor tion of their Diligence, and Seal of their Exoneration
mity in publick and private Duties: In which Re in their Miniﬅry ; For, Men being naturally willing
fpects, his congregation may be more formal than to abſolve themſelves, are eaſily induced to admit of
many others. Upon theſe and ſuch likeConﬁdemti any Teﬅiniony, which may ſeem to conlirin their
ons, a Miniﬅer may have a Name of a very eminent own Integrity. 4. oftentimes Miniﬅers take more
and excellent Miniﬅer; and et there may be much Pains in external Duties of their Miniﬅry that are ob
Unſoundneſs in two Reſpecfis: I.- As to his own vious to the View of others, than they do in the in
perſonal Condition, he may be without Life, or at ward ſecret Duties of Chriﬅianity upon their own
the beﬅ without Livelineſs in. any ſuitable Degree. Hearts, ſuch as Self-cxamination, the making of their
2. As to his publick Miniﬅry, he may be in many own Calling and Election ſure, the keeping of them
Things defective, as to the Sincerity of his Practice ſelves in the Love of God, the exerciſing of Faith,
before God, even. when he appeareth to be ſound and Repentance, &Ft. whereby it cometh to paſs, that
diligent before Men, as it is here, verſe 2. I have not often that may be their Regrate which is ſpoken,
found thy work: perfect [le/fore God. Where we ſhall Song i. 6. They made me the Xeeþer ry" the Vneyardt,
conſider this more particularly: And do therefore now but mine 'own I/i/zoyard have I not heþt. And from
leave this ﬁrﬅ Queﬅion.
this it. is, that tho' their Condition be exceeding de
T H a ſecond (Lieﬅion is, What may make a M fective before God; yet, they being unacquainted
'rﬃerſh ready to pleaſe himſe_1f in the having of Grſts, therewith, cannot be aﬀected with the ſame. And
and a Name hey'ore others, when yet he may he ſo no queﬅion, many Miniﬅers have much carnal quiet

fare/ty heſhre God?

neſs in their Miniﬅry, who could not entertain-the

z{nſw.. TH E Deceits of Mens Hearts are very ſame, if they knew how things were with them be
deep: And altho', it beexceedingly to be regrated, fore God. 5, This Evil alſo is incident to Miniﬅers,
that Miniﬅers ſhould fall in this Evil of reﬅing in the and hath great Influence upon the other, that their
Applauſe of others, when in the meanv Time they having ſuch Gifts, ſeeming Fruits and Approbation
WantGod's Approbation in a great Partat leaﬅ 5 yet before others,- is oftentimes made uſe of to counter
it cannot be denied to be a Truth: And what is balance, andbear down any challenge that may ariſe
written to the Angels of Epheﬅls, Sin/lit, and Loo concerning their own Unſoundneſs, as if all theſe were
dﬁrea, doth abundantly conﬁrm the ſame: And theſe Teﬅimonies-to the contrary: And ſo, as oftentimes
Reaſons may be given thereof; I. Becauſe'often outward Proſperity doth, through Mens Corruption,
times Miniﬅers, eſpecially ſuch Miniﬅers aim too bear down Challengcs in ſome private Perſons, which
much at the plczſing of Men, and at the gaining of Adverſityrdoth waken up in others 5 ſo an outwaid
Reſpect and Applauſe amongﬅ them : This may be proſperous Miniﬅry, ( to ſay ſo) doth often ſmother
a 'ſentation to the moﬅ ﬁncere, but it is really that many Challenges of a Man's inward Unſoundneſs,

which unſound Men are ſwayed with, as it is clear, which readilyrhad been more taken notice of, had
nthere '

U sicker-ry! -.
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there notbeen ſuch Gifts, outward Countenance in Honeﬅy in them. *2. Theſe Words may be under- '
external Duties, and Approbation from others. ﬅood as peculiarly ſpoken to the Miniﬅer, And ſo

Hence we ſee, that as often the moﬅ tender Chri

the thingt that remain, &e. are ſome little ﬅirrings

ﬅian is under the Croſs, ſo it is the moﬅ lively Mini amongﬅ the People, as the Fruits of his Miniﬅry,
ﬅer who laboureth moﬅ under the Senſe of hisown which now are like to die out, becauſe of his formal

Inſuﬃciency and Short-coming in Gifts, who hath way of carrying of himſelf in his Duty:
moﬅ groſs Out-breakings in Errors, and Profamty
weighting him amongﬅ his People', who meeteth
with moﬅ Diſreſpect, and manifeﬅ Diſappointments
among the People, and ſuch like; theſe are often
bleſſed of God, to keep ſuch a Perſon livelv, when
others without theſe, do ſit up and forget themſelves.
.- O but Miniﬅers that have aName, and 'ſome ſeem

Or, it

may look to the few honeﬅ Ones, which were among

them, who were not fed and nouriſhed by him in
their ſpiritual conditions, and ſo were like to ﬅarve,

'even when he was ﬂouriſhing in the Exerciſe of his

Gifts to the Admit-anon of others. The Direction,
dndﬅrengrhen the things that remain, muﬅ be ex
pounded with reſpect to both theſe: And ſo with

ing Countenance in the Exerciſe of their Gifts, great
Applauſe and Acceptation amongﬅ the People, had
need to be humble and watchful, leﬅ they be liable to
this Charge, Thou haﬅ a name that thou live/i, hie:
art dead! And, no queﬅion, many inadvertantly
are ﬂain by ſuch things themſelves,when they preach

thing of God, and now have taken a ﬅand, had need
warmly and tenderly to nouriſh and conﬁrm that
which is behind; that by the Exerciſe of Tender-nels,
Prayer, Repentance, and other Things that belong to
the Life of Religion, that Spunk may be keeped from

to others.

dying out.

reſpect to the ﬁrﬅ, it ſaith, They that ever had any

With reſpect to the ſecond, to wit, The

VV a come now to the ſecond Thing in the Body Miniﬅer, it putteth him to a more careful, painful,
of the Epiﬅle, which is the Directions that the Lord and ſympathizing Way of looking to the Flock, and
giveth both to Miniﬅer and People, for the recover feeding them according to their ſeveral Tempers, with
ing of them out of that Condition, verſe 2., 3. And what mightbe ſolid and nouriſhing to them', leﬅ the
becauſe the Reaſons whereby he preﬂeth theſe Directi Bloſſoms of Fruits, which he had in his Miniﬅry,
ons, are intermixed, we ſhall ſpeak to both in order ſhould evaniſh, and be blaﬅed. And thus he is re
asthey ly. The Directions are of two Sorts. The prov'ed for taking Pains poſſibly in ﬁtting his Sermons
ﬁrﬅ reſpecteth their preſent Duty, and their Carnage to the Taﬅingneſs of ſome curious and vain Hearers,
for the Time to come, in reference to what might b the bringing forth of high Notions and great
occur; the other reſpecteth what was paﬅ, and their _ ords, whereby himſelf might be accounted a great
Carriage in reference to that. The ﬁrﬅ is in the'z. Man; and that yet in the mean Time', there was no
verſe, comprehended in two Directions : Both which Care had to provide Food, or Phyſick for hungry and
imply their former Guiltineſs. The ﬁrﬅ is, Be watch ﬁck Souls.
,

'A
*,_
._A_;__'A
__._--<w._-.

ful ;

Which looketh both to Watchfulneſs in the

T n I s Partof the Directions, is backed b

two
ords,
watchful ſ mpathizing Manner of going about the That are ready to die: Which is in ſum, If ye
Duties of t e Miniﬅry: W-hichimplieth, that what that are Chriﬅians, be not diligent and ſerious;

private Duties of Chriﬅianity, and alſo to a more Arguments. The ﬁrﬅ is implied in theſe

ever Name thcy had before others, that yet reall and ye that are Miniﬅers, be not watchful and
there was much Deadneſs and security, Unwatchfu - faithful; ye that are private Chriﬅians, are in ha
neſs, and Untenderneſs in both theſe Reſpects before zard to have any beginning: that are in you ex
God. The ſecond Direction is, Andﬅrengthen the ﬅinguiſhed: Which may be underﬅood reſpective
things that remain, which are ready to die: By ly, both of ſaving and common Stirrings; and
things that remain, and are ready to die, may be un ye that are Miniﬅers, may have your Miniﬅry
derﬅood, 1. Some Remainders of the Work of God blaﬅed, if theſe Directions be not followed. This
in ſome that were honeﬅ, which being through Care doth not imply any Uncertainty of the perſever
leſneſs and security exceedingly weakned and brought ing of the truly Godly 3 But doth ſet out, Fi'jf,
very low, were in hazard to die out, if not prevent The connexion which God hath made betwixt
ed: This reſpecteth eſpecially theſe Members who Livelineſs and Diligence. And, Seton-sly, It ſhew
had declined from ſomewhat which once they had eth, how God ſometimes uſeth to ſtir up ſecure
been at. And altho', no queﬅion, there were many Believers, to wit, by giving and bleſſtng to them
in that Church who never had any thing; yet ſome ſharp Warnings.
T H 1: ſecond Way by which he pteſſeth theſe
it is no marvel that the Lord mould his Directi
ons with -a ſpecial reference to ſuch as had ſome Directions, is more expreﬂy ſet down in the end

.,A_ _. _
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fect, it is requiſite that in them "he extend himſelf

Which is, in a word, whatever according to his Ability to the utmoﬅ for the Peo

Men think of them as before them; yet I, hav
ing tried them according as they are before God,
and in his Sight, who ſeeth further than Men, have
not found them to be perfect before him. This

ples Ediſication: That is, to make full Proof ty' the
Alinﬄry, 2Tim. iv. 5. when nothing is left un
eflayed, which may put a Man's Gifts, Time, Abi
lity, 532. to the utmoﬅ, for the Peoples Good;

\Vord in the Greek is 7rs7rknpwqsya,

a Word ſo that his Deſign is ſeriouſly to improve all for
that is moﬅ ordinarily uſed in reference to Mini that End. 3. There muﬅ not only be Diligence
ﬅers, and ſetteth forth Integrity and Sincerity in and Faithfulneſs in external Duties; but there muﬅ
their Miniﬅry, when they fulﬁll or make full Pr'qf alſo be a Suitableneſs to God's Mind, in the End,

of their Miniﬅry, as it is, 2Tim. iv. 5.

or when Motives, and Manner of performing theſe Duties,

they ſit/ly prearh the Gqﬃdel of Chriﬅ, as it is ren
drod, Ram. xv. 19.

and in other Places.

and alſo Tendernefs and Faithfulneſs in the perform

There: ing of ſuch Duties as are not obvious to Men, to

fore here it would ſeem eſpecially to relate to the wit, praying for the People, ſympathizing with them
Defects of the Miniﬅer, even when he went about in Straits, grieving when they are woundel, and the
his Miniﬅerial Duties. And it importeth, t. That like, which we will ﬁnd frequent in the Practice of '
Miniﬅers Miniﬅerial Duties ought to be perfect-be Paul. Now, when a Miniﬅer contenteth himſelf
fore God. 2. That the Lord Jeſus will eſpecially with the performing of ſuch Duties as are before Men,
take Noticc of them, and their Minifterial Duties. and maketh no Confcience of theſe, it looketh as if

3. It importeth this, That there are many Mini
ﬅers, who are very fair in their outward Miniﬅe

he aimed rather to be approven of Men than of God :
And therefore his Works cannot be ſaid to be perfect
tial Carriage before others, and cannot be liable to before him. And to this belongeth a Miniﬅer's car

any Charge before Men;

that yet, when Chriﬅ rying of himſelfin Pteaching, Adnionition, and every
cometh totty them, and reckon with them, will be Duty as in the Sight of God, 2C0r. ii. 17. For rue
found exceeding defective before God. And on this are not as many, which corrupt the Whrd of God:

Occaſion it is ﬁt to conſider; t. What is neceſiati
ly requiſite, according to this Form of Speech, That
a Miniﬅet's [World may he pe'ſect before God. 2.
What maketh a Miniﬅer, that may be abounding

but or qf sincerity, [mt at of God, in the Sight of
Godſdeah we in Chrgﬅ. 4. This Perfection taketh
in an Earneﬅneſs and Univerſality in all the Duties
of the Miniﬅry, and that in reference to all Times
in external Labours, yet to be liable to this Charge, and Perſons: So the Minil'ter muſt reprove, threaten,
That his [Vzrhr are not perfect h'ſore God. And and carry difpleaﬁng Meſihges, as well as inﬅruct,
this will clear a Qleﬅion, which we left imper comfort, and preach that which may be more pleaſing.

fect in the ﬁrﬅ l/crſe, and not ſo particularly an

He muﬅ do this alſo in reference to great Men, ;is

fwered.

well as to theſe who are mean, as well to theſe whom

T o the ﬁrﬅ, That a Miniﬅer's Works may be he loveth, and who loveth him, as to others:

perfect before God: Beſrde the frequency of them,
and what may alſo be in 'his other perform] Car
riage, theſe Things will be found to be required
by vertue of this Expreﬃon; I. That in publick

And

ſo he is to be ſearching the ſecret Faults of Profellors,
to wit, their security, Pride, Hypocrify, &it. as well

as the groſs Out-breakings of others. It is like, that
this Angel was defective in this Reſpect, and ſearched
Miniſterial Duties, a Man be acted out of Zeal to not in his Doctrine, ſo as to make Diſcovery of the
the Glory of God, and Aﬀection to the Souls of hidden Hypocrify and Corruption of Hearts; and that
theſe he preacheth to: This was Pan/'s Practice he did not faithfully rip up their Wounds, poſſibly

in his fulﬁlling of his.Miniﬅry, Cal. i. 25. (where fearing to diſpleaſe them: For, oftentimes he that
the ſame Word is) being compared with what ſeeketh to heal the XVounds moﬅ ſmoothly, gaineth
goeth immediately before, and 'what followeth af moﬅ Applauſe from others. Now, where there is
ter.

And this is the great commendation of 772/10

Defect in theſe, no miniﬅerial Duties can ever be ac

counted perfect before God. When Put/1 is putting
ly cared for the State of the People; that is, he 'Iimsthy to make perfect, or full Proof of his Mini

thy beyond others, Philip. ii. 20. that he natural
purſued their Ediﬁcation,

as a Mother will ſeek ﬅry, 277'71. iv. he thus proceedeth, verſe 2. Predrh

the Sufety and Good of her own Child.

This is the lﬄord, he irſſzmt in Seaﬁn, out ry" Sarſa/1 ; repreve;

a ualiﬁcation of an high Price before God, with rehuie, exhort with all Long ſizﬃring, and Doctrine.
And i.ſo28,
he 29.
deſcriheth
himſelf
the fame
purpoſe,
out which, no Diligence will be eﬅeemed of. 2. ſi Col.
lV/zim we
[Year/2, to
war/zing
every
Man,

That a Minifter's Minifterisl Duties be thus per
r: vj
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and teaching army him: in all IVrſiiom ; that we may third Word is, And hohifqrﬂ : Which is not robe un
preﬅnt awry Man perfect in Chrﬀ j'tſiz: : Whereunto derﬅood, as if _he were well pleaſed with their preſent
Lot/i: labour, ﬅriving according to his working, which Condiuon, as in the Epiﬅles to Thyati'ro and Phi/adcl.
phm: Becauſe. hero he- giveth them man Directions
workoth in me mightily.
F R o M this now it will be eaſy to anſwer to the and l_3urdens ( to ſay ſo) beſides this,- w ich he doth
ſecond, to wit, What Defects in miniſierial Duties not in the other two Epiﬅles : But itdoth imply theſe,

may make them not to be accounted perfect before two, 1. A Neceſſity of holding faﬅ the little thin-r that
God: For, if the former four be neceﬂary to make was, leﬅ they ſhould run to the Extremity of dzclin
ſuch Works perfect, then when there is Defect in mg ere long. 2. It refpecteth what they had received
theſe, or any of theſe, a Miniﬅer's Works cannot and heard: And ſo, the meaning is, that they would'

but be found imperfect:

And therefore we ſhall ſay gnp falter to hold that, than formerly they had done

no more of it.

T l-LE ſecond Sort of Directions that ſome way re
lute to their former Carriage, as well as to their preſent
Duty, are ſet down, 'verſe 3. In them the Lord
draweth them back to conſider the Time of their
Eſpouſals, ( as it were ) and the Terms upon which
they contracted together; what he propoſed to them,

and what they received oﬀ his Hand, when the Word
came amongſt them ; that now themſelves may ſee,

if they have been anſwerable to ſuch Engagements
and Reſolutions zv and if there be not Reaſon to re

pentv of their declinings. In general, this Direction
putteth them to a back-ſearch of themſelves: NVhich

Under theſe Directions we may gather what hath beeti
thetr Guiltineſs,and the Steps by which they have come'

to ſuch an Height in this H pocriſy and Declining
The laﬅ Word is, Rtpo'rt: Which isa general Cure '

for all Evtls, and is of ſpecial Uſe for the preventing
and removing of ſuch inward Evils, as, declining fron;
any good condition, Security,.Preſumption, and H pocr'tly, as we may ſee through all theſe Epiﬅles. Phr
readily it cannot he Evil with the ſpiritual Frame of a
Chrigeran, 1ylvherli1 Repentance is in Exerciſe, and itcarr-i
not
weno w
en now.
it is otherwiſe. But of this' We ſhall ſay
more

T a a third Thing in the Body of this Epiſtle, to '

is an excellent Mean of Recovery, either of Minrﬅer, . wit, the Way how the Lord preﬂeth theſe Exhorta
or of People, who have declined, as was cleared from tions
in this thou
wrſi,
isbhotſub'o
ninIgwill
a ſhar
'
if therefor:
ſhalt
uiatzh,
ro'oii'iihrtehzhigd

the Epiﬂle to Eþheﬁu, Chap. 2. 5. But more parti
cularly, there are four YVords holding forth their Thzeſ, and thou ſho/t not know: This Threatnim is
Duty. 1. Remember how thou received : This im general z but it is the more comprehenſive and ſhe:
p'ortcth, Fhſi, That there was an Oﬀer made to them If we conſider theſe two, 1. That when he ſaith if; '

of the Goſpela. Serondly, That they had in Profeſſlon will tom',
he doth not ﬁgniﬁe any particularsfroke
received the ſame. Th-ſrdly, When it is ſaid, How he will brmg on them,whereby they may gather that
thou hew', &e. it importeth ſome more than ordinary there lS no particular Threatning 5 but it may be hom- conviction, or Warmneſs in that their proſeﬂed Sub* prehended under this general: And ſo itmay be Iwi'l
jection to the propoſcd Goſpel. I: is like, ſome of come unto thee, and remove thy Candleﬅick, (it ﬁ'l'l'it
them were as Yohn Baptiﬅ's Hearers were,._7oh/1 v. 35. againﬅ thee with the Sword of my Mouth, or call thee '
Rqjoyoingm thatLight for a Smſim; but afterward and thy People ſome extraordinary Way toa reckon- becoming carnal and ſecure. And if there was any, aing,
and ſuchis like.
The
Sin of Hypocriſy,
Miniﬅer,
a moſt
dreadful
Sin
eſpecially in
.Honeﬅy, it was then morelively in Exerciſe, than it.
a and they who are '
continued to be thereafter : Therefore, ſaith the Lord, guilty
thereof,
are in a moſt
Conditiontheir Doom
is blacigand
Goddreadful
may an
therein 'allFor
the ſ
conſider what hath become oſthat now, and if the

$

' preſent Deadneſs be anſwerable to that Tenderneſs; 'I'hreatnings that are in this Book, as it is in Deut
and ſo, upon that Conſideration, be provoked to ﬅudy xxix. 20. and Rzv. xxii. 18. And they themſelves
more.Livelinels., The. ſecond 'Word is, How thou cannot tell how many Evils the areliabl ,.
*
Chrtﬅ's coming upon them.. 2. if we-coniidizlrrifhgi
hit/i heard : This is almoſt theſamc with the former,
and looketh to the Tcrms which God propoſed to this coming of_Chnﬅs, is*no friendly coming to them - i
them, when he took them to be a Church, and what but as the coming of an Lnemy upon them, and chi; _
was their Purpoſe when. the _ ſubmitted thereunto. in ſome. terrible Manner, ſuddenly and inexpectejly t

As if theLord had ſaid, Di] 1 praye/o Io you only to ſutpriſing them.

And ſo it preﬂeth them to the P

take olz t] Aſrzme without Reu/ity? Or did ye engage lent
Exerciſe
timthat
comingthe Lord
wouldofbeRepentance,
dreadful untobecauſe
them in
Coſiictdþtif i

my to be Prqﬂſſo/'s in Shew, mid not to he throughly
tion; and yet it was hard to know
A] A.
Simm-e ? See then how this Condition of yours an
how ſuddenly:
iweteth my Propoſal, and your Engagetnent. The they might be ſurprized by theſame. .
TH3

_r._.._'_-______ _-______
ſi'**-k-*.'_-ZF-'_

._
._.._____
' Wxv
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vT H'n ſourth Thing in the- Body of the Epiﬅle,
ſhall be put upon the Souls, and-even the Bodies alſo
is, The Conſolation laid down in reference to the of Believers, when they ſhall be raiſed in Glory, and
handful that had ſome Life: For, if they were but
aſſs two or three on the Tops of the uttermoﬅ Branches, bear the Image of the heavenly, 537. ICor. xv. and

ſhall be conformed to Chriﬅ's glorious Body, Pbz'lzþ.
_. _ _
.
_

the Lord will not neglect them. This Conſolation, iii. 21. and (hall ſhine as the Sun in the Firmament,
muﬅ 4. hath three Parts. 1. The Perſons are de there
[Mart/1. xiii. 43. It's called lﬄbite, I. Becauſe then
ſhall be na spot amongﬅ all the Cangregahſim
ſcribed to whom it is ſent. 2. The Conſolation is

laid down in a Promiſe. 3. The Reaſon is given, qf the Firﬅ-barn. -2. When Chriﬅ is on his Con
why the Lord putteth this Diﬀerence betwixt them queﬅ, Chap. xix. he appeareth in White: And in
and others.

The Perſons are ſeveral ways deſcribed, this Place, it is to ſhew forth the Believer's abſolute

1. They are ſaid to bcſizme Name: : This is accord

Victory over all Diﬃculties and Enemies.

3. When

ing to the Scripture Phraſe, to ſhew their Emiucncy Chriﬅ was tmnsſigured, his Garments did ſhine; ſo
and Excellency beyond others, who by their Integri ſaith he here, That the Believer, who keepeth him
t.

hath-as it were, procured themſelves a Name in

ſelf pure, ſhall walk in Chriﬅ's Livery, and, as it

'hriﬅ's Account : So this Phraſe is underﬅood, Acts were, he ſhrill give them new Cloaths like unto his

i. 15. to wit, not only it ﬁgniſieth ſome Perſons ſimp own 5 Thus ſhall they be ſubjechvely happy.
l , but ſome Perſons that are Eminent. 2. They
T H E Reaſon-ſubjoyned, is in theſe Words, Ear
are even in' Sardir; And this commends their Honeﬅy, they are warily' : YVe may take up W'orthineſs under
that had kecped ſomewhat lively, even where Mini ſeveral conſiderations 3 As, Firﬅ, When there is ſup
ﬅer and People were dead. 3. They are aſew Names: poſed to be in proper Juﬅice a Condiguity between
Which ſheweth, thatin Compariſon with the Multi the deſerving of the Perſon, and the Thing that is be
tude of this Church, there were but ſew ﬁnccre Be ﬅowed upon him: As when a Workman 'is ſaid to
lievers, at leaﬅ, in a lively Condition, altho' outward he worthy of his VVages, ſpeaking as amongﬅ Men:
Things looked exceeding fair, which alſo heightens In this Reſpect, smtllſ, and many of the Schoolmen
their Commcndation. 4. In the Deſcription, it is that follow him, deny that Men can merit any thing
ſaid, Thu big/I, relating to the Angel: Which ſaith, before God: Becauſe there is ſuch aDiﬅance between
That a'lifelcſs Miniﬅer may have ſome lively Perſons God and Crcaturcs, that no Creature can make God
under his Charge; andyct he is little to be thanked for his Dcbtor, without Reſpect to'his own free Engage
it, We conceive, that this doth not only reſpect the ment and Promiſc: And alſo, becauſe there is no, due
Title which he hath to all that are Members; but it Proport'ionableneſs between the greatHappineſs of eter

ſeemeth to relate to a peculiar Iutereﬅ in theſe few ſiThis
nal Life,
and what
Menoppoſed
can do by
to procure
the ſame.
Doctrine
is much
the Generality
of
beſide others' 3 and ſo they might be ſaid to be biſ, as

being begotten by his Miniﬅry : In which Reſpect, he thc Schoolmen, and later Jeſuites, as having theſe
could not. be ſaid to have theſe who had no Sincerity Abſurdiiies with it 5 t. That it deﬅroyeth all proper
at all. 5. "They are deſcribed by this, That tbey have Merit. 2. That it ſaith, there is no Condignit in
not deﬁled their Garmentr: Which relateth not only good Works themſelves, without Reſp'ect to od-'s
to Purity in outward Practice; ( for it is like, that Promiſe; whereas they ſay, Such and ſuch "Works
was not ſo rare a thing in Sardis ) but eſpecially it re 'lad been condignly meritorious, although there had
lateth to their inward Livelineſs and Freedom from never been ſuch a Promiſe. 3. They ſay, It is all
theſe Evils, eſpecially of security, Formaility, De one with the Hereticks Opinion, and ſuch lite: Of
clining, Hypocriſy, and ſuch like, that were com wh'ch, poſliby, we may fay a LVord ſome other
mon in the Place. And thus, 73 bee-p the Garments, whtre 1 if the Lord will) Yet, this ﬁrﬅ Accepti
is often takt-n un'iverſally, as reſpecting Man's inward on or' W'orthineſ or Merit,

cannot 'be admitted

here: Becauſe, t." tcontrairs the End ofChriﬅ'sgiv
ing this Promiſe, which is to expreſs the Freeneſs of
-cularly,.Cbaþ. xvi. ﬁrﬅ 154.
_ _
_
'
T H E Conſolation it ſelf, is in this Promiſc, his Grace in taking Notice of ſuch, and beﬅowing '
Condition, as well as that that is outward, and parti

Ybzy ſhall 'walk with me in [If/after Which hath ſuch an
a twofold .Conſolation in it; 1. That they ſhall ſerv'ing.

excellent Priviledge on them beyond their de

2. .It is contrary to what is implied in the
walkwith Chriﬅ, and£ſo._enjoy his company, and Pro'miſe: For, if they lrad abſolute Pert'ection for
be made happy objetitively by the pale-ſling of his the Time, ſo as to merit to be thus dealt with,
Prcſence. 2, That in the ehloying of Chriﬅ's Com Then it would ſuppoſe that they did already'walk"
pzmy, they ſhall be cloathed with White: Which in Viſliite, and were limply free of all'Blors; where
ine take to hold ﬁorth the unconceivable Glory which as Chriﬅ 'doth diﬀerence their future happy_Con

-
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(lltion from what they had for the time in this reſaect, we reﬅ in, as the meaning of the place, and as moﬅ
that although then they wanted not their own inſtr
mities, albeit they were ſmcerc, and free of the Faults

clear from the Sco*e thereof.
T t-t s Concluiion followeth: Wherein, r. There

that others were lying undcr 5 et wanted they not are ſome encouragemerttv given to the overcomer,
all Spots: Butat that time,when tliisPromiſe ſhould be wrſt 5. And then the common Advertiſement, verſe
' fulﬁlled th. ſe Spots ſhould be wiped away,that the 'ſhould 6. which is in all the other Epiſtles. There are three
walk fully in White. stre/rally, Mrt/J, orz m't, is Promiſes made to the overcomer. The ﬁrﬅ is, th"
ſometimes taken as it reſpectethGod's graciousAccepta ſizmeﬅml/ be doat/zed in white Raz'mmt: Which is,
tion of 'a Sinner through Chriﬅ Jeſus: And thus a upon the matter, that ſame which was. Promifed to
believing Sinner may be ſaid to be worth , and to theſe few ſincere Members that were in Sat-do', And'
have Heaven beﬅowed upon him in God's ighteouſ is here propoſed, to ſhew, that not only theſe in Sardir,
neſs and Faithfulneſs, t. Becauſe in Chriﬅ he is but all that ſhall faithfully wreﬅle and overcome, ſhall
accepted as Worthy: And ſo they may be ſaid to be made prrtakers of that excellent priviledge formerly
be Worthy in him, as they are juſt and righteous in mentioned: And yet I ſuppoſe none can ſay that all
him,that is, through the Imputation of Chriﬅ's that ſhall be cloathed in White, and admitted to
XVorth and Righteouſneſs unto them: For, though Heaven, are in ﬅrick and proper guﬅiee worthy of
it be laid here,that they ar'Wortbyz yetit is not ſaid that the ſame; yet, upon the former epiſh Principles,
they are Worthy in themſelves. 2. In this reſpect, this will follow, if ſo be the proper worthineſs of theſe
Believers may be ſaid to be Worthy; becauſe God in Sal-dis, had been the Thing that procured this privi
hath freely condeſcended to Promiſe ſuch Things un ledge unto them, to wit, to walk in lﬃr'te.
T H t ſecond Promiſe, is, And I will not blot out
to them: And therefore ( to ſpeak ſo) according to
the 'terms of the Law of Grace, they may expect his Mzme out oſtl-c Book of Li t. The Book of Life
and claim the performance of ſuch Promiſes from the is frequently mentioned in this Prophecy: And
righteous Judge, who cannot in his Juﬅice. but per ( God-willing) we may take occaſion to ſpeak ſome
ofit, Figuratively
Clmp.zo. Only
now to
weGoſſd
ſav, ( their
are
form what he hath Promiſed, as if their were aTy what
four Books
attributed
to men
of ﬅrict Juﬅice by Merit put upon him. And this
agrceih with the Apoﬅles reaſoning, 2 Tim. 4. 7, 8. tion no more: ) For, God hath neither need nor uſe
In the third Place, often this Word which is rendred of Books; but after the Manner of Men for helping;
H'mby here, is to be underﬅood of aMeetneſs and us to take up his Mind, he thus expreſſeth himſelf.
Sulableneſs which is in ſuch a Thing, without re Firﬅ, There is a Book that is more general, and
ſpect to any Merit or proper Juﬅice: Thus it is comprehendeth his Decrees; Which in his ordinary
rendred, Mittb. 3. 8. Bring ſort/1 tborcﬂre Fruit: Providence he executeth in the YVOrid from time to
mcetfor Rlþﬂltdﬂtt. The Word rendred meet there, time. In this reſpect, all his VVorks are ſaid to be
is the ſame that is rendred wort/ay here, and importeth known to him from the Beginning, as he had had
only that there ought to be a Suitableneſsin their Fruits a particula Roi of them all: And itis with reſpect to
to true Repcntance. This will agree well to this this, that David ( Pſal. 139. 16.) faith, 'ſhine Eye:
place, as the Scope clatreth; The Lord ſaith, they did ﬅe myſizlȝ/Zmre yet being imþnﬁct, and in thy Book
kept themſelves clean, when others were deﬁled: all my Members were written, which in tantitzuame
Therefore they ſhall walk with me in White, when were ſaſhioned, w/mz a: yet there was nant of tbem.
others ſhallbe Pollutcd: And the reaſon is ſubjoyned, A ſecond Bood, is, of God's Omniſcience: \Vhich
it is ſuitable and meet it ſhould be ſo, that theſe that taketh in all Things paﬅ, preſent, and to come, as if
diﬀerence themſelves in keeping clean from the Sins of he had keeped a Diary of every event, and had
others, ſh ould be by me brought to*a Condition where wntten up every word and action of Men. In refer
they (hall have Eternal and AbſoluteWhitncſs. And ence to this, the Books are ſaid to be Opencd in the
at the ﬁrﬅ view, it is clear, that the Promiſe is con Day of Judgement, Rev. 20. 12. A third Book, is
ccit'edin theſe'Terms, ſo as it may carry in it a of God's ſpecial Care of his Church: Whereby, as
Suitableneſs to their preſent Honeﬅ condition.

And it were, he hath ſet forth himſelf to have a peculiar

the Lord often uſeth this expreſſion, both in his Pro Care and Overſight of Her, and what Concerneth
miſts and Threatnings, when he intendeth not to Her. This is mentioned, Chap. 5. 1. &Ft. A fourth
ſhew what is due in ﬅrict Juﬅice; but only that there Book, is called the Book of Life:

'Which relateth

is and will be a Suitubleueſs and Proportiontzbleneſs only to the Names of ſuch as our Lord hath ordain
betu een Mens carriage and his dealing with them, ed to Glory, and doth import that they are asas we will after ﬁnd, Cbgp. 16. 15, 16. And this Deſinitely and Diﬅinctly determined and known by

him,

*
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Obſerve, r. To have a Name without reality, is
him, as it' they were by Name and surname par
ticularly recorded in a Book. It is this Book, that an exceeding great Evil 5 yetlan evil incident both
r. The end to Miniﬅers and People. 2, Theſe that have had once
thereof is to ordain ſo many to Life. And, 2. ſomething, may through Unwatchfulneſs be brought
Becauſe there is a immutahle Connexion betwixt to a very low Poſture, as it were, to bereadyinſiant
bein written in this Book of Life, and obtaining eter k/ to expire. 3. Folks may have ſome extraordiruu -*
nal ife: And ſo, being the Firﬅ and ſure Door that 'Ion'ons at ſometimes, and yet afterwards fall from
maketh entrance unto Life poſſible and feaſable, and theſe, and forget them, as if they had never had ſuch
is here called th' Book of Life : Becauſe,

gives the Right to, and is the Foundation of all that Purpoſcs and Reſolutions, 4.. There may be ſome
followeth; therefore dcſervedly it getteth this Name Honeﬅ, where there is much Deadneſs, even in the
to be called the Book oſ Lzﬅ.
publick Ordinances ; and God may keep ſome lively,
I 'r reﬅs then to conſider, what it is 'lot to hIot out even in ſuch a place as Sardis, when the generality
his Name out of the Book of Lrﬂ: It is not to be are Dead, and this teudeth exceedingly to their Com
underﬅood as if the were a ſcraping out, and putt mendation. 5. A Church may have a greatName for
ing in into that Book, poﬅerior to od's eternal and many Profeſſors, and yet the Number of the truly
immutabla Decree: Becauſe, Firﬅ, in that reſpect, Sinccrc may be very few." 6. Godlineſs is of great
it could not be called the Book of Life: For ſo, Value where ever it is,ifit were amongﬅ never ſo few 2

many might Die who once were in it. Smrzdly, It It is like, Religion in power was not much thought
is contrary alſo expreily to the end and uſe thereof in of in Sardir; yet what advantage will theſe few have,
the Day of Judgement, where ( Chap. 20. 12.) ex beyond others that were of the greateﬅ Name, when
preſs mention is made of the opening of this Book, for Chriﬅ ſhall come to Judgement? It will never be
this end, that whoever were found from the beginn well underﬅood what Advantage there is in true Holl
ing Written therein, might be keeped from the Lake ncſs beyond Profanity and Hypocriſie, till by Chril't's
that burneth with Fire and Brimﬅon, as is ſaid in ſecond coming this be manifeﬅed. _
B E s t D a theſe Obſervations and what hath been
the r 5. 'ver/2 of that Chapter, And if the Connexion
of being Written in this Book, and the obtaining of ſaid, there are yet ſome few Queﬅions tending to the
Life, were not peremptory, there could be no ſuch further clearing of this Epiﬅlc ; as Firﬅ, Ifan unſound

reaſon of opening this Book in the Day of Judgemcnt. Hypocritical Man may be a lent Miniﬅer of Chriﬅ ?
Third] , Whatever this be, it is ſomething to be per Serond/y, If ſuch a Man may have Gifts in exerciſe ;
formed after this Life: And ſeeing it cannot be or, if even a Believer may have Gifts in exerciſe
imagined that one can die with his Name in this when his Grace is in no good Condition ? Thin/ly,
Book, and afterward have it blotted out: Therefore If ſuch aMiniﬅer may have Fruits? Hurt/il), If
ſuch a gloſs cannot be put upon this Place. And who uſually ſuch a Miniﬅer with his Gifts hath many,
would have further conﬁrmation of this, may have or rather but few Fruits? And LryY/y, If by his
it in the Learned Gomarur his digreſiion on this very Deadneſs the Ordinanccs be ſo polluted to others as

Text. The words then are to be underﬅood thus, they cannot without Sin partake of the ſame uith
as importing more than they expreſs, to tuft, that in him? To which, we ſhall anſwer ſhortly in
Da of Judgement Chriﬅ will own the Overcomer, order, by laying down ſome Doctrines from the
an preſent him before God, as one that wasinrolled

Tcxt.

Q

in the Book of Life, and given to him in the Bargain
A N D to the ﬁrﬅ we ſily, that Men that are un
of Redemption, for this very end, that he might ſound as to Hmrt-honeﬅy, may be defacto Miniﬅcrs

raiſe him up in the laſUDay, and give unzo him eter in the Church of Chriﬅ, and, while continuing ſuch,
nal Life, as it is, John 6. 39, 40.
T H A 'r this is the meaning, will appear by con'
ﬁdcring the third Promiſe, But Iwill mſt/i his Name
before my Father, and before his lings/r: Which doth
exprcily hold forth what we aſſert of Chriﬅ's ſolemn',
-and honourable owning of them as his and giving to

him in the great Day, when all the holy Angcls ſhall
be preſent. We ſhall ſay nothing of the other part

of the Concluſion,which is ſooften,but never nccdlcſly

ought to be ſo accounted: W'lrat this Angel was
ſimply in reſpect of his ﬅate, we ſhall not determine ;
yet this is certain that although he had a Name to he
living, he was dead ; A_nd his 'Norks mere not per
fect before God, what ever they were before Men.
And comparing this with the Condition of the Angel
of Laodirm following, we conceive there is ground
to ſay, that Men that are for their own caſe unſound,
may yet be Miniﬅers in Chriﬅ's Houſe; and are to
be eﬅeemed ſuch, while they continue in that Roozn,

repeated. Now, we may take ſome. few Obſervati
ons from the ſeveral parts of the Epiﬅle, beſides ſeeing our Lord Jeſus doth ſo here. And this is not to

theſe that are already hinted.

plead

if'
A
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plead for profane Miniﬅers, asif by this they them

(Et/eſi 2.) that his VViſdOm remained with'him,
even when his Heart was bent upon V.anity:

ſelves might have Peace in their Diſcharge of Mini
ﬅcrial Duties: Or, as 'if others whoſe place giveth Gifts are deceitful and deceiving both to Men
them a Hand in the admitting unto, or keeping in the themſelves and to others: Grace is another thing,
Miniﬅry, ſuch as are, or may be diſcovered leg-ally to and although ſometimes God will ﬅrike the Idol
beſo, might from th's-have any defence-r there will ſhcphcrd in his right Eye, and make even his Gifts to
no ſuch thing follow hence: But itis to plead for the wither, thereby to ſhew the neceſſity of ncarneſs
ordinance of the ILord Jeſus Chriﬅ, that ought not with him; yet ſometimes will he continue the ex
to ſuﬀer Derogation in whatſoever Hands itbe. Hence erciſc of them, that thereby his ſovcraignry may ap
doth the Lord ( Manb. 23. 3, &it. ) recommend to pear, and that Men may not lay too much weight on
his Hearers to give due Miniﬅerial reſpect to the Scribes a common Gift, and alſo that the ediﬁcation of others
and Phariſees, even when he is to diſcover their rotten may be furtherod.
To the Third, we ſay, That a Man whoſe par
neſs, that thereby the Pcoples derogating from the
Lord's Word in their Mouth, while they fat in ticularcondition is not approvable before God, may
Maﬅs Chair and ſpake Truth might he prevented. not only have Gifts, and be called to be a Miniﬅer ;
Our Lord's calling of Judas to be an Apoﬅle doth but alſo he may have Fruits, and ſome fucceſs in his
evince this (for he knew what ſtrnply was neceſiary Miniﬅry: This Angel hath a few Names, even in
to a Miniﬅer) who no Qneﬅion, in his Preaching, Sarzlis: And, no Queﬅion, Judas in his Miniﬅry
was to be accounted an Amhaſſador of Chriﬅ with the wanted not Fruit, ſeeing one report is made of all
reﬅ: The reaſon is, becauſe it is not Grace that in indiﬀerently, ſl/Iark 6. 30. And the Preaehing of
titleth one to that Charge, but Chriﬅ his Call and Chriﬅ by thee-'mien (Plii/Iþ. r. 4. ) ſeemeth to have
Commiſſion: And ſeeing it is certain that theſe may had fuceeſs; otherwiſe, their Preaching had been no
be ſcparated,_a Call from Gracc, as Grace from aCall: great ground of rejoycing to Paul. This alſo is to
It will follow therefore, that according to his Sove ſhew the Lord's Soveraignty, who will make uſe of
raignty he may make uſe of whom he will, who as he whom he will in his YVork: And although ſaving
bath not choſen Holy ſinleſs Angels, but ſinful earth Grace do not always accompany common Gifts of
en Veſſels, to commit that Treaſure of the Goſpel the Spirit; yet are they given tapnﬃt withal, r
unto, that it might be known that the exrcl/mry eft/1: Corinth. 12. 7. And ſeeing they do not always nor
power, is not cſMe'z, but q/Gad z ſo may he make uſe often proﬁt theſe to whom they are given, and yet
of ſmful Men, even more ſinful than others, that it are not ſimply unproﬁtable when they are ſome way
may hetknown that the Ediﬁcation of Souls doth not improven, They muﬅ therefore proﬁt others for whom
neceſſarily depend on the holineſs of the Inﬅrument, they are given.
as Act: 3. 12. Therefore we will ﬁnd, that many
To the Fourth, we ſay, That although ſuch a
who have been untender, have had Hand at this Work, Miniﬅer may not be altogether always without Fruitl';
as [Melt/1. 7. 23. Mary' ſhallſay,we haw Pr'pbeſied in yet often great Gifts with an unſound frame of
thy Name, &e. and Philip. r. t 5. Some preach Chriﬅ Heart have but little Fruit and few Converts:
out oſ may, and ſaith Paul (Chap 2. 21. almoﬅ He hath here Names, but afew Names, though
of nll,t/2_zy all' their man things. This ought to he himſelf had agrmt Name: And certainly in
make both
iniﬅers and People to tremble, and to part it is imputed to his unſoundnefs, whoſe Vv'orks
ﬅrive to he in at the ﬅrait Gate of Holineſs, ſeeing no were not perfect before God; ſo that although
Place nor Sntion, nor ſhining Giſt can change cut' len could not Cenfure him; yet before God he
Nature, and exempt from the sentence ofChriﬅ's was not kindly and natively driving the Deſign
Cuiſe in the laﬅ Day: Which uſe is made of it, of thatPeoples Ediﬁcation, whereof this, ofhav
lum-ib. 7. 22, 23.
ing a few Names, is aConſequent, as the real
I N Anſwer to the ſecond Qieﬅion, We may ſee, Honeﬅy, though with a little Meaſure of Gifts of
that Gifts may be in exerciſe, where there is little the Angel of P/Ivi/adnþ/aia, did not want its own
or none of inward Gmce, or agreat decay thereof. Inﬂuence upon the ſucceſs of his Miniﬅry: This
This Angel hath a Name, and is thought of, even therefore ſheweth the Danger of an unſound life
while dead :

This may be in unregenemte Men, leſs Miniﬅry, that often the Fruits are exceeding

as in the former Inﬅances; and alſo may be in good

Men rcſpectively.

few, where there are any at all.

Hence theſe

It is like, j-ﬀaþ's Friends for asex

Scribes and Phariſecs are, in Chriﬅ's Account, as
cellently as they ſpoke, yet had much deſectas to to Fruit, and to ſaving of Souls, Eﬀort/rew 91 as

the inward Life.

And Solol'zm remarketh of himſelf almoﬅ none at all, although he gave not People
*
way
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way at their own Hand to caﬅ' at them.- And neceﬃtat'e a ſeparation from them :- For, it' the
conſidering, that turning of Men from their Evil Corruption'of any had ſuch Inﬂuence, then it
way, and ﬅanding in God's-Cottnſcl, j'tr. 23; 22;

were ciþecially the Corruption of Miniﬅers; and

and walking withG-ocl in equity, and turning many if the Corruption of Miniſtcrs did ſo, then it
from their Iniquity, jlllal. 2. 6.- go together. It is were not to be thought that the Lord' Avould
no marvel that theſe who are negligent in tho one, have ſuch; even after their Diſcovery, to he ac
be alſo leſs blcﬁed with the other. Theſe, we knowledged ﬅill to be Miniﬅcrs, which yct here
conceive, God' hath wiſely linked together, that and in the former' inﬅances is clear. The Word
the more aMnn have of him, the more Fruit and Sacramcnts admlniﬅred by ſuch, if rightly re
his Commiſſion in his Mouth ſhould have. And ceived and improvcn, are owned by him as his
although this be not Peremptory in all Caſes, Word and Sacraments, as well as when adminiﬅ
eſpecially in the comparati-ve Degree amongﬅ hon red by the moﬅ Holy, as from the conſidering of
eﬅ Men; Yet, r.This Connexion is more ſuit the forementioned Inﬅances may appear.
able in it ſelf, Ve/ſ' 12. That one who tenderly
TH art a are yet two particular O_ueﬅions,
and 'ſingly aimeth at Fruit, ſhouldv attainmore, which poﬃbly ma be deﬁderated by ſome, to which
ord before we leave this Epiﬅle.
than-one who indeed intendeth but the feeding of we ſhall ſpeak a
himſelﬁ- 2. The one hath aPromiſe- and may The Firﬅ is', By what Symptoms a Miniﬅer may
Claim it, I Timotby 4. 16.

the other is judicially diſcern his own Deadneſs

while Things ſeem to

ſmitten in this:

For, as Fruits are in part ſome go well with him in publick? Or, what may give .
reward of Grace to afaithful Miniﬅer; ſo Fruit him occaſion to ſuſpect himſelf to be under ſuch
leſneſs is ajttﬅ Stroak upon the other. 3. There a Charge, as issgiven againﬅ this Angel here?
is aConnexion alſo in reſpect of Means: Ten The Smnd is, What may bothe Means of aMi
derneſs in aMiniﬅer diſpoſeth to Faithſulneſs, Sym niﬅers preventing of ſuch a Condition, or, of te
pathy, &Ft. And the want of it, unﬁtteth aMi-w covering himſelf therefrom When fallen into it ?
To the Firﬅ, We ſay, that even when things
niﬅer- to conceive experimentally- of many Things;
and ſo he is indiſpoſed to ſpeak them- ſeaſonably: go well in Publick before others, a Miniﬅers Works
And it marreth that holy Boldneſs, which imme may yet be liable to this charge of not being perfect
diate eying of God giveth; and by it, aMiniﬅcr before God: And, we conceive, upon ſearch with

is incapacitated to deal in ſecret with God for the
People, and is apt to lay ﬅumbling-blocks before
them: And ſo, partly by wanting what he ſhould
have, and partly. by being prone to foﬅcr their

in and Reﬂection upon himſelf, may be diſcerned by
theſe or ſuch like Symptoms,

1. YVhen there is

a Decay or Lifeleſneſs in'_ his own particular Condi

tion, that is, when there is no exerciſe of Repen
ſecurity, or riﬁe their Wounds untenderly, or ﬅumble tance in himſelf as aChriﬅian, nor freſhneſs and
them by his Carriage, he,iin theſe and many other tcnderneſs in communion with God in ſecret-Pray

reſpects, looketh as one not ſuited and ﬁtted in an
ordinary, at leaﬅ a kindly way, for the begetting of
many 2) So that whatever in ſome extraordinar caſes
the Lord may do; yet this is moﬅ uſual:
hich
ſhould make People deſire lively Miniﬅers, and.
pray that they may be kept ſo; and alſo ſhould
make Miniﬅers conſciombly ſee their own parti
oular

conditions,

and

that

in reference to their

Miniﬅry, lmﬅ by their dcclining in their own
S-ziritual eﬅate, and their neglecting thereof, they
lſavc no leſs Inﬂuence on the Fruitleſneſs of their
Miniﬅry, than- by the direct neglecting of proper
miniﬅerial Duties.

v

-

FR o Mthis alſo we may gather, in anſwer to
the laﬅ

tteﬅion, That no pcrſonal Corruption

er and other Chriﬅian Duties: if in ſuch acaſe he
ſhould Preach as an Angel, yet cannot that be
ſaid to be perfect before God. 2. In ſuch a frame,
a Miniller ordinarily is not kindly aﬀected with the
diſcharge of Miniﬅerial Duties, nor with Sympathy
towards the People; but he goeth lightly under the

Burden of theſe, almoﬅ indiﬀerent what come of
the Fruit, if fairly and without any palpable diſ
covery of his Inﬁrmity, ſuch Duties be put by.
3, Upon this" it followeth, that if there be
Acceptation of the Thing amongﬅ the Pecple,
there is but too much Qnetneſs in the Miniﬅer,
without reﬂecting upon his own indiſpoſition and
unlbundneſs, and without being taken up with
the deſire of Fruitfnlneſs among thePeople. This
is ſuſpicious-likc, when a Miniﬅer ſo ncteth in Mini

iſſ-joynt
orſhippcrs doth pollute any of the
Lord's Ordinanccs to another; or, on that account, ﬅerial Duties, as if there were no more called for, than

the

lﬃr-
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the throughing of what is publick before Men. 4. ry thing right that belongeth to a Chriﬅ'ian: Often
something of this may be gathered from the Scape times decaying in Chriﬅianity, bringeth on this dead
and Strain ofhis Doctrine, that is, if their be any ſe neſs in the Miniﬅer: And therefore there can be no
cret aiming to commend himſelf by ſuch Doctrine, better Mean of Recovery than once'to put the Soul
or, if of its own Nature it ſccm to._tend more to, that, in a right Poﬅure in this, Reſpect. 3. It will furder
than to odify and feed the Souls of Hearers. 5. If this much, that he begin with the ſerious Exerciſe of
his own Giſt and preſent Acceptation among the Repentance of what is paﬅ, and that as to the De
People be well ſatisfying to him, ſo as he be under fects that cleave tohim, both as a- Chriﬅian and as a
little Fear of ſitting up, and if he be unfrequent and Miniſler: This maketh the beginning of a Recove
ry to be ſolid. 'I'hereſore it is commandedpm'rﬅ 3.
4.
There would
ſpecial
had
in-the
doing but
of
miniﬅerial
Duties,bethat
notCare.
onlyct
they
be done,

cold in Addreſies to God for Livelineſs and Succeſs:
Theſe and ſuch like things look not well. 6. Some
what may be perceived' by Miniﬅers Inclination to
converſe with unſerious untender Men though they

that they be done in a right Manner:

That ſo evee

be civil; and to keep up general Diſcourſes and (Lie ry thing be done as in the ﬁght-of God, with an Eye
ſtions with them, rather than to converſe with ſuch to this, that it may. be found perfect ;be._fo;e..him,
as are tender, and love to have their Exerciſes and This is in 'the word: bawatdhfuLandzimplied under'

practical Caſes ſor the matter of their Diſcourſe: It
cannot be well when it is ſo. 7. It is not right with a
Miniﬅcr, howeverit be in the exerciſeof his gift, when
. he is not walking under the Impreſſion ofſinſul De
.ſects, and unﬁngleneſs and want of Zeal asto his End
-and Manner of carryirg on the moﬅ commendable
- like Duties: For as it is no good Token in a private
Chriﬅian to be without the Impreſſion of his own
corruptions and ﬁnful Inﬁrmities z ſo it cannot be

this Angel's Charge of not having 'his VVorks' pefect'.
before God.

5. There would be Zeal and Careful

neſs in the\begetting and keeping þf Life and Liveli
neſs amongthePe-ople, as in himſelf :

And-for-that

Cauſe, a doing of every thing with reſpect to that
End. This was the Angel'sFault tin his Boldneſs,
to wit, the neglecting ofthis, and it is commanded
to him, to ﬅrengthen what was ready'.to-die,xas ax

thing beﬁtting his RecovoFy." Thisisiin acondeſcend

right with a Miniﬅer when his miniﬅerial Defects ing way to ſeek to ſeed the People with what is proﬁ- are not ſenſible to him : And when there is not an ﬁtable, though. thereby a Miniﬅer ſhould ſeem tox
actual Exerciſe with the ſelſiſhneſs, carnalneſs, vani ſome to loſe his Name and Reputation. - 6. There isb '
ty, (32. that are in him, it's too like thelehave too need in all things to be denied, and to exerciſe Faithti

much Sway with him.

*

in him that hath the ſeven Spirits of God, and the;

N 0 w, to the ſecond, to wit, What a Miniﬅer ſeven Starsaiſo, without which there is no at-taini 3
ought to do in ſuch a Caſe ſor recovering of himſelf? -t0. Livelinets : And for this End doth the Lord ' o '

Aſr/ſw. The reading of this Epiﬅle ſeriouſly will indeed diſcribe himſelf in the Inſcription of. this Epiﬅle. -'
Depcndance on him, walking with him, ﬅand- if',
ſatisfy this : Which we may draw out in theſe Di Much
ing in his
Counſel, U: and that in the meaneſt parti-lſſ.
red'ti'ons, I. It's neceſſary thatza Miniﬅer obſerve his
own condition, and take notice of the ſinſulnefs and cular Steps of any miniﬅerial Duty, as not dating to
Hazard thereof : This is implied in the word remem undertake any thing without him, and ſo an ac

of himis ain very
his Grace,
as to
of 11 .£
her, ver/2 3. And indeed who cometh to ponder and knowledging This
Fountain
of the
theFruit
Life Of-Dvct
conſider rightly their own condition, are in a fair every thing,
way of Recovery. 2. There will be a putting of eve Miniﬅer.
7
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Verſe 7'. And unto the Ange/oftheC/sunb of pha-sang: write, Thrſc thingsſhr'th be thati: Hugh;
that i; true, hethat 'hath the by oſDa-zjidz he that ape/rath, and na Blanſhutteth, and/hafted), and m' Mr:

opened/7. know thy tuarl't :
8. I

behold, Ihave ſet before thee an open Dndſir, and no Man can ſhut it: ﬅir thou ha/f'

a little Strength, and hd/I hpt 'my word, and hq/l not dmim' my Name.

- 9. Bſ'bﬂld, Iwill make them yf the Syrzagogue of Szztaa- ( whichſrzy- they are Jews, endure not, but do If,
lkhold, 1 will mate them to tame and warjhlþ beſm- t/zy feet, and to know that 1 have loved thee.

'du
v 'I

Io. Be

i <_._.A-\ -4>_-e-e*h
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IO. Becauſe thou haﬅ hept the wort/I of 'nv Patience, I alſh will heep theefrom the hoar ofTZntatien, which
ſhall come upon all the Iſſorld to try them that dwell upon the Earth.
1 t. Behold, I ſome quickly, hold that ſa/I which thou haﬅ, that no Man tahe thy Crown.
12. IIi'n that overcometh, will I make a Pillar in the temple ay' my God, and heſhall go no more out : and
I will write upon him the name of my God, and the name of the City oſmy God, which is new Yerleſale/n,
which to'neth down out oſlieawn from 'ny God : and I will write upon him ney new name.

13. He thathath an ear, let him hear what the Spirit ſaith unto the Churches.

T H 1 s ſixth Epiﬅle, directed to Philadelþhia, on: Therefore He ſhutteth, and no Man ope'reth;
hath the ſame Diviſion with the-reﬅ, to wit, and openeth, and no Man ſhutteth : There is no mar
the Inſcription, 'verſe 7. the Body of the ring of any of his Orders: For, he having obtained
'Epiﬅle, verſe 8, 9, IO, 11. and the Concluſion, this Name above every Name by God's exalting of
verſe 13.
him thereunto, Philp. ii. 9. There. can be no ima
-I N thelnſcn'ption, the Lord the 'Director of this ginable competition with him in theVZxerciſe of thiz
Epiﬅle, dothſet forth himſelf in theſe three. r. He Power. 4. This being compared with the former
that is holy. 2. He that is true: Theſe are two eſſen two Titles, doth ſhow that he who is intruﬅed with
tial Attributes of the God-head, and ſhew that our the ſupreme Government of the Church, is God:
And he taketh theſe Sti'es to He, is Holy and Tnie, and therefore can do no
himſelf in this Place, that, r. He may ſhew unto Wrong to any, nor fail in the performance of what

Lord Jeſus is God.

this honeﬅ Church, that their Honeﬅy could not he promiſeth: Which is of great Conſolation to his
but be approven of him, who was Holineſs it ſelf. People. This, Laﬅly, is here mentioned, to encou
And, 2. To ﬅrengthen their Faith in the Expecta rage and ﬅrengthen this honcﬅ weak Angel and
lion of the Performnnce of his Promiſcs, however Church againﬅ the many Diﬃculties which they had
they looked improbable-like, becauſe he who made to wreﬅle with, as we will ﬁnd in the Body of the
them is true, and Truth itﬅlf. The third Title, is, Epiﬅle.
He that hath the hey of David, he that openeth, and
T H I s Angeland Church, it's like have been be
no Man ſhutteth 5 and ſhutteth, and no Man openth : ſore others, far ſrom that Eﬅimation that Snrdis was

This reipecteth his Oﬃce, and holdeth him forth as in: For, they have but a little Strength, and many
the great Steward of the Houſe of God, who is in Enemies; yet were they much more honeﬅ and
truﬅed with the Management of what concerneth commendable before God, and fruitful under the Or
the ſame, and is inveﬅed with Power and Authority dinances they had: Therefore the Lord inditesa

ſutable thereunto. It alludethto lſh. xxii. 20, 21,
22, &Ft. where the Lord, ſpeaking of his preferring
Eliahi'n unto the Government of Yeru/alem and ju
dah, doth expreſs it thus. And the hey of the lion/2
(ﬀ David will I lay upon his Shoulders .- So, he ſhall
open, and none ſhall ſhut, and he ſhall/hat and none

ſhallopen.

Now this, as attributed here to Chriﬅ, is

not robe underﬅood principally of his eſiential and

abſolute Dominion as God: For, that cannotbe
called the key of the houſe of David 5 but it's to be
underﬅood of his Mediatory Kingdom, whereby he,
as Mediuzor, is inveﬅed with Power and Authority

for ordering the Aﬀairs of the houſe of God. And
as it ﬅandeth in this verſe it doth hold forth, I.
That Chriﬅ Jeſus as Mediator, hath a peculiar over<
ﬁght and Government of the Church. 2. That in
this Dominion of Chriﬅ's is fulſiilled the Promiſe of

pcrpctuating the Power of the houſh- of David :

moﬅ comfortable Epiﬅle unto them.
I N the Body of the Epiﬅle, we have theſe three
things, I. Their preſent Condition, is in ſeveral reſ
pects deſcribed. 2. Their commendation is laid
down. 3. Some excellent Encouragments and Di
rections are given them for the time to come. Theſe
three being interwoven, wc muﬅ open them as
they ly.
B E s 1 D e this general, I hnow thy Hſorhsz which
though common to all the reﬅ of the Epiſtles in ſome
Reſpect, yet may be taken here as holding forth his
particular Approbation of thisChurch, becauſe there is
nothing> quarrelled in her. This will not indeed prove
that ſhe was altogether free; but that, being honeﬅ
and free of groſs Faults, the Lord doth not rigidly
reckon with her. Beſides this, I ſay, in the 8. 'verſe
this Churches good Condition is ſet forth in theſe
Four. I. Behold, 1 have ſet lzgtbre thee an open Door,

Therefore it's called 'the hey of the houſe of David, and no Man ran/hat it: T his is the Founmin of all
which is committed to him. 3. Here is held forth that is commendable in her, and from which it doth

the Sovemignty and abſoluteneſs of Chriﬅ's Domini - ﬂow, to wit, Chriﬅ's conferring ſuch a Mercy iggon
A a '
r:
w'_._ _ _
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her; And this isa main Encouragement premitted
B Y Chriﬅ's ſetting open of this Door before the
for the ﬅrengthening of the honeﬅ Angel of this Angel, ſo time none ran/but it, is holden forth, I.
Church. For underﬅanding of it, we muﬅ conſider, Chriﬅ's Supremacy and Soveraignry in giving Gifts
1. What is meant by an open Door. 2. YVnat by to Men, Liberty and inward Freedom to improve
Chriﬅ's ſetting' of it before the Angel, ſo as no Man them, and alſoa Bleﬃng upon them in making of
can ſhut it. By an open Daw- uſually is underﬅood in them ſucceſsful. It is not Gifts, by which a Man
the Scripture the Lord's making way for proﬁtable will be able to prwch, if the Lord give not a Door
preaching of the Goſpel, which ﬅandeth not mainly Utterance; yea, even the great Apoﬅle Paul hath
in having Acceſs and Libert , without any external need of this, Col. iv. 3. nor isit the having of Ut
Reﬅraint, to preach the &oſpeh but eſpecially it terance that will obtain Fruits among the People, if
ﬅands in God's giving inward Liberty to the Preach the Lord do not open an eﬀectual Door, and give the
er, and in his countenancing of the Word, and mak Word free Courſe among them. Hence it is, that
ing it eﬀectual and ſucceſsful upon the Hearts of ſometimes where there is moﬅ Utterance given,
Hearers. This is called, (191. iv. 3. Adoorof Umr there may be leſs Succeſs than where there are fewer
ame, when a Minitter is not ﬅraitned in preaching the Gifts; becauſe he, whoſe Priviledge it is to ſet open
Goſpel, but, as it were, the Door is caﬅen open to Doors, doth open more fully the door of Utterance
him. And a-Cor. ii. 12. Ir'72en1mme to Two: to to the one, and the eﬀectual Door to the other, and
preach C/'zrrﬅ'r Gaſhel, and a Door was opened unto doth not open both equal] to all. 2. This import
mezﬀtbe Lard: Which is ſome ſpecial signiﬁcati eth the Neceſlity and neviteableneſs of Succeſs.
on of God's ſending him and removing of Diﬃculties When Chriﬅ thus openeth the Door, Succeſs can
out of the way, and making his Miniﬅry Succeſsful not but follow ; And no Man or Devil can ſhut
there, And, r Car. xvi. 9. it is ſaid a great Door out or impede the ſame, when he pleaſeth to coun
andeﬀcctual is opened unto me, and there are many tenance his Miniﬅers, and to commend the Word to
Alwrſaries, So, that there may be an eﬀectual the Hearts of Hearers. Now, it may appear what
Door opened, even where there is much Oppo the Meaning of this Part of the Verſeis, which re
ſition.

In ſum, it imports theſe two or three, r. lateth eſpecially to the Angel, to wit, I have called

That there isa ſtraitnedneſs in Miniﬅers who can thee to this Miniﬅry, and have given thee ſome mea
not bring ſorththe Goſpolas it ought to be brought ſure of Utterance, though thou haﬅ not much Abili
forth, and will when the Lord ſendeth forth. the ty, and eſpecially, I have ordered Matters ſo as
Spirit d enlargeth a Man with boldneſs toſpeak the the Word from thee ſhall have free Courſe and Suc
ſame: In this Reſpect, a Door of Utterance is open ceſs. And rage who will, this ſhall not be obﬅruct
ed unto him, as in that Place, Cel. iv. 3. is clear. ed. By which alſo we may ſee whv the Lord took
2. That there is a further let beſide this, to wit, the Title to himſelf, that doth immediately go be.
when the Ears and Hearts of Hearers are ſo locked fore this.
T H 1-: ſecondin the Verſe, is, ſort/me Irn/1 alr't
up, that the NVord hath no Entrance, but is repel
led.. The Lord openeth this Door, when by the tleﬅrengtb : By little rengtb here, is not to be un
work of his Spirit upon Hearts, as upon-the Heart of derﬅood Weakneſs in race; ( ſor,thatzis eminently
Lyﬁn, he doth make the Word to be received and. commended ) nor yet little Countenance in the diſ
admitted: In which. Reſpect, ( 2 Tbeﬀ iii. 1.) chargev of miniﬅetial Duties, but it looketh to his
Paul deſireth them to pray that the \Vord may have Parts and Abilities, which it's like, were not many
free Cauſe, that is, that there be no ſhut Doors to. and great in Compariſon of what others had, that is,

mar the Progreſs Of the ſame. Both theſe are under ll'. maybe he was not able to ſpmk. of, nor ſearch in
ſtood here, to wit, Liberty for the Miniſter to ſpeak, to ſo many proſound Miﬅeries, and follow doubtſul

andthatwithCountenance and Succeſs among the
People, We conceive alſo, that this Phraſe of an:
open Door, doth take in a concurring of God's Provi
dence, for the keeping of the Word miniﬅted, and
Urdinances in ſuch a Place in both the Reſpccts that .
are mentioned, notwithﬅundingof the numerouſnels

and maliciouſneſs of Oppoſers:

And, this agrcetlt

Diſputations, as others were in Capacity to do. This
is not mentioned here as any ground or commenda
tion, being conſidered ﬁmply and in it ſelf; but it is
mentioned for theſe two Reaſons, which being put
together, will clear the Scope. t. It is given asa
(stound of Chriﬅ's opening the Door before him,
and as an Evidence that. what Succeſs he had, . was to
beattributed to his countenancing of him, becauſe
thou thy ſelf haﬅ but a little Strength. And this

well with that word, in this ve'j/e, and no ll/l-m *
ſhallſhut it. And this may be a third thing imported
in this Expreﬃon, though it be not oſthcſamc kind ſhewetb, that as. oftentimes Chriſt is moﬅ. tender
[0
with the former two every way. .
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'to the weak Believers ; ſo alſo to the weak Mini= eth to this Church, [wi/[mate themta'tame and wor

ﬂers, that are yet ſent by him, and honeﬅ in the ſhz'p heſhre thy Feet, and to blow that I have layed thee.
diſcharge of their Commiſſion. 2.. It is mentioned In ſum, it is this, theſe corrupt few: do now calum
here to hcighten the commendation that followeth, niate thee ; as if thou wert not oſ my Church nor
to wit, that though thou haﬅ a little Strength, yet

beloved by me 3 butſaith he, by my inward Power

It is the joyning of theſe I will ſo move and incline them, as they ſhall will
two together, that ſheweth wherefore this is here ingly come and worſhip before thy Feet, and know
indeed that I have loved thee.
taken notice-of.
_
T H r: Words of the Ptomiſe may be two ways
T H E third and fourth Expreſiions, which moﬅ
underﬅood,
and we conceive that both come well in
expreſly
hold
forth
the
commendation,
are,
Thou
haﬅ ſihept my ſ/ſ/ard, and haﬅ not denyed my Name : By
here, r. They may be underﬅood of ﬁncere Con
keeping of the lſſard here, is not only underﬅood the verſion 5 and ſo the Meaning is, I will convert many
keeping of Purity in Doctrine; buteſpecially theſe of theſe Blaſphemers, and as an Evidence thereof,
thou ha/I kept my H/hrd.

two.

1. A keeping it in Practice, by being conſorm make them come and worſhip beſore thy Feet, that

thereto in their Walk.

2. An avowed preaching of is, really worſhip God in the Aſiembly with thee,

the Truth by the Miniﬅer, and his adhering to and

like that Word, Iſiz. lx. 14. The Sons alſo Yf them

owning of the ſame in his Station, notwithﬅanding
of all the Reproaches which he met with: For the
Scope, relating eſpecially to the Miniﬅer, this keep
ing him,
of thewhich
Word ismuﬅ
imply alſo
ſomething
peculiar
to
commonly
expreſicted
in the
Old

that aﬄicted thee, ſhall tame bending unto thee, am!

they that (ii/ﬁrﬅ thee, ſhall how them/elves daw/1 at the
ſhles of thy Feet, and they ſhall [all thee the City zﬀ the

Lard, the holy she of _Iſrae1. And in this Expreilion,
the Prophet's Scope, is to fore- tell the Converſion of
Teﬅament by this YVord ly' keeping the Lord's the Gtntile: in the Days of the Goſpel. The Word
Charge. The laﬅ word, than haﬅ not denyed my in the ﬁrﬅ Language, is, I will give them, &Ft.
Name, is to the ſame Purpoſe; but doth import which doth expreſs more ſigniﬁcantly both the Na
more than is aſſerted, to wit, that notwithſtanding ture ofthis Work as to the Angel 5 (it isa very ex

of the many Trials thou haft met with, yet thou not cellent and ſingular Gift to him to have Bl'iſphemer'
only haft not faintly denied my Name; but haﬅ made Converts ) and alſo it ſheweth the freer-leſs
openly and conﬁdently avowed and confeſſed the. thereof, it being a Gift of Chriſt's Grace. This we
ſame. And theſe two, being compared with a little conceive is to be taken as a part of the Meaning:
Strength which this Angel had, do make the Evi

And is clear, I. From the Scope, which is to ſhew

dences and Commendation of his Honeﬅy the more the Fruit of Chriﬅ's keeping the Door open beſore this
wonderful. In the 9. and to. Verſes, the Lord Miniﬅer ſorhis Encouragement, to wit, his making
giveth two ſpecial Encouragements unto them, hav the Word powerful for the capti-vatingr of Gum-ſay'
ing alſo ſome Teﬅimony of their by-gone Integrity ers unto the Obedience of Chriﬅ. 2. The word ad
included in them. It is like this honeﬅ Church, hath ded, and they/hall hrzow that I have loved thee, ſeem<
been under a two-fold Perſecution, ( as we have ſeen eth to import ſomething of a kindly Principle acting
in ſome of the former Epiſtles.) I. From the cor them in this.
rupt and unbelicving jews, who having Synagogues
A o A I N, 2. The words may be undeﬅood as

in many Places, did prove great Perſecuters and Re

holding forth afained Submiſiion of many unto the

proachers of the Name of Chriſt, and his Worſhip

Ordinances of Chriﬅ ,- who from Chriﬅ's clear own

crs: This the Lord doth encoumge them againﬅ, ing of his Church ſhall be made, being as it were a
in the 9. her/e. 2. From Heathens; In Reſerence ﬅoniſhed, to acknowledge the ſame, and to ſay
douhtleﬅ God is amorzgſiuh a Pap/e qſa tThzth, as it
to which, he comforteth them, 'verſe vo.
TH E Conſolation, which is laid down, 'verſe 9. doth is, 1 Cor, xiv. 25. And this being aPromiſe made
expreſs theſe three. t. There is a Deſcription of theſe to the Church, as a piece of her Splctidor and Happi
corrupt yew: they are ſaid to beo/ the Synagogueef neſs, that her Enemies ſhall lie, or give fained Obe
Satan, whoſay they are Jews and are not, but do Ire, dience unto her, Deat. xxxii. 29. and a thing alſo
that is, they indeed call themſelves Jews, and Chil that doth tend to the evidencing of the Lord's RcN
dren of Abraham, and God's covenanted People, ſpect to his Church, we take it in under this Promiſe

&it. but they do lie, it is not ſo, for now they being likewiſe. So the Meaning will be, Iwill give ſome
broken Oﬀ by their unbelief, are truly of the Synagogue of theſe Jews as real Converts unto thee, and others
of Satan, and followers of him, as we expounded it, of them ſhall be ſo far convinced ofmy Rcſpect to thee;
a'he21., . Tii. H.were
th Egis thcctPromiſe which the Lord mak as ſhall make-them counterﬁt tn their Proſeiiion, and
A a 2

give

)
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give thee ſome Reverence alſo:

For, if there were thereof, is, 'IZ try them thot dwell ripen the Earth;
not ſome Converts, the Promiſe would not be ſo that is, the Saints that live uron the Earth: And ſo
great as it is; yet, it cannot be expected, that this Earth here, is not contradiﬅinguiſhed from the
Reality ſhould be univerſal amongﬅ theſe corrupt Church ſimply; but thereby the Church Militant is
ewr. And according to the former Expoſition, contradiﬅinguiſhed from the Church Triumphant.
theſe Words which follow, And to hue-w that I have For, the Priviledge of Phiſadelphia is not, that ſhe
Ice-ed thee, are two Ways alſo to be underﬅood, to ſhall be kept from ills that are common to the Men
wit, either of ſuch a ſpiritual diſcerning of the ſaving of the World; but this, that when the Church
Eﬀects of God's Love to ſuch a People, which be ſhould be under Perſccution generally, the Lord
getteth a charitable Perſwaﬁon in them of the Since ſhould ſecretly and tenderly preſerve her-from the
rity of ſuch and ſuch Perſons; or, it is to be under Weight of that Trial, that others were to mec-t
ﬅood of ſome common and genemlConviction, How with: Which is the ſecond Thing to be conſidered
ing from ſome outward Evidences of God's Favour, in the Verſe.
which often is in many Hypocrites.
T n a Promiſe, in reference to this Trial, which
T H B third Thing in the Verſe, is, The Lord's is made to Philadelphia, is in theſe Words, [will
making this Promiſe ſo obſervable, both by doubling niſh keep thee from the Hour of Temptatio'z, &c. It
and repeating the ſame; and alſo by preſixing a he may two \Vays be underﬅood, 1. As being a Pro<
hoId at every Time thereunto: Which ſlieweth, 1. miſe to keep her from any Prejudice by that Trial,
That the Thing is moﬅ rare which is here promiſed, tho' ſhe might meet with the ſame: This is indeed
to wit, to have Blaſphemers made Converts. 2. Truth; but cannot be ſaid to be a peculiar Priviledcre
That it is a moﬅ excellent Favour to a Miniﬅer or to Philadelphia: For, all the Lord's People might
Church, when ſuch a Mercy is beﬅowed. And, 3. plead and expect that, and yet ſome peculiar Thing
That althfo' it be diﬃcult-like; yet in this Caſe it is ſeemeth to be holden, out as to Philadelphia in this
ſure, ſeeing; for the conﬁrmation of the Faith of this Promiſe. Therefore, 2. We underﬅand it thus,
When others ſhall be' under Perſecution, thou ſhalt
Church the Lord hath repeated the ſame.
T H 12 Encouragement in reference to the other either be altogether free from that particular Trial,
Perſecution followeth, verſe ro. Wherein, I. There which is to come; or, at leaﬅ, in a great Meaſure

is a common Trial foretold. 2; There is a Promiſe ſhall be kept from the Extremities that others thereby
made to them in reference to the ſame. And, 3. ſhall be put unto. And in this Reſpect, the Promiſe
Some Ground, as it were a Reaſon of this Promiſe, beareth ſomething peculiar to Phi/adelþhia: And
therefore cannot be made uſe of by others, as a
ispremitted, verſe IO.
T H 5 Trial which is foretold, is ſeveral Ways ſet Ground to expect Freedom from-temporal Croſſes,
forth. I; It is called a Temptotion. It is uſual in except there be the like VVarrand to apply the
Scripture to ﬅile Aﬃiction by the name of YZmpMtion, ſame.
as James i. 2. Count it all joy when ye fall into di
T H a laﬅ Thing in the verſe, ( tho' it be ﬁrﬅ in
verſi Yemptations; and ſo alſo, ver e lI. The Rea order) is the Ground to which the Lord doth knit
ſon is, becauſe ſuch Aﬃictions want never many Cir this Promiſe, Becauſe thou beﬅ kept the WE/'d of my
cumﬅances waiting upon them, which do indeed make Patience, I alſo will keep thee, &e. The If'ord gf
them to he Temptations: And ſo other Men are tried. Chri/i'r Patience, is the Goſpel; Called ſo, t. Be
by them, or, through their own Corruption, ſnared cauſe uſually the Croſs followeth it, and the Profeſſors
upon ſuch occaſions. 2. It is an Hour oſ Yimptali thereof have need of Patience. 2. Becauſe it is the
on: To ſigniﬁe both the deﬁniteneſs and ihortneſs great School-matter that teacheth the Exerciſe of Pa
thereof: YVhich doth carry an Encouragement in tience: For which Reaſons, it's alſo called the King
the Boſom of it. 3. It is a Trial which ſhall tame dom and Patience of ' eſiz: Chrﬄ, Chap. I. verſe 9.
upon aſl the [Mrld : By Il/Zr/d here, is not to be un Their keeping of this ord of his Patience, doth im
derﬅood the Heathen Yvorld, as contradiﬅinct from vport their owning of, and adhering to, this Goſpel
the Church: For, that XVorld is not the Object of with much Patience under many Croſſes and much
ſuch Trials; but it is inﬅrumental therein: It is then Perſecution: And ſo this Connexion doth not imply
the Church ſpread up and down throughout the any
Meritexpreſs
in themChriﬅ's
procuring
this peculiar
but doth
Tenderneſs,
andPriviledge
to ſayyſo,;
World, They ſhall he tried. And uſually -it was ſo,

when Perſecution was moved by the Heathen Empe his condeſccnding Equity in his proceeding, who,
rors, it ſpread through all the Corners of the World, ſeeing this Church had little Strength, and yet had
where any Part of the Church was. 4. The End born out more ﬅedfaﬅly and patiently under many
former
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former Trials, than others who might be of greater Promifes that are made to the Overcomenwvhich
Therefore, out of his Tendernels, he now principally relate to Heaven. 3. There is no other
promiſeth to keep them free in a particular Manner thing that can be expected by every Overcomer but
from a coming Storm.
Heaven.
T H B_ laﬅ Thing in the Body of the Epiﬅle, is the
T H a ſecond Thing, is, He ſhall go 'to more out :
Advertiſement, verſe II. Which hath theſe three, The Acceſs that Bclievers have to God's Company
I. An Aſiertion of Chriﬅ's coming, and that quick and Temple here, hath Interruptions ; and the Be
ly, Behold, I torm- ouitlly: Which ſheweth, that liever is again ſoon down from any Mount, where
tho' he ſeem now to be abſent, and to delay his com Chriﬅ may be transſigured before him: But (ſaith
ing z yet it will be found otherwiſe. It is ſaid to be the Lord) when I ſhall make him a Pillar in to'
quickly; I. Becauſe it is not long in compariſon with 'ſimple of my God, and ſettle him in Heaven, there
Eternity. 2. Becauſe it will be ſudden to Enemies. ſhall no more be any Interruption of Communion,
3. It will be ſeaſonable to Friends. It will notbeone either by God's hiding of himſelf upon the one ﬁde,
Hour behind the due Time: And therefore may be or from the Believer's whoring from him upon the
ſaid to be quickly. 4. He is for the preſent haﬅing, other; but he ſhall beby the powerful Grace of God,
and, to fay ſo, making diſpatch of what is to proceed eﬅabliſhed there, and ſhall go 'to more out. And this
his coming; and ſo may be ſaid to becoming quickly. is added, as a ſpecial Conſolation to the Believer that
This is here mentioned as a Ground of Encourage is weary of his own gading and whoring from God ;
Abilities.

ment to the Angel to continue ﬅedfaﬅ upon the one that there is a Time coming, when that ſhall be broken
ſide, and as a Watch-word to ſcare them from de Oﬀ, and he (hall go no more out.

T H P third Step, is, And I 'will write upon him
Pillars that were erected as
a Direction, Hold t/oat fq 'which thou beﬅ: Which Monuments or' Honour, were honourable, according
is in ſum, Ye are in a good Condition now, be dili to the Name or Inſcription that was written upon
gent to retain the ſame, as thelike Expreſſion was ex them: Now, there can be none more honourable,
pounded, Chap. ii. 2 5. Thethird Thing, is a Warn than to have the Name of God written upon them,
ing added to thisDirection, Holdfaﬅ, &e. t/mt no and to be devoted to him. We conceive alſo, it im
Man take thy Crown: In fum it is this, Thou art plieth a ſharing and partaking of the Glory of God in now in a royal Condition, thy Honeﬅy is thy Crown ſome Meaſure, as a good creature is able to partalte
before me and others, and it hath a Promiſe of a of the ſame.
Crown after this: Therefore be diligent and ﬅedfaﬅ,
T H E fourth Thing, is, And the Name ty' the
leﬅ by your dcclining, ye be prejudged of your Crown. City of my God, whirl) is new Jeruſalem, which tom
It alludeth to running amongﬅ Men, where they that etl: daw/1 out of Heaven from my God. We muﬅ
ſit up in the Way, tho' having for a Time run well, underﬅand, I. What is meaned by this 'law Jew/(2

clining on the other, ſeeing Chriﬅ was to come to

Judgment, and that ſhort] .

The ſecond Word, is the Name oﬀ my God:

yet obtain not the Crown, becauſe ſome other out

Iom, before it can be underﬅood what it is to bear its

ﬂ-rips them, and obtaineth the ſame : Here the Scope Name. By the now Jeruſztlem, and City ofmv God,
only, is, To ſhew that theſe who ſit up in the we underﬅand one of two, either, I. Heaven, which
Practice of Chriﬅianity, ſhall as ſurely be deprived of is the Seat of the Church Triumphant, called here tbe
the Crown of Glory; and it is here added, to ſhew New ﬀtruſaltm, becauſe it ſo far doth exceed the
how the Lord addeth Spurs to his moﬅ faithful Ser Splendor and Beauty of the Church, or Jeruſizlzm,
here upon Earth: And it is ſaid to tom: daw" (row
vants for preventing of their falling.
.
T H £ ﬁrﬅ Part of the Concluſion, ( for we ſhall Hid-um, becauſe by the preaching of the Goſpe , the
ſay nothing of the ſecond) is, Verſ: 12. compre Kingdom of God is brought near, even to the Door.
licnding ﬁve Priviledges to the Overcomer.

The Or, 2. The congregation of the Firﬅ-dom, that are

ﬁrﬅ is, I will make him a Pillar in the ſimple of my already perfected in Heaven, called tbt New yon/ju
God: By the Temple ofmy God, muﬅ be here un Iem, becauſe tho' they be of that ſame Church of
derﬅood Heaven, and ſo, to be made a Pillar, is to Chriﬅ, yet are they in reſpect oſ their glorious Qua
be ﬁxed there in Heaven, as a Trophee of the Victo

of Jcſus Chriﬅ, and as ﬁngularly and eminently
ﬁtted for, furniſhed with, and ﬁxed in the Glory that
is there. For, 1. 'ſhe Properties that follow, will
ſhew that this can only be underﬅood of Heaven.
2. Thus alſo it can only agree with all the other

liﬁcations and Perſections, as it were, a new Churth.
And thus it is ſaid to tom: down from Heaven, not

ſo much to ſigniﬁe any local Mutation, as to ſhew
where it is for the time: And that their Original, as
ſuch, is from God.

Both theſe turn to one, and

ſhew, that by this Promiſe is underﬅood, that the
Ovcrcomer
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Overcomer ſhall be admitted as a free Burgeſs and Ci before others, as by comparing this and other Epiﬅles
tizen to Glory amongﬅ the reﬅ of the congregation together is clear.
IT may be asked here, I. What Waya Mini
of the Firﬅ-born. And thus to baye the Name there
of written upon the Overcomer, is to have him, as it ﬅer may know if an eﬀectual Door be opened to him

were, declared a free Burgeſs and Citizen of that glo amongﬅ the People, ſeeing Paul ſometimes aſſerteth
rious Incorporation. That it is thus to be underﬅood the ſame? 2. How a Miniﬅer, having ſuch an
of Heaven, and not of any State of the Church upon opportunity, ought to carry in the improving
Earth, the Reaſons before mentioned do evince. Be thereof?
T 0 the ﬁrﬅ we ſay, That this cannot bediſcern
ſide, it is a Promite that is to be performed to every
Overcomcr, and that after his full Victcry here; and edalanerly from a Man's Gifts: For, it may be
ſo conſequently after his Dmth : And therefore can be ſhut where great Giſts are, as we will ſee hereafter.
Beſide, it is like, Paul had not alway this Door open
underﬅood of no other thing but Heaven.
T H E laﬅ Thing, is, And I will write upon him to him, at leaﬅ, it was more in one Place than ano
my new Name: The Mediator's new Name, is, The ther. Nor is it meerly to be gathered from aMan's
Exaltation which he hath received after his Reſurrecti Freedom from external Croſiesina Place, nor yet
on and compleat Victoty, as is clear, Philip. ii. 9. from the great following he may have: For, there
The writing oﬀ this upon the O-vcrromer, is, The mak may be many Adverſaries where this eſſectual Door
ing of him a joynt Sharer of that his Glory ; and ſo is opened, 1 Cor. xvi. 4.. and there may be no ſuch
to ſit upon one Throne with himſelf, and eat and drink thing,

where there is great Peace and Applauſe.

at one Table with him, and to behold his Glory, as Yet, we conceive by theſe and ſuch like Characters,
himſelf doth pray, 7012'2 xvii. 22, 23, 24. the due and this may be ſomewhat diſcernable, 1. When a Mini
proportionable Diﬀerence being always kept betwixt ﬅer getteth the Door of Utterance upon the one ſide
the Head and Members. Now, put theſe together, opened to him, and there is an opening of Ears a
and ſo the Overcomer ſhall be glorious in himſelf: mong the People to welcome the ſame upon the
For, "ſo, 1. He ſhall be a Pillar. 2. He ſhall partake other: Which is not to be underﬅood of carnal itch
of the Glory of God, and have his Name upon him. ing after, or being tickled with a Gift; but of Love
. He ſhall partake of the Glory of Heaven, and the to Ediﬁcation, and Simplicity and Diligence amongﬅ
aints that are there already. 4. He ſhall partakeof them: Which ſheweth, that ſuch a Man and his
the Mediatoris Glory, and bear his new Name: And Gift is commended to them; and ſo that they are
what more can be imagined? Thus the Lord ſhall inthe greater Capacity to get Good of him. 2.
be admired in all that believe, zT/zrﬃ i. IO. in that YVhere this is, it hath real Change-s following, and
Day when every Believer ſhall be as a Trophee erect much ſolid Work: For, by it People are not made
ed to the Glory of the Grace of God, and for a Me

morial of the Love that our bleſled Lord Jefus had
unto, and of the victory he obtained for Elect Sinners
by his redeeming of them.
IT reﬅs now that we obſerve ſomethings further
from this Epiﬅle beſide what is already hinted: Where
in it is not our Purpoſe to inſiﬅ.
>
Olz/Zrw, r. T H e R x is Diﬀerence betwixt Gifts
requiſite to the being of a Miniﬅer, and Succeſs by
the Exerciſe of theſe in the Miniﬅry. There is here
a little Strength, that reſpecteth the ﬁrﬅ 5 and an open
Door, which reſpecteth the ſecond: And theſe two

light, and notional; but are made humble, ſerious,
tender, fruitful, &Ft. 3. Where ſuch a Door is

opened, the Devil often rageth, and ſetzeth himſelf
to oppoſe, traduce, or ſome way to blaﬅ the Mini

ﬅry of ſuch a Perſon, more than of manv others.
This poor Angel hath much Aﬃiction, when the
Miniﬅers in Sardir and Laadicta are free. And ſo
when an eﬀectual Door is opened to Paul at Eplvzſru,
this is added, that there are marry Adz/crſaries, r Cor,
xvi. 9.

Yet, even under ſuch Aﬃictions, there are

many Tryﬅs of Providence to be marked in the
Lord's Way, for countenancing that Miniﬅry, and
are diﬅinguiſhed one from another. And thus we many Evidences of Reſpoct to the ſame from ſuch
will ﬁnd throughout Paul's Epiﬅles, that Diﬀcrence as are tender. 4. It is a good Token of an open
is made betwixt his Liberty to preach upon the one Door, when ſome way obſervably the Lord defeat
ſide, and Godis opening an effectual Door to him up eth the Deviland Profanity in a Place, and is making
on the other. 2. We ſee that Chriﬅ is the giver of him fall like lightning from Heaven by the preach
both, to wit, of Gifts to Miniﬅers, and of Succeſs ing of the Word. 5. The experimental Proof that
among the People. 3. We ſee that he diﬅributeth is moﬅ ſure, is an actual gaining of Ground upon
not to all alike 3 but an open Door is ſet before the Kingdom of th.- Devil, and a bringing oﬀ of
ſome, more than before others, and when not at all

Priſoners unto Jeſus Chriﬅ:

Which is the l'ropf
_

given
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given here, where God promiſeth new Converts; the Lord would teach Miniﬅers, to' know their
and is ever ſuppoſed by Paul, when he mentioneth own Inſuﬃciency for any ſuch thing; and alſo ne
this Door.
ceſſitate both Miniﬅers and People to the Acknomct
No w to the ſecond, to wit, How' a Miniﬅer ledgement of him. There is a notable Inﬅance of
ought to uſe ſuch an opportunity? We ſa , 1. It the Power of mean Gifts beyond greater Abilities in
is to be improven with all Diligence in his Izuty, as the Hiﬅory of the Council of Nice, wherein a ſub
a Man that is to reap Corn that is already ripe. 2. tile Philoſopher who had long keeped the Aſlembly
It is to be made uſe of with all Humility and Self jangling with Diſputes, at laﬅ by a Man of ſmall
denial, leﬅ by being tickled therewith, he prejudge Parts (in reſpect of others who had been diſput<
the Maﬅer of his Glory, and ſo procure ﬅraitning to ing) was convinced by the ſimple propounding of
himſelf. 3. lt would be with much Fear and W'atch the Truth of the Goſpel, which he cloſed thus,
ſulneſs: With Fear, leﬅ he miſcarry ; or any Soul This is tba Fiat/a yf God, Plzilq/bplye-r, bel/'truth thou
miſcarr in the Birth, becauſe of his Unskilſulnels; this?

Who anſwered, He did.

Then ſaid the

X/Vith Vattlzfulneﬁ, leﬅ the Devil ſow Tares while honeﬅ Conſeſſor (for ſo is he ﬅiled by the Art
he is ſleeping : And the Conception prove 'falſe thor ). If ſo, then follow me, and be baptized:
This is Pan/'s

Unto which the Philoſopher yielded, as if he had

XVord, iCor ii. 3. [was among you i/z mar/1 weal
mſc, and in znmbfear and trembling; which ſhew
ezh the kindly Impreﬃon which he had, both of his
own and the Peoples Inﬁrmities. 4. I-t would be
improven zealouﬅy ; that is, ſo as the Authority of
Chriﬅ may appear upon his Ordinances, both to Ad<

never learned to Cain-ſay ;* exprelhng theſe Words
to the Hearers, and eſpecially to ſome other Philo
ſophers that were with him, Sa long as I was

without Reality, as to many Hearers.

Verſaries and Friends.

5. It would be made uſe of

( to ſay ſo) ſ'lidly, by making the Foundation ſure,
by propoſmg ſolid Food to Souls, as the ſubﬅantial
(joſpel-truths, and the uncontroverted Duties of Ho
linels: For, there is Hazard too ſoon to bring ſuch
a People to the new Wine of the moﬅ ſublime things
in Doctrine, or the moﬅ. extraordinary Pmctices of
grown Chriﬅians:

And it is better that they be fed

dealt wit/7 by Words, I did repel] H'Erds will) IVardr,
but 'La/m! Power proceeded will; [Vards out ry" t/ze

Meat/2 of him that ſþal-c, I was not able, ſaid he,
to reſﬃ that: And thereupon inﬅantly went out
to be baptized.- At ﬁrﬅ all the Doctors were aſ
frightcd that the Truth ſhould have ſuﬀered; and
therefore hardly gave way to him to ſpeak; yet
did that Simplicity prevail by God's Bleſſing, to
the Conviction and Converſion of tho Philoſopher,
when all theſe Scholaﬅick Debates did not. This is
recorded by Ruﬃnus, in the tenth Chapter of his

upon Milk, and what is healthſul and: nouriſhing, Book, which is the ﬁrﬅ added by him to Euſtbiu:
than that to pleaſe their Appetites, they be diverted his Eccleſmﬅick Hiﬅory. Obſerve', 5. That ſome
with uſeleſs Qteﬅions. 6. There would be much Men of mean-and ſmall Gifts or Parts, and who are
Dependence upon God in ſuch a Caſe; for he is the not able to do much by writing or diſputing againﬅ

Maﬅer, and hath appointed a great Steward over the ſubtile Adverſaries ; do yet often prove more ﬅed
Houſe, who hath the Keys laid upon his Shoulder: faﬅ Adherers to Truth in Times of Perſecution,
And the Miniﬅer in ſuch a Caſe, would know that than others who in the former Reſpects have gone
he hath no Tack or Leaſe of ſuch a Condition, but is far beyond them, and have been of greater Eﬅcem
ar the Maﬅer's Platſure: And' thereſore he would be as Friends to Truth, both with themſelves and
acknowledged in every Step oſ the Work as it lS done, others. This Angel's Strength was not much; but

or in doing. Lzſſly, The gieatShot of all preaching. his Stedſaﬅneſs and Patience under Aﬄiction was
would be driven conﬅantly, both in publick and pri great. Worthy Pertim', on the Place, giveth a me
vale, to wz't, the Ediftcation and salvation of the Peoa morable Inﬅance of this in the Time of the Perſecuti
ple, and the forming of Chriﬅ in them by travelling, on under Qreen ll/Iary of England, ta-wit,.that there
as it were, in Birth for that Eﬀect.- Obﬅrw, 4. was an honeﬅ Man of mean Parts,and no great Eﬅeem,
Sometimes there may be greater-Succeſs unto mean near to Cambridge, who did ſeal the Truth with his
Giſts, Fy Chriﬅ's countenancing the ſame, than: Blood, when all the great scholars and Doctors of that
where ifts are in themſelves more eminent and ſhin Univerſity did miſerably and ſhameſully make Doſecti
ing: The Reaſon is, becauſe, for the. attatning of on from the ſame. Obſi 6. That oftentimes an honeﬅ
Succeſs, it is not only. necellary to- have the Exer Miniﬅer with mean Giſts,hath moreCountenance and
ciſe of a Gift;

but alſo to have a Door opened. ſucceſs in his miniﬅry,than wherc grcatergifts without

to them by Chriﬅ: And theſe two are ſometimes. honeﬅy are,as by comparingthisAngel with thcAngels
ſeparated, as was ſormerly ſaid. And by ſo doing,v of Sardis and Lacdirta in this ſame Chap. is clear. For
.
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no more) he hath this Advantage, that his real Converts, and that ſometimes he hath actually

(VVorkZmay btfoundperfect bg/bre God, wherein the done and doth the ſame. Obſ. ii. That when he
others cannot but be defective. Olſſ 7. That a little doth this, it is one of the rareﬅ Gifts that can be be
meaſure of Gifts, being honeﬅly and faithfully im ﬅowed upon a Church, and one of the greateﬅ Con
proven, have their commendation from Jeſus Chriﬅ, ﬁrmations that an honeﬅ Miniﬅer can meet with
as if they were of the higheﬅ Meaſure and Degree : in his Miniﬅry; and in the uſual Diſpenſation of
Becauſe it is not Gifts that commendeth a Miniﬅer God's Providence, doth attend aMiniﬅers honeﬅ,

to Chriﬅ, but Faithfulneſs in improving the Meaſure zealous and faithful Diſcharge of his Duty in, ſim
which he hath: Andſo if two 'lidents be faithfully plicity. Therefore both Miniﬅers and People would
improvcn, it willbe ſaid, rue/[dam to that Servant, not only be animated and encouraged to Pray for
and he will be called faithful, even as well as he, the ſame; but alſo to love and follow honeﬅ ſim
who had ﬁve, or even ten Talents, beﬅowed upon plicity and faithfulneſs, as the moﬅ ſuitable and
him. And if this were well conſidered, Miniﬅers probable way for attaining the ſame. Olſſ 12.

might be leſs anxious for the Meaſure of their Gifts,
and more provoked to be ſerious and faithful in their
improving of the ſame. Obſi 8. That it is a ſpe
cialMercy, even to be keeped from the common
Trials that others meet with: There is much Mer
cy in God's Peoples being keeped free from Ills,
that otherways' they might he over-maﬅered with:
And it is not by Chance or Fortune, that the Lot of
one Church or Perſon is more mſ
others; but this cometh from the

than the Lot of
ord's over-ruling

That as uſually true Converſion to God and ſinoere
Love to the Saints go together, ſo alſo is it found in
experience, that the more bitterneſs hath been againﬅ: '
the Ordinances, Saints or Servants of our Lord Jeſus,
There will be, if Converſion be true, the more full.
and manifeﬅ teﬅimonies of reſpect ſh'ewed to them,

even often beyond what are ſhewed from theſe that:
have been formerly ſincere. Olzﬂ 13. That profane
Men before their Converﬁon, do not look upon
honeﬅ ſimple and- Godly followers of God, as ſo
beloved of him as indeed they are. Oþſ 14.. It is
a good Token when Men are brought in ſincerity,

Providence, keeping them from that hour ofTentation,
which in his Wiſdom is ordered for others; who is
therefore humbly and thankfully to be acknowledged to acknowledge, that it is neither the great Men, nor

in the ſame.

Obſi 9. That ﬅedfaﬅneſs in honeﬅy the the YViſe and Learned Men' of the Vlſorld that

and faithful adherence to Chriﬅ and his Truth, do are beloved of God; but the only Godly, and an
never of themſelves involve a People in Trials and ſuch, whatever their places or parts be. Olzſi t 5. The

Aﬃictions ; but in God's good Providence, do often right Impreſlion of Godlineſs in a Perſon or Church,
prevent the ſame: Therefore this honeﬅ and zeal is not to conceive ſuch and ſuch to be more deſerving
ous Church, is keeped from a coming Storm, which than others; but be more beloved of God: Which is

was to try all the World beſide. Obſi to. That the 'great Fountain of all the reﬅ.
it is not impoſſtble to God to make open Blaſphemers

Cmurning Mtzz'ﬅerial .Qzzalﬃmtiom.
F we will compare the Angels of theſe three
Churches in this Chapter together, we will lind
great diﬀerence: Theſe of Sardir and Laadicea,
it is like, had many Gifts, which made the ſirﬅ get
I

a Name from others, and the laﬅ to eﬅeem of him

gather, I. That there are diﬀerent meaſures of
Gifts amongﬅ Miniﬅers. And, 2. That ſome are
more honeﬅ than others. And, 3. That the moﬅ
honeﬅ have often the meaneﬅ Gifts in appearance;
and who have greateﬅ Gifts, often are leaﬅ con

ſelf; yet hath none of them a great commendation for
Grace, but the contrary; He of Sardis had a Name,
but was dead, and his Works ( whatever they appear
ed to Men) were not perfect before God: NVhat
he of Laadirea was, that Epiﬅle alſo will clear.
And for Fruit, the Angel of Sardis hath little, but a

ſcionable in the improving of them.

few Names; and it is like he of Laodicta had leſs or

and greater ſucceſs, than others of more ſhining

And, 4. That

aſincere honeﬅ Miniﬅer may have very mean Gifts,
either conſidered in themſlves, or as being compared
with others; and yet may be more faithful in im
proving of them, be more accepted of by'Jeſus
Chriﬅ with his ſmall meaſiire, and have moe Fruits

none at all. The Angel of Pbiladelpbia again, isin Gifts without tenderneſs to their walk: But we may
all theſe three contrary: He hath few parts, but alſo have occaſion to enquire, what Qmliﬁcations
a little Strength;

yet hath a good Teﬅimony of are requiſite in aMiniﬅer of the Goſpel?

honeﬅy and ſucccſs.

and par

Whence may we not only ticularly, if Learning be any Way uſeful to 3,
.Miniﬅcrg
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Miniﬅer? Or, if it be not rather hurtful, ſeeing ledge, whereby one is- ﬁtted proﬁtably to ſpeak to
weak Pl/iIade/Pbia is ſo commended, when others others: Without which, no Knowledge is ſuﬃcient.

are reproved? Or, if Grace ought to be reckoned a 3. There is alſo comprehended in this Gift, an
mongﬅ Miniﬅerial Qualiﬁcations? There are here Energie, or Eﬃcacy, which bringeth out things in
extreams, ſome giving too much to Learning, and too anothervmanner, and with another Stamp than the
little to Grace, and others doing the contrary. Rhetorick and Eloquence of vMen can do. Hence
Theſe are not then to be looked on as inconﬁﬅent; the Wbrd and Power in the Preaching oſ the, Goſpel
but as agreeing well together: For, it is not the are diﬅinguiſhed, I Cor. 4. 19. [toil/know, not their
Angel of Sardis his Reproof, that he had a Name IVard, but their Power, (what the two great Di
or Gifts;

but that he was unanfwerable to them: vines Calvi'ie, and Mirtyr ſay on the Place, is excel

Nor is it Plyiladelpljia's commendation, that he had lent to this purpoſe) and this, we conceive, is the
a little ﬅrength ; but that he improved well thatlittlc main diﬀerencing thing of a_ Miniﬅcrial Giſt, the for
which he had: otherwiſe, one Talent' may be hid mer two being common to Men of all proſeſſtons
and abuſed as well as ﬁve. To ſpeak aWord there in ſome reſpect, but this is not. Hence many Men
ſore to the Thing, we conceive that theſe three are may have much Knowledge, and be able by great
neceſſary for the compleat qualiſying of a Miniﬅer, Eloquence to expreſs it, and yet be far from that
or, of one of theMiniﬅry, to wit, 1. Gifts. 2. Learn

ing. 3. Grace, The ſecond helpeth to manage the
ﬁrﬅ; The third ſanctiſieth both, and maketh them
level at the right End' and Mark. Yet take theſe
Advertiſements, t. That there are degrees in all

Power and Liſe which anative Miniﬅerial Giſt hath
with it, as the corrupt Teachers at Corinth, who a
holy and learned Mr. Bayd of Twbtrge ſaith) is to
be tried, not ex dom, or, by tbe Gzſt only; but, ex

theſe, and that we intend not to ﬅint to any rigid dam' gﬃmrid', or, by tbe Eﬃmty aft/sat Gzſt in the

Meaſure or Degree in any of them. 2. That altho'
they be neceſiary; yet not equally, nor after the
ſame manner, the ﬁrﬅ two being neceſiary to the
eﬃ,
or Being
the and
laﬅ
belonging
to oftheminiﬅerial
ben: eﬄeſi,Qialiﬁcations;
or to the well

-=:.\

Impreſſion oſ it upon Conſciences. And, altho' this ,
may be beﬅ known to a ſpiritual Ear, which can try
and diſcern Giſts, as the Palate Meats; yet is the

Thing clear in Scripture, and often ( as it is more
and leſs) will be acknowledged by natural Hearers;
integral being thereof, as will afterward appear.
ſuch as not a few of Chriﬅs, and jub/i the Baptiﬅ's
B Y Gz'ﬂs, we underﬅand aﬁtncſs given of God, Hearers were, who yet notwithﬅanding diſcovered
whereby one is capacitated for ſuch a Calling : this Power and Eﬃcacy in their Preaching, which
And altho' by improving, it may encreaſe; yet they did not in_the Preaching of the Scribes and Pin
we conceive that it is in it ſelf no acquired Thing riſees, Mart/2. 7. 29. that is, when a Preaching for
ﬁmply, but is like a Stock or aTalent that is given Matter and Manner of' expreﬃng exquiſite, yet will
to Trade with in ſuch a Station: And therefore b leſs aﬀect, and have leſs weight, than ſome few
no pains, ſkill, or art, can be attained, where it lS Words ſpoken thus in ſimplicity by another. This
not given. Henceitis peculiarly called aGift: And Eﬃcacy conliſteth not in natural Fervour and Out
of Chriﬅ's giving, Epb. 4. 12. I Cor. 12. and 14'. crying: There may be much of that, and little of
I Tin/4. 14. and 2 Tim. I. 6. The Apoﬅlc com _this, and contrarily, nor conſiﬅeth it in any meer
prehendeth it in that word didactira'r, apt to Teach, exerciſe of art, in diſpoſing oſ the matter ſpoken, or
I Tim. 3. And we may take it up in theſe three. I. chooſing of taking Expreſiions. Theſe things, it is
A Capacity to diſcern and conceive of the Things of true, when not aﬀected, may have their own uſe;
God with ſome diﬅinctneis: If this be not, there can but otherways ſuch aﬀectation of words, may well
be no progreſs to any other ﬅep; and this may be draw Men to admire the Carricr, or love their G_ift;
'called t/Zt Gz'ft ofK'mwItdge ( as there is a Word of but doth not engage to eﬅeem of him that ſendeth,
Knowledge which doth ſuppoſe this Gift, 1 Cor. 12. ) and chieﬁy to commend the matter that is ſpoken, to
whereby one is able to take up the truths of the goſpel, the Conſcience; which is the native Rule by which

which every oneis not: This is prayed for to Timotby, a true Giſt is diſcerned and ſquared._ And wemay
277721. 2. 7. not as to a Chriﬅian ſimply, but as to conſider it mainly in _theſc, I. In itsſinzalcPlain
aMiniﬅcr. 2.-It taketh in a ﬁtneſs to expreſs and neſs, or plainSimplicity, whereby the Truths of
bring forth, for-the Ediﬁeation of others, what they God are propoſed like themſclvesghaving nothing
have conceived themſelves: called by the Apoﬅle mixed in to divert the Hearenſrozn them; but
utter-ame, CaI. 4. 3, 4. and vhe that hath it, didactic-it. they made as naked as canvzbe to them, ſor their
And it may be called the word g/Wi/Zom or Know Underſtanding of them: B This Jiqnplicty isoſatcn
i)
'
ſpo t 31
a
00.

"

bounded in human Eloquence, were: Which (as

l
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ſpoken of by Paul, and is Oppofed to humane Elo- but is in him a Fitneſs and Dexterity given of God,
quence, as in the Epiﬅles to the Corintbxanr. _2. which he accompanieth with a ſingular Impreſſion
It conſiﬅeth in Evidenu and Demonﬅration, a Gift by his Spirit ordinarily on the Hearts and Conſci
whereby one is ﬁtted convincingly to propoſe or
preſs ſuch a Thing, 'not ſo much doctrinallyun
drawing Concluſions from Premiſ's, as by leaving
the Impreſſion of ſuch a Thing upon the Conſcience, that it is bound with it: This is called the

ences of Hearers, thereby diſcovering it to be of
him.
F 0 R the ſecond, to wit, Learning, what to ſay
of it will be harder to decide, ſeeing it hath many ſc
veral Acceptions; As, 1. It may be taken for Ac

Ew'dznu and Demorﬄration qſ 'be Spirit, and Of quaintance with Scripture, and with Divine and hea
Powcr,which
tCor.accompanieth
ii. 4. 3. There
Lﬃ-' mane
venly Literature,
Things in it;
or, for Acquaintance
withAſſrts,
hu
cacy
this, is asa Power
to its and
Eﬀects:
as Knowledge
of Tongues,
This maketh Threatnings ſo weighty, that Paul
_
will make Felix to tremble; lﬂd it maketh promiſe'
ſweet and perſwaſive, ſo that dgrippa will almoﬅ
be perſwaded to be a Chriﬅian: This will make
even the IdiOt Of stranger ( 1 CW'- xiV- ) to ſay,

Scjcncegﬁſh z_ W e may conſider Learning, either
material] in it ſelf, as it is a Fitneſs which a Man
hath to eaſon for a Truth againﬅ an Error, to draw
Concluſions from Premiſes, to open hard Places, or
reconcilc ſeeming contradicting Places, and to anſwer

Doubtleſs God is there. And that lS more than an or- objections, m, or we may conſider it in the manner

dinary Diſcourſe, even of ſuch a Subject, thUS_t_0 how Men come by this Faculty, or acquire this Fit
commend the Word and our ſelves KO Mens Coma" neſs to underﬅand Tongues, to inveﬅigate and ſearch

ences in the Sight Of God; When by his Aſſiﬅance, into Diﬃculties, &Ft. and thereby come to be enabled
he maketh the Goſpel to triumph in every Place, and to improve the Gzﬂ given, and to ﬅh ﬅ up: which
to be a ſweet Savour to him in an, ZCW'- h- 14- 4- is either by an extraordinary Iliumination. as the A
'I'rhis miniﬅerial Gift taketh in a ſeaſonable Way of poﬅles had jz, and Prophets of old, without any me
ſpeaking as to the Times Occaſion, Heaſeſsz Uſ- diate Pains or Means; or by an ordinary and mediate

Thus it is a Gift of right dividing the Word of way of reading, ﬅudying, and learning of theſe by
Truth, Zﬁm.

Is.

ſo as neither [O ﬅrengthen the mediatc Helps,

may conduce for that End_

wicked, nor to faint and make ſad the Righteous; Now, i'n anſwer we ſay,

_

but to lay Battery at the proud Imaglmttohs Of na"
1. T H A 'r Learning conſidered materially, or in
tum Men' for taking in Of them ﬅrong Holds, and it ſelf, as it implieth Acquaintance with the Things
to pour Oyl in the Wounds of exerciſed Sinners1 and of God, That is (imply neceſſary, This an (he A
that ſo, of
35 the
theAllowance,
Ohca may hot
Ptcacheſ's_'}'aultz
to wit,
to Reaſon
part-ake
or by
be the
wounded
with the poﬅles
ſayſicz-s, had,
to open
[he Ability
Myﬅerjes
of (he againﬅ
Goſpe]iGain
34
Stroalr that is deſigned for the other:

This is indeed This is required in an Miniﬅgrs, [Am HL z_ and

true Learning, tO be able to Condckehd and make Titus i. 9. that he be apt t' tent/7: And it is uſeful in
plain a Word in Seaſon to the Weary,
1- 4- ahd reference to the Truths he hath to propound, whereof
ſuch a one, is a Workman that needeth not tO be ſomethings are hard and not eaſily underﬅood, which
aſhamed. 5. There is in this Gift a wasp'þno'l'd, the unlearned and ignorant, are ready to pervert to
or holy Boldneſs and Freedom, ſſſſwhereby in an au- their own Deﬅruction, zPet. iii. 16. A Miniﬅer
thoritative way the Lord's Word is ſpoken as it then had need tobe thus learned, leﬅ he ſpeak, not
ought to be ſpoken, ſuch as is obſerved to be in the knowing whereof he aﬃrmeth, t Tin', i. 7. and ( be

chief Paﬅor his preaching, Mattb. vii. 29. it is called ing unable to boldfaﬅ tbc form iﬀſhund Mrdx which
(001. iv. 3. and 4.) a Door of Utttrame, and-a bimſcl/'þntþ learned, zTim. i. I 3. ) he be turned a
jþnking a: it ought to beſþoken; or, as it is, rPet. ſide to fnhſh unlearned Qyeﬅfons, Chap. ii. 23. It is.

iv. 11. a' 'be oracle: ay God: So that in leſs or alſoneedful for his opening of Scripture, for his deal
more, this Gift ought to have a ﬅamp of the Majeﬅy ing-with Adverſaries; and' that boyl: to exhort and tan
of God on it, ashis Word hath in it ſelf. And this vinngain-ſhyers, Titusi. 9, Ir. why? [Maur/ar arets
rebuking with Authority, that none deſpiſe this-Mini- vbeﬅapptd by him, as, in manyof the Epiﬅles, we ſee
ﬅry, is both often mentioned in Paul's Practice, and Paul did; and that in a learned and 'methodiclt way

recommended by him to others, in the Perſons ofof diſpute: And this did Step/un, Acts vi. and it is
Yimstlzy and Titus: And it is like, ſomething of all frequent in that Story. Yea, there is even a learning
hath been in this Angel of- Pbi/adeþbia. -And required in reference unto the weary, unto whom
this Power is not any thing ph-yſically and inſe- Words and Expreﬃons by a ſingular Dexterity, are

parably united to the Man,l.or to. hls preaching, to be wailed, Iſh. 1, 4.,
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a. Fo a the manner of acquiring this Learning Church, and what is rim, and added thereunto by
and Ability, we think it not ﬁmply neceſiary to ny his own Painfulneſs.
4. F o R the Knowledge of humane Learning,
it to the ordinary mediate ways: For, God often
did communicate it immediately; and if he had and the ſludying thereof, ſuch as Tongues, sciences,
thought good, could have continued it in his Church Hiﬅory, &Ft. although we conceive them not
eſlential, and ſimply neceſiitry for the being of every
in that manner.
Y 2 T, 3. Seeing the Lord now giveth not this Miniſter, ſo as none could be a Miniﬅer without
Acquaintance with Divine Truths, and Ability to them; yet we conceive them uſeſul exceeding
Reaſon, Es't. immediately ; the way of ﬅudying, by ly to all, and necellary for the Church, being uſed
reading, and being brought up by others in the in a right Subordination to the great End of Edi
Knowledge of theſe, is now, upon this _Suppoſition, ﬁcation. For although the Lord gave Gifts oſ
ﬁmply neceſſary alſo: For, if it be neceſlary to know many Tongues; Yet are the Scriptures in two
the Myﬅery of the Goſpel, and Men by an imme Original Lnnguages only: And is it not neceſſary
'et hath the Lord
diate way 'do not attain it, then it is neceſſary to_fol_ to be acquainted with theſe?
low the way, whereby it is attainable. That lt is made uſe of no extraordinary Gift of Tongues to
not now immediately communicated, weſuppoſe ls tmnſlate them into ſeveral Languages; but of Men
clear in Experience; Men cannot now
_ ſpeak *with a who by his Blelling in the way of ﬅudy had ac'
ﬅrange Tongue; yea, not read their own_ 'I ongue quired Skill in theſe Languages; which ſaith, that
without teaching and learning: And can it be ſup ſuch a Study is neceſſary to the Church: And
poſed that they ſhall be ſit for Propheſie, which is the indeed if that had been unliwful, many Nations
reater Gift? Beﬁde, the Lord hath not left us his of the Genti/u had never had the Word, and ſo
never had been Churches, had not this been: That

Word to ly by us, but that we ſhould read it, _as the
command is expreſſed, ITim. iv. 13, &e. GI'U! 'by
ﬅﬀ to reading: Yea, he 'hath ſo vailed many Parts
of his Word purpoſely, that the Reader ſhould be

therefore which is ſuch a Mcan for the propagat

ii

ing of the Goſpel, and ſo blelled of God, cannot

be diſpleaſing to him, who could have appointed
otherwiſe, and not leſt this Neceſlity on us, iſ he
And ſeeing there is a had thought meet. Beſide, the right uſing of all

provoked to ſearch into it, as is ſeveral Times inſinu

ated in this' ſame Propheﬁe:

Communication of Gifts, and what is made known sciences, ( even theſe which Men by their Cor=

to one, may and ſhould ( in a right manner) be ruption do moﬅ abuſe) contribute exceedingly to
advance Ediﬁcation: Not by furniſhing new
by word : What Reaſon can there be, that a Belie Weapons (the Scripture is the only sword; )
ver or Miniﬅer now may not, and ſhould not im but by enabling Men to manage the old. Theſe

made 'known to others, and that by write, as well as

prove the Knowledge that others before him had, or are to Men, like Skill to one that hath Strength,

now at a diﬅance from him have, in the Myﬅery of to teach him how to handle his Arms for his Safety;
God, as well as by conference, he may make uſe of like Phyſick to the Body, to make all the Mem
one that is alive, and preſent? And what other bers act to their ſeveral Uſes; and like the pul
way is there than by reading to attain that? This ling out of fomething in the Ear or Eye, which
cannot be denied to'a private Chriſhan, much leſs to marreth the Hearing or Seeing: 'So Learning, is
a Miniſter : And the many ſad Fruits of Ignorance, but the ﬁtting of the natural Faculties of the Soul,
Error and Confuſion, which 'ﬂow from the neglect of Reaſon, and even of the Gift formerly men
of Study, ſhew the Neceſſity of this.

Neither is it

tioned, to act neatly, and to be forth-coming ac

cordingly, and ſubſerviently to the Orders and
their Children in 'be Knowledge (md zfdmorrttzan of Dictats of a ſanctiﬁed Judgment: Whereas other
'be Lord, which in Timotby's Education, is com wiſe a natural and habitual Indiſpoſition doth in
mended: Which could not be, if this way of ac much incapacitate Men for the exerciiing evcn of
Neither can this be
quiring Knowledge were unlawſul. And 'tis alſo that which they have.
conﬁrmed by that Property (given by the Lord thought ﬅrange, ſeeing Men are not born skil
for nought that Parents are command to bring up

himſelf) of the Scribe, who it' taught unto_the

'K'madom of God, Mart/a. xtu. 52. that he bring

ful in any common Occupation, till it be taught

them: It is no marvel therefore that they
'eth in: if bis Tranſit" things new and old: Where be undextrous as to ' the main Things. And
by it appeareth not only that he hath a Treaſurc the Writings of Heathens have been made uſe
or Stock laid u'p, but that he hath inn, what is of for good Ends by Paul, as his citing of
eld, as having been of long Time uierul to the them upon ſeveralB occaſions cleareth, and
b a

i
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can the reading thereof hurt us? It is agood Simili
tude which Baſi] uſeth ( Orar. ad add/e z. ) That as
Dyers when they are to dy Purple, do ﬁrﬅ put ſome
common Colour on the Cloath to make it receive

__ Chap. 3.,

that he that thus carrieth the Lord's Meﬂige n'ow
ſhould beholy, as they were, who of old carried his
Veſiels:

We do not rigidly call for this as for the'

former two, ſo as if no Man could be a Miniﬅer

the Purple the better 3 ſo, humane Learning, is uſe without ſaving Grace, and unleſs he be truly rege
ful for ﬁtting one for the more proﬁtable Study of nerated: What was ſaid in the former Epiﬅle, doth
well
Divinity.
regulated,
Onlyſoas
we toſay,
be made
This uſe
Learning
of onlywould
for Edi guard againﬅ this; yet we may aſſert, that it is 'ne
ceﬅary by neceſſity of Precept: For Holineſs is a
ﬁcation, Men not flying to that as if the Principles of (Araliﬁcation in that ſame Roll with Ability to c'on
Heathen Philoſophers were more ſure and ﬅrong vince Gain-ſayers, 771. i. 8, 9. And alſo by way'
than plain Scriptures, or as if loathing the Scripture of mids, it is uſeful and neceſlary in many Reſpects,
Phraſes and Arguments, we would conﬁrm Truths r. For himſelf: He cannot have Conﬁdence'of his
from more learned Medium: out of theſe: - Much Calling, or of his being approven oſ God in it, with
leſs would we reconcile their Principles and the Scrip out this: Though he may be called; yet he can
tures by aſcribing ſuch a Meaning to the Scripture, as not act ascalled of God, and ſo muﬅ be much inca
muﬅ be conﬁﬅent with them, as loather to brangle pacitated in that Reſpect. 2. For the work: Which
them in their Authorit than the Scriptures of God 3 is of that Nature that it requireth Communion with

nor yet by uſing their Phraſes to derogate from Scrip

God anda ﬅanding in his.Counſel, j'zr. xxiii. 18,

ture-plainneſs or Simplicity, (as often the miſerably 22. Otherwiſe, it' may be accounted a ﬅealing of
blind Schoolmen do ) which is an high Fault. It lS his Word without acknowledging of himſelf, 'verſe
abuſed alſo, when a Miniﬅer thinketh himſelf ſome 30. And though theſe be neccﬂiiry in any Calling,
thing becauſe of it, and deſpiſeth theſe who are infe yet the Nature oſ this ſheweth them to be in a ſin
rior to him therein, or, when he accounteth that m gular way neceſſary in it. 3. There cannotbe that
himſelf, or in others, ſuﬃcient for Araliﬁcatron, Boldneſs in the Meﬂage, eſpecially where Diﬃculties
or, when he uſeth it for Oﬅentation or getting of a occur, without it. 4. For Application of Truths,
Name amongﬅ Hearers; that is a poor Learning, and ſpeaking eſpecially to the Weary, this is neceﬂa
which maketh the Meﬅage leſs intelligible, and leſs ry; that they may more natively take up the Caſes
uſeſul; and that is truly a learned Paﬅor, who can of others, apply the Remedy to them, and ſympa
make ſpin'tual miﬅerious Truths moﬅ plain and pal thize with them, by making forth-coming the Con
pable to the ſimpleﬅ Hearcr, as Luther once ſaid, that ſolatipn to others, wherewith they have been com
he is the ableﬅ Preacher who puzrr'liter, popularity', forted themſelves, 2 Cor. i. 9, Which is a main
Uſimplitﬀme, lot-et. Melc. Adam. in 'z/it_ Lut/nrz. way whereby God ﬁtteth his Miniﬅers experimental
Learning ſerveth to enable one in ſearching forth ly; and even the Head, in ſome Reſpect, wasthus
Truth, to conceive what is ſolid or inſolid, and to qualiﬁed. From this, Lia/m' ſaid, that theſe three,
tmtatio, meditatia and oratia, were requiſite in a
'ſi exprels
plainly;
that is( follow
a great them
Abuſein of
Learningit uſed
by thewhereas
Schoolmen
it Miniﬅer: And they who want this Holineſs, are
who will ) tomake the plaineﬅ Scripture, or practi certainly exceeding deﬀective. Further, in Reſpect
cal thing Obſcure with many Doubts, Qyeltions, of his having ,Fruits, it is moﬅ neceſſary, theſe being
divers Senſes, objections, and many ſrothy unediſy often bleﬁed o£theLprd with many, and others
ing Notions, which have never proﬁted them that with all their earning, but with few, as in theſe
have been occupied therein, and is contrary to the two Churches appeareth, beſide a Miniﬅer Prayers
true End of Learning, which ought to be Ediﬁcati having Inﬂuence on the Hearers proﬁting, as well as
on.. And often the moﬅ learned Preacher, in this his preaching; and he being to pray for them, and
Senſe, hath the moſt ignorant People. He is not the to account their thriving to be an Anſwer of his
moﬅ learned and ſkilſul Lawyer, School-matter, (57 Praying, as well as the Fruit of his Preaching, as
who knoweth moﬅ ſpeculatively, but he who can in Paul's Practice is manifeﬅ: What can the un
reduce it beﬅ to Practice, as the nature of his Calling renewed Miniﬅer do here? Can he ly between the

doth require; So is it truly in the Learning of a Porch and the Altar? Can he ﬅrive without
Miniﬅer, he who can inform, Convincc, or edify ceaſing in Prayer to God for them? And there
others with moﬅ Dexterity, is the moﬅ learned fore muﬅ he be much incapacitated to be pro
Miniﬅer, though, it may be, the leſs knowing ﬁtable in this Reſpcct? Yea, ſor the Credit of
_the Miniﬅry, it is requiſite that he be of good Report,
Man.
3. W s ſaid_alſo, that Grace was neceſſary, and even to theſe without, otherwiſe his Word will
not
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not
haveReport
much without
Weight:Holineſs
And what
will gainoften
ſuch Man that ﬅandeth not in God's Counſel, 170.
a good
?ſſ Hypocriſy
xxiii. 22. And therefore turneth not many from
is not much convincing, neither is it continuing, their Iniquity: Neither can any expect that the
whereas Holineſs even ina common Servant will Lord, will approve that he ſhould be made a Stew
adorn the Goſpel, much more in aMiniﬅer, who is ard in his Houſe, and an under-father to his Chil

a City ſet ona Hill, and cannot be hid.
A c A 1 N,

dren, who yet upon no charitable Ground can be

we ſay, That this Qualiﬁcation of accounted a Child himſelf, and what Conﬁdence

Holineſs ſhould be greatly reſpected both in a Peoples can there be, that a Man not eﬅeemed gracious,

calling or chooſing of a Miniﬅer, and in a Preſbyte ſhall either Chriﬅianly carry in the outward Form
t 's ordaining of one for a People; ſo that if they of Religion, or yet keep ſoundncſs in the Faith?
ſhould reſpect all other (lualiﬁcationg and yet never And will they not be acceſſory to theſe Evils, who
enquire for this, they are exceeding faulty: And have hazarded ſo much on them, who are not
although Holineſs be not ſimply neceſiary to a Mini worthy of any ſuch Truﬅ?
'
ſter, as if without it he were not to be accounted ſo,
T H r: conhdering of this, as it relateth to a
when lawfully admitted, as is ſaid; yet we conceive Prcſbytery's Duty, will conﬁrm itfurther. We ſay,
that neither a People, nor a Preſhytery ſhould paſs they ought not ( whoever call, or whatever ones
over that Q_ualiﬁcation in their Choice or Admiſſion, Parts be) to proceed to admit Men to the Miniﬅry,
ſo as to make no Enquiry for it, or not to reſpect it, without Reſpect to this Qialiﬁcation of Holineſs:
where, it may be, there is nothing to ſway any to my Meaning is not, that Search in extraordinary
that Opinion of the Man in well grounded Charity, ways ſhould be made for knowing of Mens Conver
but ſomewhat more to the contrary: For, the Peo ﬁon, or. that Inſallibility ſhould be expected in this,
ple are not left to call whom they will ; if it were a or, that any particular Evidences in ſuch a Mea
Deacon, he is to be a Man full of the Holy Ghoﬅ, ſure or Degree ſhould be pitched on, without which
Jcts vi. And this Place bcingthe ﬁrﬅ clear Evidence nothing is to be ſatisfying, ( for there are Degrees,
ofa Peoples Intereﬅ in their calling ofa Miniﬅq, this, as was ſaid) but becauſe even Schollars are natural
Rule for their proceeding muﬅ be of Force alſo. A ly ﬁnful, and Gifts do not mortify Corruption, nor
gain, itbeing ſuch a great Truﬅ, as to be intruﬅed edify, but as they are well improvcn; and ſeeing
with the Oracles of God, and with the Souls of Peo

often by Men's Proſanity, good Gifts do much

ple, can he be thought ﬁt to endeavour the ſaving of
the Souls of others, who yet maketh no Conſcience
in taking heed to his own? This is the Apoﬅles
realoning, 1 Tim. iii. 2, 3, '4, 5. Iſa Man knew

Hurt in the Church; and ſeeing there can be no
Ground to expect the right Improvcmcnt of Gifts
baly would
one notbe,ſuppoſed
be that
gracious,
Tri
r. To to
clear
he beTherefore
not profane,

mt bow to rule his awn Iſﬂſ/E, bow/ball be take (are and that nothing can be charged on him.

And, 2.
Which is propoſed by way That there are ſome things making him look holy
of Beﬅion, to ſhew the unanſwerableneſs of that like, and giving ground, in a diſcerning Charity, to
Reaſoning, by which he prcſleth 'the obſerving of eﬅeem ſo of him, that whatever afterward he prove
the former (Amliﬁcations And certainly theſe two they may have Peace in what they have done,
are not without weighty Reaſons put together, Act: And laﬅly, That ſome ﬁt Time and YVay be taken
xx. 28. and I Tim. iv. 16. Take lmd to t/zy ﬅl, purpoſcly for trying of this. This is clear, I. From
and to the Flacþ and Doctrine, But to ſhew this, that the many Directions that are given to Miniﬅers con
who careth not for the one, will never native] and cerning this one thing, in the Epiﬅles ofPauI to 77
naturally eare for the other. Eſpeciall that V ord, matby
and Titus, inwhere
they be
arebcſiljaly,
exprclly
limited
in
their proceeding
this, That
1 'TT/'1.
iii. 2,

'ſ the C/mrzb of God?

which followeth being conſidered, Sa/Za/t thou ſave
thy
and tbaſe that bear t/m, intimating, that care &c. and 'ITL i.' 8. And this Holineſs is not only de
leſsnels in his own walk, may not only mar his own ſcribed negativcly, that he be blame/'ſie notgiven to wine,
salvation, but alſo Zhe salvation of his Hearers, ſce &c. vaﬅ 6. and 7. but poſitively, that he bawa gacd
ing theſe two ordinarily are carried on jointly, as in name, beſhbzr, jtſſ, ba/y : which ſheweth, that it con
this Epiﬅle: And, can People diſpence with this, ﬁﬅeth not meetly in Negatives. 2. It is evident that
to have only a Form of Ordinances, not caring it is to be tricd : Becauſe even a Deacon alſo is to be
whether their Miniﬅers have Fruit- amongﬅ them proved, 1 Yim. iii. 10. (which alſo ſupponeth that
or not ? Or that the Proﬁt be to many or aMiniﬅeris much more tobe proved) and then let
ſew ? And yet there cannot much be expect him uſe the Oﬃce, if he he found (that is, after trial)
ed (whatever God may ſoveraignly do) from a to be blameleſs: And ſo there is a Proof to be had of
'
this
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this Qtaliﬁcation, as of others. 3. It appeareth by his thing, whatever way any Judieatory or Perſons in
excluding of a Nrvirt from this Charge, 'l/t'ﬅ 6. ( that Chriﬅian Prudence ſhall take to ſatisfy themſelves in
is, one lately brought into the Faith ) as not being yet the Particular, that Iconceive can be regulated b no
able to bear it, or as not being well known what he certain Directions: For, that will be ﬁt in one ahſe,
might prove: And there being to us a proporti< which will not be in another, ﬁs't. 2. Although
onableneſs, and likeneſs in ſome Reſpect, betwixt the there bea proving and trying here called for; yet it
Mw'te then, ( they being all accounted Believers ) will not hold as neceſſary to all Members : Becauſe
and one that ſeemeth now to profeſs more ſeriouſly there is not the like Ground 3 Nay, nor ſuch Pre
than the generality of others, it ſaith, he would be cepts nor Practices for Tn'al of Members, as there is
ofa ﬅanding Profeſlion that ſhould be admitted to this in this: And were it ſo clear for Members, I ſup
Charge. And, 4. That which is, Chap. v. 22. Lay poſe it were hard to ſhift it. Yea, 3. This doth
band: ſitdden/y on "a ill/m, &Ft. doth conﬁrm this overtum that Rigidity and Scrupuloſity concerning
alſo; and that is, not only leﬅ hebe not of Parts, but Church-members, it is ſo far from ﬅrengthning of
leﬅ he through untenderneſs abuſe his Parts, and it: For, if there be ſomewhat ſingular required of a
thou become guilty, as the Reaſon ſubjo ned, clear Miniﬅer, and if one that is already a Church-member
eth. And to meet that Objection which one might be yet to be proved, if probably he beHoly ere he
have, to wit, It it not raſhly done; ﬂr nothing ran be a Miniﬅer, ( ſo that one may be a Church-mem
be [aid to bis Charge )Paul ſaith ſome Mens Sins are ber for his Holineſs, and yet unﬁt, in Reſpect of his
at the ﬁrﬅ obvious; but ſome ( ſaith he ) will fol being defective in this Qtaliﬁcation, to be a Miniﬅer;
low after: And therefore will take Time before they yea, a Deacon) Then is there not ſuch rigid and
be diſcovered. Therefore there is need of Warineſs accurate Search to be made for poſitive Evidences in
and Trial to bring them out, as Reverend Mr. Did' every Church Member: For then, there could be
ſon expoundeth the Place. And can this be ſo to be no Addition to it, or further Length to go: But
llighted in Miniﬅers Proceeding, which Paul ſo fre from this, it is clear that ſomething is required in the
quently preſieth, not only to obſerve when it is pal Trial, of an Intmnt to the Miniﬅry, more than of
pable, but to ſearch for it, where itis not ſo obvious? one tobe admitted into the Church: For one may
And if it he ſo requiſite even foraDeacon, what will be warrantably admitted to the Church, who ye:
it be fora Miniﬅer, whoſe Station leadeth him more 'may be unﬁt in this Reſpect to be a Miniﬅer: There

immediately to the things of greateﬅ Conoernment ? fore the extending of this Concluﬁon to all the Mem- *
And as the' Apoﬅles appointed, ſo practiſed they, bers indiﬀerently, is unwarrantable: For, this new
Jctt vi. Set/t ye 'ut Mmfull of the lzoly Gþoﬅ, them trying of them, ſuppoſeth the former not to be ſo
we will ordain, intimating, concerning others, that exact, and yet all this Probation is to be of ſuch as
they would not ordain them 3 So is the Qtaliﬁcation are within.
propoſed for the Apoﬅle, Act: i. although Judas in
I F any ſhould further object, That this layeth on
God's ſoveraign Wiſdom had been imployed 3 yet that which is impoſſible. J'zﬁu. Thereis no ſuch
there is an other Rule given them to walk by, than thing intended. But, I. It is more than is needful
he taketh to himſelf; they muﬅ take one of theſe to every Church-member. 2. It is ſomewhat that
who had given beﬅ Proof of their Integrit , 'verſe 23. needeth Proof and Trial, and is not to be taken on
And through all the Epiﬅles, when Pau is recom Truﬅ; But the manner of Trial we leave 3. It
mending Miniﬅers, there is ever ſome Evidence of is ſomewhat that may warrant the -Conſcience, not
their Sanctiſication given: Whereby he would let to determine infallibly concerning ſuch a Perſon's
us know, what Weight is truly in that Qyaliﬁcation State; 'but concerning a Man's own Act in a delibe
for commending of Men for the Miniﬅry 5 and what rate well grounded concurring in his Ordination ;
ſort of Men others ſhould recommend after him. And So that there be no Ground fora challenge after
there are alſo many Reaſons which may be gathered ward, being put to ſay, it was ſudden, and ſo to
'from what is ſaid, to make Miniﬅers very careful in charge himſelf as acceſiory unto, and guilty of,
this, That Holinets be well looked unto in Inﬅru his Sins alſo, if afterward he miſcarty: Which is
ments, as they would expect an open Door to be ſet intended by that Precept, t Yi'm. v. 22, &e.
to them by the Lord, as he doth here.
I F it be objected further, Then there would be
,I F any ſhould ſay, I. That this looketh like the few Miniﬅers entred, and many Congregations
way of iigid trying of Church-members, and ſeem would be deſolate. That great Pattern and Patron of
eth to favour that Conceit. dnſw. 1. I am not Learning and Piety, Trotbregt, when he moveth this
ſpeaking of the Manner of Proceeding, but of the Objection to himſelf, (which ſheweth that it hath
*
been
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been ordinary in all Times ſo to diſpute againﬅ this Appearance of our Lord Jeſus, the great Shep
Duty ) Anſwereth, that it is not ſo much to be re herd of his Sheep, that' they be wary and Cir
ſpected, guot, or, how many be in the Miniﬅry, as cumſpect inthis moﬅ concerning Buſineſs, as they
qualm 8: qui, that is, who, or of what Qgaliﬁcations would not in that Day be guilty of the Blood of

they be. Therefore ſaith he ) it had been the Ad
vantage of the Miniﬅry that they had been ever few
er, rather than that many who are in that Station
ſhould have been admited to it: For ( ſaith he ) ſome
' became not only uſeleſs themſelves, but do incapa
citate others, and make the Miniﬅry deſpicablc before

many Souls, that unholyMiniﬅers cannot but be guil
ty of; and as they would not be accounted Par

takers with them in all their Sins.
tion,

And, no queſ

this Command amongﬅ others, is implied

in that Charge to 7imct/5y, 1 Tim. vi. 13. 14. 21.
And it is very obſervable, that in theſe Epiﬅles,

all by their Carriagc. And indeed it is often found ſo, while he giveth Directions to Timot/zy, and Titur
that many Congregations had been better ﬅill to have in the name of all Miniſters,
waited for what Providence might have ordered for obeyed to the End of the XVorld,
them, than to have been planted as they were. Many eth, more than in other Epiﬅles,
excellent things hath he to this Purpoſe, Page 1187, mands ſhould be done without

&e. particulary Page tro7, &e.

which are to be

he ſo often charg
That theſe Com
Partiality ;.which

certainly ſheweth, that Miniﬅers muﬅ eſpecially

W r: are perſwaded, that whatever profane Men reckon for their obſerving thereof. Yea, that Charge,
think of Holineſs, that yet the People who deſire to is particularly given in Reference to this Duty,
have their Souls ſaved, will be loath to have a blind t Tim. v. at. and 22. Icbargz t/m, &c. Do na
Guide, who by falling into the Ditch, may hazard tbing by Partr'ality : YVithal ſubjoyning, Lay band:
others, or, one that may heal their Wound ſlightly ; ſhddmb- on m man : Which (as (Salt/in ohſerveth )
or at beﬅ. point out the way to them, but in little is upon this Ground- given, becauſe Men often
joyn with them init. And eſpecially, that Miniﬅer: are ready to be Partial in Admiſiions, Therefore,
of the Goſpel, who know what Eﬅeem Chriﬅ hath ſaith the Apoﬅle, whatever others do, do m! time
ofSouls, and what Diﬃculty it is for themſelves to ptſſtuhqſ tſmr Sin 'wit/2 them. And though that
walk ﬁngly in this Miniﬅry, even though they mind Reverend forecited Author Mr. Bayd, be every way
their own Salvatiom- And what native and natural moﬅ moderate; yet Page 1 108. doth he cenſure the
Sympathy is called for betwixt a Miniﬅer and-his Prepoﬅerous Modemtion of ſome good Men, who are
Flock; and who are well acquainted with the De too charitable in the Matter of Admitlion of Men to
vices of the Devil, who aimeth to make Havock of the Miniſtry ; and directly a ſl'erteth, that in Trial

Souls by an ungodly, as well as by an erroneous Mi

of Spirits for ſuch an End, not only the Doctrine,

ﬅry 3 and alſo are laying to Heart and ſeriouſly mind jedﬁs' am'marum manus. tart/illa, muztur, are alſo to'
iug their reckoning to Jeſus Chriﬅ at his appearing, be proven. And if nothing ſatisfying appear which
ſor the Souls of ſuch Congregations, as they have had may hold forth God's Call, although it were for
Acceſs to provide with Miniﬅer-s, whether his Sheep many Years, it is to be forbom. Ncr t/zim ram re
were committed to a Friend, or an Enemy, to one ſcr't guatſint ba: Mnﬄcriaſmlgmlu quem qui/int,
U pra/tra'abdimtis,
tum am: u'l
defect;"
atque
prabati
; przzﬅatgue
that loved him, and ſo would feed the Lambs; or plurimtſir
unum
aliqulm
admitfi,
qui/it
one that loved and fought his own things, ( as al]
Men in Nature do ) and ſo would feed himſelf. We unur ex milk, &c. guampſurimir ſndzﬃ'rtmzr adtm/l
are perſwaded (we ſay ) that ſuch will tremble to be ſir, ex mi/Irw'ar unum, qualſm mpſar z'nvmire.

And

acccſiory to ſuch hainous aﬀronting of Jeſus Chriﬅ, thereafter, citeth our Lord's Practice, Lid: ix.
or ſuch cruel betraying of poor Souls in committing who though moﬅ tender of the Chutchcs Ediﬁca
them to an ignorant, or unfaithful Guide, who may on, and in a Time when the Harveﬅ was very
fall in ,the Dlich with them. And ſeeing this is of great, and the Labourers but few, yct doth reject
main Concemmcnt to the Advancement of Chriﬅ's two, who ſeemingly oﬀered themſelves with Aﬀecti
Goſpel, and the Ediﬁcation or' Peoples Souls, to have on to the Wbrk, and preſſe-th one, not ſo ſeem

Miniﬅers according to the Lord's Heart, and not ingly forward as the other two. In all which',
Mens, to feed the People; and a ſpecial Promife
ſubjoined to his marrying of a Land, J'tr. iii. 14.
And an Evidence- of his dwelling with a People.
Let all ſuch therefore, whether People or Mini

and in much more to this Purpoſe he doth

excellently enlarge himſelf as in a Thing of
molt grave Concernment, to the churches Edi

fication. His famous Maﬅer alſo, Divine Mr.
ſtcrs, who have a Hand in this, be obteﬅed in Rolled, doth moﬅ pathetic-ally preſs this; and

the Fear of the Lord, and by the coming. and particularly, in- his Lectures upon the Lord's
laﬅ

An EXPOSITION ofthe
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laﬅ Sermon and ſolenm Prayer, Johnxvii. Lect. xxiii.
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3. W e ſay then, That ſomething poſirivc is at

Altho' this be true, and will not, we hope, by any tainable, and is to be enquired for; Which though
be called in queﬅion ; yet there are two Things which it be not infallibly convincing of the Perſons State;
poſſibly to ſome may need more particularly to be yet may be, ſuﬃcient, to quiet the Mind againﬅ the
ſpoken to; ſeeing it is eaſie to run into Extreams. Challenges of raſh and ſudden proceeding in that Mat
The ﬁrﬅ is, W'hot length may be ottained, or is to ter.

be tri/ned at in this Trial of a Mnzﬅer's Snnctzﬁ
tation, by oertueqf that Pretept, Lay Hands ſudden

Which, in the general, may be drawn to theſe

three; 1. That there be a Search in the external po
ſitives that are given in the Word; the Knowledge
whereof may be attained by Search. 2. There ma
be ſome Obſervation of a Man's Way, and Tra
of Carriage, from which ſome Diſcovery may be
made oſ a Man's Equableneſs, Singleneſs and Spiritu
ality in ſuch Duties. 3. There may be ſome Diſ
covery attnined of a Man's Univerſality in theſe Du
ties ſo qualiﬁed, by conſidering his Carriage in refe
rence to divers Caſes and conditions, and divers Per

ly on no Man? Secondly, How it may be made to
aþpea", that ſeeing ſo much is attain-'ble in this Caſi,
that as much is not to be jougbt after in the Trial
eſpri'uate Member-i 2' YVe ſhall therefore, before we
leave this, ſpeak a Word to theſe.
To the ﬁrﬅ we ſay, r. That by vertue of, that
Precept, there is no Infallibility to be expected nor
pretended unto: Becauſe there is no ſuch thing poſ
ſible: Nor doth the Lord in his Word give ſuch ſons, both ſuch as are more tender, and others.
Symptoms and Evidences as may found ſuch a Judg That theſe are attainable cannot be denied, at'leaﬅ ſo
ment or Deciſion of another Perſons gracious Eﬅate: far as is neceſlary for the Scope ſoreſaid. And cer
Nor is this to be enquired for, as if the Validity of a tainly, that Precept muﬅ be underﬅood to require
Perſons Ordination did depend upon the ſame: For, Proof and Trial in this, ſo far as is poſſibly attainable,
Ordination may be valid, where no Sanctiﬁcation is, ( otherwiſe a Man cannot be thought to be ſuﬃcient
as was formerly ſaid; But it is' ſuch a Trial and Pro ly exonered in his Duty) as the Reaſon ſubjoyned
hation as is oppoſite to Raſhneſs and Haﬅinels, and conſirmeth: Eſpecially in ſuch Cales where neither
may give Ground of (Liietneſs unto theſe that go the good VVorks, nor the Evil of ſome Men, are
about this Work, even though the Perſon ſhould not open before hand. And theſe being attainable, as is
be found afterward anſwerable. Becauſe the Ground ſaid, It will follow then that the are to be enquired
of their Peace, is not the Reality or Truth of the into. Judicious and Learned
r. [Had in his Piece
Mr. Lothier, doth aſſert, That there areſame
Thing; but it is (to ſay ſo) the Reality ot ſuch againﬅ
more eminent
outward H/orhs and zlcttſingr in Reli
and ſuch Evidences, which after Trial are found

indeed to be ſo, although poſſtbly they be not gion, and Piety, by which, [Men ( ſh fzr as is com
potent to Men to judge) may be worrantably judged
ſincere.
_
_
2. XV a ſay, That negattve Evidences, or nega ptyitioely gracious, Page 142. and ſheweth how this

tive Knowledge, that is, that we our ſelves know is to be attained, Page t 52, t 53. in theſe Words,
no Evil of the Perſon, and ſuch like, will not be There is requiſite ſome Seeming/reſt of Spirit/tal Sin
ſuﬃcient to exoner us in proceeding to Ordination, eerity in a Man's Proſeﬃon, id eﬅ, that he doth it
according to this Precept : For, that may be, where from a spiritual Printiple, upon spiritual A/Iotittes,
a Man is not known at all. Beſide, that will not and for a Spirit/tal End: But a meer, ſhber, not
give Ground to make him be accounted of good Re- meed-ing, ﬅrious Prqfeﬄon without more, is not a pa
part, Holy, Faithful, &c. which are the (Ltaliﬁca- ſitive appearance of Spiritualſhpernetural Sinrerity.
tions required in hun to whom thet Word of Truth Which ſheweth, that ſuch a Thing is poſſible; and
is to be committed. Alſo the Scripture holdeth forth Experience alſo doth conﬁrm this.
4. W 1: ſay, That in this Preeept it is implied,
ſuch Qtaliﬁcations as are poﬁtive, to be enquired ſor
in this Caſe : Which were uſeleſs, if Negatives were that theſe poſitive Evidences are not ſoon to be truﬅ
ſuﬃcient.

And certainly there is a negative Holineſs ed; but that Men are ſeriouſly, and diligently to en

at leaﬅ required in a private Member 5 get it is clear
that more is to be enquited for in an ﬃcer; yea,
even a Deacon is not to be admitted without ſpecial
Qtaliﬁeations, which are not requiſite in ordinary
Members. Amongﬅ other Words, Ambroſe ſaith on
this Place, Nm enim ſiﬀrit ﬅ ſine rrimine ﬁt, quid
merita rjus debmt pra-ire bonorum 'Peru/'1 ut digne:

ﬁt ad ordinationem.

>

quire in the Reality of them, for the quieting or' them
ſelves rationally in concluding that heisſo and ſo
qualiﬁed. And this we conceive is the great Scope
of that Precept: For the general, that a Miniﬅer
ſhould be eminently qualiﬁed even in reference to
Godlineſs, I ſuppoſe will not be denied by any: The
Miſcarriage is ordinarily in' the Application, and that
is not purpoſedly to admit an unholy Man to be a
'

Miniﬅcr,
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Secondly, H z is to be tried according to theſe
Marks wherewith a Chriﬅian may be tried, ſuch as
to be vigilant, to be ſhher, (which looketh to So
briety in his whole Carriage ) not only to be blame

and thereupon ſuddenly to proceed. The Apoﬅles
Scope therefore is principally to guard againﬅ this,
that ſuch Thoughts of a Perſons Fitneſs be not ſud
denly and without Trial admitted and entertained.
And we ſuppoſe, that altho' particular Evidences be

ty, not greedy or covetous, patient, &c. 1 Tim. iii. 3.

not inſiﬅed on; yet Trial in the general, ſeriouſly

Titus i. 7, 8. In which Qualiﬁcations, not only is

leﬅ, but to be ofgood Beha-uiour, given to IjIoſhita/i

and with circumſpectneſs gone about, will do much to be tried what are Mens Practices; but what' are
to quiet the Mind in reference to its own Act. And their Diﬅempers, or Inﬁrmities; what are their na
this is ſo underﬅood by Chrjſoﬅome, Theophilact, and tural Inclinations, and Diſpoſitions, and ſuch like:
others, as importing a Command to try, and try And if theſe be froward, evcept by the Evidences
of the oppoſite Graces, there be Hope that they ſhall
again.
I F it were more particularly enquired, ſl/hat the/2 be ſubdued, there can be no conﬁdence to proceed.
poſitir/e Evidenres are, which may he warrantahly look For, a Miniﬅer ſhould be meek, gent/o, no hmwler, &e.
'Thirdly, H a is one that muﬅ have a good Reþort
edﬂr in one that is to he admitted to the Mrzyhy?
_lnfiv. Altho' by Proportion, 'what may evidence one from them that are without, 1 T im. iii. 7. which im
Nlnn to be gracious unto anothEr, ( ſo far as is requi porteth a ſhining Eminency in his Converſation, ſo as
ſite for one Man to judge of another) That will hold to be convincing even to wicked Men: From whom
here; and tho' there be ſome Generals laid down, Seriouſneſs and Sincerity will geta Teﬅimony, when
which include many Particulars as to he holy, full zﬀ Lightnc-ſs and'Luke-warmneſs will be abhorred even
the holy Ghoﬅ,.Acts vi. ſuch as have given good Proof. by them.
Fourthly, H E is to be a lover ofgood Mr', Titus
of their Faithfulneſs and Conﬅancy in Religion, Act:
i. Voﬁ 21, 22. and ſuch like;.Yet bcſide theſe, the i. 8. It is a Mark of a Bcliever to love the Children
Scripture "hath pitdhod upon ſomesparticularcharacters of God 3 and here it ismadea character whereby
for the Diſcovery 'of this. * *
.ii.
one, that is to he called to the Miniﬅry, ought to
Firﬅ, H a; is to be aMan shot raleth veil hisrown ibe tried : , And it is ſuch a Love to them, as is de
Houſe, 1Tim.iii. Very!- 4, 5.. which 'doth 'imply .a monﬅrable and evidenced to others, by their con
Man's Faithfulncſs and Proﬁtahleneſs, as a Chriﬅian, .verſing with them, Eﬅimation of them, and that in
in whatſoever private Stntion he hath been in former .Oppoſition to others, whom in that Reſpcct the
.ly ; ſo it is to bc-l'ooked, how he hath donezthc'Duay Jove-not, though poſſibly their natural .Ties Jto ſuch
-ofa.Son to Parents, of a Stutlent in his Studies, oſa (ma be moe. This: character, doth zﬁrﬅ ſuppone
'.private Chriﬅian in his private VVaIk withothers, or _a g pacity in them to diſcern 'good Men beſide
how he hath behaved himſelf in Families, orin-other - others. And,78mnd1y, APrinciplc within, making
-Places 'wherein he hath had more near'Accels to be Fthcmto love and eﬅeem of ſuch: YVhich, where
edifying, andſuch like. This one character putteth "they are in Reality, are both commendable in them
to
in others;
ſelves, and
cannot butmay
be ſome
to
ſi take Trial, I. Of a Man's Zeal and Sincerity
2. Of
Andthercfore
be theway
morediſcernable
warrantably
ﬅud 'ngEdiﬁc'ation according to his Place.
his rudence in managing and ordering what he may obſerved and laid weight upon, and when they are
meet-with. And,'.3.: Of his Authority, ,how pro wanting, proceeding may, yea, ſhould be at the
Ibably he may be able to keep People in a kindly Sub greater ſtand and Non-entry.
..
jection to Chriﬅ's Ordinances, as the particular oh

A .ﬁſth. Evidence is, That he be .no Not/ice,

ſerving of that Piacc will'bear forth: Which ſpeaketh of
I Titmiiiab.
which
holdethout,
that he ought
to be
ſome ſetſitled
ﬅanding
in thelProfeſſion
ot' Godli
not 'only-of his'ﬁtneſs to teach ; but alſo to govern in
the Houſe oſ God. Anditwould ſeem, that tho' al neſs; .at leaﬅ, there would be' Ground to think him
ways the Church is not to be reﬅrained from calling ſo: Which cannot well be, if the Man have been
one that is young, and without aFamily; yet by a but as othe'sin his Education, and poſſibly come by
Man's living-ſometimeafter his going throughprivate Reaſon of the Thoughts of a Miniﬅry to have

Studies, before hismoming to the Miniﬅry, or having ſome fairer outward LCarriage than others; when
aFamily togdvzcm, there might be much more Ace yet, as to the Practice of Religion, 'he may be but
ceſs conﬁdently to diſcem a callcd'Miniﬅerin reſpetft arational
mere Novice,
ſo give noanyv
.Ground
to found
Charity and
for expecting
thriving
of thea
of this Qxaliﬁcation: For, as the Apoﬅle reaſoneth,

rTim. iii. 5. [f a Man know not how. to rule his own \Vork of Grace in his Heart, or of the \r\'ork of th)
r lion/i, bow/hall he rake care-of the Churth gﬁGod .9 uMiniﬅry in his Hands. w .
.J- to,
.CC
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W H EN theſe external Evidences are ſound, Ground upon which they give it, to wit, if it be of
Then Miniﬅers ought to reﬂect upon all, to ſee if their own certain Knowledge that they do teﬅify ſuch
any Thing can be gathered concerning the Sincerity Things; or, only upon the Report of others, and
oſ their End, Spiritualneſs of their Walk, and ſuch ſuch like conſiderations. Wherein faithful Presby
like, as by the XVords of theſe two eminent Divines teries will employ their Zeal and Prudence for the ſa
ſo.merly cited doth appear. And becauſe this cannot' tisſymg of themſelves; and ſo there is the leſs need to
be diſcerned by one Act or two, or in a Month or tnſiﬅ particularly on them.
two, Therefore it is neceſſary to take Time, and to
N o w, as to the ſecond, If any ſhould aſk, What
conſider the equablencſs of ſuch a Man's Way for Rcaſizn thar: can he more to enquire thus in rcfcrcnc
ſatisfying of themſelves concerning him. And tho' to IVltnylers, than in rcftrcncc to Members ? and if
it is not like that each Miniﬅer can come to a well the on: will not ﬂllow upon th' Grounds that are laid
grounded Knowledge in reference to the Admiﬃon down for iryſcrring the other' P We anſwer, It is
of every one, by his own particular Acquaintance; enoughto ſay, That this Enquiry in reference to Mi
yet in ſuch a Caſe, it is to be ſupplied by the Teﬅi niſiers lS commanded, and the other not. Neither
rnony of ſuch,

who

being able to diſcern,

and

throughly ſatisﬁed themſelves upon ſolid Grounds,
dare conﬁdently give Teﬅimony of the good Behavi
our and Chriﬅian Carriage of ſuch a Perſon, accord
ing to the former Characters: And ſuch Teﬅi
mony, when given, ought to have weight. There
fore we ſee that in Scripture, the faithful Servants of.

will any Objector, I ſuppoſe, be able to give ſuch
Prccepts for the Trial of Church-members, as have
been laid down for this Trial in reference to Mini
ﬅers. It is obſervable which that great vindicater of
this Truth, concerning the Admiſſion of Church
members without ſuch exact Trial, doth anſwer to

this Objection ; Imean Learned Mr. Whod, in his
Examination and Confutation of Mr. Lochycr's Little
And ſuch Recommendations Stone, Page 80, 81. Mr. Lochycr had made the ſame

God uſed to commend ſuch, as were of their Ac

quaintance, to others:

wanted never Weight. Only concerning this, we Objection, which he anſwereth thus, All that M'.
ſay, That ſeeing Recommendations and 'I'eﬅirnonies Lockyer here hr'ingcth in concerning admitting Per/ons
may have much Inﬂuence upon the Good or Ill of into Oﬃczs in the Church, it idlcly and impcrtinently
the Church. This would not be overly gone about z allcdgtd tothe Point in IIand : H/c acknowledge that

but theſe Caveats would be_obſerved; r. That when
Men teﬅify poſitively ſuch and ſuch (lualiﬁcations to
be in any, thee would have Ground of Satisfaction
in their own 'onſciences that ſuch Things are true,
and conﬁﬅent in their Knowledge. 2. As thisTeﬅi
mony would be on Knowledge; ſo the Matter teﬅi
ﬁed, would be weighty, and ſuch as being true evi

none ought to he put in ſitch Oﬃccs, lnct ſuch as give
Ewdcnccs of all manner' of godly Conwr/iztion; w:
have an expreﬅ and full Rule ﬁr this, ITim. iii.
And Hands ought not to hc- laid upon any Man, with
out a foregoing Trial and Prooſoſ theſe Things. But
wher: will ye ſhew us in all th: Scripture from thc

on: end to the otherſuch a Rule reouiringſhch Quak

denceth ſome good Beginning, or Appearance of the ﬁcations in Pcrſons, and ſuch a Yi'ial of them hcﬂre,

Work of Grace. There are many Teﬅimonies given
thorow Paul's Epiﬅles to ſeveral Perſons; but we
- will ſlill ﬁnd them have theſe two 3 1. The Thing
teﬅiﬁed, is ſomething that doth indeed commend them

and in Relation to their /ldrnrﬃon into the Fc/lowſhip
of the viﬁhle Church; and to he under Paﬅoral Cor:

and the Minyirv of the l/Vord? If he could ſhcw us
this, either in Prcccpc or approved Practicc, 'weſhould
as Chriﬅians; as having; Love to God, and to the ſoon yield and he at an End o this Controverſy; But
Ediﬁcation of Souls, and ſuch like. 2.: It is upon this he cannot, nor encr- wil he able to ſhew ; and
Knowledge; yea, oftentimes from ſuch Evidences thcrcſore the Naſonr'ngſro'n the Care and dccurncy to
as were diſcernable even to others, ſuch as ſuﬀering he u ed in trying Perſons, 'who are already in the

for Chriﬅ, diﬅributing to the Saints, Painfulneſs and Church, in Relation to admitting them to Placcs o
Diligence in what they have been employed about, Oﬃce, unto Adrnzﬃon ﬀ Perſons into the Socicty of the
and ſuch like.. On the other ﬁde, there is alſo need vﬃhlc Church, is unreaſhnahle. Thus far he con
of taking heed what Teﬅimonies be received. And, vincingly to the Point in Hand. It is obſervable alſo,
r. That the Teﬅimony be full, bearing out theſe that theſe amongﬅ the Ancients, who have ſaid and
Characters ſuﬃciently in theBoſom thereof: Other done moſt againﬅ the Nrvotians and Donatﬄs, have
wiſe it can be no Proof of them, whoever be the been yet moﬅ preſiing and peremptory in this, to wit,
teſtiﬁer, and, it may be, it were not impertinent to that none with any Blerniſh ſhould miniﬅer in the
do it in the ApoſtleTs Words. 2. Reſzttct lS to be had holy Things, as in the Writings of Cr'prion and Alu

to theſe who give the Teﬅimony. And. 3. To the gufimc is clear. This is enough to remove any ſuch
Objection:

__
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w;

theMemberſhipſi
QjtﬅlOl'l runneth,
he haveconcerning
what giveth
Title
Yet for further Satisfaction, we ſay, to
; But in If
deciding
a Man's

Objection:

That there want not palpable Reaſons for this
Diﬀerence; As,
_
_
_
1. W H r: N a Member is admitted, hers receiv

Admiſlion to a particular Miniﬅry, beſide any Qua
liﬁcations of his as a Church-member, it is to be

ed to 'be uained up in Chriﬅ's Houſe or School; conſidered, if it be expedient for, and edifying to
And therefore if he profeſs himſelf docile, and ſub the Church, that ſuch a Man be admitted to be a
ject himſelf to Ordinances, it cannot be expected Guide. And therefore there is more of Chriﬅian
that he will be, or can be accurate before he have Prudence and Deliberation required in the deciding
lmmed:

For, it is within the Church that proper

ly Chriﬅianity is taught.

of this, than in the other, where meer Right hath

It lS not ſo in the admit

Place.
Laﬅ/y, THis Diﬀerence may beobſerved, That
ting of one to be a Miniﬅer: Pot, hers to be en
tred to be a Teacher; Therefore more muﬅ be re in dcciding the ﬁrﬅ, to wit, the Man's Right,
uired of him: And he is ſuppoſed to have been Church-oﬃcers muﬅ decide according to what judi
a Scholler in Chriﬅ's School, and under his Ol'dl
nances for ſome conſiderable Time; And there

cially is made out; For, a Perſon that giveth in his
Title, looking like a ſerious Proſeſibr, he cannot' be

fore more may juﬅly be expected and fought for refuſed, altho' Men have only a negative Know
'
no:
Xhriſm.H I N a Profeſſor ſeriouſly deſireth Entry ledge of his Sincerity: Yet this cannot be admit- .
ted in a Miniﬅer, where want of Clearneſs, and po
to the Church or Baptiſm, he_doth it by'pleadmg a ſitive- Satisfaction is enough to keep a Man from po
Title or Right thereto according to Chriﬅ s_ War ﬁtive deciding for the Admiſſion of a Miniﬅer. þ All
rand: Wherein a Church-judicatory is obliged in which may be thus illuﬅrated: Suppoſe ſome in an

Incorporation or City, ſhould claim to be Burgeﬂcs
And if he be found to have ſuch thereof 'by vertue of their ſuﬃcient Title and Right
a Right, they cannot upon any conſideration juſtly thereto; in this Caſe the Judges were to decide
uſtice to decide, and that legally according to hlS

Title and Right:
refuſe him:

But in trying of a Man for the Mlm

ﬅrictly according to Law, as they found theſe Title:

ﬅry, there is no ſuch Title and Right which can be to be made out, or not: And it were Injuﬅicc to
pleaded: For, 1. This is no Man's particular Pri refuſe them that Priviledge, if they were found to
viledge, which he, as a Saint, or Profeſlgn, may have Right to the ſame: But, if an Incorporation
claim by vertue of the Covenant, or Chnﬅs In

or City were to chooſe out of all the Burgeſſes,

ﬅitution, as he may do the Sacraments; For, many ſome to Govern, to be Theſaurer, or the like;
have right to theſe that have none to this. _2._ A parti the Caſe would be quite diﬀerent: For, ſo Men
cular Perſon may be keeped from the Mmrﬅry and were not here to decide what were any Man's par
not be wtonged, even altho' he be honeﬅ 3 Becauſe ticular Right, but what were good and expedient
in admitting thereto, Church-oﬃcers are to walk for the whole Body; and ſo many might be paﬅ
according to the general Ground of thellidiﬁcanon without any Prejudice to them 3 which could not be
of the Church: And theretore when it lS not for in the ﬁrﬅ. In this laﬅ Electiou alſo, l\Ien walk

the Ediﬁcation of the Body, a Man may be'for not ſo much by what is judicially made out of the
born, ( to ſpeak ſo ) and not admitted to ſuch and ﬁtncſs of any Perſon, but as they are ſatisﬁed anent
ſuch a particular Charge, at leaﬅ, without the their Qyaliﬁcations and Fitneſs, by their Knowledge
wronging of any juﬅ Title of his: Which can of them, and Acquaintance with them in the private
not be in Baptiſm, if the Man be qualiﬁcd accord Courſe of their Carriage: Both which will well

ingly as is called for in ſuch a Caſe. 'For in de

agree to the Caſe of the Admiſſton of Miniﬅcrs, as

cidin'g anent the Admiﬃon of a particular Member, it diﬀereth from the Admiſſion of Members.

LECTUREIH.
Verſe 14. And unto the Angel of the Church of the Land/"ctum, write, The/2 things ſhitb the dam,
. the faith uI and true tbr'tmz/r, the begin/zing of the creation aſ God;
15. kna-wcthy wm'lr, that thou art neither told mr hot: 1 would thou w'rt 'told or hot.
la so thy: þerauﬃ thou art hike-warm, and neither told nor hot, 1 will ſpue the: out aſ my
Muth.
Cca

.

17. Betau/E
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17. Becauſe thou ſhyeﬅ, I am rich, and intreaſed with Goods, and have need of nothing.
and hnaweﬅ not that thou art wretched, and miſerahle, and poor, and blind, and "A,
ed
t8. 1 eounſel thee to huy of me Gold tried in the Fire, that thou maytﬅ he rich; and 'white Rai
ment, that thou mayeﬅ he clothed, and that the ſharne of thy AK-zhedneﬅ do not appear; and anoint thine

Eye: with Eye-ſal'ae, that thou maye/I ſee.

.

19. A: many a: I love, I rehuhe and ehaſien:
20. Behold, 1 ﬅand at the Door, and broth:

he zealous therefore and repent.
any Man hear my I'oiee, and open 31), Door, 1 will

come in to him, and will ſup with him, and he with me.
21. To him that avertemeih 'will I grant to ſit with me in 'ny Throne, even at I alſo mrmm, and
am ﬅt down with 'ny Father in hit Throne.
22. He that hath an Ear, let him hear what the Spirit ſaith unto the Churches.

HIS is the laﬅ of the ſeven Epiﬅles, were created:

l

In which Reſpect, it is ſaid, John

and is directed to the Angel of the I. 3 All Things that were made, were mad, 51
Church of the Laoditeans. It contain- him. He taketh the ﬁrﬅ stile in this Haec, be_
eth the Diſcovery of

an

exceeding cauſe

he was to diſcover a hidden Hypocn'ſy,

deſperate Condition, and a moﬅ ſharp Threatning and to hear ſharp Teﬅimony againﬅ this Church;
for the ſame:

Yet, which is wonderful, it hath Therefore at the Entry he removeth all Prejudice

a moﬅ excellent Advice and Counſel unto this lulte- that might be againﬅ his Teﬅimony.

Warm ChuſchT H £

'

Diviſion is

common

with

that

He taketh

the ſecond Titlc, to be a Ground of Faith to,
of_ them, for expecting a Recovery from their Dead

the reﬅ of the Epiﬅles. The Inſcription is, neſs upon the Terms oﬀered by him, ſeeing he
Ve/ſe 14. The Body of the Epiﬅle, is from is Omnipotent, and can give a Being to Thing,
that unto the 21.

The Concluſion is, l/e/ﬅ 21, that have none.

ZL

IN the Body of the Epiﬅle, we have theſe

IN the Inſcription, Verſe 14. the LORD taketh four,

theſe two Titles to himſelf; I. Thus ſaith the
zſrnen, which is expounded by the next Words,
the faithful and true Witne/s; that is, he who
being Truth it ſelf, 'and cannot Lie, as he can-

1. Their Caſe is propoſed, and aggravatod,

Verſe 15. 2. They are threatned, Ver/e 16. and
the Reaſon thereof is given, I'erﬅ 17. 3. The
Cure is propoſed, and commended 'by Way of
Counſel, l'erſe 18. And Ltyily, The Improving

not be miﬅaken in taking up the Condition of thereof, and the Practice of ſome other Things
an
altho' never ſo ſecret; it is he that dircct- needful to their Caſe, are preﬂbd, I/erſz 19,
eth this Epiﬅle. zſmen, being an Hebrew Word, 20.
is frequentl uſed even in the New Yiﬅament, as
T H t t R Caſe is in ſhort, Thou art neither

a Sign, or hividence of the conﬁrmation of ſome- told nor hot; but, as it is, Ye'ﬅ 16. Thou art
what that hath been ſpoken; or as a Teﬅimony lah-warm. By told here, is underﬅood the want
of the Sincerity of the Speaker in wiſhing ſeri- of all Form

and Profcﬃonz

And ſo, a being

ouſly ſomething which he hath been praying for: in their natural and heatheniſh Condition with
Therefore often it is uſed in the Cloſe of Pray- out any Change: This is clear from the Scope.
er; and is here applied to Chriﬅ, to ſhew, that 'By hot, is underﬅood not only to have Profeſ

in him there is not Yea and Nay, but, Yea and ſion, but to have Power, Warmneſs and Life
Amor, as the Word is, zCor. i. 19, 20. The therewith, and ſo to have the Change through.
ſecond Title, is,.*Ihe beginning of the Creation of The Condition of this Church, was neither al

God:

The Word rendred beginning here, is not together

without a Profeſiion,

nor yet

hav

to be taken paﬃvely, as if it were to be undcr- ing Power with a Profeflion; But having re
ﬅood thus, the ﬁrﬅ Thing that was created: For, nounced groſs Idolatry and Profanity, and having
the Greek Word will not admit that; but it is been kept free from Corruption in Doctrine, ſhe

to be taken actively, that is, thus ſaith he who ſatisﬁed her ſelf in that formal Profeﬃon, without
gave a Being and Beginning to all Things that ſmgleneſs and-Zcal-in the-Performance of theſe Du
ties

i
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ties which ſhe ment about:

Therefore they are Cold ; yet- in this Place they are made equal, and

197

called lah-warns, as if ſome way the Cold had been nothing is aſierted concerning' the one, but is alſo

\ put oﬀ them: Andayet not beingthroughly warm and aſſerted concerniug the other: Which doth clearly
hot, they continu to be lah-warm, which making ſhew, that the Lord's Expreﬃon is to be underﬅood
Water moﬅ loathſorne to the Stomach, it is here after the manner of Men, ( as was ſaid) that is, as
Men uſe to expreſs their hating of any thing by
reney in the Practice of Religion was to our Lord this, I wiſh it were, or had been any other way:
Jeius. That this is their very condition, is clear That ſame is the Lord's Intent here. I cannot
from the Scope, and from the Ampliﬁcation follow therefore but ſomewhat wonder, that'a learned Man
ing, where it appeareth they had vſome Form, and ( Janus Dallxus in his Apology, &Ft. ) doth draw
therefore thought well of themſelves; and yet were this place of. the Lord's wiſhing that Laodz'rea were

alluded unto, to ſhew howloathſome this Indiﬀe

indeed miſerable and wretched under the ſame. Alſo, Hot, to conﬁrm that Aſiertion of the Lord's hav

the Lord's provoking them to be zealous, verſe 19.
ſhew-eth, that their Faultdid conſiﬅ mainly in what
was oppoſite to this. And ſo their Condition will be
like Iſi'adr in the days of Eliar, I Kings xviii. 21.

ing a Will and Deſire of the salvation of all Men,
beſides his ﬁgnifying of what is acceptable to him
as conſidered in itſelf, by his Word.
,

' IF it be asked how Hypocriſy or Luke-warm

As halting between two Opinions, that is, neither neſs may be ſaid to be more diſhonoumble to the

altogether forſaking Religion, nor yet ſeriouſly fol Name of God, than the want of a Profeſſion al
lowing the ſame; or, as it is ſaid of Epbmim, Hoſi together? It may be anſwered in theſe three Rc
vii. 8. he was as a tal-e untumed, that is, having ſpects, I. Where no Profeﬃon is at all, the Name '
the one ſide ſomewhat hot and baken, but the other Chriﬅ is not ſo concerned, as where it is: And therea

cold and raw.

Only this is the Diﬀerence, that fpre
anymade
Miſcarriage
of ſuch,
it is not ſoasreﬂected
upon,by and
obnoxious
to Reproach,
it is inſi

Indiﬀerency of theirs was in reſpect of Doctrine,
this is mainly in reſpect of Practice.
reſpect of theſe who have ſome way given up their
T H s: Lord aggregeth the hatefulneſs of this names to Religion. It is on this account that in
condition in the Words following, [would thou wert Ezek. xx. 39. 'The Lord doth diſcharge thePeople of
told or but, that is, although you think your ſelves Iſrazl to pollute his holy Name with their Gifts,
much better than others, becauſe of your formal and biddeth them, goﬅrve ye every one bis [do/r, Cs'r.
Profeﬂion; yet ſuch Hypocriſ ,, is more hateful which is not to give them Allowance to run to
'come than the want of the orm of Religion al Idolatry 3 but it is to ſhew them, that if they would
together. So this, 1 would than 'wert bet ar mld, is riot wholly cleave to him, his Name would be leſs
no? to be underﬅood of Chriﬅ's Will, as preſcrib polluted and diſhonoured by their direct bet-aking of
jngtoxhem a Duty: For ſo, it cannot be thought themſelves to Idolarry, than it was by mixing his

Worſhip, and the orſhip of Idols together. 2.
imply any Will or Deſii'e to be in him of ſuch The Nature ot the Sin it ſelf, hath alſo ſome Ag

that-he coimmandeth them to be cold; nor doth it

things ſimply; ( for it cannot be thought that he is gravations in it, which maketh it exceedingly loath
ſo indiﬀerent concerning theſe Extremes) but it is ſome to jeſus Chriﬅ, and diſhonourahle to him be-'
to be underﬅood as his exprcſſing of his loathing yond the Condition of ſuch as have no' Profeſſion
of their condition, after the manner of Men: And at all: For, ſuch a Perſon indeed is really Cold, and
doth hold out this, that he doth eﬅeem

ſuch a without any Religion, as otbersare 3 And hath theſe

hypocritical Profeſſion to be indeed more diſhonour two things beſide, 1'. He is a counterﬁlterofReligi-'
able to him, than if Pi'ofeſlion had never been taken on, and that beſore

on.

Therefore, Act: v. 3.

That this is the Meaning thereof, appeareth ﬁs'r. ſuch are ſaid to tempt God, and lie to the

-by theſe conſiderations. t. That Chriﬅ here is holy Ghoﬅ ; becauſe they preſumptuouﬂy intrude
following aSimilitude uſual among Men, to ſhew themſelves 'in a Profeſſion, as if they were ſomething,
theabominableneſs ofthe thing in it ſelf, and it is not being yet indeed nothing 3 and ſo tempteth the Ma

rigidly to be preſiizd in every Part of the Similitude jeﬅy of God ſingularly to take notice of them, and
in reference to him beyond the Scope. 2. Becauſe diſcover them,or otberways ſome way tol under the
he putteth Cold and Hot in the ſame Balance toge Imputation either of no diſcerning, or o approving

ther: So that whatever Diﬀerence otberways be in ſuch unſoundneſs, as if it were Religion. Secondly,Or
his Eﬅimation ofbeing, [ﬁg-beyond that of being dinarily ſuch, though theybc poor, yetaretheyprcipd,
ſh'

\
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Preſumptuous and Haughty, in reſpect of their
Form ; For the r ſay they are rit/7 and inereaﬅd wit/7
Gaads, Uſ. wtſi 17. which no Perſon without all
Form can be ſo readilv tempted unto : Now the Lord
abhoreth this empty Pride above any thing. A third

here, ſeeing the Scope is to threaten them with mak
ing them appear to be loathſome, although they
did endeavour by all Means to cover the ſame.

Reſpect in which Hypocriſy is hateful beyond the

as may dlſcover thy Loathſomneſs, becauſe thou art

T H r: Reaſon of this Severity, is added, 'mﬅ
17. and it is in ſum this, I will take ſuch Courſe

want of all Form, is, That it maketh ſuch a Perſon's not only miſerable and poor, but art Conceity and
Conviction, Converſion andSalvation more diﬃcult proud, as if all were well, and knoweth not thy
than if they had had no Profeſſion at all: For if ſo, own Rottenneſs and Unſoundneſs, therefore (ſaith

it might have been more eaſy to have convinced
them of their Emptineſs, and to havebrought them
to Chriﬅ, than in the caſe of their Formality and
Pride. And thus not only is the Caſe of Hypocriſy
more dangerous to themſelves, but it is more diſ
honourable to God, becauſeit ſome way fruﬅrateth
the End of his Ordinances amongﬅ ſuch. And there
fore the Lord uſually doth prefer the Publicans and
Harlots in this Reſpect, to the Scribes and Phariſees:

he )I will thus diſcover it.

I N this rmſe we may conſider, r. What was in
deed the Caſe of this Church. 2. What they them

ſelves did eﬅeem, and give it out to be.

3. With

what Conﬁdence and upon what Ground they did
this.

And Laﬅly, the Connexion betwixt this and

the former Threatning.
T r-i 2 r a true State, is ſet forth in ﬁve \Vords,

in the cloſe of the Verſe: The ﬁrﬅ is, T/you art
Which isa comprehenſive Word, and

Becauſe ſuch were more eaſily convinced, and wretched:
brought to ſome Fruitfnlneſs under the Ordinances,
than Scribes and Phariſees were, who rejected the
Counſel of God againﬅ themſelves. Thus ( Mart/i.
xxi. 3r, 32.) Publicans and Harlots are ſaid to
go unto the Kingdom of Heaven before theScribes
and Phariſees, becauſe they believed ſfdm's Preach
ing, which the other did not.

doth ordinarily ſet forth the bodily Defects and perſo

nal Unſoundneſs and Loathſomneſs of one in reſpect
of grievous Diſeaſes, and ſuch like : This here is to
be applied to their ſpiritual Condition, which in
theſe Reſpects is no leſs wretched, disjointed, loath<

ſome, &ſo. than the bodily Condition of any can be.

The ſecond Word, is, miſerable: Which looketh
T H r: ſecond thing in the Body of the Epiﬅle, is, to a Concurrence of external Things beſide the ſor

the Lord's threatning of them for this Ill, by an Ex
preﬃon ſuitable to the Ill, 'verſe 16. Sotben becauſe
thou art late-warm, neither told nor hot, I 'will/Þew
t/vee out afmy 'Haut/1: which is in ſum this, ſeeing then
thou art ma luke-warm Temper, which uſuall Merſs

mer Wretchedneſs, as want of means of Supply,
want of ﬁtneſs to do ſor themſelves, and want of

any ſolid way of Proviſion made for them by o

thers, and ſuch like: Thus ( Ezek. xvi.) the
wretched Child, is deſcribed not only as Loath
Stomachs can more hardl keep than whatis old, or ſome with the navel not cut, 'wit/tout waſhing with
what is Hot, but muﬅ, ſpue out the ſame as a water to be ſhppled, &e. but none eye did pity it, to
thing Loathſome unto them; ſo will I in ſome ﬁn do any of theſe unto it, (in ſo here, thou art mzﬂc
gular and extraordinary Manner evidence my loath rable, that is, not only wretched in thy ſelf z but
ing of this thy luke-warm hypocritical Temper. in a diſconſolate Condition in reſpect of what thou
And this Expreſſion, to ſhue out, &ſo. ſcemerh to may expect from others in this Caſe. The third
import theſe three, r. That it ſhall be ſudh a Judg Word, is, poor, that is, thou thinks thou haft many
ment as will be an Evidence of the Lord's loathing good Works, and much Grace; but it is quite
of them, and giving up with them without reſpect contrary; really thou haﬅ nothing. The fourth
to their Form. 2. It implieth a makingof them is, thou art blind: That is an Aggmvation to all,
'Loathſome before others, as Vomit uſeth to.be: that though thou be in this miſerable Condition,
And ſo it is the Lord's taking by the Vail of their thou art ſenſeleſs and ignorant thereof, and neither
Hypocriſy, and making them to ﬁill from that Re knoweth thy Danger, nor how to rid thy ſelf out
ſpcct and Eﬅimation amongﬅ others, which poſſlbly of the ſame. The ﬁfth Word, is, and naked, that
the hunted after in this their external Profeſſton. is, without any thing to hide or cover this Miſerable
3. tit may imply the Lord's giving them up to neſs, and Filthin'eſs before the juﬅice of God. It
break out into groſs external Ills, whereby they is not deſperate when Folks are poor and miſe
might be emptied of that vain Ground of boaﬅing rable in themſelves, if they have on Chriﬅ's Right
which they had in their former Formality. And this eouſneſs to cover the ſame: But ſaith the Lord
being a common Plague that follows proud Hypocri to this Church, thou art in thy ſelf miſerable,
ſ , and a thing that diſcovereth the Rottenneſs and and alſo without this Cover, ſo that thou art

Zoathſomneſs of ſuch, it may well be underﬅood

lyine
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lying as caﬅen forth in the open Fields, and obnox

ſheweth that many Hypbcrites may live and die,
ious to the Juﬅice of God: This holdeth forth without being brangled in this their vain Conﬁdenc'e,
a very ſad and a very dangerous Condition. Yet, until Chriﬅ's ﬁnal Sentence do it, which is the Scope
in the ſecond Place, we will ﬁnd their Thoughts oſ that Place. The ſecond Word, is, Andt-troweth not
of it to be far otherways: Which the Lord ſet that thou art wretched, Uc. Some might think how
teth down in three Words, t. Thou ſayeﬅ [am could ſuch poor Perſons boaﬅ ſo of their Riches? this
rich, that is, abounding in Grace and good Works, Word ſheweth that they were not groſs Diſſemblers
and having a Righteouſneſs ſuﬃcient enough. 2. ſpeaking what they thought not; but that really they
1 am increaſed with goods: Which is ﬅill to be knew no better, and ſo they are (to ſay ſo ) native,
underﬅood, of their Eﬅeem of their own ſpiritual ſubtile Hypocrites, as ſubtileHypocriſy is diﬅinct from
Fumiture which they think ſuﬃcient, not only to groſs diſiembling. Which doth ſhew, r. That Hypo
make them rich, but alſo to make them abound: crites may really be blind and ignorant of their own

.
V
I" 'ZV

And this, to be increaſed with goods, doth imply both Unſoundneſs, and indeed think it otherwiſe than it is.

their Eſteeming of themſelves to have much, and
alſo to be uþon the growing Hand: \Vhich is a
moﬅ dangerous Condition when a Hypocrite doth
not only falily eﬅeem himſclfto have Grace when
he hath none, but doth ﬂatter' himſelf as if he
were thriving and growing in the ſame. The third
VVord is, and' have needoſ nothing : This is indeed
a comprehenſive commendation of a Condition, if
there were Ground for it: But where this entereth in
a Perſon abounding in Corruption, it is the very
hight of ſelf Deluſion and preſumptuous Hypocri
ſy, to wit, that aPerſon ſhould think himſelf free

2. That this their Ignorance doth not excuſe them
and extenuate their Guilt; but on the contrary, it is

both a Sin in it ſelf, and an Aggravation of other Sins
to them 3 and for that End, it is made uſe of' here.
T H a laﬅ in the verſe is, the Connexion of this

with the former Threatning in the Word, becauſe ;
and is to this Purpoſe, the Reaſon of my ſo loathing
thee, is not becauſe ſimply thou art poor, miſerable
and naked, &Ft. but becauſe thou being ſuch, art con
ceity of thy counterfeit Profeſſton, and unhumble

under, and ignorant of, thy ſpiritual Ills: Therefore,
Iwil ſhut thee outoſ my mouth, Ca'c. Otherwiſe Po'
of Hazard, well ﬅored with Graces, and a great verty and Grace, can agree well; but blind, proud,
Length therein, Uc. But eſpecially ( as in this place) ſiﬅing
reigning
Hypocriſy,
Grace, can ctnever- be con
together
in one and
Perſon.
that he ſhould think himſelf fully clear, and ſure of
his Peace with God, and Intereﬅ inthe Covenant 3
F R o M which Words, theſe Oh/Zr'Uat/'om are
ſo that in theſe Reſpects there is need oſ nothing. clear, 1. That many may be ina very miſerable ſpi
This we conceive is here intended, and doth indeed ritual Condition under ſome ſeeming Form and Pro
look very like the Language of ﬅout ſelf-conﬁdent feſiion. 2. That yet ſuch who are poor and rotten,
and withal, have ſome Proſeſſion, are oftentimes exJ i
ignorant Hypocrites.
I 'r may be wondered how and with what Con ceeding vain, proud, and carnally conﬁdent in reſpect
ﬁdence they could entertain ſuch Thoughts. This ofthe ſame. It is a wonder that a Perſon or Church,
is the third thing propoſed, to be cleared in the in ſuch a Condition, ſhould yet eﬅeem it ſelf ſo as
Words, and ma be gathered from two Expreſſtons, this doth : But this Preſumption and vain Conﬁ
I. Thou ſhyg/I am rich, &Ft. which Words do not dence, is not the leaﬅ part of the Subtilty of the
ſo
expreſs the Language
of theirofMouths,
as Sin of Hypocriſy, and of the Deccit ofv natural
the much
inwardſſLanguage
and conﬁdence
the Heart,
.Hcaris. 3. It appeareth here, that many may ab
and do import, not only their thinking of ſu'ch a ſolvc themſelves with great conﬁdence, and as hav
thing to he true, but thcirPerſwrtſion thereof, and ing many ſeeming good Grounds for their doing
conﬁdence therein, even to a kind of Audacity and ſo, who yet may not he abſolved by the Lord. 4..
Impudency, ſo as nothing can put them from it, and There is no Condition more dangerous to a Perſon,
islike theſe Words, Jer. ii. 23. Howca'rﬅ thou ſhy and loathſome to Chriﬅ, than to be poor and proud,
1 am not pollutcd, b'c. and muﬅ 35. yet thou ſaye/i, or corrupt and rotten', and yet withal to be concei
hccaile [am innocent, &it. which places hold forth ty and conﬁdent. 5. This univerſal Conﬁdence and
the mpudency of formal Hypocrites, that will ﬅick Satisſaction with ones own Condition, is oftentimes
to their own Juﬅiﬁcation, evcn contrary to the ( if not ever ) a Companion or Fruit of the moﬅ deſ
cleareﬅ Applications of the Word of God againﬅ pcrate Hypocriſy: Becauſe Srncerity being im
them: And therefore Luhe xiii. 26. G'c. Some are perfect as to its Degrees, and ſo ever walking
brought-in pleading as it were, with Chriﬅ in 'the day within Sight of many Wants, is ﬅill labouring un
of Judgment their own Juﬅiﬁcation, and, though dcr the Senſe thereof 5 and ſo in a Diﬅatisfaction
there will beno ſuch Pieading in th" Day, yet it
with
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with 'rts own Condition in one Reſpect or other. Things themſelves, the Gold it tried, the Rai'ment
i! w/n'te,
&e. There
is nothing
in our
Lord
6. \Ve may ſee alſo, that it is a main Part of a but
is exceeding
excellent.
2. The
Warſies
areJefu's
vex
Miniﬅer's Du'ty to rip up the ſecret and hidden Hy
poeriſy of Hearts, and to beat down the proud Pre ceeding uſeful and proﬁtable, 'it is Gold that hideth
ſumption of ſecure Hypocrites, as well as to Reprove Rieb. The Perſon that hath Chriﬅ, wanteth not
tlze groſs Out-breakings of profane Perſons. 7. In Righteouſneſs to pay his Debt; and there is no other
Application, Miniﬅers would commend the Word to Thing to make a Perſon Ricb. 3. This Rairnent
Conſeiences, and therefore would ſeekv to convince covereth Na/Pedneﬅ: Sin is not taken notice of where
the Hearers of their Heart-language, who oftentimes Chriﬅ is put on by Faith: For, his Blood cleanſeth
think more proudly and groſly of themſelves, and of from all "Sin, whereas there are many naked, loath
their own Condition, and even of Religion it ſelf, ſome Souls under gorgious Robes. 4. The Wares
than they dare outwardly profeſs.
i,
are moﬅ ſuitable to the Party to whom they are pro
T rr r: third Thing in the Body of the Epiﬅle, poſed; they are poor, Chriﬅ maketh rich; they are
is, The Cure which the Lo R r) propoſeth for ſuch a naked, he covers; they are blind, he enlightneth
Caſe, Ve'eſe 18. There is a wonderful Depth of Ini them, and Openeth their Eyes; there areno ſu:h ſuit
quity and Hypocrify in their Caſe: But here there able Wares for a Sinner as Chriﬅ, and whatever Ac
Self-righteous
Men ſhould
have ofbſſy
him,
yet theyendea
who
is a far more wonderful Depth and Myﬅery 'of free count
think themſelves
Sinners,
all Means

Grace and inﬁnite Love in the propoſed Cure. . It is
propoſed by IVay of Oﬀer under the Expreſſton's that vour to purchaſe him. 5. VVares are commended in
lclong to Bargaining. And indeed here is art-excel this, they are neceſſary eſpecially to ſuch a Party:
lent Market or Fair, wherein we may conſider There is no other way to be rich, but by having
Chriﬅ; no other way to be covered, orcloathed be
theſe ſive.
Fi'ﬅ,_T H E R E is the_\Wares propoſed, which fore God, but by his Righteoufneſs; or, to ſee,
indeed are the Cure of the ſormer Caſe; and they or be in Capacity to walk rightly in spiritual Things,
are contained in three Words, 1. It is Gold tried in except he prove the Leader.
'
T H r: fourth Thing in 'this Market or Bargain,
tlpe Fire._ 2. Hﬂ'yite Raiment. 3. Eye-ſhine. All
which are very ſuitable to, their wretched, poor and will yet commend this more; and 'itis this, 'to wit,
blind Condition : Under which Expreſſrons is under the Terms upon which theſe NVares are propoſed,
ﬅood, Chriﬅ Jeſus himſelf, and his Beneﬁts, who

implyed in theſe Words, Buy of' me: 'CVhich is not

only can work the Eﬀects aſcribed to theſe upon Sin

to be underﬅood, as if there were ſome'
'valent
Price required, or to be given for Chriﬅ; * or," that

ruers, and make ſuch a Change upon their spiritual
Condition: For he it is, that is made te us yf God,
[ii/dam, Rigbteouſmſſt, sdllcti tation, and Redempti
on, 1 C'or. 1. 30. And con rdering the Strain of the
Goſpel where theſe Properties are only attributed to
Chriﬅ, together with the Scope of this Place, there
can be no doubLof this.

is contrary to the Scope of this Place. And, conſi
dering the Excellency of theſe VVares, and the Po
verty of theſe that are called to be the Mercha'nts,
what can be expected of them in Recompence for ſuch
an excellent Bargain? The Terms then muﬅ be
Grace, as the ſame Market is proclaimed, Iſa. lv. r,
2, 3. He, every one that t/nſi'ﬅetb, tame ye to the

Seeondly, YV r; may conſider here the Parties that
are Bargainers : Upon the one ſide, the Oﬀerer is the Mter-5,
and eat; arm'
yea,be tame,
that but/1
buy no
Men
Mney:
and M/k
ter/re wit/m:
ye,
Prince yf the Kings of the Earl/2, 'the beginning of
tltr creation of God, our bleſicd L o R D j r-: s u s, Money, and without Prire, &e. And Verﬅ . the
_\\'ilO maketh oſſer of himſelf to Sinners, and faith, Wares to be bought are the ſame, to wit, t eſhre
Beheld me, behold me, unto theſe who were not tal/ed Merrier qf David; that is, Chriﬅ Jefus, (as being

by bis Name:

On the other ſide, theſe to whom the compared with Act: xiii. 34. is clear) whom the

Oſſer is made, or who are to be the Buyers, they are Lord promiſeth there to give, becauſe there is no

wretched, poor, miſerable, &e. _This looketh diſpro
portionable like at ﬁrﬅ ; yet it ſuiteth well with the
Bttrga'in of Grace, where the LoRD's Merchant is,
every Man that bet/a no Alone), Iſa. lv. I. providing
he be throughly ſenſible of the ſame.

other way poſſtble for the attain'ing of him. This is
expreſſed under the Similitude of Breyirzgyto ſhew,
that as there is in Covenanting with God, two Parties
to be conſidered, (as in all Bargaining ) 'and ſome ex

cellent Wares, which the one muﬅ have from the
Ybirdly, W £ have the commendation of theſe other; So there muﬅ be a mutual confent and en

VVares, eſpecially in reference to the Parties that they gaging for the cloſing of this Bargain, as there uſeth
are propoſed to; As, 1. The Excellency of the to be in Bargains amongﬅ Men, tho'the Diﬀerence
'
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not

be ﬅill in this, thathere all the Tcrms are of Gmcc. Perſons whom at ﬁrﬅ he c'hargeth. The Concluſion
ut, GOD willing, we ſhall conſider the Nature of drawn from this, hath two Parts: The ﬁrﬅ is, Be
zealous; that is, mind to exerciſe Religion more

this Bargain peculiarly by it ſelf.

T H r-z ﬁfth Thing in this Bargain, is, The Manner ſeriouſly, in Oppoſition to their former Formality and
of CHRIST'S propoſmg the ſame, 1 rounﬅl t/m, &c. Luke-warmneſs; and that in the performing of the
Which is not ſo propoſed, as if it were left indiﬀerent Duties thereof, Zeal to the Glory of God, may be
to them to hearken or not. But it is thus expreﬅ, lively and predominant. This we conceive doth not
for theſe Reaſons; I. That thereby he may bear out preſs new Duties; but a more ſpiritual End, Motive,
his Aﬀection, who, as a Friend, condeſcendeth to Manner and Edge in the dointcr of them: For, many
give them Counſel in Things that are of moﬅ Con Duties may be done without Zeal to God, though
cernment for their own Good. 2. This alſo ſhew where this is not, they are never acceptable. The
eth the Neceſſtty and Advantage of following this ſecond Part ofrthe Direction, is, Andrzþent .- Which
Advice, becauſe they are counſelled to it by him that calleth them kindly to be aﬀected with their hypocri
is the CounſhI/er, Iſa. ix. 6. and the Father's ſub tical Condition: And theſe two are inferred by the
ﬅantial YViſdom. It muﬅ therefore be Folly to reject Word, Therefore, from the former Ground that ex
his Advice. 3. It is thus expreﬅ, to gain their Con preſieth God's Love to them.
ſent the more willingly to the ſame: Therefore in the
T H s ſecond YVay he preﬃeth it, ſ'trſo 23. is,
Goſpel, he doth befeech and intreat, &To. that there

By a moﬅ inﬅant and importunate purſuing of his

by Hearts may be induced to ſubmit cheerfully to Oﬀer, with a Proteﬅation of his being there, and
him.
of his'making the ſame. This is done ſour Ways;
T H 1 s Ve/ſe contains a Sum ofthe Goſpel, and Firﬅ, By ſhewing his Work and Poﬅure, [ﬅand at
is a Treaſure of many GoſpeI-truths; As, t. That the Door, and knock. Hearts naturally are as Caﬅles
there is no Condition ſo deſperate, but there is a Ful ſhut and guarded by the Devil againﬅ Chriﬅ: When
neſs and Eﬃcacy in our Lord Jeſus to Cure the ſame t he cometh with his Ordinances, he doth thereby, as
He is Gold, white Roiment, Eyzﬀd/w, &e. and ( the it were, lay a Siege at them, and by his Word knock
mcaningrof theſe Expreſſions being obvious) we con at the Doors thereof to gain their Conſent 3 and the
ceive there is no need to inſiﬅ upon them. 2. This more pungently he preſieth by his Ordinances, he is
Doctrine is clear, That upon Condition of believing:r ſaid to knock the more: And in this Reſpec't, Song
and ﬂeeing to Chriﬅ, the moﬅ loathſome, luke-warm,, v. 2. his Voice is ſaid to knock at the Believer's Door
deſperate Hypocrite may have Mercy: Otherway-s in their ſleepy Condition. Here theſe two Things
ſuch a Counſel had not been given to Looditn. 3. are imported ; I. Chriﬅ's continuing to deal with his
As there is a Fulneſs in Chriﬅ; ſo there is a Free-neſs Church, and to wait upon her in his Ordinances, not

in Grace to make that Fulneſs forthcoming to Sinners
that will follow Chriﬅ's Advice: And there is no
Sinner that heareth this Goſpel, but may think him
ſelf ſuﬃciently warranted to cloſe this Bargain with
Chriﬅ, if heartily he ſubmit to the Terms thereof.
But of theſe no more for the Time.
T H E fourth Thing in 'the Body oſ the Epiﬅle, is,
Our Lord's preſſing of this his Counſel: Which is

withﬅanding of her many former Refuſals. Thus,
he is ſaid to ﬅand at the Door: VVhereby is holden
forth their Ingratitude to him, in keeping of him out,

and his Patience that ﬅill'waiteth on.

2. In this, by

the other \Vord, is imported his growing more inﬅant

in his dealing with them: Therefore he is ſaid to
knock. And indeed if the former ſharp Threatning
and Charge, and the ſweet and free Oﬀer be con

done two Ways, Ver. 19, 20. 15 many a: I low, ﬁdered, it may well be ſaid that now his Knocks are

I rebuke and t/Jzﬃtn, ( ſaith he ) be zealous therefor: doubled.
and repent. The ﬁrﬅ Part of the I/Zrﬅ hath the Ar
T H 1: ſecond Way he preſſeth in .this PZ-rſh, is,
gument in it, The ſecond Part, isa Concluſion drawn By making his Oﬀer particular, as it were, bringing
from it.

The Argument is, II/Vyom I low, I rebuke it to every Man's Door, If any illa/1 l'lar my loft-o,

and tho/len; that is, it is not my YVay to reprove and open the Door, &ſo. Wherein, r. He exprelleth
with Words or chaﬅen with Rods theſe whom Icarc what he would have. 2. From whom. What he
ry no Reſpect unto; but Izuſe this Way to them would have, is in two Expreſſions, the one is, If
whom Ilove, asI love my viſible Church, which is any All/In boar my Voice; that is, its hearkning to his

conﬁrmed from Prov. iii. 12. And therefore ſeeing Voice which he requireth, as Pſizl. xcv. 7. for the
I take this Way with you, and do not give up with want of which he complnincth, PſiiL. lx'xxi. 13.
_ ou, my Counſel ought to be the better received: And in theſe Expreﬃons oi'tcn the Tcrms of the Cove
. here it would be obſerved, thatit is ﬅill the ſame nant of Grace are cxpreillwl, as Iſh. lv. 2, 3. and is,
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uizon the Matter, that ſame with buying formerly
mentioned, as in that Place of Iſaiah is clear. And
it ſetteth forth Faith's conſenting to hear and hearken
to, and accept of God's Oﬀer of Grace in the Cove

Chap. 3.

Communion with him, as in that ſame Place of the
Song v. I. when he cometh tofeed himſelf upon his
own Spleen', his own IVyrrhe, and his own mne, and

what he brings with him, then hath hea large Allow

nant 3 as, refuſing to hear, holdeth forth Mens reject

ance to his Friends, as in the next Words, Eut, O
The other Word, is, And open the Friends, drinh, yea, drink abundantly, O Below-(1. O

ing of the ſame.
Door: It is the ſame Thing' for Subﬅance with the - ſo ſatisfying a Life as it is to have Chriﬅ dwelling in
former. Thus alſo Faith's cloſing with the Cove the Heart, and thus to be feaﬅed with the Comforte
nantoſ Grace, is often expreſſed, as Pſhl. lxxxi. 10. of his Preſence which are better than Life ! And what
Acts xvi. 14. becauſe by Faith, the Heart that was more can there be requiſite to preſs the making of
formerly ſhut againﬅ Chriﬅ, is made open to him, Chriﬅ welcome by Sinners, than ſuch a-Promiſe, on
and he hath Way made for him to enter into the rather, three Promiſes put in one?
ſame,
and Act:
as isxvi.
clear14.
from
where
Song the
Y. 2.Lord's
Pſizl. opening
xxiv. 7, t e
T H a ſourth Thing that preſſeth this Oﬀer in this
Heart of Lydia, is expreﬂy expounded to be her giv

lſerſe, is, The Behold, which is deſerveclly premitted
to all. And in this Place ( beſide the uſual Weight it

ing hee/I to theſe Things, whith Paul ſhake; that is, hath in other Caſes) it is Chriﬅ, making this bﬀer
This then is the of his obſervable to them, ſo that afterward they ſhall
Duty called for, and the Terms upon which the not get it ſhifted, but this ſhall be as an Inﬅrument
Oﬀer is made, te wit, Faith's yielding to receive and talten upon his making the Oﬀer, to ﬅand infuraram
admit Chriﬅ, for the End for which he is propoſed. re: memoriam: And ſo is like that, Be it bMZU/l unto
Secondly, The Perſon called to this, is exprell'ed thus, you, Men, and Brathren, &Ft. whereby Pale] cloſerh
[f any Man, &Ftr Which putteth it ſo to every his Sermon, Acts xiii. 38. And thus, as it were, he
Hearer, as if it went round to every particular Per driveth the Nail to the head before he leave it, teﬅi
ſon, If thou, and thou, or thou, &Ft. And this Man fying that if this good Bargain come not to a Cloſe,

her receiving of the ſame by Faith.

ner of Expreſiion doth obvinte any Objection which the Blame ſhall be upon their Side. And ſo we may
might riſe, ſuch as, What if the moﬅ Part reject? ﬂee how weightily the Lord Preacheth in theſe Epiﬅles
Be it ſo, ſaith he, [f any Man oﬂen, it ſhall be well to the Churches.
with him : Or, if it ſhould be o jected, Iam a Sin
T H E Concluﬁon of the Epiﬅle followeth, in the
ner, miſerable, a Hypocrite of long ﬅanding that hath laﬅ two l'erﬅs, having two Parts, as all the reﬅ have.

often rejected the Goſpel, Eft. This, [f any Man The ﬁrﬅ is a Promiſe made to the Overcomer, with
will open, &it. anſwereth all theſe at once: Becauſe an excellent (Lialiﬁcation of the ſame, Vetſe 21. The
where the Lord ſaith, zſny Man, without Excepti Promiſe, is, To him that overcometh, will I grant to
on, who is he that can limit the ſame, where a Per ſit upon my Throne: It is in Subﬅance the ſame with

ſon of whatſoever Condition or (Lialiﬁcation is found, many Promiſes formerly mentioned, to wit, a Pro
that will accept of the Oﬀer according to the Terms miſe to make him Partaker of Chriﬅ's Glory: It is
' propoſed .P And ſo this any, is a particular Applica not only to bring him to Glory, but to make him a
tion of the former Advice; yet, ſuch a particular ſharer of that Glory which Chriﬅ the Head poﬂeſleth ;
Application, as teacheth every one of whatſoever that ſo he may reign with him and partake of the

Condition they be.

Fruits of his Dominion and Conqueﬅ.

The Qiali

T H r: third Way how it is preſled here, is, By ﬁcation or Ampliſication of this Promiſe, is, Even
ſubjoyning a moﬅ comfortable Promiſe unto any Man as I overcome, and am ſet down upon my Father's
ſo underﬅood, as it is ſaid, to wit, If any Man will Throne: Which doth import theſe three ; r. The
open, I will tom: in to him ; that ſheweth an Union Greatneſs of this Glory, which they are to partake
which ſhall be betwixt Chriﬅ and him: I willﬅep of: Chriﬅ is ſet upon the Father's Throne, and they
with him; this ſheweth a friendly familiar Way of are to be admitted to Chriﬅ's Throne, and ſo conſe
Communion that Chriﬅ ſhall entertain with him, as quently to partake both of the Glory of the Father,
it is, Song v. I. I am come into mv Garden, I have and of the Son according to their Capacity. 2. It
eaten my Honey with my Honey-comb, 1 have gathered is ſet forth in the Sureneſs thereof: It is ſure to the
* my Myrrhe, (57. Chriﬅ is a moﬅ heartſome Gueﬅ Overcomer, even as that Exaltation is ſure to Chriﬅ.
where he is entertained. It is added, And he ſhallſiep 3. It ſetteth forth the Method of it: So that as
with me:- This is the Fruit and Eﬀect of the former Chriﬅ did ﬁrﬅ ſuﬀer and overcome, and did then
two; and expreﬅ-'eth the ſweet Satisfaction that the come to Glory; ſo theſe that are to be ſet down

Sinner who openeth to Chriﬅ ſhall have by Union and upon his Throne muﬅ come in' the ſame Me
thod,

Chap. 3. *
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thod, by wreﬅling, and overcoming to obtain the Church as Catholick and Univerſal; ſo, indeed ſhe
can neither he without Hypocrites, nor without true
ſame.

THE other Thing of the Concluſion, is, The Converts, as may be gathered from theſe Similitudes
whereby ſhe is holden forth in Scripture: But if we
peated, l/erſe 22. Yet is it never idlely done: Which conſider the particular Societies or Congregstions that
'ſheweth, r. What all Mens Duty is, to wit, it is meet together at Ordinances for -Worſhip, we ſup
their Part that live in any Place at any Time, to re poſe that it cannot be ſo peremptorily determined in
ceive the Word of God with as great Reverence, as reference to each of theſe, as if there had never been
others who lived in ſome other Place, and at ſome a particular Church without Hypocritcs on the one
common Advertiſement, now, the ſeventh Time re

other Time: Therefore this Advertiſement is given hand, or ſincere Perſons on the other : For, there i'
equally to all the Churches, and to allHearersſi It is no tueh Promiſe that can be extended to every par

ate-4
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Mens Duty to receive with Reverence every Word tic lar congregation; but theſe Promiſes muﬅ be
of God, of whatſoever Kind it _be: Therefore it is app _ to the Catholick Church: In which only,
ſubjoyned to all the ſeveral Mcſlages. 2. It ſheweth Faith "cannot fail. Again, theſe Properties and De

Mens ſinful Stubbornneſs that are not eaſily broughr to ſcriptions of the viſible Church, do not agree to every
give Obedience to this principal Duty.
I 'r is meet now that we take Notice of ſome Dif

particular congregation, but to the Church Univer
ſal, which is called the Kingdom of Heaven, and

ﬁculties that may ariſe from the Words. And here likened to ſuch and ſuch Similitudes. Beſide, if we
it may be enquired, What is to be thought qf tbu conſider Experience, it willbe hard to ſay that never
Church ? or, What Judgment may be given qf the any Company of Hypocrites did combine together of
ame ? Jnſw. Altho' it is hard to determine peremp themſelves, or by Providence were caﬅen to meet at
torily concerning their State; yet tt appeareth that the the ſame Ordinances in the way of a particnlarCongre
Condition of this Church, is the very worﬅ of any gation. There can be little ſaid of this Church of
that hath been written to: For, r. There is nothing Laodiua to vindicate her from this. On the other
m her commendable, ( at leaﬅ commended ) as was
in Epheſizr, Pergamas, and other Churches. 2. There
is no Perſon excepted from the Charge of Luke-warm
neſs and Hypocriſy, as was_ done in the Eptﬅle to
Sardis, [ſer/e 4. But the Stratn of the Eptﬅle runneth
to Charge them, and to Charge them all wtth a moﬅ
grievous Charge. And ſeeing our Lord doth take
this Titlc to himſelf in this very lipiﬅle, to be the
faithful and true mine/s, it is not like that he would
have altogether pall: over their Honcﬅy, or ſuch_ as

ﬁde, it were hard to ſay that never any, tho' the moﬅ

choiſe Number, ſhould meet together in a Church
way, and be without Hypocrites: This indeed I
grant is much more diﬃcult, and cannot but be much

more rare than the other; ( which I ſuppoſe is but '
too frequent) yet conſidering what may be ſaid for
theſe hundred and twenty who did mcetand continue
together, Act: r. I 5. we ſuppoſe it is hard ſimply to
deny the ſame.

From which, it will foliow that the

viſible Church muſt be principally conſidered in the
as Catholick,
theſe many
were Sincere amongﬅ them, without commending New
per-tiesTcﬅament
and Deſcriptionſis
can onlyſeeing
be applicable
to Pro
it as

- the ſame, if there had been an ' ſuch tobe commend

ed. For our Lord kept that
ay in all the former ſuch,'and are not ſo to be applied to particular Con
' Epiﬅles; and had there been any ſincere Perſons in gregations.
this Church, it had been no leſs to their _Commenda
2. I T may beenquired, that ſeeing this Church_

tion, and to the commendation of his Grace, to is holden forth as hypocrital, Hſhat may be the Cha
have commended the ſame : Yet we think that the racters of a Hjparrite, a: they are here drawn by the
Lord is in tryﬅing Terms with them, and therefore Lard ? lnſw. There are two Sorts of Hypocrites:
might poſſibly have ſome to call _eﬀectually from One is more groſs, and do indeed know that they are
amongﬅ them,

which maketh him thus, out of but diﬂ'embling:

Theſe are not properly Hypocritcs,

Love to continue and broth: Yet we cannot ſee but Diſſemblers. A ſecond Sort, is, More ſubtiie;
any Ground to conclude that there was any btncert that is, when not only they make others to eſteem
ty, or ſinccre Perſons amongſt them for the of them, as if they were ſinccre; but when they
Time. Upon which, ſeveral Queﬅtons- may a come indeed to have ſuch an Eſiimation of them
riſe; As,
. ſelves. Theſe are_properly Hypocrites, and ſuch as
1. IT may be asked, 17' there am be any part: are deſcribed'here, Ver/e 17. Now,ſrom this Epiﬅle,
tu/dr Church, without ſbme jrnrere Pe'ſm: m the ſuch a Deſcription may be gathered; r. A ſubtiie
ſome, ſeeing it i: ramparezlto a Floor where both Whem Hypocrite, is one that hath ſome large Proſcſſton, .
and chaﬀ are? dnſw. If we-conſidcr the viſible and-Fruitfulneſs as to many external Duties; ,In
D d 2
this
a

0.
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either that he wanteth Sincerity in the strain of his

ct hehe he
is ahoundeth
"at cold, asin wanting
Form;
hliilt's Reſ
it rlhcay,
that. 2.allTho'
he

Walk, or that he hath not received Chriﬅ, or made

hath much Form; yet hath he no Power nor Realr

uſc of his Righteouſneſs: And tho" he may take
with many particular Challenges; yet he is guarded,
aſſHypoerite, tho' he might
ſaid to have much as it were, againﬅ theſe two. Therefore it is ſaid,
Hvpocriſy in him: And in this Reſpect, the Hy there muﬅ be Eye-ſolve beſtowed upon him, to diſ
pocrite is not bar, even as he lS not mld. 3._ He cover his Nakedneſs to him. And this is even the
is one that notwithſtanding of this his want of Since Height of all, when Self-conceitedneſs and vain Con

tv at all:

Othcrways he could not be dcnomrnate

rity, is yet ﬅill inſenſible of his Poverty, Wine/nd ſidence ſo poſſeſs the Heart, as to make all Con
neſr and Miyery, &it. Thus, Verſe 17. he knoweth victions to be rejected, and to keep the Soul ſleep
not that he is poor, miſerable, blind, He: And this ing ſecurely without ſuſpecting its own Naughti

is a main Piece of the Subtilty of H pocriſy, where

neſs.
3. IF it beasked, How a Perſon that isſh 10'
deceived, ,-in reſpect of his own State and Condr ſaund raineth to have ﬅer/2 Thought: yf himſelf, or ſize/1
tion. ,4. As he is inſenſible of his Poverty, ſo is Can/[deare of his own Condition ? We 'may Anſwer,

by not only others, but even the

erſon himſelf is

he highly puﬀed up with the Eﬅimation of what he Upon theſe conſiderations; l." Men naturally arc
appeareth to himſelf to lnve: And .thus_his Se lovers of themſelves, and admirers of what is in them

curity, is perfect Peace; his Preſumptlon, lS ﬅrong ſelves.
Faith and Conſidence;

Liberty in the ſame, are moſt lively Parts of Com
munion with God in his Account:

For,

upon the ſame Account, theſe Things that look more
2. Men naturally cannot diſcern the
Things of God, for they are ſpiritually diſcerned:
It is no wonder therefore that they take that which
glittereth to be Gold, eſpecially this being added to the
former conſideration. 3. He hath all the Concur
rence the Devil can give him to cauſe him entertain
ſuch Thoughts: And therefore often ſuch a Man is
kept from groſs Tcntations, and foul Out-breakings,
which many ſincere Perſons are tortured with: B
which the Devil aimeth to keep all in quiet, as th'e
Scope ofthe Parable runneth, Mattb. xii. 29. If we

And thus be spiritual-like.

ſaith, He is rit/7, Verſc 17: and really thinketh ſo.
5. He is a- Man that doth continue and grow'ln
this self-opinion:

Hence it is, that Men are ſo eaſily induced

hispraying, and common to overvalue their own natural and moral Parts, and,

being unacquainted

with

through Convictions, and with any Apprehenſion
of declining, or falling from the (rood which he
had, *he doth apprehend himſelf to be upon the

growing hand, and ſo to him ﬅill, l'llS Faith, Grace,
and State of Friendſhip with God, &Ft. do become
the more unqueﬅionable to him, and he ſuppoſeth
himſelf to be, in all theſe Reſpects, upon the thriv

ing hand: Therefore it is ſaid, that be thinketh , conſider his Practice, it needeth not ſeem ﬅrange that
Hm/Zſ to be increaſed with Gaods, Ur. 6. Piers he be thus deludod: For, he doth not ſearch himſelf;
one that is exceedingly well content and ſatisﬁed he doth not make Hypocriſy his Burden, or uſe theſe
with his own Condition; And ſo, in his own Means whereby the ſincere hearted are helped to a Diſ
Eﬅimation, there is none more 'Honeﬅ and Sin covery of their own Naughtineſsz And therefore,
cere, none that lovethGod more hngly, or is more what wonder is it that ſuch be ﬅrangers to this? 5.
beloved of him; And, in a Word, none with When they go on ſmothering Convictions, neglect
whom he would exchange his Condition. This ing Duties, and ſuch like, there is ſomething that
is a Man that hath need qf nothing in his-own cometh judicially from God to give them up to that
Account; but is as if all were well already. 7. Deluſion, ſo as to truﬅ the Language of their own
Under all this," he is a Man that hath never been Hearts concerning their own State, beyond the moﬅ
at the Market of free Grace, nor hath bought, or clear convincing Rcproofs that may come from the
put on the white Raiment, 537. therefore ﬅill all Word of the Lord: And this is to be found, ( Zſiz.
the War-es arc his own; his Righteouſneſs is of his xliv. 20. ) in a very irrationallike Thing, as the wor

own Spinning;

his Peace ﬅandeth on his own Bot

tom ; and Chriſt hath never been ﬂed unto, or ac
cepted of for Righteouſneſs by him: Therefore is
there ﬅill need of making oﬀer of, and preſſing, the
Markct of Grace unto and upon him. 8. Notwith
ſtanding of this, he is as conﬁdent as if all were
well: And he is in an Incapacity '( except the Lord

(hipping of Stocks and Stones; yet ſucha Perſon, be
ing turned aſide by a deceived Heart, cannot deliver .
bis own Soul, 'zar ſily, 15 there not a Lit in my right
laund P 6. There are ſome concurring Things which

may alſo have Inﬂuence upon this, as ſuppoſe M'en
be ſo eﬅeemed of by others who are eﬅeemed graci

ous, eſpecially if upon ſome Fits of Convictions,

do it-inan. extraordinary way )_to be convinced or common Excrciſes, they have beminconſiderately
cryed

_--
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Cryed up b Miniﬅers, as exerciſed Chriﬅians, when their own Naughtinets, nor are willingly entertain
as yet the

xcrciſe hath not taken Root,- nor hath it ed by them: But, on the contrary, it is ſome Ap
been adverted poſſibly, how it came to a Cloſe: By prehenſion of Wrath that wakeneth them; and
ſuch and ſuch like Means, often may a Novice, or what Apprehenſions they have of their Unſound
one who is not a Chriﬅian throughly, come to be neſs, are but impreſſed upon this Occaſion: VVherms
puﬀed up and fall in the Condemnation of the Devil, the Believcr, ﬁrﬅ, ſeeth and feeleth the Body of Death
by this or ſome other way. And, no queﬅion, theſe within him, and then hath the Apprehenſions of
fooliſh Virgins were not a little conﬁrmed in their \Vr2th flowing from that. 4. In their Doubtings
vain conﬁdence and Preſumption, from this, That and Suſpicions, they are moﬅ ſenſibly touched with
they had the Company and Countenance of the wiſe reſpect to the End and Event; that is, they doubt
whether they may attain Heaven, or miſs it: And

virgins, which, it may be, many others had not,
Mart/7. xxv.
4. IF it be asked, If a Hjporritc ran drſizrn bis
czu'z Rotte'zmſt and hhporrzﬁ, orſmr rim' ſixjþect t/z:
jzſſrme? A'zſw. I'. A Hypocrite may come a great
Length as to this, at ſome particular Times and Oc

poſſibly becauſe of their Unbclief, they may draw
ſuch sentences ſometime againﬅ themſelves 5 yet are

they not uſually brought to lentence themſelves in
reſpect of their own State, and to judge themſelves
as loﬅ and graeeleſs:

For, Eye-ſalve, to diſcover

5M4_- -1_.o_._ -_.-x

caſions, eſpecially when ſome ſudden Pears ſeem to our Nakedneſs, is a Gift of Chriﬅ's giving, and
Surpriſe, or w en ſome particular Challenge and the goeth alongﬅ in one Bargain with Gold, white Rai
vFear of VVrath is born in upon him ; yet in ſo far as ment, (57. Therefore it cannot be thought that any
he hath theſe, and entertaincth them, he cannot be Hypocrite ca'n have this kindly Diſcovery of their A
called a Hypocrite; but in ſo ſar as he beareth down own Nakedneſs, and natural Loathſomeneſs in re
and pall'eth over the ſame. For, there is a real ſpect oſ the Root thereof, tho' they may have many
m- zxz-

Ground of Suſpicion and Fear within him, Uſ.

particular Fruits diſcovered to them.

5. If a Hypo

and therefore to be aﬀected therewith, is not proper crite come under any Fit of Terror or Conviction
ly Hypocriſy, except the ſame be hypocritically uſed; thus to ſentence himlL-lf: Yet, even then, it is not
that is, that it be keeped from making diſcernable to ſimple Diﬂ-'atisſaction with his own Sinfulneſs, which
him thc Rottenneſs of his State, but on the contrary, maketh him do the ſame; but ſome apprchended
he becometh the more vain becauſe of ſuch Flaſhes, 'l'crror of God upon him: And therefore when that
and ſeeming Exerciſes, when yet they have never is removed, his Sentence paﬅ upon himſelf is retreat
been ſuﬀered to come the length of any real sinceri ed. And ſo in ſuch a Caſe, a Hypocrite's ientencing
ty. 2. YVe ſuppoſe, that the Counlinuancc of ſuch of himſelf, is but his expreſſmg what he apprehend
Suſpicions, Challenges and Fears, is inconſiﬅent with eth to be God's Sentence upon him 3 or, it is his fore
the State of Hypocriſy, oſ which we are ſpeaking, telling of what he thinks coming: And this ſup
becauſe Security and Preſumption ( to ſay ſo) are poneth ﬅill God's Sentence to be paﬅin his Appre
Eﬂentials to ſuch a Hypocrite: And- we conceive henſion, which maketh them not ſo much piſs their
that the Continuance of ſuch Challenges, Fears, Cs'c. own Sentence upon the Account of their own De
in any Degree, cannot be eonſrﬅent with ſuch an ab ſervings, as to evpreſs with Regrate what he hath
ſolute Security and conﬁdence, as was formerly palled already: Which by no Means they would
ſpoken to. Yet no ſuch Fear or Exerciſe, or. will do, it' they could eſchew it: Wherczts a ſincere
be a Proof of sincerity, except they be rightly im Perſon doth arraign and judge himſelf, from the Senſe
provcn for the diſcovering of a Perſon's Self-inability, of his own Guilt, accounting it juﬅ that God
and for the putting of them to the Market of free ſhould do ſo alſo, altho' they do not look upon his '
Grace, by which only ſuch Fcars can be rightly re Deed as the Ground of theirs, (as in the former
moved. 3. Where theſe Fits of Fears and Suſpicion Caſe ) but on their own Guiltincſs without Rcſpect
are in Hypocrites, they proceed rather from ſome Ap thereto: '
prehenſion or Senſe of VVrath (as in theſe who de
5. IT may be asked, Haw- a Mm'ſz'er "my a'rſc'zm
ſpair
theirthe
salvation
) than
anythem
ſeen a Luke-warm Temper among t/Je People over wþam t'
or ſeltconcerning
Groſsneſsſiof
Corruption
thatfrom
is in
bar/2 Charge ? An iu. Altho' peremptory Deciſion of'
ſelves; or from any Diilatisfaction with their own ſuch a Perſon's State, who hath a Form of Religion,
Faith, or Sincerity upon the diﬅinct Diſcovery of be a Thing that Miniﬅers, nor others, are not to take
their own Rottenneſs and Hypocriſy in it ſelf: And on them ; Yet (conſidering that ſuch a Caſe is often
therefore ſuch Fears follow not upon their Search moﬅ frequent, and that it is of moﬅ weightyConcern
ing of themſelves, nor reſult from the Diſcovery of ment for a Miniﬅer to diſcern the ſame z alſo, thbat
w ere
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where it is common, it is ordinarily one way or o
ther ſo far diſcernable as is ﬁt, to a ſearching diſ

Chap. 3,

ed of any of them that they intended their Ediﬁcati
on, or made uſe of ſuch opportunities ſor that End,
as ſl ary did, Luke x. 42. 6. Men in ſuch a Frame,
as they are proteﬅed Enemies to Profanity; ſo are
they ſecret Whiſperers againﬅ true Tendemeſs and
tender Perſons ; they wonder what ſpiritual Exerciſ

cerning Eye.) We may oﬀer from theſe Word:
ſuch Characters thereof, as may help a Miniﬅer in
applying of himſelf ſuitably, at leaﬅ to their preſent
Frame. 1. Such a luke-warm Temper hath much
more Light than Life, and much more Delight in es are ; and why Folks will not believe, and ſo
ſpeculative Knowledge, and in ſuch preachings as Bllct all their Donbts; they are ready to count
bring ſome new thing to that, than they have in iligence and Seriouſneſ' beyond their own pitch,
what real]

feedeth the Soul, and tendeth to ſearch to be but Fancy and Conceits, as we ſee in ſome

the Conſcience or awaken any ſpiritual Exerciſe Phariſees, condemning poor Women that were
therein. 2. Such a People have ordinarily a heal mourning at Chriﬅ's Feet; and upon occaſions
and unbroken aCondition z without Fears, Exerciſ they cannot well hide the ſame, eſpecially', when
es, or Doubts ; and ſo accordingly there will be little any Faults break out in ſuch, as once ſeemed to be
of ſuch Subjects the matter of Diſcourſe betwixt more tender, then they bleſs themſelves in their own
them and the Miniﬅer: Yea, if ſuch a thing be form of Religion, and infult upon theſe; whereas
moved, either they will ſuﬀerit to die out, as a thing theſe that a're truly ſpiritual, are commanded to re
which they are not acquainted with, or delighted in 5 ﬅore( and will readily endeavour it) ſuch as fall
or, ſo entertain it with ſome ſuch general Expreſſt with the ſpirit ofMeekneſs, Gal. vi. 1. 7. Some
ons as rather ſhew their Deﬁre not to be thought what is diſcernable by a Peoples converſing with o
ignorant, than any way to expreſs their Senſe of the thers: For, ſuch readily love to converſe with
ſame. 3. Much of their Diſcourſe of Religion will theſe that do admire them, and make no Doubt of
readily be to their own commendation, even when their Piety and sincerity: And ſo Miniﬅers and
they ſeem with the Phariſee, ( Luke xviii. ) to thank People both, that ſpeak moﬅ ſmoothly to them,
God thy are not as other man : And ſo ﬅill there is without riping up any thing of their Wounds, are
ſome Expreﬂion of their Satisfaction with their own moﬅ beloved by them, and ſpoken of with the
Coctndition that's diſcernable in the whole Strain of greateﬅ Commendation, even in their Abſence. 8.
their Diſcourſe and way, whatever Acknowledg Some thing alſo may be gathered from this, if the
ments may be intermixed. It is diſcernable by Pride, congregation be eﬅeemed to be generally religious, and
self-eﬅeem, vain Conﬁdence, &Ft. that do accompa

if their manner of Carriage under itbe ﬅill the ſame,

ny ſuch, whith for a Continuance of Time together and hath been ſo ſor a long time together, without
can hardly be hid to a ſeart hing Miniﬅer : For, this any obſervable Change, and ſuch like. When theſe '
doth not only kyth negatirely in their want of ſpiri things concur, it mayjuﬅly be ſuſpected if ſuch a
tual Exerciſes and ſuch like; but it will even often Work be real that's ſo univerſal and eaſily conﬅant.
kyth poſitively, by their cenſuring of others when By theſe and ſuch like, an obſerving and diſcerning
they tall; by their aﬂerting their own'Sincerity, and Miniﬅer may, at leaﬅ, come ſo far in the Knowledge
the clearneſs and Conﬁdence that they have of their of ſuch a Caſe, as may warrant him to apply him
own good Condition, and by their looking upon'all ſelf to deal with them ſuitable to the ſame.
things which may touch at their Sore, as not be
6. I F it ſhould be asked, How it is thata Mini- _
longing to them, and as if they were above and with ﬅer ought to deal with People in ſuch a Frame?
out the reach of all ſuch Grounds of Douhtng. 5. This will be indeed more diﬃcult to anſwer, and
Such love rather to have the Eﬅeem and familiar will be the matter of many ſerious Thoughts to a
Acquaintance of their Miniﬅer, than to have Proﬁt faithful Miniﬅer, leﬅ he run, and labour in vain a
by their Miniﬅry: Hence they will be ſhort in no mong ſuch a People. For there is no People with
civil Courteſy ; will be deſirous of having the Mini greater Diﬃculty gained by the Goſpel; and there is
ﬅer frtquently with them, and that he may love not ordinarily any Caſe that doth deﬅroy ſo many
them, and readily complain if he humour them not Souls in the viſible' Church, as this doth: And
in that; yet he may be many Nights in their Com therefore there is not more Zeal and Prudence re
pany and ﬁnd it hard to edify much; or diſcover any quired in Reference to any ſort of Perſons, than in
great Greedineſs in them to take the Word oﬀ his Reference to ſuch. For helping to anſwer this, we
Hand. We ſee the Phariſecs inrited Chriﬅ to their may oﬀer theſe things from the way which our
Houſcs, thinking it a part of Eﬅeem, and Name, to Lord uſeth in this Epiﬅle. I.\ A Miniﬅer that hath
be familiar with ſuch a Perſon 3 yet it is not record to do with ſuch a People, would endeavour to have
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a miniﬅerial Eﬅeem amongﬅ them, that is, that, buildeth them; what are the Anſwers whereby he
upon the one ſide, he may have a Teﬅimonv in ſhifteth Challenges; what are the Deceits where*
their Conſciences, that he loveth them, and wi eth. with he beguileth himſelf in all theſe, and ſuch like:
the good of their Souls, as a faithful Miniﬅer ſhould Which is the Lord's Practice here, tlzau ſhyeﬅ, 557.,

do: Otherways, if there ſhould be any other Jar, 4. A Miniﬅer would threaten ſuch indclinitely, as
all his Reproofs and Threatnings will be account here, and when he hath deſcribed them with their
ed to ﬂow from that, and ſo be rejected. Again, Characters and Symptoms, thunder out the Lord's
on the other ﬁde, when(Iſay ) this Rcſpectought _Wrath and Curſe even againﬅ Hypocriſy, luke
to be minj/Im'al, it is to ſecludea carnal, trivial Re warmneſs, Self-conceitedncſs, want of Humility,
ſpectand- Aﬀection, that doth proceed from too great ſuch as have not ﬂed to Chriﬅ, are not 'born again,
Familiarityi'with ſuch Perſons, than which thereis, and ſuchv like -, that they may know ſuch ſpiricual-Illsi
nothing more dangerous both to Miniﬅers, and are loathſome to, God. 5. It is fit in ſuch a Caſe to
People: For, where it is, he is accounted a Com< rid lVLarches between Nature and Gracc accurately
panion, and, plainneſs from him, hath no Weight and diﬅiictly; and to give ſuch Symptoms of the
with it: For they cannot-think that he would con one, and arks of the other, as may clearly from
verſe with them ſofamiliarly, if he had indeed ſuch Scripture ſet Bounds between Hypocriſy and Since
Thought: of their Condition, as Faithfulneſs will tity; between! 'Duties done in the right Manner,

put a Miniﬅer toex'preſs in ſucha Caſe:

And, as and ſuch as are but in ſhew, ſo as Conſciences may

ſuch Perſons uſually ſeek to gainſuch Aﬀection and be bound with it, that theſe thingsare the Truths
Familiarity from their h/Iiniﬅer, as a ſpecial Mean of God. 6. There would be ﬅill a plain opening
to keep him in eﬅeeming ſo of them, as they do of up of the way of Juﬅiﬁcation through Faith in
themſelves; So Miniﬅers would beware of giving Chriﬅ, which is the ſure Ground of all Peace: And
them ſucha Stumbling; but to endeavour ſuch an there would be a clearing of the Terms of the

Eﬅeem amongﬅ them, as is, for the [Varb ﬁde, I Covenan't of Grace, and of the Doctrine of Regia
T/yeſi v. 12. 2. A Miniﬅer inſucha Caſe would neration; and withal a moﬅ ſerious Preſiing of
not hold upon general Doctrines, nor the reproving them to make the right Choice, and to accept of
of groſs Scandals only; but he would ſet himſelfin the beﬅ Bargain. Laﬅly, this Application would
Application to inſiﬅ upon Hypocrify and Luke be carried on with more than ordinary Vehcmency
warmneſs, and ſo to deſcribe it, to ſhew the rifcneſs in the manner, weightineſs in the Expreſiion, con

of it,_to ſet forth thc Loathſomeneſs of thc Hazard vincingneſs in the Arguments and Motives, &it.
that cometh to Souls by it, and that in aſearching, Beſide ſecret YVreﬅling with God for them : There
grave and weighty Manner, that he may be ſeen to fore the Lord hete obteﬅeth, and proteﬅeth in
be aﬀected therewith himſelf, as thc Lord doth in this the preſſing of this; This alſo would notbe done
Place. 3. This would be done pungently and pur for ſome little ſpace of Time; but would be con
poſely, as if a Miniﬅer were building Forts to beiiege tinued, and inſiﬅed in : Therefore the Lord block
a City, or takinga ﬅrong Hold by the Goſpel: And et/z, and heﬅandetb and Much-th: Which giveth a
therefore one Battery would be made to follow upon Pattern of what Miniﬅers ought to do in ſuch a Caſe.
the back of another, if ſo be ſuch ﬅout, Pillars of And indeed there is no greater Need of any thing,
Preſumption may be battered down: 'And for that than by weighty powerful Preaching and convinc
End, the Word would be ſharpned land edged, ing Application, to bear and knock at the Hearts
that it may prove a Diſcerner of the Thoughts with the Word, as with aHammer: Becauſe, there
ahd Intent of the Heart, and lay open, not only is no Condition moreriſe, and more dangerous in the

what is the Man's Practice without, but what is the Church of God, than the ſame ofwhich we have
Heart Language within ; what are his Thoughts of ſpoken.
himſelf; what are the Grounds upon which he

Cancer-'ring 'be Identity of Angel, Biſhop, and Presbjteri
/
lT may poſſibly ſeem ﬅrange to ſome, that in the ſome ſingular and eminent Perſons, having Juriſ
Expoſttion of all theſe Epiﬅles, we have ﬅill diction and Authority over other Miniﬅers, ſuch as
applied what is ſpoken to, or of the Angels, as bc- uſually is given to Biſhops and Prelates as contra
ing ſpoken to, or of, ordinary Miniﬅersz whereas diﬅinct from the other: And that therefore this
to ſome, it appeareth, that theſe Angels were Expoﬁtion and Application, which all alongﬅ, doth
con
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confound Biſhops and Mtzyltrs, as if there were no

Diﬅinction amongﬅ them, is not to be admitted.
To ſa

ſomething to this now, upon the Cloſe

Chap. 3.

TH E third place, is, Tz't. I. By comparing
'verſe 5. with verſe 7. where in the one, then'c

words arc, for tbi: Cauſe left I tbee in Crete, [but

of all the -piﬅles: \Ve do indeed acknowledge that thou ſhould ordain Elder: (or 1\/Iiniﬅers ) in every
this Expoſition doth confound the ſame, and will City. And in the 7. 'verſe after he hath given ſome
zdmit of no Diﬅinction amongﬅ them as amongﬅ Directions concerning their Qtaliﬁcation, he doth
oﬃcers of the Church of a higher and lower Place. ſubjoin this as a Reaſon enforcmg the Obſervation
And although we hinted ſomewhat at the Reaſons of .of the ſame, for a Brſhaþ muſt be blame/e r, &Ft. and
this, C/mp. I. Ver/e zo. Yet we ſhall atteﬅ any ferious iſ both were not one, there could be no orce in his

ſo reaſoning. The Word alſo rendred Bzſhap, is
that ſame which was in the former Places.
T H I fourth place is, 1 Per. v. x,-f Where
Peter cxhorting the Miniﬅers, or preaching Elders,
to watch carefully over the Flock and to feed the
theſe Angels, as being ſpoken of, and to, the Mini ſame, expreſieth the Nature of their Oﬃce to con
ﬅers of theſe Churches. And, having now gone ſiﬅ in this, in having, or taking the Over/ig/yt zﬀ t/M
through the ſame, we profeſs our ſelves to be more Flork : Which, in the Original, is the ſame Word,
conﬁrmed in the Expoﬁtion of this Title Angel, that muﬅ be'applied to Biſhops, and might be ren

Reader (who will ponder and weight the ſeries of
theſe Epiﬅles, and the Application of them) if he
can judge it poﬃble to expound, and apply theſe
Epiﬅles in any uſeſul and practical Manner, and not
be neccﬃtate to underﬅand what is ſpoken of, or to

which was formerly given.

And if it were not ſo,

dred thus, feed the Find 'that is among you, mmſee

wc truly would not know how to expound theſe ing the ſame a: Biſhops, not by Coryiraint but will
Epiﬅles, or to apply the ſame to one, ſuch as this ing/y: For the Word is 'p'ſi'r/pMtes. And there
Biſhop, contradiﬅinguiſhed from Miniﬅers or Pres were no Reaſon for him to require Miniﬅers to play
byters, is ſuppoſed to be. And although we pur the Biſhops( to ſpeak ſo) by watching ſo over the
poſe not to digreſs in this; yet that it be not looked Flocks, as belong to them, if Biſhops and Miniﬅers
upon as any unreaſonable thing thus to confound in the Language of the Holy Ghoﬅ were not one
Biſhops and Miniﬅers, and to take them for one and the ſame. Neither will that Exception which
and the ſame Oﬃcer, we ſhall propoſe theſe four Bel/ar'mirr hath ( de Clert'tir, Ir'þ. I trip. t 5. ) and
ſundry other Papiﬅs with him, to wit, that at that
conſiderations, ,
T H E

ﬁrﬅ is, That we are ſure this is a

Time theſe Titles were not diﬅinguiſhed in the

greeable to Scripture: And iſ in Scripture they Church, but uſed in common, as they prove out of
be thus ccnfounded; it muﬅ certainly be ſaf many of the Ancients; But, on the contrary, this
eﬅ to ſpeak with it. Now that the Scripture doth conﬁrm our Aſſertion : For, 1. If they were
doth ſo, may appear from theſe Scriptures, which not diﬅinguiſhed then, who can afterwards diﬅin

even many of the Ancients have made uſe of guiſh them: 2. Can therebeſo univerſal and fre
for this End. The ﬁrﬅ is, Acts xx. where ( 'verſe quent mentioning of them as one, except they be
17. ) Paul doth call the E/xler's qſ Eplujſizs; and really and wholly ſo? 3. It appeareth by theſe
when he hath continued for a Time to ſpeak unto Scriptures, where not only the Titles are confound
them (e'er/e 28. ) he doth give them this Stile of ed, as belonging to the ſame Oﬃcers, but the Oﬃces
Bz'jxf-oþ:
for what is tranſlated Ow'ſeerr, is in the themſelves are conſounded, both in Reſpect of the
Original eþijeopous) in which place they are moﬅ (Lsaliſications of the Perſons, and in Reſpect of
evidently ſpoken of as one, both in reſpect of Name, ordaining and inﬅalling of them in theſe Oﬃces,
and in reſpect of Oﬃce.
and alſo in reſpect of the Duties that are required
'T H E 'ſecond placeis, Pbilp. i. I. Where Paul of both. It is worth the obſerving which the Je
dirccteth his Epiﬅle, beſide the Saints, to the Biſh ſuit Larr'mtt hath to this Purpoſe, Acts xx. 17.
op and Deaeom, without mentioning of any Mini who, after the rejecting of many Anſwers, is brought
ſler or Presbyter. The Reaſon why they are cal to acquicſce in this asTruth, that theſe Names
led Biſhops, in the plural Number, is, not becauſe were common in the Apoﬅles Days, who did uſe
there were plurality 'of Lord-Biſhops, as diﬅinct the Title ofBidwþ: and Presbyter indiﬀerently: and
from Miniﬅers in one City; but it is, becauſe by Bil/2 that therefore theſe who are Presbyters in the one
pps, is underﬅood the Plurality' of Miniﬅers that verſe, are ﬅiled Bi/bop: in the other: He doth
\- ere therein. And C/BUyZ/iome upon the \V0rds ob alſo afterward ſubjoin this Similitude to illuﬅrate
ſerveth, That in the Scripture, Diſtinction is not the ſame; As ( ſaith he ) inthe primitive Time
n ade betwixt there Titles; but the ſame that is a the Title

Papa ,

or Pope,

was

indiﬀerently

Mininiﬅcr, is alſo Biſhop.

given

i

__,_

._.-_.

__

ﬁd

w
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given to all eminent Biſhops ; but afterwards was re
ﬅricted to the Biſhop of Rome, fordiﬅinguiſhing him
from others; So ( ſaith he) the Title Bi/hoþ, which
was at ﬁrﬅ common to all Miniﬅers, was at laﬅ ap

doth the Biſhop diﬀer from the Miniﬅer. And this
Diﬀerence is not to be underﬅood to be ſuch as was in
the Apoﬅles Days: For, the former Scriptures will
confute that. Therefore even this ſame Father with
propriated to ſome few 5 who, for diﬅinguiſhing them others, do aſſert, That then Presbyters did orda'n
from others, were thus ﬅiled, for ſetting forth their Biſhops, as in the Inﬅance of Timothy, rTi/n. iv.

they allayed to make out; But it is a Diﬀerence that

Authority and Juriſdiction above them. This in
deed ſeemeth to be the Truth, and ſheweth clearly
that Biſhops and Popes (in the Senſe that ſome do
plead for) have the ſame Original, and are grown up
by thezſame Means, to be diﬅinguiſhed from others

was brought in afterward in the Church, and was in
Exerciſe for that Time, tho' without any Warrand
from the Word. And if theſe Scriptural Grounds
hold, as by what is ſaid, they neccſlarily and clearly

as being above them, to wit, by Mens Pride and hu

muﬅ, it mattereth the leſs what may be ſaid from,

other Grounds.
mane Conﬅitutions.
_
I know that even b ſome of the Fathers theſe ration.

And ſo we leave this ﬁrﬅ Conſide

two Places, to wit, Ep . iv. lr, 12. and, 1'Tim.iii.
Ou R ſecond Conﬁderation, is, That this con
2. with 8. are adduced for the ſame End: Becauſe, founding both of the Titles and Oﬃces of Biſhcp

in the ﬁrﬅ Place, The Apoﬅle reckoneth out both
extraordinary and ordinary preaching Oﬃccrs, with
out making any mention of Biſhops: Which could
not be, if they were not the ſame with Paﬅors that

and Presbyter, will be found agreeable to the moﬅ
pure Primitive Times. It is true, within ſome ſcw
Ages, Diﬀerence was made between Biſhops and

Presbyters in the Church; yet was never that
And Diﬅinction counted by them to be jure die-low, or
altho' it ſeemeth that in ſomethings he miſrepreſent by the Law of God; but as a Thing belongingr to

are named, as Ambroſe on the Place aſlerteth.

eth the 'Primitive Order of the Church; yet is he Order in the Church, and brought in by Cuﬅom:
forced to add, Idea not' per omnia (olive/limit ſeripta Which was, that he who was of greateﬅ Age at d
dye/lah' ordi'mtioni quae mzrzr in Erole1rr_eﬅ: quid Reſpect, and did preſide in the Meetings, was Plſ'll
hzec i'1ter ipﬅz primordia ﬅripta ſimt. And though cularly called Biſhop, which afterward was eﬅabliſh<
that laﬅ Reaſon hath no Weight in it to inſer any ed by ſome Councils. If we might take the Teﬅi
Change upon the Church now, in Reſpect of its mcn of ſome Papiﬅs here, they will conﬁrm this;
Oﬃce-bearers, from what it was then in the Apoﬅles Mix ael ll-Iedina ( as he is cited by Bell/omnia, lih.
Days, and ordained to be by them; yet this is clear, 1.de01eriri5,rap. 15. ) doth aﬃrm, That not only Ye
that he granteth a clear Diﬀerence between the State rom was of that Mind with ler/'un ( whoſe Opinion
of the Church in theſe Days, wherein this Diﬅincti< was, That the Biſhop and the Presbyter were equal
on of Biſhops from Paﬅors was come to ſome Height, Sedulius,
and the ſame)
but alſo,Chryſgct/Iomus,
That Ambrtyius,
Jugro/Iimzs,
Pr'ima/ius,
Theoderetur,
Oe
from what it was in the Time of the Apoﬅles, which
certainly muﬅ be the moﬅ pure Times of the Church. tumenius,
Theophilactus
of that
ſameſivzctiſl
mird.
Ate/te ita and
( inouit
Mdina )were
iﬅi wſiri,
alioqui
In the other Place, to wit, 1Tim.iii. l, Es'c.

The

Apoﬅle propoſeth certain Rules for the trying and ſor/i, is' Sd/lctdſllm Srript'urarum tonſidtiﬄzrii : quo
ordaining of one to be a Biſhop, and after, in l/erﬅ 3. "Lm tamen ﬅate/nium print in A'erio, deinde in H/al
he- doth immediately paſs to the Oﬃce of a Deacon, denſilur, poﬅremo in foam-te Wit-dy), dammwit Et
without mentioning of a Presbyter or Miniﬅer: rlejra, &Ft. Note here, that this hath been always
Which ſheweth, that in ſpeaking of Biſhops, he did accounted the common Judgment of the ZVaIden/r: underﬅand Presbyters, and dld acknowledge no diﬅinct and of med-life, with his Followers, whoſe Judg
Tmching-oﬃcer between them and Deacons. And ment certainly is of great Weight, ſeeing they were
indeed the Rules and (Lialiﬁcations are the ſame which eminent Witnelles againﬅ the Beaﬅ, whereof more
he maketh common to Biſhops and Presbyters, Titus may be ſpoken, Chap. xi. and he doth at large make
1. Chryſoﬅome moveth the ſame (Lieﬅion on the out the Argument of theſe Fathers with lie-rius in
Words, Ver/2 8. Homi/ia I l. to wit, II/hy doth Paul this Point, to wit, that by Divine Right there is no .
pra/3 immediately from Biſhoþ: to Dearom, omitting Diſſerence between Biſhop and Presbyter. This
Presbyterr? Becauſe ( ſaith he) between a Bzſhop Teﬅimony will be'morc clear, if we conſider many
and a Presbylerr there it along/3 m Diﬀermre: Far, of theſe Teﬅimonie' themſelves, as they are ſetdown
the Care of the Church is committed to Preib'rers: And by Six-tus, Senenſis. Bibliothetxeſhnctee, lih. 6. armo- .
what he ſhohe of Bzſhopr, doth agree to Preshyterr. talioole, 319, and 324. where he hath the Uſords
Only he ſubjoyneth, in the Matter of Ordination. 'of many of theſe Author's, as agreeing with jeo-am,
L c
'
whoſe

L

2'0
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mﬃ/io Etl/(ſid guþernaba'itur. Pgﬅquam ver-a un
uſgmſque to: quos baptizawmt ſize: putabat cſſ, m"
Cbrﬃi, in into 'rbt den-ctum g/I, at 'may de Prnþy.
terir electm ſiiþnzþonerztur [men's 5 ad quem amm'r

whoſe Tcﬅimony is moﬅ largely ſet down, and
beſide what was already cited from zlmbraſi, theſe
Words are added out of his Comments on t'ſim.
cap. 4. Epiropi is' Presbyter-i mia g/I ordinatia:
( uterqut mim Sacmia: tﬅ ) ſed Epi/Zapus primu: g/f, Errlrjiz tum pertinent; is' St/Ilſi'ldtlct" ſtmina tolle
ut omnis Epiſioﬃut Presbyter ſit, non tamen ammt rmtur. And leﬅ this Aſiertion of his ſhould be
Presbyter Eþzſſ/mpus. Ill' tnim Epiﬅopus eﬅ, qui in thought to be without VVarrant, he addeth, Putat
ter Piesbyteros primus eﬅ, which is not to ſhew any aliyuit, &Ft. doth any think that this is not the mind
superiority of Degree, but an orderly Precedency of the Scripture, but our own? to wit, that a Biſhop
which he that was the chief Presbyter had amongﬅ and Presbyter are one and the ſame, and that the one

others. He is alſo cited upon Philip. I. r. where
he bringeth in, Acts xx.t7. and 28. to conﬁrm thi
that Presbyters and Biſhops were the ſame.
- '
Be s tD E theſe, we may add two more particular

Word, to wit, Brj/bop, denoteth the Oﬃce; and the
other, to wit, Presbyter, the Age? For then they
uſed
be well And
ﬅricken
in Years;
and inPresbyter
ſit-r
niﬁethtoEll-fer.
he doth
ſubjoyn,
this Placoe,

Scriptures
conﬁrmimr
the
Teﬅimonies, The ﬁrﬅ is of Yerom, ﬁrﬅ, in his the
ſame:
Whichformerly
he dothmentioned
not only for
cite,
but lbblidly

i Epiﬅle to Euagrim, where at large he nſierteth and
proveth this Truth: And when he proponeth the
(Lieﬅiom I'Vmldye bove [nt/mity? he goeth through
theſe Scriptures, Philip. 1. Acts 20. Titus I. I'Ir'm.
4. IPet. 5. and from theſe Places doth conﬁrm,
not only the Titles to be common; but that the

reaſoneth the Concluſion from them, and havinor
cited Act: xx. he hath theſe Words, Obſerve her?

diligently, how calling the Prcsbyters of one City,
to wit, Ep/uſiu, he doth afterward ﬅile them Biſhapr.
And alſo maketh uſe of that, Htb. xiii. 17. where

Presbyters were by Oﬃce Biſhops: And for that Submiſſlon and Subjection is required to all that watch
Cauſe he cites the Greet Word, to wit, Lþiﬅoponlrr, over Souls, and, faith he, ibi cequali'ter in!" plural'
which in that'Place of Peter' is applied to Presbyters, Erzleſizsrura divia'f/ur. And leﬅ it ſhouldbe thought
to ſhew the identity of the one Oﬃce with the that he eﬅeemed this Diﬀercnce, which afterward Fol
other: Yea, he addeth many other Places, as the lowed between Biſhop and Presbyter, to be of Di
ſecond and third Epiﬅles of John, and tTim. 3. vine lnﬃtution ( tho' in Part he did then acknow
where ( faith he) de ardinatione Epiſwpi is' Dian/ii ledge
defacta)
he ſ:
dothexcloſe
with
this, ſome
Sizuti Diﬀerence,
erga Pl'tjlcthlz'i'i
ſuſiunt
Etdgſi-t
dicitur; de Presbyterit, omnina rctitctur: quit: in
Eprﬅaþo 65' Prnbytera routine-fur. If it be asked, mnſizetudine ei qui ſilzi prczptﬃturfutrit, eſſzﬂcbjcctar:
How this Dg'ſiinctian did enter? He anſwers it in Ita Epiſtopi nour-int ſe magis tonſizetudine, qual'
that Epiﬅle, quad auttm pzﬄea, &Ft. that "is, that dtſbaſitianis dominicce veritate, Pt'crbytcrir eﬅ? maje
when afterward one came to be elected and preferred res 5 that is, as Presbyters know themſelves to be
to the reﬅ, it was done for the Remedy of Schiſm. by the' Cuﬅom of the Church, ſubject to him that
And it is obſervable, that this Remed is ſaid by him is ſet over them; So Biſhops would know that
to be after 76/2'1'5 writing of his Epiﬅlestdurmg they are above Presbyters, rather by Cuﬅom, than
which Time, there was no ſuch Diﬀerence. And by any Verity of Divine Dilpoſition or Appoint
he illuﬅrateth it thus, as if the Deacons ſhould pecu ment: And when he cometh again to the Tent,

llarly chooſe one from among themſelves, whom he uſeth this Tranſition, r'ideamu: igitur qualis Pr'ſ
they knew to be induﬅrious, and give him the Title byttr, ſive Epiﬅopur, ordr'rmndurſiſ.

of Arch-deacon, for helping them in the managing

F R o M which Teﬅimonies, theſe Things are

of what belongs to their Oﬃce orderly: Thus he. clear:

1'. That there was no Diﬀerence betwixt the'

Names and Oﬃces of Biſhops and Presbvters in
the Days of the Apoﬅles. 2. That the Diﬀerent:
was not begun by any Apoﬅolick Conﬅitution;
but upon Church-Cuﬅom, the Decrees of Councils,
Again, he doth purpoſely handle this ſame thing in and ſuch other Grounds. 3. That altho' he ac
hisCommentars on Titus 1. where without any Pre knowledgeth ſome Diﬀerence for the Time, as
judice by the Heat of Diſpute, having compared I'crſe that Biſhops were to ordain, from which Presby
5. with Verſe 7. he addcth, Idtm r/i' erga Prtrbyter ters were reﬅricted; yet that is clearly aller-ted
qui Eþtﬅaþus: is' antcquam diabo/i i'ﬄigctuﬅudia in by him not to ﬂow from any Divine Conﬅitu
re/igiancﬁermt, EJ' dizeretur in populit, ago/um Pan/i, tion, (for there can none be imagined after the
'go Apollo, 'go autem Cap/w, amnium Prnbjm'arum Apoﬅles Days ) but from ſome Humane or Church

Which clearly ſheweth. what kind of Precedcncy this
is which he attributeth to the Biſhop, even ſuch as
he would allow to a Deacon, that for ſome ſpecial
End is advanced to ſome peculiar Care by others.

. .

Conﬅitution,
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-Conﬅitution, as by the former warning both to
Biſhops and PrWyters wherewith he cloſeth, is
clear.
T H r s Teﬅimony is ſo clear, that it doth put
many of the Popiſh Adverſaries to a ﬅand. ſil

Neither can that Exception of Bellarmin and ſome
others be of Force, to wit, that Anger/line doth com

pare, not the Uſe Of the Chriﬅian Chufch in that
Time with what was formerly, but the Uſe of theſe
W'ords in the Chriﬅian Church with what was before
ﬁnſiu Ca/lrenﬁt (as he is cited by Bellar'nin, and Chriﬅ: And ſo the Uſh of the Church, and Divine
Sixty: Sene'ﬃs, in the Places formerly mentioned ) Inﬅitution, according to this meaning, will be one:
doth not ﬅand to aver, That in this J'erom did This ( I ſay ) doth moﬅ groſly contradict that Fa
e"rr.' And Bellarmin when he hath given one An ther's Intent: For, r. His Scope is to ſhew, that tho'
ſwer, to wit, That erom intended the Change be he was called a Biſhop, and 'ram but a Presbytcr,
twixt Biſhops and tesbyters, t'ohave begun upon that yet indeed there was no iﬀerence, but only ſuch
the Occaſion of the ﬁrﬅ Schiſm at Corinth, be

as Uſe and Cuﬅom had brought in into the Church,

cauſe of his alluding to theſe Words, I am of Paul, whereas if we expound Cuﬅom or Uſe otherwiſe,
Iam'f Apollo, Uc. and ﬁnding him afterward to duguﬅine would ſeem rather to aſſert and aggrcge the
maintain the fame Doctrine from the Epiﬅles of Diﬅance that was between him and _7erom, than any
Paul to the Philippianr, and Titus, and alſo from way to diminiſh the ſame. When yet his Scope is
the Epiﬅles of Peter and John, which were written clear to leſſen that Diﬅance of superiority that ſeemed
long after the ſaid Schiſm; to weaken his Teﬅi to be between him and him becauſe of theſe Tirlcs.
mony, he ſaith, Ohﬅr'vandtcm g/l ſanctum .Hiero'tt 2. The very Expreſiion will bear the ſame, auzsjnm
man; in illa ſim _ſhntentia non ade'o con/lament 7.-'1 Ecclcſiz uſict ohtinuit, Eﬂ'c. which neceſſarily import
deri, &Ft. whereas he is moﬅ conﬅant, ſeeing by eth, that ſometimes ſuch Diﬃerence was not in Cuſ

mentioning theſe Words, he doth not pitch on that tom in the Church: And where will it be ſound in
ſiugn/line, that he comparcth any Cuﬅom of the
to, doth expreſs the Schiſms that followed there Church after Chriﬅ with what was before, as diﬀerent
after. And we ſuppoſe there can be no infring Cuﬅoms of diﬀerent Times of the ſame Church?
ing of theſe ſo direct and expreſs Teﬅimonies: For to him, and almoﬅ all, the Fathers, ujsi/s, or Loll
Yet we may obſerve what Lﬅimation the1e Men ſicetudo Ere/diet, is ever taken, when given, as a
have really 'of the moﬅ eminent Þathers ( whom Ground of any Practice, as contradiﬅinguilhed from
they ſo much otherways cry up ) when they diﬀer Divine Inﬅitution, as in the laﬅ cited \Vords of j'erom
is clear. Alſo, it may have its own \\'cighſ, that
from them.
T H 1 s Teﬅimony upon Titus, is the more ob he is now writing to _7tl'0m, whoſe Judgment in
ſervable, becauſe, as both Sirtur Szf'tt/lſiſ hath it, and theſe Things was not unknown to him: He muﬅ
Bet'larmin doth acknowledge, Sczlnliru, Soot/ty, and 'therefore be ſuppoſed to uſe the ſame, as it was un
zlnſelmui Cnntuarie'r/ir Eplju'opur do expound theſe derﬅood by him.
Words of Paul to 771ur, in the ſame \Cſy Words
A Ls o in that Book, which is intitlel, Liber
that are uſed by Yea-pen. And ſo the former Teﬅi oum/lionum ſc'ctcris to' Now' Yeﬅamenti, among Ju
mony is notto he accounted the Teﬅimony of one, grc/l. his Works, .Qureﬅ. rot. when hehath proven
but the Teﬅimony of three, bclitle others, who in from t Tim. 3. the Biſhop and Presbyter to be one,
quid e/l enim Lþi/Zuput niſi pri'nw Prerhyter? And
other \Vords incline to _'7erom's Mind.
T H r ſecond Teﬅimony is of that farre-is Fa after he marltcth, that altho' the Biſhops uſed to ﬅile
ther zlrcgnﬅine, who in'vhis 19. Epiﬅle ( uitiebis Prcsbyters, Comþrerlzytcri ; yet, ſaith he, they never
the laﬅ of his Epiﬅles direct to j'cr'osn, and lS aho in ﬁiy to the Deacons Condiaconi. And whoever be the
particular Schiſm at Corinth; but, in Alluſion there

that order among Jew/it's Epiﬅles) when he is Author, it ſheweth, that in the Primitivc Times this

reﬅing 787'0721, who was but a Presbyter to uſe Title Biſhop, was rather given as a Note of Reſpect
Freedom with him who was a Biſhop, and to cor

to ſome eminent Miniﬅers, than as that which did

rect
him wherein he was wrong, he doth urge it
thus, quanqrtnm Z/ſiti/n jzſſjeurza'nln _honorum vomht/hi, conﬅitute a different Oﬃce or Othcer, eiþeciallyjnre
dieino. And that there was another kind of Llcntity
gurcjdm Ecrltſizzqrg'us 'ohtinnzt, Epz/roþatur Pt'eslzyterto between Miniﬅers and Biſhops, than any of them and
Dcacons, tho' Miniﬅers virtually comprehend that
IN which Words it is indeed allerted, that a Olhce alſo.
Biſhop was more than a Presbyter, at that Time, yet . l'r is like it may be objected, That all Antiquity
the Riſe ofthat is ſhown to be from the Uſe or Cuſ did condemn Aerial', whoſe Opinion is ſaid to bethis,
vtom whith had now obtained Place in the Church. That he took away all Dyh'nction timuixt Bsſhm and
E e 2
Prethytcr?

majvc/ft- - * '
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Anſw. It is the Judgment of Learned Again, that great School-man Cajrtan, on Titus' 1.
Rib-rius in his Catliolitus Ortlzadoxus, in his Reply to 5. and 7. hath theſe Words, Ubi ddi'll'lt curzdm
'the ſame Charge given by Bal/iw, tractatuﬅrrma'o gradum, idcmque gﬃrium, ﬁgmſimri (i Pau/a 'mnine
fiend/i. 25. That ſlﬂ'ſll] was condemned by them, Przsbyteri (if nor/rim: Epiſiaþi : Nam prm/ziſit, idzirw
not iimply as maintaining any thing contrary to. truth, rclz'qui te in Crzta ut to'ﬄituas Prtsbym-os : U' made
in this, but as imptudently in Practice branglmg the palm/do rage/am, ditr't, opartn em'm Epzﬅaþum. &Ft.
Order then eﬅabliſhed amongﬅ them, to the Hazard By which Words, the Identity of theſe two Oﬃces
of their Union. And there are two clear Prooſsoſ is moﬅ clearly aſi'erted, and conﬁrmed; And
this; I. Becauſe where the ſame Tenents were main this alſo will be ſound to be the Mind of many
tained, as in Yet-am, and others 5 yet where theſePer moe.
ſons continued in the Unity of the Church, they were
IF it be asked, How then theſe more eminent De
never bmnded with any name of Hercſy ſot' the ſame. grees oſ Bzſhoþ, Ar'rh-bzſhap, Patrz'arr/z, &Ft. did en
2. Becauſe even Juguﬅine, who reckons up this Here- ter into the Church; and, how theſe Diﬀerences have
ſy of Aſerz'ut, doth yet acknowledge this Dtﬂerence to ariſen? zlﬂſw. The ſame Lombardm in that ſame
be by no Divine Conﬅitution, as we have formerly Place, de quadrzþnrtiro rra'inc Eprſmporum, doth omit
ſeen. And who will conſider the Rolls ot Hereſies, his former alledging of the Cuﬅom of the Old Tet'ta
ſet down by theſe Fathers, will' ﬁnd that oftentimes ment, and othcrThings which he abuſed, and out
ſuch are reckoned among Hereticks, who much rather of [ſide/'m layeth it down thus, liar-um autem diſh-trio
Prcrdvtir?

ought to be accounted Schiſtnaticks. It it obſervable ti' Genti/i/w: intra-ducta rjidetur; qui ſuas ſilli/Zi'fﬁ,
alſo, that even Adverſaries grant that none of theſe (il/'05 ſimpliritt'" ﬂtrmi'm, alſo: arrbiﬁamintr, alle:

Fathers do condemn him ſot' denying that Dtﬅtnctton
to be fur-t divine, ( ſor which ſee Lﬅiur, lxb. 4. page
35. )'but ſot' denying it ſintply. And ſo now we
leave our ſecond conſideration.
.

profa-ﬅamirm ape/[about

Saw-dom em'm Gmtilrſizzm,

ﬂat/rine: direbamur, &Ft. \Vhich is in ſum, This
Diﬀerence ſeemeth to be brought in ſrom the (Send/er,
who uſed ſo to ﬅile their Prieﬅs, as to call ſome Prieﬅs

T H r: third conſideration, is, That there lS ſome ſimply, others Arch-prieﬅs, others again ﬁrﬅ-Prieﬅs,
Footﬅeps of this Identity of Bi/bop and Prcsbyter in Es'c. and conſidering that the Root of the Roman
the moﬅ corrupt VV ritings oſ the moﬅ impure School Hierarchy, to wit, Pn/mzy, and the ordering thereof,
men: Which may appear in theſe three; il. _In that, did ariſe ſrom the ſuperﬅitious Chriﬅians their imitat

generally, Epi/rapary is holden to be no diﬅinct Or

ing of the heatheniſh Po/ztiſe'x Maximus', ( whereor

der from Presþ'ytery 3 and that Przrbylery, _or_Przrﬅ.

we may ſee ſotnewhat, mp. I 3. lect. 4. ) it is no

baodfas they ſpeak ) is the higheﬅ Order in all their wonder that theſe inſerior Pillars be of the ſame
Hierarchy. And this is current as the Doctrine of kind. And if there were any ſhew from the Word
Lombardut the Maſter of sentences, Huge Jqumay, for ſuch Diﬀerences, it would ſeem that this great
Thomas W'aldenſit, and generally of all_the Ybomyis

at leaﬅ.. And tho' they ſeem to make Btſhops to be of
a more eminent Degree; yet by Eﬅrus, and ſome
others alledged by him, this is not thought ſuﬃcient
to diﬅinguiſh one Oﬃce from aaother. And indeed

Maﬅer had not gone to the Genti/er to be beholden
to them for the ſame. Alſo Eﬅiu: when he is to

prove the superiority of Biſhops, he hath theſe
Words, And uuttmjm-z die/'m ſi'zt Epi upi Pmby
teritſizþeriares, ctſi non ita dat-um tﬅ e'ſitrrit littrir,

conſidering their Doctrine tn_all the other Branches, aliumſe tamen abumle prolmri pmﬅ, (37. in lib. 4.
or Orders of their Hierarch *, tt will well follow, that ﬅntm. diﬅinct. 24. and ſo he citeth Pope's Conﬅi
theſe two, being the ſame rder, cannot be admitted tutions, Canons of Councils, &Ft.

IN the third Place, This will appear ſrom the con
to be diﬅinct Oﬃcers, ſeeing in no other Order ſucha
ſidering of the Anſwers that generally are given by
Diﬅinction is admitted.
_
_
2. W a may gather it from their acknowledging them to theſe Places or' Scripture alledged, whereby
of this to have been a Truth in thePrtmtttve Times. it is concluded that a Bi/Zoþ and Prerbyter are the
Thus Lombard-25, the great Maﬅer of sentences, lm. 'ſame ; Wh'ch are generally one oſ theſe two; I.
4. diﬅinct. 24. when he giveth the Reaſon why only Some ſay, That though the Oﬃce in the Primi
two Orders, to wit, Pmbyteratur, and DlﬂtI/MIUS, tive Times was diﬅinct; yet the the Titles of
are, mentioned by way of Excellency in the canons, Presbyter and Bi/bap, were common. But we
and are called, Ordirm Sarrz:_ [tie ſubjoyneth this as have ſound already this to be a miſerable Shiſt;
the Reaſon, ﬂain lmſalar prmutwa Lrrhj/ia lcgztur Becauſe, t. This Identity oſ the Names ſo cir
habuiﬄi, U' de bis 0/[5 Prdfct'þtﬂ'ff (IN/Mr balzcmur: cumﬅantiated, proveth the Identity of the' Oﬃce:

Anddoth for this. nd cite, tTrm. nt. and Act: Yt. as was ſaid z Becauſe, theſe Places do- not only

apply
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apply the Titles indiﬀerently; but do indiﬀerent Therefore, either we muﬅ altogether leave out Mi
ly apply the Duties, Qualiﬁcations, and every other niﬅers from being conſidered in theſe Epiﬅles, or we
'Thing that belongeth to ſuch Oﬃcers, and Oﬃces; muﬅ thus apply to them what is ſpoken to, and
And there is nothing ſpoken of the one in Scrip of, the Angels. 3. What is ſpoken here to, or of,
ture, but it is alſo ſpoken of the other; neither the Angels, will agree to what in other Scriptures is

any Thing required as a (Lialiﬁcation in, or Duty ſpoken to, and of, ordinary Miniﬅcrs; asto preach
from the one, but is alſo done in reference to the the Word, to convince Gain-ſayers, to cenſure the
other, and that expreſly. A- ſecond Anſwer, is that unruly, to fulﬁl their Miniﬅry, to have an open
of Steno', and ſome others, who followlhim, in liþ. Door, and ſuch like. All which we will ﬁnd ap

4. ﬅntmtfarum, diﬅinct. 24.q1my7ione um'ra, where plied to ordinary Miniﬅcrs in other Scriptures; And
he endeavoureth thus to remove that Objection, therefore cannot but be ſo here alſo. 4. Seeing in no
Becauſe (ſaith he ) at ﬁrﬅ Believers were few, and 'other Scripture, there is expreſs Diﬅinction made be
ſo few M'miﬅers were needful, and it was not, ne tween Bzſheþ and Pt'eibyttr; And ſeeing it is uſual
ceſſary that there ſhould be Oﬃcers inﬅituted in 'to _7alm to ſpeak of Pretbyter or Elder, as of the
every Degree; But (ſaith he ) when the Believers higheﬅ Oﬃce that was to be in'ordinary in the
did multipl ',*then it was neceſiltryr Where there Church; ( for which Cauſe, he calleth himſelf an
is a double *ault; I. That contrary to the Scripture Elder, ) and ſeeing alſo he doth never mention Pre
it is aſſcrted, that then the Church was not numer ,heminence in one Oﬃcer above another, but in the

ous, when as yet very ſoon the Apoſtles were neceſ
ſitated to chooſe Deacons for their Help. 2. That it
ſupponeth, that when the Churchds leſs numerous,
there may not only be fewer Oſhcers, but that ſhe
may want ſome wholly of ſuch and ſuch a De
gree. Add, that it ſupponeth de facto, that the
Church m the Apoﬅles Days was not ſo com

Perſon of Diatrepbtr, (and that with Indignation)
as may be ſeen in his ſecond and third Epiﬅles. And,
La/lbv, Seeing he never mentioncth Biſhop, or any
other Teaching-oﬃcer but Presbyter in his Doctrine
and Writings, Isit probable that under this ﬁgurative

Stile, in a Prophetical Book any other Oﬃcer than
a Presbyter, eſpecially ſuch as ſhould have Prehe

pleatly conﬅitutc in reſpect of the kind of Oﬃ minence over his Brethren, ſhould be underﬅood,
ccrs as afterward: YVhich
ﬁﬅent with that perfect plat
in the Primitive Apoﬅolick
ſuch Anſwers are made by

is altogether incon
Form of the Church
Times. And when
the learnedﬅ of that

and upon this Place alone be grounded, it being
ever moﬅ ſafe in ſuch Obſcure ﬁgurative Places to ex
pound the ſame by what is more clear? And it
would ſeem ﬅrange, that the Inﬅitution of Presby
Party to ſuch Argumcnts, what is it, but indeed ters ; yea, and of Deacons with their Waliﬁcan'
the grunting,

upon the Matter, that there was ons, &Ft. ſhould be ſo clear and expreſs in the Word,

no ſuch Diﬅincticn, or diﬅinct Oﬃces of Brſhop and that yet this Superior Oﬃcer ſhould be ſo darkly
and Prcsbytzr in the Primitive Times in Uſe and pointed at, and there be no Qualiﬁcations, Dirccti- '
Practice in the Church?
ons or Rules given concerning him, but what are to
OU R fourth and laﬅ conſideration, is, That be borrowed from the Inferior Pallor. 5. It would
this confounding of Angel and [Via/ﬅer in this alſo, upon this Suppoſition, be diﬃcult tol ﬁnd out
Place, is neceſſary from the conſideration of the who theſc particular Biſhops could be: For, l. Some
Scope, and other Circumﬅances of the Text, what make Timotby to be dead, and Zo/m now to be
ever might be laid from other Places. For, I. Biſhop of Eplrtſits: And can j'o '1 himſelf, write
We cannot ſee how otherways theſe Epiﬅles can to himſelf, being at that 'I'ime not in Eplztjiu ? 2.
be proﬁtably expounded and applied with Relation It' we take Timatþy to be the Angel mentioned, will
to the State of theſe particu'ar Churches, except it be charitable to account him to have fallen ſo from
this be, as was hinted at the Entry of this (lueﬅi his ﬁrﬅ Love? Yea, ſuppoſing it to be O/zeſimur,
on. a. It is certain, that our Lord's Purpoſe is, it will be hard to conﬅruct ſo of him: And ſo
to point out the Condition of the ordinary Mini we might go through the reﬅ. Beſide, there is
ﬅkl'S of the Churches, as well as of the People, in all theſe Epiﬅles a ſpecial Sibneſs and Sym
or of any ſuppoſed mrticular Bilhcp.- And if this pathy between the Condition of the Angel and
be the Lﬂrd's Scope, then they muﬅ be compre Church: Therefore what is directed to the An
hended under this Title Angel, to whom the gel at the Entry, is applied to the Churches
Epiﬅles are directed: And if ſo, then what is in the Cloſe of every Epiﬅle: Yea, theſe An
ſpoken of the Angel, muﬅ beapplied to them in gels are ſuppoſed to have much immediate In
diﬅerently, ſeeing the Lord maketh no Diﬂ'crence; ﬂuence upon tho Conditions Good or Ill
O!
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Now, it may be' conceived how ſubjoin of himſelf, Mr ago ſam 'of/Ice, /i ſtmel he:

the Churches and their particularMiniﬅers may come r'm'dium, ut adſrbiſinata w] tallenda or] prize-aven
da nmﬀn'ium, admittamu: is' ampicctamur. cur aut
ceived how it can be ſo ordinarily between a Dio quomodo gradus ſiﬅendus ſit, dame ad mzum ſame-tum,
fccſian Biſhop and many Congregations under Patriartbamſiw Po'm'ſitmr Oerummitum, qui ſh/us
him: For, Experience hath proven that often ton', pra/it Hierarcbia: cult/inſide, tam'em cito-mia
times there may be a cold dead Biſhop, and yet mux, atque bar Italy: wlit, 55' magtzo mercetur Abad
where the Nhniﬅers are lively, the People maybe in don ill: Romamlr, qui. tum ﬁu'r aﬃtlis, ndzm in:
good
uſually
are ſirmandam.
utuntrr argummtv, ad Manarrbiamſham in Em'tjizr
liſelefs,,C0ndition:
although 'theBut
Biſiſhop
werewhen
lively,Miniﬅers
yet are the

a to be of the ſame Temper; but it cannot be con

t People for the generality of them but in a dead Con
dition. Laﬅly, If what is ſpoken to the Angels
here, be tobc appropriated to one Biſhop, then it
behoved to be ſaid, that it were only thc Biſhup that
had the Door opened to him in Preaching, as in
Plailmz'zlpbz'a; that he only were commended for

T H i ſame learned Author alſo, coming to
conſider this Place of the Revelation, after other An

ſwers, doth aſſert, that under this Title Angel, a
plurality of Miniﬅers, may be underﬅood, ( as We
formerly did expound the place) whom Chriﬅ
writeth to in the ſingular Number, 1. That he might:
his Labour and Patience, as in Ep/aqﬂu; that he on ſhew that there was an Unity amongﬅ the Minittcrs,
ly did convert Souls, and. i-n that peculiar Senſe, as well as amongﬅ the Members: And ſo he keep
were ſaid to have few unlpotted Perſons under him, eth the Number of them, proportionably to the

as in the Epiﬅle to Sardir, (57. And if theſe things number of the Churches. And, 2. Becauſe by
cannot be aﬅricted to Biſhops, ſo underﬅood, but naming them ſo, the Lord would have them mind
muﬅ agree to all Miniﬅers in ſuch Caſes, Then ed that ſome way they did but conﬅitute one, and
muﬅ the Title Angel be ſo applied in theſe Epiſtles. arc, in reſpect of their Overſight, ſo toconcurr in car
W 1-: know theſe things are more fully and accu ing for the one Flock, as being each of them Mini
"rately made out by many others, to whom we refer *ﬅers thereof, in whole 3 and in particular, written
the Reader: And in particular to that accurate -unto by Jeſus Chriﬅ, for that End. And ſo this
'Piece of thc Miniﬅers of the Province of London, naming of Angel, in the ſingular Number, will ra
called ye: Di'z-'imzm Mni/Ierii Evange/z'ri, and to than
ther remove
eﬅabliſhalltheſuppoſed
ſame: Diﬀerences
Becauſe ſo amongﬅ
whatiis them,
writ
the Books that are frequently mentioned therein:
For, it is not our Purpoſe to inﬁﬅ in this: Only ten to one, is written to every Angel, or Miniﬅer,
we conceive that from theſe conſiderations there is in theſe Churches: Which is the thing that at ﬁrﬅ
Ground ſuﬃcient for our Expoﬁtion and Application we aﬁizrted.
0.' theſe Epiﬅles. It is not unworthy the marking
A N Author of late (to wit Doctor Hommzmd) a
alſo, that Auga/line, expounding that Word, in the mong many other ﬅrange things which he hath, doth

104. Pſillm ( which is to him the 103 ) Hzmaketb take an unheard-of way to evite the former Argu
bis An el: Minſſers, err. he doth underﬅand by ments: And becauſe he cannot deny but the Scrip
AngelﬁgPrwdimtorn Evangelii, or Preachers of the
ture doth take Biſhops and Presbyters for one and
Goſpel, without any further Diﬅinction or Title; the ſame, he doth therefore, ﬁrﬅ, acknowledge this,

which certainly muﬅ be done with reſpect to this to be Truth: But, 2. Aﬁ'erteth that both are to
Place. I ſhall only add a Word of that zealous and -be- underﬅood of Dioccfion Biſhops, and not of Pres

pious Writer, learned Mr. Boyd, who 'having byters, as they are underﬅood now,
clearly madeout this by many Scriptures and Cita
tions of Fathers, both againﬅ'Papiﬅs and others,
who ( ſaith he ) in this were Papizaritts, doth cloſe
with a Saying of famous' W'bitalw againﬅ Sancta-5,
'who having cited _'7trom's Reaſon for the bringing in
of Biſhops'forthe preventing of Schiſm, Hot-'L'Zri

And therefore,
3. Doth deny that in the Apoﬅlrs Times there was
any middle ſhrt of Presbyters, as he calleth them,
betwixt Dioceſian Biſhops and Deacons. 4. That:
many mentioned in the Scripture, and theſe ſeven
Angels in Particular, were Metropolitan Biſhops,
having Power over Dioceſian Biſhops. All which
he aſl'erteth with a great deal of Qonﬁdence, and
doth illuﬅrate the then Government of the Church
from the fourth Chapter of this Book: 'Which, to
him holdeth forth, t. The Metropolitan of yern/(1

'culi/'umg"mvſſmeﬁtþjungit ( ſaith he )ſid ipſh morþo
detcrius pare remldiumſuit : Nam ut prime u/ius
Pr'rxb'tsr rc/iqm's pra-lum: c/Z, Es'factur Epi mpur;
ita jÞF/Ztd 'was Epi/Znpus, "th-'quit tﬅ pra/arm. Sir
g'ﬅa mq/imt'mla Papam cum ſhe [l/Ionart/zia peprrit, lem, as ﬁgnified by the Perſon that ſitteth upon the,
is' paulatim, in Errlijiam int/exit. And then doth Throne. 2. Four and twenty Dioceﬁan Biſhops
ſit

a
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ſitting on Thrones by him, which ( ſaith he) no
doubt was exactly the Number of the inferior Biſh
ops of Judta, although the ſame cannot be made
out by Hiﬅor . Theſe are repreſented by the ſour

and twenty

lders.
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of ordinary Miniﬅers. And if there were none ſuch
'in the Apoﬅles Days, they cannot be ſaidto have
had Power over ſuch: And lo either theſe Argu
ments muﬅ ﬅand, and this Authors Aﬂ'ertion muﬅ

3. Seven Spirits, ſigniſy the fall; or ifit ﬅand, they muﬅ tall: By which there

ſeven Deacons which were in that Church:

Thus is a Loſs to that Party however.

( ſaith he ) was the eﬅate of the Church in yoſm's
Thirdly, I T may be conſidered how that Au
Time, and no other Oﬃcer was as yet inﬅituted.
thor's Ground can be reconciled with Scripture,
A L T H o U o H theſe be Vanities beyond any
thing whichhc condemneth in Mr. Brigbtman himſelf,
and cxceedimly unſuitable to the Scope of the Spirit ;
and though there can be little Expectation to con
vince any who ſo unwarmntably aſſcrteth their own
Imagination asa certain Truth, withoutany NVar

wherein the Oﬃce and actual being of ſuch an Oﬃ
cer as a Presby-ter, as we take it, is ſuﬃciently clear:
For which ſee, Firﬅ, theſe Scriptures that do moﬅ

fully hold ſorth the diﬅinct Oﬃce: of the Church
under the New Teﬅament, as Epb. i. 4. 11, 12.

Beſides Apoﬅles and Evangcliﬅs, he gave ſome to be
rant ſrom the iVord, or any Hiﬅory; yet we muﬅ Ptzﬅorr and Tent/ma. Now, by Paﬅorr and Flux/7
ſay ſomewhat, ſeeing the Streſs lyeth here, whether ers, muﬅ be underﬅood Mnſſ'a'r, as we take them z

there were any Presbyters in the Da .s _oſ the becauſe they are ſuch as were by ſeeding and teach
Apoﬅles, in theNotion that we now take Zrerbytzrr? ing to ediſy Chriﬅ's Body to the End of the World :
Or, whether all preaching Oﬃcers were ._then only X-Vhieh cannot be rcﬅrictcd to Bilhops as underﬅood
Biſhops with Juriſdiction as he doth underﬅand them? by him ; otherways the Paﬅor ſhall not have Ac
For if there were Presbyters in this Notion as we ceſs to cdify Clniﬅ's Church ſor any titne to come.
ſpeak; and if according to his own Principles, Biſh

And iſ Paﬅors be here underﬅood, then they muﬅ

opsandPresbyters were one and the ſame, Then it be underﬅood as then in Being, as the other Oﬃcers
will ſollow, that at that Time they were-"both that are mentioned, and to have had their Beginningl

punching Presbyters or Elder-s. For, in winding immediately after Chriﬅ's Aſcenſion. The ſecond
that there were ſuch Presbyters, we purpoſe not to Place is, t car, xii. 28, 29. Where the Apoﬅle
ſpeaketh oſ the Lord's inﬅitutinrr Teachers in his

plead ſor as
any
middle
Order,
he callethit;
but, ac
cording
himſelf
ſaith,
the as
aſlcterting
oſ a Lord-Biſh

Church, as diﬅinct from other oﬃcers.

And what

op to have been inﬅituted in theſe Days, doth neceſ can theſe Teachers be but ſuch as we account ordi-'
ſarily deny the Oﬃcc of preaching Presbyters to nary Miniﬅers, their Titles bearing out their Oﬃce
have then been in the Church oſ Chriﬅ: So upon eſpecially to be in Tmching? A third Place, is,
the contrary, it vwill ſollow, that if it be made out Ram. xii. 6, 7, '8. Where he that teacheth, and he

that there was ſuch an Oﬃcer as this Prtsbyter in the that exhorteth, are ſpolten oſ, and are required to

Church of Chriﬅ, then this of Biſhops, as diﬅinct wait upon their Oﬃccs; and certainly cannot but be
from it, muﬅ alſo ſall. Now, to make'out that
there was ſuch Presbyters in the Church of Chriﬅ
in the Apoﬅles Days, who yet were not Biſhops in
his Senſe, we propoſe theſe conſiderations
Firﬅ, C o N s I D i: n the general Harmony of

underﬅood of ordinary Paﬅors, whoſe ſpecial Duty
conſiﬅs in theſe. And conſidering the Doctor's Pa
raphraſe upon theſe Verſes, We conceive that either
there he expounds them of ſuch as taught for the

time, which doth conﬁrm what we ſaid; or, doth
all the Ancients, oſ all the School-men, generally make it a Direction to ſuch as afterward might be

all that 'ever wrote ſince Rcſormation : For, 1 ſup called to that Oﬃce; whereby he would inſinuate
poſe, never any queﬅioned but that there were 'that there was none ſuch in Being for the Time :
Prcaching-presbyters in the Church as we take them: This is expreſly contrary to the Letter of the Text,
and cannot Epiſcopaey beeﬅabliſhcd except all theſe which ſpeaketh of cxborting and teaching, as pre
Foundations be ovcrtumed; without which yet ſent duties of ſome Oﬃcers, as well as "uſing and
ſhrwing merry, &ﬁr. are ſpokeu of.
there will not be much to ſay forit?
Secondly, C o N s 1 n E R the Principles of that
T H r: ſecond Ground from Scripture, is, ſuch
Party: For, generally, they do account the Apoﬅles places as hold forth the Apoﬅles to have laced
to have been in the Degree oſ Biſhops, and the Diſ Prdbyters in every Church, as zict: xiv. 23. How,
ciples to' have been in the Place or' ordinary Paſ it muﬅ either beſaid that there was no Church in
tors; alſo, that Biſhops

Juriſdiction over Mini

the New Teﬅament, but Diocelian Churches; or,

ﬅcrs, is inﬅituted and eﬅabliſhed in 77mot/7y and Ti we muﬅ ſay that the otdaining Eldcrs in every
no, their ordaining, admoniſhing, reproving, &Ft. Church, muﬅ be underﬅood of ordinary Presbyters
(I
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or Paﬅorsc For, it is clear in Scripture that there
are many Churches, which were not in very con
ſiderable Cities as that in Cene/rrea Ram. xvi.
which yet cannot be ſaid to want Oﬃcers, as alſo
theſe of yudta and Gall-illa: And can it be ſaid

Phihþpi, and moe Miniﬅers in Yhzﬀzlanira, as 1
Epiﬅle Chap. v. verſe 12. Now to put his Glcſs
upon the \Vords in that place ( ſaith he) Ybeſ/YI/mim
was .'. Afar-apair), and all the Chriﬅian Churches
and Biſhops in Alaredonia were written unto, when
that there was no Church in any Village or part of Theſe/mite was written unto; How then ſhall
the Country ? Bcſide, many Churches are mention verſe 7, and 8. of the ﬁrﬅ Chapter be paraphraſed,
ed to be in Corinth. t Cor. xiv. 34. And certainly ſo 1110.'ye were Example: to all that believe in Maſt
all had Teachers, and yet it cannot be thought that dent'a and ſirbaia? This would be the Meaning,
they were all Dioceſian Biſhops; they muﬅ there ye Chriﬅians ofMaeeda'ria, are_Examples to all the
ſore be underﬅood of ordinary Paﬅors.
Chriﬅians of Maredam'a: Which were abſurd.
T H e third ſort of Scriptures, are theſe that Yea, himſelf doth paraphraſe it thus, and this in ,
ſpeak of many Elders in one City, as in Epbeſiu, ſh eminent a Manner, that your Example bad
Act: xx. 17. 28. and Pþilzþpi Philip. i. I. in an happy Irg/iumee, raiſed an Emu/atian in all t/re
Ytﬂlſil/ﬂm, in Corinth, &Ft. where it is clear, that Clyrf/Zidnr yf the other Cities in Mmdonia, &it.
betide the extraordinary Oﬃcers that were there, there Whereby it appearcth that the Church of the T/te a
were alſo many ordinary 'I'cachers and Preſbyters.
lonirms, is to be underﬅood of the Chriﬅians of that
I know that Author will repel this eaſil , by aſ particular City, and that as diﬅinct from other par
ſerting that all theſe were Metropolitan

hurches, ticular Cities in ſt/Izzredania, ﬁs'e.

Laﬅly,

There

and that theſe other Preſbyters were inferior Biſh

are diverſe Miniﬅers in Coloﬅ: For, Col. iv. 12.
ops, and that theſe Epiﬅles are not to be underﬅood Epapbras is mentioned as one of their Number, who
to bedirected to theſe particular Towns, which are certainly was a Preacher: And again, w/ſe 17.
mentioned only, but to all the Country, whereof theſe drr/nþpw is ſpoken of. And if there were not plu
were Metropolitan Cities and Churches But to this ralit'y of Miniﬅers in one place, Whatcan be under
we oppoſe, I. How can that be made to appear ﬅood by theſe that are ſpoken of Pþz'l. v. 15. Eft.
from any Ground in Scrhature, where neither the who preach Chriﬅ, ſome ſincerely, and ſome out
Word Wjetrepalita'z, nor the thing is heard of? 2. of Envy? Theſe, it ſeemeth, were all in Rome;
This maketh two ſorts of prelatick Biſhops, when And yet it will be hard to ſay that they were all
et, whatever be underﬅood by Biſhops, in the Biſhops in the Senſe pleaded-for.
A fourth ſort of Scriptures, are theſe that give
ord it is clear they are butof-one Degree: And
therefore

the ſame Rules

for Ordination ,

for

Qualiﬁcations, Trial and every other thing, are in
diﬀerently given for all. 3. This contrareth the ve
ry Letter of the Text, to ſay that when he writeth
to Phi/ippi or Tlygﬃz/onim, he writeth to all Mate
dc-m'a, &Ft. Forthe Apoﬅle in his Inſcriptions put
teth great Diﬀerence between his writing toa parti
cular Church or City, and his writing to ſeveral

Churches in a Country, as by this Direction to
Corinth, Pbi/ippi, Cele/i, &Ft. in the one Caſe, and
his Directions not to any Church in a particular
Town, but to the Churchcs in Galatia and to all
the Hebrews, in the other caſe, is clear: Which is

dc_ne, to ſhew that the one reſpecteth a particular
Town and the Chriﬅians in it, and the other the

Chriſtians in a whole Country. And certainly, if
we will mark how he. diﬅinguiſheth Tbgﬃz/anim

Directions and Ru'les for the calling and trying of
the (Lialiﬁcations of Biſhops and Preſbyters, Es'e.
Now, if theſe ſame Directions warrant to call and
ordain Miniﬅers in all after-times, and if the ſame

Rules that are given in the Epiﬅles to Timat/'zy and
Titus, ought now to be obſerved, and the ſame
(Lialiﬁcations to be enquired-for in ordinary Miniﬅers:
(57. by vertue of theſe Rules; Then it will follow
that Preſbyters in theſe Places are to be underﬅood
of ordinary Miniﬅers; But the former is true, ex
cept we will deny that any Directions are given at all
for trying and ordaininz! Miniﬅers in the Scripture.
Beſide, the Apoﬅles Scope in laying down theſe Rules,
is, to direct Oﬃcers how to walk in the Adtniﬅi
on of all others, unto the End of the World.
fourth conſideration
which we propoſe,
is, that
thisA Denial
of Preaching-preſbyters,
is contraryito

from ſh'ludcm'a and Achzn'zz, r Tbzﬀ i. 7. and how Reaſon, and is founded upon falſe Suppoſitions. For,

(001. iv

rit. )he ccmmandeth to read that Epiﬅle it ſupponeth,

in the C'iztnch of the' Lacditeam, which yet was been few.
not in." lſL'J- this To" n, it will appear that he un

I. The Number of Chriﬅians to have
2. That an Oﬃce may be afterward

inﬅituted in the Church, which was not inﬅituted

iierﬅtzodtht isparticular
which
namin in the Apoﬅles Da -*s. Now, let it be conſider
ed.v 'Yctiz
clear thatChurches
'there were
moe were
Biſhops
ed in Reaſon, r. ' the Chriﬅians who were ſo.
nume
r

w
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numerours in many Places, as in Yeruſhlm, Eph tuted; and therefore in ſum they come to be a
ſa, Corinth, ame/1, &Ft. can he ſuppoſed to have humane Inﬅitution ; and ſo ſuch an excellent
ﬁll fed ſuﬃciently by one =Biſhop P Itrbeing clear Mean of Ediﬁcation is overturned.
t

t there were many thouſands, as hath been abun:

A ſixth conſideration, is, That this Aſiertion

dantly made out by that rich Piece, Learned Mr. ſcemeth to deﬅroy it ſelf, and to imply a Contra
Rutbtrﬁ'rd his Did-right of Presþytery and that acute diction: For, if there was but one Preaching
Piece Jfur diuiryzm regimini: Ertlgﬃaﬅiti; where Biſhop in every one of theſe Churches-to preach
alſo the plurality of Oﬃeers is abundantly evinc and adminiﬅer the Sacraments to the ſame, then
ed: Wherefore there needeth no more of this. either he was equal to the ſame, the congrega
Only we may obſerve from Act: xiii. 1. Thatin tions not being numerous, and ſo he diſcharged
Jntiaclr beſide extraordinary oﬃcers, there was a miniﬅierial Duties without having Juriſdiction o
Plutality of Ordinary Teachers, which by no means ver any other Preaching-Preſbyter ( of which there
can he underﬅood of Biſhops. 2. It may be conſi were none according to this Opinion ) or over any
dered what the Caſe of theſe Churches would have other particular Church, and if ſo, he is the very
been, when one Paﬅor was abſent from them, as Perſon whom we call an ordinary Paﬅor, or Apo
oftentimes it was by being ſent in Mcﬅages to the ﬅolick Biſhop, of on particular congregation : And
Apoﬅles and otherways: Can it beſaid that theſe in this Senſe, we grant there was no other Paﬅor, or
Churches were without Preaching-Oﬃcers and Or Preſbyter: And being ſo underﬅood, this Prclatick
dmances of the Word and Saeraments all that time? or Dioceſian-Biſhopzhaving Power over many par
yet that muﬅ be ſaid, except we fay there were o ticular Congregations, muﬅ fall to the Ground:
ther Preaching-Oﬃcers labouring amongﬅ them. 'Or, it muﬅ be ſaid, that this Biſhop had a Charge
3. Is it agreeable to Reaſon, to think that all Church beyond what is poﬃble to one Man to deal with, or,
es were of one Meaſure ſo as to be ſerved with one had Chriﬅians and Oﬃcers in diverſe Places and
Man i Or, that where ſome few Number of Chri

Churches ſubject to him, which will alſo be con

ſiians were converted and did combine amongﬅ them

trary to the Aſlertions of the ſame Author. Now,
if it implicatclth not, to ſay that he was a Dioco
ﬁan Biſhop, and yet had Rule but over one Con
gregation; and to ſay that he had Power and ju
riſdiction over other Preaching Oﬃcers, and ſo
was not a Preaching-Oﬃcer or the loweﬅ Degree;
and that yet there was no other inferior Preaching

ſelves, they behoved either to be a Dioceſian Church,

which is impoﬃble, or to be none at all, which is

contrary to the way of the Goſpel F 4..I ask if the
Caſe of the Chriﬅian Church was
with Preſbyters than without them E
rfect with them, then it muﬅ be ſaid
Apoﬅolick Church was not in the
Form, which will be againﬅ Reaſon.

more perfect
lt it be more
the primitive
moﬅ perfect Oﬃcer : Which neceﬂiirily implyeth that that Biſh
Ifit be more op was of the loweﬅ Degree. Iſ ( I ſay ) theſe things
perfect without them, then they were unreaſonably implicate not, we cannot tell what doth: For,
brought and kept into the Church: Both which the one thing ſaith, he hath none under him 5 the
other ſaith he is none of the loweﬅ.
are abſurd.
A ﬁfth Conſideration, is, That the denying of
N z I 'r H E R will any have this to ſay, that
Preſhyters and Miniﬅers in this ordinary Notion to there was an inferior Order to be inﬅituted after
have been 'inﬅitutcd in the Apoﬅles Days, doth go the Apoﬅles Days, over which theſe Biſhops were
nearzto ſtrike at the very Root of Chriﬅianity and to govern. For, I. It muﬅ be made out that
ovcrtumthe Courſe of the Goſpel: For, Experi there is an Appointment in the Word ſor inﬅitut
ence teacheth us, that the great YVork of Converſion ing of ſuch an Oﬃcer, which was not then in the
in the Church hath been, and is, carried on by ſuch Church. 2. It will yet follow, that during the time
Preſbyters : And this Allcrtion doth at once remove of the Apoﬅles, this Biſhop did diſcharge the Oﬃce
the ſame: For, I. It denieth them to have been of a Preſbyter, and ſo was the loweﬅ Preaching
inﬅituted inthe Apoﬅles Days as a Mean for con Oﬃcer in the Church, and that therefore the Con

verting; of Souls; and what more can be ſaid to tradiction would have been ﬅill obvious in that 2. Seeing he denies this Inﬅitution Time, and they had been liable unto this fame Argu
to have been when Yalm wrote this Revelation ment. 3. If they had then any Juriſdic'tion over
(C/zaþ. 4. divination ) what XVarrant can be af Preſbyters, it .behoved to be a non-Mr, while they
terward given for their inﬅituting? Yea, it can had no Being, and that for many Years: Which
not be ſhown from Hiﬅory or Writings of the looketh not like Chriﬅ's way in giving Talcnts to
Ancients, when, or how they were ﬁrﬅ inﬅi Men. And indeed when all is conſidered, ſeeing"
overtum them ?

F f

their
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theſe Bifhops did nothing but what we allow ordi
raryliiniﬅers to do,

and had the ſame (Liaiiﬁ

and ſuch like. It will bemoﬅ ſafe to conclude them
to have been Biſhap: and Przsbyterr in the Senſe that

cations appointed for them, and the ſame place in formerly we laid down.

And ſo we leave any

the Church, to wit, to be next before to Deacons, further conſideration of this Author.

and have only Charge of particular Congregations,
Concerning the way gf Cwenanting wit/7 God, and qf a Sinner'r obtaining
yuﬅzﬁmtian before him.
TH 1 s laﬅ Epiﬅle, directed to the Church of La
oditta, doth contain a ſhort fum of the Goſ

the ſame: In which Reſpcct, the Goſpel, as it
is contained in the Word, and the preaching there

pel, and God's way of engaging Sinners to him. of, is commonly called the external inﬅrumenta]
It will therefore be meet to take ſome more particu Cauſe of our Juﬅiﬁcation. 4. W'henby the Pow
lar conſideration thereof: For, here, 1. We have er of God's Spirit, the Sinner is brought to red
Man deſcribed in his ſinful Condition, as miſerable, ceive this Oﬀer, and to reﬅ upon this Righteouſ
v'in-kid, poor; and withal, blind and ignorant of the neſs, as the only Ground of his Peace, and his
ſame. 2. We have the Remedy propoſed, to wit, whole _Defen:e againﬅ the Law, before the juﬅice
'Gold and 'white Rai'nmt, &It. That is, Chriﬅ and his of God, then, according to the Oﬀcr, he becom
Righteouſneſs, which is the great Promiſe of the eth inteteﬅed in this Righteoufneſs, and Chriﬅ be
Covenant of Grace, as the Mids leading to the in cometh his Righteouſneſs, who is, by this receiv

joying of God.

3. There is the Condition on which ing of him, put on by the Believerz and by this,

this is oﬀered, that is believing, expreſi'ed 'under the he may plead Abſolution from the Challenges of
Terms of buying, opening to him, bearing bis Voice, the Law before God's Juﬅice, as a Debtor may

Ur, 4. There are Motivcs whereby the Acceptance plead Abſolution from his Debt upon his inﬅruct
of this Oﬀer upon ſuch Terms is preſi'ed, and that ing the Cautioner to have paid it. And in this
both from the Neceſſity thereof, and Hazard if it be Reſpect, Faith is called the Condition of the Co
ﬂighted,
from the many
Advantages
do ac
company and
the accepting
thereof.
5ct. We that
have
the venant: Becauſe itisupon this Condition that Ju
ﬅification isoﬀered to us therein; and upon this
Duties that are called for upon this Acceptance, to Condition, God becometh our God, and Chriﬅ
= wit, Ztal and Rqitntanmwhich are Comprehenſive our Righteouſneſs: And it is alſo called the in
ﬅrumental Cauſe of our Juﬅiﬁcation, becauſe it act
of all.

T it 1 s doth hold forth God's way of Covenant eth by receiving Chriﬅ, as he is holden forth in the
ing with a ﬁnful Perſon, whereby the Guilt of his YVord:
Sin, and the Curſe following thereupon, are remov

ed: Which we may conceive in this Order,
1. Man is ſuppoſed not on] to be ſinſul, but alſo
obnoxious to the Curſe of God, and in his Appear
ance before God's Juﬅice, to have that Sentence
ﬅanding againﬅ him. 2. There being no Remedy

And if that be juﬅly called the external in

ﬅrumental Cauſe, which doth oﬀer him ſor our

Righteouſneſs, Then may Faith well be called the
internal inﬅrumental Cauſe; becauſe it doth receive
him for that ſame End, and becauſe by this receiv
ing, he becometh our Rightoouſneſs, upon which
our Juﬅiſicntion is grounded. Hence, 5. Upon
poſſible upon Man's Side, as a Satisfaction to that this receiving of Chriﬅ, and preſenting ofhis Riſſh
Juﬅice, there is an external Righteouſneſs provid teouſneſs for our Deſence before God's Juﬅice,
ed, to' wit, the Satisfaction of the Mediator, which that Righteouſneſs and Satisfaction is imputed to
being imputed to the Sinner, is in Law to be ac us, and accounted for ours; and upon this, our
ceptedas ſatisfactory for him by vertue of the Co Sins are pardoned, and we abſolved before God:
venant of Grace; and by vertue thereof, he is to And this is that wherein formally our Juﬅiſicati
be abſolvcd, and diſcharged as if he himſelf had ſatis on conﬁﬅeth: And this is the End why this
fied: This is the Meritorious Cauſe of our Juﬅi Counſel is propoſed, that by receiving of this of
fication. 3. This Satisfaction of the Mediator, is fered Righteouſnefs, this may be attained. This
not imputed to all, nor to any, but upon the Terms way of reﬅoring Sinners by Grace, is often ſet
agreed upon, to wit, that it be received, and reﬅed forth by way of mutual Bargain as in covenant
upon, Therefore the Goſpel is preached; and this ing, Wanting by Ambnﬄdorr , Marrying , Buy
Righteouſneſs is not only revealed therein, but of mg, and ſuch like, All which do import a
fered. thereby to all who ſhall by Faith receive mutual cloſing of a Bargain upon mutual
Terms;
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Terms: And thus it is expreﬂed, to ſhew, not P/Ji/zþ. iii. 9. As, if it were aſked, Paul, what wilt
wherein formally our Juﬅiﬁcation doth conſiﬅ; but thou ﬂee to in that Dry? Only to befamid in him,
to ſhew the Way and Terms by which we may ( ſaith he ) not lad-ving mine own Rigbtmrﬂrt/E, whirl)
come at it, and upon which we cloſe with God: is by the Wn-b oſtbt Law, but that whirl) is by EIit/j
And in this Rcſpect, Faith is called the Condition of in Chriﬅ. Thus, Chriﬅ is our Righteouſneſs, and
the Covenant of Gracc; becauſe it ſupplieth that we are Righteous in him, as he was made Sin for us:

Place, and hath in it that which ordinarily a Con

For, that Oppoſition ( zCor. v. 21. ) doth evince

dition hath, that is propoſed in making ofa mutual this: But our Sins were imputed to him, and ſo were

Bargain: Sometimes alſo, it is ſet forth under legal
Exprcſlions, as to libel an Accuſation againﬅ, to
charge and arraign a Sinner before Juﬅice, and then
to abſolve him from that Charge in Oppoſition to

the immediate Ground, upon which he was found
liable to Juﬅice: In that ſame manner therefore, his
Righteouſneſs muﬅ be the immediate Cauſe of our

being abſolved, ſeeing his Righteouſneſs muﬅ be tranſ
And thus, Sin is called Debt; and ferred to us, as our Sins were to him, as is
to punifh for it, is to exact or require Satisfaction: ſaid.
2. T H A T this Righteouſneſs of the Mediator,
And Chriﬅ in that Reſpect, is called the Cautioner

Condemnation:

or Surety 3 and his ſuﬀering, ſatisfying, the pardon isimmediately imputed to us, hath alſo been account
ing of the Sinner, is called juﬅifying, or abſolving, ed a Truth amongﬅ the Orthodox hitherto ; that is,
in Oppoſition to condemning; and the deriving of thatas aCautioner's paying of the Debt, being in
this from Chriﬅ, is called Imputation, or to repute ﬅructed in a Court, is ſuﬃcient for abſolving of the
the Sinner righteous upon Chriﬅ's ſatisfying for him; Debtor from the Credttor's Purſuit; Becauſe, in the
or, it is the reckoning of Chriﬅ's Satisfaction on the Law, the Cautioner's paying in the Debtor's Name,
Account of the Sinner. All which Expreﬂions, are is reckoned as if the Debtor had paid it; and ſo it is

borrowed from the way of legal and judicial Proced imputed to him, and accepted for him : So it is here.
our before Men. The ﬁrﬅ Way ſheweth, how we And this Way of imputing Chriſt's Righteouſncts
become Friends with God, to wit, by Covenanting immediately, doth ſerve exceedingly, I. To humble
with him in Chriﬅ Jeſus. The ſecond Way ſhew the Sinner, when that thereby he is juﬅdied, is not in
eth, a prime Beneﬁt which doth ﬂow from that himſelf; this 'being certain, that we are more proud
Friendſhip, to wit, our Juﬅifimtion. Theſe two of what is ſuppoſed to be in us, than of what is im
are not to be conceived diﬀerent Things, or ſucceſ puted to us; even as a Dyvour hath leſs to boaﬅ ,
ﬁve in Time, (much leſs to be ſeparated;) but as when the Cautioner's Payment is immediately L they bedlﬀerent Ways of holding forth the ſame puted to him for his Abſolution, than if by his I Thing, whereof the one doth eſpecially relatc to the duﬅry he had procured ſomething to pay for himſelf,
Means, the other to the End, and that ſo, as Grace altho' the Stock had been freely beﬅowed on him by
and Juﬅice may be ſeen to go alongﬅ in this great the Cautioner. 2. It ſerveth to commend Chriﬅ,
and to bound all boaﬅing and glorving in him, who
Buſineſs, and that aSinner may be heloed to conceive is
our H/i/dom, Rigbttouﬅzeﬅ, Sanctiſimtiſian, Roll/'40
of the ſame the more diﬅinctly,

when he hath it

moulded in the Terms and Fort-ns uſed among Men, tiotz, &c. rCor. i. 30. For this very End, That [ye
and that under divers conſiderations; that ſo he may who g/orietb, might glory in the Lord. 3. This rid
the more ſatisfyingly comprehend this Myﬅery of free deth Marches between the Righteouſneſs of the two

Juﬅiﬁcation.

Concerning which, in the general, Covenants. that the one is inherent and conſiſteth in
Works; that is, as the Apoﬅle ſpeaketh, ( Yitw iii.
we ſa ,
r. Yf' H A.T the immediate meritorious Cauſe of 5. ) the Righteouſneſs, or ſomewhat which we our
our Juﬅiﬁcation, is Chriﬅ's Righteouſneſs, we take ſelves have done; the other, is without us, and corn
for granted : For, it is the Gold here that maketh eth by Imputation: And ſo is not only diﬅinguiſhed

rich, without which the Dyvour could not pay his from our own Righteouſneſs; but oppoſed to it,
Debt ; It is the Raiment which covereth our Naked

Philip. iii. 9.

And altho' this Truth be miſrepreſent

And therefore the Righteouſneſs of the Saints, ed by many; yet we judge it-to be impregnahlc;
and
that in thereto,
the greatwhen
Day the.
will be-they
found
muﬅ be a put on, communicated, external and im
favourable
onlyDeciſion
happy ctſhall
be

nels:

puted Righteouſneſs: So that, ſuppoling a Man to
be purfued before the Bat-r of Good's Juﬅice, there that ſhall be thus found in Chriﬅ.

Thus therefore,
is no Defence can be propoſed but Chriﬅ's Satis_ we are to conceive the Terms of the Goſpel, as if
faction, which only will be 'a relevant Exception in a debauſhed Dyvour, were ready to be apprehend
[hat Court; Which in Pmd's Example is clear, ed, having nothing to pay, ſuppoſe one ſhould
.
F f 2
oſſer
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oﬀer to 'undertake for him, and pay the Debt, ſo as that there is no Juſt-meanen without it. I 'enow
he might be liberated, upon Condition that he ſhould there are ſome Divines- that uſe diﬀerent Expreſ
acknowledge his Benefactoi, and plead ever his De
ſions here 5 yet ſeeing they alſo oppoſe Antimmfam,
ſence againﬅ the Purſuit upon the Cautioner's Pay we will not now ﬅick on that.
ment, and the Diſcharge procurtd by him: In this
T H a n t-: is more Diﬃculty in conceiving of
Reſpect, the Cautioner's Pay-ment, is the meritori the Manner how Faith concutreth: That there
ous Cauſe whereby ſuch a Man is abſolved, to wit, is ſome Eminency in it, is acknowledged both by
becauſe that Payment is reckoned for him, or im Papſſr, who account it a radical Grace, having
puted to him; yet his pleading that Defence, 'or Inﬂuence on all other Graces, and ſo havingr ſpe
producing of that Diſcharge, immediately-may ne cial Inﬂuence on that which they call Juﬅiﬁcati
ſaid inﬅrumentally to procure it, becauſe it lS not on; and alſo by ſome others, who; making Work'
the Cautioner's Payment ſimply that is ſuﬅained, with it to be Conditions of the new covenant,
as a relevant Deſence in Judgment, till that be in do yet acknowledge a ſpecial Aptitude in it, ſo!"
ﬅructed, and except the Defcnce be founded there applying of Chtiﬅ's Righteouſneſs; and that there-v
on, for, ſo the' Law provideth: So, it isnot'Chriﬅ's fore it is the principal Condition, and other Things,
ſatisfying ſimply, but his Satisfaction, pleaded by leſs principal, in this. Indeed theſe of 'he laﬅ Opi
Faith, and ﬁed unto, that juﬅiﬁeth; For ſo the nion, ſeem to diﬀer from us, I. That they place
Law of Faith hath enacted; yet the producing Faith, Rcpentance, and Works in one and the lame '
of ſuch a Diſcharge, meriteth nothing, bur giveth kind of Cauſality in reference to Juﬅiﬁcation. 2.
a legal Ground of Right to the. Cauſe that doth That this Cauſality, is but to account them al-l
merit, and ſo to what is merited. And the Lord Cauſes ſinz quibur non. 3. That all Inﬅrumenta
hath appointed this to be the Condition of Juﬅi lity is denied to Faith. 4. That Faith is not alone
fication, to wit, the pleading of Chriﬅ's Satisfaction the Condition from any Rcſpect to its immediate
before the Barr immediately: For, t. That ﬅop acting on its Object Chriﬅ, but as other Graces
peth all Mouths; and none can produce that Sa are. 5. That Chriﬅ is not our immediate Evan
tisfaction, but they muﬅ neceſſarily acknowledge gelick Righteouſneſs, but Faith properly taken, and
Emptineſs in themſelves, Juﬅice and Grace in God, that as comprehending all other Duties and Graces
and Love and Fulneſs in the Mediator. z. The under it; and ſo it is both properly taken, and
pleading of this, ſhewethacomplcat, perfect, equal, improperly. 6. That therefore we may be ſaid to
cvnngelick Righteouſneſs in all, whereas if it were be juﬅiﬁed by VVorks as by Faith, Faith being 'taken
any thing in us that were accounted ſo, then it largely for all. Altho' where the Thing is clear,
would not be equal, ( if perfect) which cannot be and Chriﬅ is reﬅed on in Juﬅiﬁcation, and his
ſaid of that which is our Righteouſneſs; or, that Satisfaction acknowledged ( as is in this Caſe ) there
one Man hath better Ground to be juﬅiﬁed upon, needeth be no great Deba'e for Words and Term:
and a better Righteouſneſs than another.
of Condition, Imputatim, Inﬅrument, &e. yet theſe
3. T H A T Faith is neceﬂitry for Juﬅiﬁcation, ſo being ﬅill uſed among Divines, we conceive there
that none can expect to be juﬅiſied but Believers, is no juﬅ Reaſon to caﬅ them, the Uſe of th'em
hath been alſo hitherto almoﬅ amongﬅ all uncon having now of a long Time made them to paſs
troverted, till that of late Antimmziam have oppoſed in this Matter, without miﬅake or ﬅrict binding
it: But the Scripture is very expreſs, 1. In limit of them to the Acceptions wherein the are uſed
ing all the Promiſes of Pardon to aBeliever. 2. In in other Matters: Much leſs is there eaſon to
curſing all that believe not, and declaring them to be cry down the 'Matter expreſied by them: And
under the Curſe. 3. v-In placing Faith correlatively it cannot but he ſad, that ſuch new Controver
taken, in the Room that Works had in the ﬁrﬅ ﬁes ſhould be moved. \Vc are perſwaded, that

Covenant, which muﬅ be in reference to Juﬅiﬁ the reﬂecting on many worthy Men, the ob
cation it ſelf, and not the Senſe thereof only. 4. ſcuring of the troden Path by new Queﬅions
In aſſerting that we believe that we 'may be-juﬅi and objections, the confounding of.-Readers by
ﬁed, Gal. 2. 16, &Ft. So that there needeth not propoﬁng, as it were, of a diﬀerent Strain of the
much ſpeaking to this, beſide, that many Things Covenant, from what formerly hath been preach
ſpoken Of Repentance, may be applied here. And ed, the giving of an open Door to Men to pro
if it be found, that Faith is either the Condition poſe new Draughts in all Things, and that not
of the Covenant of Grace, or the Inﬅrumental in Expreſſions only, but alſo, (as is alledged) in
Cauſe of Juﬅiﬁcation, This will neceﬂarily follow, fundamental material Things, &Ft. ſhall be more
prejudicial
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prejudicial to Ediﬁcation, nor the bringing forth theſe covenants, that which entereth one in
that Relation, is the Condition, not ſo in the
ſecond.
3. H n N c a we may diﬅinguiſh the Condition of
a covenant: Sometimes it is taken materially ( to
ſay ſo) and more largely, to wit, for all the Duties
that are required of one in that Relation, and ſo a
Will it not be welcome to Papﬄs, to have Pro Wife's DutifulneB to her Husband after Marriage,
nﬅants ſpeaking in their Terms, and homologating and an adopted Son's Dutifulneſs to his Father after
them in condemnlng the former Language of the Adoption, fat, may be called conditions of the

of this ſhall be uſeſul: For, if by this all the
former Doctrine of Juﬅiſicat-ion he enervated. where
are we till now? If it ﬅand ſo as the Followers
vthereof may attain Heaven: What is the Uſe of
'this ſo full a new Mould, with ſo much profeﬂed
Danger in, and Diﬀatisfaction with, the former?

moﬅ eminent Reforrners?

And tho' unlmmed, Marriage-covenant, and of Adoptionz Sometimes

or 'mal Divimsibe ÞhefEpithets of the Oppot'ers
of this Doctrine; yet. 'poſſibly Experience may
ſhew, that ſuch may moﬅ readily be the Embracers
of it. I ſay again, when the Church is over

again, a Condition is taken more ﬁrictly, and, to ſay

ſo, formally; that is, for ſuch a Thing as maketh

up the Relation, and intitles one to, and inﬅates him
in, the Priviledges Covenanted: So, formal con
.whelmed with Controverﬁes already, i: is not ﬁt to ſenting in Marriage, is the Condition; and a Son'o
contend fur -Words, zſeeiug there is ſome Agree actual accepting of the oﬀered Adoption, and engag

ment 'in-'the Nature of Faith, and in the Neceſſity

ing himſelf to be dutiful, do enﬅate him in the Pri

of Work-s;

viledge of a Son, although he hath not yet actually

And we are ſure, where both theſe

are, there can be no Hazard:

Yet, if under this performed all that he is engaged unto:

And in this

new Model, an other Matter be comprehended, Reſpect, the actual performing of ſome Duties, is
than formerly hath been intended by other Ex rather the Duty of one in ſuch a Relation, than the
preſiions in the Writings of others, it cannot be ſo Condition required to the up-making of it. .
4. T H E I. E is a Diﬀerence betwixt theſe Privi
eaſily approven, 'leﬅ we ſhould condemn the Ge
neration of God's People who have gone before ledges and Beneﬁts of a Covenant that ﬂow from it
us: Laying by therefore Prejudice and Contenti as ſuch, and to all in ſucha Relation: Thus all
on 'or Words, we-ſhall a little (ſo ﬁzr as our Wifes, as ſuch, have Intereﬅ in their Husbands, all
Scope permitteth) enquire into the Truth of Faith's adopted Children in their Parents, whatever Years
peculiar concurring for the Application of -Chriſt's they be of,£"t. Aud theſe Beneﬁts and Priviledges of a
Righteouſneſs in the covenant of Grace, and what Covenant, which are but conditionally promiſed, even
may be ſaid of works. In reference to whibh, we to theſe within ſuch Relations, andrequire more than
being in Covenant: As altho' a Wife cannot but
would premit,

r. T H A 'r this Way of Covenanting, is bor
rowed from the Practice of Man with Man, to ſet

have Intereﬅin her Husband, as (he is a Wife; yet

can ſhe not plead the Dowry covenanted, except

'forthMan:
ſomewhat
of a ſpiritual
Nature
betwixtof God
'and
For which
End, the
Simil-itudesſſ
Ca ſhe continue a faithful Wife:

For, if ſhe fail in
the Eﬂentials of the covenant, ſhe may be divorced:

w'zanting, Manying, Treating, zfmzſing, j'uﬅxﬁ

Or, an adopted Son, cannot plead actual Poſieſſion

ing, &e. are borrowed, as hath been ſaid.

of the Inheritance, tho' he be a Son, till the Term

'

2. T H A T tho' all mutual covenants have their come that is appointed by the Father, or he perform
conditions; yet are they to be diﬅinguiſhed, be ſomething called for in the Right of Adoption, which
cauſe ſometimes the Covenant' is ſuch,

as enter

is iuſinuated alſo, GaLiv. 1, a, &J'a

ing into it intitleth to the Bcneﬁts comprehended _ N o w to apply this, we may ſome Way ſie
in it, as in a Marriage-covenant, entry hereunto in what Senſe Works ma be called the Conditi
intitleth the Wife unto the Husband, and all that on of the Covenant of race, and in what Senſe
is his: Sometimes again, the Relation muﬅ not Faith only. r. If we take the Condition largely
only be entered, but all the Terms thereof actual and materially for what is called for from one in
ly performed, before there be a Right to the Covenanu- .So Works. may be called the Condi
Thing promiſed 3 Thus is the covenant betwixt tion of the Covcnant, evcn as a Wiſc, or Son,
a Maﬅer and a Servant: For though the Ser their performing of conjugal and ﬁlial Duties to
vant be the Maﬅer's Servant at the ﬁrﬅ Inﬅant the Husband or Parcnt, may he called Condition'
of the Agreement, yet hath he not a Right to of Marriage, and Adoption: Yet if we conſider the
the Covenanted Hire, till he hath performed the Condition of the Covenant of Grace ſtrictly and
Service, and accompliſhed his Term .' In the ﬁrﬅ-of formally, as that which doth actually Inte
.reﬅ

i
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reſt one in, or entitle him unto Chriﬅ's Righteouſ

though Adam was in Covenant with God at ﬁrﬅ;
neſs, and maketh him aSon, that is Faith pro yet could he not claim Life by virtue thereof, till
perly taken, as it doth unite with Chriﬅ, ſ/o/m t. he had continued in the obedience of the Commands,
12. becauſe it is impoﬃble to conceive one to be and actually performed the ſame, as Servants muﬅ do
lieve in Chriﬅ, but he muﬅ be conceived to have before they can plead ſor their hire. Again, the Co
Title to him, as aWiſe hath to her Husband, or venant oſ Grace is compared to free Adoption, or a
a Son hath to his Father. And ſo he cannot be con Mans entitling of a stranger to his Inheritance upon

ceived to be aBeliever, but he muﬅ be juſtiﬁed:
Becauſe to have Intereﬅ in Chriﬅ and his Righ
teouſneſs, cannot be ſeparated from Juﬅiﬁcation.
2. VV e ſay, if we look to ſuch priviledges of
the Covenant of Grace as preſuppoſe ſomething be

condition of his receiving that, and to Marriage be
twixt Man and Wife ( which is frequent in Scrip
ture; ) not becauſe the Covenant of Grace requir
eth not holineſs and works, but becauſe it doth not

ſide being in Covenant to anteced, as for example,
entering into Life, admiſlion unto Glory, and the
like; in that reſpect, works, and holineſs may be
called the condition of Salvation, becauſe that is not

Priviledges covenanted, and doth freely enritle him

require them actually to preceed a Perſons Title to all
to the ſame, upon his entry therein, as aVVife is en
titled to what is the Husbands, upon her Marriage

with him, although afterward ſhe be to perform the

actually attained without theſe; even as aVVifes Duties of that relation, rather as Duties called for
dutifulneſs may becalled the condition of her ob by it, than vas conditions of it. Hence we may call
taining her Dowry, yet neither is this properly a the Covenant of Works, aſervile Covenant, and the
condition of Marriage, nor the other, of Covenant

Covenant of Grace,

a lilial or conjugal Covenant;

ing with God: But if we look to the Priviledges And therefore, altho' holy Duties be required in both ;
which follow the Covenant immediatly and do agree yet there is diﬀerence, and the one is of W'orks, and
to a Covenanter as ſuch, as to be juﬅiﬁed, adopted, the other of Grace. Neither is it the Diﬀerence, that
Works in the one were meritorious, and in the other

laft. in that reſpect, not VVorks, but Faith is to
be called the Condition of the Covenant and of
Juﬅiﬁcation: Becauſe by Faith they are enﬅated
into that Covenant, and ſo in theſe Priviledge: that
agree to' a Covenant as ſuch.
-

not to be compared with every Covenant amongﬅ
Men indiﬀerently, as ſuppoſe, to that Agreement

not : For there is proper Merit in neither, nor is the
Diﬀerence to be placed in this, that the one requireth
Works perfectly holy as the Condition thereof, and
the other Evangelick Works not perfectly holy : Be
cauſe ſo, there were not the ſame Law for ordering of
holy Duties to us which they had, nor that ſame abſo
lute Pattern of holineſs ſor our Copy, to wit, God's
holineſs, calling us to be holy, as he is holy; nor

that 'is betwixt a Maﬅer and a Servant, and a Hus

were defects, in reference

Hence, 3. \'V 1; may ſee, that when we ſpeak 'of
the Covenant of Grace and its Condition, it is

to our perfect holineſs,

ﬁnful under the Covenant of Grace, if perfection
preſuppoſeth working, ( and ſo the performing there were not required therein: All which are falſe, be
of muﬅ go before ere the Servant or Labourer ſides that ſo it were ﬅill of Works .- But the DiIer

band-man

and

his Labourer ſor his hire, which

can plead any Thing upon their Agreement ) butit ence lieth iu this;
is like a [Marriage-covenant or free Adoption, which

that our working is not to be

the ground of our Right to the Inheritance, nor

doth indeed inſer Dutits to follow in the reſpects fore actually to preceod our Right as in the Covenant of

ſaid, and doth imply an Engagement to perform
them, but doth not preſuppoſe the actual Perform
ance thereof, before any Right can be pleaded by
ſuch relations, but only conſenting and engaging to
the ſame. Hence in Scripture, the Covenant of
VVorks is compared to that Covenant which is be

Works it was necellitry ; but believing and conſcnting
onl .

'

H ls Diﬀerence betwixt the CovenantofYVork'
and of Grace, may be conceived thus:

Suppoſe a

Debtnr being ſued for his own Debt, ſhould either
plead no Debt, or that he had paid it, or would pay
twixt Maﬅers and Servants, and the Husband-man it ; this is the Covenant of &Vorksz Again, th tt of
and his hired Labourers, &Ft. and the Reward is Grace, is as a Debtor acknowledging Debt, but being
called Debt, or hire, not becauſe nf any Merit or unable to pay, pleadeth only the Cautioners payment,
Condizznity in the Works; ( which cannot be plead and cxpecteth to be abſolved upon that Account ; and
ed, even in Adam: caſe) but becauſe the Perform not as if by a Cautionersinterveening, he had all the
ance of the Duties of

holineſs

and obedience, Debt forgivenhim to ſo much, or had anew Bargain

was neceſſarily preſuppoſed to the having right to the given him for a Penny yearly, or a pcppercoru in
great Privilcdges contained in that Covenant: For the place of a thouſand Talents; and in a Word ſo much
down,

Chap. a.
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down, or that for Gold, ure.of Gold ſhould be ac

cepted: For ſo, r. Some would have their Penny upon condition of receiving, the condition here muﬅ
more weighty than others, and thereby be more juﬅi be that which entitleth to that thing oﬀered, and en- '
ﬁed than others, or at leaﬅ have abetter ground to be tereth the Perſon within the Bond of the Covenant,

juﬅiﬁed upon.

2. It would be ﬅill 'the ſame kind of which muﬅ he Faith. Hence theſe two acts O£Faith,.

condition, and ſo the ſame Covenant in kind ( majur whereby it is deſined, may be thus conceived. r. It
U' mr'mu non variant ſþtcr'em: ) for, paying of one receiveth Chriﬅ, and ſo it entereth into, and cloſeth
Buſhel, for an hundred Chalders, ﬅill ſaith it is Vict with the Covenant and getteth inﬅantly a Title to
nal-rent, although it be of Grace, that it is ſo little: what is contained therein. 2. It reﬅetb on him;
And indeed ſo, the ﬁrﬅ Covenant might be called of which muﬅ be judicially underﬅood, as one reﬅeth
Grace, becauſe the good promiſed were ſo far be

on a relevant defence, and therefore pleadeth it, as it

yond the Rent required: And ſo it were but as a is ſaid, Ram. 2. that the yew: reﬅed on thc Law,
Man that did at ﬁrﬅ require a Talent, for that which which was to expect Juﬅiﬁcation by it, and ſo to reﬅ
were worth much more, and ſhould afterward alter on the Righteouſneſs thereof;

and require only aShekel.

in which ſenſe we

3. It cannot be ſo ; for now reﬅ by Faith on Chriﬅ's Right-couſneſs:

This

ſuppoſeth one tobe in him, and in the covenant, and.
or Pepper-corn, but that he hath broken the Law z it looketh, as ſuch, to Juﬅiﬁcation; and in reſpect

the Sinners charge, is not that he wants his Penny

his Righteouſirefs therefore muﬅ be ſuch as doth
meet that charge, as Ram. 8. 34. and ſo it muﬅ be
ſuch a Righteouſneſs as muﬅ ﬅand before Juſtice, and
be equipollent, at leaﬅ, to his own fulﬁlling the
Law, or his having ſatisﬁed the Penalty thereof. 4.

of its manner of acting immediately on Chriﬅ our
Righteouſneſs, it may well be called the' irz/Irummml

muſt of our Juﬅiﬁcation. Thus, ſuppoſe aSinner
to be lying under God's Curſe, and ſuppoſe the Me

diator to have ſatisﬁed, and a Proclamation to be
When' the Apoﬅle oppoſeth- the Righteouſneſs of made that whatſoever Sinner liable to the Curſe for
the Law and Gofpel, he oppoſeth not as it were a Sin, will accept of Chriﬅ's Righteouſneſs; and reﬅ

Thouſand Talents to a Penny, or one ſort of works thereon, 'he ſhall be juﬅiﬁed. 1. A Sinner is induc
to another, but the Righteouſneſs of Chriﬅ, or, to ed to receive that oﬀer, which is done by conſenting,
befouncl in him, to all kind of works whatſoever, and fubmitting to that way of obtaining Rig'hteouf
P/n'l. 3. 9. 2 Cor. 5. ar. Gal. 3. (57. and to have neſs; this is the cloſing with the Covenant, and thus
the Righteouſneſs of Faith, and the Righteouſneſ' of Eaith is the Condition thereof. Then, 2. Suppoſe
Chriﬅ, and the Righteouſneſs by Faith; are ever him to look to the Charge that ﬅandeth againﬅ him
one and the ſame, and are ﬅill oppoſed to VVorks. for his former Sins in God's threatned Curſe; and *

F R o M this alſo it doth appear, that Covenant
ing doth in order of Nature preceed Juﬅiﬁcation:
Becauſe, by Covenanting and being in Covenant, we
come to have aRight thereto, as to aPromiſeOf
the Covenant, as the accepting of an oﬀered pardon,

to ſatisfy this he giveth in Chriﬅ's fatisfaction; which
being offered to him for this end that he, upon the
receiving thereof, may bcjuﬅiﬁed; he, by Faith reﬅ
ing on God's faithful Word, thro' Chriﬅ repelleth a'l

theſe charges, by preſenting that as his defence, and

doth go before our having actual right to the follow

b the Letter of the Law of Faith, which ſaith, Hi
ing Priviledges, or a Womans conſent before her Lat þKIiZ'UIt/i ſhall not tame into randerzmatian, but

'actual claim to the Husbands goods, though the ſlat/2 mqﬄed "am Death to Life, he is abſolved:
one is not ſuppoſed to be without the other; even And this is uﬅiﬁcation, even as he was formerly
_as the breach ol' covenant, doth preceed our being condemned by the Law of Worlts. Here the only
liable to condemnalion by the Law. Hence alſo we ouſneſs
mcritorious
cauſe
of the
theSentence
Abſolution
and the
R-ighte
upon
which
paſiſieth,
is, the
Cau
ma ſomeway gather, that there may be ſome formal
diﬀzrent conſideration of the condition of Juﬅiﬁcati tioners payment; yet ſo as it is Judicially pleaded:
on, from the condition of the Covenant: For, In which reſpect, we ſay that Faith is Inﬅrumental.
Juﬅiﬁcation being a legal judicial act, it muﬅ pre And tho' this pleading of it be neceſlary, and the
ſnppofe ſuch acondition as may be aground in Law abfolveth not but when the ground is inﬅruct
Juﬅice to abſolve a Sinner; and therefore in this, ed; yet this pleading or inﬅrncting, is not the Per
Chriﬅ's ſatisfaction, as preſented, and pleaded, muﬅ ſons Righteouſnels properly, or the Ground of his
be the only Ground; for, it is with reſpect to that Abſolution ; but that which is pleaded and inﬅructed,
only, by which aSinner can be juﬅiﬁed; and this is, ra wit, the Cautioners payment: Which being a
to be ſound in C/mﬅ, Pbil. 3. 9. Covenanting again, ccording to Law inﬅructed, is the Ground ot ab
being amutual deed, wherein the Lord condcſcend ſoiviug the Debtor from the Charge: This is plain
CVCn.
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even in the dealing of humane Courts. And the iuﬅiﬁed? And thus Faith is not tour receiving,
Tenor oſ_ the way of Juﬅihcation, being holden but the main by which we mceive, as the Eye is
forth in the Word with reſpect to aJudicial proced not our ſeeing, nor the Hand our gripping of any
our in humane Courts, as is ſaid, it can no other way Thing; but the Organs, or Means, whereby We
ſee and grip. Neither doth this give any thing to
be more fatisfyingly cleared.
To inſiﬅ alittle more then, there is atwo-fold Faith, that derogateth from Chriﬅ: For, it leav
peculiarity attributed to Faith, beſide what is given eth the Praiſe and vertue to him z but doth inſer onl-y
to works and any other Grace. 1. That it is the an exerciſe of Faith, for attaining of that beneﬁt, to

condition of the Covenant, properly.

2. That it wit, £7uﬅxſimtiam Juſtiﬁcation it ſelf being an

hath an inﬅrumental caufality peculiar to it, in our apatdzſiaa ( to ſa ſo) or eﬀect, both of Chriſt's
Juﬅiﬁcation. By the ﬁrﬅ, is meancd that believing put-chafe, God's race, and out believing, and doth
in Chriﬅ, and the receiving of him, is that which ﬂow from them all reſpectively, and doth preſup
enﬅates one into the Covenant, and giveth him poſe the ſame. The diſpute about active and paſſivc
right to what is promiſed, and doth in our having
right to God's Promiſes, ſupply that room, which
conditions do in Mens mutual bargains; wherein
* whe' one promiſeth ſomewhat on ſuch acondition,

the perſormances of that condition doth tum the con
ditional Promiſe into an abſolute right to him that
hath performed it : And ſo a condition is that, upon
which the title to the great Promiſe, to wit, God's
being our God, doth depend. And Faith, getteth
this Name in reſpect of the place God hath put it

Inſtruments, is needleſs here, ſeeing

the meaning

is clear, that for attaining of Juſtiﬁcation by Chriſz's
Righteouſneſs, Faith doth peculiarly concurr in the
apprehending thereof, and reﬅing thereon, otherwiſe

than other Gracescan be ſaid to do.

And this cannot

be denied, if we conſider.

1. THAT to be juſtiﬁed by Chriſt, and by

Faith, or by the Righteouſneſs of Chriſt, and the
Righteouſneſs of Faith, are ſtill one in Scripture,
even then when that concurrence whichþis allowed

to Faith is denied to all other Things; which faith,
to wit, that that Faith concurreth peculiarly, and that ſo as
it is called an inﬅrumental cauſe, the intrinſick man Chriſt is reſted on by it when it juſtiﬁeth; or,
ner of its acting:r is reſpected; For, though it be from that it juſtiﬁeth by obtaining Juſtiﬁcation through
the Spirit with other Graces, and they be not ſeparat him. 2. If this be truth, that the rightcouſneſs of
ed; yet hath it a peculiar aptitude to look to Chriﬅ, Chriﬅ is the Thing immediatly preſented before God's
into in his Covenant 5 and' ſo it ﬂowet-h from his ex

trinﬁclt Ordinatisn.

By the Second,

reteit': him, apprehend and eat him, lah bold'tſ, and Juﬅice upon which we are abſolved, as is ſaid; and
'

reﬅ on him, &Ft.

which no other Grace hath. alſo if it cannot be denied that Faith hath a peculiar

For, it is in the new creature and Inner-man ſome aptitude, to act on Chriﬅ's Righteouſneſs, and preſent

way proportionablyas it is in the Outter-man; For, the ſame, Then it muﬅ be granted, ﬁrﬅ, that Faith
though there' be many Members of one Body, yet muﬅ have a peculiar way or' concurring to the at
all act not in the ſlime manner; the Hard acteth taining of Juﬅiﬁcation. And Stcand/y, that this may
one way, and the Ear another, &it. So it is in the well be called an inﬅtument'rl cauſality in reference to
Inner-man, there are many Graces (which are that end: Otherwiſe there is no uſe nor exerciſe of
members thereof) yet have they their peculiar way this its particuliar aptitude, which is ﬅill acknowledg
of acting, whereof theſe mentioned are attributed to ed. And ir'it pleaſe better to ſay, that Faith juﬅiti
Faith: For wlzich,oſten it is called the Eye, the Hand, eth, or concurieth in Juﬅiﬁcation, in reſpect of its

and the Door of the renewed Soul; becauſe by it, peculiar aptitude to act on Chriﬅ, and to receive
Chriﬅ is npprehended, received, and admitted there

unto.
VV z conceive this inﬅrumentality isjuﬅly attri
buted to Faith, becauſe ſeeing there muﬅ be an ap
plication of the Righteouſncſs of Chriﬅ, and ſeeing

him, than to ſay, it concurreth inﬅrumentally, we
ſhall not contend, providing it be the ſame, upon

the matter, with the ordinary Doctrine concerning
this inﬅrumentality oſ Faith : Which we may illuﬅ
rate and conﬁrm by theſe conſiderations and (imilitudes.
Faith doth concurr, or is made uſe of as a mids I. It is granted that the Word is the external Inﬅru
for receiving of him, which is the way by which ment or Juﬅiﬁcation; and that muﬅ be, becauſe it
his Righteouſneſs is applied, why may it not doth oﬀer the ſame upon condition of believing; or,
be called inﬅrumental in our juﬅiﬁcation, as it is holdeth forth a Righteoufneſs by which we may be
inﬅrumental in receiving of and reﬅing on his juﬅiﬁed: SoFaith muﬅ be the internal Inﬅrument, be

Rightconſneſs, by which, and for which we are cauſe it receiveth the ſame that is oﬀered by the
Word 5

w '
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Word ; and receiving, is no leſs neceſſary to Juﬅi
ﬁcation, than oﬀering: And ſeeing that receiving and
oﬀering relate ſo to each other, and both to the end,

225'

4. S t E it in miraculous Faith: As it concurr

eth for attaining of a particlar Beneﬁte; ſo doth

there is reaſon to attribute the_ſamekind of cauſality

ſaving Faith for attaining of Juﬅiﬁcation: For, that
there is an equal influence of both upon their reſpective

to the one, that is given to the other reſpective

eﬀects, cannot be denied.

Uſiivzmnumwwmmwrwhſhcmſh

Faith might be ſaid ſomeway to concurr iiiﬅrumentally
for health, is clear:

Now,

that miraculous

For, it is ſaid that ſome had Faith

as the People were healed by looking to the brazen to be healed, to receive vertue from Chriſt, &Ft.

Serpent, which was to typiﬁe this, J'ai/m 3. 14.. which others had not, and accordingly the Eﬀects,
Now they, by the Vertue of the Serpent, ( conſi are attributed both to their Faith and to Chriﬅ's
dering it tipically and with reſpect to the appointment) Power; therefore, it may be ſo here, to wit, Juﬅi
did receive health, yet ſo as _ that health was attamed

ﬁcation may ﬂow from Faith as the inﬅrument

by looking thereto; in which reſpect, their Eye or al cauſe, and from Chriﬅ's Righteouſneſs as the
look, might becalled inﬅrumental in their health, Meritorious.
5. I N the ordinary ſimilitude of Marriage or ſo
although it was not looking ſimply, but to that Ob
ject with reſpect to the Lord's appointment: Even lemn Covenanting, it may be ſeen: For, actual

ſo it is here; it's Chriﬅ's vertue whereby we are

conſenting, or the Hand

that writeth the Name,

juﬅified, yet ſo as by Faith it is apprehended, and may be ſaid to be inﬅrumental in the cloſing of the
according to God's appointment looked unto: And, Bargain, or in attaining the Privileriges that follow
thus, as Mart/7. ,7. the Eye is called the light of the thereon, and the Hand hath an other inﬂuence than
Body, becauſe it is the Organ by and through which the Foot'or Eye, altho' theſe alſo be neceſiary, yet
Light is brought or letten-in to it; ſo Faith may'bc it is not conſenting or ſubſcribing ſimply, but ſuch
called our Righteouſneſs, as it is the mean by which and ſuch in reference to ſuch Objects and Covenants :
Chriﬅ's Righteouſneſs without us is apprehended, Even as it is not the Tongue its ſpeaking truths, and
brought in, as it were, and admitted of, to be the teaching forth of Diſcharges ſimply that are

oulzs: JUSTIFICATION is ﬅill held forth in inﬅrumental in Meiis Courts for attainiiig abſoluti
judicial expreſſions, as isſaid: Now, as an accuſled
party, their producing of a Law for them 0r_a Diſ
charge, may be ſaid to be inﬅrumental in their own
abſolution, altho' it be only the Vertue of the Diſ

on; but it is the iþcakingoſ ſuch pertinent Truths,
or producing of ſuch ſuitable Diſcharges that com<

eth under that Name: And this is all we intend,
when we ſay that Faith concurreth inﬅrument
ally, even to hold out the immediate cauſe ofour
cliarge given in that doth procure the ſame ; ſo may Juﬅiﬁcation, to be Chriﬅ apprehended by Faith: So
Faith be ſaid inﬅrumentally to juﬅiﬁe us, as it pre that Faith and Chriﬅ are both necelliiry, but diſſ
ſenteth for us Chriﬅ's ſatisfaction before the Juﬅice erently, and ſo alſo that the Eﬃcacy of all the cond
of God. And ſo it is here as in humane Courts: currence of Faith may be from Ghriﬅ the Object,
For, altho' ſome Advocates, it may be, plead better, from which it is not to be ſeperated when it is ſaid to
*
and ſome worſe; yet ſuppoſe that they all produce juﬅiﬁe.
T H E other Thing peculiarly attributed to Faith, is,
the ſame Diſcharges, and the ſame Lawsin favours
of their Clients,they might all becalled inﬂrumen that it is the condition of the Covenant of Grace, pro
tal in their abſolution 5 and the ground _of their Ab perly: Which can be ſaid of no other Grace or
ſolvitours would be equal; whereas, it their act of Work. This is to be underﬅood as is above ex
pleading, without reſpect to what is pleaded, were preſſed, to wit, that Faith is that which on our ſide is
conſidered, it would not be ſo; even lo here, tho called-ſor, for conﬅituting of us Coven-mters, and
ſome Mens Faith be more ﬅrong, and. others more giving us right to the great compreheniive Promiſe
weak, yet all apprehending _the1-.irne iatisfactionof thereof, that God may be our God: And upon the
Chriﬅ, there is equal ſharing in Juſtiﬁcatioii : Which performing of which, that which God hazh pro;
could not be, it' l-'aith did not concur inﬅrumentally mi'ſed in it, may be expected, as is before ſaid.
T H A 'r Faith is thus the condition peculiirly,
in the uſe-making of Chriﬅ's Rigliteouſneſs, even as
of the only immediate Evangelick-rightcouﬁicſs, as it and not Works, nor any other Gmce, ( beſidc what is
reſpecteth our juﬅiﬁcation : becauſe, it Faith be con ſaid afterward upon Repentonce ) may thus appear,
ſidered in it lelf, and not as with the Onjcct, appre 1. Becauſe Faith only hath that peculiar aptitude or"
hcnded by it, it is not equal even in thoſe that are receiving God's oﬀer and returning of ourengago
ment 3 and ſo, ſor making the Bargaiiimutuallv r0 be

juſhﬁcd.

,/,
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Both which are abſurdzct

cloſed: And Faith cannot be conceived to be ex
erciſed ,- but the Bargain muﬅ be conceived, to be Thcrcſore Faith muﬅ be the proper c'ondition.
I F it be ſaid here that Juﬅiﬁcation is a continued
cloſed, and that Perſon to be in Covenant: Thereſore,

the exerciﬁng thereof, muﬅ be peculiarly the conditi Act, Then we urge, r. If inﬅantly upon believing
nn. 2. If Faith be that which peculiarly riddeth one be juﬅiﬁed and freed from the Curſe, and inﬅat
Nlarches, between the Covenant of Grace and the ed into ſriendſhip with God, Then it cannot be a
Covenant oſ \Vorks and Curſe; and a Believer to continued Act: But the former is true, as is ſaid

ifſo be freed from the Curſe, becauſe he is aBeliever and to ſay otherwiſe, would overtum the Nature oi"
and doth reﬅ on Chriﬅ, 'l'hen Faith muﬅbe peculi the Covenant. 2. If Juﬅiﬁcation be a continued Act
arly the condition of the Covenant of Grace; But Then our being received and admitted into Covenan;
the former cannot be denied, and is clear, j'clm 3. as to a right unto the ſaving hlellings promiſed there
18. 36. 3. If Vlctks concurr in the ſamecauſality in, muﬅ be a continued Act alſo: For, theſe two
with Faith, Then it muﬅ either beYVorks before one muﬅ ﬅand and ſall together, to wit, to be admitted'
he in Covcnant, or Works thereafter; But it can thus into Covenant, and to bejuﬅiﬁed; ſor,who are
be neither: Not before one be in Covenant, becauſe thus in Covenant, are juﬅiﬁed; and who are juﬅiﬁ
ſuch 'Works cannot he accepted : Nor Sn'ondly after, ed, are thus in Covenant: But the laﬅ cannot be
becauſe then they could not be the condition upon ſaid, to wit, that the Act of our being admitted, or
which we are admitted: For ſo, we would be ac whereby we are entered into Covenant, is a conti

cepted before the condition be performed. Iſ it be nued Act: Becauſe, 1. So none living could be
ſaid, ctthat the ſame reaſoning will ſeclude Faith, be ſaid to be in Covenant with God, nor account
cauſe if Faithbe the ccndition, Then it muﬅ either themſelve' to be Gods, or claim God to be theirs:
be Faith before we be in Covenant, or after, Eft, Which is ahſurd. 2. So one that is a Believer, might
zlnſw. It followeth not: Becauſe it' Faith neither be ſaid to be under the Curſe of the covenant of

before nor after our entry, but that which enters us, Works; which is contrar unto that freedom pro
that is the condition: And it cannot be conceived be nounced unto Believers: For, iſ they be not under
fore nor after, being an inﬅantaneotis act, as ſolemn Grace, they are ﬅill under the
Covenant of
conſenting in Marriage is not before nor after, as it works; and if under Grace, then in the Covenant
conﬅituteth Marriage, but inﬅantly. Here, ﬅill ob of Grace. To ſay here, that God continueth toju
ſerve, that when we ſpeak of a condition, we ſpeak ﬅiﬁe, will not remove this: Becauſe Juﬅiﬁcation

of that condition whereby one is admitted within the
Covenant, and not of any Thing that may be im
plied to be performed by one admitted already to
Cm'enant: Becauſe that muﬅ be the condition of the
Covenant properly that intitleth one to the Priviledges

muﬅ continue only, as their admitting or the Act
of their admiſhon into Covenant, may continue; But

it cannot be ſaid, that they continue in being admitt
ed into Covenant, or, that by acontinued Act
the _L0rd is ﬅill admitting them, or, that they ar;

covenanted: But what entereth one into this Cove continuing to enter, as it inferreth Non-Admiﬃon,
nant, doth intitle him to the Priviledges covenanted: or not Entry, or an imperfect Admiſiion, but as

Therefore it muﬅ properly be the condition; and it ſupponeth the Perſon to be entered and to con
Faith being that, is therefore alone ſo to be eﬅeemed. tinue ſo: lIt muﬅ therefore be ſo in Juﬅiﬁcation.
Which we may further urge, thus, either being 3. If a Believer, to ipja that he is a Believer,v hath
admitted to the Covenant, one is freed from the a Shield againﬅ all challenges, and aRighteouſneſs
Curſe, and inﬅated in all the Priviledge: of the Cove that can abide the'ſrial in Juﬅice, Then cannot Juſ
naut or not: It cannot be ſaid, not; becauſe that tiﬁcation be a continued Act, becauſe of Juﬅiﬁcation
were to make one a Covenanter and not aCove be not inﬅantaneous and immediatly perfect, itmuﬅ
nanter: And one cannot be conceived to be in Co either be upon ones not believing in Chriﬅ, or be
venant with God, but God is in Covenant cauſe of ſome deſect of the Righteouſneſs that Faith
with him actually, as a Wifes marryinz of preſenteth, and ſo Faith were not aSuﬃcient-Shield a Huſband doth actuall ﬅate her in what is the Hoſ or, tt muﬅ be, becauſe the Word doth not pro:
bands, Therefore Fair being that whereby we are nounce h;m Juﬅ upon the Ground of that Righteouſ
entered into Covenant, as is granted, muﬅ be pro neſs: Which were alſo abſurd; But the ſomer is
perly the only condition.

Again, either by Faith we true, a Believer cannot be conceived to be ſuch

are inﬅated in the Covenantof Grace upon the very but he hath a compleat Righteouſneſs in Chriﬅ, and
inﬅant of believing and ſo juﬅiﬂod, or, one may be by being in him, hath a ſuﬃcient Anſwer to Juﬅice,
ſuppoſed to be a Believer, and not to be in the Co upon the ﬁrﬅ inﬅant of believing, as the whole

"nant of Grace, or, to bcinthe covenant of Grace,

ſel if;
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ſeries of the Goſpel doth demonﬅrate, be that believ
'tb ſhall not came into to'tdem'mtim, (55.

- aa7

ﬅand in the way of our accounting Works a 0011

Therefore dition ofthe Covenant, or of Juﬅihcation, in the ſame

muﬅ he be upon the ﬁrﬅ inﬅantjuﬅiſied: For, if it
were but a perfecting, it could not be ſaid that he had
an actual perfect Righteouſneſs, but only that it were
a perfecting.
F U R T H e a, we may argue againﬅ Works con

kind of cauſality with Faith; becauſe it obſcurcth'
the Diﬀerence of the two covenants, t' wit, the
the Covenant of Works, and the Covenantof Grace:

For ſo, Works ſhould he ﬅill the condition of the
Covenant of Grace.

Now, the Apoﬅle doth directly

curring with Faith, thus. If Works be a condition oppoſe theſe, the Righteouſneſs of the Law ſaith on
of the Covenant: Then it muﬅ either be W'orks as this ways, the Mm that dat/1 theſe t/n'rzgt, &c. And
begun, or as perſevered into: But neither can be the Righteouſneſs of Faith is holden forth as oppoſit
ſaid: Not the ﬁrﬅ; becauſe it is granted, that per to that, andſo cannot be ſaid to conſiﬅ in doing of
ſevering in holineſs is no leſs neceſiiiry than entering Works, Ram. x. 5, 6. Gal. iii. la. If it be ſaid,
thereinto: Not the Second, becauſe perſeverance is that he excludeth legal Works, or Law-Righﬁeouſ
a Mercy contained in the covenant, and ( if wem ty neſs, which are not alledgcd bv this opinion; but
ſay ſo) promiſed to us upon condition of our be doth not exclude Fvangelick-Works, which may
lieving and entering Covenant: I: cannot therefore be well ﬅand with Grace. Anſwer t. The Ajioﬅle's
the condition of our entering the Covenant. Again, Oppoſition is not made to exclude one kind of
many haue not actual Works, and yet may be ſaved: Works, and take in another; but ſimply to exclude
Therefore Works cannot be the condition. If it be all which may come under the Expreſſton, do tbir.
ſaid, that ſuch have reſolutions of, and engagemcnt And hence Faith it ſelf, as it lS our Work, hath ever
unto, Works; That cannot ſolve this : Becauſe been excluded in this reſpect. a. If welook to Works
this opinion doth diﬅinguiſh Works and the neceſſity with reſpect to the Covenant of Works, even ſo
of them from Faith properly and ﬅrictly taken 5 yet Works haye no proper merit, nor proportion unto

to them that hold it, Faith ﬅrictly and properly taken, the Things promiſed, of themſelves, but as it is de
( even that which is juﬅifying, ) doth receive Chriﬅ termined, and condeſcended to in the Covenant, and
as Lord, and ſo implieth this engagement: And by vertue of God's Promiſe made thereunto: There
therefore, if that deſinition of juﬅifying Faith were fore it is called a Covenant of Works; Not be
true, and this ground alſo granted, that engaging is cauſe of the Merit of the Works; but in reſpect
ſuﬃcientr, Then alſo were Faith properly, that is, of the formality of the Condition thereof, to wit,
ﬅrictly taken, the condition of the Covenant, accord d'ing, that is, the Righteoufneſs which we our
ing as they underﬅand it; and ſo there were no Ne ſelves do, Tit. 3. 5. And in this reſpect, to Work
ceſſity to add or mention YVorks as diﬅinct from it, one Day and to Work twenty Years, or paying
or to preſs Faith to be the Condition as more largely of aThouſand-Talents, and one Penny, doth not

and_improperly taken : And ſo in ſome reſpect there diﬀerence the Nature of the Condition of the Co
were no Diﬀerence: For, this far none denieth but venant (-ſuppoſing the Condition of both to be ex
that actual engaging to Chriﬅ and to Holineſs is ne preſi'ed in theſe terms) although the Degree there
ceﬂitry: Becauſe, it is impoſſible to conceive one of be diﬀerent. 3. Faith is oppoſed to Works as
cloſing with the Covenant, but he becometh, zþſa the Condition of the Covenant, or of Juﬅificati
fact', engaged who doth cloſe; Or thus, that which on, not as conſidered in it ſelt', but as with re
is the condition to one, muﬅ be to all at Age; (for ſpect to its object Chriﬅ; and ſo we are thus to
of ſuch we ſpeak) But actual Works cannot be the conceive the oppoſition, Works inherent in us,
condition' to all 3 becauſe ſome may be ſaved without and performed by us, are called for in the Cove
them, as ſuppoſe (which is not impoſſible) actual nant of Works, as the Righteouſneſs thereof, and
conſenting to the Covenant, and engaging to holineſs, as the only Ground upon which we can expect
were the laﬅ Act of a Perſon before DJZlLlI, neither to be juﬅiﬁed by it: Again, by the Cove
can they ſay that engaging to Holineſs were in this nant of Grace, Chriﬅ's Righteouſneſs without us,
caſe ſuﬃcient, and that is here intended: Becauſe, received by Faith, is only admitted as aRighte
Works are ſpoken of as the condition, as they are ouſneſs and ground of Juﬅiſication: That Faith
diﬅinguiſhed from Faith, as it is taken by them to be is lb to be underﬅood, in Ram. 10. 5, 6. and Gal.
the acccpting of Chriﬅ as Lord as well as Saviour, 3. ro, 11, 12, &c. is evident: For, the Righteouſneſ'
as hath been, ſaid. See more of this on Repen ſpoken of, Ram. to. 3, 4. ( which is the Righteouſneſs
of Faith, and is oppoſed to our Righteouſneſs)
tance.
'
'

B U 'r beſide all that is ſpoken, theſe two mainly is Chriſt, the md gf 'be Law ſhr Rlkbtmſſig/i [7
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mids or way for attaining of another Righteouſneſs
So it is alſo in that other Place, Gal. iii. as the Scope for Juﬅiſication beſide Chriﬅ's z and ſo dotli make two

all that believe, who was ﬅumbled at by the Jews, &Ft.

maniſeﬅeth, to wit, Faith as making uſe of Chriﬅ, Righteouſneſſes in Juﬅiſication, and one of them to
his becoming the Curſe for us. And it is obſervable, be the mids for attaining the other, whereas the Goſ
' that in both theſe Chapters the Diﬀerence of the Con pel-righteouſneſs is but one in it ſelf, by Faith appre

ditions of the Covenant of Works and of Grace, is
inſiﬅed on, to plead the Neceſſity of a Righteouſneſs
without us in Oppoſition to our own: And ſo Faith
muﬅ be the Condition of the Covenant of Grace, as
it acteth or reﬅeth on that.
v'I' H 2 ſecond Thing that mainly diſiwadeth from
that Opinion, is, That it doth propoſe ſomething in
our ſelves as the immediate Ground of our Juﬅiſica
tion before God, under that Title of being our Evan
gclirk Rizlzttonſiuſsq For, if Works concurr in that
ſame Cauſality with Faith, Then our believing pro

hended and made ours.
3. A L 'r H 0' this may ſeem not to exalt Vvorkz
by giving them any Merit; yet it is impoﬃble to ac
count them even to be our Evangclick Righteouſneſs,
or a Condition of the Covenant of Grace, but there

will ﬅill be a Readineſs to heighten them above their

own Place, which derogateth to the Way of Grace
that is laid down by Faith in Chriﬅ = For, it is eaſy to

exceed in referencevto any thing in our ſelves, conſi
dered in it ſelf; whereas when Faith is only reſpected,
as it apprehendeth Chriﬅ, it cannot be ſo conſidered;
perly muﬅ be accounted our Rigbteouſneſs, and not For, it not only merits nothing, but it excludeth Me
Chriﬅ's by Faith taken hold on: Becauſe theſe two rit and all Boaﬅing ; And therefore the Lord hath thus
are inconſtﬅent, to wit, Faith and Works, in a pro wiſely ordered that all may be keeped from Boaﬅinrr
e,
per Senſe, to be our Evangelick Righteouſneſs, and even of Faith.
Chriﬅ's alſo. For, ſuppoſe one to be charged at
4. W a may anſwer, If by Legal Righteouſneſs
God's Batr for Sin, the one way Chriﬅ is repreſent be underﬅood that which may be ſatisfying to theLaW,
ed, and the other way the Man'sbelieving and Obe ſo Chriﬅ indeed is our legal Righteouſneſs; yet ſo as
dience. If it be ſaid, That when we mention be by the Goſpel only we have Acceſs to him, and have
lieving or Faith, it cannot but reſpect Chriﬅ. llrzſw. a Promiſe of being accepted throughhim, without the
1. Then there is no Diﬀerence; For, we acknow receiving of which by Faith, he is not a legal Righte
ledge Faith correlatively taken to be our Righteouſ ouſneſs to any: And ſo he is our only evangelick
neſs. 2. Then alſo Works cannot concurr in that Righteouſneſt alſo; And thus our legal Righteouſneſs
Manner; For, they cannot ſo Reſpect him: Which and Evangelick, are the ſame; For there is but one
is all that is intended.
Charge to a Sinner, which only can be anſwered by
I F it be ſaid, That Chriﬅ is our Legal Righteouſ ﬂeeing to Chriﬅ: And ſo, he is our Legal-righteouſ
neſs, that is, that by him we have ſatisﬁed the Cove neſs, as the Law's Charge is ſatisﬁed by him 3 and he
nant of Works, he having paid in our Name; But is our Evangelick-righteouſneſs, as that Mean of an
Faith and Obedience are our Evangelick Righteouſ ſwering the Law, is to us propoſed in the Goſpel, and
neſs; that is, as he hath procured a new Grant of for us (upon the Condition foreſaid ) accepted by the
Life, upon theſe eaſy Terms in the Covenant of ſame, without which Chriﬅ had never been our Lecval
Grace, and ſo as by performing thereof we may come righteouſneſs, and the dividing of theſe two Rigſite
to have right to what he hath purchaſed in ſatisfying ouſnelles, doth ſupponc, that there may be a Levſial

the ﬁrﬅ Covenant.
Aſſa. I. T H 1 s miſrepreſenteth God's Way of
Covcnanting, who hath not appointed our paying
of a ſmall Rent ( as it were a Peny) to be the Ground
of our Right unto Chriﬅ's Purchaſe; but ſeeing
Chriﬅ became Cautioner in our Name, to pay the
Debt; he heth appointed the Debtor's claiming of,
and ſubmitting unto his Payment, to be the Terms
upon which he ſhall be abſolved, as was at the
entr
DiſcourſeRigbmuſmﬅ
obſerved, and
is clear
from
Pbi iþ.to3. this
9. whereſithe
'f Faith
( which

righteouſneſs in Chriﬅ, to ſuch as may actually ngver
partake thereof, ( and we are afraid that ſome ſuch
Thing may occaſion this Dtﬅinction ) whereas God's
Way in the Goſpel is to provide a Righteouſneſs for
ſuch as were given to Chriﬅ, by which they ma be *
actually juﬅiﬁed, V), 53. 11. And if Chriﬅ be nct
thishim
Golþel-righteouſneſs,
be it?
it is
by
vwe are freed fromwhat
the can
Curſe
of theForLaw,

is our Evangelick Righteouſneſs, and oppoſed to
Works ) and to bef'umi in Cbrﬃ, are one; and the
one is explained by the other.
2. T H 1 s Way doth make a Covenant to be a

conſider the Law-r'ghteoulneſs ﬅrictly, as it requir

which is the End wherefore this Goſpel-righteouſneſs
is preached. And it is by putting on him that even
the Goſpel holdeth forth Juﬅiſication. But, if we
eth perſonal Holineſs,,or Satisfaction from the verv
Party ; ſo Chriﬅ is hot our Legal-righteouſneſs ; and
in that Senſe it cannot be pleaded for; It muﬅ there
fore
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fore follow, that he is our Goſpel-righteouſneſs, ſee
ing no other way but by the Goſpcl we have Ac
ceſs to him. And therefore that Diﬅinction will not
hold here: For, Chriﬅ is either our Legal-righte
ouſneſs, that is, the Righteoulneſs which the Law
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the Covenant, or our Righteoufneſs, it doth not im
ply that it ls properly imputed; but it ſheweth to

whom and upon what Tcrms Chriﬅ's Righteouſneſs
is imputed, or, how a Sinner may have Acceſs to be
juﬅiﬁed by it. 3. YVe ſay, that Faith when it is '

holdeth forth, and accepteth oſ it ſelf, or our Evan called the Condition, is ever to be taken ﬅrictly, that
lick-righteouſneſs, that is, the Righteouſneſs WhlCh is, as it receiveth Chriﬅ 3 and by that manner of act

the Goſpel holdeth forth, and which by it is ac
cepted;

ing, is diﬀerenced from all other Giaces and Works.

Erg', he muﬅ And ſo, 4. Wc ſay, that it cannot be conceived un

But he is not the ﬁrﬅ:

And ſo Faith, properly taken, can: der this Conſideration,but as looking to Chriﬅ's Righte
even as we cannot
and Faith properly taken, without Relation to him, conceive a Conſent, which conﬅituteth a Marriage,
cannot both be ſo accounted. Again, it' Faith pro without Reſpect unto the Part conſented unto, and
perly taken, and that largely, be our Goſpel-righte his Oﬀer, or Declaration of his ill preceeding', with
ouſneſs, upon which we are juﬅiﬁed, Then it is out which no Conſent could be conﬅitutive of Mar
either Faith, including that Rcl'pect to Chriﬅ, or riage, orbe aGround of Claim to any of the Goods

be the ſecond.

not be our Evangclick-righteouſneſs, ﬁxing Chriﬅ, ouſneſs, as the Object thereof;

not; But neither of theſe can be: For, if it re or Priviledges of ſuch a Perſon; or, as we cannot
ſpectand include Chriﬅ, then it is what we ſay,' conceive looking to the brazen Serpent, as the Condi
Faith with its Object, and not Faith properly; tion upon, or Mean b which Health was gotten, but
and lo not Faith in that ſame Cziuſality with with reſpect to the sbject thereof, to wit, the Ser

Works, which is aﬂerted: If it reſpect not, nor pent ; and the Ground and Warrand preceeding, to
inclnde Chriﬅ, Then is there a Righteouſneſs and iwz't, God's Appointment; without which, a Look,
Ground of Juﬅiﬁcation, wherein Chriﬅ is not com-'A conſidered ſtmplyin it ſelf, is not ſo to be eﬅeem
prehended, which will ſound no way like a Goſpel ed.
IF it be yet urged further here, That z'ſ Fair/i pre
Righteouſneſs
I F it be ſaid, That [ye bath procured Faith in perly taken, be the Condition qf f/Jl C'Uenan' ry' Grace,

I. That and bath in that ſimeeded in the Ram that llſoris bad
2. in 'be covenant 'ſ/I/orb, Then Faith muﬅ be our
That is not to make Chriﬅ to be our immediate Evangelickerighteouſneſs, becauſe Works then were
Righteouſneſs; but only to have procured that our Legal-righteouſneſs, and that upon which our
ſuch Works ſhould be accepied, and the former Right to Life did ﬅand; But the former is Truth;
Covenant mitigated, but not in its Nature chang He that ſaid, De and live, ſaith now, Belieee and
ed. And ſo, 3. It homologateth Popiſh Doctrine, be ſet-ed, Erge, 557. zlnſw. I. This will ſay no;
which we hope is far from being intended by the thing for Faith largely taken, as comprehending
Maintainers of this Opinion. 4. That overturn Works 5 But at the moﬅ for Faith ﬅrictly taken, as
eth the Imputation of Chriﬅ's Righteouſneſs as contradiﬅinguiſhed from them; And ſo there will
our immediate Righteouſneſs, which is enough to not be that lame kind of Cauſality in both, but the
make it to he ſhuned: For, if we lippen to ſuch contrary. 2. In this Condition, Faith is never to be
Graces and Duties as abﬅracted from Chriﬅ and taken, without implying the Object Chriﬅ; or with
without reﬅing on him, that is _not to be ſhund out reſpect to its proper Aptitude, for receiving of
in b'm, but in them (for theſe two are op him, and ſo believe and thou/belt be ﬅwed, impl) eth
poſ , Philip. 3. 9.) and ſo they act a Righte ﬅill this, receive Chriﬅ and reﬅ on his Righteoutreſs,
ouſneſs that will never quiet the Conſcience, and or ſubmit to Chriﬅ'sRighteoutneſs, and accept of him
which the Goſpei will never own as an Evangelick for that End, that he may be Righteouſneſs to thee,
that large Senſe ta be accepted.

zlnſw.

maketh a new Covenant of Works, as is ſaid.

Righteouſneſs, reﬅ on it who will.

and thou ſhalt be ſaved:

I F it be ſaid, Cannet Faith then, properly mien,
be in any Re/pect matted a Candz'tie'z, or Ground
o Right? For ſinſw. In ſum we ſay, 1. That
aith at moﬅ is but the Condition on which
Chriﬅ bccometh our Righteouſncſs, or is imputed
to us for our Juﬅiﬁcation; and ſo Faith it ſelf
properly cannot be our Righteouſneſs. 2. We
ſay, that when Faith is called the Condition of

it otherwiſe, at leaﬅ rightly. Now, when upon be
lieving, Juﬅiﬁcation doth follow, and the Perſon is
declared juﬅ, it cannot be ſaid that the Act of believ
ing properly is imputed, and that t.v on that Account
he is declared juﬅ z it is rather Chtiﬅ's Righteoutneſs

It is impoſlible to conceive

believed on, that is imputed to him; and upon thtt

Account he is declared juﬅ, which is the very 'l'erms

of the Covenant oſRedemption, whereby the Sinners
Sins

a]

ago
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Sins are imputed to Chriﬅ; whereupon he, as Cau
tioner, is ſentcnced and made Sin, that his Righte

his pleading ſimply, but of the Cautioner's pay
ing, his pleading of that Payment, and the Law's
ouſneſs may be imputed to us, and ſo we upon that accepting of that Dcfence, and imputing of it to

account made righteous,and that inhim,and not in our him ;

and ſo from all theſe together his Abſolu

ſelves, as it is, 20025. 21. which implieth, that even tion ﬂoweth; Juﬅ ſo it is here, our Juﬅiﬁcati
our Evangelick-righteouſneſs, whereby we are abſolv on ſioweth from Chriﬅ's Satisfaction, being ac
ed, is in him, and not in our ſelves, as the Sin for cepted and reﬅed on by us, and imputed to us by
which he was ſentenced, was in us, and not in him. God.

3. There is this Diﬀerence betwixt the two Cove

And therefore, Thirdly, Though Faith pro

perly be the Condition upon which Chriﬅ's Righte

nants, as was ſaid, The one is a ſet-vile Covenant ( to duſneſs is imputed to us, (I had rather call it the

ſay ſo ) and muﬅ have what is engaged to in it, per

Mean by which it is appi'ehended ) yet it followeth

formed, before one have right to what is promifed; not, that therefore Faith properly taken, is our
and ſo Works were in the Covenant of Works, the Righteouſneſs, and at ſuch, is imputed- to us, and

Condition upon which Life was to be expected; and accounted ſo, ſeeing ﬅill this preſuppoſeth the Im
without the actual performing of which, there could putation of Chriﬅ's Righteouſneſs in order of Na
have been no pleading for it:

But this, to wit, the ture to interveeen betwixt our believing and our

Covenant of Grace, is a conjugal Covcnttnt ; There Juﬅiﬁcation: And therefore that his Rightoouſ
fore is not the Condition thereof in all Things to be neſs imputed, muﬅ be properly our Right'ouf
ſquared by that. Beſide, VVorks were the very ma neſs, ſeeing we upon account, and conſidered a'
terial Righteouſneſs upon which Juﬅiﬁcation was ſuch, ( to wit, as having Chriﬅ's Righteoufneſs
founded in the Covenant of VVoi'ks; but to ſay of _imputed to us) are juﬅiﬁod; and upon that Righte
Faith, as taken in it ſelf and without reſpect to Chriﬅ;" "puſneſs imputed, Juﬅiﬁcation is immediately ground
that it were ſo the Condition now, would be abſurdﬅed.

Chriﬅ being by the whole Strain of the Goſpel holden
forth to be reﬅed on before we can be juﬅiﬁed : And
yet even this woulld not conﬁrm any way what is ſaid
of the joynt Concurrence of Grace and Works in that
ſame kind of Cauſality with Faith.
I F it be further ſaid, ﬂ/Iaymt Faithproperly taken,
be willed the Condition upon which Chrﬂl'r Righttm/L
'il/5 bmmth a-Sinnerr, and is imputed to him?

Art/w.

Yet, F'urth/y, All this doth ſay nothing ſor

Faith largely taken, as comprehending vall Goſpel
Duties: For, though Faith ﬅrictly taken be ne
cellary ſor having right to Chriﬅ's Righzeouſneſs,
or having it imputed to us; yet are not actual
YVorks ſo, by any Means; but through the Im
putation of Chriﬅ's Righteouſneſs, we are ﬁrﬅ
accepted, and then bring forth theſe good Works;
which ſheweth that they do not go before that
Imputation of Chriﬅ's Righteouſneſs, or our Juﬅi
ſication, but that rather they follow thereupon.
For, if we cannot do good Works, till we be

r. This tonlirmeth what we ſay: For, if Faith be
theCondition upon which Chriﬅ becometh ourRighte
ouſneſs, T hen it is Chriﬅ who is our Righteouſneſs,
and not Faith ﬅrictly and properly taken, much leſs ſanctiﬁed, and if none be ſanctified, but ſuch as
argely, as comprehcnding all other Graces: For, if are juﬅiﬁed, and theſe two cannot be ſeparated;
it were our righteouſnefs properly, there needed no no not for an Inﬅant of Time (for it cannot
Imputation of Chriﬅ's after our believing, except it be ſaid that a Man is ſanctiﬁed, but not yetjuﬅilied,
be ſaid (as ſome Papﬄis ſay) that it is imputed to aut contra) Then it will follow, that a Man is
'make up our Defects, and to make our Hohnels ac

juﬅiﬁed before lie hath actual Worlts, (it is of

ceptable; and ſo it were our Faith and VVorks that ſuch we bebate, and not of habitual ſeminai Ho
ſhould be juﬅiﬁed by the Imputatfon oſChriﬅ'sRighte lineſs) for he may be, and is ſanctiﬁed befoﬅ: he
ouſneſs, and not our Perſons: Which is contrary to can have them, much more ere he perſevere in them.
Scripture. 2. This is, upon the Matter, the tame And ſo conſequently, actual good VVorks cannot
with what we ſaid, as is hinted: For ſuppoſea concurr to Juﬅiﬁcation as Faith doth, or be the
Debtor to be put'ſued, he pletdeth Abſolution, be Condition thereof; But the former is true and
cauſe his Cautioner hath payed, and he pioduceth the clear: Therefore ſo is the latter alſo; Which is
Diſchargc given to him, wherein that is acknow the Thing that was in Queﬅion. La/Ily, ZWe
ledged; his pleading ſo and producing of that Diſ ſay, if Faith properly, and largely taken accord
charge, may be ſoineway called the Ground that ing to their meaning, ( or yet ﬅrictly ) be imputed.
giveth him right in Law to have that Payment to us ſorrighteouſnels, Then either Cliriﬅ's righteouſ
of the Cautionei's imputed to him, yet his Abſc neſsis not imputed, but our faith only,orChriﬅ*s righte
lution ﬂoweth from the complex Buſineſs, not ot ouſncſs 8: our faith properly taken alſo5 But neithercan
be

Cſhp;
be ſaid:
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Not the ﬁrﬅ, to wit, that the Righte
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ouſneſs, nor Faith is imputed to the Perſon, nor

ouſneſs of Chriﬅ is not imputed to us, but Faith can he be accounted in Friendſhip with God, or
only, That I ſuppoſe is not intended : Neither can to be in Chriﬅ, or Righteous, till his Life be cloſed :
the Latterbe ſaid, viz. That Faith is imputed to For, hecannot be ac:ounted ſo, till he be juſtiﬁed;

us for Righteouſneſs and Chriﬅ alſo: 'For then, and he is not juſtﬁed, till theſe be imputed to him
Chriﬅ is either imputed for our total Righteouſneſs for Righteouſneſs: Or, 3. That Itnputation muſt
and ſo Faith cometh not in, or, asa partial Righ be a continued Act, from the ﬁrſt cloſing with
teouſneis, and that is abſurd. Again, either his Chriſt till the End. But how can that be? For,
Righteouſneſs is imputed to us before we believe, I. It is hard to conceive the Act of the Imputation
( andſo before our Faith can be imputed ) which is of our Faith to be continued, but more hard to
falſe: For, that would make Chriﬅ's Righteouſ conceive the Imputation of Chriﬅ's Righteouſneſs
neſs to be ours before vve were in Covenant inter to be a continued Act: For, Chriﬅ's Righteouſ
nally; Or, it is imputed to us after we believe, neſs, at the ﬁrﬅ is perfect, and it is to beimputed to
and ſo after our own Faith is imputed to us and ac the Believers; if therefore one may be called a Be
cepted for Righteouſneſs 5 But that cannot be ;

for

then we would be Righteous, before the Imputation
of Chriﬅ's Righteouſneſs; which is abſurd: Or,
laﬅly, both muﬅ be imputed together; which al
ſo cannotbe; For, if both be imputed together
properly, Then both in the ſame Senſe or Kind of
Cauſaliry, or in diverſe Senſes: The ﬁrﬅ cannot
be ſaid; For that would make both Meritorious,

liever,
is to beaſiſſjudicial
imputed Word
to himand
inﬅantly.
2. Im
putationit being
Act, it ſuppon
eth an inﬅant Sentencing of ſuch a Righteouſneſs to
belong to ſuch a Perſon, as it were, and to be ac

cepted for him : For, if he hath not perfect Right,
there is no legal Imputation, ( to ſay ſo ; ) but if it
be perfect, then it is an inﬅantaneous Act. 3. Ifit
be continued, then it is continued as if at ﬁrﬅ it were
which is diſclaimed: If the laﬅ be ſaid', then it not aperfect Imputation or perfectly imputed; But
muﬅ be ſoas the one is imputed to us for our le that were to ſay that it is not Imputation : If it be
gal Righteouſneſs, to wit, Chriﬅ's Satisfaction, and continued as perfect, then it is ſupponed to be in
ﬅantaneous, and paﬅ z and what was ſaid for Juﬅi

the other as our Evange'ick, to wit, Faith ; But, r.
That is the thing already ſpoken to, and doth divide
Chriﬅ and our Goſpel-Righteoulnets; Or, 2. It
turneth to this, that Chriﬅ is the thing that ſatis
ﬁeth Juﬅice, but Faith is the Ground or Mean by
which we come to have Title to that Satisfaction ;
which is the thing thatv is granted, and we ſuppoſe
is the thing that by ſome is intended: And is in
ſum, that, to which others give the Name of the

ﬁcation, doth- hold here. Indeed if the Meaning be
that the Goſpel doth continue to impute Righteouſ
neſs, even after Faith, till the Believer be in Heaven,

and to account ſuch a Sinnerjuﬅ by vertue thereof,
That is Truth 5 But that ſpeaketh the changed State
of aSinner, upon the account of an Imputation and

Juﬅiſication
alreadyﬅill
: - toSo pronounce
indeed, theBelievers
Word ofjuﬅi
the'
Goſpelcſiontinueth

inﬅrumental Cauſe. And if ſo, there needeth not ﬁed upon that Account, and that Imputation in its
be contendin for Words : For, both are'acknow vertue never ceaſeth; But it cannot be ſaid that

ledged, to wit, that by Chriﬅ's Righteouſneſs, on the Word doth continue to juﬅify, as juﬅifying de
lyas the meritorious Cauſe, we are juﬅiﬁed, and noteth the changing ofa Perſon's State, from a State
that there is no Right to plead juﬅiſication by that, of Enmity to a State of Friendſhip: Even as an ab

except by Faith, or upon Condition of believing, ſolved Rebel, or Debtor, once pronounced free by
by which actual Right to Chriﬅ, and by- him Ju vertue of ſuch a Perſons Intercelſion, or Cautioner's
ﬂiﬁcation, is obtained.

FURTHER, It cannot be ſaid, that they are imput

Payment, doth continue to be declared free, that is,

his Abſo'ution continueth in Force; but properly,

ed jointly: For then, r. Either that Imputation the'Act of Freedom, or abſolving, doth not conti
muﬅ be an inﬅantaneous Act, at the ﬁrﬅ believing, nue, but is inﬅantaneous upon the Production of'
or exerciſe of Faith; And ſo luﬅiﬁcatton muﬅ be ſuch Rights.
an inﬅantaneous Act alſo; which they will not
T o ſhut up this, we may illuﬅrate the way of
grant: Becauſe the Faith that is imputed ( accord Juﬅiftcation, which is more clearly exprcſied in the
ing to them )is Faith and the Exerciſe of Holineſs Goſpel under theſe Exprcﬃons, helle-U: and than
perſevercd in ;- For which Cauſeſjuﬅiﬁcntion'to ſhalt beſiwtd, by comparing it with the more ob
them is a continued Act. 2. It muﬅ be inﬅantane ſcure and typical Expreſſtons uſed under the Law:
ous, but not imputed, till Faith and Holineſs be For it is certain the Subﬅance is the ſame; and
pcrſevered into; and by this neither' Chn'ﬅ's Righte what is our legal Righteouiheſs, was theirs; and
what
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what was their Evangelick-Righteouſneſs, is ours al to, apprehended and pleaded by the Faith of the Oſ
ſo. Now, the Terms or Expreﬃons of the Old ferer, that was ſo accepted. Yet, the external'Sa
Tcﬅament run thus, Lev. l. verſe 3, 4.. &Ft. ſV/'nn criſices in the Old, are as expreﬂy ſaid to be accepted
a [Man ſinnetlv, beſhall bring hir Ojfering, &Ft. and for a Sinner's Juﬅiﬁcation, or as an Atonement" for
heſhall put bis band upon t/ze bend of the burnt-Wr him, as Faith is ſaid tobe accounted ſor Righteouſ
ing, and it ſhall be arrepled for him, to make an neſs in the New : And as it cannot be ſaid, that by
ntonementfar bim, &at. In which \Vords there is an vertue of Chriﬅ's Satisfaction, or the Covenant with
expreſs Condeſcending upon the Lord's Side, to him, it was procured that ſuch Perſormances and

propoſe ſomething as aRightcouſneſs for a Sinner, sacriﬁces ſhould be accepted of themſelves, as the
which was to be accepted for him; yet, I ſuppoſe, Perſon's immediate Evangelick-Righteouſncſs, though
no Chriﬅian will ſay, that it was the external Sa their ceremonial Law was their Goſpel 3 So it can
criſice it ſelf, that was to be accepted for ſuch, nor not be ſaid, that there is any ſuch Bargain concerning
that it was the Act of the Faith of the Oﬀerer alone, Faith in the Ncw Teﬅa'ment: But that Chriﬅ ap
that was ſo accepted: For then there needed no prehended by Faith. is the Righteouſneſs both un
Sacriﬁce, but it behovcd to be the thing typiﬁed by der the Old and New Teﬅament: Which is the
that Sacriﬁce, to wit, the Sacriﬁce of Chriﬅ, looked thing we intend.

Concerning Rtpentanre.
E P E N 'r
Epiﬅles,
tion of coming
as we may ſee,

A N c E is much called for in theſe
and that with pera'ptory certiﬁca
VVrath, if the ſame prevent it not,
Chap. ii. verſe 5. in the Epiﬅle to

nant is, Ezek. xvi 63. and xxxvi. 31. This is the
melting of Heart, ſpoken of in that Woman, Luke
vii. who [at/ed much, becauſe mue/2 warﬁrgiven ber,
'ctiſe 47. Neither is this that which is principally
theſe of Ep/yeſizs, who look like a People real in the intended here.
3. VV £ may conſider Repentance as a VVorlc of
Work of God, though under ſome Decay: It is
alſo called for from Prrgnmar, verſe 16. Yea Jeze ſanctiſying Grace, ariſing from the Senſe of by paﬅ
be! hath a Door of Mercy opened to her, upon Sup Sin, and Hope of future Mercy, whereby the Heart
poﬁtion oſ Rcpcntance, 'verſe 21, 22. This alſo is re is both aﬀected with Indignation in Reſpect of what
quired of Sm'dis, C/gnp. iii. 'verſe 3. and of Land!" is paﬅ, and warmed with Deſire and Love in-Re
rea wrſh 21. For clearing oſ which Places, and o ſpect of what it expecteth, and ſo diﬀereth from
ther Truths concerning Repentance, it may be en the ﬁrﬅ, which ariſeth from apptehended future
quired, once ſorall; 1. if. Repentance be ſimply ne Wrath ; and from the ſecond, which ﬂoweth ſrom
ceſiary for preventing oſ Warth and obtaining of felt-received Mercy. This Repentance goe:h alongﬅ
the Pardon oſ Sin ? 2. In what Reſpect it is neceſ with Faith and the Excerciſe thereof, for the-attain
ſary, and how it doth concurr thereto? 3. If toa ing of the hoped-for Remiſſton, with a through
Believer's Recovery aſtcr his Sin, the Exerciſe of Impreſſion of the freeneſs thereof in reſpect or' the
_ Repcntance be neceſſary? 4. If ſo, what kind of Peiſon's feltſinſulneſs. That is the Sorrow after a
gaily Manner, which is ſpoken of, 2. Cor. vii. it.
Repcntance?
F o R underﬅanding of all, we would premit, ,and it is that which is principally intended here, and
that Reptntance may fall under a threefold Conſide ln other Places, where Repentance is required 'in
A
ration, 1. It may be conſidered as ſomewhat previ order to Remiﬂion of Sin.
IN Anſwer then to the ﬁrﬅ Queﬅion, YVe ſay,
ous in Time to the Exerciſe of Faith and Pardon
of Sin. This is properly Legal-Sorrow, and is a that Repentance, underﬅood in the laﬅ Senſe, is ſim
common Work of the Spirit, which may be in one, ply necellary for the obtaining of the Pardon of Sin,
- whoſe Sins will never be pardoned: It is therefore ſo that without it no unreconciled Sinner can expect
not of it ſelf gracious, although the Lord may ſome Peace with God: YVhich we thus make out, 1.
times make uſe thereof, ſora Sinner's humbling and From ſeveral Places of Scripture, and ﬁrﬅ, by theſe

awakening before his Converﬁon. This is not the Places, where the Command of Repentance is pre
ﬁxed to the obtaining ofPardon, and*preventing of
Repentance that is preſſed here. ,
2. I T may be conſidered, as it doth not only XVrath; and that by way of Certiﬁcation thatiſit
follow Fardon, but alſo the lntimation thereof; ſo be not, Rcmiſſion is not to be expected, as let: iii.
it is a melting of Heart, and a ſelf-loathing that 19. Repent that your Sinr may h blotted 'let : Which
doth
ﬂoweth from ſeltLovc, as the Promiſc of theCove

l
l
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doth imply, that without this, theblotting out of
Sin is not to be expected : Other-wiſe the propoſing
of the blotting out ot'Sin could be no great Mbtive to
reſs the Exerciſe thereof; which is the Apoﬅles
Scope: As alſo, Zcts ii. 38. Acts viii. 22. And ſo in

all other Places, where Repentance is prell'etl as a
Mids ſor attaining of that End.
2, W E may add theſe Placcs where the Con
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prehended in the Goſpel, ſeeing the Mercies ſworn
to the Fathers Abraham and David, are the ſame
Mercies that are now conferred upon Believers.
And although there were ſome peculiar Promiſes
made to xIbra/yam and David in reſpect of their own
Seed, and ſome other things; yet theſe peculiar
Promiſcs were not the Grounds of their own Juﬅi
ﬁczttion, much leſs are they to be pleaded by any
other, ſor that End. Now the Covenants End,

nexion between Repentance and Pardon is more pe
remptorily enſorced, as Lu1*t_xiii. 2, 3. Eazrept ye as it holdeth ſorth Rcmiſiion, and its eliential Pro
rcpmty: ſhall all lite-waſt perrſh : 'I hau__yvh1ch no miſes, muﬅ be common to all. It may be con
thing can-be more clear; and Prav. xxviu. 13. He ﬁrmed alſo from I J'a/m i. [9. If wr con/'q/i ourſiru,
that towr'tb Iris sins, ſhall not þr'oſher : But be that God it faithful tcpardon, &Ft. Which ſupponeth that
amftﬀ-tb andfmſhkctb ( which is, upon the Matter there is no Engagement ( to ſpeak ſo ) upon God's
Faithſulneſs to pardon any Sinner but him who re
- all one with Repentance) ſhall ﬁnd ill-any.
'
. I T is conﬁrmed from ſuch PLtCCs as Ground penteth.
I N 'the third and laﬅ Place, the neceſſity of Re
the Cauſe oſ Peoples Ruin upon their not Repent
ing, as in Let-it; xxvi. Amor, iv. Ezei. xvui. pentance may be conﬁrmed, if we conſider the Qua
Revel, xvi. &Ft. and many ſuch Places, lS clear, liſtcations oſ ſuch Perſons as God pronounceth Par

where this, they repented not, is given as the Cauſe don unto in his Word 3 it is not to Sinners, as
Sinncrs ſimply, but-to loſt Sinners, ( that is, loſt iu
of God's continued Qiarrel againﬅ them.

A t. L theſe Conſiderations we will ﬁnd in theſe
Epiﬅles, where the Lor-d doth not only require the
exerciſe oſ Repentance by Command; but doth
thrtnten Judgment, except Repentance prevent,
Chap. ii. 'ver/i 5, 16. and 22. and tt lS'parllCUiﬂll
ly marked to be the Ground oſ his continued _Con

their own eyes) ſuch as are weary and loadened,
ſuch as are broken in Heart, grieved, wounded &Ft.

as appeareth ſromxlſhi. lxi. t. 2, and elſe where.
All which Qmlilications ſhew the Neceſſity oſ Rb
pentance ina Perſon, that may expect Pardon. It is

true, both Repenmnce and Remiﬃon are Chriﬅ's

troverſy with . ezebel, 'verſe 21. that ſhe did not Gift 5 but in this Method, he giveth ﬁrﬅ Rcpentance,
rtpcnt and ſo C aþ. iii. 21. _ X
. . 'and then Remiﬃon, Act; il. 31. And though he
l N the ſecond. Place, this may be made out, if came to call Sinners; yet doth he call them to Re
we conſider the Promiſes of God's covenant, in pentance, as that which maketh way for their get
' *
which Remiﬃon oſSins is ſubjoyned to the exer ting good oſhim.

ciſe of Repentance, as neceﬂarily antecedent; ſo

F R o M what is ſaid, we may gather theſe two

that without it, there is no Acceſs to any Promiſe Concluiions in oppoſition to the Doctrine or' the
of Pardon. See, ﬁrﬅ, Let/it: xxvi. 49, 4.', 42. J/Iiiﬂd'ﬂiﬂﬂj. The ﬁrﬅ is, That Repentance isno

[ſ tbzy ſhall confeſs their I'zigzuty, then 'to/II lremtm
ber my covenant: Which doth preſuppoſe Con
ſeﬂion, andthe Exerciſe oſ Repen'ance, and the
humbling of the Heart, to go beſore the Apjilcdtl
on of' the covenant. And leſt it ſhouldbe thought
aLegal-Covenant, it is expreily ſaid _t0 be the Co

legal Duty unbecoming ſor a Miniﬅer or' the Goſ
pelv to preach, or a Profeſſor thereof to exerciſe
with reſpect to the obtaining of Fat-don, and that
it is not only to be looked after, and to be preſſed

upon the account of the Faith of Sins being 'al-ready
pardoned. Secondly, It followeth ſrom this, That

venant with [ſam and Abraham, which cannot be Remiſſion of Sin is,,no immanent or eternal Act of
denied to bcoſGrace. The like alſo may be gather God; but is a tranſient Act, and that aſter the
a: from the I King viii. 47. where Solam-m expreſly committingoſ the Sin: For, if Remmiﬃon pre
Covenanteth for Pardon on theſe Terms: _ And ſuppoſe Repcntance, it muﬅ alſo preſuppoſe the 'Sin
2 Cbrm. vii. 13. The Lord doth expreﬂy aHent to to be committed, becauſe Rcpcntancc doth preſupz
theſe
Articſſles. Yet this is' a covenant oſ Cut-tree, poſe that: And therefore it cannotbe from 'Eter
being a covenant ſor obtaining of Pardonthrough nity. This Opinion of Sins being remitted from
Faith in Chriﬅ Jeſus, whereof praying toward the Eternity, doth ﬅand and (all with the ſor-mer, to
Temple and Mercy-ſeat, was a Type: And 'It wit; of the ncedleſnels of Repentance for the ob
is exprelly ſaid to be, upon_the Matter, Gods taining oſ Pardon 3 and therefore the overturning
covenant with David: ivhtch cannot be denied ot' the one, is the overturning of both. It istrug,

[0 be ſame covenant of Grace with that com

God's Purpoſe and Decree oſ pardoning Sin, is
H h

_

7

Eter
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Etemal, as all his Decrees are; But this actual par

doning of a Sinner is no more from Eternity, than
his creating or glorifying Men, yea, in the ſame
Decree, he hath propoſed the giving bOLh of Rc
pentance and Pardon, in the Method laid down.
I F it be ſaid, That thus it will infer, I. That

there is no Diﬀerence betwixt the Elect in reſpect of
their Eﬅate

before Repentanee,

and

reprobates.

-
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m'am, and zlrminiam, give too much. To guard there
fore againﬅ thoſe Extremities, we ſay, againﬅ Pppﬃs,
1. That Repentance is not neceſiary as having any
Eﬃciency in it ſor the expelling of Sin, by the in.
bringing of a contrary gracious Qiality; as Light
doth expel Darkneſs: For, Remiﬃon of Sins, be
ing to them the Infuſing of habitual Grace, and
Rcpentance being a Partsof that inherent Holl
neſs, In this Reſpect they account Repentance ne
ceſiary asa Part of our formal Righteouſneſs, by
which Sin i' expelled, and the Perſon conﬅituted
formally and inherently juﬅ: This indeed is an
abſurd overturning of the Nature of true Remiﬃon
of Sins, ( which conſiﬅeth in God's not imputing

And, 2. That it will infer ſome Change to be in
God, if he ſhould behold Sin ina Perſon immediate
ly before his Repentance, and not thereafter: Both
which, ſay they,.are abſurd. For Anſwer to the
ﬁrﬅ, we ſay, That if we conſider an Elect Perſon
before Convcrſion with reſpect to himſelf, and to
the Law and Covenant of Works, without reſpect the ſame to us, or in his blotting them out) and
to God's Purpoſe, There is indeed no Diﬀcrence altereth the whole'Strain of the GoſpeL. . ._ '*
2. VV e ſay, that Repentance doth not concurr
betwixt him and a Reprobate; becauſe, the are
both as impcnitent Unbelicvers without the
ve for the obtaining of the Pardon of Sin, as any ina
nant, without Hope, and dead in Sins and Treſpaſ terial Cauſe diſpoſing the Soul for the receiving of a'
ſes, as is ſpoken even of the Elcct, Epbe/I ii. 1, 2. gracious Quality, for the expelling of Sin; or, as
and 12. and both of them are under the Curſe, ſee being, a pre-rcquilite Matter to God's working
ing the Law doth indiﬀerently 'curſe all that have thereof in the Soul. This we reject as abſurd, upon
ﬁnned, and are not by Faith in Chriﬅ. This is no the Grounds foreſaid: for, though we acknow
Abſurdity; but contributeth exceedingly to the ledge the Soul of Man, yea, the whole Man to be
humbling of the Elect, and to' the Advancement of the Object whom God doth Pardon; yet Pardon,
Grace. Again, If we conſider the Lord's Purpoſe, being a judicial Act of his Grace, it can admit of
there is a great Diﬀerence, although as it ishis Purpoſe, no material Cauſe.
it doth make no real Change, except in the Manner,
3. N a 1 T H E R doth Repentance concurr for'
Time, and Method in which he hath purpoſed it to the obtaining of Pardon by way of-Merit, as it
there were any Congruity or Condignit therein for"
be.
T o the ſecond we anſwer, that this doth not in obtaining thereof. This marreth the reedom of
ſer any Change in God's Will, as if he now willcd Forgiveneſs, and encroaeheth upon Chriﬅ Jeſus his
that which he would not before, more than to ſay, Oﬃce, who is the alone immediate and meritorious

his Will changeth when hegloriﬁeth a Perſon which Cauſe of our being accepted and obtaining Pardon.
he did not actually glorify before, although he pur
4. R e P E N T A N c a dothnot concutrby
. poſed indeed to do the ſame. It only proveth, that way of Satisfaction, as if the Grief that doth ac
there is a Change wrought upon the Creature, who company it upon our ſenﬁtive Part within, were
is gloriﬁed, by that ſame unchangeable willof God, ſome Satisfaction or Recompence for the oﬀence'
which did, before the World, Decree that in due committed againﬅ God, and ſo had Inﬂuence( as
Time tobe done; So it is here, in Time he par it were ) to procure the eaſier Terms from him: in '
doneth, and maketh a Change upon the creatures which Reſpect they do place NVhippings, Faﬅings,
State, by that ſame Will, and in the ſame Manner and ſuch like, as Satisfactions without, concurring
as it was decreed. And this is no Abſurdity : Be for thev-'Remiſlion of Sin, at leaﬅ in its temporal
as this todoth
within.
This alſo
we
cauſe according to theRule, although God cannot Puniſhment,
abhor, asderogatory
the alone
Satisfaction
of ourct
change his Will ; yet he may will a Change upon
the- Creature ; etſi Deus 'an pottﬅ 'mature 'volunta Lord Jeſus, who by his once oﬀering up of
himſelf hath perfected for ever them that believe,
_ ſam, patgﬅ tamen well: mutatimtm,
' T H a R a is more Diﬃculty in anſwering the H'b. x. 14..
5. N 2 r T H i: n do we eﬅabliſh a Sacrament *
ſecond Queſtion, to wit, i_n what Reſpects Repen
rance is neceflary, for obtaining the Pardon of Sin, of Pcnnence, thereby inﬅrumentally to communi
and how- it doth contribute to the obtaining there eate Remiſſion of Sins ( thatis, habitual Grace, as
of? As ſin'ti'wmiam give" too little to it, on they underﬅand it) by the Power of the Keys, in the
the one- Hand; ſoon the other, Papzﬅs, Son' Ptieſt's Abſolution, and that ex open operata; This
We'
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we diſclaim, as being without any Warrant in the
Word, and certainly cannot be immagined to be the
thing called for in the forecitcd Scriptures.
T H t:who
s, I! thereby
ways are
indeed pleaded-for
the
APapﬄr,
do overturn
the whole by
Nature
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forgive, and pity thoſe that have oﬀended them
This ſeemeth plauſible-like to Men, who caﬅ the

way of Grace in a Mould of humane and ntitu
ral Reaſon; and inadvertingly in Practice may be
fallen into by many, who though they difclaim
of "Repentance, Remifſion ofSins, and the Covenant a Meritorioufnefs in their Repentance, yet-are -

of Grace; and do enervate the Conſolation of poor ready to conclude ſome prevailing perſwaſive Eﬃ
Penitents, ( as may be further ſpokcn-to from cacy to be in it: Which appeareth by this, that

Chap. _ix. )but are diſclaimed by us in Doctrine, when they are ſatisﬁed with their own Repentance, and ought to be adverted to in Practice, leaﬅ the they more conﬁdently expect Pardon; and when

Doctrine of the Necellity of Repentance be abuſed their ſenſibleneſs in Repentance drieth up, they are
beyond that which is warrantable. We have for that
Cauſe diſclaimed theſe Aſſertions explicitely; as alſo,
that thereby many, and almoﬅ all the Antimmian
Arguments and Calumnies may be anſwered and
removed, who have nothing rifer in their Mouths
and Writings than this, that the preſſing of the abſolute Neceſſity of Repentance is a Point of Popery,
a marring of the Freedom of Grace, a crying up of
inherent Holineſs, and ſuch like:

ready to queﬅion it, as if there were ſome NVeight
in their Repentance of it felt' to prevail with God,
and perſwade him (as it were ) to Pig. This, l
ſay, is not to he admitted: Becauſe od's Will,
being abſolutely pure, ſimple and foveraign, is not
capable ofany motus from any Cauſe without it ſelf :
And Forgiveneſs being an Act limply of Grace,

and ordered alone in all its manner of Proceeding
Which are moﬅ by his Soveraignty, there can no Reaſon moving

him thereto be imagined, although he want not
Reaſonin his Acting, as they ſay, Datur ratia w
ledge the Neceſſity ofRepentance; and although they Iuntatis divine, ſed 'ran tjuſiiem mar-ans. This alſo
give it no proper cauſal Inﬂuence upon the Rc would propoſe the moﬅ high and holy One, as
miﬂion of Sins; 'et do they miſcarry in Reference ſome way having Paſſions to be wrought upo*i,' like

injuﬅ, as is ſaid.

T i-t r: Sad/lions and drminiam, do alfoacknow

* thereto, in theſe eſpects, which we alſo diſclaim. unto us; and would Obſcure exceedingly the Free
.1. A L n E 1 T, Repentance be neceſſary; yet it dom and Soveraignty oſ Grace, which hath always

is not neceﬂary as any pre-requiſite (Lialiﬁmtion
to be performed by us in the Strength of' our own
free Will. This were indeed to make Nature a
ſharer in our Converſion, and to give it Occaſion
of boaﬅing, contrary to the Scope of the Goſpcl,
which doth exclude that. It is indeed we who
repent formally, and our Wilt and Soul is the Sub
ject wherein it is wrought; and to ſay, Chriﬅis
formally the Penitent, we abhor; yet it is by the
Strength of Grace working in us to will and to,
Pbilp. ii. 13. That we do repent, and that our
Wills are enabled to elicite Acts of true Repentance:
So that if we will conſider theſe Acts of Repen
tance, as they are Acts ﬁmply, and are in Conge
riaactimis, they are our Acts, and performed by
our Wills, as the next formal Cauſe producing

its Riſe in his own Boſom: Therefore it is aﬁ'erted
by Divines in this Caſe, that properly it is not our
Repentance that maketh our Sins, either actually to

.or, ratt'o mount: , why God ſhould forgive Sins,

the Commands perfectly; which Covenant being

be remitted, or yet to be remiſſible, but God's

Grace alone: For if Grace had not ordered the
connexion between Repentance and Remiﬃon, upon
Grounds laid down by it ſelf, no Sinners could hive
expected
Pardon,
would theirofSins
been re
miﬃhlect even
uponnor
Suppoſition
theirhave
Repentance,
more than if their had not been Repentance, if ſtich

a Suppofition may be made.
3. W E ſay, that Repentance doth not concurr
for the obtaining of Remiſſion of Sins, as it is a piece
of our own new obedience, and of the Condition of

the Covenant of Grace, and ſo now to be imputed to
us, with Faith and the other graces for Righteouſneſs,
them. But if- we conſider them as ſuch, that is, as in ﬅead of the perfect Holinefs which was the Condi
gracious, and Acts of ſaving Repentance in Catc tion of the Covenant of Works ; as if now, God in
gm'a qaalitatir, they are not from us; but do pro the pardoning of penitent Sinners, their ſins ſhould
.ceed from the Grace of God alone, ſweetly and reſpect Chriﬅ's imputed Righteouſnels as the immedi
powerfully determining the Will in the bringing ate Cauſe making them acceptable to him, but
the very Acts themſelves of Faith, Repentance,
forth of them.
2. W r: ſay, Repentance hath no moving Fﬃ &it. and ſo the ﬁrﬅ covenant of works will be
cacy in it, ſo as to bean external impulſive Cauſe, Man's performing of all holy duties according to
as Repentance, and reſenting of Wrongs com

now broken, and Man made unable b Sin to per

mitted, have Inﬂuence to move provoked Men to

form the Condition thereof, this

h 2

pinion ſup

poneth
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3. R a P a N 'r A N c e concurreth in the obtain
poneth Chriﬅ's ſatisfaction to haveprocured ( which
)ct Sarinimzs deny, as any procurring cauſe of) a ing of pardon, by qualiſying the Simier in reference
rew Covcnant upon theſe terms, that Smners who to the Promiſe, wherein Pardon is propoſed: Which
are ſhort of perfect Holineſs, and yet do believe and is not to be underﬅood, as if this Vial-ﬁcation were
repent of their Sins, ſhould be accepted; and theſe a Thing previous to a ſaving Work of God's Grace,
Acts of Believing, Repentance, r. ſhould be accont or, as iſ it did diſpoſe the ſubgect for receiving of any

ed to them by vertue of that Covenant, as if their inherent quality: *Or, Laﬅ y, as if there were any
obedience had been perfect. This way lS not ſuﬀer merit in it to commend the Perſon ſo qualiſied unto
able, becauſe it ſhuttcth out Chriﬅ's rmputed_R1ght God, for the attaining of pardon : Theſe Things we
(ouſnd's from being the next immediate and meritorioua have already rejected; But-'it __may be ſaid to hualify
Cauſe of our Juﬅiſication -, and contmueth the Cove a Perſon in theſe two reſpects." r. That it putteth
rant to b: in ſubﬅance a covenant ofWorks for one within the reach of the Promiſe, which ſpeaketh
its form: Although it place no condignrty of Merit Pardon to none but to ſuch who are ſo qualiﬁed:
in theſe Works; yet by this it is ﬅill ſome Work And thus it qpaliſieth the Perſon meerly with reſpect
of ours that is the Ground of our _dcſence before to the Promiſe, and the Qualiſication contained it:
God's Juﬅice; and ſo cannot be admitted ; ſor even And ſo a true penitent Sinner. may be ſaid- to be qua
Faith it ſelf, in this caſe, cometh not in to'be_conſider

ed, but as it uniteth with its object, to wit, Chriﬅ
Jeſus in the Promiſe as hath been ſaid.
_
_
T H 12 s a ways which are more groſs, being diſ
owned ( ſo that there is neither Ground to_ charge us
with Popny nor Arminianiſm for our aﬂernng the
neceſſity of Repentance ) _we come now to ſhow po
ſitivel r in what reſpect it is neceilary:
,
1. V r: ſay Repentance is neceſſary not only by
prﬄupti
neceſſity is'
of mtdii,
precept,that
butis,alſo
notofonly
mids,
as nmﬃtau
a Duty laid

liﬁ. d ſor remiſſron, and may take hold of the Promiſe
that make oﬀer of the ſame, which no other, not ſo

qualiﬁed, can do: Becauſe the Promiſes are peculi

arly holden forth to ſuch who are ſo qualiſiod.

2. It

qualiﬁeth the Sinner in reference to the Promiſe, as

it doth diſpoſe him to accept the oﬀered salvation
freely, and to reﬅ upon Chriﬅ alone ſor that end.

Thus it qualiﬁeth for obtaining of Pardon, as felt po

verty qualitieth a Proud-Begger to receive willingly
an oﬀered Almes, and to be thankſul. ſo: it:

Nei

ther. is the Almes the leſs free, that it requireth one'
on by God; but as a Mean appointed byhrm for ſenſible of Poverty to receive it : But it is rather the
attaining that rend: To wit, Remiſſron of dins: In more free, and acknowledged to be ſo, when it is
which reſpect aPenitent, or repentrng.$1nner, may conferred: Even ſo it is here.
T H a it a is one Thing more queﬅioned, even
be ſaid to be uſing the Means how Pardon is attain
ed, and to be in the way of obtaining it, which cart among Orthodox Divines, that is, if Repentance
not be ſaid of aSinnerthat repenteth not. For al may be accounted a condition of the Covenant with
tho' Repentance, as abſolutely' conſidered m it ſelf, Faith; and if in that reſpect it be neceſſary, and do
doth not make aPenitent any nearer untoRemrſſron ; concnrr for the obtaining of Pardon? For anſwer,
et it being conſidered in reſpect of God s contrivance, ( That we may not digreſs long in this) we ſhall lay
and'of the order which he hath laid down, and the down ſome aſiertions, after w'e have premitted this
Promiſe which he hath ſubjoyned ton, it may diﬅinction. Acondition may be taken more largely
well be called a Way and Mean for attamrng to Par for any Thing required as an anrecedent for obtain
ing the Thing promiſed: In this ſenſe, there may
donzl. B I s rD E thl', there is a kind of congruity be many conditions. 2. It may be taken more ﬅrict-.
and ſuitableneſs in this order which God hath laid ly and properly, for that upon which the cloſing of
down, by fubjoyning the Promiſe of Pardon to it, the Covcnant dependeth, and that which, as ſuch,
thus it is more ſuitable that a Femtent Smner ſhould cannot be conſidered but as implying the cloſing
3. A condition may be taken, as it
have Pardon, than an Impemtenc: becauſe he is a thereof.
more congruous object (to ſpeak to ) for Grace to looketh to ſome Conſequent following the cloſe, and
ſhew it ſelf gracious upon, than if there were'acon is virtually implied therein. As for inﬅance, in
tinuing in ſeﬂarity. Neither hath this congrtuty any Marriage there are ſeveral Things neceﬂary, as the
cauſality or merit in it; but only doth ſhew Gods hearing of the Propoſal, the believing Hiﬅorically
wiſe contrivance in appomting a mrds ſuitable to the. Truth of the Thing heard, an eﬅeem of it,
his end, which is the gloriſymg of his Grace; and adeſire to have it, with a Loathneſs to oﬀend
and the making of himſelf to be precious. to the the Party propoſing it: Theſe are ſuppoſed to he
requiſite and neceſſary in one that is called to Marry,
Sinnen.
that
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that ſhe ſhould forget her Kindred and her Fathſieﬀs
Chriﬅ's Righteouſneſs, laid hold on, can ber'eckon

Houſe, and cleave to the Husband, and ſo forth.
Yet none of theſe Relolutions, or Qualiﬁcation, are
properly the condition of the Marriage-Covenant 5
but the parties conſent to accept the oﬀered Match;
"upon the Terms propoſed. The actual and poﬁtive
ſolemn Declaration whereof; in the approven way,
is that which formally clofeth the Match, and entitl
eth the party ſo a'ccepting to the Husband, which
\ none of theſe former (Lialiﬁcations did : After which,
there followeth. the Perſormance of Marriage-Duties;

ed to be. But Repcntance cannot Act thus upon
Chriﬅ's Righteouſncſs by taking hold of it without
aMans ſelf, but it acteth upon an Object within
himſelf, to wit, upon his own Sins, in turning from

them to God, which yet it doth but imperfectly;
and ſo cannot be oppoſedin reckoning with God,

in place of the Condition of the Covenant oſX-Vorks :
Therefore Repentance cannot be properly the Condi

tion of the Covenant oſ Grace, nor yet any Thing
that is meerly inherent in us, and doth not ſo
theObligation whereof was contained in the Marriage fie: upon Chriﬅ, whereof more was ſaid former
contract. Yet cannot they be accounted properly the y. IF it be ſaid, that Faith is an inherent Graccſſno
condition of the Marriage-covenant: Becauſe the

performing of them doth pre-fuppole the Marriage: leſs than Repentance: The Anſwer is eaſy, la wit,
Juﬅ ſo is it here, there are ſome Things that in a That Faith is not conſidered meerly as an inherent
large Senſe are pre-requiſite to the cloſing of the Co Grace, when it is called the Condition of the Co
venant, orat leaﬅ do goalongﬅ wtth it as Convicti
on of Sin, Repentance, Hiﬅorical-Faith, deſire of
Peace and Union with God, &Ft. ſomething, to wit,
Faith doth Actually cloſe therewith; ſome things
follow thereon, as Duties to be performed by one in

venant, but as it uniteth to Chriﬅ, and cloſeth with

him oﬀered in the Goſpel: Even as in a Marriage
conſent, willingneſs and contentedneſs to Marry
ſuch aMan, although it be an Act of the Will;

yet as it is an Act of the Will, it is 'not conſider

Covenannas the Duties of Holineſs and bringing forth ed as the Condition of the Marriage-knot, but as it
relateth to a propoſed Match, and is the accepting
the Fruitsof it, ta'c.
Now to come to our Aſlbrtions, the Firﬅ of thereof.

And hence, though love, reſpect to the

Party and other Things be neceſſary to Marriage, and
tance may be called aCondition of the Covenant, in a large Senſe may he called conditions thereof 5 yet
a's ſenſible Poverty may be called a Condition upon are they not properly the Condition which Conﬅitut

them is this. 'If we take aCondition largely, Repen

which Alms is given, or, as the ſorſaking of the eth aPerſon married to another, becauſe they act

FatheHs-Houſe and cleaving to the*Husband,,may be not ſo as to receive and cloſe with the propoſed
called the Condition of the Marriage, as conviction oﬀer.

3. R z, P n N 'r A N c I' is not that which formal
may be called aCondition of the Covenant, becauſe
ly conﬅituteth one a Covenanter: Becauſe one is
it is ſuppoſed.
'
Yet Sermdly, WV E aſſert, That if we take a Con
not a Covenanter as he is a Penitent, but as he is a
dition ﬅrictly and properly, Repentancc cannot be Bcllever: For, the immediate ſatisfying Ground of

called the Condition of the Covenant, but Faith only, ones claim to the Covenant, is, becauſe by Faith he
in that proper ﬅrict Senſe : Becauſe,
1. IN the Oppoſition of the two covenants of
Works and Grace, Faith is put in'Oppoſirion to
>Works, and Repentance is not ſo formally oppoſcd,
R'm, x. "5, 6, &Ft.

And Faith in that place is to

hath received the oﬀer 3 and therefore as ſuch he hath

right to the Covenant: It will not ſo follow from
Repentance, to wit, upon this formal conſiderati

on; he exerciſeth Repentance: Therefore upon
that
a Covenanter.
It 'is
true,formal
it is Coſideration
an evidenceheofisthe
former, becauſe
ſſa

be underſtood properly as diﬅinguiſhed from other
Graces of Repentance, Love, &Ft- Becauſe it is Penitent is a Covenanter, but his being a Peni
that Faith which doth peculiarly juﬅify in Oppoſi tent is not the rdtiaſhrmalis of his being aCove
tion to Works, and as contradiﬅiiſguiſhed from nanter; only it lupponeth him to have by Faith
cloſed with the' Covenant. For we may conſider
them.
*'
2. B a c A U- s r: that which is the Condition of repenting as abﬅracted from formal cloſing and
.the Covenant of Grace, and doth ſucccd to the covenanting, although we cannot ſeparate the one
Condition of the Covenant of Works, muﬅ be from the other: But we cannot conſider believ
ſomething laying hold on ' an extemr'. object with ing as acting on its object, but we muﬅ conſider it as

out a Man, ta wit, Chriﬅ's Righteouſncſs: Forthe cloſing with the Covenant. Therefore Repcntance
performing of the Condition muﬅ be the Ground of cannot properly be the condition of the Covenant as
'
our expecting the Thing promiſed, which only Faith
4. THAT
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which is properly the Condition, doth than on Repentance, or any other Grace.

of it ſelf, upon its fulﬁlling, give one aTitle to the
Things promiſed, and doth become the Ground of a
right unto them : It was ſo upon ſuppoſitton of
fulﬁlling the Covenant of Works, and it 15 ſo in all
Covenants: But Repentance cannot do ſo: There
fore, Eft. If it beſaid, although Repentance cannot
ſo do it alone; yet Faith and it may do lo together.
And ſeeing by his opinion Faith is admitted with
Rcpentance joyntly to be the Condition of the Cove

Again,
that Faith is the proper Condition, may appeir, thus,
Becauſe it is properly and expreſly propoſed as the con
dition. Act: 8. 37. It is ſaid to the Eunuch, _Iſ thou
helle-mﬅ thou may be baptized ; and Act: 16. 30, 31.

to the Jaylor, when the (Areﬅion is expreﬂy propoſed,
What ſhall I do to be ſaved? Believe ( ſaith Paul )
and tbou ſhalt be ſaved.

So anſwered the Lord, John

6. 28, 29. This is ibo wor/lr of God to believe, &e.
Neither can it in reaſon be objected, that as theſe

nant, That Argument cannot hold: Becauſe lt is places do propoſe Faith; ſo other places do propoſe

not ſaid that Repentance is the only condition. Art/w.
The Argument doth ſhut out Repentance from be
ing accounted any part of the proper Condition, thus,
If Repentancecannot joyntly with believmgin Chriﬅ
be put in as a piece of our Righteouſneſs before Godjs
Throne, Then it can be no part of the proper Coditr

Repentance as the Condition, as Acts 2. 38, Uc. 'For
it cannot be denied, but Faith doth otherwiſe act on

Chriﬅ's Righteouſneſs and the Covenant than Re
pentance can do; and therefore Faith is acknowledg
ed to be principle'- Whereas, if that Objection hold,
Repentanee and Works would be equalled with it.

on; becauſe the performing of the proper Condition We therefore take it thuls, where Repentance is pro

hath a Ground in all Covenants to plead for the Per poſed, there the whole way of turning to God more
formance of what is promiſed, and' the abſolving of generally is propoſed: But where Faith is propoſed,
the Party fulﬁlling the ſame, upon that Account: that which more properly and peculiarly doth ﬅate our
But the former cannot be ſaid of Repentance; for, Intereﬅ in God, is propoſed, as the conſideration of

our Repentance can no way be alledged before_G0d's the formal actings of theſe Graces will clear, and is
Juﬅice as our Righttouſneis. Erga, &Ft. ThlS may wholly denied by none.
be made out, thus, If Repentance may be tabled as
6. T H A T muﬅ be the proper Condition of the
any part of our Righteouſneſs, Then it muﬅ be Covenant which doth entitle God to the Perſon, as
either asa Grace inherent in us, or as it"acteth on the Perſon to God. For the Covenant being mu
Chriﬅ's Righteouſneſs without us; But neither can tual, that which giveth Men aright to God, and
be ſaid: Not the ﬁrﬅ; becauſe no inherent Grace bringeth them within the Compaſs of the Covenant,
is to be admitted in that reſpect, in whole or in part: muﬅ conﬅitute them to be Gods, and give him as it
Not the Second; becauſe Repentance hath no ſuch were aright to them by vertue thereof; But it is
Faculty of acting on Chriﬅ's Righteouſneſs, as hath not Repentance that giveth God formally aTitle to
been ſaid: And thereforecannotbeſaid toconcurrſo at all. aSoul, but it is receiving of him by Faith, and
5. I F receiving ofChriﬅ's oﬀer be t'he formal and ſubmitting to his Righteouſneſs. Therefore it muﬅ_
proper Condition of the Covenant alone, Then Re not be Repentance, but Faith, that is the proper Con
pentance cannot be by any part of the proper COſldl dition. This is ſeen in aMarriage-Covenant. For
. tion thereof 5 becauſe it is not by Repentance, but by that is the Womans Condition, upon her part, which
But the former lS doth entitle her to her Husband, as well as her Husband
true: Receiving and cloſmg with Chriﬅ by Faith, is to her. Now, it is not Repentance that giveth up one
the only proper Condition thereof. Therefore, &it. to Chriﬅ as his, as is clear,but Faith, fﬂ'r. that deliver
Belide what is ſaid in the former Diſcourſe, this appear eth up a Perſon 'to him, and is that whereby one tak
eth, thus, If receiving of Chriﬅ by Faith doth only eth him and conſenteth tobe his. And therefore it
Faith that we do receive him;

is Faith that doth entitle Chriﬅ to be his. Ergo, Uſ
7. I F all theſe Works were the condition of the
proper condition; becauſe that entitling to the Thing covenant, then entry into the covenant were 'a
' promiſed, is the great Character of aproper Conditi ſucceﬂive Work, and not inﬅantaneous; but this is
on: But Faith only is ſuch: And therefore is the abſurd. Therefore not theſe but Faith alone is the
Rightequſneſs of this Covenant called peculiarly the Condition of the Covenant; forif In an Hour; yea, _
Rigbreouﬅteﬅ ry' Faith, and not of Repenta'rce, Low, in an inﬅant _at aSermon, a Man may have his -'
&it. Becauſe Faith giveth a Title to the Rtghteouſi Heart opened to receive Chriﬅ, and by that have
neſs Cov-enanted, which Repentanee doth not And a right to 'Baptiſm as a Covenanter, Then .it
becauſe in the performing of the Mcrcies Covenan'ted is not -ſucceſſive,; But the former is Truth,
formally entitle one to the Covenant, and all the Pro

miſes therefore as ſuch, Then it muﬅ be formally the

in the way of Grace, greater weight is laid on) aith,

Ergo,

a-"t
.s. li't
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8. I F theſe Works were the Condition, and not
Faith on] , Then upon Suppoſition of Faith could
not the acrament of Baptiſm be adminiﬅred; But
it behoved to have Antecedaneous to it, not only the
Purpoſe, but the actual Performing of theſe Works;
Becauſe, Baptizing ſupponeth the accepting of the Co

33)

dition equally with Faith, Then our being account
ed Covenanters, muﬅ follow actual Holineſs, and till
then none are indeed Covenanters: Which is ab
ſurd, as was formerly ſaid: For ſo, none could other

ways have right to any thing in the Covenant. If it
be ſaid, Theſe are ſeminally and in purpoſe at the
venant: What therefore entitleth one in Profeſſion, Entry, That will not anſwer it: Becauſe it's not
muﬅ, when it is really done, be the Condition of the the Purpoſe, but the actual Performing of the
inward Covenanting. '
'
Condition, that giveth Right. Beſide, if a Purpoſe
9. IF Faith be the proper Condition, Then Re ſatisﬁe for a Condition in theſe, Then either ſeminal
pent'ance cannot be ſo ; Becauſe Faith is not a Condi Faith, or a' Purpoſe thereof is to be admitted alſo;
tion of the Covenant meerly as it is a Grace, but as it which is abſurd: Or, if actual Faith be required,
is peculiarly qualiﬁed in its Manner of acting. Now, and but other Conditions in Purpoſe, Then it is
Repentance not being qualiﬁed with that Manner of actual Faith,-and not theſe that is "the proper Con
acting, cannot be a Part of the proper Condition, I. dition of the Covenant. Thirdly, If theſe Graces
Becauſe if ſo, then were Graces of diﬀerent actings and good Works be the Condition of the_Covenant,
admitted to concurr in the ſame Capacity and Manner Then it is either in reſpect of their particular Acts,
of acting, contrary to their Natures. 2. If ſo, then or of perſevering in them 3 But neither can beſaid.
not only Repentanc'e but every- Grace, and all good Ergo, &Ft. Not particular Acts 3 Becauſe the Scrip
Works, might be accounted Parts of the properCon ture hangeth the Prize on overcoming, continuing
dition of the Covenant, as well as Repentance and to the End, &Ft. and not on Acts. Nor can it be'
Faith," if there were no Feculiameſs in Faith's acting Perſeveiance; Becauſe ſo, no Beneﬁt of the Cove

reſpected in this. And though this may be counted
n'o Abſurdity by ſome; yet to ſuch as plead only to
ioyn Repentance with Faith, it ma have Weight:
- And toothers we propoſe theſe conſiderations, Firﬅ,
That the Evidence of Light doth conﬅrain the ac
knowledging of Faith to be eminently ſhe Condition
beyond all; yea, that it may be called the only Con

dition ofthe new Covenant, I. Becauſe it is the prin
cipal Condition, and the other but leſs principal. 2.
Becauſe all the reﬅ are reducible to it, as neceſſary
Antocedents or Means, Eft. (ſo Mr. Baxter, Aph'.
The/I 62. ) and the formal and eﬂential Acts of this
Faith are acknowledged to be Subjection, dmptatim,
Conﬅnt,

Cordial Cowmmting, and Shﬄln/ig'ri'ig.

Now, if Faith be the principal Condition, and that as

nant could be pleaded till it were ended: For, it is
the entire Condition, and not a Part thereof that giv
eth Title and Right: But is is abſurd, that none
ſhould have Right to any Beneﬁt before Perſeverance
be ended, whereas Perſeverance, is a Priviledge that

a Covenanter may claim. Theſe may indeed be cal
led ſomeway Conditions of obtaining the Poﬂeſiiott
of the great Beneﬁt in the Covenant, but not of the
Covenant it ſelf 3 and are Duties implied to be per
formed by a Covenanter, but cannot be Conditions
upon which he is admitted. And though ſomewhat
to this Purpoſe, was ſaid formerly, yet the Matter
being ſo like, there is no Hazard nor Prejudide- fromt
this Co-incidency.
Aﬅirt. 3. A L T H o U o H, in ﬅrict ſpeaking, Re-'

acting ſo, in which Reſpects no other Grace can act, pentance be not the proper Condition of the Cove
nant; yet as to the naming of it a Condition, or

Then certainly Faith hath a peculiar Property here,
and that not as a Grace limply, but in reſpect of the
Formality of its acting: Which doth conﬁrm all that
is ſaid. And thus, Faith is not the principal Condi
tion, as being only ſo in Degree (like a chief City
amongﬅ many Cities) but in reſpect of a diﬀerent
manner of acting, and an Excellency ( to ſay ſo)
that is in it in that reſpect, Such Acts being peculiar
and proper to it, which are the proper Characters of
a proper Condition: And if ſo, ſeeing all other

Things mentioned are' acknowledged as neceſihry
Antccedents or Means, or implyed Duties, 657.
why ſhould there be a contending about YVonds,
and a new Controverſy ﬅated for the Nature of a Con
dition when the Church is almoﬅ ſuﬀocated with Con

troverﬁcsalready?

Smridly, Iſ_ Worksbe the Con

not, we conceive there is no great Ground of De
bare: And if the Matter be well guarded, the Ex
prcſſion may be ſuﬀered; Otherways it is no Strife'
about Words. We conceive that the guaiding of the '
Matter, doth require, i. That theſe Errors both of'
Papﬄs, Arminiam, and Soriniam, formerly-mention

ed, be carefully eſchewed, and that, by giving it the
Name ofa Condition, we do not fallen upon it any of
theſe Senſes, eſpecially the laﬅ, to which it is moﬅ liable.'
2. T H i s- would be guarded, that Repentance be

not ſhuﬂed in as a Piece of our Righteouſneſs, or that *
which we make an immediate Defencc and Shelter a

gainﬅ the Juﬅice of God; Of which ſomewhat hath '
been formerly ſpoken."

3. -T H r 1
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l 3. T t-i I 's would be guarded, that Repentance be
not accounted to be a Condition in that ſame Capaci
ty and' Formality of acting as Faith is: Becauſe that
would either confound the Nature of theſe Graces,
or wrong the Way of the Goſpel, wherein ever ſome
thing peculiarly is attributed to Faith.
W r: come now to the third Thing propoſed, that
is, If Repentance be neceſſary to a juſtiſred Perſon For
obtaining the Pardon ofSins committed after Juﬅiﬁ
canon, as well as before it.

To which, we anſwer

_

Gtap. 3.

include a Two-fold Impoﬃbility, I. That a ﬁnful

Believer can bc pardoned without Repentance, be
cauſe the 'Lord hath appointed that Order and Me
thod, and that wifely and gmciouﬁy for the fearing
of Believers from Sin, for the humbling of them un
der it, and for directing of them how to be freed
from it. And there is need of this, leaſt Believers be-'

ing in a great Part corrupt, ſhould abuſe God's'Gocd
neſs.

T H r: other is, that it is impoſſible for ajuﬅiﬁcd

ſhortly, That the Scripture doth hold forth the ſame Perſon to die under Sin without Repentance. And
Neceſſity in this Caſe, as in the former. I. Becauſe theſe two do not croſs one other: Becauſe the ﬁrﬅ
there is the ſame Order in the Commands that are is conditional ; no juﬅiﬁed Perſon, having Sin, if he
given, and the Promifes that are made to them for repent not, can be pardoned:_ The other is abſolute,
obtaining Pardon, as may begathcred from the Epiﬅe to wit, no juſtiﬁed Perſon can die under Sin without
to theſe in Ephzſiu, who may well be ſupponed to be Repentance: Becauſe they are kept by the Power
Believels; and the Ground, is general, in this Epiﬅle c-ſ God to salvation, t Per. I. 8. And he who hath
to Late-firm, Verſe 19. Whom I law, [rebuke and ordered the End, hath alſo in his Covenant ordered
zlvyfe'z, ( ſaith the Lord) be zealous tberﬀare and the Mids neceﬂary thereunto; So that they cannot
repent: Where Repentance is put in as a neceſſa
but be again renewed unto Repentance. And it is in
inids ſor removing oſ God's Rebuke and Quarrdi: this, as betwixt Election and Eﬀectual Calling: For,
eren from them whom he loveth. 2. The Promifes no Elect can be juﬅiﬁed, till he be eſſectually called,
made to Believers, run in the ſame Terms, XJohn 1. ſo that if it were poſſtble he ſhould die at Age before
9. ſf we waſt-yf, God is faith/ill to pardon, &e. effectual Calling, he could not be ſaved; yet it is
i-V here J'alm keepeth the ſame Method in Reference ſimply impoﬃble that any->oſ them can die before eſ
to Pardon, even when he wrote to Believers; and fecrual calling: So muﬅ it be here in reſpect of the '
putteth himſelf in theRoll. 3. Experience doth alſo renewing of Faith and Repentance.
conﬁrm the fame, as we may gather from David,
I T ill be diﬃcult to clear the fourth Thing, to
Pfal. 32. 3, 4. IV/pz'lt I hþt ſilmrt, my Bows waxed wit,
hat kind of Repentance (to ſpeak ſo ) is to
oM, &e. but I conſeﬁed zmm then', and thou ſorgaveﬅ be accounted ſimply neceſſary for obtaining the Pardon
me, &c.

In which Place, this Comrexion and Or

der is clear.

of Sin;

Becauſe ſometimes Perſous are not ſoon fa

Neither can it be ſaid that David only tisﬁed with the Degree and Kind of their Repentance:

obtained the Senſe of Pardon,

I. Becauſe he himſelf Scnretimes again, even Believers after ſoul Slips are

taken away without any ſenſible like Work of Re
pentance ſor the ſame. It may be ueﬅioned there
fore upon the former Suppoſitions, N hat is to he ac
counted Rcpentance? In anſwer to which, we ſhall
ſelf: Which could not have been, if the Place had ﬁrﬅ lay down ſome Advertiſements concerning Re
ſpoke' only of the'Declara'fion thereof. And it can pentance, in the general; and then ſome Diﬅmcti
not be otherwiſe, ſeeing the Law eurſeth every Sin ons oſ the ſame: From which the Anſwer may be
ne-r, andbethe
Goſpelalſo
abſolveth
none butWord
the Penitent.
It'may
gathered
from Nat/mn's
to Da- ſi eaſily
1. ſormed.
IT is no peremptorY Degree of Repenſſtance

doth account it Pardon, and ſuch Happineſs asdoth
prcceed from the not Imputation of Sin. 2. Becauſe,
Ram. iv. the Apoﬅle maketh uſe of this Experience
for tle deſcribing and conﬁrming of Juﬅiﬁ'cation it

w'd, aSem. xii. declaring his Sin to be pardoned after that is required, as ſrmply neceſſary; It is ſincere
his' acknowleding, which ſuppoleth it not to have been Repentance, having its native Fruits, that is to be
ſo before that Time. So alſo it may be gathered from acquiefced in.
'
the Lord's dealing with Juſt Friends, Yoþ xlii with
T H r s Sincerity of Repentance, is not to be judg
whom the Lord was angry, till they humb'led them ed only by the Sorrow, Horror, 'or Grief that ſome
ſelves before God.
times do accompany it, nor by the Continuance
N a t 'r H £ R can it be well objected here, That thereof in its Exerciſe; Becauſe Repentancc may be
this may hazard the Perſevemnce oſ the Saints, ſup true where little of theſe are; And ll may beunſound
poﬁng that ſome of them ma die without actu where much of there is ſenſible, and that ſor a
al Repentance. For, 1. The octrine and Nature long Times Continuance, as Experience doth con
of the Covenant betwixt God and Believers, doth ﬁrm.
3. T H 1:

Chang-
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3. T H z. sincerity and Suﬃcicncy of Re n ſame: Becauſe, t. He doth repent of all Sin in the
(ance therefore, is to be. tried mainly by the iſe Root and Seed thereof; and he may well be con
and Eﬀects thereof, &Ft. to wit, ifReſpect to God's, ﬅructed to repent of, and to loath all the Branches
Honour aﬀect the Heart with the Senſe of its Sin; and Members, when he is ſeriouſly humbled unde:
and if it ſo aﬀect', as Sin becometh hateful, the the Impreſſion of the indwelling Root and Body of
Perſon is humbled in himſelf, and brought to eﬅeem Death. 2. Becauſe he repenteth ofthe Sins which
of, and put'a Price upon, God's Graco in Chriﬅ are known to him, upon the account which is com

Jeſus, ſoas tobe in Loye with the ſame. This is mon to all Sin, as Sin, to wit, its diſ-conſormity to
properly turning, and doth comprchend _the Ellen
tials of Repentance, what ever the Degree of Sor

the Law of God : And therefore may well be con
ﬅructed to repent virtually of all the Sins he is guilty
of; becauſe that which is the Eſſence and Form ( to
row be.
,
T H if s e Advertiſements being laid down, we. ſpeak ſo) oſ every Sin, is deteﬅed by him as it is
would now conſider ſome Diﬅinctions of that Re ſuch : And( as it is ſaid )a quarenm ad arnne vale:
pentance that is neceſſary for Pardon, eſpecially in mnſeyuentia. This laﬅ is only pleaded for, as ſimp
the Regenerate, as they are, or may be held forth ly neceſſary, as the former Inﬅances do clear.
.Dz'/i. 3. R r: P E N T A N c E may either be
in ſeveral Expreﬃons, by ſeveral Perſons.
Dﬄixct. I. R e P E N' T A N c 5 is either ex conſidered intenſively, that is, as it doth aﬀect the
preſs and explicit, that is, when Men both know Heart witha high Degree of Sorrow 5 or, it may
ſuch things to be Sins, and themſelves to be guilty of be conſidered appretiatively, that is, when Sin is ſeen
them, and do expreﬂy acknowledge the ſame, and and acknowledged: And though there be no ſuch
are aﬀected with them; or, it is implicite, when Intence Sorrow, or ſo ſenſibly aﬀecting the Heart;

Men are generally aﬀected for Sin, although they
be guilty of ſome things which they do not know
to be Sins, or know not themſelves to be guilty of
the ſame. Of ſuch ſort may be the Polygamy of ſe
veral godly Men; YVhich is not altogether to be

yet Sin is accounteda thing to be ſorrowed for, and
the Heartis weighted that-its Sorrow is not deeper;
and the Perſon reckoneth it ſelf ſo far under the
body of Death, as it cannot be anſwerable to its

Light in the Exerciſe of Repentance.

This laﬅniay

'uﬅiſied, at leaﬅ, in Reſpect of the Extent thereof, havethe native Eﬀccts of Repentance, to wit, the

in all, as to be ſo ordinary, to have ſo many Wives, humbling of a Sinner, Es'r. without the former;
to have them of ſuch Conſanguinity, as Siﬅers, &at. therefore, at leaﬅ, the ſormer is not ſiinply neceſſary. ,
Of ſuch ſort may be the Errors which were main Mark here, that the Uſe of this Diﬅinction is ex

tained by man of the Godly in the prlmttive Times ceedingly diﬀerent from the Uſe which Paþi/I: make
concerning 1\ eats,

Days,

Ut.

which. not being thereof, to wit, for ſupporting of a ruinous inherent

Righteouſneſs, whereof Repentance isa Part: And
ly to have been repented of; yet that_they were becauſe they cannot find it in that intenſneſs, as man
impenitent, it cannot be ſaid. Under this alſo come ﬅand before Juﬅice; therefore they coin a ſort of
in many Matters of Fact, which are forgotten, not appretiative Repentancc, which to them is a Deſire
obſerved, or conſidered, as appeareth from _Pſh1. and Endeavour in the uttermoﬅ Degree poſſible to
xix. Lordpurge meſromﬅrr't Sim. The laﬅ is to attain the former, that ſo they may'underprop the
known by them to be Sins, cannot be ſaid exphcrte

be accounted neceſiaig' to Pardon, to wit; that they other that is like to ruin ; or put this in its Room:
be penitent; but the rﬅ, to wit, that Repentance But there is no ſuch thing here; for, as we un

ſhould be explicite with Reſpect to every particular derﬅand the appretiative Repentance, it is to com
Sin they are guilty of; this is not to be eﬅeemed mend Grace and humble us tho 'more : But as they
do, it is to ſupport Works; and can never give a
neceſſary in this abſolute Senſe.
_ _
Dzﬅinct. a. R 5 P it N T A- N c E is either actu Conſcience (Liietneſs, becauſe it is ﬅill defective,
al and that ſor particular Sins, as when Peter repent even in what it might attain, whereof we poſſibly

_
ed of his Denyal, and David of his Murder, Ur. ſhall ſay ſomewhat elſewhere.
Dﬄ.4,.R1-:PnNTANcz maybe conſi
or, it is interpretative and virtual, as when a'Man is
heartily aﬂlcted for ſuch and ſuch a particular bin, and dered as prevalent and taking up the whole him:
for the corrupt Inclination and body of Death that-is And this it carrieth with it a ſuitableneſs in a Man's.
andit may
Ac'tions,
as may as
be inſeen
David,
in him, that is the Seed of all, although there be ſome Aﬀections
Pyſial. li. Or,
be conſidered
theinrenewed
particular Sin, which is either not known to-him to
be ſuch, or is not actually in his Mind; and ſo can part, which may be lamenting Sin, and its own
not beparticularly and actually repented of: Yct Conditionin reſpect of the Tyranny of the body or'

it may be ſaid, that virtually he doth repent of the

I i

Death,
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Death, even while it is' kept in Bandage. It cannot ly in it, yet in due way to be applied. Andit is,
be denied but in this reſpect Paul was exerciſing Re
rentanee, Ram. vii. when he allowed not thatwhich
hedid and was prevailed overby the Law of his Mem
bers 5 and no queﬅion he was looked on as a Penitent
upon that account : And therefore, not the ﬁrﬅ of
theſe,This
but alſo
the laſt,
be accounted
ſimplybemoaning
neceſia
ry.
may isbetoſeen
in Ep/imzſim's

as if a Company of Rebels were ſubdued, and by
Treaty they are pardoned, changed from that ﬅate'
of Enemies to be natural Subjects, and priviledged
with their Priviledges 3 ſo that if they fall in after
Faults ( as Subjects may fall in, ) yet are they never
again counted Enemies 5 nor is their ﬁrﬅ Freedom
cancelled ; but they are dealt' with as native Subjects,
falling into ſuch Oﬀences ; and have Privilcdges
himſelf Yer. xxxi. 18.
Di/Z. 5. VV a may alſo conſider Repentance, as that Strangers have not, nor canjplead in the ſame'
it is known to be ſuch before Men, or to the Perſon Faults 5 One of which Priviledges may be ſuppoſed
himſelf by a palpable Recovery : Such was the Re to be, that they ſhall not be rigidly fallen upon, al
pentance of David, Peter, &Ft. Or, we may con though their Guilt deſerve Death; but that they
ſider it, as it is known to be ſuch to God only, ſhall have Means uſed" to reclaim them, ( and theſe,

without ſuch ſenſible Evidences to others, or, it ſuch as cannot but be eﬀectual) and that upon Re
may be, any ſenﬁble Change to the Perſon it ſelf ; covery, they ſhall be pardoned theſe Fau'lts, and be'
yet may there be real Repentance indeed before God. preſerved from the deſerved Puniſhments. It is 'ſo
This may be ſaid of Solomon of whoſe Repentancc by the Treaty of Grace and Juſtiﬁeation, the be
and Pardon we cannot doubt, as alſo of xIſiz's z yet lieving,r Sinner is tranſlated from the ﬅate of an Ruehath the Lord left them in his Word under ſuch a my, to the condition of a Friend, this is unalte
Cloud, that their Change hath not been, at leaﬅ, rable, he cannot afterward but be a Friend: Yet,
very decernable: For, we ﬁnd theſe high Places, becauſe a Friend may be ingrate, and fail to his Be
that were builded by Solomon, continuing unremoved nefactor ; therefore by that Treaty, it is providcd,.
ſor many Geuerations thereafter : Which doth cer that there ſhould be a way to Forgiveneſs'by vertue of
tainly ſhew, that his Repentance hath' not had ſo that Covenant, yet ſo, as there ſhould'be'a new
j-alpablea Change beſore Men, as that of zMa/zqﬄer Exerciſe of Repentance and Faith, for' the com
had. And this is ordered by the Lord in deep Wiſ mending of the way of Grace: And ſo aﬁnning,
dom 3 partly, ſor a Chaﬅiſement of their back-ſlid

Bclievcr, is aSinner, but not in the ﬅate of Sin;

nor is an Enemy, as he was before Juﬅiﬁcation,
even as a faulty Subject is guilty, Bet is no Enemy,
nor Rebel, nor can be pumſhed by eath, when he
bccometh penitent, although he deſerveth it: Be
cauſe the Law of Grace is ſuch to the Subjects of
that Kingdom, that their pleading of their former
Treaty, and betaking themſelves to the Term:
not, left unto himſelf alone, who hath an inſenſible thereof, is ever to be accepted as a Righteouſnefs
way oſ begetting Faith and Rcpentance, and alſo oſ for them in reference to any particular Sin ſollow
of recovering and renewing the ſame, when he ing Juﬅiﬁcation, as well as what proceeded. And
this no stranger to God can plead, who hath no ſuclt
pleafeth.

ing 5 partly, to terrify others from the way of de
clining; ard partly, to make all Men ſober and'
ſpartng to paſs sentences, upon the State of others,
however their Conditition may look before Men,
when they are removed: For, the Lord will have
the ſoveraign and infallible Decifion of their State,
to wit, whether they be Penitents and Believers or

IF it be further moved how, at the ﬁrﬅ exer

Ground for his Recovery ſrom Sin, or, that God

ciſtng of Repemancc and2Faith, a Man can be ſaid will give him Repentance ſor it, much leſs that he
to be juﬅiﬁed, that is, accepted as righteous and'par will certainly pardon him. Yea, it diﬀercth from
dontd of all his Sins ; ſeeing his Sins after Juﬅiﬁ'cation a penitent's Caſe at ﬁrﬅ Converſion; becauſeaCo
are not pardoned until they be committed and re venanter may expect Pardon by vertue of that ſame
pented of P
. Covenant in which he is engaged, and to which
A/zſ B o T H are true : For future Sins are not he hath already Right, and he hath jm ad ram;
actually pardoned till they be committed and repent another cannot' do ſo, but muﬅ conſider, the Cove
ed of: Yet is the Man a juﬅiﬁed Perſon, and in nantas oﬀered only, and to- expect Pardon; not
ajuﬅiﬂed State, having a Ground laid in his Juﬅiﬁ becauſe God is actually engaged to give it to him,
cat'ton for obtaining the Pardon of theſe Sins that as in the other's Caſe, but becauſe God doth v
ſollow, ſo that-they ſhall not overturn his former oﬀer to accept of him on theſe Terms, and then
Abſolution: For, God'sCovenant hath both ful to pardon him.
Some
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Some general Obſervation: concerning Prcatþing, and eſpecially Application.
HAv t N o now gone through theſe Epiﬅles, we to take the ſame Conſolation with them. This is a
may ſee how wifely and ſeriouſly our Lord main Qualiﬁcation ofa Miniﬅer ofthe Goſpel, right
Jeſus, the Prince of Paﬅors, ( who hath the tongue
of thc Learned given unto'him ) doth from Heaven

ly to divide the word ofTruth. and not to fo'low all
Applications, promiſcuouſly and in heap together

ſpeak to the Condition of theſe Ciiurchcs, to whom in any Auditory, without ſuch diſcriminating Ex
they arc directed: Wherein we may have an ex
cellent Copy, according to which, Miniﬅers ought
to carry themſelves in diſcharging of their Truﬅ.
We conceive therefore, it will not be Impcrtinent
to ſhut up theſe Epiﬅles with ſome general Directi
ons concerning the way of Miniﬅers making
Application to Hearers, which can hardly any
Awhere elſe, more clearly, fully, and together be ga
thered : And although every thing may not-be par
ticularly pitched upon, which is neceſlary in Preach
ing ( that not being theSpirits Intent in the Place ;)

rcproved and-reﬅored than the other 3 and we ſee
Ep/zq/Zu is more tenderly dealt with, than Laajim,
according to the Rule, Gal. vi. t, 3. The Faults of Believers would'beſo reproved, as with theſe their

yet we are ſure, that as his proſecuting of the re

ﬅate, and what is commendable in their Practice, be

ſpective Caſes of theſe Churches, is very compre
henſive; ſo it cannot be but moﬅ worthy of Imi
tation.
r. I N general we ſee, that Miniﬅers in their
Application, ought to conform themſelves to the

prtſſtons as may guard againﬅ Confuſion therein:
[ſpecially as to theſe four, t. That a tender Soul

may be ſo ﬅrengthened and conﬁrmed, as a ſecure
Perſon be not more hardned ; and that a preſump
tuous Hypocrite, be ſo ﬅricken at, as an exerciſed
Soul be not wounded. 2. When both the good and
Profane arein one Fault, the one is othewiſe to be

no; condemned and rejected alſo:
intermixed

But that there be

Commendations, or Approbttions of

what is approveable, leaﬅ Godlineſs ſuﬀer, when the
Fault of agodly Perſon is reproved; and leaﬅ the
sentence go beyond the Maﬅer's lntent, which is not

caſe of the Church and Perſons to whom they preach; to condemn the Perſon, but to reprove the Fault, as
to erroneous People ( or ſuch asare in danger of Er
ror ) more convincmgly; to the secure, more ſharp
ly; to the Aﬃicted and tender, more comfortably,
&it. as may be ſeen in our Lord's dealing with theſe
Churches.
'
2. M t N 1 s T e R s ought in their Doctrine to
apply themſelves to all ſorts of Perſons, to wit, to
'R'ulers, and People, to Hypocritcs, and openly. pro
fane, yea, to the good, and theſe that have moﬅ

the Lord doth tenderly diﬅinguiſh theſe in the Caſe
o'f Epbe/iu

and Pergcmar.

4. Times and Caſes

would be diﬅinguiſhed alſo: And where outward
Aﬄiction, or inward Exerciſe have ſeized on a Per
ſon or-People, Reproofs would be more ſparing and
gentle, than when there is outward Proſperity and a
Readineſs to ſettleina formal diſcharge of Duties, as
by comparing the Lord's Dealing with the Churches

or Eþbey'L/r, Smyrmz, and Pþi/ddt/þ/Jſct, and his deal
tenderneſs; reproving all, convincing all, as there ing with Say-dis and Laadirm, is clear.

' ſhall be cauſe: So that neither Hopeleſneſs of proﬁt

4.' T H t s Application would be patbetick, pun
ing ſome that ſeem to be deſperate, nor Prepoﬅerous gent and weighty, according to the Matter pietled,
Aﬃzction to theſe who are tender and aﬀectionate, ſo as it may have Weight upon the Conſciences of
ought to marr this manner of Dealing. And thus Hearers. It is a main Piece of miniﬅerial Dexterity
we ſee our Lord jeſus doth threaten profane and to make a plain obviousordinary Reproof weighty in
'groſs erroneous yrzebel upon the one Hand, and Application, ſo as the Matter may look ſerious like
backſlidden, though godlyEpbzſſJ, upon the other. to the Hetrers, and they be convinced that he is in

Sometimes, itis more diﬃcult freely and faithfully earneﬅ:
to reprove one that is godly, or to withﬅand one

And for this Cauſe, his Convictions, Re
proofs, Directions, err. would not reﬅ in the gene

Peter, than to threaten or contend with many that ral : For, the Lord is particular in all theſe Epiﬅles.
And yetboth are neceſlary and proﬁ 1. In mentioning the Sins that he reproveth. 2. In

are profhne:

giving the Evidences of them, to ſhew that
he beateth not the Air; and the more to bear
in the Conviction- in the Application: For,
as general Truths will need their Proofs; ſo
will particular Applications, lmﬅ the Conſciencc
threaten theſecure and ﬅubborn, that yet he except ſhift the challenge. 3. He rips up the Hcirt,
,eth theſe who were not deﬁled; and ſo comforteth by chopping at inward- Sins , to wit, ſer/ling
thcFaithſul, as the Profane may not haven Ground
I i 2
from

_ table for Ediﬁcation.

3. T H I s univerſal Application to all ſorts,
would yet notwithﬅanding be managed with ſpiritual
TViſdom and Prudence, ſo that etery one may get
their own Allowance. Hence the Lord doth ſo
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from tbtﬁrjﬂ Love; tlMIſhvg/I, I am ritb, &c. thou
by? a name that thou ling/t', but art dead, &c. It is
a main Part of ſearching Doctrine, to repel the An-'
ſwers that a Heart may have within againﬅ the Power
of Godlineſs, though they be never expreſied; and
this is a main Proper-ty of the Word, to be a Diﬅem
er'f Tbcugbts, Heb.iv. 12. And thus 70/1" did with
his Hearers, Match. iii. 9. Think 'rot to ſay 'within
your ſelves, &c. 4. The Lord himſelf is in his Ex

Great/ma',
Thatmade
ſhmeitbybut
their
tri/ſing sober-caſt:
way o the;
con
fiding
Error,
ridiculous,

ſpoken to the Ear, and that the Outward-man, may
ſee the Scope of the Word Preached, zCor. x. 4,
' &it.
5, 5. A P P L l c A T 1 o N would rather be ſquared
to the Ediﬁcation of the Hearer, than ſimply and only
_ regulated by the Doctrine that it riſcth from: For,
ſometimes there may be ſeemingly ﬁouriſhing Appli

what Doctrine eſpecially Miniﬅers ſhould inſiﬅ on in
Congregatrons: And if we look to our Lord's Prac

cations, when a Miniﬅer ſpeaketh in the proſecuting

virgins, Marriage-ſcaﬅ, and many other Inﬅances

ought. by Earneﬅneﬅ and Cro-vity, so have made it
ba/qful.
8. .Hrs practical Matter is near the Power of
Godlineſs, to wit, marking the spiritual Declining of

the Sincere, preſſing the Exerciſe of Repentance, and

the performing of
_ holy Duties upon all; and, with
all, moﬅ ſearchingly and convincingl ﬅriking at Hy
preﬃons ſerious, that the Conſcicncc and Inner-man pocriſy, Preſumption and Self-conﬁi'ience, as in the
may be carried alongﬅ in giving heed to the Words Epiﬅles to Sardr'r and Laodina: Therehy ſhewing

tice while in the Fleſh, we will not ﬁnd him more

frequent on any Subject than this, to wit, that the
Way to Heaven is narrow, that many were ﬁrﬅ that
ſhall be laﬅ, that Hypocriſy ſhould be guarded a
gainﬅ, &it.

as his Parables of the Sower, fooliſh

of ſome Truth, and in the preſſing of ſome Point do demonﬅrate.
,
with reſpect to the Matter that he is handling, which ſublime
9. T and
H a Obſcure
Lord doth
not inſiﬅ
u n his
the Dndgriiifsh
'
Things,
eitheﬃn
is in it ſelf good; and yet it may be little uſeful to
the Hcarers ſpoken unto, as not being pertinent to Reproofs, or Directions, ſuch as are the more obﬅruſ;
them. Our Lord here conformeth his Application to (Lieﬅions of the Schools, or the moﬅ spiritual Expe
theſe he writeth unto: So ſuch Truths ought to be riences of grown Chriﬅians, although this laﬅ, beine
inſiﬅed on, and preﬁ'ed, as beﬁt the Hearers.
. 6. TH r: Matter inſiﬅed upon, is divers; ſome
times Reproof, ſometimes Exhortation, ſometimes
it is in reference to corrupt Doctrine, ſometimes to

the inward ſpiritual Caſe, Uſ- 'Whicii ſheweth, that
a Miniﬅer would not be addicted to, nor always dwell

upon one Thing;

but would ſometimes convince

Gain-ſayers, and clear Truths, ſometimes Preach
practical Things, and that of divers Sorts; Becauſe

well timed, hath its uſe;

but he preſleth the moﬅ

plain, obvious and uncontrovertible Duties of Relioi
on, to wit, Repentance, Self-examination, Faiih
Zeal, (97. It is a great and main Part; yea, the very
Life of Application, to ﬅir up to the Practice of ac
knowledged Duties, and to reﬅrain from confeſi'ed
Sins : _i*or, as mainly the Life of Religion lieth in the
Practice of theſe 3 ſo the moﬅ powerful Preaching, is
In the preſſing of them. We may to this Purpoſe

Faith and Practice is the End of Preaching; And ſee alſo in that_Sermon of our Lords. which is record
Cleameſs in, and Acquaintance with Truth, maketh edby Man/1. in his 5, 6, and 7. Chapters, how fa
Hearers ſolid, and well grounded in both; Beſide, miliarly he condel'cendeth to expound the Law to
'that in numerous Auditories there are Varieties of direct in the Exerciſe of Prayer and Faﬅing, and oiher
conditions, which call for Variety of edifying Doc Duties, both in the ﬁrﬅ and ſecond Table 3 wherein

certainly he is ﬅill preſſing Spiritual Service.

trine.

7._ IN his ﬅriking at Errors, we ﬁnd,

r. That

he doth not inſiﬅ on (Licﬅions of more remoteCon
cernment, ſuch as many were in theſe Times ; but
on theſe that are in their Nature more Groſs, and in
their Conſequence more Hurtful. 2. The Errors

_io_.

N all theſe, the Lord ſo followeth the Ap

plication, as he may imprint it on the Conſcience, and
leave ſome proﬁtable Fruit by it: And, in a Word
He eonvinceth, exhorteth, reproveth, oﬀereth Court:

ſels, &it. as they may be ediﬁed by it, and every
Word. may gain its native End. Therefore we ſee
- the Church, and theſe Churches in particular to whom when he convinceth of, and reproveth for Sin he
he' writeth. Old buried Errors are not ﬁt Matter for doth-ﬁrﬅ point at the particular Sins wherewith he
ordinary Preaching. 3. He purſueth theſe Errors as chargeth them. Sttorzdly, He doth aggrege theſe
'moﬅ groſs and abominable Things, to make them bins by ſhewing the Guiltineſs and Sinfulneſs of them.
odious and abominable unto his People; And for Tbird/11, He propoſeth weighty and ſai Threatnings
that End, compareth the Promoters thereof unto to ſcare them: And the more secure and self-con
Baiaam and j'ezebd. It was regnited by holy Mr. ﬁdent they be, ( as in the Epiﬅle to Laodiua ) he
that he toucheth, were ſuch as were preſently t-roubling

doth
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doth the more ſharply rip up their Inﬁde, and the leave his Hearers, to wit, at Chriﬅ's Feet, who is
more emphatickly and ﬁgniﬁcantly expreſs his Ab

the End of 'be Lawfar Rigbteouﬅieﬁ.

And it is not

horrency thereof, and their Hazard thereby. Again, unproﬁtable, even explicitly to make that the Uſe
when he exhorteth to Duty, He doth, t. Make the and Cloſe of all. 2. We may ſee, that the Law
Duty plain, that it may be known what he calleth and Goſpel ſhould be both preached and preſied to
for. 2. He giveth ſome Helps for furthering of them gether, and that ſo, as the one ſcent not to encroach
in the Performance thereof, to wit, the remembring upon the other. And eſpecially this would ever be
of what is paﬅ, or their examining of their own Way, clear, that the Weight of our Peace with God doth
Watchfulneſs and Advertency for the Time to come, not l upon Duties when they are preſied, but upon
and ſuch like; which are both in themſelves principal the ighteouſneſs of Chriﬅ. As it is a great Prac
Duties, and great Helps in all the Practice of Holl tice in a Chriﬅian, to give the Law and Goſpel
neſs. 3. He preſſeth theſe Exhortations to Duties their due Place in Practice; ſo is it a main Qtiali
a withv Motives, which comprehend both the Prejudice
ﬁcation of a Goſpel-Mi'ziﬅer, rightly to rid Marches
of neglecting them, and the Advantage that cometh betwcen the Law and the Goſpel. This maketh ſo
by the performing of them. Again, when he pro much inſiﬅing in the Epiﬅles to the Ramam, Gala- ,
'poſeth the Oﬀer of the Goſpel, and inviteth to be n'am, &c. to keep-Juﬅiſication by Faith in Chriﬅ,
lieve, (as to the Church of Laarlirea ) He doth, 1. clear and diﬅinct from Works and Duties, even when
Open their ſinful, dangerous and hypocritical Caſe, they were much preſied and practiſed. And it is no
. and battereth down the ignorant self-conﬁdence which leſs dangerous to Profeﬁors to reﬅ on Duties, than to
omit them: LAnd therefore the Neceſſity of being
they had in their own formal Profeſſton. And, 2.
He propoſeth the right Remedy, to wit, himſelf and denied to them in the Point of Juﬅiﬁcation, and (if
his Beneﬁts, his imputed Righteouſnefs which can reﬅing upon Chriﬅ alone, is to be cleared and preſi'ed
only cover their N'akedneſs, (57. 3. He cleareth the by Prea'ohers, as a moﬅ neceſſary and fundamental
Terms upon which that Go'ld and 'white Raimr'zt is Thing.
obtained, under theſe Expreſſtons of buying, opening,
12. F on this Cauſe, the Nature of the Cove
limit-ning, &c. And, 4.. He doth moﬅ ſweetly, nant, and Juﬅiﬁcation by Chriﬅ, are eſpecially to
and yet moﬅ vehemently preſs it: Partly; by con be cleared, wherea Church is formal, that is, free
deſcending friendly to Counſel and Intrear; partly, both of Errors in Doctrine, and groſs Scandals in
by making his Oﬀerlarge, free, and particular to any Practice, and reﬅing there: Wherefore we ſee, that
Man that will open, (97. and partly by urging his in the Epiﬅle to the Church of Laodicm ( which
Call weightily and rouſingly with a Behold, I ﬅand z is charged with neither of theſe) our Lord doth
As if after he had made the Oﬀer, and had knocked, moﬅ eſpecially inſtﬅ on this: For, the beating down
he were now taking Inﬅruments, in the Conſciences oſ Error," and baniſhing of groſs Profanity, are but,
of Hearers; thereby, as with a Nail to faﬅen his as it were, the taking in the outworks of the Devil's
Invitation upon them; and ſo, preſſing their Cloſmg Kingdom 5. Therefore when theſe are gained, the
therewith, or otherwiſe aﬂhring that he will leave this main Batteries are to be directed againﬅ self-righte
ouſneſs,'Hypocriiy, Preſurnption, Self-conſidence,Ur.

Inﬅrument upon Record againﬅ them.
1 t. \V n ﬁnd, whatever the Caſe of the People
be that heſpeaketh unto, the Up-ſhot and Scope of his
Meﬂage, is, Ever to perſwade a Cloſing of the Treaty
between him andthem. Therefore, when he charg

that the Soul may be brought to receive Chriﬅ in
earneﬅ, and zealouﬂy and ſeriouſly to ﬅudy Holi
neſs, without which a formal Profeﬂion will be but
as a Stone of Stumbling.
13. W a ſee that our Lord Jeſus putteth togec
eth with Sin, he leaveth not there, but commendeth
1unto them Repentance; and giveth a Promiſe of ther an intire Mould of the whole Doctrindand
welcoming of them upon that Condition: When Practice of Godlineſs, giving, as at one View, a
he quarrelleth for Hypocriſy and Deadncſs in Pro .Sight of our natural Sinſulneſs and Hazard, and of
feﬂion, he propoſeth Chriﬅ, and adviſeth to ac the Way how theſe may be remedied; ſo that when
cept of him: When he exhorteth to Duty, as to he propoſeth any Qiarrel, he leave-th not oﬀ till
Repentance and zeal; yet, even then doth he pro he propoſe alſo the Remedy, preſs Duty, and,
poſe Chriﬅ's Righteonſneſs, as the only Cure and cloſe with ſome encouragingr conditional Promiſe.
Cover of their Nakedneſs (as in the laﬅ Epiﬅle This is alſo profitable for a mixt Auditory ( eſpe
is clear: )- Whereby we may ſee, 1. What a Mi cially at ſolenm Times, and other Occalions,.
niﬅer's Scope ſhould be, and whereat he ſhould aim wherein People are uſually moﬅ ſerious and at
in conviction, Reproof,fs't. and where he ſhould tentive) to' give together a View of the Doctrine
Of
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of the Goſpel; ſo that When a conviction is p'rcſſed, bearing forth an Eﬃcacy in the Manner of preſiing
and the Hearer is made ſomewhat hot, he may have all theſe Things. And we will ſee, r. Authority in
ſome preſent Diſcovery of the YVay which he ought what is ſpoken. 2. Evident Plainneſs and Clear
to take; and that he may either he informed, or, neſs. 3. Seriouſneſs and vehement Earneﬅneſs in
at leaﬅ, be put in mind of as much of the Goſpel pieﬂingwhat he preſſeth. Indiﬀerency and Coldneſ:
as may be a Ground of his Peace, if it he improven, in ſpeiking of weighty Things, is moﬅ unſuitable
though he ſhould never afterward hear any more. in 'a Miniﬅer. 4. There is Love and aﬀectionate
This we ſee was the Apoﬅles Way in their occaſion Tendemeſs to them to whom he ſpeaketh; yea,
al sermons in the Hiﬅory of the Acts, Wherein the even in the ſharpeﬅ Rebukes, he prudently intimat
Sum of the Goſpel is uſually comprehended; and et-h the-ſame, that he bc not miﬅaken. Miniﬅers
the Lord himſelf doth ſo with M'ra/rmur, John iii. have gained much, when Hearers are convinced that
And though there be Diﬀerence now, in ſome Re they ſeek their Good in the 'ſharpeﬅ Words: And
ſpect, where the Goſpel is ordinarily and daily their Way would be ſuch, as, without Aﬂectation,
Preached, ſo that this is nst ſo neceſiary to be done may evince that in the Conſciences of Hcarers. 5.
always explicitly, as if they had never heard the There is much ( O how muchl) Wiſdom in his
Goſpel before: And although it becometh a Mi premitting Commendations, in_his diﬀerencing thc
niﬅer to draw his Doctrine f'rom ſome particular G-uilſy from the Innocent, in his .chooﬁn ſuch
Text; yet conſidering, that the generality of Hear Threatnings and Motives as may gain mo upon
with reſpectivelv,
uſing the
ers, are very ignorant of the Series of the Goſpel, theſe
ſame he
to dealeth
all.
ſſ and
'v not
NÞÞK:
and others are weak and inadvertent even in Things
which they ſomeway know; and conſidering with
15. H 1 s Stile oupeaking, is ſweet and heaven
al, thata Miniﬅer may have Occaſion by Wa of ly, yet plain and familiar: It hath a ſweet Stateli
Reaſon, Uſe, Mean, Motive, Queﬅion, or ot er

neſs in it, and is far from trivial Expreſlions, which

-ways, to hint a View of the Goſpel almoﬅ from may make the Matter ſpoken wei htleſs; yet is it
any material Doctrine, and that without any juﬅ plain and equab'le; becauſe now e is ſpeaking to
Imputation or Impertinency, we conceive, that gev Ediﬁcation in practical Things, Therefore doth he
neially and uſually it's expedient to follow this abﬅain from the dark manner of Expreſſions, which
TManner; eſpecial] on the Lord's Days, which afterwar'd he uſeth in the followingr Prophecy. But,
are moﬅ ﬁt for Goſpel-Doctrines, ( People being 1. His plaineﬅ Words are moﬅ ﬁgniﬁcant, maﬂy,
then for that End ſet apart and ſequeﬅred from and appoſite. 2. The Titles that are given to him
their
ordinary Buſineſlſies) and when the Body of
ſelf, are ﬅately: weighty Expreſſions and Titles
the moﬅ ignorant People are gathered together. *of God, and of Jefus Chriﬅ, become the Preaching
This Way certainly by God's Blelling, would of the Goſpel well; and are uſeful to keep up the
look more like a Mean of Converſion, (and hath reverend Eﬅimation which Hearers ought to have
in Experience been ordinarily ſound ſo ) than when of him. It is ſuitable uſually to name him ſo, as
now one Point, and then another, are diﬅinctly at the mentioning of him, it may appear that the
handled; And ſo the one is either forgotten by Heart is aﬀected with the Excellency that is in him 5
the moﬅ Part, before they hear the other, or at and that the Man doth not ſpeak of that glorious
-leaﬅ is not ſo warm to them, although they have Majeﬅv, as of other Subjects: Even as Ambaſiit
the Knowledge thereof. And theſe Things being dors ſhould give honourable Titles to their Maﬅers.
- the Text of thc Bible, (to ſay ſo ) and the great 3. The Similitudcs are pertinent and grave, ſerving
Subject and Errand which Miniﬅers have to iniiﬅ more to illuﬅt'ate the Matter and make it plain, than
*on, It ought not to be accounted grievous be to pleaſe the Ear and ticklc the Underﬅanding, as
cauſe of Mens nauſeating and loathing of them the comparing of Chriﬅ's Righteouſneſs to Gold
from the frequent mentioning of them, ſeeing to and Rmmml, and the cloſing of the Covenant,
the People they are proﬁtable and ſafe, as Philip. or believing in him, to buying, opening, &c. .wh-ich
3. I, 2. and even that loathing would, in the manner is uſeful to People; and that wa r of ſpeak
manner of propoiing the ſame Things, be guarded ing in Parables, was much uſed by the ord, who
- auainﬅ; that itching and curious Ears get not alſo interpreted them to his Diſciples, to make the
Occaſion of contemning the precious Goſpel, bigniﬁcancy thereof the more to appear. 4.. Hedoth
and thus vbut few would be able to diſcern that ever expreſs Heaven by ſome notable borrowed
and various Expreſſion, thereby to commend the
it is ſo.
14. In theſe Epiﬅles, there is a Divine stamp,

ſame ;
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ſame: Partly, becauſe 'it is' a great advantage to have

be diſmiſſed with ſome Impreſiion of the Thing;

Hearers in Love with it; partly, becauſe more pro this order, we ſay, may be well gathered hence.
per exprcﬃons will not always ſo clearly, fully, and And indeed, it is the moﬅ native and genuin order,
to the Life, ſute, and hold forth the Thing that ﬁrﬅ, to inform the Judgement and thereby to make
is to be ſpoken of: Whence it cometh to paſs, that the read-ler way to work upon the Conſcience, W'ill,
ſometimes there is an allowance granted to uſc borrow and' Aﬀections. To this purpoſe ſee zlcts 13. how
ed expreſſion: in ſuch Caſes.
Paul-doth there proceed and cloſe, I/erzſh 38, 39,
16. W 1-: will ﬁnd an orderly method in all the &e.
Epiﬅles. There is indeed no aﬀected Curioſity, nei
17. I'N all this. the'Lord's way holdeth forth'
ther are there any Philoſoph'xck Terms made uſe of 3 his great Deſign of gaining them to whom he ſpeak-_
et, Method being uſeſul in it ſelf, to clear the eth: So as it ſatisﬁeth him not to exoner himſelf
Klatter, and to help Hearcrs to conceive and retain, ( to ſpeak ſo of him) in doing of his Duty z but he
what is ſaid. (and ſo, ſubſervient to Ediﬁcation) is zealous to get his Meſiiage received; and, in ſum,
our Lord doth alſo condeſcend to that way. There to get them ſaved: Therefore weightily doth he
1. follow it, inviting, exhorting, preſſing and proteﬅing
3, A Concluſion'; as' as unwilling to be refuſed. This indeed is a Foun

fore, in general, we ſee all theſe Epiﬅles have.

A Preface,

2. ANarration,

if he' had purpoſely caﬅen them in one Mould. tain-Qialiﬁcation of a Preacher, to be travelling in
More particularly, We ſee, he' beginneth them all' Birth till Chriﬅ be formed in hearers; and ſo to Preach
with this, Thus ſhitb be, Es'c. Thereby to evince to them, as hungering and Thriﬅing fortheir salvati
it tobe his Word. A main Thing to be adverted' on, and not having only before him the propoﬁng

to, asthe Foundat'ion both of Preaching and Ap

of ſome proﬁtable matter, or the handling of ſome

plication, that it may be made out, at ﬁrﬅ, to be' point exactly; nay, not only his own Exoneration, .

warranted by the Lord; and ſo to be his Word, as,
If he himſelf were ſpeaking. 2. He propofcth in
them all, ſome ﬅate-ly Stile and Title of himſelf;
W'hich is alſo a main Thing to be' adverteti to in
Preaching, that at the Entry, both Miniﬅers and

and the juﬅifying of God by making the Hearers
incxcuſable; but a ſingle ſeriousv deſire to have them
gathered and eſpouſed to Chriﬅ; that the Proud may
be humbled, the Hypocrite convinced, and the Word

made the favour of Life unto Life unto them accord

Hearers may be aﬀected with the Majeﬅy of him, ing to their caſe. This, Iſay, is aFountain-Qga
who is Maﬅer of the Ordinances, by ſome ſerious, liﬁcation, from which many other Qyaliﬁcations do
grave, and weighty inſinuation', Therercby to diſ anſſEdge
ﬂ'ow, it and
being
ſeldomjn
putteth
Weight
uponany
theMiniﬅer
\Vord inbuthisit Mouth,
poſe both for the more ﬁt ſpeaking and hearing.
3.'He doth begin at theſe things which are more as" the want of it maketh the moﬅ part want Savour,
general, and belong to information, as in letting and, in the ﬁneﬅ Words, often- to have but little
them know their Caſe, and his T houghts of them:
Then he cometh to Particulars. 4. ln Particulars he'

Weight.
18. VV a may gather here, That a-Miniﬅer

premitteth clear Diſcoveries and Convictions- of Sin, ſhould hold forth the Authority of the ordinance
to Exhortations, to Duties, and oﬀers of the Goſpel: and Word, and of him in whoſe Name he ſpeaketh;
And he premitteth Exhortations to Motives, where and ought to take'it upon him, not from ſuppoſed
by he preileth them. And Laﬅly, hecloſcth with Weight in himſelf, or addition to it by his Gifts;
what is moﬅ patheticn; and aﬃzc'tionate; either in but upon this account, that it is the Lord's meſlage, p
way of Threatning or Promiſe, having that weighty 'Nun ſizitb be, (57. being that which giveth himſelf
Admonition added, He that bet/7 Ear: to bear, let conﬁdence and boldne'ſs in the delivery- thereof, and

him bear. &e.

And ſo he'bcginneth by working which' ought alſo to make it have weight upon

them up to ſome ſerious compoſed frame of Spirit,
and cloſeth with ſome aﬀectionate impreﬃng of' the
Thing upon them in the moﬅ pathetick manner.
Although this here, be moﬅiir Application; yet we
conceive that this order of- propoﬁng what is more
general and doctrinal, and which ſerveth to the clear

ing of the Judgement- in the ﬁrﬅ place, and the ſub
jo ning of what is more convincing, pathetick, and

allectionate which is done by way of-uſe and Appli
canon in the laﬅ. place, That- thereby Hearers may

.r-'--."

*

others; yea, it followeth from this, that whatever

a Miniﬅer he in himſelf, and whatever his Thoughts
be of himſelf and of his Gifts; yet being called to
carry the 'Lord's Mellitge, he ought ſo to carry in it,

as not to leſſen the Maﬅers Authority, by hisfaint
ing and diſcouraging apprehenſions of his own inability
and unwot'thineis, and by' his hcartleſs and languid
way of ſpeaking; but to ſpeak it as the Omcles of
God ought to be ſpo'ken, and as having Weight in
it ſelf, for the vindicating thereof, although he be
'
weightleſs: - '

t' '

- 24.?

A" Erposrrzo'zv of the

weightleſs:_ And that therefore there ought to be an Eye
to him for weight theretruand aThrough-cleameſs that
the Thing which is ſpoken in the Name of the Lord is
his Truth and Meﬂage, without which there canbe
no great conﬁdence in ſaying, Thu: ſaith the Lord,
and with which a Miniﬅcr may boldly and authorita
tively ſpeak.
'
19. As Preaching would be undertaken and be
gun with an Eye to God; ſo both in the carrying
on thereof, and in the expecting of Fruits thereby,
the weight would be ﬅill leſt upon the Lord: And
Miniﬅers would beware of attributing any Eﬃcacy,

Chap. 3.

&it. All which import ſome ſuch dealing in Appli
cation : Which is not Only a more particular break
ing of the matter ; but a directing it to the Conſci
ence-s of the preſent Hearers. And in this eſpecially
doth the Faithfulneſs, Wiſdom, and Dexterity of the,

Preacher, and the Power and Eﬃcacy of the Giſt
appear. This is to fulﬁll or fully to Prmch the
Word of God (avery ſigniﬁcant and much uſed
Phraſe, Rom. 15. 17, Col. t.25. 2 Tinz. 4. 7. a
Thing alſo deſiderated in Sal-dis, Chap. 3. ) or to
make a full proof of the Miniﬅry, that is, when a

Miniﬅer extendcth himſelf to the uttermoﬅ in his
ſeriouſneſs
andPeoples
exerciſeEdiﬁcationct;
of his Gift, and,
as to as
beat
either tothe warmneſs of their own frame in ſpeaking, Pains,
the yondmoﬅ
of the
it
or to their liberty in preſſing any point, or to the

plainneſs and weightineſs in their manner ofpropoſing
or preſſing the ſame, as if that had any Inﬂuence
(as from them) to give the Word \Veight and
Authority upon Hearers; but ﬅill the Eﬃcay would
be acknowledged to be from the Holy-Ghoﬅ, there
fore, is that word always at the Cloſe, He that hath

is,./{ctr. 14. 2. to ſpeak ſo as mony may be made
to believe: an excellent Copy whereof, is in Paul,
Cla . r. 28, 29. When: we preach, warning mer,

Man, and teaching every Man in all wiſdorn, that
we may preſent euery Man perfect in Chrﬄ Jeſizr,

Whereunto I al/o labour, ﬅriving according to his

Ears to hear, let him hear what the Spirit ſaith, &c. working, which worheth in me mightily. And,
Whereh , as at the Entry the Inﬅrument is laid by, rT/zgﬄ. 2. 10, rr. I? are witneﬃt, and God an,
and the Lord's Authority held forth as only to be ac how holily, andjuﬅly, and unblameably, we behoved
knowledged by that ſhith 'be Lord 3 ſo in the Cloſe, our ſel-ye: among you that believe I: you know how
the Miniﬅer, even when in the moﬅ aﬀectionate we exhorted, and comforted, and charged every one oft

Temper and Frame, is t'o leave what is ſpoke, as
weighty only upon this Account, that it is the Spirit
who ſpmketh, and who only can make it eﬀectual:
And the more ﬁngly this be done, the more weighty
will it be; and thus weighty Preaching diﬀereth
from the moﬅ powerful Rethorick that can be.
See ſomewhat to this Purpoſe, Chap. 10. Vrſe 4.
20. IN the General, we may ſee, that Applica

you, ( ar a Father doth his Childrem) 'We conceive
therefore, that it would conduce exceedingly to make
Application weighty upon the Conſciences of the

Study, Skil, Wiſdom, Authority and Plainneſs ne

in particular, and as neceſſarily requiſite to the oﬃce

Hearers, if Miniﬅers after the more general part of

their Doctrine, and at their entry to make Applica
tion thereof, ſhould pauſe a little, and by ſome ſe
rious and grave Advertiſement, put the People in
mind, that even this Word ſo applied, or to be
tion is the Life of Preaching 3 _and there is no leſs applied, is the Word 'and Meſiagc of God to them

ceſiary in the applying of aPoint to the Conſcicnces of a Paﬅor as the former general opening of the Truth
of Hearers, and in the preſſing of it home, than there was : For, Hearers are often ready 'to take more li
is required the opening of ſome proſound Truth: berty in ſhifting of Application, as ifwhat were even.
And therefore Miniﬅers would ﬅudy the one as ſo ſpoken warrentably, were not equally the Lord's
well as the other. Much of theſe Epiﬅles is deliver Word with the general Truth opened up. Thus
ed in the ſecond Perſon, I know thy works, [rounﬅl we ſee Paul, after his opening up of general Truths,
thee to repent, &e. for this end, that they might zlct': 13. when he cometh to make Application, putt
know it was them particularly that he meant. It eth his Hearers to it by this Word, Verſe 26. ll/Ien
is much for Miniﬅers to get the Word leavellcd at and bretheren, to you is the word rﬀthir Sal-vation ſent,
earers, ſo as to make them know that it is they &c. And as it is the main part ofa. Paﬅoral-Gift dex
who are reached; And that it is not only theſe that teriouſly to feed by Application; ſo are they the moſt
at ﬁrﬅ it-was written to, or theſe to whom Chriﬅ thriving Chriﬅians, who,as new Bom-Babes, drink in
and the Apoﬅles did immediately preach that this the Word ſo applied, and take it home to themſelves,
Word belongeth; but that equally it belongeth to and their own Confciences, asthey do receive the ge
them, even to them who now hear it. Hearcrs are neralTruths by their Judgements. Which ſheweth,
ofteſſready to ſhift-by the moﬅ particular words, that both Miniﬅers and People have the greater cauſe
much more when they are more ſhortly and generally to be watchfull and ſolicitous concerning this main
touched. Hence Prwchingis calledper/wading, tcylrſr mean of Edrhcation, to wit, particular Application.
ing, beſiething, entreating, or regne/ling, exhoreing,
L E C T U R E I.
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IV.

Rt" thi; Iloehea', and he/NH, a Dear was 'pened

in Heaven; and the ﬁ'ﬅ

[ſeize

which I heard war as it were of a Ttctwmþel talking with me, which ſaid, Camenp
hither, and I will [hew thee Things which v'un/i' he' hereafter.

-

2. And immediately 1 was in the Spirit, and hehaz'tl, a Throne-war ſet in Haven, and one ſht -en the
Throne.
3. And he that ſat, was t' look upon [ſhe a Jaﬄer, and a Sardine Stone: And there wax a Rainhm'

ranne! about the Throne, in ſight like unto an E'rem/d.
-_-_ .

Olloweth that part of this Book, John had ſeen to be ſulﬁlled in their beginnings, were
which is properly Prophetical: but in perfecting, and ſo, in ſome reſpect, might be

For, Je'hn now, hath a ſecond ſaid to be to come thereafter alſo:

Upon which
Call to ſome up, that he may Grounds, the whole Book was called a Prophcſie,
.ſ
have thing: which were to he Chap. i. 3. And ſo when this Book is divided in
.
hereafter ſhewn unto him. Ben two parts, the Things which John ſaw, that is, the
'
__
fore we ſpeak particularly to the Things which were in his time, are comprehended
'Words, it wi be ﬁt to premit ſomethings in refer under one expreſſion with Things that were to come.
ence to the Prophctical part which followeth, for our Again, when it is divixled in three ſorts of Things,
moreeaſie and clear uptaking thereof and proceeding asin Chap. i. 19. Things to come are taken more
therein.

properly, and ﬅrictly, as comprchending only ſuch

i

Firﬅ, IT is to be rcmembred, that on Chap. 1._ 19. Thingsas were for the time to be fulﬁlled. And
we did divide this Book in three ſorts of Things, this is the Reaſon why ſometimes it is divided in two,
m three parts,
yet both to one pur
to wit,
1. The Things that then were. 2. The ſometimes
oſe.
ſi
Things which John had ſeen in his time. 3. The
Seeandly, T H l-: great ſubject and matter of all
Things which were to come thermfter. The ﬁrﬅ
ſort of Things, have been already ſpoken unto m that is coming, is comprehended in this word, I will
the ſecond and third Chapters. That p.1rt or the ſhew thee thing: whirh muﬅ he hereaf'er; which is

Propheſie which followeth, muﬅ_ then contain the not to be extended to all events that were to fall
other two, to wit, the Things which j'ahn ſaw m out in the World, but to chiefþevents that were to
his time, and which were to follow atter that: Both fall out in the Church, as concerning hcr thriving,
theſe are comprehended underthis Exprcſſion, thing: Perſccution, &17.. and what was to belltll the Enemics *

which 'me/I be hereafter, Very? 1. For, that Phiale, thereof unto the end of the World.
is not to be taken ﬅrictly, as if all that followeth to be obſerved, according to the

were Prophcﬁes of Things and events following, the
Yohns having this Rcvelation mantfeﬅed to
-t.ime
him; becauſe we will ſee in the ſixth and twelfth
Chapters thc Propheſie beginneth at the nſe of the
Goſpel, and the white Horſe his beginning to_con_

Alſo it is

ſormer Advcrtiſe

ment, that we are not to ﬁx the beginning of theſe

events at the time of John his having this Propheſie
rcvealed to him, butlare to begin with the Goſlcls
riſe, and the ﬁrﬅ preaching thereof unt'o the Gentiles
after Chriﬅ's Aſcenſion, which we conceive iscom

quer, and the Womans travelhng under PCſ'l'CCUU

prchended under

on; both which, came ſome length before this Re

which John had ſeen, Chapter i. 19. as was
ſaid.
Thirdly, T H 1 Prophctical part of this Book, is
ordinarily divided in ſix viſions, or ſix Propheiies:
For when it is divided in ſeven, the ﬁrﬅ three Clup
ters are accounted one. Now whither we call them
Viﬁons or Prophcſies, it is not much upon the matter;
K k
For,

velation, was written.

Theicfore they are ſaid

to

be the Things which weieto be thereafter, not becauſe
i there was nothing of theſe evens already come to

paſs, or begun to be fulﬁlled, as the former reaſon

cleareth ; but becauſe the great part of them were of
that Nature, and alſo becauſe the Events which

that Exprcﬃon,

the Things

.

ISO

An

EXPOSITION of the

Chap. 4..

For, every Viſion comprehendeth a diﬅinct Prophe-- to him in Viſion, as already acted; and for this End,
cy, and ccntrarily ; So that it will come to the ſame John in the Spirit is brought to Heaven to behold this '
Thing. When they are accounted ſeven, they are Comedy, ( to call it ſo) or Tragedy: For, it may
thus recke-ned: The ﬁrﬅ Viſion, is in Chapter: 1, 2, be called a Comedy, in Reſpect of the Godly, whoſe

and 3.

The ſecond, is in Chapter: 4, 5, and 6. Aﬀairs have a ſad Beginning, but a joyful Cloſe: But

The third, is in Chapter: 7, 8, 9, 10, and 1 1. The in Reſpect of the Wicked, itis aTragedy; For, they
fourth Viſion, is in Chapters 12, 13, 14. The ﬁfth, have a ſeeming ſweet, and pleaſant Beginning, but a

is in Chapters 15, and 16.

The ſixth, is in Chapter: ſad and ſc rrowful Cloſe. And becauſe the Lord think

And the ſeventh, is in Chapter: 20, 21, eth good to repreſent theſe Things to J'a/m in this
and 22. to the end of what is Prophetical. But of manner, there are ſeveral Things in the Progreſs of
17, 18, 19.

this Diviſion, we will ſpeak more particularly, (II/up. this Propheſie, which are brought in for this ve
End, as the ſpeaking and acting 'of ſeveral Perſons and
ter 6. Lccture I.
.
Forzrtb/y, THESE Viſions or Propheſies, that are to Parties, divers Interlude's and songs, &Ft. which are
come, are again to be diﬅinguiſhed in principal Pro not ſo much for the bringing forth any diﬅinct Mat
pheſics, and ſuch as are explicatory only: We call ter or Propheſic, as to make up that Form wherein
theſe principal Propheſies of Things to come, thatare the Lord thinketh ﬁt to reveal this Propheſie : For
principally and primarily ſuch, that is, which hold preventing therefore of exceſſive and too curious div
forth diﬅinct Matter in themſelves, not holden' forth ing to ﬁnd out Myﬅerjes in theſe Things beyond the
in any former Propheſie of that kind, and ſo, in re Scope, we would take notice of this Advertiſement,
ſpect of the Matter contained in them, and Time which we may more particularly conſider in theſe
which they relate unto, they diﬀer one from another: Inﬅances.
Fit/I, T o all theſe principal Propheſies, there are
Of this ſort are the Propheſies of the ſeven'Seals,
C/wp. 6. of the ſeven Trumpets, Chap. 8, 9, 10, ſome Things preparatory, wherein the Lord ſctteth
and 11. and of the ſeven Vials, C/mþ. 15, and 16. forth his Majeﬅy and Glory; thereby to rouze up
for theſe have a Dependenc t one upon another, car John and others to carry the more humbly and reve
rying the Propheſie of the ﬅate of the Church on rently in the Search of theſe Propheſies : Such is this
from _70/m's Time unto the End of the World; and Part of the Viſion, Chap. 4.. and 5. which is prepara
yet neither of them do expreſs what hath been contain tory to the Prophetical Part following: For, in
ed in any of the other. Again, We call theſe expli them, the Lord, as it were, repreſenteth thc Place
catory Propheſies, which contain no new Matter, nor where this great Comedy is acted, deſcribeſh the
relate to any other Time diﬀerent from the former Actors, and ſhowcth the Nature'of the Things which
Propheſies, but are explicatory of the ſame Things are to be acted ; but theſe Preparations are not pro
contained in ſome of theſe principal Propheſies under perly Prophetical, as the Viſions themſelves, which'
other Types and Expreſſtons. Of this ſort are, the hold forth the Things that are acted, are; yet, the
third Viſion, Chap. 12, 13, 14. which is explicatory Alluſion, which may be gatherod from ſuch Reprer
of the ﬁrﬅ two principal Viſions of the Seals and ſentations in their general strain and Scope, is not to
Trumpets; an_d the two other Viſions, that are from be deſpifed.

Serond/y, WV 1; will'ſind plain Words of Doctrine
Chap. 17. to the Cloſe, which are explicatory of the
V ials, eſpecially of the laﬅ three : For, the ﬁrﬅ of them mixed in with the darkeﬅ Propheſies, as, Bleſſed are
explaineth the ﬁfth' and ſixth- V ials, in the 17, 18, tbry 'bar die in tbe Lard, blſſd art they that keep
The ſecond, isexplicatory of the t/m'r Gm'merrtr dam, &e. In which and ſuch like
ſeventh Vial, Chap. 20, 21, &Ft. So that in ſum, Words, there is a plain doctrinal and comfortable

and 19. Chapters.

there are three principal Propheſies ſet down in one
Form, to wit, Oſſa-ben Sea/r, ſet/en 'Ham-pen, ſeven
Valr: And again, other three that are leſs principal
and explicatory, which are expreſiþd by other Types,
according to the Diviſion formerly laid down: Of
which more may be ſaid when we come to that 6.
Chapter, already referred unto. . _
Fzﬁþly, THE Form of this Book, as to the Mam
ner of God's revealing theſe Propheſies, would be

meaning, the Lord thereby ſweetning the darker Pro
pheſies, and giving his People-ſomewhat to feed on in
the Search of theſe, as was once formerly hinted;
yet from the Scope of ſuch sentences, and their being

inſerted in ſuch Places, and ſuch like, ſome Light
may' be gathered for underﬅanding of what is Prophe
tical bcſide them.

,

Third! , T H r: a z are ſome Interludes of songs
and Playings upon Harps, mentioned in ſeveral Places,
obſerved : - For, to make Things the more clear and which are not properly Prophetical in themſelves, but
plain to John, .that which was to come, is rcprcſented as Circumﬅances in a-Par'able, they are brought to
make

__
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make the intended Mould of this Book compleat, and of Redemption is mentioned, as we may gather

to make a connexion between the Parts and Prophe from Vnﬅ 9. and 12. yet ſo, as both are put
lies thereof : Theſe indeed are not to be abﬅracted together in the ſame Thankſgiving, Chapter 5.
from, or extended beyond their particular Scope re l/tzjſh 13.
ſpectively; yet are they ſo wiſely expreſſed by the
IN this fourth Chapter, belitie ſome Circum
Lord, that even they may be ſubſervient to the Un ﬅances, making 'Way to the Viſion, wc have theſe
derﬅanding of the Matter contained in the principal three principal Things, I. A ﬅately Deſcription
Propheſies to which they belong. Of this ſame Na of the Majeſly of God, who is deſcribed in_his own
ture we take the Repreſentations of divers Partics, as Appearance, as ſitting upon a Throne, like a Jaſper,
Actors in this Comedy, -to be, as ſometimes Angels, and a Sardine-ﬅone, &Ft. l/nſe 3. which doth ſet
ſometimes Beaﬅs, ſometimes Elders, &Ft. which, no forth ( to ſpeak ſo ) the Poﬅure wherein God ap
doubt, is wifely done by the Lord, and wanteth not peareth to John, thus ﬅately in Nlajeﬅy. They
signiﬁcation; yet we do think that deep Myﬅeries are excellent Expreﬃons, a'nd yet they come far
are not to be drawn from ſuch Expreſſions, except ſhort of the Thing they repreſent, but they are
ſomething, in the Current and Strain of the Prophc the furtheﬅ that Men can win to, to wit, by
cy," evidence the ſame to aim at ſuch Things, as at Things known, to expreſs, or ſomeway to conceive

leaﬅ a Part of their Scope.
an unconceivahle Thing. ' 2. We havea Deſcrip
Faur'thly, We will alſo ﬁnd many Expreſſions tion of his Train and Attendants, ſet out at large
borrowed from the Old Teﬅament, and from the from the beginning of the 4. I/Zrſe, to Ver/2 8.
manner of the Prophets therein, eſpecially from wherein God is deſcribed from all the royal At
Daniel, Ezehiel, and Zerlmriah; yet 'often theſe tendants that wait on him, and the excellent and
Exprcſſions are to ſet forth a diﬀerent Thing from (lately Way he is waited upon. 3. From th: midtl:
what was principally intended by them under the of the 8. Ver. to the end of the Chapter, we have
Old Teﬅament; as by conſidering the Particulars in [a Deſcription of the Glory of God, from theWork
the Progreſs, will be clear..
and Exerciſe that theſe Attendants are about: For,

W: come now to the Preparation to the ﬁrﬅ
Propheſie, in the fourth and ﬁfth Chapters: Which
alſo in ſome Reſpect may be called Preparatory to
all the Viﬁons that follow. It hath two Parts:
The fourth Chapter holdeth out the Majeﬅy of
God the Creator, and expreſſeth his Praiſe, con

Ver/e 8. it is ſaid, They-reﬅ not Day and Myht,
ſaying, Ilcly, holy, holy, Lord God Almighty, 'which

was, and it, and is to tame.

And the Eicpreſſions

of all the Glory they gave him, are ſet out in ſe
veral Circumﬅances to the End.
T H r: Scope is, to ſet forth to j'ohn, and all

ſidering him as ſuch: The' ﬁfth Chapter holdeth the Church, the Majeﬅy of God, the giver of
out the Glory and Majeﬅy of our Lord Jeſus this Revelation, the Creator of all Things, he that
Chriﬅ the Mediator and Redeemer; This' is not vguideth all this World, and ruleth his Church,
to be underſtood as if the Son were not honour and at the Enrr , to put an Impreſſion of the
ed in the fourth Chapter with the Father, or -the Majeﬅy dſ this God upon John, and upon all that
Father with the Son in the ﬁſth: For, that can ſhould read and hear theſe Things that follow:
not be, ſeeing they are One God; and the Ho For which End, he began with ſuch Viſions to
nour that is given in both Chapters is Divine. But Ezehirl, Chap. r. to Iſaiab, Chap. 6. and to John,
the Works of Creation and XRedemption, being Chap. I. of this Book.
To come more particularly to the Words,;
.the Grounds upon which all creatures, eſpecially
the. Redcemed, are obliged to Praiſe God, and the There

are

in the ﬁrﬅ and ſecond

Verſes, ſour'

great Evidences of his manifold Glory, Therefore Circumﬅances that make w
to the Viſion.
both of them-are explicitely ſpoken to, and the 1. Jﬅer this, that is, after the ﬁrﬅ Vilizin ſpo
Lord, under both theſe conſiderations, taken up; ken of in the ﬁrﬅ three Chapters; for, though
tl.-:reby to expreſs him to be the more eminent it is like (as Chapter i. I/'rſc 10.) John had
Ly and ﬁngularly glorious So, when the Ground all this Revelation revealed to him in one Day
of the Praiſe is given in the 4. Chap. Verſe tr. from the Lord; yet the Lord gave him ſome
it is, Thou art worthy, O Lord, -to receive Glo'y, breathings between Viſions, Firﬅ, Things pre
And [fong/r', and Power: for' thou hay) treated all ſent, and then Things to come, being re
Tþz'rzgs, and ſor thy Plzaſure they are, and war: vealed to him; which is one Cauſe why the
tr'aud. Agaiﬁ, in the ﬁfth Chapcr, the Work
Propheſic'
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Propheſles and Viiions of this Book, are diﬅinguiſhed then raviſheth him in the Spirit, whereby ( as Chap.
I. 10. ) in an extraordinary way ohn is, as it were
from each other.
T H r: ſecond Circumﬅance obſervable, is, The taken out of himſelf, put in an xtaſie, Impreſſion;
Lord's giving Acceſs to Yohn to ſee what he ſaw, of Things to come made on his Spirit, and palpably
Behold, a Door was opened in Horn/on: What is and viſlbly made diſcernable to him, in a spiritual way
meaned by' Heaven here, whether the Church Mili as if he had ſeen them with his bodily Eyes.
'
W e come now to the 'viſion it ſelf: And in it we
tmt, which is often, in this Book, and in Scripture
called Hmwn, or, whether the third Heaven, ſpokcn have, r. God's Throne (to ſpeak ſo) ſet forth. 2.
of, 2Cor. xii. 2. we ſhall not inſlﬅ on it: What Himlelf ſitting on it. 3. A_Deſcription of his Glory ſi
ohn ſaw, was concerning the Vilible Church; and as he ſitteth upon it.
,
for their Behove and Advantage:

But it is like, the

even that which we cal] Heaven literally, God evi

I. Behold, a Throne was got in float/en. Theſe
or, God needeth not a
material Throne, neither hath he any ſuch in Hea.

ttaordinarily making Way to him, to look in where
his' Glory was maniſeﬅed; and it is called here an
opening of a Door in Heaven, and there ſhewing him
Things to come concerning his Church, which were

ven; but as among Kings, Thrones are uſed asSear:
for Judgment, and ſor Places where they appear in
their Royalty; ſo the ſame Similitude is borrowed
here, to ſet out the Soveraignty of God in Heaven

afterward to ſall out;

and in Earth, and in his Church ( eſpecially his Goſ:

Place where John ſaw theſe Things in Viſlon, was are borrowed Expreſſrons:

yet this is now ſhown unto

ohn in Viſion, as if it were for the preſent Time pcl-Church ) which is called his Throne, Ya. iii.ſſr7.
acted in a kind of Comedy before him. And there for in it he hath an abſolutc'Dominion and Govem
ſore may either be ſuppoſed to be revealedto him in ment, and is continually exerciﬁng and acting that
Heaven, or in a Trance repreſented to him, as if it Government as a King on his Throne. It holdeth
- were there. Alld it agreeth beﬅ with the Scope, that out, I. Not onlBGod's Greatneſsand Power: But,
it be thus underſtood, to wit, that Heaven ſhould be 2. His abſolute
ominion and Soveraignty: And
in this manner opened to John, and Things reveal 3. His actual exerciſing of that Power and Soveraign:
ed to him there, which he was to reveal to the ty :

YVhich is further holden out, in the ſecond Ex

preﬂ'lon, On' ſot on the Throne: The Throne is
T H t-z thild Circumﬅance, is, The Voice which not empty, but hath one ﬁtting on it, acting and
he heard, and what it ſaid, And the
Voice which exerciſing that Power. Such Words are frequent in
.I heard, dle that is, the former Voice which I heard, Scripture, Pſal. xi. 4. The Lord's Throne is in Hea
Chap. 1. Verſe 10, rl. The Voice of our Lord ven: his Eyes hohoU,- his ﬂye-lids try th: Children
Jteſus Chriﬅ, which ſaid there, 1 am Alpha and Ome if Men. It expleſſeth what is meant by his Throne,
ga, the ſir/i and the Iryl'; that ſame Voice ſpeaketh to wot, his Abſolutencſs and Soverdignty in Govem
again, and reneweth Yohn's Commiſſion to come, ment, and his Juﬅice, and Severity, being angry
and ſee, and write; and the Voice biddeth him, with the Wicked every Day. God in his Glory and
Coma up hither, and he will ſhew him, &e. to tell Excellency is holden out, as ﬁtting on his Throne,
'that a heavenly Mind is a great Furtherance to Ac Verſe 3. in other ſort of Robes than ever were ſeen
quaintance with the Myﬅeries of God, and Earthly on the greateﬅ that ever were in the World; [it that
mindedneſs is a great Hindrance and Obﬅruction 3 and ſot on the Throne, 'was to looh upon like a Jaſioer, and
then he propoſeth what Things he hath to ſhew him, a Sardin-ﬅono : and there was a Rainhow round about
Things which muﬅ be hereafter. So that in the Ex the Throne, in ſight [il-o unto an Emerald: Theſe
plication and Application of this Revelation, we are are _Expreſſlons, not of his Form, ( for he is purely
not to look back tothe four Monarchies, but to' ſpirliual and unconceivable) but borrowed, to ſet
Chriﬅ's WVay with his Church in the Days of the forth his Splendor and Glory', and becauſe that which
Goſpel, according to the ﬁrﬅ General which we Men uſually think moﬅ excellent, is Gold, and pro
ctous Stones, theſe are made uſe of for this end.
premitted.
'* T H a fourth Circumﬅance, is, Verſe 2. And im There are two Stones mentioned for reſembling of
mediately I was in the Spirit: whereby it islike, there his Glory 5 the ﬁrﬅ is a jaſhor, an exceeding precl
hath been ſome interval betwixt the Extaſie he was in, ous Stone; tt was one ot theſe precious Stones that
Chop.r. Vnto; and thisExtaſle ofSpirit heis now in: was 'put in Aſaron's Breaﬅ-plate, Exod. -xxviii. 20.
And it is the ſecond Way how our Lord Jeſus ﬁtteth. and it is among theſe Stones wherewith the Founda
John to receive theſe following Myﬅeries: Firﬅ, He tions of_ the Walls of the New j'oruſalom are ſaid to
carrieth up his Aﬀections,m1d maketh himhmvenlhand be gamllhed, Ran. xxii 19. And becauſe one Stone
Church.
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is not ſuﬃcient, even but to reſemble the Glory

rence to the Scope in theſe Places, it doth hold forth,

and Splendor of the Majeﬅy of God, there is ano
ther added, to wit, the Sardi're-ﬅm: Which is alſo
precious as the former was. Theſe being unknown
to us, we ſhall not inliﬅ to deſcribe them: For,

1. That this glorious God, who is the Creator of all,

is a God who hath condeſcended to Covenant with his
People. 2. It holdeth forth, that this gracious con-.
deſcending of his to enter in Covenan: with them, is
the Scope is clear,- ra wit', to point out this, that counctteth
a main Part
Majeﬅy,
he ac
to of
be his
as aGlory
Crownandunto
him. which
3. It holdeth
God is admirably and inconcc-ivably' excellent, even

ſo excellent, that all the moﬅ precious Things in
Earth, being put together, are but poor shadows,
and inſinitely diſproportionable Reſemblances of that
Excellency which is in him.
A ſecond Thing whereby this Glory is ſet forth,
"s, And there was a Rainþow round about the Throne,
in ſigh lite unto an Emtrald._ In Ezek. 1. ( where

forth, that as the Lord doth not reveal his Glory to

his People abﬅractly, but in the W'ay ofhis covenant; *
ſo, his People cannot win to the comfortable Thouvhts

of the Majeﬅy of God, nor ought to loolton his lo
ry, but as under that Relation. 4. And more parti
cularly, It is added here, to coifrm Job-it in this, that
tho' the Church was to meet with many Perſccutiom

the ſame Deſcription is almoﬅ in the ſame Terms ) and Trials atﬁrﬅ from Hcathens, yet ſhould ſh'e not be

there is a Firmament, a Throne, one ſitting on it,and overwhelmod with the ſame, more than the Earth can
a Rainbow; as the Appearance of the Bow that is be overwhelmed again with VVater: 'And tho' after

in the Clouds in the Day of Rain, ſo was the Ap
pearance of the Brightneſs round about : The Scope
in both Places, is, To ſhew the glorious Majeﬅy
of God, who, as he hath a Throne attributed to
him improperly, to expreſs his Soveraignty, ſo hath
he this as a Cloath of 'State over his Throne,
thereby to ſhew how far his Soveraignty and Ma
jcﬅy is beyond the greateﬅ Monarch's on Earth:
For, he only bath Immartality, and dwelleth, it: a
Light t/mt no Man ran approach unto, 'w/mn no
Eye hath ﬅm, nor can/te, kTim. vi. 16. There
fore is juﬅly 'called the only Potentatc, Verſe 15.
All others being but'Slaves and Worms in Com
pariſon with him. And that this Bow is com

that, Antichriﬅ and Enemies within, ſhould trouble her
by Errors and Hereﬁes, yet ſhould (he alſo be keeped
from being drowned by them; and therefore when the
Lord beginneth the conſolatory Part of the ſecond prin

cipal Propheſie, and cometh to comfort J'o/m againﬅ
the Trials ofAntichriﬅ in the beginning of the x. Chap.

He 'doth there again appear with this Bow upon his
Head, to ſhew, that he is no leſs mindſulof his Cove
nant with his People, and of their Preſervation from
being overwhelmed by Enemies, than hc is of that
Promiſe which he made to Noah in the Place former
ly mentioned.
FROM the Scope, Obſerve, I. The great Neceſſity
and Advantage that there is for all that would know

\

pared to an Emmzld, is toſhew that it was a God, and the Mind of God, to be rightly inﬅructed
what God is. It is the firſt Leﬂon, that all, whether
Miniﬅers, or others ſhould learn, to have righF

more glorious Thing than that Rziinbow ln the
Clouds, which is viſible to us. This Rainbow,
Chap. x. I/erﬅ t. is ſaid to be upon his Head;
whereby it would ſeem, that it is ſomething which
be doth ( as it were) account his Crown and Dia
dem of Glor : It is like, that Rtſpcct is here
had to that

Thoughts and Impreſſions of the Majcﬅy of God, and
a right Conviction of that Glory that is in him.
2. As this is requiſite to the uptaking of God's

Mind in any Thing, ſo it is particularly applicable to
venant, which the Lord made with this Book : There can be no uptalting of the Mind of

Noah, that the Waters ſhould not overﬂow the God in theſe Myﬅeries, till we be rightly in
Earth,
this Rainbow thereof,
was given
a Sign
* and Sea]whereof
for theſiConﬁrniation
Gan.as ix.
13. ﬅructed what God is, and have the Impreſſion of
his Majeﬅy on our HCLJ'ES, I. Becauſe it ſetteth
and the mentioning of it here, and Chap. x. is not out his Abſoluteneſs and Government over his
to relate to that particular Promiſe, that the Earth Church, whether in the Times ot bloody Per
ſhould not be drowned, but is to_relate unto the ſecution. m' of prevailing Errors: In all theſe,v
Covenant of God's Grace through Chriﬅ Jeſus God ſtteth- on his Throne governing. 2. That
with his true Church: For, when it is called a the Faitn or God's People may be confirmed, in,
Bow, in ﬁght Me unto an Emerald, it pointeth expecting the Perſorrnance or the Promiſes to .
out an Excellency beyond the ordinary Rainbows: them, and the Execution of the judgment here \
And ſo may be thought to relatc to a more excellent pronounced on their Enemies, notwithﬅanding
Covcnant. And indeed, conſidering that this is an of many interveening Diﬃculties 3 the eying of .
eminent Piece of the Lordfs Glory, and, as it were, a God's Abſolutcneſs and Dominion,

Crown, we can apply it to no other Thing. . In reſe this.

maketh fer

3. The looking on- God's Abſoluteneſs, is
neccﬂhry

-n_-1
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neceﬂary at the entry to the part of' this Book, to what were it to imagine Thouſands of Mountains of '
ﬅay our Curioſity, and the needleſs vain ſearching the moﬅ precious Stones imaginable, and Thouſands
that curious Spirits may decline to, and ſo go a of Suns ſhinning in their brightneſs? Theſe are in
Whoring from the Scope, and turn aſide to vain conceivably ſhort of God, and the Glory that is in
him; what an excellent happineſs will that be to

jangling, whereby they Obſcure rather than clear the
meaning, We cloſe this, wiſhing this impreſſion in
our medling with any part of God's Word,
and eſpecial]
in medling with this Propheſie.

dwell with this God for ever? To behold his Face

to ſee him as he is,,and to becapacitate ( to ſpeak ſo 5
to know him, as we are known of him? Wonder

Obſer. 3.

HvE R e God is rightly ſeen, he will and admire at him, who is glorious in Holineſs fear
beſeen exceeding ﬅntely and Glorious; O ſo wonder ful m Praiſes, doing Wonders, terrible in Mi

and in all Pertections paﬅ ﬁnding out: To hziihﬅhh

tull whom nothing can reſemble, whom no Tongue

can expreſs, nor Eye behold, nor Heart_ conceive! praiſe for ever.

Jmen.

LECT U R E.

ll.

Vc-rſ-e 4_ And round aha'tt the Throne were ſour and twenty ſents, and upon the ﬅats Iſaw ſear and
twenty Elder: ſitting, elaathed in white Raiment, and they had an their Heads (raw/1: ty' Gold
5. And out qf the Throne proceeded lightnings, and
thnndrings,
i
spirits
(If God. and wite: . And there uereſ'ven
lamp_

of ﬁre burning before the Throne, which are the ſeven
6.- And'heſare
Throne
there
wasBea/t:
a ﬅafull
'fGIaﬅ
unto and
cry/tal:
'd of tj,"I, U""16
and round
ahant the the
Throne,
were
ſear
of eyesIihe
before
behind,And in tþz mﬅ
the ſirﬅ
Beaﬅ was Ben/I
like awas
Lionliteand
the ſecond
Beaﬂ like a Ca/f, and th e th'Ifd Bag/I had a
fate 7.
at And
aMan,
and thefourth
a ﬂying
Eagle.

8. And the four Beaﬅs had eath of them ſix wings ahut him, and they were full oﬀ Eye:
within,---------------

H e s l: Verſes hold forth the ſecond thing and awe of the Majeﬅy of _God upon Hearts: Yet
I

in the Chapter, te wit, the glorious atten
dants of this great God, who ſitteth upon
his Throne as great Soveraign of Heaven and Earth.
Great Kings have their Thrones, and their Cloaths
of State, the Lord is beyond them in both theſe:
They have alſo their inferiour Judges, and Nobles,

we ſay, that this is not only intended; nor is the
other to be excluded: Becauſe, 1. It alſo agreeth
well with th: Scope, which is to ſet forth events
concerning the Militant Church, and for that end to

repreſent (as it were) a Theater and actors for
bringing about theſe events, whereof the Majeﬅy of

and Counſellers'waiting on them, as alſo, others to G_0d is Supream Govemour, &Ft. Now, it con
execute their orders and Decrees; the Lord is brought duceth more to the Scope, and cometh nearer what

in here as more eminently furniſhed with glorious is intended, to conceive this repreſentation as holdinv
attendants and Inﬅruments to execute his pleaſure, forth God's Glory and Why' in his Militant Church),
2. It is alſo uſual in this Book to expreſs the Viſible
than any that ever was heard of.
B E F o R £ we proceed, one thing is needful tobe Church under the 'l'itle of Heaven, and things done
cleared, to wit, whether the ſcope of this Viſion be to in it, by hmiiitudes of things, ſet forth-as acted in
repreſent the Glory of God, as it is maniſeﬅed to the Heaven, as in the progreſs we will ſee. 3. This

Church Triumphant in Heaven, and the Spirits of Preparation being conſolatory againﬅ the coming
juﬅ Men made perfect? Or, whether it be intended trials of the Church, ( ſor which cauſe the Lord ap
to expreſs the Glory of God, as ſhining in his Ordi peareth with his Bow about his hrone,) it will a
mcces, in the Church Militant? Art/iv. We con gree beﬅ to that part of the [Scope, to apply it to
ceive neither ot" theſe is to beſecluded, but both may the Militant Church, by which his glorious preſence
b: well included:

For, to conſider God as mani

therein, his neat-neſs thereto, his care and protection

feſied in his Glory in Heaven, agreeth well with the thereof, &Ft. Will moﬅ manifeﬅly and comfortably
Scope 3 as aiming'thereby to impreſs the reverence be ſet forth. 4. There is a Reſemblance between
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as;

the Lord's glorious Preſence in his Church and that the Miniﬅration of the New Teﬅament is no leſs
which is in Haven: For, he hath a glorious Glorious. Alſo ſeeing the Church in old was
Throneoſ Grace in his Church as he hath one of reckoned by twelve Tribes, who it is like had
Glory in Heaven; and what is more immediately their twelve Princes as Elders and Governors an
maniſeﬅed in Heaven, doth ſomeway ſhine by ſwerable to that Number ; ſo twenty ſour is
his Ordinances amongﬅ his People. 5. Iſ we con mentioned here, to ſhew that-the Church, in the
ſider all the Attendants mentioned in this, and in Days of the Goſpel, ſhall be extended to a double
the following Chapter, particularly, 'verſe ro. YVe and greater Number oſ Saints than was at that

Time: But on theſe we ſhall not inſiﬅ, ſeeing
the general may be ſafely reﬅed in. Again, they
_ ken of, who are redeemed, and are to reign up are ſaid to be clothed in white rat'ment: Which
m the Earth. Whence, we conceive, it is not ſheweth, that their Innocency is their greateﬅ
unſuitable to look upon this Repreſentationas ex Glory, or their moﬅ ﬅately Rob, and the great
preſiing God's Glory in his Militant Church: eﬅ Bage, of their Dominion: For, white raiment
\Vhich is repreſentod by Heaven and the Practice ﬁgniﬁes either Chriﬅ's imputed Righteonſneſs or
of perfected Saints there, to ſhew unto them, their begun Sanctiﬁcation, as we heard, Chap. iii.
while here, a Copy of their Duty in 'praiſing and 'ver/2 4. And is often elſewhere in this Propheſy.
Thankſgiving, and in doing the will of God in The laﬅ thing ſpoken of theſe Elder's, is, they have '
four and twenty Seatr, or Throne: upon whith they
Earth, as it is donein Heaven.
VV 1-2 come then to conſider more particularly ſit, and on their Head: Crawnt of Gold : Both
this Diſcription of the Lord's excellent Train and which, are to ſhew, I. The ſettled and ſecure
Attendants. Firﬅ, verſe 4.. There are round about Happincſs that theſe poſſeſs beyond all others in
the throne four and twenty ﬅats, and upon the feats, the World. 2. The ſpiritual Dominion that they
Iſawﬂur and twenty Elder: ſitting, mld they had have begun in them here over their Luﬅs, and ſpi
on their Head: tt'owm. of Goki. By Elder: here, ritual Enemies: In which Reſpect, they reign
we conceive, are underﬅood the true Proſeſibrs even on the Earth, Chap. v.. 10. And 3. It is, to
of the Militant Church in the days of the Goſ give a Tipe of the glorious Dominion that is laid
pel: For, in the Song Chap. v. 'w'ſe 9, and xo. up for them in Heaven, when theyeſ havin been
we will ﬁnd that they areſuch as are redeemed, Aſſeﬂors at the judging of the
orld, all be
will ﬁnd it neceſiary to underﬅand this, as reſpect
ing the Church Militant; becauſe ſome are ſpo

ſuch as by that Redemption are made Kings and ſet down upon one Throne, which Jeſus Chriﬅ,
Prieﬅs, as all Believers are, Chap. 1. 'verﬅ 6. as was promiſed, Chap. iii. verﬅ 21.

and to reign upon Earth, which ſheweth that they
are Members in the Church M'r'itant: Aud they
being Followers oſ the ſour Beaﬅs, and Priviledg
ed but with ſuch Priviledges as are common to
all Saints, 'it appeareth that they are not Oﬃcers or
Guides, but private Proſeſſors. They are called
Elder: for the Dignity which they are advanced
unto beyond others, to be,. as it were,

IN 'verſe 5. We have the ſecond thing where
by this ﬅatelineſs is expreſſed, and out ofthe Throne'
proteeded Thunderings, and Lightm'ngs and Voice: :.It
is an Alluſion to God's manner of giving the Law,

End-19. Whereby he appeared ſo terrible, that
even Mﬅs did exceedingly ſear and quake; And,
Dear, xxxiii. 2. It is ſaid, that from his right

Elders Hand went a ﬁrey Law :'

The Scope is, to ſhew,

and Governors in God's Houſe in a ſpiritual that though God appear without great outward
Senſe: In which Reſpect, they are Gliled Kings Splcndor and Terror in his Ordinances, in the Daysv
and Prieﬅs, Chap. v. verſe 10. or, as the Word of the Goſpel ; yet is there in his Church Power
is uſually takenin the New Teﬅament. They and Glory, whereby the mightieﬅ may be terriﬁed
are accounted for ſpecial' Miniﬅers andServants, and confounded: In which Reſpect, the Church
having a nearnei's to God, and to ſhare of his is terrible as an Army with Banners, Song vi. 4. and
Glory which none elſe in the World had; and loſi and the Witneſies Chap. xi. 'verſe 3. and 5;
thus the Lord's People are called his Antients," or, though prophecying in Sackcluth, are ſazd to have
Eke-"s, (121. xxiv. verſe 23. They are ſaid to be Fire proceeding out of their Mouths, and to bring
twenty. ſour in Number; which we- conceive to on may other dr'eadſul Plagues. By this he would

be a dehnitc Number for an indcﬁnite:

It may teach Men to approach to him wit_h Fear; for,

be there is an Alluſion to the twenty four Courſes He is a great Bad, and to he had in Reoermteof

that David appointed ſor the Service of the Taber all that are ahouthim, Pſal. lxxxix. 7.
naclc,,1 Chra's; xxv. 26, 28. &a. TO'ſhCW that.
Tnsn't
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T H r: R e is alſo a third thing obſerved in that that Solomon made ta molten Sea for the uſe of ,the
ﬁfth twiﬅ, And there wereſeven Lamp: ofſire burn Sanctuury
The End thereof was, that therein the
ing before IZWYZU'NZI, whirl; are the/owen ſpirits of
God: By theſe we underﬅand the holy Ghoﬅ in
his manifold and various Operations, as we heard,
Chap. i. verſe 4. and by comparing Chap. v. verſe
6. It is clear:

For, theſe ſeven

Spirits are the

horns and Eyes of the Lamb, that ſheweth both the
Omnipotency and Omniſciency of the ſame, ard
they areſentforth into all the Earth, which could not
be, if the Spirit were not inﬁnite and Immcnſe, and
ſo cannot be underﬅood but of the holy Ghoﬅ.
Where, by the way, we may perceive the Abfur
dity of theApplicaricn of Doctor Hdmmond on this
Place formerly mentioned, who doth apply theſe
ſeven Spirits, as repreſenting the ſeven Deacons of
the Church of Jew/blent. Theſe Operations of
, the Spirit are compared to Lnmps, becauſe of the
ſhining Light that ﬂoweth therefrom to the Church:
They are Lamps of Fire burning, that is, to point
out that the ſaving Operations of'the Spirit have
Heat, and a purifying Eﬃcacy with their Light, to

Prieﬅs might waſh their Sacriﬁce-s, and alſo them- .
ſelves, in their approaching unto the Altar:

This

was both'for great Uſe and Ornament in that legal
Service, and alſo, was typical of Jeſus Chriﬅ, by
whom we, and our sacriﬁces are accepted in our
Approaches to God. By it here, may not unhtly be
underﬅood the Blood of Jeſus Chriﬅ in its Eﬃcacy,
which doth really that in the Church, which was but
typically performed by that Sea in Solomon's Temple.
Certainly all Circumﬅances will agree well to con
ﬁrm this: For, 1. It agreeth well to the Scope, to
ſhew the Glory of God in the Church; for, it can

not be denied but this Blood is one of the ſpecial
Ornamentsthereof:

Hence, Heb. xii. 23. and 24.

when we are ſaid to come to the heavenly Jeruſalem
( which doth there expreſs the militant Church ) it is

alſo added, that we are to come to God the Judge
of all, (57. to Jeſus the Mediator of the new Cove
nant; and that excellent Society is cloſed with'thi:
ſweet Expreſſton, and to the blood ﬀſhrinlﬁng, Et.

which intimateth this to be a main comfortable Part
ſume and cat up the droſs of Corruption that is in of the Glory andFurniture ( to (ay ſo )of the Goſ
the ſame: Therefore it is ſaid of Chriﬅ, Month. pel-church. 2. Seeing the Gifts of the Spirit are
iii. I 1. 'That he ſhould Bnptize 'with the holy Ghoﬅ, mentioned immediately before in their fanctifying
and with ſire: Which laﬅ Word expreſſeth the Vertue, it is not unſuitable that the juﬅifying
Nature and Eﬃcacy of the former. They are called Vertue of the Blood of the Lamb ſhould be under
ſown Lamps, or Spirits, becauſe though there be ﬅood by this, as joined therewith; for, they go
but one and the ſclfſarne Spirit, yet there are diver well together: Therefore Chap. xv. 2. This Sea
ﬁtys of Gifts, and Diﬀerenccs of Adminiﬅratidsns and is ſaid to be mingled with ſire : Which is to be un
Operations, as it is 1 Cor. xii. 4. 5. &to. ofwhich derﬅood of this ﬁre of the Spirit here placed with it.
_we ſpoke Chap. l. Lztﬅly, Theſe Lamps are ſaid 3. This will agree well with the Reaſon why it is
to be before the Throne to ſhew that as Kings have called the Sea, to wit, to ſhew the Fulneſs thereof,
their Throncs and Courts lightned with Lamps and and the greatneſs of the Eﬃcacy of the ſame. 4.. It
Torchcs, ſo the Lord hath his Church lightned by is before the throne, to ſhew that God hath prov id
'his Spirit, and hath the Operations thereof, as it ed that Blood to waſh Sinners, that they may ap
were, ſo placed, at thereby Lightmay be given to proach unto him with Boldneſs, as may be gather
warm the Heart with Love to God, and to con

his Church and Elder" that are round about him; ed from Heb. x. 19. and withal, that there is no

this is a ſpecial Part of the Lord's ſtatelineſs, and of
the _Clnnch's Glory, that his Spirit is there ;. and ny
him it is tovenanted to his Church for their Good
unto
End'of
the World,this
according
as the Word
is, Iſtſiz.thelix.
21. Asſorſime,
is my Covenant
with
them, ſhith the Lord, .MJ' Spirit that is upon thee,
'and my Il'brd "which [have þut in thy mouth, ſhall
not dt'fllt't out of tly mouth, nor out ofthe mouth oft/ay

feed, nor ont o/ the month of thy ſeeds ﬅed, ſhith the
' Lord, from hente orth, andfor ever.

approaching to him but by the ſame.

Laﬅly, It is

ſaid to'be of glaſs, [the unto (bly/Io] : Which we
conceive is not to expreſs the brittlcneſs thereof 3 for,

the mentioning of it :o be like cbryﬅal contri
buteth nothing to that, But is to expreſs its
Excellency and ﬁtneſs to contain and preſerve
what is in it clean and pure; in which Reſpect,
it is of an Excellency beyond that of Soloman's
which was but'of Braſs. Yet, -it may alſo ſig
nify how reverently and warrily it ought to be
made Uſe of, leaſt by proud Prefumption that

T H e fourth thing marked as before this Throne,
is, in the beginning of verﬅ 6. 'And before the throne Blood be _trod under Foot, and deſpiſcd, which
there was a len tﬃg/nſs, like unto rhrz/MI : 1!ſon, is is ſo tenderly referved, as is in a Sea of Glaſs. ®
a great Veﬁel for containing of Water, called a Sea This Interpretation we think is agrzeablezto the
for the bigneſs thereof, as 1 Kings viiſi 23. It is ſaid
Scope,
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Scope, and alſo not inconﬁﬅent with that which is dations z for, that theſe Beaﬅs are mentioned to ſet
ſpoken Chap. xv. 'verſe 2. Of the Saints their forth his Glory, cannot be queﬅioned. The word
ſtanding on 'bis Sea after their Victory over the rendered Bmﬅr, is in the Original Zoa, and might
Beaﬅ, which may well be underﬅood to be their be well tranſlated living creatures, as it is, Ezzk. i.
waſhing of their Robes, and making them white 'in and 10. or living [Fig/ytr. By theſe are not underﬅood
the Blood of the Lamb, as the Expreﬃon is Chap. Angcls, as in Ezek. i. and 10. becauſqrlwþ. v. 10. He.
vii. varſi 14. which alſo relateth to the ſame Per they are among the Redeemed, and very? it. are ex
ſons, and inthe ſame Condition: For, there is no preﬂy diﬅiguiſhcd from the Angels, who are ſaid
obtaining
of Victory
overſame,
the but
Beaﬅ
by any,Foot
nor to be round about them : And indeed their follow
yetv a maintaining
of the
by having

ing Diſcription being compared with that oſ theſe
jgg upon Chriﬅ by Faith, which will make the living wights, or Cherubims, Ezek. i. there will
Saints indeedto ſing as Victors and Conquerors over be ſound a great Diﬀercnce. Nor, Secondly, by
all, whichis conﬁrmed by Chap. xii. vere I'I. They them can be underﬅood any of the gloriſied Tri
w'rtame by the' Blaod of t/u Lamb, &e. know it is umphant Church, becauſe of the Reaſons that were
ordinarly applied to the World and its brittleneſs, given when we ſpoke of the Elders; ſor, they alſo
which hath a Senſe and Application not un-uſeſul; reign upon the Earth, C/mp. v. IO. And the Scope
yet conſidering that this is mentioned as one of the is, by them to expreſs ſomething of the Church Mi
Ornaments which wait upon the Lord in his Church, litant. We conceive therefore by theſe Beaﬅs ſo
and as a ſingular Evidence 'of his Glory z and con deſcribed, are underﬅood the Miniﬅers of the Church
ſidering that it is placed, [zr/bre [be T/n'ane, even in in the Days of the Goſpel, as being diﬅinguiſhed
that ſame Room which the ſer/m Spirit; oſ God From Proſeſſors, who are called Elder-5, and as be
have; as alſo, conſidering that it muﬅ be conceived ing deſcribed like Angels, to ſhew their Eminency itl
to be within the guard of Angels, mentioned, Chap. ſome Reſpect beyond the other. For, 1. Theſe

v. 'verſe ll. We conceive it cannot aggree' to the Beaﬅs or living creatures, (ſor ſome of them are
World, taken as diﬅinguiſhed ſrom the Church, eſ 'like to Men) do ever go before the Elaiers in the
cially conſidering, that its being reſembled to a Worſhip of God, asGuides to them therein. 2.
ſiSea qſ Glaﬅ, and that not of common Glaſs, but Becauſe they do invite, excite and inform others to

that which is as Chryﬅal, is not to aggrege the and in their Duties, as they ſay am: and/Ye, Chap.
3. They are deſcribed as theſe
forth its Excellency, as being ſomething of more Cherubims or Angels are, Ezrli. i. and yet being
than an ordinary Value. Beſidc 'this word Sea, in ſuch Angels as are Members of the Militaut Church,
this Place, doth not look to theſe raging Waters, they muﬅ be underﬅood of'the Miniﬅers of the
which are called Sea, as contracliﬅinguiſhcd from the Goſpel, ſeeing theſe are ordinaril deſigned by the
brittleneſs thereof, but clearly to commend and ſet vi. 'UF/ﬅ 3, .5, 7.

dry Land( the'Mlﬅake whereof may be the Ground

Titlc Angel in this Propheſy :

t is therefore the

of this uſual Application ) But it exprelleth a great more likely that they are deſcribed a'ter the man
Vcſiel made ſor Uſe and Ornament, and according neroſ Ange'ls, even as they got their Name. 4..
ly made Uſe ofin the Houſes oſ great Men, and YVe will ﬁnd all the Particulars ot the Deſcription
was particularly mentionedamong the Ornaments oſ to be pertinently applicablc to them; As," 1. They
the Temple and cercmonral Worſhrp, as was ſor are ſaid to be Bezyir-or living creatures, to®ſhewa
mgrly marked, and is eſpecially for waſhing, or ſpecial Activity and Fitneſs that is communicated to
'2. Their Number is
bathing thereinto. Now, theſe conſiderations will them even beyond others.

'by no' Mans ſuﬀer it to be applyed to the-World, as ſour;
which was,
is leſsſiyet
thanſuﬃcient
the Number
of the
Elders
or Proſeſlſiors
to carry
the Lord's
cxprcſſtng the 'Vanity and Worth" lneſs

thereof;

neither will there be any juﬅ Analogy ſound betwixt Mcſlagc to all the four Corners ofthe Earth : And,
the two, whereby the one mayjbe found to reſemble as it were, to be upon all Sides of the Lord's Throne
or to be reſembled by the other.

for the Ediﬁcation 'and Overﬁght of his People, as

T H r: laﬅ thing mentioned here for the Com the Tribes oſ Iſmd marched with ſour Standards on
They are ſaid to be
mendation of' this glorious Train, is ﬂmr Bﬂﬃi, all the Qtarters of the Ark. .
.which are largely inſiﬅed owe-'Uſe 6, 7, and 8. fullzﬀcyzsþtﬂreand behind: hey have not on: Eye,
That theſe Bat/i: are mentioned immediately after but many Eyes, becauſe they 'have many to witch
the Sea of Glaſs, it zſheweth, that by the Sea of' over, and many Snarcs to give them warningpt'.

Glaſs muﬅ beunderﬅood ſomething that tentleth to They have eyes before, thatis, to ſhew their Defen
the Commendation or' God's'Preſcnce in hisChurch," dcnce on God, who being the great'Leadcr and Cap

ſteing it is placed in the midﬅ of the other Commen

L l
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ſhapes, is ſet forth the diverſity of Gifts and Fumi
der-guides have their eye on him for Direction in the ture, which the one holy Spirit uſeth to diſpenſe un
Way that they ought to lead their People in: And thus to the Miniﬅers of the Church, as r Corinth. xii
their e) es hcſot e are mentioned before their eyes behind, 4, 5. &Ft. and hereby the- Lord ſheweth, that as ril
to ſhew, that e'te the give any Direction to the vatc Chrtſtinns may he more eminent in ſome Grsces
Flotk that follow them, they will lock to the Maﬅer than others, ſo Miniﬅers are ſome of them eminent
for his Orders; and ſo have their eye upon him, as in_onc Giſt, ſome of them in'another, as the Lord
the Eyes of Servants look unto the hands of their mmdeth to make uſe of them, ( as we may ſee b
Maſters, ſor obſerving of their Directions, Pſhl. comparing Be'ſhbm, the Son** of Conſolation with
cxxiii. 2. They are alfofulloſ eye; behind, to ſhew, Boanergts, the Son of Thunder ) yet all theſe; Gifts
that they ate watchful over theſe committed to them, work for the good of the one Body of the Church
thatit there
be noxii.
Schiſm
in the ſam:
by pointing out that way to them which they had as
is, 1 may
Corinth.
25. or
In Defect
the Difcription
Sir '
diſcovered from God, and by watchful obſerving theſe Cherubims or living VVights, Etztk. i Ever:
how they follow the ſame, as the word, is, Pſal.
xx_xii. 'U'Iﬅ 8. 1 will i'ﬄruct flute, and fear/hike: in one ofthem hath all theſe Propertie' and Perfoctions
tain thatgccthheſore his People, theſe that are un

thereto
their Deſcription
deict'ibe'holycleareth;
Cheruhims;
becauſe
but the
hereScolifinr
the 'way whirl) thou ſha/t go, 1 will guide t/m with as
mit/t Lia: Which is to expreſs the moﬅ tender

'way of Direction and Inﬅruction.

Alſo theſe Ex

applied to Miniﬅers of the Goſpel, not ,one gf

prcſlions ſerve well to ſhew their particular \Vatch them hath all theſe Propertics 5 yet all of them joint
fulneſs, over themſelves, who'have Eyes before ly have them all: Which ſheweth, that thoucrh the

Lord furniſh not every Miniﬅer eminently wzith all

them, that importeth Tendernefs in the undertaking
o'f any thing; and Eyes behind, which reſpecteth
their tender Obſervation of their by-paﬅ Failings. 4.
Theſe Beaﬅs are placed in the midﬅ of tþt Tin-one
and round almzt tbeſhme: 'It may ſeem ﬅrange-like
to ſay they are both in the midﬅ of the Throne and
about the ſame; yet, in the Sccripture-language,

Gifts, that yet he uſeth to furniſh Miniﬅcrs, jointlv
conſidered, with what Gifts are needful ſor his
Churches
z ſo that
anoth-r
hath; thatGood
the Hand,
and whatonewanteth,
the Eye may acknowledl
[holy/Ihave need of the Foot, &Ft.
gc

i

o _R E particularl ; the ﬁrﬅ Bcaﬅ i

like a Lmz :

'

'i

Which th'oth- expreſs the Zcitlaliititciaiis

to be in the midﬅ ofa thing is to be near it, or to be

fully upon it; and this Part of the Difcription ſhew toned Courage and Boldneſs wherewith ſome Mini
eth their neameſs to God, and their Dignity beyond ﬅers are emtnently furniſhed in carying on the Work
others: For, the Elders had Thrones, and Crownes; of the Lord, eſpecially in diﬃcult Times Thtr
but theſe Bertﬅs and Miniﬅers have the ſame Throtfe afterttmes
were the Apoﬅles
who havefurniſhed,
adventured
andboldly
many upon
othersſuch
with the Lord, as being nearer to him in reſpect of
their Service, and as being of more eminent Dignity, hard AVVoi-k, as hath made the World to think them
becauſe they are Ambaﬂadors for him, and act in his mad in ſuch Undertakings 3 yet have they been cat
ﬅead, and in his Name, and by vertue of the ſame ried through the ſame. And from this we ma ſee
Authority, 2 Cor. v. 20. They are "ound about the how our zealous Reformers have been ſet a wolle to
ﬂ'brone, 'alſo : Which is not to be underﬅood as if purſue Reformation againﬅ ſo many Diﬃculties to
they were ( to ſpeak ſo ) without the Circle of the wit, ithath been by being made Partalters of this lion
Throne; but it is to ſhew the Lord's wiſe way of ltkc bptrtt. The ſecond Beaﬅ. is likea Ca_lſ or Ox '

_diſpoſing his Miniﬅcrs unto all (Liarters for his

VVhtch though he be not ſo bold in Attempt? as the

cChurches Ediﬁcation : So that all of them are not to other, to wit, the Lia'z; yet is-uſeful for his Dure
gether, or upon any one Side of the Throne, but ableneſs and. Service. By this are ſet forth Miniﬅers
they are diſpoſed by him upcn all (Liarters thereof, furniſhed with Patience, Humility, and Painfulneſs
for edifying of the Elders, or, his People, ſet out by in
and Gift.
ſubmiſſtveneſs
- VVhic'i
lS Labour,
alto no little
And as in
the suﬀering
former piove
r i
them, which are round about the Throne, as we ﬁtable to the Church in reſpect of their ZealpaoI
formerly beard.
Boldneſs, ſo do they with their Patient and conﬅalitl
I N the ſeventh Verfc, we have a more particular
Diſcription of the ſeveral ſhapes of theſe Beaﬅs, which drawing in the Lord's Yoke even under the Croſ;
Ais the ﬁfth thing by which they are deſcribed : The 'I
his is notorto the
be underﬅood
at, if theforﬁrﬅ
waited
Patience,
ſecond Courage;
there
isL a
' 'ﬁrﬅ Beaﬅ, is like a lion, the ſecond Beaﬅ like a mﬀ;

'the third Beaﬅ had aſate a: a Man ; the fourth beaﬅ, 'Zeal and _Boldneſs in suﬀering as well as in do
_ is like a ﬂying Eag/c. By this;diverſity ot'Forms, or

ing, 'and if Boldneſs have nota Readineſs to ſub- 4
mit

A
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mit to the Croſs, it will not be approven: But the that ought to be in Miniﬅers in their going about holy
meaning, is, That ſome Miniſters who have Patience Things: This is commended in Law', MII. ii. 5.
and Endurance, are yet (to ſay ſo) predominantand that he feared God, and was afraid before bis Name.
more-eminent in the Exerciſe of their Zeal and Cou Semzdly, The Uſe oſ other two Wings, is, To co
rage; and others'who are ﬅout and couragious alſo; ver their Feet: Whereby is exprcſſcd the Senſibleneſs
yet, in God's Providence, are called to 'ent the ſame which they had of their own ſinful'Inﬁrmities: This
in ſuﬀering, ſo'as their Patience andpainful Laboriouſ is a Thing well becoming a Miniﬅer in his miniﬅerial
neſs appearethto be predominant in them. The third Duties, to be walking with Fear and with Humility,
Bezrﬅ hath a Face as a ſl/Ian: This ſetteth forth ſuch as being ſenſible of his own Sinfulneſs, and the great
as are furniſhed with Reaſon, Prudence and Wiſdom Dilþroportionableneſs that is between God and him.
in'an eminent manner, for managing the Aﬀiirs of his This is Paul's Word, 1 Cor. ii. 3. I was with you in
Houſe: Which is not a humane natural Policy, but a Uſe-thief', and in Fear, and in 'ma/7 77-embling. And
Gift of Wiſdom and Diſcretion beﬅowed by God it is certain, that where the ﬁrﬅ is, to wit, the right
upon them, as it is, _lCor*. xii. 8, 10. And by this Impreſſion of God's Holineſs, there this will be alſo.
X-Viſdc-m and Prudence, they ediſie and build the Tbirdly, The laﬅ two YVings, are for their Duty;
Church as others that are moreobſervably zealous and For, with two they are to ﬂye. Here is a good Con<
couragious: Tho' they ſeem not to keep the ſame temperature when Minitters walk under the Impreſſion
manner of proceeding in all Things with the former 3 of God's Holineſs, and oſ their own Sinfulneſs ; and
et is the ſame End purſued by them, and the ſame yet are not by theſe more indiſpoſed, but made more

ule is obſerved in purſuing of it, and the ſame Spi ﬁt for his Work, and chearful and ready in the per-v
rit acteth them all. Wherefore it would not be forming of their Duty. If the ﬁrﬅ ſour Wingsbc
thought ﬅrange, if divers Miniﬅers, driving the ſame not in Exerciſe, the two laﬅ will not be very ſit ſor
Deſign, be yet thought diﬀerent in their Manner of their Work, and it is spiritual Wiſdom to keep all
following the ſame. The ſourth Beaﬅ, is like aﬅy theſe in the right Place.
ing ErJg/e : This ſheweth the deep Reach and Inſight
T H a ſeventh Qialiſication whereby theſe Beaﬅs
wherewith God hath furniſhed ſome in the Myﬅeries are deſcribed, is, They werefulloſ Eyes wit/aid. In
of the Goſpel, as alſo a Spiritualneſs in their Gift and the ſixth Varſt, they werefull of Eyes biyſore, which
Strain beyond others, whereby Hearts may be drawn reſpecteth
Eyes behind,their
which
Dependency
repreſenteth
upon
their
God
Care
3 over
andfu/l
their
from this Earth to the purſuing after Things that are
above. Of thoſe we may have Occaſion to ſpeak, Flocks: Here, they ar'tſulloſ Eye: within, which
Chap. vi. Only now we ſee, how wiſely. the Lord holdeth forth their Watchfulneſs over themſelves, in
ſitte'th his Servants for his Work, and doth uſually that they ſo look to others, as they do not overlook

time and tryﬅ ſuch and ſuch (Lialiſicaiions in Mini themſelves, but are ſeriouſly reﬂecting upon their own
ſters according to the State of his Church. It is ordina inward Condition: So they are good Miniﬅers, and
r for ſome to apply theſe four Bezﬅs to the four they are alſo good Chriﬅians in their own private

Lvangeliﬅs; but there is no Ground tor it: Beſide, Walk ; and their beingr good Chriﬅians, in having re-'
aim being one of the-te Evangeliﬅs, cannot be thought ſpect to their own Spiritu-il Thriving, is no little Qua
liſication for their Diſcharge of mtnitterial Duties, and
for their being admitted to ſo great Nearneſs to the

to invite himſelf to come and ſee, "as all theſe four
Beaﬅs do, Chap. vi.
IN the eight l/erſe, theſe Beaﬅs, are further de
ſcribed. A ſixth Part of their Deſcription, is, And
tbeſhur Bed/is bad ear/1 qf ther/'ſix [Wings abam' them:
This is borrowed from Iſa. vi. 2, 3, Ur. where the

Throne of God. Miniﬅers that have but Eyes be
hind them, to look upon the Ways of others, and
have not Eyes within them, to conſider themſelves,

are but in a great Part blind Guides, as Chriﬅ ſpeak

Seraphims are ſo deſcribed: ( By which it further ap eth of the Pnariſces, [Mart/1. xv. 1_4. This having of
pearctb, that Miniﬅers, the Angels of the Militant Eyes within, as wellas Eyes without, is expreﬂed by '
Church, are repreſented by theſe Beziﬅs ) Theſe the Apoﬅle, ril'i'm. iv. 16. in that Precept, Tail/acid

and to the Doctrine; and A:ts xx.
VV ings, ſhew their Expeditneſs and Readineſs to obey unto thy
God's Will. And further from Iſa. vi. we may ga 28. Take lmd to yourſtlvzr, and to all the Frm', &c.
ther the Reaſon why they are called ſix, Firﬅ, Be

Miniſters that look to others, wouldtake their Re

cauſe there is need oſ two to cover their Face, who tirings to look upon themſelves, leﬅ they become
Strangers to their own Condition: And what is
iicth the Impreſſion which they have oſ the holy Ma every
ſpokenChriſtian.
of Miniﬅers
ſi here, is a Duty well becommg
jcﬅy oſ God, and that godly Fear and Rcverence
are admitted to ſuch Nearncſs with God: This ﬁgni

*
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Verſe 8. ------'---- And they reﬅ not day and'night, ﬂying, I-Iyþ, mb, my, Lord-GM-Mm-gbv,
whieh was, and is, and . is to come.

9. And when thoſh herﬅs gar/e glory, and honour,- and thanks to hirn that ſizt on the throne, wholiveth for ever and ever,
IO. Thefour and twenty elders fall down beſore him that ſhz m the throne, and war/Hip him that
liveth for ever and ever, and ta/l their crowns heſhre the throne, ſaying,
11. Thou art worthy, O Lord, to receive glory, and honour, and power: ﬁr thou hez/l treated aHZ

things, and ſor thy Pleaſore they are and were treated. 7

N this part of the Chapter, we have the third to him, the more Will-this aﬀect them. 3. It thew
Part of this ﬅately Diſcription: Wherein the cth, that Miniﬅers ought to be Angel-like in their
Majeﬅy of God is ſet out by the great. Work ſpeaking of God, and that it is a main part of their
and Task that theſe attendants of his, to wit, theſe Tasl; to hold forth his excellency to others. The
ſour Beaﬅs, and the four and twenty Elders have: ſecond Attribute, is, the Lord's Onznipotenty, Lord'
And that is thc,VVOrk of Praiſe, whereby both, in God almighty, &c. By which the Lord is conceiv
their places, concurr to have him exalted. In vthe ed as inﬁnitly above all, and able to do all Things,
latter part' of the 8. [ſer/e the four Beaﬅs begin; as Yoh ſpeaketh, Chap. xiii. 2. and it is both anotable
and in the three l/erﬁs following the four and twenty ground off'raite in reference to God, and a Comfort
Eldcrs go on.
,
in reference to his People, who have him, ( who is
I N the Elders praiſe, we may conſider theſe two. able to do above what they can ask or think, Eph.
' 1. The Un-intcrruptedneſs thereof, and they reſt not iii. 20.) covenanted to be their Almighty God, even
day and night, ſhying, &e. this is to ſhew, Firﬅ, the under that ſame conſideration, Gen. 17. I. The
great Matter of their Praiſe that doth ﬅill continue, third Attribute mentioned, is, his Eternity, in theſe
they are furniſhed ſo with grounds thereof. a. It is words, which was, and is, and is to come : Whereof
to ſhew their diligence and ſeriouſneſs m_ letting no often hath been ſpoken; and it is here mentioned to
opportunity of Praiſc paſs: For Praiſe being an aﬃr advance the Glory of God inﬁnitly beyond all cre
mative Duty, we conceive that this Practrce_rs tobe ated Idols who have had their beginning and are go
expounded according to the Preceps of rejoycmg ing on unto a Decay, and will ere long come to be
alway and praying evermore. 3. It_ may more deﬅroyed: But the Portion 0f_'7acob is not ſo, who
eſpecially ſet forth the diligence and ſenouſneſsthat in all the toﬃngs of the World, continueth the ſame,
I

the Miniﬅers of the Goſpcl arc ſatd to be furniſhed and of his Years, there is.no end. ,

with, according to the Word, Iſa. 62. 6. Ihaveſi-t
wate/omen upon thy walls, Oj'eruſalem, which ſhall
never bold their' 'peace day nor night, &c.
T H a ſecond Thing in their Fraiſe, is, the Matter
thereof; which is the aſcribing to the Lord three of
his own glorious and eﬁential Attributes. The ﬁrﬅ
is, Holineſi; which is thrice repeated, Hoh, Holy,
Iloly, Lord God, &e. This ſeemeth to
taken,
from l/iz. 6. 3. where the Seraphnns'begrn their

Song with\ the ſame expreſſion. This ſheweth,
I. How inﬁnitely and inconcciveablely holy theLord
is, when once mentioning of this Attrrbute lS not

ſuﬃcient. 2. It ſheweth that no Attribute
will have more impreſſion upon a tender
that is near him than his Holineſs: This
the very Angels, and the more nearanyis

of God,
Miniﬅer
aﬀecteth
admitted

A F T 5 R this,, followeth the Praiſe of thectfour
and twenty Elders.> The Beaﬅs go beſore, becauſe

they rcpr'etented the Miniﬅers and Guides, as we ſaid,
In it three Things may be obſen'ed ; Firﬅ, The
timing of their Praiſe, Verſe -9.

practice, Verſe- to.

Setondly, Their

Thirdlj, Their verbal expreﬂi

ons or Song, [ſer/2 11.
T H E time of the Elder-s praiſe, is Jnd when theſe
Beg/ls gave gory, honour and than/is to him thatjat
upon the throne, who livethﬁr ever and ever, they fall
down, &c. In which words we may ſee, Firﬅ,
what the Works of the Beaﬅs is. This is ſet forth
in three Expreſſtonszt 1.' To give glory to God:
this is their acknowledging of the Majeﬅy that 'is in
him, and doth reſpect his own glorious excellency.
The ſecond, is, Honour: This teſpecteth the relati
on

\
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on that is between him, as Creator, and his creatures,

29 r

e ſecond Thing in their Practice, is,

They

who, having their being from him, and ﬅanding in war " him that lit/eth for ever and ever: This is
that relation to him, ought by that tye, to honour added. r. To ſhew that their falling down is out
him. The third is Thank: 'Which looketh to for of no aﬅoniſhment, or Confuſion ;. but out of deli
mer Beneﬁts freely received from him, by which beration to gloriﬁe God. 2. To ſhew that the
there is an engagement put on them to be thank more humble Saints fall before God, the more ﬁt
are they
worﬂrip
better protxreſs
ful ; which here they acknowledge to be due, when will
they to
make
therein.him,3. and
It is the
to expreſs
they in
they can do no more.
T B 5 ﬁrﬅ thing in theſe words, is, the riſe or ward adoration of their Henrts, as going alongﬅ
the timing of this Praiſe of the Elders, to wit, it with their external humbled condition. God is ex
is when theſe hen/i: give glory and honour, &c. preﬂed by this, that they worſhip him that liveth
Which is to ſhew, I. The orderlinelſs of the ﬂr ever and ever, ( even as it was in the former
Lord's Worſhip in his Church, every one keeping Verſe, in the Beaſts their giving Praiſe) that there
their own place. 2. It is to ſhew that though every by it may be ſeen that they Worſhip no Idol, but

one be not a Preacher, and in that reſpect admitted" the. living God', in oppoſition to the Heathenith and?
to ſuch dignity and' nmrneſs with God as others; and Antichriﬅiau Worſhippers 11 And alſo to ſhew,
yet all in the Church have ground and mat that they know whom they1 W'orſhip, and are' not
ter of praiſe, and imployment in- their ﬅations Worſhipping an unknown God. Further, it ex

ſuﬃciently to expreſs the ſame to the Common- pr'eſſeth the reverent impreſſion which they have'
(lation of the Lord's Grace. 3. It ſheweth-alſo the
ſweet Harmony that ought to be between Mi
niﬅer and People by their joyning in the ſame
\Vork. And, 4. It expreſieth the great Inﬂuencev
that Miniﬅers evamplc, frtithfulneſs and diligence
will have upon vthe quickning. and upﬅitring of
People to their Duty: For'whcn the Beaﬅs be
gin, then the 'Elders follow: And it is like, the
ſilence and dumbneſs of many Miniﬅers, may alſo
be the cauſe why many Congregations are ſilent
and dumb in this reſpect. And this may be a reaſon
why Miniﬅers are expreſled by this title of living

of him, ſo that they cannot mention him but
with ſuch Titles and Attributes as prefer him be

yond all-others. The third Thing in theirPractice,
is, and they err/i their Crowns hljcre. the Throne:
This ſhcweth further, their great Zeal to the' Glory

of God, their great ſenſe of the hudge Diſ-propor
tionableneſs that is between him and them, their ac

knowledgement of their having their Crowns from'
him, and holding them of him; and their great,
and only deſign to improve that Honour and Dig

nity to- which they have been advanced, unto the

Honour of him that ﬁtteth upon the Throne, from
wights, or living things ( as was formuly obſerv whom they have the ſame: And that they account
ed) becauſe not only they ought to be lively and it their greateﬅ Dignity, if their Honour might any
ﬅirring themſelves, but becauſe by their livelineſs way be a Footﬅool for advancing, or extolling of?
they have great Influence on others to quicken them his Glory in the leaﬅ.
T H e third and laﬅ Thing in'the Elder-s praiſe,
alſo.

T H E ſecond Thing in the Elders pmiſe, Ver/2 is, their Song, or verbal Exprellion, Verſe 11. when
x. is, their practice, fet forth in three Expreſſtons, they are fallen down, they ſay, thou are wox-thy,
1. Though theſe four and twenty Elders be ﬁtt O Lord, to receive Glory and Honour. and Power:
ing upon Throncs, yet', when they hear the Beaﬅs, For thou hie/r' created all tbingr, rmd for th pleaſier'
or- Miniﬅers, mentioning the Holineſs and Excel they are and were treated. Wherein r. Ve have
lencv 'of the Lord, the Word hath that weight with their acknowledgement of God's gloriouſneſs, andl'
them as to make them quite their T hroncs, and that praiſe is his due. 2. The Reaſons whereby they
fall down before him that ſor on the Throne: Thisv demonﬅrate this. In their Acknowledgment we may
is to ſhew, ,1.Their'hio'h eﬅeem of God, before conſider both the matter and manner of their exprcfr
whom they cannot be too vile. 2. It iheweth ſion. : The matter is inU three Words, r. They ac-'
their
umble eﬅimation
grandour,
and thcirſibeing
denyed to ofit, their
when own
any Thing
of knowledge that Glory lS his due, this ﬂoweth from'
the eſi'cntial Excellencies that are in

him.

The

the honouring of God cometh in competition there 2. is Honour; This rcſpecteth the Lord's Soveraigni
with. And 3. It ſheweth their acknowledging of' ty, who,-By his Place, being Head and Lord of all,
' all to be from him, andftheir nccounting' of it-. ought to be honoured h) all. The 3. Thing-ac
their' greateﬅ honour not to ſit upon Throncfr, knowledged to be due to him, is, Power; which
but to be humble before him, and to have him high. -is confirmed from the exerciiing of his Omnipotency
In
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in the Work of creation, as the Reaſon follow- this manner, or in another, by thatſame good Pleaſ
ing cleareth.

Again, the manner of their acknow- ure of thine, it was concluded to be done as it hath

ledgement is obſervable: For, they ſay not, we give now come to paſs, in which there was no other
unto Thee Glory, Honour, &Ft. but, 772014 art Motive, End, or Rule in proceeding but thy own
worthy, O Lord, to receive Glory Honour, &c. pleaſure, and the ſetting forth of thy Glory, for

XVhich is done, not becauſe of their unwillingnefs which end, they are ﬅill ſuﬅained in the being that
poſitively to aſcribe the ſame to him z but becauſe they have:

their Hearts being warmed and aﬀected with Zeal
to the Thing, could not come up as they deſncd in
the exprelling of the ſame: And therefore (as it
were ) they ſay, nltho' we cannot give Thee Glory,
Honour, &Ft. as becometh; yet Thou art worthy

And therefore it is moﬅjuﬅ and equit

able that thou ſhould have Praiſe from all thy Crea
tures, which for this very end were created. This
is, aﬅrong Reaſon, taken not only from God's-crea
ting ,of all Things, but from the end which ſover
aignly he propoſed to himſelf in the ſame, to wit,

of the ſame, and it is becoming, that Thou ſhould that his good pleaſure, which had wiſely moulded

have it, and ne are ſo far convinced of the ſame, midſes for his own Glory, might be accompliſhed.
as by this acknowlcdgcment, to put our Seal to this This PVI] or P/raſure of God, doth not only reſpect
Truth that thou art worthy tohave all Praiſe,Honour, the Work of Crcation in general, but it holdeth

and Glory given unto Thee.

And thus they rather forth his end_in_ the manner of the ſame, and in the

expreſs their aﬀection to, that Work ofPraiſe, than Events and Lﬂccts that follow thereon; in all which

their ſatisfaction in attaining any length therein.

In God's Will and Pleaſure is accompliſhed, as the

which we have an excellent Copy, of a Heart aﬀected Word is, Prov. xvi. 4. The Lord made all rising:

with God's Honour, to wit, it is always deſirous that far bimje/ , that is, for his own Glory; yea, even
he ſhouldbe gloriﬁed, and yet never ſatisﬁed with its the wicked that ﬁght againſt God, and ſo bring up
on themſelves an evil Day, whereb thgfzme Lord
own gloriſying of him.

TH r: Y give two Reaſons to demonﬅrate the created for the gloriſying of his
Juﬅice of this their Acknowledgement that God is Reaſon, there is,

In this

1. A clear aſi'ertion of the Lord's

Sovcraignty over all his Crcatures,who hath no other
Rule in the ordering and diſpoling of- them, but
his own Will and Pleafure: For, ſeeing that was
the end for which he made them in ſuch and ſuch
Heaven, and Earth; there being nothing but that a manner, there is no ground to zenquire aſurther
which hath its being from' him, and there being much Reaſon of him in reſpect of his Decrees, but that it
Power, Nviſdom, Gocdneſs, &Ft. exerciſed in this 'was his Will and good Pleaſure' ſo to do. 2. It

worthy of all Praiſe 5 The ﬁrﬅ is, from his Intereﬅ
in and ſuperiority overall Things, by his creating of
the ſame, for thou lay? treated all Things 5 and ſo he
being the great Maﬅer, and Potter of all Things in

appeareth from this, that Men will never rightly
Is it not juﬅ that all ſhould aſcribe Glory, and .Praiie God till his Soveraignity over them be con-o

\Vork of Creation, and to be read onthe Cr'eature:

Honour, and Power to him? And is it not moﬅ ceived aright and acknowledged; 'end that his Will
reaſonable that that Relation of his ſhould be acknow and Pleaiure is enough to ﬅop our reaſoning when
ledged by all? Where we ſee, that though the we cannot come to ſatisﬁe our ſelves in his proceed
YVoik of Crcation be paﬅ many Thouſand-Years ing. The want of this, maketh camal Reaſon to

ſnce, yet may it be, and ought it- to be a freſh fret, as if the Holy One were to be botTnded and limit
Ground of Praiſe unto the end of the World. ed in his preceeding: Whereas, if we did conſi-n
der, that he giveth account of none of his matter',

Alſo, we ſee that where the Work of creation is
rightly conſidered, Souls will neier want ground of
Praiſe. And laſtly, that theſe who are aﬀected with
the Glory of God himſelf, will be diſcerning matter
of Praiſe and Admiration in all his VVorks and in
every creature which will be again turned about to
his Praiſe.
T H s 'ſecond Reaſon of their Praife, is in theſe
Words, andfor thy ﬂed/are they are and 'were ere
ated : Which in ſum is this, not only were all'l'hings
created by Thce, btit when there was no tie upon thee
to make them, Thou or' thy good pleaſure thought

and that it becometh not Man to Reaſon with God;
Ram. 9. 20. nor the Potſheards of the Earth to ﬅrive
with their Maker, this would put all to ſilence. And
upon this ground, man odhold
(Lieﬅions
may bewhen
an ſ
make
Man mutable
ſwered, as, Why did
1
he might have conﬁrmed him in Innocency, as he
did the Elect Angels? Why was he made ſo, ſeeing
he ſoreltncw his Fall? lNhy were ſo many created
and in ſuch a Poﬅure as the Lord knew'would bring
upon themſelves Deﬅruction P Why are not all

ſaved by Chriﬅ? Why hath he made an abſolute
ﬁt to do ſo, and when thou might have done in Decree of Rcprobation concerning many? And
'

'
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ſuch like. There can no other Anſwer be given his own Almighty Power, and thundering to ex
but this, even ſo it pleaſed him to do, and that which ecute his YV rath on Enemies, as well as for the
is in the Text, for bis pleaſure all thing: were trea creating of Things; and for carrying on the Work
lad;

And this Soveraigrty of God, which camal

of Grace, he hath ſeven Spirits to ſpread the everlaﬅ-_

Reaſon ſo much murmur againﬅ, is here a main ing Gofpel.
ground of Praiſe, and that whereby he is exalted, as
4. TH E - Lord's great ſhot in all this, is,
being thereby glorious and inſinitely above all his to get praiſe to himſelf, and to give matter
creatures. 3. The aſierting of this Sveraignty of of a Song to his Attendants. Theſe four gener
God, is a Doctrine well becoming the Church, als are clearly held out in the Chapter, however
whatever others think of it ; and it is ever comfort we expound theWords. And it is comfortable,
able and refreſhful to his People, and a Ground of that his Praiſe, and our Song are ſo joyned to
Song to themr becauſe there can be nothing more gether, that what is matter of the one, is alſo matter
ſatisfying to them than his good Pleaſure. And we of the other.
ſuppoſe, that the oppoſing, or fretting at this Doc
Smrzdly, SOMETHING in the Servants of God,
trine of God's Soveraignty, will be found to be no is holden forth, however we look on theſe Bcaﬅs

great evidence of the Diſpoſition of one who is a and Elders. I. Their Nature and (lualiiications are
Child of God, nor to proceed from that native and here holden out, and how they are ﬁtted with Eyes
kindly reſpect to God, which ought -t0 be in Crea before, and behind, and within, each of them with
tures eſpecially in Believers, The acknowledging and ﬁx YVings, and with ſeveral ſhapes, ſome being like
raiſing ofwhich, is here a great part of the' Church's A Lion, ſome like a Calf, ſome having a Face as
Vork.
a Man, ſome like a ﬂying Eagle; in which their
T H r-: general Scope of the Viſion looketh to furniture for their Work, and their activity in it,
theſe two, 1. To ſhew ſomething of God. 2. and their humble, ſerious, watchful and ſpeed
manner of going about it, is ſet out: Whic
something in the Servants of God.
Firﬅ, SoMETHiNG of God.

And hence, Obſ ſhould be a pattern to Believers howzto walk in all

1. .His abſolute andxſovetaign Dominion in Heaven commanded Duties, and pieces of ſervice.
and Earth: Which we gather from the Similitude
2. T H 1-2 R a is here holden out the great dignity it'ſelf, he ſitteth- one-Throne, and hath all theſe & happineſs of God's Servants, & attendants however
attendants waiting on him; and from the Song, we expound the Word's, this is clear, that tobehis
brought in to point at this as the Scope, which ſhew Servants, is a great Priviledge; they ſit on Thrones,
eth the great end God had and hath before him, in they wear Crowns, they are clothed in white Rab
creating and preſerving all Things. It is to ſhew ment, they are all Kings and Prieﬅs to God, Cþap.
himſelf Glorious, from this ground of his abſolute v. lO. they are as the Angels, they attend on him,
and have places among them that ﬅand by, Zecb. iii.
Dominion over all creatures.
2..No'r only is he a ﬅately King on the 7. It is the compleating of our happineſs, to have
Throne, but he exerciſcth his Dominion; he hath liberty to look upon God ﬁtting on his Throne.
made all, and he ſuﬅainethpll for his good Plcaſure, The Queen of Sbtba ſaith, that Salaman's Servants
and ſitteth on the Throne ever executing his Pleat were bleﬅ that got liberty to behold his Face,
ure; and the World never wanteth a Governor, and

as long as this King ſitteth on the Throne; and
as there is aSoveraign God, there is alſo aSoveraign
Providence in all the World, but more eſpecially in the
Church.
3. Hrs being well furniſhed with Means and
Inﬅruments for doing his Work, is held forth:

here his Words, but O how much more

happy are they, who Day and Night reﬅ not,
but are always taken up in beholding and pmiſing
God! For, a greater than Solomon is here.
3. We

are here taught,

what

ſhould' be,

and is in ſome Meaſure the grmt Task and
Work of the Servants of God. and of all that
Therefore he is ſaid to have ſuch attendants, ﬁtted inroll themſelves under that Title and Name,
with Wings and Eyes, And Chap. v. tr. He hath that is, Day and Night to be taken up with
ten thouſand times ten thouſand, and thoufands of magnifying of God, to be making his Praiſe
* thouſands of Angcls to execute his commands, round Glorious, Pſa/m lxvi. 2. Which is to make it
about, and before his Throne: Theſe glorious. Illuﬅrious, and that by a native way of going
Spirits wait on Directions from him, and are ready about it. Again, here is holden forth the manner
to do his Commandments, in caring, and providing how we ſhould go about it, to wit, with humility and

[or his Church; And he hath alſo beſide Angels, reverence, with chearfulneſs andv zeal, laying all
ne
>U
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we have before Chriﬅ's Feet, acknowledging all we
have received, to ﬂow from him giving him the
Glory of it imploying all, ſo as may moﬅ rontributc
to malt him egreat that ﬁttcth upon the Throne.

' Lq/l/y, TH ERE

Chaps.

that cometh from under the Throne, that they can
not hold their peace, but it is their continual refreſh
ment, Night and Day to be ſpeaking and praiſing.

In aVVord, it ſaith this, That it is agood Thing
is the delightſomneſs, and to be Chriﬅ's Servants, and that his Service is a

heartſomneſs of this Task: Though they reﬅ not ſweet Work, and it will be known ere._,long how
Day nor Night, it is not a weariſome Work; for, good aThing it was to be Chriﬅ's, and to be his

it is ſinging': And his ſaying they' rgﬅ not, is not
to hold out any Burdcn, Yoke or reﬅraint laid on
them: But to hold out the bendedneſs of their Spirit
within, with Love and Joy, that they cannot reﬅ ;,
it is ( ſo to ſpeak ) an eaſe to be venting it in Praiſe.
- There is ſuch Joy and Chearfulneſs from that Wine

Servants; and how happy a Life it- will be, to be
praiſing him. It were good ſome touches of it were
warming our Hearts before Hand,and that we had the

proof and experience of it, what it is. The Lord
give us to know it.

\

LECTUREip
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H

A

P." v.

Nl Iſhw in the right Hand of him that ſot 'on the Throat, 'Booh writtm within,
and on iho hath-ſide ﬅaled with Sea/r.
2. And Iſhw aﬅrong Angel protliziming with a loud Vain, Who is worthy to open th' Book, and

Vcrſe,

1.

'o looﬅ the Soals thereof?
3. And no [Want/1 Heaven, 'nor in Earth, neither remit-r the Earth, was able 'to open the But,
' neither to looh thereon.

4. lad 1 wept much hetauſ: no Mart was ſound worthy to open, and to read the Booh, neither t'
look thee-ton.

5. And one of 'he Elder: ſhith unto me, Iſ/kp not: Behold, the Lion of the trihe of Judah, th'
root ty" David, hath prevailed to opmthe Book, and to looſe the ſown' Soal: thereof.
6. And 1 hcheld, and lo, in the mitﬄ of the Throat, and o/ thefour Bed/Is, and in ths midﬅ oſthe

Elder: ﬅood aLamh a: it had been/lain, having ſet/on Horm, and ſow/t Eyes, 3whith are the ſeven 'Spirits
of God ſent forth into all the Earth.
7. And he tame and too! the Book out of th: right Hand ty" him that ſht upon the Throne.

A N this Chapter, the Preparation
to the following Revclation
goeth on: And in it he who
was deſcribed in the former
Chapter to ſit upon the Throne,
is here repreſented as havinga

®

ſhew the ſpecial oﬃce of our Lord Jeſus Chriﬅ, who
vbeing upon his Fathers ſecrets, doth reveal 'ſo much
of the ſame to the Church as is uſeful for her; and
that without him there is no acceſs to the Know
ledge of the ſame. Thirdh, It is to make way

to the more clear Underﬅanding of the Prophcſies

feeled Book in his Hand, which following, according to the Mould wherein they
'none in Heaven not Earth can unfold btit jeſus are rcvealed: For it could not be underﬅood what

'Chriﬅ the Mediator, who, for his Churehes good, were intended by the opening of the xﬁrﬅ, ſecond,
doth the ſame, which is turned to be matter or third Seals, &it. were it not that-here God is
of praiſe, in the laﬅ part of the Chapter. The repreſented, as having aBook with ſoxmany Soals in

Scope of all tendeth eſpecially to theſe three. Fi'ﬅﬁhis Hand.
To ſhew the abſolutencſs, determinateneſs and
W a may take up the Chapter in theſe three
I

particularncſs of God's Decrees in all events that parts. 1. Therev is a Viſion ſeen, to wit, 11 Bad
concern the Church: 'Which with him are, as it in the right Hand of him that ſat upon the Throne,
were, wiitten in a ſealed

-

Book.

sway, To &to. Verfe I.

2. There are ſome Circumﬅances

expteﬃng

- ->>-T__
\
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expreſſmg both the 'Diﬃculty and Poﬃbility of at known to God, yet are they unkown to creatures,
taining to the Under-ﬅanding of what is written with till they be particularly 'revealed by him, or in
in the ſame : This followeth unto the eight Verſe. his Providence brought to paſs. Again, this Book
3. From that unto theEnd, isſet down a moﬅ ex

is ſea'ed with ſeven Sea/r:

Which is pirtly- to

oellent Song of Praiſe, aswe will ſee in the words.
ſhew the exceeding great Depth of God's ſeerct
T H I ﬁrﬅ Part, to wit, the 'Viﬁon of the Book, Counſel, whereu nto none can reach, ſeeing it is not
hath four things remarkable in it. As for the only ſealed with one Seal, but with ſeven; and
Throne, whatis, and who it is that ﬁtteth thereon, eſpecially this Number is ſo delinite, becauſe the
we heard .thereofin the former Chapter; and therefore following principle Viſions do ſo much conſiﬅ of
may now proceed to theſe'fourthings here ſet down. ſevens: For, the Number of the Seals of this
Firﬅ, It is-called a Bad/i : This is not literally tobe Book doth diﬅinguiſh the Steps of' this ﬁrﬅ prin
underﬅood, as if God had uſe of Books, more than cipal Proplieſy. To clear it, we muﬅ know that
he hath material Throues, or Hands; but ( as was in theſe Times their Books were not like ours now,

ſhown on Chap. iii. wrﬅ 5.) it is after the man but generally were long Scroles of Parchment rolled
ner of Men, to ſhew how particularily and orderly up on aStick, aswe may gather from the Writings
all things are determined by God, asif they were of the Old Teﬅament : In reſpect of which Form,
particularly inſerted and recorded ina Book. By this one Part of the Scroll might be rolled up, then ſcal
Book here, is not underﬅood God's Providence in ed; after that, another Part rolled up, and that

general, nor yet his ſpecial Purpoſe in reference to likewiſe ſealed, and ſo forth, till there might be ſeven

his Elect; but his Dectees. concerning the ſpecial Parts, and ſeven ſeveral Seals:

And therefore theſi

Eventsthat were to befal his GoſpelChurch. In opening of the ﬁrﬅ Seal, would only admit one to
_ a Word, it is this ſame Revelation: For what is read that part of the Scroll, until he came to the ſe
afterward revealed to John, is by opening one of cond, and again there were no reading of what fol
theſe seals, and thelaﬅ Seal will he found to com lowed, until the ſecond were opened, &it. Of this
prehend both the Trumpets and Vials, as We will Sort is this Book mentioned here, For, Chap. vi.
ﬁndin the Progreſs. The ſecond Circumﬅance, is, new
we ſmViﬁon,
that the
opening thtre
of every
Sealunderﬅanding
giveth ſome
andſſthat
is no
that this B'ah is written within and on the hath/Mr,
that is, in a Word it is all ﬁlled up, there is no thereof till the diﬅinct and ſeveral Seals be opened.
blank in the ſame: For, blown to God are all his
T H n ſecond part of the Chapter, which con
works from the beginning, Acts xv. 18. and no cerneth the opening of the Book, and maketh way
new occurrence, which is ſo as to Men, doth put for expreſﬁng the Honour' of the Mediator, follow
the Lord to take any hew Counlel, or to make any eth in the next ſix Yerſes. Wherein, Firﬅ, There
new Decree( for, to ſay ſo, there is no blank in his is aProclamation made, to ﬁnd out ſome ﬁr Perſon
Regiﬅer, to contain the ſame) but all things were to open the ſame, verſe 2, Secondly, There is a
concluded of oldin his Counſel, and accordingly 'in Diſappointmeng'wrﬁ 3. Thirdly, There is Yohn"

Time are brought to paſs. Thirdly, This Book is exceeding great Heavineſs and Weightneſs therewith,
- ſaid to be in his right Hand : Which ſheweth, r. verſe 4.. Fourthly, There is Confolation agiinﬅ the
That there are none ace'ell'ory to his Counſel, but ſame, ﬁrﬅ, intimated, and thereafter ſeen, verſe;
himſelf; to', he took Counſel of none. 2. That 5. 6. .
.
hahimſelf is Maﬅcrof his own Purpoſes, and there
T H7E Proclamation, 'verſe 2. Is in theſe words,
is none that can alter his Decrees, or change any of Iſaw aﬅro/lg Ingcl, prarlaiming with a loud I'izirt,
his Purpoſes; for, the Book is in his own Hand. who is worthy to oþm the Baah, and to [ne/t the Sea/r

3, .It ſhewezh, that what he hath once in his Wiſ thereof .P 'l'his Proclamation is not made as if
'dom concluded, he doth by his Power pro:eed to there were an Expectation to. ﬁnd any creature
execute, and that ſo as heeannot be fruﬅrated of his b whom this might be done; but by putihg
_End ; thereſoreis he ſaid to have it in his right ail' creatures to it,( and thereby declaring their
Hand: VVhic-h ſheweth both his admirable Dexte Inſuﬃciency ) the greater way is made for the
rity and Omnipotency that are ex rciſed in execut Glory of Chriﬅ, the Mediator, the Pcrſurmer
in 'the ſame. The ſourth Circumﬅance is, this thereof. The Party , proclaiming , is, an ſings! :
Book is ſealad with ſeven Sealr : - sealed, That is, For even theſe admire God's way with his Church,
and unconceivable to any, as the and deſire the Unfolding of the ſame. It is a
Words following do clear, and as myl be gather-7 ﬂrmg Angel, to ſhew the Conccrnmcnt or' the
ed from
mix. it. Although
things be
M m
thing

undiſcernable

a

.
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thing proclaimed, and that even the moﬅ excellent made him thus to weep; but canceiving the thing'
Anwels
it their
to be ſerviceable
to DGod count
in the
AﬃtirsHappineſs
oſ his Church;
allo lt

to be uſeſul to the Church, it,did aﬀect him much
to ſee the ﬁckleneſs of all Creacures,; and Mens

Emptineſs iu particular, ſor all their boaﬅing' of"
comparing this with the 5.. and 6 ſi'erſi'r, we their attaining to the Knowledge of ſo great Miſ
may ſee that by Bmﬅr, are neither underﬅood any teries: Yet there may be ſome-Inﬁrmity in this
of the Hoﬅ of Angels in general, nor ſomelpe Exceſs, by his thinking the thing deſperate, be*

maketh the thing proclaimed more obſervable. By

cial Angels, ( as ſome allege ) oſ a more. eminent cauſe it was impoſſible to creatures, and his over
Degree: For they are oppoſed to this ﬅrong looking the Oﬃce and Excellency of the Media
Angel, \ who yet muﬅ be underſtood to be of L tor, who can do when all others give it over:

minency amongﬅ them. Again, the Matter pro

XVhich is a Fault too often incident to Believerr

daimed is obſervable, which is not, \_Vho is able to
T H a ſourth Step, is 'verſe 5. Where the Con
open. the Book, (97. but, who is war-fly, or meet, ſolation beginneth: For the Lord ſuﬀereth not'

to do the ſame? And this, upon the one1 btde,.' Job/1 to weep long, even though his Inﬁrmity
is to put a Daſh upon all creatures, as being un had occaſioned his own Heavineſs. The Conſola
worthy and unmt et to pry into God's secrets tion' hath two Parts; Thev ﬁrﬅ is,_by. ſending;
iinmediatelyſand on the other bide, it doth- ex_ good Ncws, or glad Tidings unto J'ai-r', ver/2 5.
cecdingly commend the Mediator, who alone. lS The ſecond is,. by making him a Beholder of a
found to be ſuch. This is done with a load Voice, conſortable Sight, wr/Z o, and 7. wherein he ſeeth
that thereby the Mouths of all creatures may be that to be performed, which wastoid. unto him..
ﬅoPFGd, and that this ſingular VVorthmeLs of the
I N theſe glad Tidings we may conﬁder,-.F.irﬅ,.
Mediator, and this his peculiar Priviledge might be the Carrier; Sccondly, the Comſort 5, Third] ,'.thc.
afterward ſound to be the more unqueﬅionable. _ ground thereof. The Carrier, is one of'thbfyldm'r
A ſecond Circumﬅance. is, the Anſwer of this that is, as was expounded in the former Chapter,

Proclamation, or the Eﬀect which ſoll/owed upon ſome private Profeſſor or Member of the Church,
it; Which may - be gathercd ſrom loſe 3. and whom in way oſ Viſion God maketh uſe of to'
m man in bed-um, nor in the cart/1, mr under rlyt help and confort John in this his Heavineſs and
earth, was able to open the Book, Nay, nor t' [oak Inﬁrmity: And what is here inViﬁon, may be.
thereon; This is plain, and ſheweth that not one oſtcn really performed in the Church. From which'
of all the Creatures, even oſ the moﬅ excellent. we may gather, I. That the ﬅrongeﬅ of God's

Angels in Heaven, none of the Men in Earth,
nor Devils in Hell can reveal God's ſecret Coun
ſel till it he dohe by. the Mediator: Nay, tþ'y
could not Ital- thereon; Which is an. Aggravatton
of
in this
thatBook,
Reſpect:
For their
theyſſDulneſs
were ſo andlgnorance.
far ſrom opening
that

Scrvants may have their great ﬁts oſ Heavineſs
and Weeping, and'their Miﬅakes of his Diſpenſations and be ready to count things much more

detperate than they are. 2. The Lord is tender'
of his Peoples Heavineſs, even 'when it- is out of In

ﬁrmity. 3. His Comſorts are ſeaſonably triﬅed, and'
they could not look upon the ſame: And it" it often then are they moﬅ near and reſreſhſul,_- when
be thus in the Works of common Providence, what Men think things moﬅ deſperate. 4.. He may
could all creatures have attained to in the uptak make uſe of an Inﬅrument for the conforting of'
ing of the great Myſtery. oſGodlineſs, God mem another ; and when the ﬅrong are overmaſterpd:
fe/z'rd in the Fleſh, &32. had not the Lord thought. with Heavineſs, he'can ﬅir up weak Profeſiors to
ſame?
i
prove comſortable to them.. And in the laſt place,.
g'ood
T Hto Ereveal
third the
thing,
Verſe 4. is, jolm's
Heavineſs,
more particularly we may ſee, ,That weak Proſeſ
becauſe oſ that apparent Impoﬂibihy, And: 1 wept ſors may ſometimes be more comforted in the uſe-5
'am/2, becauſe no Man was found worthy to open, and. making of Chriﬂ's Oﬃces, and in' exerciſing Faith;
to read the. Book, neither to lookt/num. Which doth. on him, than great Teachers :. Who b ſeeking
ſet. forth, 1.. That yobn did eﬅeem the Under twexerciſe their Light Invention, and eaſon tov
ﬅanding oſwhatwas- within this Book to be of. ſatisſy themſelves in things that are dark, may have.
great VVorth. 2. That. he did exceedingly long many Diſappointments therein,.and Heavineſs 'ſol
to underﬅand the ſame.. 3_. That he ſeemednovm lowingthereon, ſo longas the Mediator is not im
to 'be Hopeleſs of attaining this, 4. That. this ployedt; whereas the ſimple tender-Believer, that an
Diſappointment was ſad and heavy_to him. _It ﬁrﬅ looketh to him ſor anſwering of all Diﬃculties,

is not like. that it was Yo/m's. Curioſity, which may havemuch Pcaceandchearfulncſa.
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ſ Sgzondly, T H E particular Comfort is 'expreſſed,
riſe-as, 'Motth xxii. nerſi 42. Es'r. to wit, how the
weep not : Which ſheweth both that that was not Meſliah could be both David's Son, and David's
the Duty which ohn was called unto, though for Lord. It is ſaid, He hath prevailed to open the Book,
the Time hedi let out himſelf therein-5 andalſo &ſo. which intimateth many Diﬃculties that the

that there wasnot ſuch Ground for the ſame as 'he
ſuppoſed.
A N D becauſe ſimple. Directions will not prevail
to comfort theſe that are heavy. 'In the third Place,

Mediator had to overcome 'in the executing of his
Oﬃce; and yet withal, a moﬅ full Victory, that
now this couragious Lion by his dying had obtained
over them all, So that there could be nothing ai

'he giveth the Ground of this, Behold ( ſaith he) th: ledged why he ſhould not poſſeſs the Priviledges
Lz'on of the Trihe of j'ndah, the root of David, hath that were due to the Mediator.
,
prevailed -to open the Booh, and to [coﬅ tho Sealr'thtrc
T H a other Part of the Conſolation, is, by malt

of:

Which is in ſum, thou mayeﬅ be comforted ing John in Viſion to behold the performing of

and ﬅay thy weeping 5 for, though no Creature be this, 'verſe 6, and 7. Wherein, LFOh'I'S looking is
able to open the Book, yet the Mediator can and mentioned, and I beheld, (ſaith he that is, having

will fully do that Buſineſs. He beginneth this with ſo good News told me, I revived( as it were )again,
a Behold, thereby to 'rouze up _'7ohn with the glad and looked to him that fat upon the Throne, to ſee
Tidings that he was to tell him, and alſo to make it their might beany Hopes of that which former
what was ſaid to, be the more to be obſerved, lyI ſuppoſed to bedeſperate. 2. It is marked what
and the-Patty ſpoken of, the more to be admired. he ſaw after he had looked 3 and becauſe the Viſion
This Party who openeth the Book, muﬅ be no' is wonderful, there is juﬅly a Lo preﬁxed unto it.

mean Perſon, ſeeing he doth what no creature This Viſion is, in general, a Viſion of Jeſus Chriﬅ
in Heaven, nor Earth could do; and ſo is con

the Mediator, whom now Yohn ſeeth, to his great

tra-diﬅinguiſhed from them. He is here expreſl'ed
b ' two Titles: The_ﬁrﬅ is, He vis the Lion of
the Trill: of 7na'ah: This ſeemeth to _be taken
from Gtn. xlix. 9. where j'udnh is ſaid, vto'tonth

Comfort and Satisfaction, to be the Performer of that
which formerly he thought deſperate. And becauſe
he is a ſingular Perſon, he is ſeveral ways deſcribed

in theſe two Verſcs. Firﬅ, he is calleda La/nh 3 this

down a: a Lion, and as an old Lion: _ who ſhall is a Title ordinarily given to Jeſus Chriﬅ in_the Goſ
rozzze him up? And this is attributed to him, 1. pel of John : And we conceive,_'it is eſpecially for

To ſhew that he is of the Stock and Linage of theſe two Reaſons, r. To expreſs Chriﬅ Jeſus his
Judah,
Shiloh, Quctaliﬁ
ſpoken prieﬅly Oﬃce, and his oﬀering of himſelf a Sacriﬁce
of there.and2.theTovery
pointMeſliah,
out the orexcellent
for his People : Therefore ordinarily, when he get
cations wherewith our Lond Jel'us is furniſhed teth that Title, ſomething isadded thereunto, as, to
ſor the Undertaking and proſecuting of the moﬅ tal-e away the Sin: of the Wirld, to he ﬂain, Es'o. as
dangerous Exploits, if ſo his Peoples Need call even herein this ſame Verſe; which Expreſſtons do
for the ſame. He is indeed ſucha bold Lion as palpably relate to his Sacriﬁce and oﬀering. 2. It is
never drew back for a Strait: And as none can to ſhew his Mildneſs ( to ſpeak ſo ) in Reference to his
rouze him up but to their own Prejudice. So none People : For although he be a Lion, in the former
can expect otherwiſe to be dealt with, that riſe Verſe, in reſpect of his Undertakings for them againﬅ
up againﬅ him.

The ſecond word,

is,

He is Enemies 5 yet, in his dealing with them, he is more

tho "oot of David : This is taken, as would ſeem gentle than any Lamb, and this is mentioned as one
from Z/a. xi. 'Mr/I' I. where he is called a rod this High-prieﬅ's Properties, Hell. vii. 26. that he is
out ry the Sti/n of Yeﬃ, and a Branch out gſhſr holy, harmleﬅ, or Illeſs, &Ft. which is no little Com
Roots; So that if we look upon Chriﬅ as Man mendation of him to his People. In a word he
and come of David, he is and out o/ the Ste/n ry" is a Lion to purchaſe and conquer, and a Lamb
Ygﬄi, (57. or, if we look upon him in a more ſpi in diſpenſing what he hath purchaſed to his
ritual and miﬅical Senſe, as he is God "Man, Me People. Secondly, He is ſaid to be a: it had boon
diator and head ofhis Church, in this Reſpect ﬂain: So is here preſented to jo'hnin Viﬁon; thar
he is the not of David, becauſe ſo, David as a it may appear by what Means he thus prevail
Member, hath his Beinrr from him; In which ed to obtain ſuch Priviledges for his Churches
reſpect, Chap. xxii. w'ſi 16. the Lo'rd doth ﬅile Good, to wit, it is by his dying, and giv
himſelf both the root and oﬀ-ﬃrjng of David. And ing his Life for his Sheep: and upon this ground
this two fold Conſiderution of Chriﬅ, is the; only ( John x. 17. ) it is ſaid , that the Father loveth

way to looſe that Queſtion which puzled the Pha-' him, that is, accepteth of him ; approvcthof him in
M m 2
' the'

a
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the Diſcha-rge of the Oﬃce of _Mediator; and
as he as the Son of God was neceﬂartg beloved with
out Reſþect to this, ſo we ought to 'itccm much of
what Chriſt hath revcalod to us m the Goſpel, and
of what he revcaleth tp us it) the. ſame Prophecy;
For, by his Death he made Way to have. the ſame
revealcd unto us. Tbirdly, This Lamb lS placed m

Chap. '5.

tbatſat upon 'be Throne: This could not but be a
comfortable Sight to John, who having formerly
given over the Caſe as deſperate, doth now ſee this
lovely Lamb proceed ſo- far in the diſcovering of what
was contained in this Book. And here we have, Finſl,

The three Perſons or' the hol
holden ſorth: For, there is, 1.

the mid/I of the Throne, that is, he is a Partakertoſ with the Book in his Hand:

Tn'nity diﬅinctly
ne upon the Throne

2. There is the Lamb:

the ſame Glory and Dominion and Authority with 3. There are the ſeven Spirits of God diﬅinct ſrom.
the Father, as he is God, and is admitted to his right the ſormcr two, and all theſe on the ſame Throne.
Hand, and to Glory and Majeﬅy, far above every Smmi/y, We may ſee the three Oﬃces of the Media
Name that-is in Heaven and in Earth, as he is Media tor, holden forth here: For, t. That heisa Lamb
tor. And it is in ſum, what is aﬂerted, Clmpnn. 21. ﬂain, ſigniﬁeth his Pricﬅly Oﬃce. 2. That he is
Alſo, he is in the midﬅ qf t/reﬂmr Beaﬅs, and ﬂmr upon the Throne, and hath Horns and Power, doth
and twenty Elder; : Which ts not ſo: nought ex hold forth his Kingly Oﬃce. 3. That he taketh the
preſied; But, as it doth ſhew, I. HlS Dlgnrty and B)ok to open, and to revml God's Mind to his
Glory- beyond them: So, 2. It ſhewcth his Preſence Church, is an expreſs Evidence of his being Pro
in the Church, upon the ſame Throne with the Fa pbet.
FROM all that is ſpoken, two Things are mainly
ther, that thereby his People may
the more bold
in their Approaches unto God by hnn,_ſec1ng they to be obſerved, 1. That the Lord hath aſpecial over
want not a Fricnd always preſent in that Court. ruling Providence over all Things that concern his
For this End alſo, he is ſaid to be ﬅandmg, ſome Church. There is nothing that falleth out, which
way to declare- his Readineſs to execute what m ay is new to him, but what he hath determined and
tend to his Peoplcs Ediﬁcation and Conſolanon; For, written down, as it were, before the beginning of the
as a painful shepherd, he ﬂnndeth to
the Flock, World. This is a great Conſolation to his Church,
Meal; 5. Vc'ſe 4. Hurt/dy, He rs_ſa1d to haveſt-vm there is no Enemy that doth riſe up, againﬅ her, nor
Ilornr andﬅom Eyes, and theſe again, are expounded any Hereſy that brealteth out among her Members,
to be the eve/1 Spirit: rﬀ God,
fort/5 um all lb' nor any Event that occaſionally ſhe ſoemeth to meet
Earl/7; gy theſe, no created Thing can be under with, but theſe were fully determined by the Lord,
ﬂood ; For, that which is the Lamb's Power or beſhre the beginning oſ the World.
Horns, muﬅ be Omnipotcnt 3 thatwhrch is hlS Eye,
I N the ſecond Part of the Words, we ſee of what
muﬅ be Omniſcient; and that WhlCh lS through all excellent Worth the Mediator is be ond all Crmtures
the Earth, muﬅ be Omnipreſent: This therefore in Haven and Earth, how great ced there is of
muﬅ be underﬅood of the third Perſon of the holy him, and how wretched and miſerable we would be
Trinity, as was expounded, Chap. r. 4. _ and Cþap. without him. All the moﬅ glorious creatures in
iv. 5. Here he is called, m reſpect of his mantſold Heaven beſide, and all the Fulneſs of the Earth could
Operations, ſeven fly-m and from Eye: of the Lamb, not give us Ground of comfortable worſhipping be
becauſe or that Order of' Operation that lS among the fore God, if there were not a Mcdiator. We may
Perſons of the bleſiizd Trinity, whereof we ſpoke m ſee alſo, that the great Cauſe of his Peoples Heartleſ
the Places formerly cited._ The laﬅ Part of the De neſs, is, That he is not acknowledged in their Straits.
ſcription recorded here, is, In Vtr;/Z_ 7. where thc O how excellent a One is the Mediator! and O how

Lamb's advancing ( as it were) to
that ﬁtteth happy a Thing' were it continual] to be improving
upon the Throne, and his actual takutg the Book out him. Lord, teach us that; An tohim be haile
of his Hand to open the ſame, ts expreſled, And þ: for ever. Amen.
h- .. .__=.='* _.
n'- 9,
. '1 't
0.?
.
tame and not tþ: Book out yf 'be rzgbt Hand yf; bme
i i' - Jgxxﬂsﬀq
,z'

LEoTuRErL
Verſe 8.

And when be had taken tip' Bad', 'be fora- Bag/It, and four mid twenty Elder: ſſd] daw"

w" th' Lamb NNW' "w m e/ tim- Harar. and colde' nd: full e/ odom, wln'r m tle
Prayer: zf the Saints.

9. And i

Chap. 5'.
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9. And they ſieng a new Song, ſaving, Thou art worthy to tahe the Booh, and to open the Sea/r
thereofi for then waﬅ ﬅain, and heat redeemed us to God by thy Blood, out of every' Xindred, and
ﬁngtee, and People, and Nation:
10. And haﬅ made a; unto our God, King: and Prieﬅr: and we ſhall reign on the Earth.
ll. And I beheld, and I heard the Voiee of many Angel: round ahont the Throne, and the Beaﬅr,
and the' Eldersz- and the number of them was ten thouſitnd time: ten thoaſhnd, and thou/Find: of thou
12. Saying with a lond- l'biee, ton-thy i: the Lamb that was ﬅain, toJreeei-ve Power, and Richly,
ﬁzndr;
and ſI/iſdo'n, and Strength,- and Honour, and Glory, and Bleſſing.
13. And every creature 'which is in Heaven, and on the Earth, and under the Em-th, and ſi/(h

ar-are in the Sea, and all that are in them, heard I, ﬂying, Bleſſing, Honour, Clay, and Pore-e,
be unto him that ﬂtte'th upon the Throne, and unto the Lamb for ever and ever.
14. And the four Beaﬅsſhid, d'nen. And the ſour and twenty Elder: je/l down and 'warſhtþþtd him
that Iivethſor ever and ever.

T

HIS is the third Part' of' the. Chapter, Again, their Work here, is, Not only to praiſe,
and expreﬂeth the main' Scope of what but to pray; For the have Vials full of Odour,
went before, to wit, the exalting of the as well as Harps, Ver' 8.

And they are ſaid to

This is caﬅ in betwixthis be Sharcrs of Chriﬅ's spiritual Dominion, and to
takincr of the Book out of the Hand of him that ſat\ be Prieﬅs to him even on Earth: Yea, their
upon Dthe Throne, and'his proceeding actually to open spiritual Prieﬅhood will moﬅ properly agree to
the ſame, that this ſingular Work of the Mediator that, accordingto the uſual Application thereof
may be made the more obſervable. The Occaſion in Scripture. Theſe redeemed, are ſaid to fall down
of the Song, is in the beginning of Verſe 8. And beſore? the Lamb: _Which is to ſhew their humble
when he had-taken the Book, &c. that is, when by and reverend way of going about this Work of
this appearing of the Mediator in his _0ﬃce they had praiſe, and was ſpoken of, Chap. iv. Verſi to.
Ground to expect the opening up of the-within-conr Leﬅly, They are furniſhed for this Work, Hav
Mediator.

tained Myﬅerics, Then they praiſe

ing every one of them Harpr and golden Vial: full

T H 2 Praiſe it ſelf may be taken up in three of Odonrr, or ,Incenſe, which are the Prayer: of

Parts, according to- the ſeveral Parties that take part

the Saints ; This ſheweth their Fittedneſs and Readi

For, r. The redeemed Church begin, and neſs for the Work 5 And it is done in Expreﬃ
they ſing, -in the laﬅ Part of the 8. Verﬅ, and in the ons borrowed from the Ceremonial Worſhip un
9, and to, Verſer. Then, 2. The Angels follow, dcr the Old Tcﬅament, when yet the Scope is to
Verſe u, and 12; In the third Place, All creatures expreſs the spiritual Worſhip that is given to,
therein.

are brought in joyning in this Song, Ve'ſe 13. And God under the Goſpel; By Hair), are under
becauſe the Redeemcd have moﬅ Intereﬅ in, and Obli ﬅood Inﬅruments for Praiſe, as is frequent in the

gation to the Mediator, whoſe Praiſe is peculiarly ex

Pſalms;

And we will ﬁnd the Saints in their

preſſcd here, Therefore, as they begin, ſo they cloſe, chearſul Condition ( Chap. xv. 2. ). ſo deſcribed.

This ſheweth aWarmneſs and Bendedneſs of Heart,
N the ﬁrﬅ Part, Fz'r , The Redeemedv Church ready to burﬅ 'out in the Praiſe: of the Mediator,
are deſcribed in reference to this Work, Ver/e 8. Se and to make Melody thereby within themſelves
midly, Their Praiſe is expreﬂed, Ve/ſe 9, and 10. before him 3 Which is more acceptable to him,

Vere 14.

In their Deſcr' tion they are called ſour Beaﬅs, and

and comfortable

to them,

than the Swcetneſs of

twenty four E err:
hereof we ſpoke in the for any material Inﬅrument whatſoever, as Eph. v. 19.
and Col.
16. in
where
are which
commanded
to
mer Chapter, and ſhew that by them, moﬅ probably praiſc
withiii. Graee
oar we
Heartr,
may-A well
is holden forth the Miniﬅers and Profeﬂ'ors or Chriﬅ's
Militant Goſpel-Church; and this Place doth con

ﬁrm the ſame: For, they arexcontradiﬅinguiſhcd
from Angels, Ver/&11. and are ſaid to be redeemed
and made Kings and Prieﬅs unto God, which agreeth
to all Believers-even upon Earth, as Chap.. r. 'one 6.

be the Thing ﬁgniﬁed by theſe Harps, Beſidc
this, They have golden Vial: full of Odoarr, or In
cenſe. Intenſe was uſed in the Ceremom'al Wor- '
ſhip, when the People approached to oﬂer up
their Rcqueﬅs to God; Therefore we have (he
Word,
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Word, Pſal. cxli 2. Let my Prayer ly' ſel ﬂr/b
before t/m as [men/2: Via/5, are VeſiL-ls wherein
theſe were oﬀered; and ſo Vial: full of odours,
will ſignihe a Spiritual FillCdlrCſS with rhe Spirit
of Grace and Supplication (as is promifctl, Zerb,
atii. 10.) to pour out the Heart to God in Pray
er, as well as in Praiſe. They are two notable
(Lialiﬁcations of Believers; and it is ordinary both
in the Old and New 'I'eﬅament to underﬅand

by sacriﬁces and Oﬀerings, the moral Duties of

'go
'my Song it! b'ſi: Mutb, when by a new'and ſingular
Mercy, he had given him Matter thereof. 5.. It

is 're-w, as contradiﬅinct from the more Obſcure

Expreſlions of Praiſe that were under the Old
'l'eﬅamenL

Now, the Oﬃce of the Mediator be

ing more clear, and he having made himſelf more
known to his People, they accordingly expreſs his

Praiſe in a new Song. The Matter cxpreﬂ'ed, is,
Thou art 'worthy to tak the Book, and to open 'ire
Sea/r thtrrrſ,

that is, in ſum,

Thou art worthy

Praiſe and Prayer in the Days of the Goſpel. As to be Mediator, and to execute what belongeth to
>to
the laﬅ Part,
Words that Oﬃce. This looketh not to be very much,
following,
lVZ-zi-bctthisar'is conﬁrmed
the Prayersin the Saints:

at thc ﬁrﬅ, yet, there cannot be more ſaid.

For,

ould we if we will conſider, r. This Expreﬂion putteth him
know who theſe Bcaﬅs and Elders were who have beyond all creatures: For, none of them was ﬁxmd
theſe Vials? It is anſwered, They are Saints, worthy; and ſo by this, the acknowledge him
that is, Believers, Members of the Militant Church, to be beyond all. 2. This Expre on hath in it an Ac

Where two Things are anſwered,

1.

according to the uſual Acceptzion of the YVord:
And this conﬁrmeth the former Expoſition which
we gave of theſe Partics. Again, Would we know
what theſe Odours are which are in the Vials?

knowledge-ment oſ his Worthineſe and Fimeſsto be
l\ledi;ttor, and in all Things to have the &che
'minc-ncy, and a Name above every Name that
is named,

which is the greateﬅ conferred ſſGlorV

faith, They are 'be Prayers of that is conceivable, and more than Angels and Meh
Saints, that is, theſe Odours repreſent the Prayers are capable of, or can comprehend. 'La This Ex
of Saints: Which may either be underﬅood prellion implieth their hearty Aſient to God's con
indeﬁnitcly, as interpreting what is meaned by Od hituting of him in that Oﬃce, and their exult
ours in the General, and ſo all the Prayers of all ing to ſee him proſper and g'loriﬁed in the evecut
the Saints on Earth in general may be called Od ing of the-ſame: Which is a Thing well be
ours and Incenſe; or, we may take it with a coming a Member of Chriﬅ's Body, and a Sub
ſpecial Relation to this Place; and ſo the Od ject of his Kingdom; And is the greateﬅ length
ours here will ſigniﬁe the Prayers of the ſame they can come at, to wit, to be Aſſenters by their
Saints who had the Vials in ther Hands; And Acknowledgement of his Worth to God's advancing
thus they bring not properly the Prayers of 0 of him to this Dignity.
THE Grounds of the Praiſe follow in three
thers to oﬀer up to God (which yet were not
abſu'rd, conſidering that theſe oﬃcers were living Steps, the laﬅ being always more particular than
Saints ou- Earth) but, they bring their own Pray thc former, and an Eﬀect thereof. The ﬁrﬅ, is,
ers, even as by Harps is ligniried their own Ex For thou waﬅ ﬅain, that is, in the Execution of
preſſions of Praiſe, or the Praiſe expretled by them thy Oﬃce, and in obedience to the Father's' Will,
ſelves, as the Song following will clear. This thou haft fubmitted thy ſelf to Death, even'to a
therefore hath no Aﬃniiy at' all with the Popiſh violent Death, and accordingly hath ſuﬀered the
Doctrine
of the croſs
Intercellion
of Saints
departed,
twhich is utterly
to the Scope
of this
Place. ſame, and ſo thou wq/I ﬅain. This dying of an
The Text

accurſed Death, is thc great Article and Condition
It is to be obſerved alſo, how diﬀerent this Phraſc required upon the Mediator's Side of the Cove
is from that which is attributed to Chriﬅ, Cbap. nant of Redemption, upon the undertaking, and

-

ſzivﬁ 3. where he alone oﬀereth the Prayers undergoing of which, all Priviledges promiſed to

of all Saints, adding Incenſe thereunto.

him therein, are grounded; and from this, all the

' T H r: IR Song followeth in the 9, and to, YVorks of Redemption ﬂow: Therefore here it
Ver. Where,.t. There is the Exprcſſion of their is made the Reaſon or" his YVorthinefs to admini-.
Praifc. 2 The Grounds orReaſons thereof. Their ﬅer the Oﬃce of a Mudiator in every' Thing, and
Song is ſaid to
a new Song; and they ſing a why he cannot but be thought worthy to do the
new Song. 1. Becauſe the Matter was ſo great ſame, and to be praiſed by his People, becauſe he
and excellent, that no former Expreﬂ'ton of Praite was ﬅain, and ſo hath pertbrmod what was under
could, as it were, reach the ſame: For which taken by him.
Cauſe (PſaL al. 3. ) David faith, He bad put a
TH £

l
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TK'E ſecond Ground, is, And' [Je/I redeemed thing in the C'rcature dillolveuthe ſame. 3. Here is
m- ta God [ly 'by Blood, authoſ may Kindred, and implyed, that before theſe Elect can be freed from the
Yzngue, and People, and atian. In this there Curſe, there muﬅ be a Price laid down, as it were, in

is a very ſumrof the Goſpel and Work of Redemp-' compenſation for the ſame: This is clearly implyed
tion, and it is the more particular Application of in the word Rcdemption, wihieh importeth ſome
the former Ground, and the eﬀect thereof, as was equivalent Satisfaction given to the party oﬀended,
ſaid ;- and thisinforceth the former Reaſon. We or to the party for whoſe behoove ſuch Perſons were

have Reaſon ( ſay they) to praiſe thee for thy juﬅly morgaged; and without whoſe prejudice they
for, by it, we that were loﬅ and fold could not be ſet free, except an equivalent Price
under Sin', are redeemed unto God, &r. To conſider were payed; and this is called Redemption. Now,
the Words more particularly, we muﬅ follow the the party oﬀended, for the vindication of whoſe Hon
Death;

Similitude of Redemption, as is uſed amongﬅ our the Elect for atime are im P riſonetl, and P ut '
I'Aen, and in this caſe' is made uſe of to help us under the keeping of the Law, (57. is the Lord 3
to underﬅand ſomewhat of this great Myﬅery of and therefore in Reaſon ere they can be freed, there

the Goſpel.

And here ts-implied, '-1-. That God muﬅ be ſome equivalent Price for his Satisfaction,

had a peculiar right to theſe that praiſc in this Song, which may gloriﬁe him, and vindicate his Honour
before ever they came to be fold or morgaged; So, as-much-as the keeping of them in Priſon or under

to

redeem- a Thing amongﬅ Men, ſupponeth a the former morgage 5 and this' is called Satisfaction

Nlan once to have had a right to ſuch aThing: or Redemption. 4.. The ſcope of this Redempti
Here, we take God's Right to theſe redeemed, not on, is expreſied in that Word, Thou' bq/I redeem
only to be that Intereﬅ- which he had in them bv ed us to God, that is, that the Elect may be admitt

Creation, for that is- common; but that which ed unto God's triendſhip and favour, and com
he had from Eternity by his purpoſe and decree of 'munion with him, and to the enjoying of the Title
Election: In which reſpect, the Elect are called bir that ﬅands betwixt him and them, as freely as if they
ﬁngularly, and John xvii. 6. Thine they were, and had never had Sin, or had never been under ſuch

thou gave/I 'be'n to me, &e. Where theſe that were ais;Mor
age. 5.haﬅ'
They
expreſsus:who.
Rcdcemer
TgHOU
redeemed
O this
blcteﬀed
Thou!
Elected and given to Chriﬅ', are in a peculiar manner
ſaid to be Gods; and this is implliyed in the Phraſe, This cannot indeed but aﬀect; 'T'bm the Lamb':
That! brz/i redeemed us ta- God:
or, it ſupponeth, Thou, the Lion of the Tribe of Judab-z Thou, the'
that by Chriﬅ's purchaſe, as it were, acceſs ts Son of God, that hath Eyes like a Flame of Fire,
made for them again to be the Lord's poileﬂion, ac Eft; 772014- haﬅ redeemed us. Chriﬅ is called a'

cording to his former right. 2. Here is impiyed,
that even theſe to whom God had this peculiar,
riaht, are before this- Redemption ſomeway mor
gzfo'cd, or, as we uſe to ſay, wadſet ;_ and yet\ ſo as
thea former Right was not fully diﬂolved: l*-or, tt

Redeenm'; becauſe when the Elect had nothing

there had not been-ſome morgaging and alienation,
there had been- no need of Redcmption; and if
there had been a- total Diſſolution of the former
Right, there had been no acceſs to redeem: This

and Price before they Could be admitted to freedom,
Then he undertook, and was content to pay what

to free themſelves from the captivity and Morgage
which they had brought upon themſelves, when
the Juﬅice of God, by Vertuc of the Law and
Curſe, ( to ſay no more ) did call for a Satisfaction"

morgaging in Scripture is

they were Due, either in the ſame kind, or, in the
equivalent, that ſo they, who wereas aMorgaged

clearly expreﬂed to be Poileſiion, detained from the right owner, might
be reﬅored-freely to- him-again. '6. The Price by

that ſpiritual Bondage under the Law,.\Vmth, and
Curſe of God, whereby even the Elect by their Sins
have inthralled themſelves; and becauſe of that, are
lying under the Curſe of Godtill he be ſatisfied, and
his Honour repared,- which ſuﬀered by their' Sin :

which he redeemed them, is mentioned, thou haﬅ;
redeemed us by tby Blood. It was wonderful that
he who was ſuch a Perſon, ſhould be the Redeemz
er; But, O- how wonderful, that he ſhould' per-

This is largely cx'eﬂed, Ram. iii. Epblſi it. and ſorm- this Rodempiion by

laying down ſuch a'

Gal. 3. beﬁde many other places. The tye which Price as his own Blood l And in this we may ſear
notwithﬅanding ﬅands betwixt the Lord and theſe,
is, that purpoſe of Election -, ( for even then in that
reſpect they are his, as was ſaid ) for, Electton being.
founded on nothing in the creature. but on God's
free will, purpoſe. ancLgood pleaſure, there can-no

Fizﬅ, That ſeeing the threatning againﬅ Sin, in
cludcth

Death; ( That' Day rim: ear: tbou ſha/t'

die) So the Rcdeemcr condeſcended to undergo
Death for ſatisfying that.- Serondly, When it is ſaid,
thou. haﬅ Redeemed us by,.thy_ Blood, Jhcrer
Li

T'
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is imported a Teﬅimony of the ſingularity of his Thou baﬅ rea'umd us out of 'very Ybngue, and
worth and alſo of his Love,: For, no Blood of Iſirzdrcd, and People, and Nation. And certainly, _
Goats, nay, nor of Men, not of meer creatures there is a palpable diﬀerence between theſe two,
could make this Redemption, (ſon no Man can to wit, to ſay, Thou haﬅ redeemed all Kindreds,
redeem his Brother, Pſhl. xlix. ſo precious is the Tongues, and Nations; and to (a , Thou haﬅ re
Redemption of Souls, that it ceaſeth for ever, to deemed us out of every Tongue, ' dred, and Na
wit, in reſpect of created Redeemers) yet, then tion, whereby the redeemed are contradiﬅinguiſh
thou condeſcended to' do_it, even with thy B/a'd, ed from the the reﬅ of the Kindred, Tongue, and
which' ( Acts xx. 28. ) is the Blaod of God. Tbirdx'r, Nation, -out of which they arc redeemed; and yct
This redeeming by his Blood, doth expreſs his it cannot be thought, but that all who are rc
Death to be purpoſely, and formally laid down by deemed, do concurr in this Song: Therefore the
him, and accepted of by God, as aPrice and Sa
tisfaction in the Room of theſe Elect, for the ob
taining of their Redemption: otherwiſe, the whole
ﬅrain of this Scripture will be to no purpoſe,

other, contradiﬅinguiſhed

from them, cannot be

ſaid to be redeemed. Beſide, this peculiarneſs of
Redemption is a ſpecial ground of the Redeemeds
Praiſe, to wit, when they were lying under the

except Chriﬅ be acknowledged to be the R_edeem Curſe with others, Chriﬅ hath redeemed them from
er, and his Blood and ſuﬀcrings 'to be the Pricc among them. 'Further, all this Song doth agree
which is laid down as a Satisfaction to God's Ju to any Perſon that hath been redcemed by Chriﬅ's
ﬅice in the Room of the Elect Sinners, that Blood, They that are redeemed are alſo made
thereby they may be ſet free. And Chriﬅ's Blood Kings, and Prieﬅs. And ſeeing all cannot praiſe
in this reſpect, is ſaid to be a Satisfaction equiva for 'his mercy, as experience ſheweth 3 therefore
lent before Juﬅice, becauſe by his undertaking that can it not be ſaid, that they are comprehended under
Debt, and ſubmitting to pay the ſame, and God's the ſormer. And, if we will remember what was
actual ex'acting it of him, the Holineſs and Spot juﬅ- now ſaid, to wit, that Redemption doth im
leſs Juﬅice of 'God, is more gloriouﬂy manifeﬅed, port apeculiar right to theſe that are redeemed be
than if theſe themſelves had been kceped ﬅill in the ſide others, t' wit, a right by Election: Then it
Priſon, who were yet never able to have paid one will follow, that no other can be ſaid to be re
Fat-thing, whereas now the Redeemer hath paid to deemed but the Elect that were'given to Chriﬅ;
the uttermoﬅ. 7. There is here the object of this And ſeeing all Men are not God's by this pe
Redemption, to wit, us; Thou haﬅ redeemed us; culiar right (for, to be God's in this reſpect, and
and theſe are ( to ſay ſo) two ways quziliﬁed. 1. to be given to Chriﬅ, and ſo to be actually redeem
In reſpect of the extent of this object; it is not ed, are of equal extent 3 ztberefot'e can it not be ſaid
ſome of one Family, City, Nation, or Kindred, that all are redeemed.
A,
Uc. but it is extended to every Kindred, Tongue,
T t-t 2 third Reaſon, or Ground of their praiſe
People, and Nation; And this it ſeemeth is done, (which is alſo the eﬀect of the former) will
to ſhew
the univeri-'ality (to ſay' ſo) and conﬁrm this: And it is contained, Verſe to. And

extent of Chriﬅ's Church under the Goſpel, in baﬅ made us unto God Kings and Prieﬅs, and we
oppoſition towhat it was undertheLaw and formerly. ſhall reign upon Earth:

So that if it be asked,

Now ſay they the Church'is not included within what are the Advantages which they reap by Chriﬅ's
one Family, or Nation; but the Goſpel being Redemption, which make them thus to praiſe? They
ſpread, the Eltct are gathei'ed in out oſall Nations, anſwer, they are very great, for, not only are
Kindrcds, and Tongues; and we who are not of they freed from the former Bondage they were
the stock of dbmþam, but are of ﬅrange Nations, under, and ſet at liberty, as in the former Verſe
have reaſon to pi'aite for this Goſpel, and to bleſs but they are honoured and bleſied with many ex
the Mediator who hath purchaſed it unto us. cellent priviledges exceedingly commended in four
Again, although this object in ſome reſpect hath Words, t. Thou haﬅ made-us Kings; this re
been extended to all Nations, Kindreds, &Ft. with ſpecteth that ſpit'itual frcodomqthat the Believers

out diﬅinction or diiirimintttion, Yet ſomewhat is
added to qualiﬁe and reﬅrict the ſame, that it may
not be underﬅood collectivcly oſ all of every Na
'ti0n, Language, &Ft. but diﬅributivcly of ſome of

have from their former Enemies, and that spiritual

Dominion which they have over them, and that
Eternal-Glory whereof they (hail be partakers when
they ſhall ſit upon one Throne with the Lord
theſe Nations, Kindreds, and Tongues: For, the Chriﬅ. This is a gre1tPriviledgc,that all the re
redeemcd, their Song is expreﬂed in theſe terms, deemed who werc formerly Slaves, (hall be made
Kings.

\
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They are made Prieﬅt, This was alſo Juﬅiﬁcation doth: In which Reſpect, he is onr
Oﬃce of great Dignity under the Law, Sanctiﬁcation, as well as our Righteouſneſs, lCar.
ﬁgniﬁed, that by Chriﬅ Jeſus all the re 1. 31.
honoured to have Acceſs unto God with
T H r: ſecond Company who join in this Song,

Boldneſs, and to oﬀer up their own Prayers and is, The Angels: Who are deſcribed, Verſ' rr. and
Praiſes unto God by him, with hope of being ac

cepted:

then their Song is expreſied, V'ﬅ r2.

They are

Which Priviledge is founded upon Chriﬅ's deſcribed, Firﬅ, By their Title and Number, they

Redemption, and without this there had been Ac are Angels, that is, glorious mini/Yrz'ng Spirt'tr, Heh.
ceſs to no Sinner to pra or praiſe acceptably and i-. 14. called ſometimes in Scripture the Hﬂ of H*a-.
with an comfort before 'od. Butnow (ſay they) nen; and becauſe of their Excellency, the Son: of
weare rieﬅs, and may oﬀer our own sacriﬁces; God, Job xxxviii. 7. Aud they are many Angels,
yet, now under the Goſpel, we are not tied to any The number tﬃ them was ten thmſhnd time; ten
typical Service, 'nor to one Place or Temple, nor to thouſand, and thouſand: if thouſhndr 5 This is a
ſeek a Prieﬅ to oﬀer our sacriﬁces unto God for us 5 great Number, it ſeemeth to be taken out of Dan.
but we our ſelves may approach therewith unto him. vii. to. where thou/Find thanſizndr are ſaid to mini
3. It commendeth and ſweetneth this Priviledge, that lIer nnto him, and ten thouſand time: ten thouſimdr
they are made Prieﬅ: to our God ;. Which implieth, to ﬅand before hi'n; yet the Expteſſlon is but put
that now by Chriﬅ's Purchaſe they may worſhip and for an indeﬁnite, to ſhew the innumerable Company
ſerve God as in Covenant with them, and as their oſ glorious and mighty Angels, which the Lord
own God : Which doth make all the Services they hath waiting on him, as Servants and Miniﬅers to
can be put to, very light and eaſie, and ﬅrengthens do his Pleaſure in any Part of the World, as it is,

them againﬅ all the Diﬃculties they may meet with Pſal. ciii. 21. The Scope, is, To ſhew how glo
therein, ſeeing it is no Idol, nor ﬅrange God, whom
they Worſhip, but their own God, who will pit'y
them in their Service, as a Father pitieth his Son.
Laﬅly, They ſay, And weſhall reign an the Earth;

rious he muﬅ be, who is thus waited upon. Se
tendl , The Place where the are ſeen, is obſerved,
They are round ahant the

rane, and the Ben/It,

and the Eldert: By which, it ſeemeth they have
Which is ſet down, not only to ſhew theSpiritual the outmoﬅ Rank of all the Attendants that ( Chap.
neſs of this Kingdom, which being on Earth, and iv. Ver. 4, 5,E9'e. ) are mentioned, and ſaid to wait
common to all the redeemed ( many of whom have upon this Throne; And we may conceive it thus,
a poor Being here ) can be no otherways underﬅood Upon this Throne is the Majeﬅy of God, of which
than of his SpiritualDominion; But mainly,-we Dignity the Lamb, and the ſeven Spirits, are alſo
conceive, it is mentioned here, as the Ground of ſaid to partake, Verﬅ 6. next unto them are the ,
theirSong, that not only have they a Hope oſ reign ſour Beaﬅs, or Miniﬅers, upon the ſeveral Corners
ing, and being freed from Sin in Heaven; but that, of the Throne; then are the four and twenty
in ſome Meaſure, they are made Partakers of the Elders, or the Profeﬂ'ors, round about the Throne;

Vertue of Chriﬅ's Purchaſe in the ſubduing of their And again, about them are the Hoﬅs of the Angels,
sin, and the mortifying of their Luﬅs, whereby they as is expreſly aﬂerted here. This is not to ſet forth
are keeped from the Dominion of Sin, becauſe they the Prerogative of the Church Militant beyond An
Godasthan
great
are n't now
the Law,
hat'14;
under
Grnte,
aea Diﬅance
gels ﬁmpldium
; or,
if they;
Angels For,
were itatis athegreater
cording
to theundetPromiſe,
Ram. vi.
ſi And
this is
kindly Evidence of a redeemed Perſon, and a con' Priviledge of Saints gloriﬁed, to belike Angels, and

vincing Ground of Praiſe to a truly gracious Soul, to have a Place among them that ﬅand by:
to wit, to have Sanctiﬁcation thriving, the Body of

But

this (heweth the Inﬁrmities and Diﬃculties which

Death born down 3 and even before they come to Fhe Saints Militant are ſubject to, and the Lord's
Heaven, to be looking Heaven-like,_ and. to be Tenderneſs and Carefulneſs of them, who hath his
brought ſomeway to triumph over their ſpiritual Hoﬅs of Angels encompaſſmg them for th'eir De
Enemies; than which, as there is nothing that ſence and Protection, according to the Word, Pſal.
will be more dcſired by them, ſo there will be xxx'rv. 7. The Angel ﬀ the Lord enmmpeth round
nothing
more acceptable
even thuson'
to the
be about them thctfear him, and delivereth them. 'There
priviledgodctand
digniﬁed, to
to them,
reign ſpiritually
Earth.

is no mention here neither of the Sea of Glaſs, nor
And we may ſee, that as this is a great of the ſeven Spirits, ſpoken of, Chap. iv. l/ere 5,

Mercy to be ſanctiﬁed, ſo it- 13 a Fruit of-Chriﬅ's and 6. The Reaſon is, as we ſuppoſe, becauſe by
Death, and ﬂoweth from his Purch'aſp, even as them is underﬅood the ſame that is exprcﬂ'cd bv the
N n
Lamb

Ilnw-ſi._.

are.

In BIPOSITIO'N ofthei

Chap. 7

Lamb ﬂain, with-ſeven Homs, and ſeven Eyes, Advantages that come by him: So that when
Ver/e 6. of this Chapter. And however, conſider Hearts can do no more, they bleſs him; which
'ing that the Sea oſ Glaſs hath the ſame Place with implieth, not only an Acknowledgc-ment of his-be
the ſeven Spirits of God, to wit, before _the Throne, ing blciied, but alſo the ardent Deſire that' they
and ſo betwixt the Throne, and the Llders;

We have to have him ſo, as in all' the former Words

cannot conceive of either of theſe, but they muﬅ reſpectively. By all theſe put together, is under
be within this Guard of Angels, even as the reﬅ are. ﬅood, that every Thing which may contribute to
And ſo it is comfortable that the People of God have ' ſet forth a Perſon to be glorious, and to make
no leſs Guard and Army waiting upon them, than him to be hoknowledged ſuch, is 'in the Media

the Lord hath Angcls waiting upon him, they be. tor.
ing all of them ming/'lying Spirits, ſent ſort/i to mini
I F it be aſked, How the Angel: tom: in tiþrmſi'
lZzrſar tbmi wlvoſhall be Hll/'J gſ SlI/'Ullllﬂ'h
tlaz Medium" upon this Corſſdrration 'yf bi! being
T H E 1 R Song followeth, I/trſt 12.. They ſay ﬅain, a: is expreſſid in 'be Song-99' Anſw. This is
with a loud Voice, ſl/Zrt/zj is the Lamb that weir done, not as if they were-equally Sharers in the
ﬅain, &c.theirThat
this is done
with a loud Voice,
it Beneﬁts of Redemption with the redeemed : For, the
ſſtheweth
Seriouſneſs
and Aﬀectionateneſs
in this
Elt-ct Angels, being never under Sin, nor at a diﬅance

Work : What they aſcribe to him, is, .upon the Niab with God, cannot be be ſaid to be reconciled by
ter, what was aſcribed to him lz the redeemed, lers Chriﬅ's Death 5 Therefore we will ﬁnd, that though
9. and what was aſcribed to 'od, Chap. iv. ſ'tiſe both mention him as ﬂain in the Song, yet there are
it. It is, Fir/I, Ih the General, an Expreſſion of theſe Diﬀerences, r. The redeemed do expreily
his Worth, [Van/2) is the Lamb, &c. which is their acknowledge this Beneﬁt of Redemption to come
putting to their Seal to the Acltnowledgernent of his by his Blood, and do derive their Priviledges of
VVorth', and carrieth' alſo, as implied in it, an Ac being Kings, and Prieﬅs, fs'c. from that,- as the
knowledgement of their being unſuitable to expreſs meritorious Cauſe, which is not to be ſound- in
vthat was due to him: And therefore the Expreſh the Song of the Angels. Secondly, When the re
on, is, He is 'worthy to receive. Pot-un', &e. which deemed mention Chriﬅ's Death and Purch aſe, they

doth inſinuate, that the Work is beyond them, as look on it as intended for them; And thereſore
was obſerved, Chap. iv. LL. And when Angels are do appl

the. ſame- in the Song, as claiming a

at a ﬅand in the Mediator's praiſc, What muﬅ be out ſpecial ntereﬅ therein, and acknowledging a ſpe
unſuitableneſs in exprelling of the ſame? _Then, _ in cial obligation to ly upon them beyond others

the ſccond Place, They mention many Things which becauſe oſ the- ſame.
are his due, in ſeven coinprchenſive Words,

And therefore they ſay, W'lv

I._ bath redeemed us by thy Bbad, &to. whereas the

Rcwer, becauſe lze isſurniſhed with Authority, and Song of the Angels is more general.

It appear

Commiſſion, ample and large for the Diſcharge of eth then, that though they agree in giving praiſe
his Oﬃces; In which Reſpect,_ John xvu._2. he to. the ſame Object, to wit, the Lamb, yet they
is ſaid to have Power given him war all Fleſh. diﬀer in reſpect of the particular Grounds on which'

2. Riches, that is, a royal Poﬂeﬂion, becauſe he they proceed. The Grounds then of- the Angels
made himſelf poor, to purchaſe a Seed to himſelf praiſe, may be conceived, 1. To be the Excel
by a great Price. 3. W'zſham, becauſe he hath dealt Iency of our Lord Jeſus_his Perſon and Oﬃce,
prudently in the executing of his Oﬃce,vas, Iſiz. and the wonderful Glory of Graoe,Love, Good
iii. i 3. and with great YViſdom doth he manage neſs, &it. that kyths eſpecially in his Humiliation
the Trutt committed to him. 4_. Strength, becauſe and Suﬀerings- And it may be juﬅly looked on
he hath bound the ﬅrong Man, and carried away as admirable and, praiſe-worth , even to Angels,
the Prize, ſhailing Prinripalzties and. Power-5, m to ſee God maniſcﬅed in the lileſh, as it is, 17'7/21,
making a ſhew of tlrlm openly, Col. ii. 15_, 5.. Hi iii. 16. and yet more, that he was content to die
mur, this reſpecteth the Glo'ry andMajeﬅy of his ſor ſatisfying the Juﬅice of God, and vindicating
Place,. who, being made Head over all;" Things,

of his Glory.

2. Although Angel: cannot be ſaid

ought ſo to be honoured by them.

6. Glory, to have Reconciliation by him, yet according to
that is, the Acknowledgcment oſ the Excellency and the Judgment of many worthy Men, they have
Majeﬅy of his Perſon with the.._Dignity and_Pre. conﬁrmation through him, in which Reſpect to,
hcminency of his Oﬃce, and doth import alto-his them,'he, as Mcdiator, .is Head oſ the Elect An

being God, to whom only _Glory is due. 'lhe gels. And though we will not enter upon. this
ſeventh Word, is, Bleſſing, this. looketh to the many . Particularlits. yet, .w-e ſuppoſe, .thaLthere is. great
Acceﬂion

w

Chap. J5.
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Acceſſion to the "Joy of' the Elect Angels by Chriﬅ's
Incamation and Suﬀerin , as having thereby amore
clﬄr Diſcovery of the lory, Majeﬅy, and Good
neſs of God, ſo that in this Reſpect he is ſaid to

77?

the Children of God, Rom. viii. 21. 'In reference
to which, it is ſaid, they groan ana'l travail, as de

ſirous of this Change, verſ- 22. and according to
this, they may be ſaid to praiſe here, as they groan
be ſeen of them, lYi'm. iii. 16. and thereby they there. The Words wherein they expreſs their praiſe,
diſcern his manifold Wiſdom in the Way of the are ſour, to wit, Bleﬄng, Honour, G/ory, and Pow
Goſpel, as it is, Ephiii. to. for which Cauſe, er, which were formerly ſpoken oſ. There is ſome
they ſing at his Birth, Luke ii. 13. as, being glad Diﬀerence in the Object oſ their praiſe, as to the Ex
to-be the Declarets of ſuch glad Tidings: And, preﬃon thereof, from theſe who went before; For,
no queſtion, may otherways they are in this de they aſi'rihe it to him thutſitteth upon the Throne, and
lighted and rejoyced, and ſo have good Ground to the Lamhfo" ever, whereas the Lamb only was
to praiſe. 33. This ſuﬀering of Chriﬅ's and his mentioned formerly. Yet indeed there is no Diﬀer
Redemption, bringeth with -it the salvation of the ence: For, when the Lamb is mentioned, who is
loﬅ Elect who are man 5 and their salvation Mediator, God that ſitteth upon the Throne is under
being a Thing that glori eth God, and relieveth ﬅood as dwelling in him. And by this-we may ſee,
ſuch as have been loved of him from eternal Wo, 1. That the Glory and Worſhip which is given to
it cannot but be delightſome to them;

For, even the Lamb "here, is Divine, and Supream, becauſe its

the Elect Angels have a kind of Sympathy with that ſame which is given to him that ſitteth upon the
Elect Sinners whoate given to Chriﬅ, for which Throne. 2.. We may ſee', that it is the ſame Wor
Cauſe, they are ſaid to have Joy over a repenting ſhip, and that, whether God or-the Mediator be ex
S'mner, Luhe xv. 7, and to. and therefore they may preſied, they are both worſhipped in the ſame Act:
be conceived to praiſe upon the account of Chriﬅ's For, it cannot be ſaid that this is any other XVorſhip
dying, becauſe that redoundeth ſo much to the good than what the redeemed or Angels gave in the former
of the Church. 4. Chriſt by his Death, hath ob Verſei;
r, that there is any diﬀerent Object wor
tained a Name, even above Principalities and Pow ſhipped hjrz, ſeeing that it is the ſame YVorſhip which
ers, unto which _God hath highly exalted him, is aſeribed'dn all'the songs. Neither will a'ly think
Philxþ. ii. 9, He. for which Cauſe, it is ſaid, Heb. that he that ſitteth upon the Throne, was leſs woti. 6. [When he bringeth in the ﬁrﬅ-begotten into'the ſhipped in the Song of the redeemed, and of the An
Mrld, heſhith, Let all the Angel-r ry" God 'wot/In) ngels, where he was not formerly mentioned, than in
aim. So that in praiſing him that was ﬂain, they this. If any ſay that the Lamb is ſaid to be worthy
give obedience to God's ordinance in adoring him 'to receive Glory, &e. which ſupponeth this to be a
who is the Son of God and who by his Death hath' communicated Glory? ſ/nw. We may ſee the Iri
not loﬅ any Thing of the Glory due to him, but conſequenc of this, by conſidering what is ſaid of
thereby hath declared himſelf to be worthy of the him that itteth upon the Throne, Chap. iv. him.
ſame : And therefore it is particularly worthy to be' u. and we may acquieſce in the Interpretation there
of that is given.
mentioned to his commendation.
IN the laﬅ Place, When all the creatures have
T-H a third Company that pmiſe, Verﬅ 13. is,
Every creature which is in Heaven, or' Earth, done, the redeemed again come in, [ſen/e 14. and

and under the Earth, andſuh aim-e in the Sea, and they cloſe this Song; Becauſe their lntereﬅ is moﬅ,
all that are in them, Zec. This looketh to the rea and their Engagements deepeﬅ. -1. The ſour Beaﬅs
ſonleſs creatures that are contradiﬅinguiſhed ſiom the ſay d'nen: Thus the Miniﬅers begin. What they
redeemed, and from lb: Angels, called ſometimes the ſay, is in this VVOX'd Amen, which is a XVorﬁ
who/e creation. which by Sin tis made ſubject to-Va that uſually cloſeth Prayer, and doth import ſome
nity, and is ſaid to groan under the ſame, Rom. viii. Clearneſs of Faith and conﬁdence in the Thing,r
20, 21, 22. Theſe are brought in, not as if for aﬂbrted, and. ſome vehement Dcſire of attaining
mally they could expreſs praiſe; But, J. To ſhew the Thing prayed ſor. Here it is ſet down as the
the
gloriouſneſs
of this Ohject to whom
is due. Expreſſion of Hearts, who are indeed paſiionately
It vwill
be a Tylzandhmployinent
to praiſe
all creatures
deﬁrous to have the Lord's Praiſe glorious, and
yet convinced to be utwrly inſuﬃcient ſor the
to
pr"
him.
J,
3..
It.
(hewe-th
ſome
Advantage,
that
b rClſſittﬀ's Death ſometime is to redound to them,
ſame, and therefore. they cloſe in a manner when
when' they'ſhafl l'e ﬁnd ﬁwn the Bandage oſCor they begin, and theydare beginning when they cloſe.
rupting, and brought unto the glorious Uherty ay"
. n 2
And
.
\
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Chap- s.

And all is but rather an aﬂenting to the Glory that him, that is, when they can fay, Thou beﬅ redeem
is given, and an acknowledging that all isdue to ed us. Oiyir-ue 6. That as it is aLiſe that hath
him, than a real performing of any Thing in their many rich Advantages, ſo therelis no ſuch heart
own eﬅimatibn. In the laﬅ Place, the four and
twenty Elders follow, and they have nothing to, ſay,
but fall dawn and worſhip him tb't liveth for ever

and ever; the Bed/[s ſay not much, they expreſs
nothing, but fall down ſilent, as being overcome
and inﬁnitely outreached by the glorious and in
compreheniTblc excellency of the ble-lied ()bjeft 5 yet,
is their praiſe no leſs acceptable to (and than if there

ſome Life in all the World, as to be among the
Redeemed; they have an kin-interrupted Song, and

will continue to have it when all others will
Howl. Olzſi 7. From Chriﬅ's taking the Book and
opening of ' it;

from his doing this, and the Re

dcemed their praiſe. Obﬅrw, Chriﬅ doth all, we
enjoy all, and therefore ſhould praiſe for all; It is

an eaſie Task' that the Rcdcemed have in reſpect

Becauſe ſilence, both in of that which Chriﬅ had. Obſerve 8. Them isz
Prayer and Prztlſc, doth often ſpeak more and louder ſweet conſent here, no diﬀerent note, the have
than great noiſe of Words. And here we ſee, that all one Song, no diﬀerent Oppinion, no Contrav
where the Heart is inwardly weighted with the Con diction, no divided Pmiſe, nor Prayers, nor Faﬅs,
were many expreſſtons:

victions of God's goodneſs and ones own need, and no ſeparating in this Worſhip of one of the Re
bended with Love, or overwhelmed in a Manner
with holy Fear and Reverence that it can expreſs
nothing; yet, even then there _ma ,be an acceptable
worſhipping oſ God. Yea, this Ilentte is marked
as the yondmoﬅ ﬅep, or greateﬅ length of praiſe that

dccmed from another, all coneurr, which is not
one of the leaﬅ Advantages, once they will all'

meet and ſweetly agree together.

Obſerve 9. It is

but a mint, at the beﬅ that the Saints make at the

Lambs Praiſe: Their praiſe is but a beginning to
they did, or 'could attain unto.
.
- i it, an aſſent to the Work, or a Conviction of their
Ob erve, 1. T H A T in our Lord Jeſus, and in Duty: When they begin, they ſay only, })' is
the 'xecution of his Oﬃces, there is much ground wort/ry to have it; and when they have undertaken,
of Praiſe, ſo much as may take up allCrcatures, they muﬅ ſmg, Who ran ſhewfort/1 all thy praiſi' ?
and an inﬁnite deal more; and it ſhould be the Pſbl. cvi. Therefore here, Amen, is the ﬁrﬅ- word,
Task of all creatures in Heaven and Earth to be andithey fall down ſilent; praiſe overmaﬅereth
ſetting forth his Praiſe: All of theſe companies Whem, it is the greateﬅ Duty: And theſe that
fay, [Wort/p' i: 'be Lamb, &e. It is a Wonder, -praiſe till they think they have done enough, they
when this is their Taslt, that ſo few are taken up underﬅand it not, it is right in this reſpect to leave
with it. From the Occaſion, Obſerve, 2. That it-as we begin. Obſerve to. All their Song is,
the opening of this Revelation, is aground of pratſe. Worthy, worthy is the Lamb, as if they ſaid, if we
3, That many excellent Things come by Chnﬅ's could praiſe thee, thou art worthy to have it, and
purchaſe to the Redeerned. Theſe cannot be ſoon that is all we can attain to, to acknowledge praiſe
numbred. O! what are they behelden to him? is. thy due. Obſerve, When Follts have gone their
Octſerue 4. That it is praiſe to Jeſus Chriﬅ, and yondmoﬅ in the matter of praiſeit is rather to ſay and
it is even almoﬅ all that Believers come to in the think it ſhould be, than any way to reﬅ as though it
Work of praiſe, tobe telling over, to his Commen were. The Reaſon is, becauſe God who is to be
dation, what he hath done. Olſſer'ue 5. The Faith praiſed; is far above all bleſiing and poſſible praiſc,
of Intereﬅin our Lord Jeſus his purchaſe, is the Mb. ix. 5.
moﬅ kindly Motive, to make folks bleſs and pmiſe
O

Concerning the Nature of Cln'ﬃ Death, or

it be properly a Satizſrctim.

t. Eﬁde what Obſervations have been already hint Chriﬅ's Death. The ﬁrﬅ Obſervation is, That
ed at. and held forth from this Chapter, there Chriﬅ's Death and ſuﬀering: are properly a Price and
are two more; which being clear of them- Satisfaction for Sin, and were purpoﬂy oﬀered unto

ſelves from the Words, and contributingr much to the Juﬅice of God, as ſuch, So that when the
the clearing of two concerning Truths, in theſe. Majeﬅy of God ( to ſay ſo) was wronged by the

Days not a little controverted; we may inſiﬅ a Sin of Man, and when ( at leaﬅ, by the neceﬁi ty
little more in ſpeaking to them as the placegiveth ﬂowing from the eﬅabliſhed Law and Curſe ) there
Ground' The one is, concerning the Nature, the behoved to be a Satisfaction to Juﬅice, before any
other is, concerning the extent of the. Merit of Sinner could befreed from the sentence, then our

Lord
Þ
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Lord Jeſus did oﬀer himſelf to ſuﬀer in the room of or he who is but a wretched Creature ſhould have
the Elect for the ſatisfying ofJuﬅice -, which accord been caﬅen into Hell: For by this, Juﬅice had never
ingly was afterward performed bv him, and upon that been ſatisﬁed, nor had the Authority of God been
ſi Account, accepted- by Gc-d. The Scope of this Doc maniſeﬅed by ſuch a glorious inﬅance as the obedi
trine, is, to ſhew _ﬁrﬅ, That not only Chriﬅ's Death ence of the Man Chriﬅ Jcſus. So that we are to
and ſuﬀer-ings were for the conﬁrmation of the Doc conceive of Satisfaction, in this matter, as that
trine he preached: Nor yet, in the ſecond place, Word uſeth to be underﬅood amongﬅ Men, that
only to give thereby a Pattem of obedience to us; is, when an injured, or wronged Perſon, is appeaſed
for, theſe two may .be, and are in the Death and and ſatisﬁed in reference to the party that hath done
Suﬃsrings of many Martyrs ; and to attribute no more him injury, by the interveening Recompence and
to the Death of Chriﬅ, is blaſphemous: Nor, in Satisfaction of ſome other, purpoſely, by ſuch an
the third place, only to procure to himſelf this Per equivalent Compenſation, intending the ſrtrzze.
rogative of fo iving Sinners their Sins freely: For, Smndly, When we ſpeak of Satisfaction in this caſe,
.Chriﬅ, being
, had power with the Father to it doth reſpect God's Purpoſe and Intention in de
for give' Sins before his becoming Man: And even ligning the Death and ſuﬀerings of the Mediator for
this pretended end, doth imply Chriﬅ's Death to be this very end in the Covenant of Redemption: So
a price for making of a purchaſe, ſeeing it ſupponeth, that when there was no imaginable Satisfaction to
that he by honouring God, and doing what was beexpected from Creatures, whereby there might
pleaſant to him, did procure this Priviledge'to for be a vindication of God's Juﬅice, that ſo way
give others freely ; which certainly doth imply, that might be made to Pardon Elect-Sinners; for this
theſe ſuﬀerings of his had a mcritorious and ſatisfying very end, a Body was deſigned and prepared for the
Vertue before God. But theſe ends of the Sorinr'am, Mediator, as it is Iſa. liii. 6. The Lord [aidupan him'
being ſuch as deﬅroy the God-head and perſon-ality ib' Iniquitier of us all, and in his Counſel and
of our Lord Jeſus, as the ſecond Perſon of the Tri Decree, did appointhirn, who knew no-Sin, to be
nity; and being purpolly moulded for the ſupporting come Sin for others, and thereby as a Cautio
of that Blaſphemy, We need not ﬅand much upon ner to be liable to their Debt. Tbr'rdbv, This alſo
the diſproving of them; but we ſay, beyond theſe is intended, that the Mediator, in his accepting of

out Lord Jeſus his Death was purpoﬂy intendedby the oﬀer, and in laying down of his Life, did pur
him, and actualley accepted by Jehovah as a proper poſly intend thus to ſatisfie: For, when Sacri
ﬁces and Bumt-Offerings, Ut. could not pleaſe
Price and Satisfa ion.
To clear this a little, when we ſpeak of Satis God, nor ſatisﬁe him in this reſpect, then did the
faction, theſe Things ſhortly are intended. Firﬅ, Son willing] undertake witb delight to do God's will,
That as a Manſihad made himſelf liable to the Curſe as it is, Zſhlm xl. 6, 7, &Ft. And it is on this
for provoking of God,'and (to ſpeak after the Ground, that Chriﬅ is called the Coutr'on'r, Hot
manner ofMen, as moﬅ of all this muﬅ be underﬅood) vii. 22. becauſe he undertook the ſatisfying for our
thereby had wronged the Majeﬅy of God, by daring Debt; and upon this Ground, was their acceſsin Juſ
to diſobey him and to ﬂight his Authority ; ſo there tice to exact it of him, though he himſelf knew no Sin.
is in Chriﬅ's taking on of that Dcbt, and humbling For which, ſee lſh. liii. 7. and to. 2. Corinth. v. 21.
of himſelf to ſuﬀer for the ſame, a proportionableneſs In the fourth place, this is included, That by the
and an equivalency for the vindicating of the Glory, Lord Jehovah, the oﬀended party, this Death and
of the Holineſs, Juﬅice, and'Soveraignty of God, willing ſuﬀeringof our bleſied Lord Jeſus, was ac-*
and to make theſe ſhine more, than if the Sinners tually accepted, as Satisfactory and well pleaſing to

had been actually put at for ſatisfying in their own him, in the room and ﬅead of theſe who-had oﬀended,

Perſons:

For that the Fathers follow equal, and ſo that thereby he, in the order agreed upon, doth lay

only begotten Son ſhould humble himſelf and become by Quarrels at the oﬀending party, as Men do Diſ
Man, and in 'that nature ſuﬀer; and that the Ma charge the principal Cricd.tor the Debt, when the

jeﬅy of God ſhould'make his Sword awake againﬅ Cautioner hath ſatisﬁed in his Name. Hence the Lord
him, andv ſmite him, &it. doth much more abun

pronounceth often, that in his beloved Son he is well

dantly declare and ſet forth the Juﬅice of God, pleaſed, and that he hath found a Ranſon, Yoþ. xxxiii.
that will proſecute his threatnings, and his Soveraign

24. and from this it is, that his Death is called a Pro

t' and Authority, 'in that he is obeyed and ſub

pitiation, as being acceptable to God, when other Sa

mitted unto, by ſuch an excellent Perſon, as his criﬁces could not be.

That in theſe reſpects Chriﬅ"

only begotten Son than if either Men had not-ſumed, Death is truely a Satisfaction for Sin, may from this

Text thus be, made out:

I

\
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_1*'r"_*/{, I'F b Chriﬅ's Death we be redeemed, and
if the eﬀect owing from his Death be aRedmp
tion, then is his Death ( under which all his ſuﬅerings
are comprehended) a proper P-rice and Satisfaction

Chap. s,

otherwiſe than can be ſaid of the'Firﬅ and Third
Perſon of the bleﬂed Trinity.

Therefore a_l_ſo we,

are ſaid to be loued by him, and 'wis/inn by bis own

Blood, Chap. i. 5,

But of this Argume't was ſpolten
'_ w .n ,
: e, if,
Tbirdly, This is brought as the Song of allthe re
deemed, and as' that which will agree to all of them,
when the congregation of the Firﬅ-born ſhall be
brought together: Now what other Influence can
the Blood of Chriſthave upon theſe who were t'e

for Sin; But the former is true, Therefore, &it. in the former.

There is a double ﬅrength in this Argument to
make out the Connexion, ﬁrﬅ, in the word Redemp
ria'r : Which, ( as we ſhew in the Expoſition) be
ſide other things, doth tmply, I. That ﬁnners by Sin
are fold

and morgaged, and the Law, and Curſe

have obtained a right over them.

2. That, at leaﬅ,

deemed by him, from- the Foundation of theſiVe-rld,

in reſpect of that eﬅabliſhed Law and Curſe (that
Day than and), they/bait die ) there was no diﬁblv
ing of that right, but by ſome interveening Satisfac
tion: Otherwiſe the Lord, who pronounced it, might

and beſore his Death, when the example thereof
could have no eﬀect, or upon young ones, upon
whom his ſuﬀerings can have no moral Inﬂuence

by opening or conﬁrming to them Doctrinally the

be thought not to be juﬅ and true in his threatnings. way to Heaven? and yet, both theſe may well be

3. This is implyed, that when Men and Creatures capable of the Eﬃcacy thereof, as it is conſidered as
could give no Price, our Lord Jcfus did actually a Satisfaction: Now,- conſidering that >all the Re

undertake, and accordingly did pay, therefore it is deemed, are equally, and in the ſame reſpects, oblig
a Redemption, becauſe it is a freedom that was ed to Chriﬅ's Death for their Life, and for that cauſe
bought; and he is a Redeenter, becauſe he did buy do joyntly concurr in the ſame Song of praiſe ;*
it, and ſatisﬁe for it: And this Expreſſron, being we muﬅ either ſay, that none ſuch as have been
borrowed from the manner of Men, will infcr no formerly inﬅanced, are ſaved; or, we muﬅ ſay,
leſs, as is ſaid, The ſecond part of the ﬅrength of that they are all ſaved without any reſpect to his
the Argument, is in this, That this Redemptiou isat fuﬅerings: Both which, are falſe and abſurd : Or,

tribſiuted to his Dear/2 and Blood, (ba-'t beﬅ rede-'and laﬅly, we muﬅ acquieſce in this, That by Chriﬅ's
ſuﬀerings, as by a Satisfaction, this was procured to '
ceeding ﬅrong: For, the very Price of the Redemp them 5 and tlterefore conſequently, that his Death is
tion is thereby clearly held forth. So, if it be asked, to be conſidered asſuch, ſeeing no otherwiſe it can
Why is Chriﬅ called a'Redeemer? Air/iv. Becauſe have Inﬂuence on their Redemption. And there
he redeemed us. If again it be ſaid, wherewith did being 'but on Redemption, and one way by which it
he redeem us, or, with what Price? It is anſwered, is procured, to wit, Chriﬅ's Death 5 and one Song,
with his Blood; and indeed there can be no other comprehending the acknowledgemcnt of all the re
Reaſon why ſo frequently our Redemption is attri deemed 5 and ſeeing to ſome, it muﬅ be a Satisfaction:
a; by t/Jy Blood 3 and theſe, put together make it ex

buted to his Dmth, but becauſe his Death cometh Therefore it muﬅ be eﬅeemed to be ſo, in reference

in apeculiar reſpect thereunto; ſo that when we to all others alſo, who are, or ſhall be part-alters there
*
v
( as once Iﬅldt was to his Father) werelying ob of.
noxious to the ﬅroke of God's Juﬅice, he oﬀered
Fourtbly, T H is Fruit of his Death, t' wit,
himſelf in our rootn (as there was a Ram provided Rzdemptian, is peculiar to ſome ofall Kindreds,'and
in the place of Iſqat) that thereby we might eſcape, Nation's, and is not common to all. It muﬅ there
as it is, a. Cor. v. at. GaLiii. 13, 14. heredeemed fore be conſidered as flowing fr'otn his Death, as a '
us from the Curfe, being himſelf made a Cmﬁ for Satisfaction meritoriouﬂy procuring the ſame: Other
u's;
which muﬅ be underﬅood, to be in our wiſe, theſe eﬀects, which may follow upon his con- .
ﬁrming his Doctrine by his Death, giving,r an ex- ,
ﬅead.
Semrdly, (WH rc H is almoﬅ one with thelaﬅ ample to others, (52. are common indiﬀcrently to

Branch of the former ) It is clear by this, that all all that are Hearers of the Gofpel. For, in theſe
' the good that cometh to the Redeemed, is'ﬅill reckon reſpects
he is ſo,toand
doth
ſo the
to all.nextThis
therefore,
being peculiar
ſome,
ſſ( as
Doctrine
will ,
ed as. theeﬀcct and purchaſe of Chriﬅ's ſuﬀering;
which muﬅ reſptct the Merit and Efﬁcacy of his further clear ) muﬅ be underﬅood as qualilied by' the
Blood, as by the ſame way of Satisfaction procuring Covenant of Redetnption to beſor the ſatisfying in
the ſame. And in this reſpect, it may be ſaid [m the room of ſuch and ſuch, and not ofothers: ' hich' '
gularly of the Mediator, the ſecond Perſon of the conſideration doth plainly bring i: to the Notion of'
God-Head, that he hath procured this Rcdemptton, a Satisfaction.
*

'
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Fſtb/y; T H'B X e is afpecial emphafis and ſig
nilicancy in this, that thou haﬅ redeemed us by
'by Blood; &e. Which doth reſpect the excellen
cy of the Perſon who did lay down his Blood for

obedience of the ſecond Adam, they were wonderfully
made to ſhine. And this being the Apoﬅles Scope,
to compare theſe'two Adam: together, both in re'
ſpect of the oppoſite Eﬀects that ſlow from them to
making of this put-chafe. It is time, who ar: the their Seed, and in reſpect of the oppoſite Means by
ﬁrﬅ and laﬅ, who was dead, and is alive,-andliv which theſe are procured, This which is aſlerted muſt
eth for-ever, who art the Son of Godzþyea, who neceſſarily follow.
art* God, Actr xx. 28; as W'smore' fully cleared,
I T is alſo obſervable, and doth exceedingly con
Chap. i. 4.. for, thou and thy, relate to the Perſon ﬁrm-the Truth laid down, and diſcover the horrid

deſcribed by ſuch Titles in the former part of this neſs of the oppoſite Blaſphemy, that the denyingr of

Chriﬅ Death to be a Satisfaction, and 'the deny-X
mcnt, If the 'purchafe made by the Blood of Jeſus ing of his blell'ed God-had, are ſo knit together, that _

Propheſie. lThis doth give Ground for this Argu

Chriﬅ be ſuch as could be made by none, but by the aﬂerting of the one, doth infer'the other. There
the Blood of him who-was, and is God, Then his fore theſe wretched Srrz'nizms, who deny the Eternal'
Deathand fuﬀerings for that-end, moﬅ be-a Satis

God-head, and the Perſonality of the ſecond Perſon

faction, and by their Merit and Eﬃcacy procure the of the God-head, muﬅ alſo deny the'Merit and ex
Redemption purchaſed; But tho former is true. cellency of his Obedience in his Death, without
Therefore, &Ft. The Reaſons of the Conſcquence,\ which it could not be aSalisfaction. But, on the
are, becauſe, Firﬅ, All the other ends of ſuﬀering contrary, the redeemed, who have the right thoughts'
may be in the ſuﬃsrings' of a meer Mſlſh- Sarand/y, of Chriﬅ's God-head, have alſo this Impreſſion of
There were not need of ſuch'an excellent Price, if his Death, that it is a Satisfaction laid down in their_
the Merit-and-worth thereof did not concurr, by Name 5 upon both which grounds, they praiſe in this'
way of Satisfaction, for obtaining of this Redemp

Song, to wit, that ſo excellent a Perſon ſhould re

tion. Tbirdly, This reſpect to the execllency of deem them by ſo excellent a Price as the Blood
the Perſon, ſhewerh where from mainly their Re of God: And this' doth demonﬅrate their Engage
demption doth flow, t' wit, that the Perſon dying, ment to Him, that when ( upon ſuppoſition ofthe'
was of ſuch worth; and that therefore his Death' threatned Curfe, at leaﬅ) there was no other that

and Suﬀerings are accounted of great Price before could undertake their Debt, or ſatisiie for them,
God. And Lqﬅly, There is here a clear oppoſiti but he who was God, That even then he, who wasi
cn, thou haﬅ redeemed ut-by thy Blood, that is, the Son of God, did undertake the ſame. We are
Thou, who art God, haﬅ- condeſcended to lay down perſwaded, that all who ever ſhall ſhare in this Song,
thy Life, and ſhed thy Blood for us who were of ſhall acknowledge both theſe Truths,- and heartily
little worth: Which doth import, that his ſuﬀer blefs the Son of God for making Satisfaction by his
ings were eﬅimatcd in the ﬅead of what ſhould have Blood. And conſidering that the Abbettors of this
been otherway-s exacted from them.
_ Blaſphemy do by this deny the God-head of our

T H £ s E Arguments will- be the more clear, if bleſied Lord's Perſon, and altogether make void the?
we conſider that oppoſition-which is madeb the Eﬃicacy of his Sacriﬁce aud Prieﬅly Oﬃce, ſo>
Apoﬅle. Ram. 5. betwixt' our blefled Lord eſus, that neither his Perſon nor his Oﬃces are acknoww
the ſecond Adam, and the ﬁrﬅ Adam, of whom ledged by them, which yet arethe two-great and
Men have their ﬁnful being; For, in that Com ſolid Fountlations of Chriltianity, Therefore they are
pariſon and oppoſition, Chriﬅ is not only made not worthy tov be difputed with, nor' accounted'
the Author of Life to theſe that are by Faith his Chriﬅians ; but rather to be joyned with, and reckon
seed, as the ﬁrﬅ Adam was the Author of Death ed among Heathens, or the followers of Main/'nt
to theſe that deſcended from him; but alſo and e an'd thc receivers of his Alcoarn. For which cauſe,
ſpecially in this, that as by the Diſobedience and tranſ-v Chriﬅians would guard againﬅ this-moﬅ horrid Error,

grcſſion of Adam, Dcathwas brought_upon his Poſ as being moﬅ blaſphemousagainﬅ the Mediaror,&moﬅ
terity, as being proc'urodtby the guiltand demerite
( to ſpeakſo ) of that oﬀence; So by the obedience,
Righteouſneſs andSuﬀerings of the other, Life and
freedom from the Dominion of Sin is purchaſed, and
that by way of Merit and Satisfaction equivalent to
the former oﬀence.- For,>as by Adam's fall, the

tieﬅructive to theirown Saivation 5 for,b thcſegrounds,

they can neither have aredeemer,nor a edemption. It
is reported -ot' Sat/"am, ( the great Patron ofthis Blaſ
phemy, by aLearned Man, to wit, Cameran, who
writeth that he had it from one of his Diſciples ) that
he privately denied the World to be made of n0--*
Holineſs and juﬅice of God were wrongcd, So by the thing, leﬅ thereby he ſhould be-neceſiitared to ack
knowledge
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knowledge thcinﬁnileneſs of God's Power; which Theſe things have ever been abhorred as moﬅ de
afterward was more publiclcly av-oaved and contended teﬅable, even as to the very mentioning of them;
ſor by ſome of his followers. 'What horrible things yet this horrid Blaſphemk wanteth not its Patrons,
are there, that Men's Corruptions will not'conceive in this Spring-Time of rror: And therefore Men
and foﬅer? And what height or depth will not thc ought to walk the more circumſpectly in reference to
Devil drive Men to, where he getteth liberty? the ſame.
.,\

.
. it. may be emit-'ted a Sang/'action
. \
Come-ming tlu Exmzt of 'be Mﬂ'iſ. of Cbrg/Ps
Dmrlv, or, if
-

'T

for all M'm.

.

HE ſecond Doctrine that we propoſe from ly concluded from this Place.
drgummt r. C H R 1 s T's Death and Suﬀerings
the Words, .is, That tho' the Death and
Suﬀerings of Chriﬅ, he properly a Satis were not intended as a Price and Satisfaction to bu

or redeem any, but ſuch as were propoſed by God

faction to the Juﬅice of God for Sin t

et is not this

intended by Chriﬅ, nor accepted of by

od asa Price to the Mediator in the Covenant of Redemption to

and Satisfaction for the Sins of all Men, and for the

be redeemed by him z but all and every one were

procuring of Redemption to them, but only for ſome not ſo propoſed. Therefore Chriﬅ's Death and
peculiarly choſen of God, and by his Decrce of Elec Suﬀerings were not intended as a Price and Satisfacti
on to redeem all and-every one. The major of this
tion ſeparated from others.
IT is true, that Chriﬅ's Death, being conſidered Argument, doth not only appear, at the ﬁrﬅ, to be
abﬅractly and materially in it ſelf, in reſpect of the very reaſonable, but doth neceſſarily ﬂow even from
Perſon who died, and in 'reſpect of the manner of the Emphaſis of this Word mien/ring: Which doth
his performing this obedience with ſo much Chear ſuppoſe, Firﬅ, That Man, being under a kindly
ſulneſs, Reverence, &Ft. may be, and by Divincs Relation to God, did by Sin fall from the ſame.
is ſaid to be, of an infinite Value ; So that if it had Secondly, It ſupponeth, that Man, by Sin, is made
been ſo intended and tranſacted in the Covenant of obnoxious to God's Curſe, and alſo, that he is un
Redemption, it might have been in the former Re able to extricate or expede himſelf therefrom. Third
ſpects accounted, and accepted as a Price for many ly, It ſupponeth the Lord's condeſcendingto think
moe; yea, for all: Becauſe, ſuch suﬀering, per or' the redeeming of' ſome from the Curſe 3 and for
formed by ſuch a Perſon, is equivalent unto, and, in that End, to propofe and accept' of ſuch a Satis
reſpect of his excellency who ſuﬀers, beyond t e faction, for ſuch Perſons, and on ſuch Terms as
eternal ſuﬂſierings of all meet creature-s. But Chriﬅ s himſelf ſh'ould propoſe, or had propoſed : And there
Death, being conſidered formally, - as a Price and Sa fore any Redemption doth ﬁrﬅ preſuppoſe the
tisfaction, with reſpect to the Tranſaction that is made Lord's condeſcending to admit of ſuch a Bargain in
in the Covenant of Redemption, it muﬅ be- qualiﬁed the general ; and it being an Act of his Soveraignty,
and underﬅood with reſpect to the Lord's propoſtng there can beno other Rule but his good Pleaſure,
of the Terms, the Mcdiators condeſcending thereto,
- and his intention in undertaking and executing the
fame, as alſo with reſpect to the Lord's accept

ing of the ſame as ſuch. .Thereſore it is not

whereby either the Perſons to be redeemed, or the
'IZerrns upon which, or the Time when, ſuch a
Satisfaction is to be made for ſuch Perſons, &Ft. are

to be regulated:

We muﬅ therefore look to his

to be enquired here, what Chriﬅ'sr Death is in it propoiing of the ſame as the Foundation whereby all
ſelf abﬅraetly? Nor what it might have been, if that followeth is to be ſquared: For, this Phraſe

the Soveraign Lord had ſo thought good? but rede'mi'zg, being borrowed from the manner of
it is to be enquired, if the Lord's Purpoſe Men; doth hold forth the Lord upon the 'one Side,
in giving of his Son to die, and. the Son's in as the Party oﬀended, making oﬀer to accept of
obeying the' ſame, was, to have that Death, and

ſuch a Satisfaction, for ſuch Oﬀenders; and on the

theſe Suﬀer-ings laid down as a Price and Satisfacti
on for all ? NVe ſay, that in that Reſpect, it was
neither intended by the Son, nor accepted by God
as Satisfaction for ali,_but allenarly for ſuch as he
had choſen, and by his Purpoſe had ſcpzrited to
himſelf out of all Kindreds Tongues and Nations:
which by the ſeveral Aiguments may be ﬅrong

other Side, it repreienteth the Mediator as the Boy
er and Redeemer, accepti-n'g. of ſuch an Oﬀer in all
the Circumﬅances thereof, to wit, to engage to be
a Redeemer to ſuch and ſuch Perſons, to conſent to

lay down ſuch and ſuch aSatisfaction and Price for
their Rcdcmption, and to perform the ſame in he
\.
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Time and Manner condeſcended vupon by the Lord. Juﬅice on ſome, as the manifeﬅing of his Mercy
And it is the conceiving of this great Tranſaction of upon others; and therefore it cannot be ſaid that the
the Elects Redemption under this Form, to wit,

Lord did intend ſuch to be redeemed by the Son, or

as"having ſuch an Oﬀer npon the one Side, and that he did, for that End, propoſe them to him.
ſuch an Acceptation upon the other, that maketh it
I F it be ſaid, that though he did not intend their
get the Name ofa Cor-'n'am in Scripture : Becauſe salvation, as he did intend the salvation and Remp
ſo it as
is repreſcnted
Bargnin,
in the Men
Man : tion of the Elect, Yet may it be ſaid, that he did
ner
Bargains uſeastoa mutual
be tranſactod
amon'gﬅſſ
intend their Redemption conditionally, and ſo pro
Which yet is done for the helping of us to under

poſe them to the Mediator to beredeemal onetheſe

ﬅand this Miﬅery, and is not beyond this Scope to
beextended. From all which, it doth appear, that
the Father's Propoſal (to ſay ſo) or his Intention
and Purpoſe, muﬅ regulate this whole Buſineſs of
Redemption 3- and therefore muﬅ the Extent of
Chriﬅ's Death, as it is a Satisfaction, be underﬅood

Terms, that is, if they ſhould believe.

drtſ Of

this we may afterward ſpeakaword; Yet here, vi'e

ſay, r. That this doth attribute to the only wiſe
God amoﬅ derogating Intention to his own Glo
iy . For, it cannnt be denied but he foreknew the
vent, and that ſuch a conditional Intention would

Hence, the Lord Chriﬅ, not be ſuﬃcient to through the ſame: And to ſav,
that he intended what he knew would never come ſſto
doth ſo frequently aſiert, 'but be came not to la bil
'um will, but ib: will of him that ſent him, and to paſs, or to apply ſuch Means as he knew could not
according to the ſame.

ﬁniſh bis work, and to give eternal life to a: many a: be eﬀectual to the End, cannot but with Horror be

God bath gie-en to him, and ſuch like. Whereby it is thought upon. 1. We ſay, that the Scripture doth
evident, that the Lord hath particularly ordered the only mention one kind of propoﬁng and giving to
work of Redemption according to his good Pleaſure Chriﬅ, which is to be given abſolutely to him to be

in the reſpects formerly mentioned; and that the redeemed; and the oppoſition betwixt this giving of
Mediator's Death and Suﬀerings are to be looked up
on as regulated and qualiﬁed in reſpect of their Ef
ſects, according to what hath been propoſed to him.
This ﬁrﬅ Propoiition, we ſuppoſe, is now clear,
and may beyet further conﬁrmed: For, it cannot
be ſaid, that God intended to have any redeemed but
theſe whom he did propoſc to the Mediator: Again,
it cannot be ſaid, that any were by him intended to
be redeemed, whomhe did not thus ptopoſe in the
covenant of Redemption, and give unto the Medi
ator for that End:

ſome to Chriﬅ, and the not giving of others, is not
as ifit were betwixt two givings of diverſe kinds, to
wit, one conditional, and another abſolute, butit is

ſuchan Oppoſitionasisbetwixt giving and not giv
ing, or paﬃng by; and therefore that former two
fold giving, or propoling to Chriﬅ, cannot be ad
mitted. 3. We ſay. if there be ſuch a conditional
propoﬁng of the Reprobate to Chriﬅ to be redeemed,
it will not be eaſy to conceive the Terms of the Co

venant; for, there is but one Covenant mentioned,
And, in the laﬅ Place, it muﬅ wherein ( to ſay ſo) the Bargain with the Mediator

be ſaid, that all whom bedid propoſe in that Bargain
of Redemption, were deſigned by him actually to be
redeemed : Otherwiſe many-abſurd Concluſions ( re
ﬂecting upon the Lord's ſerious Manner of Proceed

is concluded:

This will infer two, to wit, one,

abſolute in Reference to the Elect; an other, condi

End, muﬅ be of equal Extent.

tional in Reference to the Reprobate. Again, it
will be diﬃcult to determine whether Chriﬅ were
to pay ſo much for them as for the Elect; For, it
ſeemeth not juﬅ that he ſhould pay as much for
theſe who are but conditionally redeemed, ( and for
whom he doth not purchaſe the Condition, and
whom he hath not intended to make Partakers of
the Beneﬁts) as for theſe who are abſolutely re
deemed, to whom the Condition is purchaſed, and
for whom the Beneﬁts are intended. On the other

, N o w as to the mit-ar Propoſition of the Ar

Side, it will be diﬃcult to ſay,

ing in that Buſineſs, and upon his wiſe Manner of

contriving the-ſame, as alſo upon his eﬀectual way
of bringing about what he hath intended ) will fol
low; which without Horror cannothe imagined.
Therefore it will follow, that the Son's actual bear

ing the Iniquities of ſuch as are redeemed, and the
Father's propoſing of ſuch and ſuch to him for that

that a leſs Pricc

gument, It iscertain, that all and every one were is required for this conditional Redemption; be
not propoſed (much leſs all indiﬀcrently) by the cauſe ſo, it were no Redemption at all: 'or, if
Lord jEHO VA*H to the Mediator, to be brought the Redemption muﬅ be at ſucha Price, then
or redeemed by him, And may be made toappear what is leſs cannot procure the ſame. Further,
thus. 1. Becauſe the Lord did never intend, that there is but one Covenant of Redemption mention
all ſhould be gloriﬁetl and actually partalte of Re ed in Scripture 5 and the Elect, or, theſe who were
demplion, he having decreed the gloriſying of his
O o
given
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EXPOSIT

given to, Chriſt and propoſed to him, ate ﬅill menti
oned as the Object about which that Bargain is' tran
ſacted: Wecannot therefore think_of a conditional 'Propoſal, except we can ſee a diﬅinct Bargain and 'i
Covenant concerning the ſame;

no Covenant of Redemption.

which yet will be

IO N of the
sji
Expreſſton here, Tlmt beﬅ redeemed a: out o every
YZngue, Kindred, &It. if it be not to diﬅinguiſh theſe
few Redeemed ones of theſe Nations, from the great
Number of the Unredeemed in the ſame; and thereby
to ſet out the Peculiarity of God's Love to them

But we may touch whom he redeemeth, who hath deſigned this Bene*

this afterward. Secondly, That all were not propoſ ﬁt to them, when he hath pailed by others to whom
ed to Chriﬅ, or, given to him will thus appear, he was no leſs obliged, or rather to whom he is
becauſe
bv theſeſuch
Titles,
to wit, theſe Hmt than
bqﬂ more diſobliged in reſpect of any thing in Men?
giwndmeJfjt.
are contradiﬅinguiſhed
ſrom.0
Alſo, by this Expreſſlon, there is a clear Diﬀerence
thers, as frotn theſe who are not given to Chriﬅ: put between the Song of the Redeemed- (which is
Neither can there be any other Reaſon why theſe grounded upon Chriﬅ's Death ) and theSong ofa
are deſigned by ſuch a Name, but that in God's viſible Church, which doth ariſe from-'a viſible
Purpoſe they were deſigned peculiarly to be redeem Church-relation: For, Chap. xi. 17, 18. Es'r. the
ed, and accordingly were commltted to the Media whole Nations become the Lord's in 'that Reſect,
tor, and undertaken for by him in the Covenant or' and they praiſc him upon that Ground ;* but the
Redemption. Now, it cannot be ſaid, 'that any Song of the, Redeemed, is of ſome out yf awry
other were propoſed by God to the Mediator,bu_t ﬁngm, Kindred and Nation, &Ft. which doth ex
ſuch as were thus given to him 3 and ſeeing it is prcﬂyiuſinuate, that Redemption by Chriﬅ's Blood
clear, that all were not thus given to him, ( for ſuch is not of equal- Extent with the viſible Church,
are exprcſly diﬅinguiſhed from the paﬂed-by World, but is peculiar to the Elect therein: 1 And there
John vi. 17.) Therefore all cannot be ſaid to be fore much leſs can it be of equal Extent with the
propoſed by God to the Mediator; and ſo conſe whole NVorld.
quently (which is the Concluſion of the main Ar
Thirdly, I F this Redemption-of Chriﬅ's, and
ent
.
his
Suﬀerings
and
Death
cannot
be
ſaid
to
his
laying down of his Life for any, be the Evi
geiliiitendeli as a Price and Satisfaction for the redeem
dence, of his moﬅ ſpecial and peculiar Love, Then
i'ng of all andeveryone; Nor, without the Inten it cannot be extended to all; becauſe his peculiar
tion of the bleﬁed arties contracting, can_ they be Love doth not extend it ſelf to all Indiﬀerently:
ſaid to be a Price for any: For, the Pn:e muﬅ For, if ſo, then it would not be peculiar but comneeds relate to what is propoſed to be redeemed or mon; and therefore the Eﬀect thereof cannot be of

bought, this being the Series, the Mediator did re

more general Extent:

But the former is clear in

deem theſe for whom he engaged and whoſe Debt this Place, to wit, That Redemption by Chriﬅ's
he did undertake; Again, he did undertake for theſe, Death, is a Fruit and Evidence of his moﬅ pecu

and for theſe only, who were propoſed and given by liar Love. Therefore, irit., That this is a ſpecial
the Lord to him for that End z But theſe were 'not and peculiar Favour, appcareth ﬁrﬅ, from their be
al] Men, but ſome few, that were peculiarly given ing ſo aﬀected in this Song as having this Mercy peto him, as ſeparated from others; Therefore from culiarly to praiſe him for, to wit, that-he had "deem;
the ﬁrﬅ to the laﬅ, it will follow, that not all Men ed them by bit Blaod, which others had not.

And

but ſome few, peculiarly choſen by God, and Secondly, that they mention this as a Favour, be
given to Chriﬅ, were redeemed by hts Death,_and yond which there cannot be a greater, and which.
have theſe Suﬀerings, intended by the Mediator doth ſingularly engage them to him beyond. all other
and accepted of by the Lord _*I_EHOVAH, as a Favours that have been beﬅowed upon them. Thirdly,
Price and Satisfaction for their bms.

-

\ The very Expreﬂions of their Song bear forth their

zIrg. 2._Secondly, IT may be thus concluded, Senſe of the peculiarneſs of this Mercy, as, 'Thou lie/I
If theſe that are redeemedby Chriﬅ's Blood, be not rtdermtdus outqf every Tongue, Kindrrd, and- Nation,
all of every Tongue, Kindred,._ and Nation; 'but that ſheweth his taking notice of them ſingular-ly be
ſome out of every Tongue, Kmdred and Nation, yond others; and thathe did this by his Blood, ſhew
(57. Then all are not redeemed: For, theſe are eth this to be an Expreſling of his Love to
oppoſite in this Reſpect, to wit,- awþola Nation, them in a moﬅ wonderful and ſingular Manner.

or awry Perſhn (yf a Nattan, and ſhme cﬀtbem only: Fourthly, If this Mercy were not peculiar to
But the redeemed are not all of_ ever Nation, them, then it might be ſaid that one Perſon were,
(57. but ſhme out
all Tongues, Kzndrz and Na no more obliged to praiſe for this Redemption,
zions, (52. as wascleared, 'verſe 9. Therefore allare and. to beaﬀected. therewith, than another 5 and
not redeemed. , And what canbe thetReaſon of this U
how

i'

Chap. 3.

how inconſiﬅent that will be with the Scope, in this
Place, and with the preſent Frame and Conviction
of theſe that Praiſe, may be eaſily diſcerned, ſeeing
their Scope is to hold out themſelves to be peculiarly
obliged to be thankful for this Mercy beyond all o

thers?

28;
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T r-r a Force of this Argutnent, may be COT'."
ceived theſe two Ways, r. Thus, If Chriſt's Death,

as it is a Satisfaction, hath ever the Juﬅiſication and
'Gloriﬁcation of theſe for whom it is a Satisfacti
on, following upon it, Then Chriﬅ's Deathcan

Ld/Ily, That this is a peculiar Mercy, even not be a Satisfaction for all; But thc former is true,

the greateﬅ that our Lord Jeſus doth beﬅow upon to wit, Chriﬅ's Death hath ever Juliiﬁcntion and Sal
any, appeareth from other Scriptures, as, John xv. vation following upon it, to theſe for whom it is a
13. Greater lot/e hath no li/Ian than this, to lay down Satisfaction: Therefore, &Ft. That Juﬅiﬁcation and
his Life for his Friend, &c. and Rom. v. 8, 9, to. salvation everfollow thereupon, appear-eth, I. From
God rommendeth his love toward: at, in that while we the Text; Theſe only, and all theſe who are re
were yet ſinners, Chriﬅ diedfor ur, &e. All which deemed by his Blood, are alſo made King: and Prieﬅt,

ſhew, that the Love of God cannot more ſhine to and have alſo ſaving Eﬀects following thereupon, as
2. It is clear from the Nature of the Co
for him; And therefore it cannot be intended for vcnant: For, if Chriﬅ's undertaking to ſatisﬁe for
any, but ſuch as he doth peculiarly love, and whom ſome, in whoſe Name he did become Surety, did
he hath deſigned to be Partakers of the moﬅ eminent make him in Juſtice liable to their Debt, and to the
Payment thereof, 'ſo as he could not be conceived to
and ſpecial Eﬀects thereof.

one in any Thing than in this, that Chriﬅ hath died was ſaid.

Fourthly, IF all who are redeemed by Chriﬅ's be the Cautioner according to the Terms of the Co
Blood, be made Kings and Prieﬅ: unto God, and be venant, but alſo he behooved to have the Imputati
eﬀectually called and made to reign upon Earth, &e. on of their Sin, actually following thereupon) So,
and if the connexion be certain between theſe, ſo on the other ſide, his Satisfaction cannot but be equal
that they who may claim to the one, may alſo claim ly eﬀectual for the procuring of actual Freedom to
to the other, Then Chriﬅ's Death is not a Satis theſe whoſe Room he ſuﬅained in the laying down
faction ſor all, but for ſome 5' Becauſe, in Experi

of that Satisfaction.

Again, This Eſſect, to wit,

ence it is clear, that all are not made King: and Pritﬅ: the Juﬅiﬁcation of theſe for whom he undertook,
unto God, &a. But the former is true, to wit, all is (to ſpeak ſo) the Recompence and Satisfaction
who are redeemed by Chriſt's Blood, are made King-s which is by the Lord engaged for and made ſure
and Prieﬅr, &e. Therefore, (52. The Truth of to him for his Suﬀerings, and the Travel of his
this minor, or, of the Certainty of the Connexion Soul, according to that Word, Iſa. liii. l t. Fleſh-ill

between being redeemed by Chriﬅ's Death, and bc- ﬅe of the trow! of his Soul, and ſhall he ſatisﬁed:
ing made Kings and Prieﬅ: to God, is clear in the And if it be ſo, then there muﬅ be a neceſſity Con
Text: For, all, who ſay in the 9. Ver. Thou haﬅ nexion between Chriﬅ's suﬀering in the ﬅead ofany,
redeemed as by thy Blood, ſay in the lO. 'And haﬅ and their obtaining of Juﬅiﬁcation; otherways it
made us Kings and Prieﬅ; unto God, &c. which might be ſa:d, that the Mediator for that Part of the
cxpreﬂy importeth, that the one Part of the Song is travel of his Soul, did want the promiſcd and en
of equal Extent with the other. And it it were not gagcd for Satisfaction. And as we cannot con
ſo, then this Song might be divided, and ſome might ceive but both Siilcs of thtt Covenant of Redempb
ſay, Thou hit-(I redeemed m, but we are not made tion, muﬅ be fulﬁlled, and the Mediator cannot but
ſatisﬁed
in his of
Deſign;
So, we cannot salvation
but con
Kings and rieﬅ; unto God 5 which would look be
ceive
the Neceſſity
their 'Juſtiſicationſiand
moﬅ unlike the Language of a redeemed Sinner,

and weaken exceedingly the Cotu'olation of the re

whoſe Iniquities Chriſt hath born,

This is alſo

deemed, who could .not be ſo comforted in Chriſt's further clear in the following Words, to wit, by hit

laying down his Life for them, as they are holden
forth to be in this Song, if it were poſſible that
that the Parts thereof could be divided. Alſo, it
would mar the Beauty of the inconceivable Graoe,

and peculiar Love that ſliineth in this Ground of their
Prail'e, and no way rouze the redeemed Sinner to

praiſe, becauſe Chriﬅ had laid down his Life for him,

Knowledge ſhall my righteous Servant ju/Iiſie many:
for he ſhall hear their Iniquitier. Where theſe
three Things are clear, r. What it is that Chriﬅ
accounteth Satisfaction for the Travel of his Soul:
That is, to have many jn/Fiſied. 2. What the
Ground is that procureth this Juﬅiﬁcation: That
is, his hearing of their Iniouity: For, this is the
Reaſon of the former, man r ſhall be jlf/Iiſſ

if it might be ſaid, That thou haﬅ redeemed me by
.thy Blood, yet am I not ſizre Iſhall he made a King ﬁed, becauſe, C n R 1 s T nll pay or them,
and a Prieﬅ unto God, &c.
and hear their Sin.
And if this
onnexiort
O o 2

were
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V ere not certain, and peremptory between theſe two, to be delivered up for any, and. yet withhold any
Then this Conſequence and Reaſoning would be ut good Thing from ſuch.
terly brangled and made void, iſit might be ſaid' that
A' ſecond Way, by which we may conceive the

Chriﬅ did bear the Iniquity of any, who yet ſhould Force of the former Argument, is this, ( which'alſo
not bejuﬅiſied.

3. It is clear alſo from that Place," is a new Argument of it ſelf) That which would

what theſe many are, that ſhall bcjuﬅiﬁed; to wit, weaken the redcemeds Conſolation, and enervat the

thoſe uhoſe Iniquities Chriſt doth bear:

For, he Grounds of their Praiſe, contrary to the Strain and
Scope of' this Song, ought not to be admitted in the

ſhall juﬅiﬁe many, becauſe he ſhall bear their Iniqui
ties;

Where, the marry that ſhall bejuﬅiﬁed, in the Doctrine of Redemption;

But to ſa , that all are

ﬁrﬅ Words, and theſe whaſi Irriquitie: Chriﬅ doth redeemed by Chriﬅ's Death, yet ſo, t at the greater
hear, in the laﬅ Words, are of equal Extent: And Part of them ſhall never be juﬅiﬁed, nor partalte of
this Relativc, Their iniquity, doth expreﬂy rel'ate to Life through him, &a. doth exceedingly weaken the
the many ſpoken of before. Which Words do ﬅrong redeemeds Conſolation, and enervat the Grounds of
ly conﬁrm what is ſaid, to wit, that there is an inſe their Praiſe, contrar to the Scope of this Song:
pstable Connexion between Chriﬅ's bearing the Ini Therefore, that D
ine of' univerſal XRedemption,
uity of any, and their obtaining of Juﬅiﬁcation; is not to be admitted, as being derogatory to the ſolid or, the Prophet doth not only make them of equal Conſolation of the redeemed, whatever be pretended.
Extent, but he doth alſo draw the Ncceſlity'and That it derogateth to their Conſolation, appearethv
Certainty of the Ju'ſtification and Salv-ation of many, thus, If the Juﬅiﬂcation, salvation, &Ft. of the re
as a Conſequent from this Antecedent, That Chriſ) deemed be not neceﬂiaril'y and peremptorily knit un
hath horn their Iniguitiet. And is, in a Word, this, to Chriﬅ's laying down of his Life -for them, Then.
Chriﬅ hath hom the Iniquity of many, Therefore were even their Juﬅiﬁcation and salvation uncer
it cannot be but theſe many muﬅ be juﬅiﬁed : Which tain, and ſo none of them could heartily praiſc for
reaſoning, being the reaſoning of the "holy Ghoﬂ, the ſlime, or comfort themſelves therein; much
muﬅ be ſure; And therefore none can be ſaid tobe leſs could all do this: Both which, are expreﬂy
redeemed, or to have their Iniquities born by Chriﬅ, contrary to the Words and Scope 'of this Song..
but ſuch as come actually to obtain Juﬅiﬁcatiom Again, If no redeemed Perſon, Believer, or Child
Laﬅ/y, The Necellity of this connexion between Concluſions
of God, canfrom
ſo- this
comfort
themſelves
by drawing
Doctrine,
ct Chriﬅ hath.
diedf'r
Chriﬅ's dying for any, and their obtaining of actual
Juﬅiﬁcation and salvation, may thus be made out, all, yet, all ſhall not heſhwd, as they may be com
Jf the Lord beﬅow the greater Beneﬂt upon any, fortod and have their Hearts cheered to praiſe from
Then the leſſer cannot but be expected from him this, That Chrﬄtl hath hat redeemed all, nor hath
alſo ;. But the giving of his Son to Death for any, died for them, yet allfar whom he died, and who/'r
is a greater Mercy than actual juﬅiﬁcation and Salva he redeemed, ſhall he jteﬅiſitd andſwed, Then muﬅ'
tion; Therefore he cannot but beſtow the laﬅ on the former Doctrine be exceedingly derogatory to
theſe upon whom he hath beﬅowed the ﬁrﬅ. .Both the People of God their Conſolation, But the
Parts of the Argument will be conﬁrmed from Rom. former is true: Therefore, Ut. That thisDoctIinc
V. 8, 9, ioa and Chap. viii. Ver. 32.. In the one of ſuch an uuiverſalRodemption, doth not yield ſuch
Place, the Apoﬅle reafoneth thus, llſhile we were comfortable Concluſions to the Believer, as the other,.
yet Sinntrr, God ttmmended his Love to us, it' giv will appear by comparing them together: For, the.
ing, Chriﬅ to die for us: Therefore having obtain great Cnnſolation of the Believer, is, Upon ſolid
ed ſuch a Mercy, we may much more loth to haf-ved. Grounds, to conclude an unchangeable Intereﬅ in.
from
him. And to
deny enervat
the
nſe
ctquentWrath
in thethrough
former Argument,
would
this God 5. But the latter, and not the former, will' yield.
this.

reaſonin of the Apoﬅle.

For, this is ſolid and comfortable Reaſoning,.

In the other Place, It is Theſe that are redeemed, are made King: and Prieﬅ:

he that gaud not hit own Son, but delivered him up to God, andſhall reign with him, &c. becauſe, there

\ for w hll, How ſhall he mt with him ay' frcteþv give. is an indiﬂoluble and peremptory Connexion between
us all Things? Where the Apoſtle doth not only theſe; But, may one aſſume, I am redeemed, Thereihew, that all Things do follow where Chriﬅ is be fore,,£9'r. lf this Aſl'umption be queﬅioned, to wit,
ﬂowed; but alſo hedoth it in ſuch a Manner, as. whether Ibe redeemed or not? becauſe Redemption
doth ſhew the Abſurdity and Unreaſonableneſs of is not univerſal, Then it may thus proceed; All.
thinking the contrary, to wit, that it can be poſſible thcſe that are ſpiritually Kings and Prietls, and being

that God will beﬂow to excellent a Gtft as his Son made ſubject to Chriﬅ, are freed from theDominion
of
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of their Corruption, and admitted with Boldneſs to ing to bear forth a Poﬁibility of salvation to all,

oﬀer themſelves and their Service to God by Chriﬅ or, a Salvability, doth indeed make it certain to
Jeſus, Ur. theſe are redeemed, and ſhall certainly none.
obtain salvation; But the Conſcience, upon Selfſi
examination, where there is. Ground for it, rſinay

I r any ſhall Pay, That this is true indeed upon

Suppoſition that one be' by Faith in Chriﬅ; Then
aſiume, It is ſo with me;

Therefore I am redeem

ed, and ſhall obtain salvation, Ur.

it cannot be denied, but ſo to conclude, is more

This is a-com

comfortable: But ſuppoſing one not to' be a Belie
fortable and ſolid' Concluſton, and cannot fail where ver, Is it not then a 'omfortleſs Doctrine to ſay,

That all are mt' redeemed? &e. becauſe it leaveth
this Stumbling-hlock before the Perſon,- that he
cation, Sanctiﬁcation, and salvation, So that one of knoweth not whether he ought to- believe or not,
the Promiſes are well grounded, becauſe of the neceſ

ſary Connexion that is between Redemption, Juﬅiſi

them, being evidenced, doth inſcr all: And ſpiritual
l to reign in ſome Meaſure over the World, and a
ody of Death, and ſpirituall'y to perform Worſhip
unto God, &Ft. being infallible Evidences of sancti

becauſe he knoweth not whether he be redeemed
or not: And this Thought may alſo follow him;
if he be not ledeemed, can his believing be uſeful to

him? d/yiu. There are ſeveral Miﬅakes in this
ﬁcation, and- Fruits of this Redemption, they give Objection, Therefore we ſhall anſwer ſeveral ways
good Ground for a Conſcience to make Applications Ihereunto: And Fir/f, We ſay, That even upon
of the former general Truth: Whereas, on the con Suppoﬁtion that onedoth not believe in: Chriﬅ, this
n'ary, if we will looſe this Connexion, and ſay, that Doctrine-aſierted is more comfortable than the other:
all are redeemed, or Chriﬅ hath died ſor them, and
yet few will be ſaved, It cannot but ever leave the
Soul at an Uncertainty under this moﬅ comfortleſs
Concluﬁon, Altho'l be redeemed, yet I may periſh;

Becauſe, Firﬅ, He hath no leſs Warrand to believe
in Chriﬅ and reﬅ on him, than if the other Doctrine

were ſuppoſed: For, it is not Chriﬅ's dying for
any that warranteth him- to believe, or is rhe Obe
becauſe, many for whom Chriﬅ hath died, are never ject of his Faith; but it is God's cau, 'requiring
actually freed from the Wrath of God; and' thereby Faith of him, and God's Oﬀer and Promiſe knit
the Soul ſhould be ﬅill left in a comfortleſs Conditi ting Life to the Perſormance of that Condition of
on, which is moﬅ unlike the Nature of this Redemp believing called for. Theſe are contained in God's
tion which Chriﬅ hath purchaſed, and moﬅ diſagree revealed Will, which is the Rule of our Practice,
able to the Conſolation which is allowed to there and the Ground of our Faith. And according to!
deemed by God, and wherein they comfort them this Doctrine, a Hearer of the' Goſpel hath theſe'
ſelves in this Song. We conclude then, that it is Grounds ſor his Wart-and; and'there can no other
more comfortable to a Believer to reaſon from be given, even upon- the contrary Suppoſition. Sti
this Univerſal, all that are redeemed, and are King: candly, If he be brought to yield to his Gall, to rea
and Prieﬅ: unto God, ſhall beſhwd, where the Con eeive his Oﬀer, and to truﬅ himſelf to his Promiſe,
ſequent and Antecedent, are ot'equul Extent; than he hath then more ſolid Grouncſoſ Conſolation be
to ſay, 1111 are redeemed, and ye' ſaw/ball 'r 'mze cauſe of the certain Connexion that is betwixt aith:
my be ſaved. And this being the Way of the and Salvation ) than he can have by the other Doc
Lord, it cannot but be moﬅ comfortable to his trine; 'which by the interwoven Errors concerning.
People; and it is a vain Thing. for Man-to ima Free-will, the falling away of ſuch as ſometime'
gine by> his carnal Raiſonings to mould a more have been true Believers, &Ft. is wholly brangled
comfortable Doctrine: For though, at ﬁrﬅ, it And ſo, ſuppoﬁng him not yet to have cloſed witlr
look more plauſible-like to Fleſh, toſay, That all Chriﬅ, hehathethe more effectual Motives toengage
are redeemed, than to ſa ,- But ſome; yet indeed himthereuntoz

becauſe, by ſo doing, all is made

ſure. 2. We anſwer, This Doctrine of particular
tion that that Ground were laid, no Man could Redemption (to call it ſo) doth-never,make Salva
gather any ſolid Conſolation therefrom, but upon tion impoſſible to any that will receive Chriﬅ, and
Condition of his receiving of Chriﬅ, and reﬅing reﬅ on him: But, on the contrary, tho' it deny
it doth not prwe ſo: her even, upon Suppoſi

Upon him by Faith:

Now, Faith in Chriﬅ, be

that all Men are redeemed, or ſhall be ſaved;

et

ing ſupponed, this Ground, Few are redeemed, but doth it aſiert this Univerſal, That all wlzoſowtr 11
all theſe who. ar' redeemed ſhall- b' ſaved, doth bdict/e, are redeemed and ſhall be ﬅir/ed; which
yield more ſolid Conſolation than the former; be certainly doth make the Expectation ot' Life through.
cauſe, it carrieth with it a. Certainty of salvati Faith- in Chriſt, to be the more certain; and'
on to ſuch: Whereas the other Ground, pretend dotlrlay the more ſolid Groundzfor a toﬂ'ed Sinner
'
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to caﬅ himſelf upon, when it ſaith, There was be ju-ﬅifred and ſaved, &it.

Chap. 3.
Thus we may apply

never a Sinner of any Rank or (Liality that did be that Word, Heb. xi. 6. He that cometh to God,
lieve,vor ſhall believe in Jeſus Chriﬅ, but he ſhall mrﬃ ﬁrﬅ believe that be is, &e. For, if this ge
be ſaved: From which he may conclude, Then if neral Truth be not'acknowledged, ſaving Faith
Ican. or ſhall believe in Chriﬅ, I alſo ſhall be ſav wanteth the, Diſcovery of a ſuﬃcient and ﬁt Ob
Which Concluſion, will not follow from the ject to reﬅ it ſelf upon. Sm'zdly, We are then
And ſeeing this is the very expreſs called to receive this Chriﬅ, oﬀered to ,us* in the
Letter of the Goſ l, Wboſacwr beliewtb, ſhall be Goſpel, and by Faith to betake out ſelves to him

ed:

other Doctrine.

ſh-ved, there is no (around left to queﬅion the ſame, ſo diſcovered, and there, as on a ſolid Foundation,
without manifeﬅ reﬂecting upon the Faithfulncſs of to reﬅ for the obtaining of Juﬅiﬁcation and Life by
God. 3. We anſwer, If any Thing follow from the Vertue of his Satisfaction, according to the
this Ground, all are not redeemed, it is this, There Oﬀer that is made in the Goſpcl. This is the
fore all ſhall not be ſaved;

or, Therefore all will main Act of ſaving Faith, whereby aSinner com

not believe: Both which are true. And it doth eth to be entituled to Chriﬅ, and to the Beneﬁts
only make salvation impoſſible to him who doth not of his Dmth. Whereupon, Y/n'rdlv, Followeth
believe in Chriﬅ: For, to ſuch it ſaith, If thou be ( our accepting of the foreſaid Oﬀcr being ſuppoſed )
lieve not, thou ſhall not beſaved ; Neither in ſuch a 'Warrant to look upon Chriﬅ as ours, upon the
a Caſe haﬅ thou Ground to think thy ſelf redeem Beneﬁts purchaſed by him as belonging to us; and
ed: And what Ahſurdity is in theſe. Yea, upon upon our ſelves, as actually redeemed by him;
the Grounds of the other Doctrine, there is none none of which, before that, could have been war

without Faith that can promiſe themſelves Life, or rantably concluded: But this being ſuppoſed, there
comfort themſelves in their pretended univerſal Re is good Ground for it; becauſe a Sinner by re
demption, more than upon the Gtounds which wc ceiving of Chriﬅ, cometh to have Intereﬅ in him,
have laid down: Therefore it can never be ſaid, and ſo conſequently in all that is his: For,'Chriſt
That believing in Chriﬅ, is uſeleſs according to this and his Beneﬁts are not ſeparated; \-And therefore
Doctrine: Yea, it is aſierted to be always uſeful except there be Ground to bear out this Title
and profitable, whereas, by the oppoſite Grounds, it to Chriﬅ himſelf, there is no YVarrant to believe

may be often without theſe comfortable Eﬀects fol
lowing thereupon. In the ſourth Place, We an
ſwer, That this Objection (as zmuch more in this
Controverſy ) doth ﬂow from a Miﬅake of the true
Nature of juſtiſying; Faith; For, it ſupponeth it,
to be the Hcart's receiving of, and cloſing with this

that any of his Beneﬁts do belong to us. Now,
according to this foreſaid Order, no Hearer is ever
called to believe what is falſe, Becauſe theſe three
are ever true, 10 wit, Firﬅ, That Life is certain

through Faith in Chriﬅ, and no otherways,

Sc

rand/y, That one who is called to believe on him,

ought to obey, and that God's Call is a good
lar, and that his Death was particularly intended for _Ground for that Obedience. a T/yirrli'y, This is al
as a Truth, that Chriﬅ bath died for me in particu
me.

This is the more dangerous, becauſe it hath ſo a Truth, that one who hath yielded, may look
upon himſelf as accepted of God, and redeemed
ﬁon of Miﬅake, even to ſome great Men, who have by Chriﬅ Jeſus, becauſe, in the Method foreſaid,
laid this for a Ground, (as Cameron doth on this there is Warrant to believe all theſe. But, if any

been entertained by many, and hath been the Occa

Subject) Cbrylus mar-tum gﬅ pra te, ſi tu idſactum will invcrt the Order, and at ﬁrﬅ perſwade him
U'ﬂ'lctS, that is, C/'ryf bet/2 dirdﬂr time,

thou lu

ſelf that the Beneﬁts of Chriﬅ's Purchaſe do be

liew it ſo to be: Now, according to that Ground, long to him, as being particularly redeemed by
it is impoſſible but to miſcarry, both in reference to his Death, before he actually reﬅ on him by Faith;
this Doctrine, the Doctrine of Juﬅiﬁcation, and ſe

This will prove but ﬅrong Preſumption, and never

veral other rrioﬅ concerning Truths. It is to be ad

give Title to Chriﬅ, or any T-hing that is his ; But,

verted then, that when we are called to believe in' on the contrary, greatly provoke the Lord: Becauſe
Chriﬅ, We are not called inﬅantly to believe that in all the Word of God, there is no Promiſe of
Chriﬅ hath oﬀered up himſelf as a Satisfaction for Juﬅiﬁcation, Liſc, or salvation, or any Beneﬁt of
us in particular; but we are to conceive it in this Chriﬅ's Redernption made to any Perſon, but to him

Order, Firﬅ, We are called to believe the Truth that helieveth: And to do otherways, is, As 'iſa
of the Goſpel, and the Way of salvation laid down Woman that were wooed for Marriage ſhould fanc
therein, ta wit, that time is m Name under Hta her ſelf to have Title and Right to all the Privi
'vm by 'which a Sinner am beſawd, but by the Name ledges of ſuch a Man's Wife, before the Marriaze

qſ 7412.', and that yet all who believe in him, ſhall.

were
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were actually conſummated, or before ſhe had Chriﬅ's death, as the proper eﬀect of that purchaſer
given her formal conſent thereunto. And'ſoaccord And, Fourtbly, If there may bean Univerſal condi
ing to theſe Grounds, we ſee, that all hearers are not tional Redemption admitted, as conﬁﬅent with the
ſimply and inﬅantly called' to believe that Chriﬅ didl former Grounds; yet ſo, as the eﬀect thereof isz'made
die for them; But, ﬁrﬅ, to receive himas their Sa ſure to the' Eleot, and to them only ?
vlour, and then to draw ſuch aConcluſion, which
To the ﬁrﬅ, to wit, What is the' native, proper
upon the performance of that condition, can never and immediate cﬀect of Chriﬅ's purchaſe unto the
fail. From this alſo, we may ſee the Fallacy and redeemed? We Anſwer, That we conceive it to be'
Weakneſs of that much toſl'ed vain Objection, to not only the procuring oſ Salvation< to- be poſſible
wit, That which every one is obliged to believe, that to them, ſo that now, by the interveening of this'
muﬅ be Truth: But every one is obliged to be Satisfaction, there is a way for the juﬅ God to
live that Chriﬅ did'die for him in particular. There Pardon Mens Sins without wronging of his Juﬅice, '
fore, that Chriﬅ did die for every one in particular which without this could not have been :' And ſo
muﬅ be aTruth. This Argument, I ſhy depend ſome ſay, that hy Chriﬅ's death God is made
eth only upon the-former Miﬅake of Faith: And pfambilir, or, ( to ſay ſo) put in a Capacity to be'
this being denied, that all Men are inﬅantly called pleaſed, or made plete-able; but is not actually ap
to believe that Chriﬅ died for them in particular, peaſed, orplamtur, which 'is the A'ſiertion of the'
when they are called to believe'in him for obtain Arminianr. Nor yet is it only to make reconcilia
int! of Life, The ﬅrength of it will evaniſh: Becauſe, tion with God, upon the conditionof believingand'
ſuppoling that many in the viſible Church ( which Faith in Chriﬅ, poſſible, that is, by this interveen
Excperiencc doth put out of Weﬅion ) do never ing Satisfaction to give a Ground for Faith to reﬅ
believe in Chriﬅ', or by Faith reﬅ on him for the upon, with hope of obtaining salvation thereby, '
obtaining of Life; Then it will-follow, that many, which otherways would not have been- proﬁtable,"
even in the viſible Church, are never obliged to be had not this Satisfaction oſ Chriﬅs procured a new
.lieve that Chriﬅ hath died for them in particular ; Covenanti to be made upon that Condition. Thus,v
becauſe, none hath warrant vto make that Applicati according to ſome, Chriﬅ by his death, hath'procur
on, but ſuch as have ﬁrﬅ betaken themſelves by ed an Object to be held forth to all to be by Faith'
Faith unto Chriﬅ: whereby the aſſumption of that reﬅed upon; and hath eﬅabliſhed this general, that'
Argument is palpably falſe: For, it muﬅ be ſo all who ſhould believe on him, ſhould be ſaved;
zſſumed, Every Man that heareth theGoſpel, and and that Faith alone ſhould have salvation annexed
hath received Chriﬅ, ought to believe that he hath to it, in whatſoever Perſon it ſhould be found: But
died for him: And ſo theConcluſiou will be, That ſuch do deny, that actually and abſolutely he hath'
Chriﬅ hath died for all that believe in'him, which redeemed any, or procured Faith, Juﬅiﬁcation and
is true; or, it muﬅ be, That every one that hear salvation to- them; But we ſay further, that the

eth the Goſpel is obliged to receive Chriﬅ and
reﬅ upon him, and upon that Condition may ex
pect Life; which will make nothing to the intend
ed Purpoſe;
_
T 1-t 1 s Occaſion giveth Ground to inſiﬅ a little
further in clearing the extent of the Merit ofChriﬅ's
death in reſpect of the eﬀects thereof: And tho'
it be neither poſſible for us to make every Thing

immediate and proper Fruit and eﬀect of Chriﬅ's
purchaſe to theſe for whom he ſuﬀered, is actual;
Redemption, and the Beneﬁts following thereupon, v
to be applied in due order and manner, and not the '
poﬁibility thereof only. Firﬅ, This is clear from "
the 9. 'vaﬅ of this Chapter, where they acknow
ledge and praiſe for this, that Redemption and Juﬅi- '
ﬁcation, &Ft. are not only made poſſible unto them, \
fully clear, nor pertinent to our purpoſe, long but that abſolutely they are purchaſed by Chriﬅ's-i
to inﬁﬅ on the ſame; yet, the former Grounds death for them, and that they are actually redeem
being laid, we may enquire ſhortly in- ſome Things, ed to God by- bir- Blaod.- Stomdzy, This doth clear
and Anſwer to them with a particular reſpect to it, that by his Blood he is ſaid to mal-e them King: *
this place. Fit/I, It may beenquired, What is the and Prieﬅ: 'mia God *: Which cannot be underﬅood
proper Eﬀect of Chriﬅ*s Satisfactiomand that which is of the poſſibility only of any Priviledge, but muﬅ take
purchaſed thereby to Sinners? Second! , If this pur in- the abſolute purchaſe and the actual conferring
cluſe extend to the procuring ofFaithﬂcthe ﬁrﬅGrace,, thereof in due order and time. Hence, Rtv. i. 5.
asit doth to the procuring of Pardon and Juﬅiﬁcati waſhingfrom our Sins in bis Blaod, is mentionedas the '
on? Tbirdly, If it may be ſaid, that any Beneﬁt, in proper eﬀect of his purchaſe: And Juﬅiﬁcation and
any reſpect, doth redound to any Reprobate from 'salvation are frequently derived from Chriﬅ's Blood as
from 1

\
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claim, which he might lay to Chriﬅ's death in that

larly in that place, l/b. liii. 11. whereof was ſpolten Condition for his own peace and comfort, there
a little before. And if there were no more but a
poſſibility ofSalvztion ﬂowing from Chriﬅ's Death,
then Chriﬅ might never have ſeen his Seed, or never
had Satisfaction for the Travel of his Soul. And

was no diﬀerence: But if we will conſider Chriſt's

ſuﬀerings as in the Bargain of Redemption beſore
the Lord, the procuring of Peter: Juſtiﬁcation and

Glorification was rally lu-ndertaken for by the Me

if by Chriﬅ's Death only, Faith and salvation ſhould diator, and his Debt ſatisﬁed for by his ſuﬀering in
be knit together, and ſo Faith made thereby to have his Name, ſo as it could not fail in reference to
an object propoſed to it, and that indiﬀerent] in re him, more than if he had actually had a being, and
ſpect of all; Then it will follow, that thc (Jrounds had been julliſied and gloriﬁcd when that tranſaction
of the redzcmeds Song would not be, Thou lmﬅ was cloſed; none of all which can be ſaid of 7udar,
redeemed a: by thy Blood, and made us Kings and whoſe Name was never in the Covenant ofRedemp
Priaﬂr, &e. Neither could theſe beaccounted the tion, as Peter: was.
immediate eﬀects of his purchaſe, but that he hath
T H a ſecond Thing moved, was to conſider,
given them a Ground to believe upon, and made if Faith and other ſaving Graces be fruits of Chriﬅ's
salvation certain upon condition of believing; Which Purchaſe, ſo as by his ſatisſaction he did not only
would not be ſo cheat-ful aSong to the Redeemed, really intend the purchaſing of Pardon upon condi
neither would it warrent them to ſay, thou haft tion of believing, but alſo the purchaﬁng of Rege
redeemed us, in a peculiar Senſe, ſeeing theſe Eﬀects neration, Faith, &Ft. that ſo the Elect might come
are common to others: Alſo many might have to the obtaining of Pardon? zlrminiur, and the
Ground to bleſs for theſe Mercies, beſide theſe who Patrons of Free-will, do deny Faith to be a Fguit
are made Kings and Prieſts. All which, are oſ Chriſt's purchaſe. So doth Cameran and ſome
moﬅ inconſiﬂent with the strain andScope of this others, but with this Diﬀerence, that theſe laﬅ do
that the gift of believing doth not flow from
place.
I T is true, if we will conſider the way and me. aſiert,
Man's free will or any ſuﬃcient Grace beﬅowcd
thod how theſe Beneﬁts are applied to the redeem upon all; but from God's Soveraign goodwill,
ed, or, the order by which they come to bepoſ thinking meet to beﬅow that Gift upon ſome whom

ſeſied of them, that inﬅantly upon Chriﬅ's ſuﬀering, he hath Elccted and not upon others : And this, they
ſay, is a meer Fruit of his Soveraign good-will,
without reſpect to the Merit of Chriﬅ's Death, even
exiﬅcd; becauſe the Lord in his Covenant, hat as his Decree of Election was. The Reaſon oſ
particularly concluded, when, and by what means, the denying of this, we conceive to be, their maltinſr
ſuch Perſons, and no other ſhould be brought to be of the Fruit and eﬀect of Chriﬅ's Death to bia,
lieve in Chriﬅ, and actually to be juſliﬁed, even common to all; and it being clear in Experience,
as well as when they ſhould have a being, or at that all Men have not Faith, it cannot beconſiﬅent
what time their Life ſhould be broughtto an end, with the former Ground to account it the Fruit
and they actually be gloriſicd; yet, if we conſider of Chriﬅ's purchaſe: For, what he hath purchaſcd,
the Things puichaſed, in reſpect of the Bargain, cannot but be brought to paſs, (as elſewhere Ca
we will ﬁnd that they were abſolutely and actually mtron allertcth ) and ſo according to their ﬁrﬅ
bought untſio ſuch Perſons, and ſatisﬁed ſor by the ground, Faith would be common to all Men. And
Nlcdialol', ſo as not only, in his Intention, he aim to ſay, that Chriﬅ hath purchaſed Faith condition
ed to make their juﬅiﬁcation and salvation poſſible, ally, as he hath purchaſcd Life and salvation unto
but really and ſimply to make it ſure, and to pro all, were abſurd: Becauſe there is a clear Condition,
cure it to them; yet ſo, as in due time and me upon which Men may expect Life, to wit, bclicv'
thod it is to be applied. And we conceive, that it ing ; but there can be no ſuch condition conceit/al,
is adangerous Aſiertion to ſay, that Pam- before his upon which Fair/1 maybe ſaid to bepurchaſod. But
believing, had no more Intereﬅ any way in Chriﬅ's to anſwer what was moved,we ſay,That Conveiſion,
death than j'udasz Which yet followeth upon the Regeneration, Faith, Rcpentance, &it. are no leſs
laﬅ Opinion that was caﬅen, and is acknowledged by the Fruit of Chriﬅ's purchaſe than Pardon and Juſ
thc Author thereof. So: Camcron Part. 3. pag. 58 3, tiﬁcation, 657. becauſe, ﬁrﬅ, by his Purchaſe, weare
Indctxi, it' we will conſider Peter's own eﬅate, as made King: and Pi'ſfﬅj unto God: And wherein do

all cannot be ſaid to be actualy juﬅiﬁed, nor glori
ſied, more than they can be ſaid all to have real]

conſidered in it ſelf, without reſpect to thc Cove do theſe Priviledges conſiﬅ but in the having, and
nant of Redcrnption 5 and if we conſider any actual exerciſing of theſe inward (at ing Graces of the Spi
rit,

.r'_*-"""""'_\_
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rit, whereby the Elect- are made in a ſpiritual Senſe is apart of that new Heart, and a ſpecial Fruitof
Kings and Prieﬅs? Smndly, It can not be well that Spirit which he promiſed to pour out upon
underﬅood how Juﬅiﬁcation and Glorihcation may his People. SixthIy, In Tit. ii. 14. out' being ſe
be ſaid tobe purchaſed by him, if all the ﬅeps, by parated to be aperuliar People to Cbrﬄ and zed/ell:
which theſe are neceſſarily brought about, be not lll of good Mrb, &e. is expreﬂy allerted to be his
the ſame manner procured. Ybirdly, We are ſaid deſign in laying down of his Life for his People.
to be hleſied with all ſpiritual bleſſings in Chriﬅ Jeſus, Alſo, Titus iii. 5, and 6. tbe waſhing byr Regene
Epbeſi i. 3. which muﬅ thus be underﬅood, ta wit, ration and renewing of tbe ba/y Gbg/I ( which muﬅ
that by his Merit we'have theſe commumcated to us: take in all particular Graces) are ſaid to be ſhed on
And is not Faith and ſaving Grace to be accounted us abundantly through Chriﬅ Jeſus; which cannot

amongﬅ ſpiritual Bleſiings?

Fourtbly, He is made to otherways be underﬅood; but that we have theſe by

us of God, not only Rigbteauſheſr, but alſo Wiſ the interveening procurement of Chriﬅ's Satisfacti
da'n, Sanctiﬁmtim, and Redemption, 1 Cor. i. 30, 31. on. La/ILv, All that we pray for, we pray ſor it in
and certainlv under theſe Expreſſtons,all ſaving Graccs Chriﬅ's Name, as having obtained acceſs to ſeek
needful to the working out of our salvation are com the ſame through his purchaſe. Now, it cannot
prehended. And the end of this, is, that whoſoever be denied but Faith, Holineſs, and increaſe therein,

glorieth, may glory alone in him, as having all in may be prayed for: And therefore theſe muſt be
him, and nothing but by him. Nerthetwould there underﬅood to be procured by him alſo.
T H r: third Qieﬅion was, If it may be ſaid,
be ſuch Occaſion of glaring in him, if theſe were
enot purchaſed by him. Fiſt/il), The conſidering of that the Reprobates, or any Reprobate, do enjoy
theCovenant of Redemption, will alſo fully clear any common mercy by vertue of Chriﬅ's Purchaſe
this; for, no Qaeﬅion, that muﬅ be aFruit of and Redemption? Or if any Mercy beﬅowed upon
Chriﬅ's purchaſe, which the Lord hath promiſed to any Reprobate, or enjoyed by them, may be ſaid
the Mediator, as aSatisfaction to him for his ſuﬀer to be the proper Fruit of Chriﬅ's Purchaſe, or
ingsz Now,that
thismany
is clear,
that itFaith
is notinonly
tal-Chriﬅ,
through
himpromiſed
ſhall be properly to be purchaſed by his Death to them?
In anſwer to this we ſhall lay down theſe Aſiertions,
juﬅiﬁed; but that certainly He ſhallſee bis Seed and which being granted, there will be no great hazard
rbe Fruit aft/Je Trawl of bis Soul, Iſa. lm. to, I r. to the main matter.
zfﬄertion, r. T r-r 12 R r: is no ſaving nor eternal
That bis People ſhall be wi/lingjn tbe Day zﬀ bis
power, Pſal. cx. 3. Tbat tbe/e wbam the Fat/per Mercy procured to any Reprohate by Chriﬅ's Death:
batb given him ſhall (ame unto bit/I, John 6. 37. And ſo according to the Scripture-Language, it
and that they [ball all be taugbt of God, See; and cannot be ſaid that Chriﬅ hath redeemed, ſatisﬁed >

what elſe can theſe ſpecial Promiſes import but this, for them, or born their Iniquities in their room
r' wit, that the Son, the Mediator, for laying down before the Juﬅice of God, thereby to procure
of his Life ſhall have many given him, and actually any ſuch Mercy to them, becauſe, ﬁrﬅ, to be
by the Spirit drawn to him, and made to believe rn given to Cbri/i, to be redeemed, and to be juﬅiſied,
him and to acknowledge him as the Author oftherr are ever of equal extent in Scripture, and neceſiari
eternal Salvation, without which, that Promrle of ly knit together with his bearing their Iniquity.

Serandly, The proper 'and native Fruits of Chritt'sv

ee'ng bis Seed could never be accompliſhctl? Yea,
muﬅ not all the Promiſes of the Covenant have one Death, are not divided, but they all go together;
riſe, and be derived through one meritonous Cauſe? ſo that for whom he ſatisﬁed, and to whom he
Now, theſe Promiſes of Sanctihcanon, ſuch as to purchaſed any Thing in one reſpect, he did ſo in all.
tobe away tbeﬅony Heart, and to gr-ue a new Heart, Therefore we will ﬁnd him praying for theſe
* to clean e ur fro/'i all our [do/5, and _to tun/I) us wit/1 who were given him, and for whoſe ſake he did
clean I ater, &c. are in one Bundle with the Pro ſanctiﬁe himſelf J'abn xvii. even when he doth
miſes of bis pardoning our Izriyuity and remembering exclude the Reprobate World who were not of this

cur Sins no more, as is clear in Ezek. xrrxvi 25, 26, number, fronrthcſe his Prayers. Tbirdl , The proper
&c. and Yer. 31. 33, 34, &je. And ſeeing it cannot Fruit of Chriﬅ's purchaſe, is that which is Satisfction
be denied but the laﬅ Promiſes are grounded upon to himſelf for the Travel of his Soul, &Ft. 'but
Chriﬅ's Satisſaction, muﬅ not the ſirﬅ be to alſo 'i no Mercy which is common to a Reprobate can
Eſpecially conſidering that without him_thcre is t'atisſie him: For, his Satisfaction conſiﬅeth in
no acceſs for binding up a Covenant betwixt God peculiar ſaving Mercies, ſuch as actually to ſee his
and Sinners. Neither can it be denied but Faith Seed, to have many iuﬅiﬁed, &Ft. which Mercies
Pp
cannot

l
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cannotbe ſaid to be purchaſed to any Reprobate: on, theſe cannot be denied to be decreed in the
And ſo it cannot be ſaid, that any ſaving or eternal Counſel of God, and contained in the Covenant
Mercy is purchaſed to them; for, if they were of Redemption, largely taken 3 becauſe accidentally
purchaſed to them, then neceſſarily they were to (to ſpeak ſo) and by Reaſon ot' the manner of
be beﬅowed unto them ; and if ſo, they could not Adminiﬅration concluded, they conduce to the'

be called Reprobates. We take this for granted then, Honour of the Mediator, and to the furthering of
that no ſaving Thing is pu'rcbaſed to them, and his deſign, which is to have the pleaſureof the Lord
that Chriﬅ nſſor
cannot
in any
proper their
ſenſeplace
be called
Redeemer,
to have
ſuﬅained
and their
Per proſpcring in his Hand.

zﬂﬅrt. 3. A 1. T H o U c H theſe former Aſler-v

tions be true; yet we ſay, that the ſaving Bleſſtngs
ſiﬃrt. 2. VV a' ſay, that yet many Reprobates do that are purchaſed to the Redeemed by Chriﬅ's
. here in Time enjoy many Things, which they had death, may be, and are far otherwiſe to be conceived,
rever enjoyed, had not Chriﬅ ſuﬀered. Of theſe, as' the proper Eﬀects and Fruits of Chriﬅ's purchaſe
Cbritl's death may 'w ell be called the cauſe (ſim' to them, than any common Mercy can be which
ſolloweth thereupon to any Reprobate. For fi'ſi/ſf,.
gun run) or, without which theſe had not been
enjoyed: Such are the Preaching of the Goſpel, The purchaſing of the Eiect, and of ſaving Grace
and the glad Tidings of the conditional oﬀer of and-salvation to- them, and- what may- tcnd to
Life which is made in it; yea, it may be, that their' good, was intended by the Mediator in a ſub
the keeping oﬀof many temporal Judgements and ordination to the gloriſying of his Grace in them;
ſons before the Juﬅice of God.

eternal

alſo

ſor a time, doth ﬂow from this:

XV hereby ( as it were by the Gardcners Interceﬂi
on, Luke 13.) the cutting down of many a Barren
Tree is for a time ſuſpended, that thereby thes
glory of Grace may be- the more manifeﬅed, the
Honour of the Mediator the more highly ad
vanced, and in the Cloſe, the Glory of ſpotleſs
Juſtice made the- more clearlyc- to ſhine, becauſe of
their greater inexcuſablenefs. This- cannot be
denied to follow upon Chriﬅ- Jeſus his-ſuﬀertngs,

and ſo his Glory and their good, are joyntly in
tended in the ſame: This cannot be. ſaid of the
other; for, though the things, which ﬂow from'

his death be. good in themſelves, and thoubg it can.
not be denied but that therein alſo he intendeth his'
own Glory; yet it cannot be ſaid, that theſe things.

are purchaſed by him as advantagious to- them, in
reſpect of any Fruit that ſhould ﬂow therefrom
unto them: Becauſe the eﬀect ſheweth that in the
end they have no advantage by them: And there

in ſo far as they neceſſarily follow upon the A

ſore it cannot be ſaid, that he intended them as

greement wherein they were tranſacted, and upon
the Promiſes madeto him in the Covenant of Re
demption; unto all which, his ſuﬀerings are pre
ſuppoſed as the Stipulation upon his ſide: Now, it
being certain that there are ſome Elect ones given
to 'him by that Covenant in all Ages of the
World, and that he hath a viſible Church and
Ordinances granted to him for the ingathering of

Advantagious to them. I know ſome learned.
Men do think, that ſome Reprobates, by the Power.
of common reﬅraining Grace, and the force of Or-r
dinauces, are kept from ſaling in many groſs evils,

which otherwiſe they might have, fallen into; and
ſo in the end are kept from the greater Degree of
Puniſhment, which they might have been liable to,

Igrant that it may be ſaid, that ſome civil and.

them, which is lo and ſo to be adminiﬅrated, to wit, formal Hypocrites will be puniſhed with a more
by gathering under Ordinances both Sheep and Goats, gentle Degree of Wrath (to ſpeak ſo) than others,
and ſuch like; it muﬅ neceilarily ſollow upon the or than themſelves would have been puniſhed with,

Suppoſition of this Ttanſaction in theſe Terms, had they not been by ſuch common Grace reﬅrain
that the World muﬅ continue for ſo many Ages, ed; yet, this muﬅ be underﬅood comparatively.
that the Goſpel ſhould be preached in ſuch-and with reſpect to the caſe asit now ﬅandeth, that is, a.
'ſuch places, and at ſuch - and ſuch- times, that civil Hypocrite, diving under the Goſpel, with.
ſuch and ſuch Lights ſhould ſhine for holding many common moral induements, and giving much
forth clearly the truth of the Goſpcl; yea, that outward countenance to Ordinances, (52. ſhall be
ſuch and ſuch common Giſts ſhould be beﬅowcd more gently dealt with in the. Day of Judgtment,

upon many Reprobates for the adoming of-this viſible than iſhe had not come that length in acommon
Church, the Honour' of the Head thereof, the fur Reformation
under
Means:
Yet, Iſuppoſe,
it
cannot be ſaid,
thattheſuch
a Perſonſſſhall
have leſs

therance of the Ediﬁcation of the Elect, and-many
other Things neceſiitry for the attaining of the ends Puniſhment than if Chriﬅ had never died, or he had
toreſaid. And according to the. former SUPPOſi-ll any knowledge oſ- the Goſpel, or any common
Giſts
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Gifts of the Spirit, but had lived in more proﬁtni The Mercy promiſed there, to wit, the ſhortni'zgzﬀ
ty without the ſame; for, although the Sins of a theſe troubleſome Dayr, is a Tcmporal Mercy, and

civil moral Hypocrite, be leſs in themſelves than the common to many Reprobate as well as Elect, dur
groſs Prophauity of a blind Heathen 5 yet, conſider ing that time; yet, in reſpect of the Elect, it may
ing the Circumﬅances that do aggrege the ſame, be accounted a Fruit of Chriﬅs purchaſe and of
they will be found 'to be of a more Bloody dye be

God's Covenant-Love;

becauſe otherways, theſe

whom Chriﬅ had redeemed might be in hazard;
refuſing Chriﬅ inthe moﬅ civil Hypocrites, is ag againﬅ which, the Covenant hath fully provided.
on the other
ſide,
as unto
to thethem,
Reprobrtte,
it 'is
greged beyond the Sins of Sadom and Gumm-ral), Irn-e But,
but a Conſequent
of his
death
and beﬅow-ſſ
fore God.

Hence, ſo often in Scripture, the Sin of

and Sidcn, &Ft. Neither doth this ﬂow cauſally
from the Goſpels being revealed to ſuch Perſons, ed upon them not for themſelves, but for the
but from their abuſing and ﬂighting of the ſame. good of the Elect amongﬅ them, for whoſe ſake
Whatever Mercies- therefore of this kind are beﬅow it is ſaid expreſly, that theſe Day: ſhall be lþarmed.

ed upon any R'eprobate, they are beﬅowed upon And ſo it is to be conceived, as ſupponing it robe
them for the honour of the Mediator, and the good conditioned to Chriﬅ ſimply, that ſuch a Tribula
of the Elcct; and ſo as ſuch, muﬅ be ſaid to have tion ſhall not continue, becauſe the performing of '

been purchaſed by Chriﬅ's death. 2. \Vha:ever the Articles ofthe Covenant doth require the ſame;
Chriﬅ hath procured to the Elcct, he hath pro in that caſe conſequently the Reprobate, living in that
cured it by ſatisfying Juﬅice for them, and by time and place, are ſharers of that outward De
ſuﬅaining in his own Perſon the Curſe that was due liverancez yet conſidering it as a Covenanted Mel'q
to them, ſo that the Lord's forbcnring of them, cy and aproper Fruit of Chriﬅ's purchaſe, it doth
his making oﬀer of the Goſpel to them, &Ft. are agree to the Elect only, for whoſe good it was
not only conſequents, following upon the Media Covenanted; and to them it may well be called a
tors death andthe Covenant of Redemption, but are purchaſed Mercy. It is true there doth no Conſe
properly purchaſed Fruits thereof: And ſo the quence follow upon Chriﬅ's death, but what was
Goſpel is preached to xthem, they are called unto a forcſeen and intended by him to follow thereupon;
Church ﬅate1 &Ft. Becauſe Chriﬅ Jeſus hath ſatis

yet it cannot be ſaid,

that all theſe Conſequents

ﬁed Juﬅice in their Name, for the (Lrarrel which were intended as proper Fruits of his purchale to
the holy God had againﬅ them, and hath purchaſed the Reprobate, as the Mercies are that come unto
Peace and every Thing needful for their salvation ; the Elect 3 but we muﬅ acknowledge a Diﬀcrence
ſo that now the Lord cannot but be kindly to between a Conſequent and aproper Eﬀect; other
them, and beﬅow theſe Mercies on them according wiſe we might ſay, that the greater inexcuſable
Io the Order and Terms laid down in the Covenant: neſs and Condemnation of many Reprobates, are
But on the other ſide, it cannot he ſaid, that our proper Fruits of Chriﬅs purchaſe, becauſe theſe do
Lord Jeſus did ſo purchaſe to the Reprobatc any of follow thereupon, and had not followed had he
theſe are
Mexies
( which
indeed.
in heſatisﬁed
themſelves)
that
bſſeﬅowed
upon are
them,
or ſothat
in not died. And we might ſay, that the ſuſpend
ing of the ſhutting up of the Devil in Hellin his
their Room, or in their Name paid any Debt, or cverlaﬅing Torments, were aFruit of Chriﬅ's pur
that the Lord is upon that Account ( as it were) chaſe; becauſe, ſuppoſing Chriﬅ to have a Church,
engaged to be friendly to them, and bcﬅow theſe and ſuch Work for Devils, in the exerciſing thereof,
' Things on them, as was obſerved 'to be in the caſe while it is on Earth; and that Chriﬅ is to judge
of the Elect: Becauſe, in no reſpect is Chriﬅ their the Devils at the laﬅ Day, and (as a part ot' his
.Cautioner as having undertaken for them. Theſe Glory ) to
Mcrcies then which come to them, are rather to them, &Ft.

be accounted tconſequents following upon Chriﬅ's
purchaſe, than proper eﬀects thereof as to them; Yet
neceﬂarily they follow, that what properly hath
been purchaſed by Chriﬅ to the Elcct, may ac
cording to the order laid down, be accomp
liſhed. This willbe ſomewhat clear by conſidering,

paſs the ﬁnal sentence in reference to

It muﬅ neceſſarily follow upon theſe
Suppoſitions, that the Devils laﬅ Judgcment, and
abſolute

ſhutting up in the Pit,

muﬅ be lu

ſpended for ſuch a long time; yet there is none
that will eﬅeem this to be a proper Fruit of
Chriﬅ's purchaſe, though it be a neceſliiry con
ſequentdepending upon the ſame. And if any more
.'Matth. xxiv. 22. where it is ſaid, except theſe Days be pleaded for, becauſe the oﬀer of thc Goſpel is made
ſhould be ſharmed, there ſhould no Hcﬅ) be ﬅir/ed : to manyReprobates, this may be ſaid,thatChriﬅ's hav
yet, for the Elect: lſizb they ſhall be lbortnrd:
..
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ing of a viſible Church and Goſpel preached therein, not much contend for words, as whether ſuch a
is properly purchaſed by him, that being neceﬅary
for the nd propoſed; yet, -if we conſider the
preaching the preaching of the Goſpel, in reference
to ſuch a Perſon, as ſuppoſe to Judas, or, how it
cometh that he is a Miniﬅer thereof, we conceive
it is hard to ſay, that it was purchaſed by Chriﬅ's

Death as a Mercy to him, as if Chriſt had intended

thing ſhould be called a Conſequent or an Eﬀect?
Providing Chriﬅ be not ſaid to have ſuﬅained the

'Room of, or by being made Sin, to have ſatisﬁ
ed in leſs or more for any whom he doth not
actually redeem and own for his.
T H a fourth Areﬅion is, If Chriﬅ Jeſus, the
only abſolute Redeemer of the Elect alone, may
not yet be ſaid to have redeemed all Men cou
ditionally, and in the laying down of his Life, to
have intended the purchaſing of Life to all, upon

by his Suﬀerings to ſatisfy God's Juﬅice in leſs or
'm more upon his account. And if it cannot be
ſaid that any Satisfaction is made to God in his
Name, how can it be ſaid that properly any thing this Condition, If they Man/Neither in him? This
is purchaſed by Chriﬅ's Suﬀerings to him ? For, conditional Redemption is diverﬂy expteſied by
this is certain, that it is Chriﬅ's Death, as it isa Sa learned Men who in their VVrrtings do abhor the
tisfaction and Price oﬀered in the name of any, that Groſneſs of the Sari'zirm and Arminian Doctrines
doth procure any good to them. Betide, Chriﬅ's concerning the Redemption. Somefay, that Chriﬅ:
bearing of the Sins ofany, and their obtaining of Juſ died abſolutely ſor none, but conditionally for all,
tiﬁcation, are ﬅill linked together, as was formerly that is, that henurchaſed Life for all, upon Condi

ſaid :

And therefore ſeeing no Reptobate is juﬅiﬁed, tion that they ſhJuld believe that he had died for
And that God by his Decree of Election
and conſequently, upon that account, hath procured hath decreed to give Faith to ſome and not'to o
any thing to them. This Diﬀerence may be thus thers, whercby' Chriﬅ's Death becometh eﬀectual
it cannot be ſaid, that Chriﬅ hath born their Sins, them:

illuﬅrated, as, ſuppoſe one having intended out of to them, and not to others:

a Number of Slaves to relieve ſo many, ſhould
therefore covenant a Price for them and actualy
pay the ſame, having withal this included in the
Bat-gain, that ſo many other Slaves ſhould be ap
pointed to wait on him till theſe ranſomed ones were
ſafely tranſportcd, and for that End that they ſhould
be for a Time freed from ſome common Drudgeries
that other Slaves are lying under, and be ſomeway
ﬁtted in their Apparel and otherways as might be
come his Honour, and further him in the gathering
together, shipping andtranſporting of theſe whom
actually he had bought: Yet ﬅill he neither mind
eth the relieving of theſe, nor doth for that End pay
in the leaﬅ Meaſure their Ranſom, but only hath

dom to all from the Curfe of the Law, ſo that

that is removed from all, except any, by notbe
lieving that Chriﬅ hath died for them, ſhall- make
themſelves liable to that Curſe, as Cam'ran aſiert

eth, page 584. This Opinion doth not lay the
Weight of Mens making themſelves to diﬀer upon
themſelves, but it doth acknowledge the Fredom,
Soveraignty and Power of Grace, as alſo the Im
potency and Corruption of Nature; yet we con
ceive it is dangerous, and doth directly coutradict

what hath been aſierted from the Text. For, l.
It denieth any, even the Elect, to be abſolutely re

this articled to him as conducing to the Good of the deemed:

main Ba'rgain. In that Caſe, it cannot be ſaid that
he had properly bought theſe whom he minded ne
ever to tranſport, or that any Price laid down in the
principal Bargain, was laid in their Name; yet, it
cannot be denied but that many Advantages do fol
low upon that Bargain to ſuch beyond others; which
yet, in the End, by reaſon of their own Miſcar

Which Diﬀerence

doth yet flow from nothing in Chriﬅ's Death. They
ſay alſo, that Chriﬅ, by his Death, procured Free

Which, though true in ſome Senſe, to

wit, in reſpect of the Method and Manner of the
Application of the purchaſed Redemption; yet can

it not be ſaid to be true in reſpect of the Purchaſc
and Bargatn it ſelf, or in reſpect of the Parties bar
gaining in this Purchaſe: Becauſe Chriﬅ did not
buy Pardon of Sin and salvation to Sinners abﬅract
ly, upon Condition that they ſhould believe; but
did particularly and abſolutely purchaſe the Pardon
ofSin and Salvation to ſuch and ſuch as were pro
poſed to him. And this he did, not by buying Sal
vation to the Elect upon Condition they ſhould be

riages, might tum to their greater Hurt: As ſup
poſe, they ſhould refuſe to obey him, or to put on
the Cloaths beﬅowed upon them, but ſhould aban
_don him and renounce their preſent Liberty and
and not wait on to the End, Es'c. and ſo procure lieve, without making both the Condition, to wit,
themſelves juﬅly to be deprived of any Favour, Faith and Salvation ſure unto them; but he
and to be puniſhed for their Ingratitude, ſo may abſolutely redeemed Peter, John, and other E
it be ſaid in the preſent Caſe: Yct we ſhall lect Perſons, by purehaſng salvation and every

thing

-'
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thing needful for the making of it ſure unto them,
although in due Manner theſe be to be communicat
ed according to the terms of the Covenant. 2. It
doth deny Faith to bea Fruit of-Chriﬅ's Purchaſe;
which is contrary to what was formerly ſaid. 3.
This doth aſiert the Reprobate by Chriﬅ's Death to
be freed from the Curſe of the Law, In th' dey that

993

whom there is no ſuch thing propoſed ; yet conſider
ing, that this Faith which maketh the Diﬀcrence,ac
cording to the former Opinion, is no proper Eﬀect of
Chriﬅ's Purchaſe, but of God's abſolute Soveraign
ty, as Election is, It cannot be ſaid, that becauſe

thereof there is any Inequality in reference to
Elect and Reprobate in reſpect ofChriﬅ's Death. It
thou cote/I, &it. which is not to be underﬅood as if is true their acknowlaiging Faith to be God's ſove
upon Condition of believing they were to be freed raign and peculiarGift, doth not make the Diﬀereence
from it, if ſo they did fulﬁl that Condition; for, ﬂow from Peter himſelf; yet it cannot be ſaid, that

that is not controverted : But it muﬅ be underﬅood it doth proceed from any thing in Chriﬅ's Purchaſe,
of ſome Freedom from the Curſe of the Law that in Reſpect of his ſuﬅaining the Perſon of the one
redoundeth actually to the Reprobate from Chriﬅ's more than of the other. 5. This doth alſo infer
Death. And it doth ſuppone them to-have attained that Chriﬅ hath paid for ſuch as ſhallagain be brought
ſome Freedom thereby, which their after Unbelief to reckon for their own Debt; yea, for the ſame

and Ingratitude do make void unto them. And ſo Debt which he hath paid : Now, in Scripture, theſe
they have not this Freedom from the Curſe oﬀered two are ever put together, to wit, Chriﬅ's bearing
to them upon Condition of their believing, but they the Iniquity of any or paying of their Debt, and theſe
have it, if by their Unbelief they do not mar their Perſons being abſolved from that Charge in whoſe
Rightto it. Now this, ſo underﬅood, will infer, Name he had paid. This is ſo ſure; that the one
that Chriﬅ was madea Curſe in the Room of all doth ﬅill inter the other, as was formerly marked,
Men, which is contrary to what is ſaid: For, as
Iſa. liii. He was wounded for our tra/tſhrtﬃo'zt:
whereupon
it followeth, by hirﬅmſipu, wt( to wit,
they cannot bc thought to be freed any way from
under the Curſe, except by his ſuﬅaining it for we for whoſe Tranſgreſſtons he was wounded ) are
them. And his bearing of the Curſe in the ﬅead of healed : And again, 'verſe rr. Hzſhalljaﬅfv many,
any, or his taking on their Iniquity, hath ever their for he ſhall bear their Iniquity, that is, theſe whoſe'
Freedom following upon it, for whom he did the Iniquity he ſhall bear, and whoſe Dcbt he ſhall pay,
ſame, as was formerly marked. Again, there are they ſhall be certainly juﬅiﬁcd and abſolved from the
many of Mankind (ſuppoſe young Children, dying ſame. So is it, 2 Corinth. v. 21. ib hemmesinﬂr
before any actual Sin ) who cannot be liable to any us, that is, took on him to anſwer for our Debt,
other Curſe, but the Curſe of the Law; yet can that we might he made the righttouﬅnﬅ ofGod in him,
not all theſe (even ſuch as are without the viſible which ſheweth, that his End in becoming Sin for
Church and the Promiſes ) be laid peremptorily and any, was, to have them actually freed from the
abſolutely to be ſaved.

Betide, this will infcr that ſame.

either the Reprobate ſhall not have the Breach
oſthe ﬁrﬅ Covenant imputed to them, or that
they ſhall have that Dcbt imputed to them,
which Chriﬅ himſelf did pay in their Name : which
is inconſiﬅent with the Scriptures formerly mcn
tioned. 4. This doth make Chriﬅ's Death, con

The like is, Gal. iii. 'verſe 13, 14. He r'

dtemed us from the (mﬅ of the Law, being made a
turﬁ for m, &Ft. that the hleﬄ'tg of Abraham might
tom: upon the Gentilts, &do. where actual Redempti
on from the Curſe, and obtaining of the Bleſſing, are

made of equal Extent with Chriﬅ's suﬀering of the

Curſe in the Room of any: And ſo is it in many
ideredas to him, and in it ſelf, to be equally laid other Scriptures. And to ſay, that ſuch for whom
down for Pmr and j'udas, which the Authors of he paid, were again to be brought to Reckoning
this Opinion will abhor: Yet doth 'it neceflarlly themſelves, doth directly contradict the Scope of
follow thereupon; for, ſuppoſing Chriﬅ to die ab theſe Places.
IF any ſhould ſay, that' theſe Scriptures do not
ſolutely for none, but condition-ally for all, there 18
in that Reſpect no more Regard had to Peter than 'deny but ſuch may be brought to reckon for their
to Judas: For,- he died condition-ally for Judas, own Sin, for whom Chriﬅ did only conditio
and he did no more for Peter; and ſo Salvation, nally pay the Debt; and the Condition not be
upon the Condition of believing, is made equally ing fulﬁlled by them, there is no Abſurdity that
poſſible to both. And though, in God's purpote Pe they themſelves ſhould be again called to reck
ter hath Faith decreed ſor him, whereby he cometh on for the ſame: As alſo conſidering, that the
to be abſolutelyjuﬅiﬁed ; in which Reſpeſct, there is Lord's Acceptation of ſuch a Pricc for them, was on
a great Diﬂerence betwixt Peter and j'udas, for ly upon the fulﬁlling of the Condition ofbelieving,
where
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wherein they have failed.

Chap. 5;

To this we anſwer, tion ſuppoſeth a Price actually to 'have been laid

Firﬅ, That according to the former Grounds not
withﬅanding of Chriﬅ's Death, Payment might he
exacted again, even from the Elcct, if the Lord
himſelf did not gtaciouſly and freely enable them

to fulﬁl the Condition, becauſe they are but conditi

down. .If itbe ſaid, that actually Chriﬅ did lay
down nothing for them, and in their Name, when

he ſuﬀered, but upon Condition that it ſhould be
imputed to them when they ſhould actually be
lieve, Then it muﬅ beſaid that Chriﬅ hath paid

onally redeemed alſo, and have not Faith purchaſed for none till they believe, becauſe it is his Purpoſe
to them by Chriﬅ's Death more than the other. But and Covenant with the Father that doth make
becauſe ſome may ſhift this, we anſwer, .Secondly, his Suﬂerings to be accounted a Price for any:
That ſuch a conditional Payment is not ſopken of And if ſo, then Faith cannot be ſaid to be pur
in Scripture, neither do theſe Places of Scripture chaſed contrary to what was formerly ſaid. Beſide,
ſpeak of ſome whoſe Iniquity Chriﬅ hath born, if none can be ſaid to be redeemed but a Believer,
who ſhall thereby have Freedom from being called Then it cannot be ſaid, that Chriﬅ hath paid any
to a reckoning; but they do ſpeak abſolutely of all thing in the name of any Reprobate, ſeeing he
in whoſe

hath paid only foi- them who ſhall believe, which

name he hath paid any thing to God: For, all of
them give ground ſor this Connexion, clary) but/r
born their Sin, was made a zurﬅ for them, &it.
Therefore, they/ball be
and ſreedfram the

no Reprobate can do. Further, though the Im
putation of Chriﬅ's laid down Price to be condi
tional; yet the paying of it is abſolute: For, he
(according to this Opinion ) did really lay it down 5

for whom

Chriﬅ hath ſuffered, and

rwﬅ, He. And this reaſoning will not hold, except and iſ ſuch ſhould after believe, there were needof

this univerſal Propoſition be preſuppoſcd, to wit, paying no more in their Name.

Yea, what is

that all whoſe Sins Chriﬅ hath born, whoſe Debt actually laid down is ſuppoſed to be equivalent to
he hath undertaken, and in whoſe name he hath their Redemption, and with what istlaid down for

paid
any abſolved
Price to from
the juﬅice
of God,
ſhall be the Elect: Otherwiſe, the Price would not be pro
ſiuﬅiﬁed,
their Debt,
and &Ft.
not brought
portioned to the ſuppoſed End, to wit, Redempti
to
a
Reckoning
for
the
ſame.
Now,
it
muﬅ
either
on,
and ſo it would be nothing.
be aﬂſiumed, that Chriﬅ hath paid a Price in the
T H A 'r .we may follow this conditional Re
.name of many Reprobates, and hath born their ,dempti0n a little, It is otherwiſe in ſome things ex
.Sin\ before the Juﬅice of God; and it_is evidenthow preſi'ed by ſome others, thus, to wit, that Chriſt

_ſalſe the Concluﬁon will be.

Therefore the miner in ſome Senſe is a Ranſom for all, and yet not iu
He hath
brought others under the conditional Goſpel-cove
_ever be juﬅiﬁed or abſolved from their own Debt, nant, but them under the abſolute: He hath according
Therefore it will follow, that for none of theſe did to the Tenor of this Covenant procured salvation
Chriﬅ become a Curſe or ſatisſy the Juﬅice of God ; to all. if they will believe; but he hath procured
_.Which is a Truth. If it be yet ſaid that his Suﬀer for his choſen, even this Condition of believing.
ing in their name, was but couditional: and ſo it Thus learned Baxter in his Saint's Re , Part t.
muﬅ ſubſume
be falſe,thus,
ſeeing,
the inajo"
ture, Or,ſhall
we that ſpecial Manner as for his People:
ſſmuﬅ
but none
of the isReprobates

cannot be ſaid ſimply, that he paid their Debt, but

Page 153. which ma'y be yet variouſly underﬅood as

._upon ſuch and ſuch Conditions only ; and ſo he did to one Branch thereof: For, though he doth there
not bear their Iniquity, but upon Condition that ſpeak of all to be conditionally redeemed, and elſe
they ſhould believe. To this we anſwer, Firﬅ, This where often hints this, yet by ſeveral Expreſſions of
is almoﬅ one with the former Objection, and may be his it would ſeem to bereﬅricted, at leaﬅ in aſpe
zgain repelled, thus; either that conditional bearing cial Manner to the viſible Church : Becauſe, he
of their Iniquity, was a pa ting ſomething in their ſaith theſe all, are by his Death brought un ler the
zName, or, it was not:
fit was a paying in their conditional Goſpel-covenant, which elſe-where ( to
Name, and a laying out of any Price by the Media wit, in the Appendix to his Aþborſſim, Page 241.
tor, then the Conſequence from the former Scrip in the laﬅ Edition) is acknowledged to be that
tures will ﬅill be urgent whatever the Condition which i: rewaled, and zﬀvzd int/1: Cbur'cb. And
be; becauſe they aſiert, that all for whom Chriﬅ in that part of his Saint's Reﬅ, Page 156. it is
hath laid out his Suﬀerings, and in whoſe Room he ſaid, not to be oﬀered to all 3 and that Exprctlion is
hath ſuﬅained any part of the Curſe, Ur. ſhall be uſed by him, that the cottditional Covenant is
Partakers of Juﬅiﬁcation and Life. And what made with all, at Icqﬅ wit/a
the C/mrr/a. Others
Alſo
i
ever the Condition be, this 'conditional Redemp

Chap. 5.
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others, have many Hints to this Purpoſe, and the Diﬅinction ſimply founded

upon the Eﬀect of

learned Tui'ﬄe' doth cite this Saying out of ſhrﬂzus, ChriſFs Death, to wit, that the one are made
liþ. pri. Page 195. Et ſime mﬅ pro wmm ſyzltem Kings andiPrieﬅs, and the other not, but it looketh
wmibur, martial: tﬂtt Cbryius, turnfrrgﬅr'a bz om< to the mcritorious Cauſe procuring theſe Eﬀects,
m credcrejubeﬂntur. Therefore it will be meet to and making them certain to the one, and leaving
touch a little this conditional Redemption, -as it may others without all Title thereunto, to wit, Chriﬅ's

relate to all Men indiﬀerently, and more particularly, Death; and ſo it is to be underﬅood, we are re
as it may relate to the viﬁbile Church; and becauſe deemed l'y thy Blood that is Thou haﬅ paid the
of the neameſs of the Matter, and Grounds thereof, Price of our' Redemption in our Name, by thy
both may be done-as we go on. Although this Blood,_ which hath not been done in reſpect' of
Opinion, as thus expreſied, may ſeem more plau the Multitude of theſe ſame Nations, whereof we
ſible; yet we conceive, that it will neither be'tound are a Part. Thirdly, 'ſnere is but one Claſs of
agreeable to the former Grounds, nor to the ſext, the Redeemed, and theſe-are abſolutely Redeem'a
nor to Reaſon, nor yet any wa_ more conducing ed, ſo there is but one Claſs diſtinguiſhed from
to remove, or prevent theſe Di cnlties which-are theſe, and theſe muﬅ be ſuch who are no ways
ſuppoſed to follow upon the Doctrine Of particue redeemed: For, what muﬅ be ſaid of the one as

lar Redemption, as it was' formerly explained: to Redemption by Ciiriﬅ*s Blood, muﬅ be deny
For, Firﬅ, what we urged from theſe Scriptures ed of the other; for thus not to be amongﬅ the
that ſpeak butof one abſolute Redemption, and do Redeemed, is indeed to be Unredecmed. This will

ever knit Juﬅiﬁcation and Life with Chnﬅ's bear
ing the Iniquity of any, or" ſatisfying in; their'
Room, will alſo be binding here againﬅthis con
ditional Redemption. For, if any way Chriﬅhath
born their Iniquity, then they muﬅ bejuﬅiﬁed:
Other-wiſe, the former connexion, which is ſo
ﬅrongly urged in the Scripture, will fail: Or, if
he hath not born their Iniquity, nor paid any thing
in their Name,

then it cannot be ſaid,

ﬅrongly militate againﬅ any who ſhould reﬅrict this
conditional Redemption to the viſible Church:
For, that would make upon the one Side, two
Claſies of ſuch as are redeemed, to wit, ſome ab

ſoiutely and ſome conditionally tobeſuch, where
as the Text doth acknowledge but one:

And it

would alſo conﬅitute two Claﬂes of the Un-redeein-v
ed, to wit, ſome that are without the viſible Church

that he and conditional Covenant, and ſome thatare within;

hath any way died for them, or redeemed them. whereas it is clear, that theſe within the Church,
Secondly, The-Text will conﬁrm this, for, in 'it who belong not to Chriﬅ, are equally contradiﬅin
all Men are divided in theſe two Ranks, to wit, guiſhed from the Redeemed with others that are
the paﬅ-by body of Nations and Kingdoms, &it. without.
IN the third Place, This Opinion will not be
and theſe few that are redeemed out _of theſe
Tongues; Nations, &it. But this condinonal Re found conſiﬅent with Reaſons drawn from the Scrip
demption can agree to neither Member: There ture, as 1. It cannot be denied but Chriﬅ's Satis

fore, it cannot be admitted.- It cannot be applied faction and Interceſſion muﬅ be of equal Extent,
ſeeing they are both Parts of his prieﬅly Oﬃce; and '
it is his Satisfaction that regulateth (to ſay ſo) his

to the Redeemed who praiſe; for, they areallab
ſolutely redeemed and made Kings and Pneﬅs to
God, &Ft. nor will it agree to the paﬅ-by Multi
tude of the ran-redeemed that are co'ntradiﬅinguiſh

Intcrceſſlon; Now, it

is clear in Scripture, that

Chriﬅ's Interceﬃon is qualiﬁed by God's Decree
ed, from the former; becauſe, Pirﬅ, the Place of Election, therefore he prayeth, ( Job. xvii. ) For

doth aſſert the actual E-njoyment of Frienuſhip they? whom God bath given him: W'hereby it is
with God, ( and being made Kings and Prieﬅs, not only implied, that he doth not pray for the

EFL) to be to the proper Fru't of Chriﬅ's Blood World which were not given him, but expreﬁy he
and Purchaſe, and no: the having- of theſe things doth exclude them, I pray not or the [Mr/11, ſaith
made poſſible upon a Condition, as was formerly he, 'vaﬅ 9. -Thereforc, it mu be ſuppoſed, that
laid down. Secondly, Becauſe that paﬅ-by Multi he did no way die ſor the World ſeeing he doth
tude, is expreſly contra-diﬅinguiſhed from theRe not pray-for them, becauſe he did not ſatisfy
deemed, and theſe who partalte of the Bencﬁts of for them: And he did not ſatisfy for them, be
of Chriﬅ's Purchaſc: And theretore the one be cauſe they were not given unto him. And we um
iner called the Rcdeemed, the others may be called no more ſay that there is a conditional ſatisfying for,
th: Non-rcdcemed: And they are diﬅinguiſhed and redeeming of all,'.than we can ſay that there
from, and oppoſed to the other here, not by any,
is
*-*>0.
>.,
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is a conditional praying for all 5 And we cannot ſay,
that there is a concb'tional Interceſſton for all, ſeeing
he doth ſo expreily, and abſolutely exclude the Re
probate World from his Prayers; And upon that
implied Ground, becauſe God dij not own them as

Chap. 5'

whom he prayed; in their Room allanerly did he

devote himſelf to be a Sacriﬁce.
_Sermdly, IN the ﬁrﬅ Ground, laid down, we
ſaid, That Chriﬅ's Satisfaction, as to the Object
thereof, was to be regulated by the Father's Propoſal
his, and had not given them to the Mediator to be to him; ſo that he died and ſatisﬁed for ſuch, and
o-vned and redeemed by him, Therefore he doth ſo ſuch only as was propoſed to him. It being cleared
lemnly diſown' them.
there, that all were not propoſed; Therefore there
det/1
I Ponly
it bepray
ſaid,far
That,
theſein who
that did
Plate,
actually
our Lord
believe? rs_ no Warrant to ſay, That Chriﬅ in any Reſpect

did bear the Iniquity of any other. Neither can then;
The very contrary will be found in the Text: ' For, be any End of his undertaking to pay for moe than
(ye/m xvii. 20.) he interceedeth for all who ſhould was propoſed to him; neither can it be thought, that
after believe; and through the Chapter, for all theſe any other was propoſed to Chriﬅ, but ſuch as were
whom God had given him. Beſide, it were hard to given to him abſolutely to be redeemed; becauſe
ſay, that our Lord Jeſus did comprehend all that were there is no Word in Scripture that ſpeaketh of pro
unrenewed under the Title II/Brld 5 For ſo, many un pohng any to Chriﬅ to be bought, but the Elect,
* renewed Elect would have been excluded. Seeing who, for that Cauſe, are peculiarly named by this
_thereſore Chriﬅ excludeth the Reprobate World from Title, Theſe that were C/zri/i's own, and given to
his Interceſſton, even when he includeth many unre lar/r', &e. If any ſhould ſay, That they were con
newed Elect then lying in Profanity and Nature, dttionally given and propoſed ( which indeed muﬅ be
The former Argument doth oind the more ﬅrongly. ſuppoſed in this conditional Rodemption) Then ( be
From which alſo we may remove a ſecond Excepti ſide what was ſaid ) it may be aſkcd, If the Father
on, to wit, that by lﬄor/d there are underﬅood ſuch by propoſing ſuch, did intend their Redemption, and
as Chriﬅ foreſaw ſhould reject the Goſpel, and con their obtaining of any Beneﬁt by Chriﬅ's Death? [f
tinue Members of this YVorld, notwithﬅanding of his he did, VX-'hy is itnot eﬀectual? If he did not, To
Death and Call, or ſuch as did ſor that Time violent what End was ſuch a Propoſal made by the only wiſe
ly reject the ſame. 'ſo this we ſay, That if Chriﬅ God? Again,\Ve may conceive this conditional Pro
meanen' by VZr-Id, preſent Contemners and Rejecters, poſal to be thus upon the Father's Side, I do propoſe
then would many Elect be excluded, asis ſaid. A and give ſuch and ſuch Perſons to thee that are not
gain, If he underﬅood ſuch as he foreſaw would con elected, tobe redeemed, and to partake of th Re
tinue in Oppoſrtion and'Unbelief to the End, Can it demptton, providing they ſhall believe, and will
be reatonably thought that he would immediately oﬀer abſolutely exact the Price from thee, which yet is
himſelf in their Room upon Condition of their believ not to be imputed to them till they believe; and yet
ing in him, whom he did not only foreſee to continue they cannot believe except God give the ſame freely,
in Unbelief and never to perform that Condition; according to the ﬁrﬅ Opinion: Or, till Chriﬅ pur
but alſo whom he had inﬅantly in expreſs Terms ex chaſe the ſame, according to the ſecond: Yet (might
eluded from his Prayers and Interceſſron as having hetay) neither do I mind to give it to them, itor
nothing to do with them? And ſo according to mmdl to propoſe it to be bought by thee for their
the former Ground, to wit, that his Interceſiion Uſe. This certainly would not look like the 'Wiſ
and Sa isfaction are of equal Extent, they cannot . dom, Soveraignty and Grace that do ſhine in the Barn
be underﬅood any way to come in under either of gain of Redemption: Yet, ſuch a conditional Pro
them.
poſal muﬅ be ſuppoſed as in theſe Terme. And ſo
IF it be ſaid, That his Inteﬂſſan r'eſſectetb only they are propoſed to the Mediator' to be redeemed b
the Eﬃtdty ojf bis Death; and t/aereﬁre mzgt be bound him, when yet the neceſiary Mids, and ſuppoſed Con
ed witb the Elect: This will ſay, That this Satis dttron of their Redemption is never ſo much as 'pro
faction alſo muﬅ reſpect that only, ſeeing they are poſed to be purchaſed, but the contrary is included;
of equal Extent. Again, Why prayeth he only in And ſo at the moﬅ,,the' Father propoſeth but one
reference to the Eﬃcacy? It is'becauſe he hath Part oftheir Redemption to the Market, to wit, the
Ground to own no moe as God's or his; And that End without the Mids: And therefore conſequently
will ſay, That he will not ſatisfie for them either. the Mediator muﬅ undertake for paying for the End,
Laﬅly, He boundeth his dying and praying in theſe when hehath not' the mids by which it is attained,mad<::
Words,
(Firﬅ 19.I my
of the toforecited
v tbcirſrctziesjſi'rnttiﬂc
wit, for Chapter,)
their ſakes For
for ( to ſpeak to ) redeemable, becauſe it is never oﬀered
[O

'ly-w"
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to the Market : And what wiſe Man would make pollent to an abſolute Reſuſal, as, ſuppoſe one would
oﬀer to relieve another from Bondage, or, to pay
ſuch a Bargain i
Third] , IT ſeemeth not conſiﬅent with Reaſon their Debt for them, upon Condition, and no other
andE uity to ſay, That ſuch as are by God's Sove ways, that ſuch a Perſon ſhould at once drink up
raign ecree abſolutely reprobated, and deeerned to the whole Sea.- That Oﬀer ſo circumﬅantiated,
be made to reckon for their own Sins ; and yet to could not be looked upon othcrways but as an abſo
ſav, That'pur
Lord thereby
Jeſus ſhould
have thpt
Dctebt
imputedztobleﬂed
himrand
conditionally
to lute Refuliil. Again, If he hath not purchaſed Faith
to them, Then there is no ſaving Grace purchaſed

them a Freedom
that Curſe
ispurchaſe
alreadyforvdetermined
to be from
executed
juﬅly which
upon to them : And if neither Faith nor any ſaving Gracc
be purchaſed to them, It will be hard to lay, That
them: For, the Decree of Reprobation muﬅ be, Chriﬅ hath died for ſuch, for whom no ſaving Gracc
_
even in Order of Nature, as ſoon as the Decree of is purchaſed.
Election. Now, it being clear, that the Work of
Flﬅbb, Wit ſay further, If all Men be condi
Redemption doth preſuppoſc Election to have pre
ceeded, So that in the Order of Nature, and ac
cording to our uptaking of Things, we muﬅ con

ceive God's abſolute electing of ſome to eternal Life,
to be prior to the Covenant of Redemption, becauſe
theſe who are given to Chriﬅ in that Covenant, are
ſaid to be God's own by vertue of that Decree be;
fore that, John xvii. 6. which will infer that God's
abſolute Decree of Reprobation muﬅ be ſo alſo, ſee

tion-ally redeemed, Then we muﬅ ſay, That all the

Midſes neceſſarily concurring in the Work of Re
demption for making of it compleat, muﬅ be condi

tionally purchaſed alſo: For, as by the acknow
ledged Ground, that is called abſolute Redemption,
wherein Faith and all the Midſes are abſolutely pur
chaſed, So it will follow, that in this conditional

Redemption all theſe Midſes muﬅ be conditionzil
ly purchaſed: For, the End and Midſes are in one

ing the Decree of Election doth - neccſiarily inſer the Bargain; Where the one is purchaſed, the other is
Decree of 'Reprobatiom For, where there is ajn purchaſed; So where the one is abſolutely purchaſi
Election of ſome, there is a Pretirition of others.
And therefore, we muﬅ ſay, That Chriﬅ condition

ed, the other is ſo alſo:

And therefore where the

one is contlitionally purchaſcd, the other muﬅ be ſo

ally had propoſed to him, and did conditionally ply alſo: But it cannot be ſaid, That the Midl'es, to
according to that Propoſil, the Debt of miny, that wit, Faith, Regeneration, and other Graccs, are
by a prior Decree were abſolutely reprobated. And conditionally purchaſcd, becauſe this will be the ienſe
as to the laﬅ Opinion hinted, there being but one
Decree of Reprobation, It will follow, that either all

thereof, that Chriﬅ hath purchaſed Faith in himſelf

to ſuch Perſons upon Condition that they ſhould
theſe muﬅ be under aconditional Redemption, which believe in him: Which, I ſuppoſe, none will
yet cannot be ſaid ſo confidently, as to ſuch who are aﬃrm. It will follow therefore that they cannot be

ſaid to be conditionally redeemed, even as toſi the

without the conditional Covcnantz
excluded therefrom.

or, all muﬅ be
End.
_
. i

Faurtb/y, R a o M the Grounds of this Opinion,
Sixtbly, IF any conditional Redemption be ſup
it may be thus argued, If Chriﬅ redeemed any Re poſed to be, or, if Chriﬅ be ſaid to have paid the
probate conditionally, Then the performing of this Debt of all even conditionally, Then this muﬅ be
Condition is either in their own Power, or it is a

looked upon as a ſingular Eﬀect of God's Grace,

ſinoular Gift of God procured by Chriﬅ's Death. and a ſpecial Evidence ofthe excellent Freeneſs there
The ﬁrﬅ they will not aﬂert, who own this Opinion, oſ lbrprovoking the Hearts of all ſuch to pmiſe for
as was formerly obſerved: Therefore it muﬅ be the ſame: Now, ſuch a .Mould of conditional Re
ſomething that can no otherways be procured but by demption as is propoſed, doth no way look like Giace,
Chriﬅ's Purchaſe. And according to what is ſaid, it nor tendeth to the engaging of ſuchas arc ſo redeem
is not purchaſed to any Reprobate, though it be ne ed to bleſs and magniﬁe God: Therefore it is not to
ccllary for their obtaining oſ any Beneﬁtof Chi'iﬅ's be admitted. That it doth not look like Gtace, will
Purchaſe, Therefore it cannot be ſaid, that they are eaſily appear by conſidering, 1. That Gracc is every
\ redeemed. For, at moﬅ, it lliith that they are re way Gracc, elſe it is no way Grace, ( according to
deemed upon a Condition, which they can never an ancient laying of ..-{uguﬅim) that is, it is Grace
poſſibly. perform; and'this will infer, That they in the End, and Gmce in Reſpect of the Midſes alſo.
are not redeemed at all: For, a pcremptory exclu But here, whatever may be ſaid of the End, ſure
ſive conditional Oﬅer, where the Condition is im there is no Grace in reſpect of the Midſes, ſeeing no

poſſible, and known to be ſo to the Oﬀerer, is equi

neceﬅary and eﬀectual Mids for attaining of the End,
Qq

Is
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lS provided for in this Suppoſed Bargain of this Cor.
ditional Redemption: Therefore it can neither be
ſaid to look like a Bargain of Grace, nor et to
tend to the commendation thereof. 2.
e may

Chap 5

to ſend theſe Ships for them, but in the fame Bar
gain conclude, that Ships ſhould be ſent only for
ſuch and ſuch others; would not theſe'Slaves ne
ceſſarily continue under their Bondage? And would

conſider, that as to the Eﬀect or End, this Bargain this ſo be accounted a Redemption amongﬅ Men,

doth not make the'ſame free unto theſe that are or yet a wiſe conditional Bargain? And is that tobe
comprehended under it: For, it leaveth them, to attributed to the only wiſe and gracious God and our
perform a Condition for obtaining of the End, and bleſſed Lord Jeſus, which is upon the Matter, the
that in their own Strength withoutfurniſhing them ſame? to wit, that our Lord Jeſus ſhould pa the Debt
for the Performance of it, even though theybe of of ſo many, upon Condition that they ould be
themſelves in an Incapacity to perform the ſame: lieve in him, by ſuch Faith as he only can procure
And how unlike this is to a Covenant of Grace, unto them; and withal, that in the ſame Covcnant

may eaſily be gathered. 3. This conditional Re
demption doth neither make the Eﬀect, ſuppoſed
to be purchaſed, certain, nor poſſible: Certain, it
cannot be, ſeeing it never cometh to paſs: Poſ
tible it is not, ſeeing it dependcth upon a Condition,
( which as it is circumﬅantiated ) is ſimply impoſ
ſible; yea, and is ſupponed tobe ſo in the Cove
nant of Redctnption;

for,

we muſt look

upon

it ſhould be expreſly capitulated, that our Lord
Jeſus his Sufl'erings ſhould beaccepted for procuring
of Faith to ſome others allenarly, aud to none
elſe; whereby theſe, ſuppoſed to be conditionally

redeemed, are abſolutely excluded upon the Matter?
This conditional Redemption therefore is not to be
contendeo' for.
Laﬅly, B I! s r D 1! s theſe, this Opinion will inſcr

this Condition, in reſpect of its Poſlibility, not on
ly with regard to Men, as Men indued with natu

many Abſurdities and Intricacies not eaſily extricable,

ral Faculties; but we muﬅ look upon it with re
ſpect to Men as they are in their Corruption in
capacitated to do any thing that is ſpiritually good,
ſuch as this Act of believing is. Now, in the Co
venant of Redemption, it is ſuppoſed, not only

ly, Then it will fo'low, that either he died equally
for all, or one vtay for ſome, and another way for

that Faith is neceſlary; but alſo that Man is cor

as Firﬅ, If Chriﬅ Jeſus hath died for all conditional-

others: To ſay, he died equally for all, is abſurd,
and acknowledged to be ſo by the Aſlerters of this
Opinion: Andof this we ſpake in the former Part
of this (lueﬅiom If it be ſaid, he did ina diﬀerent

rupt, fold under Sin, and ſo cannot of himſelf ( ex Manner die for the Elect, and for theſe that are not
cept it be given him) believe: And yet in the actually redeemed, then it may be inquired, where
ſame Covenant, It is agreed, that Faith he-purchaſ in this Diﬀerence doth conſiﬅ ? For, it muﬅ either
cd and bcﬅowed upon ſome, becauſe of the former be in the Matter, or, Price (to ſay ſo) that is
Reaſons; and even then, ſuch who are ſuppoſed given, to wit, that he gave more for thoſe whom
conditionally to he redeemed, are paﬅ-by, and deli he abſolutely redeemed, than for theſe whom he
berately no ſuch thing is capitulated for concerning only did conditionally purchaſ'; or, it muﬅ be inv
them. Therefore the Eﬀect muﬅ notwithﬅanding his Intention in the laying down of his Life, and
of this, be ﬅill impoſſible. And if ſo, (an it be in the Father's Will in ordering of the ſame, to
ſaid to be of Grace, which is ſo clouded in the wit, that it was not Chriﬅ's Intention, nor the Fa

'l'erms
and doth
neither makeinany
good ther's NVill to beﬅow Faith upon ſuch and actually
poſſible thereof,
to theſeſiwho
are comprehended
the ſame,
nor give through occaſion to glorify Graceas ſhin

to redeem them; and ſo to have his Death accepted
as a Satisfaction for them, as he had condeſcended

ing in the Freedom, comſortableneſs and refreſh in reſpect of others: If the ﬁrﬅ be ſaid, to wit,
ſulneſs thereof? And in eﬀect, it ſeemeth rather that Chriﬅ hath given more for the one nor for the
to Obſcure Grace, than to manifeﬅ the ſame: other; then it will follow, that Chriﬅ hath not

And therefore ought not to bepreſled in the Church. ſatisﬁed for theſe who are ſaid to be conditionally
For a conditional Tranſaction in this Mould, would redeemed, becauſe he hath not paid ſuﬃciently for
be, as if one ſhould be ſaid to have paid the Turb them. Beſide, it will not befound in Scripture, that
for ſo many laves, to be ſent Home to him Chriﬅ hath paid a Part ofthe Debt of any where he

in ſtich and

uch Ships, as himſelf only could hath not paid it all.

If it be ſaid, that the Price

ſend for them; and that this Purchaſe ſhould be materially conſidered, was ual, then it will follow, .
valid, as to theſe Slaves, upon Condition allenarly that Chriﬅ ſuﬀered as much
rath and Curſc mate
that they ſhould return in ſuch and ſuch Ships unto rially for J'udas as he did for Peter; which will -

him; and yet in the mean timehenever intended not look like the Peculiarity of that Lovethatap
pearcth

TT
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peareth inChriﬅ's suﬀering ſor any, nor yet ſound do aſſert, becauſe it is abſurd to ſay, that Chriﬅ died
well to the thankful Heart of a redeemed One, as if ſor any Reprobate.

We anſwer, In Chriﬅ's Re

Chriﬅ had paid no more for him than for Judas. If demption, the Elect are conſidered as Elect; ſor,
it be ſaid, that the Diﬀerence is in God's Purpoſe them he redeemeth abſolutely: Therefore, on the
and Chriﬅ's Intention, who did deſign theſe Suﬀe contrary, he muﬅ conſider others as Reprobates, or
rings to purchaſe Faith to the one, and ſo to make at leaﬅ as not elected, but he muﬅ alſo be conſider
their Redemption eﬀectual; which was not pur ed as a Reprobate, ſeeing there is not a Mids?
poſed in Reference to the other. To this we ſay, Therefore, either Chriﬅ muﬅ beſaid to redeem all
I. Iſ the Price laid down beequal in reference to all, Men, without Reſpect either to Election or Repro
then it would ſeem juﬅ that Judas. ſhould have no bration, which is falſe, becauſe the Elect are in all.
leſs Fruit thereby than Peter, ſeeing no leſs was the Buſineſs of Redemption conſidered as ſuch : 'Or,
paid for him; But, 2. We ſay, that this Anſwer he muﬅbe ſaid to die for theReprobates as Reprobates,
doth conﬁrm our Argument: For, if it. was not, which is the Abſurdity they would ſhift: Or, it
the Purpoſe of the Father and the Mediator, that muﬅ be ſaid, that in the laying down of his Life, he
the Fruits of Chriﬅ's Death ſhould be eﬀectual to had no Reſpect to them under any Conlideration ;
ſuch and ſuch, then Chriﬅ's Death cannot
called Which is theTruth. For, the Decrec of Reproba
a Satisfaction for ſuch; becauſe hts Death is regu tion, being in order of Nature, and according to our
lated in its Eſixtent according to that Purpoſe, and Conception, prior to the Decree and Covenant of
is a Satisfaction ſor none, but ſuch for whom lt Redemption, as was ſaid, ſuch as are contained there
Waspurpoſed to be made eﬀectual: _For, to make in, cannot but be loolt'ed upon under that Conſidera
it a Satisfaction for any, not only lS it neceﬂary, tion. And, by the way it would not ſeem inconſi
that there ſhouldbe aſnﬃcient Price, but alſo, that derable as to our Purpoſe, to think, that before this

' it ſhould be intended to be patd and accepted, as
ſuch, for ſuch and ſuch Perſons: Therefore, ſee
ing it was not intended for them as ſuch, they
cannot any way be ſaid to be redeemed by Chriﬅ s
Death, ſeeing ﬅill the Purpoſe and Intention of the

Tranſaction of Redemption were concluded( to
ſpeak according to our Uptaking of ﬁrﬅ and laﬅ in
God's Purpoſes ) he ſhould determine concerning
the ultimate Eﬅate of all Men by his Decrees of E

lection and Reprobation, and when Marches are rid,
Parties contracting, is wanting, without which it and Bounds, ( never to be changed) ſet, then to
can neither be a Satisfaction, nora Redemption. If tt come to the Tranſaction of Redemption. Which
be ſaid, that there was an Intention to make a con certainly muﬅ ſuppoſe, that he intended not to con

ditional Redemption. zſriſw. This being underﬅood found the Diﬀerence he had made by that After-co
as contradiﬅinet from the abſolute Redemptton, as venant, but thereby to provide a Mean for making
ncceﬂitrily it muﬅ be, its as muchas to ſay, that the the Decree of Election eﬀectual;

which Mids was

Father and Son in the Cuvenant of Redemption neceſiary for this, but not neceſiary as for the other.
A third Abſurdity, is, That this doth exten'cl
did intend for ſuch and ſuch Perſons , inﬅead
of a

conditional

Redemption, a

Mn-f'ldlmþtl

Chriﬅ's Death further, and maketh it more common

on, or, ineﬄrcturzl Redemption; and ſo it cometh to than the Scripture doth: For, in Scripture Chriﬅ
this that their Redemption was never intended at _all. is ſaid to die for his People, Mrzt. i. 21. ſor his Sheep.
A ſecond Abſurdity, is, that this lecmeth to im Job. x. 1 t, 15, to gather tbeſhm at" God, Yo/m xi.
ply a Contradiction, to wit, that the Reprobatey, 52. for bis own jfo/m xvii. 6. with 19. and ſuch _
whom God hath paſied by, are redeemed by Chriﬅ s like. And in this Place it is ſaid to be for ſomeoſ all
Death; yea, that the Unredeemed are Redeemed: Kindreds, Ybnguer, and Natiam, and not for all in
For, if the Redeemed be diﬅinguiſhed from others diﬀerently. Now, according to this Opinion, Chriﬅ
in this Place, then theſe to whom they are oppoſed may be ſaid not only to die for his Sheep, but for all
muﬅ beunredeemed. Neither can it be ſaid, that and every Man, &Ft. There are two ſpecial Ob
the oppoſition is not ad ſidem, becauſe the one are jections againﬅ this, The ﬁrﬅ is, That although
abſolutely redeemed, and'the other condition-ally; Chriﬅ be ſaid to die for his Sheep, and to have re
ſor, upon the Matter, the denying of an abſolute deemed ſome out of every Nation, &Ft. yet ſaith
and eﬀectual Redemption, is the denying any Re a late learned Abetter of this Opininion ( to wit,
) that it will not
demption at all. Again, as to the ﬁrﬅ Part, if any ſay, Dd/ltt/(I in his Apology
that though Chriﬅ died for all Men, yet_ did he die follow; becauſe he died for theſe, thereſore he
for no Reptobate as a Reprobate: VVhtch ſome of died for no other; more than it will ſollow from
late ( even walking under the name of Orthodox j Pea/"s word, Gal, ii. 20. Ht lewd me, and gaue
Q,q 2
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Chap. 5)

Hm for
elj®for
me, Therefore
did Learned
love andMen
gaveſhould
him wboſhn-er belle-both in Cbrſſ, ſhould not pert'ſh, but,
ſiſel
no other.
It is ſad,hethat
bare eternal Lrfe,

ſo pleaſe them ſelves, to ſhift Arguments: For cer
tainly, a clear Diﬀerence ma be obſerved between
Paul's ſaying, Cbry? got-e is Life/'or me, and be
tween Chriﬅ's ſaying, [laid down my Life for my
Sbnp: This doth expreſly hold forth Chriﬅ's dif

Now, Vnfe 16. is brought in as

a conﬁrmation oſ this; For 5 ſaith he ) Godſh lot-ed
tl-e [Mr/o', tbot l-e goe-e bis on y begotten Son, for this
very End, Tbot wbrﬃomer beliewtb in him, ſhould not

pmſh, but from t'ttrnal Life. Where God's End in
giving of his Son, is mentioned to be a Ground cbf

terencing of theſe for whom he was to die, and his quietneſs to all that ſhould believe, and will bear that

contradiﬅinguiſhing of them from others who were Univerſal well, WboſorL-tr _þ']ſt'l'e*f},', are rein/ned,
not of his Sheep, nor given to him ; And therefore and may expect the Beneﬁts of Chriﬅ's Redemption ;
for them he was not to lay down his Life: Whereas Becauſe the juﬅifying and ſaving of ſuch, was the End ſi
that Word of Pauls, is not ſpoken to contradiﬅinguiſh for which God ſent his Son : And to extend the Place
him from any other Believer, but to comfort himſelf any further, will not be conﬁﬅent with the Scope
in the Application of that Truth to himſelf, that thereof. If it be ſaid, That God's Reſpect and Love
Chriﬅ who died for his Sheep, did alſo lav down his to the World indcﬁnitely, is mentioned here; Be it
Life ſot' him as one of them. Again, ,VV<hen Chriﬅ ſo, yet that will not inſer, that becauſe he had Reſpect
ſpeaketh of his People, of his Sbctr, and of his Own to the World, That therefore he intended thatChriﬅ
in this Caſe, he doth particularly ( to ſay ſo ) con ſhould die for all and every individual Perſon in the
ſider them as a Species or Kind of People by them World 3 But, it Will only inſer this much at moﬅ,
ſelves, and diﬀerenced, in the Reſpect mentioned, as if we ſaid, in common speech, ſuch a Chriﬅian
from others, as the Scope clcareth: But when Paul King, or Potent Man had ſuch a Reſpect to Chri
ſpeaketh of himſelf in the Application foreſaid, will ſtians, or to Men of ſuch a Nation, as to ſend ſuch
any think that he ſpealdeth of himſelf as diﬀerenced a great Sum to re leem ſo many of them as he parti
from all, and not rather as one individual of the Spe cularly condeſccndel upon, from the Bandage of the
cies foreſaid? Therefore altho' we may conclude ſinks: It may well be ſaid, that ſuch a great Man
thus, God hath made Man a reaſonable Creature ac had Reſpcct to Chriﬅians, or to ſuch a Nation, be
cording to his own Image,Therefore no other Creature cauſe he purpoſed to redeem many of them when he,
is ſuch, becauſe, by this Qualiſicatic-n, Man, or that took no Thought of others; Yet it cannot be ſaid
Species (to ſay ſo) is diﬀerenced from all other that he intended the redeeming of all, either abſolute:
Creatures on Earth;

yet, it will not follow, Peter ly or conditionally, ſeeing he did appoint the Price

is a reaſonable Creature according to God's Image,
Therefore no other Man is ſo: Becauſe, Peter is
but an individual Perſon under the ſame Species with
others. Juﬅ ſo is it here, Chriﬅ's Sbeep, Own, Peo

given, to be paid for ſuch and ſuch as himſelſ thought
meet
redeem,
notmoﬅ;
for others:
ſo Re
is it
here into this
Caſe, and
at the
And ſo Juﬅ
Goſſd's

ſpcct to the World, may beoppoſite to his paﬃng by

ple, &e. denote a Species, as it were, diﬀerenced of all the fallen Angels. Again, Stto'zdly, We ſay,
by ſuch Relations from others, whereas Paul is That if Mrld, in this Place, be to be underﬅood of
but an individual Believer comprehended under the particular Perſons, and an Univerſality of them, It
ſame.
muﬅ be underﬅood oſ the Elect World, as in the
A ſecond Objection, is. That many other Scrip I/[etſt following is clear, where God's Purpoſc of ſend
tures do aſiert Chriﬅ to be given, and to have laid

ing his Son, is expreſſed to be, that 'be Worldtbrougb

down his Life for the World: Therefore it cannot
be abſurd to ſay, that in ſome Senſe Chriﬅ hath re
deemed all: And particularly that Place, Job/1 iii.
16. is urged ( for our Scope ſuﬀeteth us not to di
greſs to more, to wit, God ſo lot/ed tbe H/br/d, that
be gave bis only begotten Sou : tbat wboſhcwr ſhould

bi/'z migbt b'ſa'oed. Now, there can no other Uni
verſality be thought to be intended, to bcſaved by
God ( as was formerly cleared ) but the Univerſality
(to ſpeak ſo ) or, the World of the Elect.

Neither

will the reading be abſurd, to underﬅand it thus, Tbxzt
God ſo loued 'be Elect &Vol-ill, tbot be gaw bis only

believe in bin', ſhould not pert/I), but bow over/(ﬂing begotttn Son to Deal/7 ſo" tbtm, tbat by tboir be
Li/k. In Reſerence to which Place, we ſay, 1. lieving on bit/1, fbtjſhollld not pori/b, but bow eter

That the Scope is not to ſhew, that Chriﬅ was given nal Lzﬅ. And ſo this Place will be intcrpreted by
for all' the World taken diﬅributively, that is, for the Parallel thereof, I John iv. 9. In 'bit was 'nam'
every Perſon that ſhould be in the'World, becauſe it ſo ed lb: Low of God toward: us, bttauﬅ tbot God
is only brought in-here to'conﬁrm this general Sum ent bit only begotten Son into 'be lVr/d, tbot we
of the Goſpel which is laid down, Verſe 15, Tbot migbt live Ibrougb bit/r; For, a: and we, in the
one >

I
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are Place, are equipollent to the Wrirld and wha

can it be ſuppoſed that the Tranſaction was in theſe'

ſmJer will believe, in the other.

Terms, that the Mcdiator ſhould die and lay down a

That thus it is

to be underﬅood, appeareth in this, That even ac
cording to the Grounds of this Opinion, there can
none be expected to believe but the Elcct; And
in the 'Text, there are none proﬁted by this Fruit

Price for ſo many Elect, who by the Vertue of his
Death were to be brought to Glory before his Suﬀer
ings 5' and that alſo he ſhould pay ſo much in the
Name of ſo many Reprobates, who ſor their own
o* Chriſt's Love to the World, but the Believers: Sins were to be actually damned at the Time of Pay

Therefore this Love, which giveth this Giſt, muﬅ ment? And whatever be ſaid of the Tranſaction,
be ſaid to Reſpect the Elect only,* eſpecially conſider yet when it came to Chriﬅ's suﬀering, it muﬅ either
in , that it is in a Matter which is the Evidence of be ſaid, That theſe were ſcored out, ſo as Chriﬅ did
God's moﬅ ſpecial Love, as was formerly ſaid. not bear their Iniquity, or die for them in any Re

Only, it is expreſſed in this General, hV/xﬃvater ſpcct; or, it muﬅ be ſaid, That before God's Juﬅice,
ſhall believe, &c. becauſe the extending of it, in Chriﬅ did bear the Iniguity, and pay in the Name of
this indeﬁnite Expreſſion, doth ſuit beﬅ with the ſuch as were actually in Hell, ſuﬀering for their own
propoſed Mould of the Oﬀer of the Goſpel, which Sins at that ſame Inﬅant of Time.
is not to invite Men to believe, becauſe they are
Fzſthly, I T may be aſked, H/hnt doth become oſall
particularly elected, or redeemed 3 but to invite Men Infants, whether in the vﬃhle'Chw-oh, or without it,

who die in their bifancy? According to the former
as believe, and becauſe he doth by the outward Grounds, it will be hard to determine: For, none
Miniﬅry call Hearers thereunto. And this is the can ſay, upon the one ſide, . that they are allabſolute

to believe, becauſe God hath promiſed to ſave ſuch

more to be obſerved, becauſe Chriﬅ here, as a good ly redeemed and ſaved, there beinbr no \Varrant in
Scripture ſor this; On the other ſide, to ſay, that

Miniﬅer of the Goſpel, is preaching to Niudemm,
and laying, before him the Sumof the Goſpel, and
that which muﬅ be the Object of his Faith; And
therefore it was neceﬅitry that he ſhould take that

Chriﬅ died for them, upon Condition that they ſhould
believe in him, cannot be well underﬅood :

For,

though ſome c-f them be within the conditional Cove

Way of preaching theſe Truths to him, ſo that as nant made with the Church, and therefore cannot be
more rigidly conﬅructed of than theſe at Age; yet
So, _upon the are they not in a Capacity to perform Acts of Faith,
other, he doth hold forth God's Acceptation of all and to fulﬁll that Condition: And this Incapacity
whoſoever ſhall believe, that the Peculiarity of the doth not meerly ﬂow from Mens Corruption, as it
Redemption may not ﬅumble any in their approach doth in Men at Age 5 but is natural to young ones,
upon the one ﬁde, he doth hold forth God's pecu

liar Reſpect to the Elect World;

ina to Chriﬅ, who have the Oﬀer of the Goſpel made as not to underﬅand, ſpeak, or wall-2, are: Now,
unoto them: For, the Word ſaith in ſum, A Be it were unreaſonable to ſay, that ſuch Children who
licvercannot fail of salvation, ſeeing God had that die in their Infancy, were redeemed by Chriﬅ, upon
Reſpcct to his Elect, as to give his only be Condition that they ſhould underﬅand, ſpeak, walk,
gotten Son to purchaſc this unto them: And this Es'c. or, ofaChild dying in ſuch a Condition (ſup

is to be preached in theſe indeﬁnite Tcrms, and poſe it be one not abſolutely redeemed) it cannot be
cannot but be true, ſeeing it is the revealed VVIH ſaid, That that Child was redeemed upon this Con
dition, that it' had walked, ſpoken, Ur. when as yet
of God.
.
.
. .
-

A fourth Diﬃculty following this Opinion, is, it was not ( poſſibly) of one Hours Age.

Again,

That it will be hard to conceive how Chriﬅ could Can it be ſaid of Children within the viſible Church,
his Life for the which are not abſolutely redeemed, that it is indcterr
tedeeming of many who were _actually already minable whether Chriﬅ did die conditionally for them,
condemned in Hell: Yet, this Univerſal condition or not, at leaﬅ till the come to ſuch an Age as they
al Redemption will inſer this, otherways the Re themſelves may act aith? Neither can it be ſaid
probates, who lived before Chriﬅ's Death', were not here, that he redeemed Reprobate Children in the'

conditionally die and lay down

ſo much obliged to him as theſe who did * ſucceed.
If it be ſaid, That although Chriﬅ actually died
in Time, yet the Tranſaction was eternal before
any Man lived in the \Vorld. This will not re
move the Diﬃculty, bccauſe, though it was tranſ
acted before Time; yet, no queﬅion, it was ſo
regulated as it might be performed in lime. Now

Church conditionally, as he did abſolutely redeem
theſe that are Elcct, although even theſe cannot act
Faith: For, he purchaſeth to the Elect ſaving Grace
in the Seed thercor', and a ncw Nature to be commu

nicated to them, whereof the youngeﬅ Children are
capable, ſeeing therein they are meerly palli vc: But,
in that conditional Rodemptiomthcre is nothing pur- -,
'
chaſed -_
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chaſed to any but upon Condition that they re bended in the Covenant oſ Redemption. 2. The
ceive Chriﬅ oﬀered and believe in him ; which doth Buſineſs oſ Chriſt's Death, is only tranſacted in that

ſuppoſe an Activeneſs, and actin

to be in theſe Covenant, where the Redemption of the Elect is ab
ſolutely concluded; becauſe it is the great mids de
dren are not capable. And iſ this Condition could ſigned ſor making or' that eﬀectual: Therefore 'ought
be ſuppoſed only to infer ſomething wherein Chil it, as to the Extent of its Merit, to be proportioned
dren might be meerly Paſſive, Then this will be to the Object of that Covenant, ſeeing by his under
the meaning thereof, to wit, that Chriﬅ redeemed taking therein alanerly, he becontcth liable to Death.
ſuch Children upon Condition that he himſelf ſhould 3. This would inſcr two Covenants of Redemption,
confer ſuch and ſuch Things on them, in receiv whereas the Scripture doth but ſpeak of one. And
ing of which, they could only be paſlive: Which although ſome ſpeak of a conditional Covenant with
to whom the Oﬀer is made:

ſ which, Chil

would not look like a conditional Covenant; For, the viſible Church; yet, neither can that be ſaid to be

the performing of the Condition will be on Chriﬅ's made with all Men, and ſo none without the viſible
ﬁde, and not upon theirs: And ſo it would be ab Church ſhould be redeemed; neither can that be cal
ſolute, as in the Caſe oſ the Elect Children. Neither led a Covenant oſ Redemption, diﬅinct ſrom that
will it remove this Diﬃculty, to ſay, That Children which is made in reference to the Elect 3 becauſe no
are Partakers of the Father's Priviledges, and are to thing can be counted a Covenant oſ'Redemption,
be reckoned accordingly: For, this cannot be ſaid even a conditional Covenant, but that wherein God
of ſaving Priviledges, ſo as iſ no Elect Parent could and the Mediator are Parties; For, no other can de
have a Reprobate Child z Or, no Reprobate Pa termine abſolutely or conditionally upon the Buſineſs
rent, an Elect Child dying at ſuch an Age; Becauſe or Redcmption. Beſide, what is revealed to the vi
theſe Things belong unto the Soveraignty of God, ſible Church, and hath the Form of a conditional
and he is not ſo to be bounded in Reſpect of all par Covenant, doth but ﬂow ſrom this, as the Admini-_
ticular Children. Beſide, Experience in the Word ﬅration, Application, or Execution thereof: And
giveth Ground to us to call it in queﬅion. It muﬅ therefore cannot be thought to contain any new Ar-'*
then' be underﬅood only of ſederal Priviledges, and ticle concerning the Extent or Fruit oſ Chriﬅ's
that in reſpect of the external Adminiﬅration of the Death, but muﬅ be regulated by the former, and
Covenant; And this will ſay nothing to the Diﬃ is not to be looked upon as a diﬅinct Covenant in
dſ
culty; Becauſe the Doubt is ﬅill, what to ſay of it ſelf.
Children that are within the conditional Covenant,
T H a laﬅ Thing which we have to ſay, is, That
in reſpect of their Parents, that are within the viſible this Mould of a conditional Redemption ot all Men,

Church; Yet, ſuppoﬁng them to die inﬅantly, or doth not bring with it any more ſolid way to ſatisﬁe
in their nonage, they cannot be ſaid to be condi or remove the Diﬃculties that are pretended to follow
tionally redeemed, becauſe of the Reaſons ſore the former. And indeed the way of Grace being a
Myﬅery and Depth which is unſearchable, and the
ſaid. '
Sz'xtlvly, IF the Reprobate be conditionally re giving of Chriﬅ unto Death being the muﬅ myﬅeri
deemed, Then that Redemption of theirs is either ous Part oſ all this Myﬅery 5 what wonder is it that
tranſacted in the ſame Covenant with the abſolute carnal Reaſon cannot reach the Grounds of the Lord's
Redemption of the Elect, or not: They cannot be ſoveraign proceeding therein? And what Preſumpti
ſaid to be comprehended within the ſame Covenant, on may it be thought to be to endeavour ſuch a
becauſe all ſuch as are comprehended in it, are con Mould of this, as may mar the myﬅeriouſneſs there
tradiﬅinguiſhed from others, as bring the Lord's t/yoſen, of, and ſatisﬁe Reaſon in all its proud objections?
andﬁub a: are given to Cbri , &c. Again, This Yet, we ſay, this will not do it: For, Firﬅ, I'
Covenant of Redemption includeth 'the Means with doth not prove any way more conduct-able ſor the
the End; For, it is ordered in all thing: and/fare; gloriſying of Grace in reſpect of theſe who are
which cannot be ſaid of this conditional Covenant: condition-ally redeemed, as was formerly ſhown,
Therefore they cannot be comprehended in one. but rather the contrary. Nor doth it conduce any
And it would not ſound well, to ſay, that the Elects more to the quieting and Comforting oſ wakened
Redcmption, and that of the Reprobates, were con Conſciences, ( whereof alſo ſomething was ſpoken )
tained in one Covenant. Nor can it be ſaid, that nor doth it any way tend to make Reprobate '
it isa diﬅinct Bargain beſide the Covenant of Re Sinners more inexcuſable, as if thereby the Juﬅice
demption: Becauſe, t. That were indeed to grant oſ God were more clearly vindicated: For, by
that it is no Rcdemption, ſeeing it is not compre this Doctrine, he did not redeem them abſolutely,
neither

-
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neither did Purchaſe Faith unto them, without
which, even according to this conditional Cove
nant, they cannot be ſaved; and yet they can no
more obtain
except
by Di
his
Purchaſe,
thanFaith
they of
canthemſelves
bſiy themſelves
ſatisﬁe

30;

and ſuch would not believe, and for that Cauſe did
determine to gloriﬁe his Juﬅice upon them 3 to what
End then is this oﬀer made to ſuch, who are now bv
a Decree excluded from the ſame, whatever be th:

Ground thereof? And indeed there is no end of ca
vine Juﬅice, had he not by his Death interpoſed. villing', if Men will give way unto the ſame: For,

Now may not camal Reaſon ﬅill cavil here, and Fleſh will aſk, even in reference to this, ZV/yy doth
ſav, That though Chriﬅ hath died and purchaſed, he tbﬂlſiﬂd Fault ? and who hath rzſſﬅtd his Will?

them conditionally, yet ſeeing he hath not purchaſ For certainly if he had pleaſed, he might have made
ed Faith to them, their salvation is no leſs impoſ
ſible, than if there had been no ſuch conditional
Redemption at all. Neither can it be ever in
ﬅanced, that this meer conditional Redemption did

it otherwiſe;

and ſeeing he pleaſed not to do ſo,

Therefore it could not be otherwiſe, as the Apoﬅle
hath it, Ram. ix. 20. unto which he giveth no other
Anſwer, but, Nay, O Man, who art thou that re

proﬁt 'any Perſon as to Life, or any ſaving Good, plieﬂ again/t God ? ſhall the thing ſormed ſay to him

more than if it had not been at all; And ſo the thatformed it, lVhy haﬅ thou made me thus ? Hath
Matter upon which the pretended Cavil doth riſe, not the Potttr Power over the Clay P &c. in which
alſo we muﬅ acquieſce: otherwiſe no ſuch Mould
is but altered, but no way removed.
Secondbt, S a E I N o the All'crters of this condi of a conditional Redemption will give Satisfacti
tional Rede'mption do admit of an abſolute Electi on.
on unto Liſe as we do, ( at leaﬅ, for oughtI know )
Thirdly, I 'r can no more warrant the Application
then they will have the ſame Cavils to meet with: of the Fruits of Chriﬅ's Purchaſe to any, ſo as to com
For, the Connexion betwixt Election, Faith, and fort them in this conditional Redemption, more than
salvation, is no leſs peremptor, (ſo that none can if there were no ſuch Thing at all: For, if the-Sin
believe and be ſaved, but an Elect ) than the Con ner believe, the Doctrine of particular Redemption
nexion is betwixt Chriﬅ's d) ing for one and his doth warrant any to make Application of Chriﬅ's Pur
obtaining of salvation; yea, the Connexion is no chafe: If they believe not, this Doctrine of conditi
leſs peremptory, and reciprocal (to ſay ſo) be onal Redemption giveth no more warrant to make
twixt abſolute Redemption and Life, and betwixt Application for the Comfort of any, than if it were
meer conditional Redemption and Damnation ( to not at all.
ſpeak of a Connexion ſimply without reſpect to
Fourthly, N 15 I T t-t 1: R doth it warrant a Perſon
any Cauſality ) and that according to their Grounds, with any greater Boldneſs to take hold of Chriﬅ, or
than there is betwixt Redemption and Life, and to cloſe with the oﬀer of the Goſpel made unto him:
None-redemption and Death, according to the Becauſe that Perſon, who is jealous to cloſe with
Grounds which we maintain: Yet, I ſuppoſe, that Chriﬅ, upon this Ground, becauſe he knoweth not
none will account this abſolute Election of ſome whether he be redeemed by him or not, ſeeing all are
fcw, when others are paﬅ-by, to be any Spot upon not redeemed, may be no leſs jealous upon this Ac
the ſoveraign and free Grace of God; or yet any count, becauſe he knoweth not if by his Death he'
Ground ot Excuſe to ſuch as are not thus elected by hath procured Faith to him, or not, and ſo if he be
him : And yet without this, ( as to the Event, ) it abſolutely redeemed; For this is no leſs neceſſary for
is certain, that they can never believe nor attain un his Peace and conﬁdence than the former, and yet
to salvation; yea, ſuppoſing that Election were will be as diﬃcult to be known to any that will needs
grounded upon foreſeen Faith, and ſuppoſmg Repro ſearch into what is ſecret, and not reﬅ upon the re
bation to be grounded upon ſoreſeen Sin, and Impe vealed oﬀer of God as the ſuﬃcient Ground and Ob
nitency therein; yet, now both theſe Decrees be ject of their Faith. And if only by actual believing,
ing peremptorily and irrevccahly paﬅ, this is certain,

and no otherwiſe, they may be aſſured that Faith is

that no other will or ſhall be ſaved but ſuch as are ſo purchaſed unto them; by the ſame Ground alſo,
elected : And ſo that all others, to whom the oﬀer may they be cleared, that they are redeemed by Chriﬅ;
of the Goſpel cometh, ſhall neceſſarily periſh, or, yea, and elected alſo: Becauſe there is an equal pe
the former Decree muﬅ be cancelled, which is im remptory Connexion betwixt Faith and all theſe.
poſſible; and this is true, although it be paﬅ (as
Fiſt/7.', N E 1 T H it R doth this Way and the
they ſay ) voluntate ronſe'qumte, Now when the oﬀer Grounds thereof give Miniﬅers an
more ſolid
oſ thcGoſpel cometh, may not carnal Minds raiſe the Ground to make the oﬀer of the *oſpel indeﬁ
ſame Cavil,and ſay, ſeeing the Lord foreknew that ſuch

nitely in their publick Preaching: For, by the Truth
formerly

304.
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formerly laid down, we can aſſure Hearers that Secret may not be rev'ealcd, and yet the' end le

whoſoever believeth ſhall partake of Life and of
the Beneﬁts of Chriﬅ's Redemption; and by ver
tue of the 'eneral Call and VVarrand which we
have in the Goſpel, we may invite them to believe in
Chriﬅ, require Faith of them; and, upon con
dition thereof, aſſure them of Pardon, &Ft. be

made eﬀectual, to wit, the Eﬀectual Calling and
In-gathering of ſo many Elect. And upon the
other ﬁde, theſe who may require Faith of all
and plead it of them, upon this Ground, thaZ
they are conditionally redeemed; yet they can
not ſay to their Hearers, that Chriﬅ hath by his

cauſe the Nature of the Arlminiﬅration of the death procured Faith to them all, and "ſo they
Covenant of Redcmption is ſuch in plain Terms, leave them ſlill at aloſs, except 'they betake them
to wit,

that whoſoever believeth

ſhall be ſaved. to 'the external indeﬁnite Call, which'doth warrant

Alſo, the Nature ofour Commiſſlon to preach this Mmlﬅers to require Faith'of a'l Hearers indiﬀereiitly,
Goſpel, doth fully import the ſame, as it is ſumm and that without diſpſſuting whether' Chriﬅ hath '
ed, IÞIm-Lxvi. 15, 16. for Miniﬅers Warrand to redeemed all or not; or whether b his Rede
'
he hath procured Faith to them all or nOtTPtILBZZ-ll
Preach and oﬀer salvation, is not to Prc-ach and

the from
Elect them;
only, but
whom
i oﬀer
Lord the
hath ſame
keep to
ſecret
it is the
to cauſe, Faith is aDuty, and is called for warrantably
by vertue of that Call, as is ſaid; and this we do in

preach and make oﬀer of this Goſpel, to theſe'unto ſo far acknowledge. And ſo in ſum, their warrant
whom the Lord ſhall ſend them, and whom he ſhall and to'd'reach the Goſpel indeﬁnitcly, and ours
gather into aviſible Church-ﬅate, Yet, this is done lS found to be

of the ſame extent, and to be

for the Elects ſake among ſuch, whom God hath founded upon the ſame general Call:
thought ﬁt to gather out among others by

Therefore *

this there needeth not be much contending for a diﬀerent

Preaching of the Goſpel, without ſigniſying to the
Miniﬅer who is Elect, and whom he hath deſigned
to believe : Therefore it is ſuitable to this manner
of adminiﬅration, that the Goſpel be preached
indeﬁnitly in reſpect of its Call, and that in

Doctrine, or ( as ſome call it) adiﬀerent Method
to derive this VVarrand from, which doth ſo na
tively ﬂow ſrom the received Truth. And tho'
the Scl'lpture doth ſometimes uſe this Motive

indiﬀerently to the Members of the' viſible Church,

diﬀerently, as to theſe who French; that ſo while to ﬅir them up to Gloriﬁe God, to wit, that t/xy

the Call doth reach all particularly, the Elect may
withal be gripped with the ſame. And, upon the
Ground: of this conditional Redemption, others Can
do no more, but publiſh the oﬀer 'of the Golpcl'
indcﬁnitly, and aſſure any who ſhall believe in
Chriﬅ, that they ſhall thereby obtain Life and
Pardon. lt is true, we cannot ſay that Chriﬅ
hath died and ſatisﬁed for them all to whom we
Preach; yet that doth not leﬂen ourWarrand to
call Hearers indiﬀerently on the Terms of believing ;
becauſe, though Chriﬅ's Redemption be the ground
which hath procured this Goſpel to be Preached
even in theſe Terms, as from that ſorecited place
:}"0bniii.16. may be gathered: And though it be
that which boundeth the Lord's making of Preach
ing eﬀectual; yet our Commiſſion is bounded ac
cording to the expreſs Terms in which it hath

are bought 'wit/1 a Price, as 1 Cor. vi. 20. Yet
will not that infer an univerſal or conditional Re
demption of , them all, more than th.ſe places
immediately going before, ( Vnﬅ 15, and 19. where
it is laid, that they are Member: if C/Jri , and

cTZv/Ipler izſ the [la/3' G/Ig/f, ) will infer'an univerſal
or condition-al Rcgeneration of them all: The ﬁrﬅ
whereof, is falſe;

the ſecond, is abſurd: For ſo

it would be upon the matter, that they were re
ncwed, ſanctiﬁed, and had the Spirit dwellintt in
them, _up0n condition that it were ſo; ſeeintzfRe

generation, the Spirit, and Faith ( which is aFſſruit of
the Spirit) cannot be ſeparated. The like Phraſes
allo are, Chap. iii.'oſ the ſame Epiﬅle, Verſiſh 16, 47

&e. Beſide,
anywill;
thinkathat
when theThat
Auoltle
ſaith,
ye are will
bought
Prize,ct&c.
he
doth only intend that conditionalRedemption which

pleaſed the Lord to draw up the ſame unto us: can_never be Eﬀectual, but he muﬅ be underﬅood as

Becauſe the Tranſaction ot'Redemption, as it re

having reſpect to that great Mcrcy in its moﬅ pe

leateth to the Names of the Redeemed, is aſe'cret culiar reſpect; becauſe he doth ſpeak of it to
betwixt God and the Mcdiator, Thereſore the the Elect as well as others, and that as hav

Book of Life is never opened until the Day of Lrzgp with it the greateﬅ

obligation that

can

Judgement, Reuxx. But a Minilttrs Commiſſion
in his Treating with Sinners in the viſible Church, is a
Laﬅly, _I_'r cannot be thought'that this Mould
Thing which he hath thought good to reveal; of a (onditmnal Redemption l'o ualiﬁed, can be
And the'cfore hath done it ſo, as the former more acceptable to theſe who ple-a l'or an indiﬀerent
I
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or equal univerſal Redemption:
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Becauſe this doth ing the Arguments which have been brought againﬅ

not any whit remove their objections, whereby they them by homologating of their Anſwers.

Sure

plead for Nature againﬅ the Soveraignty of God; nor Camron ( the Author of this Method) went as far
anſwer their tCavils, whereby they reﬂect upon the in ſeveral Points to alley the Heat of drmi'liam, and
Juﬅice of God, "for condemning Men who cannot others, againﬅ this Doctrine, as any 5 yet, Eprſu
poſſtbly (according to the Caſe they are in) be ſaved'
Therefore there is ﬅill Ground for them to plead
Man's Excuſableneſs, ſeeing his salvation, even ac
cording to theſe Grounds, is ſtill impoſſible, as hath
been formerly cleared. Neither, I ſuppoſe, will it be
inﬅanced, that any holding the Sm'tzia", drmim'an,
or Luther-an Principles in theſe Things, have been
brought to judge more favourably of that Way, than
of the other; But on the contrary, may be ﬅrength
ned, or rather ﬅumbled by this, to continue in their

pins in his dealing with him, doth load his Way with
no leſs Abſurditics, not doth any whit inveigh leſs

bitterly againﬅ him than againﬅ others whom he dealt
with 3 yea, in ſome Rcſpect he doth inſiﬅ more,
as alledging his Way to be more inconſrﬅent with
Reaſon and with it ſelt', than the Way of otheis;
Becauſe ﬅill, Cummin did aſſert the' Abſolutencſs

of Election, the Eﬃcacy of Grace in Converiion,
and the Impoſſibility of ſruﬅrating the ſame ( when
God doth apply it to eﬀectuate Converſi0n,) or
former Errors, as ﬁnding many Orthodox Divines in to convert themſelves without it, though he endea
part to yield, becauſe of the ſuppoſed ﬅrength of voured to maintain theſe Things upon Grounds dif
their Arguments; and from ſuch Conceﬃons they ferent from what are commonly made uſe of. We
have ſome Ground given to make their Concluﬁons conclude then, That theſe who are redeemed, are

the more ﬅrong: For, this conditional Redemption peculiarly obliged to Chriﬅ more than any other;
doth alledge, that there lS need to vindicate God's and yet that no other hath any juﬅ Ground to
"juﬅice, and to declare Man's Inexcuſableneſs, and to (Liarrel with him ; This being certain, that though

have clearer Grounds of dealing with Men for bring
ing them to Faith, &Ft. than can be conſiﬅent with

the Principles that are ordinarily maintained by the
Orthodox in that Point 3 And ſeeing by the Length
which this conditional Redemption doth go, ſuch Ends
are not attained, (as hath been formerly hinted)

the Reaſons of his Proceeding may ſometimes o)e
unknown to us, yet can they never be_ unjuﬅ.
And there is no Queﬅion, but theſe who diſpute
moﬅ againﬅ his Way, now, ſhall in the Dav of
Judgment have their Mouths ﬅopped, when ſitheir
Conſciences (hall conviucingly bear Witneſs of the

Therefore it will follow, that even more than that is juﬅice of all the Lord's Proceeding in 'this Work

neceſſary, and ſo that there can be no halting till it be of Redemption, and even in their own Condemna
their Lengtb. Alſo it muﬅ ﬅumble and ﬅrengthen tion. But, who can ſearch in theſe Depths? O,
them not-a little, to ﬁnd Orthodox Divines taking the Depths oſ the Riches both of the Knowledge
up and managing their Arguments, and by their and Wiſdom oftGodl O,-how unſearchable are
Weapons, beating down the Anſwers whichhithcrto his 'Ways, and his Judgments paﬅ ﬁnding out!

.have been made thereto, and to ſeethem alſo enervat

To him be Praiſe for ever.

LECTURE
CHA

'Verſe 1.

P'

Amen.

l.

VI.

ANKI I ſaw when the Lamb opened me qf the Scaly, am! I hym-ii, at it were t/u nojﬂ rgf
Thunder, me qf the four Bzaﬅs, ſaying, Come, and ſi't.

HIS Chapter beginneth that Part oſ this
Book which is properly and mainly Pro
phetical. We heard of the Preparation
to it in the former two Chapter; ſerv
ing not only to ﬅir up ﬁ/m, but all that ſhould
. hear or read, to obſerve the Things that ſhould

bc revealed.

Followeth now the ﬁrﬅ Propheſ'e

to be ſpoken of, which is maniſeﬅed to the Church
by our Lord's opening the Seals of the Book:
But it will be needſul to premit ſome Generals,
before we enter on Particulars. 1. Touching our

W'ay of Proceeding. 2. Concerning the Object,
R r

and

goe
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and Scope of the Propheſies.

3. Concerning the Church, his Reign and Ruin) that Believers may
be eſpecially guarded againﬅ him, and that Chriﬅ's'
ſervable about them, for the better. underﬅanding of Church and People may be diſcerned from Anti
chriﬅ's Church, People, or Followers. 4. Ii is not:
them.
. r. F o R our Way of proceeding, we ſay, I. purpoſcd particularly to hold forth every Diſpen
That this being an Obſcure Place, and Interpreta ſation in the Church, or all Changes befalling it, or
tions being many and diﬀerent, we muﬅ have Li happening to it, but the ſpecial and main 'ones,.
berty ſometimes to propone theſe that be moﬅ moﬅ needful and uſeſul to be known, and under
probable; that out of them we may take what is ﬅood by the Church ; Therefore while as other Pro
ſafeﬅ, ſeeing among three Expoſitions _( whena phefies are more general, this concerning Antichriﬅy
fourth cannot be given) the overthrowing of two, is eſpecially, particularly and at length inſiﬅed on, as
is an eﬅabliſhing of the third. 2. There muﬅ be it' the Lord intended eſpecially by this Propheﬁe to'
more uſe made of humane Hiﬅory, and citing of meet with him..
Meits Names than ordinary, ſeeing the reſolving o£
3. Fon the Series of the S'tory, this is certain,'.
a Prophelie is in an Hiﬅory: And there is no the State of the Mlitant Church is holden forth'
Scripture-ﬅory poﬅerior to this. Uſe then muﬅ be from that Time to the End of the World, but how
made of others, as in the cxpounding of Daniel is it is, there is Diſſerence. There are three Opinions
needful. 3. We. intend not to be particular, or pe eſpecially in this, I. Some would carry on the Story;
remptory in aﬅriciing or limiting Applications to in an even Line by an uninterrupted Series, ktiitting,
Times, Caſes, or Perſons; ſeeing the ſame Ex every Chapter at the back of another; as if the
prtzllion may be more comprehcnſive than only to Chapters keeped the Order of Time, till it come to
take in one Event, or look to one Party or Perſon, the End: "But this will no ways conſiﬅ with the'
it may take iti others alſo; it may therefore ſuit as Matter contained in theſe Chapters, eſpecially, Cbapu:
well with the Scope to comprehend both, when the xii, xiii, xiv. which certainly is contemporary with.
Things included do not overturn one another. 4., and explicatory of the former Viſions, and ſo are
Neither will it be meet, whereconſiﬅent and ſubor Chap. xvii, xviii. 2. Some make all 'theſe Viſions
dinate Senſes oﬀer, to adhere to one of. thcm,_,when it to begin and end together, as if in each of them
were a full Prnpheſie, 'extending from the beginning
may be as ſaſe to take in both.
2. F o P. the Object and Scope of this Propheſie, of this Revelation to the end of the World. But
we conceive it to be mainly to ſet out what con this will not hold in the principal Propheſies, as will
cemeth the Church; and occaſionally to touch any appear. 3. Some divide it in two Books; the ﬁrﬅ,
other 'Thing as may ſerve to that End 5 'For, it cloſed, Chap. v. the ſecond, opened, Chap. x. and
is ſent ſor the Behove of our Lord Jcſus his Ser that theſe two have two Propheſies beginning alike,
vants, being
to arm
themvwith
againﬅ
Trials,
them and ending at the end of the World. But it is cer-'
ctfiem
oﬀended
them,
andto tokeep
comfort

Series and Order of them.

4. Some Generals ob

tain, that that Book, ( C/mp. v. ) containeth all;
them under them; Beſide, that God is not ln this For, it containeth the ſeven seals; they contain the'

whole Book (as in the former V iﬁon ) looked on
as in his Government ſimply, but in reference to
his Church chieﬂy: So it is his Churches Suﬀer
ings, Battlcs, Victories, and others,.as they are
Enemies to her, or ﬁghing with her, that are ſpoken

to.

2. Becauſe the Church was eſpecially within

the Bounds of the Ran/an Empire,

that then did

almoﬅ command the World, and.becauſe they were
moﬅ manifcﬅly Friends or Enemits to her;

and

ſeven Trumpcts; the ſeventh 'l rumpet is not blown
till Chap. xi. and certainly it containeth the Vials,
which are the laﬅ Woes and Plagues. 4.. We may
add a.fourth.Opinion, as a kind of midﬅ, that is, that

' neither is there a continued Series amongﬅ all the Pro
pheſies, nor yet are all the V iſions, or the three prin
cipal Propheſies contemporary; but that the three
principal Ptopheſies, to wit, of the Sea/r, Trumpcts,
and Via/r, continue the Series from the beginning

the Aﬀairs of that Empire being of moﬅ Con

to the end, and are not contemporary, properly;

cernment to the Church,

but that the explicatory Viſions, though they be
not contemporary one with another, yet are they
contemporary with theſe, or ſome Part oftheſe prin
r cipad Propheſies, That is, t. The Seals preceed. 2.
'The Trumpets ſucceed. 3. After follow the Vials,
and that immediately, and theſe carry it on till the ſſ

there is mention made

ſometimes more eſpecially of it._ 3. Antichriﬅ be

:ing the great, and laﬅing Enemy, and moﬅ dan
, gerous to God's People, and yet pretending to be
"no Enemyz the holy Ghoﬅ therefore inſiﬅeth
moﬅ in that Particular, (deſcribing, diſcovering,

and pointing him out in his Riſe, his Followers or End.
Ir

Chap. 5.'
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that ſad Condition. Then in Chap. xii, xiii, and
xiv. is inſerted an explicatory Prophecy belonging
to that ſame Time, and conducing both for clearing
the two Propheſies preceeding, and alſo that of the
more ſhortly and obſcurely pointed at in the one, is Vial: following. Then cometh the third principal

'IF we conſider the Matter contained in this Reve
lation, it may not unﬁtly be divided in two Parts, each
of' them giving a view'of the whole from the begin
ning to the end; with this Diﬀerence, That what is
more largely and plainly inſiﬅed on in the other : For,

Prophecy of the Vials, which hath its Preparation,

( from Chap. vi. to rhe end of the xi. incluſirely ) Cþap. xv. its'Execution, C/mp. xvi, and-tis enlarged
there is a view given of Aﬀairs concerning the Goſ< and explained in the two laﬅ explicatory Pro
pel-Church unto the End. And ſuch like, (from pheſies, Chap xvii, xviii. Uc. unto the end of the
Cbap, xii. im'tio, to the end of this Book,) a review Book.
is given ofthe ſame Extent, to wit, from the ﬁrﬅ
C o N c E R N 1 N o theſe three principal Prophe
spreading and Riſe of the Goſpcl, unto the End of the ﬁes, to wit, I. Of Salt, Cbap. vi. 2. Of Trem
'VVorldz Wherein what was more ſhortly hinred at pm, Chap. viii. ix. 3. Of Valr, Chap. xvi. Ob
concerning Antichriﬅ, his Riſe, and Ruin, by the ﬅrw,
r. T. H e Y have all Prefaces, or Preparations, be
ﬁfth and ſeventh Trumpet, Chap. ix. and xi. is more
largely and fully inſiﬅed on, from C/mp. xiii. and for fore them with Songs'for upﬅirring of the Reader at
ward: So that, upon the Matter, this Dzviſion ſeem the Entry, C/Mp. iv. and v. are preparatory to the
eth not impertinent. Yet, conſidering the native Prophecy of the Sea/5, C/mpuvi. C/Mp. vii. is prepa
Form in which theſe Propheſies and Viſions are de ratoiy to the Trumptts which follow, Chap. viii. and
llivered, and the ſpecial Periods-of'theMilitantChurch, ix. Cbap.'xv. to the Vialt, which are comprehended,
which are by ſpecial Events remarkable, and of which Chap. xvi.
the holy Ghoﬅ taketh particular Notice by beginning,
Obſerve a. T H A 'r all of them have their Con
and breaking oﬀPurpoſes at them, by continuingr one ſolation and Explication intermixed with them, or

-Form of Expreſſton, (to wit, by the ſume Types added, relating unto them, Thus the Conſolation
of Sea/r, <7"rumpez's, or [ful/5 ) until ſuch a Period run of the Church, againﬅ the Perſecution, intimated by
out, and then altering, and propoſing 'the ſucceeding the ſecond, third, and fourth Seals, is added in that
Matter in a diﬀerent Form, and under diﬀerent Types, ſameChapter by the ﬁfth and ſixth seals: And the
as
altering
from
Scaly
to Fumpm;
andViaz's.
then again,
when
a new
Peſiriod
cometh,
altering to
Con Explication 'which is contemporary with it, is in
Chap. xii. w'z. the ﬁrﬅ Part of it. The Conſola
ﬁdering theſe Things, - we conceive, that the dividing, tion laid down in reference to the Trumpets, is,
of this Book in principal and expoſitory Propheﬁes, C/Mþ. x, xi. And the Explication of them, .( for,
and ſubdividing each of theſe again in three, wiilcon

duce moﬅ for a diﬅinct and clear uptaking of the Mat

both the Diﬃculty, and Conſolation, are expounded )
is, Chap. xii. laﬅ Part, with Chap. xiii, xiv. The

ters revealed, and ſuit beﬅ with the Form wherein it Vials are of themſelves conſolatory, being againﬅ
is delivered; and by which alſo of it ſelf it is divided, the Churches Enemies; yet are they particularly
as will more fully appear in our pmceeding. And ſo explained, and inſiﬅed on from Chap. xvii. to the

the Order and Series of the Propheﬁes of this Book, end.
Obſerve 3. T HA T each of theſe 'Propheﬁec
are thus to be conceived.
T H 2 whole Revelation, as Prophetical, is con have ſomething inſerted in them, which asia Key
tained in that Book feeled with ſeven Seals, Chap. v. may ſerve both for the underﬅanding of the mean
The ſix ﬁrﬅ seals, being opened, deduce the Story to ing of them, and timing of the Thing contained
one Period, to wit, to the End of the Hmthen Per in them. This Key, is eſpecially to be found in
ſecution, and the quieting nf the Church from that. the conſolatory Part of each principal Propheſie,
The ſeventh bcal 'bringeth in the Trumpets, Chap. it being not one of the lmﬅ Conſolations to un
viii. and ix. which contain the Story of the Church's derﬅand them. 4. It is to be obſerved, That every
Trouble by inteﬅine Enemics, until Antichtiﬅ be at one of them is linked in, with, and to another,
his Height. The ſeventh Chapter containeth no ſo as the laﬅ ſeemeth to ſnſcr a new Period; as
other Matter, but is caﬅ in betwixt the ﬁrﬅ principal the ſeventh Sea] bringeth the Trumpcts, the ſe
Prophecy and the ſecond, to' make way for the more venth Trumpet bringeth the Vials, the ſeventh
clear paﬂing from -the one to the other 5 and eſpen Vial again ſeemeth to look to an interval after
cially to prepare for, and help to underﬅand the the Beaﬅ's Deﬅruc'tion before the Day of Judg- '
Prophecy of the Trumpets, Chap. x. and
con ment, and to relzite to that Viſion, Chapter xx.
tain a Conſolation for the Church in reference to or, atdeaﬅ, to a chief Part thereof; So that
R r 2
looking
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looking to the principal Propheﬁes in themſelves,

Propoſitio'z I. T H a s 1: principal Propheſies, are
there are but three Period: of the Militant Church z not contemporary one with another, in this Reſpect,
but as the ſeventh Vial containeth ſomewhat new, as if each of them did hold forth a View of the
and ſingularily diﬀerent from the ſormer, there are whole GoſpeLChurch, from the Bcginning to the
four. Thus. the Church's Eﬅate is either ſuﬀering; End of the World, as may appear, 1. By the geo
and that, t. Under Heathen Perſecuters: This re nuine Order that is amongﬅ the Sea/5, Trumpets,
lateth to the seals, and is the ﬁrﬅ Period,. Or, 2. and Vials. The Yiumpm are comprehended under
It is torn and waﬅed under Hereticks and Antichriﬅ: the ſeventh Seal. And therefore cannot be con

This is holden forth by the Trumpets, and is the
ſecond. Or, 3. It is aſpiring to an Outgate from
theſe in a more wreﬅling and ﬁghting way, gain
ing Ground againﬅ Amichriﬅ, from his begun Fall
to his Ruin, by Degrees: Which is held forth b
the ﬁrﬅ ſix Vials, and that is the third. Or, 4. t
is more quiet after his Ruin: Which taketh in that
Interval and Kingdom, Chap. xx. I mean, that

temporary with the former ſix, except we ſay the
laﬅ were contemporary with the ﬁrﬅ ; mhich is ab
ſurd: For, the ſecond is not ſo contemporary with
the ﬁrﬅ, nor the third with the ſecond. Likewiſe,
the Via/r are comprehended under the ſeventh Trum
pet, as will be clear, Chap. xi. when the ſeventh

Trumpet is expounded: And therefore cannot be
contemporary with the former ſix Trumpets, upon
eminent Part thereof that falleth under the ſeventh the foregoing Reaſon. This Argument preﬂeth the

Vial, and that is thev fourth.

In ſum, the whole more ﬅrongly ; Becauſe, if there be Order of Time

State of the Militant Church, may be divided in amongﬅ the Events, comprehended under the ﬁrﬅ
two, I. In a Condition, more ſuﬀering: Or, 2. ﬁx Scale, ſo that the following Sea] comprehendeth
More proſperous. Each of which again, may be Matter, in Time ſucceeding the former, Then muﬅ
ſubdivided. Her ſuﬀering Condition, in two, 1. the ſeventh Sea] contain Matter, ſucceeding in Time
Under Heathens:

2. Under Antichriﬅ.

Her pro

to the ſixth, as the ſixth did to the ﬁfth :

But the

ſperous Condition again, may be conſidered, as it is ſormer is true, There is Order amongﬅ the ﬁrﬅ ſix begun and ﬁghting, or more quiet, after her eminent Seals, to wit, the wbite Horſe cometh by the ﬁrﬅ,
Enemy Antichriﬅ is down: Which, in all, make bloody Perſecution followeth in the ſecond, and ſo
four Periods. But becauſe this laﬅ of the Church's forth one ſucceodeth another, as will be clear by the

quiet Condition, ſeemeth not to be of ſuch Continu Expoſition of them: And therefore the ſeventh
ance as any of the former, it is not ſet down by muﬅ ſucceed the ſixth, except we overturn the whole
diﬅinct Types, as they are; And therefore the whole Order of the reﬅ, which ſeemeth, for weighty and
Eﬅate of the Church runneth moﬅ in three Pe remarkable Reaſons, to be ſo particularly mentioned
riods, according to the principal Prophelies of Sad/s, by the holy Ghoﬅ.
Trumpets, and Vials. By Period in this Diſcourſe, T H z ſame Argument alſo will bind the more
underﬅand one continued Way of Diſpenſation un ﬅrongly by conſidering the Order that is amongﬅ the
to the Church, till by ſome new intervcening Vials, and Trumpets among themſelves: For, if one
Change it be broken oﬀ, as, the Alteration from Trumpet, or Vial ( accordingly as they are deſigned,
Heathen Perſecuters and Heathen Perſecution from 1,. 2, (52. )_be in Time preceeding or ſucceeding to
without, unto inteﬅine. Perſecutjons and Troubles another, in reſpect of the Matter contained in them,
"from within, and the like. That this Series may Then thatſame Order muﬅ be between the ſeventh
be clear ( which we willﬁnd agreeable to the Na Seal, and the Trumpets comprehended under it; and
ture of, and Matter contained in, theſe Propheſies, the ſeventh Trumpet, which hath the ſeven Vials
to Hiﬅory, in what is paﬅ, and to Reaſon drawn following upon it (for that ſame Reaſon which

from ſolid Grounds in the Book it ſelf 5 ) we ſhall
lay down theſe following Propoſitions, to make
out, that theſe three principal Propheﬁes are not
contemporary to each other, and do not deduce,
the State of the Goſpel-Church. ſeverally from
her Beginning to the End of the World; .. and
alſo to make, out, that theſe. explimtory Prophe

ﬁes do not belong to any diﬅinct Time, diﬀer

diﬅinguiſheth the ſecond from the ﬁrﬅ, and the
ſixth from the ﬁfth ) will hold alſo in diﬅinguiſh,
ing the ſeventh from the ſixth preceeding, But
it will be clear that the Trumpets have Order a
mongﬅ themſelves (as appeareth, Chap. viii. laﬅ

Ver/2', by the three Woes of the laﬅ Trumpets ſuc
ceſſtve one to another) and ſo alſo in the Matter
of the Vials, as will appear, Chap. xvi. And there

ent from the former, but are to be underﬅood fore we conclude, That the Trumpets which are con

a: contemporary
t em.

with them, or .ſome..Part of tained under the ſeventh Seal, cannot be contcmporary_ _
, with _ .
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with the ﬁx former seals, nor can the Vials which der one Seal, were fully paﬅ and ended before another
fall in underthe ſeventh Trumpet, be contempory
with the ﬁx ﬁrﬅ Trumpets much leſs with the seals.
2. I T maybe made out b the diﬀerent Matter
contained in theſe- principal l'ropheﬁes, that they
cannot becontempory one' with another, but muﬅ

were opened, and ſo betwixt the Seals and Trum
pets, Eft. No, that is not meaned; for the wbit:
Horſe in the ﬁrﬅ Seal, and the red Horſe in the ſe

cond, are ﬅill riding, as we will ſee ( Cbap.'xix. ) in

the time that belongeth to the' Vials ; but it looketh
For, the Seals hold eſpcially to the Riſe of theſe, as the wb'in Horſe gos
forth predominate Per-ſecution by Heathens, the eth before the red, and the nd before the black, and

be ſucceﬂive to oneauother:

Trumpets hold forth the Tyranny of Antichriﬅ unto the Seals before the Trumpets, and ſo forth, al
its Hight, which is inconliﬅent with the former; though the Event, ſigniﬁed by the white Horſe, may
theVials bring Judgment on all the Churches Ene continue after the red is come ; and ſo in other
mies, which is inconſiﬅent with both: Which Ar Events. Alſo it looketh to theſe Events mentioned
as in an eminent Degree; as for Example, when we
gument will be more clear hereafter.
3. I T may be thus made out. If neither of ſay the Seals hold forth open Perſecution, and the
theſe Propheﬁes begin at one Time; nor end at one Trumpets Error, the Meaning is, they hold out
Time; but one of them ſucceed to another, then theſe' to be at a Hight more than ordinary, and to be
they are not contempory, but ſucceſſrve one to an the predominant State or evil of the Church, during
other : But the ﬁrﬅ is true. Erga r. They have that Time reſpectively. 2. We would be advertiſed,
not one Beginning : The Vials Chap; xvi. the ﬁrﬅ that one of theſe may well agree, and be applied to
of them isvpoured on them that have the mark of the. another Time and Occaſion by proportion and Ana
Beaﬅ; which Beaﬅ, was not riſen during the Scale, logy, but not ﬁmply: As for Inﬅance; the 'white '
and was perſecuting under the Trumpets, as- ap Horſe cometh ﬁrﬅ out under the ﬁrﬅ Soal and e're
pmreth, Chap. xi. Therefore the Beginning of the long the "ad Horſe followeth. This may hold Doc
Vials doth not contemporate either with' the seals, -trinally in the general from it, that where ever the '
or Trumpets. Again, the Trumpets ſuppoſe a Goſpel cometh, e're long the Devil ﬅirreth up Men
Church, unto which they give VV-arning, as appear to perſecute it: Or wherever Chriﬅ -ſendeth the
eth by the Lord's ſealing and preparing his own Goſpel, it holdeth forth that his Errand is there to
( Chap. vii. )e're the Trumpets blow, Chap. viii. and conquer; yet looking on the words as they are pro
therefore the ﬁrﬅ Trumpet- cannot contemporate phetical, they hold forth the ﬁrﬅ ſpreading of the
with the ﬁrﬅ Seal, wherein the preaching of the' Goſpelu And the Conqueﬅ and Perſecutions that
Goſpel, for the begetting of a Church, is held forth, followed it: otherwiſe, there were' no Diﬀerence '
as will appear in the expounding of them. 2. It betwixt this Book which is'prophetical, and any
may be made out, that-the Cloſe of theſe three Pro other which is doctrinal; ſeeing the general Diſpen
pheſies do not contemporate together: For, it is ſations which befal the'Church, might be gathered
certain that the Vials bring the laﬅ Judgment, as from both alike; neither would it make for Chriﬅ's
they are called ( Chap. xv. ) the laﬅ Plaguer, or Scope, which is to (hew unto his Servants things to "'
( which is all one )tl>c laſitwo, Chap. xi. and there come, for arming of them againﬅ themn
fore they muﬅ be conceived to ſucceed the Seals
Pfop. 2. T H 'Is ﬁrﬅ two Propheſies hold forth
and Trumpets, which contain in this Reſpect, the the Troubles of the Church; that of the Vials, the
ﬁrﬅ Plagues; for ﬁrﬅ and laﬅ cannot contempo Ruin of her Enemies. 1. That the Seals ( at leaﬅ,
rate one with another. 3. Neither the ſix ﬁrﬅ Seals, ſecond, third, and fourth ) hold forth ſad things to '
nor the ſix ﬁrﬅ Tru'mpets ( for, the ſeventh con the Church, appeareth, 1. From the ﬁfth Sea] C/mp.
tained adiﬀerent Period from the preceeding, as is 6. in which Mention is made of many Martyrs kil
ſaid ) reach in their Events unto the End of the led for the Teﬅimony ofJeſus, which muﬅ be un
World z for the ſeventh Sea] ( as is ſaid )followeth der the former Seals.v r 2. In that they deſire Revenge '
ſixth, and ſo rhe ſeventh Trumpet followeth the on their Perſecuters for their Blood: whereby it ap
former ﬁx: And yet neither the ſeventh Seal, nor peareth, that till that Time they hadbeen born down .
the ſeventhTrumpet, can be ſaidto after the day by Perſecutersas unrevenged, which could not be, if
of Judgment," which that would infer.
the former Seals contained Judgment on the World. '
Y r; T 'I concerning. this, take theſe Advertiſe
2. TH A T the Trumpets hold forth a torn '
ments, L'T-That when vwe name an Order or Se and waﬅed Condition of the Church, and God by
ries betwixt Trumpets,and Seals, or amongﬅ them

them giving the Alarm thereof, is evident, t. By

ſelves, we mean not, as if what is mentioned un

the-Prophets propheſying in Snckcloth, Chap. xi.
and *
P
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and the Beaﬅ's prevailing againﬅ the Saints, C/mp. moﬅ clear ; by comparing the explicatory vProphe
xiii. which conremporateth with the Trumpets. And ſies ( Chap. xii, and xiii. ) which are contemporary
By this,
Trumpet
ſounds,
ſ (2.Chap.
xi. that
'17. when
) itis the
ſaid,ſeventh
that God
hath tal-ten
to to theſe of the Seals and Trumpets: From which
may be gathered, not only that the Church hath
him his great Power, and reigned, as if under the Troubles during that Time; but aiſo, that theſe
former ſix his Power had lyen by, becauſe his Troubles are to be diﬅinguiſhed either as they pro
Church was under Aﬃiction. 3. That the Vials ceed from the Dragon, who waiteth to devour the
bring Judgmcnton the Enemies, appeareth r. From Child, Chap. xii. which contemporates with Soals;
the Song, Chap. xi. when the ſeventh Trumpet or, ac they proceed from the Beaﬅ, Chap. xiii. which
ſounds, and Chap. xvi. 5. and 6. it is the ſhedding hath Hornslike the Lamb, but indeed ſpeaketh like
.of their Blood who'had ſhed the Blood of his Ser the Dragon, and ſucccedeth him in his Seat, which
vants; and it is on the Beaﬅ his Followers and contemporateth with the Trumpets.
Throne, in the Chapters following. And though
F R o M which we may conclude. I. That the
now and then God took Order with particular Per ﬁrﬅ Period of the Militartt Church, to wit, that
ſecuters; yet ſuch a remarkable Change as that, will which belongeth to the Seals, is to be ﬁxed at the
not agree with a ﬅanding Pcrſecution, or( to ſpeak Cloſe of the great Perſecution by Heathens, and her
ſo ) with a ﬅate of Pertecution, ſuch as was under meeting with new Storms from within, by the
Devit's raiſing up falſe Teachers, and corrupt Doc
the former two.
.Prrp. 3. THotJ-c H both the Seals and Trum trines, with great Patrons to' them, both Civil and
pets hold out Troubles to the Church; yet do they Eccleſiaﬅiok, which is e Trial of another Nature,
hold forth diﬀers nt Troubles, not only in Time, but and 'yet of as great Concerntnent to her. Therefore,
in Nature and from diﬀerent Enemies. The Seals leaﬅ being free of the former, (he (hou'd now think
hold forth bloody Cruelty from Heathens; the her ſelf free of all, the Lord ſoundeth a Trumrct,
Trumpets deeeitful Hercſies and Troubles from falſe and giveth her the Alarm of this Siorm: Which
.Chriﬅians: Which may be thus gathered, L Con Time will fall about the three hundred Year of our
cet ning the seals, the are bloody to the Church, as Lord, or thereby, when atﬁsﬅ the Church enjoyed
appeareth from the ftzh Seal, where they cry for Peace by publick Authority under Co'zctantine,
vengeance againﬅ the ſhedders of their Blood. 2. which Peace was immediately marred by the A'rian
That under the Seals the Saints are meerly paﬃve, Hereſy, and others following it, unto which the
and patient, in bearing outtheir Cauſe with Suﬀer Trumpets gave warning.
ings towards their Enemies, and Prayers towards
T H ts would not be underﬅood as if the Church
God : But under the Trumpets, it is diﬀerent. I. .wanted Hereſies under the seals, or Perſecution un
God giveth them warning, that they ſhould be der the Trumpets: No, the contrary is clear; but
active in preparing for that storm. 2. That they But this wemcan, I. That under the Seals, Perfe
are rcpreſented as ﬅriving, not only in suﬀering, cution by Blood, had its Hight, and was more con
and -,Prayer, as to outward Enemies, but ( Chap. ﬅant: Under the Tiumpets again, Hereſies and
xi. ) by propbqſhing, which agreeth better to the vin

corrupt Doctrine, had their Hight, and were' for the

dicating oſ Truth againﬅ falſe Brethren, than to
wards theſe who are altogether without. 3. The
Enemies arediverſly deſcribed; under the Trum
pets, come the falſe Prophets' and the Locuﬅs, in a
ſeeret Manner carryu'ng on their Deſign. 4. The

time reſpectively predominant in the Church.

2.

'W e mean, that under the seals, Perſecutions was
ﬅill growing till the Change came, as the laﬅ Perſe

cution by Diac-'q/ian was the greateﬅ; and that un

der the Trumpets Error and Declining grew, tili
Eﬀects are diﬀerent; the Seals, ſhed Blood, and Antichriﬅ came to his Hight; ſo that though there

take away the Lives of all Profeſſons: By the may be Error under the seals, yet Ertor came not to
Trumpets again, the clear Waters of Life are im

its Hight then, and was not the Predominant Evil

bittered, and Truth corrupted, Stars made to fall which troubled the Church as under the Trunpets.

from Heaven, and eſpecially the Prophets perſecut
ed, and inſulted oyer, Chap. xi. 5. It is clear from
God's preparing his own againﬅ the Trumpets (t/Mþ.
vii. ) more than againﬅ the Soals, C/mp. vi. .Oſwhich

3. Although there may be Perſeeution under the
'Frumpetsz yet thus do they diﬀer, l. In reſpect of

the Perſecuters; in the one, open Enemiw to Chriﬅ,
and in the other, covered Encrnies to Chriﬅ. 2. They
Ditlerence, this is the Reaſon, that Chriﬅ will not diﬀer in reſpect of the (jrounds they go upon, and

keep his People from killing Swords, but will' guard the manner how they proſecutc their Deſigns accord them from ſoul murdering Errors, as by Chap. vii. ing to their reſpetitive Principles
ctmpared with C/xap. ix. and iv._is clear, 6. It is
.
2. A c A I N,

*-""
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2. A o A'l n, we ma conclude, The Period be End,tThen all- theſe explicatory Propheſies muﬅ
tween theTrumpets an the Vials, is to beﬁxed at contemporate with ſome of the former, and the
the Lord's beginning to purſue Antichriﬅ, and to Matter contained in them' muﬅ be of that ſame Na
make the obſcurcd Light of the Goſpel to break out, ture with, and relate unto, the former: But the

to the diminiſhing of Antichriﬅ's Tyranny; which _ﬁrﬅ is clear from the Propoſitions formerly laid
will ſall to be about the one thouſand ﬁve hundred down.

Ytar of our Lord, or ſomewhat thereafter: For,
the ﬁrﬅ Vial bringeth Judgment on his ( that is, the
Beaﬅs )VVorſhippers; which Judgment is-carried on
by one Vial after another ( Chap. xvi. ) till he him:
ſelf be caﬅ in the Lake. a. The ſixth Trumpet end
eth before the laﬅ woe', when the ſeventh is to ſound:
And ( Chap. x. ) it is certilied by him that ſwear
eth, that the time of his reigning in a predominant
and uncontrolled way ſhall be continued no longer
than the ſeventh Angel begin to ſound; at which
Time, the Vials begin tobe poured forth on him.
3. It is clear by the Song, Cbap.

xi.- after the

founding of the ſeventh Trumpet, wherein God is
praiſed for avenging of the Blood of his Servants, and

2. It will be clear by conſidering the Mztt
ter oſ both. The ſame thing is in the xii. Chap.
that we had Chap. vi. And ſo the xiii. Chap. agre
eth with the Trumpets, even as the xvii. xviii.

&it. anſwer unto the Vials 5 with this Diﬀerence,

the principal Propheſies ſhew the Even ts more ſhort
ly and darkly; the explicatory, more fully and£
clearly. The ﬁrﬅ ſheweth the Events, what is done 5
the ſecond ſheweth the Manner how, and the
Inﬅruments by whom, and Circumﬅances re

lating unto them.- 3. That the xii. Chap. contem
porateth with the Soals; the xiii and xiv. with
theTrumpets; the xvii. and xviii. on. with the
Vials, may thus be made out, t. The Ruin of
Antichriﬅ ( Chap. xvii. rxviii. Ea'c. ) is evidently and
undeniably contemporary with the Vials, Chap. xvi.
which beginneth and perfecteth that Ruin. 2. The

beginning to reign in Antichriﬅ's Overthrow before
the Eyes of the World 3 which Overthrow is carried
on by Degrees under the ſeven Vials, and. God is Riſe of Antichriﬅ and his Reign ( Chap. xiii. )doth
praiſed for it at _Lhe beginning, it becometh then ſo immediately go before his Ruin, and ſo preceedeth

certain, though in one Inﬅant itbenot perfected.

the Vials immediately; and therefore muﬅ contem

3. W E conclude, That the ſixth Vial endeth at porate with the Trumpets, which do alſo immedi

Antichriﬅ's caﬅing in the Pit, Chap. xix. at the ately go before the Vials.

3. The Dragon's pur

End; the ſeventh, at the utter Overthrow of all the ſuing the Church, (C/mþ. xii.) is immediately an
Encmies of the Church, and the Conſummation of. tecedent to the Bmﬅ's Riſe, Chap. xiii. and ſo muﬅ'
all things, yet ſo as God doth ſeveral ways, and at contcmporatc with the Soals, that immediately go

ſeveral times plague his Encmies before this, but before the Trumpets, which comempomtc with the
their ﬁnal and full Overthow goeth along with this. Beaﬅ's Riſe, according to that certain Rulc, gaze
F o R theſe Propheſics, which we call explicato- ranwniunt um' tlrtio, tonwniunt infzr ſe, that is, if '
ny Propheſies, they are-alſo three: The ﬁrﬅ, is in the Soals belong to the Time that goeth immediately
Chap. xii. 'xiii. xiv. deſcribing Antichriﬅ's Riſe, before the Trumpets and the Perlecution of the

Re.gn, and begun Ruin 5 andby-the Party to whom Dragon ( Chap. xii. ) belong to that Time alſo,
he ſucceedeth, to wit,.the Dragon, Chap. xii. The then they muﬅ belong to one and the ſelf ſame
ſecond, is, Chap, xvii. xviii and xix; holding out Time, and ſo in the reﬅ. Or thus to theſame Pur

a particular Explication of his Ruin, eſpecially by the poſe, the Scals contain the churches Infancy and
ﬁfth and ſixth Vials. The third, is, Chap. xx. xxi, ﬁrﬅ Trials, and the xii. Chap. undenitbly doth the

and xxii. relating unto the happy Eﬅate of the ſame; Therefore they are contemporary together.
Church here and hereafter, eſpecially under the The bmﬅ ( Chap. xiii. ) ſucccedcth the Dragon, as
the Trumpets do the Smls,t-w-hich proveth again
ſeventh Vial, as at Chap. xx. will'be cleared.
T H A 'r theſe three muﬅ be ſor time contem that the Bcnﬅ, Chap. xiii.-and the Trumpets are
porary unto, and for the manner (though in_ more contemporary; ſo alſo muﬅ the' Vials which
obſcureTypcs ) comprehended under the principal ſuccceed the Trumpets be contemporary with
Propheſies,.,, on ſome Part of them, (which was that reviving State of the Church, Chap. xiv.
the ſecond thing propoſed concerning this Series to whichimmediately dependcth upon the Beaﬅ's
be cleared) may appear, 1.. If theſe principal Pro Hight, C/mp. xiii. And this ſeemeth to be native
pheſies be linked ſo together that the one of them to the Form of the Types, the Holy Ghoﬅ
immediately infctrcth the other, and yet ſo, that minding to ſet out things ſucccſſlve one to a
all of them together do contain a View of the nother by one Manner of Exprellion in ſeven
TYPcs;
churches Aﬀairs from the Beginning unto the
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Types; and when he ﬅoppeth, or digreſſeth to ſet Wiſdom hath ſo mixed the conditions of his Church
down what is further needful, for preparation unto, here with Proſperity and Advcrſity, that the one
-Conſolation againﬅ, Ampliſication, or Explication is ever ſet over againﬅ the other, to the end that
of Things contained in theſe, he taketh himſelf to Man ſhould ﬁnd out nothing after him, Eerleſi vii.
another manner of Expreſiion 5 as after the Trurn 14pets, Chap.ix. until the ..-16. and again, when he
--Obſi 2. THAT the beﬅ condition of God's
returneth to the Series ofthe Story to follow on Church and the worﬅ art of the Enemies condition,

where he left, he taketh rup his former way of ſett

cometh
laﬅ. Evening;
The - hurch
hath a foul
Morninrr
and a fair
the Enemies
have
a fall;
zChapter. And no other Reaſon can be given why Morning-blint like Sadm, Gar. xix but e're lone'
a
he interupteth that manner of Exprelſion, and re Wrath is poured outof Vials upon them.
turneth to it again, but to help us to know what
Obſ. 3. T H A T our Lord hath wifely ordered, ,
part of this Propheſy to ſubjoyn to another, and and circumﬅantiated the Caſe of his Church unto
what part of it to take asan Explicatory Repetition the end of the World, whether in their aﬄicted or
of ſomething already ſaid. This we judged ne 1proſperous Condition, whether from Enemies with
ceſlary to premiſe in the entry, that we may the out or within. Our'Lord knoweth them all, and
_more clearly proceed according to the Mould pro hath given us alittle touch of them ; and though
poſed; From which in general we may Oh we cannot know all the particulars, yet that he
not only knoweth them, but hath ordered, meaſur
ſerve,
1. H o w various the caſe and ﬅate ofChriﬅ's ed, and timed all of them with all their Circum

ing forth Events by ſevenls, as he doth in the 16.

zChurch is here on Earth, ſometimes better, ſome

ſtances, and ſo far revealcd the ſame to us, ſhould be

times worſe, but moﬅ ordinarily under the Croſs, ground enough of Comfort, Patience and Submiſ
there being two Propheſic-s holding forth their ſion to us.
'
suﬀering, and but on their Victory; God in his
Coma-ning Learned Mede hi: Synchroniſms, er, a particular Ca'ﬃderatian yf the
l

LEarned Mede in his accurate Clavr'r to this Beaﬅ, or r- alſe Pr'phit, with the ten horned Ben/I

Book, doth lay down ſeveral Synchremﬁnr, or that which is called the Image of the Breaﬅ:
which he divideth in two parts: And be Chap. xni. To ſpeak properly, theſe cannot be
cauſe the right contemporating of the ſeveral Pro

ſaid to be contemporary, becauſe that-ſuppoſelh

pheſies, doth much conduce to the underﬅanding them to relaie to diverſe Things: We do there
thereof, we ſhall (before we proceed) lay down fore ſay, that that two horned Beaﬅ or falſe
his Synthrom/m in order as he hath them; and Propliet, and the ten horned Beaﬅ, or Image of the
then ſhew wherein we agree with them, and where Beaﬅ, do ſet forth the ſame Object, to wit, the
in we diﬀer from them, according to the former former ſeven headed Beaﬅ after the healing of its
Wound: And ſo, upon the matter, it is but the
Series.
H 1 s ﬁrﬅ Synehraniſnr, Part. I. doth contem fame Synehramſm with the former, all theſe Types
porate theſe ſour ( that is, makeththem to belong tending to ſet forth and deſcribe the ſame Anti
to one time, having the ſame beginningand cloſe ) chriﬅ and his Kingdom, although under ſeveral con
to wit, Firﬅ, The Merton her being in the WH ſideratrons, becauſe no one Type doth ſuﬃciently

derne/i, Chap. xii. Secondly, The ſeven headed Beaﬅ deſcribe him. This will be clear afterward from the
after the hen/ing ry" its Wound, Chap. xiii. Thirdly,
The Reading gſ the utter Court by the Gentiles.
And Fourthly, The Praphm propheﬁiug inſaehloth.
Chap. xi. All which are for the ſame ſpace of one
Thouſand two Hundred and Sixty Days, Chap.

Expoſition of the 13, and t7,,Chapters.
'I_H E third Synehronzſm, is, of the great More

myﬅzral Babylon, Chap.

xvii. Verſe 1. and

the;

ſeven headed, and ten horned Berﬄ that carrieth her,

l/erſe 3.

Of this we give the

ſame Judgment

xii. 6. Forty and two Mnths, Chap. xi. 2. three as of the former, That theſe do deſcribe the ſame

Day: and an hay, Chap. xi. Verſe 9, It. And Antrchriﬅian Church, conſidered divcrﬂv in reſpect
True, Times, and half a Time, Chap. xii. 14. This of its Head and Body, as the Expoſition of that
is a Truth, and neceſlarily followeth upon the ex Chapter will clear; and therefore the are to be
poſition of theſe places.
underﬅood, not as evpreﬃng diﬀerent vents that
H 1 s ſecond Synrhroniſm, is, of the two þamzd fall together, but as deſcribing the ſame one Thinw
under diﬀerent conſiderations.
THE
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laid

down.

'ad ﬂmr Thouſimd ſtale-i Virgim, Chap. 7. Verſe 4.
T r-r it ſeventh Symhrarrzſhr, is of the ſeven Vials,
'nd Chap. xiv. Verſe I, 3, 4. with that Bchylim'ſh Chap. 16. with the decaying ﬅate qf the Boyl and

Whare and Bnyl formerly mentioned: This we Babylon : Which of it ſelf is clear.
acknowledge to be truth, and it is made out, Chap. 7.
Ltctttfl r.
His ﬁfth, is but a. Conſectary, drawn from
the former four: Whereby they are all in their
Events found to be contemporary one with ano
which, according to the former Qgaliﬁcations
isther;
to be
admitted.
i

IN the ſecond Part he doth add other ſeven
Symhromſmr, the ﬁrﬅ whereof, is of the ſeventh seal,
in as far as it reſpecteth the ﬁrﬅ ſix Trumþttr with
the ten harried Beaﬅ, and all theſe other Propheſies
mentioned to be contemporary with the ﬁrﬅ four
Symhromſm in the ﬁrﬅ Part: So that they and
the ﬁrﬅ ſix Trumpets belong to the ſame time.

T H E ſixth doth contemporate the mea/ﬁring ry" This, in the General, we acknowledged to be
the Inner-Court, ( Chap. xi. I ) with the Dragons Truth; yet in the Application we do exceedingly
watching of the Woman, and ﬁghting with Mirhatl, diﬀer, altho' we do both grant that the ﬁrﬅ
Chap. xii. This we do not agree unto; becauſe, Trumpet doth ſucceed immediately to the ſixth
this meaſuring of the Inner-Court or Temple, is Seal, and that the ſixth Trumpet doth cloſe with the
contemporary with the leaving out of the Utter expiring of the 1260. Days of the Churches VV il
Court, as will appear from the Expoiition thereof, derneſs Condition: Yea, altho' we make no great
Chap. xi. But from the former Grounds, the (Lieﬅion concerning the duration of that Time, t'
leaving out,_ and treading underfoot the Uttcr wit, that it doth ﬁgniﬁe ſo many Years, for Days,
Court, doth ſucceed to the XVomans bringing forth or nmr thereby, yet do we diﬀer in the ﬁxing of
her Child, Chap. xii. and doth contcmporate with the Beginning and Cloſe thereof ; For, he doth
the Prophets propheſying in Sackcloth, Chap. xi. not ﬁx the Beginning of theſe Days until Popery
Therefore this Meaſuring of the Inner-Court, can and the Antichriﬅian Kingdom be at an height,
not be contemporary with the Dragons watching and ſo cloſeth them with his full ruine; at leaﬅ,
of the Woman, but muﬅ ſucceed the ſame. Nei with the ﬁrﬅ ſix Vials: We again, do begin the
ther -will the Grounds given prove, that this Trumpets and theſe 1260. Days immediately after
Meaſuring of the Inner- Court doth prcceed in time the publick authorizing of the Chriﬅizm Religion
the treading of the Utter-Court, not the ﬁrﬅ Ground, in the World, and Cloſeth them at Antichriﬅ his

10 wit, that the building of the Inner-Court of hight, and the Beginning of his Ruine: Of which
the Temple was, in reſpect of order and Situati we have ſpoken, Chap. xi. Lect. 4. and it muﬅ be
on, before the building of the Uttcr Court: Be< ſo, conſidering the Grounds formerly laid: For. if
cauſe, ﬁrﬅ, that is both obſcure

and uncertain. the ﬁrﬅ Trumpet contemporate with the ſeventh

And, Srtandb', The Scope of that Mmſuring and seal, and the ſeventh Seal immediately ſucceed to
Alluſron to the J'emple (Chap. xi.) is not to the ſixth, and the ﬁx ﬁrﬅ Seals be contemporary
ſhew any ſucceſive diﬀerent Eﬅate of the Church; with Mirhael his War with the Draga'r, Chap.
but to deſcribe her ﬅate during the ſame time, by xii. and if that War did end at Co'ylanti're his
diﬅributing of her Members in two ſorts; even Advancement to the Throne of the Empireſ which
as the Temple of old, after it was compleatly the fame Author doth expound to bethe XVomans
"built, was divided into two Courts, the greateﬅ delivery, and the Child his taking to Heaven,
whereof was common to the Multitude, and the Chap. xii. ) it will follow upon theſe Grounds, that
leaﬅ and Inner-Court peculiar to the Prieﬅs,who were the Trumpets, and theſe 1260. Days, muﬅ be
but afe'w in Compariſon or the other, as will be begun at. that time of Chriﬅianity its being publick
clear from the place; and there is no reſpect ly authorized in Corz/Iarrti/Ie his time: Aud if it
had to the order oſ its buildingr in reſpect of time were not ſo, there will be a great Interval between
or priority, at all. The ſecond Ground, is built the Womans delivery, and her ﬂying; or between
upon this Miﬅake, that the rr. C/mp. doth de. the ſixth Seal, and the ſeventh Seal; which thc

duce -thc whole Series oſ the Propheﬁe from the
Beginning thereof to thc End, as being the ﬁrﬅ new
Propheſie of the opened Book, Chap. x. ſuppoſed
by him to be another from that, mentioned Chap.
v. This will be cltar to he a miﬅaken Ground,
Chap. x. and is contrary to what was formerly hint

Series of this

Propheſie will not admit.

From

which it will follow, that theſe Days muﬅ ex
pire with Antichriﬅs height and begun fall.

Other

ways alſo, there would be no proportion between
the number of Days and Ymrs, that is, ſo many

Years to be underﬅood, as Days are mentioned
( which -
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( which he himſelf doth grant. ) And that Ruin of Chap. xvii. The Vials again are poured out on the
the Roman Hierarchy mentioned before the blowing ſame Object, to wit, on the Men that worſhip the'
of the ſeventh Trumpet, Chap. xi. is not a total Beaﬅ upon his Throne, great Babylon, &it. Chap.
Ruin of that Dominion, as himſelſſtemeth to ac
xvi. Fourthly, That they belong to the ſame
knowledge, Page ſ mibi ) 20. but the Turn and Be

Time muﬅ alſo

be

clear,

becauſe the ſeventh

ginning thereof as afterward, and Chap. xi. Lzct. Trumpet is the laﬅ II/o, the ſeven Plagues are the
4. will be clear.

i

laﬅ Plaguzs, which doth make them relate to one

T H l ſeeond &mzbroniſm is, of tb' meaſitrmg a
the Inner-Court, and zVſZ/Mt] bit ﬁghting 'with e
Dragan for the Child, with tie ﬁrﬅ ſix SMIJ. Por
the laﬅ Part thereof, to wit, that Mtþae/ his War
with the Dragon and the ﬁrﬅ ſix Scals, do contem
porate ( if the Cloſe thereof be well underﬅood) we

Time. And if they were not wholy contemporary,
they both could not be called the laﬅ: For, if
not ſo, then the laﬅ Wo to wit, the ſeventh Trum
per, would be poﬅerior to the ﬁrﬅ ſix Vials. And
we conceive that the ﬁrﬅ of theſe Vials is compre

acknowledge;

ſeventh; becauſe it alſo falleth in within the Compaſs

but have already ſhewed, that the

hended under the Title, laﬅ Plagun, as well as the

mcaſuring of the Inner-Court can contemporate with of the lryi lI/a, to wit, the ſeventh Trumpet.
And if theſe ſour conſiderations prove them not
none ot them.
T H E third Syncbromſm, to wit, of all the Vials to be the ſame, we know not what will prove it z.
with the ſixth Trumpet, cannot be admitted, be or, for what End ſuch coincident Expreilions are
cauſe it is inconſtﬅent with the Series formerly laid choſen by the Spirit of God. Beﬁde theſe ſevm Vi
down, and would quite confound the Diﬅincticn als muﬅ he called the laﬅ Plagues, either becauſe
that is between the principal and explicatory Prophe they do contempotate with all the three laﬅ Woes,
ﬁes. This is a main Diﬀerence and hath many o which cannot be alledged, or, with the laﬅ two
thers following upon it: We ſhall therefore endea only, which alſo cannot be pleaded-for by him,:
vour ( beſide vrhat is already ſaid, and what may be ſeeing, at moﬅ, they begin at the Cloſe of the ſe
ſubjointd, Chap. xi. Lect. 5. and Chap. xv. ) to cond Wo, as is alledged; or, it muﬅ be becauſe
make out this, that the Vials do not contemporate they do contemporate with the ſeventh only, which
with the ſixth Trumpet, but do ſucceed the ſame, is the thing we have ſaid: And ſo they are ſaid to
and belong to the ſeventh Trumpet, and contempo be the laﬅ Plagues, upon the ſame Account, that
rate with it, as the ſeventh Trumpet did belong to the ſeventh Trumpet is called the leﬅ WZ, to wit,
the ſeventh Seal, or were comprehended under the becauſe both had Woes and Plagues. and the ſame.i
tame. Which we demonﬅratethus, 1. If the Title, Woes and Plagues preceeding them, and none ſuc
Nature, Eﬀects, Objcct, and Time of the ſeven ceeding; and therefore as the ſixth Trumpet muﬅ.

Vials, and of the ſeventh Trumpet be the ſame, then go before the laﬅ Wo, ſo muﬅ it go before the
muﬅ the ſeven Vials and the ſeventh Trumpet be laﬅ Plagues, and ſo none of theſe Vials can con
contemporary expreſſmg the ſame Events: For tempcnate. with it, ſeeing they are called lrﬅ with
there can be no Diﬅinction gathered between them, Reſpect to it and as following upon the ſame.
if they be the ſame in all the former Reſpects; and
T o clear, and conﬁrm it further, we may conthere can be no greater Identity than to be one in all ſider their Periods more particularly, and we will.
theſe : Yea, particularly one in reſpect of the Ruin ﬁnd that they ariſe and cloſe alike, and therefore
tſ the Churchcs Enemics, and her Freedom: But that wholly they muﬅ be contemporary; Firﬅ,
the ſormer is true. Erga, &Ft. The Title is one, That they expire together, to wit, at the End of
tle ſeventh Trumpet is called al/l/o, andaagreat the World, is not queﬅioned; and they could not
ll'a; the ſeven Vials, are called Plagues of God, as both be called the Laﬅ, if it were not ſo' This
if the were the ſormer ll/a, divided into ſo many then will prove them in Part to contemporate. Se
grtat lagues. Secondly, That their Nature is the condly, In Reference to their Riſe, we ſay either
tame, may be read out of their Names which do the ſeventh Trumpet doth contemporate only with
expreſs it. Thirdly,.Their Object is the ſame; the the ſeventh Vial or with all the ſeven; or, with.
ttventh Trumpet bringeth Deﬅruction upon thoſe ſome of them, and not with all. But neither the
tl'at deﬅroyed the Earth, and particularly thoſe Firﬅ nor the Laﬅcanbeſaid: For r. All the Vials
who ﬂew the. Prophets and Servants of God, contain Matter ofone kind, as is already cleared: there
Chap. xi. Vnyt. 18. which can be no other but ſore there is no Reaſon to divide them,as if one part
the Judgment on the Beaﬅ, and his Kingdom, of them, to wit, the ﬁrﬅ ſix, did belong to one
who perſecuted. the Prophets,. I/I'ﬅ. 7. and. is Wo, to. wit, theſecond Wo orſtxTiumpet, and 0..
threatned for that Cauſe, Chap, xiii. Vrſe to. and.
thers
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thers of them to another VVo, to wit, the ſeventh The ſixth Trumpet therefore, being a Step or De

Trumpet: There is no Reaſon for this Diviſion, gree of a former Period, cannot be contemporary
eſpecial] conſidering that the laﬅ Wo is of the with any of the Vials, which are steps ofa ſubſe
ſame ature as the ſeven Vials are; but the ſe quent Period; for, two Periods, neither in whole,
cond Wo, to wit, the lixth Trumpet, is not of nor in part can becontemporary one with another.
the ſame Nature with the laﬅ, as the Expoſition
M o R e particularly, their Riſe muﬅ be at one
thereof will clear: For which Cauſe, they are di and the ſame Time: For the ſeventh Trumpetcom

vided in diﬅinct Woes:

The Vials therefore being eth immediately on the baclr of the killing ofthe wit

of one Nature, cannot agree to iVoes that are ncſies, and contemporateth with the whole Courſe

ſo diﬀerent in all the former Reſpects. Secondiy, of their Liberty, as appeareth by this, that then, and
That there is ſome obſervable March and Bound not until then, the Kingdom: rgftht Earth become-th the
betwixt the ſecond and third Wo, cannot be de Lord's, Then he taketh to him bi! great Power and
nied; for, it is eſpecially marked in all the three reigneth, Then he rlwm'deth hit Servant: the Pra
laﬅ Woes, mm is pqﬅ and another tom'th, He. petr, and deﬅroyeth them that deﬅroyed the Earth,
and the Expoſition will make it out : But if we will Then the Temple is opened in Heat/en and the xi.-7? ofhis
apply ſome Vials to the ſecond _Wo, and others to Tc/tammt is ſeen, Ut. as it is Chap. xi. All which do
ſuppone,
it was
otherways
all theſe
Reſpects,
the third, there will be no ſuch remarkable Change before
the that
ſeventh
Trumpet
didinſound,
ſeeing
theſe ſi
to ﬁx the Diﬀerence betwixt theſe two Woes ; be

auſe all the Vials are but Steps and Degrees of are marked to be Eﬀects of the founding of it:
Plagues of the ſame Kind, or rather of one Plague, Which demonﬅrateth, that the founding thereof
and that on the ſame Object, to wit, Antrchriﬅ, muﬅ be immediately upon the back of Antichriﬅ's
Ut. But theſe three Woes do expreſs Judgments of Hight, and killing of the Witneſies; and ſo muﬅ
diﬀerent Kinds, and upon diﬀerent Objects. And carry on his Ruin, longr before his Deﬅruction, which
' it is obſervable, that that learned Author, otherwiſe cometh by the ſixth Vial. It muﬅ therefore blow
moﬅ acute in every thing, yet here is at ſomoStand, long before the ſeventh Vial; yea, it muﬅ contem
whether to take in the ﬁrﬅ ﬁve, or the ﬁrﬅ ſix porate with the ﬁrﬅ, becauſe they ( to wit, all the
Vials within the ſixth Trumpet. And conſidering, Vials) carry on Antichriﬅ's Ruin, from that ſame
that the ſeven Vials are put together in one Form Term, as is granted, and will appear from Chap.
by the Holy Ghoﬅ, even as the seals and Trumpets xv. where the Angels with the Vials (even the ﬁrﬅ
were, What Reaſon can their be given, why they of them ) Came out of the Temple thus opened by
ſhould be divided, and the laﬅ only made to con the ſeventh Trumpet, upon the Inﬅant ofthe Earth
temporate with the ſeventh Trumpet, and others quake and ſhaking', of Antichriﬅ's Kingdom, at the
with the preceeding Trumpets, asif it were not one expiring of the ſixth Trumpet, which is the very
principal Propheſy as the reﬅ are, more than to di March thereof: For which, ſee Chap. xi. Lect. 4..
vide the Trumpets, and to make the laﬅ only to Therefore none of theſe Vials can preceed the ſeventh

contemporate with the ſeventh Sea', and the reﬅ
with the other preceeding Seals, ſeeing the Spirit
keepeth the ſame Form in both? Further, we ar
gue thus, if the ſeventh Vial and the ſeventh
Trumpet only contemporate together, then the ﬁrﬅ

Trumpet, ſeeing before it, thcTemple is ſuppoſed to

be ſhut. Secondly, This laﬅ Wo doth immediate
ly ſucceed the ſecond VVo, and therefore muﬅ have
its Beginning with the ﬁrﬅ Vial, becauſe if ſix Vi

als did preceed the blowing of the ſeventh Trumpet,
ſix Vials muﬅ contemporate with the preceeding Then, would a diﬅinct Wo interveen between theſe
Trumpet, to wit, the ſixth; But that cannot be two, to wit, Antichriﬅ's Ruin, which is carried on
ſaid: Becauſe ﬁrﬅ, the Vials, carry Judgments on by the ﬁrﬅ ſix Vials; which were abſurd: For, the

the ſame Object with the ſeventh Trumpet, to
wit, on the Beaﬅ, but the ſixth Trumpct doth
contain a Judgment of another Nature, and on a
nother Objcct, as is ſaid: Therefore the Vials can
not belong to it. Secondly, the Series and Strain of
the Vials, ſheweth that they together, do contain one
whole Period of the State of the Militant Church, to

ſixth Trumpet is not called a \Vo as bringing any
Judgment on Antichriﬅ, as the Expoſition will
clear, and is granted b him.

Thirdly, If it were

ſo, that the ﬁrﬅ ſix Vials did belong to the ſixth

Trumpet, then would it, to wit, the ſixth Trum
pet, contain two Woes, to wit, the Flague of
ſhlahamtt and the Ruin oſ Antichriﬅ; for both
wit, Antichriﬅ's declining and decaying Eﬅate, even theſe give a Denomination to ſeveral Woes; But the

as the Seals and 'I'rumpets did contain two former former is abſurd.

Fourthly, If the ſeventh Trum
Periods,
to wit, theand
churches
Sufferings
heath pet doth comprehend Antichriﬅ's Ruin and the car
niſh Perſecutions,
Antichſiriﬅ
his Riſeunder
and I-l'ight.
'

'
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rying on thereof to his Deﬅruction,

i Chap. '6.

Then muﬅ blowing of the ſeventh Tmmpet, and alſo of

it contain the ﬁrﬅ ſix Vials, becauſe by theſe he the pouring out of the ﬁrﬅ Vial, Themmuﬅ the
is ruined, and brought to nought, and his Judg ſeventh Trumpet, and the beginning of the Vials,
ment is begun immediately on the hack of his hight be contemporary; this cannot but hold: But
and fall, and perfected by them, Therefore muﬅ both the former are true, And atte tobe ſuppoſed;
it here belong to the ſeventh Trumpet, or, the the ﬁrﬅ from his Grounds, Chap. xi. The ſecond
ſeventh Trumpet doth no way belong to the Ruin will appear thus, that ſo many Years defect',
of Antichriﬅ; but it doth belong to his Ruin, or, in Experience, have interveened, from "the
as was formerly hinted, in the object thereof, and Church's delivery from Hcatheniſh Perſecution, and
afterward will be clear, Ergo, &Ft. Fiſt/al), If the her begun delivery from Antichriﬅ, before which,
ſixth Trumpet doth contain Antichriﬅ's hight, no Vial can be ſaid to be poured forth: The other
and the Church's loweﬅ Suﬀerings, Then can it Part, to wit, the blowing of the ſeventh Trumpet
not comprehend the ﬁrﬅ ſix Vials, becauſe by them upon the expiring of theſe 1260. Days from
thatſum,
Date,
to be
bemade
madeout,
out,that
Chap.
xi. Lect.,-'4,.
Antichriﬅ is ruined and brought to nought; and In
ifitiscan
the ſixth
Trurſin
it is abſurd to place Antichriﬅ his hight, and

total fall under the ſime Trumpet, or VVo, pet is paﬅ, and the ſeventh already hath ſhunded
ſeeing they do not fall under one Period. Neither de ſacto, Then the debate of contemporating the
will it conſiﬅ with the Nature of this Propheﬁe, ſeventh Trumpet with the laﬅ Vial onlyﬁ'will
that one Trumpet, which Containeth but a part evaniſh -, becauſe that is the Thing driven at; that
of one Period, ſhould contain eﬀects of ſo con the ſeventh 'I'rumpct may hold forth an Eﬅate of
trary and oppoſite Natures, as Antichriﬅ great abſolute freedom to the Church after Antichriﬅ his
eﬅ height, and

his total and full Ruin; But the full Ruin,

But,

we ſuppoſe that the

former

former is true, the ſixth Trumpet containeth his is made out, Chap. xi. Lect. 4.= The grounds
Hight and Triumph. Ergo, &e. Sixtb/y, The therefore that are laid to hold up this Symbrom'ſin,
a'
ſixth Trurnpet doth leave the Beaﬅ in ſome being muﬅ alſo fail;
lF it be ſaid, that the ſeventh Trumpet doth
while the ſeventh come, as the ſame Author
granteth, Sym/zromſm t. of this ſecond Part; But ſuppone an abſolute freedom from Antichriﬅ, be
the ſixth Vial doth wholly overtum Antichriﬅ and cauſe in it the Lord God Omnipotent reigneth,
oaﬅeth him in the Lake, as will appear from Chapters the Kingdoms of the Earth are become his, 657..
16, and 19. and is often inculcated by this Author. which cannot be veriﬁed during the ﬁrﬅ ﬁx- Vial'
Therefore the ſixth Trumpet and the ﬁrﬅ ſix Vials while in part Antichriﬅ reigneth, Therefore it

can no way be contemporary.. Seventbiﬂv, This muﬅ ſucceed them? Anſwer, Firﬅ, This is a
ſeventh Trumpet doth contemporate with the Palm miﬅake of the Place, which is not to ſhew what
hearing Company, Chap. vii. which Palm-barring caſe the Church ſhall be in at the foundingr of
Company doth immediately ﬁicceed to the ſealed the ſeventh Trumpet, but by way of Anticipation,
Company preceeding; ſo that where- the ſealed to ſhew the Eﬀects following thereupon before
Company cloſeth, there they begin, and the Vials the come: And ſerveth to explicate the expect
doth the ſame. For, (C/mþ. xv.) immediately ed Events thereof and make it obſervable, becauſe
upon the hundred forty four Thouſand, their being of ſuch a wonderful change, to wit, that King
compleat and getting the Victory over Antichriﬅ's doms and Nations, even now Antichriﬅs, are, by
Name (which is all one with having Palms in its founding, to become the Lords: Which doth
their Hands) then immediately came the Angels ſuppone Antichriﬅ to be ﬅrong, having many
forth with the Vials, and not till then; Therefore Kingdoms and Nations, and the Church to be few
it will follow, that the Vials' muﬅ inrwhole con and low when it doth ſound. Secondly, Altho'
temporate with the ſeventh Trumpet, the contem it expreſs. the Events in their higheﬅ Degree, yet
porary of that Palm-bearing Company, according it- will not follow that it was at his hight in
to the common Rule, qmz mwmiunt um' term,
can'vem'um interﬅ, But the ﬁrﬅ is true, as from

the former Grounds is clear. Ergo, &e. Leﬅw
If we ſuppoſe 1260. Days to ſigniﬁe ſo. many
Years, as he doth; and again, if we ſuppoſe that
juﬅ ſo many Years muﬅ interveen between the

ﬅantly at the blowing thereof; but only this, that

it was to be ſo e're it expired; Becauſe it is uſual in
this Propheſie to expreſs the State of the Church,
during one Period by the moﬅ eminent ﬅep there
of, as we will ﬁnd, Chap. xi, and xii. where the

Church is ſaid to be in the Wilderneſs during a

breaking of that Heathcniſh Petſecution, and the wholePer-iod,.,becauſe that Decay came to a hight

during

'I'll-'r

Chap. 6;
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during that time, altho' it was not at the ﬁrﬅ Inﬅant are to begin with the Vials where the ſixth Trumpet
'ſo low. Particularly, the whole ﬅate oſ'the Church, cloſeth Antichriﬅ hight: 'And 'as the ſeventh .
after Hcatheniſh Perſecution, is ſet forth, (Cbap. Tr-umpet doth not preſuppoſc Antichriﬅ's full,
vii.) in two Periods; the one, to wit, that ofthe but his begun R-uin, ( as hath been ſhewn) So
ſcaled Number, is ſet forth at 'its loweﬅ, the it muﬅ be ſaid of that Thouſand Years binding of
other, at its higheﬅ victory: Yet, no ueﬅion, Satan, which is called the time of his binding 5 be
t-'re that Palm-bearing company came to ahight cauſe, during that Period, he cometh to be bound,
after the ſealing time, there was a'ﬁght and wreﬅl altho' at the entry thereof his reﬅraint be not at its'
ing againﬅ Antichriﬅ for his weakningr Hence height: Concerning which, more is to be ſeen, Chap.
we may Reaſon,either the Vials, which bring down
Antichriﬅ, muﬅ belong to the ſealed, or to the

xx. Lect. 4..

H I sofﬁfth
Syntbr'niſn,
ris,the'ſevenſſth
of the Thouſand
Years
Chriﬅ's
reign with
Trumpet

Palm-bearing company; for, there is no mids:
But they cannot belong to the ﬁrﬅ; becauſe in all or interval following theBeaﬅ's Deﬅruction. This
Periods, the laﬅ Step is the higheﬅ Step, as the laﬅ reign of Chriﬅ'sz being the ſame with Satans
per-ſecuring Seal is the ſoreﬅ: The laﬅ Trumpet of rcﬅraint; what Judgment we have given of the
Antichriﬅ his reign, hath him higheﬅ, and the laﬅ former
Syncbronz'ſm; is alſo to be applied
Vial hath his Kingdom loweﬅ: The Vials there here. ' 'i
T H it ſixth Syncbrmzſn, is, aft/ye ntwyeruſh
fore which ſuppone Antichriﬅ's height to be paﬅ,
and the Church's flouriſhing Condition to be begun,

lem, and 'be Lambs mſt, with theſe-venth Trum

can in reſpect of none of them contemporate with pet and interval foreſaid. This we cannot admit,
the ſealcd' Number, but with the Palm-bearing becauſe we conceivev that new Yeruſalem is to fet
Company ; and ſo all of them 'muﬅ contempomte forth the gloriﬁed eﬅate of the Church-Triumphant,
with the ſeventh Trumpet, which was the Thing to and vſo falleth not in under the ſeventh* Trumpet,
ſafe as that Trumpet doth put an end to time and
be demonﬅrated.
_
Hl s ſourth Syncbran'ſng is', ﬀ the Serpent and enter 'the Church (then made rudy as a Bride for
Dragon his binding, Chap. xx.? with the ſeventh the Bridegroom ) within the Palace of the King,
Trumpet. This being well underﬅood, according to and there to abide for ever. But of the GroundsouLformer Grounds, whereby the ſeventh Trumpet, thereof, ſee more, Chap. xxi. Lect. 1'
and all the Vials are made contemporary, is to be
TH s ſeventh and laﬅ Symbraniſm, is, of that
ﬁxed as a Truth: But being underﬅood ( as he Palm-bearing innumernble company Chap. vii. Ver.
doth underﬅand it) by contemporating the ſeventh 9; with the ſeventh Trumpet, or, interval aforeſaid.
Trumpet with the ſeventh Vial only, and that This General we acknowledge to be a Truth, the
interval which followeth the Deﬅruction of the ſeventh Trumpet being begun with the ﬁrﬅ Vial,
Beaﬅ by the ſixth Vial, is not to be admitted. as hath been ſaid: But the reﬅricting of it to the
And ſuppoﬁng that that binding oſ Satan, ( during Interval, following the Deﬅruction of the Beaﬅ and
theſe Thouſandv Years, Chap. xx.) doth contem

porate fully with the ſeventh I'rumpet, Chap. xi.
(which is indeed aTruth) and ſuppoſing that the
ſeventh Trumpet doth begin with the ſeven Vials
immediately onthe fall of Antichriﬅ his dcclining

ſixth Vial, cannot be admitted: And is the riſe of
that diſcrePa ncZ' which is in the A P plication of man Y '
of
theſe Sym ronrſiſmr, which otherways in the

General are ſolide, and do agree fully with the
Series and Mould which we have laid down, as in

Kingdom (which we have formerly made out) the Procedor will appean

It will neceﬂarily follow, that the Thouſand Years

LEC-TURElL
Verſe 1; ANLI 'Iſhw'wbm the Lamb opened one qſtb: Sea/s, and I Imzmha: it were t/je noiſe afY/Iwzder,
one qf the .ſour Ben/is, ﬅaying Come, and/&e.

2. And [ſaw and behold, a 'white Horﬁ, and be tbatſizt on bi/n had a Bow, and a Crown war
given unto him, and b- wcnt for-lb rangucring, and to ampler.
Followeth
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O L L o w 1: 'r H now the Hiﬅory of opening and ſo; the Yﬂſiimony which they held.
F

the seals, vihich is
Chap. v. And he
o the right hand of him
here is then a Digreſﬁon

to be knit to ſ'nſe 7_._ of
tame and took the Book out
that xſizt upon the Throne.
by a Song from the Mat

3. It ap
peareth, that this suﬀering was from Men, and that
without the Church, by their Deſcription who were

Inﬅruments, Do/I thou not avenge our Blood on
them that dwell on the Earth? As looking to the
ter, Whereunto now he returneth, as it were, thus; _Multitude of the World, contradiﬅinguiſhed from
Iſaw when tho Lamb had taken the Book out _oſ the the Church. 4. It appciret , that this Suﬅhring
'right hand of him thotſht upon tho Throne, he went was for a long Time unintcrrupted, and ſo muﬅ be
on to open the Soals, Thereafter I ſhw, and he the ﬁrﬅ Suﬃrring of the Church before God over
threw Heathen Perſecuters: Their Prayer, Iﬂrw
ho/d, &e.
_
E v r: R Y one of theſe Soals hath a Type, hold long, Lord, ' will thou not judge and avenge our
ing forth the Matter

contained in it, and ſome Blood? &c. Which importeth, that unto this Time

Word of Explication added for the underﬅanding God had not viſibly reckoned with Heathen Perſecut
ers, as he did when Authority began to own Cliri.
of it.
T H 5 ﬁrﬅ Four have one common Type, to wit, ﬅianity: And ſo theſe ﬁrﬅ ﬁve Soals, at leaﬅ, hold
a Horſi, becauſe they relate to one common Subject forth the ſuﬀering Condition of the Church during
or object, to wit, the Church, and- they have a the Time of Heatheniſh Emperors: And this Peri
Voice, calling, Come, a'zdſee The ﬁfth and ſixth fod runneth to the ﬁrﬅ great Change of God's out
have no ſuch Voice, becauſe they ſpeak ſo diﬅinctly ward Diſpenfations to his Church, to wit, when
Civil Authority and Forccte began to befriend the
of themſelves with Diﬀerence from the former four
Church againﬅ her Enemies, which will be found to
in Reſpect of their Scope.
_
. F o R conceiving the meaning of theſe Seals, take be in Coq/Ia'ztinfs Time, about the Year 310. or
notice, r. That they are not to be looked upon as thereby. Yet would we not peremptorily aſiert,
continuing a Story of the Church from the beginning that none of theſe Judgmenrs aﬀected the VViclted
to the end of the World, as was ſaid; yea, 'it ap World during thatTime. For, r. God fendeth the

peareth by the Anſwer given to the Saints in the ﬁfth
Seal, that there were Martyrs to be crowned by ſuf
fering aſtcr that Time before the End; and it being
clear that theſe Martyrs are not crowned by the ſixth
_Seal; which bringeth Judgment upon Perſecuters,
It muﬅ remain therefore to be fulﬁlled under the
Trumpets, vand conſequently that they muﬅ interveen
between the ſixth Seal and the End.
2. 'I'A K a Notice, that by them is ſet forth the
State of the Church, and that under Perſecution un-y
interrupted, until the ſixth Seal be opened. For, 1.
There is one common Sign or Type in the ﬁrﬅ four

Goſpel into the World.

2. Many profane Men re

jtct it; For which,,3. God plagueth the ungrate
World more than before the Goſpel came: Where
upon, 4.. The Rage and Malice of Men d_o break out
againﬅ the Goſpel and the Profeﬂors of it, as the
Cauſes of all their Evil, which procureth again new

Judgments from God. By which we may ſee what
interwoven Connexion there is amongﬅ theſe Things,
to wit, the Churches Suii'erings and the Worlds
( which hath been long ſince obſerved h Ter-miller'
and Cyprian in their Apologies, contra Mþuirlm and
Demctrium) But this we think, that though there
Soals, vto wit, an Horﬅ, which in the ﬁrﬅ Soal repre might be ( and no queﬅion were, ) Judgments on
fentcth the Church as honourable and Victorious by the YVorld for deſpiiing the Goſpel, and particular
the ſpreading of the Goſpel. And therefore, 2. By Plagues on Perfccuters; yet during that Time, there

an Horſe, under the ſecond, third, and fourth, muﬅ was no ſuch general Reckoning with them, nor are

be underﬅood the fame Thing repreſentcd, to wit, they ſuch Judgments which theſe Seals primarily de
the Church, although diﬀerent in her Condition from ſcribe, which is all we would ſay.
Fo R underﬅanding theſe seals, or Types in
the former, according as the ſame Type is varioully
ſet forth. 3. It appeareth by the ﬁfth Scal, that the them, we would have Reſpect to theſe three,
Churches suﬀering is here to be underſtood, YVherc -preliſied
I. To from
the Key
the or
ﬁfthSeries
Seal.of the Story before ex
we have theſe four, I. That the Party ſuﬀer
2. To the Nature of
ing was the Church, as appeareth by their Pray the Type it ſelf, being compared with other Scrip
er, Doﬅ thou not avenge our Blaod ? &c. 2. It tsures. 3. To the Events, as they. are recorded in
appcareth, that their Suﬃcring was for no private tory.
(LuarreL bly their Deſcription, Verſe 9. The Soul:
T _HE ﬁrﬅ Words of this Chapter, hold forth
at were ﬅain, for tho Whrd oſ God, the Riſe of the Viſion, to wit, 'the Lamh's ape/uſing
of them
one
\

Fll"

Chap. 6.
one qf the Sea/r;
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which is to be knit to VeZ/e 7. of Time, elſe Things may eſcape us, and not be

Chap. vi. as is ſaid. By opening one of the eals, obſerved; Means are not uſeleſs, a Miniﬅry is
isunderﬅood the ﬁrﬅ Seal, as Matth. xxviii. r. needful and uſeful, as long as there is a corrupt
One oſ the Sabhath; or, by One Day ty" the II/eeh, Member in a Church, or Corruption in any Mem
isundcrﬅood the ﬁr/l Day of the Melt, as by corn ber.
paring of the Evangeliﬅs is clear, and is here con
2. TH A T our Lord Jeſus in diſpenſing Gifts
ﬁrmed by deſigning, the ſecond, the third, Eft. after to his Church and People here, hath ſuited and ac

this; And ſo alſo it is clear, that by mentioning commodated the (Lialiﬁcations of his Miniﬅers wiſe
ent Beaﬅ, is underﬅood the ﬁrﬅ, by the ſame Rea ly to that which they have to do. Therefore, he
ſons. We ſhew before ( Chap. v.) that theſe Books having the Goſpel to ſpread, he ﬁttcth Men like
were long Scrolls, rolled about ſomething, and the Lions, as through the dct: of the Apoﬅlcs is clear;
Book being ſo rolled, it might be divided by ſundry and when he calleth Men to ſuﬀer, he ﬁtteth*
seals, ſo that one Part might be opened and read, them like a Calf, as the ſecond Beaﬅ is ſet out, with
Patience to endure Perſecution. Or, take the Doc
tri the ﬁrﬅ Szal, importeth, that ſuch a Part of the trine thus, That the thriving of the Goſpel is ac
companied with bold and valiant Preachers; Or,
Scroll was made legible.
T H 1-: ﬁrﬅ Thing that occurreth, is, The Pro Boldneſs and Liberty in Preaching, is a good Sign
while the reﬅ were ſealed, and ſo, when he had open

paration by the ﬁrﬅ Beaﬅ's inviting to tame and ſee. that God mindeth the thriving of the Goſpel.
I/Prﬅ v2. W E come now more near to the
This is common to the ﬁrﬅ four Seals, though in
ſome'ſhings there be Diﬂerence. There are three Types. The ﬁrﬅ Thing ſeen, is, A white
Parts in the Preparation for this Seal;

the ﬁrﬅ is Where conſider,

I. The Type, that is, a Horſe

common, A I/oiee, ſirying, Come, and ſhe: Which and a Rider. 2. How he is deſcribed and ſet out
is not onl for John's upﬅirring and warrant to be in ſeveral Circumﬅances; As, Firﬅ, From his'
hold that ype; but alſo for all Readers and Hear Colour, he is White. Secondly, In his Rider and
ers, to put them to obſerve it, implying, that there

his Armour, He that ſar on him, had a Bow.

is ſome Myﬅery in the Thing, yct deſirable in it Thirdly, In his Dignity, A Crown was given ten-

ſelf to be known, and to be deſired by God's t' him. Fourthly, His Employment, (which is ex
preſled in the Word added for Explication) He

Peo le.

'len 1; ſecond, is, That it is the ﬁrﬅ Beaﬅ that
uttereth this Voice, Chap. iv. he is lihe a Lien, im

'went ſhrth conquerlng, and to unquer.
1. BY a Horſe and a Rider, is underﬅood in

porting the valiant Courage and Boldneſs that faith

Scripture amongﬅ the Prophets, ſome Diſpenſation
ful Miniﬅers had in the Primitive Times, when of the Lord to his Church, brought about me
Chriﬅ ﬁrﬅ ſent forth the Goſpel, and it ſuiteth well diately by the Miniﬅry of Angcls or Men, or
with the Type following, the Beaﬅs being ſo mar immediately by God himſelf, as is clear by com

ſhalled, as they hold forth the (Lialiﬁcations that paring Zech. i. Ver/e 8. with Verſe to. lſerſe 8.
ſhould be, and are requiſite to be, in faithful Mini

the Prophet ſeeth a Man riding, &c. and behind

ﬅers in the Execution of the Things propheſicd of in him
were
red Horﬅs,this
ſheehled
to. ct
Again,
expoundeth
to be and
theſiwhite.
when: Verſh
the Lord
theſe Types.
T H E third', is, That it is ſaid to be. like the hath ſent to walk to and fro through the Earth;
Mnﬅ, or Voiceqf Thunder, becauſe of the Power That is, his Diſpenſations of ſeveral kinds, by
and Force of that Word, exhorting all to the whatever Mean he pleaſeth to bring them about,

beholding and welcoming oſ Chriﬅ in the Goſpel, and they are either good and proſperous, or ad
the ﬁrﬅ founding of the Chriﬅiau verſe and aﬃicting Diſpenſations, as the Colours
Church, and ſpreading of the Goſpel, and the and other Circumﬅances diﬀerence them, as in the
ﬁouriſhing State thereof, when he furniſhed his A forecited Place.
poﬅles and Miniﬅers with ſuch Liberty and Bold
HIS Diſpenſations are compared to Horſes and Rid

as was in

neſs.

ers on them, for theſe Reaſons, 1.To let us ſee his So

F E o M all which, theſe two ſpecial Doctrines
ariſe, 1. That the beﬅ of Men need upﬅirring
for receiving the Things of God, and conſider
ing his Diſpenſations; were it John himſelf, he
hath need of upﬅirring; and conſequently, all
God's People-have. neetſof upﬅirring on this ſide

vcraignty, that hath all theſe at his command to ſend
for good and-ill, as great Kings have their Meﬅengcrs
for executing their Will. 2. To ſhew the Speedineis,
Swiſtneſs, 81 Irreliﬅablenels of whatſoeverDiſpenſ-ation
he ſendeth,as the Horſe is ſpeedy is; valiant. 3.To ſhew
the dependence of all Evcnts on his Dominion, and his
immediate
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1mrnediate ordering and guiding of them as a Rider Bitbgnia, r Per. r. I. and C/zdþ. v. 13.'t0 Part/mix,
doth an Horſe: And he letteth them not run at Medra, Aſeſapotamia, &e. Mr ii. 9. to Corinth.

Random,or by Gueſs, as a Horſe without rtRider dat/mix, jvl'audania, -Galatie, Ram, zlntiotb, &c.
or Bridle, but hath them all well ordered whether as appeareth by the Hiﬅory of the rlctr, and the t

good or bad.
2. A Wbite-Hwﬅ ﬁgniﬁeth Comfort, Gladneſs,
Victory, Triumph, and Antiquit , both as Scripture
and profane Authors clear it ee Chap. xix. II.
where Chriﬅ is in his Triumph upon a White
Horſe.
3. T t-_r e Riders Armour and Dignity, a Bow
and a Crown, which ſigniﬁeth the ſame Thing:
The B'w ſhootcth far and pierceth deeply, as is

Epiﬅles written. to-theſe churches: Which being
looked upon in it ſelf, to be carried on ſo ſudden
ly by ſuch weak Means and deſpicable Inﬅruments,

as the Preaching, and Preachers of the Goſpel:
And over ſo great Diﬃculties, as the Wiſdom,

Power. and Enmity of the World, It cannot but be
wonderful and paſling Credit, and can be no other
Thing but the conqueﬅ of him who can ſubdue all
Things to himſelf, and call Things that are not,

ſaid, Pſal. xlv. Thy zlrrowr are/bury in the Heart: to bring to nought Things that are, by the
qf the Kingr E'iemit'r. A Crown again, ſetteth out inoﬅ fectleſs and unlikely Means; So that

Statelineſs and Victory, eſpecially while it is ſaid, )uﬅly this Event may be deſcribed by ſucha Type
a Grown war given him, which ſuppoſeth growing as t is.
'_ I F we vtake from Hiﬅory a view of after-times,
ſucccſs.
4. T H i s is cleared by the Word added for tt ſpread to zlſrid, Spain; yea, to Britain it ſelf,
Expiication, He 'went out tongueri'tg, that is,_carry as is teﬅiﬁed by the molt Ancient Writers, whether
ing all before him 3 and to conquer, that is, con by Simon Ze/ortr, ,or Jﬁﬅpb of Arimat/im, or by
tinuing and going on to do ſo Victoriouﬁy. In the ſome of the Apoﬅles themſelves, as is aſierted by
Application of this, and of the following Types, we Cent. Mazd. cent. 2. Faxe, White in his Way
ſhall look, r. To them as Prophetical, relating to Lﬄzer de ſur. Eul. Brit. we ſhall not determine:
particular Evcnts and Times. 2. As holdingv This is clear from Tertuliian zlpol. ad'u. Gem'es
that before tho
his Roman
Days, Britai/r,
which was inac:
forth ſome Doctrines in General, uſeful for all .ceiict1ble_to
Armies, was made ſubject
Times. _
.
B Y this Type, is underﬅood the Nouriſhing to Chriﬅ by the Goſpel. This is enough to-prove
Eﬅate of the Goſpel, and the ſpreading Eﬅate of the li'vent to anſwer the Type, and that this
the Church by it after our Lord's Aſcenſion, as it Horie hath conquered according as was foretold, the

were, Chriﬅ in the Miniﬅry or his Word, going Church at that time being enlarged i-n Rounds, in
out to conquer Souls and prevaling. Firﬅ, This creaſed in Number, ſhining by the Gifts of Miniﬅers
Expoſition agreeth well with the type,being compar and lives of Prot'eil'ors, and being in a great Meaſure,
ed with Pſhl. xlv. 3, 4, 5. and Rzv. xix it, &Ft. for aﬀtime kecped from being overrun with Errors
In which places, Chriﬅ is reprelentcd, r. As riding and hchiſm. This Horſe and Rider, though he
on Horſe-back. and that upon a White-Horſe. 2. began to conquer then, he hath not altogether
As armed with Arrows, and the Two-Edged-Sword, given over yet, though for atime he may ſeem
which is his YVord. 3. As Crowned. 4. As to halt: When the lNorld is again reﬅored from
having the ſame Deſign of riding Proſperouſly, Antichriﬅian Darkneſs, ye will ﬁnd him thus mount
Ut. for the ſubduing of the People under him by ed, Chap. xix.
his ſharp Arrows in their Hcarts: Which is the
o R the
general
Doctrines
ma
eme
t aany
r. F
That
other
Diſpcntittion)
Preaching
ofcometh
thZ e Goſtiel
not'Ob
by(ſmore
Gueſs
very ſame Thing agreeing with this Type. Second
Iy, It agreeth well with the Event: If we conſi

' der the ﬁrﬅ Eﬅate of the Church, immediately mongﬅ a People, but is ſent, and ordered as'other
after Chriﬅ's Aſcenſion, ( the deſcribing whereof
is the Scope of this ﬁrﬅ Type) we will ﬁnd it
in thc Apoﬅlcs Days to have exceedingly ſpread,
the Goiþel then and alittle thereafter triumphing,
and conquering almoﬅ over the whole World. Paul

Diſpenſations are, and hath a particular Commiſſion.

It is one of the Horſes he ſendeth here: And hence
it is that it is ſent to, and preached in one place

and not '.n another.

So, 'Acts xvi. the Spirit put:

tcth them to one place, and ſuﬀereth them not to

preached from yern/blent to Illyrimm, Rom. xv. go to another place.

'l'here is not a Sermon com
19. then among the Jews, the Word increaſed eth without a Commiſſion. O/zſi 2. That the
mightily, Acts vi. 7. to Damaſtur, Act: viii. in thriving and ſucceſs of the Goſpel (more than
xfrabia, Gal. i. Poritur, zſjia, Cappadrﬃa, Babcl, the coming of the Goſpel among a People) goeth
not
/

Chap. 6.

'
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not by Gueſs. The Go'ſpel hath its End as well chriﬅs deſection, reviveth again, Chap. xix. 11.
as its Commiſſion, a particular Commiſiion for In aſew Years it ſpread through many Kingdoms
ſuch an Eﬀect,

Iſh. lv. 10. as the Rain cometh and Nations, when there were but few Labour

down. 2. Cor. ii. 14.. Than-it he to God which ers comparatively. In Lutlm'r Days it conquered
alway: ran/eth us to triumph in Chryl. 3. The Go more than for a hundred Years ſince. And as
ſpel is moﬅ mighty to conquer and ſtibdue, when this holdeth in the General, when the Goſpel
Chriﬅ armeth it with aCommiflion and doth con cometh to a Land; ſo doth it proportionably hold
curr therewirh, 2. Cor. x. 4. The ſhapsnr of our with a congregation, yea with particular Perſons,
Whrfare or; not rarnal, hat mighty through God who in experience are found often to take more
to the pulling down if ﬅrong Holds, taﬅing down ſenſible Progreſs at their Beginning than afterward;
Imagination; and euery high 7hing that cxalteth it So alſo with the coming of a particular Miniﬂer
ﬅi/ again/7 the Knowledge if Chrz'ﬂ, and bringing with the Goſpel to a certain place, often he
into Captivity euery Thought, &e. 4.. From this is moﬅ ſenſible countenanced, or at leaﬅ by People
Deſcription -of the Horſe and his Rider and his more accepted than afterwards, it- being often with
Imployment. Ohſ That the great and main End them as with the Hearers of John Baptiﬅ.
of the Goſpel, where it cometh, is' to conquer and John. v. 35. who rejoyced in his Light for a
ſttbdue Souls. That is the End of a Miniﬅry, Seaſon.
Reaſhn, I. B 1-: c A v s a ordinarily, ſome more
to bring Souls in Subjection to Chriﬅ, 2C0r. x. 5.
To pull down ﬅrong Holdr, to caﬅ down Imaginati than a Common-Impreſſlon upon the Hearts of
ani, and every high Thing, to lead euery Thought Hearers accompanieth the Goſpel at its ﬁrﬅ Entry,
Captiw to the obedience of Chriﬅ. And it hath there being generally amongﬅ People ſome C'om
its End, when Chriﬅ's Arrows are made power mon Eﬀects of the Spirit, ſuch as Convictions, warm
ful to pierce Hearts. Compare, Eph. iv. 8.with Pſal. ing of Aﬀections with Love to the Meſiage', ﬁnd
lxviii, 18. II: aſiended all highmnd ledCnþtivityCrzþtiw, to the Carriers of it, as was in Yohn's Hetrers 5
and 'weive/1 Gifts ﬂor Men ; wenﬂor the Rthdliout, partly, from the, newneſs and uncouthneſs oſ the
that th: Lord God might dwell among them. This Thing; partly, from the Lovelineſs and Deſirable

is the main Thing the Goſpel aimeth at: And as neſs of what is contained in it; partly, from'the
many of you as render to Jeſus Chriﬅ, the Go Reaſonableneſs and Equity of what the YVork call
ſpel hath had its force and Eﬀect in you. But eth to; partly from the Exerciſes- and Wakenings
where Folks ﬅand out in their Rebellion, it hath of others touched about them 5 partly, from ſome
not its proper Fruit : AndO, how few are wrought ſpecial Eﬃcacy and Power uſually accompanying
upon kindly! How few are made ſubject! How the YVord at its Entry, while the Aſſections ofboth
many are yet ſerving their Luﬅs and Pleaſures, and Speakers and Hearers are moﬅ warm : Which things,
yielding themſelves to Sin which they were born being ſomewhat new to many, and not being ac
Slaves to, Sin and Satan keeping ﬅill their old Do quainted formerly with- the like, breed ſome ﬅirr
minion in them, and they their old Subordination ing and Motion amongﬅ People; which tho' it he
to them! Ohſ 5. The Goſpel conquereth more but Common, yet ſomcway diſpoſeth for the
or leſs where ever it cometh, that being its Errand more ſerious and ſingle uſe making oſ the Word,
to conquer; when Chriﬅ is mounted, he is go

even as Miracles, tho' not ſaving Gifts ot them

ing to conqucr, if it were but to take one Fort ſelves, yet thus contrihutctl for making the Ge
or one Soul from Satan; when he Lights his ſpel to be received at tirﬅamong the People: And
Candle, it is for ſome loﬅ Groat, and it will ac Experience teacheth, that when the Goſpel ( to
compliſh that for which he ſent it, lﬁ. lv. 6. ſpeak ſo) bccometh more habituztl to Folks, theſe
Taking this conqueﬅ and ﬂouriſhing Eﬅate of the Motions are more rare, and the Diſpoſition to proﬁt,
Goſpel to relate to the ﬁrﬅ times thereof when it leſs.
Rmſim 2. W H r: N the Goſpcl cometh among a
came into the World, Ohſ That moﬅ frequently
the Goſpel at its ﬁrﬅ coming amongﬅ a People People, it readily ﬁndeth them in ſome groſs temper of
prevaileth moﬅ, and hath more ſenſible ſucceſs and Ignorance, Profanity, or the like, &it. and therefore
conqueﬅ, then at any other time. So wasit when when or where the geneml truths of the Goſpel are be
it came ﬁrﬅ to the World, its victories were ſwift lieved,thcre isa more ready way to convince,& threat
and ſpeedy; encreaſing more for a few Years at en, and a greater facility to take with Convictions, 8:
at that time, than afterwards in many Genemti to tremble at threatnings, when the natural Conſci
ons. And ſo it is when the Goſp'cl, after Anti encc can neither ſay againﬅ the truth it ſelf, or the
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Chap. 62

But again, where the to make them give up themſelves in Profeﬃon to

Goſpel hath been for aTimc, Men are ſo puft Chriﬅ with much ſeeming Zeal, Verﬅ 15. yet after

up with the Name of Chriﬅinnity ( like Lqorlizm, ward, theſe ſame Galdtr'mrr being Chriﬅians, took
with formality for removing of worſe Pauſ's Freedom, Vtrſh 16. and were not ſo
Challenges for groſlſier
Evils, or with Preſumption
ezſi'y, even by him, brought over a Fault in Chriﬅi
in milapplying the Promiſes) that it is not ſo eaſie anity, to be ﬁngly Chriﬅians as they were
to alarm them with their Hazard.
at ﬁrﬅ to be Chriﬅians. This being ordi
Rmſh'z 3. Go n's Intention and Purpoſe in nary
where the VV ( rl cometh,. and betſer-ding of the Goſpel to a People or Place, is to tereth not Folks Condition; the longer they live
conquer: And his Way of conqueiing. is, to catch under it, the greater V\ ill be their Incapacity oſgettingu
(as it were ) whole Draughts by his Net at once good b it, Iſa. lv.
( as vxc may ſet: by the many Thouſands, ſlct!
Rzaſi'n 5; W H r c H followeth upon this God's
ii. 3, and 4. that are gained by one Preaching) giving up a People Judicially, that they who have
and therefore as' he never ſends the Goſptl, but loved Dnrkneſs rather than Light, tho' lightcame
'Miiﬁc he hath ſome to gather, ( ſo to ſpeak ) he into the World, ſhould be given up (as it is, Iſa.
keepeth-the Title, and ſcndeth where, and at-ſuch vi. ) 77: ſie and 'rot perceive', la lazar and not ta
V/hich is, to have Means and not to
Time as he hath many together, having, as it were, proﬁt
by them,
or, (as it is, Iſrſiz. xxix. 10. ) to.
ﬁtted and tryﬅed them ſor th'atſicnd. As-we may unr/nﬅand:
or, arc ſatisﬁed

ſee ſrotn JJat/b. ix'. 37, 38; the Fields are ﬁrﬅ ripen be mﬅ into asleep Sleep, ſh tlmt all Viſion: became
ed, then Lztbourers- are ſent' to the Hnrveﬅ. Every a: (I/ZIZ/[d Beat unto them. This cauſe hath diverst
Time is not Harveﬅ-time, and thereſore not a ﬅeps, in ſome leſs and in ſome more, according as

ripening Time; but when he hath ripeued a King

they continue to Thwart with thc Light of God

dcm, Town, or Pttriſh, then, and not till then, and to Impriſon it in Unrighteouſneſs,. Ram. i. 18..

ordinarily thruﬅs he out his Labour-ers, who ſpeedi
l cut down the ripened Grain: But AS-[hﬂ Horveﬅx
cibth not always continue, ſo neither doth this
Ripening ;< for a Miniﬅers Succeſs, is not always
according to his Pains, but according to the Ripneſs
of the Field he labours in; and therefore he may,
when the Harveﬅ is paﬅ, be at more Pains in the
gleaning of a reaped Field, than at ﬁrﬅ to gather
whole Shaves,

Hearers had need toadvert what uſe they make of

this Goſpel: Many ſad Prooſs- of this Truths are.
amongﬅ them: Young ones and beginners had.
need to be watchful

if they thrive not at their.

Entry by this YVoi-d, before the Scroof grow over.
their Hearts it is a Hundred to one ( as may be ſeen:

in Experience) iſ ever it do them good.- Miniﬅers at their Entry to a Place, and the People with,.
whom they enter, had need to be buſiie, every.

Rmſhn 4. B E c A U s 5 then ordinaily People are 'Time in the Year will not beHarveﬅ-time to them.z
in more Capacity to proﬁt by the Goſpel, at leaﬅ,
7þ. FROM the order that the Lord keepeth
inw a leſs incapacity,. than when without Fruit they when Judgments and ſad Diſpenſations are com- have lived for a time nnder it : For, when it edi ing, you may ſee tho' there be three ſad, for one
heth them not, through their Corruption they comfortable, yet he beginneth with the corn
grow more hard and cold, more ſecure and Pre ſortable oﬀer of his Grace. Hence Obſerve', That.
ſumptuous in reſpect of themſelves, more prejudg in God's Order the oﬀer of Grace cometh ﬁrﬅ,.
ed in reference to the W'ord and the Carriers of he is content to do Folks-good, if. they do not re
it, and can abide Freedom leſs Patiently than be ject it : The WVhite-Horſe goeth. before the Red or
ſore, as we may ſee by the Church's of Galatia, an other. This is his Wa to Sinners, I'Y'ﬅ, Too'
who at ﬁrﬅ, received Paulvas an Angel of God, oﬀer Peace before War:
hich is his Practice to.
Chap. iv. 14. and ſo far he prevailed with them as you, and ſo it is now the time of. your Viſitation. .

L E CZT U" R E

Ill.

Verſe 3. Ami- when he- bad opens/i the ﬅromi Soal, I heard the ſhrrma' Beaﬅ ay, Came, and ﬅ'. .,
4. And there went out (mal/m- h'orﬅ that was red: And power war given to in: tbctſht thereon, to .
tate

ﬀ'
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mit pmctſrm 'the Earth-and that tbeyſhm/d kill me arm/m' : And there was given mue him a great 'Sword
_

O r. L o w 1: T H now the opening of the which agreeth with his plain Word; by which
ſecondvSeal, which hath the ſame Type, vWord alſo we may be helped to underﬅand what
.
to wit, an Horſe and a Rider, as the for taking Peace from the Earth is, to wit, Confuſi
mer, but very, divers in reſpect of ons and Troubles that come on the Church after the
the other particularsyas by comparing them is Mam'ieﬅation of the Goſpel.
T 'I a meaning then of this Typc, as a Prophe

clear.
T H AT this and the two following do

hold ſie, in ſhort, is, to foretel that that Church which

forth ſad Difpenſations, will be mſily granted by ſhould at ﬁrﬅ ſhine by the ſpreading Light of the
theſe who conſider the Defcriptions of them. The Goſpel, and ſhould be captivatcd unto Jeſus Chriﬅ
main Thing to clear then, is,
t. Whether theſe by his triumphing in his Ordinances throughout the

hard Things do principally point at Judgmenrs NVorld, that Church
en the World, for deſpiſing of the oﬀer of Grace by Perfecuters. and
made under the former Seal; or, 2. Perſecution Diſpcnſation ſhould
ﬅirred and moved by the World againﬅ the Pro queﬅ of the Goſpel,
ſeſibrs of Chriﬅ ; or, 3. God's Judgments on Per
ſecuters; Theſe three in their Cauſes and in the
Events, are ſo linked together, that one'of them
is not long without the other, and it is no great

ſhould be ſuddenly ſet upon
a Bloody and a Terrible-like
immediately follow the con
ſo that in no part of the \Vorld

the Profeſibrs thereof ſhould have eternal Peace;

but being hated of all Men, ſhould be betrayed, kill
ed, maﬅacred, and cruelly and univerſally put.to
Death, in ſo far that the former Diſpenſations to

Inconſiﬅence to take in all. The World defpil'eth the Church ſhould ſeem quite to be altered in their
Grace, God plaguctlr it ſor that; the Heathens outward Face, and ſhe changed from her former
blame the Chriﬅians for thoſe Evils, being ﬅirred up \Vhitenefs to a Bloody-Colour, in reſpect of her
by the Devil againﬅ them, as the only Troublers many Suﬀcrings.
of the World and contemncrs of their Gods, which
T H 2 Preparation here to this Type, is the ſame
putteth them to Perſecute, and then the Lord letteth as under the former, to wit, a Voice, laying, Came,
looſe all ſorts of Judgments on them, as was hint andﬅe: VVhereby, all are again and again ﬅirred up
by all the Miniﬅrrs of Chriﬅ, whatever be their
.ed beſore.

YET more eſpecially,conſidering the Scope ( which (Lraliﬁcationn to conſider the opened Soals.

On

is to ſhew the Condition of the Church) and the ]y it diﬅereth in theſe two, t. That this is the ſe
- Arguments which are in the Text we think, it cond Beaﬅ formerly deſcribed, C/mp. iv. 7. 2. Thn
eſpecially ſetteth out the Suﬀerings ofthe Church: tho' heſpeaketh the ſame Thing, yet doth he it

For,

t. It is the ſame Type in all with the for nin a diﬀerent Manner, as a Calf or Ox drﬀcreth in

ſi mer, to wit, a Horſe, diﬀering only in accident-als, their Sound from a Lion. The Rmfon why the
as,'Colour,{Fr. It is moﬅ like then that the. ſet ſecond Beaﬅ ſo qnaliﬁedv as a Calf, is made uſe of

forth the ſame Thing. and belong to the ſame tib to invite to come and ſee the Events of this Seal,
iect, to wit, the Church, but as ſhe is diverﬂy aſ is, becauſe, that Beaﬅ, being moﬅ Famous for
ſſfected,
according to the diverſe Deſcription of Cir
Patient enduring and hard labouring, ſuiceth beﬅ
cumﬅances. 2 The ﬁfth Seal cleareth this; for, with ſuch a ſuﬀering Condition of the Church and
ſo ſad News as were .to be revcaledſſby this Type;
they ſuﬀer here, who cry for vengeance there, But
that is the Church, who are ſupponed by that and alſo, becauſe it repreſenteth beſt the (Lialiſicati

crying to have been long under suﬀering beſore that, ons of a Miniﬅry ﬁt for ſuch a Diſpcnſation, and ſo
which can be no other but the Suil'erings holden out alſo fetteth forth God's Wiſdom 'moﬅ, in ﬁtting
by theſe Seals. 3. It agrceth beﬅ with that con Man for, and tryﬅing them with, ſuch a ſad Condition
temporary Propheſie, Chap. xii. where this Bloodi of his Church. It is therefore to good Purpofe ob
neſs is ſet out by the red Dragons waiting to devour ſerved at the opening of each seal, whether it be the
the Man-Child new brought forth. 4. The Event, Firﬅ, Second or Third Bcaﬅ that calleth 5 for, they
and Chriﬁ's Prediction, rid/at. x. 34, 35. and Luke arenot rankcd by Gueſs, but purpoﬂy, to Point
xii, 51, (55. that he came no't-to ſend Pwce but a out a Suitableneſs and Conformity'betwcen ſuch an
Sword, and to kindle 'a Fire already almoﬅ begun, Event or Condition of the Church, and the Per
conﬁrm it : And we cannot more warrantably ex ſons made uſe of in Rcſerence thereunto, accord
in; as they are repreſented by the ſiſaids Bcaﬅs; and

pound theſe ſad Things which follow and accomp
k £any the Goſpel of any particularEvent, than of that as

this

Expoſition agreeth with the
T 't 2.

Scope
of
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of the Prophecy, ſo with the Type, and with the culiar Priviledge to Philadelphia to have been ex
Word of Explicarion that is added.
empted from it; ſo Chap. vii. t. Chap. xii.>9.
I. IT agreeth with the Type; For it is ſaid, Chap. xiii. 14. Chap. xiv. 16, &Ft. where the Ex
There 'went out another Hot/e that tun: red ; and there poſition of the ſeveral Places will make this clear.
'wot given unto his Rider o Sword, &c. This red For, as ſometimes the Church is diﬅinguiſhed front
Horſe, ſigniſieth a bloody Diſpenſation: For which the World, and in that reſpect called flewen;
Cauſe, the Dragon, (Chop. xii. ) in the Prophecy So ſometimes the Church Militant is diﬅinguiſhed
contemporary to this, is called red: And the Beaﬅ from that which is Triumphant in Heaven, and
that was drunk with the Blood of the Saints, is de in that reſpect it is called the Earth ;- and that
ſcribed as Scarlet-coloured, for that ſame Cauſe, to is eſpecially, when its Trials or Suﬀerings are
' wit, their bloody Eﬀects upon the Church. The ſpoken of, which reach only to that Part which is
S-wrrd alſo which was given, importeth Perſecution, on Earth.
2. W e anſwer, That by Earth is underﬅood
as Mart/1. x. 34. Luke xii. 49. I tame not to ﬅnd
Peace,
but
a
Sword.
Alſo
Ram.
viii.
35.
lI/ho'
ſhall
the
viſible Church here Militant: Which is ſo cal
ſeparate us from the Low of God? Shall qſirihulution,
led, 1. Becauſe it ſeemeth this Prophecy relateth to
or Pe'iﬅſlllii'f, or Sword? &e. The meaning then that of Chriﬅs, _Matth. x. 34. and therefore is ex
of this Type, we clearly take to be the ſame Pcrſe preſied
in the Peace
ſame Words.
2. By
Perfecti
tion of almoﬅ
the Church,
may be ſaid
to be
taken
cution ſgniﬁed by the red Dragon, Chap. xii. which
Perſecution immediately followed and waited upon the from the Earth, becauſe by it all the Earth is ſo put
Church ﬁouriſhing by the Goſpel, which was typi through other, it having ſo many Troubles, Divi
ſied by the Woman, cloathed with the Sun, &it. ſions, Treachcries, and T umults, &ſo. going' alono'ſt
evenas this doth follow upon the conqueﬅ of the with it. 3. Becauſe it pointeth here at the outwfrd
white Horſe. The Word of Explication alſo which and earthly Peace which by Perſecution could only
is added, doth conﬁrm this; it is ſaid, Power 'was be taken from them, and that it reacheth not to

given him to tore Peace from the Earth. &Vherein man' their ſpiritual and eternal Peace, according to
we have, 1. His E'rrand, to wit, to take Peorefrom Chriﬅ's Word, John xvi. laﬅ Verſe, In the Whrld
the Earth, and put all in Confuſion. 2. The Mean ye ſhall hot-e Fli-ihulation, but in 'ne ye ſhall have
or Weapon ſuitable to that End, to wit, aSword, Peace. 4. The Church may be called the Earth'
ſigniſying the marring of that Peace by Perſecution. here, becauſe it is uſual to the Prophets, (whoſe
3, It is marked in both, that, that Power, and that Expreſſlons John often followeth) to ſet out the
great Sword was gie-en him, to ſigniﬁe God's Sove Church and her Troubles under that Name, becauſe'
raignty over Perſecuters, and his abſolute ordering of ſhe is the moﬅ excellent Part of all the World,
Perſecutions, even the moﬅ cruel ( which is ſigniﬁed Therefore do they account it ſad to all the Earth,
by a great Sword) and moﬅ confuſed, which is ſig which is ſad to her, 55' contra. See
xxiv. r,
niﬁed by killing one another. Yet in all, the Com 4, 5, 6, &Ft. where et the Church is underﬅood,
miſſion is particularly given by God: None can as appeareth from ere 5. and therefore the for
move it till he give Power ; yea, all the Weapons mer Expoſition doth agree well with this Ex
are furniſhed by him; which is a great Proof of his Eteﬃon. We take it then for granted, that this
Soveraignty, and contributeth much to the comfort
xpoſition agrecth well with the Scope, which is
to ſhew the Churches Condition immediately after
ing of God's People under ſuch Trials.
T H s n r: is one Objection againﬅ this Expoſition the Goſpel came into the World, and her Suﬀer
neceﬁarily to be removed for clearing this and other ings then, that it agreeth well alſo with the De
Paſſages of this Prophecy: That is, (ſay ſome) ſcription of the Horſe in his Colour, Rider, Com
This Commiſſion is expreſs to take Peace from the miſſion and Weapons. We are therefore, 3. To
Earth; But, through this Prophecy, thc Church conſider how it doth agree unto the Event, which
is ordinarily underﬅood by Heaven, and theſe that in every Thing we will ﬁnd anſwerable; None
that know any Thing, but know how ſoon Per
are without, by the Earth.
F on anſwer, We ſay, 1\ It is true, by the ſecution, ( eſpecially, killing with the Sword) fol
Earth, often is underﬅood the unconverted World: lowed aſter the Goſpel. The Scripture mentionyet it is not always ſo,.,even. in-.this Prophecy,. eth it of Step/len, Acts vii. of James, Acts xii.
as is clear by. theſe Places, Chop.iii. to. The Men The Hiﬅory of the Acts, Pozd's frequent reckon
on the Earth which are to be tried, are Memn' ing of Perſecutions, ( and particularly by the Sword )
bers of the Church; otherw'ſe it had been no pe Ram. viii. 35, &ſo. LCor. i. 4.. zCor. iv. and
Chap.

i
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Chop. xii. zTr'm. iii. to, He. and the former Epiﬅles hath them who are patient like Calves, when he cal
to the Churches o'f ziſid, make it evident. This leth for ſuﬀering. Ohſ 3. That ﬁtneſs for patient
alſo is in general made out by the ten ſeveral Per ſuﬀering, is a Gift ncceſiary and proﬁtable for the
ſecutions ( which are for their Cruelty, and Uni Ediﬁcation of the Church, and a (Lialiﬁcation be
verſality, Famous ( if we may ſpeak ſo ) in all Church coming a Miniﬅer of the Goſpcl, no leſs than the
Hiﬅory) beſide what particular Murthers were com former Boldneſs, and hath W'ork and Uſe in the
mitted in ſeveral Places at all Times; So that the Church, as well as the former hath; though it be
Event anſwereth well both to the Type, and to the not alway ſo ſhining, yet is it not to be deſpiſed by

Expoﬁtion of it.

i

.

any.

Ohſ: 4.. That our Lord Jeſus Chriﬅ titneth

Mo a a particularly, we think this Part of the and tryﬅeth Miniﬅers Qgaliﬁcations according to the
Prophecy looketh eſpecialy unto the ﬁrﬅ two Perfe Task which he hath to do with them, whether it be

cutions, to wit, the' ﬁrﬅ raiſed by Nero, which be
gan near or about the Year 66. of our Lord.
The ſecond followed ( with ſome interval) under
Domitian, whoſe Perſecution began, zlmo 97.
Theſe were the ﬁrﬅ, who by publick Edicts ﬅir-*
red up the Heathens and all the Enemies oſ the
Chriﬅians againﬅ them, to kill, murther, and tor
ture at their Pleaſure. By theſe Perſecutions, ſuﬀered
almoﬅ all the Apoﬅles, as the Hiﬅory of the Church
cleareth, and many other ﬁtmous , Champions of
Chriﬅ: And it came to that hight, that Chriﬅi
ans were accounted all the Day long or Sheep for
the slaughter, Rom. viii. 36. and could have no
certain Dwelling-place in the World, though it was
not worth

of them.

for doing or ſuﬀering, he hath them accordingly
qualiﬁed. 1. He ſendeth out, as it were Lions, be
cauſe then he is to triumph Over Diﬃculties; then
come, as it were, Calves after them, becauſe their

great Work, is not ſo much to gain new Ground,
as to maintain what the former have gained, and ( as
it were, Calves ) to endure ſuﬀering;

yet both Sorts

are employed for one End, to preach one Goſpcl, ſor

the Ediﬁcation of the Church; 5. More particular- '
ly from that which is holden forth in the Type, be
ing compared with the former Seal, we may Oh/ZFM,
That a ﬂouriſhing Goſpel in the World, or in a
Land, is not long without a perſecuting Sword on
the back of it; Or, ordinarily there is a certain Con

\Ve_apply it eſpecially to nexion betwixt a conquering Goſpcl, and ſad Trials

theſe two rﬅ Perfecutions: Becauſe, I. It agreeth upon the Profeﬂbrs thereof, Luke xii. 49, 50, 51.
beﬅ with the Order of Time formerly laid down,
to wit, that the ſecond Sea] is next immediately unto
the ﬁrﬅ. 2. Becauſe the Nature of theſe Perfect:
tions, and the Eﬀccts of them, which were in a
bloody, cruel and open manner driven on by theſe

I tame to ﬅnd Fire on- the Earth, and what will I, \
it be already'hitzdled? &e.- Scripture and Experience *
do abundantly conﬁrm this.
W E may only ask, How it cometh, that'Per/Eou- *
tion followeth ſo at the flee/s of the Goſbel, and what

two Beaﬅs, (one of whom, Paul calleth the Lion,

ſhrt of Co'moxion this may he? dog/w. We will ﬁnd >

zſi'm. iv. 17. ) do ſuit beﬅ with the Type former

a threefold connexion between theſe.
T H 5 ﬁrﬅ, is meritorious, procured by the'
Petſecutions in their Nature are deſcribed here, as Churches walking umvorthy of the Goſpel; For, they were blood'y : In which Reſpect, we will ﬁnd many deſpife and reject it; others walk unworthy'
killing with the Sword again to be mentioned, l/ezſe of it; the moﬅ Part ſit down under a formal and
8. under the fourth Heal.
lukewarm Profeﬃon: And ſo, by not welcoming
T H 1 s being the Expoſition of this Type, as it is kindly the white Horſe, they do procure this red
Prophetical, wc ſhall now lay down ſome general Doc Horſe to be ſent out upon them for puniſhing their
trines which may be drawn from what is ſaid, and fur Hypocrify.- This is given for a Cauſe of theſe ﬁrﬅ
ther comﬁ'rm it. 1. From renewing this Exhorta Perfecutions by ſome of the bleﬂed Martyrs, parti- 'i
tion, Come, and/Ye. Olſſrr-ve, That every Paſiage culurly by Cyprian, who laying out the Cauſes of'
revealed by God, for the good of his Church, ſhould the Perſecution, doth name Worldlineſs, Emulationsr
betaken Noticeof by them. 2. That it is the ſecond Diviſions, &it. as Sins amongﬅ Chriﬅiana juﬅly'
Btaﬅ which is now made uſe of when the Church is provoking God ſo to exerciſe them, accounting that
ſuﬀering; Ohſi. That our Lord Jefus hath Miniﬅers a Chaﬅiſement as from God, which was Perſecution;
ﬁtted for ſufi'ering,as well as for action : he hath them as from Men. See Hymen in his fourth Epiﬅle of
who are like Lions to ſpread the Goſpel; And there his ſourth Book, (which is the 8. Epiﬅle, page
ly expounded, though proportionally the following

fore the ﬁrﬅ Preachers or Reformers in a Land, are

15. Edt't. Pamelii, and lrequently, See Etz/eh. liþ.

_
cmincntly furniſhed ordinarily with Boldneſs and Zeal, 8. cap. X.
daringly to undertake ſuch a diﬃc-ultTask. Again, he T-HE ſecond connexion, is ﬁnal, in reſpect of
God's
l
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god's
Purpoſe,
whoofbygood
theſe Ends,
Perſeeutions
theibringing
about
as, to intendeth
make his Greatneſs, Dominion, and Power-of Kings: XVhich
was conﬁrmed by theſe Things. I. Miniﬅers. Free
Truth more manifeﬅ, to diſcover the Rottenneſs of dom in reproving the Faults of all, and their not
ſome Profeſl'ors, to evidence the Honeﬅy or others. ſparing nor ﬂattering of any, often occaſioned the
Many will rejoyce for a Time under the Proſeﬃon Enmity of great tMen, who thought that dero
of the 'Goſpel, who, when Perſecution cometh ( like gatory to their Honour, and unbecoming Inſeri
the Seed ſown in ſtony Ground, zVqIt/z. xiii. ) by ors: Therefore, to ſuppreſs that, often the moﬅ
and by will ﬅumble; Therefore the Lord in his faithful Men were perſecuted, as vrc ſee in that
'Wiſdom letteth a Sword pierce through many of his 'Inﬅance of Herod, in 7o/m the Baptiﬅ, .l1uttlt. xiv.
i'noﬅ precious Servants, that tlv Wrought: gſrna/ry 2. This Suſpicicn was conﬁrmed -by the multiply
Heart: may be revert/ed; which Rtaiou is given, 'ing of Chriſlians, and the miﬅake of the Nature
of Chrﬅ's Kingdom, as,if his Kingdom .had been
Luke ii. 34, 35.
T H r; third Connexion may be CJllCd occaſional inconſiﬅent with theirs: Therefore, fearing leﬅ
that is, when the Light of the Goſpel with Power 'the multiplying of Chriﬅians ſhould have tended to
cometh into the World, (where Sin hath had the the ſetting up of Chriﬅ's Power, and. the over
Dominion, and by it Mens corruptions begin to be tuming of theirs, the endeavoured to bear them
Teﬅrained, and their Liberty in ſinning marred ) Cor down. This made omitia't in a ſpecial Manner
ruption and Malice in Men take Occaſion thereby to to Search ſor, and put to Death, all the natural,
Rage, as being the more provoked: And there Kindred of our Lord Jeſus, leﬅ any of them in
fore leaveth no Mean uneﬂayed to have that Goſpel the abounding of Chriﬅians, ſhould have pleaded
out of the World, which diﬅurbeth their ﬁnful Title to his Kingdom.
3. The many Slanders
Peace. This doth not properly ﬂow from the that were vented againﬅ Chriﬅians, eſpecially by
Goſpel, but from the Devil's Malice, and Mens Magiriam, [do/arrows Prieﬅr, Jews, Apoﬅate Chri
Corruptions, which are imbittered thereby, and now ﬅium, and ſuch like, who crying out on them as

rageth to be diﬅurbed in that Dominion and_Poſ_leſſt
._on, which ſor a long Time 'he hath poſleﬂed like a
ſtrong Man keeping all in Peace within his Bounds,
till this ﬅronger come to caﬅ him out; This maketh
many, who lived quietly before Light came amongﬅ
them, to appear quite anotherThing.
'
M o it' r: particularly, we will ﬁnd theſe Pri
mitiue Perſecuticns to have been raiſed u n

-theſc occaſions, which went along with the

Enemies to Mankind, and guilty of the vileﬅ Sins,
as of Adultery, Inceﬅ, Drunkenneſs, &it. at their
Meetings, and ſo to be the Cauſes of all the
Plagucs that came upon the XVorld: Which Ca,
*lumnies,
are fully refuted by Juﬅin Martyr, 'Dr
tul/rſian, and Qizþria'z in their Apologies. Where
in theſe two Things are aſierted, I. That Chri

ﬅians uere innocent of theſe Scandtils.

2. That

oſ it was not the Goſpel, but the W'orlds rejecting

ol the Goſpel, that brought theſe Judgments on'.
l*el.r. T H 1: Goſpel drew Men from the o'ld Hea '3. That this Occaſion roſe from Chriﬅians Strict
- ﬂieniſh way eſterving Idols, and by Force of Rea neſs, who would not Flatter their Emperors by
ſon did evidence the Nothingneſs of ldolatry,.and warſhipping oſ them, aud calling them gods, as
'vanity of that Worſhip 'which was uſed by theſe others did. 4. No:hing more was miﬅaken than
Emperors, and almoﬅ all the World. *Upon this Church-men in their exerciſing of Diſcipline, and
Satan took Occaſion to charge 'Chriﬅians with singu ceuſuring of others without Depcndence on Civil
larit *. in taking up a'Religion of their own; and Power, eſpecially when they exceeded in a
wit Pſide, in counting
than their Particular, as that Law of Eva/Via, ordainihg
Prtdeceﬂ'octrs;
and to bethemſelves
inſuﬀerable,wiſer
as untractable
that no Accuſation of a Lay-man, or Laick, a
Men, who would not follow the reﬅ of the World, gainﬅ a Paſlor, ſhould be admitted. This is re
nati, not their own Emperors, nor Predeceﬂors in corded to have provoked Tny'an to perſecute all the
_
the Matter of their Religion, but took them to a Chriﬅians.
3. T'H r: Failings and Practices of ſome Chri
new Way of their own: All which was exceed
ingly hightned by the Devil, to make Chriﬅians and ﬅians, and their unwarratttable Carriage, made Chri
ﬅians odious in the World; eſpecially theſe, r. The
Chriﬅiaeity odious. This Prerext is frequent.
'2. A ſecond was, The Devil ﬅriving, to make many Diﬀerertces and Diviſions that were amongﬅ
Chtiﬅianity ſuſpected unto the great Men of the themſelvts, and the many Sects contrary to Truth,zm l
World, as inconſiﬅent with Civil Authority, and one to anothenrliat ſprung up with tlieGoſþcl,andthe
tending to, the eclipﬁng and diminiſhing of temporal
great

"T"
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great Bittemeſs wherewith theſe Differences were and a Bridle, and the Sword he carrieth is limited, it
followed. 2. Outbreakings of Profeﬂ'ors in any groſs cannot hurt a Hair of the Head of any but as it is
Sin, made all others to be ſo accounted ;' yea, Prac comm' ionated, ill/lit. xo'. He [vain aſyottr head are
titeso'f the Saturrn'am', Nitalrirtam, and other groſs all numþrzd. Perſecution cometh not without a
Hereticks, though diſclaimed by true Chriﬅians, yet particular Commiſſion, more than one is convert
were imputed to them. 3. Unfnithfulneſs in ſome ed without the Influenceoſ his Spirit; he that
few of them, in Reference to their Truﬅ, provoked guideth the one, guideth the other; and our Lord
Perſecution againﬅ all. It is particularly recorded that' Jeſus reigneth now, as before. 7. The Reﬅraint'
Philip (who was the ﬁrﬅ Chriﬅian Emperor )*his mentioned here, to take'Peace from the Earth,
filling of the Emperor Gardiarru: ( by which Deed' ſheweth, that no Pe'rſecution can mar ſpiritual and'
he came to the Empire) did not only ﬅir up Dm'ur eternal Peace, they rcachbut the outward Condition,
sſterward to ki'l him, but alſo to riſe a moﬅ hard as, to hurtthe Name, to plunder the Goods, and'

Pcrſccullon againﬅ all Chriﬅians, as become odious to kill the Body; but can reach no further. 7011,
hvſſObſi
that Fact.
6. T H F. Perſecutions of the Church of' xiv. 27. Chriﬅ's Peace is given, no: as the World"
giveth'it, uncertainly, but ſurely:

l/VhiCh ſhould'

God are particularly ordered as well as the preaching make us eﬅeem the more of it. 8. An earthly
of the Goſpel, and" the thriving and ﬂouriſhing of Condition or Peace, is never ſettled; any Trouble'
the Church. Thia- Horſe hath a R-ider, that hath may quickly diﬅrub that. 9.- The VVorld-is muchv
his Armor and avſword given to him, and it is told in God*s Reverence for their outward Peace: At
what he ſhall' do, he ſhall take Peace from the one-Word he can take Peace from the Earth, and
Earth no ſo far and no further ; yea there isa more turn Order into Confuſion, and imbitter the Spi
Wrculai Commiſſlonating oF this nor the former; rits of moﬅ familiar Fn'ends, and near Relations

to point out that there is a particular Hand guid
ing the Suﬀerings of the -. Church and People. of
God. See it in Job, how in all the Commiſlions
Sitan getteth, he is ﬅraitly bounded and limited.

one againﬅ another.

Did not he prevent it, our

Life would be ſoon miſerable.

It is he that we

ſhould depend on and'acknowledge, even in out-'
ward things:

For,

when

he-giveth Qiietneſs,

llf the World rage at Chriﬅ and his Followers, and who then can make Trouble? ancl when he hid
perſtcuzc, yet that Horſe is not without a Rider, eth 'himſelf who can behold him? Job. xxxiv. 29.- -

LEoTuRE lV.
Verſe 5._ I/rd when lze'bmiapched the third SMI, [beard the 'bird Bat/I ſay, Come, and ſie.

And I be.

Ez'IJ, and Io, a black Horſe, and be tbatſiu on bin; bad apairﬀ Bel/ame: m bis band.
Iſhy, amerzſizre ry" IV/aeat ﬁr a Parry, am] three' 'l
6. And I beard a I/Ezice. in the mid/I a [be _'ﬂmr Bag/I:
mſizrer afBarleyﬂra Parry, ﬂ/ldﬅZ-I u Izm't'not the O) and the Iſ/imz.

H't-z s i: Verſes continue the Hiﬅory of the Goſpel, even as the former two' called reſpective] "
opening of the Soals, or rather the Pro for Boldneſs and Patience as meet ſor them. 3. cﬄ
'

pheſ revcaled by them. The third Seal
hol eth forth a ſad Condition of the
Church, in ſome things agreeing with the former
Type, and Preparation thereunto; but, in many
Circumﬅances, diﬀering. As ﬁrﬅ, the Voice that

calleth Cctﬂttﬁ'zd/Z't, is the Voice of the third Beaﬅ;
which '( Chap. iv. and 7. ) bad t/M fact aſſiſt-lar; :
Whereby isſigniﬁed, 1. Prudence and Reaſon in the

holdeth forth that the Church under this Diſpenſaw '
tion ſhould be well furniſhed with Miniﬅers accordv

ingly qualiﬁed, as ſuitable to ſuch a Deſpenſation.
2. T-H s Colour of this Horſe diﬀereth from"
thevformer: This is black, the former was red. 3. '
The W'capons oſthe Rider diﬀer. As alſo,*4." The, '
word'added for Explanation, diﬀereth, as we will
ſce more particularly inthe opening ofthem.
_T H A 'r this Type may be underﬅood, it will"
be neceſlary to inſiﬅ'a little both in the Explication
and Application, of it. At the ﬁrﬅ Vicw, it ſeem

llliniﬅers of the Goſpel, as we ſhid there. 2. It
ﬁdnlﬁcth ſuch a Condition of the Church to be ty
lliiied b this Type, as ſhould have need of Pru
dcnce, Leaſon, and Wiſdom in th' Miniﬅers of the eth 'tohold forth ſome terrible Famine byv all the" '
Circunh
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Circumﬅances of it, More particularly, this Horſe
is ſaid to be ble/th: Which, in general, holdeth
forth a ſad Strait. Zah. (Chap. xxx. 30. )giv
eth it as one of the 'ymptomes of his lamentable
Condition. And ſo Zech. vi. 2. the Hath l-Þrſiſ:
do repreſent a ſad Diſpenſation coming. _Moﬅ ordi

taking agreater Meaſure) as was meet to entertain

turneth the moﬅ beautiful Colour to Black-neſs, as

Life 5 yet all ſhould not be deﬅroyed, but a Reſcr- '

them.

The Limitation added, is, See that thou hurt

not the Oil and the Wind, Win: and Oi/ are more
for chearing and refreſhing Men, PſhI. civ. 15.
The Scope, is, to ſhew ( according to the Letter )
th'at though there was much Hardſhip to befal the
narily it ſetteth forth the Plague of Famine, which Church in things that neceſlarily pert-tain to their

from Lam. iv. 8. and v. 10. is clear. '2. The vation ſhould be of the beﬅ things, uſeful for their
pair of Balanm in the Hand of the Rider, import _a Refreſhment.
Strait, wherein Men ſhould not have Meat at their

'I' H I s Type then holdeth forth a hard Conditi

Pleaſure, but weighted and meaſuredout to them: on the Church ſhould be under, and a ſad Diſpen
Which ordinarily is uſed to ſet forth Famine, Ezlh. ſation (he ſhould meet with, which, though mode
iv. 16. Leo. xxvi. 26. Famine is threatned under rated in a more order-ly way than the former, yet
'theſe Words, yeſhai'l eat your Bread by weight, &Ft. ſhould exceedingly mar the Beauty of the Church,
IN Sum, This Type importeth theſe three, 1.. and bring her low, ſo that ſhe who before was white
A great scarcity and Reﬅraint. 2.. No: an utter and lively, and afterward red and wounded, ſhould
Want. 3. A ſort of Juﬅice or Equity in the Man now, ( as it were ) drawing near expiring, fainting
mging of this l/Vant, or accompanying this Strait, and ſwooning, as one who had ſhed much Blood,
wherein it diﬀereth from the great Confuſion and turn black and pale, which, in general, holdeth forth
Violence without any ſhew of Juﬅice, as was un a growing Strait'of the Church, drawing nearer unto
der the former. 3. The word of Explication ad Death than the former.
T H A T we may conſider the Meaning of this
ded, 'ver/t 6. hath two things to be conſidered in it,
1.. VVhcnce this Voice came: It is ſaid to he trom Type, more particularly, we would lay down theſe
the midﬅ of theſour Bezylr, that is, from God, or Concluſions touching it. 1. We conceive it doth
from the Lamb, as he tsplaced, Chap. v. 6. to not hold forth an abounding or reigning of Juﬅice in

ſhew Chriﬅ's particular ordering of this moſt fad the World limply z for, that is of it ſelf no Plague,
Diſpenſation in theObject and Extent of it: And but a great Good, and ſo doth not agree with the
therefore he is to be conſidered, not as the Rider, Scope, which is to ſet forth the Trials of the
but as he who giveth Orders unto him. 2.
he Church, though we think itmay point at a ſort of
Words uttered, are to be conſidered: In' which ſeeming Juﬅice in the way, and Perſons of theſe
there are, I. A Proclamation, and 2. A Limitau

who ſhould be inﬅrumental in theſe Aﬃictions; in

- on: The Proclamation, is, A Meqſizngf lf'heat which Reſpect, this Rider diﬀereth from the former,
for a Parry, and three A/jzzzﬂzres q/Barlctyﬃr a Pe as is ſaid. 2. Neither can it only literally be un

ny: Wheat and Barley are the two Grains moﬅ derﬅood of bodily Famine, but ﬁguratively; for,
coznmonly made uſe of for the entertaining of Life.

The Word, rendered Mfdſilfl, is in the Original
Cbcinix. What the particular ()_uantity of it is,
needeth not to be enquired: 'This is commonly ac
knowledged,
that it Man
was the
al
lowel toſſa working
for ordinary
his Meat Meaſure
in the Day,
ſo as it came to be underﬅood ordinarily for aDays
Meat, according tp the Proverb, Nun ſhdctzdzmz lﬅ
juþcr Che-nium, meaning, that none who had but
a Days Meat belide them, ought careleily to ht
donn, but had need to provide more.

the Plague of Famine, is no peculiar Exerciſe of the
Church, but is common to the reﬅ of the World.
Again, this Famine here, is ſuch a Croſs as maketh
them in the ﬁfth Set] to cr for vengeance on theſe
who were Inﬅruments o it; which cannot agree
to Famine properly, which ordinarily ﬂoweth from
God's immediate Hand.

Beſide that, there is little

in Hiﬅory to evidence the fulﬁlling of it in thatSenſe,
ſave what is mentioned b *Tlrtulliart and Cﬂzrizm
to have been in Aſrith. Neither is it likely that any
Famine hath been or could be, ( in the ordinary way

Farnines
come) and
Wine and the
OylLetter'muit
be ſparttl,
'1' H r: Price of this Meaſure is a Peny, which that
which
yet necellarily
accordingſito
is likewiſe theordinary wages of a Work-man
for his Service in the Day, as appeareth from the
Pﬄahlc, jl/latth. xx. The Sum cometh to this,
that Men by their Labour and Toil ſhould hardly
buy ſo much Wheat, which was the beﬅ Gram, or
ſo much Barley, ( which was more courſe, and ſo

be.

Add, that there is alway ſome ſuitableneſe he

tween the Qualiﬁcations of the Betﬅ inviting [O
come and fee, and the Event foretold by the Typo 3
but
there literally
can he _none
between the
third Beaﬅ,
and
I'ſſamine
underﬅood;
- which
yet ma.
*

vie l
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well conſiﬅ, it ﬁguratively it be conſidered. Can forfeiting, and ſpoiling of God's People of their
rlaſion 3, The Event here foretold, muﬅ fall With

Goods, as Htb. x. 34, and xi. 37, 38. This Fa

in the ſirﬅPeriod laid down, to wit, after the ﬁrﬅ mine agreeth to the Church in her perſecuted State,
Perſecution, and before the vengeance executed up and as the sword was, ſo was this made uſe of by

on Heathen Perſec-uters; yea, it muﬅ be ( as it were)
a middle Sort of Perſecution between the Riſe there
of under the ſecond Seal, and its High: under the
seals following.
B Yz this Type-then in ſurn, we underſtand the
Churches ſad Condition after the ﬁrﬅ two Perſecu

Perſecuters againﬅ her.

Sort under theſe four Plagues, sword, FaminaP-jir

ted to her 5 which two had brought on Blackneſs,

N o w iſit beasked, whether this Famine, ex

preſſed by the Type, be to be taken literally or ﬁgu
ratively, asit more generally comprehendeth all the
Troubles of the Church, hoth in Reference to her

outward and inward Condition, according to the
tions; yet not ſo much any particular Sort of Trial three Acceptions mentioned? We anſwer, ﬁgu
on her, whether from without only in reſpect of ratively: On theſe conſiderations. I. The Famine
Perſecution, or within only in reſpeQ of Diviſions, here mentioned, is ſome ſad Condition, pecculiar to
Errors and Hereſies nt her ſelf, but a Concurrence in the Church. 2. Becauſe it holdeth forth ſuch a
both, and what accomrnpanieth both, in a manner Trouble as Men are inﬅrumental in, and therefore
to God's Vegeance
it, as is clear
the
ſuitable to this Type, whereby the Beauty of the are
ﬁfthliable
Seal following.
3ſi. Moreforparticularly,
thebycon
Church formerly glorious is now'marred and more
obſcured and darkned, than it was by the preceed ſidering every thing in the Type will make this out.
ing Violence and Rage of the former, Perſecuters.
1. I T agreeth well with the Type: For, blad
This Expoﬁtion and Application we will ﬁnd to mjſs oſ the Church is ſpoken of in Scripture both as
ſuit well with the Type in its Color, Sign, word an eﬀect of outward Perſecution from others, and
OſExplication, Qualiﬁcation of the Beaﬅ that invit inward Carelcﬂireſs and Diviſion; ſrom which two
cth to come and ſee, and with the Event drawn Grounds, the Church ( Canr. i. 5. 6. ) doth de
'from Story.
rive her blackneſs. Upon the on ſide, her Mother's
1. I 'r is ordinary in the Scripture, particularly in Children were angry with her, and on the other
-Eze}. xxiv. to ſet down ſad Judgments of an ſhe had not keeped the Vineyard that was commit
lum, and Bed/Is:

And therefore we would not as Sun-burning doth in theſe hot Countries.
particulary aﬅrictthisType to one Sort of Plagues
2. T H 1 s will agree with the ſign of a pair of
. but generally comprehended all theſe ſad Calami Balanm: Whereby open Perſecution is ſet forth to
lies which came upon the Church, even as by to be done by ſeeming Authority by sentences,
sword, under the former Seal, is not only under Proſcriptions
and the of
like;
as P/cctzl.
it were,"
weighing the Violence
theirMen,
Hands,
lviii.
ﬅood one Plague, but all Perſecution by whatſoever

Mean the Church was broughtlow and made bloody: 2. As if Violence could be covered with pretext of
And conſidering, that the following Type cannot be Juﬅice, This alſo agreeth well to Error, ahuſmg the

literally underﬅood ( wherein alſo this Plague of Fa

Word (which is the Bzrlance of the Sanctuary ) for

mine is included; ) conſidering alſo that the Eﬀect the covering of it.
I 'r agrceth well to the Voice of the third Beaﬅ,
(to wit, the Churches lad- Condition) is rather in

the Event holden forth to be black, than any parti
cular Mean to be pitched. upon, whereby that is
brought about. We do encline to take it more
largely, as corn rehending the Churches ſad Con
dition in generﬁ, and all the Means that are in
ﬅrumental in bringing that about.
2. F A M 1 N a alſo is ﬁgurativelv ſpoken oſ in

whoſe (Lialiﬁcation of Prudence, Learning, Ca't.
will be tried and put to exerciſe by this fort of
Famine.
4.. I 'r ſpeaketh ſuch a Famine as hath a Rcſerva
tion; ſo that though the Beauty of the Church
may be marred by it, and many things corrupt

ed, yet the main fundament-al and foul reſreihing

Scripture, as it holdeth forth a Famine, not of Bread, Truths, which arc the Marrow of the Goſpel
but oſ the Word, aim: viii. 11. and this Fasnine ( called the ﬁneﬅ qf 'be Iﬄzcar, Honey, H/i'u and
Oyl, Hſial. lxxxi. 16.
xxv.) are in deſpight

more peculiarly and properly, agreeth to the Church.
3. F A M r N I: is ſometimes mentionedas a par of all Oppoﬁtions keeped free for the reſreſhing of
ticular Aﬃiction of the Saints, even as Swardand God's People, by which it diﬅereth from the over
Prrſo" are, So in Ram. viii. 35. 2 Cor. xi. 27. ﬂowing of Hereſies under the Trumpets, where
That is a Famine and Stmit even of outward things ſome Perform are exesptcd, but no Truth keep

'ccaſioncd by the Worlds impriſoning, baniſhing,

u

ed

aio
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ed free from theſe Winds, Chap. vii. but every

4. Co Ns r D E a in theſe Perſecutions the ma
ony Baniſhments and great ſpoilings of Goods, uſed
green thing made to wither.
M o a E particularly yet to make it out, we during that Time. It is marked in Hiﬅory, that
look upon it as applicable to the State of the Church then they endeavoured the undoing of Chriﬅians by
during the ſecond Century, after Damz'tian's Death, Baniſhments, not only to have them ata Diﬅance,
which put a Cloſe to the ſecond Perſecution, to wit, but that by ſore Travel, and ſpoiling of all they had,
under Trojan, Hndrr'nn, xfntoniur pim, Ant'ni they might be weakened and debilitated. At one

us Pbiloſ Gumm/ſus, Ptm'nax, Mnximinus, and Time Tin/'an having tried who would own Chri
SE'L'E'WJ, which taketh in ﬁve ſeveral Perſecutions.

ﬅianity in his Army, and ﬁnding ten thouſand Chri

The Reaſons why we apply it to this Time are,
ﬅian Soldiers adhereing to the Faith of Chriﬅ, he
baniſhed
themBeſide
all, with
Miniﬅers into
bar
r. I'r ſuiteth well with the Series formerly laid _ren
Iilands:
ſome many
were purpoſely
ſſmartyred
down: If the former Sea] hold forth the ﬁrﬅ two
Perſecutions, under the ﬁrﬅ Century, as is ſaid, by ﬅerving, as is recorded of one I-batintlmr, one

Then this following Sea] muﬅ hold- forth the State
of the Church immediately ſuccccding the for
mer.
2. B £ c A u s E during this Time, though the
Churches Troubles continued ; yet began they, after

of Trajn's own Chamber 3 plundering and Confiſca
tion of Goods was rife, particulatly under Soon-ar,

whereby, no-queﬅion much Poverty and great
Straits followed on the Church, Baron. Vol. 2. Page.

27. 44. &Ft. and other Writers make it clear.

Domitian's Death, to be of another Nature, and to
5. Co N s 11) E R, beſides all theſe outward Trials,
be followed in adiﬀerent Manner from the former, the Church was diﬅracted and overwhelmed with
and to look liker this Type, as we will ſee by con Errors, Hereſies, and Corruptions that creept in,
ﬁdering the State of the Church during that Time. ſuch as the Marcia/its, Baﬂlider; Carpatratii, V:

I. After Domitinn's bloody Rage, the Church had Ienriniam, Priﬅillianﬄs, Manna/Mr, Cataphrygi
but alittle times Breathing ſor a Year,

then follow

ed a third Perſecution under Trojan, which con
tinued under Hadrian and the ﬁrﬅ A'ntanius: All
which Time is accounted but one Perſecution by
ſome, becauſe not interrupted. Some Interval again
there was under Commodus, though a more groſs
Man than any of the former: Then Perſecution
again brake out under Antaninzls Plai/aſi Mnximinus,
and others;

ſo that the Churches Condition is al

ans, zlpalitznarzﬅr, with Thouſands more, venting.

moﬅ groſs and vile Errors and Foolries, whereby
both the Pnrity of Doctrine was obfcured; and
even in all, a great declining from the primitive
Simplicity, under the Pretext of Reverence to Martyres, and following of Traditions, (57. All which

is ſpecially marked to have begun about that Time.
of Trajan's beginning to reign, Euſalz. Iib. 3. cap. 26.
(if lib. 4. tap. II. more \largely obſerved, Cum.

ways ſuﬀering, even under theſe Emperors who Magd. in their Preface to the ſecond Century.
did not actively perſecute: Yet becauſe they re
6. C o N s I D E R that there were even Failings
ﬅrained it not, Men took. Occaſion to vent their in, and Diﬀerences among good Men and great

Malice againﬅ Chriﬅians. 2. Theſe Perſecutions
were moﬅ eſpecially followed againﬅ Miniﬅers,
thereby increaſing the Famine of the Word, cle.
ment was almoﬅ the ﬁrﬅ Mart r under Trojan;

Lights in the Church, ſo that what time ſhe was.
free from outward Perſecution, it was ſpent in Inr
teﬅine Diviſions and Debates, as is regrated b Euo
ﬅb. t'x'þ. 8. cap. r. Papiar brought in Cbi/Ynſine,

during that time alſo ſuﬀered gnat-fur, One/imus, wherewith Irenius, Juﬅin Martyr, Lactantz'ur, and"

Polymrpus, and many faithful Miniﬅers; and that many others were infected. ﬁrm/liar' after great
Perſecution of Maximinu: was eſpecially directed appearing for Chriﬅ, became a Mozztanſſ, and may
againﬅ Miniﬅers, as being in his Eﬅeem, the ſhort ny great Men began to cry up Free-will.
7. I N Worſhip much of their former Simplicity
eﬅ and readieﬅ way to root outChriﬅianity from
was loﬅ; The multiplying of holy Days, inor
the World.
'
3. B Y publick Edicts, all Meetings of Chriﬅians, dinate reverencing of Martyrs (at ﬁrﬅ honeﬅly
for Worſhip or hearing the Word, were diſcharg intended ) were brought in, and many other things
ed: So Trojan began, not- forbidding Chriﬅianity, obſerved by the Cent. Mngd. Cent. 2.
but condcmning all Meetings of Cbriﬅians as con
8. U P o N theſe followed Schiſms inthe Church,
trary. to the Law; by. which it came- to paſs, when Men drave their own Divices, and did not
that Paﬅors were baniſhed, publick Aſl'emblies de acquieſce in the Simplicity of the Goſpel, in God's
ſetted, and. People left without the publick. Means, Righteous Judgment they broke on theſe: Par
Barnaius [ſo/um. 2.. Page .5. ..
Licularly>_
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ticularly then broke up the long laﬅing Schiſm Pins, the other Pbilzſſypbur. Severur, was a moﬅ
betwixt the Eq/I Church and' the ſhﬅ, concern ſeverly juﬅ Man. Again, their way of perſecut
ing the keeping of Eaﬅtr; the Church in the ing, was not tumultary, by raging Violence joined
Wz/Z (for the moﬅ part) driving to have itkeeped on with outward Diſſolutneſs and Tyranny in their
the Sabbath following its ordinary day, moved there other Carriages ( as was in Nero and Damiaitiart )
unto ( as they alledged )by Tradition and that I_)it_' but (by making good Laws for the Common
ference might be put betwixt Jews and Chriﬅi wealth, and enacting Laws againﬅ Chriﬅians) they

ans in the Obſervation of that Day. The Churches purſued them in a legal way as an act of Juﬅice,
of the Eq/I again, preſſing it to keeped on its or
dinary Day, aliedged Jo/m's Example and thecom
mon Rule. And though Irmeus, and Palyrarp( who
was 7olm's Diſciple ) took much Pains to prevent
and remove theſe Diviſions, and for a time keep
ed theſe Churches in Communion together, not

under Pretext of Chriﬅians oppoſition to the wor
ſhip of the Gods, or as a being guilty of the
many Slanders imputed to them: In which Re
ſpect, it may be ſaid, that theſe Actors ( in
Compariſon of the former ) weigbtzrl the I'Iiquity

ty' their Handsin a Ba/ame, Pſizl. lviii.
11. A L 1. theſe Perſccutions, though being at
broke out by indiſcrete Cenſuting and condemning of their Hight very terrible, yet were they almoﬅ
one another to the Contempt of all Church-Au all, one way or other reﬅrained: Which agreeth
rhority, and rendering of the Church contemptible well with the Limitation of the Commiſſion in
before others: Which though riſing from ſuch a the Type. That Perſecution raiſed by Trojan,
ſmal Ground, yet grew to that Hight, that theſe was ﬅaid by Plim'us Serundur, proconſul of Bil/ay
two Churches were never heartily united after m'a, who thus wrote to Trojan, that he ſuppoſed
ward. Which conſiderations certainly ſhew the it unmeet to kill ſuch Multitudes of innocent
Growth of Famine in the Church, and the ſaint Men, whoſe Law (as he callethjt) leadeth them
ing of her ſpiritual Liſe being joyned to Perſecution, to ſuch ﬅrictneſs, as to abſtain from theſe things
while (as it is, Amor viii. 9. ) her Sun was going wherewith they were ſlandered; but that they uſed
down at noon, and the Famine of the Word corn to meet and ſing Pſalms, &Ft. as maybe at further
ing to that Hight ( which followed on the former) Length ſeen in the Epiﬅles themſelves, apud Euﬅb.
that tb: Virgin: were' made tofaint for' tbirﬅ, Verſe U' Cem'. Magd. ) To which, 'Iraja'l returned An
ſwer, that Chriﬅians ſhould not be fought for to be
13. All which agree well with the Type.
0. Add to theſe, the many Reproachcs and ſlan puniſhed; yea, if they were preſented, and accuſ
dcrbus Calumnies, that upon theſe Occaſion; were ed, that Sentence ſhould paſs upon them, Euſtb.

withﬅanding of that Diﬀerence; yet afterward, it

caﬅ upon the Church, both by Hereticks and Hid. This Anſwer is juﬅly taxed by ﬁrm/Him in
Heathens who charged all the Evils, which any his Apology, asinconſiﬅent with it ſelf, that Chri
ﬅians as innocent, ſhould not be fought for, and
bearing the name of Chriﬅianity committed,
on the Church, as witneſs Ctlſiu his bitter writ y-et if preſented as Guilty, ſhould be puniſhed:
ings anſwered by Origm the vindication of Chri For, ( ſaith he) if Guilty, why ſhould they not be
ﬅians by J'xz/Iin Martyr, ﬁrm/liar: and others in

fought for? If Innocent, why ſhould they be

their Apologies, who reject thele'Slanders as be

puniſhed? Yet did this occaſion much Calmneſs

longing to the Gnſſitb, Satummiam and others to Chriﬅinns, eſpecially in theſe Parts. The Per
of that Stamp.
_
_
10. 'I F we conſider ſevemLCtrcumﬅances of the
Churches outward Perſecution, we will ﬁnd it not
unfitly reſembled by this Type. as eſpecially in
the Actors and way followed by them. The Ac
tors were not crammed/1.' and Htliagaþalus, profane
wretches, ( the Church had Peace under. them)
but Mcten for citil Juﬅice and Excellency Zſ Parts,
ſuch as the World never had better, as, rajamu
whoſe Stile was, Pr'inrcpr oplimus, ſo that the 51
]utation to the new Empcrors aſter him became
this, I wiſh you may beſtz'iriar dage/Io 55' 'neli'r
Irajano. Hadrz'anus had this Encomium, Rg/i'au
'ram- prbiſis. The two Into/rim', the ﬁrﬅ wat ﬅilod

i

_

ſecution ﬅirred b

Apologies which

Hadrian, was ﬅaied by the

uadratu: and Arj/Yidu preſented

to him. lit/ton. Pim was made to relent by that
Apology of j'lzliin Martyr JntM. Pbi/aſapbw, by
an extraordinary Providence, was changed, and
made to befriend Chriﬅians, which was thus in

the Marwmanirk VVars, he and his Army were
brought to great Straits, being Overpowered with
the Enemy, and incloſed among Mounrains with

out Water, ſo that he and they were like to

periſh with Thirﬅ, a Legion of Chriﬅian Soul
diers ( who then were in the Army ) did ſepa
rate themſelves i fromU the
u 2reﬅ, and before them
all,

Chap. 6.
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all, falling down to Prayer, they obtained from, the theſe Chriﬅian Religion was preſerved from Heath
Lord not only Water in abundance, but a glorious ens without, and vindicated from Hereticks within,
Victory over the Enemies; the Lord cauſing it to and ſubﬅantials of the Goſpel were keeped from hurt,

Rain with ſuch Fire and Thunder upon the Enemy, The white Horſe was ﬅill Conquering, and many
as made them to give Backs. This Legion upon were brought in to Chriﬅ, ſo that the Hea
this Occaſion, was by him called Lcgio fulminatrix: ' thens Idolatrous Temples were almoﬅ deſolate, no

And this Miracle prevailed ſo with the Emperor, Man haunting them, nor buying their sacriﬁces, as:
that preſently he give out an Edict moﬅ favourable the ſame Plinius in the forecited place compleaneth
to Chriﬅians, ordaining that thev ſhould neither and yet there was no Place almoﬅ where Chriﬅia:

be fought ſor, nor puniſhed, if preſented: But that nity was not: And though all- other Monarchies
their Accuſers ſhould be puniſhed, ſeeing that his had their Bounds, and were iimited'; yet this Domi
faſcty and the ſafety of the Empire depended upon nion of Chriſt's had none; but ſpread over all 5 and
their Prayers. And it is worth the marking, that therefore behooved to be the Son of God's, as
ſo. many Perſecutions together were reﬅrained by Y'Zrtul. at length proveth, Aþol. tap. 37. &e. Ya,
God during this time, ſor it

maketh it the more Chriﬅians did ſo increaſe, that (as the ſame 3[hi

applicable unto the Reﬅraint inſinuated in this Seal, thor aﬃrmeth ) had they but withdrawn from their
which can be found in Perſecutions at no other Towns and Countries, they 'had left them almoﬅ
deſolate, and terrible to the Indwellers that remain
12. VV a may add, that in no Age the Church ed, and yet all this was without Humane force and
had moe well qualiﬁed Men, nor at any time had help, but, as it were, by the alone Voice of him.

time.

moe appearing for her againﬅ all ſorts ofEnemics, whoſe Throne' is amongﬅ the ſour Beaﬅs. All.
as- may be witneſied by the Apologies of the fore which being conſidered, we ſuppoſe it willnotbc
ſaid
Qzmdratm, ſlrﬄider, Apollonius, Mtlitl, Aſitmur, unanſwerable to the Type, nor any ﬅraining of the.
j'rgﬂi'x Alartyr, fIſiertul/ian, and ſundry others, boldly
Scope, thus to apply it, ſeeing this-Sea] doth e.
and, learnedly pleading the Chriﬅians Cauſe againﬅ ſpecially ſpeak out theſe four, agreeingbetter to the
vent of this time than any other. As,
Perſecuters; and were preſented to ſeveral Emper
0rs._ There was alſo much diſpute with Heathens,

1;-.

A. decaying State of the Church in ſome:

as Origm roam: Caﬀzm; with jews, as Juﬅin, things worſe than the former, whereby ſhe becom
dia/ag. azm Thy/ram: And YZrtul/imr, ad'zmſhs eth2.Black.
A remarkable reﬅraint u n the Inﬅrume
i games U Judas. So alſo againﬅ many Hereticks, Eﬀects of this ſad Decay.
Po
[usant
as VVitneſs Ire/rew his Writings, and Firm/liar', 11'

Prtﬃriþtim: adwrſiu Hare-trims, yea, mapy able Abettors
3. Aſort
of ſeemin
of theſe
Evils.g J uﬅice in the A "thors and'
and holy Men appearing alſo to prevent and re
4. W 1 'r H a ſober improving of parts and A
move Schiſrns' and diﬀerences in the Church, as is
evident by [renew and Polycarp their Pains and bilities by the Miniﬅers of the Church, in a ration
Travel to keep a good Underﬅanding between the a] Way oppoſmg themſelves to theſe evils. All.
'Churches in the Erﬃ, and in the H/eﬅ: Not only which we have found in the Event, and therefore

by writing ſerious Exhortations to Peace, and conceive it not unﬁtly to be reſembled by this Type,
Forbearanee one of another, and in reproving the
Vehemency'oſ ſome, too fervently advancing their
own Judgment with hurt to the Churches Peace z
but alſo by their travelling from Eaﬅ to II/aﬅ to
compoſe their Diﬂ'erences, whoſe Labour for a time

Trials then one; and when one cometh, there is

God bleﬅ, till about zlrmo 200. when I/ictcr ex

readily aSecond that followeth before the Out-Gate

communicated the Churches of the Ear/4, which
raſh Deed, is condemned by many. [ſide apud Euſib.
Cnzt. Magd. Barou. in the Hiﬅory belonging to that
Time.

of that; and the Laﬅ Trial is ordinarily the ſaddeﬅ

as. diﬀering both from the Sea] preceeding and the,
other following.
t
N D the
fromChurch
it thusisunderﬅood,
ma obſe
.
re AThat
Subject towemoeyſortswgi

and bringeth the Church loweﬅ, Obſ 2. Tha;
Men may be good, civil, and Mornl Men in Thincrs

belonging to the Common-Wealth, and yet be e;

B Y which we ſee, that asthere was never more ceeding great Enemies to Religion. and the Church.
\ to do with well qualiﬁed Miniﬅers,.., ſo was the Or, That the moﬅ excelient Men in the World ſon
Church well furniſhed with them; whichdoth Parts, if they be not ſanctiﬁed, are often the great

well agree with the (Lialiﬁcation of the third Beaﬅ eﬅ Enemies of the Kingdom of Chriﬅ. The
repreſented like. a Man in the.Type,,as isſaid., By Church had Peace under Comm'dm and Mlicgabolw,

gan
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but ſuﬀered by Yiajan, Smerus, Hadrian, and of Corinth and Galatia? Hymneus, 1 Tirn. i. Ver.
zſntoninus Pint, whoſe Government was excellent 20. Hﬁwtentut and Philetus, 2 Tim. ii. 17 Thc
to the Common-wealth, which made many at that Nitolaitant and yezehel, Rev. ii. 3. After follow
time without Force ſubmit themſelves to the Romanr 3 ed Ehitn and Ctrinthnt. The Devil in God's righte
Yet, in 'the Matters oſ Religion, and what concern ous Judgment keeping this Wiay, (as it is Rev. xii. )
ed the Church, there' were none greater Enemies to ſpew out a ﬂood of Error after the Church when
to them; which proceedeth partly from the Nature the Sword of open Perſecution by the Dragon
ofﬂeſhlyWiſdom,which(Rwmviii.7.) is emnity toGod ; doth not devour her. The Devils aim in this,
partly, becauſe Men of that Temper had mon: is, ﬁrﬅ to carry many away is' that Snare, who
ſettled Principles of Perſecution within them, not have ﬅood ﬁrm againﬅ external iolence. Experi
acting by profane Furie as others, but from deluded ence teacheth us, that many have continued con
Zeal.

This made them more eager, more conﬅant, ﬅant in the time of Perſecution, and have not ced

and more vehement in the purſuing of Chriﬅians, ed to any Terror, yet have been withdrawn from
than the Principles of Profanity uſe to do, as we Truth, byError. 2. By this, he maketh the Church
ſee inPaul,who in his blinded Zeal furthered Perſecuti

more hateful and odious to onlookers, when he ob

on more than many others. 3. Becauſe the more
Wife and Civil onev be without Religion, the more
foliſh doth Religion appear to him, and more fur
niſhing hath he to pcrſecute with. 4. The Perſons
of ſuch Men have more weight 'with others to'
provoke them to their Practice, and to abhor, as a
groſs Ill, the Thing they perſecute. It was no
thine thought of to ſee Nero and Domitian per
ſccuie Chriﬅians; but when TZ-ajan, Antaniut Pins,

ſcureth her Beauty by Error, Schiſrn from within
her ſelf, than can be by Perſecution from with
out, as in the Event is clear.

Hence it is thatour

bleſſed Lord, Job. xvii. 17, ar, 22. ) prayeth more
for Truth and Unity amongﬅ his followers, as
conducing more to their native Beauty, than he
doth praa for outward Peace and Proſperit to
them.
od's end again, in over-ruling. this rial
of the Church, is, that theſe who are approven

and ſuch like, oppoſed Chriﬅianity, that made Men may be made manifeﬅ, I Cor. xi.

4.. That

abhor it, while ſuch Men (otherwiſe blameleſs) no Trial darkeneth the Church more, nor maketh
Cryed out upon it: And this Ground maketh the her blacker than Error and Schiſm within her ſelf:
Devil eſpecially aim to engage ſuch into Perſecuti This ﬅriketh at the Soul and Life of Religion, Amor
on; and therefore in the ﬁrﬅ ten Perſecutions, we viii.. rrr. with- 13. maketh the fair Virgins to faint
will ﬁnd that the Church ſuﬀered never more nor and fail with Thriﬅ : This maketh Darkneſs where'
oftener than b ſuch Men. Ohſ 3.. Athriving there was Light, Confuſion where there was Order,
Eﬅate of the Goſpel, doth not uſually long want Envying and Strife where there was Love, and giveth
Errors and Oﬀences from within following it, as muchOccaſion to others to ſpeak evil of the Church.
well as Perſecution from- without. The Hath. of Chriﬅ Ob/I 5'. There are ſome ſpecial Times when
Hare followeth the mite, almoﬅ as ſoon as the Miniﬅers and others ought to improve their Parts'
R: ; asChriﬅ hath foretold, aSword ſhould follow for the Advantage of the Church, and when they
the Goſpel; ſo doth Paul of Hereſies,. that they muﬅ not only ſuﬀer as Calves, but diſputc as Men 5

muﬅ be in the Church, I Cor. i. 19. I Tim. iv. which is eſpecially called tfor, when Light is iti

Verſe 1.. How ſoon in the Apoﬅles Days crept in hazard tobe obſcured in the Church.
falſe Teachers, and deceitful Workers in the Church

LECTUREV;
Verſe 7'. zlh'a' when he had opened the ſhut-th Seal, I heard the wite q/ the ſourth Beaﬅ ſay,
Come, and

ſee.

8. And I laohed, and' behold, apale Horſe, and his namethntſat an him was Death, and fÞ/I follow
t/I with him: And power was given unt' them, over the ſourth part o tht Earth to hill with S-ward,,

and with Hanger, and with Death, and with the Btq/i: qf the Ear' .

WE
'I
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E have already opened three Soals: Now in this place, not only becauſe the fame word in
followeth the fourth, which at the Hebrew and Greek doth iignify both:

But be
ﬁrﬅ appearing, holdeth forth ſome cauſe it is ordinary to them, in expreſlinga deſ
terrible Event more ſad than any of perate-like Condition, to joyn Death and the Grave

the former, as the particular Deſcription will clear. together, 7012 xvii. t. and 13. And 2. becauſe
I T hath, as the former, theſe three, I. A word, this Death eſpecially relateth unto the Church ; and
calling Come mld/Be. 2. A Type repreſenting ſome therefoee muﬅ be underﬅood of the Grave, rather
thing to come.
A word added for Expication. than of Hell.
F o R the ﬁrﬅ, it is common with the reﬅ, when
T H 1 third thing, is, a word added for Expli
the Lamb had opened theﬂurth Seal, I heard the cation, 77: them was gie-et: Power E'L'Zr the ﬂurth

fourth Beaﬅ, ſily, Come, and' ſee.

This Preface is part ofthe Earth, to hill with S-ward, Far/rine, Peﬂi

the ſame, ſave that he is the fourth Beaﬅ, which lene', and Death, and with the Bmﬅt of the Earth.

_( Chap. iv. 7. )is lihe an Eag/e, whereby is holden

I N which Explication, theſe things are implyed,

forth the ſharp lightedneſs, and Learning, witha I. A Commiſſion, that this Rider getteth; he is
heavenly high ﬂceing ( ſo to ſpeak) ﬅrain of Spirit not abſolute, to go and do as he pleaſeth, but it is

called for amongﬅ the Miniﬅers of the Goſpel. This
fourth Beaﬅ, is reſerved for this Type, becauſe then
ſuch (Ltalihcationsamcngﬅ Miniﬅers ſhould be moﬅ
neceſſary, and alſo ſhould be by God beﬅowed upon
them during this Time, while Death was ſo fre<

ſaid, Power was given unto them:

Whereby God's

Soveraignty and active Providence over the ſadeſt
Diſpenſations of the Church is holden forth.

This

Power is ſaid to be given to Hem, in the plural
Number, either becauſe, 1. It looketh both
.quent in the Church, and temporary Contentments to Death and the Grave. Or, 2. Rather to this
ſo blaﬅed, Therefore Miniﬅers were to ſoar on high Hot-ſhe with the former two, ſeeing all theſeſeern

themſelves, and to call others upward with them, to be running together in this Seal; and the Grave
this ﬂeeing and mounting being a ſpecial Property is rather to receive Men dead, than to kill accord
of the Eagle, lſa. lx. 31. Yenlx. 16.)7012 xxxix, ing to this Commiſſion

2. T H s Commiſiion it ſelf which they et,
27. Prey. xxiii. 5.
2. F o R the Type it ſelf, the Matter, of it, it and the Extent of it is, to hill aſourth part 0 the
the ſame with the former, a Horſe and a Rider ; but Earth. I; hill, horrid acts of Cruelty, and Mur
in every other Circumſtance diﬀerent, 1. His colour ther. Jfourth part; this doth both ſhew the extent
is pale, pointing forth a further Degree of the and limitation of their Commiſſion, that it ſhould
Churches Aﬃie'tion: She was before fainting and be many, even aﬁmrthþart; and yet not all, it
fwooning, butnow draweth near to Death, as the is but afeurth part, being a deﬁnite for aindeﬁnite
Number. It is ſaid to kill afaurth parte 'the Earth :ſſ
words afterward clear. ,2. The Rider is named with
ſit terrible name, he that ſrtt on him was Death : By which, is not underſtood the V orld as con
IVhich holdeth forth, 1. A ſpreading of Death to tradiltinguiſhed from the Church; that will not
many, ſo it "is expounded, a fourth part of the Earth agree with the Cry of the Souls under the follow
jhall be killed. 2. That there ſhould be many ſorts of ing Seal, (it being theſe that cry there, who are

Death, and many ways to put an End to Mens killed here) But we underﬅand here the Militant
Lives, as, Sword, T'amine, Peﬅilence, EJ't._ 3. He Church on Earth, as formerly under the, Second
getteth this name of Death, to import the Cruel Soal; there being the ſame Scope in both.
kinds'of Death which Chriﬅians ſhould be obnoxi
'3. TH I s Explication holdeth forth the parti
ous-to, under this horrid and barbarous Perſeeution, cular Weapons, as it were, by which that great
beyond what formerly they felt. The third thing Murther is to be executed, to wit, sword, Far/line,
uliarto this Rider, is, his Convoy, which is ( which two were made uſe of in the ſecond and
ſuitable to his Name. And further, expreﬂeth the third seals ) Death and the Beeﬅ: ty' the Earth,

' terribleneſs of the Event, and Hell, or the Grave, By Death may be underﬅood the Peﬅilence, called the
> _,1[@-wed with him. The Meaning is, that Death and Moitality, becauſe ſo many -.ordinarily die by it,
'Mortality was ſo frequent, that in every place Andtheſe four heredo sertainlyallude toGod's fourgreat
were Graves, and that this Difpenſation brought Plagues, under which ordinarily is holden forth by the
Mcnjo frequently to Death, that where ever it Prophets, God's ﬁngularjudgment. Forthis end alſo
came, there was need of Gravcs to receive them; Bayt's are added 5 which we conceive is not ſo
x. We expound it rather of the Grave, than Hell,
much
a

'A
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much properly and literalllv to be underﬅood, asit is though in a diﬀerent Degree. Seeing then that ſome
with Alluﬁon unto the xprcſſton of the Prophets of them hold fortlt clearly the Aﬃictions of the
formerly mentioned; and may point at theſe three Church, it muﬅ be ſo in the reﬅ alſh. a. It ap
here. 1. At the greatneſs of this Strait, wherein pear-eth, that by theſe Ridtr: we are to underﬅand
ſuch aDeluge ſhould at once ſet upon the Church, the Diſpenſation, or Event it ſelf, ſigniﬁed in theſe
as if God's four Plagues were let looſe together, Seals more than any particular Actor, who is ei
there being but one under each of the former Seals, ther the Supream or Inferior cauſe of it; here the
to wit, sword or Famz'ne; here theſe evils continue, Ridl" is Death; and conſequently we may call the'
and two more are added, to wit, Dear/2, and the ﬁrﬅ, Victory; the ſecond,

Betſſr of the Earth: Which doth certainly hold
forth a greater Degree of Perſecution than was be
fore. 2. By Bmﬅr, we may underﬅand abſurd,
unreatbnable, and beaﬅly Men, as 2
iii. 2.
Such Paul fought with at- Eþbcſſﬂ, 1 Cor. xv. 32..

Wlir or Via/eme ; the

third, Famine, by the ſame Reaſon whereby this isi
called Dealb.

3, That one Seat doth not end,.

in reſpect of the Event contained in it, when another

beginneth. Here are both Sword and Famine under'
this Soal, though Dear/2' and Bmﬂ: be added to ita
Of this ſort was Nero, 2 'Ii/n. iv. and of ſuch the 4. We may gather, that theſe Types are to be
faithful Martyr Palymrþ cotnplaineth in his Epiﬅles, applyed to ſpecial times, and do not only hold'
apud Ell/ell. who thought long ſor the Lions and forth in general the kinds of Rods and Judgments,
Beaﬅs, unto which he was condemned tobecaﬅen, which were to come upon the Church;

for, the

that he might be freed from theſe Bcaﬅs (his keep Repetition of sword and Farm'ne by this Soal, ſaith,
ers) which were worſe than the former. 3. By ſuch Judgments were to continue during the

Bete/Is we may underﬅand that kind of Death fre

time this Seal relateth unto, as had been exerciſ

quently uſed by Perſecuters (eſpecially in the laﬅ ing the Church under the, former seals, otherwiſe
Pcrſecutions ) their hungering of ravenous Beaﬅs, the Repetition were needleſs. 5. It ttppeareth, that
and then, for *a Sport, caﬅing Chriﬅians unto them. theſe Plagues are not literally to be underﬅood ac
I' being thus underﬅood, it may 'hold out that cording to the letter of the Word of Explication,
Plague of Beaﬅs, as it doth peculiarly relate to the a'td therefore muﬅ ſome way be tiguratively taken,
Church, in which alſo Men were inﬅrutnental, elſe it cannot be told how to expound that of Hell'
committing that Murther by Beaﬅs under this Seal, folt'awing and Bmﬅr, if it be not to hold forth, by
as by Famine under the former. However, this .Aliuſton to them, ſome ſad Diſpenſation on the'
is certain, that this pointeth at ſome dread hl con

dition of the Church beyond the former, wherein
Perſecution is at an hight ( Malice leaving no Mean
uneilayed for undoing of the Church) and wherein
the Saints are preﬅ to double their crys to God for
vengeance, as in the following Seal; and ſo it appear

Church, as hath been ſaid.

IN Application of this Propheſte to- aparticular'
Time and

Event, there are two Opinions, even

amongﬅ theſe who agree in this, that the ﬁrﬅ
Period of bloody

P'erſecution, which ends about-v

-Co'y?antin's time, about the Year three Hundred

eth to be at, or immediately before, the Fall of the and ten, is typiﬁed by this Propheſie of the Soals.
Heatheniſh Perſecution. Before we make particular Some make four ﬅeps of theſe Perſecutions; the
thattypiﬁeth
Application thereof, we may obſerve ſome things uſe ſecond Sml, that is, the ﬁrﬅ Seal
Perſecution, to wit, the ſecond; for, the ﬁrﬅ is of
ful for Underſtanding the reﬅ of the Seals.
As, I. T H A 'r this Seal with the former two, another kind) comprehcnding the ﬁrﬅ two Per
doth ﬁgniﬁe ſad Things unto the Church; for that ſecutions of Nero and Do'mirimr ; the third Seal to

they are all of one kind, appeat'cth by the Gradation them comprehendeth the third Perſecution of 7771
Which is clear and conſpicuous in them. The red jzm, with the fourth of Art-'011. Pbiloſ. the ﬁfth, of
Horſe woundeth, the black Harſh ſaintcth, the pale SZ'IJEHAS; the ſixth, of Muximinur. Under the
killeth.. 2.. Hence alſo it is ſaid, Power is given ſourth Seal, they take in theſeventh Perſecution raiſ

unto themz together, as having one Commiſſion. ed by Darius; the eight, raiſed by Gallus, or
And 3. Conﬃering,that$w0rd, Far/rine and Death, Vain-farms, or Va/uſianus; and the ninth, rather
are joyned together under this Seal, to ſtgnifte aStrait intended than executcd, by Ilurelx'mzur, who he

in the higheﬅ Degree: \Vhen they are ſeparated, ing ſo tert'iﬁed by

Thunder

immediately

af

they muﬅ alſo be-underﬅood to point at Things of ter his ſuhſcribing of the Edict, that he in-'
the ſame kind; and therefore whatever is found to ﬅantly recalled it. Theſe who ſo reckon under

be the Nature and Objcct of any one of thoſe con- the fourth perſecuting seal) which is the ﬁfth in

tained in the three seals, muﬅ be underﬅood of all, order, wherein the Cry_of the Saints is cxpreſſed )'
do
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do comprehend that great and laﬅ Perſecution of increaſed, every one of them chooſe a Helper to
Diarlgſian. By this Reckoning, this Sea] relateth to themſelves, who were called Ceſhrr, yet had not the
vthe Events, betwixt Darius Perſecution incluſively, -Stile of zſngrzﬅru, as the Emperors had. Diorlzſian
and Dior/eﬃan's excluſively; and the ﬁfth Seal ſol chooſe one Mzximi'mr to help him in the Eaﬅ,
lowing, doth contain the Hiﬅory of the laﬅ Perſecu who is alſo called 70-01'115. Maximianus chooſed
tion in its higheﬅ Degree of Cruelty on the Earth. Ca'yIa/itim, Governour of Britai'r; he was Con
There is no material Hazard in this; yet conſider- ﬅanti'z's Father, and a good Man. Theſe Emperor-s
. ing, that by the Zeal, Perſecution is ſet forth at its ſet themſelves together to root out Chriﬅianity out
Hight, ſo that if we look to the Rider, Deal/ner oſ all the Provinces of the Empire, joining together
his Convoy I-Iell, or the Grave, or his Commiſhon Craſt and Violence for that End. r. Putting to the
to kill ſo many, or his Weapons, having Sword, choice of the soldiers and Oﬃcers to Sacriﬁce with
Far/rim, Dmtb, and Beryir going together, we can them to Idols, or to quit their Service. 2. Making
hardly conceive Perſecution at a greater Hight : And that ſame oﬀer to Magiﬅrates, with Promiſes to bour
therefore we incline rather to make but three Steps in if they ſhould obey. 3, By throwing down all
theſe Perſecutions, and ſo to include that laﬅ and Churches. 4.. Inhibiting all Meetings of Chriﬅians,
moﬅ horrid Maſiacre by Dior/rſſrm under this Sml, and ſuch like. And when theſe wrought not their
and to take the Seal following as exprelling no new End, they fell to open Violence, giving out publick
Matter, but added for Explication and_C7nſolation Edicts againﬅ Chriﬅians, ﬅirring up all againﬅ them,
in Re'ſerence to the foregoing ſad Events; and there and following their Cruelty ſo hotly with a profane
fore diﬀereth in the Type, common to the ﬁrﬅ four Emulation, who ſhould go beyond others in perſe
Seals, as will be more particularly clmr in the open cuting (ſave Corylantiur who was ﬅill' friendly to
Chriﬅians) that almoﬅ no Province oſ the Empire
ing of it.
'
t _
T H r s Scal then containeth the ſad Condition of was free: And the Number of Martyrs, is by all,
the Church under the laﬅ Perſecution of Diar/eſian, during that Time, connted innumerable.
taking in with it the former Interval after the Perſe
T e_ make out the Conſormity of the Event with
cution of D'riur,

r. Becauſe in this Time Perſecu

this Type, take theſe particular conſiderations, which

will evidence the Horridneſs of this Perſecution,
her former Trials lying upon her, and new Degrees which is called ﬁtrba prr/erutianir. r. That it was

ſition came to its Hight, the Church having now all

added to the former; partly, becauſe it is the 'I nal univerſal through all the Empire, and exccuted by

immediately going before the Change of the Churches ſo many prime Perſecuters, combining together in
perſecuted Condition (the Cry ofSouls, and the ſeveral Parts for that End. 2. For Length of Time,
comfortable Anſwer in the Seal following, being the it continued ſull ten Years in this Heat. 3. Parti.
Reſult of this ſad Condition ;) partly, becauſe the cular Inﬅances of ſome Places may give us to con

Hiﬅory in the Event and Particulars of that Per

jecture at the whole 5 in particular Pleices often there

ſecution, will be ſound exceeding anſwerable to would be Hundreds in a Day, whole Churches full,
this Type: Which we ſhall conſider,_ 1. In Ge burnt at once, ſome whole Cities, refuſing to ſa
neral ; And then, 2. In the particular Circumﬅances criﬁce to Idols and calling themſelves Chriﬅiaris, were

thereof.
_
I. IN the General, The Church, after Deum
his Perſecution, almoﬅ (except in that of Gallus
and dun/inﬂux ) had Peace in a great Meaſure from
outward Pciſecution, for the Space of forty four
Years together;

burnt 3 whole Legions of Chriﬅian Soldiets ( being
in Number b'ix Thouſand Six Hundred and Sixty)
were put to Death. One Legion is inﬅanced, who,
( after a moﬅ godly Oration to Maximianus by
Maur-itin: their Commanden) with him were killed,

becauſe they reſuled toctactin perſecuting Chriﬅians

But, during that Time, had fallen

from the ſimple Pnrity and Power of the Goſpel ( even after they twice were decimate for that Cauſe)
though they willingly yielded to ſerve againﬅ all
ſelves (as Euſuþ. lib. 8. tap. r. and many others publick Enemies. In ſome Places, the Blood of the
obſerve) by which, God was provoked, and the ﬂain, of it ſelf made little Brooks, and coloured
Church made contcmptible: Upon which, follow great Rivers, as it is in Frm, Page 103. and Eujrb.
ed this hortid Perſecution, 'begun in the nineteenth liþ. 8. Chap. ri, and 12. alſo Cbap. 10. who
Year of DſM/tſiaﬁ, about the three hundred Year. aﬃrmeth, he hath ſeen the Actors of that Perſecu

into Jarrs, Diviſions, and Strivings amongﬅ them

This DiM/eﬅrl'l,

being engaged in many

VVars, tion lo outwearied,

and their Swords ſo 'blunted

' chooſed for a Collegue to himſelf in the Empire with killing, that they behooved to be relieved with
one Herrulcur Mximimzus 5 and while their YVLn-s freſh Actors. In one Month of that Time, ſeven
teenth
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teenth Thouſand are reckoned to be killed, and by ﬅill a Being' in Deſpite of them, as will be more

AIede in l'cum, ( out of famous Writers) That in clear in the following Seals. From which alſo we
Egypt .alone (which was but one little Province
of many, belonging to the Empire) there were One
hundred forty and four thouſand Martyrs: \Vhich
may give a Hint of what great Number the whole,
put together, might draw to. 4. The Divertizy of
Deaths uſed by theſe Pcrſecuters on the Chriﬅians,
may be gathered, Firﬅ, From the many Engines

purpoſely made for that End, as Iron-grates to roﬅ
on, Braſen Bulls, Iron<pikes in Barrels, and ſhch
like, never heard of before. Secondly, The many

may gather theſe Obſervations.
1. TH A T there may be marry ſad Trials paﬅ _
unto God's People - and yet more ſad before them ;
Or, That the ſad eﬅ Triais come often laﬅ, like

Womens Travailing, the ſharpeﬅ Showcrs come' laﬅ
immediately beforea Delivery. There is no l-Varrant
for God's People to limit. their own Trials, or to ſit
down upon Beginnings. 2. After-Trials have ordi
narily ſome other Circumﬅances and Aggravarions
beyond the former, as we may ſee by the Gradations

Ways uſed to kill them, drawing with Horſcs, of theſe .ieals. T rials are like Ph ſick to God's Peo
ple; Therefore there is a Neceſhty of new Ingre
ing to Sea in Boats without any Proviſion, and dients to purge away ſuch Humours and Corruption:
thouſands of this kind to be ſeen in Fex his Table as former Potions have not reached. 3. When Trials
of theſe Tortures, and in Euſeh. lib. 8. who aﬃrm begin on God's People, they ordinarily come to ſome
eth, There was at' Emu/ation among the wicked great Hignt ere there be a Turn, [Sit/'1. iii. 12. God
People, who might t'mmrt the 'mﬅ torturitrg Death; hath ordinarily ſome more than ordinary Cauſe in
unto Chrzﬅiam. 5. This Cruelty may appear by bringing them, which hc will accompliſh: And often
this, That none of whatſoever Relation were ſpar Mcn arc not brought to his Deſign by ſmaller Rods;
ed, Friends, Neices, Children Were put to Death: Therefore is there yet ſeven Times more and ſeven
Yea, this Diae/eﬂzm put his own Wife Sir-ma to Times more added unto the former, as it is, Leo.
Death upon that Account. And as no natural Re xxvi. 4. God will ſometimes give Perſecuters great
lation, ſo no goodOﬃces of the moﬅ faithful Friends, ſeeming Advantage, and will bring his Church very
found Place to divert that Rage. It is reported of low under them. We might be aſhamed to Fret or
one Eu/Iachius, who having returned Victor over Repine under our Suﬀerings, which are not worth to
theſe Enemies againﬅ whom he was ſent, That, on be mentioned in compariſon of theſe here. 5. Tho'
the Day or his Triumph, and Entry to the City, Death and the Grave, (Ft be terrible; yet God hath
he and his Family was put to Death, becauſe he re them ordered in all the Circumſtances of them, they
fuſed to ſacriﬁce with the Emperor at his Entry, are limited by him, and are not boundlcſs in their
profeſſtng himſelf to be a Chriﬅian unto the Emperor, Commiſſion. They are ordered by him, and neither
who out of Honour to him had gone forth to meet Death, Famine, nor Peitilence walk at Randorn. It
him. 6. Add to theſe, the great Mortality and is obſerved, that the Peﬅilence in Hebrew, is expreſied
Deaths that were throughout the World in this be' a Word D it B e R, which ſigniﬁeth speech or
cleaving with Trees, caſ'ting to wild Beaﬅs, ſend

Diaclcﬃan's Time. It is recorded by Euſhh. It'h._8. ommand, becauſe, however it walk in Darkneſs as
tap. to. That Men died faﬅer than the liwrrg to Men, yet walketh it not one Step without God's
were able to bury them: By which itcaane to paſs, Word of Command. This may be ſaid or' all other
that Dogs were ſo accuﬅomed to eat dead Mens Trials or Deaths, which are as preciſely regulated by

Fleſh, that they beeatnea Terror to the living, leﬅ God.

6. We may gather, that the moﬅ horrid

they ſhould eat them alſo, which made them in all Maﬂacrcs of God's People cannot wrong them, nor
Places endeavour the killing of all Dogs, as is record marr God's Deſign concerning them. All theſe

ed by him. 7. conſider, that many excellent Mini

Trials do but (as Polyrarp ſaid of the Beaﬅs Teeth
ﬅcrs ﬅepped' out at this Time to comtort God's to which he was to be calten) as a Mili, grind them,
People, and to draw their Minds upward to a Crea that they might as good Wheat be ﬁtted for their
ture-contemning and ſpritual Walk, as ſll'ﬂctþiuſ, Lord's Table. 7. We may gather, God's Peopics
and Cjprirm, who, upon a very like Occaſion, wrote Happineſs, and the Evidence ofGod's Love to them,
his Treatiſe, de marry/ſtate, under thc ninth Perſccu do not conſiﬅ in outward Things, their Lot is oftner
tion. From all which conſiderations, we may ſee ſuffering from one Sea] to another. Death, the King
an Event anſwerable to the T pc, which may be of Terrors ( _7017 xviii. 14.) marcheth upon them,
well called Death, with ſuch a onvoy, Commiſſi whileas the World ſeemeth to be in Coveuant with
on, and Arms, as this Rider hath, yet was there him. Theſe are old 'l'ruths, That through xi.-my
even tuch a Rcﬅraint, as made the Church have

zſﬄictiotts is the way to Glory, and who/0' wir'r'iſv:
.
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gaily, ſhall ſhﬀcr Pn-ſhrution.

God's People would Diﬀcrence in the naming of Inﬅruments,_ timing
make for Trials, ſeeing theſe Words are yet un of Events, and other Circumﬅances among Writers;
icraptd out of thc Bible; and the Hiﬅory of theſe yet, in the Main they agree.

' Times do-conﬁrm it:

For, however there may be

LECTURE

Vſ.

Verſe 9. And 'when he had opened the ﬁfth Seal, I ſh'w u/m'tr the A/tar the Souls qſ them that wzr,

ﬅainfor the Ilii/'11 of God, andﬁr the 'IZyIb/mny ten-Pith they held.
1

IN the former three Seals we have heard many

Prophetical, tryﬅed with the former ſad Condition

ſad Events propheﬁed of, to befall the Church, of theChurch, tobeaConſolation unto Believers, and
every one ſadder than thekformer, till at laﬅ, an Encouragement againﬅ the former great Straits,
Death and the Grave came as the youdmoﬅ as is ſaid. W'e take up the Matter in theſe two, l.
Stcp of temporal Aﬄiction, ſo that Men might now

In ſomething which John ſaw.

2.. In that which

be in a Doubt what had become of the many Souls John heard: Which alſo hath two Parts, Fz'rﬅ, A
that had been murdcrcd for Jefus Chriﬅ, and if it had ſad Cry. Sttondly, A comfortable Anſwer to it.
not bern better to have wanted the white Hnﬅ- and This Scaldiﬀereth from the former Seals in theſe three,
his Rider, or not to have ﬅuck ſo to the Protellion of I. That it hath no Type of Horſe nor Rider, as all
the Goi'pcl, than to have ſuﬀered ſo many ſad Things the former have. 2. That it hath no Vn're, calling,
Come, and/ac. 3. That it relateth not to any ſuch
for it;
.
T H 1-: Scope of this Seal, is, To remove that particular Time, as the former do; but in its Scope,
Doubt, and to comfort againﬅ that Tentation, that ls common to all theſe Pcrſecutions. As when he
tho' Perſecution ſhould come to the higheﬅ they can ſaith, Iſaw the Soul: of them that were ﬅain, &c.
reach unto, that is, to take away the Life of the it is not to be aﬅricted to the Souls of Men ﬂain at
Body; yet was not their Happineſs marred by it: ſuch and ſuch a Time ; but is applicable to all ﬂain
They have Souls ( unto which Perſecution doth not ſor ſuch a Cauſe, eſpecially theſe under all the for
reach ) which after Death enjoy Bleſſednefs; and mer Perſecutions, as the Prayer, How long ? &c,
therefore their Trouble is not to be ſcarcd at, nor importeth. TheRcaſon of which we conceive to be,
exchanged with the Tmnquility of worldly Men, nor becauſe the Scope of this Seal, is not prophetically to
Suﬀering to he ſhunned for ſear of any Hazard which point out new Evcnts, and to relate to a particular
Time, But to lay down ſome ſolid Grounds of
accompanieth it.
to God's People, as isr ſaid, Concerninor
T H r s is the Scope, which is here made out in Comfort
which, theſe Things are clear, 1. That this Seacl
theſe four, 1. By ſhewing that the Souls of Belie
vers have a Life after the Body is killed, and a com looketh to the moﬅ ſad Condition of the Church,
fortable Being in the cnjoying of God ; I ſhw ( ſaith when Souls are ſo put to it, to cry as if they could
he) the Souls, &c. 2. By ſhewing that their Death endure no longen. 2. That it rclatcth to former
is precious in God's Sight, and that Vcngeance on Suﬀerings, and that not for a ſhort Time, but for
their Perſccuters is as certain, as if their Cry unto Suﬀerings of ſome Continuance. Their Complaint,
God Day and Night, ſor that End, were aſcending, that their Blood if/hi/t, implicth their Suﬀerings to
and he particularly taking Notice of it. 3. By (hew be paﬅ; and their Cry, H'w long? implieth their
ing the wiſe Ends for which God ſuſpendeth that Continuance under suﬀering for a Time: And there
vengeance; which proceedeth not from his forget fore muﬅ relate to the Suﬀerings mentioned under the
ting of them, but is ſo ordered for the accompliſhing former Seals, as is ſaid. 3. That the Matter con
of his own Deſigns. 4. By holding forth God's tained here muﬅ be underﬅood rather ſpiritually, as
preſt-nt Kindneſs unto the Souls of theſe murthered igeapoimcth at the Scope, than literally as the Words
Perſons, in cloathing them with white Robes, ſo that
r: For, properly Souls can neither be ſeen nor .
the Suſpenﬁon of God's Vengeance upon their Perſe heard, and ſo alſo in other Circumﬅances, but the
cuters, is no Let nor Iuterruption to that preſent Hap Spirit maketh uſe of ſuch Exprcflions for ſettinn'
pineſs, or comfortableenjoying of God. This is the fortilzd the Realityand certainty, of the Thing in?
Sum Of the Words, which are more Doctriual than ten

. .
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MOR e particularly to come to the Words, in eſpecially, this Expreﬁion pointeth out theſe Souls
what J'ai/72 ſaw, Vezﬅ 9. Theſe three are to be to be in Heaven: The my) Holy was a Type of
conſidered, t. What he ﬁtw, The Soul: yf them that Heaven, as it is expounded, Hta. ix. to. And HIZ'.
2. iVhere he ſaw

ix. 12. it is ſaid when Chriﬅ entred into Heaven, he

them, to wit, under the J/rar. 3. We have the
Properties whereby he dcſctibeth theſe Martyrs, and
diﬀerenceth them from others, T/zcy uwey/Iainﬂr
'be [Hard of God, and ﬂr the YZ/Zimany whirl] they
held.
'
1. BY Soal here ( which elſewhere is called Spi
rit, Acts vii. 59. Luke xxiii. 46. Err/rſ xii. 7. )
is underﬅood that immortal Subﬅance which God
breathed in Man's Body when it was made, where
by Man became a living Soul, t Cor. xv. 45. The
Said, thus underﬅood, is contradiﬅinguiſhed from
the Body, as that which cannot be killed when the

entred into the 'mﬅ Holy. The Altar was before the
moﬅ ﬃly; and therefore wc conceive this muﬅ be
underﬅood of the Glory of Heaven, Heaven bein 5
that where Chriﬅ is;_and Chriﬅ's Prcſence, ( Philip.
i. 2 r. ) is the Company that the Souls of Martyrs are

war-e ﬅain, to wit, of Martyrs.

Body is killed, Mart/2. x. 28.

to enjoy; and therefore it muﬅ be where he is,*which

Chriﬅ on the Croſs ( Luh xxiii. ) calleth Paradis
unto the Thief. 3. Moﬅ eſpecially by the/(liar muﬅ
be underﬅood ChriﬅþJeſus, by whom we have Acccſs
to God, of whom the Tabernacle and all its Fumi
turc was typical, and who is called our J/tar, IIcþ.

xtii. to. by whom we and all our Services; yea,

In this Senſe it is even the Deaths of Martyrs are ſanctiﬁed and made

taken here, where there is a Proof given of that acceptable to God. This we conceive muﬅ be un
which Chriﬅ aſſerteth in that Place of Matthew derﬅood, becauſe other Scriptures hold forth him, and
cited: And though the Soul be not the Object neameſs with him, to be the Happineſs of Soulsde
of the Eye, yet are they thus expreﬂed as repre parted; and becauſe it is that which made Martyrs
ſented to j'abn, to ſhew the Reality of their ſo deſpiſe ſuﬀering, that they might be with Chriﬅ,
Exiﬅence and Being, even when ſeparated from the P/vi/zþ. i. 21. and becauſe it agreeth beﬅ with their
Bod2.y . T H_E Place where
,
they are ſeen, it is ſaid he own Prayers and Deſires under ſuﬀering, as in Sle
phm, )Icts vii. 59. All cometh to this, to ſhew,

ſaw them under the A/tar.

There was then no ma

that they enjoyed a moﬅ happy Condition and Com

tetial Temple ( that of Jew/[tient being deﬅroyed; ) munion with God, but is ſet forth under an Ex
So neither by the zf/tar can be underﬅood any prellion belonging to the Service of the Tabernacle
material Altar: For, in Heaven where we muﬅ of the Old Teﬅament, as many other Things of this
conceive theſe Souls to be, there is neither mate Prophecy are.
T H E third Thing to be conſidered, is, The De
rial Altar nor Temple: And to ſay theſe Souls
were under any Altar on Earth, (ſuppoſe ſuch ſcription of theſe Martyrs, which is eſpecially drawn
were) were to contradict the Scope, and over from the Cauſe of their ſuſlering, (it being an old mart
turn the Conſolation that is intended, and would ime, Non g/I man, ſi-d muſa mrtis, auztfarit Afar
involve many Abſurdities concerning the Nature tyram ) which is laid down in two Exprellions, the ﬁrﬅ,
-of the S)Ul, its ſpeaking and being under an Al is, For 'be Wbrd aſGvd ; that is the ﬁrﬅ character, to
tar; which were alſo literally to be underﬅood, be adhering to the Faith of the Goſt-cl revealed in the
if that concerning the Altar were; Both then Word, and to be a Conſcientious practiſer of Right:
muﬅ be ﬁguratively underﬅood, to let out one or ouſneſs according to that tame Rule, and _ not ſhin
all of theſe three,

1. The Happiueſs of theſe ning to ſuﬀer any thing rather than to depart from

Souls, which not only have a Being, but exiﬅ theſe. In this they were led, not as to follow their
in a notable ſafe and comfortable Condition in a. own Humours, or to propagate their own lnrentions,
ſpecial Neatneſs to God, as under his Altar, which or any way to ſeek lhemſelves, but outofRelpect un
was ſo much delighted in and longed after by to God and his Will revealed it his W'ord. The ic
the Saints in- their Life. It is -like\ alluding to cond, is, Far the' Taﬅ/'many whirl) they belt] : This look
theſe Places, Pſhl. xxxi. 20. 84. 3. 91. I. For, eth to the outward Profetiion and Confeſiion of that
vas the 'I'abernacle was a ſpecial Sign of God's Truth, which in their Heart they believed. Chriﬅ
Pretence, ſo the Altar was a ſpecial Part of the calleth 'it ( lUnttb. x. } a confeﬃug him before Men.
Fumiture of the Tabcrnable 3 and it would ſeem And ( RW/l. x.) the Apoﬅle diﬅinguilheth Confuſ
that he looketh on the Martyrs as ſo many Sa iion with the Mouth from believing with the Hent :
-criﬁces offered unto God, as Paul ſpeaketh, Philip. Which two, being put together, hold forth a well
ii. 17. zTim. iv. o. thereby to hold out a ſpecial ordered Converſation both in Faith and Prac
Rcſpect that God putteth upon them. sat-More tice. In Faith, that they believed right concerning
X x 2
Chfﬅz;
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' Chriﬅ; in Practice, that the were anſwerable to it, of all his Saints; they are precious to him, their
and held forth that Word of ife by a good Example, Reward is great in Heaven, [Mart/1. v. and suﬀerers
as aYVitneſs to others; and when called unto it, they with him, they do in a ſpecial Manner Reign with

did not ſhun the teﬅif) ing oſ both upon any Peril. him; which being well conſidertd, there would be
In Sum, all cometh to this, by opening the ﬁfth Seal, no great Cauſe to 'feare atSuﬀering. 6. From the
was repreſentcd to me the happy Condition of the Deſcription of theſe Martyrs, O/g/ſſ'I/E, That it is
not every suﬀering for every Thing which will deno
minate one a Martyr of Chriﬅ; it muﬅ be for the
lumnies and Slanders imputed to them by Men, but Word of God, and for that Teﬅimony, or it is not
for teﬅiſying unto his Truth. This being clearly the to be ſo accounted. It is recorded, ( by Boren. am'
meaning of the Words ( the contrar v, hereof, to 19. of Dror/tﬁan ) that in theſe Primitive Perſecuti
uit', the miſerable Condition after
eath of theſe ons, eſpecially that laﬅ, that many aſſumed to them
u ho ſeem Happy in the World, and are not Happy ſelves out of Pride, and had aſcribed unto them b

Souls of the Martyrs in Heaven, who were account

ed by God to have loﬅ their Lives, not for the Ca

in God, isjoyned with this in the Parable of the rich others the Title of Martyrs unjuﬅl 5

whereforeii
Gluttoh and LazaruhLul'e xvi. ) there is no Ground was appointed, That where any ghriﬅians ſuﬀered
here, either of approving of Altars under the Goſ the Cauſe of their Suﬀerings ſhould be diligenty ob:
pel, or of ſanctifying them by burying of the Re ſerved, that theſe who were ſound worthy might be
liques of Martyrs under them; which are amongﬅ enrolled, and that none other but ſuch ſhould be ac
the Superﬅirions of the Papiﬅs. It is a poor Altar counted ſo. This afterward turned to much Super
that is ſanctiſied, and doth not ſanctiﬁe its Oﬀer ﬅition, and gave Occaſion to that ſuperﬅitious cano
ings. Beſide, neither was there Churches or Altars nizing of Saints, which afterward followed in the
in this Time, neither could the Martyrs who were Church of Rome;

I

ſo numerous be buried under them, but they were
decently buried together in Places called Ccemeteria,
as is plain from the Hiﬅory of theſe Times.
F R o M this l'e'ﬅ, we may Obſerve, I. That
though God's People be liable to many Suﬀerings,
yet, their Conſolations beingr conſidered, do far ex
ceed them all. 2. That God's People are not to
place their Conſolation on this ſide of Time; it con
iiﬅeth moﬅ in their comfortable Being, and enjoying
of God after this. 3. That in suﬀering Times,
they would comfort themſelves in the happy Outgate
of their Suﬀerings, and look more to theſe Things
which are eternal, than to the Things ſeen, which
are but temporal. 4. It is a certain Truth, that
Souls have a Life and Being, when the Body tum
eth unto Duﬅ, and that they exiﬅ, being ſeparated

yet had itan honeﬅ Intentin the

Authors thereof: As, Firﬅ, To keep the Credit of
Martyrdom from that Contempt which came upon
it, _when Men that were ſcandalous. in their Conver
ſation, were ſo reputed. 2. To bound that carnal

itching Pride in many, who becauſe of'that Honour
to be accounted Martyrs, thruﬅ themſelves unwar

rantably into suﬀering.

This Honour was eſpecial

ly denied to three ſorts of suﬀerers,

r. To theſe

who by Profaneneſs in their Converſation, Hereſy
in their Doctrine, Schiſm in their Practice, had walk

ed unbecoming the Goſpel. Hence the Catholicks

(ſo the Orthodox were called) when they were
led to ſuﬀering with Martionites, Novatians, or
others, ſuch like, (for ſometimes Perſecution raged
upon all that were Chriﬅians by Name) did ﬅill diſ
claim all Fellowſhip with theſe Hereticks in their
from Bodies. The Soul, at Man's Creation, was Errors, as not accounting them Witneﬂes to Chriﬅ
diﬀerenced from the Body, as not being made of that in their Suﬀerings. A ſecond Sort that were denied,
Subﬅance, but ina peculiar Way was created and were ſuch as without God's Call, by their Raſhneſs
infuſed by God, Gen. ii. At Death, the Soul is occaſioned their own suﬀering, ſuch as theſe who be
ccntradiﬅinguiſhed from the Body, Mart/1. x. 28. ing unasked, profeſied they were Chriﬅians, and that
the one dieth, the other cannot. .After Death they they had the Bible, but would not give it. A third
are diﬀerenced alſo, both in Reſpect of the Godly bor't refuſed, were ſuch as had fainted-in their Con
and VVicked, as theſe Places, ( Ealsſ xii. 7. Philip. feſhons formerly, though afterward they ſhould be
i. 23. ſicts vii. 59. Chriﬅ's Word to the Thief, come suﬀerers: This was not done, as if they ac- '
Luke vii. 23. and that Parable of the rich Glutton counted them not Martyrs indeed; but that there
and Lazarus ) abundantly do clear. 5. The Souls by they might prevent fainting, when any ſhould
of Believers, eſpecially of suﬀerers, are in a moﬅ

he called to a Teﬅimony. So Boren. Page 746.

happy Condition after Death, to wit, under the Al

and 760. where he ſetteth down the Decree of

tar, in Paradiſc, Abralmm's Boſom, with Chriﬅ one Mnſizrius, a Biſhop in Aſricl, ordaining none
Jeſus, &it. God hath a ſpecial Care of the Souls that occaſioned their own Suﬂerings, to be enrolled,

'

and

ſ Chap. 6.
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OQ/Prw, Ir. T H A T theſe who are ſound in
and
giving
thisſedReaſon
for acti,
it, r'mia
mm dz'vim_
irzﬂinctu
ducti,
temtritate
ſzztzſiunt.
the Faith of the u/ord, will be alſo exceeding
7. Ob/Zrw, THAT the giving of a Teﬅi tenacious of their Teﬅimony. In Scripture, and
mony by toutward Confeſſion of the Truth when in Primitive Times, we will ﬁnd the Saints ﬅick
called for, is neceﬂary, and commendable as well as ing at, and hazarding themſelves on Things which
Soundneſs of Faith; yea, it is oftentimes the out appear of very ſmall Moment, yet were to them
ward teﬅiſ ing of the Truth before Men, more of great Concernmcnt, becauſe of the Teﬅimony

than the aith of it before God that bringeth on which was involved in them, which they would
Suffer-ing: And there was nothing more abhor
red in the Primitive Chriﬅians than diſicmbling of
a Teﬅimony, to'evite suﬀering, as appeareth in
Juguﬂin'sandWritings,
de Mendan'o
contra
Mm<
daciuſſm,
the Writings
of others ﬁﬂ'
to that
Purpoſe:

not let go. Such was Matd'etai, E/Zber iii. Da
'tie-1 vi. his not ſhutting of his Windows. When
this Perſecution of Dior/cſian began, the Perſecut
ers fought but the Biblcs,

the poor Coats, Mo

ney, or Cups, ( wherewith they ſerved) to be

Wherein three Sorts that creeped in in theſe Times, given them, as ſome Evidence of their Ceding;
As, Fſſﬅ, Theſe who cal but they refuſed to accept Dcliverance upon theſe
led themſelves Mcadcmites (but falſiy ſrorn [Wra Terms: Yea, when the Soldiers, partly weary
demm, who is ſaid to come to Chriﬅ by Night, and ing to be ſo bloody, partly deſirous of ſeeming
not openly ) allcdging it to be enough to be inwardly Victory over Chriſtians, did profeſs themſelves
ſound and/to keep their Heart, Mind and Intention content to take any old Paper or Clout in place
clean, though they did not evidence or expreſs that of the Bible, or poore Coats: They refuſed to
Soundneſs to others: Such thought they might be give any avoid (as it was called from the Greek,
Chriﬅians, and yet let none other know it. A ſe Expxkxw) or Caﬅ away Clout; Yea, when
cond Sort were the PrzſiiZ/ianﬄr, who being moﬅ Soldiers would violently pluck ſuch Things from
vile Hereticks, ( particularly aﬂ'erting the Soul to be them againﬅ their Wills, they would follow them,
a Part of God's Subﬅance) did alſo maintain and profeﬂing their Adherance unto the Truth, and
practiſe this, that they might hide their Opinions, that they had not any way willingly delivered
and carry'ſo with theſe they converſed with, as if theſe Things, as is to be ſeen in Baronius In.
they were of one Mind with them. A third Sort 303. Page 748. It is reported of one Marcus
were ſuch, as out of a miﬂed Zeal to diſcover the Iſrttbuſiur, who was put to Torment under Ju
former, did counterfeit as if they had been Maintain lia/1, becauſe he would not build the Idol Temple,
ers of that Error, to make theſe Hctetieks- the more which he had formerly demoliſhed, when they
freely to communicate theirTenets unto them. The were content to accept ſome Part of the Ex
Primitive 'Fathers utterly condemned all theſe, as penſes from him, and to ſpare his Life, he re
inconſiﬅent with Chriﬅian Simplicity, which requir fuſed to give obalum, or one Penny, Sozam. iib.
ethaTeﬅimony of the Mouth, as wellasFaith in 5. 9. Cent. Magd. Cent. 4. Page 797, and 833.
Term/liar: alſo ( dt Carana mz/irir) maketh men
the Heart.
Olzſi 8. TH AT every Truth of the Word tion 'of a Chriﬅian Soldier, who when others
may be a Ground of suﬀering warrantably: For, after their Victory carried their Crowns upon their
the leaﬅ Thing that hath a Truth in it, as well as Heads for Honour of their Idols, he, notwithﬅand<
the more concerning fundamental Truths are the ing of all Hazard, carried his in his Hand, pro
Word oſ God, and ſo not to be diſpenſed with by feﬃng himſelf to be a Chriﬅian. By which and
many other Inﬅances, we may ſee how reſolute
his People.
9. E v I R Y Truth in the Word hath an out ly they held faﬅ their Teﬅimonyn From which
ward Teﬅimony joined to it, and ſometimes may be eſpecially they were called Mzr'tyri, or, II/itmﬃir ;
called for upongery great Hazards.
'
_
and by which often, not only many weak Ones
to. W H e N it is called for, this Tcﬅimony were ﬅrengthned, but alſo many Perſecuters con
or Conſeſiion to any Truth before Men, is no vinced, and made to cry out, certainly great is
leſs neceſiary, and ought as peremptorily to be 'be God qf the Cbrſſiam, while as they ſaw that no
are ſharply condemned.

held and ﬅuck to as the former: Therefore it is Allurements ou the one ﬁde, nor Terrors on the other
called ( Ram. x. ) Confeſſion unto salvation, and could make them looſe their Grips, but ﬅillTruth and

l

called for by a peremptory Certiﬁcation, Mattb. Chriﬅ were born U'itneſs unto, and well ſpoken of
by them. That is a good Word which Palytd'p had

x. 32, 33.

-
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to the Prttonſirl ( who took" much pains to draw pcror) he refuſed, ſaying, Theſe fourſcore and
'him to pity himſelf, and to deny Chriﬅ by his ſwear- ſix Yearshave I ſerved, him and he hath never once
ing by the Life or good Fortune of the Em- done me wrong, How then can Ideny him?

LECTUREVH.
Verſe
And they
cried with
aloud
ling,
ijudge
and10.avenge
our Blaod,
an them
thatwite,
dwellſhying,
an theHvw
Earth
?

O Lord, holy and . true, dſſ than m:

II. And white Pohet were given to every one aftht'n, and it was ſhid unto them, that that ſhould
rt/l yet for a little Sea/hit, untill their fellaw-ſervantt alſo, and their brethren that ſhould he killed at
they were, ſhould hefulſilltd.

r E come UOW to the ſecond Thing in Perſecuters from their Innocent suﬀering, which in
this Seal, that is, what John heard, ſome ſenſe pleadeth for Vengeance from God on
in theſe two, r. A ſerious Suit.

A gracious yet a wiſe Return.

'2. the Perſecuters even after their Death, as it isſaid

The of zlhtl's Blood, Gen. iv. that it cried to God a

Suit is in theſe words, Verſe Io. Andthey erred gainﬅ Cain: To which, it is like, this doth al
with a loud l\oite, ſaying, Hzw long Lord, dg/I thou lude; ſo that crying for vengeance, ſigniﬁeth this
n't avenge our Blood? &e.
i much, that their innocent Suﬀerings are not ſor
C o N c e R N 1 N o this Cry, we would premrt gotten by God, but are as eﬀectual to procure

theſe generals, 1. \Ve are not to conceive that Souls vengeance from him who is holy and true, as if they
audibly ſpeak to the Ears of Men, more than they were daily crying for it.
are viſible to their Eyes, ſeeing they want ma
MOR e particularly, this Prayer hath three
terial, Organs : It is therefore to be underﬅood with Parts, t. The Petition it ſelf, te wit, Venge
reſpect to the Scope only, as we ſaid in the former. ance. 2. The Object againﬅ whom they pray.
2. Neither have Souls in Glory any ſenſe of Suﬀer 3. The Argurnents whereby this Petition isenforc
'ings,,as if the were aﬀected with them; it is not ed.
lconſrﬅent wit that happy Eﬅate wherein they are,
T H e Petition is in theſe Words, laid down by
as abſolutclv'free
of all
and Anxiety,
ſſwill
not admit of
anyTribulation
ſuch Thing.
3. Norand
do way of Complaint, D'ﬅ thou not avenge out"
Blaod? Including in it a Deſire, that their Blood
they carry any revengeful Thoughts to Heaven, might be avenged, in the Senſe former] laid
'to deſire " Vengeance for particular Wrongs done down. We take it mainly to reſpect God's ﬁnal

unto them: Thataggreeth not to Saints, as Saints, "Sentencing of Perſecutcrs at the laﬅ Day of
Judgment, 1. Becauſe many of theſe, whoſe
fect Purity. 4. Neither are they conﬅrous of the guilt made them liable to this vengeance during
particular Suﬀerings of Saints ,on Larth, Iſaiah lxrn. the former Perſecutions, were already dead, and
16 yet may this Cry of Vengeance be applyed to ſo were without the reach of temporal Judg
them Reſpect
in a threeſold
Senſe,Chriﬅ,
I. vAs
lt exprcﬂeth
itheir
to their Head
whoſe
ﬁnal Vic ments. 2. Becauſe it is ſuch a Vengeanoe, which
is fought, that putteth an end to Perſecution,
,tory
they
in
a
holy
Way
long
for,
deſiring
to
have,
's vengeance,
ſ all his Enemies under his Feet, as will beat thedaﬅ as the Reaſon of ſuſpending
which is given in the Anſwer, cleareth it, ta
Day, which is 'the Day of their full-Redemption. wit, that their Brethren and Fellow-Servants
'2.
As it proceedeth
from of
theirChriﬅ's
Sympathy
with
ſi
the Members
Body
5 the
in were yet to be killed, and therefore there be
hooved to be a ſuſpending to ſatisﬁe that deſire.
' reﬅ of
which Refptct, they may be ſaid to 'long for 3. Becauſe the guilt of Saints Blood, draweth on
the perfecting of the Bridc, and the vindicating that Judgment, and the ends mentioned, to wit,
'on Earth, much leſs in Heaven, where there is a per

'of her in general from all her Suﬀerings. 3. I.,t Chriﬅ's 'final
may be underﬅood of the Guilt that ﬅicketh to their

Victory, and the Saints,

abſolute

freedom,
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freedom, do import no leſs; yet may it have its thine, as theſe Perſecutcrs have done, and thou art
partial fulﬁlling by temporal Judgments at par

true in performing and executing whatever thou

ticular times upon particular Perſons, as might
contribute in part to the vindicating of Truth
and the former Ends, ſuch' as God's Judgments
upon Perſccuters under the following Seal may

haﬅ promiſed or threatned, therefore thou muﬅ.
avenge our Blood upon them. Each of theſe
Grounds doth ﬅrongly by it ſelf plmd in this
Caſe, there being in them a twofo'd obligation

be ſaid to be, always rcſerving the full Deciſion ( if we may ſay ſo ) on God in Reference to this
between God's People and their Enemies until End. His Holineſs ſwayeth him to maintain his

rhe great Day, wherein this Petition ſhall

be Peoples Innocency, and to reprove their Enemies

fully ſatisﬁed.

Malice;

2. T H 1: object of this Petiti'on, the Mr:
that dwell on tlre Earth not as if all that were
upon the Earth were included under this Impre
cation, their being many Godly then living in
the World, but they are ſo deſigned, 1. Be
cauſe often and particularly in theſe Times, the
Lenemﬁty of the Men of the World are per
fccuters,
conniving,
approving,
delighting,and
oſſr by
ſuch acting,
like W'ays,
do make
them

out his Promiſes to his People, and his Throat
nings to his Encmies: But when theſe two go
together, God's Holineſs and God's Truth, in ſuch
a Caſe there is inexpreﬃble Comfort to be drawn
from them. There need no other Midſes to plead

his Truth alſo cngageth him

to make

with God, but what is in God himſelf. His
own Attributes, conſidered in- themſelves, and as

ﬂowing to us, and acceſſtble to us by his Truth,
as he hath revealed them in his Promiſe and Co

ſelves guilty

one 'Way or other of the Blood venant, do furniſh all manner of Conſolation:
of Saints. 2. They are ſo ﬅiled', to ſhew, what And theſe two ought never to be ſeparated in
ſort of Men they mean, to wit, wicked Men; our pleading with God, I. What he is in him- '

or great Men, who aimed no further than this
Earth, and to have a Portion in this World;
and ſo are contradiﬅinguiſhed' from the Godly,
who, though they ſojourn on the Earth, yet do
not dwell, nor have their Converſation there,
but in Heaven. In which reſpect( olzn xvii.
16.) they are ſaid not to be of the
orld, as
the former, (Pſa/m xvii. 14. ) are deſcribed by this,
that they are Mm of tlair H/Zrld, whirl) [Jaw tlm'r
Portion in this Life, &e.
3. T H 12 Motives, whereby this Petition is preﬅ

ſelf.

2. What he hath graciouﬂy engaged him

ſelf to be in his Word. The ﬁrﬅ, is, The Foun
tain or Ocean, wherein what is needful to us,
breedeth- and aboundeth. The ſecond, is, The

Streatns, ' whereby what is in him as the Foun
tain, is communicated to us. The ﬁrﬅ giveth us
Ground to conceive largely of the Fulneſs that
is in him; The ſecond ( to wit his Truth) giv
eth us Acceſs 'to approach unto him for partak
ing of it, ſeeing without this, God, conſidered in

himſelf, would be terrible to us, as we are now
expreﬂy, are in theſe words, blow long, O Lard, in our ſinful Condition. And this is the Reaſon

My, and true? Which we may take up in theſe why theſe two Attributes are conſidered together
in this Place.
The third Motive, is- in theſe
three, two of them being from two eflential At Words,
Hſiow long, Lord? &e. which is not to
tributes

of God,

made uſe of here as moﬅ

ﬅrengthning and cncoumging to their_Faith in expreſs any Complaint on God, or any Uubelief
this Petition.

The ﬁrﬅ, is from God's holineſs,

in them, (the Titles they give God' do clear

O Lord, baly, &e. Lord, ſay they thou art holineſs both theſe) but the Words, conſidcrel with theſe
it ſelf, and cannot but approve holineſs in Others, Titles, do enforce the Suit,- thus, Our Suﬀcrings
and diſapprove wickedneſs- where it is, ſeeing thou have not been for a ſhort Time, bit we have
art of purerrEyes than to behold Iniquity, Halz. i. 13 . lyen long under them, and they are now come to
P/Zzl. xi. 7. Can it be then that our Innocency and an hight, that almoﬅ we can beat no more:
and righteous Cauſe ſhall ſuﬀer? * And their Vio concerned
Therefore to
is avenge
thy Holineſs
andnotFaithfulneſs
thetomore.
us, and
to permit us
ſuſ-l

lence and', Opp'Peﬃon- go unpuniſhed?

There is

Reaſon from thy holineſs to expect the contrary; ſer,
and the Enemy to triumph alway. So that as '
and therefore wept-ay for it. The ſecond Motive, theſe W'ords do imply the Continuance and Hight ofſi
Is drawn from God's ſaithfulneſs, and true: This' a ſad Condition, they do alſo plead Pity anda favour
rcſpccteth God as he hath engaged himſelf in his able Return exceedingly from God, who ſo ſympa
Word, as if they ſaid, Thou haﬅ promiſed to own thizes in his Pcopleu strait; Therefore is the \Vord,
x them thatown Thee as we have done, and thou haﬅ How long uſed by the Saints, when they are, as it
threatned Judgment againﬅ them that wrong thee and - were, at an Extremityhere on Earth. THE
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T H E other Thing that ya/m heard, te wit, ſpcct now they may be ſaid to be made XVhite, bc

the return of this Suit, followeth, Verſe it. fully
conſolatory having theſe two Things in it, ſerving
to that Scope. 1. something is done unto them.
2. something is ſaid unto them. Firﬅ, Before any
Thing be ſaid unto them

cauſe their Innocency was manifeﬅed, and Credit
put upon them even before Men; Which in

the Lycnt was fulﬁlled in the Days of Ceſſati
tme numediately thereafter: And often he hath

( for, God dealeth not given particular proofs of them, by vindicating inſſ

by bare Words with a Praying People who are in
Strait) White Roller were given unto every one qf
them. The Thing given is, Iſ'bite Ram, which
( from Clwp. iii. 4.. they ſhall walk with me in
If'l'ite )- is clear to beunderﬅood of heavenly Glory,
Souls being capable of no other Raiment. It is
ſaid to be given them, not as if they had been at
any time without it (all things here not being
literally to be underﬅood in the time more than
in the Thing that is given) but, to ſhew that
God's delaying of Vengeance upon Perſecuters,
doth not prejudge the preſent happineſs of Martyrs
Souls, but that this Delay is abundantly compenſ
ed by God who freely giveth them heavenly Glory,
ſo that the Other is no Ground of Complaint to
them. This is the Scope, as appear-eth by what is

an extraordinary manner ſome -oſ his eminent Ser
vants, who were not only overwhelmed with the
Reproaches of Adulteries, Murders, Witchcraft,
&A. But by Malice

ſtirring

up

ſalſc Accuſers,

Witneſies and Judges, were condemned judicially
( or m Hazard to be ſo) of ſuch crimes, eſpecially

by i the Art-fair: Means until God, by Terror on
the Conſciences of Accuſers and VVitneſſes, or
other extraordinary Ways, brought Truth to Light,*
to the greater Credit of his Servants, as, in the
Caſe of Ezylarlniut Biſhop'of Niwmed/'a and Abd
'zaſius Biſhop of Alexandria, with diverſe other',

wonderfully vindicatcd by God in their Eﬅimations
before Men, is clear.

.

, Mr.

_TH: other part of the Conſolation, ſizis acon
tained in that which was ſaid unto them, compre

ſaid, tlmſ they ſhould raﬅſhrh little Seaſim, &c. as if hendmg four Arguments of Comfort to quiet them
Grace ſhould give them the Bud or Bribe'oſ Glory under the delay of God's ﬁnal Judgment on the
It is ſaid, Robet Perſecuters ( beſide what is' already ſaid ) It wasſaid
were give/1 to every arte of them, not as if all Mar unto them, that they ſhould reﬅ yet ﬁr a little Sea
tyrs had an equal ſhare of Glor (though every ſizn, unzill ltﬅbeiziﬂz-W/ ſerwnts alſh, and their Bre
one get a Rohc, yet there may be di erence in Robes) ſaw/led.
taren t at me
e killed a: tþ0' were, ſhould be
But it is to ſhew, 1. That none is miﬂ'ed, whether
their. parts or place be great or ſmall, high or low,
THE ﬁrﬅ and principal Reaſon of the Delayﬂv
Chriſt taketh notice of every one that ſuﬀereth, may be thus conceived, God's time of ﬁnaljudgo,
and rewardeth them. 2. It'is to ſhew, that what ing is not come; He hath moe suﬀerers to perﬁt,
ever be the Meaſure that every one getteth, yet all a certain Number are emolled for Su ﬀering as well
get what is ﬁtting to them or bccoming them. as for Heaven, many of which ( eſpecially theſe
Glory is ſhapen out to them, as Cloaths are to who are to ſuﬀer under Antichriﬅ) have not yet
Men, every one according to their Meaſure, as is obtained their Crown, though theſe who Cryed hid
ﬁt; ſo that in Heaven every one getteth their obtained theirs: And therefore in reſpect of God's
own Coat ( as it were ) and the Cloths that are Purpoſe and Decree, there is a Ntceſlity, thatv
meeteﬅ for them, according to their ﬅature in Chriﬅ, that Suit of theirs ſhould be ſuſpended. This is
and each one may zſay their own Meaſure becometh the force of the Reaſon, which goeth upon theſe
to fatisﬁe them in the mean Time.

them better than the Meaſure of one taler than they. Grounds, as is hinted, I. That there is adeterIn ſum, it ſaith, all are contentedly happy, and minate Roll of suﬀerers particularly mndefcended
none grumble at' God's way in diſpoﬁng what is on by God. 2. That ſuﬀering hath in it a ſpecial
his own: Altho' heavenly Glory be the Thing Dignity and Honour unto the suﬀerers. It is a
mainly intended here, as the laſt Judgment was Gtft beſtowed by God on ſome, and not' on all the Thing petitioned for in the former Words, yet yea to ſome of theſe whom he loveth, and not It;
as in them we included temporal Judgmcnts in ſome all, Plzzl. t. 29. 3. That God's Purpoſe and De
reſpects, So hete we may take in, under Iſſlzrte cree muﬅ ﬅand, nothing can alter that (known
Ram, God's owning and vindicating of the Mar unto him are all his Works from the Beginninv ) and
t'yrs that were dead, and Servants that were living, in time he hath no new Counſel to 'take coſſiicem
from the many vile Slanders and Calumnics im ing any of theſe Things. Therefore muﬅ that ab
puted to them, by which formerly they were made pointment, concerning the Number Of suﬀerers
black, as is hinted at in the third seal: ln which re.
and
\
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and manner and Circumﬅance and of their suﬀering,
,be fulﬁlled. 4. That all God's Decrees, even
theſe that ſeem hardeﬅ to Fleſh ( as this of suffering
doth) are wifely and graciouily leveled at his own
Glory and the good of his People; and therefore
ought, and may be] quietly and contentedly ſubmitted
unto by them.
T H r-: particular Motives which the Lord add
eth to ſatisﬁe them to be quiet, (though his So
veraignty were enough) are theſe four, as is ſaid,
1. That for the time their reﬅ was not ſuſpended
until the fulﬁlling of his Purpoſe, but that good
Ground was given to them of acquiefcing in the
happinefs beﬅowed on them; They ſhall reﬅ, &e.
2. The time of that Sufpenſion was not long, but
for a little Seaſon: Therefore it might be the
better born:

REVELATION.
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had not

3. We

been

actors in theſe Evils.

may gather, that the Churches condition hath
been generally ſuﬀering before this time, and that

there hath not been any ſolemn and univerſal
Judgment on Perfecuters before this, the Cry,
How long, O Lord, &e. implyeth ſo much: And

therefore, this Seal, as it exprcſſeth ſuﬂering, muﬅ
relate unto the Time of the Church before Can

ﬅantz'nt: At which Time, God gave a viſiblcTcf
timony of his owning his Church, and of his In
dignation againﬅ Perſecuters, as we will fee in the
following Seal. 4. It expreſieth the Churches ex
tremity, and that immediately going before her
change from outward Perſecution to external Peace;
the Vehemency of the Cry, the comfortablenefs of

the Anſwer compared with the Matter contained
All the time of ſuﬀering, tho' ſeeming in the following Seal, do conﬁrm this, as if this were

long to suﬀerers; yet, being compared with Eter
nity, is but ſhort and for a Moment. 3. That
little whiles Sufpenſion is not in vain, but for good
Ends: Even then God is promoving his Deſign
of perfecting his Saints, and making read) for that
ﬁnal Judgment upon his Adverſaries, and their Cup
is ﬁlling up for thatend.

the very Criſir and turn of that Condition. 5.
That the following Seal is not to be looked on as
a Deſcription of the Day of Judgment, ſeeing that
Day, which is by this Sea] for a time ſuſpended,
doth not immediately ſucceed to Hmthcniſh Per
ſecution : Beſide the Reaſon given here of the Su

ſpenſion of that Day, to wit, that all their entolled
A fourth Argument, is, from the Perſons who number of Martyrs muﬅ be fulﬁlled, which in a

are thus to be digniﬁed with suﬀering: They are great part is to be accompliſhed in the time of
Bretbrm and FÞ/[aw Servants, Sons of that ſame Antichriﬅ's tyranny, [will conforrn this, there being
Father, imployed in the Service of that ſame no poſſibility of including that Perſecution of An
Maﬅer with them; and therefore they, out of re tichriﬅ before the terrible Events mentioned in the
fpect to them, might quietly wait for the fulﬁlling of following Seal.
I N the opening of the YVords we have hint
God's purpoſe of Crowning them, and making them
part-ake of the ſame Dignity with themſelves.
' ed at ſeveral Doctrines, which now we ſhall not
T H a s z Reaſons are expreﬂ'c-d, not ſo much reſume, but ſhall ſhortly point at theſe Obſervations
'for the Comforting of Saints in Heaven, as for the further,
clearing, and encouraging of Saints on Earth againﬂ
1. T H A'T there is no Sin that more eﬀect
the continuance of Suﬀcrings, that they might ually pleadeth for vengeance from God, or more
patiently under them, wait for God's ﬁnal certainly and feverly ſhall be puniſhed by him,
vindicating or them and iudging of their Ene than the Sin of Perfecuting and wronging of the
_Saints. Wrongs done to anyjnnocent Men in the
mies.

F a o M this Seal, we may gather,

1. That World have their Cry before God, and God is

there hath been much (uﬀerings of God's People the Avenger of theſe; but Wrongs done to
before this time; and therefore and the former his Saints, cry louder than the Wrongs of any,
seals, which implyed ſuſſcrings, muﬅ 'be under even though Kings. God cannot (as _it were)
ﬅood of the Churches ſufferings, this cry, How but hear and avenge, as is clear from the Par
long, &c. Being brought in here as the reſult of able, Lu/E: xviii. 7. A'nd from Experience this
theſe. 2. That theſe ſuﬀcrings were ſuch as pro hath been found, that Perſecuters (even oten in
cceded from Men, ſinfully acting, therein, by this Life) have been remarkably plagucd of God,
which they became liable to, God's Venaeance, as Cain, P/mmab, Babylon, Antiochus, Herod the
and were not to be underﬅood of PFamine,
teat, who was horribly plagued of God before his
Peﬅilcnce, (57. Or ſuch Jndgments as do im Death 5 Pantius Pilate, who was degmded and baniſh

mediately ﬂow from God's Hand. Theſe could ed 3 IIerod the ﬁtrwrlv, miſerably periihed, Act: xii.
not have procured a'cry of vengeance againﬅ Nero, Dmitian,and man)- others,brought death upcn
the Men of the Earth, as isin this Soal, if they
y
themſelves,
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themſelves as is clear from Scripture, Hiﬅory of Perſecut-ions are ſo reckoned by ſome, who account
Yoſp/ms,
the Eccleſiaﬅick
Story,t eſpecially
Cent. not that Perſecution of dare/inﬂux to be one: Be
M'agd. Deandpzmſir
pcrﬅmtorum.
is true, God's
cauſe his Edicl; was immediately recalled, he being
way in this is ſoveraign and unſearchable in reſ terriﬁed by God by a terrible Thunder in the very
ctof the he
Manner
and Time
of this Reckoning
ometimes
will ſſſuﬀer
greit Perſccuters
to die in. inﬅantof his ſubſcribing the ſame: Upon which,
he afterward befriended Chriﬅians, ſo as he interpoſ
worldly Credit and Peace, as Nebucbadmzzar did, ed he Authority for making eﬀectual the sentence
and in later Times the Duke of j/ZYI the great of the Synod of zf/zticrb againﬅ Samaſhtmur. Others
Perſecuter in the Low-Countries: Sometimes he again who reckon this of dure/inﬂux one, cmit that
will pardon the Perſecuter, as he did Mrimſſb; fourth under Had/'inn and Am. Pin: either becauſe

yet ordinarily doth he manifeﬅ his Diiþlcaſure, they account them one with that .of Trajan's there
even before the World, by temporal Plagues ot'In being no conſiderable Interruption betwixt them,
famy, and Judgments upon them, or others, as or, becauſe they were ſooner ﬅayed than others
may make the World know that he abhoreth that were. This maketh the Diﬀerence amongﬅ the
Sin: Such was God's thruﬅing Neblzcliadnezzar Writers, who, to adhere to the Number of Ten,
ſor a Time to the Beaﬅs of the Field; ſuch was are made to vary in the Application of them; yet

all agree in this general, that therewere at leaﬅ ten
diﬅinct Perſecutions purpoſely raiſed againﬅ Chri
ﬅians, during that Time: \Vhich being put to
gether, will take up a conſiderable. part. of theſe 300.
,.
the Nature ofit;_ God is more eminently and lin Years.
A ſecond thing clear from Story, is', that even
gularly engaged againﬅ it ( he being in ſome Man
ner perſecutcd in his People )- So that we may ſay, during the Intervals of thele Perſecutions, when the
that the Blood of Martyrs ſoundcth alway with Sword was not raging by Autbority againﬅ Chri
that word before God, with Znbariab the Son of ﬅians,.yet by Tumults and Inſurrections amongﬅ
Pþqjr'rda expreﬁed at his Death, 2. Cbron. xxiv. 22. the People,, and by the Malice of inferior Cover.
The Lord [cai- upon it, and require it. This is the nors ( who were either Actors in, or Connivers at
Language of their Blood, even then when their or negligent of the puniſhing of ſuch things ) the
_Tonguc may be praying with Stcþhm, Acts vi. Church was ﬅill ſuﬀering. In this manner was St'
pþen ﬅoned by the People, Acts vii. 'Far/m was
60. Lord lay nati/air Sin to their Charge.
God's plaguing of Mamzﬄb for his Blood in his
own Impriſonment, and in denuding of his Children
of the Kingdom. This proceedeth partly from
the greatneſs of the Sin ofPerſecution, partly from

Obſ 2. T H.A T God's People may continue beheaded, and Peter was imprifoned by I-Izrod, Act:
long under, and be brought unto great Straits by
Perſecu'ion, as this Cry importeth, hnd the open
ing of the former three seals maketh appear. For,

xii. This Paul and the dþaﬅ/er often ſuﬀered in their
journeyings, even before publick Perſecution was
ﬅirred by Nero, and thus it continued almoﬅ throucrh
all the Provinces of the Empirc, when the Litaw

until the Days of Cava/Marble, from the Entry of
the Gcſpel into the
orld, the Church. for the
Space of '300 Years and ſome odds was under 'Per
ſecution, and had little Breathing time ſor theſe ma
ny Years, which is evident from Hiﬅory : Where
in theſe two things areclear. I. That during that
Time the Church was waﬅed by ten ﬅated Perfe

cutions. The ﬁrﬅ by Nero, which began Juno 67.

ſeemed moﬅ favourable unto Chriﬅians, There be
ing all that Time no Emperor Chriﬅian to own

Chriﬅians int'neir suﬀering, . ſave one P/zilzþpur, who
reigned but few Years, was himſelf and his Famie
ly murthered by Darius, who raiſed the eighth
ſecutionþ
i M-Per
_

Objſ 3. THAT God's People ina holy ways.

The ſecond by Domitirm zlrma 90. The third by may pray for Vengeance. upon Perſecuters, as is
. Twzian, continuing ( as is' written) for 19 Years, often uſed in' Palm: Not from ſelf Revenge, or
it. began ﬅir/10 100. The fourth was under Hadri from a carnal "pint, but from Love to the glory
an and A'm'. Pins, as is reckoned by ſome, and of God, the vindicating of themſelves and the Truth
began Anne 126. The ﬁfth by Antanirzur P/Jiloſhþljllſ, maintained by them, and ſcaring of Men from this
and his Coligue L. 11. Ver-us, beginning lltma 168. Sin of Petſecution, and the Hazard .that followed
The ſixth, was under Swcrus, which'began in the. upon it. Oþſi 4__ That God may ſuﬀer the Blood
Year 208. The ſeventhwas unde'rMaximirms, 236. of his Saints foralong Time to be unpuniſhed, as
The eighth, was under Dttiur, 25 r. The ninth, if he took no notice o'f. their Prayers in reſpect of
was under Gallus and I/oluſitmus, 25 8, The tenth, the Eﬀect. Obſi. 5. Even then when God ſeemeth
under Diorlg/ianz Amwhgoo. or thereabout; Theſe to neglect his People, and to take no Notice of tho:
_
Prayers,

F
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Prayers, he is holy and true, and is'to be acknow
ledged ſo. Though Senſe would ſay the contrary,
Faith ought to lay this Ground at the Entry,
Lord, thou art holy and true, Ut.

REVELA'I'ION.
altered.
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Ohſi 4. The moſt rageing Perſecutionr

have their Bounds ſet by God, and the number of
Martyrs is determined, and all the Perſecutcrs ſrom
the beginning of the World, to the end, ſhlll not

F a o M the Anſwer, Verſc tr. Ohﬅr-w, 1. That exceed in one Perſon.

though God do not inﬅantly grant the Particulars
that his People do pray for; yet their Prayers are not
loſt: Here the thing fought is delayed, yet a com
ſortableReturn of their Prayers is made out unto
them; and their Prayers are not without Fruit
even ſor the Time. Obſ." 2. God's peremptoty De

Which, as it doth notably
hold forth God's Soveraignty anl Providence in the
greateﬅ Confuſion oſ the WVorlu z ſo doth it exceed

ly contribute to the Comfort oſ God's People under

them. Ohſi 5. Thit the ﬁlling up oſ this Roll, or
the ending the Suﬀerings of God's People hereon
Earth, and the coming of the great day of Judg
crees, and the Prayers oſ his People, are not incon ment, come together. Or, the ﬁnal Judgment oſ
ﬁﬅent 5 yea, his Decree may aim at one thing, and the World, ſhall immediately follow the ſulſilling
the particular prayed for by his People( as it is cir of the Suﬃzrings of the Martyrs. The Reaſon given
cumitantiated )aim at another thing, upon the Mat

of the Suſpenſion here, is, that their Fellow-Servants,

ter, inconſiﬅent with that; yet may theſe Prayers who were to be killed muﬅ be fulﬁlled:

And the

be acceptable to God, and they in them, as is clear Term that is ſet for the anſwering of their Power,
here and in dl'raham's praying for the Bleſiing to to wit, until their Fellow-Servant: Es't'. doth con

lſhmoel, whiles God had appointed it ſor another. ﬁrm this. For there is no delay put to Judgment
The Reaſon, is, becauſe our Prayers and ourPrac then, and there is no more to intervten the Mar
tice are accepted, not becauſe they are conformed to tyrs perfecting, and this Vengeance on tne Perſe
God's ſecret Will. and Decree, but as they agree cuters. Theſe two are alſo joyned, Mat. xxiv. 29.
with hisWill revealed in his W'ord, which is the The ending of the Aﬃiction of God's People,
rule oſour Duty. Oh/I 3. Though Prayers prevail and the coming of Judgment; [mmediate/y, ſaith
not to alter God's Decree; which muﬅ ﬅand, yet the Lord, after the trihulatiemof theſe dayr ſhall th:
Prayers may procure much preſent (Ltictncſs and Sun he darhned, &do. There is therefore no tem
Satisfaction for the time. God's Decrces are ſo wiſe poral Peace, or millenary Kingdom, altogether free
ly ordered for the good of his People, that it were of suﬀering, to be expected before that time, which
no Advantage, but _Prejudice to them to have them is the day of Redemption ſrom theſe Suﬀerings.

LECTURE

Vlll.

Verſe 12. And I behold when he had opened the ſixth Seal, and lo, there was a great EnrthqIzztZ-e, and

the Sun herame Hath as Sad-(loth of hair, and the [Moon hee-ame as Blood,
13. And the Sour-s of Heaven fell unto the Earth, own or a Fig-trte ozz/terh her ter/timely Figr when ſhe

is jhahn of a mighty lI/ind.
14.. out
Andtyſitheir
tho Heav'n
moved
plates:departed a: a Small 'when it it rolled together, and wary Mmntain and ﬄond were
15. And the Kings of the Earth, and the great Mcp, _and the rich Men, and the chief Coptninr, an! the

mighty jl/Izn, and may hond Man, and fro: [Van hid them/olive: m the Dzm, and in the Roch: ty' the
Mountainr,
16. And ſaid to th: Jlountaz'nr and Root/r, Fall on as, and hide mſt-'m the Fare of him that ﬁrm/1 on
the Throne, and from the II/rath oft/'Je Lamb :
17. For the great day of his lﬄrath is tom', and who ſhall he aht'o toﬅand t"
E proceed now to the opening oſthe ſixth plication or Eﬀects mentioned ſor opening of the

Seal, which holdeth forth ſome moﬅ ter- Type.
rible and dreadful Dit'penſation, and that
T H a Typc is ſet down, ſ/Þrſi 12. in three Ex
b th in reſpect of the Type and the word of Ex- prellions, x. Tour: was t great 'EdPf/jYhW/i't', 2. The
Y y a
Sun
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Sun herde/te Hath a: tenthe/eth of hair. 3. The Men he

Qgarrel againﬅthem. Fourthly, It ſheweth, though

tnme a: hlood. The Eﬀccts (which ſerve ſorExplicati
on of the former ) follow, and are of two ſorts, t.
Ueon the reaſonleſs Creatute, in three Inﬅances, I.
The Strirsﬁzt'l from, Heaven, ver/e t 3. 2. Upon the

Chriﬅ's Forbearance be long, yet hath he a time oſ
reckoning, and cometh terribly when he cometh:
And ſo this Seal, wherein it isſaid, the great Day

ty the Lamh'r H'rath it come, &Ft. is to be look
the Heavens, they depart, &e. verſe' 14.. initio. The ed upon in part, as the Anſwer oſ theSaints Pray
third is upon the Earth, the [Wonntoint ( which are er, How long, 0 Lord, &c. in the former Seal:
moﬅ ﬅable in the Continent ) the [ﬅands ( which are There they long for his coming to Judgment;

moﬅ remotein the Sea ) both are moved out of their here, it is marked, that that Day of his \Vrath is
pſdſl,

i

T H a ſecond ſort of Eﬃzcts, are upon reaſonable
Men oſ all ſorts, Kings, great Men, rich Men, Cap

tains, mighty jlrfen, hond Jlden, andſree Men, Great
Terror is upon all theſe: Which is two ways evi
denced, I. In what they did, they hid themſelves in
the Dent &c. verſe 15. 2. In what they ſaid unto

come.
T H A 'r ſome dreadful Event is foretold here, is
moﬅ manifeﬅ. The Diﬃculty, is, how to ap.

ply in it particular. For underﬅanding whereof,
we premit theſe conſiderations or Aſiertions, 1. I:
is uſual to the Prophets to expreſs great judg.

ments (even ſuch as are in temporal things) by

the Mountains and Rocks, fall on m', and hide m, ſuch Expreſſions, as the overturning of Heaven
is'e. verſe 16. Laﬅly, the riſe of all this Terror, and and Earth, Cs'e. It is alſo uſual to John to make
theſe dreadſulEﬀec'ls, is more plainly expreﬂed, to uſe of the Expreſſtons which are uſed by them:
wit, the VVmth oſthe Lamb, ﬁr the great day gſhit Particularly, we will ﬁnd the ſame Expreſſtons in

the Prophets that are here made uſe of in the
wrath is rot/re, verſe 17.
IN ſum, the words point out this terrible Diſ Threatning and ſoretelling of temporal Judgments,
penſation, I. That it is univerſal in reſpect of all as that in the Type of the Earthoteahe, the Suns
creatures; neither Sea, nor Land, Heaven not' dorhning, and the Moons being turned into Blood,
Earth, nor Men of any (Liality or Condition are may be gathered from J'er. iv. 23, 24, 28. ' oel
ſree, but all are ſharers of the Eﬀects of it. 2. It ii. 10. The Earth ſhall quoke hefore them, the en.
holdeth ſorth Terror on all theſe in a moﬅ high and ven ſhall tremhle, the Sun and the Men ſhall he
eminent Meaſure and Degree, as the Eﬀects do clear. dark, and the star: ſhall withdraw their Sht'nning.
3. It pointeth at the ſpecial Cauſe which hath ln Hag. ii. 21, 22. 1 will ſhake the Haven: and the
ﬁuence on all theſe Eﬀects, to wit, the ſVrath oſ the Earth, ſaith the Lord, whichin plain Terms ſol
Lamh, that is, of the Mediator, heron/e the day zﬀ

loweth I will overthrow the Throne qf Kingdo'nr,

his Ilſrnth is come, &Ft. Which we conceive eſpeci and will deﬅroy the Strength of the Kingdom; of the
ally to be added ſor theſe Reaſons, Firﬅ, To hold Heethens. In a word, it is to foretel a remarkable
ſorth the ſpecial procuring Cauſe oſ this judgment, Ruin upon the Enemies of his Chuch. Add lſh,
which is not ſo much Sins done againﬅ God the 'xiii. 9, to. Behold, the day tﬀ the Lord cometh with
Creator in the breaking of the Law, as againﬅ the ﬁerce Anger and ſﬄrttth, &Ft. For the Starr of Hezz
Grace of the Mediator oﬀered in the Goſpel: There ven ſhall not give their Light, and the Sun ſhall he
fore is the H'rath of the Lamb eſpecially mention darhned, and the Moon ſhall not cauſe her Light to
ed, as if he were in an eminent way avenging ſhine. So alſo, ( Ezeh. xxxii. 7. ) I will cover the
himſelſazaiuſt theſe who had veliﬁed and contemp Sun with a cloud, and the Mon ſhall not give
tuouily deſpii'ed his Goſpel, and the Proſeſiors oſ it. her Light, &Ft. In all which places, the Prophets,

Secondly, To 'ſhew ſome convineing appearing oſ
Chriﬅin this terrible Change, ſo as it ſhould be ſeen
to be he by Onlooket's, and that this Acknowledg
ment ſhould be extorted by that maniſeﬅ Appear
ance, even ſrom theſe againﬅ whom he pleadeth
this Controverſy. Thirdly, It ſheweth the Scope
oſ all the ſormer terrible Eﬀects that are menti
oned in the Type, to be the Lord's executing.
Judgment on the great Men and others of the
World ( who put no Price upon him, but per

after their Manner, are aggreging temporal Judg
ments by ſuch Expreﬃons.
'A G A I N, the ﬁrﬅ ſort of Eﬀectx, of the Stars
falling ſrom their place, of the Mountains and Iſ
lands their tnoving, areupon the Matter, the
fame with, Iſa. xxxiv, I. The Lord mal-eth the
Earth empty, and tnrneth it upſide down, &Ft.

with verſe 3, and 4.. with jere'n. iv. 24.. PſaI,
xviii. 7. Hahah. iii. 6, &it.

T H e other ſort of Eﬀects, are the ſame, i. e.
ſecuted his Servants) and that, ſo convincingiy, Expreſiions of Terror,.uſed, lſa. ii. 19. Theyſhall

as he might be. ſeen inthe purſuing of that his

go
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go into the hole: aft/1: Roch', and into t/ye awe: qſ they are ſpoken of in this ſame Propheſy. But
t/ze Ear-th, Uc. -Theother part of thoſe Eﬀects we concerning this, ſee more in the ﬁrﬅ and ſeventh
will, ﬁnd,
xi. 8. Tbeyſhallſhy to the [l/Iaun
taim two' as, and to the Hil/s fall an m, Ur.
whch words are by our Lord ( Luke xxiii. 30. ) ap<
plied to ſet out the tetribleneſs of God's Judgment
upon the Jews, which was to come a httle after

at the Deﬅruction of Jeruſalem.

Lectures on this Chapter.
3. VV n ſay, This Event propheſied of here,

cannot be underﬅood as containing ſad things to
the Church, but on the Enemies and Pcrſecuters
thereof: Which is clear, I. by the former conſiderati

From which on, compared with the Perſons on'whom this Judg

places, put together, it will appear not inconſiﬅent
with this Deſcription and Expreſſtons thereof, to
appl this Event to ſome temporal Judgment. For
con rming whereof further, we may,
2. C 0 N s l 1) is x, That this Event cannot he
underﬅood principally, and primarily of the Day_of
Judgment; but muﬅ be underﬅood. of ſomething
going before that. It is true, the compleatmg of
vengeance (to ſpeak ſo) will be then at llS hight:

eth them in their Practice ﬂee from Chriﬅ, and inv
their Words cry out againﬅ it, as being to be reckon- '
ed with againﬅ their Wills, and as apprehending cer

And, by proportion, We may gather from the ter

tain-ly 'Wrath to themſelves from his appearing, as

ment falleth:

It is on Kings', Captaim, and great

Mr: of the Earth.

Now, during the Heatheniſb

Perſecution under the former seals, unto which thisv

immediately ſucceedeth, there were no ſuch Perſons
in the Church as theſe.

2. This is conﬁrmed by the?

Terror accompanying this Judgment, which mak

rible Expreſﬁons uſed to hold forth God's Wrath in the parallel Pl'aces, H'oſha x 8. Late xxiii. 30.
ina temporal Judgment, the unconceivable dread

is evident. All which, agreeth not with the Saints
fulnefs of the laﬅ Day, which will be exceedingly Frame of Spirit, eſpecially under Aﬃiction, who are
beyond the moﬅ terrible temporal Event. Yet, we crying, How long, O Lord, as under the former
conceive,,the Scope of this place, is not to hold Seal; and are deſcribed by this, that they love

forth that Day; but ſome particular Judgment, Chri-ﬅ's appearing, and are joyful of it, as of the
God's Wrath againﬅ the Enemies of Day of their Redemption. 3, Perlecution on the'
Chriﬅ's Kingdom, is in a ſingular and extraordinary Church, could breed no ſuch Terror on the Kings
way manifeﬅed For, 1. The ſeventh Sea] is yet of the Earth, as is here prophecied of.
wherein

to be opened, which containeth Even-ts in time
poﬅcrior to the ſixth, as was ſhewen, Lact. 1.
on this Chapter. 2. No mention hath hitherto
been made of Antichriﬅ, either of his Riſe, Reign,
or Ruin: And it will not_ be conſiﬅent with that

4. VV 1-2 ſay

this Type cannot hold forth Dew

fection in Church-Men, as if that were typiﬁed by'
Smrr falling ﬁ-am Infra-um, darhzing of 'be Sun, &e.

For, darkning of Light, or Defection of Church
Men could not breed ſuch Terror on the Kingsw
immediate Dependance, which each of the former and great Men of the Earth as is here: They
Soals hath one upon another, to ſay, that this ſixth are not uſually much troubled with theſe Things;
Seal leapeth from the heathniſhs Perfecution over and yet it is clear, that this Terror ﬂoweth as au
many hundreds of Years, and all the interveen Eﬀect from this ſad Judgment typiﬁed and expreſſ
ing Events till the Day of Judgment.- 3. The ed by theſe former Expreſiions. And therefore
matter contained in it, is only Terror againﬅ by the ſame Reaſon, this Seal is not to be divided,
Chriﬅ's Enemies, who are Enemies to him- as as if by the ﬁrﬅ part thereof were holden out De
Medjazorz Which cannot beſaid of the Day of fection in the Church, and by the laﬅ, Judgment
Judgment, which isas comfortable to his Friends upon Enemies, ſeeing this laﬅ part doth clearly hold
as terrible to his Enemies and all ſorts of wicked forth the Eﬀects of the former, anddoth more fully
'
Men. It agreeth therefore better to ſome parti explicate the ſame Thing, \
5. W s do alſo aſiert, that'hcre cannot beunder
cular Judgment, than to that general Appear
ance, 4.. lf this were the Day of_Judgment ﬅood any Trouble brought upon Perfecuters by
principally longed for, by the bamts in the for Henthens, nor any Trouble brought upon the Em
mer Sal, Then there needed not_to have been pire while Emperors and Rulers were Chriﬅians
ſo many Arguments to preſs _ (Luctneſs during by theſe who were Henhens, ſuch as that of
the Suſpenlion of that Suit, if it were to in the Garhr, and theſe inundations of Barbarous Na
ſhntly and immediately fulﬁlled- 5. It lS not tions, which after the four hundred Year brake in
ilke. that the Day of Judgment ſhould be pro upon the Empire. For, I. The Series of Time
pheſied of and deſcribed before any temporal Judg will not agree to that; This Soal followeth
ment on Enemies be heard of, eſpecially lcerng
immedi- >
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immediately the Churches Suﬀcrings by hmthen Judgment in a more boundleſs way Without Limi
Einperotsz and therefore it is not Like the great
Mutation on the Empire, when it became Chriﬅi
an, ſhould be omitted. 2. This Judgment ſpeak
eth out eTpecially the Wrath of Chriﬅ, and that
ſo palpably, as his Hand is in a more ſingular
way acknowledged in it, than the prevailing of

tations and Reﬅrictions as the former Diſpenſations
towards the Church ( typiﬁed by Horſe and Ridn's
with their ſeveral Commiﬃons ) did admit. 2. In
this Seal,

there is no word of Advertiſement to

comandﬅz, as was in the former ſour.

The Rea

ſon is, becauſe God ſendeth not Miniﬅers unto,

Heathcns againﬅ Heathens would readil produce. nor ailoweth Warnings upon his Enemies as
This Convictinn (as would ſeem ) of hriﬅ's be doth upon his People. To conclude then,
ing acknowledged in it, ﬂowing mainly from zthe ſay, this Seal relateth not, ﬁrﬅ, to the end of
Inﬅruments imployed, and owned by him in the World: Nor, 2. To the Perſecution of

he
we

the
the
3. Nor to the

Execution of it; and this Terror that falleth on Church under Antichriﬅ. And,
them, is not that Terror as it ſcaſeth on all the Invaﬁon of the Empirc by Gut/23,

I/dndals, &Ft.
wicked in thc general Judgment, ſuch as was And other heathen Nations : Theſe Invaſions were
mentioned, Chap. i. 7. Nor that which aﬀecteth not ﬅated tpalpahly on Chriﬅ's account, as manifeth
Men ſimply by the dread oſ God's greatneſs, a ly owning his Intereﬅ, ſuch as this Seal import
he is in himſelf; but it is xtwo ways qualihtd, a. eth. It remaineth then to be underﬅood-of ſome
It js the Terror of him that ſittetb an the Throne, ſingular and extraoidinar Change on the Ram'
that is, of God, as he ruleth in his Church: In Lmpire, and its heathen mperors, whereby it be
which reſpect, he is holden ſorth, Chap. iv. o. 5. cometh quite another thing, Perſecution put toan
and ſo diſtinguiſhed from the Mediator: So now, End, Perſecuters brought unto Judgment, and that
b this Judgment on Enemies for perſecuting his by ſuch Inﬅruments as manifeﬅcd Chriﬅ's Quar
. hurch, he maketh them know that he ruleth rel againﬅ them, and with ſuch Succeſs as ſhould
and hath a Throne particularly in Jacob to the extort the acknowledgement thereof from the Per
-ends of the Earth, as the Saints Prayer is, Pſal. ſecuters themſelves. All which Characters, as they
lix. 13. 2. It is the Wrath of the Lamb, ap are now clearly impliod in this Seal; ſo will we
pearing as Mediator, and bcfriending his Church, ﬁnd them remarkably fulﬁlled in that great Change
which the more ſurpriſeth them, that formerly of the World in the Days of Co'ﬄantine the great,
they deſpiſed both: Now, they ﬁnd them both in about the Year 310. and afterwards; which came

their Tops, owning thedetþiſed Church and maks immediately upon the back of the laﬅ Perſecut-iou,
ing it known that their-idols. which tney wor _( and ſo agroeth well to the time ) by which the
ſhipptd, had not the abſolnte'and ſovernign Govern

whole Face of the heatheniſh Empire was changed,
mcjnt of Aﬀ-u'rs, but the God whom the Chriſlians and, as heatheniſh was overturned. So that in ef
wotſhipped. 3. This Judgment falleth eſpecially, fect the World became another thing, than it was _:
and in a peculiar way upon the Enemies of Chriﬅ, Which agreeth well with the Type; Perſecuters
as the Expieſſions bear, But, Judgments, execut were viſibly puniſhed and taken with their Hands

ed by Hcathens (particularl and eſpecially theſe hot in the Blood ofthe Saints; and by-ſuch 'Inﬅru
brought on by the Gqtbsl/mt als, ﬁr. ) lay as hea ments as particularly ﬅated the Q_narrel upon Chriﬅ's
vy ( if not more heavy Juptn the ſoundeﬅ and
beﬅ Chriﬅians, as upon any other. 4. The Mu
tation brought on by this Judgment, is ſo uni
verſal upon all things, and ſo ſudden, being con
tained under one Seal, that it can hardly be paral

leled by any particular Event of ſuch an Inyaſj

account, and therefore carried' the Croſs in their

Enﬁgn; many Empcrors and great Men, were
vbrought to ackow-ledge Chtiﬅ's Hand and Indigna
tion againﬅ them; the Church had freedom from
outward Perſecu-tions; Chriﬅianity became in re
queﬅ in the World, ſo that Chriﬅians ſeemed now

on; And therefore is not to he applied to them, to etijoy in part the return of the Prayers of theſe
that vhad gone before them. All which, being ſo
'U P o N theſe Grounds it is, why we conceive evidently
fulﬁlledin-that Time, and being ſo agoree
this SeaLto diﬀer from the ﬁrﬅ four, in theſe two,

1. The Type is not a Horſe and a Ridw'. I. able to this Type in all his Circumﬅances: we
Becauſe the_Object is not the ſame. Theſe ﬁrﬅ conceive, that the foretelling of this very Event
ſour ctncetn the Church immediately, this con

ccrne:h its Enemies.

is
the m'iinWhereof
Scope of
Seal;
For clettring
am;
conﬁrming
wethisſhall
add ſusther
theſevcon.

2. Becauſe though the Lord

ordereth Judgments upon the moﬅ wicked _Men ﬁderations.

by his Providence; yet this Type holdeth forth

t

ab
zﬁau-aeu
A: aim-'hid no
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so oK of the REVEL A TroN.

Ir we conſider, I. The uſual Manner of the
Prophets, their expreſſing of horrible Judgments,
( as we obſerved at the Entry ) it will be agreeable
to them, and to join', who followeth them, to undcrﬅand this of ſome temporal Thing, eſpecially
upon Ene'mies.2. C o NS 1. D n t, that it is ordinary in the Scrip-

ger

and Superﬅitions of his Kingdom, which may be cal
led the Antichriſtian World: And this Mutation, is
the overturning of the Antichriﬅian, and the inbring
ing of a Chriﬅiarr World again it: the Place or' it.
And this Way beingkeeped in expreſſmg all [he other
Changes of Religion in the World, we ma the more
warrantably apply this here, as is ſaid. CZnly, there

tures of the New Teſtament, and agreeable to this is this Diﬀerence, the other Changes of Religion un

Prophecy, to ſpeak of the Roman Empire, as of all der the Trumpcts and Vials, are brought about by
the World, and of Things befalling it, asofChanges Step: under ſeveral Trumpets and Vials; This'
and Events befalling all the World;

so, Luke ii. I. Change is ſet out by one Seal together, becauſe that

it is ſaid, that Auguﬅus decreed, that all flye World Alteration was inﬅantly, and univerſally at one Time
ſhould be taxtd, that is, all the Empire, Rev. iii. rot brought' to paſs, which iſſtbe other Change is not ſo
And therefore it will not be unreaſonable to a- ſudden.

ﬅrict theſe Expreﬃons to Changcs within this Em4. T H' r: conſidering of that Event more particuw
pire.
larly in its ſeveral Circumﬅances, doth ſo fully anſwer
3. C o N-S I D E R, that the Change of Religion this Type, that it may well be taken in and account-'
in the Empire in its Nature, Ordinances, Cuﬅoms, ed as an univerſal Change upon the World.

ceremonies, &it. and the-bringing in of a diﬀerent
Religion in its Room, is ordinarily cxpreſied in ſuch
Terms as hold forth an univerſal Change upon all the
World; upon Heaven, Earth, Sun, Moon, Seas, isle.
as if all were overturned, and yet the Changevis not
' upon the World in it ſelf, but upon Religion ( if we
may ſpeak ſo) inthe World;" Becauſe that Change
hath ſuch Alterations withit, as ifthe World became
another Thing; and becauſe Religon being the moﬅ
precious-Thing intbe World, the great and remarkable Changes are reckoned accordingly asitgoeth with
it. Hence we will ﬁnd three eminent changes, and
Periods in Reſpect of Religion, ſpoken of in this
Book, and all of them in ſuch Expreſſions as bear
forth, at the ﬁrﬅ View, atotal and univerſalChangeupon all the World.

Which

will appear by conſidering theſe two in the Matter of
Fact, I. What the'State of the Church'was imme
diately before this Change. 2. conſidering' what the'
State of the Church became immediately there
aftert
I. T H r: State of the Church before Coizﬅa'ztine's'
Government, was, for outward Perſecution, under'
the extreameﬅ Suﬃerings thatcan be imagined, as was
hinted at in the expounding of the fourth Soal. A
mongﬅ the four chief Governours that then were,
to wit, Diatleſian, Mzximiarzus, I-Þrrzdeur, Galen;"
its, Maximinm, ( called alſo Yovim ) and Can enr
rius, Cnﬅamine-'s Father, only this laﬅ had a Far'
vour to Chriﬅians, the other three being moﬅ cruel'e
Perſecuters. About Can/lawful Death, ﬅxtrted up"

The ﬁrﬅ, is, The Change of- Maxtrztius-to uſurp the Empire at Rome, who for a

the W'orld from Heatheniſh Llolatry U) Chriﬅianity :
This Change is ſet out as a-new World in this Seal,,
becauſe ( as it were) that heatheniſh World, wherein Heathens bare Rule, and Idolatry was publicltly
countenanced and authorized, is overturned, and another Vſorld come in its room. This Change of the

Time prevailed, and continued as barbarous-and cruel'
as any of the other. Againﬅ this Adam/mits, Yet/fur'
ſent one Sc-wrw, ( whom he called Ceſhr ) who was'
overthrown by him; after whom, he preferred one'
Maximian: his Nephew, who in perſecuting was
nothing behind any of the former; A little after'

World is from Heatheniſh to Chriﬅian. The ſecond Lid/rius, who was conﬅituted Ceſhr in his Room,
great Change of Religion, is ſrom the Simplicity of (.who ſor a Time had counterﬁtly be'frientled Chri- *
Chriﬅianity, unto the Darkneſs and Doctrines of- ﬅians ſor fear of Con/Iautine) et' afterward fell into'
Antichriﬅ. This Change under the Trumpets, is' moﬅ groſs Blaſphemy and Per ecution: All of theſe '
ſet ſorth'by ſmiting ofthe Earth and. Seas, by dark- having this for their- Aim, to root out' Chriﬅiani-'
ning of the Sun and Moon, &Ft. when the Mutation. ty, by Cruelty and subtilty, left nothing undone'
isupon the State or Religion in the World; This to accompliſh it. Their Cruelty ventcd in theſe'
Changeis-of aChriﬅian World into. an Antichriﬅi- Perſecutions, and their Subtilly may be gather-'ed
an. The third great Change, is under the Vials, ſrom the Laws we 'ﬁnd enacted againﬅthe Church
when Antichriﬅ's Kingdom again is brought down, in theſe Times.
As, r. That all the Bibles,

Chap. xvi.

It is expreſied by a Mutation upon the. Cups, and Church-Furniture ſhould be' deliver

Earth, Sea, Sun, &it. when yet the Judgment fall- ed up and deﬅroyed;
eth but on theBeaﬅ his VWorſhippcrs, and the Pendicles,_,

It was from - this giving'
up;
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Zp of the Bible, that Chriﬅians, who made Defect]
on, were called after that Tradrtores, that'dehvermg

up their Bibles, (57. being accounted receomg from
the Truth, or the Teﬅimony thereof. 2. _T hat
Men and Women ſhould not meet together for re
ligious Exerciſe-5, but Men apart, and Women apart.
3. That none ſhould teach Women, but Women.

Chap. 6,

ﬅomi'ro began to govern. Let us now'ſee' what it
became within ſome few Years thereafter.
T H r: Eﬅate which the Church was brought unto
after that Time, was ſhortly thus. After Caryhm
tius Death, Corﬄantiat being declared Emperor while
he was in Britain, continued in theſe Parts for a Time,
while the forementioned Perſecuters, eſpecially Max

'4. That no Meerings ſhould be 'keeped within the mriru who lived at Rome, were become hateful to all ;
Circuits of Towns, but in the Fields, u

n the pre

not ſo much for their perſecuting of Chriﬅians, as by

text Of Healthſulncſs. 5. That there ould beno their Tyrannies, Adulteries, and all ſort of vile Cruel
Mcetings of Miniﬅers or Correſpondences amongﬅ ties upon every ſort of Perſons: -Whereupon, Con
them in Synods or otherwiſe, which was prohibited ﬅct'ltiﬂt ( Called xkwpds' from his Colour) was en.
dangerous
the State.
That
iiieaoidThhincr
'reﬃpies
ſhould beto built,
and all6. the
Meetall couraged to march toward Rome, having before him,
as his End, the liberating of the Empire from ſuch
ing-places of the Chriﬅians deﬅroyed. 7. That no Tyranny of_ ſo many Tyranrs: And being doubt
Miniﬅers ſhould be permitted, but, where-ever found, ful what Religion to follow, at the Noon-day, or a
they ſhould be caﬅ into Priſon: Which Laws, at little after, there appeared to him in the Heavens,

laﬅ, ended in open Perſecution againﬅ all that pro a ﬁery Croſs, with this Inſcription in legible Letters
feſl'ed the Name of Chriﬅ; So that to be callcda sir 'rein-i rim, i; a. in bar vinn) In t/or's wern/'11.
Chriﬅian, was a moﬅ horrid Crime._ Unto thele This Viﬁon was ſeen by many others with him, as

Laws, afterward Julia/1 ( who was emmently taught Socrates, ( lib. r. top. I. ) aﬃrmeth: By which
of the Devil toundermine Chriﬅtamty after it'had Sign, he was notonly animatedto go to Rome, while
flouriſhed for a Time in Peace and Tranquilhty) he was heﬁtating; but alſo to embrace Chriﬅianiry
added theſe four, or, more plainly and_crafuly and the Profeſſron of Chriﬅ. In ſign whereof he al
formed them out of what was betore him. 1. ways carried the Croſs with that Inſcription forJn'g
.That no Chtiﬅian ſhould be admitted to an y Colours, and ſet it up at Rome, whenkſſhe enrred

Truﬅ, Civil or Military, but he who ﬁrﬅ ſacri Victor in it. This Hiﬅory, Euſeþ. de 'vita Coryian
ﬁced to Idols: This was obſerved formerly under rim', Iib. r. tap. 22. aﬃrmeth he heard Coryiaurim
Diaoleſian. 2. That the Children of noLhriﬅran himſelf allert to be Truth with an Oath. After this,
ſhould be admitted to Schools of Learning, or be he with his Army marched toward Rome, and in the
educattd in humane Science, that by that Means he Way had diſcovered to him the Treachery of Adaxi
might bring in lgnorance amongﬅ the Chrrﬅrans, mim'a'rus his own Father in Law: By God's
that thcy might be the leſs able to vindicate Chri Mercy he was delivered from it, and it returned
ﬂianity, and might be the leſs thought of amongſt upon the Author. When he came to Rome, God
olhcrs. 3 That no Preacher of the Lroſpelamongﬅ delivered the Tyrant Maxmtiu: into his Hand.
them ſhould have any Allowance of Maintenance Maxentius and his chief Oﬃcers being put to ﬂight
( for, before him in Coryiantitze's 'I ime, they had on the other ſide of the River me), was necellitated

Allowance ſettfed by Publick Authority ) mtendmg to return by a Bridge ( par panter/1 M/Uium as they
thereby to overtum the Church, knowing that. the

call it) whereupon he had made Devices in a ſccmt

Church cannot conſiﬅ without the _Mtmﬅry, neither Way to have drowned Co'ﬄanti'zc, by which, he
a Miniﬅry without it be mamtamoed. HIS ſourth and theſe that were with him were drowned in the
De\'i:e to undo Chriﬅianity, was, m deſptte of lt, River. Upon which Occaſion ( as Ezzſhbiur report
to give way to all other Rehgrons by _pubhck tole eth, lib. 9. tap. 8. ) Chriﬅians took Occaſion to

ranng of them, Therefore m his Time was the
rebuilding of- the Temple of Apollo at Dog/pus m
tendcd, and the yew: encouraged to lay the hounda
tion of their deﬅroy ed Temple at yern/clary: Both
which', were miraculouﬂy by Earthquakes rmpeded:

ﬁng that Word in the ix. Pſal. Verſe 16. The Lard
is brown by the Ymſgmentr whirl: be umour/o; the

V/irl'td is ﬅill/'ed in the [He-14' of loi: own Hand:
And that Word, Pſal. vii. 15. Hot-'lade a Pit an,
digged it, amſſi be brſimﬅlſ itjhl/m into it, &C. After

this, Co'ﬃmrtine having the peace-able Poll'eilion of
the PVg/t, had afterward two Diﬃculties; The
F R o M which Particulars, with what was ſaid m ﬁrﬅ, from Maximinm, aiming to drive on Perfe
opening the fourth seal, it may appear, how ſad the cution, and the Death of Co'ﬄamine together, Eq/Zb.
Condition of the Chriſtian Church was when Con
lib.

And his Practices in Reſt-rence to this, were Obtcrv

el, ( Chap.

) in the-Epiﬅle toT/xyalrra.

_ _

Chap.
'r

i
r
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BOOK qftbe

iii. r. de vita Co'ſſantini, cap. 40.

R EYFLATION.

The ſecond, demned;

35;

Toleration of other Religious, or of

was from Lin'rrim Emperor of the Eaﬅ, with whom Schiſms, amongﬅ Chriﬅians, was not ſuﬀered, and

Ca'ſſa'rtim had made Peace, and had given his Siﬅer many ſuch like Laws and Practices, juﬅ oppoſite to
to him in Marriage, who for a Time did counterfeit what was before.
Chriﬅianity; yet 'within ﬁve Years, 'became a moﬅ
4. C 0 N s I n rt R the great victories he obtained
cruel Enem-y toﬂarzﬂamim, and all other Chriﬅians, over Enemies, and the Account upon which he pur
and was the Author of many of the former cruel ſued them. His ﬁrﬅ War againﬅ Maxe'ltim, was
Edicts, as is to be ſeen in the former Places of Euﬅ undertaken as particularly called unto it by Chriﬅ
bias, [iii. r. trap. 43, 44, 45,46, Uc. Againﬅthcſe himſelf z his laſt War againﬅ Lirim'ur, was not oc
alſo Carylanrine ſet himſelf, not only by Arms, but caſioned out of any temporal Deſign to advance his
by Prayer to God and Faſting: Over whom God own Greatneſs z ( for he was deſirous to live peace
gave him glorious Victories, as is to be ſeen, Ibid. ably with him) but, to reﬅrain his Perſecution by
Iib. r. tap. 51. lib. 2. cap. rr, rz, 13, 14, Es'c. Force, when all other fair Means, attempted by him,
After which, followed a moﬅ comfortable and joy had been fruﬅrated, God giving man ſingular Evi
ful Eﬅate of the Church, as Euſel'iu: hath it, Zr'b. 2.. dences of his owning him in theſe Vidiories.
tap. 19. Out of which' General, we may gather
5. C o N s r D £ R the Time when theſe Perfe
and obſerve theſe Particulars, for making out the cuters were ſurpriſed, it was even in the Time of their
Anſwerableneſs of this Event unto this Type, and actual oppoſition to Chriﬅ, whiles profeſiedly they
Fhe Greatncſs of t-he Change from what was be had ﬅated Perſecution againﬅ his Servants, and could
ore.
by no Means be withdrawn from it, but went on
As, I. This Judgment was upon many great Mc-n, contemptuouﬂy blaſpheming the Name of the Lord
as Diotlgſian, Maximianus, Galeriur, Maximiaur, Jefus ( whom they called Nwitim in oppoſition to
xVaa entim, Lirinim: All which had the 'I'itles of the old Plurality of Gods whom they Worſhip
ſ
Emperor: or Ccſhrs, beſide what came on many great ped.
'Captains under them, as particularly on Prmutiar,

6. C o N s 1 'D z R the Remarkableneſs of God's
.-Culiamu, Tþeatimm, and many others, remarkably Judgments upon theſe Perſecuters, and the terrible
Plgued of God,- as is evident in the ſorecited Eﬀects both in Dced and Word which they produced
in them; not only to the conviction of others,
Hiﬅories.
2. CHRlSTlANlTY that was'beforedeﬅroyed, but alſo to the Convincingof themſelves, that Chriﬅ
'was now publickly by Authority countenanced; do was their Party; Such Terror of Conſcience ſeizing
]atry that was before countenanced, is now abhorred on them, as was palpable before the World. Diet/a
b all ; Idol-'l'emples every where are deﬅroyed or ſian, and Maximianus Htrculeus in the midﬅ of their
i ut up, and Chriﬅian Churches buil and Miniﬅers Greatneſs and Heat of Perſecution, both in one Day'
provided, rather more ſumptuouﬂy tlan ſparingly, deveﬅed themſelves of the imperial Dignity, chooſmg
as we may gather from Eaſhþiur, [iii. 3. tap. 47,49, rather to live ( as it were ) in the Caves and Dens

of the Earth, than to continue in their Authority;
*
3. T H e Laws are juﬅ contrary to what they a Thing unheard of before in the World. This Party
were; none but Chriﬅians are admitted to Oﬃce: proceeded from Diſpleaſure that they attamed not
And tho' Can/Matins took not the way of diſcovering their End in deﬅroying Chriﬅianity. but rather
his Servants, which his Father Coriﬅzmtim did, ( who found it to grow under them; partly from Terror
gave out, as yebu, that he would admit of none to of Conſcicnce, ariſing from that, as if they had ga
ſerve him, but 'ſuch as ſacriﬁced to ldols, but after thered clearly that the were contending with God in
ward expelled the Sacriſicers, and kecped the Refuſers, that. Thereafter bot of them put violent Hands in
faying, They would not be fair/ﬁll to him, wþo bad themſelves. Diot/eſian, being ſent for by (joly/an
'lever bee/1 faithful to (20./i ) yet was he zealous in hav tine upon Suſpicion, chooſed rather to poiſon him
ing faithful Men about him, and to have religious ſelf than ſee him. Maximianus Her-calm: endeavour
Worſhip not only in publick, but particularly in his ing again to recover his Authority, was diſcovered in
own Family: Schools were appointed, Miniﬅers his Deſign by his Daughter Corſſanline's wiſe. he
encouraged; Martyrs ( or Conſcﬁors rather) who was purſued, and bcſieged by him, and was either
were in Exile, were brought back: Theſe who had killed, or, during,r the Siege hanged himſelf, as is
been put from Oﬃces, were reﬅored; Syuods were diverﬂy reported by Writers. The third, Maxcmi- *

52, 53, 56, Es't-

convocate and countenanced by Cmﬅantiae's own us, was remarkably drowned, as is ſaid before, wi h

Preſenec, as that of Mix: was; Hercſies were Con

many of his chief oﬃcers, which made the Chi
'
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ﬅians compare his Deﬅruction in the Water with we conceive the Reaſons now more apparent, why
P/mraob's drowning in the Red ſea. Maximian: we_applied the Seal to this Event, and expounded it'
Jaw-ful, through Intemperance becoming corpulent, of lt, ſeeing every Thing jumps ſo in the Time

eEdvent and Eﬀects, as hath been formerly hintzſi

was-ſmitten with Biles in the fecret Parts, out of
which iſſued abundance of Vermin, in a moﬅ'loath

at.

'

ſome Diſeaſe, ſo that Phyſicians were either ſuﬀo _ YV a conceive it not needful to iuliﬅ particularlyv
cated by his Smell, or were killed by him, ecauſe ln- expounding and applying every Expreﬃon, as
they could not cure him; one of his Phyſicians what the darkning of the Sun, the-removing of [Hands

telling him, It was God's Judgment on him for

and Mountalns meaneth, or-how they diﬂer among

A: laﬅ, themſelves; This is certain, that' all'the Parts of that
the Conviction was ſo born in upon himſelf, that ldolatrous World are comprehended under this Threatd
he acknowledged his Wrongs done tov the Church, _mng, and all Sorts of Perſecuters are to be included

Perſecution, which no Man could remove.

to ſi'be the Cauſe of that Plague;

and therefore in this Stroke, v-th'at there are none ſo great or ﬅrono

as-may liberate themſelves-from it; and that thereoig
being ﬅricken with Terror, gave out Edicts that the
Perſecution ſhould ceaſe, Churches ſhould be build nothlng ſo ﬅately, ﬁrm or remote, which ſhall eſcape

ed, and that in their Meetings, Prayers ſhould' be this Change; But this Alteration ſhall be extended'
put up for him, as formel-'ly uſed to be. \Vi]lCh' over all, ſo as the Lord alone ſhall be exalted in that
Edict, is to be found in Eu/e/zius, Iib. 8. tap. 28,. Day > If l_t be aſked, Iſ/by this partial/ar temporal

29. whele the End alſo of Diodeﬁan and Ilermleul" ?'udgmmt 's ſet 'out under ſiltb big/1 and- um'wrſizl

is. ſet down. The other Tyrant in the Ecyf ( to Term, as ſeen/eth more agreeable to t/u Day ty" judg- wit, Maximinur, who was called Ceſar) had been ment? A-rſzw Betide the Cuﬅom of the'Prophets
induﬅrious to invent Torturesfor Chrlﬅians, eſpe- and conﬅant strain-of' this Book, we ſay, I. The'
cially to pull out their Eyes, was at- laﬅ'defeat, and*o Ill Was univerſal, and the Remedy was- very broad
in a baie Habit made to hide himſelf, and thereafter and wonderful, which made the Change be of the
purſued by Sickneſs, which made both his Eyes to largen Extent. 2.' It was a very great Change, from lcap out;

by which, he was neceſlitated to con

one extream of suﬀering, to another extream of out

fcls, that only the God of, Chriﬅians was God ; and. ward Proſperity. 3. It wasa ver ſudden Change ..
that he had been miﬅaken concerning the 'gods whom few Years lnterveened between the hurches low Con:
he chooſe to worfhip: All which' he had found to' d'tlon, and her outward ﬂouriſhing Eﬅate 5 All which
be Truth b'y Experience it ſelfz- Which'Words looketh like a new World. Men could hardly haw;
were uttered by him, being even expiring, as Euſeþi believed in ſo ſhort Time to have ſeen ſuch Things usſi
teﬅiﬁeth, d' 'vita Ca'ſſantim', lib. 2. cap. 52. had _lt not been by the extraordinary Power of God
carried
on ( as it were ) like the Day of -Jud >ment
Lirim'ul again, who could not be ſcarred from Per on
the ione ſide,- and like a new creation on the cother
ſecution by any of theſe Examples, ( tho' in ſome
thereof himſelf had been Actor,whiles he was in 4.. This Event may in ſome ſort-be a T pe and Re:
Conlederacy with Co/z/iarztine) was after many De ſemblance of the laﬅ Judgment, and an videnceand
feats and Flights convinced of his Folly, and made Pledge of it unto the Saints, who were prayino for
to vent his lndignalion againﬅ theſe idolatrous Prieﬅs, that Vengeance; and therefore may be [hOLWTllZ to>
who had made him diſdain Co'ﬄantim's God, and be ſet forth under ſuch Exprefſions, for COITﬁſfﬂ
put conﬁdenceirl the multitude of old gods, asthey Bg God's praying People, in the hope of that
a .*
called them. So that he and his chief Aſſociates be
ing taken, and brought to Puniſhment by Cor/Pan. '- a' r may from this Scope take theſe Obſerva
rine, wele made to underﬅand how great and admir tions; rt That though the great vengeance of
able the God of Cwﬂantine was, de 'vita Ca'ﬃarzt: God againﬅ Pcrſecuters, bev reſerved till the laﬅ
lift. 2. mp. 18. YVhich remarkable Judgments, and Judgment; yet ſometimes, yea, often God will
Confeſſlons, as alſo of many other great Men, their' remalltably puniſh them, even before Men, as is
Adherents, as if they were ſpeaking out the Words clear m-the Application before mentioned, and in
contained in the Text, ye will ﬁnd in the forecited the Obſervations onv the- former SeaL. We will
ſcarcelyTeﬅament,
ﬁnd in-- orthein Scriptures
of eminent
the Old. Fat:s r
Hiﬅory, and in Cmt. Magd, de pem': ptrﬅczzto--.. New
Hiﬅory, anv

ram.
T H £ like remarkable Judgments, with'ſu'ch Con ſecuter, for the moﬅ Part, to go out of this
ſcſſlons, we will not ﬁnd at any Time together in any World without ſome remarkable Blot. The Sin
Hiﬅory. All 'which Conſiderations being put together, of ſheddmg the Blood of God's People, is 'ſþokem
of
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-of in the Caſe 'of Maaaﬃ'b, aKing: xxiv. 4.. as fore him? It were good to prevent this Terror,
a Sin which God would not pardon, as to tempo and to abﬅain from what provoketh it. This will
ral Aﬀlictions, though he pardon it to the Peni be found a certain Truth, that it is a fearſul Thing
tent, as to its eternal Puniſhment. If we can look to fall in the Hands of the living God. Obſerve, 3. through the Actors in theſe Ten Perſecutions, The great Diﬅance that is between God and Crea
this will be. clear. JVcra, being hated of Men, and tures, and how far all of them are in his Reve- i
purſued by the Senate, killed himſelf; Damz'tiaa, . rence, He can at one Inﬅance ſhake both Heaven

having- drawn a Catalogne of ſuch as he was to and Earth, and turn the World upſide down; He
kill, in which-was the name of his own Wife, can make the Kings to ﬂee, and the ﬅoutcﬅ Men in
and other Friends, they having ſound it, put him the World to cry out ſor Fear; He, ewn be, only
to Death; Traja'z was continually vexed with i: to be feared; and who ran/land when be i: angry?
Seditions, and after ſell into an extraordinary Diſ Pſal. .lxxvi. 7. It is a wonder poor Men will live
eaſe, by which he was taken way; Adrian, be under a Controverſy with him, and be ſo little af
ing vexed withCommotionsin his Life, died with frighted of his Wrath. 4. There is nothing mak
much Anxiety, as theſe Verſes expreſihd by him, eth Wrath more infuﬀemble, than that it, is the
'II/Path of tbc Lamb Cbryz', Verſe 16. This is added
beſorehis Death do manifeﬅ,
as that
augmenteth
their
andis mak
etſſh
theirwhich
Caſe deſperate,
when
the Terror,
Mediator
their

Animal/1, vagula,blarzdu[a, Pallidula, rigida, nudula,
Hoſper, tomtſaue ta'parir, Ntr, utſales, dabrſirjom.

Enemy, there is none in Heaven nor Earth, that
.can beſriend them;

.'Zzw mmz abibir in [am F

'The vengeance of deſpiſed

Grace, executed by the Mediator, is the moﬅ dread
Maximiaus being declared an Enemy by the ful vengeance. The Lord ſave us from that. Ob
Senate, was killed in his Tent; Darius by the ﬅrw, 5. The Fickleneſs of all creatures, even of
Gar/2: ( in their ﬁrﬅ Invaﬁon of the Empire) with the moﬅ mighty and valiant Men in the YVorld;
his whole .Army, was cut oﬀ; I/alrrianm was What are they when God beginneth to reckon with
overcome by thefarſiam, vand made uſe of by them? Stars fall from Heaven, great Men and
Sapor as a Reﬅ forhis Foot when he was to horſe ; ﬅout Men hide themſelves from the Lamb. It
of Diorleſiaa we have heard already. Thus, fbr may 'learn us to ceaſe from Man, whoſe Breath

..,the moﬅ Part, were the Perſocuters dealt with by is in his Noﬅrils; For, wherein is he to be ac
God, and died ignominiouſly. and oftentimes with counted of? '6. See the Inſuﬀerablenels of Wrath,
Terror and Regrate. Such a Word had Steams -t/.*e Day o his 'II/rath it tame, and who [an abide
at his Death, Omnia ﬁxt', 65' 'libil mibi pradzﬅ; him?

X hat meaneth the great Part oſMen who

Such alſo was the End of that infamous Enemy hazard without fearupon known Cauſes of VVrath,
of Chriﬅians, Julian, who, in his Hight of Con and can live at Feed with God? There is a Ne
tempt againﬅ-Chriﬅ, -was deadly wounded in Battlev ceſſity of being at__Peace with him; This YVzath
againﬅ the Perſiam, and throwing his Blood in of his, one Day will be found unſupportable. Ob
thevAir, died with that deſperate Exprefſion in ſerve, 7. Judgments oftentimes ſall ſoreﬅ upon the
his "Mouth, Virrﬅi, made" Gaſz'lzte; Tſalentiw the great Ones oſ the World 3 and theſe that in Mcns
Emperor, being a great favourer of the driam, Account might be thought moﬅ lecurc, Kings,
and a great perſecuter of the Orthodox,-( as the great Men, and mighty Men, are eſpecially ﬅricken
driam did exceed the Healhens in Cruelty ) was at; partly, becauſe they uſe to be Ring-leadersin
in Battle gainﬅ the Gar/15" in T/jraria wounded, the Sin; partly, it ſcrveth moﬅ to the abaſmg of
and being caiT'ied to ſome Houſe-near by, it was creatures, and the manifeﬅing of God's Juﬅice and
ſet on Fire by the Eut-my, in which he miſerably Power; partly, (to ſpeak ſo) they think more
periſhed. All which do ſhew God's revengeful ﬅrange of it; 8. The ﬅouter Men be in their
oppoſition to Chriﬅ, and the more ſecure and
_Juﬅice in purſuing that Sin.
, .
Obﬅrw, 2.r-'-W R-A-T H is exceeding terrible up -confidcnt they be in their Sin, oftentimes, when
On the ﬅoutcﬅſi Men of 'the World. - 'What a Ter
Wrath cometh, .thcyaare found the more deſperate
rihleneſs' muﬅ 'there be in the' great' Day, when Cowards: Becauſe, 'the more security he under Sin.

'Wrath
and Terror?(to
Pcrſeetion?
And Pwhattſi ſpeak-ſo)
a howling'areand rit-their'
'crying th'e more .Force and Lower is added unto the Chal
lcnge of the Conſciencc when it is wakened.

There

'muﬅ that be, when all the Families of the Earth, is a great odds hcre bCCWLCD the Language of theſe Gal

and theſe that have pierced him, ſhall mourn be lants, who nowcannotabidc the Face of the Lamb, and
i .

th'

.tl .
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the former, braginvs wherein often they have defy pearing, and an utter impoﬃbility to endure that
ed tlxe S'on of God. 9. There is no Condition
ſo htrd, that the proudeﬅ Men in the World will
decline, nay, by the contrary they will deſire it,
that they may eſcape the Wrath of God, when
once the Senſe ofitbreaketh in upon them. Some
Galhnts ﬅand now upon their Points and Credit,

appearing? Certainly if Men were to live and
ſpeak after ſome Experience of theſe Things, they
might be ſuppoſed to become much wiſer in the
ordering

of

themſelves,

or at

leaﬅ in giving

their Adviee to others, than they were before, as
the rich Glutton (Late xvi..) giveth Advertiſe
12. There is
a Day coming when there will be no tryﬅing;
when the Lamb cometh in Wrathr to reckon with
Delþiſers, he perſuetl' in Wrathr and they would
fain ﬂee; but there is no treating airned at on.

and will not ﬁce where there Credit is concerned, ment to his Brcthren out of Helli

though it ſhould draw no Sin upon them 3 but
there will be no ſuch ﬅicking in the Day of
VVmth; Men will be glad to ﬂee to the baſeﬅ
corner of the Earth, they would'chooſe that the
greateﬅ Mountain or Rock ſhould full upon them,
and think no ſhame to cry for it: Yea, Annihilation.
would be welcome to them, tov prevent: their ap
pearing before Jeſus Chriﬅ: Men, great Men, and
ſtout Men, will have a far other Language ( if
we may ſuppoſe it) at their appearing before him,
than now in their Grandour it were poſſible for
them to imagine. Ohﬂ 10. When God reckon

either ﬁde.

13, This Day of Wrath is certainly

coming and' will come, tho' it ſeem-to be delayed.
We may well take all the inﬅances of particular
Judgments as pledges of that Day. Men will

once ﬁnd they have tt'ronged themſelves, that they

have ſo little believed this great Article of Faith..
14. When that Day cometh, there will be great
Odds between God's People, and the reﬅ of the
eth, he needeth neither Witneſs nor Tormentor; World. The Kings and great ones, who deſpiſed
he hath both theſe in the Coniciences of his moﬅ them on Earth, would be glad in that Day to
deſperate Enemies. What an awband is it that exchange Thrones with the meaneﬅ Saint and will
God hath over all Men in reſpect -of their. Con never attain it. Wrath when it cometh, will
ſciences ? Which being armed by God againﬅ them, make the World know of what worth Godli-v
would be worſe to encounter with than Thouſands neſs is, and what an excellent Thing it is to have
of Armies? This maketh Men ﬂee when none a good Conſcienee, and what advantage there is in
purſueth. 11. No King, nor great one in the having peace made with God through Chriﬅ Jeſus..
World, upon any entreaty, will be exempted from Theſe are the true and faithful ſayings of God, and
Judgment, but appear they muﬅ, even though they who believcth them not now, will one Day with
cannot abide it. What aTortur muſt it- be to be the rich Glutton ﬁnd the Truthof them.
,,

diﬅracted between theſe two, A neceſſity of. ap

s
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LECTURE
C H A P.
Verſe 1.

I.

VIL.

Nd after the/2 things, I aw four Angel: ﬅanding on thſſur Canter: ty' the Eirtþr.
holding the four II/in qf the Earth, that the Wind uld not How on the Earth,

nor on the. Sea, 'Mr on any Tree.

l T the entry of the former
* 2 Cha ter we divided this. Pro
phege into three principal Proq
pheſies, . holding forth and re
lating unto-three principal Pe
riods of the Condition of the
_.
Militant Church. The ﬁrﬅ,
'ﬁt__._,
mhtin to the churches Suﬀerings under Heathens,
x'l'
C

which was expreſſed by the Smls, whereof wc
have ſpoken. The ſecond, concerning Antichriﬅs
riſe and Dominion, holden forth by the Trum

pets.. The third concerning the Churches-outgate
from under that ﬅorm, is contained under the
Vails. Theſe two are et to come. And becauſe

that ſecond was a ſad _ torm, which might ſhake

the Faith. of God's People, if they were not
ﬅrengtlmcd

Chap. 7.
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ſtrengthned againﬅ it, the Lord armeth them in
in reference thereunto by laying down theſe two
ﬅrong Conſolations, I. By ſhewing his careof his
Church in providing for the ſafcty of his own before
the Storm ſhould come. z-By ſhewing the cer
tainty of the Churches outgate from, and Victory
over that Straite Which two take up the Chapter,
and are put together in a little View and Hint, be
ſore the Lord go on to deſcribe the Storm it ſelf,
that thereby the Faith of God's People, and their
Conſolation in reference thereto might be the more
ſtrengthned and conﬁrmed.
IZF we looſe ter the order-of revealing the Mhtter

REſ/EL Anon.

z-,<.7

I. B Y IVi'rds, in Scripture, are' underﬅood tem'
poral Judgments on civil 'States, 'fen xlix. 36,
&c. and ſo the holding of [ſinds ſuppoſeth a re
ﬅraint on temporal Tronbles, keeping them for a
Time, from breaking looſe upon the Church, tho'
they were ready even then to blow. The Event
is thus applied, The Church hath outward peace
for a little time under Coaﬅontinz, and after; but

immediately the Empire was overrun by Gotbr and"
Vandah,

Saracens and other barbarous' Nations,

who had been alittle time reﬅrained, that the Churchmight have ſome Breathing.

2. B Y Iſſmdr, ſometimes in'Scripture areunder-"
contained in this Chapter, it doth belong to the ﬅood the blowings of the Spirit, eſpecially ac

ſixth Seal (the ſeventh' not being yet opened; )., companying' the Ordinances', in- keeping them clean
But, if we look unto the Matter it ſelf, and the and making them Eﬀectual. Theſe Goſpel-Ordi
Scope, we will ﬁnd it belong to the Propheſies follow nances, and breathings of the Spirit with them,
ing as preparatory to them', and-ſet down before being as neceſiary for keeping the Church uncorrupt
the opening of the ſeventh-Soal, To make the ed, as Winds are to the Air which we breath in.
Tranﬁtion from the one Propheſie tothe other See Act: ii. 12'. cant. iv.v16. EZBL*XXX-Vll. 4. Ac-'
the more diſcemable ; and alſo to make the Propheſie cording tothis Aeccption of Winds, the holding yf
coming the more to be advertedunto, and-the Eaſier tbmr doth ſigniﬁe the reﬅraining bf the pure Doct
to be underﬅood.
* rine of the Goſpelſi- whereby followed'- the ſpreading
T H e Chapter then hath' theſh two parts,. _r, of Hereſie', and the riſing of Antichriﬅ, who
The Lord's taking care of his Church and Elect ( ſay they- ),- was working even in Coryi'antine's
before the coming of a storm;- by ſeparating of time.
3. B'Y Ilſz'ndr, the Scripture ſometimes holdeth
them, and- ( as it. were, by - his own Sea] )ſetting
them apart from others, that-they ſhall not be hurt forth ſpiritual Judgments, as Hereſie in Doctrine,
b it. And becauſe theſe Propheﬁes repreſent the Schiſms, Diviſions, Contentions, &It. Which have
vents to' John, as acted; therefore lS this care upon the Church an impetuous Force and Vio
of Gpd's alſo iepreſented- to him in< that ſame lence like Winds, driving unﬅable Souls from their
manner before theſe Events- come. The ﬁrﬅ, is ﬅedfaﬅneſs, as the Word is, Eph. iv. 14. That we'
from the. beginning to the ninth Ver/o; and the be 'rot Children tqﬄ'd' to' and fro by wary Ilſmd of
ſecond part, from the. ninthVnſe to the end, hold Doctrine by the ﬅigbto Men, &c. It is ſo takeneth forth a Calm. and ﬂouriihing Eﬅate of the alſo, J'ai. xii. in reſpe of theſe who ( Very? 11.)
Church after that Storm, in reſpect of Number, had followed the Gain-ſayings of Core;- they are
Beaut ,

and

Freedom in. the ſerving of God: ſaid to be' carried about of "limit,- &c.-Thus tbo

Whic relateth, Firﬅ, unto the Church on Earth,
and in part forelheweth the ſpreading of the Goſpel,
after Antichriﬅs tyranny and domination hath
brought the Church low; but eſpecially is- to be
fulﬁlled in Heaven, where theſe Things, which in
a prophetical Manner arc ſpoken of, and applied
unto the-Church here, will more properly befulﬁll
ed.F. o R'. olſiearing. oi this Scope, and better unders

holding of 'beﬅ W'indr is to be conceived.

I ſaw

( ſaith j'obn) immediately after the Churches free
dom from -Perſecution, a new Storrnv of Hereﬁe'
'and Schiſm ready to ſet upon the Church and to
carry all awa before it: But it was bounded and

reﬅrained by 'od's Power, till he had eﬅabliſhed his'
Elect againﬅ it>,--vſo as it ſhall have no Force to over
turn
them.
We
conceive
the laﬅ vto be eſpecially aimed at- here,

-

ﬅanding of this Chapter, let us conſider theſe three, and that theſe Hſimir do hold forth the growing and l

I. What theſe' winds do ſigniﬁe.

2..>What is increaſing oſ falſe Doctrineand Schiſm in the Church, -

meaned by. this Sealing.. 3. Unto what time or rather than- any ofthe) former two. r-.' Becauſe this
agreeth beﬅ to the- Scope, which is to guard the Elect
ﬅate of the Church they do relate.
B Y W'indr, three Things are eſpecially under from theſe evils. Now, in the ﬅrain of this Book we
ﬅood in Scripture, which make the holding of theſe will not ﬁnd the Elect ſaved from temporal cvﬂs *
W inds three Ways to be interpreted,

more than others: It- muﬅ-therefore be' underﬅood
of

s-j
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tion from Error is derived from God's Election z and
from which only they (to wit, the Elect) have a that which is called Sea/ing here, we take it to be
eculiar Exemption, Mattb. xxiv. 24. 2. This the ſame which is exprcﬂed ( Chap. xiii. and 8. ) by
, xemption doth eſpeciagy rclate unto theſe evils of wrr'tting in 'be Lambs Book of Lrﬁ mentioned there
Antichriﬅ whereof the
orld partaketh, and from for the ſame Scopeas this is here. *It agreeth alſo
which only the Elect are keeped clean as will ap with 2. Tim. ii. '19. where the Lord's Faundation
ear from Chap xiii. 8. and C/mp. xiv. ﬁrﬅ I, a. ,( which is his Election ) is ſaid -tobe ſealed, becauſe
' heſeoſealed ones are ſaidzto be deﬁlled 5 by which of the ſureneſs and unalterablenels thereof. 'm
-we may gather what is the Judgments they are
The third Thing to be cleared, is, what
to be keeped ftom, town, ſpirilual Deﬁlement, 'Time not State of the xChurch this relateth unto?
ſeeing Purity from theſe is peculiar to the ſealed ſinſw. Altho' Doctrinally the Words do in general
onesﬄas a Fruit oſ their Sealing, Again,v we under, hold forth Chriﬅ's careof his Church and People
ﬅand the form of this ſpiritual Judgment ( to ſpeak -in reference unto theſe Trials which are common to
ſo) to conſiﬅ rather in the actual blowings of them with others, and ſo this may be applied to all
Error, than in the prtvative raſh-aim of pure Doct times, Chriﬅ hath a care of his Church under the
' rine; becauſe the Eﬀects mcmjonqd of hurting seals, and a peculiar care of his own under every
of ſpititual Judgments, and that in a high Degrcc ;

Trees, Earth Sea, &it. are the Eﬀects _oſ winds Trial; this is a T-ru-th : But, conſidering the Words

actually blowing and bringing hurt unto theſe as they point at ſome-particular Time, and for that
Things. Beſide, the holding of theſe Wind; being End are ſet down in this Propheﬁe, We conceive,
for that End, till the Elect 'ſhould be marked, evi that they hold forth God's peculiar Overﬁght of

denceth that the Judgment is in letting looſe theſe his Elect, in keeping them from the Storm which
Winds, the holding whereof, is, a reﬅraint upon them.
T o the ſecond Queſtion, 'to wit, _What is, to be
underﬅood by this Sea), or ſealing, mentioned?
-We ſay, l. That it islnor any Yiſible or diſcernable
character, as to Men, uhich is intended: But, 2.
Some
ſeparating
Thing, are
whereby,
as
(O the
Eﬀcctaiand
theſedjﬀercnqqg
who are ſealed,
diﬅin
guiſhed from others that are not ſeparated. In a
XVord, the Scope is to ſhew, that every one of God's
own ſhall be as certainlykeeped free from the hurt

of that Storm, as if there were a viſible mark put
,up0n.ever) one ofthem.
is borrowed,

'This manner of speech,

1. FromxKingsthatlcal with their

zis threatned by the Trumpets, and not from the
temporal Stroaks contained under the ſame, and ſo
poth belong to the following Propheﬁe and not to
zthe preceeding, I. Becauſe the Seals hold forth e
ſpeceially temporal Judgmcnts, the Trumpets hold
forth ſpiritual Plagues. vNow, the Elect not beiW
exempted from the former, but from the latter,
This Propheﬁe then ( to callit ſo l of particular
Exemption, muﬅ belong to the Trumpets which
contain Judgments of a Spiritual Nature. 2. If we
look to Cbcp. ix._4.. ( which comprehendeth the Pro
pheﬁe ofthe ﬁrﬅ -Wo upon the World by the
fifth Trumpet) 'there theſe who are ſealed, are
peculiarly. exempted from that Wo. The inſerting
therefore that limitation in the Commiſſion of that

ovin seal vilatthey would not have touched. 2.
From the Hiſtory, End. xii. 13. where God, being
to ſeparate [ſhall from the Egyptian: in reſpect of Wo, that it ſhould not hurt theſe who had the Seal of
the Plague of ſmitting the ﬁrﬅ-born, did ﬁrﬅ ſe "God, doth evidently knit this Sealing unto that Trum

parate them 'by aMark (asit were ) upon the Poﬅs pet, as peculiarly belonging to it and intended for that
of their Doors, whereby his Care of them was ſignr Storm. 3. XVe ﬁnd (C/mþ. xiii. 8. ) only theElect
ﬁed, and their Faith of Immunity from that Plague excepted from the Worſhipping of the Beaﬅ; and

ﬅrengthned; and Haccordingly the Lﬀect followed, ( Chap. xiv. 1, 4. ) we ﬁnd the ſame Number, who
none that were marked were hurt; ſo ſhall it be are ſaid to beſealed here, obſerved to be keeped clean,
here, 3. It may look unto Ezlkxix, where a according-as was deſigned here,theſePlaccs ſhewingthe

Story of ſcaling ſome, not unlike this, lS recorded. Eﬀect of God's lealing here to have btxnanſwerable in
In ſum, it is to vſhew the ſecurity of the Elect under the Event, that as he had ſealed them'tobe keeped
that Storm : 'Which we conceive eſpecially to ﬂow _clean,ſo were they by Vertue thereof actually preſerv
from theſe two, I. From God's Decree _Of Elcction. ,ed. Now, that Preſervation, in reſpect of the Event

2. God's Care and Providence in the executing of in theſe places, doth manifeﬅlylook to their being
his Decree of lzllcction, ſo as the ſaddeﬅ iTrial is h keeped free of Antichriﬅs corruptions, which cott
niittcd in its Commiſſion in reſpect of the Elect,iand temporateth with the Trumpets; and therefore this
they are looked unto and ſuﬅained under it. This a ſealing, which holdeth forth God's purpoſe ofbringing
greeth well with 1Vattb.xxiv. 24. where Preſerva about that Event, muﬅ belong to that time alſo.
T H I
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T H 1: Scope then is ſhortly this, John being upon one ﬁde when hefis repelled at another, and to
commiﬃonated t) reveal the ſecond great Storm, catch one by one Error, who hath not been taken
which was to come upon the Church by the breaking with another.
out of Hereﬁe, and riſing of Antichriﬅ to a Hight, by
2. T H 12 Inﬅruments are deſcribed, Iſaw ﬂur
which many moe of 'the Viﬁble Church ſhould be Jngtli ﬅanding, &c. L'They are called rings/t.
carried away than under' the Perſecutions,-. ſo that And, 2.fmr Angelsſi We need not diſpute much
in Eﬀect, the Whole World ſhould wonder after the whether they be good or bad, ſeeing God who is

Beaﬅ, and thev Elect be' in" great'hazard, leﬅ' the the Creator and Soveraign of both, may and often"
Lord's People ſhould faint, as if ' there'r were no hath madeſiuſe of them in executing of his Judg- Church during that time; the Lord comforteth them ments upon the wicked World: It would ſeem'v
by ſhewing the ſecurity ofthe Elect; and immutabili theſe mentioned' here,,are good Angels,- I. Be
ty of Election in the moﬅ declining times '; and that cauſe for a time they reﬅrained theſe Winds, ready"
he would preſerve them from being carried away, or* before this to have broken 'out,.but were keeped up'
hurt, by that Storm, as if they were by ſome viſible >It
as isin true
Priſon
them,are
tillfrom-fevil
'Chriﬅ ſhould
thebyWinds
Spirits,give
andOl'dCl'S.'
prime -'ſi
character diﬅinguiſhtd from the- reﬅ of the World
Miniﬅers
Satanof; thſſe
but blowing
the holdingofof them,
theſe Winds,->
for that end.
'
_ v
and
the of
timing
ſo as _
T 0 come 'more particularly to' this ﬁrﬅ part of
the Chapter, There' aretwo'Things repreſented in it, might further God's-Deſign moﬅ, are good, and
LAſad Judgment to the Church; this is implied, ſeem to be Acts of Chriﬅ's kingly Oﬃce, exe
[lift-1." 2. Chriſt's Care in preparing' for, and guard cuted by Angels,_ who have that committed to"
thſiem for the Churches' ſake: And therefore, it
ing his Church from it.
7
IN the ﬁrﬅ we have theſe four'Things to'con may be ſaid of them; that, power was given them 7
ſider, I. Wherein this Judgment or Trial conſiﬅeth. to hurt the Earth, becauſe that cannot come to _
\ 2.The Inﬁrumenteintrnﬅed with the Overſight there paſs but by their leave'wh'o have the overſight'
of are ſet down. 3.'-'l'hcir-Poﬅure is diſciibed. 4. of that deluge-of Error intruﬅed' to them. 2.
The Object of this Judgment is'pointed at." by v
The Angel' who ſpeaketh to them is as joynt
I. T H 1: Trial is in th: blowing of H/'indg'evett Servants of God with him, and as employed in '*
the ſame Work, as it is, Ver/e 3, which maketh'it ct
four ZVinds ; by which we-underﬅand spiritual Dan
gers of Hereſies,Diviſions,Schiﬁns, Eft. as it is before appear tobe Elect Angels, imployed in that Work
ſaid: Which are compared to' Iﬄi/zds, t. To ſhew for the good of Elect Saints. AThey are calledﬂur,
'he Violence and ForceofError, which impetuouſly becauſe' there were four Winds, and there being
ccrriezh manyawaywith it 5 therefore it is compared to hazard from ſo 'many Airths, God will have his'
a Flaod, Chap, xii. and is called ﬅrong Deluſian, 2. Care and Soveraignty, ſeen in havingone Angel for '
ii. Which place relateth to the ſame Event. every Danger."
\
3, WV a are to conſider their Poﬅure; which 5'
2. They are compared to W'indr, to ſhew the
Eﬀects of Error amongﬅ unﬅable Souls, which drive is' ſet down, Fi/ﬅ. In their ﬅanding an thefour
them ſrom former received Truths to' Error Carners of the Earth; Which importeth two
and from one Error to another to and 'þ Things, I. The imminency of the Judgment,
fro, even as Winds toſs- any light Mat it was neatly to break in on all Corners.> 2. It"
ter; therefore ( faile xii. ) they that are given ſhcweth the vigilancy and activeneſs of theſe
to Error, are ſaid to be carried about of YVinds, as Inﬅruments in executing what was com-nittcd
Clouds or Weather-Cocks are from one ſide to a to them, with a Readineſs to advert to Chriﬅ's

nother according as the Wind bloweth.

Orders and to obey them.

Seromll , As they are '_

A 0 A my they are called ſour' Wiua'r,.. to ﬅanding, ſo they are holding the ﬂour 17inls of'
ihew, 1. The plurality-of Errors' which come one the Earth; which conﬁrmeth as is formerly"
with another and ones-after another, when once theſe ſaid; and beſide, implyeth ' a Degree of Force, 3

Winds begin to-blow; - 2: To ſhew the Oppoſition' in the W'inds, and of activity in the Inﬅru
of one Error to another, and the Inconiiﬅency of ments, forcibly

them together, as well as with Truth.v In this, T/l l'dſy
The *
Error diﬀereth from ordinary Winds 3 theſe blow but Winds is, That
from one Airth at once but this ſetteth upon all on the Earth:
Corners, together, the Devil aiming to break in-ſtrain them from

as it" were ) holding them.
'nd
why they hold the '
the

lI/indr ſhould

not

blow *

Which is not ſimply to re
hurting the Earth, but for a
time, 21

360

Time,- until the Elcct ſhould be prepared and pro

'
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13. ) called raging Warm q/'the Sea, and w medy-ing

vided fo'r it, as the verſes following will clear. _
Starr; and Cbud: that are carried with a
T H E fourth thing in the Verſe, is, the Object 2 Pet. ii. 17. a light Profeſſor is an eaſy
on which theſe Winds do blowrit is implyed in Error.

W'Fﬃfﬅz
Prey to

this Verſe to be the Earth, the Sea, and Trees;
3. B Y 'That am be underﬅood Proſeﬂbrs, who,
for, the reﬅraining of theſe Winds from blowing on in reſpect of Profe ton, gifts of Knowledge, Ut
them for a time, ſuppoſeth them to be the Object of te.*ance, Uz. ma be ſaid to he high above others,

that Storm, as is clearly _expreſſed, miſe 2.

1: and no leſs high, in theirown Conceit; being by

Kncwlcdge puft up, though in reſpect of true
Fruits exceeding barren; for, if theſe that are real
Chriſtians be compared to Trees, indeed bearing
Fruit: ( which ſort of Chriﬅians, Chap. ix. 'verſe
Earthquakes, oveithrowing of Houſe', ſpoilmg of 4. are exempted from this Judgment) Chriﬅians,
Corns, Fruits, &aft. the Sea being ſo liquid and un who are but in Profeﬂion ſo, et much in their
ſtable, is ſubject to toﬂing. and riſings, whereby own Conceit, may be called Trees, as they-are
ſhipwrack and other inconveniencies follow. 3. by Yude verſe 12. and 2 Per. rr. they are called
Trees are more ſubject than other things, becauſe of preſumptuous, as high above others in their own
their Hight, which maketh them themore obnoxi Conceit; which ſor: of Proſeﬂors, are as obnoxious
ous unto, and the leſs able to bear with the impetu to Error as any other.

was given to them to hurt the Earth, cs'r. heſe
* three are moﬅ ordinarily obnoxious to the hurt of
Winds, and therefore are mentioned here. The
Earth lyeth open to Winds, being plagued by

, ous Force ot the ﬅormy Winds, whereb

ſome are

T H E ſum of this Verſe, is, No ſooner was the

rent, others are overblown, &Ft. The cope is, to Church freed from open Perſecution, but the De
ſhew, that as theWind ſeaſeth on theſe things as vil ﬅirreth up Errors of all ſorts, and that with
the proper Object of its Hurt, ſo Error hath its great Violence; whereby in God's Righteous Judg
own Ob'ect, upon which the Hurt thereof will be ment, many ſecure earthly-minded, unﬅable and
in o Mleſso R'ﬀectuaL
r: particularly, by Earth, &22. here can proud Conceity Profeſiors were to be carried awa 3
yet were they for a time reﬅrained by God's Pow

not be underﬅood theſe without the Church, ( Er er, till, &Ft. From which, Olz/Zrw,
ror not bcinga Plague wherewith ſuch are ſcourg

1. T H A T Error and Hereſy waiteth upon the

ed ) but we muﬅ underﬅand Proſellors or the vt Churche-s outward proſperous Condition; and no
ſible Church, bccauﬂr the aEvent wine: followed; ſooner is ſhe freed from open Perſecution, but as
- the Trum
ts isis ma
goo on t em;
1therefore
this pgargh,
note diſtinguiſhed
from an
the ſoon the Devil waiteth on to ſow theſe Tares, Chap
Ier xii. when the Child is delivered from Per-ſecu
viﬁble Church by any external Protefſion, but tion, the Devil, the Serpent, ſpeweth outa Flood
from the inviſible Church, in reſpect of ſecretElech after her; It was ſo in Conﬅantine's Time, un
on,
what proceedeth
is clear.
i 'TasH from
A'l' theſe
three, Earth,
Sea, and Feet, are ato which this iclateth: The Church was ſcarce
ly landed from that red of Perſecution, when the
mentioned together, as the Objects hurt by this Hereſy of Arm: and other Diviſions, ſet vehe
Storm, may be done in alluſion to_ three ſorts of mently upon theChurch, as we will ſee in openin of
Profeﬂbrs, over whom Error eſpecially prevaileth. the Trumpcts. It was ſo in the time of the oſ
1. T H E .earthly-minded Profeſlor, who iu _ pcls breaking forth again in Germany, Floods of 1
poſcth Gain to be Godlineſs, lyeth_ open to t IS 'mhaptﬄs Liher'tinﬁ, dntinomianr, &Ft. ſollowedit,

Storm, when ſet upon by a Tentation to Error, and ſomewhat of it hath been
which is batked with worldly Wmlth, Eaſe, Cre own Experience in this Iﬂand.
dit, Preierment, Eft. Of ſuch theScripturem many a Murderer and a Liar from the
'places ſpeakcth, who, upon that account, have been all opportunities to deﬅroy, if

made out in our
The Devil who is
beginning, waiteth
ſo he may gain by

'enſnared with this Bate, Phil. ui. _19_. zPet. ll. r_ 5. Error what he could not attain by Violence.

Be

jade 1 1. And upon this account it is, that, 1 Tzm. ſide, Men uſually, then becoming more ſecure, and

vi. 10.' the [one I' Money, is called the root ty" all falling aileep, he hath the fairer Occaſion to ſow
Evil, which w' ileſqme cover after, they have erred his Tares, which he doth not neglect. 2. Error
fro: til;eY Faith.
Sea, may be ſigniﬁed unſettled light Pro and Hereſy, is one of theſe Plagues whereof God
maketh uſe of in his juﬅice to punlſh the ingratc
fcﬂ'ors, who likeRzuhen, are unﬅzible like Water, World who have had the Goſpel in Peace and
and ﬁxed in nothing; therefore are they (Jude have abuſed it. Therefore when Deluſion cometh
in

Chap. 5),
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in its grmteﬅ hight, as 2 Thſſzſiz. ii. to. Or, a others denied him to be true' God, as Ebcti'an, Irn/r,

falſe Prophet cometh to ſpeak Lies in the name of
the Lord, Dear. xiii. I, 3. They are both ſaid to
be ſent of him as a juﬅ Reward of rejecting the
Truth. 3. The abounding ofError is a ſore Plague:
And therefore Toleration ( which we conceive to

Pbotimu, &Ft. Theſe again diﬀering among them
ſelves, Arius calling him God, but a created God in

time; Pboti'mr and his Followers, allerting him to
be but meet Man; ſome made him to conſiﬅ of
two Perſons as well as two Natures, others run

be no other thing, upon the Matter, but the letting nirzg to the other Extreme to ſhun that, aﬃrmed
looſe of there Winds ) muﬅ bea lad Stroak to many him to have but one Nature as he is but one Per
Profeſiors; by this, they are toſſed, ſnnred, and ſon, This was the Hereſy of Elllytl'ﬁ, the former

made drunk with a ﬁll of their own ways, and was ſpread by Neﬅw-ius ; Subtil/'rim made hut ore
many carried headlong to the ruin of their Souls. Perſon, as there is but one God, as the d'mſitri
By this the beﬅ things of the Church, to wit, its m'taria'z: do now. Thoſe called Tritbtt'tt, made
Truth, Purity, Unity, Ur. are blaﬅed. Have not three Gods as well as three Perſons. Juguﬅim de
zlriamſn, Ptlagianiſm, Popery, and other Errors bertſi. 66. nameth ſome whom he calleth calm/)i

wronged the Church more than many Years Fa

am', whoſe Eiror was, that no Evil was from God,
mine, Wars, and Peﬅilence, and deﬅroyed moe even theſe Evils whereby he puniſhed profane
Souls than theſe have done Bodies ? It is a wonder Men, he nameth alſo ſome whom he calleth Hþz-i
the World ſhould think,ſo light of ſo heavy a

am', attributing all Evil, even that which

Plague. 4. When Error cometh as Judgment, it
cometh exceedingly ﬁtted and ﬅrengthned for car
rying on its Point. There is a Deluge or Flood
of them together; therefore it is called ﬅrong Delir
ﬁa/z and a/þiritaﬀError, 2 TZ-gﬃ ii. 11. Becauſe,

ſinful, to God.

In the matter of Diſcipline, ſome

was

were too rigid

as the Nwatiam and.Donari/Ir, .

&Ft. admitting)no Penitents to Church-fcllowlhip

who had once given Oﬀence, though they grant

ed they might receive Pardon from God. Others

as it hath from God a Commiſſion, and cannot be again, running to the other Extreme, did too ſoon,
quiet till that be executed, more than the bloody without any Evidences of_ a Change, re-admit the
Sword can be, Ezek. xxi. ſo it is armed ſuitably ſcandalous, not only to Church-communion, but

ſor that End, ſometimes with variety of Errors, alſo to have Truﬅ and bear Oﬃce in the Church,
ſometimes with the Number oſ Followers, ſome
times with Countenance from great ones of the,
World and temporal Advantages, ſometimes with
eminency of Gifts, in the Authors and Abettors
thereof: Theic, or ſuch like, going alongﬅ with

the Riſe of this is attributed to one Hvci'iriﬃ'mw, by'

Barmius, Anne 235. Page 481.

The like might

heinﬅancedin many Errors, as by com_.aring the /

Error of Paþzﬅ: upon the one hand, giving too
much to works, and Jnti'iomim: upon the other
the Tentation, make it ſet on the more ﬅrongly and hand, giving too little; betwixt Prelacy monopo
lizingIndependency,
Government bcﬅowing
in the Perſon
of one Bilhop,
with the greater Diﬃculty to be reſiﬅed. 5. There andl
it*intliﬀerently
upon

are ſome Errors that are inconſiﬅent together, and

oppoſite one to another, wherewith yet in God's Se
cret Juﬅice, the Devil may he permitted to allault
and trouble the Church : The Lord thereby aimeth
the more to ſurthcr the Trial of 'the ﬁncere and diſ
coveryoſ the Counterfeit;

the Devil thereby aim

all the_Memhers

of the Church, and in man

ſuch Caſes. Theſe are enough to clear 'the Tzuz
of the Thing, and to make Belevers watchful,
and to put on the whole Arinour of God, leſt,
what\ one Temptation upon one 'lide doth not,

eth to-undo-all by prevailing againﬅ them upon one another mayJ 6. conſidering this Storm to ar:
ſide or another, that if one Error do not take, he company the Churches outward Peace. Obﬅre'e,
.may*ellhy about to lind out that which is ſuitable That oftentimes the Purity of Doctrine ſukſereth
to their Humour, and to ſet on them where he ſhall moﬅ in the Churches outward proiþerous Cullil
ﬁnd them weakeﬅ. At leaﬅ by theſe dii'erſities of tion, ſometimes by the Devil's lleight, ſome
Errors, he maketh the Truth the more diſpuiablc times by the security oſ the Church her ſelf be
unto the Men of the World. ln the priniitive Times, becoming ſecure or proud under h'er external
ſomev denied 'Chriﬅ tobe true Man, as Apailinaris 3 Peace.
'
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Verſe 2. [nd I ſizw another Angel aﬅmding from the Eqﬅ, having the Sea] qf the living Godd
And be tried will: a loud [ſeize to the ſour zſngds, to 'whom it war given to hurt the Earth and
'be Sea,

3. Saying, Hurt not 'ba Ea rtb, 'rit/ner the Sea, nor tbt Trees, till w' bavtſealed t/ze Servant: 9'

our God: in their forehead-'a

.

E have had ſome little View of 'that ſa'd Event is obſerved to be anſwerable to what was in
Condition which' the Church was to tended, all being ſealed who were deſigned to be
be into by the Storm of Hcreſ from exempted by God.
1. T H r: Inﬅrument, verſe 2.. He is called .r
ell Airths blowing upon her :
'hic-h
storm, we conceive, foretelleth" the riſing of the ewry-Angel, &Ft. He is deſcribed in three, 1. Thdt
dr'ian, Mzrtdonian, and other Hcreſies, but eſpeci he lS an llngel. 2. riﬁe-tiding from the Eaﬅ. 3. From
ally the Riſe and Growth of Antichriﬅ and the gtsdOﬃce or Truﬅ, that he bait/2' S'aIaft/u living
1. By Angel, we underﬅand no created An- '
0 .
Churches Defection under him, 1. Becauſe theſe
get
but
Chriﬅ Jeſus
theChriﬅ
Covena
called
Mrbael,
Chap. the
xii. Angel
For, 1.of Iris
writ:
upon
the
Church
after'
Wind: did immediately ſet
her Freedom from open Perſecution, and ſo falleth
ſiin the very ſame Time unto which this Prophe chieﬁy taketh part with the Elcct, andprovideth
ſy belongeth. 2. Becauſe the Event, being com ſo that none can pluck his Sheep out of his hands'
pared with the Propheſy,.will*' be found.exceed and with his Angels-(Cbap. xii. ) ﬁghteth againri
ingly agreeable to it 3 yea, the Scope of this, be the Dragon and his. 2., Becauſe the keepinrr of
ing to ſhew the next great Trial'of the Church the Sea] of the living God (as great Lord-ſcap
after the Cloſe of open Perlecution, it muﬅvbeun er or Chancellor under him) belonging only to the
'

derﬅood of theſe ſoreſaid 'Errors and Deſection,

Medtator._

which are the ſecond Mean uſed. by the Devil
to undo the Church. 3. What-we ſaid in the
former Lecture, clearing the Scope of this Prophe
ſy to be God's guarding of 'his-People againﬅ that
Storm which cometh by the Trumpets and Beaﬅ,
Chap. viii. 9, and 13.'d0th alſo conﬁrm this, that

authoritatively, and giveth Order to the other Ann
gels who were Overſeers of the Judgment; by
which reappeareth to be ſome eminent Angel un
to whom theſe Properties. do agree, which is none
other but Jeſus Chriﬅ, though he may have o

3. In the words ſollowing,.he cryeth

the Storm here principally meaned, is that De

xuu:

ther Angels employed under him, as it is c/mpſi

2. H z is ſaid.t0 nſiend/ra'n ib: Ea : Ei
fection under Antichtiﬅ,_ſeeing this Sea] is parti
cularly to guard againﬅ it, which cometh with alluding unto Chriﬅ's names of Sun, Zigbt, 82:
Mrnmg, &Ft. ſhewing that as all Light cometh from
Power and lying Wonders, 2 Wuﬀ, ii.
W e come, now to conſider the, Conſolation the Eaﬅ, ſo all Comfort cometh by Chriﬅ, who
which_the Lord giveth unto his People, to guard ſeaſonably and refreſhfully maniſeﬅeth his Care
and, comfort them againﬅ'that Storm. It hath two of his Church, as the riſing of the Sun after Dark
Parts, as is ſaid. The ﬁrﬅ ſheweth God's Care of neſs: In which Reſpect ( Mattb. xxiv. 27. )
them before the Storm come 3 the ſecond expreſieth Chriﬅ's coming is ſpoken of as Lightning from
their happy outgate from it. The ﬁrﬅ is from the tne- Eaﬅ, or it may be in Alluſion to . that En
ſecond verſe unto the ninth ; and the ſecond from try of the (Temple upon theEaﬅ, by, which only

the ninth verſe unto the Cloſe of the Chapter.

the Prince

T H a ﬁrﬅ Conſolation, is deſcribed in theſe whereby ma
' four, t. The Inﬅrument of it. 2. His goinrabout. cometh his

it according to his Commiſſion.

3. The

whom this Confolation concerneth,

was to aſcend EML. xliv. 2, 3.
be ſigniﬁed who this is who thus

hurch ina ſoveraigin princely way. .

crſons

Laﬅly,_The_
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3. H r. is ſaid to bow'r/re Setiloftbe living God; and thus, true Servants, are deſcribed by this, ihat

the deſired to fear his Name, Nch. i. rr. In O -

to (hew his immediate Truﬅ under him, ( the Keep

er of the Seal among Men being next unto the portion to Hypocrites, who ſay and do not. 'n
King ) whereby he hath abſolute Power to exempt ſum, by Servants are underſtood ſuch, as adhere
which is, upon the Matter,

to God in a declining Time, and do notenſhve

uivalent to that of his'having the Keyes of the
ouſe of David committed unto him.
2. Hrs Manner of executing of his Oﬃce, or
Truﬅ, is cxprefl'ed in theſe three, r. in that he
is ſaid to cry 'wit/7 a loud Voice unto 'th-'ſour all/gab,

themſelves to Antichrrﬅ with the reﬅ of the W'orld,

from Trials or not;

as it is Chap. xiii. He ſaith if our God becauſe
Chriﬅ, as Mediator and Head of the Body, 'ﬅand

eth in a joint Relation to God with his People, as

it is, J'b. xx. 17, my God and your God, &c.
U'c. By which is holden forth, r. His Authority in which is a ſpecial Conſolation unto them, and mark
commanding. .2. The imminency of the Hazard ed here as a ſpecial Priviledge.
.4. T H e Eﬀect of the Execution of his Corn.
that made him cry to have it prevented. 3. Care
fulneſs in him to have it for a time reﬅrained. miſiion, is marked, 'un/24, 5, 6, 7, 8. wherein his
The ſecond thing in the Execution, is, the Parties faithfulneſs in ſealing of the Elect, is ſet down,
to whom he cryeth, that is, to the four dage/r, t', Generally in the Number it ſelf and of whom
'to whom it was given-to burt- t/n Earl/2 and rb' Sea. they were, vnſe 4.. 2. More particularly, they

By which we may gather, 1. That the Commiſ are diﬅributed in the Verſes following. The Scope
ſion of theſe Angels, was not principally to re of all which, is to ſhew, r. The Exactneſs of this
ﬅrain Judgment, but to 'execute it, 2. That there Angel's performing of what was intruﬅcd to him.

2. That none miſied who were in his Roll. 3. To
ſhew that it was the very Perſons-deſigned of God,
and therefore they are marked here and there of fe
veral Tribes, and not indiﬅinctly together. That
but in the Execution ofit; they cannot act but Circumﬅance, w72 4. and 'Il'mrd t/x Number a]
by Orders from him. 4.. That he cryeth ﬁrﬅ to 'them that were/La ed, is added to ſhew the Certainty
of _7obn'sthereunto.
Record, he
being,
as itmore
were,
an Ear
them and to all ofthem, ſheweth both his Care of ctWitneſs
That
we may
particular
his People, when they are not minding their own
Hazard, he.is providing for them; and alſo his ly take up the Meaning of this, we are to en
Wiſdom, in taking the right way in manifeﬅing quire, '1. What is mean'd by Iſi'ael, out of whom
is a Power andAuthority derived from God,
even in theſe Judgments whereby the Earth is hurt.
3. That Angels areſuhject to our bleſied LordJJe
ſus, not only in receiving of their Commiſſion,

of it.

theſe are ſaid to be marked.

-

2. What is meaned by

3. T H m a is the'matter of-his Cr , vere 3. the particular Deﬅribution of them in ſo many
ſaying, hurt nati/1: Earth, &c. till we aw ruled, Trihes, and ſo many thouſands of every Tribe. By

&e. Which words hold forth, I. Chriﬅ's great
Deſign in his coming and ſuſpending this Judg
ment, it is the Safety of his People. 2. We may
ſee his peremptorineſs in ordering all things in
reference to that End. This Judgment .is not ſim
zply diſcharged; For, afterward it may hurt the
Earth, but it is ſo bounded and ordered, and that

peremptorily as not to blow or hurt till God's Peo
ple be provided for it, and that they may be kccped
from the Hurt of it, the Reﬅriction, until, &e.
beareth-out this.

Iſrad and the Tribes'thereof, ſometimes in Scripture
are underﬅood the Iſraelites who were come of j'a
ub according to the Fleſh; this is the moﬅ pro

:per and uſual Meaning. Sometimes again, by lﬅael
.is underﬅood the Church of God under the Goſ
pel, who profeſs the Faith of Abraham, of what
ever Nation and People they beo, as Gal. iii. 29.
and vi. 16, &Ft. called lﬅdel, r. Becauſe they are
a ſpiritual Seed to Abraham, who is the Father of
all them that believe. 2. Becauſe they are admit
ted to the fame eſſential Priviledges and Promiſes

3. T 'H 2 Objects about which this Care is taken, which the Ifraelites once had6 Ram. xi. 17, 24.
are tbt Sir-um: qf our God, ſo called, not as all They are ingrafted in the ſame olive-tree; and
Crcatures are, nor as ſome ſpecial Minrﬅers are, but now in Chriﬅ Jeſus there is neither Jew nor

'

Gtntilt.

as ſuch who by ſpecial Compact and Agreement
have given up, and covennnted themſelves to be ſo
and in their Converſations carry ſuitably to that En
gagcrncnt. Thus all [ſrach eſpecially true Iſrael,
are-called the Lord's Servants, Le-rxit. xxv. 55. 'In
Oppoſition to Idolaters who worſhiped other Gods t,

which belongeth to the Old, and to ﬅile th:
Goſpel-Church by the Name of _Ttruſrlem which
tis above; and-and therefore it is agreeable to this,
A a a 2
that
s

l

3. It is frequent to ſet forth the Worſhip

of the New Teﬅament under the Names of that

364
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that the Preſe'brs of the New Teﬅarnent ſhould (verſe 9.) of all Nation', doth clear this; For,
paſs under the Title of Iſi-ael, eſpecially in this they are diﬅinguiſhed, not in reſpect of Nation or
Propheſy, in which the old Titles are ſo frequent Kindred, as if by'each of them were ſet forth ſome
ly applied unto the new ﬅate of the Church.
We conceive, the laﬅ, to wit, the ſpiritual Seed
of Abraham, or the Goſpel church, to be meaned
here
by theAnd
'Trilm
(ſhallthe
andformerſſgencrai
not 'Tmr by Rea
Na
ture only,
that ofbeſide

part of the Goipcl-church contemporary one with
the other, but in rtſpect of diverſe ſucceﬂive State'
of the Church, belonging to diverſe times, as than

houcvcr the Goſpel-church immediately after the

Chriﬅian Relation ſhall obtain Liberty and Authori
ſons upon theſe three conſiderations.
ty, ſhall be brought unto great Straits, and reduced
1. S U c H are underﬅood by Iſi'ad here, as to a few Number (as God's Church was in the
were to be keeped free from Antichriﬅ's Pullution: Days of the Old Teitament) yet, it ſhall afterward
I\'ow, theſe are not only Jews, but mainly Gemi/er, break forth and ﬂouriſh among all Nations, ſo that

as the Eient and Time, to which it is applicable, the Church in the latter Days (hall be as far extend
doth evince. 2. If by this ſeulcd Number of a ed for Number and diverſity of People beyond what
144000. weare to underﬅand all theſe, who dur the Church ſhall be under Antichriﬅ, as the Goſpel
in.r Antichriﬅ's Tyrany' ſhall be keeped free of Church was at its ﬁrﬅ ſpreading, extended beyond
lis Poliutions, and if they are to be contradiﬅin the Church nf the _'Tnus : And therefore the whole.
guiſhed from thePlurality of the Church who pure Proſeſi'ors of the Church, during this Storm,
vtandereth and goeth a whoring after the Beaﬅ, being
theſe that
are ſealedunto
out
of the comprehended
ſeveral Tribes,under
iſit cannot
be aﬅricted
then they cannot underﬅand them to be 7rwr on
ly, but the pure part of the Church of whatſo the natural Jews.
[her
r)
ever Nation they be: But the former is clear,
T H A T this Compariſon and' Oppoſitionl of
to wit, that by theſe are to be underﬅood all the 7'105 with cent/"ler, or the ſmaller Number with
pure part of the Church, as contradiﬅinguiſhed from the greater, doth belong to ſeveral States of the
.Antichriﬅ's Followers, as will appear, r. By com Church, will appear by this, that theſe ſealed ones
paring the End of their ſealing here with Chap. ix. are living in the time of aStorm and great Tribulati
_wrſe 4. and xiii. wiſe 8. for, they that are ſealed on, and while as pure Profeﬃon, and Pror'eſiors of
here, are the Servants of our God, to wit, all who Jeſus Chriﬅ, are exceeding rare, as the Scope here,

adhere to him; 2. The end of their ſeeding, is, to and the places formerly cited,, Chap. ix. 13, 14..
keep them from that Defection whereinto all others do clear. That- innumerable Company again. are
not ſealed, are involved, as thc Eﬀect cleareth.

'Theſe that
and carried
muﬅ take
whatſoever
underﬅood

3. remarkable for their Number, and are ſaid to have

are paﬂed by, are left open to this Storm,
away with it, Therefore this ſealing
in all the Elect during that time, of
Nation they be, ſeeing no Elect can be
to be uniealedgand ſo left open to this

come out of great Tribulation ( as if now the Storm
were paſt) as Victors and Conquerours having Palms
in their Hands. This innumerahle company there
fore muﬅ denotate a following Outgate or" the for
mer Storm; and ſo by each of them, ſome conditi

Storm, asis clear, Chap. ix. 4. They muﬅ therefore on of the whole Goſpel-church, and not of Jew!

be underﬅood under the Name of Iſi'ael who are or Gmtilcs ſeverally, is typiﬁed.
thus ſeated: 2. It will further appear by cornpar
T H a ſecond thing to be cleared, is, wherefore
iug this with Chap. xiv. 1, 2, 3, 4. where theſe the Number is ſo peremptorily determined, and par
144000. are particularly mentioned as the Virgin ticularly diﬅributed in ſeveral Tribes? A'rſw. 1.
church, diﬅinguiſhed from the adulterous World, By what is ſaid, it may be ſeen, that this deﬁmte
and that at the tum of Antichriﬅ's Dominion, as ii Number is indeﬁnitly to be underﬅood, not as
it were particularly recorded, that notwithﬅanding if they were juﬅ ſo many in all, or in every
of Antichriſt's Tyranny and the Wcrld's Defection Tribe alike. But, 2. For theſe Reaſons, 1. To
with him, _vet all whom God had appointed to Life, ſhew that they were particularly determined
were keeped from that Defection; And therefore

by God and known to him.

2. That though

this Number muﬅ comprehend all, ſuch (being a the Defection was unniverſal and great, yet
deﬁnite for an indefinite) who during his Tyranny there ſhould be a conſiderable Number reſervſhould be keeped ſree; and therefore it is not to be ed,' as was of 7000. in Blia's Days. That yer
altricted unto the natural freer. 3. The diﬅinguiſh in Compariſon of the whole World that was to
ing of few: here from that innumerable company
follow -

Chap. 1.
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Times and Places to bealtogether ungodly.- 4. No
ſmall, as it is ſaid in Vial), The' the number of [ſraeI Eiect ſhall be ﬁnally ſeduced; that is not poſſible,
he as the Sand of the Sea, ye' but a Remark! ſhall Mart/1. xxiv. 5. That impoſſtbility of ﬁnal ſeductiſi
on dependeth not on themſelves, but on God's
he ſiwed.
'
_
_
M o R e particularly, thts- number ts pro rtton Dccree and Care in ſealing them and preſerving them
edamongﬅ the Tribes, to ſhew, I. That
od not from it, which maketh it true alway, Rom. xi. 7.
only numbereth them in groſs and in common toge the Electian hath obtained, and none but they, for
ther but hath the very particular and individual Per the reﬅ were blinded. 6. If it bcaskcd, why theſe
follow the Beaﬅ, that Number was to be very

ſons, who are conﬅituent of that Number, marked ſealed ones, who are the Elect, are called Servants

ard determined ( to ſay ſo) both numera numerante of our God ? I Anſwer, It is a Deſcription of the
is' numer' numemto. 2. To ſhew God's Soveraign Elcct from their Holineſs, a Fruit and Eﬀect of
tv and good Pleaſure, in choqﬁng ſome of every their Election; and to clear it, there is a twofold
Kindred and Tribe, and his Care in providing for Seal, 2 FIYm. ii.
one known to God, he knoweth
them whom he hath choſen, offwhatſo'ever Tribe who are his by erree. The other is the Fruit and

the be

_

_

Evidence of the former, and in theſe come to Age,

ab er. 1. T F! A T Error oftentimes bringeth the never ſeparated, Let them who name the Lord dtjoart
Church; yea, the Saints in the greateﬅ hazards. from Þiiyuity. In this laﬅ reſpect, theyare called
What maketh Chriﬅ cry ſo, and maketh all this Servants of God, for theſe Reaſons, which are ſo'
Buſineſs? It is to mark the Elect, which ſuppoſeth many groundsof Doctrine.
_ '
them to be in gteat Hazard: Yea, that (Ma'th. xxiv, - l. T H A 'r wherever Election is, there is, or
24.) [ſit were poﬃhle, the 'very Elect /hould he de will be holineſs and obedience, as a Fruit of it;

exit-ed, ſheweth it cometh nmr the March, even as Holineſs and obedience is _ a Proof of Election as to
near as poſſrble; yea, _often there is_more car and Men, or to ones own Conſcience; they an: of equal
Hazard to the Elect, their ſpiritual Eﬅate by Error, Extent. Hen:e ( Eph. i, 4.- ) we are clected to be

than there is by Perſecution 3 yea, by groſs Sins and holy : Let not theſe Things that God conjoyneth be
Temptations to them, as Murder, Adultery, ﬁs'e. ſeparated. 2. None but theſe who are Servants to
And moe are taken oﬀ their Feet by the one than. God in ſome real Manner, can promiſe to themſelves
by the other, becauſe it cometh under ſome Pie any Beneﬁt of Election, or Freedom from any
text ot Holineſs and Picty; in which reſpect it is Plague, and eſpecially from this Plague: Ezeh. ix.v
ſaid, the Devil, in this Temptation, trdmﬁrmeth theſe are marked only who were mourn-ing for the
himﬅ/ſ in an Angel'zﬀLight, 2C0r. xi. Believers Abominations of the reﬅ, and keeping themſelves
had need to be watchful againﬅ all evils, but m a free.- Loſmg a good Conſcience maketh ſhipwrak
ſpecial manner againﬅ this; it is no little diﬃculty, of the Faith, t Tim. i. 19. Let nonc- pl ad for any
in a corrupt time, to ﬅand it out. Ocſer. 2. The Beneﬁt of Election whatſoever without this. 3. Ail
greater the Danger be, Chriﬅ hath the greater Care. that in ſome Meaſure honour and obey God, are
This maketh him cry and come down, whereas no keeped from evil, and may Promiſe to themſelves _
ſuch particular Act of his is marked when the Church Immunity, as far as is rcquiiit, when others cannot t
was ſuﬀering, Che/1. vi, He had rather keep them zlTim. ii. 21. If a/Vun purge himſelſſram theſh
from Sin than suﬀering; yea, often Error hurteth Things, he ſhall he a Veſſel qf Honour, reſewedfar the
more than suﬀering doth. More particularly (Aye/rue. ll/Izﬄers uſe. 4. Holineſs hath many Advantages;
1. C H R 1 s 1' is great Overſeer of what con
it is the beﬅ Guard againﬅ Errors, to receive the
cerneth his People; none can hurt, but as he giveth Truth in Love : It hath often an outward Protettion,
Ordcrs; all that executeth Judgment, are in _a De

as in Let, Noah,- &c. Pſal. xxxiv. The dnge/rpiteh

pendency on him:

Which is a great Conſolatton to theirTents cheat the/'1. Olzſi 5. Chriﬅ and we hue
his People. 2.,He is never ſo angry at an ungrate but one God, John xx. 17. Iaſimd to your Father,
W'orld as to forget one Etcct 5 in the midﬅ of this and my Father; and to my God, andyaur God. Laſlz'y, .
Storm, he\remembreth them. So had God reſpect God hath ﬅill acare ofhis Servants. The ſum or' all
to one Noah in the VVorid, and to one Lot in Sat-am z this is, If Chriﬅ's care be much worth to Souls, and it
they could do nothing who were to execute that be Advantage to-havc it, vBe ﬅirred up to holineſs as ye
Judgment, till he were ſet free.v 3. God hath ſome would be be ſure of it ; and, as ye would be keeped
Llcct, and a Church under the greateﬅ Dcfectton, free from the Sins and Judgments of the time, and have
even leven Thouſand wlttn Elia: thinketh there is peace in your ſelves, Be Servants of out God, and
not one, which ſhould make us watry in centuring U'vc up y our-ſelves to him.
L E-C T U R E

an Eirposzrzozv We:

(ſhap- 7- _
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Ill.

. And
[beard qfthe
wbiele'were
ſen/ed:
ferxearifd your
Thou/Send
all Niemþero
the 77?" e: then'
of 'be
Cþr'ldren yf
lſiml. And there were/idle! an hundred an)

5. Of in 'Ii'iþe ' yf

mia/2 were ſealed twelve Thu/and.

Of the TriZe of Retelen wereſen/ed twelve

'There/find. Of tle 'ﬁnde of Gad were ſee/ed twelve Thee/&nd.
a
' 6.. ()ſ the Trilveo Jſer were ſize/ed twelve ﬂezeſiznd. Of tbe 'II-'be of Neþebali were ſaaled twelve
Thouſand. Of the ribe ty' Manqﬄe: were ﬅaled twelve Thouſand.
*7. Of the Yi-iþe eſ Simon were ſeaIed twelve Thuſhnd. Of tle:1 Fine ef Lerjiwereſialedcttwelve
Thou/Send. Of the 'IZ-i e qfſſzeber were ﬅer/ed twelve Thou/and.

8. Of tbe'Tribe o Zabulon were ſealed twelve Tlmeſand.

Of the fTribeg/"Jſſþb 'were ſen/ed twelve

Thouſand. Oſ1l2e ribe (if Ben/'drain were ſed/ed twelve Thouſand.

'H'E 'ſourth Verſe containeth the particular 2. Reuben 'loﬅ 'his 'Birth-right by deﬁling 'his
1 Number of theſe that were ſealed, a cer

Fathers Bed;

and Simeen,

by

his

killing the

tain Number in both the Reckonings for Siebernitea': Whence it is clear, that guiltineſs
an uncertain. The Scope oflit' is tfhe cutteth Men oﬀ Priviledges, and hath a broad
and rlongyTail of Curſes for 'a long Continu
e Eﬀectual]
to bear
the People
- onſoby
ation
iiigiigthening
thye Faith
oſ out
'God's
ſuch ora
ance, Gen. xlix. 3, 4.. 3. Neither Dan nor Eph
particular Numeration. I. It 'IS ſutnmed, Verſe 4. raim, Yſſzþþ is named3 Dan is alſo omitted, '
whereof is ſpoken bceſore. 8 2. It lS diﬅributed amongﬅ ( 1 Clzran. i. 3, 4. ) when all the 'other Tribes are
'ies,/:'ere
,-, Diﬅribution,
.
Thgljlribli
Scopſe sdſ thzz
beſide what lSi 'reckoned in their Genealogies ; ſo alſo Ep/erorſirn
and Manaﬃ*b, in Deal. xxxiii.

It would ſeem for
of omitting
Dan here, becauſe Antichriﬅ'is to come of him,

ſaid, is by ccntinuingthe manner of '_Speech, uſed theſe Reaſons; (for, that Conceit
under the Old Teﬅament, of'Ijmel, Trrbes, J'eruſa

Iem, &e. to hold ſorth the ſ-entzles Priviledge of is a groundleſs Fablc, and rejected by Bel/ar.
being ingraſted in the yew: room, and 'that God lily. 3. (le Pontz'f. cap. 12. who expoundeth the
keeped the ſame Way with them as with gret-II, Scriptures ordinarily alledged, ſor proving that in
having

admitted

them

to

that

ſame

ove

a diﬀerent Senſe) 1. To ſhew,

God's Soveraign

mrln'i" will not be meet -nor needful to inquire ty, maniſeﬅing it ſelf eſpecially in his paſſing b'y
of ſome and reckoning others in

his Ruli, no

after 'Myſhies in the Numberor Names; it 'tsltke,
the 'Lord giveth his Church the Title-'of _1ſi-ael,
followeth the reckoning of twelve Fribes, and
multiplieth that by twelves, which cometh in whole
to that Number one hundred forty and ſour Thouſ
and. -We<hall only touch theſe things as conſider

the former Reckonings. This Number had not
been keepcd, if Dan had been numbered 'when
Levi alſo is mentioned. 3. Dan was ſoon

able,

overtaken with Idolatry, ſo was Eﬂvaim, Judge:

leſs guilty. 2. To conſorm the Number to the
ordinary 'Reckoning of Jſrael by 'twelve Tribes
and no more, wherefore ﬅill one

is

omitted in

1. 'T H A 'r in the Order, the Age is not keep- r.* 18. therefore not meet to be mentioned a
ed, and Children of the bond and free Woman mong theſe, or as Types of theſe who were to
are promiſcuouily named; to let us ſee, that ll1 be lteeped clean from that Sin.- 4. Levi is
Chriﬅ Jeſus there are ineither yew not' Greek, bond
ſſnot free; and that external Priviledges are of no mentioned here, though not in the dividing of
the Land of Cannon; to ſhew, that though
, Gal. iii. 28. 2. ' udab is preferred and ﬁrﬅ God allow not much temporal Eﬅate on 'his
and Rmþen, thzugh the ﬁrﬅ-born, paſied Miniﬅers, yet will he not prcjudge them of

by, 1. To (hew that Relation to Chriﬅ, who his Protection under Straits eitherSpiritual or Tem
was of' the Tribe of furial', and of whom, _Dnvza' poral, nor of the Victory over them.

was, caﬅeth the Ballance and is the main Priviledge.
Trees:

Chap. 7.
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ſ-'H z s 2 are all who are ſealed of the number- Children, neither is he a Jew who is one out
leſs multitude; and this equal Numberamongﬅ the wardly.

l

tr'

Oþſi 3. That Chtiﬅ's Care is very ſpc.

' not undeﬅood,as iſ all were equal in reſpect of cial of his Elect, where-ever the

are he taketh

ſhun; But, 1. To ſhew it is indiﬀerent to notice of them, in all their diﬃcu ties he hath a
God* o take of, this or. that Nation now, as there ſpecialand peculiar Eye over them,he doth not gather

was to him no diﬀerence amongﬅ the Tribes of them by heeps,-but-one by one. Iſaiab'xxviitzmot by
lſrael. 2.. That there is need of a ſpecial and particular Care, and, that he conſormeth his Care. ſo,
not in groſs and common, but particularly taking
Notice of them, in, a deﬁnit -Sum.. Hence Ob-

Gueſs,but. by ſpecial Deſignation, he ſeeth to their'
Preſervation, join' x. 3, He calleth his ſheeþ ly:
Na'me, and leadeth them our: The moﬅ incon
ſiderable of them are provided ſor, and ſhelteredi

ſrom-this Storm. This is much for the Conſo
1. F'R o M the complexneſs' oſ 'this Sealingand lation of Believers, and it is- the very End why
and Number, and from the. Name that theſe ſeal this numbering. and ſmling. is ſet down here, to'
ed ones getteth, to wit, that they are called the: tell that not only Chriſt hathe Care oF all Believers in
Tribes of Jﬅael, That Believers, under the New general,,but of every one,oſ them in particular.
Tcﬅament, are God's Iſrael, ingrafted in- their Olzſhrw 4.; That ſealing and defend-ing agiinﬅ de

. ſome,

Room and ſerved Heirs to all their eﬂential Privi clining or deſection in Error, is no common
lcdges and Promiſes, and' Heirs of Aim/own, as Priviledge; they are marked,.her_e- one and there
Believers 'were under the Old Teſlament; whate' one,.who are made partakers ofit,a few oſ ſomeTribes,

ver typical P'romiſes were peculiar to that People, and of ſome n0nc,t0 ſhew the ſingularity of this mer
we arenot-to claim,v yet, certainly theſe Privi cy,.and to point, as at our Lord's' Care,- ſo alſo at
ledges or Pr'omiſes that belonged to- their eternal his Soveraignty who pitched upon whom he will,
well-being, or were neceſſary to their. ſpiritual to preſerve ſrom-thc Trials of the Time: It is
growth and happineſs here, Believers under the not becauſe they are better than others, but their
New 'I'eﬅament are ſerved Heirs thereunto, Gal. through-bearing lieth in' his purpoſe about them, and
iii. 29. [f ye be Cbri/i"r,.lbm are ye Abraham? his ſealing, diſcerning and diﬀerencing oſ thetm
Seed, and beirs according to the Promz/E. Obſi 7.. from others. Laﬅly, There are but very ſew,.
Folks may be partakers of many outward Privi- conſidering the Multitude that periſheth, that ſhall
ledges,

and

yet theſe not ſecure them from an be

keeped free and

ſaved in ſuch a Trial:

It

approaching. plague, if they be not partakers of will be arare-Thing to ﬅand, when' the Storm of.
spiritual Priviledges beſide. Mad were all God's Error bloweth; many ſhall follow the pernicious

People and Children, to them pertained the A-.. Ways of falſe Teachers, 2Pet.ii. I,&c. Iſitwere
doption and Covenants in reſpect'oſ external ad- poſſible the Elect ſhould be ſeduced. Rw. xiii.
miniﬅrationz andſo it was with the Church of The World wondereth after the Belﬅ, ſo that
the Gentiles which ſucceeded: But, Rom. ix. 6.. it concerneth us to be humble, watchful and onl

They are not all Iſrael, who are of Iſraol z neither our Guard, that we be not led away with the Err0r>
becauſe they are the feed of Abraham are. they all ofthe , Wickcd..

LECTLI'RE

IVJ;

verſe 9. After this I þebell, and Io, agree: multitude, whirl: no Man could number, of all Nationr, ,.
And. Kindreds, and People, and Tongue: ﬅood beﬁre the T/oronnond oeﬂre 'be Lamb, doat/nd will)
wﬁfte Robes, and Palm: in- tbeir Hands:
X
lo, And tried with aloud Voice, ſaying, Salwtim to our God whirl) ſit'etb upon 'be Throne, and
unto t/z'e' Lamb. -

'
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Tranſition, After the/2 tbz'tſirgs, "ſſaZv, imr'iorti'ſi not
H'E Lord, having deſcribed to Yolm and
,uc
diſcovered to him, in the beginning of the only an Order in what he ſaw as to hisſeci
n
Chapter, the Hazard the Church was as to the Things ſeen, that is, after-a. ſealed
in by a coming Storm, he layeth two ſucceeded a great innumerable'Company, for iberty

Grounds for conﬁrming the Faith of his People. and Publickneſs of Profeſſron, not needing to be ſcal
The ﬁrﬅ, is, The Care of the Liect under that ed.
Storm, to [ſer/cti- 9. The ſecond, is, The Happy

2. They are come out of teat Tribulation, Verſe 14. but the former ſealed
nes were under

Eﬅate the Church ſhould be in after that Storm
ſhould be over.
' F o 't clearing the Meaning of this Part of, the
ha ter
are undericiood
to en uire inby theſe
r.
YVhY)
ar,e We
to be
the'eParticulars,
that are here

it. The ſealed Ones were Strivers ; theſe are Victors,

therefore muﬅ ſucceed them, as victory doth to
Fighting. 3. More particularly, 'By theſe ſealed
Ones, are underſtood the hundred forty and four

thouſand mentioned, Clap. kivAVhﬅa, 2. Which
mentioned and leftinnumerable? 2. 'I o what Time belongeth unto, and is contemporary with the Pro
it relatetb, or what State of the Church, whether phecy of the Trumpets, as appeareth by Chap. ix. 4.

Militant or Triumphant? 3. What is the Scope and xiii. 8. and xiv. 3, 4. But by this innumerable
of it, and the Reaſon ot ſetting it down in ſuch Lx company, we conceive, are to be underﬅood the
eﬃons? ſhen we ſhall particularly open the ſame who ﬅand on the Sea oſ Glaſs, having gotten
ords, which have two Parts, 1. W-hat generally Victory over the Beaﬅ, having Harps in their Hands,
o/m of himſelf ſaw and heard concerning the happy Chap. xv. 1, 2. The Properties, Exerciſe and Caſe
and comfortable State of that great company, to agree to both; which Number, are after the ever
Vrﬅ 13. 2. What further was taught him by one laﬅing Goſpel is preached through the Earth, C/mp.
of the Elders, inviting him to enquire further con xiv. I/e'ſi 6. and the Cry of Baþy/m's begun Ruin
rninſſ
ceF
OUR them.
the ﬁrﬅ, What this company, that have is proclaimed, and ſo belongeth to the Prophecy of
the Vials.
,_
Palms in their Hands, is ?' We ſay, t. They diﬀer
O _U 'r of all which then, we conceive, that here
from the hundred forty and ſour thouſand mentioned is hinted at and held forth the Increaſe and Liberty
before, 1. In Number, being moe than they. a. of the Church after the Darkneſs of Anrichriſt ſhall
In Extent, their reckoning was 'out of Trlbes, as it be over, and the Goſpel o'f new, as it were, ſent
were, of one Kingdom z theſe are out of all Nati through the Earth, Saints then ſhall be innumerabfe,
ons, Kindrcds, &Ft. 3. In Retpect of Poﬅure or and full Victors and Conquerors in compariſon of their
Place, the hundred ſorty and-four thouſand are ſealed Paucity and Reﬅraint under Antichriﬅ's Growth and
ones on the Earth, ſecret and hid;
his company Highn
is teen openly profeﬃng, ﬅanding beſorethe Throne,
T H F. ſecond Qieﬅion, is, To What Time or
and it is not ſaid of them, they were marked. "4. State of-the Church it relateth? xIHſw. For the
The former are ſealed for a coming Storm, to ſhew Time, it is ſigniﬁed before to belong to the Vials,
the Danger they were to be in, and as having no which hold forth the Enemies Ruin and the Churches
Commerce with others; Therefore rtts ſard,_. (0/2ap. Riſing, yet, becauſe there are three Steps or Degrees
xiv. 3. ) No ſl/lan could learn t/mr Sang but them. of the Churches Victory, I. From Antichriﬅ's be
ſzl-ver. This great Companyhave Palms in their gun Ruin, till by Degrees it be fully conſummated.
Hands, as an open Sign of

tctory ;. therefore are 2. From his Ruin to the End of the World, in the
Churcha Trials with Gog and jl/Iagog, &Ft. 3. The
þyr'z'ztian, and their Song ispubhcl't, wttha loud Vpiee. Churches Entry into the new ﬀeruſh/em, All which
Beſidc, that by that Tranﬃton, AZ/mj (be/e tbrngr, Eegzees, are begun, continued and perfected under
Iſaw, is particularly holden forth a dtﬂcrent Lom the V ials. It may be asked, To which of theſe De

they laid, ( Verle 14.) To In" (ame ant qf great Yﬀ-r

-,-.

pany, to repreſent a diﬀerent Thing, relating to rrgrees, or if to all of them, this belongeth? We
ſubt'equent dtate of the Church, in _Reſpect of its think indeed it looketh to all theſe, holding forth
Numerouſneſs and Proſpertty, oppoſite to' the for the Happineſs of God's People in their Vict'ory over
Antichriﬅ, and, in their outgate from theſe Troubles
H 1 s Company then being diﬀerent from the and Trials/ſhewing how happy they' ſhould be when
ſealed One-s ſpoken of before, we ſay, 'I heybelong theſe Stcrms ſhould be over, which in part is begin
not to that Time, but they follow it. Which ap here; but leaveth them not till it put them in Hea
peared', I. (as we hinted at before) By that ven, and Glory there. I. Becauſe that compleat-eth
their

p
l
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their Victory; and Victories here, are but Parts, particular Explieation of the former, ſiom Vcrﬅ 13
2. Be to the end.
cauſe that victory is the main and common Con
T a z general Deſcription or what Job' ſaw
ſolation of all ﬁghters; and ſo ſuiteth well and beﬅ and heard, hath twd Parts, ſuitable to Chap. iv, and
with the Scope, as taking in all.
Becauſe all v. One is of the redeemed Church preceeding.
thoſe ﬅeps of victories belong to the ials, and are The ſecond is of the Angels going alongﬅ with them.
one continued and purſuod Victory from its beginning The former, Verſe 9, to. To the latter, Verſe t t, rz.

Types, and earneﬅs of their victory there.

to its cloſe.

Neither, ſecondly, do we exclude, but

include the Churches happy and ﬂouriſhing Conditi
on Earth, not only for the former Rmſons, where

T H s ﬁrﬅ of them, is ſet out in theſe cir

cumﬅances, 1. ln the order as they ﬅand, Jſttr
this Iþobold, and lo agre-at lily/titude, to put diﬀ
erence betwiwt one Thing and another in Time, yet

by it is clear they cannot be ſeparated 3 but alſo be
cauſe of its Scope, "which is to ſhew the Churches immediately following it: The meaningis, when the
Eﬅate here in Time; and the other Characters of its former Strait of the Church was over, and the hidd
being ſubſequent immediately to the ſealed Co'mpany, en ones keeped Secret under God's Stamp, I ſaw
- as ſucceeding to them, as alſo its being contemporary a great Multitude come out and publickly avow and
twith the Vials in their riſe and progreſs, conﬁrm profeſs Chriﬅ's Goſpel. 2. They are deſcribed by
their Number, it was great and innumerablz, not to
s.
F o n the third Qreﬅion, What is the Reaſon God, who hath them all written by Name in his
that the Temporal and ﬂouriſhing Condition of the Book; known to him are all from the Beginning:
Churclrmilitant, is ſet down under ſuch noble Ex

2 Tim. ii. the Lord known/'1 who are his.

preﬃons as agree to the Church-triumphant? Anſ
I. Becauſe it is one continued Victory, the begun
hipp neſs and ﬂouriſhing Condition of the Church
and their happy Condition in Glory hereafter being

It was a great Multitude in it ſelf, tþat no Man

divided in ſo man

Parts, and Heaven is the laﬅ,

longeﬅ, and fulle Part of it. 2. Becauſe it is or
dinary in this Book to deſcribe and ﬅile the Church

But,' I.

could Number, as the Stars and Sand of the Sea are

called innumemble and Abrabam's Seed. 2. Com
paratively, or in Comparſſon of the little Number
that was before under Antichriﬅ's Dominion; that
might have been within Mens reckoning, but this

was hugely beyond it.

3. The are deſcribed from

militant, by Heaven; and the Beauty and Glory of their Extent, ry' all Natiom, Kindrtdx, &e. in Oppo
the Church, by that of Heaven; the happineſs of
the Church here, by the happineſs of Heaven here
after.
. The Expreſſions of the Prophets ſpeaking
of the (yoſpels ﬂouriſhing, or of a ﬂouriſhing Eﬅate

ſition to the former paucity of Tribes, which might
be in one Kingdom when the Church was ſhut up,
now there ſhall be an Enlargement as obſervable,
as at the Goſpels ﬁrﬅ ſpreading, to pointat theſpread

of the Jewiſh Church after the Captivity, are thus ing that thevriſe of the Goſpel ſhould have after
large, as,_ V. xxv. 8. and xxxv. lo. and xlvii. IO. Antichriﬅ's begun Ruine, it ſhould be ſuch as was
and li. 11. which Expreﬃons may be borrowed after Chriﬅ's Aſcenﬁou. 4. They are deſcribed from
( as many other) from the Prophets in this Book; the Place where, and the Poﬅour wherein, they
and are both to ſet forth the excellent Eﬅate of ﬅood, they are before the Throne of God, and they
the Church in it ſelf during that time; and alſo bc

ing compared with its former Obſcure Condition, it
is like Heaven in reſpect of what it was. 4. The
outward Judgment on Perſecuters (Cb/zp. vi.)
was deſcribed by Hell and the laﬅ Judgment, the
one being to them the beginning of the other: So
upon the contrary, this happy Eﬅate oſ the Church,
is deſcribed by Heaven in oppoſition thereto, as is
ſuitable.
Mo R I particularly the Words hold out the
b gun hnppineſs of the Church here, after Antichriﬅs
begun Fall,and her growing in that happy Condition,
never to be ſo darkened again as formerly, till it be
perfected in Heaven.

ﬅand there. 1. Before the T/mme, that is, in the
Church; here they are brought in, that were

Strangeis before, and in Heaven they ſhall be com
pleated hereafter: For we underﬅand the T/zrom here,
( as Chap. iv.) as repreſenting either the place of'
Glory or God's favourable preſence to his Church.
2. Theyﬅand there: Which pointcth at two Thinge,

Firﬅ, Their Dependence on God and Chriﬅ; they
ﬅand as Servants attending their Maﬅer, as Ver/e 15.
preſenting themſelves before him after their Victorics.
Smrzd/y, Their publick owningr and acknowledging

of him for their Victory and liberty.

Tbinlb, 'l'hey

ﬅand in white Roþos, well adorned, and palm: in t/mr

The Conſolation hath two Hands : [Vitb white Roſin, a Sign of Glory, C/oap.

parts, ( as we ſhew before,)

1. What John ſaw iii. 4.. and a Sign of Innocency ( Chap. xiv. L. ) and

and heard, from Ver/2 9. to Verſe 13.

2. A more victory, xix. 8. having amore beautiful Luﬅre upon
B l' b

them
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them than before; with Palm: in their Hands, a
Sign of Victory and Jo in a full Meaſure, ſuitable to
theſe who had gotten t eir Heads above all Diﬃcul
ties, Mat. xxi. 8. 5. They are deſcribed from their
vwork and Exerciſe, which is ſet down, (verſe 10.)
in the Matter and the Manner.

r. In the Manner,

they ery out with a laud ſ/aite: To ſhew, t. The
good Reaſon they had to bleſs him. 2. The good
will and heartineſs the had to do ita 3. The pub
lickneſs of their Profe ton, and the ſpreading of it,
whereas the Song ofthe hundred forty and four thou

Cbap- 7

ing m Merit, Purgatory, Pennance, or any other

thing of that Kind, as formerly had been done.
'Tin r s thenis the ﬁrﬅ Part of this general De

ſCllptlOll, which is Ya/m's diſcrihing the happy Con
dinon of the redeemed Church; O'r, our Lord to
ﬅrengthen the Faith of his People', revealeth,the

happy outzate e're ever the Storm come on.

Hence

Oljſ'rw,

I. 'I'H
moﬅ ofſad
and have
ſoreﬅ
Storms
Church
and2People
God,
a reﬅ
and acelſic'ikd .
ry at the back of them:

The moﬅ ſad Eﬅate of the

ſand was ſecret ; none could learn their Song, Chap. Church, hatha happy and glorious Victory follow

xiv. This is publick and avowed, they care not who ing tt.. There was aStorm ſpoken of before, and
hear their-Song. 2. The Matter of their Song, is what a glorious Outgate is here.ſ This is a Truth
in few words, but very material.

In general,it is

to aſcribe to God the Glory oſthcir victory, as to

that holdeth good, whether we expound the words
oftheir temporal or eternal salvation, it is a com

the Author of it, and to Chriﬅ as hlediator, as the fortable Conclufion laid for 'the Comfort of God's,
T/vae
great Mean and Procurer of it. It taketh. in the People, and fully proven, Heb. iv. 9.

Riſe, Progreſs, and perfecting of their Happineſs there remained) therefore a reﬅ ta tlve People 'at
ſpiritual and temporal, it is all Sal-vation, and Salt/a Qad; and let it be ﬁxed in us, the beﬅ Eﬅate or
tion from allthings that may hurt his People. More God's People is ever hindtnoﬅ; their laﬅ Eﬅate is
particularly, thisSaI-uatian is aſcribed to God, as the their beﬅ, juﬅ contrary to that the Wicked have to
Fountain and eﬃcient Cauſe, in whoſe Counſel the expect: When the temporal Happinefs of the
work of salvation bred, and was concluded 3 and it is Wtelted ſhall turn in a Curſe, then ſighing and
aſcribed to Cbrﬄ, as the meritorious Cauſe and Pro weeping (hall paſs away from the People of Goj.
curer of it. To point out, 1. That their salvation 2. _(Jod's propoſing this Outgate before-hand for
isin him, and belongeth to him. 2. That theirSal their Comfort, ſheweth, that there is no ſolid wa
vation is no where elſe to be gotten. Hiz. 'xliii. t. to bear aTrial well without the Faith Of the Out
and. 21. appropriateth it to God, ſo as it excludeth gate, and that the eying oſ the Outgate ofa Storm
all others. 3. It is an attributing not only salvati while Folks areunder it, or, their thinking on the:
on in the general to God, but. this ſame particular happy Eﬅate that followeth Diﬃculties, is the beﬅ
delivery from Antichriﬅ's Sin, Snares, his Idolsand way to moderate one under Diﬃculties; therefore
Ignorance, Pſizl. iii. 8. 4. Itis the giving or aſcribe when the Lord threatened the Captivity, he gave

ingthe Glory to himſelf alone, and ſo an acknow them many Promiſes in gar-21) concerning their Re
ledging of the frecneſs of it, that it was for no de turn from it, e're ever it came on, to arm. and
ſerving or worth in them.
guard the Faith of his People from ſinking under
5. C H-R 1 s 'r is joyned with God, becauſe all it. This ſuﬅained alſo [Waﬅs Iﬂi. xi. 25. and
Grace and salvation is given in him, and for him to Paul, 2. Cor. iv. 17, 18. There is- an amiable
the Church, he is not miﬂcnown in the Adminiﬅration Sight beyond all Straits, if we would by the
of Grace, therefore neither ſhould he be in his Peo right Proſpect view them. 3. Heaven and Glou

ples Thankſgiving.

6. His salvation is mainly as he ry is the compleat Outgate of Believers Trials,

is a Saviour to ſave from Sin, Mor. i. 21. There

fore this loud Cry in uttering and attributing salvati
m only to God and to the Lamb, is not in Reſpect of
the outward Delivery alone, but in Reſpect of the
Doctrine ofJuﬅiﬁcation, which was before ohſcured
and divided amongﬅ many Merits and Mediators:
Now it is vindicatcd, andthey publickly and openly
confeſs it, and aſcribeit to God only, as the Foun
tain and Eﬃcient Cauſe; and to Chriﬅ alone, as
the meritorious, laying thegWeight and the Honour

and ſhould be Belevers main Conſolation while
they
; for, though
- are under
Happtneſs
OF theTrials
Church
0 the temporal .
be holden
outmiſſigicpigf
ſectude not, butinclude( aswe
ſhew in.

ſition ) their Happineſs in Heaven; where their
victory tsperfectcd; If in this Lifeonly we had
Hope, of al! Men we are the moﬅ" miſerable.
.

Heaven and Glory muﬅ be an excellent Thine,
a very happy ſatisfying comfortable Condition zoa

brave Life.

1. Excellent

Company, God and

* of their eternal salvation on God and Chriﬅ alone, the Lamb, the congregation of the ﬁrﬅ-born. 2.

without parting them among any, other, or, mix

An
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An excellent Place, 'before the Throne, beholding Sight to ſee a Church thriving in purity ofDoc
his Glory andſharirig ot'it; and if aplace in Het trine and Ordinances, and Diſcipline in Order and

ven be more glorious, this is it, 3. Though
Angels and Saints be with them, yet they are
l taken up with beholding God, ſhining
amb. 4. Their adornmg and Ornament,

many
main
in the
they

Decency, it ſhould be as ſad a Sight to ſee the
carved Work pulled down, Antichriﬅian Darkneſs,
or that which is no better, coming in, and Con
fuſion in ﬅead of Order; as the one ſhould refreſh

are always walking in white; pure, clean, and con us, the other ſhould weight us. 7. A ﬁouriſhing
ﬅantly victorious; their vile Bodies made conform to Condition of the Church for Number and Liberty in
Profeﬃon
go together,
ſee bt ecomthe glorious Body o'fChriﬅ. 5. They have Palms paring
thisoften
Eﬅate
underſſ theas we
Vialsmaywith
for '

in their Hands, triumphing and rejoicing. 6. Their
Work and Task is always to be iinging; the Song mer. The one is the ordinary Mean oſeng'aging
Of free Grace maketh Heaven ring; and they wea Men to the other, and the man-ing of the one cannot
ry not in it, but are always praiſmg God, as there but mar the other. 8. From the matter of the
is always ground; by praiſing, enjoying; and by Song, It telleth us what is to be gotten in God and
enjoying, praiſing him : If ye would have a happy Chriﬅ, even compleat Salvation of all ſorts, and
Life, is there any Life like this? Better ﬅand here from all Fears and Dangers. Needeth any Believer
and look on, than lit on the Thrones of the World. then to fear, ſeeing God and the Lamb have Sai
Look if ye have the Faith of enjoying it. Is there vation? Salvation belongeth not to Armies of Men,
not a Poſſlbility ofit? Or, think ye all this is ſpo

to Men of high Place and Power, nor to Men

ken for nought *? No, believe it, they are the true of Riches Wit and Policy, but to God, it is his
and faithful sayings of God 5 Ya/m's Teﬅimony, is peculiar Property and Prerogative; and what leſs
that he ſaw it in the Spirit, and it is left on Record then have God's People at one Time nor at an
to the Church for Conﬁrmation of her Faith, and other, ſince he hath Salvation at Command ? and

if there be not a Happineſs beyond it, nor compar

he can give it Commiſſion when he will, and

able to it, chooſeit; it were begun Happineſs to be when, he commiſſionateth it. it will come PſhI.

brought this length. There are many of ou who lxviii. 20. Our God ir t/re GodſſSa/wtim: Salva
hear me that will miſs this brave Life; if *0d help tion holdeth of him, and to whom but to him be
you not to ﬅand beforc him here, and here to be longeth the Iſſues from Death? Let none then
gin your Song, you will not ﬅand nor ſing before aſcribe it to any other, nor ſeek it elſewhere, nor
him hereafter; and a woful Miſs will it be. 5. let any bediſcoumged, when they deſire it, it is in
Folks in Heaven are not ﬁlent; as many as are a good Hand, Iſa, xliii. 11. He will not give his
praiſing; dumb Chriﬅizms are not Heaven-like, Glory to another, he beﬅoweth it, and the Lamb
They that dwell in 'by Houſe 'will be ﬅill prarﬁng purchaſeth it. 2. Letit comfort God's People in
rim, and it is a part of their blell'edneſs ſo to be ex an anxious Time. The Faith of God's havingSal
erciſed,PſaI. lxxxiv.as the Saints enjoy God, ſo vation in his Hand, may guard the Heart and keep
they praiſe him; they ſpeak to his Praiſe, and ho from much pcrplexing Anxiet that Folksare put to
Salt/tition belongeth
nour him in their Converſation, they have good under Diﬃculties, Pjdl. iii.
Matter of a Song, and good will to ſing; and it is to the Lgrd, thy bleﬃng is upon thy Ptqpſz. 9. Sal
an ill Token when Folks preſume to come to 'vation to our God and to 'be Lamb: They aſcribe
Heaven, and yet have no good will to honour God it to him, that hold it of him, Or'yirw, That no
here. 6. As this Company repreſenteth the Church thingis more Heaven-like, than a humble holding
Militant, Obſerve, That the enlargement of the of talvation of God, and aſcrrbing to him the Glo
Church and its thriving, even in external Profeﬂi ry of it. This is Heaven's Song, Hetven is fullofit,
on, is a beautiful Sight.

To ſeen Church, 1. In todenude our ſelves, and hold all or free Grace, to

Doctrine pure, 2. In the Number of Profeﬂors, aſcribe-Salvation freely to God and to the Lamb. And
many. And 3. publick in their Liberty and Bold as this becometh Glory well, ſo it gloritieth God,
neſs. And 4.. in their Authority, weighty ,; it is while Folksare labourin undera Body of Death,
like the Company .of two Armies, and that with to ſa , it

is not tot

m, but to him, that

Banners, to ſee many Profeﬁiirs and a ſuitableneſs the (xlory or" their Salvation belongeth; to waſh
in their Practice, pure Doctrine, and pure Ordi their Hands of any Good given them, or that
nances, powerful and fruitful: Though Folks call they may expect; To acknowledge his Free

them Forms, their is much of God's Beiuty dom in that which they are to get, as well
that ſhineth in them; and if it be a beautiful asbis Riches in that which they have gotten,
B b b 2

this

\
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This isthe lik'eſf LiﬀztoHeaven, tobeﬅillpraiſing free under theſe Diﬃculties they meet with here: The
Grace. Io. Heaven, and the Song that will be in hope of what is coming, may alley, and only (an

Heaven, may comfort God's People, even in Time, alley the Bitterneſs of what is preſent.

LECTURE

V.
and ib: ſm- i

Verſe r', lad all th' Angel: ﬅood round about 'be Man', and about to: Elder-r,
Bag/It,
andſell air/ten:
bgſoro tbeB/gﬄng,
Throne and
on their
Fam,
worﬂipptd
12. Saying,
Glory,
andand
V'ijdatn,
and God,
Thanlſhiwſing, and Honour, and Power
and Might be unto our God for mer and mer. Jmtn.
'
13. And one of the Elder: anﬁotrod, ﬅaying unto me, What an the/2' w/n'tlz are arrayed in white
Raia?

and wl'ente tame they?"

14. And I ſaid unto bin', Sir, thou knowe/I. --' E told you that the Scope of the Spirit
in theſe Words, is, To give a little
Glimpfe of the glorious Outgate the
Church of Chriﬅ ſhould have after the
Storms oſ Antichriﬅ, and theſe corrupt Teachers that
were coming to lay the Church low. This Outgztte
. is, I Gcnerally repreſented to John from Verſa 9.

neſs
of of
thePraiſeſyit
Glo or'will
God,
thetake
Excellen
Work
andand
doth
up Acrivggistii:
go about it, it is a Work becoming even them. The

glorious Condition abiding the Church, ſhall furniſh
all the Angels in Heaven Matter of Praiſe; and the
hope oſ cgpzh a glprious outgate, might exceedingly

comfort
o n an others, who were to li ye under
thoſe
Diﬃculties.

to Ve'ſc 13. and then more particularly explicated by
an Elder to John, from Vnﬅ 13. to the End,
T H n ﬁrﬅ hath two Parts:

M out,
o R zr. particularl
, This Thy/Band;
Com
ofangliﬁzlys
is ſet
In their PXaﬅure,

The ﬁrﬅ whereof,

is, The Reprefentation of the redeemed Church ﬅand are ſet out in the ſame Poﬅure, Chap. v. The Rat
ing beforethe Throne with white Robes, and Palms ſon of their ſtanding, is, To ſhew not only their
in their Hands, and a ſweet Song in their Mouth, Reverencing of God, but their great Dependence on
whereof me have ſpoken. In the r r, and 12, Vrﬅr, God, as Servants waiting for Direction from him
there is a further Enlargement and Explication of that and their Readineſs to obey what Order: he givetli
glorious Eﬅate of the Church, and the Saints Hap them. It ſigniﬁeth alſo their Priviledge to ﬅand
pineſs, by bringing in all tþo ſings-It, admiring God's there, Dear. x. 8. 2. They are ſet out in the Place
Goodneſs to his Church, and taking a (hare of the where they ﬅand 5 It i: about the Throne, Elder: and
Song of Praiſes with them, it being ſuch a glorious Beaﬅr, ( as we ſhew, Chap. vi. ) to ſigniﬁe the End
Piece of Work, as would ſerve not only all the Saints, of their Service; itis to watch over the Church that
but the Angels alſo : So then in theſe two Verſir, is is between God's Throne and them, they are with
ſet down the Angels Approbation of,,and Concurrence out as a Guard and Wall to the redeemed Church
with, the redeemed Church.
v they are mimﬅring Spirits, all ﬀrbe'n, far the flzfri
T H F. Scope of it, is, To ſhew,

r. The Har

mony that is among Saints and Angels in their praiſing
God. ' 2. To ſhew how excellent and glorious a
Ground of Praiſe, a ﬂouriſhing and victorious Eﬅate
of the Church, hath in it; and that by it God giv
eth Evidences of his Glory to Angels, Principalities,
and Powers, &Ft. Epb. iii. ro. 3. To ſhew, that
Angels delight in the Churches ﬂouriſhing, and in the
thriving of the Goſpel. Lnhxv. 7. there is Joy in

of salvation, Hcb. i. 14..

Therefore it is ſaid, all]

the Jago/s; they ſurround the Throne and the
Church, keeping them in, and keeping out from
them any Thing that may annoy them; and con

ſequently, they are round about the innumerable Mul
titude mentioned before, ſ/arſ' 9. who were before
the Throne: Yea, it would appear, that theſe, be
ing here omitted, ( though that be their Place, and

Eldorr, and Beaﬅ: mentioned to ﬅand-'there where

Heaven at the Converﬁon of a Sinner: So here, by formerly they ﬅood) muﬅ be comprehended under
holding forth the in-coming of many Sinners, and the the Elder: or Bed/Is, ſeeing the Place and Guard
ſpreading of thelight of the Goſpel, all the Angels is all one, and the Diﬅinction that is put between
are made chearful at the News of it. 4. To ſhew them, is but as a Diﬀerence of the whole Catholick
the Excellency of the Thing 3 the exceeding Great Church, ſigniﬁed. by the E1dcr5,.from ſuch. a parri
cular
l
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cular Company brought through Antichriﬅ's Tri empty. 3. comfortable to God's People, who have
bulation, Ver/t 14, and 15. and at ſuch a Time, all theſe Things in him alone. There is no Ground
and in ſuch a Caſe as a part of the whole; and, in of Praiſe imaginable, nor any Thing which might
theſe Reſpects, diﬅinguiſhed from the whole, which have laid, or may lay, any obligation on a Creature
ﬅrengthneth the Expofition we gave before of theſe to God, as having obtained a good Turn, but that is
Elder: repreſenting the Church of God -, For, pro in God, and may be expected from him. 4. To
bably they had not been omitted, if they had been ſhew our Duty both in Dependence on him, andi
a Party diﬅinct from the Church, otherwiſe than a Thankſgiving to him. 2. This Song is to be con
part is from the whole: Neither can any other Rea- r ſidered in Reiþect Of the object of it: In which Re-*
ſon be given, why theſe Elders do not join in pmiſe ſpect, it differeth from the Song of the redeemed to
with the Church or Angels, as, Cbap. iv, and v, &Ft. God and the Lamb, yet they meet in one; For, it
when the praiſe is ſo ſolemn, but becauſe their join

ſecludeth not the Lamb, but taketh him in with the

ing, or praiſe, was formerly expreſied by the Com Father and Spirit. This being Divine Worſhip, pror
pany mentioned, l/'rſt 9, to. For, it is not to be per and peculiar to God, Chriﬅ in it is looked on as
imagined they were now ſilent at fuch an Occaſion. God; and God here is eﬂentially to be conſidered.
3. They are ſet out in their worſhipping, or, falling Whence we may gather, how to interpret their Song,
an their Fares 5

which is to be fpiritually underﬅood, Chap. v.

the one, no queﬅion, being oſ equal Ex

ſeeing
Bodies,It and
properly
ſaid to Angels
fallſſon have
their no
Faces.
is tocannot
ſigniﬁebetheir
Ac tent with the other. 3. This Song is tobe conſider
ed in Reſpect of its Manner, 1. That it is in Gene
knowledgement oſ the exceeding great Diﬅance be rals, as moﬅ comprehenſive; For, ( Pſal. cvi. 2. )
tween God and them, the moﬅ holy Creatures, and Who mn ſhew ortb '11 bis praiſe? If: Thought:
the Reverence due from them to him, as, Iſh. v_i. to its-ward pas "Itching, Pſal. xl. 5. 2. That it
they are ſaid to cover their Faces with Wings, be. beginneth and endeth with- dmm, as conſiﬅing more
cauſe oſ the adorable Holineſs of God, to which even in their Aﬀection andWiſl-r, thartin their Expreﬅion,

they wanted a Proportionableneſs;

So here, they beginning with a conviction that it overpowereth

are ſaid to fall on their Fates, to ſhew the exceeding them, yet undertaking it, as Pſhl. cvi. and going on,

and no more ſatisﬁed at the cloſe than when they be
gan, butending juﬅ ſo as alway beginning, and be
ginning ſo as never to end -, An Evidence of a good
Frame of theſe that praiſe; they are as ready to be
gin when they have done, as when they began, rather
thinking their praiſeaconﬂeoting to praiſe, than actu
al praiſing.
Obſerve here, 1. TVhat a God this is- whom we'
fpect oſ the Matter, expreſſed in ſeven Words. Blaſ worſhip, whom all the Angels do thus worſhip and.
great Diﬅance that is between the Majeﬅy of God,
and the moﬅ excellent creatures. 2.. To acknow
ledge the Greatneſs of the Work they had in Hand,
to wit, the praiſing of God ſor the Enlargement of
the Church. 4.. They are deſcribed in Reſpect of
their Song, which is ſet down, I/erſ: 12, Wherein
we have three Things conſiderable ; or, which we
are to conſider in theſe three Reſpects,.. r. In Re
ſing, Honour, Glory, &c.

like the Matter of the adore, and ﬅand in ſuch reverence of, that they co
ver their Faces, Iſa. vi. They want Words, and

Song, Chap. v. all to one Porpoſe. 2. In Re
ſpect of its Object. 3. In Rcſpect of its Manc
ner.
T o ſhew, 1. That Words are wanting, and can
not be gotten, even by Angels in Heaven, to expreſs

the Glory due to God; they are ſwallowed up with

are ſwallowed up throu h the deep Apprehenſion of

the Majeﬅy, Glor , Greatneſs, and Goodneſs of
God: What a od muﬅ this be that they reve
rence, ﬅand in aw of, and are ſo aﬀected with the'
Glory that ſhineth in him? They do his Will per
fectly, and yet they fall upon their Faces-beſore him.=
What a dreadful God is this? and what poor
Thoughts have we of him?v Little Knowledge of
him, maketh us have ſo ſhort and low Conceptions

it, it goeth beyond their Conception and Expreſſion z
For, it over-reacheth all created Expreſhons and A p
prehenﬁons ſo far, that it is no marvel-it do ſo here.
2.. To ſhew, that whatever is glorious, ora Ground
of Thankſgivingf or the Object of Praiſe, or the of him 3. had we a Ghmpſe oſ his Glory, ﬁtting on

Subject of commendation, it is in him, and m his Throne of Majeﬅy, it would dazcl us 3 and if
him alone, and to be attributed to him with all Hu Angels thus exalt him, what ſhould we do? Obe

mjl'uy by the moﬅ glorious Creaturesy lt is in him, ſ'rw, 2. Theſe that are neareﬅ him, and partake
and not in them, A Conſideration,.. 1. Exceedingly moﬅ of him, will preſs moﬅ ſor exalting him, and

upﬅirring, to .praiſe and admire him.

2. To cry will be moﬅ taken up with the Glory that is in him ;

down in compariſon all other Things, as weak-and.

It
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came atthat happy Condition.

TVe need not ﬅand

ons oſGod 3 Angels are not ſo.

here to dive who this Elder is:

It ſuiteth with the

2. F R o M the Matter and Occaſion of the Song,
Ohſi'mt, That the llouriſhing Eﬅate oſ the Church,
is one of the greateﬅ Evidcnces oſ God's Glory in
the World, and one of the greateﬅ Grounds of praiſe.
By
the ﬁouriſhing
oſ the
Church,
I man thebacked
mul
tiplying
of Proſellſiors,
Purity
of Ordinances,

Scope and Form of this Prophecy, thus to expreſs it'

It is not good to be 'ſatisﬁed with our own Concepti

by way oſ Dialogue, it being a Qieﬅion not of

Doubt or Inſormation to him who propounded it,
but ſor Incitation to him it was propounded unto,
to enquire more in it, as a Thing Worthy to be
known, and uſeſul for opening the reﬅ of the Pro
with Power, and ſome Suitableneſs in the Practice of p'hecy. This is the Scope of the Werie, to make
Proſeﬂbrs. This is it that wakeneth and beginneth John afk; yet conſidering that John here perſonates
the Angels Song, and the Song oſ the Redeemed, and one that is a Believer; and that by Elder: are un
carrieth it on : The glory of Wiſdom, Power, free derﬅood ( probably ) Members of the true Church,
Grace and Love, ſhineth here; Eph. iii. to. That he lt lS not impertinent to look on it as ſigniſying the
might
the Primipalitier
and Power:
by the Help and Uſeſulneſs of one Member of the Body to
Churchſhew
the unto
mct'zzſi/ſſo/d
Wz'ſdom of God.
He maketh
another, it may be, of more Abilities in manyThings'
them wonder to behold ſo much Wiſdom, in ſuiting than themſelves, as we ſhew before, Chap. v. It
Grace to Sinners Caſe and Need; ſo much Conde holdeth out, ( in a Word ) four Generals, I. That
ſcendency, in pardoning freely; ſo much Power, when the People of God are dull, he wanteth not
in overcoming Mens Stubborn-neſs, &do. and lha'll they Means to waken and rouze them up. 2. That God
wonder at this, and praiſe ſor it!> and ſhall not we will
weakthat
Means
and Inﬅruments
timesmake
to ﬅiruſeupoſtheſe
are more
ﬅrong. i 3. ſome
joh"
wonder and praiſe, and be aﬀected with it ſor our
own Good, who are partaking of that they praiſed perſonating all to whom this Prophecy ſhould come,
for beſore hand, ſor that 'we have theſe pure Ordi he would have him more particular in the'Enquiry
nances after the removal of Antichriﬅian Darkneſs? after the Knowledge of theſe Things contained in it,
It is a Prooſ oſ this Truth, and a Part of the Ac which ſhould ﬅir us up to ſearch, and not to ﬂight
compliſhment of this Prophecy, and ſhould ﬅir us up what he revealeth. Yea, 4. It implieth, that God
will have many precious Things revealed, we, in the

to make this Uſe oſ it.

Ohſorw, 3. IF Things 'be well ſearched in God, mean Time, neither underﬅanding them, not-enquir
there is nothing that can be a ground of praiſe, but it ing after them, till he ﬅir us up,

is in him, and may be expected from him, Bigg/ing, 'john's Reply, is, Verﬅ 14. modeﬅ and ſhort,
and Glory, and lﬄiﬂiom, and Thonlygi-ving, and Ho Sir, thou hnou AyZ: Wherein, beſide Yohn's reverend
nour, &e. Blzﬃllg, is all Matter that may give Oc way of ſpeaking, there is implied, I. John's Ig
caſion to blcſs him for making us bleſied; Glo/y, norance, he denieth that he knew, only he ſaw
taketh in all Glory, every Thing that maketh God thein,_he knew no further concerning this Com
glorious, or us to account him glorious, and Glory pany. 2. A Deſire to be taught of him who knew
it ſelf; and Matter of Thankſgiving, Wiſdom, Ho what they were. It is a reverend humble Inſinua
nour, and the reﬅ, are in him; nothing is meet for tion/of his Expectation, that he ſhould tell and
the End, or meet as a Mids to bring about that End, anſwer his own Qmﬅions, which accordingly ſol
but it is in God, Bleſling being the End, there i: loweth, as iſ he ſaid, Sir, thou canﬅ anſwer th
LViſdom, Power, and Might to bring about that Queﬅion thy ſelf, and I expect thou wilt do it; t
End 5 they have then good ground of praiſe, that have isno ſhame to be ignorant of ſome Things, eſpe

cially in this Prophecy, and to vent ourlgnorance
God to be their God.
,F R o M the r 3. Verſe to the End, followeth a ſo as we may have our Knowledge helped. joly;
more particular Enquiiy concerning that Number, hath Advantage by this, he hath a more ſull Expli
which is followed with a more full Deſcription of cation of what he knew not, holden out to him.
them;

and it hath three Steps, or Parts,

I. The

It were good we walked in the Senſe oſ our Icrno

or, rather', two rance, and made more uſe of the Means of Knoow
Qutﬅions, ſl/'hat are t/ieﬅ which art aroyed in white ledge.
Rober? and whence ram: they? 2. j'ohn's Reply, _ F o R the Elders Anſwer, it hath three Thinas in
Ver/1 14. 1 ſaid uzzto him, Sir, thou knowe/i. 3. it, 1. What the former Condition of' the rcdeezmcl
The- Elders particular Deſcription to John of that Church was, great Trihu/atr'on, probably relating not
bleﬂed and happy Company, 1. From whence they to the common Aﬂliclions and Tribulations that all
came. 2. What they are now. And 3. How they that will live godly muﬅ ſuffer,huttheſeTrialsſigniﬁed

Elders Queﬅion to J/ohn, Verſh 13.

by
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by the Trompetr under Antichriﬅ. 2. What their Prophecy. The beﬅ have need of upﬅirring ; and
preſent Eﬅate was, exceeding 'proſperous, Verſe 15. by theſe Qgeﬅions, not only John is ﬅirred up for
to the ende 3. How they paﬅ from the one to the the Time; but in him, all that might after read
other, it was by waſhing their Garments, and mak' theſe Propheﬁes, to enquire in them. 4. John's

ing them white in the Lamb's Blood.

Anſwer is burnble and reverend, teaching us ra
ther to acknowledge our Ignorance that we may
ſentation of Things, is not enough for us: We learn, than to- hide it and continue ignorant. 2.
can ſee, and hear, and underﬅand little, till it be That many may be and are ignorant in the Mat

Obſerve, 1. TH A 'r the ﬁrﬅ View or Repre

preﬂ'ed on us. 2. God loveth- that we be taught, ters of this Prophecy.- 3. That no Occaſion of
and provideth Means ſor inﬅructing and. upﬅirring Learning would be omitted, nor no Inﬅrument or
of his own ſo far as he thinketh needful. 3. If it Mcan excepted againﬅ, but all made uſe of ſot'
5. God's End in poſing with hard
came not of him, the beﬅ would ly in Ignorance, Learning.
and, it may be, not endeavour to know, partly, Qpeﬅions, is, To help to know what we under

thinking it Dcfperate and Preſumption to enquire in ﬅand not. This Qteﬅion propounded to J/ohn,
to it, partly, negligent and not thinking it needful, is neither to ſhame him, nor draw him in a'
but curious, as many do, to enquire into theſe Snare, but to bring him to Clearneſs in that he
Things; and ſo abﬅain from the Search of this was dark inr

LECTU'RE

Vl'.

Verſe 14, ------------ And he ſhid to me, The/e are they which tame out of great 'Ii-ihnlotion, and how
waſhed their Rohes, and made them white in the Blood of the Lamh.
15. Therefore are they he/'ore the Throne of God, and ſerve him-Day and Mght in hit Temple: and '
he that ſitteth on the Throne ſhall dwell among them.
16. They ſhall hunger no more, neither thirﬅ any more, neither ſhall the Sun light on them, nor

any heat.
17. For the Lamh whieh i: in the mid/i of the Throne, ſhall feed them, and ſhall lead them unto living
Fountnins of H'aters:

and God ſhall wipe away. all Tears from their Eyen

HA-T which we have now to ſpeak and Glory, But this being ſpoken of as a great Tri'- '
of, is, The Elders Reply to John, bulation, in an eminent Degree, and that Company
wherein he inſiﬅeth in the Deſcription ſomewhat ſingularly diﬀerenced from others, by
of that excellent company; So that this, That they are come out of it, it would ap
the Words continue the Deſcription of the former pear, that by it is meaned the Tribulation under
innumerable Multitude, in theſe three, 1. What was Antichriﬅ's Perſecution, and by that company,
the Condition they were brought from, or whathad theſe that are brought through after' this begun
been their former Condition, Theſe are they which Fall, and Chap. xv. are ſaid to have gotten the
tame out of great Trihnlation. 2. B what Means victory- over him: For, that Diﬃculty under
they had come from, or had gotten ictory over, or Antichriﬅ, is the main one after Heatheniſh Per
Freedom from that great Ttibulation, By waſhing ſocution, and that to which this former ſetling re
their Roher, ondmahing them white in the Blood oſ the late.h, as is ſaid.'
F o a the ſecond', The'Mſiean' of their througho'
Lamh.
From the
Ver.
and and
forward,
in
ſiﬅetſſh in 3.
deſcribing
what15.
their
preſent
happy he
Eﬅate
barring to this happ Eﬅate, is mentioned alſo, Verſe
14. not their own nnocency, they needed waſhing;
and Condition was.
Fo a the ﬁrﬅ, Verſe 14, they are ſaid to have nor their own Suﬀerings or VVorks, theſe made
come out of great Trihulntion. Trihulation is ſpoken them not white; but it was the Blood of the Lamb,
of,,z{tts xiv. 22.. in general, as the W'ay to Heaven
by.

' i.
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b'taking themſelves alanerly to his Satisfaction,
they attamed this Righteouſneſs, and were made
partakers of this bleﬂed Eﬅate, by which alſo they
are ſaid to prevail, Chap. xii. That red Blood can
make bloody Souls white, it is of ſuch an excellent

- Chap. 7.

Diﬅance with them; but he ſhall make himſelf

familiarly known to them, and there will be no In

termiﬅ'ion of their Senſe and Joy. They ſhall not
have Communion with God by ﬅarts, but he ſhall
conﬅantly and fully manifeﬅ himſelf as dwelling in

Vertue.

Theſe Folks, when the Reﬅ of theſ World one Houſe with them, and they in his Company for
were worſhiping Idols, and all that proſeſicd Chriﬅi ever. This Word dwelling, is to ſo'ourn in a

anity were following a Self-Righteouſneſs, and Ab
ſolution by Pennance, Indulgences, &je. fied to
Jeſus Chriﬅ for Refuge, and they, by this Righte
ouſneſs and Satisfaction alone, are made white,pardon
ed of Sin, and brought to this happ Condition, and
not by any Thing in themſelves. Though they
keeped themſelves free from the Corruption of the

Tent, ſpoken of Chriſt's being in the iTlcſh, jahn

i. 14. which may look to God's making himſelf
manifeﬅ in Ordinances, till this Tent be taken down;
thus it agreeth to the Church-militant, wherein no

ſuch Interruption of God's preſence ſhall be after
that time, as had been

bcſore

under Antichriﬅ.

The fourth ﬅep or part of their happy Condition,is
Time, et this Eﬀect is not attributed to that, but in Verﬅ 16. wherein their Happineſs is ſet out by
their freedom from all Croſies and natural Defects
totheir
aſhing, (FI__
F o R the third, Their preſent happy Condition and Inﬁrmities, and Mens Violence. There is nei
is enlarged in the laﬅ three Verſes of the Chapter, ther Hunger, nor Thirﬅ, nor lcorching heat'of the
and ſet down only as a Conſequent oftheir suﬀering, Sun, that is,no Perſecution, if ﬁguratiyely taken, as
but flowing from their making uſe or the Lambs Matthxiii. nor Diﬅemper ofAir,orWeather,nor any
Blood as the Cauſe thered; Thereﬁre, that is, not Thing hurtﬁil or noiſome to the Body, if properly
becauſe they ſuﬀered ſuch Tribulation, but becauſe taken. There was by the former Phraſe no ſinful
they waſhed their Robes, and made them white in Defect, and now there is no ſmleſs Defect, which
Chriﬅ was ſubject unto while he was here on
Chriﬅ's Blood.
_
_
T H r; 1 R happy Condition is ſet out in theſe Earth, ſuch as Hunger or Cold or Wearineſs:
following Circumﬅances, or steps, which ſhew There is nothing of that kind in Heaven, nothing
what a Happineſs they were brought unto, I. In to Diﬅemper their Happineſs or to impare their
the Place of injoying their Happmelis, before the Bleſſedneſs; not the leaﬅ Blaﬅ that ﬂoweth from
Throne of God, and in his 'Ere/ple, which is in his their natural Inﬁrmit within, nor from without
Church hete begun, by fellowſhip in his Ordinances, by Annoyance of the eather, as it is here 'on Earth.
and in Heaven compleatly, when they are preſent The ﬁfth is, a main ﬅep of their Happineſh, and it
ed before God's Throne in Glory. 2. In their Ser is given as the great Ground and Reaſon of all the
vice and W'ork, the uninterruptedneſs of it, they/eme reﬅ, and ſerveth to conﬁrm it, Verſe. 17. For the
him Night and Day, and have Place among Angels Lamb whirl) i: in the midﬅ (if the Thnzne, ſhall _
that ﬅand by, Zerh. iii. freed from ſcﬃſhnets and a lead them; it (hall be ſo, and can be no otherwiſe;
Body of Death; and not doing this Service bynts, for, the Lamb Jeſus Chriﬅ himſelf, who is God
but conﬅantly, alluding ( probably ) to the Prieﬅs, on the Throne, equal to the Father, his Care over
which in their courſes were admitted Night and Day them will be ſuch as will admit no'VVant, but
to he in the Temple, PſhL cxxxiv. I. _This is _a. will furniſh all good: And 'this is ſet out in theſe
ſpecial part of their Happineſs, that Enmlty now in two, 1. He ſhall feed them ; which comprehendeth
them, againﬅ the Service of God, being taken a all Care over them and tenderneſs to them in him;
way, that their Delight therein is not marred: and alſo taketh in all Provilion needful for their
And this is brought in, 1. To ſhew their Priviledge, wellbeing in providing for them, and feaﬅing them,
that they did need no Prieﬅ, nor intetvenient Mean

and over-ſeeing them, to keep them from any hurt,

to help them.

as a Sheepherd doth his Flock, Pſnl. xxiii. He (lull

2. To ſhew there was nolnterrniſſi

on in their Service, no Whoring from God 3 but, take them in his ſpecial Gniding, without interveen
as the Angcls in Heaven, ſo do they the will of God ing of Ordinances or Miniﬅers. 2. It is fet out

chearſully and'delightſomly.

A third_ Step of their in the excellent Paﬅures he ſhall feed them in,

happy Condition, is in the end of l'e'je 115. and is not as Puddlts or Streams, nor every Fountain, but
ſet out by enjo) ing of God's Company, which is the living Fountuim ay' H/aters, which dry not up, able
'Ebject ofthat bleﬅ'cd Condition, he that ﬁrm an to quench all Thirﬅ, and to cool from all Heat:
'the Throne ſhall dwell among them, that is, they Called living EuU/Mim, 1. In oppoſition to all
ſhall/not be at aDiﬅance with God, nor he at a

earthly Conſolations, which are but as ﬅanding
and

p
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'and dead Puddles or Ciﬅerns, or Streams at beﬅ;

ing empty handed for the time. 2. Theſe are they
but there areat his right Hand fulneſs of Joy, and that come out of great Tribulation] Then Tri
Pleaſures ſor evermore, Pſal. xvi. Fountains and bulations, and great Tribulations are the Way to
tliving Fountains. 2. To ſhew the Diverſity and Glory to them whom God loveth moﬅ: Jeſus
abundance otf Conſolation that is to be had, and will Chriﬅ himſelf drank oſ the Brook by the l/Vay,
be gotten in the preſence of God, and of the Lamb Pﬅzl. cx.7. and was made low before he was ex
in Heaven. And, 3. Living Fbtmtaim, to ſhew alted, and his Members follow the Head in acon

the inexhauﬅibleneſs of them: It is cloſed with a formity of suﬀering, Ram. viii. 28. Act: xiv. 22.
Word to conﬁrm the former, God ſhall wipe away suﬀering could not look ſo grim and terrible-like, if
all War: from their Eyes, that is, God ſhall put an what were on the back of it were well looked to.
end to all their Miſery, and there ſhall be neither Let none think the worſe of Glory, or that the
Sigh nor Tear there, nor cauſe of Tears, tho' they Happineſs of God's People is of leſs worth, be

have neveryet
beennoin ſooner
their Life
without
Cheeks;
ſhall
they Tears
enter on
inſi their
that cauſe Tribulations are in the Way to it; neither
let any prize an eaſy Life in this World with God's

bleli'ed place, but God's preſence, and a Glimpſe of Curſe, This is far better with all the Tribulations
of his Favour ſhall ſo wipe them away, that none that accompany it. 3. They have waſhen their
of them ſhall ever ﬅick there any more, nor be Gatments in the Blood of the Lamb, who came
ſeen there again. There are none among that through Tribulation] Ohﬅroe, Theſe that are moﬅ
happy Company, that either actually weep, or ſhall Righteous, whether in active obedience, in keep
have caue or occaſion of weeping or ſorrow for ever. 'ing the Law and Commandments, or, in pallive
T H a R l are ſome of theſe excellent Expreﬃ obedience, in yielding their Bodies to be burnt,
ons applied by Via/1 to the Church, after its Cap they have need of Chrilt's Satisfaction to make them
tivity, as may be ſeen, lſh. xlix. ro,EFr. and xxv. 8. white: Theſe Worthies keeped themſelves free of
the Pollut-ions of the Time, and ſhunned no Suﬀer
ing: And yet upon this Account they appear not

and xxxv. to. and li. 11, &it. whereby it may not
be inconﬁﬅent with the Scope, to look upon this
Deſcription as pointing at the begun victory of
theſe Saints here, but perfected-in Heaven, as we ſhew
you at the Entry on this Part of the Chapter:
However, more literally, it agreeth to Heaven: And
therefore we ſhall draw our Obſervations moﬅ from
that conſideration of them, and only apply them
to the Churches happy Eﬅate here, I. As begun.
2. As 'comparative with former Straits. 3. Becauſe
in it lelf excellent and eminent by theſe Priviledges it
injoyed. ' Hence.
Ohſhrz/e, I. G o D's People in diﬃcult times,
would be acquainting themſelves with, and conﬁrm
ing themſelves in the Faith of the happy Eﬅate of
Glory; for this end, it is ſo ﬅudioully propoſed,
mhch ains is taken to reveal and hold it forth:
'And t he Lord ﬅirreth up 'je/m, and in him other

before God. Holineſs is good, but in our ſeeking
to appear before God, we are to ſeek to bc found
in Chriﬅ, Phil. iii. 9. Or, take the Doctritie thus,
No Merit of ours can being through neither Tem
poral nor spiritual Judgments. Theſe were free
of common Guiltineſs, and ſhunned not, but en

dured all Tribulations; yet, none oftheſe are grounds
of their through-bearing, but the waſhing of their
Garments in Chriﬅ's Blood. 4.. As the greateﬅ Tri
bulations have an Out-gate; and the greater the Tri
bulation be, the greater and more glorious is the
Out-gate; and the greater the Fight be, the Victory
is the more remarkable 5 Therefore are all theſe

lingularily pointed at here. So the Blood of Chriﬅ
is the beﬅ and only Out-gate from Tribulations;
ﬂceing to Chriﬅ for Refuge, is the only beﬅ Way
to eacape all Tribulations Temporal or spiritual:
For, we ſuppoſe, this coming out of Tribulaticn,
looketh to temporal Aﬃiction as well as delivery

Believers, to lool: upon it and to believe and
comfort themſelves from the happy Eﬅate they
ſhall
with prevent
when their
ſhall
Iuſid, meet
I. To
their ſuﬀering
fainting in
as have
far an
as from eternal wrath. And indeed if the misknow
Heaven maketh an End of all their Diﬃculties. ing of Jeſus Chriﬅ by a People that hear the Goſ
2. To make them ſubmiﬃvc, becauſe that time pe l, be the great Cauſe of their temporal Ruin,
is' coming. 3. To make their Life lively and com Trouble and overthrow, Luke xix. 42, 43. O that
fortable by the Knowledge and Faith of it, and the thou had brown, in this thy Day, the thing: that lit/nag
frequent Meditation on it. This maketh a chearſul, to thy P'aw! but maw they art hidfrm thine Eyes.
comfortable and ſubmiſſive W'ay of living under Therefore the Days ſhall (me upon thee, that thine
Crollizs and Diﬃcu'lnes; this maketh Believers long Enemies ſhall ral! a Truth qhaut that; ſſ the ne
for Heaven, and to comfort themſelves in their abid glecting of him, haﬅen Judgment on the ungotl'y
C c c
World,
l _
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World, Thenﬂeeing- to him, moﬅ

perfect in Holineſs, without a=ſinſul Defect: No re

would more talke Notice of in this Time; there

lttctancy, no Sin nor Miſeryu 3. Toido this in his.
T emple, is, to iiguiﬁe their Dignity arid Eminency
and the Dignity andlﬂminency oſtheir Scrvice ; they:
need no Prieﬅ now to go into the moﬅ Holy 5 all'
are-there admitted thus to miniﬅeL 4, The great
Obyct _of their eternal Bleſſcdneſs, is, God', they
enjoy him fully, familiarly, and conﬅantly, which is

be the beﬅ Way
'to ſhun Judgment, 'to take awa the Controver
ﬁe, and to get an Out-gate ſrom 2i'ribulations whtn
'they are lying on. And there is nothing that we

are none but they would know how to be rid of the
Trial and Trouble that is lying on, This is the
beﬅ Way that can be taken. Jeſus Chriﬅ taketh
away tlze Controverſy, and maketh the suﬀerers meaned by his dwelling with them ;. they are ever
white ; we are Cor' ner-m: I'Zrz, more than conque in his Company,. God and-they in one Houſe, and

ran' throng/I Cbrzſl who [wed us', Rom. viii; 35. upon one Throne, and to have common Society'
I. He ﬅrengthneth to ﬅand and Fight. 2: He hideth
Sin and removeth Guil'gwhich is the riſeoſ the Con
ttoverſie. 3. He giveth peace and aſctzlcd Out:
gate; and Out gates ſrom Tribulation any

with him, It is wonderful, and theHight OſaIL

53. There is no ſinleſs Defect there,-_.nor. any Croſsv
either oſ Inﬁrmity or heat oſ Perſecutionr no Via
lt-nce nor Cry in their Strcets, nov complaint of
Ptundering
_0r Oppreſſion, no-Sequeﬅratiun, no.
ozhcr way, whether by out-ward Means, its-Armies,
ſriendſhip, bit. or inward, as in cur own Holi Quarterugs there, no Poverty,,not a poor-Perſon'
neſs or Satisſactiens, are but the paſſing from one among all that Company,.entry into Heaven put
Snart to another that is' worſe, and from one Phguc. teth a C'oſe to all theſe, none oſ them are admittedr

toa greater Curſe: And Folſis can never beſaid to to_ follow a Believer further. than the Pints of the'
cemeout cFTribulatie-n, while they ly under the Clly 5 It muﬅ then certainly be good to be there.
Lamb
his ſweet C0mpany,,
andboth
the Giace
injoymenti
Vſrath and Curſe of God. Mit. v. 4. only. this Tle
of him,
compleateth
all; we hold
andv
lllan ſhall be the Peace, when the. Aﬅ'yrian ſhall
(me into our Land. 5. From the happy condition G10_ry_ of him, we have a ſpecial Relation to him .
of Chriﬅ's followers, Obſerve, That it is an excellent he lS in our own Nature there, God-maw in one

the
greateﬅ
Glimpſe
theallGod-head
will:
and unſpeakable Happineſs; an excellent condition, Perſon,
probably
wiped away
be attained
3- whatever
inſihim,
mayof
and
comfort
Tears
a Believer',
will
delightſome and lovely that Believers are to look for
in Heaven, when the Tribulation ſhall be Oven:

It is not only an Out-gate, but an excellent Out Wlll be given tand what Deſ uiets a B'eliever, will
gate. We cannot ſpeak of it to you, only, (be
ſide what' was ſaid of-it, I/mﬁ 9, 10.) take aſhort
view of what is ſaid ofit here,. 1.. For-its place,
It. is here before the Throne oſ God, beholding him,
to have a place among them that ﬅood by in God's

Temple: This in. the ﬁrﬅ ﬅep of their Happineſs.
2. Their decoring, is, white Robes and Palms in
their Hands; as ſo many Conquerors and Triumph
ers. 3. Their company, God and Chriﬅ, Angels'
and Saints, meaned by the Elders. 4_ Their work,
is, to ſing- and praiſc clreartully. Again here

be removed. There are three hings- that Deſquiet.
a Bcliever, that will not bejn Heaven. I. sinning
and mterrupting of God's Service,_and neither Sin;
nor Tc-mptation will be there no Devils nor cori
rupt Nature, Fleſh and Blood enter not there. 2..
interruption of the Senſe of God'sFa'vour; which
is. now butat ﬅarts, as.he is pleaſed Lolct it out'.
but no Intermption oſFavour there; as they ſerve
him Day and Night,. ſo he dwelleth among them,_>
tbe.Communion is conﬅant.. And ,b the VV. v
Olﬅv-vc, That an uninterrupted ſdrviiig of Gdii,
and an uninterrupted Communion with God and

further,.it. is ſet out in theſe Properties, 1. It is
aſmleſs Happineſs; no back- drawing ſrom'God injoymg of him go together. 3. outward Perfe
will bc there, but a doing of his Will with De cutions and wants, Pinches and Str'.1its,. none of
light, andiwithout Interruption or wearineſs Night theſe _do follow the Saints into Heavrm 3 and in
'and Day,,that is-continually ; for, there is no Night Oppohtion to all theſe, they injoy God 'in a moﬅ

Way, by
andliving
the Fountains
company' of'Wſiater;
of? the. Lamb
there; it is apart of their Gloryand the ﬁrﬅ ﬅep excellent
and are ſeaﬅed
and
of it, to be quit oſSin ; there they will not be put it any Thing be more delectable thanv another, they
to pray, Let'tby- IVi/L be, dam' an Earth. as it is. in.
Heaven, but there- will r be an actual doing oſit-ſo. 2," have. 1t,.and that in abundance, freſhly ﬂowing for
'That Dny- is coming, when there will be no more cry even.
Uſh r. LoNG in a holy and warrantable Way to
'irg outunder aBedy' of Death 3 the Body of Death Share
and have Experience of this happy Condition .
will not then rebel, there. willnot be one Law againﬅ
and
Labourto.
entertain clearneſs of Right and In:
another, not-an inward Man otMind andfleſh, but
terclt
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tercﬅ in it. 2. Back your longings with endeavours Heaven isſuch a happy Life, and there is a Re
to be at it. It is to be feared that many of us, ſemblance of it here, aim at the Beginning ofit:
when we ſhall yield our Breath and Soul, do ﬁnd And we will ﬁnd ſomething of it in theſe Words,
that we have looked on Heaven as aStory. 3. as they relate to the Church-militanr, 1. By ſerv
Mortﬃe your Members which are upon the Earth; ing God, and by holineſs ceaſing from Sin. They
What are all Idols when they are laid in the Bal that ſerve God moﬅ uninterruptedly. are likeﬅ
lance for-againﬅ this Happineſs, in its higheﬅ De Heaven; count it your Happincſs to be Worſhip
gree with its 'Soul-ſweetning Circumﬅances? W'hat ping and ſerving God without Intermiſſton. The
Happineſs ſo deſirable as this? Or, to be compared more ſpiritual, conﬅant and immediate OJT Service
with the enjoying of God, wherein there is perfect is, the more it is like Heaven; thus we enter in
Holineſs without Sin, and compleat Happineſs with God's Reﬅ, IÞh. iv. lO. when we ceaſe from our
out Stop or-"Interruption ? 4. Be Comforting your own Works and do his. 2. To be enjoying God's
ſelves from, and conﬁrming your ſelves in Company, though not in that immediate Way as
the hope of this Happineſs; all ye who are ﬂed in Heaven, yet by Faith in him, and by his Spirit
to Chriﬅ for Reſuge: Suppoſe ye be under Tri in us, and by the having our Converſation lift up
bulation now, there is atime coming when yewill to him, Col. iii. I, 2. This is the earneﬅ and ﬁrﬅ
get out of it : And though a Bod of Death trouble Fruits of Glory, much nearneſs and Communion
ZFU, and wants. Oppreſſion, overty, Hunger, with God maketh us like Heaven ; the likeﬅ Thing
akedneſs, &it. keep you at under; yet, when ye, to it in the World, is to dwell in him and with him
come to Heaven, ye ſhall be troubled with 'none of 3. To be in Chriﬅ's Flock under his' Care and
theſe Things; none are Poor, but all are Rich Tutory, ſed by him, and led by him, and ſeeding v
there; none are naked, butall are cloathed with whine on him, and yielding our ſelves up unto him. 4. A

'Robes; none are hungry, but all feaﬅed and well
fed: And ſuppoſe ye have a heartleſs Time here,
yet then there is no Fear no Sin', not' Sorrow, nor
Cauſe, nor Occaſion of it.
T H r: reſult of all this, is, to commend to you

theſe two Directions. I. Seeing all this Happineſs
cometh through Waſhing in the Lamb's Blood,
Think much of Believing make that Knot ſure, it
is that upon which Heaven hangeth; looſe that
Knot, and Heaven will fall by from you. This
carnal security that is among the moﬅ part of you

Contentedneſs with our preſent Condition and L t
in the World, as he is pleaſed to carveit out to us,
to learn in every Eﬅate to be content, Philip. iv.

in the enjoying of God and Chriﬅ's Care of us.
5. Wainedneſs of Aﬀection from carnal and world
ly Delighrs, not engaging in, nor thirﬅing afra
theſe. Paul oppoſeth a heavenly Converſation ſo
this, Philip. iii. 19, 20.

In

a Word, ﬅudy to

reach afurther length in Holineſs, and endeavour
after amore full Communion with God, and in at'
other Things give him his Will. There might

is not believing; ſearch and try your Condition, be ſome more fore-taſte of Happintſs had it
make ſure your Calling and Election, and ſeek to theſe things. Lord make us ſcrious in ſeeking after
inow thatit is ſure and outof Queﬅion. 2.Seeing them.

LECTURE
CHA

R.

I.

VII'I.

Verſe 1. A ND when he had opened the ﬅwnth Soal, there was ſilente in flewen about the
ſhare tſ half (m Hour.

2. And Iſhw "th.- ﬅuen Angel: which ﬅood before God, and to them wert given ſown Pomp
tt! .

3. And another Angel more and ﬅood nt the A/HI", having a golden

(Te/ſer, and there' was given

unto him mach [noon/i, that he ſhould rﬀr it with the Prayers of all Saints upon the gtlde/z /I/Mr,
which was hﬃare the Throat.
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4. ſihd' the Smah ofthe [arm/2 which ram' with the Prayers ry' the Sal/th', dread-V! up before
out of the Angel's Head,

God,

- 7" ->fſſ' E mer
haveſix
heard
how
the hath
fbr
Soals
theunder
Lord

B e r o n e we' enter particularly on the Words,
be advertifed concerning theſe four things to be ad

been revealing and foreſhew-A
ing the State of the Church
hcre on Earth till that ﬁrﬅ
great Change of bringing Chri
ﬂianity in Requeﬅ publickl'y,

nexion of this Prophefy with the ſixth Seal, in the
cloſe of the ſixth Chapter; for, although- the ſeventh
Chapteninterveen; yet, the Series of the Story lead
eth us tojoyn the ſeventh Seal after the ſixth, as

and making it to be owned and

the ſixth was after 'the ﬁlth, &Ft. Now, the ſixth

ver ted to therein.

The ﬁrﬅ, is concerning the Con

Sea] taking its Bcginning in Ca'yhmti'z's Time, and
ſon whereof, dolaters and Pcrſecuters ſhould be taking in the Overthrow then given to the Perfe
difowncd and diftountenanced; ſo far the ſixth Seal cuters of the Chriﬅians, and the Change which
Came to fortlhew and hold out the ſhaking and was made in the Chriﬅian World, where the ﬁrﬅ
overtuining of that ldolatrous World, and bringing Period cloſed, it will be about the three hundreth
Horror and Trembling on Petfecuters; before he and tenth Year of Chriﬅ, or a little after, taking
came to proſecute the opening of the ſeventh Seal in the Peace that for a Time the Church enjoyodi
(which bringeth the Hiﬅory of the Church that then, whereby we may the more eaſily count the
continuetlt to the End of the World in two Periods, Beginning, and theRiſe of theſe Trumpets, and the
one, of the Trumpets, another of the Vials) he Evils prognoſticated b them, to be the next en
hinted in the former Chapter at this ſad Storm which ſuing Evils after that interval of Peace, or during.
was coming on the Church from all Airths, and at the Time thereof, ſeeing the Interval is not long, as,
countenanced b

Authority in the World, by rea

our Lord's ſtepping in to hold theſe Winds from appeareth from Chriﬅ'S Cry, Chap. vii. 2..

2. The

ſecond thing to be adverted to is, the Iſſue', or Cloſe
of theſe ﬁx Trumpets 5, which is clear Chap. xi..
14. compared with 15. to be at the Cloſe of the
ſecond Wo, at the blowing of the ſeventh Trum
per, which bringeth in the laﬅ VVo and ſeven Vials
of this Book, to wit, the Viﬁon of the Trumpets: whereby Antichriﬅ's Kingdom is overthrown, the
And becauſe ( as we ſaid before in laying down the everlaﬅing lGoſþel preached through, the VVorld,.
beries of the Story at our Entry to Chap. vi) the and Nations that were not Chriﬅ's before, now be
ſeventh Trumpet bringeth in the laﬅ Plagu'es of the come his ;. which clearly is at the Time of Anti
ſeventh Vials, as the ſeventh Seal bringeth in chriﬅ's greatneſs ſo bringing him- to this Hight,

brtaking looſe till he had fealcd a Number that 'he
was to preſerve from being carried away with the
Errors ofthe Time.
IN this Chapter, and the three following, is con
tained the third Viſion, or ſecond general Proplueſy

Trumpets, therefore we xcomprehcnd the. ſecond and the Church low till the ſeventh Angel founded,

Prophefy under the ﬁrﬅ ſix Trumpets, which that bringeth the Vials; the ﬁrﬅ whereof, is poured
reacheth from the Beginning of this Chapter to the
15. verſe of Chapter xi. when the ſeventh Trumpet
ſoundeth.
T H 1 s Prophefy or Viſion hath three Parts,
The ﬁrﬅ is prcparatory to the ſeventh Verſe of this

Chapter.

The ſecond is executory, or the rr in

Body of the prophetick Viﬁon, to the End of he

out upon theſe who have his mark, Chap. xvi..
which Fall of Antichriﬅ, according to ordinary

Computation, beginneth, 11/1'10 1517.. when Luther
ﬁrﬅ preached the Goſpel, or lum 1559. when the
Liberty of the Profcſiion thereof was ﬁrﬅ conﬁrm
ed; whereof we ſhall ſay more, Chap" xi, This
only pointeth out the Period to be at the Falliof An
tiehriﬅ's abſolute'l'yranny. 3. The thirdthing is, the
contemporarineſs of theſe Trumpets with the. Beaﬅ's
riſing, Chap. xiii; which belonging to) one Time,
as appeared) by what. preceedeth and-fucceedeth to

ninth Chapter. The third is explicator of, and
confolatory againﬅ the two laﬅ great
oes in the."
ninth Chapter, eſpecially during the ſecond unto
which it is contemporary, as appeareth, verſe r4...
Chapter xi. when it isſaid the ſecond. Wo is paﬅ,. both, and ſpeaking alſo the ſame' judgment, as
Then, and not till then,.including all the former appeareth by this, that the ſame thing, to wit, God's
- Evcnts, ſince theTrumpet founded, as belonging to ſealing protecteth fromboth, and the ſame Perſons
that Time, andcontcmporary, at leaﬅ, with theſe are-hurt by both, to wit, theſe who were not ſcal
cd; Therefore a. ſpecial Reſpect. muﬅ. be had of.
Woes.
cleare

r

l
l
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clearing one of them by the other, and making one
of them agree with the other. 4. A fourthThing
is, That we conceive the Storm ſpoken of in the
former Chapter by the Angel's holding. the four
Winds, to be the ſame mentioned in the Trumpets.
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This is not ſo much the Eﬀect (ﬃlz that follow
eth ) as that which accompanieth it, and a definite
Time is put for an indcﬁnite, It is a very ſhort
whiles

To clear it more fully, underﬅand Heaven

here of the viſible Militant Church ;- it is that Church

For, 1. If this ſeventh Soal be knit to' the ſixth, whoſe State is here deſcribed', and there can be Inter- r

ruptions of Noiſe and Silence in no other Hea'ven;
ſo it implieth that at this Time, after Perſecuters
were down, and the Winds that were ready to'
blow, keeped in, there was a- great Qpietneſs and
Peace in the Church for a' little ſhort Time; which!
not the ſixth, which deſcribed an Event of an other indeed was true for ſome Years in Cory'fantin's Days,
then it comprehendeth this, mentioned in- the'
ſeventh' Chaptcr, which' was but by way of Di
greſſton hinted at in the ſixth, the better to prepare
for a full View of it afterward: For that Storm,
muﬅ belong to the ſeventh Seal or the ſixth z but

Nature, and' on an other Object, to wit, the

betwixt Perſecuters ceaſing, and the' Schiſms and:

Churches Enemies:

Therefore it muﬅ belong to Hcrcſics of the Dew/tiﬅ: and'- Aricmf ariſing, which
the ſeventh, which hath two Propheſies, of diſ-v was but a very ſhort time z- and this is not incon
tinct Natures, to wit, Trumpets and Vialr, anſwer ſrﬅent with the Scope,- as if he had on, I ſaw Peace'
able to the two diﬀerent parts of the ſeventh Chapter. a while till-all was made ready for the enſuing Blaﬂz
and fundamental'
Storm', whichTſiruths
is in the
Words
following,
and'
_a. That Storm was foreſeen there, and reﬅrained: tillwere
conﬁrmed
publicltlyy
But here, it is executed. 3. It was then keeped
up till the Elect ſhouldbe ſealed againﬅ it, and un for keeping the Lord's People from the Snares of theſe'
vroſs Hereſies, which- then immediately followed,
der
the Trumpets(
Chap. clcareth,
ix. 4. )they
ſealediand
ſafez- Which
that are
this found
is a
Obſer-U",
Thatbut
the Churches
outward
is hence
not long;
ſhe hatha ſhort Time
of it,-Peace"
halfſi
ſpiritual I-ll threatned againﬅ formal and hypocritical
Profeﬂors, which theſe Trumpets bring ; yea, the an Hours silence only; The Church-ﬅory,,Scripſame with that in Chapter vii
ture, and Experience prove this. Therefore,- r.
T n 1.: connexion then is this, That after 70/7'1 Folks would not promiſe to themſelves nor expect
ſaw the Church freed from open Perſecutions, and long Peace. 2.. They would improve the little'
the Perſecuters caﬅ down, he ſaw Hcreſies and Time they have frugallql and not mifpcnd-it; an'

Errors ready to break in from all Quarters on the Hour, or half an Hours

ime in Peace in the'Fami

Church 5 yet through Chriﬅ's Care, a little breath

ly, or congregation, is a rich Mercy, and'we know'
ing Time was given ; they are commanded to ſiﬅ not how long we have it; few Churches have'had?
till his People were provided for 2. Now, this being ſo long Peace as we have had in- this Iſland, There
done, a/m goeth on in ſhewing. what came when fore ſee it 'be improvent well,- m This half Hour
theſe
inds were let looſe; yet he caﬅeth in a) being a deﬁnite Time, put for an indeﬁnitez. ſhewWord before, to l/'erſe 7. to ſhew they came not eth' that that Rule holdeth not' in the Revelation,,>
precipitantly, but as they had Ordcrs from him that whole compleat Times, as Hours, Years, Us.
who had laid the Reliraint on them, which is may be deﬁnite for indeﬁnite, but not ſo broken.
clmred in three or four Circumﬅances of Prepa Times, as half Days, half Years and half Hours,

&sir. For, no particular deﬁnite-Time canl-be ratio
_
VV 2 ſhall ſhortly go through the Words more nally imagined to be underﬅood by this.
'
particularly. ZHM/I be bad opened the ſmart/s SMJ;
O R 2. Underﬅand Hmm here, foﬃdﬃſHea
He, that is the Lamb, who had opened ﬁx Seals vcn, where all theſe things were repreſented to*
ratiom.

before, openeth now the ſeventh; which' ſeventh,

John :. Silence in it,>- importeth a new 'Fianſition to s

though divided in two Periods afterward, by diſ a ﬅrange Matter, that for- the ﬅupeildiouſneſs and.
tinguiſhing the Vials from the Trumpets. 'r-'ct it admiraoleneſs thereof, arreﬅed the Attention and
comprehendethboth; Therefore, Chap. vil. a\view made all keep Silenceasvtaken- up with Eiqoectati-v
of both ſhortly was given together. The Lﬀects on of what' might' be' revealedrs a' little' imerim'
that this bringeth with it, are a little ſuſpended and of Time being between" the opening of the sed,
ſome general' prepai'atoryL Circumﬅances- premittod5. and the appearing of any thing: Which-Suſpenſion of
to ſhew it was ſome ﬅrange thing which was com the Angel's out-coming with' their Trumpets con

mgT a z ﬁrﬅ thing which occurreth, Tlirrc was ﬁrmeth the ﬁrﬅ Expotition, as if this Prophcſy he
gan withalittle Qztietncſs 3 and the latter, is not to
ﬂame in Heaven about 'be ſhare yf haf an baun- *
be
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be ſlighted, becauſe this Expoſition holdeth out a
Preparation and Attentiveneſs requiſite in us ſor
hearing and receiving ſuch Miﬅeries.
T H a ſecond Circumﬅance, is, l'erﬅ 2. When
all do wait what the opening oſ this Seal ſhall 'pro
duce, ſomething apptareth that prognoﬅicateth a
coming storm. Seven Angel: are ﬅer-'ﬅanding be

. Chap

ſir/ght to win/tow you, butlbaw prayed/'or the: l/Mt
fly I'hitl'ſm'l not. The ſecond, Part of his Inter
terceﬃon, is, in Reference to his Ehemies; and
it is aDenunciation againﬅ thenngodly World and

that profane Generation that received him not,

ſ'c'ſe 5. 'It is a picce of his abſoluteneſs, Commiſſio
nating the Angels to go on and execute Judgment;
ﬁzre God, and tZvg'getﬅ-um Turn/Am. The uſe of therefore it is ſaid, (wiſe 5. ) He lings! took tive
the Trumpets and Number, [ſhall forbear to ſpeak Cenſer, andLſi/Jtd it with Fire gftlrz ﬄtar, and taﬅ

rnuch of them, and what theſe A_ngels are, till I it into the 'art/7 :

And there were Voice-s, &e. and

. come to l'e'ﬅ 6. Only here, we conceive them to then the founding of the Angels followeth: For,
be Angelsthatwait for God's Command, it may be as he had given Charge before to the four Angels,
ſpecial Angels for Eminency, there being Degrees Chap. vii. not to hurt the Earth till his Servants
among Angeis; Or, theWords may be read with

were ſealed, ſo here he giveth Charge and Com

miſſion to theſe ſeven Angels to go on when his
lating to any other, which we ﬁnd not before, Elcct are ſecured.
Theſe are the Inﬅruments, dage/r, they are made under
T Hthe
r: RLaw,
E is here
Alluſion
to the high
and an
Chriﬅ
isſſ brought
in, Prieﬅ
uſing
uſe of to give the Alarm. 2. Their Weapons or
Fumiture, is, Trumþetr, to incite others rather than theſe Ceremonics that the high Prieﬅ uſed When he
So we take
to act themſelves. Thzmpets had a twofold uſe, I. went into the Temple and Sanctuar

out the Relntive tluzvas diﬀerencing them, or re

'To give an Advcrtiſement of ſome imminent _Aſ zit for granted, that this is Chriﬅ and no other, that
.ſault, founding an Alarm; _ſo it reiateth to God's

People to ﬅir them up to watchſulneſs and to be'on
their Guard: 1. .Cor. xiv. if the Trumptt iw an
uncertain Sound, who ſhall prepare binde] to the
Bam/ P .2. To call the congregation, or Aﬂem

.cometh and ﬅandeth at the Altar with a golden
Cenſer, (531. I. Becauſe of his Work;

for, none

can claim to this Oﬃce but Chriﬅ alone, to oﬀer up
the Prayers of all Saints. 2. Becauſe of the Eﬃca
_cy
Eﬀect of
Oﬀering
Prayers;
it *
was oreﬀectual
boththisſiforhishis
Peoplesupbeing
accept-

bly, or Hoﬅ, for acting or attempting ſomething 5
aod ſo it looketh to oﬀending, relating to the letting
looſe of Enemies, as the former to Defence, in
guarding his People; Howeverthey implo) God's
giving ſpecial .Orders. In theſe Caſes, Angels are

ed of God, Vrﬅ. 4. and alſo againﬅ _Enemies in
being terrible to them 3 Yea, it was not the Pray
ers of themſelves, but the Incenſe which was of
fered with them that made them acceptable ; which
miniﬅring Spirits, waiting on God ſora Commiſſt' can be no other thing but Chriﬅ's Sacriﬁce.
.
on, Therefore the Trumpet-s are given them, to Becauſe all the ceremonies here uſed have Refe
ſhew they are but Miniﬅers and Servants in what rence to _the high Prieﬅ, and there being no high

is commanded them, and do by Orders. 3. They Prieﬅ for the Time but Chriﬅ, he who was the
are ſeem, though there were but four, Chap. vii. Antitype being come, and that levitical Service be
becauſe theſe 'keeped all Airths that the XVinds ſhould ing aboliihed, it muﬅ needs be he. And thouo'h it
be ſaid Incenſe was gz'zzen him, which Chriﬅohath
not blow, till they were let looſe :

Theſe ſeven

do proportion the'out-letting of theſe 'Winds by of his own. (which maketh ſome expound the
Steps and Degrees; and this is done out of the words otherwiſe) it militateth nothing againﬅ it.
Lord's Goodneſs, that 'letteth not all blow at once For, I. Chriﬅ's whole Oﬃce is given him as Me
but one by one, that Men may have warning and diator, and his Q_ualiﬁcations for it. 2. He is here
be
armed
after
ſ 'A
thirdforandwhat
maincometh
Circumﬅahce
followeth, w'ſſ ſpeaking in the Terms agreeing to an 'high Prieﬅ

,ſſ 4, 5. Though now the Scal be opened, and on Earth, as to have an Altar, Cenſer, Es'cſſ all
which are not literally to be underﬅood of Chriﬅ ; '
_ rumpets be given to the Angels, yet theſe Angels For, there is no Altar n'or Incenſe in Heaven, but

are 'not yet to found till Ordets be given, which as ſuch may be ﬁguratively applied to him as the
is not till Chriﬅ's Interceſiion intcrvecn. His In Antitype ſigniﬁed by the high Prieﬅ; for, none
terceſlion (asit is ſet down here) hath two Parts, other was typiﬁed by theſe Prieﬅs Interceﬂions,
1. His Interceſſton for his People, Vnſi 3. and 4. but Chriﬅ who was Prieﬅ, Sacriﬁce, and Altar;
in Rcference to the coming Storm, that God would And all the ſpiritual Things of the Goſpel, are ſpo. .
not impute Sin to them, nor ſuﬀer them to be led ken of under the Types and Terms of _the _Old
away with Error, as Luke xxii. 31, 32, Satan ball) Teﬅament.
'
WLTH.
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VV 1 T'H o U T inﬁﬅing further in needleſsM-y ledged, but as much ﬂighted; _And moſt pray, as
ﬅeries, the Scope of this Interceﬃon. and. the-inter if Acceſs were to be had another way, and without
poſing of it between the opening of the oeal and being ſenſible'oſ the Deſects oſ7 and Guilt that is in
founding of the T rumpets,. we-conceiverrsrTo hold their Prayers- 4. That Chriﬅ oﬀereth and perſum
out
' r.theſe
C HThingsrwhich
R 1 s T's Careare
of Doctrinesr
his Church and Saints, eth all the Saints Prayers leſs or moro- There is'
that, while there is a coming Storm to blow on the
World, and a hypocritical Generation to
plagu'ed,
he ﬅeppeth in and intcrceedeth ſorthcm ; in coming
Trials and Storms,-- he is-ever mtndful to pray ſos
them, that they. be'not hurt by them :. And we c)rt-v

no Prayer in no Saint, that he rer'uſeth,v whether they'
he weak or ſtrong, whether they be faint' or" more'
fervent; with leſs or- more Spirit and Life in' them,
whether ſhorter or longer, well'ordered or'conſuſcd,

if they come on
from.
be warranted
the Word,,
and-grounded
theSaints,
Pſſromiſe,
and put-'upinirfſſliis
Namezr
they
are
by
him
oﬀered,Alligo'
in=
one
Cenſer,"
andI
ceive it is for. this End brought in here, to let= the'
Church and, allſi ſee the-Care
the: Medtator, l]lS* all go up as the Smoke _oſ:ſwoe't ſii'cen'ſey'ahd'throughþ
hitn- are accepted of God ;"- He taketh tho' 1eaﬅ'8igh,ſi
Compallionateneſs and-Sympathy,. and. that he lS as and putterh it in- his Cenſer; andct it hath a good Sacareful tor preventing their Sin, as ſor preventing their
Hurt and Judgment; now in Heaven, as tender as

when he was on Earth, Luke xxn. 312.

vour to God
out ofv ithisbſiack'unanſwcredlHand, he reſuſeth[Maſter/er'
no Saints
Prayer,
nor ſendeth

at 'It is ſup

)Þ' ani- in't my Mma-Iſſwﬂſ do _it,' Johnl XVL- 23.'
poſed here, that a Time of Trouble 15 aſpectal- Frm: z-I/rd the Fat/m' beareth' bim-'aht/ays, Jſioh'n xi. 42.or praying 5. then all Saints pray,. there rsno ſtanding,
in a Tſſrialz without praying: Qr,. praying is a-ſpe VVhat anlEncour-agement and Direction how topray'
is- this? and' a Comfort in praying P-ſſ It- l'hat our?
oial Duty or Mean of Dcſence for>a Trral, the Pray

bleſied Mediator: receiveth tho Pctrayeg'vandlputtedi'itf

ers ot all Saints are ſpokeng'ot' herez, which in many
in his
putteth
I-ncenſe with
it,\ that
Places,. are compared to, Incenſe and. Sacriﬁce,,Pſa[. ethct
notCenſer,alone but
in hisName;
by vertue
oſ ithisaſcend
-right,_oxli, 1.. Haſea xiv, 652.- Yea, that all Sinus pray

here, it ſheweth, they deſerve not that Name who and in his Blood it appearethf' Many right carnal'
Prayupon
ers are
ſavoury
on this
actpray not, eſpecially in difhcult Ttmes,.wh_en a storm poor
count,ſeckleſs
and none
another
5- to
Hſi'eGod
isj our
Daysiſcorne or coming on the Church; there is no Saint,

but he is. a praying Saint,. eſpecially at ſuch a ſtrncr Man, this ſhould oncouragerusſi- 2. It directetli'ns toJ
and theſe Chriﬅ oﬀereth to 'the Father, though with imploy Chriﬅ in our'Prayers, which is to havei'Re-'*
his own Incentez. It is made. the Mark of a godly ſpect to his Suﬀeringsﬄnd Satisfaction and Interceſlion '

both in the
making
the Prayers accep'ahle,
andMan, Pſal. xxxii. 6. _' Far_t1m ſhall awry one t/mt allanerly,
in our expecting
Rſieturtrof-what
is asked:- withis gadly pray unto 1/m,.in a Qzme when thou maycﬅ out reſpecting 'ſour ſelves or" our"Prſiayet-s',>exeept as i'
be jbundzr And-it lS made the Markz oſ an Ath_erﬅ_,,

that he calleth not upon God, Pſhl. xw.- This lS' beloved and'acceptable in him.- 31 It is Matter of
clearly' holden- _ forth here.- 3. That 'there is no Conſolation in and after Prayer, and Ground of*Qt,1lC[-'
Eﬃmcy in the Prayers of all the Saints without neſs, that however our Prayers be not much-worth,
(zlhriﬅ'sv Interceﬃon; they are oﬀcrcd_by_htm,,the yet Chriﬅls Incenſe maket'n- them ſavoury's'v This,"
Sacriﬁce. is laid down before him, By but: tue-tame to being well conlidered,-. would teach us to make more

God, Heb. vii. 25_ and xiii. '5.- He lS the Hlgb Conſcience of praying than anxiouſly to diſpute'L'whe-'*
ther we be heard or no.- 5..-There is' ar!1 excellent
the mgﬅ
Holy, and
rit who
onl r can enter
_ nothrough
ShO/XIIZ
we havdAcccſs
to God
; There
is
Prayer Conjunction here between the Sainrsﬄpraying and'
acceptable. to God as it is oﬂerod up_ by _us, --but as lt Chriﬅ's interceeding,- as being both uſeſul and neceſ
is put in his Hand, in his Cenſeronly it is acceptable: ſary to the obtaining oſ the Believer's Point; Their"
For, there. are Defects in the Prayers of all Saints z Prayers and his Incenſe 'go well togethen-as iPnone
The moﬅ. holylsaintis faulty, and hath need of a of them were proﬂtaþleiwit-houtitha oth'er,.-at leaﬅ t'or
Modiator- to) make his Peacer and preſerve it, and to a Conſcience to ' quiet it ſelt":_'- Alprayiog Man may'
'
preſent his Prayerszu
Bþotbthe Per ſons and the Pray, expect a Beneſit by, Chriﬅ's Ititerceﬂion while he int;"
its,- which 7 one that praycth not,\cannot ex-*
ers muﬅ be accepted through him? and_ whatever-weeproveth'
_ _
pect; both' are neceﬁitry, butnot in a' mcritorious
pacted upon Account' or' his Satrstactron, and on no way; the Merit cometh alone from Chriﬅ, but
other Ground; and nothing muﬅ be ſuﬀered to ﬅick both are called ſor in the-Commandpand-in the

expect as the Return of our Pray-emit muﬅ be ex

to our Prayers of the Conccit of our vVVortn, or of Promiſc God hath knit them together.

It" is true',

God is ſometimes ſound oflthem' -that ſeek. hi m not, -,
me Worth of. our Prayers. -_ This is much aeknowr

which'

I'll
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which is his own Soveraign way;

but when we what God hath conjoyned; ſeeing he hath bidden
look to the Proiniſes, and the Ground oſ our Ex us pray, and pray in Chriﬅ's Name, Follow that
pectation, we will ﬁnd them all qualiﬁed with ſeek Way and Order: For, theſe who either pray none,
ing, Ezek. xxxvi. 37, Mtwitlyſarzding I will be m or pray not in his Name, cannot expect a hearing;
ired qf by the Houſe igſ Iji'zicl ſor all theſe Things. and
thereour
areFaith.
knit to<rether
a
, as well as his Satisfacti on,

t all theſe be joyned together, and ſeparate not
'

Concerning

C HR IS T:

INTERCESSIOM

H 1! R I is no Piece of the Fulneſs of our to all Accuſations, becauſe Chriﬅ eſus make
terccﬃon._ The third Word is, Jthat he isddalligd-

l

bleſied Lord Jeſus that is more rich in Con
ſolaiion than his Interceſſion is; and yet it is ( i_'7olm ii. Verſe I. ) an ſidwzate; If any Man Sir:
often ſuﬀered to ly beﬁde even the Believer, not be we have an Adwtate; which looketh to Chriﬅ's
ing improven to the excellent Uſe which doth ﬂow undertaking the Cauſe oſ the Believer, even ina
from it, as if there were no ſuch Treaſure therein; Legal and Judiciai Way, and to makeit outin Wa

Seeing therefore there is ſo fair an Occiﬁon in the of luﬅice, whereas the ſormer Word oſ Interceﬃon
ﬁrﬅ Part oſ this Chapter to ſpeak thereof, we may of it ſelſ doth look more like a friendly Intreaty:
eſia'y it a little in his Strength : Not as iſ we could
unfold this Myﬅery and ſatisﬁe Curioſity therein,
ncr yet as if we wtere to debate ſpeculative Queﬅi
ons that are raiſed concerning the ſame, intruding
only to lay open the practical Part, as it tendeth to
the Believer's Conſolation.
ſhall therefore en
deavour ſhortly to ſpeak to theſe Points, 1. In ge
neral, To what lnterceﬃon importeth. 2. How
our Lord Jeſus may be conceived rzow to execute

This Title All-volat', imporreth his undertakincr of
their Cauſe, and that not only to ſoliﬅ it, butb to

plead it ;_ yea, and by Oﬃce to do ſo.

A ſourth Ex

preſſion is, (H/b. ix. 24.) where it is ſaid, Chriﬅ
hath entred into Heaven, there to appear beſore God
ſor us, which is yet more than the former, becauſe

'this ſheweth the Purpoſe oſ his Entry, which is, as
it were, to be Agent or Sollicitor, waiting on, and

that in our Name to anſwer and vindicate any Thin<r

this Oﬃce in Heaven. 3. If our Lord was Inter

that 'lS imputed to us;

ceſi'or before his Incarnation.

ſuﬅaineth the Room oſ ſuch before God ; and ſo his

4. What is the Con

or, as an Ambaſihdor thack:

ſolation that doth ﬂow thereſrotn, and wherein it appearing for us, having the perſect Commemoration

doth conſiſt. Laﬅly, How this Conſolation ought,
and may be improven, by a Believer.
T o the ﬁrﬅ, We concive there are ſour Expreſ
ſions in Scripture, which being put together, ſerve
much to illuﬅrate this of Interccﬃon. The ﬁrﬅ is
that, ( iTim. ii. 5, ) where Chriﬅ is called the Ma

pt his by-palbDeath, cannot but eﬀectually ainwer

He, and VlndlLﬂle all in whoſe Name he appear
it beLord
aſked,
in the
ſecond Pla
i
ourI Fbleﬂ'td
jeſus
be conceived
tocgo Ho
abOYt mtiiﬂ
Work of interceeding or iidvocating ſor Sinners? It

dz'ator, or Mid-man, betwixt God and Man; in _will not be enough to ſay, that his Merit and Suﬀer
which Place, expreſs Reſpect is had to the making mgs,_do continue to deſerve ſuch Things, as it' his

of our Prayers acceptable before God. Now, this pleading were only the vertue of his Merit, which
Word iMediatar, doth import theſe two, I. A Sult hguratively might be ſaid to plead ſor Good to his Peo
ableneſs in the Perſon interpoſing, to both the diſ ple, as llbel's Bloodis ſaid to plead the contrar to Cain
ſerent Parties, 'ſo that he cannot be ſaid to be ﬅnted even aſter his Death. This is indeed true; or ( Hell:
on either ſide. 2. It'importeth a Work and Oﬃce, xii. Verſe 24.) the Blood of Sprinkling doth yet/peak

that is, to tryﬅ betwixt theſe two Parties, that the and that ſar better Things than the Blood of Aft/elf
Prayer and Petition of the one may b his Mediation but this doth not conﬅitutc his Interceſſton to be an ,
ﬁnd Favour beſorethe other;

thus is the Phraie ſo Part or his Oﬃce, but doth rather overturn the ſame.

frequent, of our coming to God by him. Theſe
cond VVſſord is the ſame of Inttrtgﬃon, or I'rtertgﬄo'rz

_N£1TH£R is it to be thought, that hci-Jterceedeth
with ſuch Geﬅure and verbal Expreſſion, as Men uſe
which doth indeed import a ..(.1'uilt on their Part, who with Men, or as he himſelf did in the Days or his
are interceedcd ior; yet doth imply alſo the inter Fleſh, when he oﬀered up Prayers with ﬅronv Crlies
poſing oſ a worthy Party to interceed ſor ſuch Per and Tears, whith did become the State of his Illumi
ſons, and to deprccate Wrath, and that upon his own liati'on, but not of his Gloriﬁcation. Though thisbe
Account, vi-ithout Rcſpect to what is in them. Up a Myﬅery, yet we may humbly and ſoſſDerly conceive
on this Ground (Ram viii. 34. ) a Defyanoe is given it in there Particulars,
- .

i

Chap. 8
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Firﬅ, T i-L a R a is in this Interceﬃon a Sympa
thy, and Fellow-feeling in our Lord, which is the
very great Ground of this Interceﬃon. For, Jeſus
Chriﬅ, though gloriﬁed, is yet true Man, having the
'real and tmﬁroperties of the Humane Nature, which
make him-capable'to be in another way aﬀected with
.our Aﬃictions and Griefs than formerly; yea, not

.only ſo, but he was. in his own Perſon a Man of Sor
rows, and acquainted with Grief, and 'learned Obe

dience by what he ſuﬀered, whereby not only is he
'Man to ſympathize with us ſimply as a Man, but he
is a Man experimentally acquainted with Grief, and
for that End that he might be the more ﬁt and abie to
ſuccour theſe that ſhould be in ſuch a Caſe, Htb. ii.
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ticulars, which the Neceﬃties of his Peopie ſhall
call for frotn him, granted 5

and that the Mediator

ſhould will ſuch a Particular for ſuch a Perſon,

and, in an unceivable way of his adoring the Father,
preſent the ſame before him, is no little Part of his
Interceſſion.
Hurt/dy, IN all this, there is an holy and reve

rend (though inconceivable) Adoration, whereby
the Mediator, now at the Father's right Hand, ( and
being, in that Refpect, leſs than the Father) doth in'
all his Appearances for us, as being the Head of thc
Body, adore the Soveraignty, Goodneſs, Wiſdom,
&r. ot' God, withaReſpect to the Covenantof Re
demption: His ſaying to his Diſciples oftner than
once, I will pray tbt Fat/m' for you, doth imply
( to ſay ſo, ) ſome Addreſs to God, though we can

Ver/2 17, 18. and iv. I'e/ﬅ 15, 16. Again, our bleſ
ſed Lord Jeſus, being God and Man in one Perſon,
by vertue of his Godhead, he cannot be ignorautof not conceive the Manner thereof, even in Reference
the leaﬅ Aﬄiction of his People; and by vertue of to ſome particular Perſons, and ſome particular Caſes;
his Manhead, perſonally united to his Godhead, he and he being ſet at the right Hand ofMajeﬅy, cannot
cannot but be aﬀected therewith, eſpecially conſider but adote that Soveraign Majeﬅy.
T H s R r: are ſome other Words in Scripture,
ing his being taught by Experience, for this very End,
.that he might be acompaſſionate High Prieﬅ, and which ſeem to import ſomething in Reference to this
the ſooner touched with the Inﬁrmities of others: Interceﬃon, as that, Heb. x. Ver/e t 3. he is exp'ctisg
.Now, this Sympathy doth not only riſe from the till bis Emmin be made his Ewtﬅbbl, and that he may
bare ſpeculative Knowledge which he hath of the ſeem to be longing to have his Body perfected, which
Aﬃictions of others, but it is wakened and entertain is his Fulneſs, and that in his Pohyer, John xvii. 24.
ed by that Union of the Spirit betwixt the Head and Father, I will that they? that 'are given me, may be
zthe Members, whereby they become one; ſo that he when: I am, &c. \Vhere he may ſeem to be longv
that perſecuteth the one, perſecuteth the other, as is ing to have his Body perfected; which Deſire, cer
frequently aſſerted in the Scripture. From all this, tainly he hath not yet laid down: But theſe and
there doth ariſe, in the Mediator ſo conſidered, an others may bereduced to ſome of the formerBranchcs,

Jnclination, and ( to ſay ſo) a natural Propenſeneſs therefore we ſhall propoſe no moe.
I 'r will be ſome Diﬃculty to clear, if Chriﬅ, be
to have theſe Evils redreſſed, ſo that he cannot but
deſire the removing thereof; And this his Deſire, fore his Incarnation, did execute this Part of his
being of great Weight before God, 'may be well Oﬃce, and with what Diﬀerence he doth it now.
counted Interceſiion.
The Scriptures indeed of the New Teﬅament do
Smndﬂy, T H r s Interceſiion of his, may be con ſpeak of Chriﬅ's Interceſſton, as not only poﬅerior
.ceived to conliﬅ in his appearing in Heaven in our to his Inca'rnation, but alſo to the whole State of his
Name: VVhereby the Son of God, being now Man, Humilintion ; which is often ſtxiken of as that which
ſiﬅeth himſelf as ready to make Appearance for ſuch doth qualify and ſit him for this Oﬃce; yea, the
and ſuch Sinners; So his very being in our Nature Scriptures do ever preſuppoſe his Reſu'rrcction and
there, ſpeqketh his Purpoſe in Reference to this Aſccnſion; yet as it cannot be denied that Chriﬅ
End, and God's accepting of it according to Ap was Interceſſor on Earth, though he was not in the
forementioned Manner appearing in Heaven; So it
pointment.
'Thin-il), I'r may he conceived to take along cannot be denied, that Chriﬅ did execute this Oﬃce
with it his declared W'illingnet's to have ſuch and before his being Man ; For, he was Mediator, King,
ſuch Prayers granted, &Ft. This was'a Part of his Prieﬅ, and Prophet before his Incarnation; Neither
Interceſſion, John xvii. 24. Eztbzr, I will t/mt theſe can any warrantably ſay, that Believers then did want
thou baﬅ give/i m', be wit/'1 "it, &je. Where his this Conſolation; And in Scripture we wiil ſind
detlaring that to be his Will, is a prime Part of his ſome Grounds bearing forth all the Eſientials of
Interceilion: Now, it cannot be thought but that Interceſſion ; As, ﬁrﬅ, In that Parable of the VVine
he hath a -VVill to have the ſame Things execut Dreﬂers interceeding with the Maﬅer, Luke xiii.
ed, which were engaged to him, and theſe Par we have the Medintor's reverend interpoſing repre
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ſcnted to us, and'that before his Incarnation 5 Be

it is much more now; and therefore it is ſo often

tide, what is holden forth by the typical Services, as
praying towards the holy Temple, the holy Ora
clc, the High Priet's making Interceſſion, as well as
oﬀering Sacriﬁce, and ſuch-lk'-, do evidence, that.
Reſpect is had to Chriſt's in. erccſſton. Serand/y,
'We will ﬁnd his Sympathy and being affected with
the Condition of his People: That is a great Word,,
Iſa. lxiii. Verſe 9. In all their A iction, he war
aﬄicted, and in bis Love and [ty be mien/zed

and fully inſiﬅed on in the New Teﬅament, beſider
what was hinted, that then his Sympath ﬂowed
from his Deputation and Appointment, ut now
from his Humane Nature and the Experience thereof.

F o come then to ſpeak of that Conſolation, and

the Grounds thereof, There is need here of a Spirit
dipped therein for ﬁtting to conceive and ſpeak ar'ght
thereof :

However, that it cannot but be Ground

of great Conſolation,.may appear from-theſe Con
teem, and be bare them, and tarried them all the, ﬁderations.
'
Firﬅ,_ F no Ml the conſideration of ' the bleſied
Days qf eld: This ſpeakethaSympathy, ﬂowing.
from a Covenant- Relation, even before he was In Interceﬂor himſelf, whom we may look upon as the
carttate. Again, Prov. viii. Verſe- 31; he ſpeaketh Father's Fellow and Equal, who,.though conde
of his delight and rejoyeing in the hahitablc Parts ſcending to take on him the Place of a Mediator or
of the Earth, that is, in theſe that were given him,,. Mid-perſon,-yet, is he t/'ye brI'gbt'Ie/i 'ſ the Fat/ber:
and even in the Places in a manner where they were Glery, and t/ye expreſt Image of his Per/an, Heb. i.

to reſide: Which Symſathy ſeemeth to ﬂow from,

And this Excellency of the Perſon, cannot but be

the very Appointment of him to be Head to ſuch 'comfortable to _ the- poor baſe Sinner. Again, \Ve.
a Number, Tbirdly, He being then Mediator, could may conſider him as Man, and ſo as our Brother.

not but be Advocate, and have his judicial Ap yea, .as an aﬄicted Man acquainted with Griefs and
pearances ( to ſay ſo ) for his People, there being tempted z and ſo we may conceive him as our Phy
no leſs need then than now. Hurtbly, As what ſician, who hath not only learned ( to ſay ſo ) ſome
concerneth his Willingneſs to have his People well bLill, in an experimental Way, how to guide
in- that Time, cannot be denied from that one theſe, that are tempted or aﬂlictois- but alſo as.

Place of lſhiah juﬅ now cited, ſo ntither cart his ﬁtted with-a the. more Sympathy, Aﬀection, 'and

Interceﬃc-n he denied.

'I'enderneſs, to improve that Skill for their Good,,.
I F it he afkrd, Wherethe Diﬀttence-lyeth? We Hence, (Heh ii. 18. ) He is ſaid to be able to

anſwcr, Eſpecially in theſe three or four, Firﬅ, In ſuccour them
the Ground of 'the lnterceﬃon: It was then done been tempted
in vertue of the Sacriﬁce to be oﬀered;

that are tempted, he himſelf having

in all Things, yet without Sin?
Now it Vi'here his being tempted, is ſuppoſed to be a fur

is performed by, , and grounded upon, the vertue niſhing, with excellent Abilities tenderly to ſupply.
of the Satisfaction that is already given and ﬁniſh and ſuccour ſuch as may be in the like-Caſes
ed upon the Croſs. Second-ﬂy, There is a Diﬀerence The ſame alſo may be gafhercd from Hed. iv..
in Reſ ect of the bleſied Interceſſor, who, beng 15, 16. Now, he who is thus diverﬂy conſidered
then god, hath now taken a new Relation to being yet but one Perſon, what more can be;
him, by aſl'uming our Nature in one Perſon to his imagined
for Comfort? For, though he be hivh
yet have Sinners Acceſs to him 5 and thoughchd

Divine Nature; whereby he is not only capable
in a more ſuitable way to ſympathize, but actual he Man for emboldning them to approach to him,
l hath ſubmitzed himſelf to ſuﬀer, for this very yet being God-man, he is able to ﬅand before;
lind, as was formerly hinted. So that though he juﬅice and plead,. when no meet creature durſt
cannot have larger Bowels, than formerly hehad; appear. ,
_Semzd}y, W E- may conſider the Groundsof
yet hath he now a new experimental way of be
ing aﬀected Wlih' our Griefs, and of being pro-. this Oﬂice. and the Ends thereof; To ſpeak with
voked to heal the ſame. Wah-rily, 'There follow Reverence of our bleﬁed Lord Jefus, it is nothing
eth a Diﬀeience in his Manner of intereeeding, that is occaſional or accidentalz, but it doth ﬂow
which is now done in our Nature, for in it he from the Father's Appointmentnwho hath' con
appeareth 'before God; alſo: Touches of. our Ills, ﬅiturod him, and tlru; by Oathgx to be a Prieﬅ *

and his Sympathy with- us, are- more ſuitable-ate
our Nature, and do more experimentally impreſs
and aﬀect him nor before. Laﬅ/y, There is this
Diﬀerence, that though before there was Confo
lation tohis Peoplesfrom his Interccﬂion; yet

for ever, ,Pſh1.>cx...-. And for

this

End doth

he ſuﬅain this Oﬃce, and live for ever, that he
may ſave to the uttermoſt all that come to
(JOd by him, Heb. vii. 25. Now, thatthis

Interceſitonzisaſhmg of old determined. in the.
Counſcl

Chap.*8.
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Counſel of God ; and that it was determined for this his Promiſe is, w/mt ever ye asl' in my Name, it
end, that Sirmers who were baniſhed from God's ſhall be done unto you, John xiv. t 3, 14. Terra/but

preſence might again have acceſs and ﬁnd Grace to e-L-er ye ark in my Name, I 'will do it: \-Vherethe
help in the time of need, IÞb. iv.-verſe 16. and x. 19, Interceſi'or being the Execiitor of what he pleadeth
ts'r. This tatnnot but be exceeding comfort for, itcannot bebut comfortable, and it is ſuitable
to the Terms of the Covcnant it ſhould be ſo.
able.
Tbirdly, We rrna conſider the Comfort-of this
Fzſrbly, YV 3 may conſider the Soveraignty and
Interceſſton
of the atextent
and reach
=oſ
: ſiWhich inwereſpe
may point
in theſe
ſour, thtre
Firﬅ, freeneſs of this Interceſſion, which tcndeth not-a
little to the Conſolation >oſ God's People: -For, in
FIn reference to all caſes ; it is agreat XVotd (1121. the Exerciſe thereof, our bleſi'ed Lord Jeſus hath
.lxiii. In all their qﬄiction be was qﬄicted, &e. not tied himſelf to wait' on out' Prayers, or on our
and this was even in the Days of old before thc Sight and Senſe of, or weightedncſs with, out own

XVord was made Fleſh; and therefore it muﬅ be evils either of Sin or Miſery, but often his Way
,-conceived to be much more freſh and lively in ſo appeareth to be very gracious and ſoveraignly con
far as concerneth that Sympathy which the humane deſcending, that he anſwer-eth before we call, l/Jz.
Nature had with it.

Second/y, This extent appear

eth in reſpect of Perſons;

lxv. 24. and that heinterpoſeth, even when we are

ſor, all that will make like ſruitleſs Trees troubling the Ground, Luke xir.

-uſc of Chriﬅ and come to God, are admitted; nei

and when we arc ſecure, not mindmg the Snares

ther was there ever a Sinner that oﬀered to make the Devil is laying ſor us, as Luke xxii. 32. he pray
=uſe of Chriﬅ in approaching to God, or ſoughtto eth for Pete" that his Faith fail not, he in the mean
have peace with God through that Mids, but this time not knowing any ſuch Smre. Hence in the

Interceſſton did bear him through, as that great Scripture, Grace is exalted, and Sinners are invited
Word is, Heb. vii. 25. He i: able loſa'ue tb the utter
mtyi all that tame to God by him, ſeeing be liver/1 for
ever to make Intertgﬃm ſer 'be/'1. And if Men
'will not make uſe of Chriﬅ, they do in this ſorſake
their own Metcy. Third] , The reach of this
-Coi1ſolation may beconſidered as to the Degree;
it is.a perfect salvation that cometh by this In

to come with boldnel's thereunto, upon this Ground

of Chriﬅ's Interceﬂion as much as any: So ( Heb.
iv. ) when the compaſſionatneſs of this high Prieﬅ

hath been ſpoken to, this Concluſion is drawn from
it, Let us tberrﬁne appmub wit/1 boldneſ; unto t/ze
Throne tſ Grace that we may obtain A'Merry and

ﬁnd Graee to bell) in ttbe time 'qf need; Here

.terceﬃot't; it is ſrom every thing, and that to the
uttermoﬅ, ſo that more cannot be imagined, as
that ſame Word is, Hcb. vii. 25. Heſa-uetb to the
arm-moﬅ, or unto .Perſection. Fourtbh, Its extent

Grace hath a Throne; and he that feeleth upon
this Account, may e pect to ﬁnd Mercy and Grace

I/Vba ſhall lay any flying to tbe (barge bfGad's Elect P

which we are liable to, and might and would come,

as that which aboun eth moﬅ under this Dominion

and about this Throne. vIt is from this Ground of
may be looked to in reſpect of the Partics againﬅ his Interceﬃon, that ſo many evils are prevented
whom Chriﬅ intei-cecdeth. There is no Party but andkept back ſrom the People of God, which have
this doth give a Daſh .-unto.it, whether Devil, even been at their Door: And where thc Mercioc
Challenge, Temptation, or what elſe; upon this which we obtain, and that without any direct pe
the Tiiumph proceedeth, Rom. viii. 33, 34., &e. titioning ofthe Lord ſor them, and the many evils

which is adeſying Word to all: And theſe are it' thc Lord prevented not, we our ſelves in the
the Grounds, it is God tbat juﬅrﬁetb; rit is Cbryi mean time being but little watchful to have them
Jbat died, yea, rather that to' ri/Zn again, ſitting at prevented: Were theſe( I ſay) conſidered how
the
right Hand
where Deﬁance
this oſ making
terceſiionſi
cloſeth'ſtheGod,
triumphal
given [n
by much? O how very much would we ﬁnd our ſelves
obliged to the Interceſſour ſrom whom his People
the Apoﬅle. All which, being put together, can have all theſe? Yea, iſ we will conﬁler this Free
it he but comfortable, that there is ſuch acompleat neſs more nearly, we will ﬁnd, that this Interceﬂi
Delivery whether from Sin or .Miſcry, and that of on and Sympathy is not broken oﬀ and made leſs >
becauſe of the Believers Sin ; but -is in ſome reſpect.
whatſoever ſort ?
Fourtb/y, T H e Conſolation of this Interceﬃon the more ﬅirred and provoked, becauſe this Sym
may be conſidered in reſpect oſ its Eihcacy : For, .pathy ﬂoweth from the Relation that is betwixt Head
as Chriﬅ can refuſe no Cauſe put on him, but muﬅ and Members, which Sin doth not cut oﬀ; and it
intercced, being dmployed; ſo he cannot but be is tis with a tender natural Part-nt, who cannot but be
beard alwgjt, _ as he ſaith himſelf, john xi. and ſo aﬀected withthe Childs Straits, even though he hath
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ſhamefully brought them on' himſelf; yea, his ver and it is the believing of the reality of this humane
Failings do touch and aﬀect; So our high Prieﬅ s jympathy, that openeth theDoor to all-the: follow
Sympatby, is not only in Croſſes, but it is to have ing Conſolations, to wit, that our Lord Jeſus hath-1
pity on the Ignorant, and Compaſſion on theſethat a humane Heart ﬅirred and aﬀected in that ſame

are out of the Way, Hclz. v. and thus the very Sin Manner, ( et unconceivably holy) asours are to
ot a Believer aſiccteth thim ſo, that he cannot but wards our

riends, and Children in their Neceﬂities:

ſympathize and be provoked to ſympathize with And though Chriﬅ be gloriﬁed, yet ceaſeth he not
tlc; be time Man, and ſo not to wanothis Sympa
him.
O What a Wonder is this, the more Sin, the more

t y.

Smnd/y,
Tnus Sympathy isI-ﬀnte'ſs-in him, it
Sympathy l Which ought to make Believers humble, hath
much Muddineſs and Byaſs in us; Yea, thro' ct
and yet exceedingly to Comfort them under a linſul
Condition; for it is written, If any Man ſin, w: Sin it is much obﬅructed and cooled, ſo that ſelﬁſh
haw an Idwmu, 1 John ii. t. whereby, in ſome neſs drowneth much of this, or miſcarrieth it in the'

ſingular manner, Chriﬅ's Interceﬃon is ſuited unto, Exerciſe thereof 5 but with our Lord Jeſus it is not
ſo,
is every
pure, therewithctfwho knewTherefore
no Sin, nor
appointed and deſigned for Sinners.
was. hecapable
to beway
temped
his
T H a laﬅ Thing wherein we ſhall conſider th'e
Conſolation of this Interceſiion, is the Sympathy Symrathy muﬅ be the more excellent, in that it.
from whence it ﬁoweth, and which it carrieth it along cannot Miﬅake, or Miſcarry in reference to any Ob
with it; This is a main Ground of Conſolation, ject it ſhall hate Occaſion to act upon.
ſhip-rily, H rs Sympathy is perfect: And though
which doth ſweeten all the reﬅ.
W r may conſider this humane Sympothy, either while he was on Earth, there was a Purity
as it giveth a Ground of Conſolation to us, or as it beyond what we can conceive; Yet, being now ex
doth ſome way make us more capable to conceive of alted to Glory, even in his humane Nature asall,.,.
the Conſolation that doth ﬂow from the conſideration' that
is in him,
his Sympathy
and Bowels,
be much
more ſo
ſhining
and glorrous,ſſ
as being muﬅ
now
_ of the Bowels of Jeſus ; both which tend to our act

at the hight of all the Perfcctions that may make a
ual Comfort.
-T r-r A 'r there is art-humane Sympathy- in the true Man in the moﬅ excellent Manner to ſympa
Man-Chriﬅ with the Believer, cannot be denied, the thize with others. Therefore if we wonld conceive-1
Scripturs ( whereof ſome Paſſages have been cited) the eaming of Bowels or Sympathy of a hundred'
are ſo clear: Only we ſhall give ſome Properties natural Fathers or Mothers towards their Children
thereof, for helping to underﬅand the, ſame ſo fares in Diﬃculties, yet all is nothing to this of our ex
alted Prince and Lord Jeſus Chriﬅ, whoſe Aﬀections
we can reach.
Firﬅ T H 5 N, we ſay, In is a realand humane ﬅir him, thoughv more inconceivably, yet with more
Sympathy: When we ſay it' is real, It doth not tenderneſs, faithſulneſs and dear reſpect to the good
only import, that he knoweth the Aﬃictiorts of his of his People:
People, nor only that he mindeth help to them,. Buzrthly, T H I s* Sympath'y is the Sympathy of
which two do agree to the-Lord Jehovah ; but it a Man, who is God and Man in one Perſon, having
importeth aſenſible, native, and (to ſay ſo ) a both Natures perſonally united; and what canbe
natural Touch of theſe evils; for, he is not one, more for Conſolation and for the commending of
that tannot he touched with t/MfN/iﬂg ﬀour Inﬁr this to Believers? For ſo his (Lialiﬁcations can
mititr, Heb. iv.. This is as one brother is aﬀected not be but at the hight of Perfection ; So there can

with the Straits of another, eſpecially Straits that. be. nothing hid from him, and he will not fail to be
himſelf hath formerly ſelt; this muﬅ needs be aſ touched with their neceſſtties; and which is wonder
ſerted as that which followeth the reality of Chriﬅ's ful Comfort, he is touched with them and ſympa
Man-Head, who, as ſuch, cannot but be ſup thizeth whether they themſelves be touched with
poſed 'to have 'what Propertics are belonging to a them or not, whether they know them or not,
or whether they make addreſs to him'tor- not, even
Man.
'
I called it humanev Svmpathy, to diﬅinguiſh it * as a tender Mother will be aﬂectedlſiwith her Childs
from that figurative Sympatby which was-appli-t. Hazard, though it doth notucompiain. And by'
cable to him before his Incarnatiomp. Thisv Symg this, the Believer hath. not-only' Aﬀectioris to be
parhy is really for kind ſuch as one Friend hath to - warmed by the conſideration of Chriﬅ's Sympathy, another, a Father or Mother to their Children, as and humane Bowels; but alſo hath a Ground to

frequent Expreſſtons inz. Scripture do holdforthz ﬅay his Faith in diving _. in. theſe, and comfort

'Iat;
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ing himſelf in theſe, Becauſe they are Bowels of a , T H a ﬁrﬅ General that we would propoſe, is,
Perſon who may be lippened to, and reﬅed upon, as no That Men would ﬅudy to know the fulncſs that is
in Jeſus, that they would conſider the high Prieﬅ
meer Man' can be.
_
_
La Lv, T H-l a- Sympath-y of the' humane Na of our Profeilion, H'b. iii. L- and endeavour to be
ture an-Chriﬅ, is agreeable unto his divine Will; acquainted with his Excellency; and in particular,
for, though there be two Natures, yet there is with this, that ſo there may be a throughneſs in
thc Faith of theſe Truths', whereof Iv fur there
but
though
he hath'diﬀerent
_ſi\Vills,one
yet Perſon;
he cannotand have
oppoſite
Wills-3 and be too much Ignorance and Unbelief in'v the viſible i
therefore what he may be conceivedvin his Will Church. O that Men were truly convinced, that
and Pity to Will to us as Man, that ſame muﬅ be Chriſt hath ſuch an Oﬃce, and that now as Man
conceived to be made Eﬀectual to us as he is he doth with a humane Sympathy perform' the ſame!
God, which. is the Concluſioti- of this Conſolati I- ſuppoſe there are even many, not- amongﬅ the
worﬅ, who yet all their Days- have been without
on.
_ , ,' .
.
.
A c A' r N," we ſaid, this humane Synipathy may' the Beneﬁt ofthisybecaufe-'theyVhavL never known"
be conſidered asit putteth us in a Capacity to con- him, nor conſidered- what uſe-'ſhould be made of, v
ceive the Conſolation that cometh by him; For, and what Bcneﬁt doth ﬂow- from the'MediatorS'
the more Spiritual an Object be,-- the leſs do we being Man,v but do ﬅillicarry in every Thing,r
conceive of it, and when the Scripture ſpeaketh of wihout reſpect thereto; andit is like, that even manyf
the Lord's Bowels and Sympathy, that is not eaſily. very gracious Souls have but- little spiritual Skill and'
_
_ 1
reached or conceived:- But when we have the Dexterit -in this Matter. _

Bowels, or Sympathy, of atrue Man ſpoken of,

Seton y,-IN our addreſles to'God,' Faith would

we are more able to reach that and know what
it is, and ſo are- more rmdy to be aﬀected with the
Conſolation that ſuiteth ſo'wi'th us:- We conceive
it is no lit le- part of the Believers Conſolation, that
in God" Condeſcenſion, this Sympathy is ſo
mouldedſſ as to keep ﬅill the Properties of the hu

be exerciſed on Jeſus Chſlﬅ.* even in reſpect to this

were his Brother, that ſucked-the Breaſts of his
Mother; Now he hath him as his Friend, having
the ſame Aﬀections and (Lialiﬁcationa that he him
ſelf hath, yet ſinleſs; now he mayiometimes
gather from his own Aﬂections within himſelf,
the eaming of the Bowels of Chriﬅ or a reſemblance
of what is in him, and may conclude,
what
vaﬅ Bowels and Sympathy muﬅ be m him! and
yet all this is but- a poor hint of the excellent and
ﬅrong, Conſolation that this part of our_Loid's

ſeek oﬀ-'our ſelves,->and giveth the Credit and Glory
thereof unto him."
_\
_
_
_

part ofhisOﬃce, that is,'= that as there is a reﬅing

by Faith on Chriﬅ's Satisfaction, for attaining of
Pardon- or what elſe'ismeedful;" ſo therel'ought
to be a reﬅing on Chriſt as Interceſior, for the ob

taining of' what we are petitioning for before the
mane Nature: Now, the Believer hath him-as it Thronep This putteth the obtaining OF what we

Prieſt-hood furniſheth.
when

What muﬅ Jelus .be,

known and poſieſied?

And what might

his People be in the Triumph of a comfortable Life,
if the Breaﬅs of thoſc Conſolations were ſucked by
thZ'Il'ni-nz laﬅ Thing to be ſpoken to, -is, How this

Tbirdly, F A 1 T'H' would not'onlly reſpect 'Chriﬅ
ﬁmply as an Interceſſor, but as an ntcrceſſor who '_'_
is Man-in our Nature,- who hath Experience of

Inﬁrmitiegand tender humane Sympathy towards *"
us.- The neglect of this, maketh Chriﬅ look like ab
stranger, and maketh the Soul anxious even in its -'
addreiles to him.-

,

Fonrtb/y, U P o N this conſideration there ought?
to be acccl's with holy boldneſs, the Heart-exulting
in its approach to God, that it hath ſuch a new and *
living Way as the Vail of his Fleſh,.-to 'approach
to God by. It is often not only ip'oken of, but
commended in the Scripture, eſpecially in the Epiﬅle *
to the Hebrews, upon this Ground, as Chap iv. lſcrﬅ'

Conſolation is to be improven by Believers? And 16; and x. Vnﬅ 19,(5't. \Vere this conſidered, it
ſhoughtrhishbcx the main Uſe of all, yet how would bauiſh the droiiping', >hcanleſs approaches that
Believers mnke-toiGotl tiſt'oughſi'ChrſiiﬅJ'asTif they

great Dlﬃculty-is'-it-- to get Hearts up ſeriouſly to
be in: Love-therewith, vand to be longing to be were coming' to-'aStranger,'*-whereas they'aþproach

made dexterous" in*="the-=improvmg-. of;v it?

The to*- a- Brother,"o to a Brother really- and ſenſibly'

Truth is, except that one Spirit touch"our'Hearts ® touched with their Inﬁrmities and aﬀected with them,
with ſome Impreſſion oi that Synipathy, and as any Brother on Earth is with the Inﬁrmities of
kindle ſomething in us, it will want its nativeeanother. LURFC'

F'ﬂNh ſ
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Fﬄlvb', T H E Heart would keep conﬁdence on actual Fall doth touch

Chap. 8
and aﬀect him, as the

thislAccount, as to the Event, however it 'be for Fall or Strait of the Child doth aﬀect a tender Mo

the ſI'ime: Can it be but well with one with whom ther; and that we may with as great Boldneſs

Chriﬅ ſo ſympathizeth? And ought not they then approach to him, and have as conﬁdent Expectation
to Comfort themſelves in the hope of an Outgate i of a hearing with "him, as Children may to their
lPaul triumpheth upon this conſideration, Ram. viii. moﬅ dearly loving Nlother: ÞVho can think of
,that though there ſhould be Perſecution, Nakedneſs, theſe things and norbe aﬀected P And were Believers
'more
the Comfort.
Thoughts of theſe,
Bword, &it. )et they ſhould not hurt him, no: ly
be in
more
- ſ there would certain
ſeparate him from the love of God in 'Chriﬅ Jeſus,
but that overallhe ſhould be a Conqtcticror; yea,
&rent/ﬂy, TH 1 s would'be to the Believer the
_more than a-Conqueror. 'This were well becoming *laﬅ'Refuge, and whatever come, it is never to be
a Believerin Strais, and were ſuitable to this Ground looſed or retired from; but when all looketh dark
of ﬅrong Coniolatien; and this ,conﬁdvence is to be about he is here to Anehor, and on this Interceﬃ

extended unto all ſorts of things which, may mar the on and Sympathy to caﬅ himſelf, and that not
fBelievers Conſolation here.
'
' without Hope that he who is a Compaſſtonare
Sixtbly, I 'r is even requiſite tofhave the Exerciſe thigh Prieﬅ will give Proof thereof, and even in the
' pf ſpiritual Senſes for the rjg'htimproving of this, ſame particular. 'In a'VVord, this Conſojation mio'ht
.Conſolation, ſo that 'Believers would carry upon be improven againﬅ want and private _Straitsfa

themſelves a little Copy of that Sympathy that is _gainﬅ publick Diﬃcultics: For, he ſympathizeth with
,i.n Jeſus Chriﬅ, and have ,ﬅiil upon their Spirits vhis Church, and every Member of it ; it is moﬅ freſh
an Impreſſion of the reality thereof, that by medi -in_ Straits, becauſe then his Bowels are awake, moﬅ
_t'ating thereon, inlying down, riſing up or walking, 'ﬅll'l'Cd and warmed; and it is aFortreſs againﬅ the
or. The Heart may be rcfreſhed," and that excel 'Terror of Death, ſeeing he died, and therefore hath

lent Boxof Ointment m
caﬅ aSavour; neither the ſreſher Sympathy in that Choke. ,It were even
werewould
acknowledging
themſelvcs
can it be, that poor believing Sinners ſhould without good,
defectiveBelievers
in this, and
endeavourſſthe
amend
_unſpeakable Reireſhment and Conſolation conceive
Chriﬅ Jeſusofthe
bleﬂed
have
ſuch ing of it wherein there is Hopes that this Com
'Thoughts
them,
ſuch_Mediator,
,Caie ſiof to
them
in their

paﬃonﬁte highhPrieﬅ would ſurther 7, them and ſuſ
ni him
t em
wit other
ſort ofhel'Ps and i Di reckons.
'
Straits, ſuch a'Touch of an fellow feeling with To
be Praiſe
for ever.
_zhem in their Inﬁrmities, as that a Reproach upon
izhem, a Croſs or Strait, a Hazard to Sin, or an

LECTUREH.
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iLwitb
of Me zſ/xar, and mﬅ it into flye Earth ct ;
"Verſe
AndI/oius,
t/w Angel
the Cen er,,andſiI/ed
and Ligl'tningr,
andEre
an Zr'artlvquaie.
vand
t/zere 5.'were
and foot
Ylwnſioſringj,
6. And the ſtZ-'t'l Angel; _which bad
unpm,and
P'Yſtv'lt]
than/n'am
taſound. and thy 'were tqﬂ
therethﬅt'en
jbZ/owcd71Hail,
[the ming/ed
wi'ﬁctB/acd,

7. The ſi'ﬅ Jngelſaundrd, and
upon 'be Earth : and 'be tbirdpart gf Trees was burnt up, and all green Graﬅ was burnt up.
'N the beginningof this Chapter we find our God as the beﬅ Guard againﬅ the coming Storm:
'Lord Jeſus taking of the Sulþenſion and re And this is paﬅ in the former two Verſes, to

ﬅraint, and making way. ſor the breaking wit, the 3, and the _4.

2. To give the Word
and Sign for the Angels to ſound 'the Alarm,
mer Chapter he had reﬅrained. Our Lord that theſe 'Judgments .reﬅrained by the four Art
jeſus Chriﬅ, the great HAngel of the Covenant, gels ( Chapter vii.) might fall on; this is per
7 'hath a double end in theſe three Verſes,to wit, the ſormed in this ﬁfth Verſe, wherein are two things.
3, 4, and 5. t. To provide for his People, and 1'." The Sign given. '2. The Eﬀects.
1. T'n;
10 make them and' their Prayers acceptable to
looſe of that Judgment, which in the for

Chap. 8'. ,

i
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r. The Sign is, that beﬁllqtb the Cnzﬅr with Fire jecting and caﬅing baclcſuch Servicesſ as it were ) of
yf the Altar, and cqﬅetb it Z'yto t/ze Eartb-z. Where others beſidehis Saints, there being a great Diﬀe
by both the Sign is given. as if he had now- done rence between Irn-mﬅ aſcending andſire deſimditzg:
that, for which he hadxinhibited them to hurt the And Chriﬅ's uſing the ſame Inﬅrument (as, the
Earth, till it was performed, Chap. vii. )- and, the Cmﬅr) for both ſheweth, his doing it as Mediator,
Nature of that Judgment pointed at in three things," having all Power in Heaven and' Earth 54 and there
1. In the Object of it,-it is caﬅ into the Eartb ; by fore it is ﬁiid Luke xii. He came to ſend* it? not only
the Earl/2, we underﬅand. the viſible Church here, occaſion-ally, but by his overruling guiding, and'
or that part of the Earth where the viſible Church timeing of it ; and expreﬂy (as it is a Judgment, )
ſoﬂ'ourneth, called ( Matt. -xiii. ) the Field,- or World; - it is ſaid (2 T/uſi ii. ).H' willſmd tbemﬅrtmg De;
becauſe as the World containeth all creatures, ſo it lzſſam,
2.) T ax; Eﬃzﬀ of _this isſi' anſwerable; * in. the'
'sontaineth' all' Profeſibrs- good-- and. bad.- It is the'
Cloſewhich
of theſhew
-_ Verſe,
'wir'e
'Vocitgſame Eartb'the VVinds wcre'not to blow upon, &Ft.
ſomeNenterrible!
Eﬀect
andLigbtm'ngr=
ſ Stir that'
Chap. vii. 1.. Now they are let looſe: Andit is
followed
;.for,
though
Tbundm'vrgx';
Of.
may
ſome'
ſuch a Earth as hath Trees, Graſs, and green
Herbs growing in it; ſome whereof do wither, and times be as-an Evidence of God's hearing Prayer'
are hurt, and carried away with this Storm, ſome 1 Sum: xii. 16.- Yet', .conſide'ring how otherwiſe it'
are ﬅill lively, and keeped ſaſe under God's Sea] from - is taken in this * lBook, ( See' Chap? xi. 1-4. and xvi.'

it; its-Chap, ix. 4.-whereby itis clcar,.that by Trees 18. )and that they-follow the mﬅſhg. of Ere on t/2e
are meaned Men ſealed and unſealed, which are no Earth, .and that the Angels immediately ſound; who

where but in the viſible Church :

And this is to he.

till now were reﬅrained,">we 'cannot but look upon'

it, as a word given to them 'to 'make ready' immedia
ward. 2. The Sign, expreſſtng the Nature of the ately upon the back) of this Sign; the ſeven Angelsi
]udgment, is-ſetout to be Fire mﬅen, Uz. Caﬅing, prepare to ſound,'.upon'which, Fire' and 'other _Iudg-'
oſFire ( Ezek. x.- 2. .) is holden forth to be' a De ments followed, &it. Ahd ir'it be asketh; why not
nunciation of Judgment comingand the Lord's de before? It is inſinuated; they waited 'for'Orders, parting from his Temple; and ſo we take it to ſigni and the Sign and Command which' now the '
fy here ſome- ſad Judgment of a ſpiritual Nature get. _ 2. _Further OZ/ﬅrw, There is in theſe 'Eﬀe e"
coming on the Church. 3. It is. ſaid to bev taken a Gradation, and the ſharpeﬅ "and ſureﬅ is hindmoſh
ﬂ'am the A/tar ; .to ſhcw,-what ſort of Fire or Con and theſe Steps may, be for'alittle Sumof what was'
remembered in-Application of the'l'rumpcts after

tention it is, or, whereabout it ſhould riſe;

not

to follow by the ſoundingof the'ﬁrﬅ fourl T-rum-* "

about external civil things, but ſpiritunl, according pets, eſpecially, as will-appear. to Chriﬅ's Word, Luke xii. 42. I (ame to' ſend Fire
Obſerw, 1. I N this-with its one; comparing."
on rbe Earth, &Ft. which being compared with _Mat. it. with what went before Chriﬅ's Interceﬃon and the -',
x. is clear to be Diviſions and Variances about Reli Saints,: praying, That Judgments, evenſpirituab'
gion, kindled bya miﬅaken and- miſguidcd Zeal in judgments of Error, Schiſm Diviſion',.{3'2*. may'
ſome, and by Paſſton, Pride,-.and Enmity in o follow a praying Time and 'a praying Frame of'
thers ; it is kindled in the Church, .andﬂoweth from ' God's _People, I mean on the viſible Church, while '
the Altar, and theſe that ſerve at it, and ſpreadeth

the Godly are ſerious in Prayer, and-Hypocrites'

in others, This isotherwiſe expounded by.ſome, as but diﬂemble. There may follow very great ſpiri- *
Chriﬅ's fending forth his Spirit, and Grace, like Fire tual Judgments on a Church after-1 a'- praying
in the Hcarts of his People: But, I. This agre spirit hath been on- the Lord's People in that'
eth not ſo to the Scope; for, .immediatelythe An Churcln- All the Saints. ha've."been*pmying be
gcls preparing themſelves, as taking the Word to be Chriﬅ's
fore, though
the were'not
acceptable,'but
Interceili'on
5 - and ſi yet,
. upon the through
back of' '
given themby this. Nor, 2. Doth it agree ſo to
the Event orEﬀect, which certainly is terrible, and that, -follE>weth this Judgment." Experience hath
ewpcunded ſo through-this Book,- Chap. ix. and xi. proven the-Truth of this; and -it ﬂoweth" partly'
all.

Vaim; Tþundring:landE-zrtbqruka ﬂzt out from the -' Malice of the Devil, thatlworketh and -*

God's Terror, eſpecially conſidering how, the are rageth the "more, - the- more inﬅant and earneﬅ'
linked togethzr, with Judgments.- And, 3. t a they be with God; partly, from the judgment
grceth beﬅ, to the Sign of az/ling, daw/1 Fire from of God, plaguing godleſs and formal Hypocritcs,
'be A/tar, which is oppoſcd to his gracious ſix-id who in a pntying Time join with the God-r'
ing up Þztmſe added to the Prayers ofall Saints, in ly, but (as it is 2 Tlveſ 2. ) have not the love of
the-Verſe before,- and this followeth as his re
the

An EXPOSITION of the
the Truth, nora Practice ſuitable to it; and the
more tiat ſuch pray, they draw on the more
Guilt accidentally, and there is the more giving
up to be diſcovered; and partly, God may be ſore
warning, and ſorearming his People by ſuch a Framc
againﬅ ſuch a storm. What marvel iſ after our
Purity and praying, ſuch a Judgment come to

Chap. 8,

ſelves, or their Inﬅruments'ſor it. 2. B kee in
due Order, and not confounding their Cothmiﬃgngt
and the timmg of theſe, 'neither precipitating with
out Commiſſiomuthough ,ſumiſhed with Giſts; nor
_raſhly, and conſuſedly going about it, but with

Preparation and -Order:

Which Thincrs are cer

tarnly mentioned 'for s'Imitation,

that ciheſe who
diſcover a Multitude oſ graceleſs, profane' Hypo pray ſor Grace to do God's Will on Earth, as
.,crites, and counterfeit Diſiemblers, and to give them it is done in Heaven, may take this as a Pattem

a ﬁll of their own ways that were not in love with *=ſound
eſpecially
his ſuch
Trumpets,
as are intruﬅcd to be Heraulds, and
his? Beſide, God's Peoples praying for Chriſt's
Kingdom ﬂouriſhing, and his Peoples Proſperity,
I. T r-r a a' are ſet apart and deſi
ſo
'
will haﬅen judgment on them who do not grow Oﬃce;
they be ſo
deſigned
ſhould for
Miniﬅers,
this Oﬃce,
they ſhﬃ:
and have
looit their
in it. Ol'ten inward Enmity at the right way,
when it is not received in Love, though it may be Calltng clmr, as theſe ſeven Angels were ſeparated

in Proſeſſron, is plagued with outward outbrmking ſrom others to this Work. 2. Trumpets are giyen
in wrong ways, more than if there had never been them, that is, they areſurniſhed with Giſts; whom
dProſeſlion. 2. This Fire cometh ſrom the Aitar, ſoever he deſigneth ſor an Oﬃce in his Houſe he

O/Y/Zrw, That there is a Fire that cometh ſrom the furnrſheth them, and giveth Trumpets to all whom
Al'ar that hath right terrible Eﬀects, i. t. by ſuch hmalleth to ſound. 3. When they have gotten
Jnﬅruments,concerning ſuch a Subject as belongeth to Trumpets, they will not blow while he command
the Altar, and followed that way. Or, thus, Con to ſound.- It is not Giſts that warrant Men to
vtention and Striſe about ſpiritual Things amongﬅ Preach, but theyvmuﬅ have particular Orders when
Church-men, and ﬂowing ſromthem to others, is to do it. The
ord muﬅ be taken ſrom hisMouth
la very ſad Judgment, and hath very terrible Eﬀects _; when, where, and howhe ſhall order it. 4. The,
_It moﬅ marreth the Beauty of the Church, ,it ob are prepared, adviſed and warry in going about chi;

jtructeth the ſpiritual Growth of God's People, and Worlc when they arecalled to ſoundct;
zburneth up all their ſpiritual Life.

God's givinnr

Lord, ſave us of Grſts and Orders to-exerciſe them, is not enougho

from this judgment, and make all 'his Servants and
People warry of the kindling of it, and make us
more earneſt in Prayer, that God would guench what
of it is begun, leﬅ it go on to conſume us. Ob
ſam', 3.' That theſeſpiritual udgments are order

except Men prepare themſelves ſor the Work, and

ed and timed by Chriﬅ, w 0 'ſetteth Bounds to

prepared;

beadviſed and_warry in going about it, as Paul to
Trmat/zy, )Ttm. i. 6. iStir 'up þtbe Gzſiſt that is it:

rim, &e. 5. They are diligent and faithful in their
Execution when they have gotten Orders and are

although the Mcſi'age be heavy F 'th

them; His Soveraignty teacheth theſe Things, ſulneſs and Diligence is a good Property of 2
ini
theFjre cometh not till he caﬅ it; the Trumpets' ﬅer oſ pltriﬅ. 6. They keep an orderly way of
ſound not till he give them Orders; zﬄeſſ ii. he proceeding in diſcharging their Duty, every one in
ſendeth ſtrong Deluﬁon; Luke xii. 1 tame to ﬁnd their Station, and not in a confuſed way 3 ſo it be
fire an the Earl/2: Though the Sin be lying on cometh Miniﬅers: And Miniﬅers, being reſembled
them, and other: be inﬅrumental in it, yet the De-_,,to Angels;

luſton cometh not by Gueſs;

and

their' giving of wamzn

to the
and when God in founding of the Trurnpet, Their Oﬃce g,
and Duty

judgment plagueth, he hath his own )vay of or

may be thuspointed at here. Laﬅly, Soundina ot'a
rmplieth Diﬅinctneſs, r Cor. xiv.a and
were not his Bridle is in the Mouth or' this Sﬁtatelrneſs and Power in the Manner of carrying their
judgment, we had been more conſumed with it Lornmrſſron, giving Alarm convincinglv and plainl '
WhlC_h notably agreeth to Miniﬅer . ſſ
Þ
ere now.
dering and timing it, as he thinketh meet;

and Trumpet,

T r-t £ ſixth Vnﬅ ſheweth, to What Purpoſe this

was;

and in it, it is ſaid, The ſcfum Angel: pre
' pared rim/du: to ſound : Why not at ﬁrﬅ when
the Trumpets were given them? ſi'r/z'u. Becauſe
( as we ſaid) they waited for Order-s; and now,
Orders being given, they delay not, but fall to do
their Duty: Yet, I. By preparing either them

FoLLowrz'rr-r, ſrom the ſeventh Firﬅ-and ſor

ward, their Sounding:
'

Where there is in every

Trumpet, r. Phe Sounding.
Lontequcnt of the Sounding;

2. The Eſſect or
and that is the jud-r

ment that followed. 3. The Objectſioſ the juaZ
ment, theEarth.
And 4"
Eﬀects
of the Judgmmg

The Exten t > Frurts
' and
To

i

Isoo K of their Er-EL'_\ Art-art'

Chap, 8.

T o underﬅand more particularly 'this Prophecy.
of the Trumpets, which is an hard Place,*and need
eth God's ſpecial Direction in it, ( which we humbly
deſire) we premit theſe' conſiderations or Obſervati
ons,ofwhichdny
inſome Things
ﬁx us in the open
ing
it.
ſi

39?

Which being the main Scope, is more clearly intiﬂed
on in the
C/mp. and in the Viſion, C/mþ. xii,
xiii, and xiv. Therefore may they in part, be oſa

mixed Nature, as they ﬅand in Reſerence to this,
Scope.

,

6. IT is obſervable, That as in all the other
r. F err-'its Beg'lnning, Riſe, and Cloſe; it is
cleared before, to riſe aſter the breaking or' that little
Peace the Church enjoyed under Ca'yiantine, and to
cloſe at Antiehriﬅ's begun Fall, when he is brought
to a Hight, and .tlre Vials begin to be poured

out.

'\

changes of Periods, ſo in this, the overturning of

the viſible Church is compared to the overturning
of the World, and plaguing the Earth, Sea, Rivers,
Sun, Moon, (37.

There are three \V0r1d3 mention

ed, which ſucceſſively are deſuced by the three
principal Prophcſies oſ this Book, r. The Heathen

Soal. ' 2. To
it ſucceedeth
World,the itſixth
is overturned
together,
Cbap. the
vi.Chri-*
and-v ' i'
_ 2. IT is not only contemporary with, but hath under
.Reſpect unto, the Prophecy oſ the Beaﬅs, Chap. xiii.

and Chap; xi.- V'ﬅ 7. As alſo the Riſe and Cloſe of ſtian World, when Religion hath Liberty, and the
that Prophecy of the Beaﬅs, will fall under the ſame Countenance of the Roman Authority; This is
Times and Marches: 'Whereby it appcxtreth ( con deſaced ſucceſſively under the Trumpets, by' that ſ
ſidering alſo Cbap. vii. 1, EFCN and what was ſaid *Worlds declining to he Antichriltian, and by _ his '
there) they do moﬅ directly belong to the Church, getting-Authority and Power on his Side, and
bringing the Church vVVitneſles and Saints low.
and that in ſpiritual Triaks.
3. CoNsr
D e It, that
the ﬁfth
Trumpet
looketh
i dearly
to Antichriﬅ
and his
Diſcovery
openly,
as This Pop'iſh, or Antichriﬅian World, is deﬅroyed
under the Vials, in the ſume Expreſiions of Sm,

appcrireth by comparing ﬁrﬅ 4. Chap. ix. with
J/nſi 8. Chap. xlii." The ſame Perſons, and by the
ſame Mark, are keeped from the ſpiritual Hurt oſ
both; As alſo, that the ſixth Trurnpet bringeth the
Mahomet-ws upon the back of that, the Tin-t: being
raiſed as a vscourge for the Idolatry of the former,
which are the ﬁrtt two great Woes; and the ﬁrﬅ
ſour are leﬂer in compariſon of theſe. Now, this

Earth, &c.

All which State-s or theChurch in the

Empire, are compared to diﬀerent Worlds, and their
overturning or dcſacing, to the changing of the

Would, while' it-is only the Church,- or Religion in
the World, which ſuﬀereth Change.
. IF we will look to the Trumpets, as the .
E ects follow them, and to the -Vinls, and their

I'Lﬀects, There is a great Suitableneſs between them

Diſcovery oſAntichriﬅ, will be about the ſix h'un in all. The ﬁrſt'Trumpct is on the Earth, and
dred Year, or a little after: The ﬁrﬅ ſour then ſo is the ﬁrﬅ Vial poured out on it; theſecond
muﬅ preceed that Time, and continue the State of on the Sea; the third on the Rivers, *in.both;

the Church ſrom the three hundred or thereby .( where ſo the ſourth on the Sun. The ﬁfth Trumpet
out Antichriſt
his or
Throne,
li'th
the Sea] is cloſed) till that Time.
ct bringeth
Vial is poured
'out on as
the onSeat
Thronetheofthe
4. CONSlDER, that the main Driſt' is, to diſ
.cover that Dcſection of the viſible Church in declin

Beaſt;

the ſixth Trurnpet 'looſeth the ſour An

ing by steps from Pttrity in Doctrine and Simplicity gels at Euplmrtn, _tl1e'Vial drieth up that River:
,in VVorſnip, which endeth in Antichriﬅ's Hight; Whereby it appeircth, that God deﬅroyeth Anti
and alſoltonſrder it, as it is penal, every Step of their chriﬅ in that ſame Method he grew, and cleareth
Sinand Deſection being ( in God's righteous Judg rhis'Chtlrch, as ſhe was in ſeveral Steps darltned,
ment) penal, including in it ſome ſpiritual Plague, obſcured and troubled; that as Antichriﬅ brought
rand carrying alongit with it, or on the back oſ it,

ſome temporaljudgment'on the XVorld, and Exer

in a new counterſeit Church 0r=VVorld by De
grees, ov'erturning what was before, So ſhall he

>ciſe or Trial on the Godly, eſpecially under Anti-_ be deﬅ'roy'ed. ' And therefore, as the Deﬅruction of
Antichriﬅ and his W'orld, is clearly intended by
chritt.
,
5. CONSlDBR, that it doth not ſo much point the Vials; ſo' this World, which is overturned
.at Particulars, either oſ Things or Petxons, as to here, muﬅ be underﬅood oſ the viſible Church,

ſhew the general State of the Church i't theſe ſuc
cellive Times by wltitſotnever Inſtruments or Events
of all ſorts, having Inﬂuence on her declining, and
eſpecially as they m tlteway ſor Antichriﬅ's Growth,
by weakning; the Churzeh, or ſhaking the Lmpire:

on whoſe Ruins that Antichriﬅian World was

erected, ſeeing the Riſe of Antichritl: inſerreth the
dcſacing of the Church, and that by the ſit ne
steps, and in the ſame Method, as his Rain
followeth by theVinls.
Neither can there be

"

'
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any other Reaſon given of the accurate Reſem do not rincipally intend temporal Chan es on
blance which is between the Trumpets and Vials, Roman mpire, as the Object of theſe Mugtationsfiiiz
which yet cannot be thought to be without Rea as vindictive on them for their former Perſecutions
ſcn; NeitherWorld,
can there
overturning
Antichriﬅiaſin
till itbebean
built;
Nor canofitthe
be (tho' theſe ſpiritual Ills be ſet out in'Expreﬃon;
ſuiting temporal J-udgments, even as the Churches
thought to be builded, but under the Trumpets, to Diſputes with Hereticks, are ſet out by Figliting'
wit, after the Heatheniſh World is ﬅ and the and ſuch like) for, the Saints and wimeneserpeczzil

Chriﬅian built; yea, after the Chriﬅian

orld begin ly, ſuﬀer temporally here, when all the World other

neth to deca : All which fall under the Trumpets; wiſe rejo ceth, Chap. xi.

I'tremaineth then; that

the Objc is the Church-viſible; the Nature oſ them
yet ﬅill ore of them followeth upon the back of the is' ſ iritual principally ( as is ſaid before) with tempo.
For, two o thoſe Worlds cannot ﬅand together;

other, ſo as the overturring of the Heatheniſh ral xerciſes on the Church, and Judgmenta on the
World, ſupponeth Chriﬅianityr to ſucceed; and as Empire.
the deﬅroying of the Antichriﬅian World by the conceive
T H'E toOrder
and'Sum-of'
ts
be this.
The four the
ﬁrﬅTrum
Trumpgetstglsblhizg

Vials, ſuppoſeth Purity to ſucceed, So here the De
cay of the Chriﬅian World, ſuppoſeth the Anti comparatively with the other three following, are the
(hriſtian to ſucceed. All which, being put together, leſier Woes ) hold forth the Churches declining and"
I. It is clear, that the declining of the Church from weakning from under C'aﬅantinc (as was touched
Purity, and that the Riſe and Diſcovery of Anti before) about the three hundred andttwenty Year
chriﬅ, is the main Scope of theſe Trumpets. 2'. or thereabouts, when Antichriﬅ had hisworking un:
That we muﬅ expound Earl/2, ſl/Iountaim, Iﬄrrters, der Ground, till his Dlſmvery, which is in the ﬁfth

Sun, &c. to be ſomething in the Church, bearingan
Analogy to theſe Things in the World..
8. Y a 'r we ſay, Theſe Trumpets are not to be
ſo bounded, as if the ﬁrﬅ were contemporary with
Antichriﬅ's Diſcovery and ſenſible Riſe, which is in
the ſiſth; For, then there would be a great Void
in the Prophec , in paſſing over many conſiderable
Events in the hurch during the ſecond three hun
drcd Years, wherein Truth and Chriﬅ's Kingdom

Tru mpet, about thc Yea-p ﬁx- hundred and ſome odds
holden out in theſe Steps, at What was ſet u r;
in all theſe Trumpets, and in what Order?

By' what Means?

2.

3. With. what Succeſs and

Fruit P
1. of
ENEMlES'PUbHCki
ſetu rrthe averManoiismiilo
F
tion.
Chriﬅianity, wiythoutpsvhich
Chriﬅian, as, if Chriﬅ be by nature God ( if he was
Pbuſn That, in Oppoſition to driur) of the ſame

were much concerned, which we conceive could Eſlence with the Father, though a diﬀerent Perſon
not be omitted in this, Prophecy ; and yet no where which, who believed not, in the primitive Timesk

elſe can be thought to be ſet down 3. we are there was juﬅly accounted no Chriﬅiana This was don;
fore to look on them as they hold out the Churches b diſcovered and open H'ereticks, ſuch as driru'
ﬁrﬅ Storms after the World became Chriﬅian, and

andamur, Eutydm, Mﬅoriur, &e.

ﬅr'dring all oſ

whereby ſhe was exerciſed during the Time of An them at the Perſon and Natures of our Lord Jeſus
tichriﬅ's ſecret and unſeen working, who took Oc
caſion ſrom all. theſe to ﬁx himſelf;

This was a violent Storm, ﬅriking at the Foundati£

and by all on, and took away many Profeſſors of all ſorts yet

which, the World was by Degrees diſpoſed to re
ceive him,. who after the ﬁrﬅ four Trumpets, is
ſound to ﬅep out under the ﬁfth; and this we con
ceive to be the Reaſon why the ﬁrﬅ four Trumpets
are diﬅinguiſhed from the laﬅ three, which con
tain the Hiﬅory of Antichriﬅ after his. full Ma
nifeﬅation.
F R o M which conſiderations, we ſuppoſe it is
clear, 1. That theſe Trumpets denote the State of
the Church with ſome Order of Time.. There is
certainly Order in 'the three laﬅ Trumpets, in Re
ſpcct of themſelvcs,. and in Reſpectof theſe which
proceed; And therefore, it is not for the clearing

the Earth it ſelf ﬅood like a Rock, though TreZs on
it were burnt up.. All theſe. Hereſies were rejected
by the- Church, and condemned by the ﬁrﬅ ſour
famous general Councilst. The ﬁrﬅ whereof was.
conveened at Nice by Cwzﬂ'anﬁnt," 'about theYar

325. wherein was-condemned the Hereſy of Arius,
who denied the Godhead of-Jeſus Chriﬅ, or that he
was by nature God, as the Father was, though he
accounted him more than a Man, and ſo-diﬃzreth

from Pbm'nm.

The ſecond was at Cmﬅamimple,

by Gratia't and Tbeodaſurz. dam 380.. In this was
condemned the Hereſy of Macedrmiw, whordenied

the Perſonality of the holy Ghoﬅ, the third Perſon
bleﬂcd Trinity:. His Followers therefore

of them, to expound them of kinds of Hereſies in a of the

Confuſion, as agtecinglto any Time.

2. That they were called 'In/staym'oyetzizot,r i. e. ﬁghters againﬅ
the

Chap.8.
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the Spirit. The 'third 'was at Ep/zeﬅu, under Tim
doſiu: the ſecond, Anne 431.' It condemned Ng/Za
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4. I' the ſourth Trumpet, the Light is ſur
ther obſcuied, and the Beauty of pure Doctrine

rius, who made Chriﬅ to have Perſons as two in the Church darkned, the Scripture is vailed and

Natures. The fourth was at C/m/redm, under Mar keeped up, Ignorance foﬅered, Tradition is brought
tiamu, Jimo 451. This rejected the Doctrine of in place of Scripture, Will-Worſhip and Ceremo-'
Eutjrlm, who, in oppoſition to Neﬅorz'ur, attribut nies for the Practice of hol Duties, Us. Uſhet'cby
ed to Chriﬅ but one Nature, thus confounding his the glorious Light of the
oſpel and of the Church
Natures, as the former had divided his Perſon. In was darkned and grew dim, making way for Anti
the Computation of theſe Times, it is not to be chriﬅ's riſing, though it increaſe-i much more un
expected, that we can be ſo peremptory, there be der him, yet even then Men were more taken up
ing ſome little Diﬂerence amongﬅ Authors, accord with Monkiſhneſs, and theſe Toys, than with

inggto their various timing of Events, yet without Things which were more proﬁ'able, out of which
an material Prejudice to the Truth of the Hiﬅory. Darkneſs Antichriﬅ at laﬅ ﬅart up, and took it on
him, in the ﬁfth Trumpet: VVhereupon follow
T is is the ﬁrﬅ Trumpet.
2. T H I s Storm being by, diſcovered Enemies, eth Mahomet in the ſixth, as his and the Worlds
scourge, until the Vials make a Turn, and this

Satan cometh not ſo _, ood ſpeed 5 he aﬂayeth, next,
the corrupting of . overnmcnt, by removing of
which, he might have fair Acceſs to what he pleaſed
or intended to bring in afterward. To eﬀectuate
this, he inﬂameth the Church-men with Pride, and
from it, ſor Precedency, wakeneth Contention, ( as
once he did amongﬅ the Apoﬅles ) whereby the
Work of God was much retarded, and poor Souls

Hight of Antichriﬅ be brought down even as he
roſe; Which Series of the Vials, beginneth with the
ſeventh Trumpet..

T H Is Series agreeth well with the Types, and
alſo with the Truth of the Event in the Matter
of Fact, as afterward ſucceeded, and ſo the Church
is waﬅed, blaﬅed, and way made for Antichriﬅ by

ﬅumblcd, and the Ordinances of Chriﬅ _( eſpecially theſe ﬁrﬅ four; and therefore there can be no un
Govemment) corrupted. Who would ſee this,
may read Plgﬀtm Myﬅerv of Iniquity, about the
ſour hundred Year, and what dealing there was with
the Eq/i Church, and ſalſiſying of Votes of Synods,
as that of Nice, proven ſrom authentick Copies, for
that End, ſought and found'by the Fathers of zlſritk,

warrantableneſs in ſpeaking thus of them.

It agreeth

alſo well with the Scope, in ſhewing Antichriﬅ's

Rite by theſe Steps: Only, take that Advertiſement
which we gave on the Soals, That though there be
au Order in the Riſe of theſe Things one after
another, yet neither would we be peremptory in

may be ſeen, Cent. ſl/Lrgdtþurg; yea, alſo in Bare timing it, or aſcribing it to particular Evcnts, nor
m'tu. This prevaileth, the Mountain taketh Fire, yet think, that one endeth, or goeth away, when

and becometh low in its Grandure and ſpiritual

the other cometh g nay, they continue together, and

Weight and Credit, and a'll are infected with this, to do compleat the Churches darkning, asit was with
bemore about outward Pomp, than inward Power, the Diſpenſations under the seals; the ﬁrﬅ conti

about earth] Things, more than Spiritu-al. This is nued till the laﬅ, but had order in its riſing, ſo
here. And tho' ſomething of the latter Trumpet:
the ſecond rumpet.
3. T H a Devil, (having prevailed this much by might be working, even as ſoon as the former, and,
Church-men ) ſetteth on, next, to poiſon Fountains no doubt, the ﬁfth began to work ſoon, yet the
and Rivers which Men drink of and live upon; Trumpet looketh at ſuch a Thing in a Might, or
Doctrines were ſomewhat clear beſore, and Funda its Diſcovery, and ſo the ſecond was working under
ment-als were not eaſily overthrown, while Govern the ﬁrﬅ, but did not break out till the ﬁrﬅ was ſome
mcnt and Unity were in Force, Now he poiſoneth length proceeded.
'
W a come now particularly to the Angels ſound
ſound Doctrine in the Mouths of Miniﬅers, and
Free-will, Juﬅiﬁcation by good Works and exter ing. The ﬁrﬅ ſoundeth in this ſeventh Ver/r', VVhen:
nal Holineſs, Merit, Difpenſations, Pennances, Pur

we are to conſider, bcſide the founding, theſis three

gatory, Sacraments, opto o tmtum, eſpecially Tra
ditions, are brought in:
hereby the wholeſome
Word wascorrupted in many Plates of the World,
and its native Purity loft; and Inﬅruments 'were

Things, 1. The Judgment threatned, or the Sign
oſ it, Fire and Hail mingled with Blaod; a very
great Storm. 2. Its Objcct, the Earl/7. 3. The

Eﬅect, the [bird part gſ The: and all grim: Grdﬅ
made uſe of in this, who once ſeemed to ſhine in was burnt
. It is like, it alludeth to one
the Church, asPelagiuJ, Ot'igcn, &e. This is the of the Plagues of Egypt, whereby much Dr

third Trumpet.
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ſolation was wrou ht; here it ﬁgniﬁeth aſplritual' of the Son of God, as the 'Earth in the Pagaw
Storm, called Hai

partly, becauſe of its cold, blaﬅ

irg and terrible Nature, eſpecially in theſe Countries
it being the great, cauſe of Barrenneſs and Unfruit
fulneſs then ; partly,

World, Chap. vi. And in the Antichriﬅian World,

Chap. xvi. May and doth ſignify 'their Fouu'dations,
and what ſeemed moﬅ ﬅrong in them, and eﬂienti

cauſe of the hurtfulneſs of it t al

ſo it ſigniﬁeth that which Hereſie ( in general)
ﬂoweth from and carrieth with it, to wit, coldneſs
in practice of Religion towards God, and Aﬀection
towards others, making Men cold within, and bar

to them, when their Foundations were fhaken

they muﬅ fall; ſo here the Right Confeſſton of
Chriﬅ and pure Doctrine of Faith in him, is called

the Foundation or Rock on which: the Church is
builded, Mat. xvi., Or, Third] -, it may ſhew the

ren and unfruitſul without 5 but this Hail is more ſ reading of this Plague, or gore-T over the very

ace of the Church in reſpect' of its Extent, there
than an ordinary Blaﬅ and Storm, coming impetu
ouﬂy, though not la'ﬅing long. 2. There is Fire, being no part of the Earth free of it.
3. TH E burning up qf The: and: all green
in terrible Tempeﬅs,'they were mixed; andthis
ſigniﬁeth the Rent of Unity in Practice and Aﬀecti Graſi, holdeth forth, 1. The dreadful Eﬀects of
on by Contention and Pal lion, as the former the' this Judgment on eminent Proſeſibrs, ſome for
dcfacing ol Doctrine \by ſome terrible Error. So,. Gifts and Knowledge; ſome it may be for Grace;
Luke xii. 42. I ramcto ſi'vd. Ere on 'be Earth, and and withal, ſome eminent for Place and Authority,
fame; iii. It is ſaid= the Tongue is ſet on Fire and called Frm, as taler and ﬅronger than others: And
kindlethaothers. This Fire of Diviſion isa Compa upon all Graﬅ, as if an utter Barreneſs followedv
nion of Hereſy; and Hereſies do often- more Hurt it, and apleaſant Land wereturned to a burnt UP
To the Church by. their Contentions and Schiſms VVilderneſs, that nothing almoﬅ was free from the
than by' their Doctrines, it being the Rindling of Hurt of that Plague. 2. Yet it is limited, anda,
this Fire that in the Judgment of many denominat third Part but of Troesburnt up; many eminent
cth one an Heretick, which he would notbe by his Men are k'eeped free.
ſimple adhering toan Error, if nothing were ofthis,' , N o w, If we come to particular' Application of . '
As alſo' it is obſervable, that Hail, which is cold, it, it is done, I. (as ſomethink) in reſpect of tem_
hath Fire with it, like Epbmim Haſi vii. 8, who poral Jutlgments on the Empire; which in this
was like an unturned Cake, hot beneath, andrcold

Time followed by the Gut/25, l/andalr, &Ft. 2. As

Aﬀections above, theſe go'together, much Zeal in others think,_in reſpect of particular Hcreſies, to wit,
an erroncous Opinion and Heatþfor that, which is of the Ariam, Macedmmm, Ngﬅarlam, Pelagianr,
ever accompanied with Coldneſs in more fundamen &it. Or, 3. As others, in reſpect of Antichriﬅ's,.
tal Things; the.colder Men be in the one, the hot Riſe, as ſomething creept in , tending to his
er are they in the other, as the Phariſees were for bringtng forth in the Church by ſeveral Sreps.
' their own Traditions, zealous, but in God's Com

mands indifferent.

But 4. They may be generally applyed to the State

3, It is ming7ed with Blaod: of the Church in ſuch a Time under them all;

Which holdeth out the bloody Nature of Hereſy yet, (looking more eſpecially to ſome remarkand of thisv meaned here; which we think rather' abie
which and
we yet
think
becauſe with,.
it is
moﬅſſParticular,
comprehenſive,
notſafeﬅ,
inconſtﬅent
to be underﬅood of their putting faithful Oppoſers
to ſuﬀering for withﬅanding their Doctrine, than but agt'eeth beﬅ to the Scope, Series, and Order, and
their ſuﬀering for it: This alſo isa Fruitof their to the Eﬀect ) it ſheweth the declirting State of the
lier Spirit, that when Words prevail not, and their Church in reſpect of Time, which alſo hath its Ten
Fallhood is diſcovered, they run to. open Violence 5 dency to Antichriﬅ hightning. For, 1. Hereſy
and there is no Cruelty like this of Hereticks.
maketh way for him who ﬅill was ﬁſhing in troubled:
2. T H a Object of this judgment, is, the Earth. Waters; and Rome, by its Authority and outward
And 3. The Eﬀects, are, the burnir'zg up a third greatneſs, had too much Inﬂuence in theſe Debates,
as an Umpire amongﬅ diﬂſientients. za-The Eut
part qf Tin: and al! great Graﬅ.
.
pire'sſi-diminiſhing proved a taking him-out of the
I. B Y Earth, we. underﬅand,_..1. Either indeﬁ
nitely the.viſible Church, which is ſet upon and way, which' withheld, and ſo. made; ﬅill a more
deſaced in its moſLclear and. plainTrttths, Cbap._ open Door for his riſing, 2.. Tbgﬃliiz'i.
vii. 1. Or, a. Morevzeſpeciallyrthe Foundations of

Y. n 'two think ther-Arid"v Heriſygand what

it, ſuch Truths as are moﬅ" ſolidly to be believed, followed, accompaniedt and' depended on it, is eſpe
withoutwhich the Viſible Church cannot ﬅand, as cially holden forth by this ﬁrſſTrumpet : ' and
that, concerningthePerſon, Natures andOﬃces we accountthe MacedMia/z Hereſy a Branch of
the
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the ſame for theſe Reaſons, r. Becauſe this Change ﬁed that he is not of' the ſame, but of the like
and Danger of the Church by it, was ſo great, that Subﬅance or Eſſence ) was brought in. In which
it is not like other Storms would be mentioned z; and two Words though there be little Diﬀerence in
this paﬅ in silence 5 and no other Place can be aſ Letters, yet much in Subﬅance, ncerning which
ſrgned ſo pertinent for it. a. It agreeth and ſuiteth there was much Debatein theſe ays, After Md'
well with the Series and Time of this Storm, which miemiu: aroſe, a third Word_was brought in by'

is the ﬁrﬅ after that Calm. the Church had in Con

his Followers in the place of both, to wit, main,

_ whereby he would neither call' Chriﬅ or' the ſame
3', T are Nature of it'- agreeth' with it, r. It Subſtance and Eſſence with the Father, as the'
was vioient,- and that againﬅ the moﬅ ſubﬅantial' Orthodox did z nor of the like Subﬅance or 'Eſience

ﬅanti'u's Time-a

_

-

-_

and fundamcntal Points of Religion, to wit, the

to the Fatherrnsthe ſician: did (who did there

Godhead of Chriﬅ and of the holy Ghoﬅ, without fore in that Synod of Syrmium condemn' Pbatimzr
which, there can be no Chriﬅianity, this being the ſor aiierting Chriﬅ to be a- meen Man- and not
Rock upon which the Chriﬅian Church is built, God, as they did Oſitw Rzr aﬂerting? him_to be'
zWat. xvi. And there was never more Fire nor God coeeſiential with the' Father) but limply to'
Blood in a Storm; the Church was undone with be like the Father, without mentioning either the
Contention, ſo that no general Synod ( even that Unit'y or likeneſs of his Eﬂence
6. M-A N Y eminently godly Men were out ofv
ofNirc ) could remove it, but they burﬅ outmore;
and Cnﬄantirrc's ſad- Regrates and ſerious Expoﬅu Inﬁrmity at laﬅ ( by the Violence-of Perſecut-ion )*
lations with Biſhops becauſe of this, and the many- brought to ſubſcribe to their way, and to condemn

contrary Synods (ſome whereof lided-with Arius ) ' Athanaſiur, as did Liber-in: Biſhop of Rome, and the
foreſaid Oſſa! Biſhop of_ Corduba, &Ft. who long

oonﬁrm it.

4. M-U c H- Blood and Perſecution followed had ſuﬀered ſor the Truth< and afterward came:
thereupon by Corylantiur, ſ'alem, and other A'rian to the acknowledgementxof it.Emperors and Govemors ( beﬁde what was coin
7.-TH ts Storm,-and the Deſection under it,
mitted by the I'rmda/r in Ilﬂitk) than which was became ſo univerſal, that almoﬅ ali the World was
there never Perſecution- more cruel and barbarous.ſi become dritm, that it became a 'Proverb,'- Dim
ſactuspen:
tﬅ zlriamc:
3 and j'erom
ſaith in
ChroEÞ'ſi
.'5. T 1-1 r-: R a were not only many, but exceed mundus
nitis, cmn's
ma orbſEu/eſiar,
'mnine
parrs
ing eminent Men, both civil and eccleſiaﬅick, led
away with that Error; ſundry' Emperors, as Can Regis, Ariminum mrſertr'a polluuntur. 7
ſiantim, I/altm, before named ; many Kings oſ the' 8.\ T H n N brake in the barbarous Nations, Gut/r:
Gar/2: and [ſand/11', were Favourers of it;

many and Ver/dais; and the Religon they had was Adam,

Biſhops of great Note in the Church, did propogate both in Kings of Italy and dſrt'c/P, though ſome
it; yea, ſometimee- whole Synods of many hun of them. were- more civil-to the Church than o--'
dreds, did eﬅabiiſh it, and condemn-the Truth, and thers.
the Defendcrs thereof as that Synod at ﬁr', Amu ' 9. T H'ts- contributed much to the riſing of
336. did condemn zltlmrmſiur under Pretext of Rome, 1. Many diﬅreſſed Men, as Athrmaſius and"
Turbulc-ncy,. L'lurder and Adultcry. A Synod at others, becauſe that Church was long pure and
Jritiocb, Amid. 337. depoſed Erylac/afur the Biſhop in Authority ( when others were infected and leſs
thereoſ, under the like Pretexts. Such was the able to Help ) made Adreſs to it, to implore
Council'of Millan, Am'o- 354. ( at which it is their Help for vindicating them, and the' truth
written, that Can/In'ti'ze being now aged, was pre they maintained, by owning it and' interpoſing
ſent )which did condemn many worth Men be for it; alſo Hereticlts when theyv were condem
cauſe they would not ſubſcribe to the Londemnati ned, appealed to=Rmn-,.-to' draw- them' on their '
on of Atbdrmﬁus, ſuch were Hilarius, ()ﬁur, Pau

Side, as E'IULþIJ,-DMl(IſllJ,-\ and ſundry others in'

Iimu, Es'r..Another was at Syr'mirl, where O/ius was Aſrirk which the Biſhop-of- Ram: made uſe of'
whipped till. he did ſubſcribe. The great Council, to incronch on others.- 2.' Someacts of Synods '
(for Numberubeingaccountedxooo Biſhops ) met were made-to prevent imjuﬅi Oþpreﬃon of honeﬅ '
at Afiminm"and Szleuriumﬃdid- at laﬅ eﬅabhſh. Men from' corrupt Biſhops which abounded in
this Doctrine, and Decree that the Word ct'omauſiai
the Eaﬅ, during the Intervals of Synods, where
( whereby Chriﬅ is ſigniﬁed to be God, of the by too grcat Weight of hearing Diﬀerences for
ſame Eſſence with the Father) ſhould be laid that Time was drawn from the Ea/I tothe H/eﬅ,
aﬁdq and the Word ominſſor ( wherebyis ſiguip
ast
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as being more free of that Corruption, which was Error, Hereſre, Diviſion and contention letten looſe i
Hoſizn Overture in the Council of Sardira, Anne on a Church z it is terrible as Fire, Hail and Blood,

347. which was occaſioned from the overſpreading
of A'iam'ſm in the Eaﬅ, even after the Councilof
Nice: From all this Rome took much advantage.
3. By the Emperors too much liberty, they grew
to Pride; and by the diminiſhing of the Emperor:
Authority in the VZ/I the Bifhops of Rome grew:
So that what Pride, Covetouſneſs and Uſurpation
this Age brought forth in them, may be ſeen at
large' in Plgﬃtw Myﬅery, pag. 4. 44. Center.
Magdeburg. Cent. 4. by all which they did wind
themſelves ſomeway in tobe Umpiresor Arbitators

and terrible in the Eﬀects, a third part of the Trees

and Graſs are burnt up: Few believe this; yet
theſe Plagues are leſs terrible to Bodies than Error
and the Eﬀects of it are to Souls. 2. See the Nature
of Hereſie,

r. It is violent, cooling Love, and ob

ﬅructting Practice, whereby the Soul is kept in Life,
but m Contentions for it ſelf and things belonging
to it ſelf, ﬁery, bloody and cruel.

The ﬁrﬅ word

looketh at the impurity of the Doctrine, ﬅricking at
the very Foundation, Hail.

The ſecond Word Fire

looketh at the breaking of Unity.

The third Vl/ord

of diﬀerences in other Churches, which afterward Blood, looketh at _the deﬅroying of Lives; ſuch
they drew to a Debt and obligation on them. were the falſe Teachers of old, ſuch were they in

4. At that time he being deſired, did interpoſe Chriﬅ's time and after his time. 2. It ſpreadeth on
brotherly by his Commiﬂioners with other Biſhops many for Number, on great Men and good Men
and Churchesz Which being for a Cauſe, upon ſometime for quality, all green Graſs and a third
the Matter, good, and from an eminent Biſhop, partyr the Trees. Who would have thought ſo
had much weight with it, and was much eﬅeemed, many famous able Men would have been carried a
and regarded, though not as Authoritative, which way ,with it, that (as we ſaid before) it became a
his Succeſi'ors abuſed in after times. So then the Proverb, the Mrld is became dria'r ; many Biſhops
churches Eﬅate betwixt the 300. and 400. Years and Synods, many eminent in parts, partly through
and thereabout,will be found,asit is here foretold to be. Terror, partly through Weakneſs, came to verbal
Inwardly the Church, undone by Hereticks, Here Acknowledgement of the Error, and to condemn
ſies, Contentions, backed with pretended Authority ſome honeﬅ Men that ſpoke ſor the Truth? This
Civil and Eccleﬁaﬅick. The Biſhops of Rome ſhould make us be watchful and humble: Would
working their Supremac in all theſe troubles, and any think that the God-had of Chriﬅ or of the
he taking Occaſion to in inuate himſelf as Moderator

holy Ghoﬅ ſhould be denyed? and yet this is of

among them, though yet under Ground, and that late revived: ,For, the Sm'trian Error is the ſame
but on the Earth and low. Doctrine began even in ſubﬅance, and hath many followers. 3. Many
then to be in many things corrupted by ſpecial Men Trees ate ſpared, partly as a Teﬅimony againﬅ
in the Church, eſpecially concerning free-will, Ce others, partly to give themſelves time to repent,
remonies &it. By which may be gathcred, what they are not taken away altogether. Let us arm a
great Storm this was, and how anſwerable to this watchful,
gainﬅ ſuch a storm , and become more w any and
Type; ſo thatits eaſily applyed to it. Obſerve.
r, I N general, whata terrible Thing itis to have

LECTuRE

Ill.

Verſe 8. And the ﬅand zltrgelſounjed, and a: it were a great Mu'rtain burning wit/2 Fire, was aﬅ
into the Sea ; and tbe third part qf the Sea became Blaod :
9. And [be tþjrd part pſ the Creat'ajer whirl; were in tlze Sea, and bad life, died 3 and t/Je ebb-riper: y'
the Sbrþr were deﬅroyed.
E may remember what we began to ſpeak pouring out of' the Vials came to demollſh his
of this Propheﬁe of the Trumpets, we Kingdom.
told you that in them was contained the
T r-t I Propheſie of theſe Trumpets, divided in
Hiﬅory of the Church from the inter* ſmaller and greater Woes, the Laﬅ threeis being
ſhe
rupting oſ the peace that it enjoyed under greateﬅ.
Ca'zﬅantine tillAntichriﬅ was at his hight andGod by
T H n ﬁrﬅ four do continue the Hiﬅory of the
Church
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Church from the Peace it injoyed under the ſixth poſition of that Monarchy which then oppreſied
Sea] unto the difcovery of Antichriﬅ upon. his Seat them; Yer. li. 25.- Babylan is called a deﬅroyed'
Muntain, and a- Mountain that ſhall be made o
and Throne.
Y a heard, in the former Trumpet, how hard: burnt Adown-'in :l So by' Mrmtaz'n here we under
the Condition of the Chriﬅian Church was, and by ﬅand eminent Men in' the Church and her Authon'u
what Means it was weakened. Þ. By outward in ty, or theſe placed in'- Authority in her, who by
breaking of cruel barbarous Nations, mercileſs Enev their place are eminent above othersz- it being thev
mies, to the deſacing of it. 2.- By Enemies from: Church here that eſpecially is ſpoken of, this Mun
within, ſuch as Jriam, Mtedoniam, Nk/foriam, tain muﬅ be their Judicatories and' theſe in power.
and alſo sibi/matick, asLucifm'am, Nwatianr', ſin Therefore the Diſciples, and in them Miniﬅers, are
denaﬂtc. that would not- keep Unity, as the fon ſaid to be as a City ſet' on a dlauntain, or Hi1/,-,
mcr would not keep Purity.- 3. By corrupting of Matth. v. Theſe being Mountains for eminency
the Doctrine, many unſafe and unſound Doctrines in the Church,-as civil Governors, or Governments

attended with pernicious Practices, were creeping in
amongﬅ famous Men in the Church. 4. It was
alſo weakned b Contentions and Ambitionamongﬅ
Biſhops and Miniﬅers for their procedency: Out
of all which, Satan's Deſign of raiſing Ram', and

are in the State.- 2. This Mountain is ſaid to be
burning; which we conceive to be kindled with
Pride, and Contention ﬂowing. thcreſnom, as Chriﬅa

ſaith, he came to ſend Fire on the Earth, and it
was already kindled, which' is to be expounded
bringing in Antichriﬅ, was working, and-took root Variances amongﬅ theſe in' neareﬅ Relations: So
ing, ſpringing and ſpreading it- ſelf more and more' alſo Fire, it is taken for Contention in j'at/mm's
till it came to the HighL- We ﬅmll ſay no more Parable, Judg. ix. compare Kvﬅ 20. with ﬁrﬅ 23.
of the ﬁrﬅ Tmmpet, but proceed to the-reﬅ.
which is the more clear here, that it followeth upon
T H-l s ſecond Trumpet advaneeth and carrieth' the former Trumpetz. as taking. Fine from it,
on the ſame Scope: And if any ask why theſe and- it (eemeth to be the Church-Govemors- that
Trumpets blow not together,=and yet one ſucecd were kindled; by it.. This Fire having kindled
eth another? I anſwer, there is ſome intm'm, to within their Bowels, breaketh _out and i'tfecteth
ſee how the former may work; and if any will-re others and ſpl'eadeth this Diviſion under this Trum
pent, God taketh that time of Triah-

2.. When it

pet at the back of the former Hereﬁe and ſad State

worketh not, a greater'- cometh, then he plagueth which the Church was in, having to do not only
ſeventimes more . There are degrees even-ofſpiritual with open- Hereticks, but: with. Pride" and CanJudgments, Ram. i, When- Alarms worlt- not, there tention amongﬅ Church-men themſelves, whereby
exceedingly the-Church was wronged, and way war
are worſe coming.
F on. opening the meaning of this ſad Judgment', made for the in-bringingv of more Corruptionand An-'
we muﬅ- conſider in it theſe three-things, r. The tichriﬅ's riſing.
mean made: uſe of, or the riſe of the judgment, it:
2.. T H z object', it' is caﬅ'into tb': SZa, r. By"
was as a-Mo'muin- burning.- 2.. Its object, it is the Sea, in Scripture' among the Ptophets, is uncaﬅ into the Sea. 3.. The Eﬀects that follow upon derﬅood a numerous People, as; taſit ons-many"
it, the Mter: betamrB/oad, and- many. Sbtþs are Mtm, Rev. xvii; 15.. By! this: then we are to
deﬅroyed. Gcnerally, it ſheweth that this judgment underﬅand,- that though this Infection- began 3extended-further than-the former, IL-The former' mong the Church-Men,-. yet? was it: caﬅ in the?
was on the Land only ;> this. taketh intheSean 2.. Sea, that is, ſpread* far oﬀ? amongﬅ? the People.
It altereth quite the Nature of theſe-Seas; the former So it, was in this timer and ſo- it uſeth-rto be.
deﬅroyed but Trees andGraſs that were growing, 2. By' Sea, is underﬅood: in Scripturev Nationsi

This is more infectious..

beyond Seas z-

ofton theweﬅ part of the World,

1. Irr. is ſaid, as it 'tom agree: Mmtain, to becauſe theyv were by the Sea divicled from J'udm,

ſhew it was ſomething ﬁguratively to be underﬅood as by the Earth or Land is underﬅood the'
and not properly, like a Hill, ſuch as Line in Sicily, Eaﬅ part,- Iſhr'ab lx. 5; &e. And- thus it may'
or Hnla in Iﬅand,are,.which.burnethwithin-it ſelf, well here look to- Rome, dſrirk and theNVeﬅr
which this storm: mainly did fall, as
andB diſſolveth
it ſelf.in.Seripture,*-are underﬅood ﬁſſ- upon
Y Adauntainr
the ﬁrﬅ did fall on- the Church in- the Eaﬅ
guratively Powers or Authorities, Zech. iv. 7. chieﬂy, which was called the Earth, 3. By Sea,
Wbo art than, Ogreat Muntain? before Zeruþrzr in this Prophelie, is underﬅood the Ordinances,
be] 'bout/ball become a Plain. Hemeaneththozop in- Diſcipline,. Worſhip,. and: Government of the
Churkſilbv
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Church, and exertiſes'of Religion, becauſe in theſe, are deﬅroyed,ſimplicity ot W'orſhip corrupted with
and by theſe, Chriﬅians in this World of 'the Church
do converſe together, traihck one with another,
communicate one with another, as Men do by deas
and Ships, who otherways are at a diﬅance. So,
(C/mþ. xviii. ) in the Antichr'iﬅian VVQſid, their

.Cercmonies and Traditions, and all Church-Men,

almoﬅ, who trade in theſe Ships, are undone and

deﬅroyed rwith rLhis .A-mbitionzjor, Blaod ſigniﬁeth

an Death, evenvſpiriuial Death. .Ezek. iii. 18. His
Band will [regular ﬀdþn, &as. Which in his ſpi
.-Church-Men are compared to Men in _Ships, or Mer -ritual killing of them; and here we are to under
chants, who (amongﬅ other things) trade for ﬅand their being killed with telf-ſeeking and Pride,
Mens Souls, which can be meaned of nolother but and/8 to be dead while they were alive, I Tim. V. 6.
'their Church-Men, Firſt _15. and thtirugotng about and deadly to others alſo. In ſum then, by the
their Superſiitions, is compared to [reading in bhtps ſecond Trumpet weare to underﬅand the Corrupti
and Seas.- Fwhcieby it would appear, that here e on of the Government and Governours, who high
ſpecially a Stortn_ upon _Ordtnanccs, Woiſhtp and tning their places beyond Chriſt's Order, and exer
Deſcipline, is ſipnihed, as in the lormernthe Doctrine ciiing that Power, not ſor Ediſication, but for De

tWZS let upon; yet Diſciphne and Louncils were ﬅruction (contrary to its Nature ) in ﬁery Con
.in ſome vigour, both having. ſome Authorttytrom

tentions ﬂowing from their Bride and Ambition, by

without by Ccmﬅantim, Unrty and. Reipect from which the eminency of the Church in that reſpect
within, as at Nice', ſoundneſs and ſolidity in pro was diſſolved in its Authority, and become low
,ceeding; but in the ſucwding Ages, all was chang ( as a Mountain doth which is conſumed b Fire
ed. Firﬅ, Emperors became Ariam, Councils from within ) whereby many dreadful hﬀects
became heterodox, Unity> was broken, partly by tending both to the wronging of the Ordinanccs of
Schiſms amongﬅ themſelves, partly by the Pe/agmm Jeſus Chriﬅ, and exceeding hurtful to all the Mem
and Da'ratiﬅr, which at this time came toa Hight: hers of the Church who (lived under them, were
Separation from Churches, ﬂowing from Pride under brought to paſs and ſo the Church-.s Life ( as it
the pretext of the unholineſs or the Churches Mem were ) brought into greater Hazard, than under
bers, began and continued long, troubhng eſpecially .open Hereticks.
_ -*
.
.the weﬅ part of the World, which 'formerly was
Fo R Application of this, 'we will lind it fuit
free, and Inventions
the preaching
the Word
with well with the Contentions that. followed on the
vhumane
.byofMen
who was
wererouted
notHlere

Coun'cil of Nice, and then burﬅ out amongﬅ
ticks,

the Government of the . Church ipoticd, Church_Men, exceeding hurtfuily unto the Church:

broken, drilolved and burnt z Prtdecontumeth all .Ftox _clearing whereof, me may d>ſerve theſe things
and maketh it co'ntemptible. So it ts'ſard of Ba from the Hiﬅory of that time, .t. Diviſions and

bylon, Jci'. xxi. .25. [will make t/Jn a burnt illum
rain, when the Diſſolution of her Autbortty is pro

CQn-tentions abounded, as. is clear from the many
complaints of Emperors and Fathers, eſpecially

pheﬁed of.
_ '
_
_
i Gugoxzius Naz. Who therefore tuoka prejudice at
3. 'F i-L e eﬀects of this Mountatns caﬅmg 'in Councils, becauſe ſo much contention followed that
.the Sea, recorded here, are two, the one the Lﬂect ot'Nire.

.

iof the other, 1. The Mter: are turned mto B/a'd,
A s alſo by the many contrary Synods and Con
ſhewing they were corrupted; that being the great teſts for preccdency in them among Church-Men,
Evidence of Corruption in them, alluding to the who continued till the Biſhop of Rome carried a
- . Plague of Egypt, Exodwii. 19. which ſheweth, that .way the Title of univerſal Bil/asp, as will apv
by that foregoing Rent, Diſcipline was weakened, pear more under the fifth 'l'rumpcn 2. The
LOrdinances corrupted, and the Nature of them alter time of theſe Contcntions will _agree to this;
ed; they were before uſeful, now they are hurtful, for this Fire of Pride was kindled and the Foundati
as being abuſed by this ﬁery Mountams falling into on laid for carrying on theſe Conteﬅs to that
them. So the Synods, Counctls and Miniﬅry in High: from the former Hercſie; ſome Acts were
many places became ſuch as were rathtr for De made, whereby ſome Biſhops, eſpecially they of
ſtruction than Ediﬁcation, and Churches were Rent Ramt, were preferred to others, becauſe they were
and

divided,

and _ﬅumhlings

laid .bet'ore poor more free of that Infcction, and were more able

People, whereby the ſecond Lﬀect followed, that is, to help the Truth and theſe who were perſccut
as in W'atcrs turned to B'ood, Fiſhes cannot live, ed for it in the L'ryl, as particularly that ſeventh
ſo by theſe Errors in Doctrine and VVorihtp Canon at Sir/aim, overturned by Q/Ftrr for that
(which both now continue together) poor douls end, front which Rome' took adrantage aftcrwarj.

,

3. In
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3. In theſe Councils upon this Occaſion the pre
cedency of ſome Seas was eﬅabliſhed, and a Foun
dation of the Ec'leﬁaﬅick Hierarchy was laid. Firﬅ,
The Council of Nice appointed four Patriarchs, at

jﬂaxandria in Egpr, at ſi'itiorb in Aſia, at 7011
ſaIem in Syria, at Rome in the WZ/l, over all Me

trapolitans, who yet were independently of equal
Authority within their own Bounds, as is clear,
Can. vi. Serandly, After that Ram: was preferred
in order to the reﬅ, and Cnﬃa'itinopk made ſecond,
not by any Dignity of theſe Seas, but becauſe they
were the Seats of the imperial Authority, as ap
peareth from Can. 3. of the ſemnd Council at
Catg'i'anti'zaplt, conﬁrmed, Can. 28. of the Council

at Choice-don, and the 36. Can. of the Council at
77-11105, where Carſſantinap/e is made ſecond to
to Rome, becauſe it was new Rome, and had the

40,

Nice; ſome pretended Acts whereof, their Com
miﬃoner Fury-'inns produced, wherein it was alledged
to be decreed that a Biſhop in any place might
appeal to the Biſhop of Rome. 4.. It is obſervable ,
that theſe Fathers acknowledged no ſuch act, nei
ther was there any ſuch ſound amongﬅ the Canons
of the Conncil at Nice which an

of them had ſeen,

and therefore did ſuſpect the eſign of the Roman
Biſhop, as aiming to ﬅretch his Power too far ;
whereupon they directed Meſiengers to the Biſhop:
of datiocb, Co'g/Imrti'wple, and Alexandria, for ob-.

taining authentick and unliiſpected Copies of the Can
ons of the ſaid Council, which afterward they re
ceived from Cyrillus Biſhop of Alexandria, and
zfttimr Biſhop of Caryiantinople, without any ſuch
acts in them for Ram: Authority as was allcdged.
I T is true, this Supremacy was not pleaded from
any divine Inﬅitution (which at that time they
did pretend unto ) but only upon Eccleſiaﬅick

ſame civil priviledges with old Rome, which ſhew
eth the Reaſon why both theſe Seas was preferred,
was built meerly upon civil Privileges, which alſo Conﬅitution; it is true alſo that whatever Privi
Baſſmm upon the foreſaid Canons conﬁrmeth ledges Ram: claimed by Corylantiner donation, or
any Canons of the Council of Mr: and Sar
ſrom Tuſiiniam Laws, Not/'I 130. 4. Rome took a'ica,
are alſo attributed unto Carzﬅamrct'laþle
much Occaſion to plead its Supremacy, partly from

theſe Conﬅitutions, partly from the Practice of
Men who ﬅill endeavonred to have that Biſhop
on their ﬁde as a great help to their Party, and
therefore ﬂed to it ſor ſuccour whether they main
tained Truth or Error;

by the Counſels of Co'yi'antimple and C/zalre
don, whereby its Authority and Priviledges are e
very way equal to Rome in things Ecclcſiaſiick, as
it was equal to it in civil Things by the Emperor:

partly, from this, that Laws;

their interpoſing had great weight with others upon
the former conſiderations, which they endeavou
red afterward to impoſe upon other Churches as
of due belonging to them, and therefore ﬁrﬅ op
poſed that act whereby Corſſantinoþl: was equal
to them, and afterward pleaded for appeal unto
themſelves from the Churches of the Eaﬅ and in
Aft-lick, as appeareth by their Letters to the Council
of datiorb, and their propoﬁtions made in the Coun
cil of Cbalcedon, bnt more eſpecially by their Am
baﬂ'ages and Letters to the Council of Carthage,

ſo that appeals were as warrantable to

Conﬅantinapla as to Ram: (as BaZ/'aman alſo upon
the former

Councils alledgeth:

And

therefore

ſheweth the Ptiviledges of Corﬄantinople and its
Biſhop out of the gift of Cmylarztim, as it is called,
to the Biſhops of Rome. ) 3. It is alſo clear, that
there was no juﬅ Ground, even from Eccleſiaﬅick
Conﬅitutions, for that which was pretended, and

that theſe Fathers foreſaid did neither Credit the
Biſhop of Rome in aſierting his own Authority,
nor yet cede to him in the laﬅ Meaſure when

they had evidenced his Alledgeance to be falſe; but,
on the contrary, maintained their own Authority
where theſe things are obſervable,
r. T H A 'r one zlþiariur, Biſhop of Sita, juﬅly to be Independcnt of him, and therefore do enact

cenſured by a former Council at Carthage, did ap
peal to the Biſhop. of Rome. 2. Three Biſhops
of Rome, Zaſimur, Ben/"fare, Celtﬅitmr, one after
another, did ſo far own that Appeal, as to admit
the ſentenced Perſon to their Communion, and to

ſend Fauﬅinur and others their Ambaﬂadors to the

that from thenceforth none of their number ſhould
appeal beyond Sea, ( ta wit, to Rome) Can. 3r.
and that none ſhould cite another of their Num
ber thither, Can. 126. under pain of Excommuni
cation; and did write back to Ball/fare, and after
to Caſe/fir: ( Za/imu: being dead e're the anſwer
from Egypt returned) cxpo'ﬅulating witht'hem ſor
the matring them in the exerciſe of their due Autho
rity, and plead-ing that none, cenſhred by them,
ſhould be heard by him, or? received into com

ſixth Council of Garrbagi ( where were conveened
217. Biſhops, among which was dage/fine, and
Aurelius Biſhop of Carthage, who preceeded, and is
called Pope by Baſſzman ) deliring the ſormer
sentence to be repealed. 3. They grounded their munion with him; and did- alſo reſ-Jſe to looſe
interpoſing in theſe-matters upon the Council roſ the sentence of the ſortiſaid Jþir/riw (whereupon
' t' f
he
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he afterward left his Dependency on the Biſhop of ſet on an Hill, Mart/1. v. The Church is'a Moon.
Rome, and ſubmitted to his own Synod) I ſay, tain that is eminent, and Church-Governors are
tho' theſe Things be true, and it might be thought, eminent above others; and therefore liable to mani
that the Supremacy ot Rome had no great Advantage feﬅ Temptations, being about the moﬅ eminent
from them; yet from this we may ſee, that Church Things, the Devil ſetteth on them moﬅ, knowing
Authorit was abuſed by the Pride of Church-men, what Advantage he hath when he hath gained
even at t at Time; and that, upon the Occaſion of Ground among them, and Chriﬅ had to do even
the former Hereſy, Grounds were laid, from which with his Diſciples in this, Mattb. xviiL-I/nﬅ 20.
the Biſhops of Rome drew Encouragements to proſe 4.. It is a great Plague and Judgment, and bringeth
cute their Supremacy, and upon which they conti great Hurt- to the Church: When this Fire of Pride
nued to build it up, till 'it came to its Hight;

For, and contention entreth and kindleth among the Of
ﬁcers of. the Church, it ſpſeadeth,- marrotlr and cor
rupteth all; is is the Riſe of much Iil, and abu

ﬂill there were Debates about it, eſpecially between
them and the Biſhop of Coryiantinople, ( who, in the
Emperor Mauritr'ur his Time, aſſumed ﬁrﬅ to him
ſelf the Title of Univerſal Bi/bop and Precedency be
yond Rome, becauſe then the Emperor lived at Com
ﬅanti'wp/t ) until Antic-hriﬅ was diſcovered. By

ſing of the Power that God hath given: Dia
trepbes, loving the Preeminency, put all in Con
fuſion ; it began ſoon in Ya/m's Days, third Epiﬅle
of John ; and it is oppoſed to. the receiving of the

which we may ſee, how hurtful that Contention Goſpel, and accounting of the Apoﬅles. This is"
was to the Church, and how ſar it contributed in the no Matter of laughing to you,.however ye lock
Event of it for the advancing of Antichriﬅ, which is upon it as if ye were not concerned; no,

it is

the main Plague intended in theſe Trumpets, and, your Plague,.as. if a ﬁery Mountainwere rumbled

therefore not unfuitably taken in under this ſecond
Trumpet, as being agreeable with the Scope, Type,
Time, and other Reaſons alledgcd in the Application
of the former Trumpen.
Olgſhrw, r..WHAT an evil Thing Pride is, eſpe:
cially when it entreth among Church-men: O how

over on you. This ſhould make us all reſpect
Unity and Peace in the Church, and watch againﬅ
Pride. and Contention that marreth it.. 5. There
are four Ills- in thisText that follow on Pride
and contention among Church-men,

I. It weak

neth and bringeth down Church-Authority; when

evil a Thing is it l it is the inlet of all Confuſion, it this Mountain taketh Fire, it falleth.. 2. It-ſpread
openeth a Door to it and every evil Work, and hath eth, infecteth, and kindleth others, it goeth among

a ſpecial hand in overturning of whatſoever is beauti the People, I am if Paul, and 1 amtﬀApollos, and,
ful in a Church, Yamesiii. 14, 16.. Therefore it is they become carnal and factious, t Carui. 12. and.
no wonder Satan ſeek to deﬅroy Government and iii. l, 2. andvthe Life of Religion is eaten out
Unity, when he would deﬅroy a Church; and no amongﬅ them, ſeeing from the Prieﬅs Profaneneſs '
wonder Chriﬅ ſo much commend Humility and Uni ſpreadeth through the whole Land, Y'r. xxiii. and'
ty to his Followers. 2. The more eminent Folks ſo do Pride and contention; kindle the oﬃcers, and.
be in Place or Power, they are the ſooner kindled the whole Church will bein a-F-ire. If we looked.
with the Fire of Pride; the higher Mens Places be, on it rightly, we would think the Riſe of Conten
they are the readier to grow proud 5, Mountains tion at terrible Plague, and People would beware
ſooner than Valleys, Men of Gifts ſooner than others,

of adding Fewel to this Fire, and labour by all. _

they have Fewel to this Fire that others do want,. Means to quench it ;. becauſe it is hard to. know.
and are more obnoxious to Blaﬅs 5 partly, the Things, where it may end.. 3. It Corrupteth all,-Fir , The
being excellent they have in their Hand; and partly,. Doctrine; Scamdly,J The Practice; Tbirdy, Diſ- >

they being eminently-and highly planted, Pride hath cipline. and Order, and then comethuconfuſionv'
the more Matter to work upon, and Satan hath_the and every evil Worſc. 4. Many are ﬅumbled and.
readier Acceſs, and Occaſion to blow them up; it IS ſpiritually ﬂain when theſe Waters become Blood;"
a rare Thing to be eminent and humble; to be. ſo that corrupting of Government and Governors,
great and in Rroſperit , and yet to be lowly; Proſpet is-no ſmall Judgment,.,whereby we may know why 4
rity and Gifts are a nate to many; it. had been Ad Satan aimetht'o much atlthis, and why we oughtto .
.
vantageto many they had never-had them, conſider be the more watchful againﬅ it..
the Church,*c
ing how they havebeenabuſed by their Pride and. 6. T tus Plague, orastroakp-on
_ .
other Corruptions. 3. Prideis eſpecially incident to zdoth often accompany a Spirit of Error and De
Church-men: Which might be cleared both-'in fection,- partly ſucceeding' it, partly going before
the Old atte New Teﬅamenn They are as Cities it, either cauſally inferrednor at leaﬅ occaſioned,
or.
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orjrhGodTs righteous judgment try'ﬅed withxit, cipline and Covernrnent is ſo weakned, there had
that the Trial may have the greater Extent and need to be the more Watchfulneſs and Dcpendency

Eﬃcacy to diſcover many Hypocrites and rotten on God to be helped and ſuﬅained by him, when
Profeſiors.

Tremble to think on

it, and adore outward Means are not ſo -frcquent, nor in ſuch

God's holy Juﬅice in the Meaſure it is met out to Vigour as they wont to be.
usin our Time; when the outward Mean of Diſ

\

1

LECTUREIV
Verſe Io.

And the 'bird Angel founded, and rim-t fell a great Star from Heav'n burning,

a: it were a Lamp, and it fell upon the tbir'd part gf 'be Rivm',

and upon

t/zc

Faumuim

of

When:
Ir. And the name yf the Star is called ſVormu/oad, and the tbirdpdrt gf tb' Mter: blame ſſſaz-MWM,
and many Mr: died gf the Mter-s, þmzuﬅ they were made bitter.

=

H'E Church being before dcfaced by groſs ſweet and refreſhing, as uſeſul and neceſſary 'to ſpi.
Hereticlts and Errors, and kindled within ritual Life, as YVaters are to the bodily; and as
by Pride and contention: For, the Go having that Uſe in the religious. World, ( which
vernment amongﬅ its Governors, is now this is) which Waters have in the natural; and
ſet upon bytah other Mean, the Rivers and Foun alſo in -Reſpect of the Manner of diſpenſing Grace
tains that were a little clear before, and theſe Streams in the Goſpel ſo largely and ſo freely, where
whereby the Waters of Life were conveyed, are made fore it is compared 'to an open Fountain to all
bitter, and, in ﬅead of Life, they convey Death, by ._Nations, Zecb. xiii. '1. and ſo, frequently Follts are
being now corrupted.
*
mvited to drink freely, Iſa. lv. I. and Rzv. xxii.
In this Trumpet, we are to conſider theſe three, 17. and to waſh. B Riwn, we underﬅand the
I. The Judgment, or Ill that followed the Angel's predching and diſpenmg of this Goſpel, whereby
i

ſounding.

2. The Cauſe, I mean the inﬅrumental

Cauſe, or Riſe of it, whence it ﬂowed. 3. The
Eﬀects of it. '
r. T H e Judgment or Ill, is, The corrupting of
a third part of the Mars, Blunt/rim and Rivers.

it is holden forth, and (as it were) ﬂoweth to
others: Which two, are often put together, when

the ſpreading of the Goſpcl is propheſied of, I 'will
open River: in the Wildermſr, and Fountui/zr in
the Dzſert, Iſa. xli.-17, 18. probably referring to

By Fauntuim and Rivers, ( which are the Objec't) the ſpreading of the Goſpel amongﬅ the Gaul/er:

are underﬅood the Doctrines .of the Goſpel, or the lSo, corrupting of this Word, -is compared to mix
Covenant of Graceznd Chriﬅ's Oﬃces, and the way ing of Liquor with ſomething that is not of its
of conveying and-communicating the ſame to Sinners ﬁlled, nor ſo good,ſ as Vinrners do adultetate Wine,
by the Ordinances of the viſible Church, czrlled the ing
2 'an
ii. -17. which
oppoite
the ﬁng'le and p urepkeadþ
'of Chriﬅ
Paultouſed.
WZ-I/s o Sal-vation, rlſa. xii. 3. and called springs, or
IVzll- priugs, which God hath placed in his Church,
2. T H E inſtrumental Cauſe of this which mak.
and which
Pſhl. Jx-xxvii.
ult.i: re
be
cauſe
there, are
andnobywhere
it, theelſe,
Rigbteau/'ſiuyi
zſ God

eth the Waters bitter, is ſet out three ways,

1.

It is more generally-called a Stm', and a great
walgd from Faith to Fuz'tb, Rom. i. 17. And in Stur, burning like a Lamp. 2. It is fhown'from
Ezlkiel's Viſion, theſe Waters are ſaid to ﬅraim and. whence this Star fell.
3. And more pamcu
ﬂow from under the Altar. and out of the Sanctuary, larly, the name of the Star is called [Vol-m
Ezri. xlvii. 1, &it. and may well be compared to wood.
Fountains, as the Church is called, ( Cant.iv. ) Al,
B Y Scars, (as we heard, Chap. i. I/Z'rſ: 20_)
Spring [but up, a Fountainﬅa/ed, and a Fountain (yf are underﬅood Miniﬅers in the viſible Church
Garden, becauſe of theſe Waters ſpringing in it, and who, by receiving Light from Chriﬅ, ſhould hold it'

becauſe of the Nature of them, which is clear, imglc, forth to others: dgrmt star burning ill-r a Lamp

_.

Ffſa

is;
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is, one eminent for parts, gifts, place, or in Eﬅi

the

Chap. 8_

Men; ſome prime Men and Churches were keep

x

mation for holineſs, making a great ſhew, yet not ed free of it. Or, 3. Defection in theſeTmths,
having much reality, bu-t (as it were) a glancing was not then at its Hight, but growing. Tho
Counterfeit Light, not proceeding from a right Prin Eﬀect is, many Men died, &e. which is to be un
ciple, as that of the Stars doth from theSun, but derſtood
of ſpiritual
and eternal
Death,man
followinrr
on the former
Corruptions,
by which
wetoe

kindled from ſome external Thing as that of a
Lamp is, nor ſo ſolid as the former, though deﬅroyed, like that which is mentioned in the for
having more glorious and pompous appearance. mer Trumpet.
2. This star ſelf from Heaven, that is, made
T o come to the Application of this, We, r.
Defection from the viſible Church and the ﬅraight take it for granted, that ſome Church-Defection is
and pure preaching of the Goſpel, and corrupted ſigniﬁed by this, rather than the overturning of the
theſe Fountains and Waters; Error bringeth Folks civil ﬅate of the Roman Empire; for, the falling
low,'even from Heaven to Earth, as Profanity of the Roman State is 'knot actively the Cauſe of
doth; when this Wild-ﬁre of ſelf-ſeeking is by its own bitterneſs, 'that State being paﬂive in its
Pride kindled, and by parts and gifts without Gracc being overturned; and the bitterneſs ﬂoweth not
entertained, it

ſoon

bringeth down the greateﬅ from it as an Agent, yet it is clear here, that this
The falling Star is the active Agent, or Inﬅrument
falling, not altogether fallen, of imbittering theſe Waters, as the Hail and the

Star that taketh not its light from Chriﬅ.
word is,

t

it

was

as is ſpoken, Chap. ix. 1. to ligniﬁe a begun De

burning Mountain was in the two Trumpets be

say, or Fall, which afterward John diſcerned more

fore: Alſo the Title Star, and the Eﬀects ( as

clearly when it was fallen and come to its Hight, they are uſed in this Propheſie) will agree beﬅ to
or rather lowneſs of a full Decay: By it is ſhew Church Men and aﬀairs, beſide the Scope whereof we
ed, that this Plague is promoved by ſuch as by their have ſpoken.

parts or former Eﬅimation have been eminent in the
2. T a r s Judgment diﬀereth from the former
two, r. In its Object ; more immediately it ktrick
Church.
3. T H E name of the Star, is, Iſ'Zrmtt-am', eth at the way of the Goſpels manifeﬅing Grace,
given him from the Eﬀect which it produceth, it 2. l-n its riſe; it is from ſome eminent Prcacher
having Inﬂuence to corrupt the ſweetcﬅ things carrying it on with more rational Eloquence, ſeeming
znd to make them partake of its Nature, Deu. Reaſon,
pretext3. of
Preachers and
together.
In Holineſs,
the mannerorall by
itſi; moe
not
xxix. 18. It is ſpoken of aMan that hatlra Rott by Blood, nor mixing in Perſecution, asſithe for
that beareth Gall or Wormwood, one that walk

ed not ﬅraight by God's Rule: And Act: viii. -2 . mer two had waiting on them, butb making the
Simon Magm. is ſaid to be in the Ga/Iqf þittermjſh
for his corrupt thoughts of the Grace of God;
and it may well get this Name, which hath ſo
much Inﬂuence upon Fountains and Rivers, that
it may make them bitter like Wormwood, that

Waters bitter, turning them into iivormwood, .
which was by the infecting of them with the
Error it ſelf. 4. That it falleth not on the Earth,
as Chap. ix. I. Becauſe yet it was but working,
and that Star not fully diſcovered as yet by this
"s, altereth their- ſweet Nature, bringing in free Fall: And ſo here its a great Star; but ( Chap.
will, the Defection of the Saints, the Ineﬃcacy ix. t. ) a Star, only becauſe he loſt much of his
of Grace, the Doctrine of Merit and Predeﬅinati Splendor by the ﬁrﬅ Fall, tho' we think it is the
on upon foreſeen Works, or Faith, &Ft. whereby ſame Fall begun here, and perfected there.
the Nature of the Goſpel is quite overturned, and
3. W a take it for granted alſo, that this
that Doctrine which was healthful to be drunken Trumpet in its riſe belongeth to that time that
in, is now like the Prophets Pottage, having ſucceedeth the former Contentions in the Church,
Death in the Pot, that none who would be un when the Biſhops and Clergy of Rome eſpecially,
poiſoncd dare drink of it, more than the Egyptian: were kindling both the Churches of the Eaﬅ, and
might drink of their Rivers when they were turned in zlfr'id, for their Supremacy. This will bein
the ﬁfth Century a little after the 400. Year:
into Blood.
I T is ſaid to fall on a'rl'irdpart eft/'t VVater-s ; We may apply it general] to the State of the
either, r. Becauſe it was not a full Defection from Church during that ﬁfth
ntury, or particularly

all Truth, ſome were by God's goodneſs keeped to ſome Hereticks in. it: General] , Doctrine
clear.

Or, 2. That this groſs Error, or this He then was corrupted, not only by Pe-Zzgiur, Arm'
reſie, though it ſpread ﬁr, yet it did not infect all 413. Nz/Im'ur, 429. Eutyc/m, about 448. and

other

- W-wn
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other groſs Hereticks, and theſe Errors exceedingly great Parts,'and was once thought a good zealous
fomented by the Powers of the World, eſpecially Man, and was advanced to Eccleſiaﬅical orders.
that of the Eutyrbmm; by d'zaﬅaſiur the Emperor, 3 . The Nature of that Hereſie was not againﬅ
and a ſecond Council at Epba/m, called Przedatorium, Chriﬅ's Perſon, but his Oﬃces, teaching corruptly

becauſe of its infamous proceeding againﬅ Flaoianm, or' Nature, Sin, Grace, Faith, Juﬅiﬁcation, Election,
and in favours of-Euryrbn, by Diqſcarus means Et. ſubtily undermining Grace. 4. It ſpread ex
Biſhop of Alexandria; for which it was proteﬅed ceedingly through Itale, Britain, From', dſrirlr,
againﬅ as no 'Synod by Anaralizzr, and Set/arm, and the eztﬅern Empire, faſt. et ſome were keep
Biſhop of d'm'm) 'But,-which-is more, though ed free of it, and great .Lig ts ſet themſelves a
there
were many
acralnﬅ gainﬅ it, as' Jugzz/Iinz, Her-manus, Prcſſlr,
theſe Errors,
yeteminent
a great Men-whoﬅood
Decay of 'true'ctﬁoct
Qpmtut, &e. .5 It entered and continued in a great
trine crept in amongﬅ good 'Men, that never did Meaſure in the Church of Rome, and the dregs
wear out again, but grew ﬅill more in the Church, of it ﬅicketh to the Popiſh writers in their free
r;

wit,

about Satisfaction, Pennancc, Free-will, will, perfection of Righteouſneſs, &Ft. to this Day :

Merit of Works, poſſlbility of fulﬁlling the "Law, For, though the Natures and Perſon of our Lord
holy Days, Uct This Application in this laﬅ Re be keeped free by them ; yet their Doctrine enerva
ſpect, we ſuppoſe ſateﬅ, as foreſhewing the Church, teth his Oﬃces,' and maketh them bitter to all
or Church-Men generally to fall out from true that would drink thereof, which are the ſpecial

Light, and to be kindled with Zeal for Supperﬅi ſprings of Grace in the Goſpel; they put in other
tions; and though it did not in this Age univerſally Satisſactionspther Mediators,others withAuthority to
corrupt the Church in that Hight that followed, add and diminiſh from what he hztth commanded,
but a third Part, i. t, many were ſteeped free ; yet, other oﬃcers to teach, and other matter to be
way was made to it, and the Churches Declining, taught, than he hath inﬅituted, asTraditions, &Ft.
and Fall was begun, which ﬅayed not till afterward

it came to its Higbt.

which being the riſe of much Anticbriﬅian Doc

This agreethto the Hiﬅory, trine ﬅrEl retained by them, it agrceth beﬅ with the

conſidering the Doctrine of the Church at that time z
and to the Scope whizh ſheweth the Churches Decay
by degrees, and Antichriﬅ's gradual Riſe, his
Doctrine ( though not his Suprcmacy) got much
ſooting in this Age; and alſo with the Type
here, it. Of aStar falling, which we will ﬁnd as
fallen, C/mp. ix. r. 2. It Corrupteth Fountains
and Streams, inſenſibly, not ﬅriking ſo directly at
the Found-anon as the former particular Hercſres

Scope to be thus applyed.

Hence,

r. S a a here the Nature and uſefulneſs of pure

Doctrine, and what Men ought to think of it and
how t uſe it; to drink it in as Fountain Wazer,
and to ath and make clean at it, it is as pro
ﬁtable to Souls, and they cannot live without it;

and when they want it, they want that which both
purgeth and maketh them grow.

Obſerve, 2. T H 1: ill of Error;

it Corrupteth

did, but keeping the Doctrine of the Trinity and the Fruths of the Goſpel, and maketh the ſweet
Perſon of Chriﬅ pure, as Gregorius Rama. did, eﬅ, and beﬅ things bitter, it removeth them not.
but miſcarrying in the Nature of his Oﬃces, and profeſi'edly, but poiſoneth them ſo, that it is better to

his executing of them: It Corrupteth mainly by forbear than drink in ſuch VVaters.
adding unto, and mixing ſomewhat with Truth,
3. S 1! e what the Nature and native Oﬃce
yet ſuch Addition as altereth the Nature oſ them ; and Place of Miniﬅers is, and what Advantage
ſuch are the Popiſh Additions of Merits, Pennances, they are, while they keep their Station; they are
Indulgenccs, Mediators, and interceﬃons of Saints, like Stars and great Stars, exceedingly uſeful and

and Angels, &Ft. whereby that which was, is not
removed, but by this Addition corrupted. 3. It
cometh from stars in Heaven, and riſeth more
from within than the former: Thus being applyed,
it relateth to no particular Hereſie, but to the ge
neral Decay of the Church. If it be neceſſary 'to

proﬁtable in their Place. And upon the other
Hand, what a ſore Judgment and Plague is it, when
Miniﬅers Fall ſrom receiving Light from Chriﬅ,.
and are inſectcd, they are moﬅ hurtful. 4. The

moe Parts and the better Mens Life be that are
infected, they are the bittcrer, and do the more
be applied to one, Iincline to apply it to Pelngurr wrong: As the Corruption of the beﬅ things is
and his Hereſie more than any other, ﬁdr there worﬅ, ſo is the Corruption of eminent Men, 2..

Reaſons. It agreeth, 1. In the Time; he began Cor. ii. uIt. 5. Error venteth not ﬅill after one
under Art-Mint. and. Hanariur, about, the Year Way; now it Corrupteth more ſubtily than it
415. or according to ſome, 405. 2. He was of did in the former Trumpets; there is no Blood
nor
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nor Fire here, though it beas dangerous: Often
Contentions for Dominion in Government have
more Fire and Heat than Diſputes about more fun
damental Truths. 6. There may be much glzmc
ing, falſe and counterfeit Light, both among Mini
ſters and Profeſi'ors; where there is little Solidity:

Chap. 8

of this, which ſhould make us take heed leﬅ we fall, and infect or be infected, ſuch were once Pt- '
lagi'us, yea, Sm'nur, Swenhﬂldiur, and Armimctuſ. '

thought to be.

8. Error when it inſecteth Mini

ﬅers, or Proſeﬂors, bringeth Death with it, aswell

as Profanity; when this Star falleth. from Heaven,

It is not all Gold that gliﬅers in them; It is good and poiſoneth the Waters, many die: He that
Lig-ht that cometh from a right Principle within; it teacheth Men to bmk the leaﬅ Command, ſhall
is good when a Man's Works ſhine, as his Gifts be leaﬅ in the Kingdom of Heaven, ,Matth." v. O
ſhine, This would teach us not to admire'Gifts z that Men in this Time thought. on this, that Er
many make a fair Shew in the Fleſh, and if their ror bringeth to Hell, as well as Adultery, th't it

Light and Parts were well tried by the Eﬀects, they is like Rebellion and Witchcraft; It is like the
might be called Wormwood that imbittereth the groſſeﬅ Evil, and worſe: It inciteth'teachcth and
Waters; Torches that do glance, but not Stars. incourageth to break the Command: of God, and

Obſerve, 7. That Men of great Gifts, fair Profeﬂbrs
and blameleſs Lives, may fall very fouly, while
they are not ſolid and ſincere, they, may fall as it;
were from Heaven, ſo may particular Churches:
There is no State nor Degree of any State exempt
ed when Error breaketh in. Therefore the moe

there
Cruelty
to Soulsno ingreater
tolerattnz
theſe. is much
9. The
Churchdone
ſuﬅaineth
Prvejuck
dice often, in corrupting of her Doctrine, than by

the Falls and Slips of eminent Men : Theſe Spots
are hard] removed, becauſe they ſink deeper. 10.
Every orruption and Flague hath its Degrees and
Gifts and Parts Men have, they have the more steps. 11. Itis a ſign of a decaying Church, when
need to be humble and to ſear and tremble conſider enltlrnent Men fall, and it is a great Judgment to
'ing many Experiences both of former Ages and ot ers.

LECTURE
Verſe 12. And theﬂnrth dngdſhunded, and the third part

V.

the Sun war witten, and the third part y

the Man, and the thirdpart of the Stars, ſo' a: the third part if them war

arhnad: and the Day ſhun:

not ſor a third partaſ it, anii the Night Ir'hewzſi.
13. And I beheld, and heard an Angel ying throagh the mia/i' ty" I-Im'uen ſizying with a [and V '

IV, u-o, wa, to the Inhahiterr qf th; Eart , by reaſon gfth' other I/oim tſthe Him-put: ofthe three I:
(als which arc/yet to ﬅand.

H a fourth Angel with his Trumpet,
bringeth the laﬅ oſ the four leſſer Woes
( it is greater than 'the former, yet leﬂer
than theſe that immediately enſue) which clearly
l

yf it, ana' the Night Iihewz/E:

Becauſe the Sun that

giveth Light by Day, and the Moon and Stars that
giveth Light by Night, they were all darkned and
ſmitten. There is no word of any particular

doth relate to that Age immediately going before Cauſe, or Mean, whereby the Sun was ſmitten,
Antichriﬅ's Diſcovery, and ſo falleth betwixt this as under the former Trumpets was mentioned.

Time and the ſixth Century. This is ſet down, By Sun, Man and Stars, we underﬅand and com
I/cr. 12. And the 13. I/zr. is a Preſace and Intro prehend under them, Light of all Sorts, ſuch as is
duction to the three great VVocs, which the laﬅ three the purity of Doctrine in the Word, compared to
Light, Pjal. cxix. 105. And 2 Pet. i. 19. the
Angels bring.
TH e R 1! are but two things mentioned in this fourth YVord or' Propheſy is Called a Light that ſhimreth

Trumpet. I. TheJudgment orType, it is aſnrr'tting lﬂ a dark plate: And ſo it may be ſeeing Chriﬅ
a the thirdpartﬀ the Sun, ﬂ/Ican, and Stars. 2. The _who is the Sun of Righteouſneſs ſhineth there
'ﬀect of this judgment, is a following Darkneſs
ſuitable toit, and the Day ſhane not ſin- a thirdþart

in, MaL iv. And by the ſpreadingaf the Goſpcl,
,

is

Chap. 8'.
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is ſaidto ariſe', for the Direction and Comfort of his and Traditions increaſed, &it. See Cent. 6. Cap. r.
People, ( See alſo, Mattb. iv. 16. ) Or alſo, the
Light of Order, Comelineſs, and a good Converſation Mattb.
in thev.Power
of the
Godlineſs,
and
r'7. So
Church,as( P/n'Z/p.
Cant. vi.ii.to.15.)

and 7. where the building-of Abbacies, deſerting of
Marriages, even by Kings andiQyeens for Devotion,
is mentionedThat Lightfew
andablc'Mſien
Knowledge"
was
very
low now in3..theChurch;are mark

is called fair as the Alom,- and the Miniﬅers com- ed to have lived in this Century :-' Whichcertainly'
pared- to Stars, and the general Beauty of the Church ſheweth great decayof light, they being Lights to the
is propheſied' of in theſe Terms,. Iſa. xxx. 26. The W'orld: There are but two eminently marked, Fret
Ligbr qf the Man ſhaſl be as tbe Light ry' tbe Sun, gentiur and Gregoriur Jl/Iagnur, who though in ſome

and 'be Light iy'tbe Sun ar 'be Light oſſe-uen Days:
And conſequently, the diminiſhing and contracting
of theſe Lights, muﬅ*be'the decliuing and decaying
of Light in the Church, both in Reſpect of Purity

things againﬅ the A'rians and Eva-dream, &c.- they do
well; yet in many things'their'lnﬁrmity and declining
from Purity,-eſpecially of the laﬅ, appeareth, and yet
never-was there in Rﬂne be far ſuchaBiſhop after him

of Doctrine, when it is darkned, and Simplicity in anyreſpect; he is-'called the worﬅ of theſe, who
of Worſhip and Power in Practice; theſe by hu- went-before him, and the beﬅ of theſe who followed;
mane Traditions- and ceremonies and Superſkitions, 4. That old Hereſresby that Occaſion did thrive well,

are quite' dimncd, eclipſed and darkned.- A third the Eutyc/yeanr eſpecially.

5. ſhznﬂaſiur the Empea

,Part is but 'ſmitten and darkned, and ſhineth not, ror he countenanced this Hereſy,- and tho'v before his
which is in compariſon of the total Eclipſe follow- Coronation he ſubſcribed to the Nice-an and'Cbalteden
ing under' the ﬁfth Trumpet,

when the Sun is Faith, whereby this Hereſy was condemned; yet after

wholly darkned, C/Mþ. ix. Ver/2 1.

This is higher he retracted,.and becameagreatPerſecuter, baniſhing

and of larger Extent than the ſormer, yet leſs than

and cutting-oﬀ many-able honeﬅ Miniﬅers,-eſpecially

theſe that follow in Degree, but little odds in kind Eupbemiur who crowned him,i( becauſe he refuſed to
from the ﬁfth: It diﬀereth from the. former,.as giveback hisSubſcription,-and would notadmit him to

beingof larger Extent, aﬀecting the Sun- and Light communicate, as infected with Hercſy ) and alſo Mr
in a greater Degree; Alſo, in Reſpect- there is no tedallimhis Succeſſor, and ſundry others, for-'not ad
particular Inſtrument named 3'

the Reaſon lS, ber mitting the mnne/Iia he had appointed; ſome afritgy'

cauſe it rclateth to' no particular Hereſyz- or-Defecti-_- impugnanter, alii imprudentiur: deﬁndmteþ Comilium.
on, diﬀerent from' the. former,- or that. which fol-- Ninenum,>ſaith the Hiﬅory. He wouldmE havchad.
loweth, nor to no particular Heretick, - but is a furo- that Council mentioned, becauſe itcontle'mnedhisTether and higher'Degree- and Step of that ſame declin-- nent.- 6.-- This Age is remarkable from the'Pride and
ing, ﬂowing not' from without, but from within" Practice of-j'olm Biſhop'of Csn/}antinrp1e,,who,- by>

inſenſibly growing by a generaſdeclining, till rtcome' the Conſent ( as it ſeemeth -) of Allaaritiur- the Emv
to themp in the following Trumpets.-

'

_

_ peror,"- and the Biſhops of the Ear/I,- took on=himithe

T H [Reaſons why we apply it- to the ſixth name-of Univerſal Bijlzap'andPatl'iarrbz- And-whan.
Century,
are from conſidering of the Hiﬅory, whercc followed upon that,-may_ be ſeen atlarge in [he Writ, \
it is clear, that in thatA'ge Light was exceedingly ingsof Gregoriur Biſhopof-RPſſmezRWhere-theſethings
(tho" not fully ) darkned:

Andv many

Things are clear, r.-That'therexwasadccay"of Zeal and Hu-"

remarkable ſuit' this Typc.- As," r;- That there mility amongﬅ Biſhops, by, their buſiyingvthemfelves
was no particular' Hcreſy, ſnor prime_ Hcretick in in things of the Worldc. 2.--That the T-itle of Uni
all Ariug.
that Century,
( as there
that mſſil
Bij/þap,-was_accounted
a' ſuremarkil
of'Anti-'
of
Eutyr es, tho"
&c. ) former
ſpread.Hereﬁes
more,'. yet
chriﬅ,-derogating
fr'ornrall other
Bſiiſhops, as
if one Y

was no particular Heretick that aroſe to be inﬅru-- only were a Biſhop, and a Stile that no "Apoﬅle," even'
mental in this darkningp as in the-former- there- Peter-did everaﬂirmer- 3'.'-He'concltided;\that Ahti-*>

wan to Wifv-Pt'lﬂgiﬄ- Ne'ﬅwﬄ BiﬃOP Of CW/M- chriﬅ'was near, ſeuingal'rieﬅ ſo exalted himſeltL-and
zimplz and Eutyr/aer,

See Cent. 6. Preface, and Cap.- ( which is hard to be ſaid )lhb ſhould have an Army

r. 2..That tho' there-was' no Herctick, yet there of Prieﬅs ready to advance him:- For (ſaith he )
was a great and general Decay of ſimple Purity,pwhatnisAntichriﬅ's exalting himſelf above all that
both in Doctrine,.\Vorſhip, Government and Prac-' ismllſied'god in this World,v and ﬁtting in his

tTce ( as in that Century may ſeen, and in the Dec-'_ Temple as God, but a Prieﬅ liftingup himſelfabove all
retals of ' Gregariun: and in- his Life by Platz'mz) his Fcuow-pricﬅs, whjchfjszotake Chriﬅ-5 Chair? as
Monaﬅeries, Superﬅitious Days, Doctrine of \V0rk5,by
I
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ctby conſidering theſe places is manifeﬅ, 4. Lþzﬅ. 32,
ſuﬀered more from the Gotbs, and theſe other
' 4, 36, 38. ad Yobannem Cotyizmt. where theſe barbarous Nations, than it did from the Saracen:
Words are, Rrxſizptrþize prope eﬅ, is' quod a'iri neſa; as
thatthey
wayare
of Intetpretation,
diﬅinguiſhed from
there isthe
not Turb:
that remark
So
gﬅ, Smerdatum pnzþaratm cﬅ excrritm quid ter-tain'

militant ſhperbize, &c. And again, Iib. 7. Eptﬅ. 30. able and palpable Gradation to be found, which is
ad Mauritium Jug. Ega oute/'i ſiderirer dice, quid

implyed amongﬅ theſe Woes£ Some apply thjsto

qmſqueſe univerſal/Mr Epzſmpum art Sarerd'tem wmt, Grcgorms, becauſe of his Prediction foreſaid and
'vel wtari deſiderat in tlatiam ſiui, J'iticbrﬄum the Words agree well to his Time: But, th'
prarﬄrrit, qui ſizptrþimdaﬅ czetzri: pnzponit. And Angel foretelleth three Woes, andhe did but forei-s
( as he ſaid, Epiﬅ. 34..11'5. 4.. ad Co'r/iantiam flu

tel one at,moﬅ.

It is like therefore that no Per.

gzzﬅam) he imitateth the Devil in ſeeking to bea

ſon is ﬁgniﬁed by' this Angel in particular; but,
bove his Collegues. Theſe things belonging to the the Lord by it giveth _70bn, and by him, other
ſame Time that the Series of the Propheﬁe falleth warning that there were ſadder things coming aft?
into, and agreeing ſo well to the Type in the the ﬁrﬅ four had come. Hence,

Text, and to the ſucceeding Trumpet, It ſeemeth

Obſerve, 1. T H a the Nature of Truth and

clearly applicable to it, eſpecially conſidering that
theſe Debatcs made Way exceedingly for the Biſhop
of Rome, and his ﬅepping up where the Biihop
of Coryiantinople would have been, and endeavoured

Error; the one is like Light, the other like
Darkneſs z the one comfortable and proﬁtable the
other comiortleſs and hurtful. Ob/I 2. The Nhturc

of declining among Miniﬅers and -_Profeﬂors in a

to be.

Church 15 ſuch, that, when once begun, it groweth

'

I N the 13. Verye before the ﬁfth Angel ſound, _Oþ: 3. The Nature of judgments, when o'nc£
there is a little nterruption made to _'7'0/2'1, to in icted they ordinarily purſue a Perſon or Peo 1
prepare him for it, An Angel ﬂying throng/1 'be and the greateﬅ come laﬅ: When People abuſe;
midﬅ
Heat/en, that is, ſo as he might be beſt the Light, it draweth on the darkning ofit b
heard, having a ſad Proclamation V/a, wa, we, Degrees, and it reﬅeth not till it come to a Hi it:
repeated thrice according to the Number of the Unthankfulneſs for the Goſpel, and not receigin.
Angels that were yet to ſound, that every one of the Truth in love, provoke God to give up re
them were to bring an harder and greater Wo ﬅrong DeIuſia", to believe Lies, 2 Theſ. ii. 11 12
to the Men of the Earth, than any thing that had
4. God's way of dealing with his People it;
befallen them under the former Four: And giving warning before the Judgment come ihat
whether we take theſe Woes, as denouncing theſe three great Plagucs come not on them un
Judgment, or as lamenting over the Earth for avvares; he warneth, that Folks may repent and
what was coming, as if he did ſay, Alace, alace, his own may be armed ere Judgment come.
alace, it turneth to one thing, there were great The Angel pronounceth a Wo thrice, (lb/Dry:
Woes coming. It is clear here. 1. Thatlntere That ſpiritual Judgments or Oﬀences, have man,
ruptions for Jobn's clearing, are not inconſiﬅent Woes in them; and Warnings againﬅ them 'woulz
with this Propheſie. 2.. That there in an order of be doubled, and tripled, and Cryed with a loud
time in the Woes of the Trumpets;

have order, and follow the former four.
the next Trumpet is not

theſe three Voice: For, when once ſuch Judgmeius ſeaſe u

3. That p: Peopls, they get ſl'llOt eaſily out from undpc;

the Sm-artm; neither

em,is antheare
not ear y aﬀected with
' them 'I ' here
fore
Wo

do the former look mainly to the Get/1.', &e.

proclaimed thrice and ſo loud.;
_.r --i'. "rFVi' *.
.

becauſe it will appear in Hiﬅory, that the Empire

1

_ﬁ

FLECT u R EL
C H A P._

I X.

Vcrſe r. AMI tl-rſiﬅb Angel/puriﬁed, and Iſhw a Star fall from "Heav'n unto th Ecrzz, .
And
to him was given the Kcy (ſit/Je bottom/oﬀ' Pit.
2.. And be apzmd the bmomleſi Pit, arm' there are/e a S/im'c out of th Pit, a: the Smh of a

great

.
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great Furnate; and the Sun and the Air were darhned, hy rea/Zn of theſnohe of the Pit.
3. And there tame out (_Zſ the Ssnohe Lotuﬅs upon the Earth; and unto them was given Power, as the
&or-pious of the Earth have Powct.
4. And it was commanded them, that they ſhould not hurt the

Graſs of the Earth,

neither any

green Thing, neither' any Tree; but only thoſe jlleu which have not the Sea] of God in tlair Fn'e
heads.
5. And to them it was given, that they ſhould not hill then', but that they ſhould he tormented ſiue

ll/Ionths; and their torment was as the torment '_lf a scorpion, when he ﬅriheth a Alla.
6. And in tho/e Days [had Men jeeh Death, aadſhall not ﬁnd it, and ſhall deſire' te die, aud Death
ſhall/'let ro/n them.

7 . nd the shapes of the Loeu/Is were lihe unto Her/2.', prepared unto Bottle; and on their Heads were
as it were Crown; lihe G'ld, and their him-s were as the Bites of Il-Ien.
8. And they had Hair as the Hair of lI/o/nen, and their Teeth were as the 'lieth of Lz'ons.

9. Andofthey
had Breajct
plates,
as running
it were toBreaﬅ-plates
of Iron, and the ſound of their-[Him
the/ound
Chariots
of many
hſoiﬅs
Battle.
o 'was as
10. And they had Yon; lihe unto Storpions, and there 'were Stings in their Tails, and their Power
was to hurt Men ſive M'zths.

I r. _rlnd they had a King over them, 'which is the Angel of the Bottotnlrﬅ-pit, whzſſ name in the Hebrew
Yingue U Alhaddon, hut in the Greeh 'Tongue hath his name xlpollyon.
'
ther, r. That the Church is here the Objcct of this
where the ﬁrﬅ of the greateﬅ Plague. 2. That Antichriﬅ muﬅ grow under theſi:
Wocs is brought in; of what Trumpcts, and particularly under this, it being a
dreadful Nature it is, the Woes further Step of the ſame kind oſ Plugue, and the ſixth
that are preſaced to the ſound

ing of it may declare. It will
concern the opening of all, to
conſider of what Wo this Judg
ment ſpeaketh particularly, and to what it relateth.
It is more largely deſcribed than any of the former,
becauſe the Temptation of it was moﬅ dangerous, and
the Eﬀccts thereof of moreconcernment to the Church.
1. T H r: Object of this Judgment, is, The ſame
Church, or Chriﬅian World, whereupon the Ef
fccts of the former Trumpet's did fall: For, theſe
laﬅ three do ſigniſie greater Degrees of W'rath upon
theſe who haddeſpiſcd and abuſed the former leſiizrWoes.
2. T H 3 Chriﬅian World is obſcurcd by the

ﬁnding Idolatry under Antichriﬅ at a hight, which it

plagucth, it muﬅ then grow here. 3. This ﬁrﬅ
great ll'o, bringeth ſpiritual Plagucs and Tyranny
upon this World, by this King and his Armies, who
advance that Idolatry. The ſixth bringeth temporal
Judgments on the ſume Perſons, for whoring from
God, and receiving this idolatrous Worſhip.
Fo R further clearing of this, we ſay, r. It is
not any temporal Judcment by Armies, (ſuchas

the ſixth Trumpet holdeth forth, to wit, one ofa

mixed Nature ) ſuch as came by the Saraeens; For,

that would not be ſo far greater than the former
Wocs of that kind, as is ſaid. 2. Theſe Locuﬅs arc
but called as Horſes, or, like Horſcs, 124.; 7. not
Trumpcts, and the Antichriﬅian brought in its Place, Horſes themſelves, as is expreily ſaid of theſe under
as was ſaid at the entry to the Trumpcts: For, the the ſixth Trumpet, thereby giving us to know, that
Antichriﬅian World is in being after the ſixth Trum_ there is ſomething of their Nature ſignihcd, rather
per, when the Vials begin; it muﬅ therefore have than what is literally cxpreﬃrd. 3. Thoir Power is
attained that being under the Trumpets, and eſpecial not to hill, as in the ſixth Trumpet, but to hurt Men
ly under the immediate foregoing Trumpets; ſeeing and torment them ſpiritually, and not to kill them

the ſeventh ﬁndeth it at its hight: And ſo conſe bodily, as Verſe 3. 4. Theſe are ſccludcd and ex
quently, the Chriﬅian XVorld ( i. e. the pure Church ) emptcd from this Plngue, that were ſeuled and mark
muﬅ be decaying under theſe Trumpcts, where the ed, to wit, the Elect, God's Servants 3 but theſe were
Antichriﬅian cometh to its being, ( [being two of not excluded from temporal Plagucs, ( asuppesreth,
theſe Worlds cannot conſiﬅ together ) yea, the Chap. xi. ) nogſrom that of the Saracens: Or'tcn they
Church muﬅ bc lowcﬅ, and decline moﬅ under
theſe Trumpc-ts, wherein Antichriﬅ groweth moﬅ,

ſhare moﬅ under thcſc, and theſe markcl ones are all

ſuch as were written in the Lamb'sB-Jok, Chanxiitli.

and cometh to the greateﬅ hight, us under theſe ſirﬅ who yet did partake deeply of outward Aﬁlictio's.
two great Woes it muﬅ be. Whence: we may ga 5. Theſe Troublcs (Chap.xi.) bcl'rng cxpreﬁv to this
Ggg
Trumpct,

4. to

A" EIPOSITION of the

Trumpet, tho' continuing under the ſixth, and con
temporary with it; yet they belong not to lt, but to
this: For; theſe Trouble' are upon the Sainte by way
oſ Perſecution: the ſixth hath judgment on ungodly
Proſeſl'ors by way oſjul'tiee. 6. All the Circumſtances

Chap' 9'

with, after Heathenitlt Perſecutiom, Therefore this

muſt be ſo alſo. Whht was ſaid upon C/Mþ. vii; ſor
during the Scope of that Place, will conﬁmt 'both
theſe

ropolition',

*

. 4. Tr-m ſpirltual Kingdom, deſcribed here, muﬅ

will clear this further, as the Menn by whom, a star, either be applied to the Kingdom of Antichriſt and that
his 'poring 'In bottom/'ſit Pr'mb'dartmnz g'tlu Sun,&c. Htererehy, or it muſt be a pllceble to ſome other;
's aſterwilla pear: For theſcLocuſtsdo arken Light, ſeem, 'it le ſome ſplritu
lttgue ariſing within the
and Obſcure ruth; which ſheweth it isaſplritunl evil hunt?1 But there can he no other thought of, to
on religious Things, ſpringing up from within the whom t is Deſcription can agree, and in whom this
Church, which alſo anſwereth the Scope of theſe ſptrnual Wo. (exceedingly beyond a mentioned by
t e former 'l'rumpets ) can be fulﬁll , but the KingTrumpete beﬅ, as is ſaid.
2. We ſay further, the riſing and diſcovering oſAnv dom of - Antichriﬅ; Therefore-that muſt be under
tichriſt,and the fall oſthe Roman Biſhops,from Heaven ﬅood here.
to Earth, ( tho' not at ﬁrﬅ at their hight) is the very
Acute, it being clear that it is one-and the 'ſame
World or Church which 'is overturned by the'ﬁrﬅ ſiſix
thing foretold here, and muﬅ be ſo, 1. Becauſe it is
clear,- that the Beaﬅs ( mentioned, Chap. xiii. ) are to - Trumpets, and-it-being clear, that the ſixth Trumpct
be underſtood of him,and ſpeak ofthe riſe of Antichriﬅ following ﬁndeth Idolatry in the. viſible Church,( which
particularly, as may then be made out 5 bnt this agreeth is the World plagued by it) Itmuſttherefore follow, .
to that, and is the very ſame War, and Event, tho' in that this Doſe-ction to Idolatry- ( whichis-a Character
diﬀerent Exprcﬃons: For, t. The very ſame Perſons of the Antichriﬅ's Defection ) muſt have increaſed
are overcome by both, to wit, theſe that are not ſealed. under this ﬁfth Trumpet immediately preceeding, ſee
2. The ſame Perſons are exempted from both, ta wit, ing it was not during the-former four.
'
'
theſe ſealcd ones, Chap. ix. 4. Chap. xiii. 8. and xiv.
Laﬅly, IT may be conﬁrmed further by comparing
I, &it. 3. The ſame Mark keepeth both free, the ſame this Chap. with 2 T/uﬃ ii.- by which we will ﬁnd
Seal of God. And, 4. The Numberois-the ſame, com that this Plague mentioned here, is the ſame ſpiritual
paring C/Mpwii. iﬅthat Number, and Clzap.xiv.2. 2. Antic-hriﬅian Deluſton propheſied of there: for in every
That the xi. G/mp. and theſe Troubles do belong to material thing they agree.- . As, I. The Inſtrument,
the Antichriſl', it is-clear, wr. 7. the Witneſles are to there is one ſitting in tbe 'Timpleqf God, as havinv
'be killed by the Beaﬅ, and what Bea'ﬅ but that, Chap. place in the Church of Chriﬅ 5 here is a sinful/in;
xiii. (which aſcendeth out of the bottomleſs Pit, as from Heav'n, intimating the ſame thing.

2. There,

the Locuﬅsdo here) and that, Chap. xi. belongeth-to
this Trumpet, appearetlr-from ver. 14.v where it is
ſaid, 771: ſmnd l-I/o is pity), and tbetbird [V cometh
quickly. Then all preceeding that,belongeth to thcﬁrſt,

he is called 0 qnakcime'm, as oppoſite to Chriﬅ, and
a um m apolezar, or the Son of Perdition ;-.hcrc he is
called ape/lum, or the Deﬅroyer, asoppoſed to Chriﬅ, r
who is called a Saviour; as 'alſo ( Chap. xvii. of this
onthe ſecond Wo; But-not to the ſecond,as hath been Prophecy) he is ſaid to go ei: ape/tion, or to De
ſaid, Thereſore to the ﬁrﬅ, which indeed in this Event ﬅruction, himſelf; For, .Antichriﬅ, as Cb'jſﬅaml
is,v contemporary with the ſecond, to wit, the ſixth obſerveth in than zTb-ſſl is called theSon of Perdition,

'TrumpeL It may be alſo further cleared-from the Cir

becauſe he ſhall occaſion the Deﬅruction of many, and
agree in reſpect
of theſe-whom they plague: zſþgﬃ' ii. 10. it is alſo

cumﬅances, conſidering the Time, Riſe and Progreſs, ſhall himſelfbedeſtroyed. 3. The

and by comparing it with-the ﬁfth Vial,which is pour
ed.out( Cbap.xvi. ) on the Beaﬅe Seat: And this On

theſe that ſhall be damned, whom that Deluſton ear'
det' is obſerved in all, what is builded of Antichriﬅ's. rteth away ; here.( wr. 4, ) it is only theſe who are

Kingdom by the Trumpets, is overturned by the
Vials, and in that ſame order. It would then appear,
that ſeeing the ﬁfth Vial overturneth his .Throne,
that it was ſettled by the ﬁfth-Trumpet.

not marked, that is to ſay, ( Chap. xiii. 8.) who are
not written in. 'be Lamb's Boult of Lrſe; . and ſo alſo
it ſealeth only ﬁnally upon the Reprobate. 4.;There,
they. are given up to ſtrong Deluſion to believe Lies;
A third Reaſon, is, If that Storm againﬅ which the here, they are carried away with Fomications, Ido
one hundred ſorty and fourvthouſattd ( Chap. vii) are latrics, and other Errors, and are ſo hardned therein,
ſealed, be the ſpiritual Defection of the Church under' that althoi they be plagued ſor theſe by the ſixth
Antichriſt, Then that which is holden forth by this Trumpet, yet they repent not. . 5. That Deluﬁon,
Trumpet is ſo alſo 3 ſor,both rclate to the ſame Storm ; ( 2
ii. ) hath its Riſe from the Devil. e'er. 9.
but that ( Chap. vii ) is-to be underﬅood ofAntichriſt's and is carried. on with mighty Signs and wonders',
Reign, as thegteateﬅ. Evil theChutch was to meet .
Here,

eme,

ZBOOKVWM REVELATION

an

Here, it cometh from the'bottomleſs Pit, and'is car 'Fountain and great Inﬅrument of all this ſpiritu
al Pla
is, I [That
aw a Slar
aſl fisrammeaned
him,
ricd on by the Devil's ſpecial Miniﬅer, who therefore, vm
as:e,thethatEarl/2.
by As"
i' ſaid to have the Ke thereof, and is not without
mighty Signs and lying "wonders, as is clear from ſome Perſon, the Words after do clear: 77: ln'm,
Chap. xlii. following, where the ſame Kingdom is that is, to the Star was given, &e. That it muſt

under another conſideration deſcribed. .From all be ſome Church-oﬃcer, is alſo clear from C/mp.
i. 20. from our Lord Jeſus his own Expoſiti
on: And conſidering what Power this Star hath
tain theHiﬅory of an equal Time, or Number of in the World, it muſl: hold forth ſome eminent

which conſiderations we mayfgather,
_ r. Tj-l A 'r each oſ theſe rurnpets doth not con

Years; For, the Matter contained in any of the laﬅ

three Trumpete, will be found to be of longer Con

ChurchſiOﬃcer. .By Moon', is underﬅood here
(aafreouently in this Booklthe viſible Church,

tinuance than all the ﬁrſt four. which ( added to the which is the Heaven wherein Chriſt hath place-i
Greatueſs of the Matter contained in them ) may be Apoſtles, Paﬅors and Teachers, as stars' togive

the Reaſon why thewre diﬂercnced from the former Light, becauſe the Church is furniſhed withhea
four, as the greater

oes.

_

venly Privilcdges,

heavenly Light oſ Doctrine,

2.'1 T appeareth alſo, that 'by the ﬁfth and ltxth and ought to be of heaven y Converſation in re
Trumpets, we are to underﬅand diﬀerent Evils and ſ ct of the reﬅ of the World. By Earth is un
erﬅood earthlineſs, or the reﬅ of the World, as
Enernies; and ſo they cannot both be applicable ei
ther to Antichriﬅ only, or Mnhometans only.

contradiﬅinguiſhed from the Church,

which

the

3. W £ may gather alſo, that this Kingdom and oppoſition c'leareth; and thus," Earth ﬁgniﬁcth
Army, with the Furniture wherewith they are pro worldly Deſigns, worldly Grnndure, corrupt Doc
vjded, and the Eﬀects which follow upon their'Tyj trine, liker to that of Heathcns than that of Chriﬅ,

ranny, are not properly to be underﬅood of external Carnalneſs in Converſation, and ſuch like: For,
Battles and bodily 'Evils, but ﬁguranvely, as repre this Earth is ſomething contradiﬅinguiſhed from,
ſenting ſome great ſpiritual Hurton the Church and and oppoſed to, the Heaven formerly mentioned.
her Ordinances. Theſe Exprcſſtons, They are Me To fall here um [ﬂaw/r wite Earl/1, ſigniſieth a
I-Iprﬅr, and had Breaﬅ-plates, as it were Breaﬅ declining t'ro
the one to the other. And ſo in
plptcr, &e. Whereby they are expreſly diﬀercnced ſum, the m ning of this part of the Vtzſh will
from the Trumpet following, wherein Lxprcſhons be, I forcſhw the _De:'ection of ſome eminent
that are properly to be underﬅood, are uſed, do in Church-oﬃcer .( who once had , place in the viſible
timate this,
'
_ Church) from Chriſtian Simplicity,'Purity and Ho
4.. SUPPOSING ( which afterward from Chap. Xl. lineſs in Doctrine and Converſation, to a Roll;
x3, and 1'7. will be more cleir) that the Roman gion and way of living by Snperﬅitions, Idola
Hierarchy, compleatly taken, lS the 'Kingdom of tries and external Pomp, becoming rather the Men
Antichriﬅj and that the deluding or the World b ' of the World, and liker their way than a Mini

them, is the very Deluſion propheſied oﬂoT/gj ﬅer of Chriﬅ.
ii.

It will neceſiitril follow, that this Ram/I) Anti

_
By this .Phraſe alſo, ( I aw a Star fall, &c,)

chriﬅian Kingdom

whereby the viiible Church hath is implied, 1. Not onlya eclining and Dcfecti<
been long brought in Bondage ) is the very lame ſet on, but ſucha Dcclining as maketh him that was
forth by this Trumper,
. l
before a Star in Heaven, to ceaſe from being con
To come more particularly to the DCſCﬂptlOn ſidered in that Relation, and afterward to be ac
of this Kingdom, K for, a Kingdom it is) as it is counted as but eminent amongﬅ the Men of the
ſet down in the it ords, in its Riſe and Growth, World, becauſe of their worldly Earth! dike 'Reli

we will ﬁnd it many ways inſiﬅed upon, 1. 11 gion and W'orſhip.

'Upon which

round, the

Srar falleth from Heat/m, and hecomethearth Followcrs of this Antichriﬅian Kingdom, are cal
1
upon that' again followeth Corruption of led Genti/er, Chap. _xi. 2. 2._Tn1s Phmſe ir'n
Izoctriuc, whereupon doth ariſe a iabble of ſuper porteth a viſible and palpable Step of this Dcfecti
ﬅiﬂous Church-men, whoſe Work 'is to_pro=,>;tgnt_c on: rI*he.Star is not now falling, as was in the tor
andſiſdpport theibotninion of their King, as his mer Chapter i but it is fallen. And I ſhw it
Care is to ﬅren then and increaſe them, there be ſel/m, ſaith Job/1, implying an Obteivnbieneſszig

ing 'ſuch mutual oncernment in the ﬅanding or fall it. 3. It'imporreth, that 'after the fall of tri,
ing ofþcach to other. r
' '_
_ Star, and 'Det'ec'tion of This 'eminent Church
Vaﬅ- 1. T H I ﬁrﬅ particular deſcribed, is, The oﬃcer, 'he 'continued ft'rll- in the' account or' a
GSE 3

Star

an

An EXPOSITION of the

Chap- 9;

Star among the Men of tlie- World: He is called a patlon of the Perſon acting, and' promoting the do
Stur, even after his Fall, though indeed, and in ſigns of Hell, in a way of u thority, as if that Key
j'dzn's account he be but a fallen Star and earthly, had been intruﬅed to him. 3. It implietb aprimc
as having indeed forfeited his former Church-rela
tion.
T H s

Miniﬅerial-Oﬃce ( to ſay ſo) which he bath from-

the Devil. who doth account of, and acknowledge
ſecond thing deſcribed, is, the Power him, as primely ſubſervien-t to his Deſigns, and a

given unto this fallen Star, And to him war given Subordinalion of this Key-bearer unto him, who
the Key: aſtbr bomrnl: r-pit. K'y: ſignify in Scrip hath given him this Truﬅ, Chap. xiii. 2, 4. Laﬅlv,
ture, Authority andPower. By the Battanrlcﬅ-pit, It impſieth a wiſe and juﬅ, though a ſecret, ovemil
is meaned Hell, as is unqucﬅionable, Chap. i. 18. ing Providence of God, ordering this ſubordinate
Chriﬅ is ſaid to have the Keys of Hell and Death, Authority of Antichriﬅ for his wiſe Ends, as he
that doth ſignify his ſupream Authorit : Chap. xiii. doth the Dominion of the Devil, whom he permit
2, 4. The Devil is ſaid to have gower, and to teth ſoveraignly ( as it were) in reſpect of the other
give it to the Beaﬅ ; becauſe, in God's ſecret Wiſ to bear a kind of Rule.
dom and Juﬅice, the Execution of his Judgments
Ver/t 2. T r-r E Exerciſe of this Power is ſet
in part is committed to the Devil, and he is im down with three Eﬀccts following thereupon, Iſzrſr
ployed
ſupreamis Head
the Wicked
therein,
ſor
thatas Cauſe
ſaid toof have
a Throne,
andand
isſi 2', 3. mid be opened 'be Bottom/e r-pit, That is, as
he was implyed by the Devil, and permitted by

permitted to Rule over the Children of Diſobedi

God to aſſume an Authority for the Advantage of

Bell, ſo did he inﬅantly everciſe his Power for that'
End, and"lcft nothing unaſiayed for bringing Super
ſtition and Idolatry out of the Bottomleſs-pit:
Where it was formerly reﬅrained, now it is letten
looſe, as appeareth by the Eﬀects, The ﬁrﬅ where
of, is, Tlure aroſe uﬅnal" out ry' 'be Pr'r, a: the
'xiii. 2, 4. is clear. In a Word, while he was in _ [more of a great/Human. What is to be under
Heaven heexerciſed Chriﬅ's Authori , and in that ﬅood by thisſinol'e, the ſecond Eﬀect following up
Reſpect had the Keys of the Kingdom of Heaven. on this, to wit, darkning of tbt Sun and tbr Air,
Now, being fallen, he continueth to exerciſe Au will make it appear: For, by Sun and Air, are
thority, and to retaina Key, but
a quite contrary underﬅood here, the Light and Purity of the Doc
Nature, to wit, of the Bottomleſs-pit,. and to ſerve trine of Chriﬅ, which ſhined clearly and comfort
another Maﬅer, to wit, the Devil, as the Exerciſe ably in the primative Church. The third part of
of his Authority tending now to the Advanccment this Light was ſmitten by the fourth Trumpet,
of Ignorance, Darkneſs, Superﬅizion, and Idolatry Chap. viii. 1-2. Now, by this ﬁfth Trumpet this
in the Church, and being alliﬅed with the Power Darkncſs ſpreadetb, and the whole Sun and alſo the
of Hell for that End; For, as Chriﬅ's Miniﬅers Air is darkned, which holdeth forth-a greater De
are ſaid to have Keys from him, 'and when they gree of Corruption in Doctrine, than was under
warrantably exerce them, it is the opening of Hea thc former: It began then, but now is ata hight.
ven z, So Promovers of Hereſy, being Miniﬅers- of This Feing then the Meaning of darkning the Sun
Satan, 2 Cor. 11. (though they think it not) of and Air, this Smoke, which bringeth forth this Ef
whom Antichriﬅ is the chief, he hath the Key of ſect, muſt be theſe corrupt and. ſuperﬅitious Doc
the Pit,. that is an Authority not allowed by Chriﬅ, trines, and increaſing of humane Traditions and
nor from above: And the opening of the Pit with ceremonies, whereby the light of the Truth of
the Key, is the putting of that allumed Power in> God was obſcurcdt This is compared to a great'
Execution; ſuch is ſpreading of corrupt Doctrine, Smalle. I. Becauſe Error and Superﬅitioſhthoughit
called therefore doctrine: if Drvilr, I 7701. iv. 1. and ſeemcth to be' ſomething ſib to Divotion ( asSmoke'
authorizing Men to propogate theſe without Chriﬅ's isto Fire) yet is really not only without Light and

ence: Here, this Star partaketh of this Authority,
not as Chriﬅ hath it (for now, being fallen from
Heaven, he hath loﬅ Relation to him) nor in that
fame Degree as the Devil doth', but as Deputy
and Lieutenant to him, who in God's ſecret Juſ
tice furniſhoth him, with this Power, as from Chap.

Call, who are therefore called Miniﬅers of Satan. Heat. but alſo is onerous and hurtful, as smoke
This Key isſaid to begiwn him: Which doth not is. 2. Bccauſethe Darkneſs which Error and Su
imply a- warrantable Call; But, 1. The great perﬅition inferreth upon the Truth. of God, doth not

Change which followed upon his Fall, and the Ex

corrupt it in i_t ſelf, more than smoke-can. darltcn;

crciſe of his Power in- reſpect of what it was, he

the Sun 3. but doth by ceremonies and Tradi

getteth now another Key in his Hand. 2. An Uſur

tions darken. it to us, as great smoke doth the
Sun

Chap. 8.

BOOK of the

Sun to onlookers. Again, this Smoke is ſaid to
be as of agrrat flmmre from the bottomleſs Pit,
to ſhew, that the Defection ofAntichriﬅ conﬁﬅeth
not in one particular Error, but ( as it were) an
inundation of Errors aſcending together. a. To
ſhew, that whatever the Authors pretended, Yet
the riſe of theſe Superſlitions were from Hell,

R EVELATIO N.>
leſneſs,

and alſo

a,

of their huctfulneſs unto the

Church, this being the Nature of Locuſts to con
ſume and deﬅroy where they come, ſo that aLand

pleaſant like Eden before them, is brought by them

to adeſolate Wilderneſs, 0e1.ii. 3, &Ft. compared
with Chap. i. 4. Theſe rders and Teachers ſhall
even do ſo with the Church; Yea, the increaſing
as in the forecited Place, r Yim. iv. 2, 3. ſuper of them is marked here, as a part of Antichriﬅ's
ﬅitious Traditions, and Errors concerning Meats Superﬅition as a Fruit of former corrupting of
and Mrriager (Doctrines much eﬅeemed of a Doctrine, and as a mids to carry on that Corrupti
mong the Papiﬅs ) are particularly by the Apoſ'tle onto al-Iight; by which we may ſee, that the
altering or inventing of new oﬃcers in- the Church,
attributed unto Devils.

Verſe 3. T H a third Eﬀect following upon is of no little concemment. By theſe Locuﬅs,
theſe two, Verſe' 3. And there ram out qſ the Small-e we conceive clearly to be holden forth the many
Lmlﬅs apart the Earth, a Vcrmine, ( as it were, ). invented Orders and ſuperﬅitious- Rabble of theſe
ſormer Corruptions; theſe,_as called the Clcrgy of the Church of Ran/r, who
being of ſpecial concernmcnt in the Antichrilhan not being Plants ofour heavenly Father's planting,
Kingdom, are largely and particularly deſcribed. but purpoſcdlg; brought into promove and ſupport

engendered by the

That theſe Locuﬅs were Men ;

yea, that they

the worldly 'rundour of that H-ierarchy, and did

were pretended Church-Men, promovers of Error ﬂow from ſuperﬅitious Principles brought in
and Superﬅition, appearcth from this, that they upon the Church-3 and ſo are to be account
ﬅand in Subordination to Antichriﬅ, and in a ed as Locuﬅs, having their riſe from the bot
Monarchick wayl are governed by jlha-Jdan, Ver/2 tomlels Pit, which their Deſcription will more fully
at. And muſt therefore be Servants ſuitable to clear.
ſuch a Maﬅer, and Members conſorm to ſuch a
T H E ﬁrﬅ part of their Deſcription (beſdetheir
Head. They are ſaid to came out qftht S/mhc, be riſe already ſpoken of) is the power that was
cauſe oftentimes Corruption of Doctrine begetteth given them, which is theſe four Ways ſet forth,
corrupt Teachers to promove the ſame, as we I. Generally, Verſe 3. Unto them was girt-'1 power,
ſee in eroh'am, 2. Chro'r. xi. 14, r5. and 2771/1. a: the Smpimr qf the Earth have power, &e.
iv. 3. t e rejecting of ſound Doctrine and heaping Scar-pint: are a dangerous and ſubtile ſort of Ser
up Teachers after Mens own Luﬅs, are put to pents; theſe look like- Locuﬅs, but ﬅing, like
gether -, for, a Spirit of Error loveth to innovate in Scorpions, that is, dangerouﬂy and ſubtilly, their'
reſpect
welias toDoctrine,
and by it hurt being beyond their appearance, by their
People of
are Oﬃcers,
ſomeſſwayasdiſpoſed
ﬅrange Teachers,
cunning inſtilling poiſonous Doctrine: Their hew
and alſo for promoving new Tenents, they are ing ty'pawrr given them', doth. not import lawful
ncceﬂitated to make uſe of them. However the authorizing of them, but, as was ſaidf of their
Scope and _Sum of the Propheſie is thus, that Head, I/E'ﬅ' I. They want not Commiſſion, but
the beginning of Antichriﬅs Kingdom ſhall beby that is given them by the Angel of the bottomleſs'
an eminent Church-oﬃcer, who, falling from the Fit, who doth formally authorize and create theſe
right exerciſe of Miniﬅerial Authority in Subordi Ordcrs, and preſcribcth Rules unto them, ſo that:
nation to Chriſt, to be a promover of the Devils even his oﬃcers and Miniﬅers have order among
Deſigns, and ſubſervient to him, he ſhall bring in them, and aſſume not Commiſſion andv Calling
ſuch abundance of Cerimonies, Superﬅitions and (although to ſuperſlzitious Orders ) of themſelves.
Errors upon the Church which ſhall Obſcure the Tlris is fully made out in the Pope's \Vay of
clear Doctrine and ſimplicity of the Goſpel, where founding, creating, commiﬃonating, 557. by his
by numbers of falſe Teachers, and orders ſhall be Bulls, Patcnts and other W'rits (as they give
eﬅabliſhcd, which our Lord Jcſus- hath never them Names) of all Orders, whereof many hun
warranted. They are compared to Locuﬅs, r. dreds are in that Kingdom t all which have their
Becauſe of their number, as Antichriﬅ ſhall bring dependcncc on liim,-owe their being to his Au
in many Errors, ſo ſhall he multiply '1'eachers, thority, and are regulated by the Laws and Commiſr
who ſhall live and converſe together in the World ſions given them from him;
Ver/i- 4. T li E ſecond. Why how their power:
like- ſwarms of Locuﬅs. 2.. To ſet forth their
Nature, and that" both in reſpect of their worth is deſcribed, is, Firſt?l 44. 'where their Commiſſion
is

414

An

Chap. 9; I

EXPOS'ITION of the

is bounded and ordered in theſe two reſpccts,

r. alſo. It is probable that particularly ſive Months

In reſpect of theſe they ſhall not hurt; it warram- ,are mentioned, becauſe ordinarily Locuﬅs continu.'
'gauded
they ſhould
not hurt the
aft/2'
to deﬅroy
during ﬁve
as itdied
is written
of
Earth, tlzemtbat
eft. Whereby
is underﬅood
( asGraſſ
is clear
by ed
them;
ſorv beginning
in Months,
April, they
in Sepmjz.
the O poſition following ) the Elect or rſealed ones. _ber. If we ſhould aimto be more deſinite in apply
This 'ommand cometh not ſrom theirimmedi- ing this Time, it would but prove more troublb
ate Superior, to wit, the Angel of theBottomleſs-'ſomg and uncertain, than (htisſyin or etﬁſying.
pit, but proceedeth from the Lord's Sovemignty,
T H r: laﬅtbin wherein their Power or Com.

in order to the fulſilling of what was foretold, ' miſſion is deſcribe , is, in theNature of the Plague
Cþﬃ VIL Again, the pro zeſ Objects unto xwhom it ſelf', that is, it was not that they ſhould kill Men

T

their Power reaeheth, are\iet down, to wit. but m- butthat Mr: ſhould be-rormerzred, &Ft. This Ter:
ly theſe Mr: which have 'at the Sea! 'ſGod in 'be/'r ment inthe reatneſs of it, is aggreged byn ﬁmi.
fare/needs, that is, theſe who are not elected: Here litude in the nd of the ﬁfth Verſe, their Ter-"m"
the End of Chtiﬅ's ſealing, and the Advantage or' was ar rise Ybrmmr ofa scorpion, which is agriþ
it doth appear, and alſo who they are uponwhom' vot/i/s, daggelaous, and vexing Tormcnt.
From
e)_-\ethe . Eﬀect
H Bof ſocondA
this, Meigſhdll
ravation,
ſeek Di-af'ZZ/Znﬁd
is V
the [Deiuſion oſ_Antichriﬅ hath full Victory.
Verſe 5. 3. TſH r R E Power or Commiſſion is
diſcribed ſur'ther in a twoſold Limitation, z-e'ſe 5. ſhall mtfſind it, and ſhall deſire to die,,mzd Dear/1
r. And it was gjwn to them that they ſhot-le] not kill ſhaI/ﬂlt ram them. In Sum it is this, their Anx.
them, that is, that their plaguing oſ Men ſhould not 1ety_ ſhall be ſo great, as ſhall make them weary of
he directly by taking away the bodily Liſe ( as the their Liſe (as we ſee often ood Men wiſh for
Horſe-men under the

ſixth Trumpet have Verſe _Dcath under great Anxiety o Spirit, not as Death

18.) but muﬅ be underﬅootLof another ſort of is conſidered in it ſelf, but as uſually it is account
Elague as afterward,

If any ſay that Antichriﬅ is

ed an End to prevent Vexations, as Job and form/2 )

ſaid to kill, Chap. xi. 13, 17. and ſo how canþthis and yet Death ſhall not prove comfortable to

be ſaid of him 2 A'L/ſiw. We may conſiderAntichriﬅ them: but Death (that is a' quieting Death which

in atwoſold reſpect, 1. In_reſpect ofthe Eiect; _2. they deſire)vſhall flee ſrom them, and Thoughts of
In reſpectoſ hypocritical Profeſſors in the Church. Death ſhall breed a new Terror to them. For
In reſpect ofthe ﬁrﬅ, Antichriﬅ is here limited from underﬅanding this, two things are to be obſerved
killing them ſpiritually, butin theſe places he is per I. That it is not bodil Torment which the Texiw
mitted to kill them'bodily. On the contrary again, ſpeaketh oſhut ſpirittta Ahxietyand inward Vex
in reſpect of the ſecond, _Antichriﬅ doth not take atron of Spirit, and that ſuch as natively ﬂoweth
away the 'Life bodily of theſe that ſuhmitteth to from thelPractices and Doctrine of theſe Locuﬅs *
him, but he proveth aſpiritual Pla ue unto them. For 1. This Torment islon the Friends and native
Now, it' we conſider himin the rﬅ Senſe, as he Subjects of this Kingdom, whom theſe Under-Oﬃ
corruprcth the Elect, Antichriſt isnot the plague of Þers do not'pretend willing] to torment. 2. Their
ower isbodily.
not toltil bodi y, an d the rcrtore
'
the NVorld 3 but in theſccond Senſe, asSouls are in torment
not to

dangercd by him. And therefore 'thisbeing aThr'eat
ning of ſending himxas aFlague to the Hypocrites of]

T (it a: ſecond thing to ,he obſerved, is, that Hno

dothmorenatively
breed ,Anxiety
andin ſpi
the Church, his proper Commiſiion in Reſcrence to thing
ritual Torment
than thePrinciples
containedl
the

them is only-ſet down. 2. This Limitation may'be
put in, to ſhew the proper work oſtheſcLoc'uﬅs, Poprſh poctrine, and propogated by theſe who
which ſhould not be proteſiedly to take away bodily are ſigniﬁed by theſe Locuﬅs. A'nd therefore ſee
Lives themſelves (from which, as to its Act, the

ingthe ſpreaders of ſuch Doctrineas breed Anxie

RomrſhC/ergy doth ſuperﬅitiouſly pretend' to abﬅain, ry and) Vexntron of Spirit, and can never ſatisfy
although they be deep in blooly Contrivances ) but nor
can qureta
more Conſcience,
warrahtahly muﬅ
appl beunderﬅood
ſii't to none,"'he-re,
than we
to
that their native Work_ ſhould be the deſtroying or'

Souls. The ſecond Limitation in'this Verſe, is Undtrlings of the 'Popiſh 'glerttyand other Pro
in reſpedtfofthe Time; it is not forever, but pogah-rs of that Kingdom; ' Viihere theſe things
for ſive Maur/21. We underﬅand it indeſinitl Y are' Clear, I. That their Doctrine is tap: 10ſ 'it
for a conſiderable long Time, yeta Time that is" ſelf to breed'ﬀthis 'vex-atiozs'ﬂþpspzrjt m h
bounded by the Lord and will have an End, as

zv-Ag.._1...

me innurnerablenpſs _. 9; utheirk' _ Cat-change, ﬁef;

{ Ezek. xxxix. 12. )ſeven'-Months are to be taken
4
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days, Doctrine of Merit of Works, and- uncer mies.. They are ſaid to= be rmu'rrd wit/7 Cmum lib
tainty of Grace and salvation, Perfection of Ho

Gold 5 to ſet forth their outward Grandure and ſeein

lineſs and
of
the Law of
God,
with the ing Statelyneſs and Authority,.which is not ſo in
great
Yoltefulﬁllin
of
lll-worſhip
andv
Superſtition,
which cannot b'ut brin

the Zealots of'ſiſi theſe deed, thou h it appeared to be ſo 5 and therefore ſaid

not to be
Traditions' under much

that b

ondage. a. This is clear,

old,- but lit' Gold. In a word, they are

like Kings inþPomp, andlArmics in Strength : This

their' Principles there is no Quieting agreeth- well to their Cardinals,-. Biſhops and' others

of a Crmſcience once wakned'z- What can their of the clergy of the Church of Ram." 3. Tbry
Pcrmances, Pilgrir'nages, Satiefactlons, Indul ences, brwr Fare: ar the-Him' M'r', that is a pretendedT
Invocation. of Sainte and'rmagcs-and ſuc like, Aﬃiblencſs, and Sociab eneſsin their Converſations:
do to the ſprlnkling'. of an. Heart- from' an evil * Therehy, to inſinuate-themſelvesxby rational Pretcxts'
Conſcience PF There needeth no more Proof of this, upon the Aſſections': of Menþyet'- being indeed no
than to read the-Writings of ſome of their Ca thing lels than they prctended.'.
4..
(
I'trſe
8.-)-They
are
ſaid
to' lady: Iſſmm'r
ſniﬅs,
and
to
conſider
the
many
Dotations
giveſſ
for Soul-maſlſies, after Death, becauſe. the Con Hair: Which holdeth forth an Eﬀeminatneſs, and'ſi

ſcience could never be quieted here.

3. W'e will vain Delicatencſs in their Diſpoſition and-'Carri1ge,.,

ﬁ'nd alſoſboth theſe made good in Experience; Hiſto
ries are full of Inﬅances'of the heartleſs and com

and a whoriſh way, of-dccking themſelves, and al

luring others to their Fornication; for which, this
Kingdom
( Chap.
is called Lions,
the great
fortleſs Liſe, and anxious Death of many Memu 5.
Theirv Teeth
werexvii.
ar the) YZrt/Ebf
. thathV/m'rz
is cru- '
bers 'of that Body, which God' hath bleſied to
ſome', for' conﬅraining them to ﬂee over theſe el and ravenous, notwithﬅanding 'of the former Ap-

- things to the alone _Grace of God in-Chriﬅ Je pearances, devouring the Souls of theſe that are ſuhto them,
ſns. Yea, 4. Doth' not their Doctrine purſue Men ject
and the
Goods the
andBodies
Eſſﬅatesof/theſethatoppoſe
of both, like theſe, them,
MIAF
till Death, and after Death to Torment? Their

pcrernptory' exacting of, auricula'r Confcﬃon of xxiii. I 5. who devour widow: bauﬅs, mia' 'that im
all Sins, and that under 'the Pain of-Da'mnation; der Prettxt qſlang. Pr'ayerr; -_ The Horſe: mentioned?
have Lion:
they
hhve only'
their
Man's' Abſolution,
Conﬁdence upon
the Vt/ſz
Lion; 17.
Yir'b'with
the Hzadu.
Faccs ofhere
Men,
and'Hair
of'ſi
Pope'sfounding
Pardon, of
v thethePrieﬅ'sct
his own
VVomen.- The Reaſon -_oſ'v the- Diﬀerence is',- al-2
though
hoth agree in _Cruelt'y and Tdeﬅroyin'g; ryett
crament ( yea ſometimes of ſome idola'trous Inven
tion, as the Maſs, 657. )according to their Pri'ne > the Popiſh Clergy ( ſigniﬁed here) 'do more' ſubtil-1
- ly and covertly
Soulsr- Therefore
are theyij
ciples,. conferring Grace by, the *w0rking_ of the -deſcſirib'ed
by Liorzr.deﬅro
'1'eL-t)'only,:which
are-notſo
ob-*
Pennance and Holineſs, or the vertue of ſome Sa

work (as the call it ),l and 'ſuch'like, cannot fur
niſh the *Sou with ſolid conﬁdence. 5 B'e'ſide', the 'vious
Sights-ſpeaketh'i)
The 'Mrb'>again"(
oſ whom the?t
ſixth to'
Trſiumpet
do more manifeﬅlyappear

Fear of Purgatorydoth weaken that Hope,tor Ex

pectation of: ]:)aſe,rv which'zotherwiſe Men -might lwhat - theylare ; 1 thereforekare deſcribed with ' Lion: V
have from' Death : . In' this Senſe, though they ſeek xheadsſi
Viſh.- 9 3 He', proceedeth'v vto'Xieſcſſribe -* theſe L'ocuſtsſſF
Death.- yet it ﬂeeth from *th'em,x and 'they obtain'.'
their br'eaﬂ-Þla'teſilar
defenſivc and oﬀenii'vUA'r-ms
; -they are'
ſaidi
not' their' Deﬁre by it, Land their Vexation idleth .in
to' bane'
it -' wefeibr'mﬅ-þlatlr
aſſſ/mm',

and -tbe' So'uﬂd" qﬁtbeir-mngﬂ-'war 71: t/je- Sound qf-'ſſ
vsI/zr/z'- 7.- A'c a m,- imhe-re'venm'vere; its: ye? .C/Ivſiariats*cf
many Horſhﬂrmming to' Bamlſ- The-3

not.'-,.

turneth the particularDe'ſcription'of theſe *Locuﬅs.
I: In their? Appcarance'or'Shapc; lMdHa'ﬅg-that .ﬁrﬅ'pa'rt ſhewethﬄvtheirrsecurity from 'all Dahgerg'v
is, ﬅrong, and ſwift; and ﬅout, as prepared unto and the Advantage' theyy-had-in =their-War zr-thereﬄ
Battel, So Gregory before ſpoken of Prieﬅg calling .was no hurting ſofthem-imorethan there is of-hu'rt- them Sattrdatum cxerzitu: to uſhcr in Antichriſh

ing \.Horſcmen -well*armed Twith Armoun- of Iron."

They' are compared to Hmﬁsþﬁþaﬂd unto Bat_te1,..The ſecond part of. the o. ſheweth the horrible'Noiſe?
becauſe of their Courage andExpeditneſs in under- and Terror ' wherewith' theyproſecute' their Deſigns?

taking and 'proſecuting their'DeiignS, and becauſe "when" they ﬁnd 'oppoſition 5 - ſo that 'Armie'siwithT
of the Succeſs which followed them; who; .as a conb * Hdrſemen and Chariotslard not "more" horrible' 'nor vi- - '

quering' Army do'prevail'over: the World, which' is'- oleht in their encounters' than they are. In the appllca- <
not armed againﬅthemx- For which Cauſes, theſe tion toxthe Clergyof theChutch of Rzn'mjboth theſe;
Locuﬅs, ( for] ii. ) are compared to Horſes and Ar--may;be made good 'by the; many l'rivileilg'cs and:
*
laund.
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Immunitics which they poſſeſs, whereby they are and hath all others in Subordinationtohim: It is
exempted from depcndance on all Monarchs but impoﬃble to indigitate an'y other by this then
their own; by the dread of Excommunications the Pope._ 2._This Monarch is deſcribed by his
and thttnderings of Church-cenſures, while they O_ﬃce, which lS to be the Angel qf the bottom/er
keep the Keys of Heaven and Purgatory, they Pxr: Which holdeth forth two things, 1. That
were not only free of fear or hurt from others, he is aSen/ant'to that Kingdom of Darkneſs one
but alſo when they met with oppoſition from cornmtﬂtonated and ſent in ambaſlage from it
Emperors and Kings, did with ſuch Clamour and for llS behove; and ſo is not to be underﬅood of
Violence ſo perſecute them, that no Enemy or the Devil himſelf, who is not properly ſent, but =

Army hath been for a long time ſo terrible as ſendeth from the Pit, 2._It holdeth forth ane
they, making the World aﬅoniſhed with the ﬅu mrnent ſruﬅy and ſingular Mell'enger of that
pendiottſneſs of their pretended power. The Eﬀects .Ktngdom, therefore called ( by way of eminency ) the
of this have been often found, as Hiſtorys do Angel
the amende/i Pit, and therefore cannot
be applied to ordinary falſe Teachers. In aWord
witncſs.
'
T tr a to. fir/'ſl- doth continue the Deſcription he is the ſame star that fell from Heaven J/nſ:
of theſe Locults in three particulars more. The I. and got t/J! [ſay ty' the þatt'amle/f Pit, ahd the
ﬁrﬅ, is, t/ny bad miſs lit: nnta Scar-pinns tnilr, ſame Ben/I (mentioned, Chap. xiiL) to whom
(Iſa. v. t9.) do hold forth the ﬂattering and the Dragan doth eſpecially give his Power and Com
t'auning Humour of falſe Tmchers, who inſinuate mrﬃon as his great Deputy and Vicar in the

themſelves by ﬂatteries and lies, as Dogs ( to whom backﬂidden Church; and therefore he isſaid( 2771eﬀ
they are compared) do with their tails. 2. It is n. ) to tame after the working qf Satan &c.
ſaid, there were Sting; in their tailr, that is, not 3. This Kzng, is deſcribed from his Name, which
only their Mouth and Head were hurtful, but their is ſet down both in Hebrew and Greek, [ba-riden

Tails; That which ſeemeth moﬅ pleaſant to others,
and is muﬅ delighted in, doth often prove moﬅ
' noiſome and hurtful to them. Such fair Words
and pleaſant Sreeches of corrupt Men have ever a
Sting in them, tending to the ſeduction of the ſim
ple, Ram. xti. 18. 3. Theircontinuance is deſcnbed,
their power was to hurt Ml'l ſi'ut lldontbrz This
was formerly ſpoken of, Verſe 5. and is again re
peated here, either becauſe it was mentioned for
merly by way of Limitation, that they ſhould tor

and Xpe/bon, _a Name ſuitable to ſuch a Kingand
Kingdom. His Name in both, ſigniﬁeth a Deﬅroy
er, or to deﬅroy; partly, becauſe actively he de
ﬅroyeth; and partly, becauſe heis to be deﬅro ed
It lS ſet down both in Hebrew and Greek - He:

cauſe, 1. He uſurpeth over all the Church, and
proveth a Deﬅroyer both to yew: and Greek; 2
Becauſe m_due time he is to be deﬅroyed by both-

as we wtll ſee on Chap. xvi. and 19. and alſc;
becauſe the Lord would have him known to be

ment no longer than the time appointed; here ſo,- both by Jews and Grttb, as Pilat: cauſed
itis to ſhew their continuancc, which ſhall be till Our
write blelled
the Tttle
divers
Lanou agre.
es
Lordabove
JeſusChriﬅ
had intwo
Nameso
the appointed time come ; or, it is doubled, to con

ﬁrm the Faith of God's overuling Providence in
timing both the Riſe, Continuance, and Cloſe of
of this dreadful Plague. This I/erſſ alſo being
particularly compared with Per/2 19. following,
will alſo clear the Plagues threatned by there
two Trunnets, to be of diﬅinct and diﬀerent Na
tures.

j'zjſns, m Hebrew, and C/zrﬃ in Greek,- both

which
hold him' forth to be aSaviour, This Km
wrll_be ſatisﬁed with no leſs Honour and extengt

of Governinent, yetis deſcribed by theſe Titla to
be of quite contrary Nature. It is not to be
thought, that this King ſhould aſſume ſuch an
OdlOUS Title, or that any ſuch ſhould be attri
' Lzz/ily, (Verſe 11. ) T H e 1 a Govemment is buted to him by his followers, but that indeed he
deſcribed in three, 1. ( contrary to that of Locuﬅs, 1ſulrallibllae ſwh, as Title this dclcribeth, that is, a moﬅ
Prw. xxx. 27.) it is monarchick, they lawe a coin-ilke
after and Deﬅroy er ot the Church of
King arm- t/mn, that is, although they be many
and various and diﬀerent among themſelves, yet r Kingdom,
T a Iwes,whereof
all allongﬅ,
is aApplication
licable
ſhortly
have
hinted
the the
Popsxis
Head,toot'it
utiiloe which
are they all ſubordinate to one ſupremc Head,
viſiho exercileth abſolute and indcpendent Autho
rity over all the reﬅ, and who liveth in royal ﬅandethſure upon the preceeding Grouhds and
ﬂatc and majcﬅy in the World, having uncontro Suppoſitions. For further conﬁrming whereof we

vcrted and illtmited power within that Kingdom, ſhall, I. In few Words reſume ſome general 'Pro

pertics

'Chap-9.

'BO OK of 'be

perties of, and conſiderations concerning, this
Plague here deſcribed. 2. vWe ſhall lay down a
little view of the publick Riſe, Progreſs, Nature,
Es'c. of the papal Kingdom: From which two, we
(hall leave the£Application,ly way ofConcluhon, to
be gathered.
_
4
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therefore cannot neceſſarily and natively be de
ﬅructive to the ſolid Conſolation of Souls, andbe

get fearful Horror in the Hearts and Conſciences
of poor 'Sinners, ſo that ſometimes the greateﬅ pro
motters of them, have been forced to abandon theſe

Principles under Challenges: And their greateﬅ
t. T r-t E object of this Piaguems, rthe viſible Diſputants are conﬅrained to acknowledge this, we
zhave one-inﬅance in Bcllarm'ctrz de
11'5. 3. Cap.

Church, and hypocritical Profeſiors in it,_ who are 7. who, after his long diiſipute oflndulgences Merit

not appointed and marked for eternal Life. It is
the ſame Chriﬅian World, and light of Ordinances, of Works, &it. ſeekcth to ſum up all in three
Aſlertions.

The ﬁrﬅ

whereof, attributeth Merit

which is darkened and deﬅroyed by it,>' which was
weakenedſi
by the 'former Trumpets- 2. _The unto Works; the ſecond alloweth Men to conﬁde
Nature of it, is spiritual, corrupting theOrdman in their own Merits; yet as diﬅruﬅing this Foun

dation ſo largely contended for, he addeth a third
Propoſition, prcpttr imtrtitudimm praprieju/Iit'ict U
3. I'he extent of it, is paint/um
inamſir g/ariz, tutﬀmum eﬅſidmiam man'

ces of Spiritual Life, and bringing with it Deﬅruc

tion to immortal Souls.

univerſal, over the Face of the whole viſible Church,
the Actors in it are Church-'Men, once by their in ﬅla Dn' miſtu'mrdia U bmignitartt Flþanﬂ'l.

So

places having Power.and Authority in the Church That in.end for uneertainty of Man's proper Right
of Chriﬅ. In time it break-eth out in a Spiritu-al eouſneſs and hazard of vain Glory he accounteth
Kingdom and Hierarchy; and upon a pretended it moſt ſaſe to place our whole conﬁdence in the
Eccleſiaﬅick Accouut, aſſuming great Power and Merc-y and Goodneſs of God allanerly, and giveth
Authority, it doth breed, and is ſupported by thisReaſon, ifMan hath no Merit (ſaith he) he
ſwarms of Church-oﬃcers:

The

time

of its ſhould not-conſide; if he hath ( which yet is un

publick appearing to be aKingdom in an eﬅabliſhcd certain) it .is no Hurt or Loſs to ﬂee only to
form, will be found tobe about the Year 600. for, God's Mercy. zIn which one Aſſertion we may ſee,
it followeth immediately the fourth TrumpetJ .t. The uncomfortablencſs of that Doctrine of
which continued the Hiﬅory of that time, and Merit that can never comfort ſolidly, becauſe, at
doth immediately proceed the riſe of the Maho the beﬅ, it is uncertain. 2. We ma ſee the
metans, which from the jeo. Year forward .is at Hazard of it to foﬅer Pride and vain - lory.

an Hight, and Growth, as the Expoſition of the
'following Trumpet will clear. I'his Plague car
rieth alongﬅ with it much corrupt Doctrine; ym,
bringeth again- Idolatry into the Chriﬅian Church,
'as we will rſee in the cloſe'oſ this Chapter, and
teſpecially ſuch corrupt Doctrine as overturneth the
tcomfortable and guiering Grounds of the Goſpel ;

We may ſee 'the Diſquietneſs ofit, by which Sin
ners can never be ſecure, till they have fully re
nounced it. Suarez alſo doth homologate Bellari
'm'ne in this. And yet this Doctrine of Mcrit- is a.
prime fundamcntal Tenent of that Church, but
hath often diſappointed the Defenders or it, when

created Orders for the promoving theſe Doctrines
se ſupportingthatKingdorn,who both by covered ſub
tilty and Violence carry on their Deſigns, and many
h other
ſuzﬀ
o-w i;rticulars.
the ſecond Thing propounded, if we
will takſie a View of the papal Kngdom, What
will .we miſs? That it is a Kingdom under one
abſolute Monarch with moﬅ illimited Power,
having Dominion over' the Church, _being begun
and carried on by Church-Men, having corrupted
the Doctrine of the Goſpel, and brought Idolatry

ſus in their Death, who often thought it abſurd in
their Life: As particularly is written of Charles
the ﬁfth, after his laying by of publick things
in the World and his retiring of himſelf to a
Monaﬅery.

they had moﬅ need of Comfort, and hath made
zit bringeth alſo to the World great ﬅore of new them prize the Doctrine of Faith in Chriﬅ Je

T 't e

ſecond Inﬅance,

is in the abundance

and-variety of their rcligious,Orders as they are called,
_( which take up a main part of the Deſcription of
this Kingdom) there is at latﬅ thirty ſive Ordcrs
reckoned, each whereof, for the moﬅ part, will

eomprehend many Thouſands, beſide their Biſhops
Hierarchy. The
iiTﬅance but theſe three particulars, 1. The Nature Number of theMonaﬅeries belonging to theſe Orders,
of the Doctrine and Errorsbrought in by them, are reckoned by ſome to be 225044. as is obſerved
which,'t*hough exceeding agreeable to Nature, yet by Alﬅedius in his chronology: All which have
exceeding oppoſite to the Way of (ar-ice, and their original by the Pope: Authority, hold their
H h h
dependcncy

attain

into the

Church, are all evident.

Iſhall and other Members of their
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Dependcncy on him-alone, and are vigorous Inﬅru- Mauritiu: name, and what to ingratiate 'himſelf in
mtnts, ſpecially devoted to the upholding and pro- the Weﬅ by= the Biſhop of Rome: means. Some few

moving Of his Deſigns-

Years after ( while Bomﬁm, who was at ﬁrﬅ Grv

Laﬅlv, A more particular conſidering of its Riſe gary's Commiſſtoner to ,P/ma.*, poſl'eﬂ'ed the Sea)
and publick' Appearance; which was about the ſame he paſiizd an Edict, willing and declaring Ram' to be
Time, to wit, zlmra 600. and its growth and manner of proceeding afterward will make out this,
which was ſhortly thue,
A F 'r a R the three hundred Year, when the

Church poſl'eſſed Peace,

acknowledged for the ſupream Sea, and the Biſhop
thereof for Supream- and Univerſal-Biſhop from
that Time forth. This Decree Bomfau the third;
within ſhort'Time cauſed ratifie and=pronounce in

Pride ſoon infected her avLzmran Council of 6'2. or' 72. Biſhops ;_ and

Oﬃccrs, whereby there was ambitious Delircs after altho' it wanted not much Contradictien. then,

Prchcminence amongﬅ theſe who ſhould have been and was never fully acknowledged by all thezaﬅ
moﬅ free oſ that Vice:

Rome had-many Advan- Churches, yet from that Time did this-great Roman

tages for this End, and her Biſhops improved them Hierarchy receive its publick Riſe, and-thath'I-yﬅery
well, as hath been hinted in the,Exp0ſition of the which long had been working,.was obﬅetricated and"

former Trumpets; yet did never one of them uſurp brought forth b ſuch a Midwife, as this infamous
a ſettled superiority, or the Title of Univerſal Biſhop P/mas, Alma: 06.. as is ſaidu At- thts Time, and
or Hcadſhip over the Church, - till Bomſare the third after ( as Platina in 'vita Bony-Mix' tertii faith ) this
aſſumcd it, about the Year 006.

Which was upon Pope and others did put in their Decrees, Sir wlumu;

this Occaſion: After the Seat of the Empire- was
tranilated from Rome to Can/Iantimþleby Canﬅanrim, that Biſhop was priviledged with all the Privilcdges which Rome enjoyed, by her being formerly
the Seat of the Emperor's Court, even as that Cilyt
was named New Ram-sand made fellow in all Priviledgcs unto Old Ram: From this, many Con-

U' julmnus; and. ſaith, that the Reaſon of pre
ferring Rome, was, Becauſe the Emperor was ﬅill
ﬅiled Rmrmaruvr: [paper-am', whereſoever he re
ﬁded.-.
IMMttDtA-Tzur- afterſſhisg. the Light- of the
Word wonderfully decayed, Traditions were ob
truded, all publick Worſhip was to be performed

tentions followed, as is before hintcd.- While the
Emperor's Court conﬅantly continuedt there, the
Biſhops of Corﬅantirropla would not be content with
Equality, but aſſumed a superiority, and a Title

in Latin, the &riptures were-keeped up from laick
People, < as they called them ) Letanies, Lyturgies,.
and Maſies were brought in ﬅead of the Word and
Preaching. And in EﬁectrallvReformations con

ſuitable to it, of Univerſal Biſhop. This, 70b't- B. . ﬁﬅcd in building Churches and Monaﬅeries, and'
of Carﬄantinopll did a little beſore- the Year 600. inriching them with great Dotations; . Pluraliry of'
while Mauritiur poﬂeſied the Empire, who did Mediators and worſhippingoflsaintsrand Angel;
countenance him, it is like out of reſpect to the were brought in (eſpecially this --was in Vitt/Iiarzur

Place, where his Court reſided.. This Uſurpation his Time, about the>Year 666.) Heatheniſh Su.
was generally ill taken, and written againﬅ, .eſpeci- perﬅitions and .Ceremonies were brought again into -

ally by Gregory Biſhop of Rome, who did preſage the Church, ,the,Temple called Pantlmrrſſ former-v
the revealing of Antichriﬅ not to be far- oﬀ, when- ly dedicated to all the Heathen gods )/ was notv'
Men
durﬅ be ſo impudent to- take that Stile, which' opened andv dedicated to all Saints,-( this was in=

no Apoﬅle. cver uſurped.; Upon ſome Occaſion" Plmas and Þmarmtiurtheir Time ),, Images were
the Emperor's' Army mutinying, ,did chooſe one. ſet up in the Church,>and*appointed to be wotPbotar ( a baſe, vile wretch ) Emperor,,who haw ſhipped: . Which occaſioned great Confuſion in the

ing killed, all 'Maur-'rim 'Children before him, did-Church; and altho' it was long reſiﬅed, by the'
afterward kill himſelf. , Unto this Plmar did Gregory. Emperors of the Eq/I, and by ſeveral Councils both
of Ram', make, Addreﬂesn by. Commiſſtoners and in the Eqﬅ and lﬄzﬅ,
Epiﬅleggroﬂyt ﬂattering. him, .andrabuﬁng that bliſhed by, theſecond

et was it afterward cibly
uncil of Nia-g. This ſe_.

Place of Dam'tliv. of God's changing and transfer- cond council-of MZ'J-'Was-helQL An'm 73L or;
ring of Empires, .as he had donevthat for the good 788.*. 'I'his-worſhipping of Imagcs was mjghmf.
of his-Church,.in removing .a Tyrantand ſettingoppoſed by Lza Iſizurus, Can/lum', Compram- and.
up ſuch' a religious Prince as.Pl>oms..-was, zasrnayj other Empesors of the Ea ,., who for that were '
be ſeen in his Epiﬅles, Liþ. 11. Epyi. 36, 44,,..and. excommunicated by. the opes. . 'At- laﬅ Irnu, a

43. By this Means, Pborar came to favour the ſuperﬅitious cruel Woman, obtaining the Govem.
Biſhop: .of Rome, and what out of envy, towards mcntaftcr her Huſband's Death, the foreſaid Coum .
du
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W l! ſhall ſay no more for Uſe' of'all, Buctt,
-cil of Nice did 'conclude this Image-worſhip.

It

ſat ﬁrﬅ down at Co'zﬅanli'lqble, _but the People

1. That we would bleſs God, who hath ſo clear

being inraged at this their Deſign, they were forced
to remove it to Nice. It is marked, Cut. Magd.
out of old Writers, that theſe Emperors urged the
removing of Images, that that Scandal might not.
ly before the Saramzs, that Clyri/Iiam worſhipped

ly diſcovered to us this Abomination that maketh
deſolatc.

And 2. We would bleſs him further,

that he hath freed us from this Tyranny, under
which a great Part of the Chriﬅian World doth
ly, and by which our own Preieceﬂbrs were
Idols ; This Council of Nice was alſo withﬅood by ſometimes keeped in Bondage. 3. lt would pro
voke us to improve vthe Light and Liberty of
Cbarlcrtbe great and Ludwitur Pins.
.A T this Time alſo the Pope grew/exceedingly Truth, 'which he hath coneeded to us, and to
to an ﬂight, not only of cenſuring Biſhops, and welcome =the Soul-Comforting Doctrines of the
diſpoﬁng-of Biſhopricks, but alſo depoſing Kings, free Grace of the Goſpel. O what great odds
and diſpoﬁng of their Kingdom: at .his Pleaſure,' is there betwixt the Diſpenſations of the Goſpel
ſupreamly and ſoveraignly to decide all Qieﬅions which we enjoy, and that which our Fathers lived
whatſoever, and that without allPoilibilityorert-ing. under! And therefore how much more is required
In a Word, \In every Thing ſo abſohtte, as he of us? And how .much greater will the 'Con
might
lead .Millions
of .Souls
to thou?
Hell, andAndnone
might ſay
to him, ſiWhat
doeﬅ
all demnation of- theſe be, who ſhtil ungratcfully pe
riſh under this Light?

Laﬅly, Let it ﬅir us up

this with .wonderſul Violence and Terror to any with holy Indignation againﬅ this contagion of
who ſhould in the leaﬅ contrary the fame: Which Popery: Ought we to think this a light and
Things are not only practiſed by the Head of this indiﬀerent Matter, which the Lord hath threatned
Antichriﬅian

Kingdom, but alſo are owned and as vſo great a Wo

to the viſible Church, and

maintained by theſe his forementioned Armies to which he doth ſo ſigniſicantly delineate in the helliſh
be due to him, (as from many particular Inﬅances, Nature and hurtful ﬀects of it? And let us com
and their general Principles might be made out) miierate the deplotable Condition of many Thou
all which being put togethen, (eſpecially by 'the ſands of poor Souls, captivated under this Tyranr-y,
Intelligent, who are acquainted with their Practices and ﬅung with the Poiſon of theſe iicornions, who

and Writings) 'it may be conﬁdently concluded,
( which was ailerted .in the Introductton to' lhLS
Chapter) that the Popiſh Kingdom, is the very
Kingdom, the Pope, the very I_(mg, and the An
gcl of the bottomleſs Pit, the Foprſh-Cſlergy, the
very Locuﬅs and Armies, and their Doctrine, the

yet cry not when .they,are bound. And let us
cry mightily to God, to break this Covenant with
Death, and to bring this Agrcement with Hell to an

End, that the oppreſied Captives may be let go free,
and the Templemay beopened in Heaven, and that
he may take to him his great Power, and Reign,

very noiſome Smoke of the Pit, which are here that the Kingdoms of the Earth,

may

become

ſomewhat darkly, but exceeding fully and appoſitely the Kingdoms of the Lord, and of his Chriﬅ:
Even ſo. Amen.
deſcribed.
1
*
concerning the cmﬂrtkﬅ Grounds that Popery layed; dawn for the conﬁning

*

of poor qﬄicttd Can/damn.

F we 'might take a 'View-of ſuch Grounds as
Popery layeth down for the quicting ofan ex_
erciſed Conſcience, what a Labyrinth would lt
be ſoundi, For, I. They denyall not lmputation
.of Sin, or Imputation of Righteouſneſs, and placeRe
miſſion of Sins only in the infuſing oſa gracious (Lia
I

committed; the ﬁrﬅ proceedeth from ſer-vile Fear,
this from ſilial: Both theſe they lay down as
neceſlaryſor attaining of the former Remiﬂion,
or Infuſion of Grace. 3. To this Contrition
they give a ſourfold Inﬂuence in the attaining
thereof, t. Diſpolitively, or a diſpoſing Inﬂuence,

as the material Cauſe (as they call it ) of thls
am; So that if the Sin be mortal, this lS loﬅ, i altho' Grace, that is, by this Contrition as it is a
the Perſon were ſormeiſiljy juﬅ ) and muﬅ again be re Vertue, the Soul is diſpoſed for receiving of that
ljty in the Soul, which they call grene gratumfaa

covered.

If it be veni , he muﬅ ſatrsﬁetor it.

2. Grace;

or, that that Grace may he wrought

To this kind of Rcmiﬃon, they require Air-mon and in the Soul, out of that Contrition, as the Pre
Contrition. The ﬁrﬅ is a legal Sorrow for fear of exiitentMatter thereof. 2. It concurreth inﬅrumcn
H_ h h 2.
lally,
wrath, the ſecond is an intenſe Sorrow for the Sin
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on him.

Therefore

by which, the Prieﬅ: Abſolution doth ex open ope- they make Baptiſm - ﬁmply neceſſary to the Pardon
rate, beget ſuch Grace in the Heart oſ one that of Original Sin,.and Pennance to actual, except
is contrite. Theſe two are laid down by Tbam. when it is impoſſible; and in this caſe the Vow
ſhpplemeat. qug/I. 5. Art; t. carp. 3. It concurreth thereof doth ſupply. To this ſacramental Abſolutb

by way of Satisfaction for the Sin committed, and on they require particular Confeﬃon-of mortal Sins,
'ſo this inward Contrition tn the ſenſitive part, tis
Man's recompenﬁng for his Fault inwardly,.as-he
doth outwardly' inﬂict Puniſhment on the Body, ad
recompenſizndarh qﬄﬂnſhm qua in Deum committitur,..

as zſqui'ias ſpealteth, Queﬅ. t. zſrt. 2.

do 'imﬃtau ſhlutit, to be. made manam), to the
Prieﬅ, before he abſolve them, which can be no
little Torture; and ſo ﬅill this leaveth theSoul to
diſpute the Prieﬅ's Commiſſion, and the Nature of

4.. It con- that Sacrament,.which will not- eahly quiet it, and

curreth meritoriouſly as an act of Vertue, even- alſo leaveth it under zſquinat his unanſwerable Ar

as other Works do for procurring meritoriouﬂy- gumengſhppl. Laﬅ. 1.\1rt.3.

Where( ſaithhe)

ſomething from God, ſhpp. Qmﬅ. I-Jlﬂl. Leven the
ﬁrﬅ entrance into Glory.
A t. L which ways will be unſatisfying tovaaConſcience; for neither of them looketh on Repentance as that which the Lord of his Grace hath:
promiſed and knit Pardon freely unto: Thereforez.
that it may be meri-torious, there ariſeth a new

the Principles are diverſe, the one can never paſs
unto, or become the other; But the Principles of
Attrition, fo-wſt, ſcrvile fear, and of Contrition,
to wit, ﬁlial fear, are diverſe. Erga, &Ft. When
this is done, there is ﬅill a ﬅick ( even by their
Principles) in the uncertainty Of this, whether
their Contrition be true or not; or whether that

Djſpute; wherein this Contrition conſiﬅeth.. 1Some old- Schoolmen ſay it muﬅ be inſhmmagra-a
du, otherwiſe Pardon is not to be expected. 2.
Others, of whom Sratu: is the Head, ſay that it is
ſuch aSorrow as is only known to God, and ſo by it the Conſcience can have no quiet.. 3. The.

Remiﬂion hath followed freely or not: For, tliis,.
They ſay, cannot be known, (but by particular
Revelation) Therefore do they conclude, that to
ſupply all, .it is neceﬂary to enjoyn Satisfaction in
Work,- by Pennances, Perigrinations, -Dotations, or
ſuch like, whereby they make-up equipolently the

latter Jeſuits 'asBﬂ/ar. dlþrzmſitm. lib. 2. cap. tt.-. Eﬀects of their Contrition, and make all ſure:
and Grtgor. de. Vale-it. tom. 4.. diſh. 7. ﬂat/I. 8--. And if the Perſon cannot ﬁtiaﬁe himſelf, becauſe

le contrition', do reject both theſe as falſe and his Sins are great, here they " have their Ina
dangerous: And becauſe that Contrition in ſuch dulgences, and the Appliwion of the Satisfactions.
a Degree is moﬅ rare, therefore they have a twofold Cure, leﬅ there be no ground to quiet one at
all. I. Bellanm'nt diﬅinguiſheth Contrition in that
which is int-'ſive ſitmma and appretiatiw ſizmma,

of others for quieting the Mind, wwhereby the Pppz,.
out of his Trinſury, and plentitude of Authority,
doth apply the Satisfaction of ſome others, who
did ſatisﬁc &pa more than their own guiltdid amount

and ſaith', that though the ﬁrﬅ be not, the ſecond unto, as BeIzrmi/n ſpealteth de indul. lib. Lmp.
will be ſuﬃcient, providing the Sinner be .ﬅill .-4.\ The Conſcience is recommended to this for
purſuing after; the ﬁrﬅ to the uttermoﬅ, ſo that quietneſs; whence it is, thatſo much Moneyis given

if any thing be- left undone which might be done- for theſe Indulgences.
for attaining thereof, this Ground will fail; and the. T H a s it ways indeed oppreſs the Perſons, and
'Conſcience can. have no Peace in this, becauſe in it empty the Purſes of their Patients, but can pro
there is a new Sin, and what ſhall ſatisﬁe .for that? duce no ſolid Cure. . Thisgrear Diﬃculty fellaw
This is alſoctrare, and conſidering that a wakened eth ever that Way, when external bodily Pan

Conſcience will not eaſily Acquieſce in its own nancesdo not the turn, then ſo many Years have

appretiative Contrition; asbeing equivalent for Sav. they to endure in Purgatory notwithﬅanding of or
tisfaction,
thatthebeing
onl IVDegree,
ſuch as
deſireth
to be lib.
dinary
this, (as
ſaith,
intenſively in
higheﬅ
as they
expound
1. Indulgences,
de jndul. cap. and
9. pag.
1174.Bdlarmim
) may amoum;
it.

Therefoie,. 2. The Weight. is laid on the to twenty Thouſand Years, which-is the great
power
of the Keys, and the Pricﬅ's Abſolution in Courteſy allowed by this. Way unto a tſſortured

the Sactament of Pennance( which Greg. de Vale-mid, Conſcience.

ſaith, is ummunis Scbaluﬅimrum ſnrtentia) that is,
that tho'.-_ Contrition of it ſelf be not ſuﬃcient, yet by
Vertue ofthe foreſaid Abſolution, one that is attritus,
doth bkcome. mrmſilm, and ſo-have the formemioned

.. T H 1-: Queﬅion is. -- What maye become of that
Perſon at the Day of Judgment when his Years
will not be expired? By intenſneſs (ſaith he)
of the .Degree that is to be made up in three
01'

'a
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or'ſfour
Year.at This
is
the
Wa
ire-and
he cannot
' 'o- be ' ſatisſactor leave
of their
thehundred
caſuai
Patient
DlVimtY:
an And
unccrwnty,
afterpath
an, when
the; Juſticeis
3. Whetheriixtſiſelﬂand ſoin beinggorroxſſptcandcifzwvljizhgﬂflgihs
defective
that
theyr'twenty
have beﬅ'owed
Thouſand all
Years
ow-Fhemzm'P'urgator-yy
and indured
if for but
own muﬅv
act> of needl
Sorrow
a. Satisfaction.
be ﬁncere or4. gracious
Whether that
all thaﬂthey rnaiy-be afterward'Tchaved-and brought is ﬅill uncertaim-and ſo cannot but mar ,Peace

through -,r. ſo it lS _ﬅill at aVemurV-and whax peace- ſtill as they aeknoW-ledger And to cloſe>it muﬅ
can be here m- thrs_ Way,-where- neceſihrily theſe be apoor- Peace which is fought for iri Pur a
foor are controvernble-Pſ 1.-Whether theſe Means,- tory,-by ſo man -'Yeaxs'cominuapee- there Endi
being applyed! can" work thew Eﬀect,- when noﬂzigg- not to be ure- of it' when theſe- (hall end
ſuchzwny 15; holden-forth m'-' Senpturer and is) - ew ip- nothing'- likeþ the' Anxiety-' mentioned?

but grounded:I in many ſhepeh on Tradinons andhdxe thaﬂ'i thisr which' is' but an' Hint- of that
Canons,-. and d'ſputable Principles at the beﬅ,- which is followed'jin-manyr' inextricabie' D'rſputes'
_2. Whether a Propornonablneſs can btb'ﬁ'ectk
118. bansfactions or" Sorrow, and the Sin comm1tted,_ ſo as they may quiet the Conſciencc,
as having appeaſed. God byv thcm,4ſeeing. his-

concerning theſe three parts' of Repcntance to'
wit, mzm'n'a tardis, tonſzﬃa and' * and- ſhtisfzrctip
open), which would ſooner diitract a vrearicd'r
Sinner than give quietneſs untovhimp
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. Nſſrſſ the la'ſt- Trumpet were deſcribed theſſN'at-ure'who vis called ſſthei'Aſſ eI ſſof 'the Cover'd
'

and Succeſs of the Kingdom of - Antichriﬅ'viſiblw Church was-peﬅered * with

i-

-

Corrtdptizrte

who vYas _there- called,-. the Angel fofﬄithexsuperﬅirions- and - Idolatry by him,*-ſor which m;
þouomleſs Pit,

m' oppoſition

to jeſuswchnﬅ 'Lord-ithrcameth 'to-Ppiague them with * a 'more
ſenſibie '
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An

EXPOS'IT'IO'N of the

ſenſible "plague by 'this ſixth Trumpet.

-

2. T a I Church here, is to be conſidered as

T t-r a 12. Verſe One we is paﬅ, &e. *Is ſet declined, and as being guilty of Idoiatry, and
down to rid Marches betwixt the two Trumpets many other groſs isins, as is clear by Verﬅ 20,
'* r '
and to make the Tranſition clear from the one ar.
3. I 'l' is clear alſo, that this Judgment is of a
to the other. It is not to be underﬅood, as if
the Event of the ﬁfth Trumpet were ſully to diﬀerent Nature from the former ( as was hinted
preceed the ſixth, and no ways to contemporate in the Expoſition of it) and doth particularly de
with it ( the contrary of this is clear from the nounce temporal Judgment upon the Church, al

cloſe of this Chapter, where the Idolatry, brought ready drunken with ſpiritual Plagues : This the par
into the World by the ﬁfth Trumpet, continueth ticular Deſcription will Demonﬅrate 5 yet it is ſuch
unrepented of during the, ſixth ; but this is to Lbe a Judgment in temporal Things, as carrieth groſs
underﬅood, either as holding forth the priority of Abominations and ſpiritual Venom, for poiſoning
their beginning, the ﬁfth preceedeth the ſixth, as Souls, alongﬅ with it; ſo their having of Tails
being the procuring cauſe of it; or, it relateth only Me wite Snpeim, &c. doth import.
Leg/il), l'r muﬅ alſo be ſuch aPlague as isex
to the former Deſcription, and ſigniﬁeth this much,
tlze Deſcription of the ﬁrﬅ VVois paﬅ, and now co ecuted by ſome great Power in the BVorld, who
meth the typical Deſcription of the ſecond. have mighty Armies _in executing this in a warlikg
Therefore what we prefaced in general concern violent and ſucceﬁ'ful, though in a barbarous and
'
ing the.Order both _of Seals and TrumpetsJ is to cruel _Manner.
_A-N-D therefore, in ſhort, we conceive no o
be applyed here.
T'H 5 Judgment propheſed of here, at the ther to beintended herqþut the Dominion of the
ﬁrﬅ reading is exceeding terrible, and ſo deſcrib Writ, who, by their mighty Strength, great
ed as muﬅ be neceſſarily underﬅood of ſome Cruelty and pqiſonous Doctrine of Add/malt have
more than an ordinary Wo. In this Deſcrip proven exceeding: deﬅructive both to the Bodies and
tion we have, r. The riſe of this Plague, in the Souls of innumerable poor Chriﬅiam-z Which-we
ſupream and ſubordinate Ovetrulers thereof, Verſe may clear _a little more in the Application, and as we
13, 14.---- 2. The Actors and Executioners go thro' the Words.
I'trt 13. Ter: ﬁrﬅ Thing Yea/m mentioneth.
thereof are generally hinted at, K'rſe---J4. 3.
Their Commiﬃon is expreﬂed, Verſe 15. 4. is a oice, I beard (r I/aia from the ﬂur barn: qf
The Executioners and their Execution follow Holden dim,', &c. Which ſetteth forth the Voice
ing thereupon are deſcribed, Ftrﬅ 16, 17, 18, of God, or of Jeſus Chriﬅ, as ſupieam Over

19. 5. The procuring Cauſe .of this Plague is ruler of _of this Plague, with Alluſion to God's
implied, Verſe 20. Asþalſo, 6. The end which
the Judgment aimed at in it- ſelf, with the
Succeſs, ( or rather unſuceeſsfulneſs ) which it had,
are ſet dOVi n, Fcrﬅ no, 21.
"

giving Anſwers in his Temple under the old
Teﬅament. This Vain giveth Orders to the ſixth

ject of this Plague, is generally the ſame with
the former, 'o wit, the viſible Church, now

upon the Church

Angel, the ſubordinate ,_Overſeer of this Plague,

t_0 leaﬅ, &e. By which is holden forth Godfs So
F o R the more clear opening of the Words, veraignty over," and his making uſe of Angels in
we would premit theſe Generals, r. The Ob the ordering of, the moﬅ fearful Piagues that come

'

Saw/lb, T H s Actors are touched at in this
which which
the 'Angel
the
drawn to Superﬅition and Idolatry by Antichriﬅ, order
four zlngels,
an getteth,
bound in[mﬅ
t/n 14..
greatLaﬅ
Rj-uzſſr
are plagued by this: For, Judgmems are t'poken
of in this _Boqk, not as they are indiﬀerently up Eup/arates. Where we have theſe particulars.

on the World, but as particularly they concern
Lhe Church. And one of theſe Trumpets after
another doth contain a further ﬅep of Judg
ment upon the ſelf ſame Object; and the
Church being the Objeet of the former Trum

1, 'IXH e Ln Nature, they are [friget/s, not pro

perly to be underﬅood; for,

the Thing which

followeth _is Armies of Horſemen:

But they are

here called dage/5, to ſigniﬁe their bein

ſubſer

vient to God in his Deſign, and their
ing ﬁx.
ted with Agility, Promptitude, &Ft. for this Work,

ets, to muﬅ ſhe be of this, otherwiſe the pro
nouncing of this Wo would have with 1it further. which he was to emplo

them in ( it being or
to
Addition to her plagued Condition, which _is con: dinary in all this Propiieﬁe
i compare Inﬅru
ments
trirylotlhc Scope,

Chap. 9.
ments 'good
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or bad to Angel: and Spz'ritr, as,

ﬁg

vailed over the Sarmem) did with'them combine'

Chap. ix. n. Chap. xii7. and xvi. 13, &c.
in' one Domſnion under the Ottama'rean Family;
2. T H a Y are called four, not preciſely to deter- which was about rooo. Year and ſome more, from
mine a Number: But either,
which time their power grew till- agr'eat part of Eu.

Fz'r/l, T o ﬁgniſie the ſpreading of this Plague rope was overrun bythem.-

.

.

to all the Corners of the Earth, That as' ( Chap;
Tbira'ly, VV a have their Commiſſion, Ver/e 13)
vii. r. ) therev were ſour Angels holding the four' which ſheweth the end wherefore they were looſed.
Winds, that'they ſhould not blow; ſo there are- r.- Their Work, is to ﬅa_>'*.' 21. The Number, is.

here asmany Inﬅruments to hurt the Church, as were a third Pint of A/Iem'
there to preve-nt it.- Or,.
Serandly, l T may-be-topoitit'out a*fourfold dif=
krence either in reſpect of Government, Place,
Nature or ceremonies, which ſhould be amongﬅ
theſe who ſhouldbe Actors in thisPhgue, which

31 The Time or Continu.

ance of their Execution; is; For' an Hour and 11 Day;
&c.- Tin/lay, is to be here underﬅood properly to
take'away Mens bodily Lives: And therefore the
Expreſiions in this Trumpet diﬀer from* what is
in the former. The Event alſo herc marked, ( t/ye

we will. ﬁnd, agreeable to-the- ſinks in this Senſe third part was killed,- Verſe 18. ) doth conﬁrm it.
aſſa v
Again by the tþirdparl if Mm is not to be under
ﬂirdIy, T H' 'E s E" four Ahgels are ſaid to beat"
the great River Eupbmtes. ThisRiver in Syria
is famous in many Reſpects,- I. Upon it the great
City Babylon-ﬅood. 2. It was the March of Dawdand Solomon: Kingdom that-wasirom theSea to the
Riven- 3.. It was the great fatal bound of the-

ﬅood - any Number- deﬁnitely, nor any indeﬁnite
Number of the World abſolutely conſidered; but:
a third Part,- or," a conſiderable Number of the
Men living on this ſide the River Etrpbrates, from
which formerly theſe Executioners were reﬅrained 5
now being looſed, they are commiﬃonated eſpeci

Roman-Empire, 'beyond which they could never ally

in

reſpect'- of- them; ta- 'win-the ancient

extend their Dominion." 4. Becauſe of the footing Rnmm- Empire, now' become Antichriſtian. 3.
that the Yhrhſh Dominion took ſirſl: heſide it: For The time, or Continuance, is ſet down, in four

the ﬁrﬅ Turki/þGovemme-nt being by four Sultam, ſeveral Words, an Mter, a-Day, a Alone/7, and a
all of them ſor-a conſiderable time had their reſidence Twn- We conceivevit not ſate to 'apply it to>a>
near and about this River, to wit, in xlﬁa, dleppo, Day, *or an- Hour of any deﬁnite Time: ( which'
Dama/eu5,-and dntiaeb-,-. which were the Places we would rather reverence than' follow in * the
whereby thcſe Govemours weredeſigncd. We con- Practice of others. )- But- we' underﬅand here a
ceive this River to be here mentioned, to ſhew, that deſinite Time bounded - and limited > of God 'for '
ſuch ſhould be inﬅrumental in this Plague, aswere the prevailing of this Plague, as there was ſet'
neither within the Church, nor the Roman Empirepdown * a time- to the Locuﬅs' under the former
but ſhould have-their-Reſidence-heſide this River Trumpet.- We conceive the words are' multiplyedp
Eupbram, astheTurk: areobſerved-to have had be- Hour, Day, and Mantb,'-and Year, to ſet out, i.
fore their Dominion ſpread.- '
_ '
_ A
_ God's particular determining and bounding of that'

Faurtljly, T H- 1: Y- are ſaid to þesbeu'nd ſalt-fat? Plague in its Continuance, to a Year, =Month, Dry'
River, that is,- reﬅrained from breaking in upon 'and Hour,"-according to the Phra1e,-Num.-'ix. 22.
the Empirez' or the Church in it, -.for a long-time,-.-'- whether it was two 1 Daſi'ysf- or- a Month,- or a1
b _ GOd'sPrOVidence; ſo as if they had been indeed -Year,' Ev'n-1'- which is there uſed to ſhew the abſo*

boundſor many Years, what from inteſtine Diviſions ulute Dependancer the [ſide-lite: had upon'God inl1
among themſelves,'n what- by Nmn-[and's Invaſion their marchings and ſojournings, whether' ſor time:

of them,'-andJ what- by- ouri Lord's providing long or ſhort :'-So ſhnil it be- here; the time for'
ſome; Inﬅrument to' defend his Church = forv a> which they are prepared, -is>'particularly appointed.

T' iez: Theſe Fiat: were reﬅrained from invading ' z.= They are ſaid to -be-prepared for' ſuch a time, *
and overrunning the Empire,-although they vehe- diﬀeremly expreﬂelptowſhewy that in diverſe re-'

mently; gapedd after itt- They- are= ſaid -to be ſpects- their Continuance> ſhould- be> for' a. ſhort
[uſed from that placeyz when- the impediments and time," as of an Hour or'* Day; and alſo of a long .
reﬅraints,- formerly, keeping them in, are removi' time, as-of aMdnth and Yearſ- 3.. To ſhew their a
ed, and they 3 (,_as- it. were .)\ hunded like Dogs," lacrity to uſe theOpportunityand Liberty given them '
formerly tied: up,

to deﬅroy the

waﬅ> part of carefully; ſo that- after the-removing ofreﬅrainrgo

the Chriﬅian World, which accordingly came to they. ſhould not miſs one Hour-orDJyinexecuting
paſs, very,ſpeedily,, when the ﬁnis having preaman'

An arreosrrto-Nſſ ofthe
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their Commiſſion, and ſhould proſecuteitqtgorouſ or Prediction of God's, but it is evactly fulﬁlled, and
ly, till the Year or longeﬅ Period of their-Conti no Commiſſion of his, but it is fully executed. In
\nuance ſhould be ﬁniſhed.
hus may they be ſaid the Application of this, the ſpeedy, terrible and
great Overthow of llta the leſs, the Coaﬅ of 4frid,
and a great part cf waye, being deﬅroyed and over
ſelves, and the Execution which followeth 'I hey are mn by the Writ, are ſuﬃcient Evidences of the
deſcribed more pnrticulariy, _1. From their Number Truth of this. Beſide the cruel Murder committed
and Nature, l/erſe 16. The Arm , is, ofH'rﬅm/r; by the Saracen: in Italy, France, Spain, where yet

to be prepared, &Ft.
i
Faurthly, W e come to theExecuttoners them

'and the Number, is, Two hundrt thalt/held th'uſm'd. _it pleaſed the Lord to keepthem from ſettling.
That which isaddcql, tend _,1 heard the Nttmher ﬀ
,them, is to ſhew, that John invented not this' Num

J/erſe 19. ,T va e R a manner ofhurtingis more

particularly explained, r. By a double Mean where

ber, but that he had it plainly revealed to him. They by they hurt; Zhtir Power is in their Mouth and
are called Her/men, partly, to ſhew the ſwtftneſs

in their Tails. By Alnath is underﬅood their open

and celerity of their Succeſs; partly, to ſhew they

Violence, againﬅ the Body.

The Tail; ſigniﬁeth

were ſuch a People as abounded with ſuch War'rters. the abominableneſs of the Doctrine ſpread by them,
The Number we conceive ( more than the Time ) ,which.is dcitructive to Souls. 2. Theſe 7711'1: an:
is not deﬁnitely to be ﬅuck to; but ſigmﬁeth an further deſcribed, ( becauſe -their Doctrine was not
exceeding great Number. Both theſe agree well to ſpoken of before, though their Violence had been

the ﬁtrhs, who have led the greateﬅ Armies in _Eu deſcribed) they are ſaid-to belike Serpent: for poi
rope, eſpecially of Horſemen, and. made the ſwrfteﬅ ſonableneſs and Subtiity 3 and they have Ileadt, asan
Progreſs after their Invaſion, which hath been of a unnatural like Thing that Tails ſhould have Heads
long Time heard of, much more Numerous than on them. This ſetteth out the groſs abominableneſs
'ever the Chrz'ﬂia'u were able to oppoſe unto them. and abſurdityof that Doctrine. The Locuﬅs had
i- T t-t r-: 'Riders with their defenltvc Armour, and Tails, but they had not Heads on them; theſe have
the Nature of thelljlorſes (and it is like, their Of Heads, to ſhew, that it ſhallbc more deſcernable in

vfenﬁve Arms ) are deſcribed tjerﬅ _r,7. ﬂ'hey had

its groſſneſs thanthe former. lt is added, and with
them they do hurt, that is, with their Ybilr and Headr.
The ﬁrﬅ part of the Verſe ſheweth, that this Army
hurteth both by Cmelty to tbcBody, and peﬅife
,r0us Doctrine to the Soul; Therefore it is ſaid,
which, working Terror on theſe whom they mvade, Their Pmter r'; in their Muth and their Tails.
ſhall occaſion ſuch security to themſelves from the This laﬅ part ſheweth the Succeſs that followed
Hurt of any, as if they 'wereſully armed, and al _up0n their Doctrine; their were many Souls hurt
ſo richly, which we_conceu(e to beunderſlzood byya and deﬅroyed .with this, as there were Bodies with
einct. Their oﬀenﬁveArrns, or their oﬀending Power, the former. This fully agreeth to the flizrhr alſo,
are ſet out by two Expreſſtonsn t. The Head: if twho are not more terrible in their Armies to the
the Horſe: were as the Headuﬀþqztt, that is,_bold, Bodies of Men, than that Peſtiferqus Deluﬁon of
ﬁerce and deﬅroying, and that profeſiedly without _Ma_ho"tet, is of it ſelf hurtful and deﬅructive to Souls,
any colour or Pretext, ſuch as the Locuﬅs had. _z. and actually hath deﬅroyed many, a great part of
Out of their Mouths is ſaid to iﬂue _Ftr__e 'and Brim the World in God's Righteous Judgment being

Breaﬅuþllates eﬀ Fire and xſyamzct and Brﬂrﬄoye.
'Breaﬅ-plates uſe not to he made of ſuch
atter.
Z'We conceive the Meaning is, they (hall be terrible
' dreadful 'and deﬅructive, as Ji'ire, Brimﬅone, &it.

ﬅone: Whereby it would ſeem, thetr waﬅing and carr ed away with it.
'
cruel way of proceeding is ſet forth. Some alſo
X r. come now to the 20, and 21. Ver/e, And
think it doth relate to the uſe of Cannon, Muſket, the reﬅ q/'the Men 'which were not killed by the/i
and Piﬅol: For theſe two are certain. r. 'That Plaguer,
yet ſhew
repented
&it. procured
TheScope
is,ſi 1. To
whatnot,Sins
ſo whereof,
great a
the uFe of theſe weapons was found out, much about
this "Time, 2. There was never ſuch Abundance Plague, and ſo ﬁerce an Lnemy to be 'letten looſe
\of them and of ſuch hudge greatneſs, as was uſed upon the Chtiſtian \Vorld: And indeed the Conti

'by them in their European Egtpedittons.

_

deration of theſe Sins will vindicate the juﬅice of

I N the 18. Vcrſe, The Lvent of the Execution God in inﬂicting all theſe Evils. There is one Sin
is marked to be anſwerable to their Commiſiion; mentioned in this Iſerye, to wit, Idalatry, ſeveral

By theſe three was the third part of' Men lulled: ways aggreged ; and there are ſour moe in the laﬅ
'l'his is to be underſtood properly, as Verſe 15..It Ver/e added: And though God will ſuﬀer cruel
is marked, to ſhew, that there lS no Threatntng Abominations inPagam, that never-had the Know
ledge
'1'

w *
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ﬁrﬅlcommand, is ſo clalled; but even that which
ledge of his W'illz yet theſe who are guilty here,
being by Proſeﬄon of his Church," there is the greater acknowledging the true God, doth yet corrupt the
Acceſs in Juﬅice to take Courſe with them. 2. It Rule of Worſhip preſcribed by him, by putting an
is ſet down to ſhew the End which the Lord drove Idolatrous manner in the room thereof.

So, that

by ſuch ﬅrong Phyſick; It was at the Health, and Idolatry of Jereheam 'the Son of Nehat is ﬅiled,
not the Subverﬁon of that Part oſ the World; 2Chron. xi. 15. lie ordained him Prieﬅ: ſer the
And ſo by the Application of this Mean, either high Plates, andfor the Devib, and ﬂr the Calves
to bring them to Repentance, as the right Fruit which he had made: And yet the particular con
of all, or to diſcover their deſperate Impenitency. ſidering of that Sin, will make it appear, that he
v3. It ſheweth the Fruitleſneſs of this Mean, that did not directly intend the worſhipping of theſe

motwithﬅanding it was ſharp, yet did it not prevail Calves (and much leſs of Devils) in the room
with them; which' is not to be underﬅood, asiſ
God failed of his intended Purpoſe, but to ſhew
how-mad the Antichriﬅian World was upon th:ir
ldols, when ſuch a Judgment, having deﬅroyed

of God. 3. This Idolatry is aggregcd from the
Varicty and Multiplicity of it, in reſpect of the

Matter whereof theſe Idols were compounded,
Gold, Silver, Braﬅ, Stone and hſfwd,

'of which

ſo many, did not yet eﬀectuate the Recovery of Mettals of albſorts, Images, Cruciﬁxcs, elicts,£5*c.
th eBreﬅ.
'e the reﬅ y' the Men whieh were not hilled; &e. are abundant in the Popiſh Church) and zet
whatever be the shape of the Mettals, it is ſtill,
Is to be underﬅood, not theſe who remained all the at the beﬅ, Gold, Silver, Braſs, &it. and ſo no

World over, but within the Chriﬅian \Vorld, or ﬁt Object of Worſhip. La/Hy, Jt is aggreged ſrom
Empire now declined to be Antichriﬅian. The reﬅ the Liſeleſsneſs of theſe ldols, which being unable
that remained, after the third Part were killed of the to hear, or move themſelves, muﬅ be exceeding
ſame total, to wit, theſe on this ﬁde Euphraier; For unﬁt to be invocated by others, as helpersoſ them ;
the Lord obſerveth not what the reﬅ of the World and ſo muﬅ imply exceeding great Stupidhy in
did, but what his Church by Proſeſſion did, whom theſe who ſell into that Sin. Upon which Ground,
he correcteth when he forbeareth all the World the Scripture uſually aggregeth that Sin, Pſiii'.
- belW
ide. H A 'r we ſaid in Pref'ace to the Trumpets in cxv. ver. 4, 5, &Ft. and cxxxv. 15, 16. both which
Places do pronounce the XVorſhippers of them to b:
general, and to this, doth alſo conﬁrm it. They
are ſaid notnotwithﬅanding
to repent, that of
is, theſe
that Plagues,
theſe idolatrous
þ-Chriﬅians,
neither

for Stupidity like unto them.

even after this Plague, which ſully came to paſs

Trust' are four more particular Sins charged
upon them, ver. 2r. and Impenitency under the
ſame alſo. All which may be ﬁguratively under
ﬅood, according to the Strain oſ this Book, or
properly, as the Words ſound. The ﬁrﬅ Sin, is,
Their Murderx; ﬁguratively underﬅood, it holdeth
forth the great Blood-guiltincſs of Souls, which

alſo, Papiﬅs being never more drunk _with their
Superﬅitions, and profane in their Carriages, than
ſince the Tin-he deſtroyed a great Part of that Anti
chriﬅian
i - T a r-: Kingdom
ﬁrﬅ Sin mentioned, is, Idela'ry, four ways

ﬁfth Trumpet. Properly, it holdeth forth the
many Maſiacres, Pcrſecutions and Butcheries oſ
Antichtiﬅ, whcreb that Kingdom is guilty ot the

were inwardly brought to loath theſe Sins, or to be
humbled for them before God; nor outwardly to

abﬅain from them in their Practice, but rather grew
worſe, and clotted more upon theſe Superﬅitions,

we formerly hinted at, in the Expoſition of the

Blood oſ many
houſands of the Saints, as from
aggreged, I. The Mrhr pf their Hands: So cal Chap. xi. 7. and xiii. 7. and xviii. 24.' will ap
led, becauſe the Images and Statues uſed in that pear. The ſecond Thing, is, Their Sarra-ſes, which

Worſhip, are made with Mens Hands, and ſo can ﬁguratively holdeth forth bewitching and intoxi
not be a ſit object oſ'Worſhip. It is like hereby eating Doctrine, and Deluſioi therein, at a hight:
to relate to the ſecond Command, where the making Literally taken, it holdeth orth,a Guiltincſs of
of' all' ſuch, upon ſuch an Account, is ſorbidden. deviliſh and magical Arts. According to the ﬁrﬅ
Whore isto ſaid
a Cup, isſi
Chap.
2. It is called a wor/htþping ef Devils, not that it is Senſe,
xvii. 4.theaccording
the to"laﬅ,have
Antichriﬅ
ſaid
ſo directly in the Intention of the Worſhippers, but
that it is ſo indeed, and accounted ſo by the Lord.

to come ( aTheſſ. ii. 9. ) aﬅrr the working gf Sa- *

Therefore it is uſual in the Scripture to give it ran, with Sign: and (ving WZ-nderr. The Thing
that name, Leo. xvii. 7. tCor. x.-20. Yea, not ſigniﬁed by both, will be ſound in Pope-3', their
only that ſort of Idolatry, which is againﬅ the Doctrine having bewitchei rod blinded ſo many,
l'i i
*
'
and
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and Magick vented in lying Signs and W'onders, is, the two Parts not deﬅroyed by the Ytſin'h,
and other abominable Pranks, hath been abound continue ſo to practiſe without repenting of the
ing, and frequent, not on] amongﬅ the inferior ſame.
'I' H z charging of the Popes with theſe foul
"clergy, but even in the opes themſelves. And
this, under the Pretext of working Miraelcs and Faults, will not ſeem ﬅrange, if we conſider what
Exoreiſms, hath been in ſome Caſes avouched. Platina, Martium, Onupbriur, their own Writers,
The third Sin, is, Form'tatim: By which, we and BeI/Jrmin himſelf writeth concerning them from

may underﬅand their whoriſh Doctrine, which the 670. ſoreward: &Vhere abounded, I. Irregu
draweth Souls away from God; in which reſpect, larity in Elections by Bribes, magick Arts, Am
that Kingdom is called the great Whore; or, bition, Faction and Violence, by poiſorring and in
bodily Filthinc-ſs, which we will often' ﬁnd in carcerating their Predeceſlors: So that Plati'm, in
Scripture to go alongﬅ with Idolatry, as from the vita Sftþbdnf 6. ſaith, Eo deumtum erat Ecrleſigﬅi.
Counſel of Balaam, ( Numb. xxxii. 16. and elſe tis, ut-largitionibusﬅdem aþtinere'zt: The Church
where) may appear. This Sin is not wanting in men came to this Condition, that they got the
the Popiſh Church, eſpecially in the Clergy, their Papacy by Bribes. And Dame/I 2. w' ſide/'r mu
pretended Vows are Snares to bring it on, as Ex pavit inoleverat mim his' mar, ut rui ſtditiqſa [ire
perience hath proven; Yea, Bil/arm. de M'a/rarbir, rrt Petri ſtdem invadere; he took the Papacy by
lill. 2. tap. 24.. ſaith, That it is more tale-raile- to Force, for this was the Cuﬅom, that any ſediti
m'mrit I'brm'mtiatr, 'ban for one under a I/aw to ous Perſon might by Violence take up Peter's
Mrry, all/Hugh, ſie have 'rot the Giſt of Conti Seat. And, in the Life of &ving/ler the third,
m-rrr, Becauſe, ſaith he, Marriage, reddz't cum in Eo em'm Pantﬃratu: daw-neral, ut qui þlus lar-gi
lmbile'm ad wtum ſcrw'zdum, which the other doth tione is' ambitnme, non dita ſa'rctitat: vita Eﬂ' dat.
By in
their,
Principles,
theyPermiſſion
maintain of
Bordels.
'not.is ſaid
ctIt
Ram:
alone, the
them trine, valerlt, is tantummada boni: opprgﬄs is' re.
jectis obtincr't: quem morn/1 utinam aliqurmda 'ma
have yielded yearly 4oooo. Crowns to the Pope. rttimzſſint ng/Ira temporel ; ſed bar parum eﬅ, &c.
This Sin is eſpecially eminent among their Clergy, The Papacy was come into this Condition, that
and often in their Head, the Pope himſelf :

Yea, not he who was holieﬅ, and moﬅ learned, but he

one Pope Year, or _7011'1, according to others, is who gave manifeﬅ Bribes, and was moﬅ ambiti
recorded to have brought forth a Child in her ous, obtained it, and that only by bearing down
Popedom. Theſe Things are not forged, but part and caﬅing at good Men: Whi:h Cuﬅom, I wiſh
ly from Experience have been ſound, and by our Times had not retained; but this is little of
their own Hiﬅoriographers have been ſet down, it, &To. 2. There is Groſneſs in their Perſons for
ſarily, by ſome godly Men in theſe Times, and Adul'tery, Cruelty, Devilry. _'Yobn the 13. O/rmi
others more civil have been often Complained on but probris at tmpz'tudi'zibm a puerititz tontamina
and rcgrated 3 partly, are manifeﬅ from the Popes tus, wnationiþus, ſiyuid temporir (i libidirribur ſit'
Donations, and Oſhces frequently beﬅowed upon permit, magi: guam orationiþu's deditw. Hit ſ-z/e
their Children, which continue to this Day as ratſſmm in adulterio tomprebmſiu ta'ſgﬃu fair;
avowed Teﬅimonies of their publick Acceſiion to An infamous and vile Man, even from his In
this Sin. The laﬅ, is, Their T/uﬀts, that is, the fancy, what ſpare Time he had from his Luﬅs,
Breach of the eighth Command, taking and wrong was ſpent rather in Hunting than Prayer, at
ing the Eﬅates of Men, and by indirect Means, length he was ﬅobbed in the very Act of Adul
drawing them to themſelves, without any war ter . Syle'eﬅer 2. Mali: artibu: ſedtm adtptw,
rantable Right. This is eſpecially applieable to the Dzalmlum ſmaur, cut' ſe totum tradiderat, to leg:
Ram/ſh Clergy, by the Pretext of Dotations, Mor Diaþoli open' obtinuit, ut paﬅ marle/'r gju: tatur gﬄt;
tiſiﬁcations,
Indulgences, Annates, Pmr's-Patri
Sylvgﬅer 2. having got the Papacy by unlawful
mony, and Peter's-Pence, and ſuch like Means, ways, gave over himſelf to the Devil, and got
have ingroſied to themſelves the whole Subﬅance his Help upon that Condition that he ſhould be
almoﬅ of Chriﬅendom. This ſort of Theft in his wholly after Death. 3. Great Cruelty in their
the Plrm-zﬅts, was long ſince condemned by our poiſoning, exhumating and beheading after Death
Lord, as a Breach of the commandment of God, their Predeceﬂbrs, reſcinding all their\Acts: So
Mart/5. xv. 5. and xxiii. 14. with xxv. Oſ all more
that in inStep/1.
5. He: I.N'IſilI/Zldd
See
C/mﬅopb.
Bamſi/Zzteinwluit,&c.
7. Ili/debrand,
which Sins, it is not only implied, that the Anti

chriﬅian World is guilty, but alſo that they, that 'and many others. 4. Imtumerable Schiſms, ſome
of
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of
themand
reckon
decided with
ordinarily.
Vio brought unto a reckoning by- the Lord ?* Neither
lcncſſe,
ſome.26.
of them
two by
or three
were it ſo wonderful to ſee Heaihens continue in
Popes coninuing man ' Years, to ſay nothing of their Idolatrics after Croſſes, but it is wonderful
J'ai/m the 8. whom
artin. and Plat. call a VVo to ſee Chriﬅians do ſo 5 more might hsve been
man, who of Child-birth died in Proceﬃon.
expected from them.
FRQM what is ſaid alſo we may gather, 1.' 4. He N c 1-: we may gather, that ſuppoſing
That the Kingdom of Antichriﬅ is not fully to the former Trumpet, and C/mp. xiii. 17. to relztc

be overturned by the Titr/Ps, but that there re to the Romzſh Church, (for which the Expoſi
maineth the greateﬅ Part undeﬅroyed by that tion oſ theſe Places may be conſidered) and ſind
Plague, upon which afterward the Vials are pour ing it true in the Event, that the Rmi/I) Church,
ed forth. Chap. xvi. God reﬅraining and bound for a great part thereof, is ovcrrun by the Yierbz
ing that Deﬅruction ſor the Churches and Elects yet the Seat, and as it were a two part of that
ſake, which he had reſerved, lurking amongﬅ Kingdom to be ſpared, according to this *Prophe
ſie, I ſay, we may gather, that the Idolatry, Sorcc
them.
2; We may ſee the tenaciouſneſs of theſe ry, Murder, &Ft. mentioned here, is to be enquir
Men in not quiting their Idolatty, and repenting ed ſor among them, and that it is their Worſhrp,
of their Sins, which maketh way for the coming Service and Practices which are here ſo denomi
Vials, under which alſo it is marked ( Chap. xvi. nated by the Lord.
9. ) that they repented not, but went on in their
F RO M what is ſaid, we ſuppoſe it not need
Blaſphemies againﬅ God.
ſul to add many Reaſons why we have appliol
3. IT appeareth, that the Idolatry and Sins this Plague to the 'Iierks or Mdbametam, the Con
mentioned here, and the Men who continue im ſideration of what hath been laid down touching
penitently in them, are not to be underﬅood oſ the Objcct, Nature, Properties and Eﬀects oſ this
the Idolatry and Sins which the Pagan World ſad Wo, being compared_ in the Event with the
is guilty of, ( whom God by this Judgment aimeth Riſe, Progreſs, Succeſs and Nature of the Turhſh
not to reclaim) but ſuch bins as the backſlidden Einpire; it will be ſound ſo evidently to be ſul
Church of Antichriﬅ is guilty of, that being the ﬁlled in them, as will leave no Ground to queﬅi
World, a third Part whereof is deﬅroyed, and on it. Only let it be obſerved, that we conjoyn
two Parts whereof, for a Time, are ſpared, as is the Saracens and Ter-t: together as one; For,
ſaid, it being not the reﬅ of Men ſimply, but they poſſeſs the ſame Parts of the World, did actual
the reﬅ of the Men, which relate to the viſible ly continue in one Dominion, do follow the ſame
Church (the Object of theſe Plagues) as con Religion, Laws and Cuﬅoms, and do obſerve the
tradiﬅinguiſhed from the reﬅ oſ the World. Be ſame manner of proceeding in their VVars, with
ſide, the Ido/atries, Murders, &e. mentioned here, the ſame Hatred of, ' and Qtarrel againﬅ Chriﬅi

and the Men who continue impenitent in them, ans, &Ft. and ſeeing in the Event what is pro
are the ſame who are plagued by-the laﬅ VVo pheſied here, is ſound exactly to be fulﬁlled in
and laﬅ Plagues 'or Vials of the Wratb of God; them, the conſidering of this Propheſie, and the
For, it is one continued Controverſy upon the reading of their Hiﬅor , doth of it ſelf make the
ſame Account, but the Men plagued for Idolatry, Application. And conlidering the great Change and
Murder, Fornication, &Ft. by the Vials, are the Deﬅruction that by .Mabomet's Means hath beet
Men who have the Mark of the Beaﬅ, C/mp. made eſpecially in the Chriﬅian World, it is not
xvi. 2. charged with the Blood of Saints, iþid. like it would be omitted in this Propheſie; and
ver. 6. Yea, the Seat of the Beaﬅ, (untouched there will be ſound no Type ſo ſuitable, nor Time
by this Plague) ibid. ver. 10. ſound guilty alſo ſo agreeable to it, as that of this Trumpet.
of Idolatry, Sorcery and Fornication, Chap. xiii.
T H lS Mahomet lived a little before and a
There

bout the 650. Year, (a little aſter Bartxſare the

fore they muﬅ be ot one and the ſame Anti

1, 2, 4, 5. and Chap. xvii. 4, 5, 6, (57.

third had aſſumed the Title oſ Univeral Biſhop)

chriﬅian Church.

For,

ſeeing ſuch Men under he was an Arabian, a ſubtile Fellow,

and n)

Chriﬅian, about the 630. With the help oſon:
piety under the Vials, although plagued by them, Sergiut a Ne Ioria'r Monk, and Joannes J/ltictt/'B/ZH!
Whom can we eﬅeem them to be but the Men an /1ria't, and ſome j'ewr, he began to coin his
ſpoken of here under the ſame Guilt, who being blaſphemous Almmn, wherein he endeavoureth a mix
ſuch Gullt, are ſound tenacious oſ t_he ſame Im

ſpared, and yet continuing therein, are of new

ture of Pagamſm, Judzi/in, and Cbriﬅianity, but of the
i i 2

groſleﬅ
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grcﬂiaﬅ Kind, to wit, zſriamſn and Mﬅarianiſm. tia'r Emplre, and parts of the weﬅem Bmpire alſo,
'it were long to rehearſe all his Tenets. He called et have been keeked from overruning Italy, it be
himſelf the great Prophet, and blaſphemouﬂy applyed ing like that theſe are not to-be made uſe of by the
ſome Scriptures ®to that purpoſe; he alledgeth that Lord for that peice ofService of darkning the Throne
his Writings ( to wit, what he calleth his J/jizmz of the Beaﬅ, which is reſerved for another Time.
and Alum/i ) were given him from Heaven, and are
I 1' it ſhould be objected here againﬅ this Ap
without Error,, and therefore joyneth the Old plication, that theſe eaﬅern parts of- the Empire,
Teﬅament, the Goſpel and the zl/caran together; over which the Yicrb hath prevailed, are ſuch as
he denieth the Neceſſity of Signs'and VVonders, but have been leaﬅ ſubmiﬂive to the Pap', and there
that the Refuſers of the zſ/mvm are tobe perſecuted fore this Plague of the Tz'zri's may rather be looked
with the Sword, and yu that no Man is to be per on as a Judgment on them, for breaking Unity
ſecuted for his Religion. To the Receivers of the with him, than as aFlague upon him.. A/iſ This
zI/mrzm he promiſeth many great Things, and aſ is indeed harped upon by ſome of the Papiﬅs, par
ſerteth it to be conﬁrmed by many Victones from ticularly by Belly/'win in his Prefacc ad ljbros de
the Lord ; he aﬂerteth One only true God, and de Po/irzſire; But will be clear ry conſidering, 1.
nieth the Trinity of Perſons, and abſurdly'aſierteth That once theſis Churches were profeſſedly for the
a twofold Perſonality of theGod-head ;_ hers againﬅ gcnerality of them under him, the whole Chri-ﬅan
all Idols and Images, and alledlgeth himſelf to be World being Admirers- and. VVorfhippers of the

ſpeciallv cominiſſtonatod againﬅ. dol-worihrp:_ And Beaﬅ, Chap. xiii. 8. arid ſubject to the Pope, as
it may be that God having purpoſed him indeed they themſelves uſed to
Now, there being
to ſcourge that Sin, hath alſo wifely 'ordered that, ſo many Chriﬅians deﬅoryed by the. Turb, it muﬅ
partly to make him the more mﬅrumental in pur
ſuin<r that Sin, partly the more 'to convince and
ſhanrie Chriﬅans that ſhould be addicted to it. Theſe
things and ſuch like maybe more fully gathered
from the xſlramn itſelf ; and theſe who write of it.
This is certain, that his monﬅrous -Abſurdttres be

either infer a great Deﬅruction. to be upon the
Popiſh Kingdom, or it muﬅ be ſaid, that a third

part of the Chriﬅian. World did not belong to him,
which they will not willingly grann. a. Suppoſe
there was a withdrawing from' his_Uſurpation in
part, yet theſe ſame Churchesvþeing once infect

came taking to many, and he himſelf to have great
temporal Power, eſpecially on this Qccaſion. H
radjur the Emperor in his Warsþagamﬅthe Poſi
am, had a conſiderable Army of Arabian: m his
Service, who being dimitted after the War with

ed with Idolatry, Error and uperﬅition, by the

Pay, did tall to Mutinyr Upon theſe. this 'Malm

rather than others, theſe Reaſons may be given, 1.

Biſhops of Rome, did ﬅill retain that Leaven 3 till
this Judgment came upon them, and ſo in plagu
ing them for theſe Evils, God gave warning to o.

thers lying in that ſame Guilt.. And that ll. pleaſ
reproachful speeches from their oﬃcers, in ﬅead of ed the Lord to begin 'with theſe eaﬅcm Churches
mtt ſo inſinuated himſelf, that he was received to Becauſe he. was not by theſe Hands to overturn
letheir Head( from this came the Name of Sara the Beaﬅ's Throne, but was to reſerve a two

mis; for, theſe Arabian: being indeed Mimaelzter part_of that Kingdom, for other wiſe Ends after
and Hagarmr, but accounting it a Reproach to be ward. Therefore this weﬅ partx of the World, is
deſcended of the Bond-woman Hagar, to'hide that, not ﬁrﬅ begun at.. 2. In theſe eaﬅern Churches
they claimed Title to Saw/7, and ſo allurned her Antichriﬅ's, Kingdom and his corruptions had been
Name) after this Mahomet. and they having pre moﬅ freely teﬅiﬁed againﬅ and oppoſed, which
vailed in Arabia and ſettled in Mttba for a Time, made their. Guiltineſs of after- eilding to be the
hetleſt it,.and invaded Syria, ſettled the Head of more inexcuſable and ripe for Judgment. 3. By
thzir Dominion in Damaſrun. _From this forward ſcourging them ﬁrﬅ. who ſeemed leaﬅ acceﬂory to
th -y ſpeedily. prevailed and did overrun. many the Guilt,,the Lord would Evidence how diſpleaſing
Kngdoms under the Name of_Sararmr,.,yet were any part of it is to him, and themore to convince
reﬅrained from having footmg in Europe, till after others who were deeper. therein; and-itis agreeable?

the Turk's Victory over them, they became of one to this, that theſe plagued here, -_ are only,- chargedl
Religion,.under one Head,,ſor the further ﬅrength- with ſuch corruptions-and Sinsof the Lhurch of
* <'r

f. thein Unionn. Since that Time their Do

Rome, as theſe. Churches were. guilty; QfS-J and the

hath mightily encreaſed underi the Name of two partnow: reſervednand. atter plaguod by the
Iurþ, ſo. that now.. they are not reﬅrained- in the. Vials, pare. beſides the1e,.charged with worſhiping

Laﬅ as formerly, but do poſſeſs almoﬅ all the Gre the. Beaﬅand havinghisMarLC-MP, xvi. 2. As

.
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it' theſe did'gſſoa further Length in the-acknowledg-

4=9*

creted Croſſes, Swords, Banners, and the like, as
ing of the abſoluieneſs of; the Pope,_than this third Pledges thereof: Yea, not lon before the Ruin
part, who are at the ﬁrﬂ: reckoned with, did in that of that eaﬅern Em ire, (ii-vere, oſ the Emperors
particular, though in the ſame Guilt vin Reſpect of thereof, came purpo
to be crowned at Rome, as
other corruptions. But Laſtly, it is-clear, that by ackowledging their Dignity of the Pope; and (d/zm;
this Turkiſh Dominion a great Part of the Romi/b 1274.) [Wit/me] Emperor of Ca'ﬄar-tinap/e, proPower is Ecclipſed, and many of all Orders, who miſed to Pope Gregory the tenth the Ohedicnce of"

had their Dependance upon the Pope alone, were all the Grecian Churches: Upon which Grounds
deﬅroyed, whereof the War, called the Hqtjv IVrr, it is evident, that we may warrantahly ſa that the
is an Evidence, beſides. the Overthrow of many Tyranny of the Writ; hath been a great laguc to
Kingdoms, Armies and Towns, who did directly the Ra'mſh Em'eſiryiitk Kingdem, and that theſe
own the Pope, and did not want his Holineſs En who were deﬅro ed by them, were generally ac
couragcmcnt and Benediction, with many conſe

ceſlbry tothe Guilt of their corruptions.

Cnirerm'ng the [do/any of t/M Church of Rome.

IT may be of great Concemment ( 'nd poſſibly
of more Diﬃculty )to clear this, that the Church'
of Rome by their worſhipping of Images, R'elicts,
and ſuch like, even though they intended the wor
ſhipping of the true God, are yet notwithﬅand<
ing reallyguilty of Idolatryz- And though itbe
not pertinent for this place to inſiﬅ in it by a long
Digteﬃon 5 yet, ( conſidering, of what Conccrnment
iLis ſor the clmring of this Propheſy, and for war
mnting the Application thereof- to the Church' of
Rome, both in this Chapter and in many Chapters
following) we think it neceſſary to lay. down
ſome things which may bear thisjApplication
i F o R'. the making out of this Charge of Idola
try and worſhipping of'Devils upon the Church
or' Rome, we ſhallﬁrſi: la down what is ſuch in the

ſhip of him who

amounted God, ſo that the Mſſo<

tive moving to worſhip, is pretended Reſpect to'
the God repreſented by them, which we will ﬁnd
both amongﬅ Heathens and amongſt the Feo le of

God, the one worſhipping the Images of their dols,
not as Gods themſelves, but as intending to worſhip
their Gods in theſe, and by theſe; yet are they
commonly condemned in the Scripture, not only

ſor worſhipping their ſuppoſed Gods, but ſor wor
ſhipping the Images whereby they did repreſent,
them; the other, to wit, the People of God, pro
ſeﬃng to worſhip the true God, and yet ſor doing,v
it by Images, and to Images, are condemned for

worſhipping of Images themſelves, as the- after In
ſtances will clean
-

T H_' t s ſort of idolatrous YVorſhip may be two

Scripture Account.- ,2.- hat the Church of Rome ways ttied,- L-When we worſliip him with ſuch
doth practiſe concerning their. Imagcs and YVor VVorſhip as Idolaters uſed to their Idols. Thus the
ſhip given to them. 3. Make out,.that theſe Prac repreſenting' of the true God by Images, making
tices are condemned in the Scripture, as worſhipping high places and Groves-to'him,-are condemned,
of Idols the work ofMen's-Hand's, (37. It is not Dmt. iv. 15. 16, 25, and DtuA-xii. Vnﬅ 31, 32..
our Purpoſe' to enlarge the ﬁrﬅ two, in ſpeaking and 2 C/mm: xxxiii. Verſe 17. where ſacriﬁcing
either of all the Idolatry- which the Scripture con in the highr Placeszs though to the Lord their
demneth, or yet of all the Practices of the Church God, is marked as a Relictvof their Idolatry.>
of Rome; which come in'under this Guilt, but
2. IT' may he triedby this,> when religious
Worſhip, alone due to God, is given to any thing
ſo much as relateth to Images eſpecially.
F'o R rhe ﬁrﬅ,.The Scriptures reckon and con which is not the true God,-though it were to
demn a twofold Idolatry in Refcrence to Images. Inﬅruments and Means appointed by himſelf; Such
't IVhen the Image it ſelf is accounted God and' Iilolatry is condemned in Corﬁdiug- Act: x. and
worſhippedas ſuch... This Idolatry is properly a in- )'oþnx Revel. xix.- and. the Peoples going a
gainﬅ the- ﬁrﬅ Command,-. and is generally con whoring: after: thev braſcn Serpent ( much more
when that Worſhip is given to any thing which
demned in the Practice of the Heathem.
T H r: ſecond ſorttoſ. Idolatry, is,= when the: is not made: uſe of- itt the- Worſhi'p of God by:
Iinages themtelverare-not-worſhipped, as having his Appointmeng- as-Images" of Angelsv Saints, or

any God-head properly in themſelves; but as they of the Lord himſelf ), Thus' it had been Idolatry
rclate to,.repreſent,,and atemadc uſe of in the Wor under the- Oldx Teſtamentp to- have'- worſhippcd
'
the
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thc Tables oſ Stone, Pot of Manna, ſl/[oſis Rod, to Angels, and Saints, in a high Degree; as pmv

Paſchal Lamb, or ſuch things ordinarily, or extra

ing, dedicating
of Temples, Ofſwearinor
by are
them,
ſeeking
their Interceſlion:
ſuch c'kind
to

ordinarily made uſe of by God. Theſe properly
come under the ſecond Command, whereb

we are the-Virgin Mary as followeth Ora pra mbz'r, ſhncta

diſcharged, not only to worſhip falſe
ods, or De: gmirrix, ut digm' gﬃtiamur promiﬃonibur Chri
Images as Gods; but alſo are inhibited to Worſhip ﬅi. Dulcis amim Dei, raſh wrnam, ﬅe/Ia dzmm,
tu mlmor gﬅo
mer'Dn',
dam regina
mar-tis Calx'
vent-ritported
bar . PZZ:
the true God any way not preſcribed by him, but ſhnctﬀma
mater
eſpecially by Images.
I F it be queﬅioned what this Religious Worſhip drr, Domina mundi libtra me ab om'u' male or'
is, -wc take it up thus, I. That Worſhip which pro permit) mea, that is, O holy Mother of 'God
thc Scripture only approptiateth to the true God, Rromtſes
pray 'forofus,Chriﬅ.
that weSweet
may Fricnd
bemade
the
of worthy
God, theor'pleat
as praying and vowing to him, ſwearing by his

Name, building Temples, Altars, Uſ- ſeeking the ſant Roſe, and glorious Star, be mindful of me
reﬅoring of Hmlth and ſuch like.

2. W 1: call that Religious Worſhip, which Ido

when the Hour of Death ſhall come. Hail moﬅ
holy Mother of God, the Queen of Heaven the

ſuch Port of Paradiſe, the Lady of the World deliver
as to kiſs an Image, Ho/I xiii. 2. To ſacriﬁce and me from all Evil, pray for my Sin. And, inﬁnite
burn Incenſe to them, ſet Lights before them, Numbers of this Kind to be gathered'ſrom the
and appoint Prieﬅs for them, J'udg. xvii. and of Roman Breviary that is called Pſaltm'um Mzria
Sort was this Idolatry ( Acts xiv. ) of oﬀering Sa man ;_ a Compend whereof, is ſet down b C/m/mi
criﬁces to Paul and Barnaþar; for, theſe things 'no in his Examen of the Council of rent part

laters uſe to give to their ſuppoſed Gods,

have ever been counted Religious by Men, and 3. de wnn'atiane ſanctarum U ecrum int-motion.
given to Idols upon that account, neither ever So_ are alſo their Prayers to other Saints as 'to
hath it becn or can it be given Images upon ano EI'Zdþlf/J; Eia, manr, 'm agmyie, (97. (5 Mo
ther, acknowledge us, &e. To Nr'mlar- Cre
ther account.
-

3. W H 1: N the Worſhip is not civil, it muﬅ do, ſarrctc Nice/ac; tuft me prm'bu: eſſe' ſi/wn
be accounted religious, as may be gathered ſrom dam, zdta te damn, &Ft. Srrw me ſhpp/itcm famu
the Circumﬅances thereof, as if the Act, End and lumhtuum, amrre Dci NiM/ctt de preſent-ſhut on
other Circumﬅances be religious, the Action or guﬅm U trzbulationiþus : quid in t: mnﬁdz't amſi.
NVorſhip it ſelf muſt be ſo alſo; as it is one thing ma mea. ut per t' mcſhlwt qui te ſibt" c/egit. I be
to bow the Knee in a salutation to a Man, it is heve, holy Now/as, to be ſaved by thy Prayers
anotherthing to bow in Prayer, and that before an _thereforel cry upon thee, &it. O Nr'ralar, the Friend

Image, to do it occaſion-ally, and in ſuch Place, of God, ſave me thy humble Servant from m

and purpoﬂyi, as a peice of Religion and Worſhip e preſent Straits and Tribulations, becauſe my Souyl
to bow the nee at a Table or before an Image, is truﬅeth in thee, that he who hath choſen thee
one thing, but to do it before an Image ſet: up for a to himſelf may ſave me through thee. Sancta Da
religious End at a Table, upon which Chriſt is rat'bea, Mr mu'zdum in me a'ta ; Holy Doratbi: cre
at in mea clean Heart; And hundreds oſthatltind
eﬅeemed to be really preſent, is another.
T H A T we may be diﬅinct in the ſecond, we Yea, it_rs that length, that the Jeſuits do monthl.
ſhall ﬁrﬅ, conſider what is the Practice of Papiﬅs. ( as Lormu: in 1. Act aﬂerteth ) caﬅ Lots what Sainyt
2. What is their Doctrine concerning this ſort of to chooſe ſot their Patron, for the Month enſuinc7
Luther' pronounced
the Yard-r YVar
this Sort
againﬅ
of Idolatry
C/mﬅmdom
to beas in
Worſhip, and that in ſo far as is uncontroverted Cauieof
by them.

' I. W a will ﬁnd inﬁnite Numbers of Imnges

orta as: apud Ille/dy. Adam;

ſmmed for the Worſhip of God, and of thc Per

_B s 1 D r. what
riven
'
and4. therr_Ima*es,
there Worſhi
is alſopais vliorſhipgirfgmctiz

'

ſons of the God-head, diﬅinctly of the Virgin
ſlimy, the Croſs, Angels, Saints, &Ft. 2. We will the material Croſs, Nails and other things made
ﬁnd them in their Practice giving great Worſhip uſe of in our Lord's suﬀering, and of the Imao
to all theſe kneeling to them, diſcovering them es of that Croſs, of the Saints Relicks of agd

ſelves before them, oﬀering Oblations, and put. Cloaths of the Sacrament of the Altar or MJſs or
ting up Prayers to them, building Temples, and the ljioalhastthey call it; theſe they adore, to
ſanctit'ying of them gy theſe, carr ing them in theſe ( eſpecially the Croſs ) they direct lheir
Procelſions, Eft. 3.
e will ﬁnd a Vorſhip given Prayers, as O man', am ſhe: ll'liM, liar pqﬄoni:
mn

'
,
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temper', dage pz'is juﬅitiam rnſhm dorm venient. but to what is repreſented bylthcm, ſo as onr
Hail O Croſs, my only Hope,

in this Time of adoring of the Image, is the adoring of him brought

Chriſt's suﬀering, encreaſe in the godly Righnouſ. to our Memory by the Image, as if he were pre
neſs, and grant Pardon to Sinners. This is brought ſent. Thus he, Liþ. 3. dﬄinct. 9. Lay/I. 2.
in by zlquimzr, 3. part. 4. art, gite/I. 25. As the
3. T H E later Writers who would ſeem more
Ground whereby he pleadeth the higheﬅ Degree of ſubtile, as Bel/ar. Grtgar. de [ſo/ent. &Ft. look up
divine Worſhip to the Croſs; becauſe that Song; on theſe former two Opinions as Extreams,

the

is uſed in the Church,_inﬁſted on alſo by Bone-um one giving too much, and the other too little to
tura, Lib. 3. in ſmtmtiar, ad diﬅinct. 9.
Images. Therefore Grtgar. de Vale/it. in 3. dz'ſp.
* T H r: s e Practices (and innumerable moe ) 6. qug/I. rr. punct, 6. doth condemn Durand for
are the Practices not of a few particular Perſons, this alſwell, though not in the ſame Degree, as
but are contained in the publick Liturgy of their he doth the Hereticks. Their Judgment is, ( al
Churches, we ſhall now enquire in their Doctrine though even they diﬀer, Gregar. (it Valent. being
concerning theſe Practices wherein we will not ﬁnd nearer Thomas than the other, yet both account it
them ſo unanimous: Our Enquiry is eſpecially proper Worſhip ) that the Imagcs ſhould be truly and
concerning the VVorſhipping of Itnages.
properly worſhipped with religious Worſhip (re- *
r. T H r-z Y do generally agree, that Images of latively, as they call it )that is, with Reſpcct to
all theſe ſorts may be made, and being made,.ought the Thing repreſented. Thus in one Act OfVVOP
to be worſhipped with more than civil Worſhip, and ſhip, they wotſhip both the Image and the thing
with Reſpect to theſe repreſented by them. And ſigniﬁed, witha Worſhip ſuitable, but not equal, and
though this be determined by the ſecond Council of - the ſame with that which is given to what is ſigni
Nice, iormerly mentioned, and again ratiﬁed in ﬁed; as ſorInﬅance, in worſhipping the Image of God,
their late Council of Trent, as may be ſeen in the they Worſhip God, repreſented by the Image with
Acts thereof 3 yet are they not one among them the higheﬅ degree, ofHonour; they Worſhip the Image
ſelves in deﬁning the Nature of this Worſhip. alſo properly, but not with the ſame Honour, be
Their prime Schoomen, dqui'rar, part. 3. _guaﬅ. cauſe they w'orſhip God for himſelf, his Image for
25. Bow-um. Iib. 3. dzﬅ. 9. And others their Fol him, and not for it ſelf. Again, the Image of the
lowers, give to the Image that ſame Worſhip _which Virgin Mary, is worſhipped with true Worſhip,
they give to that which is repreſented by _it, to but inferior to what is given to her ſelf ſor the Reao
wit, to the Images of God and_to tne Crots, they ſon foreſaid, and alſo inferior to what is given to
give that which they call Latma ; to the Image of the Image of God, but beyond what Worſhip is _
the Virgin Mary, uperdauleia, a Worſhip above given to the Image of any other Saint, becauſe ſhe
what is given to other Saints; to the Imagcs of her ſelf is inferior to God, though ſuperior to other
Siints doulez'a it ſelf. Upon this Ground ( cited out Saints. T his Manner of YVorſhip they illuﬅrate by
of Ariﬅotle) that Honour done to the Type, ho an Example; as ſuppoſe a great Courtier be made
nourcth him that is typiﬁed. And they labounto Commiſſtoner and Ambaſikdor for his Prince, he'
vindicate themſelves from Idolatry by this Diſtincti is received and honoured with all kingly Reve
on, that theſe Images may be conſidered, either rence due to him, whoſe Perſon he ſuﬅains;

r. rtſhectu materiza, as they are of _Gold, Salt/er
&Ft. Or, 2. re/þectu farme' La' ſigmſicammr, as
they ﬁgnify and repreſent; the ﬁrﬅ way they hoA
nour them not, but the ſecond, ſay they. Ergo &Ft.
In which Diﬅinction we conceive the Heathen
themſelves would acquiſce; for no Gold or Silver
was worſhipped by them, but as in ſuch aForm,
and as under ſuchaSigniﬁe-ttion.
A G A 1 N, Dm-and. ( who hath not many Fol

lowers in this, and is marked to be a ſpecial Qp
poſer of Thomas his Doctrine ) though hc allert
eth that Worſhip is to be given to the Images;
yet ſaith, that it is not properly given to them,

in

this, ſay they, that Honour is principally given to
the King, who is honoured in his Ambaſlador, as
if he himſelf were preſent, yet truly and properly

the Ambaſſador may be ſaid to be ſo reverenced,
and to have all that Honour done to him as he
tilleth that Room by repreſenting his King, and,
as ſuch, he is really and trully honoured alſo,_
even ſo, ſay they, is it here. The Honour of
the thing repreſented is principally aim-ed at, ye ſo
as for that End the Image repreſenting is really
and truly honoured with that ſame \Votſhip which
ſhould be given to him that is repreſented ifhe were
preſent,
0

'

I
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preſent, only it is not for its ſelf, and ſo in that

zthat ( greaſie: ran/a )they did nouriſh them among

J'eſpect Inferiour. Neither do they eﬅeem this to
be Idolatry; becauſe they eﬅeem dolatr to con
ſtﬂ: in this, the giving of divine Worſhip to the
Creature after that ſame Manner, and upon the
ſame Account that it is given to God. ' And
therefore, although they give the ſame Divine
-Worſhip to the Image which they give to God in
Þit ſelf, 'et ſeeing they give it not upon thatAccount,
as ift e Image were God, and for it ſelf, but re

the People.
zſrgummt r. I F the Heathens who believed an
inviſible God-head, be yet found guilty of this
Idolatry of worſhipping Stocks' and Stones, Ue.
becauſe they worſhipped Images of ſuch matter,
even though they profeﬂed the worſhipping of the

God repreſented by theſe, and did diſclaim the ac
knowledging of theſe Images 'to be their gods, or
.of worſhipping them as ſuch, but with Relation

Jatively, Therefore can it not be Idolatry, becauſe to the God repreſented by them: Then this worſhip.
they never conjoyn theſe two '-together, ( as ping of Images amongſt the Papiſts muﬅ be ſo
Sugar. a'e Valent. did. 'it ſhpra, expreﬂeth it, at alſo, notwithﬅanding of their Exceptions: ſſBut the
U rultum divinum uſinpmt, U illum qui: ratime ſormeris true. Thereforethe latter muſtbetrue alſo.
Dea exlsihri drbea', tribunal creatures, hoc eft,

T a a Connexion of the 'Major cannot but
be found guilty not only of
jirut Deo) ann therefore, illr' ejztſinodi adown/'am worſhtpping the dols repreſented by their Images,
lmmquam rammittunt idolalatria'n.
but alſo the Images themſelves, becauſe they
IT is generally granted further by the forcitcd worſhipped their God's as repreſented in and by theſe
Authors, that the making of Images to God, Images, So muﬅ the Papiﬅs be accounted worſhipſſ

ipſir ſmaginiiw ject/'nium ſe ( and, as a little after, hold;_ for, It' the

.was ſimply prohibited under the Old Teﬅament, quart-mer
pers of Images
ſame Account; for,
ad more,upon
vale' that
amſeguentia.
i a
and that there is nothing under the New Teﬅa
ment to eﬅabliſh this Worſhip, 'but that it is

I T cannot be ſaid', that the worſhippingt ofImage:

grounded upon Tradition, and the Churches De among- the Heathen is only condemned as Idolatry,
termination conﬁrmed by a famous' Tradition of becauſe," they made Images to repreſent falſe gods,
the Lord's ſending his own Portraictour to zſbagarw ;

or becauſe they repreſented the true God b un.

and of Zulg's painting the Lord and his Mother,
which are amongﬅ their unanſwerablc Arguments
for eﬅabliſhing this Worſhip. Therefore when
that homed Argument is propounded, Either Ima
ges are warranted by the'Word or not 5 If they

ſuitable Images, as of an Ox

that wtcth Graſs,

Pſal. CVl. For, r. Idolatry and making of Images
at the beginning, was notwith reſpect to falſe cods,

but was a degenerating from, and corruptinog of
the Worſhip of the true God, as may be gathered
be warranted by the 'Word, that Warrant is to be from Ram: i. 23. where it is ſaid of the Gﬂmctler,
produced: If not, then are they not to be valued. that knowing God they worſhipped him not as
ſiztim anſwering to this in his Embiridz'an, doth God, butchanged bis Glory, not the Glory of an

no way Oﬀcr to inﬅruct their -Warrant from the Idol, into the Similitude, Ut. And it is like, this
Word, but aﬂertcth many things in Practice to corrupting of the Worſhip, of the true God made
be warranted by Tradition, ſuch as is for this. If Way for the altering of the very Object of their
then we make out this, that ſuch worſhiping of Worſhip, as an Eﬀect of the Reprobate Mind
Images, notwithﬅanding of ſtich Exceptions, be which followed. something of this alſo may be
condemned in Scripture', as ldolatry, we have what gather-ed from Acts xvii. in Peru/'s Difpute at zſtberu.
we propoſed, and if this can be gathered from the 'Ihts Exception then would not ſerve to convince
forcſaid Grounds laid down by their moﬅ cauteious theſe, whom yet the Scripture condemneth. 2.
Doctors, what might be collected from the Prin We anſwer, that the Connexion will hold
ciples of their ſuperﬅitious Monks and Practices even in reference to theſe who repreſented
of ignorant People, eſpecially if they were conſider falſe gods, ſuppoſe Jupiter, Diana,
Apol
ed as in the time of Darkneſs, before the Light of Ia, and ſuch, becauſe they were not only charged
Rcformation made them alter many Expreſiionﬂ with worſhipping theſe Idols, Jupiter, xlppaI/a, Bad,
ﬂight/der, ſpeaking of their worſhipping of Images, arc. Which were not the Work of Mens Hands,
ſaith Cry/ſalt. de imag. that theſe Itnztges were more but they are alſo charged with worſhipping the
or leſs
apparelled, and
that theſe
leſs gorgcouſily
revcrcntl worſhipped
as they
werewhich
more Works of their own Hands, and Images of theſe'
Idols, whom they pretended to Worſhtp hſiy theſe
ſhould have drawn others from theſe b'uperﬅitions, Reprcſentations, and Adorations before them; and
proved to be the Authors thereof thennelres, therefore the ratio ct pan', will hold in this, that
*
it'
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if theſe Exc'eptions did not liberate them from the
charge of worſhipping their Images the Work of
their Hands, So neither will it be eﬀectual to ex
empt. the Papiﬅs, becauſe the Argument runneth
not to prove them to repreſent falſe gods by their

þ
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by Images, were once ſuch as had been living in

the World, unto whoſe Honour they erected ſuch
Images, but could never nor did never ſuppoſe them
to be the Perſons themſelves.
3. _I T will appear from the Heathens own
Images, but that the Worſhip done to the Image Diſputings and Allertiona whereby they ſhit'ted that
( though pretended to be done to another) isvalſo * Abſurdity of worſhipping the Worlts of their Hands;
counted a worſhipping of the Images themſelves yet is it by the Fathers, on this Ground, born in
upon them. See Augaﬅ. in Pſal. 113. ( nobis 115.)
before God.
T H e other Exception is of that ſame Nature; where having asked the Queﬅion, why the Scrip
For, the Scripture condemneth not worſhipping of ture inſiﬅeth ſo much to clear that the lmages of the
God in Images, becauſe they were Images of' un Gentiles can neither ſpeak nor hear, (97. which
reaſonable creatures only, but ſimply, becauſe they could not but be- known to a Child the Reaſon is;
were Images: Rom. i. They are charged, that ſaith he, Becauſe by erecting ſuch Images People
they changed the Glory of the incorruptible God, are read to conceive ſome Godhead to be in
to the Image of corruptihle Man; and Juguﬅt'ne, de them.
ence when they were preﬅ with this
riwſitatt Dti, cleareth out of l/am, lib. 7. cap. 5. Abſurdlty of worſhipping the Work of their Hands,
that the Genti/z: portraicted their gods in Man's they did deny it, ſaying, That they worſhipped not
Picture chieﬂy, though they were inviſible becauſe the Image, but the numm, or God which dwelt
Man's Soul
is likeﬅ
Body Image
being the
Veſiel
of the
Soul,toisthem,and
thereforeMan's
the ﬁtteﬅ
toſi in it, and was repreſented by it, and that after it:
Dcdication. If ſome of them were preﬅ further,
repreſent them, yet can' it not be ſaid, but that com thas that 'turnen or God was but a Devil, ey
would anſwer, ner ſimularbrum ner dzrnonium tale,
eth ﬅill to be Idolatry.
T H I weight then of this Argument will ly in' ſed per ﬀgiem 'amor-'lent ejus reiſignum int/ner, quant
the Aſſumption, to wit, that even theſe Heathens cular' debte;

I neither Worſhip an

ldol

nor a

who are charged with worſhipping Image: in Scrip< Devil, but by a bodil Image I behold the Sign
ture the Work of their Hands, didyet ſolemnly oſ that thing which ſhould Worſhip. ItChriſ
diſclaim their accounting theſe Images to be gods, tians preﬅ yet further, that the things repreſcnted
but that they worſhipped them ſor the Honour were but creatures, as TeI/us, Ntptum, Fit/m" Luci
of the God whom' they repreſented. This ap-ſer, &e. or ſome Star, or this or that Creatur'
peareth, I. By conſidering theſe places of Scripture, which was a Body, yet ſaith he, they durﬅ an

Rom. i. Vnſe 21. Acts xvii. where the Apoﬅles
Diſpute runneth to condemn that Opinion, That
the unknown God ignnrantly worſhipped by them,
could be worſhipped by Mens Hands, Iſrrſe 25.
that is ſay, by making of Images, or could bere

ſwer, non ﬅ iþ/b torpora tolire ſed quae illi: regcn
dir preﬂdent nu'ninaz that they wotſhipped not
the creatures, but the God;
them. In conſideration whereof,

that ruled in
he citeth that

place, Rom. i. Of changing tb: truth of Go] into

preſented by Silver or Gold, or any other Thing, a Lie, and ſerving 'be creature more than r/n
Vnﬅ 29. And altho" their thoughts of God might Creator, &c. as if by the ﬁrﬅ Part, the Apoﬅle
be more groſs, yet'this is ever true, that they ac did condemn Images of God, and by the ſecond
their Interpretations of the VVorſhip given to them,
becauſe it is their counted a ſerving or' the creature
whatever their Pretext was; for ( ſaith he) who
praying or worſhiping, beholding an Image, is not
ſo aﬀected asif he thought to be heard by it,
and the Silver ſhrines that were made to her, and and hoping' to have what he deſired performed by
jupitrr is aſſerted to be' in Heaven, and therefore it? Therefore (ſaith he ) Men invulved in ſuch
was diﬅinctly conſidered by them from: the Images Superllitions, turn themſelves to pray to that Image
which they call the Sun, or N-ydtunc, &c. as it'
they made unto him.
counted not their Images to be the God whom
they worſhipped, and ſo did not worſhip them
for themſelves ( or ſnundumﬅ ) but relatively
with reſpect to others alſo, Act: xix. 35. expreſs
Diﬀerence is put betwixt Diana and her Images,

2. IT will appear from reaſon,

1. If we con they could aﬀect them with their ﬁghings, and

ﬁder that they placed their gods in Heaven.

2. give that ſame reſpect to them as to the thing

That they had many Images 'of one God.

3. ſigniﬁed by them, and pray to the Image before
That they ol'tenchangod their Images, but not they pray to the Thing it ſelf, This (ſaith he)
their gods. 4. That many whom they worſhipped cometh, and ſome way is extortcd by that viſit-le
K k k
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Image; as thinking that readieﬅ to hear which is in demned in the Tribe of J'dddb, ZCIWM- xxxiii. 17
Shape likeﬅ to our ſelves, Uc. where many other In all which Places, we ſuppoſe theſe two to be
Things are further to this Purpoſe, Alſo, in B/aL. clear, r.. That theſe worſhippers intended not the

xcvi, (Habit 97.) where he bringeth in the Heathen worſhipping of falſe gods, or of the Images which
giving this Anſwer, Nor: illud (do ſeu adorn quod m- they had made, but to worſhip the true God by
dzo, ﬅdſerviaei quem not: vide', qui: 96' Me? Numm
yuaddam in'uiſibilz. quodprceſidtt i/Iiſimulaibr-a: YVhcre
they diﬅinguiſh betwixt adm and ﬅrw", as Papiﬅr
do between [arm'd and du/cr'a; If it were objected
further to theſe Heathens, that they worſhipped De-

theſe. And, 2. That yet the are ﬅill-condemned'
as Idolaters, and that Sin- of eroþmm's is expreſly
called worſhipping of Devils, zCbrm. xi. a 5. For
the ﬁrﬅ Inﬅance, End. xxxii... it is clear, I. That
they were not utterly forgetful of the true God,

vils, they would anſwer,. They worſhipped good tho" practically that might be charged upon them,,
-Angels and oirtutcs Dn'. It is replied in the ſame eſpecially conſidering daron's uncontroverted going
Place, If the worſhipped good Angels, they would alongſt with them. 2.. That that Image is called

"ject their

orſhip, as that Angel did to 7011'1, In H ov A H, which brought them out of Egypt

Rr'u. xix, (57. This 'va of, ſhifting alſo may be
found in Lanctamz'ur,
f'Þrigiﬂ-"crrorirp lib. 2.
cap. 2. apud Clzryſiﬅ. in Eph. 5. barn. 18. From
all which we may gather, that the Heathens wanted
not the ſame Shifts for excuﬁng their worſhipping
of Images, yet was it ﬅill charged upon them, that
they worſhipprd Idols which neither ſaw nor heard,

which being a Deliverance paﬅ, before theſe Images
had a being, muﬅ certainly be underﬅood to be the
Repreſentation of that God which brought them out
of the Land of Egypr. 3, It can hardly be thought
they ſhould have eﬅeemed theſe to be gods them
ſelves, and ſo ſoon to have paſſed from them. 4.
The Service is Service to the Lord, 'nen-5. 75 Mar

Ur. altho' ﬅill they denied it.

row tr a- Frqﬅ, (not to the Calſ) but to J s a o

2. T 1-1 u s we argue: If the People of Iſhadv VA 14.. The Worſhip performed, (wru 6.) is not

were accounted guilty of Idolatry and worſhipping that 'which they uſed to give to Idols, but to the
of Devils, and the works of their Hands, becauſe of Lord himſelf 3, the Peoples End in requiring it,.that
their worſhipping Images, which they profeſiedly. they might have ſomething to ſupply the want of.
erected to the true God, and even when they prey M/n Preſcnce by ſome viſible Sign, and to have

tended the abhorring of falſe gods, and the adhering
unto the true God,.. Then muﬅ the ſame Guilt be.
juﬅly charged upon the Papﬄgwho worſhip Imagesr
as is ſaid; But the former is true. Erga, &e. The

theſe to go up before them to Canada, whether the
Lord called them, and not back again to Egypt, doth
make it appear, that their Sin- charged on them
( vtr..8. ) of turning out of- the way, looketh tox

Connexion of the Major dependeth on this, That. point out their falling to have been in their manner
the Inhibition of Idolatry and manner of worſhip- of worſhipping the trueGod. byv an unwarrantabie:
ping God under the New Teﬅamcnt, is as ﬅrict and Mean, eſpecially if we compare this with Act: vii..

ſpiritual as it was under the Old.. And thereforev 40, 41, 42.: where this Idolatry is made the Cauſe
theſe who ſay that ſuch making of Images of the of God's giving them up to Worſhip, the Hoﬅ of

Godhead and. worſhipping them,.was unlawſul be.-- Heavem. Now, by Step/Mrs argujng; the Worſhip,
ſore Chriﬅ's coming, but now is made lawful," muﬅ; ping the Hoﬅ of Heaven, muﬅ: be Idolat

of a.

ſhew ſome repeal. of that Law, before that can be groﬁer Nature, than thatcom itted by, the I roding:
granted. Beſide,. theſe Imagee- being pleaded for as End. xxxii.. and yet if their olatryswas profcﬂ'edt
Books for the rude and ignorant,.it is unreaſonable worſhipping of the Calves as-godspit will be foundt
to ſay,. that there is more uſe of ſuch Books under more groſs 'thanx to worſhip the Hoﬅ of Heaven, at;

the light of the Goſpel,,than during theLaw which leaſtthere can be no ſuch ſenſible Gradation of hight
ﬂood in Typm,

ning that ſpiritual Plague of; worſhippingthe Hoſk';

T l-l 1-2 weight'of this alſo will'ly then upon the
Aſſumption, to wit, that the People. of Iſrael were
charged with Idolatry in their worſhipping of Images,
even then when they, pretended the worſhipping of.

ofv Heaven beyond the other" which. is= Step/yea?
Scope;, Therefore. it is thusv to, be> underﬅoodg,
that becauſe they corrupted theWorſhip of the true
God, contrary to his Command" therefore God:

the true God by them.. F.or clearing this,.we ſhall gave them up' to thcaWorſhi-pping of theſe that
conſider theſe four Inﬅances,. r. Exad. xxxii.. 2.. are not gods, ſuch asthe Ho'ﬅof Heaven;.which

That oſ/Wimb, Judge: xvii., 3. That Idolatry of; way of. Juﬅice,, was-i formerly- obſerved in refe
Yerobaam which the Tribes of Iſim] continued long rence to the Gmtr'lr'r, from Ram. i, (Fat So that

in',

4., That worſhipping, in theHigh-places, cone the Conﬅmctionput.upontheirDeed,_(.-lcttvii, 43. ),
n,
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is the Lord's Eﬅimation of it, and not their own continued for a Time in _'7uda/1; but alſo from the

Profeﬂion, and that the Iſhae/itt: intended the Wor

'Idola'try -oſ 'Heathens abroad, and idolatrous Kings

zſhip of the true God in theſh Calves, Bel/armin ſucceoding to him, ſuch as that of Ibab, t Kings
thinketh it; not improbable, De _imag. Lib. 2. -xvi-. o, Eft. ( who yet it ſeemeth wanted not all
C . -' .
*
I
i
'Profeiiion of worﬂtipping the true God) 7erebaam's
Idolatry is counted dight in reſpect of ſibab, and no
33: ſecond 'Inﬅance _is in Mcaﬁ's Practi
ges xvii. where it is clear, that they count other Reaſon can 'he given, but becauſe lbab, and
not that Idol tovbe God, but intended the Worſhip theſe Sidpnianr, whom he followed, erred in ſetting

of the true God by it: For (vein 3.) the Mtl-er up ﬅrange gods; and jerabaam his Error did conſiﬅ
ſaith, Sbe bad dedicated that turne) 'to tb' Lord, _t'a in ſetting up ﬅrange Worſhip to the true God; and
when Jebu iscommended for xdeﬅroying the ldoia
make a graven and maiden Image, intcnding-cxpreﬂy vtry-of
Am, _( zKin-gs Chap. ix. and x. ) it cannot
do honour the Lord, in beﬅowlnd ſo much_on that

Image for him: For ſhe ﬁrﬅ

icateth the Money be thought, that he changed only the Worſhip

to him, and then beﬅowethit ( as it were) for his
iUſe upon that Image. 2. It appeareth by Mizab's
great Zeal to'have a Leoite to be his Prieﬅ, and his
Jo when he obtained it, and his promiſing himſelf
a gleſling from the Lord upon that Account 3 which
certainly ſupponeth, that he intended good Service

ping of Bad! into 'the worſhipping of J'erobaanr's
"calf, without reſpect to the true God. For, l.
What -ieſs Abomination were it to Worſhip the
Image of a Cal , than the Image of Baal? 2.

That could not conſiﬅ with j'ebti's fair Proſeſiions
=of Zeal for the Lord, if he had not thought the

to J e H ovA R in the doing of that, were' 13. worſhipping of theſe Calves ( upon the ſormer po
'Zlitiek Conſideration
of gembaa'n
) wnﬁﬅcnt
ounſel vworſhipſiping
of the true
od, zKing:
x. 31.
for the Danz'ter ; not from the Image, but from the
Lord: Whereby it appeareth, that they intendednot 'bu's challenge, is, That he 'oak not heed te
'he ſetting up of new gods, but the honouring of in the Law qf 'be Lord with all bis Heart;
And Lq/H ', We find that Prieﬅ enquiring

the Lord, and conſuming of themſelves by viſible

with
Je
wall

ﬁr,
be departed not from t/ze Sr'ns ef jtrebaam: Which

fSigns of his Preſence.

Words imply, that Yebu had ſome Profeſſton of
eraþaam, worfhipping the true God, but was not ſincere in
'Kings- xii. ZCbraa; xi. in his infamous in of ſet 'he Manner of it: Which Phraſe is alſo ſome
ting up Calves at Dan and Betbil, whereby he made ltimes ſpokcn of ſun'i'Zl Kings of Judah. Beſide,
T H a third Inﬅance, is, That, of

jſrael to Sin; That this is

oﬅ groſs Idolatry and '( 2Kings x. 23. ) 7,

ſeparatethbetween the wor

worfhipping of Devils, the; cripture frequently hold iſhippers of Baal and of the true God: And who
_eth forth. Yet, 2. That it was not yerabeanr's were theſe, but even ſuch as continued in the Sins

Deſign to withdraw the People from the true God of Yerabaam?

. þ

3. W t: will ﬁnd, even in _ſſhdeI, whiles that
himſelf, to the worſhipping of theſe Calves as God,
Idolatry
continued
a neral
Acknowledgement
but allaneriy by corrupting the manner of his Wor ſſof
the true
God, (inb it,the
ings and
People of theſe
ſhip, to ſet up theſe viſible Signs of his Preﬅence in
_placeof theſe appoinred by himſelf at j'errzſalem, Times) and of his rophets: All which were in
will' alſo appear, if we conſider, 1. Zeraþaam's Mo conﬁﬅent with their worﬂripping of the Calves as
tive, inducing him to this Sin: It was not for fear the true God: Beſide, even after the Captivity
the People ſhould Worſhip the true God, or to pre of theſe ten 'Tn'bes, we will ﬁnd the new In
vent that ; but it was for fear of the Peoples going to habitants plagued for their idolatrous VVorſhip,
' eruſdtzn, and to prevent that: Hence his Pretext which made them 'enquire for the Manner of
'zlS not to put theſe Calves in the room of the God the God of the Land; which Mixture in the
worſhi
butto to
'. ual Dan
and Service of the true God with their Idols, conti
Bet/ill pvlitiijh at
theſe?.er
vi blelent,
Signs
wights-m,
accord

nued even till Chriﬅ came.

By all which, it

ing to his. ſaying, Iris m mite/1 far you te' go up
30 Yeruſhſem, as if he would ſay, Ye may wor
ﬂnp God nearer home in theſe Plates deſigned. Nei
ther is it likely, thar he. could have ſo expected to

appeareth, that the People of Iﬅael never ſo eﬅeem
ed of their Calves, as to account them gods, or
to place them in the room of the true God 3
but that they eﬅeemed themſelves te be Worſhip
have eﬀectuated his Interpriſe by propoſiug a Change 'ping him, when they wot-ſhipped them, which was
in*the Ohject of their Wot-ſhip. 2. It will appear the Thing intended to be proven.

from this, that that 'Idolatry of
only difu'nguiﬅred from the true

erabaam is not *

T H a' fourth Inﬅance, is, From 2Chron. xxxiii.

orſhip of God 17.- Newrtþefeſi', tive Pezp'le did ﬅillſamſite in 'be
K k k 2
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High-plates, yet unto the Lmi their God only. is ſaid) or, if we take them asa part of the ﬁrﬅ
That this ſacriﬁcing in the High-places, ( where Command, ( as Papiﬅ: and Luthrram generally do )
the Groves and Images ordinarily were) was to yet ﬅill they are a part of the Moral Law, and
no Idol, but to the Lord only, is expreſly aſierted muﬅ be binding according to their native Signiﬁcati
in the Text;

and in this it is diﬀerenced ſrom on; And] ſeeing by theſe ten Commands, the Lord

the Peoples ſacriﬁcing formerly before MmaﬃVs
Repentance unto Idols. Now, their Fault is,
that they continue that Manner of \Vor(hip for
gerly uſed to their Idols, and apply it to
od.
T H A 'r this Practice of theirs is a kind of Ido
latry, will alſo thus appear, I. It is excepted as a
thing that was diſcommendable, Newrthdſſt, they
ſamſirtd in the High p/am, &c. and conſequently
it muﬅ belong to one of the Commands, which can

hath laid on Types of perpetual obligation upon
Chriﬅians under the Goſpel, as well as on his People
of old, if it be found that the forbidding of making

or worſhipplng of Images cometh under this Com
mand, whether ﬁrﬅ or ſecond, It muﬅ alſo be ﬅill

obligatory, and will not be gotten eaſily ſhifted out
of the Roll of the commands. For the mirror, to
wit, that this Command condemneth as Idolatry all
repreſenting of the true God, or worſhippirtg,r of him
by Images, even when the Imagcs are not worſhip

be tonone ſo well as the ſecond, and muﬅ therefore ped for themſelves,but for him, It may be thus

be a Breach of it. 2. Their ſacriﬁcing now is in
general a Sin of that ſame ltind with their ſacri
ﬁcing formerly; But their ſacriﬁcing formerly was
Idolatr : Only this is the ,Diﬀerence, it was for

made out, t. It' by this Command the Idolat
of _'7troboam, and that ſacriﬁcing in the high Places,
(zChrcm xxxiii 17, do) be condemned,

then

ſuch VVorſhip (as hath been ſaid) muﬅ be con
merly fdolatry againﬅ the ﬁrﬅ Command, but now demned by it alſo. That theſe Practices were of this
it belongeth to the ſecond, as falling in the manner nature and are condemned, hath been formerly made
of worihipping the true God. If it be ſaid, There out. That they are condemned by this Command,
is no mention of Images here? We anſwer, It appearcth: For, they muﬅ either be condemned by
doth make the more to the Scope to condemn wor it, or by the ﬁrﬅ, they are not condemned by the

ſhipping of God by Ima es, ſeeing he noteth it as ﬁrﬅ, which requireth the only true

of

ſo great a Sin, where no mages are, that there was
_yet ſo much of ﬂ/Iomſſs Idolatry unremoved, while
'the People continued that Cuſtom. And, 2. The
Peoples ſacriﬁcing there, doth imply, r. A worſhipping_of God in a way not warranted by him.
2. A worſhipping of him as Heathens (and they
themſelves ) uſed formerly to worſhip their Idols.

Worſhip to be worſhipped, (ſor, they did not
diſclaim that) Therefore it muſt be by the ſo.
cond.

a greater Sanctity and Fitneſs in theſe Places, than
in other Places, and a greater Acceptableneſs to
their Sacriﬁce: in theſe Places, Beſides that, it is
derogatory to the Place appointed by the Lord for
that End. All which Sins do come under the Ido

own Tradition, as is ſaid. 2. This Command for
biddeth all ſerving of the true God after the man
'ner which the Heathens uſed in ſerving their Idols:
So Deut. xii.-comparing Verſe 2, 3, with the 4.

r Mon a particularly the Scope of this Com
mand, is to condemn all Will-worſhip, and wor
ſhipping of God otherways than he hath preſcribed,

as Idolatry ; and worſhipping of him by Imagesis
.3. Their ſacriﬁcing in the High-places, doth ſuppoſe grounded upon no ſcriptural' Warrant, but their

I? ſhall not do ſo unto the Lord your God, &a.

Jatry forbidden in the ſecond' Command, and do Again, Verſe 30. Take htld to thy

that thou
ﬅand ontheſe ſame Grounds, upon which worfhipping he not ſharzd by enquiring how did theſe Nation:
of
by Images
is built,
therefore
doth
in ﬁrm their godr? Verſe 31. Thou ſhalf not a'o ſo
ſer God
a Charge
of Idolatry
uponAnd
People,
evenſi
while

proſeſﬁng to worſhip the true God in that unwar
rantable way.
3. 'W 1-: argue, lf this Worſhip 'formerly de
ſcribed be againﬅ the ſecond Command of the Me;

to the Lord thy God. It is not, thou ſhalt not do
ſo to theſe Idols, but not 0 in that manner to the

true God, as they did tot eir Idols: But Verſe 32.

What thing ſhot-'or 'I command you, obſerve to do it :
thou ſhalt 'rot add thereto, nor diminiſh from it,

ral Law, Thou [holt not male to thyﬅlfa'a' graven Yet, more particularly the Command doth inﬅance

Image, &e.

It muﬅ then be Idolatry: But the two Things,

1. That no Image ſhould be made ;

The Connexion is undeniable; not ſimply condemning all painting, (37. but all
For whether we take theſe Words as a diﬅinct Images of God, or, for Worſhip. Deut. iv. 12. It

former is true.

Command by themſelves, (as neceﬂarily the 'muﬅ is obſerved, that the People heard a Voice, but ſaw
be, condemning an idolatrous manner of Wor ip, . as no Image, leﬅ thereby they had taken Occaſion to
repreſent
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'repreſent him: Which Fault the Lord upbraideth, Gold and Silver, and the Work of Mens Hands,
Iſa. xl. 18. 73 whom 'wi/[ye Iihen me, that [ſhould he which was the Thing propoſed to be enquired
[ib him? And tho' Chriﬅ Jeſus, the ſecond Perſon, into.
F R OM all'which it maſſy appear, r. What the

hath now aſſumed our Nature, yet it cannot be
thought that the making the Image oſ a Man can' Popiſh worſhip is eﬅeemed of before God; it is De
[eprejſent that Perſon. who is God and Man in two viIry, Idalatry, Murder,,7'heﬂ and Adultery, &c.
diﬅinct Natures: And this Command being moral, This is his Conﬅruction of their Services; And'
andzbinding now, as we ſaid, it muﬅ be ﬅill as im-

what a ſad thing is it, that the moﬅ part of' the

poſſible, and unwarrantable to repreſent God as ever.
Even the Trr'dentine Catechrﬅ, ( sect. 19. in I. Pre
eept. ) aﬃrmcth this tobe aBreach oſ this Command.
and ſaith, That Iſrae] ſinned ſo in repreſenting God
by an Ox, Exad. xxxii. with Pſal. cvi. Theſe
cond Thing' condemned in this Command, is, 'The
worſhipping of Images made of whatever ſhape, or
kind, and with ſuch Expreſſtons, Thou ſhall not bow

Chriﬅian World with delight ſhould own theſ
Abominations ?

*

2. I 'r appeareth, that when once Men darken the
Light oſ the Word, and come over that, there is no
-Rod readily that doth convince or proﬁt them; now
they adhere to their- ſo'rm'er Superﬅitions, notwith

ﬅanding 'of'all theſe Rods that the Lozd had brought
upon them.

There is need to ule Light well; ſor,

dawn thy
to them, norſerve them, and 'baclted with it is precious; and whenonceit is put out, Men may
ſuch Reaſons, Iibr I the Lord 'by God, am ajea/om for ever continue in Darkneſs. This is fulﬁlled in the
God, &c. as purpoſely intending the overthrowing particular inﬅanced; For, tho' the Pop'ſh Service is

of all Diﬅinctions in this Matter.

In a Word. lf oathſome to a ſpiritual diſcerncr, yet is the lrVorld ſo
drunk and hewitched-with-it, that hardly by any

multiplying of Images in God's Service be not con

trary to this Command, we can conceive no other Mean the ſavourers thereof are brought to abandon it,

Meaning to it, nor imagine any other Uſe ofit; which is the fulﬁlling of this Propheſie 5 and there-

which were abſurd to attribute to the only wiſe God, ſore altho' it were never ſo clear, that their Practice
as having needleﬁy put ſo many Words in ſuch a is Idolatry, yet can it not be expected that they will
ſhort Sum ; and yet, by denying this Meaning of it, acknowledge it, this being both a part of their Sin
this will follow ; And therefore the razing it out of and Plague, as is uſual in the moﬅ groſs Idolatry,
the Number, and oftentimes from the Society of the 111. xliv. 18, &Ft. Ram. i. WVhich ought to make
en admire and tremble at the depth of the un
reﬅ of the commands, ( as the Papiﬅs uſually do by

omitting this in'- their Catechiſes, which ncccﬅlirily ſearchableneſs of God's Juﬅice, and ſcar them ſrom
followeth on their Expoſition ) muﬅ inſer one of two, Communion in theſe Sins that'mar even the Reaſon
either the uſeleſsneſs of this Command, as is ſaid, or oſ theſe that fall in them, which is no leſs diſcern

its direct ﬅriking againﬅ ſuch Worſhip, which may able and terrible in reſpect of theſe who are mad upon
be the Reaſon why they ſo wiilingly are content to their Idols in the way of Antichriﬅian Idolatry, than
bury it. If therefore this Command be a peculiar and in Heathens, in reſpect of their blind doting upon

perpetual Command of God, binding us Chriﬅians. to their Idols. And there is Reaſon ſor this, that theſe
ſerve him according to the Rule of his Word, and who have not received the Light of the Goſpel in

rticularly inhibiting the making or woiſhipping of Love, ſhould be given up to ﬅrong Deluſion, 2 Yhſſ
r ages for his Service, Then it will follow, that the ii. as theſe, who did not walk according to the
ctorſhip of the Rotnrſi: Church, as formerly deſcrib Light of Nature, and did not [Me to retain God in

ed, muﬅ be idolatrous and againﬅ this Command. their Knowledge, were given eve" t' a reprobate mind,
And ſo they arejuﬅly to be charged with worſhipping Rom. i. 28. my .

LE-CTUREL
CHAP.

X.

. verſe 1. AND Iſirw another mightyſingel tame dawn ﬁwn Heaven, clothed with a Clad, and a
Rainhaw was upon his Head, and his Fare was it were 'he Sun, and hi: Fm a;
Filler: ﬀ Fire.
_
_
_ l
2. And
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2. Jndhehad in his Hand a little Booh open:
upon the Earth,
'

Chap. to."

And he ſet his right Foot 'am the Sea, and bit

3. And tried with a lntdI/Dite, a; when a Lion roareth: And when he had tried, ſeven Thunder:
uttered their I/ot'ter.
' 4.'dnd when the even Thunder: had uttered their ſ'oieer, [was about to write .*- And [heard a

Wite from Heaven, aying' unto me, Seal up thoﬅ things which the ſeven Thunder: uttered, my] wrin
dhem
27' not.
zltictd the Angel' which
ﬅand upon the Seaj and noon the Earth, lifted up his Ham] 3,
, eatzen,

6., And ſhare hy him that lit/eth for ever ana'eoer, who treated HÞa-uen and the things that there/'or
are, and the Earth and the thing: that therein are, and the Sea and the thing: which are therein,

that there ſhould he time no longer.
7. But in the Days ty' the Vtite at theſZ-ttenth Angel, when heſhall hegin toﬁund, the [My/lay ﬀGMM
he 'int/heal, ar he hath declared to hit Servant: the Praphett.
8. And the l/oite whith _l heard rent Heaven ſhake unto me again, and ſhid, Go, and eche the
nd of the Angel which ﬅandeth upon the Sea, and upon the
little Booh whith i: open in the
Earth.
9. And I went unto the Angel, and ſaid nnto hint, Give 'ne the little Book. And he ſhid my.
one, 'lithe it, and eat it up, and it ſhall make thy Belly bitter, but t't ſhall he in thy [Mouth ſweet as'
Honey.

to. And I tooh the little Book out of the Angel: Hand, and ate it up, and it was in my Mouth
ﬂute' as Honey:

And aﬄon a: I had eaten it,'tny Belly was bitter.

dIIki/fﬂd he ſaid unto me, Thou tntzﬅ pnpheſie again before many Peopler, and Nationt, and Yhrtgues,

an

ngs.
I

H E ſixth Angel having Round ſhall not continue, but, atthe Pcrei'npto appoint
ed, whereby the ſecond great ed time, Antichriﬅ ſhould be deﬅroy , and the
'Wo is brought into the 'World. purity of the Goſpcl again brought to Light, which
it mi' ht be expected that the is divers ways not only aſſerted, but conﬁrmed in
founding of the ſeventh ſhould this Chapter, for ﬅrengthening the Faith of God's
be immediately ſet down, but, People m the hope of an Outgate. And, 2. Be
as after the opening of the cauſe that Outgate cometh not u'll the ſeventh
ſixth Soal (Cha_t>_.
there Angel ſound ( which yet ſeemeth to be for along

i

'iiotiolzhiihinCznﬁrmationy
nencſi'aril ofpremitted.
forthe
onſola
the People
of .(_'}_od,
be

time'delayed, conſidering not only the Intcrruption
put m here before its founding, which yet ought to

fore (he ſeventh Sealbc opened, Chap. viii. even be obſerved, ſeeing it ſoundcth not immediately
ſo here, there are tw.o material Conſolauons laid upon the back of the ſixth. as the other did upon

down ( Chap. x. and 11.. ) before the ſeventh the back of each other) but the many ſad Eﬃrcts
Truvmpet ſound, for the comfortmg of Elcct m alſo which are to be performed by the ﬁfth and
reference to the ſad 'eﬅatc of the Church formerly ﬁxth Trumpets, which do ſo neceſſarily imply the
propheſicd of : For, the viſible Church now being commuance of a long Time for the bringing of

darkened, and drawn into Defectiott by Anttchrtﬅ
under the fifth Tmmpet, and a tlurdpatt thereof
being deﬅroyed by Mahomet: followers under the
ſixth ; and withal conſidering, that the reﬅ did not
repent of, but did continue in, then former Abo
minations, it might be the Occaſion of many ſad
fears nnd doubts concerning the Church of God, both

them about, and

therefore the People of God

might have a new Doubt and Fearconceming the

ſtate of the Church, during all that time that An
tichriſt and Mahomet were in their Hight, and the
founding of this Trumpet delayed. In the 11.
Chapter the Lord obviateth this, by deſcribing a
Church and Miniﬅery to be reſerved for himſelf
before and during that time 3 and what thatDefcctton during that time, who ( although few in Number,
and Impcnitcncy ſhould tum um0._ In reference and poor in their outward Condition) ſhould con
to theſe ſta'rs, there is one Conſolation laid down tinue unpollutodv by the Comtptions, and unde
in this Chapter. In ſum this, That that dancncis ﬂroyed by the tyranny of theſe timegnntil thoirteﬅi
UIOily
V",

d

..\*
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p

mony ſhould be ﬁniſhed, and the Days _of their

T n rr ſecond Ver-le hath the third Thing wheree

ſiropheſying ended: Upon the back of which, the
gventh Angel bloweth, Verſz 15.- By which the
former promiſed Outgate beginneth to-be accom
pliſhed. This we conceive to be the native Scope

by he is deſcribed, II: bad in his Hand a little

Book open, ſomeway like him that ſat upon the

Throne, Chap. v. only with thisDiﬀerence, that
there it was in theFath'er's Hand, here in Chriﬅ's t

there it is called ſimply a Book, here a little Book;
that was ſealed, this is open: YVhat is meant by
xi. I/trſt
14. ) itimplying,
is obſerved,
ﬂwhd
pſſqﬅ
3 thereby
thatthat
whatthehath
beenWZ:ſoras his
appearing with the Book in bis Hand, will ap
merly ſpoken ſince the founding of the ﬁfth and ſixth
r- from the end of the Chapter.- It holdeth forth
of theſe two Chapters x, xi.-

And hence,- ( Chap.

Trumpets, is to be taken ascontemporary with-them, ere our Lord!" Jeſus Chriﬅ- to be the ſender of the
Goſpel' through the'Earth, and the having oſ it, as
and belonging to one of themz- _ \ _
I N ſetting down' the ﬁrﬅ Conſ'olation ( Chap; x. ) it were in his Hand'to ſend in amanifeﬅ and clear
'we have, Firﬅ, The Deſcription of the Publiſher of Manner, even then when it'is moﬅ obſcured and'
theſe glad tidings, intermixed with ſome Circumﬅan darkened in the World; for, which Cauſe, this
ees, ſet down in the firſt four Verſes, which do not Book is open in his Hand, when the Temple and
a little contribute to 'the Conſolation it ſelf. _Then_,. Ordinances were ſhut up among Men, as we may
*2. The ſum of the ſeventh Angel's Commrﬃonis gather from the laﬅ Ver/e ofthe it. Chapter.
ſet down, and the Evens foretold, is certihed by.

IT is- much debated' what' this little Book is;

the Publiſhers Oath, Ver/I' 5, 6, 7.- 3. The Eﬀect
of the ſeventh Angel's founding, t' wit, the revivmg
again of a Miniﬅery, and publick Preaching of the
Goſpel, after that Darkneſs is both exprcſied and conﬁrmed by Yabn's eating of the little Book, and the

whether' it be the ſame mentioned'- Cloapw. or, any
diﬅinct Book, containing diﬅinct Propheſies from!
what was in that Book,-as if what followeth in this

Propheﬁe were revealed to'J'olm-by his eating of this.

laﬅ Book, as beingcontained in it. It is not neceſiiiry

Word added, that he muﬅprapbeﬃ again ( as it were, much to debate this; conſidering, thatit is repreſented
be revived) after ſuch a, ſad Interruption. This 18 to John-in Viſion, as for another Scope 'that the pre

er' , Io 11._
1/4 31 e Bubliſher is four ways deſcribed, ill He ls
called an Angel, and a mighty Angel, to diﬀerence
him from theſe that iounded the Trumpets: We
conceive it to be underﬅood of no created Angel,.
but of Jeſus Chriﬅ the Angel of the Covenant,
as the Deſcription following will hold him forth.- 2.,

ſent furniſhing of John for compleating- of this Pro
pheſie. It will therefore be more ſuitable to ſay, that
this Book is the ſame'mentioned, Chap; v. as now

in the Hand of the Mediator,- and opened by him,
and now called little, becauſe ſo much 'only may be
accounted; as hath' not been by the-former Pro
pheſies diſcovered, or, we may take the Type of
His clothing and appearing are ſet down in four the open Back to ſigniﬁe the preſerving of the Doc
Particulars, 1. He is dat/nd will) a_ cloud; often trine of the Goſpel, as if it were written on record,.
applied to God,- and only to him,'_m the Pſhlm and keeped in' the Hand of the Mediatorpand thereand Propbm, whereby the. unconcewable, _and_m ſore can'- neither of it ſelf be vitiate nor deﬅroyed
cxpreſſible Glory, and Soveraignty of_ God lS point-i by Antichriﬅ or Mahumet.- Thiszuthe Scopc,.and
ed at.- 2.>He is ſaid- to ben-e a- Rrzmbaw'upqn bis the Commanding ofxj'obn-to eat it,- ſeem to favour 5,
.Hmd; ſo is the Lord's Throne deſcribed, Cbapnv. 3.. but, That it- ſhould- containi Propheſi$,- diﬀerent
and Eztl'. i; 28.- which is marked here; not-only to' from what was contained-in1 the former' Book,.

ſhew theGlory' of our' Lord Jeſus Chriﬅ, but: Chap." v.. ſo> that- the formerr Propheſies belong to>
that as the Rainb0w( Gm. ix. 4.. ), was a Signrand that Book, and what- ſollowethv this Chapter, to'
a Sacrament ( as it were),. of the Lord's Covenant this Book,. mentionedl here, we cannot'aſlent to,
with Nmb,,of not deﬅroying' the Earth- again by. 1. Becauſe all the Trumpets belonged to" the ﬁrﬅ
Water z ſo our bleﬂ'ed- Lord-jeſus, being often ſit- Booky as being. comprehended under' the ſeventh
ſpected to be forgetful of his Covenant, and being Seal of. that BOOk,' Clupl- viii.'-. but the'ſeventh'
now to give warning of the-deluge. of-W'rath which* Trumpetſolloweth'in' the cloſe'of the eleventh,
was to come upon thefAmichnſhan-World,_he doth: and is further explicated to the'end of the Book-r
thus
nant appear,
both in to
the.evidence
overruling
his mindſulneſs
of the Churches
of hisAﬂllctþ Therefore. all theſe Propheſies are- contained in the!
ﬁrﬅ-Book" mentionedCbapu-r v-.'- 2-5 This- Chapon, and his Enemies ruine.- His Pace and his Feet are ter'and the next,. unto- the: 15; Vrﬅdo' belong:
deſcribed as formerly they were, Chap, 1.-15. where to the: ſecond-We 5'- mid-therefore muﬅ-be ſup

by it appeareth to beoneand-the- ſame Perſon.
a' re;

l
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Chap, to:

W x may look upon what preceedeth this, as pre
poſed tobe contained in the ſame Book with the
ﬁrﬅ Part, Chap. ix. Again, 3. If that Series laid paratory, and take up what followeth in the Chap- .
ing to
ﬁrﬅ is Parts,
expreiiled
by tend
theſe
in one
threeScope.
diﬅinctThe
principal
et all
down in the Preface to the vi. Chap. Hold, that ter,
the
ſeventh
Seal
comprehendeth
the
ſeven
Trum
ſi ts; and again the ſeventh Trumpet, the ſeven ſeven Thunders uttering their Voices: Wherein
we have, L'The Voices vof theſe Thunders. 2;
Vials, Then the ſeven Vials are comprehended under
the ſeventh Trumpet, and ſo both Vials and Trum Yabrr's' Practice, he was about to write what they
'pets under the ſeventh Seal. Beſide, if this follow uttered, which'ſuppoſeth that he underſtood it.
ing Part of the Propheſy were compared _with 3. There is the Inhibition whereby he is reﬅrain
the former, we ſee no Reaſon why it ſhould either ed from that. We may look upon this, r. Gene
be called little or opm, more than the former z The rally, as prognoﬅicating ſad Judgments to come
Reaſon -why this Book is open in the Hand of C_hrtﬅ, upon that unre nting World, for by Thunder-r,
wc conceive to be, beſide what was above hinted) ſuch are often lgniﬁed in this Propheſy, as Chap,
I. To ſhew Chriﬅ _ieſus his Acquaintance with the xi. 19. ( Thundring in it ſelf being an Evidenge
Myſteries of God z this Book is open to him, and of God's dreadfulneſs) and though this General
therefore that we may truﬅ him in the revealing of may be gathered ſafely, yet it is like Lord the intended
the Secrets of God. 2. To typify the future ſpread not, ( at leaſt in this place ) particularly to ſet them

ing of the Goſpel, and to conﬁrm _it upon this forth, which we are to reverence, and not to ſeek
Ground, that as Jeſus Chriﬅ had prevailed to open any new Myſlery from theſe Words, but what
the Book of the Secrets of God, when it was ſcal elſewhere may be gathered, till the Event ſpeak.
ed, and none was found able to open it; ſo might Or, 2. Seeing they had intelligible Voices, and
it beexpected from him, that the Goſpel ſhouldbe were of Concernment to the Church, which made
again brought to Light, notwithﬅanding that during Zo/m aim to write them, and ſo not like to have

the Reign of Antichriﬅ it ſeemed t_o Men impoſſible.

een for no Purpoſe at ﬁrﬅ revealed ( with reve

4. T H s Poﬅure wherein this Angel was, lS_ rence) they may be conceived to hold forth the
obſerved, heﬅttttb bit right foot ripen (be Su, and ſame ſeven Judgments, which are executed by the

his ley? foot on 'be Earth : B which lS ſet out _his ſeven Vials following. For. theſe ſeven Thunder'
'Soveraignty over both, and ſot at he hath Authority ﬁgnify future Judgment, and moſt probably muſt
and Power to make out what he now pronounceth.v hold out the third and laﬅ Wo which is yet come
Or, thisſitting bis ſmart the Earth andv upon the by the founding of the ſeventh Angel; eſpecially
Sea, being compared with the firſt Part of the I, conſidering, that( C/mp. xi. 19.) Thundrings and
Verſe. Iſhw a mighty Angel [me dawn, it may look Earth-quakes are marked to follow upon that An
to be aſiT ne of Chriſt's coming to take Po eſiion
gel's founding, and theſe ſeven Vials are the ſame

of the Earth-again, who during An'uchnſt's Reign, with the laﬅ Wo. Beſide, the Number of the
ſeemed, as it were, to _be'keepedin Heaven;

et Vials being ſeven, and the ſeven laſt Plagues which

afterward he ſhall come down and eﬅabhſh. his

o, followed theſe Thundrings in the Event, we con.
vcrnment through the Earth, and by hl' Power ceive it not unſuitable to take theſe ſeven Vials,
bring under the greateﬅ and moſt raging Enemies, as the fulﬁlling of what was more generally hint
This ſuiteth with that Expreſſton (C/Jdp. ?t1._17. ) ed at b the Thunders: And ſeeing we ſeek no
of his taking to him his great Power, and reignm as new. Zﬅery out of the Words, but rather do
if there had been an Interruption of hlS King om bound *urioiity, and do content our ſelves with
formerly; which placeis the fulﬁlling oſ what is what is afterward revealed, we conceive there is no
Danger to ſay, it is either thus, or it is nothing,
here propheſied of.
B 1: r o R r the Angel's Words be ſet down, ſe which
weN
canas or
ſearch done
into. he goeth about i
_'7 0 H
he ſhould
had formerly
veral Circumﬅances are marked for making this
Procintnation
the , more
obſervable,
Vtrﬅ 3.: He
rrrtd to write, but is inhibited by_ a Voice from Heaven,
ſſwit/z a loud Hair:
a: when
a Litm raarnþ
_Whtch

ſaying, Seal up the/t tbr'ngr'wbirb_ 'In ſet-m Thun
holdeth forth ſeriouſneſs and Authority in him who der: uttered, and wrm them not. He intended pre
goeth about this work, and that he put

ſeth to have ſently to communicate theſe things to the Church;

what" he hath to ſay, taken Notice o . The ſecond and no queﬅion, ſincerely, _ftotn which yet the
Circumſtance, is an interveening Eﬀect bofore his Lord reﬅraineth him.

This ſaith, Miniﬅers ought

words be marked; from Tbundm 'll'ſn'ld t/mr to live in great Dependence upon the Lord, not
lſoim.

only for obtaining, but alſo ſor venting of Light
when

Chap. to.
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when it is obtained. It will not be Warrant r'or them opening whereof will clear all) is three ways taken
enough to communicate any thing, becauſe they in Scripture, r. It is taken ſor the End of the
know it and underﬅand it, there will need alſo_ a World, r. Cor. xv. 51. This was alſo ſpoken of
Warrant ſor this; and it is no little part of \Viſ by the Prophets Iſaiab Daniel, &Ft. This place being
dom, not to preach ſimply what they know, but ſo underﬅood, the Meaning is, the End of the World
what the know do be edifying, pertinent and proﬁ ſhall be haﬅned, and Time(properly taken) ſhall
table to brought forth, and ſo as approven by be continued no longer: But the Reſurrection of
him. It i' not ſimply meﬂary to expound this the Dead, formerly declared to the Prophcts, ſha'l
Inhibition oſ ſealin , as perpetual, but as temporary, be accompliſhed, and the Eﬀects following upon tl e
till ſome other Viions were inſerted, or till he had ſounding of the ſeventh Angel ſhall bring it about.
that Matter expreﬂed in other Types; in which This is Truth: For, though at the founding of
Senſe we will ﬁnd the like lnhrbiuou, Dan. x_n. 4. the ſeventh Angel immediately time endeth not;
as alſo, Dan. viii. 26. But in this we conceive it yet the ſeven Vials being the laﬅ Plagues; have iz'o
je not material to inſiﬅ, providtng we keep oﬀ the temporal Judgments ſuccecding to them, and immc.
groundleſs Myﬅeries, which ſome dig from theſe diately upon the ſounding of the ſeventh Trumpet
hunders.
TN
o w he cometh to ſhew what the Angel pub they begin, and go on to put an End to Time.

And it is not unſual among the Prophets to ſay,
ſuch an Event is fulﬁlled, when the Mean, having

liſhed, and the Manner of his doing it,_ Verſe 5, 6,
. Firﬅ, he prefaceth ( as it were ) with a ſoler'nn
Oath, which tends to make the People oſ God give
Credit to his Meſlage, who, it is like at that Tu-ne
would be much oppreﬅ with Misbelief; The Man

Influence upon the fulﬁlling of it, is certainly and
ſpeedily driving it on. 2. By the lVyﬅery qf Gej,
is underﬅood the ſpreading of the Goſpel, and in
bringing of Jews and Genti/er after the Days oſAn

ner of proceeding to the Oath, is lolemn,

tichriﬅ, as it is expreſi'ed by the Apoﬅle, Ram. xi.

with

hlandr Izſted up to Heaven _; and by the true (rod 25. fs'e. Which alſo was not unknown to the Pro
deſcribed b his Eternity, brm wbe lwetb far ever; hets, as the Apoﬅle proves in that ſame Chapter.
hus the ﬁniſhing of the Myﬅer of God, will ſig
and by his elation to all Creatures, as being crea
tor of them: Not only in general, to then how nify the removing of Antichrili'ian Darkneſs, and
ſolemn a thing an Oath is, and how reverently we the ſpreading of thc Light of the Goſpel, that
ought to aſſume the Name of God, eſpecially in this Chrﬅ Jeſus may have a ﬂouriſhing Kingdom again
peice of Worſhip; but alſo to diﬀerence the true in the Earth, as hath been propheſied of : And that
God and the right way of ſwearing, from the Ido_ Time ſhall be no longer, that is, though this be for
latrous Oaths uſed under Antichriﬅ. Beſide, thrs a Time ſuſpended, yet after the ſounding of the

Poﬅure and manner oſ ſwearing, do fully agree ſeventh Angel, it ſhall no longer be delayed. The
with that, recorded, Dan. Yll. 7. After he hath Words being thus underﬅood, are the ſame with
made Faith in the thing, his Depoﬁtton ( to call it Chriﬅ's takin to him his Power and reigning, C/raþ.

ſo ) is ſet down more generally, 'nere 6. and more xi. 17. and tie opening of the Temple in Heaven,

particularly explained, Verſe 7. It is rﬅ expreﬂed in Verſe 19.

3. By ﬁmſhing-tbe Mﬅery iſGad, may

ſew Word: that he doth ſwear, tbat there ſhould be underﬅood God's bringing down the Roman zin

be time no longer. What this ſhort Negative doth ticbrﬄ, (as the building up of that Kingdom, is
ﬁgniſy, is poſitively expreſied in Oppolinon to this, called the working of Satan and Myﬅery of lni
Verſe 7. But in 'be Days oſ tbe Force if tbe ſeventh quit?v ) thus the Meaning is, although the Myſlery
Angel, when be ſhall begin to ſhund, tbe jVy/Iery of of niquiry now be at a Hight; yet, ſaith ne,
God, ſhould be ﬁni/bed, as be bar/2 declared to_ bu Ser

God's Deſign oſ bringing him down ſhall be ac

vants ebe Prapbetr. Where we have theſe three, compliſhed, and this Ruin ſhall be begun when the
r. That time/boult! be no longer, is 'expounded by ſeventh Angel ſhall begin to ſound. This Expoſni

this, the A/Iy/Iery afGod ſhall b'ﬁm/bed.

2. This on is neceſſarily implied in the former, the exalting

of Chriﬅ's Kingdom, havingr the Overthrow of
Antichriﬅ's carried along with it. This agreeth alſo
well with the Scope, which is to ﬅrengthen God's '
People particularly againﬅ his Tyranny. And 3. If
nterpretation of this Myſtery, and what this 15, tbat we look to the Event of the ſeventh Trumpet,
time ſhould be no longer, from the Events following ( Chap. xi. 17. 18. ) it is the ſame for which the
the ſeventh Trumpet. Tbe Myﬅery aſ God, (the Saints give praiſe that God hath d;ﬅroyed them, who

Myﬅery is deſcribed to be that tame which was de
dared to'the former Prophets. 3. The timeoſ
ﬁniſhing this Myﬅery, is ſet down to be tbeſhundmg
if tbejewntb Angel: And ſo we muﬅ gather the

'
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formerly deﬅroyed the Earth. We conceive all was typiﬁed by it. What is mean'd by J'a/m's eat
theſe thrcc Expoﬁtions may well ﬅand together; ing of the Book, isexpreſied to him in plain Words,
for the haﬅning of the Day of Judgment, ſupponeth Verſe u/t. He went on ﬅill, not diſputing, nor ask
the preceeding of the other two ; and the ﬁniſhing of ing what is meaned till he ſhew him who gave
theſe two, to wit, the ſetting up of Chriﬅ's King the _Command; Thou muﬅ ( ſaith he ) Pray/ry?
dom, and bringing down of Antichriﬅ, doth infer again: Intimating by this speech, I. That there
the haﬅning of the Day of Judgment: Which is had been Propheſy. 2. That ſome Intermiſl'ton had
alſo marked in the Event, Chap. xi. 18. The un interveened. 3. That it ſhould be again revived.
derﬅanding of them alſo jointly, doth ſerve to the 4. That it ſhould be ſpread again before Kings
*
,
ſame Scope, to wit, the Comforting of God's Peo Nations, Tongues, fir.
it beasqueﬅioned,
whether
John be for
to behimſelfw
look
ple in the Faith of an Outgate from Antichriﬅ's Ty ed IF
on here
getting a new
Commiſiion
ranny. And, 4. We will ﬁnd them all particularly
obſerved in the Song which is ſung upon the ſound only, or as being aType of God's raiſing the for
ing of the ſeventh Trumpet, which is the fulﬁlling mer_de:ayed pure preac ing of the Goſpcl, and fur
of the Event propheſied here; and therefore we con ruſhing, or commiﬂionating of Miniﬅers for that
ceive all theſe three may be taken in, but moﬅ pro End after that Darkneſs ſhould be paﬅ ; for, we will
perly and directly the laﬅ two, eſpecially the middle ſee ( Chap. xi. ſMiniﬅers may live, and propheſy in
Acception, as coming neareﬅ to the immediate Scope their Succeﬂors, when they are gone P zfrzſw. I
of the place : And therefore Timeſhall be no longer. conceive both to be meaned, but the laﬅ principal
is not to be underﬅood ﬁmply, but comparatively, ly 3 and J'ob'r's eating, and Commiſiion that he
in ſome reſpect, i. e. of ſuch Time of Darkneſs, getteth to proceed himſelf in this Propheſy, to be
Ignorance and Perſecution as then it was, that Time but a Type to repreſent the other, and a Sign to
ſhould be no longer when Antichriﬅ ſhould conti ﬅrengthen him and others in the Faith of it ; that as
nue to prevail, and the Saints to ſuﬀer; Thus it truly as God ſetteth him on Work again to prophe
may relate to the forty two Months afterward ſet ſy, and maketh him eat an open Book which before

for his Reign, which cometh to an End at the ſe was ſealed, So will he do in reference to thar which
he hath promiſed in the former part of the Chapter,
venth Angel his founding.
T H r: third part of the Conſolation or Conﬁr in bringing the Goſpel again to Light after Antichri
mation, followeth from Ver/t 8. to the End. Where ﬅian Darkneſs. Reaſons of this, are, r. It is moﬅ
in, I. There isa Type, and 2. theExpoſition ofit, agreeable to the Scope of the Angel'sappearing, and
Verſe uIt. The Type conſiﬅeth ina twofold Di this little Book open in his Hand, which is to corn
rection given to John, and his Obedience to both, fort particularly in reference to the ﬅrait the
Verſe 8, 9, 10. though at ﬁrﬅ, it is like he knew Church was then in. John had no other Uſe of &t
not what was intended. The Type ſerverh both ing the Book; for, his Commiſſion was clear before
to illuﬅrate, and conﬁrm as was formerly ſaid, and to write what he ſaw and heard, and all his Viſions
alludeth to that, Ezel'. ii. ult. and iii, I, 2.where afterward are what he ſaw without reſpect to this
eating of the Book ſigniﬁeth God's inﬅructing the Book, as if he had not eaten it. Neither was there any
Prophet for the work of Propheſying when he ſuch Intermiſiion of Jobn's propheſying, to ſay he
ſent him out, and his eonﬁrming of him by that muﬅ again propbtſh, nor did he ever actually, ﬁrﬅ or
Sign: The Eﬀect of his eating, is, ﬁum in bit or laﬅ, propheſy before Kings, fir. But this being a
Mutb, and'bitter in bis Belly: To ſhew, that Com main Part of the Propheſy, muﬅ certain] be of a
munnication of Light from God, is init ſelf plea larger Uſe as it is prophetical, than to ﬅir Fain: up to
ſant to Miniﬅers; but, in reſpect of the Diﬃculties a particular Duty. It muﬅ then be underﬅood eſpe

that they meet with in their exerciſing of it, or in cially of the revealing of the Apoﬅles Doctrine,
reſpect of the fad Meﬂhges they carry, it is in which was to be for a long Time almoﬅ buried, yet
its Digeﬅion ſad and bitter to them, however they was it, even that ſame Doctrine, again by the Lord
muﬅ carry it; and John neither ſcar-eth at it be to be revealed, in which ſﬂ/m was again to propheſy
fore, nor complaineth of it after he had eaten it. in his Doctrine, or when this Revelation, eſpecially
4. (Vnﬅ ro. ) T t-t r: a r: is Jobn's obedience: by Events, ſhould be made more plain, then it com
'Though it was told him it would be bitter, yet he eth again ( asit were) to the World and ſpreadeth
teat? it, and ate it up, and found as it was told him amongﬅ Nations, Tongues and Kingdoms: And this
in the Event or Eﬀect of his eating, whereby he agreeth alſo well with the Event which followeth on
might be the more conﬁrmed in the Truth of what the ſeventh Trurnpet, Chap. xi. And isinits Scope
a
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aConﬁrmation of what was ſaid by the Angel in glorious Deſcription is begun with, to ſhew that
the Verſe before; ﬁrﬅ, expreﬂing it in a Word, and there is ſuch a Conncction between him and his
conﬁrming it by Oath in the ﬁrﬅ ſeven Verſes of the People, that if he be glorious, they will be ſo, and
Chapter. 2. Expreſſmg it in a Type, and conﬁrm he is glorious even then when the World fecmeth
ing it by Sign in the reﬅ 3 which is well conﬁﬅent moﬅ to ﬂight him. 4.. The Ignorance of the Ex- .
with the former, ſeeing therAngel's appearing with cellency of Chriﬅ, doth much increaſe his Peoples
this Book in his Hand, and what followeth, do aim

at the ſame Scope.
T H t s which was repreſented to John in Type,
we ſee throu rh God's Bleſſing in ſome Meaſure ful
ﬁlled in our 'ycs, the Goſpel is again revived, and

Diſcouragements, thereſore is this Deſcription laii
down as the Remedy thereof, ſhewing nlſo that the
right Uptaking ot'Chrill in his Excellency, anl in

reſpect of his covenant Adminiﬅration whereby
his ſaithfulneſs appesreth to his People, isa main

(the ſulﬁlling and ſiniſhing of this Myſtery (which Foundation by which the dayly Comfort of his Peo
beginneth in the Inlargement of the Goſpel, and ple, is ſuﬅained: If this were throughly believed
ſhall go on in calling in of the ewr, and end in Per and improven, there would not be ſuch Room to
fecting the Bride, when (he allbe made ready for Confuſion and Profanity in evil Times. Obﬅrv. 5.
the Bridegroom ) is already begun; which proveth Men ought reverently to ſpeak and make mention
of the Holy God: When this mighty Angel ſpeak
us to be under the ſeventh Trumpet.
I N this tenth Chapter we may obſerve, from its eth ſo of him, Ver/2 6. What ought we to do? If
Scope in general, 1. Our Lord is tender of the Con

ſolation of his People, and alloweth them to have
conﬁdent Expectation of comfortable Outgates from
him in their loweﬅ Diﬃculties; therefore is Conſc
lation laid down before Hand in reference to this. 2.

we heard the holy Angels ſpeak of him, and to him

we might be both inﬅructed in our Duty, and
aſhamed of our Practice in Reference to this, which

is no little Evidence of our Atheiſm.

Time certainly ſhall have an End :

Obﬅru. 6.

Every Purpoſe

The Lord's People are often ſuſpicious of him in that the Lord hath concerning his Church ſhall be
their Aﬁliction, and although it be moſt groundleſs, accompliſhcd. This is here conﬁrmed by this migh
yet is he thought to have forgotten his Promiſe, ty Angel's Oath, and this End will be ſhortly-I
Pſhl. lxxvii. and ſcarce will his Word at ſometimes what therefore is boundcd within Time, is not
Obſi 7. It is none of the leaſt
to put thatSuſ icion out of their Hearts, which need of the'Conſolations that God's People have. that
leﬂy he would)not do ; for this Cauſe hath he alſo Time ſpeedily paſieth away, and ſo, whatever is
ſwom his Covenant, Htb. vi. Here Grace ſome promiſed haﬅeth to be performed. This is the End

get Credit by them; therefore doth he ſweat here much to bevalued.

way contendeth with our ſuſpicionsz therefore the why this is ſet down here: The Men of Time,
Lord lo condeſcendeth to our Weakneſs, as to give who have but their Portion in this Liſe, and all
us for our Securlty that which one mutable Creature thei Projects within Time, will hive a poor Bar
uſeth to reﬅ in from another, as the yondmoſt of gain when Time ſhall be no more, and then the
what can be attained. 3. Our Lord Jeſus isa moﬅ great Conſolation of the People of God is but

ſtate-ly and glorious Perſon, and it is not the leaﬅ beginning.
part ofithis Conſolation' that he is ſo; therefore this
Concerning Propbqſ'ing.

H I a n ismuch ſpoken of Propheſying in Or, 2. Some particular contrary to what is formerly
l

this Book, and of Prophets, Chap. xi. and revealed there, either in Doctrine or Practice.

Of

*
Yezkbz] ( Chap. ii. ) is reproved for taking this Kind might be the Iſraelites their borrowing of
to her the Name of Prophetcſs z and here the reviv Jewels, Abraham his taking his Son to ſacriﬁce
ing; of Propheſy is, ſpoken of in this Chapter: It him, and many ſuch Practices which cannot be
ma

be inguired then, how' theſe places are to be condemned, yet do not agree with the Preccpts that

un erﬅood. And if propheſying m: - be now ex

are in the Word for directing of thc People of

pected in the Church? Or, it that 'ift hath now God in their ordinary Czirriage. Or, 3. It is ſome
fully/created? or, in'what Reſpect?
particular neither formerly, revealcd, nor yet in it
e may conſider Prrpbtﬂ or Prcþbrtr in a three ſelf contrary to the Word, but that which con

fold conſideration', r. In reſpect of the Matter that ccrneth ſome particular Event or perſone] Duty
is
hich is
either, in
1. Some
gene allcnarly.
ral brought
Truth forth:
not'ctformerly
revealel
the Word.
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2. VV 1: may conſider it again as 'it holdeth pretended unto in reference to ſuch Matterſi We'
forth an ordinary or extraordinary Way, how theſe conceive it therefore fafc and neceſiary to con
things orany thing elſe, come to beknown although the clude, and there is now after Reformation no ſuch
Matter be a Truth formerly revealed in the Gift of Propheſie, or Prophets to be expected or
Word, ſuch as the Matter revealed to theſe Pro admitted, who may add any new Truth to the

phets, 1 Cor. xiv. which was to be tryed by the
Vſord.
3. I 'r may be conſidered in reſpect of the pro
poſing of what is revealed to others, to be a Direc

Word, or Command any new Duty contrary to
If, by arrogating to themſelves, or impoſing ſome
thing as Duty on others which the Moral ground:

of the Word do not allow of ; and it is conﬁrmed
tion, or, to rule them in their practice, and that ei by this, that we are commanded to Try the Spirit: ther by recording it' as Scripture, as ſome of the and even the Revelations of extraordinary Pro:

Prophets of old did, or by taking on an Oﬃce or phets ( 1 Cor. xiv. ) were to be tryed and judged :
Authority, and by vertue of that to do it. Or Which can be by no Rule, but by the Word;

otherwiſe, we may anſwer in theſe Aﬂertions.

It followeth

therefore

that no Revclation, con

Aſſrt. 1. THERE is now no gift of Propheſie, taining any thing contrary to the Word, is
either for the bringing forth of any Truth not for i? b: admitted or received as from the Spirit of the
merly delivered, nor any Gift to Warrand one in a or .
Particular, ſimply condemned in the Word, as to
zſſrt. 2. Y I 'r is it not altogether to be de
take anothers Goods, Life, Station, &Ft. ſo as to be nyed, but that the Lord may in Particulars of the
warranted meerly by ſuch a Revelation in things laﬅ kind ſometimes reveal himſelf to ſome b
otherwiſe unlawful, as it is like prophetical Men of foretelling Events before they come, ſuch as the
old, in ſome of their Practices were, which to us are Famine that Agabw foretold of,

or Pazd's Irn.

no precedcnt for our Warrand; which appeareth, pnſonment were: Of ſuch the Hiﬅory of the
1. Becauſe now the Word is compleat, furniſhed Martyrs and Saints do ſometime make mention :
with truths, to make the Man of God perfect for And particularly, Athena/in: is often advertiſedſof ha
every good work, and that in reſpect of the laﬅ zards, as is recorded, and' in their Verity cannot
Adminiﬅration of the Covenant; there is therefore be denyed: And of this ſort there were many
no acceſs to the adding of any new Matter. 2. at the reviving of the Light of the Goſpel, who
Becauſe if any other Goſpel, or Duty contrary to b fortelling of particular 'Events were famous, as
this XVord which we have received, be Preached, gab" I-ﬁzſ: his foretelling within an hundreth
we are not to receive it, but to account him accurſ
ears after him to follow the outbreaking of Re
ed that carrieth it, under whatſoever pretext he do formation ; ſuch, it is like, was Hierorzymu: Saw
it, if he were an Angel ; and this leaveth no place narala, who was burnt by the Pope, not as was pre
for admitting, either of Truths, or Dutiescorurary tended, ſor foretelling of Events, as they imputed

to the Word, GaI. i. 3. The Commination ad to him,
ded in the cloſe of this Book ( Chap. xxii) conﬁr proving
meth this, there being the fame Reaſon againﬅ add Qumzur
ing unto, or detracting from the Scriptures in ge in this

by unlawful Means, but for faithful re
of his Faults, as he is deL-ribel by P/zilrþde
and other Authors: Of ſuch many were

Land, as Maﬅer m/bart, Maﬅer [Ora-r,
neral, or any part of them, as thereis in reference Maﬅer Wild), Maﬅer Davidſhn, &c. And this
to this Book, all of them being of the'ſame Au cannot be ſaid altogether to be made void: For

thority, yet is it not without weight added to this as
the cloſe of all. 4. The Gift of Propheſies, being
now generally ceaſed ( as afterward will be clear)
and the Lord having thought good more mediate
ﬂy and ſolidly ( as it is called a more ſure ward qf
roþbgﬁt 2 Pet. i. 19. ) to feed his Church, to

although God hath now cloſed the Canon of the
Scripture, yet that he ſhould be reﬅrained in his
freedom, from maniteﬅing of himſelf thus, there
there is no convincingGround to bear it out',eſpecialiy
_when Experience hath. often proven the contrary
in the moﬅ holy Men. Yet, r. This is not ha
wit, by his Word; and he having given now much bitual or ordinary to any, butis ſingular at ſome few
more Scripture under the Goſpel than under the Times and in ſome few Caſes. 2. Every Perfwa
- Law, to ſupply the want of immediately infpired ſion of Mind before the Event come, and anſwer
Prophets 5 and conſidering how rare the Examples ablenefs in it when it cometh, will not be ſuﬃcient
of God's calling for Duties ſecmingly contrary to make it paſs for a Prophetical foreknowledge,
to Moral commands, are, and what Abfurdlties more than when in Dreams it may often fo tall
would follow if now ,any ſuch Gift ſhould be

out. 3. This will not denominate one to be a
Ptophff,

cop. m.
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to her although in ſome ſingular Events, God others can attain unto by any Labour, we conceive
1r,nali)eth,this uſe of him : Nor, 4: Can ſuch Pre that in this ſenſe Prophet: and Propheti' may be ſaid
dictions warrand any to do a Thing as a Duty, to be continued in the hurch 5 and ſuch God raiſed
which otherwiſe would not be warrantable unto up in the time of Reſormation, Men ſingularil giit*
them. 5.'There is Diﬅerence to be put betwixt ed with a Prophetica-l Spirit in this Senſe, whic may
the ſimple fortelling of an Event, which may be be the fulﬂlling of this propheſied of in this Chap

of God, and aConcluﬁon which may be drawn

ter.

therefrom z this may be of our ſelves, as'we may
ſiﬃrt. 5. No Giſt ofPropheſie now can warrant
ſee in the Predictions of theſe ( Acts xxt. ) who one authoritatively to ſet down his Light, although it
foretold of Paul's Impriſonment at Yeruſalem, yet be Truth as Canonick Scripture, or as of equal Au
was not that to divert him from his going there, thority from it ſelf with the Writings of Mſhs,
as many collected z that therefore was not from God,

&e. and other Scriptures, That in the ﬁrﬅ Aﬂert'ion

as Paul's Preſſure in the Spirit to go notwithſtand
incr, doth clear; every ſuch Prediction therefore can

was caﬅen, though 'one by his Giſt may Reaſon
from, or genuinly open thcſe Scriptures by Writ, as
noct be made a Rule of Duty, ſeeing the Lord may
by Word.
Jﬄrt. 6. No Giſt can VV-arrant one to take on
have other good Ends of Trial, Advertiſment and
Conﬁrmation in it. And we will not ﬁnd that him the Oﬃce of an authoritative Preacher, even
any have made uſe of ſuch particular Revelations, as \hough in ſome particulars God's mind extraordi
from them to preſs a Duty upon others, that 'would narly ſhould be revealed to him 3 for, It is not
not otherwiſe be warrantable, altho' when it con the Giſt that giveth the Authority of an Oﬃce, but
currcth with other Grounds, it may have its Weight God's authoritative Miſſioh; otherwiſe a Woman
( as Philzþ's Daughters) might be an Oﬃcer in the
for ſwaying in lawful Things.
_
_
dﬃrt. 3. PROPH nsra taken for an immediate Church, and have publick acceſs to preach and
revealing of Goſpel Truths and Myﬅerres, ſuch as teach, which yet the New Teﬅament admitteth
that, I Cor. xiv. and what was frequent _rn the A not, even when it ſpeaketh of this Giſt of Pro
ﬅliclt times, is now ceaſed; and there is neither pheſie, 1 Cor. xiv. and ordereth the practice of ex
ſuch a Giſt, nor ſuch an Oﬃce. I. There is not traordinary Prophets; there, this Inhibition is inſert
ſuch a Gift; for, it is not common to all that are ed, and elſewhere; yea even in theſe primitive times
renewed, it was not ſo in the A ﬅles Days, there there was a Trial of the Spirits and Gifts by the
were diverſities of Gifts, and this ift is diﬅinguiſhed Prophets, before any was to be accounted ſuch:
from ſaving Grace, r Cor. xii, and xiv, &Ft. neither

Beſide, one may have a particular Event revealed

is that particular Giſt of Propheſie continued; for,
there is no other Giſt continued, as theſe ofhtalmg,
Muguzs, and Intcrprttatiom, whereby _Men may
come in an immediate way to the exerciſe of theſe.
And, 2. Experience ſheweth, that Ihathath cealed,

to him, who yet may be more unacquainted with
the Myﬅery of the Goſpel than others, who byv
God's bleſſtng have attained to Knowledge in an or.

dinary way; and if it cannot Warrand an Oﬃce to
ſuch, neither will it do in this caſs : There
therefore no Prophet by an immediate
I.
'

and Godcalleth Men to the uſe of ordinary Means godw

for the attaining of the Knowledge of his. Will;
Wriſt. 7. Y r. 'r we ſay, that as God by Gifts
and there being now no ſuch Giſt that will abide
Trial, there is therefore no ſuch Oﬃce to be pleaded may furniſh ſome in a more than ordinary way; ſo
may he, and uſerh he to thruﬅ them out in a mixed
for, that followed upon that; yet even theſe Pre
phets in the matter propheſted by them, were' to _be XVay to the exerciſe of theſe for the Ediﬁcation of
tried by the Word and judged, and in the Giſt, it it his Church, and make the Seal of his Call extraordi
were aRevelation indeed, 1 Cor. xiv, Now there narrly ratiﬁe his ſcnding of them, that is, ashe ma
being none ſuch who can abide that Proof, we arepot

furniſh Men partly by Means, and eſpecially by his

( at leaﬅ ) without that to acknowledge ſuch a Gut,
or ſuch an Oﬃce.
Aſſa/t. 4. Y'a 'r if we take Prophtſieſor the un
derﬅanding of God's mind, and for attarning to be

bleſſmg extraordinarily accompanying them out partly
in a mediate way by Mens opening of the Door, part
by his more than ordinary thruﬅing of them out, malt
ing up ſo what was defective in the medrate Call by

well acquaintei with the Myﬅerres of God, by a me

ſome extraordinary concurrences of impulſe and Gifts

diatc way 5 yea, and that beyond the applied Means, within, of circumﬅances of providence without, and
or to have a Giſt and Capacity for diſcerning of theſe of Eﬃcacy upon, and acception of it amongſt others,

things with little Pains and that beyond what ſome whereby it cometh to be ratiﬁed. This the Lord
fulﬁlled
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- ulﬁlled at the entry of the Reſormation, raiſing up his Work, who yet were not properly extraordinary
Men comparatively extraordinarily furniſhed and Prophets or oﬃcers, or Levites, nor ordinarily called
commiſſionated for his Work, yet ﬅill Miniﬅers of Magiﬅrates, as Nc/mniab, Ezra, and others, who
the ſame
and walking
to the
com did both diﬀer from hſaggai, Zccþaria/z, and ſuch
ſimon
RuleGoſpel,
with others
in theiraccording
miniſterial
Charge,
who were

roperly Prophets, on the one Hand

This is not ordinarly to be imitated, but where the and. ſrom (ſhun/1, Zerubbabtl, and ſuch who wert;
'like Caſes, Call, and Circumﬅances concurr; and ordinary and properly Prieﬅs and Magiﬅrates on the
thus the Lord in old ﬅirred up Men at times of other; which yet in ordinary and ſettled Conditions
Reſormation to take on them the furtherance of was not done.

e
l

Come-ming a Mnﬃtr bit Particular Mﬃige to a particular Auditory and yhmv

þ' again and again "Wild or; and repeated.
BEsmzs what is already ſaid, there are two things Men both in reference to their calling in general
in this Chapter which we may conſider a little and to particular Mellages, to collect his Mind more
further. And, r. from Verﬅ 4. We may ſee there from ſolid ſanctiﬁed Reaſon than from a meer in
is no leſs ſpiritual Wiſdom and dependence on Chriſt ternal Impulſe, leﬅ thereby God be tempted, and
called for in the vcnting of Light and in bringing Satan get occaſion to inſinuate himſelf too much in
forth of what we know, than their is diligence re

our_Choice, or at leaﬅ to conſuſe us by propoſincr one

quired in ſearching of God's mind that we may ltvowſz Thing after another, that ſo he may indiſpoſ; for
and it is not Warrand enough for Miniﬅers to com all; Reaſon there-ſore would ﬁx the Determina
municate that to the Church at all time' which they tion, and even ſometimes againﬅ the apprehended

know, becauſe it is the Truth of God. For, Inclinatton, and once being ﬁxed, would n'oteaiily
Za/m knew that theſe ſeven Thunders were ſuch, or raihly be altered, leﬅ thereby one be brought to
ut there is a more ſpecial YVarrand to be looked Queﬅion one place after another, and ſo fall into
unto.

We mean not that there ſhould be ſome ex

Confuſion, and anxiouſly conſume the time in chooſ.

traordinary Thing here: But as from J'o/m's Call, ing of a Text which might othetways be more pro
in general, we may gather the neceſſity of a Call to

ﬁtably imploycd.

ſi

the Miniﬅry; ſo ſrom his being commanded to write

' 2. ALTHOUGH Godbenot tied to any imme.
this and not that which was alſo revealed to him, we dtate or extraordinary pointing out of ſuch a particu
gather proportionably, that Miniﬅers ought to try lar Subject or Condition of Souls, yet is he not to

what in ſuch and ſuch a particular Caſe is called for boil' hted, but humbly, to be depended upon, and
to be communicated unto People as God's Meﬂage ſertou ly to be prayed unto for guidance and
'at ſuch a time to them, ſeeing every thing which ſigmfymg of his Mind in that, either b ſome in'
he knoweth cannot be delivered at once; ſomethin g

ward leading ot the Mind to that which may be

therefore is to be choſen, and that upon ſuch Con

proﬁtable, or b

inabling of us iingly to diſcern

ﬁderation as may be ſuﬃcient for his. Peace who and conclude tom rational Grounds what may be
conſcientiouﬂy aimeth to follow God's mind; called ſor by him, that ſo his painting at ſome one
In reference to which, we may adventure to pro Thing beſide an other, either by inward ﬅirring, or
poſe theſe Generals,

1. That Men would not outward Circumſtances, he not deſpiſed, but at leaﬅ

look ſor any extraordinary Impulſe in ſwaying of brought to Trtal if it he found ﬁt; and we are ſure
' them to the choice of Texts or Doctrines, it will if it be of God, the more it be ttied, it will he found
belitfeﬅ to walk by Reaſons that will abide the Trial, to be ihe more ſuitable.
eſpecially where that which the Impulſe driveth at,
3. N this 'I'rial, not onl the Matter is t
- doth not appear upon rational Grounds to be ſo edify conſidered as it is Truth, biit alſo if' it be edig'hE;

ing indeed, where any extraordinary oﬀer of a Text and proﬁtable as l ing near the great end oſ the
Goſpel, to wit, t.e engaginvy of Souls to Chriſt,
and Conforming of them to im, Chriﬅ being the

and ſolid Reaſon ſrom the Convenicne of that
Matter concurr, in that caſe it is not to e neglect
ed; yet now ſeeing God hath not leſt Men to
an immediate way; oſattaining to the knowledge of

wiſe Maﬅer-Builder layeth and buildeth upon among

the Goſpel preac ed, but doth require oſ them the

a People, r Car. iii. and all Builders are to take heed

end of the Law, and the Foundation which the

uſe of mediate and ordinary Means, ſo alſo are not ﬁmply only how they build, but how they
-

build

Chap. 10.
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build thereupon, r'lu'd. Vc/E Io. leﬅ they build Hay there is] occaſion, Miniﬅers ought dcliberately to
and stubble thereon inﬅead of Gold ; and all Truths chooſe their Purpoſe, and know it is Truth even
that conſidered in themſelves, are more remote, are from the place they are to ſpeak of before they go

to be ſquared by, and levclled ſo as may further this. to publick, that they ma in Faith aſi'ert that to
2. If it be pertinent to the preſent Hearers and their be the Meaning of the pirit, and with the great
preſent Caſe, either for convincing, Comforting or er Boldneſs go to ſpeak when they are clear of
inﬅructing, Eft. as we would conceive Chriﬅ would their Warrant; yet we conceive, that Miniﬅers
do, if he were writing from Heaven to ſuch a People would not peremptorily limit their Meſiage to what
as he did once, Chap. ii. and iii. and to the ſeven Matter or Expreſſrons the Lord ſhall furniſh them
Churches. 3. In this Choice, even the Temper and with in their private Study, ſo as to repel every
Diſpoſition of the People is to be conſidered, and ſo Motion that may beſuggeﬅed to them in the time
What may moﬅ edify theſe who are ſo qualiﬁed, in Delivery : In this indeed Men had need to be ſober
whicha Miniﬅer is neither to ſeek to be pleaſing unto and to fear leﬅ in hunting after other Doctrines,
them, not yet needleſly to irritate, but ſo to level at or by their Negligence or Preſumption needlcſly
Ediﬁcation as he may moﬅ probally gain the End on they tempt God by ﬂighting the ordinary Means
ſuch; for, as in bodily Diſeaſes Medicines are not to when they may uſe them, much leſs would they
be given alike to all Perſons for the ſame Diſeaſes, accept of every Motion of every Matter, as com
but Reſpect is tobe had to ſeveral Conﬅitutions, and ing from God to them to be brought forth at ſuch
accordingly Applications more ﬅrong or more a Time; for, if theſe Motions be dangerous, and
gentle are to beprepared; ſo here ſome are more not always ſafe in private, as was formerly hinted,
ſharply to be dealt with and contrairily : Order alſo much more have they need to be adverted to in pub
is to be obſerved where ſeveral things are ncceﬂit lick before one forbear the following of ſome
ry what to begin at, and how to proceed and pre digeﬅed Purpoſe to inſiﬅ on ſome other thing but
pare them ſoas they may be received and admit preſently oceurring, yet where ſome outward Pro
ted; for, as the moﬅ healthful Potion cannot pro vidence changeth the Caſe from what it was in
ﬁt the Patient except he receive it, and it be ſo the Speaker's Apprehenſion before his coming to
publick, or where the Matter ſuggeﬅed is pertinent

prepared ashe may not utterly nauſeat and loath
it; ſo is there often no leſs Dexterity called for in
in the mannaging and ordering of a ﬁt Matter,
&Ft. and in the chooſing of an oppoſite Mids and
gaining Manner, that what is uſeful 'for Reproor,
Conviction, He. may without PſCJudlCC from the
way of propounding it, be accepted and digeﬅed,
than there is Faithfulneſs neceﬂary in aiming at
that Scope.
' 4. IN all this, there is much need ofſingleneſs,
that the Conſcience may have a Teﬅimony of its
aiming allanerly at Ediﬁcation, when it is ſearch

both to the Place of Scripture and preſſing of the
ſame Purpoſe which the Preacher aimeth at, ſo as
if it had oﬀered in private, he would have embraced

it before ſome Things he had thought of, and the
Matter being ſuch that he is not altogether unac
quainted with, but hath Clearneſs in the Thing
which is now preſented before him; If alſo it hath
with it ſome convincing Proof and weighty Exo
preſſion of the Thing which is in it ſelf proﬁtable;
We_conceive that that is not altogether to be ſlight
ed and neglected, but may warrantably and in Faith
ing to deſcern what is mainly called for; neither be yielded unto, and embraced, as if it had been
will it be unuſeful to obſerve what Doctrines, formerly thought upon, eſpecially when the Lord
occur, to which of them a Door is opened, mak hath been ſought in private, and Diligence hath been
ing the Enlargement thereof the more eaſy, which uſed; yet it hath there been a Reﬅraint as to the
of them have the moﬅ pertinent Uſes natively Lord's furniſhing or ſome appoſite Meſiage till then
ﬂowing from them; This is a main Rule to be there can no Reaſon be given why the Lord may
obſerved in the making choice of Doctrines, and not ſuſpend the anſwering of theſe Prayers till the
in chooſing upon theſe and the like Grounds the Speaker come to publick and then do it: And ex
Conſcience may have Qſietneſs; for although they cept this were, Miniﬅers ſhould never go to publick
be not ſuﬃcient to ſway one ſimply to the chooſing however neceſſary their Call were, tlll ﬁrﬅ they had
of am' Matter, yet where the Qreﬅion is betwixt Satisfaction about their particular Meﬂage in private,
things equally pertinent and proﬁtable, at leaﬅ where which were too great a limiting of God, and un
the diﬀerence is not ſo eaſily diſcernable, they may becoming that Dependence which his Miniﬅers ought
have Weight compamtively to ſway to one more to have on him,which daily Experience doth prove not
than to another: And 'although,_eſpecially where to be in vain 3 and ſeeing the Meﬂage muﬅ come from
.
the
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Chap' to;

the Lord, is it not alike as to the Thing it ſelf, whe ueu an
o er;
his Life,
that tisrecordedoſzfau'
being extraordinarillyﬅgiiettzx
ther he give it in private or in publick? Neither can Pgﬃ
this be called a leaning to immediate and extraordi ſhort m his Memory from his intended Purpoſe
nary Inſpirations, becauſe by this, there is neither he was led abruptly and with vehemency to inſiſi
any new Doctrine approven, nor any new Way of

againﬅ the Manirbean Error, contrary to his Pur
attaining the Knowledge of the Lord's Mind corn poſe, and that palpably both to his own Obſervation
mended, but only this, That Truths mediately re and to/the Obſervation of others, which made him,
vcaled in the Word, and u on the Matter known to thereafter at Dinner expreſs his conﬁdence

the Preacher with the

that

rounds and the Reaſons the Lord would evidence ſome Deſign of, his in

thereof, may be ſometime' brou ht into the Mind
of the Preachcr in publick, whic

that Particular, which accordingl

came to paſs

he did not think For, a Monte/um', beiide duzuj im's Knowledge;

of in private, yet w en preſented to him, they are in

being a Hearer, within ſome few Days openly diſ

themſelves as clear to him to be the Truth, and able claimed that Error, and acknowledged that Digreſ
to bide the Trial of the Word, and alſo ﬁt and ap ſion by the Lord's Bleﬂing to have been the Mean
poſite for his preſent Purpoſe as much, and it may of his Converſion. And many ſuch Caſes there
be, more than what he had thought of in private; are, wherein the Lord may ſigniﬁe his Mind of a
And can he be denied Freedom now to chooſe to in Me'ſiage to a Miniﬅer at the Inﬅant of fpeakin
g'
ﬁﬅ on theſe which he would have accounted a Fa which ought not to be deſpiſed by him.
vour to have had preſented to him in his ſecret
H a R a is much Help in this Debate, when
Chamber? Sometimes alſo the Lord will think meet, a Miniﬅer, who hath ordinarily the ſame Hearers,
that the Miniﬅer proſecute ſome Point in its Applica and no extraordinary Occaſion interveening doth
tion beyond what he purpoſed in his private Thoughts, ſettle on an ordinarcy, either in reſpect of Purp,oſes to
and will put an Edge upon him, and give him Liber be gather'ed from ivers Scriptures, or of one Porti
ty in the deliver thereof beyond ordinary, and fur- on of Scripture continuedly together 5 in which Caſe

niſh him with xpreſlions ſuitable for thefollowing the general at ﬁrﬅ is to be choſen according to the
thereof, and ſhall he ſtraiten his own Liberty, which former Grounds, which alſo will warrant in the fol

all Miniﬅers are to pray for, and ſhun the preſſing of lowing thereof, altho' no ſuch explicit Debate be
that which is profitable upon his Hearers, even when about every Part; and this is neither unuſeful to the
he is ﬁtted for it, becauſe that was not preſented to

him in private?

Miniﬅer or People, becauſe in Scripture, and par
It cannot give him Peace to deſpiſe ticuiariy in the Epiﬅles, the Doctrines that ſuit Per

that Motion, when the Judgment is convinced of ſons and Churches, are wiſely and compendioully
the Soundncſs and Edifyingneſs thereof: For, in often compacted together: and the following of the

ſuch Things as are moﬅ proﬁtable to People, and Method _0f the holy Ghoﬅ, and the Dependence that
which therefore the Spirit doth ſuggeﬅ, there is to the one Thing hath upon another, doth both contri
intelligent Miniﬅer an unqueﬅionableneſs, and the bute much for the bringing forth of his Mind in

Qreition is not here, Whether ſuch a jſhing be the Word, _when it is followed in the Order propoſed
Truth or not; for we ſuppoſe that it is obvious, by him, without Diverſion and Interruption and
and if it be not ſo, there is then good Ground to lay aſo maketh it more weighty to the Hearerg, and
it by till in a due way it may be tried ( for it is not more native, and to be di eﬅed with the leſs Pre
like that at ſuch a Time the holy Ghoﬅ will pro Judtce, when they ſee ſuch Boctrines and Purpoſes
pound Matter, which 15 debatablc, to be the Subject ſo_ hnked together b the holy Ghoﬅ, and obvious
cf a Miniﬅcr's preſent Mcſiage for the edifying of without any imme late choice of the Miniﬅer him
People 5 ) but the Qpeﬅion is, Whether the bringing ſelf, whereas often People are ready with more
forth of this Truth now preſented, the reproving of Prejudice to look on particular Texts made choice
this Sin, the preſſing of this Duty, Uc. be pertinent, of by' the Miniﬅer, as having more of Men in it
and ma not more uſefull be brought forth at this than in the 'former ways And certainly the holy
Time than ſupptelicd? Ve conceive there can be 'Ghoﬅs putting of Purpoſcs together, ſometimes

no ſuch Diﬃculty here in this, but the Deciſion in one. Method, ſometimes in another, is not to
thereof may be caſie. Sometimes alſo a Matter be deſpiſcd, altho' Chriﬅian Prudence would chooſe
lulled, may in the Lord's Wiſdom be forgotten, what Matter and Method doth more ſuit the Caſe
and ſome other proﬁtable Matter oﬀered in the room of ſuch a People than another, and accordingly to
the coi, by which he ſometimes ncceſſltateth the in ﬁx on the Scripture that is moﬅ agreeable to that.

luting on this, which may be by his Bleſſing m)te It ſcemcth alſo that among the Yea/r, order in read

Chap; to;
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ing and expounding of the Law was obſerfved, and diﬃcult for a Miniﬅer to get ever
own In.
we ſee it for the moſt part ordinarily followedby the. clinatipn that aimeth to carry ſome new Thing,

Ancients in their sermons; yet, in this way every and not again to carry the ſame Meﬂitge. which
Verſe or every Doctrine is not to be equally inſiﬅed may both reliſh now leſs to himſelf and to the
on or proſecuted in the Application, but theſe are to , Hear'st-s than formerly it did, yet ought he not to
he choſen which make moﬅ for the ediiying of the think it rievpus if it be ſafe forthem. This we
preſent Hearers, ſeeing now it is to theſe we preach, ſee the rophets of old did with their Hearers,
and not to the Roman: or Galatianr, &e. and there uſing the Word as an Hom'n'r (as it is called by
fore are eſpecially to inſiﬅ on theſe Truths, Duties,
Sins, Ut. which conoem moﬅ the preſent Caſe;

Zmmiaþ, 707. xxiii. 29.) by doubiing strokes to
ear that in, which at ﬁrﬅ took no Impreſſion:

Thus'one may inſiﬅ on ſome Things that are leſs This way alſo the Lord followeth in the Goſ
touched in theſe Epiﬅles, they being more neceſſary pel; How often preﬂ'eth he the Neceſiity of Re
now, and paſs more ſhortly theſe Aeﬅio'ns that -pentante, the Diﬃculty of entering to Heaven,
are moﬅ inſiﬅed on in theſe Epiﬅles, becauſe now what concerneth the abounding and hazard of Hy
e*

not ſo edifying; and in ſo doing, the Intent Of the pocriſy, the' Neceſſity of his own suﬀering, of
holy Ghoﬅ may be neareﬅ attained, becauſh it'was' Self-denial and bearing the Croſs, and other Truths,
upon that-Account- of Ediﬁcation that_Pau1 inſiﬅ in themſelves needful, and to the preſent Heare"
e'd much on ſome Things, becauſe then their Caſe uſeſul? This is alſo uſed by the Apoﬅies, who
required it, when'he did *more' ſhortly paſs 'oi'er -in* their Preaching and writing, inſiﬅ again and

other Things: In this alſo a_Miniﬅer may have again in the ſame Things: And although often
ſome Reſpect to his own Gift, as it's moﬅ ﬁtted for Hearers itch after ſome new Thing, yet are Mi
explaining of Diﬃculties," inﬅructingi in' poﬁtive' niﬅers not to feed that Humour. Ch'y/oﬅm hath
Truths and Caſes, convincing, wakening, or corn a notable Expoﬅulation with his Hearers to this
fprting, &ſo. and ſo one may more ordinarily follow Put-poſe, on the 2772: . Chap ii. Ho'n. 3. ſaith he,
one strain which would not be ſo pertinent to ano Some Hem-err ſay, [V y ſhould w: come to Churrb,
ther, as it ſeemeth there hath been a Diﬂierence in to hear the ſh'n: Things we'- and over? To theſe
he ſaith, ſire ye not ready to go to 'Icthearres to hoar

this Reſ ct between the Sons of Thunder and the
the ſome Things, to th' running ty" Hnﬅr to ſo'
Son of onſolation.
' F U a TH e R by Occaſion of this Angel's ſay the ſh'ne Things? &c. Doth not (ſaith he) the
- ing to Yohn, Thou muﬅ Propbeſie again, &c. It may ſhine Sun rrſ: again, and its Light i: not the war/2.?
be enquired, If preaching over and over the ſame Do w' not uſe the ſhmt Food for our Bodies, and
Matter be allowable and uſeful? For Anſwer we they are not the leſt 'whole/ame? Or, lf ye have
ſay, '1. That the End of Preztching being Ediﬁcati often heard them, ought ye not then to pnﬃt by
on, we conceive it is not unſuitable often to inſiﬅ in them, and the hotter to know them? Others again
' the ſame Things, even tho' they be known and un ( ſaith he/þ 'when mqm'red in any Thing, were 'carb
derﬅood by the H'mrers 5 Becauſe the End of Preach to reply, o heard it but once:- Whereby he would
ihg is not only to inform the Judgment, and al' bear out the Neceſſity of repeating the ſame Things,

way to bring ſome new increaſe to that, but to fur

and the inexcuſableneſs of a People-that yet could

ther Convcrlion by thesſpouſing of Hearts to Chriﬅ, neither endure it, nor proﬁt without it. 2. 'We
a'nd Holineſs, by preſſing the practiſing of known Du ſay, Miniﬅers would do this, ſo as lt may neither
ties, and eſchewing of known Sins; And this being foﬅcr their own Lazineſs, nor become trivial and

leſs ſavou to the Heat-er', but 'in reſ ct of his
and' Holineſs alſo, are yet defective in their Practice, own Livehneſs, and the Weightineſs o the Man
There is need therefore both in Invitations, Ex ner of his propoſin it, and in reſpect of theſe
hortations, Expoﬅulations, Repr'oofs, &Ft. often to Expreﬃons, and t e manner of following it, it

certain, that many who know the Doctrine of Faith

come over the ſame Thing, eſpecially where the would be ſo convo ed, as being indeed a new Ser

Truth' ar'e material and concerning in their Uſe, mon, tho' an old fatter: Hence we ſee, that in
and the Duties are ſlighted, or the' Sins followed the ſame Matter our Lord Jeſus multiplieth Parables,
in the Place. .In that Caſe it ought neither to and ſometimes one way, and ſometimes another
be grievous to the Miniﬅer to inſiﬅ' 'on the ſame way preſicth the ſame Thing, as we ſee by_ the
Things, as the Apoﬅle ſpeaketh, Philip. iii. nor yet Parable of the Sower, Mmh. xiii. of the Labourers,

be ﬅumbled at by the eoplc, altho' it will require who were in their Opinion ﬁrﬅ, yet made iaﬅ,
deniedneſs in both; yea, ſometimes it may be more Chap. xx. of the Marriage-ſuppcr, and M'edding
M m m

garment,
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Chap. uſi

garment, Mttb, xxii. of the fooliſh Virgins, Mart/r. to feed upon the ſecond or third Time, as if they
xxv. and many other ways. Paul alſo, Philip: iii.
prefaceth to this, and giveth the Reaſon of it, there
by to remove Taﬅineſs and Itching from the Hear
ers, or any Prejudice againﬅ his Practice, which

had never formerly heard-them; yea, thaeby. they;

ought to gather the Neceſſity of their Uſe-making
of theſe Doctrines, Rag-roof', &a. more' now-than

if once only they had heard. them, leﬅ they-conﬅrain
might mar the Weight or Fruit of the Thing which the propoﬁng of them again- unto them, and draw,
he is to inſiﬅ on; which Practices, no Queﬅion, on more guilt by not making uſe of them nowagzinz
may be laudably followed by Miniﬅers, both in the and again repeatedand preﬂed, than if they had
'
Matter and Manner; and Truths ſo preached ought heard them but once.
to be received by the Hearers as healthful to them
I

.-
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Verſe I. AND than was given-'ne a Read Ir'h 'unto a Rad, and the dage! ﬅara', ſuing;
Rxﬅ, and 'nraſizra tl/c Temple gf God, and 'be d/tar, and Jlmn that wﬂſh'ﬃ;
t/ztrn'n.
2. But the Court which i: without the ſimple leave out, and m'aſhr' it not: ﬁr it ctis, giv'n unt'

'be Gentilu, and 'be þab Cityſha/'l they tread under Faatﬂrty and two Mntbt.
' HE Lord hath diſcovered the

immediately alſo ſor the ſame space of Time preo'

ﬁrﬅ Part of the Conſolation ceed the ſeventh Trumpet,

2. This Part of the

3 againﬅ the two ﬁrﬅ Woes, to Propheﬁe, holdeth forth that Trial of the Church,
wit, a comfortable. Outgate when her Prophets Propheﬁe in Sackeloth, andhave
which the Church ſhould have War with the Beaﬅ t Which Trial endethwith the.
from under them, and a Re

.

Beaﬅ's prevailing over them, , and their riſing again,

viving again of the Goſpel after and being taken up to Heaven; but that Trial, in
- that: A Type and conﬁrma the Continuance of it, a thouſand two hundredand,

tion whereof, was Jalm's eating of the little Book; threeſcore Days, is the ſame with the Beaﬅ's Domi-t.
but ſeeing this is ſuſpended until the founding of , the nion, Chap. xiii. and cloſeth with his begun Fall:
ſeventh Trumpet, and it might be a.Doubt, what And therefore muﬅ belongtto the ſame Time. 3.
became of the Church till then, or if there were any

Theſe Times of forty two Months, one thouſand

In this two hundred threcſcore Days, Time, Times, and
Chapter to Vnﬅ 15. the Eﬅate of the Church in half a Time, &Ft. ﬁve Times mentioned," Chap. xi,
reference to
that Time,
particularly
deſcribed:
Wherein
is lſhown,
that iseven
then there
ſhould xii, and xiii. being all of equal Extent, muﬅ'be under
ﬅood to be contemporaryl one with another; Forl

during the Time of Antichriﬅ's prevailing.

bea Church provided for by God, and that there that ſucceﬃvely they ould follow one another,
ſhould be Prophets and Preachers of the Goſpel, cannot be thought, beﬁde the agreeableneſs of the'
altho' both Paﬅors and People ſhould be few, and in ſame Matter and State of the Church under all of
them, and the common beginning and rife'which'
a, low Eﬅate outwardly.
T H A T this doth relate unto the Condition of all of them have: But it is certain, that forty two
the Church under Antichriﬅ, and belongeth to that
Time as contemporary with the ﬁfth and ſixth
Trumpets, will appear; t. This belongeth to the
State of the Church immediatelypreceeding the laﬅ

Months, (Cbap.
xi. ) we
relate
the Antichriﬅian,
Tyranny:
ſi Therefore
muﬅtounderﬅand
this giv

ing of the utter Court to the Gtntilct, and this,

Propheſying for the lilte Time, Verſe 2, and 3. of

Wo, or fe'enth Trumpet, by which Antichriﬅ's the ſame alſo. 4. The meaſuting of the Temple,
and treading of the utter Court, do tontempomte'
Church for the forty two Months immediately be and belong to the ſame Time: For, when the'
fore his Fall: And therefore muﬅ neceſſarily con Temple is to 'be meaſured, the utter Court is caſt
temporate with his Dominion and Hight, which doth out , 63' contra, the utter Court isleft out, when the
Fall beginneth; and it doth deſcribe the Eﬅate of the

Temple

Chap. "I

EOOPK 'oft-be REPELATION.

Temple ismeaﬂtred; 'Acrid therefore Teeingthe leaving out of the utter-Court, 'belongeth 'to' the Time
of Antichtiſt, 'That part" of lthe meaſu'r'
of the
'I'emple,' muﬅ contemporate'with-it alſo: ' or, 'the

at

'at' that Time, ſome 'few'like the'Temple ſhall he
*ordered and'l'et aſide for himſelf, and the viſible Body
Iof'Profeﬂbrsleſt-out without any ſuch ſpecial Care:
"Which leaving,'or reﬅing out, we conceive to be the

deſtribing of' the Church, 'by comparing it to the ' thtne, as not to be ſealed, and ſo taken notice of by

'Temple and'to 'the utter Court, is none-diſtinguiſh t God, Cbopxviil

And this meaſuring will be found

'the viſible Chorch"in'reiþect of 'Time ſueceﬃ rely; 'to belong to the ſame Perſons who are-ſealed,

But * to-"diſtingdiſh ſome in' it at the tame Time
T a r: 'ſecond Alluſion of'meaſuring reſ ected that
fromfothers,
that
ſhould
be
really
diﬀerenced
before
iﬁongiEzoþ;
xl; 41, Diﬀerence
Ur. 'And amongﬅ
it may ſigniﬁe,
r.
Godgas ſithdTemſiple and utter' Court ' uſed to be The Lord's puttinga
Profeſibrs
in refpdct'of' 'the ctremonial' Diﬀerences that were of that Time ; and that Profeſſton-will not be ſuf
Yetween "theſe two; 'Beﬁde_, the Scope former?" ﬁcient'to make Men-paſs, but they'muﬅ be tn'edand
laid'dowm'and'other Circumﬅances'of the Expo - put'to the Touchﬅone; and that the Lord will do
'tion being'well conſidered, it' will be' found that the* ſo. '2. It" holdeth out -the'-L0rd's ſetting apart of
'Intention of-the 'Spirit is not to delineatrhe Chri- ſome for himſelf, in oppoſition to others who are
'ﬅian Church from its beginning, 'but from 'this Time *neglected z thus the Land-was tobe meaſurod, Ezet.
df Antichriﬅ's' Riſe, that contemporatethwith the xlvii. 18. and for this Cauſe [ſo-nel is often called
Prophets their propheſying in Sackcloth.'
_
'be Rod of G'zfr Inberitoncr, Pfal. lrtxiv. 2. 7'7'. x.
T H rState of the Church then is, two 'Wager 16, (57. as meaſured by to him, in oppoſition to 'all
ſet down, ' Firﬅ, More generally in reſpect 'of e oth'er'Nations. 3. It ﬁgniﬁeth a Care and ſpecial
Condition'of the Church her ſelf, Vnﬅ t,'a. So- Overſight of the Lord's, in Reference to theſe in
wondb, 'More particularly' in reſpect of her Prophets, the Temple beſide others, as if he were building and
'unto
That
by putting
theſewas
two
togereparing ato, Houſe
for them,
even like
a nuo
little
ther, V'ﬅ
it ma 14.be ſeen'
what
Poﬅure ſhe
to be
in. ſi anctudry
reﬅ in during
that Time.
Thus,
Both theſe Deſcription: are 'ſet 'down with Alluſion ſiſhring of the Temple here, is oppoſed to the reﬅing
to Phraſes in'the Old Teﬅament.

The State of the 'out if 'be utter Court to the Gtntiln, which is not

Church in 'reſpect of her ſelf, during that Time; is to be mdaſured, or ſo takennotice of by the Lord;

Again two Ways ſet out,

r. With Referenceto and'this agroeth with that, Chap. xii. 14. of, pro

'the true'Worſhippers, Ver/2 r. 2. With Reference 'viding a Place for the Woman ( i. t. the Church)
To' falſe and hypocritical corrupted Worſhipþers, during 'the ſame Time. And Laﬅ/7, Thismeaſur
V'ﬁ a. I 'That wein may
undetﬅahd'it,
thereis, 'is
of 'xv.
'the Temple,
is oppoſed
the opening
of it,
'threctefold'Alluſion
the WVords.
"The'ﬂ'rﬅ,
Toa 'ing
Cbop.
And opening
of ittothere,
being to
be
the Deſcription 'of the'm'ate'rial'Temple, where there junderﬅood of an enlarged Eﬅate of the Church, and
'were (as we may'g'athet'from zC/iron. it', 9. "ahd'hringing of the Goſpel to open Light, this here

'what goeth before) three Tet/eral'_ Courts,"_the one muﬅ ﬁgniﬁe a 'ſecret retired State of the Church
'called the iniyſbobgin'to which*the'High-prleﬅ, on- 'wanting that Splendor and Viftbility of ordinance'
[ly once a Year'ent'red. qThe'ſo'co'nd without that, _which it'had before this Time, and which after the
.was called tbo' Coicrf'aﬀ Prr'o/Is. jThe third is called 'ſeven Trumpets founding it was to have.
' the gr'oat Court, or Court of' 'the People, which 'was A third Alluﬁon is unto Danit/'s Propheſying of
his making deſolate of the material Temple,
"without
all, andof'next
to't'hewcity:
Unto this
the" Multitude
pctroſeſſihg
'Worſhippers
hadCourt
Ac ylntiotbur
Dan. vii. 13. * and ſo the Meaning will be, That as
ſiceſs at their foler'nn Times: And this'Alluiion hold the Church of the You/r and their Sanctua was

'eth forth, that as the'inn'er' Court, 'being comparbd "tread upon, during ſuch a Time under Antiochus;
with the utter, was ſmall: ' And asmany had Ac

ſo ſhall the viſible Face of the Church be abuſed and

_ ceſs to this, which were' not admitted to 'the former z

overrun b Antichriſt's Followers during his Tyran

-80, during this Tt'r'ne, the *Nt)rnber of true Wor-_ ny over t e ſame. 'Yet ﬅill will the Lord preſerve a
'ſhiþpe'rs'lhall'be few, tho' the) Multitude of nomimlﬂRemnant as in that former Caſe.

'Profeſſors v'ſhallbe great, 'becauſe the Lord'will 'ſet
l/e'ſe 1. 'No w ' it'will be eaſier more particularly
apart ſome fe'w tri' himſelf, and'diſo'wn the reﬅ, even to clear the'Words: Wherein there is, r. Some
as if under the Old Teﬅament he had appointed thing done. '2. something ſaid.

And there was

ſſthe utter Court to' be"divided"'fr'om' the "inner, the given unto 'no a Rood like unto a Rod. A Read is
greater part had been rejected, but the 'better part uſed in meaſuring, either to ﬁnd out the Qiantity of a

reſer'vedz' ſo 'ſhall it be in the' Goſpel-Ch'urch "Thing, or theRegularity of a Thing, orfor the divid
M m m 2
ing

m
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ing and ſettizapsrtol' it.

ofthe

It isziven to John, not take its name:

Chap if;

For, it continued) to be the. ut

only to ſign' the ſmallneſs of 'that Number which [ter Court, even while it is given to them, and.
ſhould be ſet apart for God, ( for as numbering im is tread on by them. B'ﬁde (aswas hinted) theſi
porteth fewneſs, ſo mmſuring doth ſmallneſs) and Time of their treading of it, will fall under the
the regularneſs of their Worſhip beiide all the reﬅ Time of Antichriﬅ's ſitting in the Temple of God
(i (the World: But to ſhew, that the Church during and therefore it muﬅ be underﬅood of his Vaſſal;
this Time was not to be reckoned b the Multitude,

and Followers.

They are called Galli/'5 in this

but that the Rule behoved to be applied ſor diſcerning .Reſpect, that altho' ey ſeem to bear thenamc
of it, and theſe who were furniſhed by a meaſuring of Chriﬅians, and ſo did not deﬅroy, but poſſeﬂs
Reed ſhould ﬁnd it out and none other. That which the utter Court, and retain the name of the Chri.
is ſaid, maybetaken u inxtheſe three, I. What he ﬅian Church; yet in Reſ ct of their Defection
ſhould meaſure. 2.
hat he ſhould not meaſure. from the Purity of' the (gglþeh and of the ſu
3. Why? His Direction what to do, is, Riſe, and perﬅitious and idolatrous Worſhip propagated by
'neaſitre the Temple of God, and the .zlltar, and them .them, the are rather to be accounted Gentt'le:
that wor/hip therein. The Temple here, is that which _than Chri' iant; in which Reſpect, their Head An
we called the Court of Prieﬅs,where the Altar ﬅood 3 tichriﬅ ( Chap. xiii.) is ſaid to have a 'ame a
it is oppoſed to the utter Court in the following Blaſhhemy, even as the Pagan Heads had whic
Verſe. The/2 that worz/htþ therein, point out true went before him. This is further explained in
Worſbippers, who reﬅ not 'in the utter Court- with the following Expreﬂion, The holy City ſhall they
the Multitude, ( to whom they are oppoſed, Ver. 2. ) tread under Foot forty and two Mnthr. What he

but like Prieﬅs to God, the worſhip him in the called the utter Court formerly, here he calleth the
Temple where the Altar is, gnifying the Continu holy City, to wit, the viſible Chriﬅian Chur
ance of the preſcribed Worſhip, in oppoſition to the whereof yern/aim ( called the holy City for the
Will-worſhip of others, particularly their continu 'Ordinances of God in it) was a' Type.
ing to make uſe ot' Chriﬅ's Sacriﬁce, which is ﬁgni ſhall tread upon it, that is, ſhall poſſeſs it, brook

ﬁed by the Altar which the Multiude did not enquire the name of it, pollute it, marring the Beauty of
for.

Theſe are to be ſet apart ( after they are tried it, and that with an high Hand, as the Temple was

and ſound) for God himſelf. The ſecond Part of polluted during zlntiothu: his T ranny.
the Direction, is, What ſhould not be meaſured, and

ſi ,* i
1'

3.

HA T is meaned b t e Time,*Fort_y on?
ie to determine: We
taﬅ t't out, and meaſitre it not, ſaith he: By which think in all this, there is an Alluſion to Dan. vii.

that is, the Court without the Temple, leave, or two .Montht, is not 'ſo

is underﬅood the viſible Face of the Chriﬅian Church, 24, 25, Ue. where Antiochus his trampling Zme.
which in reſpect of external Proſeſiors is like unto the ' ale/t' was limited to a Time, to wit, one
car:£c
utter Court, during the j'ewiſh Service. This not ſT'imei, to wit, two Years; and the dividing oj"
meaſuring of it, implieth a ﬂighting and miſregard Time, to wit, half of a Year, or ſome odd
Time
ing of it, and not ſetting it apartas the former, as more than three Years: Which holdeth forth
in
the following Words do clear. 3. The Reaſon of general, that as Antiochus got great Power ov'r
this, is, Ear it i: given to the Gentiles, and the holy the Jew: and their Temple, ſo Antichriﬅ ſhall

City ſhall they tread under Footforty and two Mnthſir.

get great Power over the Church.
Where, r. The State oſ the utter Court is ſet down
to be given to the Gentilet. 2. The Hight and
Continuance of their Tyranny is cxpreſled, The hozy
City/hall they tread under Foot'ﬂrt] and two Months.
By the Law, Gentiler were inhibited the Con rega

2. That as

the People of God, his Ordinances and Service were
brought very low by him ( who may well be

Antichriﬅ's Type) ſo ſhall the Church be by An?
tichriﬅ.

3. That as that cruelty was limited and

bounded for Years 5 yea, for Days, ſo (hall An

tionand Aﬂ'embly of the People in this utter ourt; tichriﬅ's be, who in many Things is deſcribed from
So this giving to the Gentiles, muﬅ ſuppoſe a profan
ing of the viſible Church, and corrupting and mixing
of publick Ordinances and Worſhip, even as Ad
miﬂion of Gentz'le: to the utter Court would have

dntt'othur for that End, a: rhangt'nz Times, having
a Muth ſheahing h/aſhhemous Things, &c. And
that there is an Alluſion to this Time of Daniel
in all theſe Times, Chap. xi. 2, 3.

xii. 6. and

been under the Law 5 for which Paul was com xiii. 5. it appeareth by Chap. xii. 14.. where, what
plained of, Acts xxi.' By Gentt'let, is to be un was ſpoken ( Verſe 6. ) of the Woman's ﬂying, by
derﬅood, not properly Pagant, ſor' they are not Days, he expreſieth thereafter in Dame/'s Words,
capable to poſſeſs the viſible Church, and to par Time, Tinm, and haf/'a Time, &e. all coming to one

*

A sum,

Chap. rr.

score oftbe a Errurro N.
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Sum. So'that as Antiochus for ſo long, till the Time Years ſuccellively. If it be alledged from the corn
ſet of God expircd, trod on 7mzſhlm, Temple and mon Rule, that whole, compleat, and even Numbers
Ordinances, ſo'ſhall Antichnﬅ during his appointed in reckonings of this and other Propheſies, as ten Day:
Time: With this Diﬀerence, the inner Court is re or Times, two hundred thouſand thouſand Horſe-men,
ſerved from Antichriﬅ 3 tho' he cometh very near it, Chap. ix. and the like, are to be taken indeﬁnitely,
yet he waﬅeth not all : Even as in Ylztþd's Perſecu but not ſo of broken Numbers, as 1260. Days, 'bra
tion (which probably was three Years and an Half ) Day: and an þaþſ, &e. zlrrſiu. r. What Reaſon can
there were ſeven thouſand referved. The Reaſons be given from the Scripture to prove the one is deﬁnito
moving us to expound Times throughout this Pro and not the other, 1260. more than ten Days. 2.
phelie by a general indeﬁnite Time,- rather than parti All odd Times may bereſolved in ſome whole, odd
cularly to determine, are, not becauſe they are not Years in whole Months, or in Days, or ſo many

determined by God, for that is meanedcertainly 5
But, 1. Becauſe he hath referved the Diſcovery of
Times and opportunities eſpecially in
own Power,
Jctr i. 6. Neither think we it edifying ſo much to
inſiﬅ in theſe. 2. Becauſe there are ſo many Diﬃ
culties in applying them particularly; For, it is not
certain how many Days ought to be aſſigned to every

Hours. 3. Why rather are forty two Months here
to be underﬅood prophetically than ﬁve before, Chap.
ix? and why not ﬁve there, as ſeven, Ezek. xxxix?

4. Even many o'dd Numbers are indeﬁnite in other

Things, as ſeven thouſand Men were killed, Vrﬅ 13.
a thouſand ſix hundred Furlongs, Chap. xiv. yea, of
broken Times, Chap. viii. half an Hour, and 144000.

Month, if to all thirty, after the Grecian Account, that were feeled, are odd; even theſe who make the

or to ſome thirty one, after the _'7m'ian Account, Rule take ſometimes unbroken Times deﬁnitely, as
which goeth to make up the Year to us: Yet that
Doubt is helped here by the Alteration "of Months
into Days, &Ft. 3. Becauſe Hiﬅorians diﬀer in their
ſetting down of Event: and Mattersof Fact, ſome
'ſcribing them to one Year, ſome to another, where
by Application particularly .muﬅ be exceeding vari

ous, as Men chooſe what Hiﬅory to follow,_or

that of the thouſand Years, Chap. xx.

And can

therebe a' ſolid Application of three Days and an half,

in which the Witneſles are dead, to any deﬁnite Time,
more than to ſhew a ſhort Time in Compariſon of their
propheſying? Yet, that all is determinately known
to God, is not to be difputed: Yea, why the number
of Days more than the number of Horſe-men, Armies,
Spirits, &Ft. ſo frequently mentioned in particular
Numbers in this Book, ſhould be deﬁnitely taken,
will not eaſily appear? .Beſide, if all theſe Numbers

'whoſe Reckoning to lay weight on. 4. In taking
Times deﬁnitely," it will be very hard to agree Men
with themſelves, as, whether to take them all literz
ally and properly, or all prophetically and improper were deﬁnitely to be taken for ſo many Years, then
ly: For, the thouſand Years in the'xx. Chap. is by ſuppoſing the beginning of them to be known (which
the moﬅ part taken literally. Again, 1269. Days 'ſeemeth poſſible, other-ways the particular Determi
is expounded for ſo many Years; and why it ſhould nation of the Time would be for no End ) it would
be underﬅood properly in one Place, and prophetical follow that Men might know to a Year, Month or
ly in another, is hard to give the Reaſon, eſpecially Day, the continuing of Antichriﬅ's Reign, and the
conſidering that theſe Places, Name. _xiv. and Dan. performing of other great Eﬀccts mentioned in this

ix. and'Ezd. iv. whereon this Opinion oſ_Days for Propheſie, which yet ſeemeth not uſual to the Lord
Years is built, ſeem not ſuﬃcient to bear it;

For, in ſuch Propheﬁes, who even in this Reſpect hath

Rheſe Places are particularly expounded by, the Lord reſerved Times in his own Power, as was ſaid. If
to figniſie ſo many Years, and ſo to
underﬅood, any Thing were objected from the Lord's determin
and ſo cannot be a precedent Except in ſuch Caſes, ing ſeventy Years for the Captivity by Jeremiah,
where by Circumﬅances we may evince the ſame to and ſuch like. Jnﬁu. That is in a Particular, and
be intended in 'hat particular Application: Yea, by was rather to daſh the preſumptuous Expectation of
this Opinion, it will be hard for a Man to reconcile a ſudden Delivery, and therefore was particularly and
his Thoughts, as, corn othrs Time of Antichriﬅ s plainly revealcd for that End. All which maketh us
*Reign with that of the evil's Reﬅramt, Chap. xx. account it moﬅ ſafe to hold in the indeﬁnite which is
it is hard to fay the Devil is reﬅrained when Anti certain, and to gather the dcfinite Time rather from
chriﬅ his ſpecial Miniﬅer and Alla/lame' prevaileth, other Ground: laid down in this Propheſie, eſpecial
and he in them reigneth, yet there cannot be ſo ly compared with the Event and Numbers here
many Years as to allow ﬅrictly _to each of theſe fo mentioned, than to fettle upon them alone.

And

long a Time by particular Zﬁlpphcation, except they therefore becauſe this Number ( which is ſo often
(all in one Time together, her, it would take 2269. repcatd here in' ſo various Tcrms ) is not alto
gethct
rﬄi'

*' "an 'EXPOSITION
434gether . toct be _ ﬂighted, we ſhall. ſhew what ſeemeth

a; the.

'Chap- if; .

an Fnom
happy Outgate
alſo;
which Actlluﬁongsv
we may gather, L'Thae -.
moﬅ probable to us on' the matter afterwards.

-_ONLY, ifany_a'slr,jwhy forty and two Months the Church during Antichriﬅ 'ſhall be in .a very
br three Years and an half is pitched on rather than be
mean
outward
Condition.reſerved
-2, That
ſome
pure Profeﬂ'ors
byv od.t there-ſhall
3.ſi That
any other time, for all theſe Trouble: of the Church,
the Prophet' propheſying, Antichriﬅ's reign? U: there ſhould be a gmt multitude profeﬂing the

name of Chriﬅians and claiming the ſſTitle oſ the
mer Trial: ofthe Church, and'includeth this Conſo yiﬁbleChurch, yet exceeding groſs and ſuperﬅitiou'

dnﬁp. That time is pitched on with reſpect to for

lationjThataa God limited ſuch and ſuch Enemies, m their _'W_orſhip.

Laﬅly, That for all their con

and cloſed-ſuch Troubles, ſo will he do this. Anti ﬁdent aﬂr rtrng themſelves-to be the only true Church,
Chrlﬅ 'is compared with Antiochus, the Churches ye: even then ſhould they indeed be diſclaimed
bidding to Elias ﬂeeing while ſeven'Thouſand were God, and as the utter Court, being poﬂbſibd b
hid, See Yam. v. 17. The Pro hcts propheſying cnule: could not ground an lntereﬅ m him it;
alludeth to Chriﬅ's performing is Miniﬅry for neither ſhould an external Proſeilion and Preteniion
three Years and an half, his suﬀering and riſing the to the viſible Church be a Ground oſ any real I;
third Day 5 ſo it is with them, their suﬀering ſhall have tereﬅin Chriﬅ to theſe pretended 'Chriﬅians,
'
l

*LEcTuRErL
Verſe 3. And I will give' power unto my two Witneﬃr, and they ſhall ﬂepheſie a there/herd two
hundred and threeſeo're Day: clothed' In Such/eth.

4. Theſe are the two olive Trees, and the two Candle/lidsﬅanding hefare .ebc God of 75, Earth
5_ And Zf any Man will hart them Fire proceedeth out of their Mouth and let-writh thein Enem'r'n':
And if any Man will hurt them, he 'hie/I in' this 'manner he killed.
,
6.- Theſe have power to ſhut Heaven, that it rain 'retain the Day: _gf their Prephqie: lead have

power ever Hſaterr te tun' them to Bleed, and to ſmite the Earth with all Plaguer, a: oﬂm a: they
will.

H E ſecond part of the Deſcription of
1'

- 2

the Church followeth.

THE Prophet: are-particular] deſcribed
Zo/mDeſcribeth I. By their ſpecial Work to witheﬅ and giz'evfirſſ'ſ

the'ﬅate' of the' Churc

at this time mony for Chriﬅ againﬅ the Corruptions and Uſur
So Miniﬅers, are called
in three ﬅeps with the ſeveral Circumſtances. fir/t, Chnﬅ's Mtmſſer, Act: i. 7, 8. their work ſhould
Their prophcſying, till wrﬅ 7. Secondly, Their be to Wrtneﬂes ſor miﬅaken Truth, and againﬅ
Death and killing till ver/i 11. 3. Their reﬅoring Anttchrrﬅ. 2. Their number is ſet down- to
from' wrﬅ rx. And as itls not to be ſuppoſed, wit, two, a deﬁnite for an indeﬁnite N,um
from her' Miniﬅerez and this is ſet down pations of theſe times:

that theſe ſame were the Witneilbs that were raiſed be
but (there in their Spirit and Power (ſi as is ſaid oſ

r'

Train' arethe
are ſaidleaﬅ
to that
be Ttha
vJohn BapﬁﬅHMal. iv. with L'Ih' i. '7. ) preaching Wrtneﬂes
cotiﬁrm1. aBe

li'th:
the ſame Truth, and purſuing that ſame Antichriﬅz they are ſuﬃcient; ſo 'it importerh they ſhall, not
ſo" was it not to bethought, that the ſame Witneﬁ'es be .many, yet ſuﬃcient to teſﬁſre againﬅ theſe
ſhould live and Propheſic all that time: But that Evllslſully. 2. Becauſe oſAlluſion in the worde
there was, and ſhould be a Succeﬂion of them ſome following, where ſomething of three couple of
after others, ſo that they ſhould never be wanting famous Witneﬂbs is attributed to theſe two men
altogether till their Teﬅimony were ﬁniſhcd. The tioned here; _in Alluſion ( Iſay ) to God's
Churches ﬅate is eſpecially ſet out by the ſtate of her Way. of making uſe of two in all dangerous
'Miniﬅers, becauſe they are linlted together, ſo that it Pcnods of' the Church, to wit,_70/hua and Z'ruh
r ever appeare'th in them how it is with her. Iſ Per hahel, .Moﬅ: and dam', Eliar and Ell/ba, in re
'ſccution be, they are ﬁrﬅ in it, it' it be hard vtith -ſpect vto which three
- them it is not well with her and contrarily.

Couple, the following De
ſcriptiol

cap.- rr;

. atooKxWt-"Rrrcuanon

ſaiption of

45,

mmeſſqhere is holden forth 3. To ſhew, that it was a,Work _of the Day,

rit the, Eﬀecd'ckxtheirpropheſyingbﬄh to Friends' as treading under Foot, is [Work of Darkneſs,

and Enemietzjq'wi" , i. 'Fhey areas Zemibaþd,
and J'qſhumtwdiw than, Zaþ. iv. 3. from whom
droppeth the OyLto keep Light and Life in the,
mocandleiticknqthat. is, the Churche' 'which are

thereforecounted byMonthsKwhichthe Moonorderd
eth. 4. It is Years,_to ſhew it , will bepf a con
ſiderable Continuance; it- is Days and Months for
Encoura ement, that the may know theſe evil

now few in Number: And it is not by might Times. all' have an, en
5. The Alteration of
nor by Power, _but_ by,the_ Spirit that they, pre-v Months into lﬁdys, will helpito diſcern how many,

vail. 23 (f 'ny will," oppoſe; them, Fit; - proceedeth , Days-re to be a tgned to every Month, for making;
ﬁ-m_ them, as. Elia:_ deſtroyed the z- two Fik'ties,v up the Total;
'2 'But i. 10. ſo their Enemies ſhall be deﬅro ed__
Lrﬅb', I'r, is marked," that it was given to them
an ſure] , and- their word and Threatnings
I thusto do, Vnſh 3._ which holdeth forth the ſpecial

take

_ onzthem. 3, Their Power-is deſcribed Commiſlion they. had,j. and that not only to enter

byrother-Eﬂ'ccts, that; aeE/ia: b Prayer prcvaiþ. that Station, but alſo to continue therein, implya

ed'to ſhut Heavemjbat it- rain: not, and Mﬅr,ing with all _ aſﬁﬅanceand ſucceſs beyond what
and dam' did 'draff/arm into Blaod, and wrought, could beexpected in thediſcharging of thetrteﬅimony.
other Wondero- inxplaguing of Egypt. ſo ſhall they.
This Power looketh eſpecially to the Authority
have. But all this in aſpiritual Senſe..( to denounce; thatGod hath given them to denounce his Judg_-'

lodgment' which ſhall truely- take. Eﬃect) as ap-. ments againﬅ Antichriſt's followers with' the ccr-.
reth by this. that. the ,City ſpiritually is called tainty of. the Eventthereof, and that both tempo
That', ſo all- is ſpirituallyto be',underﬅood.. They, ral, in due time to, bezfulﬁlled, but Eternal alway,
have the

Power of the Keys, Diſcipline

and. according to- that Denounciation, Chap. xiv. 9, 10.'
I: qſt'ﬂ at they will, is not to be underſtoodas if
'is no. they-had it committed to them at their Arbitre-_

Doctrine, ready to be applyed when they. ﬁnd
Ground to revenge Diſobcdience.

And this

leſs-terrible-than
Judgments are,
they. preach freely outward
and authoritatively,
van'd that,
that ment to uſethe-Keys ( even extarordinary Prophets

did not work Miracles and' Propheſie in fortelling of

for many Days, 1260.'- extending, according ton Events at their Pleaſure, or by any habitual Power,

thirty Days in the Month, toforty two Months. but when and where. it pleaſed the, Lord ſo to
In a Word, all the time oi.Antichriﬅ.'s. Reign,_ bring forth ſuch Eﬀects ) but it holdeth forththe.

God ſhall have a Church though ſhe be little, and Supremacy and Independency of their Power as
Miniﬅers though they be, few: So long as he to Me. ; they were in the Exerciſe thereof no
uſurpeth, ſo long ſhall theytteﬅiﬁez and,though, ways ſubordinate to that Beaﬅ, which the World
he may ﬁght with them, yet till they have-done admired; and it holdeth forth the reſpect and
what the Lord had commiſhonatod them for. Court ( to ſpeak ſo) which they have with, God,

he ſhall not prevail. 4. They are deſcribed in he will refuſe them nothing, and make good all
their Morning Wood or Habit. They propheﬁe his Word ſpoken by them, as he had done in the
in Sackrlatb:

When many idle Bellies were well

Perſons of Altſn, Eliar, and theſe alluded unto 5

fed, and clothed richly, they were thus clothed; for which Cauſe, theſe Expreﬂions are eſpecially

uſed.v fﬁſſru Jonas ufeth ſuch an Expreſſton of
and deſpicable Condition in the World. There Lutl'er's- eﬀectualneſs in Prayer, that qui-'quid

partly, to ſhew their outward, Poor, contemptible.

are not great rich Men made uſe of for this wlait patuit, which is upon the matter, agreeable with
,
Service; partly, to ſhew how deniedly now under what is ſaid here.
the Croſs they went about that Imploymcnt, in
THIS Propheſie of the Witneſſes, is fooliſhly ap
heavineſs, Mouming for that declining Generation plied by Papiﬂs to Ermb and Elias, as if they were to
that they lived in.

In aWVord, it ſheweth their come in Perſon and Propheſie againﬅ Antichriﬅ, with
a number of vain Circumﬅances: It is enough to
ſay of this, 1. There is no ſhaddow from the
Courage to be. ſuitable to it.

Condition to be the Croſs, and their Carriage and

IF it be asked, why the ſame time is chang

Word of any ſuch Application to E'mb and Eliar;

ed from'Days to Months, and from Months to and therefore more eaſily may be rejected than af

Years? Jnſw. 1._To ſhew it is numbred toa ﬁrmed. a. It no way contributethv to the Scope,
Month, to aYear, to a Day 5 yea, to an Hour, nor is conſiﬅcnt with what here is intended, which
as it is Chap. ix. Ver/r 15. 2. To' ſhew, that is to ſhew the low Condition of the Churches viſible
their ptopheſying was a daily Work and Task. Eſtate in her ordinary Miniﬅers. Nor, 3. Can it
ﬂﬂſtd
/

t

i .'
ſ ﬅand with

_

_
what

Gtapiſſſſﬀ'

in, arrosrrronwm:
is ſaid of theſe two their gloriﬁod

Piedmn't, and other places, had their own diﬅinct Miﬂ'
Eﬅate, and that both in Body and Soul, and of niﬅers without De dence pn theLChu'rch of R'w 3
Emcb that he was tranſlated never to taﬅe of Death, and Sler'dan and
make mention
of two
of them
who were -ſent,rſitoman
Lutb'tf'at
his ﬁrﬅ
Appearing.
Heb. xi. It were ﬅrange to bring gloriﬁed Perſons
from Heaven to ſuﬀer and to make them die moﬅ But, 2. Although that' were not clear, yet one,

ſhamefully,-whom
the although
Scriptures ſomeſiPerſons
exeem abſo called by that Ordinatiom that was continued jitt,
lutely
from Death:yetAnd
Poper , having the Lord's-'seal put to it,*b an. in
have been brou ht to Life whole Souls- were glori ward itting and diſpoſing of him for that vVJork," and _
ﬂed, while'their Bodies were in the Grave, yet. bleﬂing him it, 'may be'aceounted the Lord's' -Mihi
where Body andSoul are both compleatly gloriﬁcd, ﬅer, a' Baptiſm continued amor' ﬅ them, was 7
that can in no wa sbe aﬅerted, more than to be im-. enough for initiating of one to be 'avi table Chriﬅiar', '
ody, as well as' the Soul, and to and if abﬅracted from their corrupt Practices, was
b'e mortal, can ﬅand together. There is another enough with' ſound Faith and holy Life to 'make a.

mortalas to the

Application no leſs ﬅrange, whereof Grotiu: is the Man to be accounted a, true _ Chriﬅian, ſo'was their
Author, of applying this to two Biſhops of fer-uſi Ordination enough for the external part ofa Call ;
Iim their teﬅifying againﬅ Simon Magur. This is and a Man having it, and being furniſhed with Gifts
alſo deﬅitute of Reaſon, their being no Evidence of

and inward Zeal to exerciſe them for Chriﬅ and not

the thing: Beſide dj'v/m is here propheſying of an in a Dependence on the Roman Antichriﬅian Hie
Event to come, an that of great and univerſal Con rarchy, as ſuch at leaﬅ, not for promoving of their
Acernment
to allwas
Ylmgues,
tra. ſuch
and that
ſſSt'man Magus,
paﬅ, Natiom,
and of no
Conſeof Errors, but the Ediﬁcation of Souls it was enough
to make a Man to be accounted a Miniﬅer of Chriﬅ,

uence:

Beſide the particular Expoſition of theſe and not of Antichriﬅ, even asthe Scribes and Pha

itn'eſi'es killing and their being raiſed again viſibl , riſeesas ſuch, andas following their corrupt Tradi
will be enough to confute that Opinion ofitſeif. tions and oppoſing Chriﬅ, were no Church-oﬃcers,
And the Title of mlntﬃr can no ways be aﬅricted nor Plants of the heavenly Father's planting: Yet,
to theſe two Biſhops, ſupponing ſuch to have been ; if ſitting in Mſn Chair, and preaching his Doctrine,

for, there were ﬅill many moe teﬅifying even aaainﬅ they were to beaccounted Builders 5 ſo much more
Simon Magur; and rather Paul and Pmr ſhould here are theſe, ſeeing by their way there is a ﬅated

be by Eminecy accounted Witneſſes againﬅ him, Conteﬅ between them and Antichriﬅ. The Reaſon
they living in his Time, and encountering with him, is, becauſe Antichriﬅ, and the moﬅ of his Worſhip
ea, he being deﬅroyed by the Miniﬅr of Peter, it
iﬅory be to be credited in this, an yet all the
Lord's Witmﬃr the Miniﬅers, are repreſented by
theſe two, and their eﬅate deſcribed by theirs in
oppoſition to the Beaﬅ's Followers, and all the reﬅ
of the World which rejoiced in their Suﬀerings: It
is a Wonder how ſuch an Invention could be enter
tained
learned Men, which to i the moﬅ groſs
Papiﬅs by
is rediculous.

are Accidents that intrude on the Church, and the
Worſhip of Chriﬅ, he ſetteth himſelf in the Temple,

and therefore his corruptions- and Addition: being
removed, the Worſhip is not his but Chriﬅ's, even

as if wholly he were removed the Church and
Temple would ﬅillv be the Lord's 5 for, Baptz'ſm is
notantichriﬅian, nor doth vot-it ſelf initiate any in
his Church, but as Men by their after Carriage de
vote themſelves to him, and take on his Name or

I r it be moved who theſe are, that the Lord Mark; and therefore when one diſclaimeth what is
acknowledged' here ſor his Prophets, or how any antichriﬅian, his Baptiſm is to be accounted the
could be ſo accounted of then who had one com Lord's ordinance; ſo Ordimztion and Appointment
of ſome for the Miniﬅry is the Lord's ordinance:
'mon Cali with Antichriﬅ's Followers?
' Inſw. t. T H a Y are certain] ordinary Mini The Reﬅriction of Ordination to ſuch Perſons ex

ﬅers, continuing faithful Witne 'es againﬅ Anti cluſively, and the adding of many ceremonies
chriﬅ, as; the
Scope
oſ the
the Lord
place,calleth
and the
oppoſition
_ ſi'clcareth
For
which
them
my 'Vit with Rules for them to teach but ſo and ſo, that is
And although the Diﬀerence of the Call be Antichriﬅ's Addition, and may be removed from
the former, ſo that one may have been' ordained
'not alway diſcernable to us, yet it is not impoſſible, by them and yet becomea Preacher of pure Doc
but, as there was diﬅinct Profcﬂ'ors, and for a Time trine, even as they might be baptized by them and
( at leaﬅ) particular Churches, ſo might there alſo yet became Profcﬂ'ors of it; and therefore no doubt
ſingﬄr:

be a diﬅinct Succeﬃon of Miniﬅers ; ſor this is cer

man , in all that time, were called to the Miniﬅry by

tain, that the [Ya/duﬅ: in Ba/mnia at Mrirzdalr, the ord through theﬅ ways of theirs, who did prove
I

faith

F-'r'***
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"faithful Witneſſesfor Chriﬅ againﬅ Antichriﬅ even two olive-trees ( Vnſ: 4. ) but the two Candleﬅick:
.unto Death : They cannot therefore he accounted alſo, which (C/mp. i. 20. ) are expounded to be
antichriﬅian Nliniﬅers who do not own that Hie

the Churches and not Miniﬅers ?

d'zſw. W'e con

rarchy, but are to be accounted Miniﬅers oſ Chriﬅ, ceive they are ſo to be underﬅood here alſo, and
qfor Ordination ſimply doth not ﬂow from Antichriﬅ, " it is done, not to confound Miniﬅers and Churches,
but as it ﬅandeth in aSubordination to him, and is which in Chap. i. are diﬅinguiſhed; but to ſhew

a Step of that Hierarehy, and not in a Subordination the ﬁbneſs that is between theſe two, and the Like
to Chriﬅ: Now theſe not being in Subordijiation
.but to Chriﬅ, are to be accounted his. Indeed-it
may be in reſpect of the'Ordination it ſelf not diſ
cernable for the Time, whether ſuch a Perſon be

neſs that is in their Caſe; ſo that we may gather
the implied Caſe of the Chuch, from what is ex
.preﬂed of the Miniﬅers, which is the Scope here, to

wit, that the Church ſhould be few in Number and

a Miniﬅer of Chriﬅ's or Antichriﬅ's; and it may low in 'her outward Eﬅate, as theſe two Prophets

are: And they are two Candleﬅicks to ſhew that

be for ſome Space one may miﬅake his Maﬅer and
continue in Antichriﬅ's Camp, not knowing what
his Commiſſion leadeth him unto, yet when in ef
fect it is diſcovered, and he made to take up his Task

Proportionableneſs which is between the increaſing
and decreaſing of the Number of Profeſſors with the
Number of Miniﬅers. By ſome this is taken to be

and to walk according to it, and the Lord evidently

an Hebraiſm, as if it were to be rendered, theſe are

xſealing his Call to him, he is then tobeaccountaia . the two olive-trees, wit/r or þl/U' the two Cat/ill:
ſ-Miniﬅer of Chriﬅ, when all acceſſory Dependence ﬅich', the Copulative in the Hebrew being ſometimes

on Antichriﬅ is caﬅ off.

We do therefore ſay, that to be ſo rendered.

But the Scope is clear, to wit,

it is not the Ordination of that Time ſimply, that that under that Type of two Prophets propheſying
was ſuﬃcient to make one a Miniﬅer of Chriﬅ, but in Sackcloth, is holden forth both the low Condition
zOrdination going alongﬅ with Chriﬅ's Call, and diſ of Miniﬅers and Churches; and this ſheweth the

penſed according to his Allowance (though it may .Abſurdity of both the former Miſapplications. 'And
be the Diſpenſers intendedno ſuch thing )and hav the Churches Eﬅate is rather deſcribed by her Mi
ing an after Charge ſuitable to a Miniﬅer of Chriﬅ, niﬅers, than by her Profeſſors, becauſe in that 'Time
and therefore it will not follow from this, that all the eontinuance of Truth is more diſcernable in the
That were ſo ordained, as to the outward .Ceremo Preac'ners than in the Profeſſors thereof, who may be
ﬂies and Manner, are to be accounted Miniﬅers .very Obſcure in reſpect of any combined Proſeſiion;

zof Chriﬅ, except they have Chriſt's Call concur

and becauſe alſo the Violence of Antichriﬅ will be

ring and evidenced in their titneſs for it, and conſci

eſpecially bent againﬅ Miniﬅers, yet the Lord's

.encious Diſcharge of it; now, this being certain 'that continuing of theſe two olive-trees doth inſer the
for the moﬅ part in Popery ſuch were ordained being alſo of two Candleﬅicks whom they are to
whom the Lord never called to it, and who in their furniſh with their Oyl, and to give Light unto.
rCarriage never walked by his Commiſiion, or own Hence Obſerve,
i. A s our Lord Jeſus hath a Church, ſo hath he
ed him as Maﬅer, 'Therefore are not theſe to be ac
knowledged as Miniﬅers of his, but of Antichriﬅ 'Witneſſes in it : Theſe two are ever inſepnrable, the

whoſe Deſign they drive, and whoſe Orders they Church and Witneſies; he may have Saints where
obey; and therefore as on the one Side that Or he hath no Miniﬅers, but he hath never a politick
dination alone cannot conﬅitute and evidence one Body of a Church without Miniﬅers. There is in
tobeaMiniﬅer ofChriﬅ's, if he walk not accord this Book aﬅrange Connection between a Church
ingly, ſo cannot their Additions that are mixed in and Miniﬅers; the Churches are the Candleﬅicks and

therewith, prejudge the Ordinance it ſelf, when in the Miniﬅers the Candles; they are thc olive-trees
ſo far asit is from Chriﬅ it is owned, and when that entertain Oyl in the Lamp; they have a ſpecial
What in it is from Antichriﬅ is diſclaimed, even as it Inﬂuence in keeping Life in the Church, as the one
will not prove one of their Members to be a true is up, ſo is the other, and when the one is down, ſo
Chriﬅian that che is baptized, if his way be Anti is the other. It is a ﬅrange Religion that ſpeaketh
chriﬅian, yet where a Chriﬅian Converſation, as of doing for Saints and to promove their Intereﬅ, and
to Faith and Manners, doth concur, it will be yet hath little Reſpect to Miniﬅers. 2. AsMiniﬅers
ſuﬃcient; and the Additionals that are amongﬅ meet with Oppoſition, ſo doth the Church; and as
them in the Adminiﬅration of Baptiſm, cannot in the Church meeteth with Oppoſition ſo do her Mi
niﬅers. 3. Miniﬅers ought by their Place eſpecial
that Caſe prejudge that Ordinance, ſo is it here.
IF it be asked why they are not called the ly to ivitneſs for Chriﬅ againﬅ corruptions. 4.
N n n
When
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When Miniﬅers have moﬅ to do and meet with poſers will pay ſickerly for it. This is not becauſe
moﬅ oppoſition, God oſten ſurniſheth them accord oſ any worth that is in them, or ſor their own

ingly with more Boldneſs, Giſts and Aſſiﬅanee than Sakez But, I. For his Sake and for his Authority
ordinary. 5. Chriﬅ's Witneſi'es are a terrible Party: that ſendeth them. 2.. For the Event oftheir word, s
For as ſew as theſe Witneﬂ'es are, none of their Op
poſits do gain at their Hand; who ever hurteth
them, ſhall in this Manner he hilled; Though they
be deſpicable in Sackcloth, yet better oppoſe a King
in- his ﬅrength, and giving Orders from his Throne
covered in Cloath of State, than them: Though they

which will certainly come to paſs, and that more

terribly, and as certainly as ever any-temporal Judg

ment was brought on by Mſe: or Eliax. Fear to
come in Tops with this Word, it isa Sword with
two Edges, and will kill theſe who oppoſe and db v
not ſubmit unto it.

may burnſomeand Impriſon others, yet their Op

LECTU R E

I I" I;

Verſe 7. And when they ſhall have ﬁniſhed their Tiﬅimony, the Bſierﬅ that aſiendeth out ofthe hottotttleſi
Fit, ſhall make II/ar again/I them, and/hall 'vereome them, and hill them.

8. And their dead Bodies ſhall lie in' the Street of the great City, whithﬃirituollyﬀis called Sodotn, and
Egypt,
where
ourPeople,
Lord was
9. And
theya]ofo the
andcruel/ſed.
Xindre-It, and Tongues, and 'Notioſirmjhall ſhe their dead Bodies three Day:
and a hal , and/hall not ſuﬀer their dead Bodies to he put in Cro-ver.

,

10. And they that dwell upon the Earth ſhall rejoice over them, and make Mrry and/hall ſend Gﬀtt on'

to another, hetauſe theſe two Prophets tormented them that dwelt on the Earth.
FR o M the ſeventh Verſe he proceedeth to diſ
ctibc the Churches Eﬅate in the Condition of
of her Miniﬅers. The ﬁrﬅ Step whereof,.i;
e. their propheſying in Sackcloth, contemporary
with the Gentiles treading the holy City under foot,
is paſt : Now follow other two steps further, r.
What was the low Condition they were brought
unto, and the Beaﬅ's prevailing over theſe Wit
neſies, killing. and murthering them, to ſ/'e/ſe 19.
The laﬅ. Step is their Reſurrection and the making
of them and their Teſtimony and the Stateoſ the
Church more glorious and viſible than beſore.
T H r: 1 R low Condition is ſet out, 1. in their
Death, 2. what went beſore it, Verſe 7, 8. And,

. In what followed after in the Enemies inſulting,
hid-Je 9, IO. ſet forth in ſeveral Circumﬅances. .

T t-t I: ﬁrﬅ Circumﬅance, whereby this is ſet
out, is the Time of their killing, Verﬅ 7. [When they

and Errand that behovcd to be done and ended,
even as it is ſaid of John, that he ﬁniſh'ed his
Courſe, Acts xiii. and ſo Paul ſpeaking of him;
ſelf. 2 Tim. iv. Thus was it with Chriﬅ, he
preached about three Years and an half ( who was
the true VVitneſs) and could notbe impeded till his
Hour came, and his Teﬅimony and work given

him was ﬁniſhed, Job. xvii. More particulary, it
.willbe ſound to be about the expiring of the forty
two Months, which is one with theBeaﬅ's coming
to>an Hight; for, as we ſhew beſore, theſe Pro

phets propheſying is contemporary with the Beaﬅ's
Reign; their putting on Sackcloth and Mourning
is occaſioned by his Riſe; and ſo beginning together
they go on in. an equal Length and therefore muﬅ
end together, that is, at the Beaﬅ's begun Fall,
when they begin to put oﬀ 'their Sackcloth. But
the Aeﬅion thence riſeth, 1. How can it be

haveﬁniſhed their Yiﬅimony, or were about to ﬁniſh ſaid, that their Tcﬅimony is ﬁniſhed, and they are
their 'Teﬅimny 3 Forit is within the Term of Anti
chtiﬅ's hight that this isdone: ,What was called Pro

killed and- reproached, when Miniﬅers teﬅiſying
is a continuing Work? And, 2. How can it
pheſying beſore is called their Teﬅimony here: Be be ſaid that the Beaﬅ prevaileth more againﬅ the
cauſe for that End they were to teﬅiſy and preach. Witneſies now at the beginning of his Fall, than
It is called their Teﬅimony, to ſet out that peculiar in the Time of his Reign? For Anſwer,
Taskwhich God hath given.thern. as their Work
r. Con

Chap. rr.
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Firﬅ, he is called the Beaﬅ, ( as

ne'ſſes have appeared againﬅ Antichrlﬅ, whereby it theſe in Dan. vii. and 8. are called)

cometh to paſs that theſe two Witneſſes are about
to ﬁniſh their Teﬅimony, and as it were to go oﬀ
the Stage, becauſe God had now provided many ſor
that Task; yet the Period of Antichriﬅ's abſolute
Tyranny is not at a Cloſe, as we will ﬁnd after
ward. ' And the Lord wiſely made his Church ſome
what more viſible before, that ſo this great act of
thereby
Nhltrches
the diſcernable,
more clearlyand
rid that
be
his Cruelt
mightmight
be thebemore

Power and Greatneſs.

I. For his

2. For his-cruelty and In

humanity. Secondly, He is ſaid to come from
the bottomleſs Pit, to wit, out of Hell; So his
Doctrine came from thence: Chap. xi. I. He is
called the Angel of the Bottom/e: Pit, and cometh
after the wotking of Satan whatever he pretend.
T hirdly, He is ſaid to be aſtending, in the pre
ſent Time, I. To ſhew his Propinquity, that in
its ﬁrﬅ Steps he was beginning to work, 2 Yhgﬃ
ii. 2. That heroſe inſenſibly and as it were by
Degrees till he was on his Seat: And 'there is

twixt the Period containing'his Hight and that
which immediately followeth, wherein is contained
but one Ben/I mentioned here, becauſe theſe two,
his Decay and Ruin.
2. Conſider, T H r s e two Witneſſes Teﬅimo ( Chap. xiii. )are indeed but one and the ſame.
T H r: Third Circumﬅance is in the Degree 'of
ny may be ſaid to be ﬁniſhed when the manner of
their Teﬅimony is ﬁniſhed or changed. That is either. this, in three Exprcﬅions, to wit, 'nate IVar, aver
What? Was he not
x. When their Number is increaſed and God giveth tame and till them.
moe Witneﬂ'es, by bringing ſome others in their making War againﬅ them before? Yes, his Rage,
Tour. Or, 2. When they then teﬅify more pub Hatred and Perſecution was always during theſe
lickly and boldly who were before hid and ſcarcely Forty and two Months. But, t. It was not pro
diſcerned, ( as the Church while ſhe was in the Wil perly; for, he had no conſiderable Party to deal
derneſs, now they appear and openly avow their with, but ſome lurking hidden ones, he had all at

Doctrine, and give a publick viſible Teﬅimony. Or, will, trcading under Foot the holy Ci:y at his
3. When their Sackcloth is ſomething altered, and Pleaſure, ſ/erſi 2. Now, they are a publick Party,
that Contempt and Reproach that was upon honeﬅ and bid him ſome more Conteﬅ. 2. His making

Miniﬅers is ſomewhat diminiſhed, and they bÞgin

Havock of orthodox

Chriﬅians,

was now more

to get Countenance, ( it may be by ſome great er

palpable, and his Rage and Violence at a greater
ſons or Princes) their Tcﬅimony may be ſaid to Hight, having more Fear, and more Matter to
be ﬁniſhed, though not ſimply, yet in ſome Re work on. 3. This Rage purſueth till Death; yea,
ſpect ; for, this Teﬅimon of theirs ſeemeth_ to_ be continueth after it; yet, it is not only to be re
veſpecially intended as a heck againﬅ Antichnﬅ's ﬅrained to bodily Killing, but it may take in Ex
Reign, when all the 'World ſhould be going after communications, Banithments, Forfeitures, Proſcrip
him: Now, after ſuch a long Time, the Miniﬅers tions, and all theſe ways uſed to undo his Oppo
'ﬅep out more publickly to cry down Antichriﬅ; ſits. In Sum, it is here ſhown, that when Religi
he is irritated and ﬁghteth and warreth againﬅ them, on ſhould get up its Head, and Miniﬅers begin
and by his diſcerning them better now than before, boldly and openly to preach the Goſpel, then he
he cometh at them with outward Cruelty more. ſhall rage, and leave no Mean of Deﬅruction un

And God having guardedhis own Teﬅimony,
and made the World more ſenſible of theſe Evils
by their publick appearing and ſuﬀering, in his
righteous Judgment and deep Wiſdom he permit
teth Antichriﬅ to prevail, that this Teﬅimony

eflayed, and ſhall in a great Meaſure prevail to
the outward marring of its Liberty for a Time ;
and more eſpecially, vent this his Malice on the
Miniﬅers of it, and take awayL the Lives of ma

ny, which clearly in Charles the ﬁfth his Time,
may be ſealcd by suﬀering and Blood, in which in the Wars of German), Wars and Mailiicres

the suﬀerers are Overcomers, as it is Chapter xii. of France, Martyrdoms and Perſecutions in
rt. And'Chriﬅ getteth no leſs Teﬅimony and England and Scotland, after Religion ſprung up
'ctor'I r:inſecond
that. Circumﬅance, is, the Party by up ﬁrﬅ, may be ſaid, to be fulﬁlled. By all
vlT
which it evidently appeareth, r. That after the
whom they are killed, it is the Bed? that aſcend forty two Months immediately neither cometh
eth out of the 'atte/play? Pit, to wit, Antichriﬅ or thc Church to Peace, not' Antichriﬅ to Ruin'
2.
the Pope: Compare this with Chapter xiii. and he ﬁghteth and in Part prevailed then.
17, 18. Jt is a .Bcalt making War, vwith thc That this Propheſy belongeth, and reLtteth eſpe
Saints there, and hete, who will be found guilty
N n n 2
cially
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Chap. no

cially and particularly to that Time when Re and xviii. 2. and of no other he ſpeaketh ſo, ſave
formation began, and the Pope's Kingdom tooka ofthe new yern/olent in oppoſition to it.
turn.
True great City is ſet out in three Properties,

Vr/c 8. T w o Circumﬅances of their low Corr which are ſpiritually, that is, m ﬅically to be
dition are further added,

r. That after Death underﬅood ;. So, t Cor. xi. They a] eat that ſhi

they/hall not be buried' :

Which cometh from two ritual Food, &e. that is, ſomething repreſented by
t. From that Beaﬅ's Malice that was theſe Names, which is to beunderﬅood in a ſpiriD-

Grounds,
not content with the bodily Death of Chriﬅ's' Senſe and not literally, but as (he is called M 1"SQ
Witneﬂ'es,

Contempt, T'ERY, BJBKLON, &e. Chap; zvii. 5. be.
cauſe there is am ﬅerious Reſemblance, ſo here ſheis called ſhiritualy Sodm, that is, for Luxury,
Pride, fulneſs of Bread and ſpiritual Uncleanneſs,..
Abominable, Ezeh. Yvi. 2. Egypt, that is, having.
So Zur'ng/iw, being killed and exerciiing a ſpiritual Tyrann over. God's
was thus inſulted over, People, and abounding in ſpiritual idols, as Egypt

but followed them with

and expoſed them to opprobry even after Death,
it being common and ordinary in the Perſecutions
of France, England, Gtrmany, HtI-uetia, &e. to
keep the Bodies, eſpecially of Miniﬅers, unburied
after their Death, long.

by the Popiſh Cantons,

and the Adnrr'ral of France and many others at the did in a more groſs Way, for which Iſrael could
Maſiacre or' Paris. Sometimes their Bones were not Sacriﬁce among them. 3. Itisſaid, that our
raiſed and burned after their Burial, as Bitter: was Lora'wat truuſitd there: Not literally, but ſpiritual
in ween Mary's Days. However, it holdeth _ly, as the M'ord before cleareth, and as that Word t
forth cruelty, even after Death, ſeeking to (hame aþ'o doth clear, that is, either not only was he cru
and rub reproach upon their very Names and Works, ciﬁod at J'tmaſalm, but ale there, or it is ſpiri
when
thought
they had their
will. a.that
It pro
ceeſſdeththey
rrom
God's overruling
Providence,
will tually Egjpt, alſo ſpiritually our Lord was cruciſied
there, which cannot agree to jeruſaltm, neither to.

not have all Memory of theſe WVitneſſes Teﬅi Egypt nor Soda'n at that Time literally taken; ne
monies buried ; but though they be low, and as ther were it any Myﬅery, or ſpiritually to be un
it were killed, and unburied,.yet he maketh their derﬅood of Jew/aim ( which never getteth the
Enemies inſulting over them in their low Conditi Name. of the great City ) literally. And it is rather
on, the ſorſeiting, impriſoning, baniſhing and keep deſigned by that Paraphraſe, wher' our Lord was
ing of them under Reﬅraints, a Mean to keep their n'utﬃed, than by, J'truſalem, becauſe myﬅically
their Teﬅimony alive. So that though the Wit the true Church is ﬅill in this Book ſet out by
neſies be deſpicable to them, and they think now that.. This part of the. Deſcription agreeth to
that they are down, and ſhall never riſe again; Rome. 1, In that under its Dominion, Chriﬅ
at there is a Teﬅimony viſible, and they are was cruciﬁed,.and by. its Authority, t' wit, by a.
"itneﬂes above the Ground ﬅill; and things Preſident of theirs Pantitu Pilatc ; For, he was de
are not deſperate, but even theſe -Witneﬂe' in livered to the Gentr'l't. a. In reſpect of his'Memu
their Death, Impriſonments, &t. Witneſs andover bcrs, Ordinances, &Ft. there he had been long per
ſecuted and cruciﬁed in them and put to open.
come. .
THE ſecond Circumﬅance in thisrVerſe, 'is, the ſhame, Heb. vi. 6.- 1n the Street of this City,,
place where it ſhall be. It is in the Street a the That is, publickly by. their Authority, as Male
great City, ſþiritually tal/ed. Sodom and gypt; factors uſe to be in the Streets: This is not priby this City is certainly underﬅood Rome, yet ſo vate Murther, but open avowed Perſecution. See.
asit is not only meaned that Town, as it.is*within for this, Petrarcha, ſib. Epyt'. ﬁne vrit/tle. Epiﬅ. 16. .
Walls but that Empire ( urþt and orrhis being at that who wrote three hundred Years ſince. .
Time when this was written almoﬅ equal) called. Trus is ampliﬁed in the 9, and 10, ſ'trﬅ. In.
the great City, Chap. xvii. ult. that reigneth over the 9.,l/erſn. 1.. In the Delight that Men ſhall
the Kings of the Earth ;. and the Priviledges of take in the low Condition of theſe Witneﬂ'es, 'They-r *

this City ſpread as far as their Government did:
In which reſpect Paul calleth himſelf a Roman
born, as being born of a City or Parents privi
leged with that Liberty.. And, it is obſervable
when in this Propheſy he ſpeaketh of Rome, he doth

ſhall ſet them, That is,. they. ſhall with Delight.
behold it and hear it, and will not be content to.
havethcm buried; and thisis done b ' all Kinds,
their hatred is univerſal.. 2..The
ime is not:
long; .and this ſad Condition of the Prophets, and .

it ever cminently, the great City, the great When, Mirth of this

World, will change.

It is but.

BABYLON THLZ GREAT, Chaprxvins. threaDay: and an halſ, with and Alluſion to Chriﬅ's
being,.
Uqn,

.

1.'

o.

-.

Chap.underſimthe Power of Death,Bando Oto keep
Ir of
the
being
a Pro=
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mony hath Inﬂuence on the Conſcienc'e, when it

portionableneſs to the three Years and an half before, forcibly diſcovereth and reproveth the Ill, which a.
an indeﬁnite Time certain] , and cannot be three Hearer is guilty of: It is ſaid ( Act: vii. 54.. ) that
Days; For, then all Kin reds ſhall not have Time Stephen-'s free witneſſtng, cut the Hearers that were
to ſee them, and ſo make merry.- 2. - It is not liter guilty, to the' Heart, that is, when they cannot
ally to be taken; For, they are ſaid to riſe again, get leave to quench all Challenges, and to ſleep on,

and their Death muﬅ be ſuch a Death, as is cone but theſe Witneﬂks, by the Power and Evidence'
ſiﬅent with that, and with the manner of their riſing. of the Word and Spirit, doth condemn! their Deeds,
3. It is not three Years for Days: For, r. No con-' a-nd'conſequently themſelves, That galleth them,
ſiderable Application can be' given that agreeth with' and wanteth not Inﬂuence upon= profane Con
it. That which interveeneth between- Charles the ſciences, tho"they ﬅop it, as Stephen's Hearers didi
ﬁfth his taking, and impriſoning the Electer of Saxon v their Ears.A
_ _, _
_
2. I 'r tormenteth their Will and Aﬀection, that'
and Landgrave- of Heﬃn ; and Mauritt'us Duke of
Saxon his making him again to ﬂee, and the Peace when the would ſleep on and delight themſelves'
which was concluded-at Patſſw with Ferdinand, in theſe ays of their own, free Preaching ma'rreth"
will in ﬅrict Account be about ﬁve Years and odds, . their Qﬂctneſs, even as when E/ias cometh to
zlhah with this Word, Haﬅ thou killed, and got;
to wit, from ſiþt'il-1547. to duguﬅ 1552.
Pqﬄeﬃon .P- and ſo proceedeth in the Threat;
T H r. third Circumﬅance is l/erſe lO. their ex? ten
ning, Ittſiingr xxi. 19*.'-- He goeth home ſad, and
ceeding great Mirth and jollity, which is aggreged
from the Reaſon of it, in the end of the Verſe. fill all' the Pleaſure that he expected in his new Gar
that dwell on the Earth, that is, all carnal Profeſſors den evaniſheth 5 So ſaith the ſame-King or .Mitajah,
of that Antichriﬅian Kingdom ( for the Earth here, That he hated him, becauſe he never propheﬂeo'gaad
him, he was alway torturing himvas Eltjah did,
is oppofed to the true Church which is called Hea to
and as [Maſts and dactron'did to Pharaoh."
ven ) ſhall make ſuch Feaﬅs and-Chearfulneſs, and

3. I'r- tormenteth their corruptions, and lighteth'
uſe all Signs of Joy, which Men do in their greateﬅ
Mirth, and upon obtaining greateﬅ Victories. See upon their ldols, by diſcovering and reprovingl
I'ﬅh. ix. 18. after their Deliver , and Neh. viii. them, and ſo ſtirreth'i up their' Enmity, zas j'nhn's
ro, He. Theſe are the greateﬅ okcns of Mirth. free preaching did to 'Herod and Herodiat; They'

Let us conſider the Victory which is the- Cauſe,. touch Folks Sores, and that tormenteth them, tho"
The/2 two Prophetr. that before tormented them, now
they are rid of them, and at eaſe.- We ſhall enquire
in the Reaſons of theſe,v I; Why faithful Preachers are often a aTorment and Torture to the- Men ofa

it be tenderly done zz Yea," ſome good-Men, as'

dſh, ( riſing: xvi. ro.') have-been tormented withl
this, and could not abide it;- And '- when Enmity/

and Envy are wakened,.they have"a=cruelþTor-*

the World, .who neithercan abide their Conſciences - ment, as we-m'ay ſee-in Htmdn-'at' Martium',
to be ﬅirred,- their Faults touched,-. their Deſigns> There is no greater 'Torment to a malignant Heart, "

marred, or Lu-ﬅs reﬅrained? (in ſuch jldrſet and'
Any-on were to Pharaoh, the Prophet tO--:7e"ohaam,',
Elias andv -Mrajah toyfhah and - Yezehelp John:
Baptiﬅ to Herod? 657.- 2.-Why_ a profane Peo-w
ple will be-ſo glad" to be" rid of lioneﬅ Miniﬅers,_
and yet well pleaſedtwith Hirelingsﬂ' zſhah could
abide ſourv hundred Prophets of Jezehel, but could
not endure one .Mieajah' that- ſpoke the- Truthn
The World is now ſwarming with the.Support-

ſwol'en with Enmity againﬅﬄthe-Power£of-Godlinefs in the Godly, than vto have -'a faithful Teﬅi-v

mony againﬅ itz- And-this'vPa'm' proceedeth-not?
from'any Unſkilfulneſs and _' Untender'neſs inlthe
Miniﬅer, but from 'the Deſpe'ratneſs * of their Corrupti0n,-, which- is like"ſome-grievous*>Sore that

cannot abide'- to be cleanſed or purged by; the moﬅ tender Phyſiciam-

,

A

4.- I'T- aﬀccteth'l and7 torr'nentethl their" Credit

ers of Antichriﬅ,.who live dclicately, on the Fat' and Pride',,when their Religion -is called -Superﬅi-*

of the Earth uncontrolled, zyet two poor Witneﬂesﬁ
of Chriﬅ areunſuﬀerablm. And, 3.:W'hy-the Lordi
often upon the back of a begun: Riſe of the Goſ
pel, will ſuﬀer an exceeding, nipping Storm to ariſe

tion, =Idolatry, .- and no Religion,'=theyrcannot away'
with that 3 =__to- be'called "guilty, of ſuch >and ſuch t
Crimesp Mdn -_in l Naturep and j as' ſuch,'>cannot'
digeﬅ'it'za and faithful Witneſſes'muﬅ- tell them 1

againﬅ it?

when they go to- 'the left Hdndi ' yea,1 and to the:

_

_

_

U _

Fo R the ﬁrﬅ, - Faithful Miniﬅers, eſpecially m right-alſo,,-and lift -up 'their- Voice- for' that end?

Times of Declining, may be ſaid to Torment the lihe a Ti'utnpeh'- Hence' thej'Phartﬅerſayw They'
Earth theſe ſix Ways, . r. Their Word and Teﬅi- will bring, this >Man'r > Blood -' upon' ' our Htadt, Acts
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v, 28. and that tormenteth them, to call the Pope, call temporal Deſigns, and this troubleth them; eſpe
Antichriﬅ; and Rome, Babylon, muﬅ be pricking. cially, when no obligation whereby others are win

This hath often made faithful Miniﬅers appear to ﬂatter them, and heal their Wound ſlightly, will
untolcrable, when proud Humours diſdained to have prevail with them to make th'em go alongﬅ as other:
them medling with their Actions, much leſs to do ; they are then accounted implacable, and but
Enemies to Mens Perſons, when they oppoſe freely
condemn them.
5. T H(Ltietneſs
E 1 R Teﬅimony
aﬀecteth For,
the Men
Eaſe and
their crooked
Deſigns. Seeing then by theſe Pro
ſ outward
of the World;
na phets
they were ſo tormented, it is no wonder th ſ
turally love ſo much Religion as never putteth make merry: For, I. Now they ſuppoſe that they
them to Trouble; but where faithful witneſſmg have much more Liberty, ſo that they may ſpeak
cometh, it will not be content with a Form, but and do, and not be preſumptuouſly quarrelled there
it caﬅeth their old Ways, and bringeth in new, fore. 2. Their Enmity is delighted, which is like a
(as they ſuppoſe) and that (ordinarily meeting Waſp that feedeth on Sores, counting that the Time
with Satan's Oppoſition in the World, and Mens which they deſired 5 and tho' no good Reaſon can be
Corruption, ) bringeth Changes, Conteﬅs, Wars given for this, yet are they puﬀed up with it, asif
and Judgments for abuſing this World, which they had obtained much. 3. They have now free
Judgment the Witneſles threaten: In this Senſe way to their own Deſigns: When John is away,

xI/mb calleth Elijah the Troubler of Zſrazl, IKz'n r none reproverh Mradiar; and J/mþ ﬅood ſome aw'
xviii. 17. And the Apoﬅles are ſaid to turn
e of Elias, and he might and would have gotten Folks
World upſide down: And 'from this, many ſay with him better, had he wanted Mmjab, &e. Faith
it was a good World before, but ſince theſe Mi ful teﬅifying againﬅ Poptry, ﬅruck at many Men:
niﬅers aroſe, there is no Peace: Hence ſome Places Particulars. "'VVhen [Ya/m, Duke of Saxon, did aſk
of the World 5 yea, ſome Pbcriſm have more Ere/'n'is concerning ntber's Doctrine, he anſwered,
outward Peace with formal Miniﬅers; yea, with Pin/i, Merrily, He bad mmm'tted two unþardmabl:
Idolatry, than when Chriﬅ is preached: There Faults, which by all Means ſhould have Imn aþﬅained

fore Chriﬅ ſaith, He tame not t' ſend Parte, but from, to wit, 1. That be touched the Pope's Crown.
' a sword, And thus the World thinketh, it they 2. The Monks Bellies:
were quit of ſome heady Miniﬅers, all would be

This faithful witneſiing, is

like the Angel to Balaam, who would fain have been

quiet. lt is no marvel then that worldly Men rage at the W'qgzs of Unrigbttauſmﬁ, and was tormented
at this, and that it torment theſe who have their by his appearing to hinder him. The Apoﬅle hint
Portion here onl .
6. M I N in arkneſs have Acceſs to their pri
vate Deſigns, but Light croſleth their Intereſt, and
ſo tormenteth them; For, the keeping of a good
Conſcience, ( which Miniﬅers that are faithful muﬅ
reſs) 'maketh Folks inﬂexible to theſe crockzd
Ends which the World cannot abide to have ob
ﬅructed or _croſl'ed: Thus the Prophet that teﬅi

et'h at this, that he and his Miniﬅry was deſpiſed by
many that counted Gain Godlineſs, rTim. vi. and
would not ſuﬀer for the Croſs of Chriﬅ, Gal. vi. 12.

This readily is a Sore that tormenteth in all Times.
And here again, 3. Further it may be aſked, Why
the Lord ſuﬀereth his Miniﬅers, and his Work ( con
ſequently in them) to be ſo ſoon trod upon, even

when it is but beginning to peep out and appear; it

ﬁed againﬅ Jeraþoam's Worſhip, croſſed his Intent, ſeemeth that the Miniﬅers and Profeſiors of it, are
and ſo marred the ſecuring of the Kingdom to may
then be
in ahisworſe
Or,bewhat
Ends, Caſe
now than
to letformerly?
the Witneſiſies
trod
him, as jftroþoam thought, and this made him hate
that Freedom: This may in part vex all ſorts, upon, and all, as it were, to be caﬅ in the Hollow,
but eſpecially it is intolerable to great Men who even at the Entry, ſo as in the Event, the Pap: ſeem
fret to be bounded either in reference to _End or ed to be more ﬅrengthned, and the Profeſl'ors of Re
Midſes, and cannot abide to be reproved, which was formation to get a further Dztſh, than if Reformati
in zſſiz's Caſe formerly hinted, We may ſee it on had never been intended to be eﬅabliſhed? dry-20,
alſo in the three Children, Dan. iii. It galleth the For theſe and ſuch good Reaſons,
'
King that a Pretext of Conſcience ( as he thought)
1. THA T he may make it appear, that it is nei
ſhould impede their abſolute obedience to him: ther might nor Power, but his Spirit that beareth
Kings and great Men think there is no living with through his 'Work, which is then moﬅ clear when
ſuch Miniﬅers, they are Peﬅs and Debauchers of the theſe fail, ( as the Temple was immediately interrupted
People, they wrong States, outward Peace and all, in its rebuilding, and partly for this very end) for then it
keeping Folks from their own Mercies, ſo ſome Men appeareth to be he when nothing can do it, and yet
the
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thſie Thing is done. 2. He will then appear in his the Croſs beginneth, and the Morning is foul, and
Glory, PſhI. cii. and the lower the Foundatton be the Wall is built in troublous Times, Dan. ix. and
laid, and the greater Diﬃculties appear, he getteth the he would not have any who engageth to be on his
Side, putting the Croſs far behind, but reſolving at
mob; and when they are upon the begun Delivery, ﬁrﬅ to meet with it; Theſe that have an Expecta
it fareth worſe with them for a Time, and not only tion to eſchew Trouble by taking them to ſucha
.P/mmo/Bv and his _Court, but even the Iſrarlim, Exad. Work, willbe miﬅaken, 7. Ordinarily a People at
v. and vi. are oﬀended at Mcſn, and their Burdens are the beginning of a Work, and Miniﬅers at therr ﬁrﬅ
increaſed, and P/Mraob venteth more Malice, from ſetting to, ( for, proportionally this agreeth to all
that are ſent, at their Entry ) are moﬅ tender,
which God
thetomore
and hath
then (the
VVorltv
is ſeengetteth
the more
be ofGlory,
him, and'he
as zealous,
and have the warmeﬅ Frame of Spirit then,

more Glory 3 as when illa/es and duren go to Pha

he' muﬅ have ) Occaſion of exalting his Glory.

3. and can abide, and will bear more then nor after
ward,.itſiwhen
that is gone:'
At' the
Riſe of Reforma
He doth it ſo ſoon, to be a conﬁrmation to, theſe tion,
is a wonder
what Zeal
and'Boldneſs
will be

Wimeſies. and their Succeﬂors in all their following
Straits: When he hath in his Providence ſuﬀered them amongﬅ Miniﬅers and People, whereas often readily
to meet with great Straits at ﬁrﬅ, and hath brought wheſſeither that Temper of Spirit is oﬀ People, or
them through them, theſe may in Time to come be they ſitten up and become cold, they would not
Encouragements to them, as theſe Miracles done in endure ſuch Trials 3 and we ma

ſee it conﬁrmed in

Egpr, were to be unto the People of lſi-ael Conﬁr

our' own Experience. 8. Any Oppoﬁtion to a Re
mations of their Faith in following Straits for even fbrmation; and ſome' bringing of it low, maketh it

4. It is for his Peoples Proﬁt, they readily, are ca'rnal often the morc-conſpicuous andv terrible, when it is
even-at the Entry.of a good Work, and almoﬅ think recovered again; For, now, all Eyes are faﬅned on
God engaged to own them, however they carry m them, and looking to them, and when they ſee
it: The Lord by ſome ſuch croſs Diſpenſation, curb them riſe while they expect it not, it doth the more
eth or preventeth their Preſumption; Thus Ill-ſer, aﬀright them, as may be clear in the Verſe follow
in his going down to Egypt, is purſued, and made to ing, when theſe VVimeﬂ'es ariſe. 9. He bringeth all
circumciſe his Son, to make him the more watchful his' Works about by Degrees and Steps, that he may
afterward over his own particular Carriage; and ſo have out of every Step multiplied and' renewed Evi

poﬃbly Elim is made to ﬂee, even at his begun Re
formation, r King: xviii.

done, or take Occaſion to ſit'down.

Now, if there

5, It is done were no Advantage at no Time to Enemies, there

for Trial at the Entry, for many falſe Friends are ſoon
diſcovered, that have had but corrupt Ends; much
Corruption, fainting and fretting Unbelief appeareth
among the Generality of the Godly, but eſpecially
the carnal hearted, they, like the Iſraeliter, would be
back again, and now they get Time to diſcover them

ſelves.

dences and Oc'cahons of his Glory, as it were by ſo

leﬅ he ſhould think all many ſeveral Miracles on Egypt:

would be but one Delivery, whereas thus one De'
Iivery is manifold. 10. There is ordinarily ſome
thing of a temporaſGreatneſs aﬀected at the begin
ning of the Goſpels riſing, which Fault the Dif
ciples fell into; that was alſo in Gmmmy: This
Chriﬅ not only eurbeth with the Doctrine of the

And Enemies at the Entry b'y thisOceafion, Croſs, but' with thc Croſs it ſelf alſo, tlnt they

or Advantage,- are the more hardned, as Pbaraob
was to purſue on ; and ſo God hath more Occaſion
to gloriﬁe himſelf. 6. By this the Lord ſaith, Al!
that would ſoI/aw him, "na/i tak: bis Iﬄay, and mit
m the Croſs', for whatever be in-the End of the Day,

may be brought to deny themſelves, and as he ſaith
to Burnt/7, 7m'xlv. not to ſeek great Things for

themſelves. All which are good Ends, and pro
ﬁtable to his People, and may make us all reverence
his Way, altho' it look ﬅrange hke unto Fleſh.

LECTURE

m;

Verſe II. [nd after tbﬂt Day: and an bay', 'be Spirit ly' Lzſe from'Gad mind inn'- ﬃe'm, and
they-ﬅood upon 'tb'ir Feet, and gnat ſm" fell upon tblm which-ſaw tbimﬄ
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And theyinheard
agreatand
Voice
from
Heaven
ſtaying
)Iþ 12.
to ,Hmz*en
a cloud,
their
Ene'nie:
beheld
them.unto them , Came up h'th
1 'r . And thy aſimdld
And the ſame Hour war there a gwat Earthauaie, and the tenth part o the C't
i
1 3. Eorthonahe were ﬅain of Men ſet/en thouſhnd : And the remnant were oﬀ'ﬂhﬂd, alas?
in the
do the God
Heaven.

gaf:

14. The ſecond lI/o is paﬅ, and behold, Jht: third II/o cometh quickly.
*
NT I.C-H R Is'r and his Kingdom are now
A very glad, ſuppoſing the Witneſſes to he
quite overthrown, never any more to
appear in oppoſition to them; but that

all
Oppoſers. and
3. the
'It isRuin
accom
anied
-'
greattheEarthquake,
ofpa
malign:
Part of Antichriﬅ's Dominions, Verſe t 3. Which
ſheweth, it muﬅ be ſuch a Change, as proveth

prejudicial and deﬅructive to that Kingdom
It
they revived, and the publick Face of Aﬀairs quite is _a' Reſurreﬁjion and good Condition, it; 04.

Mirth laﬅeth not long, after three Days and an half

changed; For, God taketh this opportunity of the
low Eﬅate of this Church to manifeﬅ his Work,
and bringeth the preaching of the Goſpel and the
Proſperity of its Preachers to a more conſpicuous
viſible Condition, than they were into zbefore, by
giving theſe Witncﬂ'es ( ſuppoſed to be.killed ) a vi
ſible and glorious Reſurrection: Which is ſet out in
theſe two Steps,

ﬁuon to their former Death and low Condiligh

But that eonſiſteth mainly in the bearing dom;
of their Poctrine and Proſeﬂion; This muﬅ be
therefor-ent the vindicating of both. Laﬅ] This
Change is that which followeth and is expsunded
b the ſeventh Trumpet, That the Kingdom ﬀ
twill
i: World,
Lord:
. ankivglglrligve
'
.ﬁnd toare
holdbecome
forth our
a m0re,ſr8ezec

I. Th-ir reviving from the dead,

Manifeſtation 'of the Goſpel, after the Darltneſ a?
II. 2. Their glorious Condition after they Antichriﬅtſhall
be over, and the Temple of (SJSd
are riſen, Vetſ: 12, and 13. Both which are ſet forth
by ſeveral Circumﬅances going before, accompanying, particularly
again be opened
in Heaven,
(97. All which
do m
explain
and proſecuted-what
is generacllſ;
and following after them.
_
'
By Rcſurrection here, we are not to underﬅand __ſummed up and begun here.
literally the riſing again and taking toHeaven of_Men theſe
'THiCircumﬅances,
a: ﬁrﬅ Step of,this
ſet forth 'in
i zChange,
.
once really dead; the Frame of all the Propheſie
which is ﬁgurative, and the Scope of this will not
I. N &e.
the Time
of it,TimC
1! terforthre
inn-half,
a deﬁnite
at: tpnifﬁna'fd
admit that: But this Reſurrection of the Witncſſes,

and their glorious Condition after it, is to be looked it is like, alluding to Chriﬅ's lying in the Grant,
and hgnzlieth this, That within a little T've'
on as holding ſorth a more viſible Profeﬃon of the
after Antichuſt's ſeeming to ſuppreſs the Tlme
Goſpel, with a greater Number of Preachers follow and the Preaehers _0f it, God ſhall again ruth
ing their Footﬂ'eps, and taking up that ſame Teﬅi

mony which there few oppreſied ones under Anti derſully_ bring it and them to Light as n'ill?
7
chriﬅ did formerly bear W itneſs unto. In this Senſe were raiſed from the Dead. 2. The; Mean
Manner of their reviving is expreſled
and
they are ſaid to riſe again, becauſe their Teﬅimony
a

The Spirit.

zreviveth, Men coming with that ſame Spirit and of Lzſe ſrom God entred into them.

It is like
'
Power, as if theſe were again brought to the World, alludeth to the Lord's creating Man a' ﬁrﬅ', th"
he breathcd the Breath of Life in him G whc'p

as is ſpoken of John the Baptiﬅ's coming in the Spi

rit and Power of Elias, _Matth. xvii. 11, 12, 13.

'I hat thus it muﬅ be underﬅood, appeareth, r.
This Rcſurrcction is ſo conſpicuous and evident,
that the Enemie: behold it, Verſe 11, 12. YVhiCh
looketh l.ker a publick Change of Aﬀairs, than
vihat particularly concerneth two Perſons, eſpecial
lv conſidering ( as was hinted before ) that the low

and to the Lord's reviving the dead State-of'
n'
Ezeh._xxxvn. 4, Uo. Which ſhcweth thathad.
ever it looked impoſſible like to Meri

et ow

it not ſo in it ſelf, becauſe God. whoyar was
made Man,

was to be the Worker

And ﬁrﬅ

That
the great Mean eﬀectuating it wa , 2'
humane Might or Power, but the Spirit sf not

Condition of the Church, is deſcribed by the low Lord, whzch he hath to communicate t: ſthe

Condition of the Witneſies ; and therefore a Change Inﬅruments, and at ſuch Times as he ſhall lich
]n*d
of the Churches Eﬅate to the better, muﬅ be expedient ſor pi'omoving of his YVork
deſcribed by the raiſing up of theſe Witneﬂ'es. 2. ſaid, They ﬅood upon their Feet, and th'at 13o t 's

It; is ſuch an Exaltation, as worketh Fear upon ſpicuouſly, that their Euemles ſaw them; Whecrgllnly
the

,,.__T_.__*-v_____._*

Chap. 14.
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Church and World, and the loiſiv

sand certainty of the'Eﬀect following, is ſigniﬁed: Condition that Chriﬅ's Servants had by her'Mcans,
'zSn that Inﬅrumcntsſor promoving of the Goſp'el is evident, The Term t-o which, to wit, Heat-m,
Zzfhall unexpectedly 'appear-When rtheZLond ſhall we con:eive is not properly to be underﬅood of .
pour out his Spirit',- as' if deadzBones would ﬅand "the glorious Seat of the Bleſſed, but of a glori
'up to reſume their' Teﬅimony; "which -is in Sum vous viſibie Church-ﬅate 'upon Earth, ( it being,
the ſame with that ype, EXXL'XXXUH. 4. The ordinar eſpecially 'in this Book, to 'ſet forth
Iﬀcct, is, grmffearfell upon them wbz'zbſhw them : the vvi le Church under this Name ) and ſo the
'The Vv'oild alittie before was inſulting to look e'meaning is, they ſhall not continue in their ſor
nupon them, now their rejoycing turneth to Terror: 'mer Sac'itcloth-Condition, but God ſhall erect-a
For, the more powerful, glorious and unexpected 'viſible Church diﬅinct from Antichriﬅ, which
'the
Reﬅauſiration of theſe Witneſl'es
who for
ſhall be, as 'to the Purity and Beauty of Ordi
.merly tormented them, the greater is their Fear nances and to freedom'from Antichriﬅ's Tyranny
now, when their 'Expectation of getting them and Perſee-ution, in Compariſon of what formerly
,ſuppreſied faileth, and nill

they,

wiil they, this the Saints

were

obnoxious unto, like an aſcen

Goſpel will come to Light. The Conſequent of ding to Heaven. That thus it muﬅ be under
sdirriiniſhinLr their greatneſs and imerrupting their >r ſtood, bedde what was ſaid at the Entry, up
A'
reth, -1. 'It is a Heaven in oppoſition to the
gPeace, proveth terrible to them.
THEtR glorious Condition after'their'Reſurree

'

orld formerly mentioned, which was that of An

rtion, is further expreſſed, Verſe 12,.13. In theſe' tichriﬅ;

2. *I: is ari-Happineſs, oppoſite to their
I. There is a Call given them. former lowEﬅate: Now when they are revic
obedience, or the Conſequent following ved, they are not permitted to live within the

PCircumﬅances,

12. Their
it.

3. Some Eﬀects are marked to accompany and Precincts of Antichtiﬅ's Dominion, and under his

yranny as before, but are called up from with
follow their Aſcending. The Call is-ſeveral WB/s
fet out, .r. 'I_t is afrom Heat-m: To ſhew a i -out his reach. _-3. TIt is the ſame Heaven menti- '
.vine warrant, an .an_extraordinary>Call of God, 'oned under vthe ſeventh Trumpet, Verſe 19. that
lwhich the ﬁrﬅ 'Reformers after Popery ſhould have. is, where the Temple, Ark and Covenant is,
ſi2. It is called aVaict, and A great Falx, to ﬁg and 'their aſcending is the opening of that Temple,
iniﬁe the Diﬅinctneſs and Clearneſs of their Warrant, b'c. 4. It is ſuch aHenven as that ( Chap. xii. )
Land the Weight it had on them for putting them that Satan is caﬅ down from, as that the Man

ito 'this Dut ., Leither by ſome external Authority,

'Child-is taken up into, Verſe 5,and 8. and ſuch an

)v Heaven as the everlaﬅing Goſpel is preached into,
zprovoking the m to it, or ( whichis moﬅ probable
v
'ſome extraordinary Inﬅinct and II ulſe
the Chap. xiv. 6. and that after the Bcaﬅ's begun
Spirit conﬅraining the Preachers and roſellors of ,Ruin.;, but all theſe are to be underﬅood of a
'the Goſpel now to a'Pubiick Separation from viſible Church-ﬅate. Therefore this muﬅ be ſo al
Rome more than formerly was.
ſindtlzcy beard ſo, eſpedially conſidering that theſe Witneſſes are
it: whereby is ſhown, that tho God had given Called stars, they are now ﬁxed to ſhine in this
ſimanyCommands of ſeparating from Antichriﬅ, and Heaven of a viſible Church-ſtate, as put on a
of coming out of Babtlin the former Ages; yet Candleﬅick that they may give Light to the
'were they not heard. nor underﬅood, even by World more than formerly they were in Capacity

Zmany Godly then 'living tis-am Feliowſhlp, and

to dO.ſi '

'

ſ burdened 'with 'their Superﬂltions, but now God
THE'IR Obedienoe followeth, they 'ﬅend up
giveth theſe 'rex'ivqd'witneﬂ'es at the' Bcginning of 'M' Heat-m, &te. Meaning' their taking on them
i Reſormation to hear, and'diﬅinctiy'to, underſtand that pubiick owning of the Goſpel which they

j his Mind in this Particular'; "And it doth imply alſo, were, called to, and the certainty of the Eﬀect,
that tho' many' ſaw their Practice, ' yet was not following

the

former Call,

ſuch a Condition

' their Canelearedno at', poſſibly alluding to that of followed indeed as they were called to. 2. The
' PduLctIctIhﬁ, where the; magiy ſaw -a Glimpſe of manner of their aſcending, was, In a cloud, that
glorionſly and ſafely, as the Lord is ſaid to be
heardThing
the
zthe
the aﬂb't him;
r: Onlygreat
, . is,clothed
V" Jutiiait._ſpalic':'
'tojjhim'er.'4.._Thc*
with a Cloud: Their Glory 'and 'safety is

"

he icallzisgne- Duty called for, Cum' up

by Divine POWU; it is like with Alldſion to Chriﬅ's

'ſi" wither;

Heaven, as me 'Words follow? Aſcenſion, flct! i. both theſe Reſurreitions being
ling do clear, that' the Term' from which, is the by one' Power. It is ſaid alſo to be in a cloud,
that is, to'

O o to

becauſe

o
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Chap. '1.

becauſe tho' it were diſcernable to Onlookets, yet. Dominion, as was formerly ſaid. It is ſaid, a
was it myﬅerious and dark to them, who could tenth part of this Dominion falleth, becauſeby
not diſcern, ( through the many Reproaches and this publick Preeaching of the Goſpel, and the
Imputations put upon the ﬁrﬅ Reſormers,) the VVitneſſes ſeparating of themſelves ſrom her, a
. Beauty of the \Vork in their Hand, and the great and conſiderable part' of that Dominion is
Glory of God's Diſpenſation to his Church in diminiſhed and brought down z' Or, as Chap. xiv.
them. 3. It is marked that their Enenrier þllllld by that Expreſſion, Babylon i: fallen, is fallen,
them: They ſaw them dead, they ſaw them raiſ is ſet forth not the Deﬅruction of a City alone,
ed to vtheir Feet, and now they behold them but the ruin of Antichriﬅ's Kingdom; ſo here,
aſcending; which ſhewetlt ﬅill a viſible and re by the ſall oſ_a Part of that City, we are to
markable Change in the Steps and Progreſs of his underſtand the begun Ruin and Deﬅruction ot
Church, and the Reality and Greatneſs of it, which that Kingdom, which was to accompany the re
could not be marred by their Oppoſers, tho' they viving of Light in the World, as is ſaid, and
beheld it; which certainly would provoke their was actually fulﬁlled in the withdrawing of

Enmity, and increaſe their Envy the more. They England, Scotland, Denmark, Sweden, and a great
are called their Enemier, not ſor any particular part of Germany, France, IIeI-uetia, Palland, Low

Wrong theſe Witneſl'es had done to them, but Ceuntrin, &e. from their former dependance upon
for the Work in their Hands, theſe Witneſles the Beaﬅ.
THE third Eﬀect following on this, is, A great
ſhould ﬅill have Enemies refraining their Enmity,
yet were reſtrained ſrom marring their Exaltation, Number of Men, even ſeven tbouſiznd Mn were

which ſheweth that the reviving of the Goſpel ﬅain. In the original it is Names of Men, point.
and down-bringing of Antichriﬅ will be by degrees. ing at ſome more eminent than others in this
In ſhort, theſe two Vcrſes ſay, that the Goſ

_

City: The meaning is, that as by the ſudden

pel ſhall again ﬂouriſh, and the lNitneſles thereof Ruin and Fall of Cities,
ſhall be placed in a honourable Condition ſuitable guakes, many Iþnhabitants
to their Proſeſlion, in deſpite of all their Oppo o by this begun Ruin of
ſttan Dominion, _many of
ſcrs.
IN the 13. Vnſe this glorious Condition of the deﬅroyed, and that of the

eſpecially by Earth
uſually are deſtroyed:

the Romiſh Antichria
her Followers ſhall be
moﬅ eminent and re

Witneſl'es, is ſet out by ſour glorious Concomi nowned among them :_ Which may be fulﬁlled,
tants going alongﬅ with it, or Conſequents follow partly, in the Overthrows and Deſeats of Po
ing upon it. I. And tbegame Hour was there a p'ſh Armies, but eſpecially the ovcrturning of
great Eartbqua/lt. By nrtliquale, Chap. vi. 12. Abbays Monaſ'teries, Cloiſters, and religious Or
and Verſe 19. of this ſame Chapter is underﬅood ders, whereby indeed a great Part of that Domi
great and ſudden temporal Mutations. By this nion was eclipſed, and many of Babylon: citizens
we underﬅand the great Commotions which uſ were caﬅ out, and their Habitations deﬅroyed and
ually accompany Reſormation, whereby Kingdoms brought to nought.
are put in an uproar, Satan and his Inſtruments
T H a ſourth Eſſect followeth,- And the reni
wakening up Enmity againﬅ the Goſpel, and the nant were aﬀrighted; and gave glory to the God
Lord powerfully carrying on his Deſign, maketh of Haven: Which is not to be underﬅood of
the Earth, as it were, to ſhake till he accompliſh a real Work of Repentance upon all the Remnant
it. This did really fall out, ( and it may well oſ_ that Kingdom (for '0545. xvi. even when the
t be thought to be the ſulﬁlling of this Propheﬁe ) Vials are poured forth, we ﬁnd 'they repent not)
in G'rmany, France, Holland, England, Scotland, &c but as at Chriﬅ's Cruciﬁxion ( Ma'ttb. xxvii. 54.)
when at ﬁrﬅ- the VVitneſles were brought to a viſible God's Hand was ſo diſcernable that it made ma
ny onlookers ſmite' on their Breaſts, and acknow
_ Church-ſtate ſeparated- ſrom Rome.

Tnz ſecond Eﬀcct following upon the ſormer, ledge ſomething oſ God to be there; ſo this
- is, 1! tent/2 part if tbe City fell. It hath no ſudden begun overturning' of Antichriﬅ's King
Name here, and therefore muﬅ be underſtood to dom, and particularly the pulling down oſ Mo

relate to that
is, the City
of the Earth,
be taken not

called the great City, Verſe 8. that
having Dominion over the Kings
Chap, xvii. v18. that is, Rome, to
ﬅrictly in reſpect of that particular

naﬅeries and Abbays ( formerly ſo ſacred) ſhall be

'ſo remarkable, that many of' that Kindgom ſhall

at leaﬅ in Proſeﬂion- renounce ſellowſhip with it,
and others be made to acknowledgle'Kſomething more
he Scope is, to
' Town, but more largely in reſpect of its Empire and than humane in this Buſineſs.ſhew
I.

Chap. I II"
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ſhew the extraordinarineſs of God's appearing, and founding of the ſeventh Trumpet.

the Impreſſion which it ſhould have upon many
formerly Friends to Antichriﬅ's Kingdom.
.
T H r s 14. Verſe ( The ﬅand H/B is paﬅ, and
behold, 'be tbird W'o cometh quit/ib' ) is to be expound

Now, any Ac
quaintunce with the ﬅate of the Church during
theſe roo. Years paﬅ, in compariſon of what it
was before, will evidence Antichriﬅ's Power'tobc

in a grmt Meaſure ſhaken, and his Kingdom to be
ed as Verſe 12. Chap. ix. by it in the March of the eclipſed, and that this cannot be called the Time of
ſeventh Trumpet is cleared to be at the begun change his abſolute and univerſal Tyranny, and thcreforemuﬅ
of Religion in the World, and to ſhew that what be ſubſequent to it.
'
formerly hath paſied, doth belong unto the former

2. IT is clear that this Ruin

of Antichriﬅ, is

Trumpcts, tending to that Scope, that joint and not inﬅantly brought to aHight, but is perfected
the People of God might be comforted againﬅ the by ſeven Vials, Chap. xvi. whereof the ſeventh
ſad Things foretold by the ﬁfth and ſixth Trum Trumpet is a Sum. Seeing then the expiring of
ts:

Therefore, that which formerly was under theſe 1260. Days of his Domineering, cannot. be re
ﬅricted to the Time of his total Fall 5, becauſeat

a Tpye revealed to John, Chap. x. is in this C/mp

m- by Word ( for hisgreater conﬁrmation) renewed the Cloſe of theſe'Days he maketh War againﬅ
the Witneﬂes and prevaileth, and not the whole
and repeated.
B e F o R E we leave this part of the Propheſie, it City, but a tenth Part thereof by their Reſurrection
will be needful to inquire, 1. If theſe 1260. Days falleth, and the ſeventh Trumpet followeth whereo
of the Gentiles treading under Foot the utter Court,

by his Ruin

and the Prophets Propheſying in Sackcloth be ex
pire-i ? And if the killing of the Witneſies be paﬅ ?
2. How, or what Way this Propheſie is fulﬁlled?
That ſo ,we may take Occaſion to conſider this Time
more particularly, and compare the Event in Hiﬅory
with this Propheſie. In clearing of the ﬁrﬅ, we
would not be underﬅood as ſuppoſing all the Trial

follow, that we muﬅ reckon the fulﬁlling of this
Propheſie of the expiring of theſe Days, and the raiſ
ing of the Witneſl'es from the begun Decay and the
Ruin of Antichriﬅ's Kingdom by the Vials :- And
it being certain, that the Vials are already begun to
be poured forth, and alſo certain, that theſe Vials
belong to the ſeventh Trumpet, which goeth a longﬅ
with, or immediately followeth after thc VVitneſics

of (he Saints and Miniﬅers to be paﬅ, or'- that,-by An

is accompliſhod, it will therefore

alogie from theſe Witneſies killing immediately after aſcenſion, it muﬅ alſo follow that this time falleth
the ﬁniſhing of their Teﬅimony, it might not be under the ſeventh Trumpet, and ſo is beyond theſe
gathered that the Work of God often ſuﬀereth great former Events, and ſuppoſeth'them to be fulﬁlled.
3. THAT . Time, when Nation: become t/ye Lord's,
Obﬅruction even after its begun Riſe, and that the
Saints and Witneﬂes are moﬅ ſubject to great Diſh and when t/z: Temple is open, and the air/i qf t/zr
cuities and Straits, when the Goſpel in their Hands Yiﬅimany i: ſee/r therein, doth belong to the ſeventh
is even come to the Birth, and bringing forth, as in Trumpet, as the Expoſition thereof will clear,
the Examples of Maſts, Elias, Zlrublmþd, and the it being ſuppoſed that before the blowing of the
We grant, that by Pro

ſeventh Trumpet, and during-theſe 1260. Days, that

poreion, ſuch Doctrines may be- railed from this Pro

the Kingdoms of the Earth were not the Lord's

Apoﬅles may be ſeen:
pheſie:

Yet, if we will more ſeriouſly conſider the' that the Temple was ſhut, and that the Ark of

particular Event and Time prophetically aimed at by the Teﬅimony or Word of God was not ſeen into
the Spirit in this Place, we will ﬁnd that theſe Days it ;' and it being now clear, that theſe Events are
here-intended, are expired, and that this killing of fulﬁlled in our. Days, we muﬅ therefore look upon
the Witneﬂes is fulfilled, and ſo that the ﬁevenih. this Time as belonging to. that Trumpet.
Trumpet hath founded, and our Time is to be rec
BEFORE we confirmit further, we would remove
koned as underit: For making out whereof, we oﬀer ſomewhatobjected againﬅ the fulﬁllingof this Prophe-v

ﬁe by ſome learned and worthy Men ( Made and Ro
theſe Conſiderations,
-1. THE founding of the ſeventh Trumpet, and þzrtr upon the place) endeavouring to prove this
cloſing of the ſecond llſo, do immediately, or with Propheſie of the Witneſſes killing to be yet to be ful.
out long interval,-follow the abſoluteand uncontro ﬁlled, andſo thoſe 1260.. Days not to bcexpir'ed.
wetted Dominion of Antichriﬅ, and his treading - THE 1. object. is, This Propheſie cannot be ful
under Foot the holy City forty and two Months; ﬁlled ſo long as Antichriﬅ continueth in ſuch Power.
ſo that the controverting oſ Antichriﬅ's Power, and reigneth with ſuch freedom: Therefore the
and diminiſhing- of it, muﬅ neccſlarily inſer the fulﬁlling of itis yet to be looked for. Art/w, This
expiring of theſe-forty and two Months, and the ſupponeth the fulﬁlling of this. Propheſie to depend
O o o 2
' upon

46?
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upon Antichriſt's compleat Deﬅruct-ion', which be hi' Ruin: Seeing therefore itis rant

b. al that:
can
ing carried on by many Degrees under, the ſeventh. Antichriﬅ's' Ruin by the Vials is seems?
Trumpet, as is ſaid, cannot be granted-X And therer not be denied but Antichriﬅ's triumphing over the:

fore we ſay, the ſulﬁiling of. this Propheſy and Witneſſes, is, as it were, the laſt Part and very
Antichriﬅ's abſolute Dominion, are. not conſiſtent 5.
this is granted: But the ſulﬁlling of it, and his
begun Ruin, though continuing to reign in part,
may ﬅand together,. and muﬅ go together, as is
ſaid. Now it is granted by the ſame reverend Au

Crſſs of his uninterrupted Tyranny, and ſo inconſiﬅent with his decaying Kingdom; It muſt there-.
fore be eﬅeemed totprecced the Vials, and ſo to be'
fulﬁlled. And therefore this being the laﬅ Act of

the ſixth Trumpet, wherein Antichriﬅ is at his Hight; ,

thors, that the Ruin of Antichriﬅ is begun, and and ſeeing the Vials each after other carry on, his

therefore this Propheſy muﬅ be fulﬁlled alſo. Other

Ruin, it cannot be thought that any of them, much -.

'wiſe we muﬅ ſay,.. that this begun Ruin, and his leſs the ﬁrﬅ ſix can contemporate with it.
5. I'r. may. thus appear,.If the Vials expreſs a)
Hight can conſiſt togethen.
2. IT is object , That the Fall 'oſ this tenth diﬀerentEſtate of the. Church (to wit, its ſionweakning,
) from that
Part of the City, is the ſamewith the Overtum riſhing
theﬁſthand
andAntichriﬅ's'
ſixth Trumpct
cxprcﬀeth,
( towhich
wit,.v,

ing of the Seat of the Bean under the ﬁfth Vial,
Chap. vi. But that is not yetſuiﬁlled; therefore Antichriﬅ's'Hight, and the Churches low Conditil
neither this Propheſy. d'z/w. This Objection is, on )Then they cannot contemporate together, but,
grounded upon an unwarramaþle Suppoſitioo: For,v the one muﬅ bevſuppoſed to preceed the other z But
ſ I: The City here ſpoken of is not properly the
this is true, that they hold forth diﬀerent Eﬅates of
Beaﬅ's Seat or Rome. it- ſelf, but thc.Domini0n the Church, as tbe-Expoſition of.them will clear,,
thereof, as it is expounded by that ſame learned ,Therefore cannot fall in one-Time. .
6. W a may add, that by the ſame learned Auz
Author, upon Verſe.. viii. preceeding. 2. The Ex-t
prcﬃon here of a falling of a, mit/7; Part therooﬂ. thor the time-of Antichriﬅ's full Reign, and the Pro- v
phet's propheſying
in Sackcloth,
aredemonﬅmted
ex; *
doth evidently. and maniſeﬅly diﬀer ſromthat to actly
to be contemporary,
having
one Beginſſningct and
tal Overturning propheﬁed of by the 'ﬁfth Vial, it
And the ofexpiring
being certain. that the. overturning of the tenth. Continuance:
will prove the ; expiring
both, of
andeither
infer of
the them.
kill.v
Part is here to ſet forth a partialrand ſo a be-.
gun Overthrow, diﬅinguiſhed from a. total Over ing of the Witneſſes, which is immediately upon the
tuming threatned, by.the ﬁfth Vial: And there-2 Back of both. . Now, ..the time of Antichriﬅ's abſo- ſore cannot be underﬅood of the ſame Event; lute Dominion being expirod,zas is ſaid, it-muﬅ alſo *
But here the Riſe. and Begirtning of that Ruin is hint. follow, that the other two Events in the Propheſy,,,
ed at, . which is perfected by_the.ſeventh Trum to wit, the Prophets propheſying in. Sackcloth, and
their killing muſt be fulﬁlled alſo. .
pet and Vials following. .
T r-r z._ Ground of this their Miſtake proceedeth - A G A 1 N if theſe 1269. Days be accounted for
from this, that they make the Vials at leaﬅ the ſo many Years, and the Beginning of them to
firſt ﬁx to be contemporary with the ſixth Trumey contemporate with the opening of the ſeventh Seal.
per, and not to be comprehended under. the ſeventh and ﬁrﬅ_Trumpet( as the ſame learned Author doth For clearing this therefore, . beſide . what is ſitidtin aſl'ert) Then it will follow, that they muﬅ be e're
the Freſace, Chap, vi. and afterward on the ſeventh; now oxpired: ; For we haveformerly cleared , the
Trumpet and Vials, wherebv is held forth the ſuca ﬁrﬅ Trumpet, and, opening of the ſeventh Sea] to.
ceſſive Dependence of the ﬁrﬅ Vial, upon the blow begin about the three hundred. Year .0r thereby, and)
ing of the ſeventh. Trumpet, . we ſhall .ſurther
therefore theſe.Days cannot berunning (according
add..
* = ſ*
to
theſe. Principles)
now:
from the
thatWit-ſi
ﬁrﬅ
Author,
theſe thingstillare
clear.. Yea,
1. That
A ſourth Rjeaſon to the former three.v That

Act of killing the Witneſies, is thev'ery laﬅ part neſſesqprophoſying the Woman's ﬂying, Antichriﬅ's
andcontemporate
the. treading and
of-outer
Court the
by 'the
of the Hight of the Reign of Antichriſt; for, 'he Feigning,
Gmtiln do
that vwith
ﬁrﬅ ,
reigneth during the 1260. Days preceeding, which is

the Time of their propheſying in Sackcloth, and in-. ﬁx Trumpets.

2...That=the .W'oman's traveling,-.

lulteth and rejoiccth- in a moﬅ. eminent way when= her bringing forth, and the lifting of her. Child to -'
theſe Witncﬂes arekilled,:,Therefore cannot thatberl-Ieaven, Chap. xii.; do contempoiatewith. the ﬁrﬅ _
contemporary with any of the .Vials which do ſu'c- - ﬁx Soals. x. 3. He maketh ( Cbap. xii. )_,that taking.
ceed to Antichriﬅ's Hight, and ſueceﬃvely carry on up. of the Child to Heaven tQ be vfulﬁlled in Corn:
ſign-1. 'in
a,-

\
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ſfamirqe'QR ' -_and. his: Aodmiﬂ'ton tothe Empire, as' Antichriﬅ ; and ſo conſequently his Hight and Do
alſo that the- oman's ﬂyingand Wilderneſs-condi- minion during theſe forty andtwo-Months muſt be
tion ( which to him ſpeaheth out-a Freedom oſ the antecedent to this.
r
Church to religious Exerciſcs though abuſed by her _a. F o 1" its Riſe, we will ﬁnd it immediately to,
to much Deſectionand Idolatryw as was' in the follow upon the Back of the heathcniſh Perſecution

People of' mals Wilderneſs-eﬅate after their Deli- X, under the Seals,-and_ to be reckoned from'the ſixth'
vezyfrom
t) doſhxtalteip the whole Eﬅate qſ_ Scal as immediately knit to it ; for," this Trial of the'
the Church from theCloſe of heatheniſn Porſccution Church during theſe forty and two Months under'
jmmedia _ I tilt the. ſeventh TTW blow.-1 And: and by Amtichrll't; doth begin with 'the Trumpets,.
ſeeing

, zthcſc- will. fall about the 300 _or ztof and immediately ſucceedeth to theþſormer Trial (he

Year, It followeth that this Propheſy in Sacltcloth' had by heatheniſh Perſccutiort- Therefore during the

muſt

thqnzaiſhnemd ſovcmnot bmcczutiming, ſixth Soal, before the ſeventh be 'opened( C/mp. vii. )ſi

till now.- _' , HiA
,v v_\ __ 7
llroviﬁon is made againﬅ'Aatichriﬅ by ſetling the'
T o bqlmonc particular' ingthqAgplieationthct-eoſtl. Elect, asit vveto,"ÞxmtrkingI and ſettingﬁa part ſome
we think, that Conceit or Dream oſ the Papiﬅs CX'- few, to he keeped clean From his corruptions: Which?
poundinglall ſoliterallyoſ'an Anticlmiſtwvho ſhall ſealing, being eſpecially againﬅ Anticbriﬅ, and ſo*

come of'thqTnibe of Daayandthat ſhall rcignjuﬅ- ſolicitouﬂy to be 'gone abo

before the ſeventh Seal

ſhﬄzYam and am half, ﬁtting in yew/Ham, and be opened,- or any of the trumpets ſound, it doth
building that Tcmpþrand the two Vvimcﬃzs of.evincc-thlS,-tl1at weare to reckon the Beaﬅ's Riſe

E'mb and Eliasx. This Dreamzinvented by them ( and ſo the Begitmingpftheſe ſortyand two Months)
to keep their Pope'ſrom being apprehendod as the from the Cloſepſthe-ſixth "Soal, and the opening of
true Antichriﬅ 3 this (Iſay ) is not worth the inﬁﬅ- the ſeventh are little before: vI't doth alſo conﬁrm;
ing on to reſute, no. being-ſo contrary tov the Flame, this, that the-Beaﬅ, andwtho-Nhmber ſeal'ed ( Chap.
of thePropheſy paﬅ, andalſo oﬂthat- which ſollow- vii. ) in reference to' him,'>arc wholly contempo-'
eth concerning the BeaWC/mþ." xiii. -For, certainJy- my but thatlealiug. c0ntemp0rateth.-with the Be

thjs Trial being ſo long,the<great Part oſ-thcReQ-ﬃnui
of the ſeventh Seal, which ſucceedeth to X
uclation is ſpent on it, and ſo many- things to be te Bgthg- and continueth with the Beaﬅ - to the
done under it, it cannot be performed in ſo ſhorta End of the ſixth Trumpet, as tlut learned Au
Time,
, .
_
_
1 -; thor Wit, part. 2. Sym/wrr. t.- doth demon
I N the Applicatiqn'oſitywe-ſhall, t. See what ſtrate."
.
. b
1
_
general Characters may be; drawn from the Text fo_r_.Anh t N, theſame thing iscl'ear from Chap. xii. =

helping us to ﬁx the Time.- 2.' See how the:
plication may be made out. -

_

_ X

For the Churches flying to the VVilderneſs and con
i;

tinuing L there for 12603' Days, is the very' ſztnie *

INWhC ﬁrﬅ 'we-intend not to be peremgtory,'-yet Trlal, having thedſiame Riſe and Cloſe with the '
theſe things maybe concluded concerning it, accord-- Benﬅ's Dominion; and the Prophets propheſying in
ing to the-Grounds ſormerly lgidp t. -It is clear,_-Sackcloth:*_1 Now-fron: Waſt' 6.* and -14..'-( being
that the End; ofvtheſe forty and twolylonths of the. 'compared with what goeth before ) we will ﬁnd, that

XVitneﬂias epropheſying in Sackcloth and Antichriﬅ's' immediately - this ﬂyiugzoſ the Churchvto the Wil
Tyranny, .is_diſc_crnable, being ſo clearly evident-ed derncſs is upon the Back of the heathcniſh Perſecuti- '
bytbc-Witneﬂﬁti laying-by, their Sgckclotb, their, on, and the Dragon's waiting; to devour her; and

Death and gloriousAppear-ance again 'in a ſettlcd and. immediately ſhe getteth civil Authority on' her Side. ſecure Condition, - This-certainly williſall in'about From which Grounds we gather, -1. T hat the Cloſe

the Timethat Religion was reſotrned, and the Pope's or theſe ſorty and two Months ot' Antichriﬅ's abſo
Tymnny in agrcat Pau'diſoouered and rejected. 'line Tymnnyrwill fall in d/mo 1559.-0r thereby,

The forty and two Months,*,;then muﬅ be. acknow- in-which Year by -publiclc Authority in a Diet of th'e
ledged immediately" to preceed thisz-Time of Reſore Empirc at Ausburg the Liberty voſ Rcſormation and
mation, ._This,ul(o will beconﬁrmedif. we" conſideruReligion was eﬅahliſhcd, aand the ſrce 'Profcſſion

thatthe ſoundingoſ tbeſeventh Trumpet doth im-z' thereof, > without any - Prcjudice to Men's'Eﬅates, maliatelyſucceed to-that-Tirne, and that ithe Viala 'or tivil Priviledges- was cnactcdr- For, thoughbe

ſi which begin tobe poured out upon the Kingdom of fore. that Time Rehgion'was *pra'cticed in many -'
the Bcaﬅ, do immediately follow this his Eight, and > Place; of the Emgiregand lother' Kingdoms'of the
begin thcechange; which dothalſo-cvidcncoz that this World; yet 'was there immediately hefore- that
Chaugemuﬅbereckomd from the begun Ball ol ſo great an Eclipſqz in German), England, and

'

V

"

"other
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other Places, that we cannot reckon the Witneſſes of its Riſe and Cloſe, it is'i'n'deedfound to com
to have aſcended to Heaven before this. 2. Nei prehend ſo man Years. And although at ﬁrﬅ

ther before this Time was their publick Authority
for the Profeﬂion of Religion, but Profeſiion was a
Crime, Men's Liberty and Priviledges were reſtrain
ed by it, the Proteﬅant Princes Comrntſitoners
were not admitted to the Council of the Impe
rial Chamber 3

(as is ſaid) we urﬅ not lay the Weight of this
ſimply upon the Number of Days; yet being ex
pounded materially by theſe foreſaid Characters, to
ſigniſy ſo many Years, as that is more plainly in
terpreted, Ezek. iv. We think it is not unſafe to

which, after that this Paciﬁcatton yeild to the Light of the former Reaſons in this,

was concluded by Frtdinaml, was remeeded.
( beyoitd what at the Entry we were convinced of )
A G A r N, it is moﬅ uſual to count the change that the Time is deﬁnite here, as alſo in any other
of Periods in the viſible Church by the Change of Place where the like Grounds can be given from
Events in the Empire, and alſo to account theſe the Text, for demonﬅrating of the Time, without
from its authoritative Concluﬁons, as we will ſee laying the Weight upon the particular Number'
in the Cloſe' of the ﬁrﬅ Period of heatheniſh Per alone. There are two objections to be remov
ſecution, and Satan's caﬅin from Heaven, 'reckon ed.
'
ed Chap. xii. following.
tdc, it is not mconſi
object. r. T H A 'r this Reckoning ſeemeth to
derable, that about this Time Religion was again begin the Kingdom of Antichriﬅ too ſoon while the
eﬅabliſhed in Brilai" by Been Elizabttb's coming Church enjoyed great outward Liberty and much
to the Crown, Queen Mary having begun her Reign, Purity alſo. And thereforeit cannot be ſaid, that:
drmo 1554. and continuin init for ﬁve Years and ſhe was tread upon or did ﬂee while ſhe continued
ſome odd Months, died
e ſame Year. Alſo it to be in ſo good a Condition. zlnﬁo. This Objecti
was revived in Scotland the Year before, as it was in on doth not ariſe from the Text, but from the

France at the Entry of Cbarle: the ninth his Reign, ſeeming Diﬀerence of the Event in the Application 3
.Jm'o
r 560.
_ of thts_ forty and And if it appear by the Series of this Propheſlv, that
i 2. W
e gather that the Riſe
the Church is no ſooner delivered from heatheniſh
two Months Reign, is to be reckoned from the Perſecution, but ſhe ﬂeeth to the Wilderneſs and
Year three hundred or thereabout, when the hath hath Wings given her for that End, There is no

eniſh Perſecution ceaſed, and Liberty was brought
to Chriﬅianity, as was formerly cleared, Chap. vi.
This upon the ſot mer Grounds muﬅ be acqltzteſced
in, for timing the Riſe of the Churches llght,
and Antichriﬅ's under-hand working, whatever Ob
jection ariſe from the Application it ſelf, as being

ſeeming Reaſon can have Weight againﬅ. 2. In
the Scripture, Periods oſ Time are counted from
the main, or laﬅ part of them, as when it is ſaid

to Abraham, Gm. xv. 13. Four hundred Years
thy Children ſhall be Strangers in the Land that is
not theirs, and ſhall be aﬄicted ſour hundred Years;
too ſoon ; yet that Night of the Churches being the yet being compared with other Scriptures -we will
ſecond Period of her Condition, and ſucceeding im ﬁnd that the Continuance of the Children of [If-ad
mediately to the ﬁrﬅ, muﬅ be contemporated with in Egypt was not ſo long; beſide, that for a Time
the Trumpets. And now, having thus ﬁxed its while Yoſepb lived, they were not aﬄicted, but well
Riſe and Cloſe, we may gather the Duration entertained. 3. It is often the manner of Reckon
thereof, which being ſuppoſed to be from Arms ing, uſed eſpecially in this Book, to reckon a whole
300. or thereahout, to Juno 1560. or thereabout' Period of the Churches Eﬅate from what is moſt
it will extend in whole to us to 1260. Years. predominant in it: As for Inﬅance, three grat
And although at ﬁrﬅ we did not think it convinc Periods of the viſible Church are reckoned ſucceſ.
' ing to build the Account of ſo many Years upon. ſively to each other in this Book. The firſt-under
the Number-of ſo many Days for the Reaſons the Seals is reckoned a Time of Perſrcution under
formerly mentioned; yet conſidering that this de Heathens; and the Church (1 Chap. xiii. ﬂsſaid to
ﬁnite Number is ﬁve times mentioned under the travel all that Time, although-then: were many

ſame exact Account, though in divers Expreſii

and conſiderable long Intervals of Peace. .Ag'ain,
ons, which ſeemeth purpoſely to point out one under the Vials, Chriﬅ and his Saints are ſaid to
particular deﬁnite Number beﬁde others; and con

reign, although Antichriﬅ's Kingdom and Profanity

ſidering that the Event anſwereth thrs_,_ or Cometh continue long very high in the World, yet is it
near to it upon the former.Suppohtrons, We called the Time of his reigning, and of Antichriﬅ's
think, in this place, it is not unſafe to account down-coming , becauſe from the Beginning of

Days for Years, ſeeing by the ſormer Characters that Period it tendeth to that Scope: So here,
the

Chap. u.
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the ﬁrﬅ ﬁx Trumpets being accounted one Period, Cauſe to diſſer in the particular Account of the Years.
F o R verifying the Event according to this Ex
and Antichriﬅ's Tyranny being the moﬅ prevalent
Event rnnder thempand his Riſe being long work poſition given, theſe things are to be made out, that
the Pope ( whom we take to be Antichriﬅ) hath
ing-under,
Ground before
it came to
a Hight,
from
thelctzchurches
ﬁrﬅ outward
Peace,
if noteven
be tread upon the Church, and that his Followers have

ſore; we 'conceive upon theſe Grounds it is not un poﬂ'eſſed the Title of the viſible Church during that
ſuitable to Scripture, or this Book, to reckon An

Time, which we may theleſs inſiﬅ in, becauſe it is

gloried inallegethſiliþ.
and boaﬅed of
his Followers;
as
tichriﬅ's Riſe from the Beginning of that Period BeIlarm.
3. byde pontz'ﬃ
Cap. 2. and
Before
wherein he riſeth, cometh to his High: and reign

cth, which is during the Propheſy of the Trunk the Pope was pointed at as Antichriﬅ by us, he uni
pets. For this alſo more may be ſeen, Chap. xu, verſally flouriſhed, but ﬁ'ncc that Time did never
grow but' deer'eaſe, and loﬅ many Kingdoms, reck
and xiii.
_
T H n ſecond Oh'tct. is, That even according oned there by him.

Beſide, it is evident from Story.

to this Reckoning there will not be found r_26o. that though Antichriﬅ's Hight be not reckoned ſo
Years, ſeeing Co/ﬄantim's publick Peace will be far up, yet that he came to tread all under his Feet
about the Year. 310. and it would ſeem that ſome during that Period, Experience through the World
Years would be allowed for the V/itneſſes killing can bear witneſs thereof.

that followeth after the 1260. Days and goeth be _ T H £ ſecond thing will not need much clear
ſore theſettling of Religion by: Authority, which lS ing either, to wit, that the true Church was few,
their lifting up to Heaven.
or Anſwer, we ſay, and in a great part latent, and where it was diſcern
1. It will not be unſuitable to comprehend the Wit ed, ever perſecuted : That which eſpecially is to be

neſlesſi killing within the 126o. Days; for, it being made out, is r. That though they were few, yet
the loweﬅ Step of their Sackcloth and the higheﬅ was there ever ſome Church and Witneſies keeped
Step of the Beaﬅ's Tyranny or at leﬅ of his Succeſs pure from Antichriﬅ's Abominations until Refor
againﬅ them it may well come in as the conſum mation was reﬅored in the Chriﬅian World. And 2.
mating of their Trial, and laﬅ Act of his abſolute That about that time of the Reſormation's ſpringing
ſupctreme Tyranny; and it muﬅbe ſo, otherwiſe up, the Profeſſor-s and Witneﬂes of this Truth were

Antichriﬅ ſiwill reign longer than forty and two brought exceeding low for a ſhort Time, to their
Months, if he kill them not for that Time. There
ſore ſome render theſe Words when they ſhall In about
laſini/l their Yiﬅima'ry, and go oﬀ the Stage, then he
ſhall kill them; which agreeth well with the Greek.

exceeding great Contempt before the YVOrId, and to
the exceeding great Joy and inſulting of the Popiſh
Party; which yet continued not long, but ended
with a more full authoritative ſettling of Religion

2. If Antichriﬅ's Riſe ſhould be reckoned during than former] it had. The ﬁrﬅ, to wit, that there
the ſixth Seal and ſo ſuppoſed to preceed a little the was' ﬅill a hurch and VVltneﬂes during Antichriﬅ's
ﬁrﬅ Trumpet that giveth the Alarm upon his ap Hight, may appear from theſe Conſiderations,
I. IF we conſider the particular Catalogne of
preaching Appearance, the Odds will not be ſo
conſiderable as to mar this Calculation, though by Witneﬂes which God raiſed up one after another to
the Number of eight or ten Years of ſo many it witneſs againﬅ the Corruptions of that Time, whoſe

doth not jump:

Eſpecially if we conſider, that the Names and Teﬅimonics are particularly recorded by

Scripture, in the reckoning of Years ﬅricketh not
ſo upon the particular Time, but taketh ſome deﬁ
nite 'Number near unto it as if we will compare,
Gan. xvſi 13. and Exad. xii. 41. Acts vii. 6. Gal.
iii. 17. In ſome of theſe Places, the Reckoning is

ſeveral Writers,- particularly, Illyrimr, tatalag. teﬅt
um writatis, Crm'ſiv Magdebar. Fore, Book of Mar
t rs; Alﬅedii zbronolagia Igﬅium; Uſh'rur de ſimgſ

ﬅz'le Ecclcſiaium' Cbrz'ﬂialmrum, and ſundry o
thers. And if ſo much be' known, we may ga

400. Years, in others 430. Beﬁde, however they ther much more

indeed t'o be,

conſidering the

bereckoned, the Beginning of them muﬅ preceed Darkneſs of theſe Times, and the great Propenſion
either
Iſradim"
to Gal.
Egypt,iii.-or 17.
theirtheſe
af there was to ſuppreſs all that tended- there away;
ﬂicted the
Condition
in coming
ictt, ſeeing
2. It- is made out by Maﬅer Faxe, White in
430. Years are reckoned to inter-veen between his Way to the true Church, J'ewzl, Uſher, and

God's covenanting with Abraham long before his others, that Britain' received' 'not the Goſpel'
__Poﬅerity came to Egypt, and the giving of the Law from Rome', and that' England' there hath been
after their Deliv'erance from it. However if the Pe always ſome Oppoﬁng his Errors, until the
riods of its Riſe and Cloſe hold, there is the leſs Time of Reformation' came. 3, This may ap'
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nga affrighted
er. ntofetheear
1
. th'eGreek
'
Pcar by 'the Confeſſton of Adverſaries, They grant lacing
Wrgzlzent
Embaſiatlosshtgrtcrksc
that the Calvinf/ls now are the ſame called Wit/duﬅ:
and Btrengariam before; But theſe, they ſay, have:
been ever moﬅ dangerous ro the Church of Rbmr,
I. Becauſe it is of longeﬅ Continuance, being from
the Time of Sylogﬅer, wholived in Co'zﬂanti'e the
great his Time; Yea, from the _Time of the Apoﬅles

with 'the ope and' theſe in the Waﬅ for-'supply
and theſe to obtain it, condefcended to fomeArtiole;

diﬀerent from their Churches, as' acknowledging the
Pope's Supremacy, 'the Doctrine of Putgato . and

Proceﬂion of the holy Ghoﬅ, and the Pra 'ce of

themſelves, ſay ſome of them. a. Becauſe it was unleavened Bread, zfor which they were excommu
more
and almoﬅ
in all
the Earth.
'Be .nrcated by their own'Churches, while the Council of
cauſe univerſal,
it hath a great
Shew of
Piety,
having ſia3. good
Baſil ſate. .About the Year 1170. The Wbldmﬅ: or
Life before Men, and believing-Ball Things well con
cerning God, being only blaſp mers of the Church
of Rome, as Reins/'lus contra Haﬂ'lliſﬂ, mp. 4. af
ﬁrmeth. Þz/tr omnes ſcﬅas quit ſimt out fummt,
man gI periruloſiar Errlcſice Dti quaﬁ' pauperum de
Lugduno, tribus de muſis, _I. .Qzzia diuturniarz qui
dam dium: quod durawritzi temper; Sylveﬅri, yuidam
ditu'rt quod (I tempera- Jþzﬃalorum. 2. Quit; genera
Iiar: fere ﬄim 'nd/a term eﬂ quzilzzerſrcta 'ton ﬅrpit.

Pan/pert: de Lugdum began, (before 'that cloſe of the
Greek out
Churches
with the-Pope)
as Bellgr'miv
citeth
of Reinm'ar.
"'ctſ'he'Occxſion
ſſwzis' it-'j
this'

One ZVz/dur being ﬅricken with fear by the ſudderi
Death of one walking in Company with him was
put more ſerlouﬂy to ſeek God, and _make foi' d ing; whereby he came to diſcover the vanity Yf
.Popery, as theBadges of Antichriﬅianity'. and ſo to

,drrnk in the ﬁncere -Way of Faith in Chriﬅ: Theſe
3. Zljfd tum omnes alizzﬅcta: inimanitateblaſpbemi .who followed him, tho'.exeeedingly perſecnted
et
continued in_ the dlpes, and other mountanous Placycs,
amm in Deum audientibut bprro'rem induculnt; beg,

ſtiliter, Leoniﬅarum, magnum bake! ſhrcitm pitmtis, and m Prwmn, at Mm'ndol, and the Parts about it
'tp quod coram bomirzibus jrſſe vi-vunt, CJ' bme de Dro Xafter,hearing
from theuYcarof1200.
the Year 1545.
Ther'
Lutlzer'still_Preaching
and Doctrine',
omnia rrtdzmt, (if omnes articulos qui in ﬂmþola ami

mntur, ſolummado Ramanam Errlr [am bldſþbcmanr a: ſent two of their Miniﬅers to him, with whom 53
sdsz-unt, cui multitude ſluilis y/I ad rredendum. This ncrally i_n their Doctrine they agreed. Theſe cgn
Rci'zerius, as Bzllm-min aﬂerteth, _Prztfat. ad librar tinue allo to this Day in the .Valleys of Pizdmmt
de poutzſ. wrote above three hundred _Yeais before zfzzgrszzgue, &e. Aunder the Duke of Sat/ny. Aftc;
him. '
I F we look Bellmrmizz in that TPreface, zld libra:
de pontzſ. and ſundry others of their'Writers, we will
ﬁnd them very near draw a Series ofzOppofers of this

zhlm followed the JIbzþ-ﬂﬅs in Frame, aim/0 rrgo
accordmgto ſome, who did both in their Diſputes

.and Suﬀermgs conﬁrm that gthe .Pope of ,Rm1e was
the Antichriﬅ, and that .Rame was Babylon, and alſo

uſurped Authority of the Popes. _It is true, ſome ſometimes rby Arms .did defend themſelves as in
times gioﬂ'er Faults are imputed to theſe IVI/dm as the memorable Seige of Tholouſe, where God,won
and Paper-r: ,a': Lrzgdzmo out of Hatred, than they zderfully protected many of them a ainﬅ great Vio
,

were
guilty
of; yſict if we will .-couſider Bernard's lence. .After them aroſe J'abn
4
l
an Englzſh
,man, .lmza 1370 (Bellarmincalleth it I go ) he
tira, and Epi/l. 240. It is evident, that.no manifeﬅ revived the Doctrine of the IV/ldtnſht and jþtzdnﬅr *
groſs Crime is imputed to theſe, (beſide their op and it took ſuch rooting in many Places, eſpecial:

vWritings againﬅ them, Samson. 65, and 66. in Can

poſing the Errors of the Church of Rome) but ſuch ly m Bolpzm, Hungary, Germany, &c. that they came
as they were calunutiate with by the Ignorance or
Iniquity of theſe Times, as the great Hiﬅorician 'Thu
a'ms doth vindicate them. 3. If we will look parti
cularly to the Church Hiﬅory, we will almoﬅ ever

to have glZCJI'Al'mlES in the Fields 5 And after that
Johni Htlſs and _70'01/1 of Pragur, who came to

the Louncll of Cor/lame, upon the Emperor Szlgiſl

mond his ſafe Conduct, were contrary thereumo
ﬁnd ſome viſible Party ﬅand againﬅ the Church of burnt; they brought great Armies to the Fields
Rome: For, the Eaﬅern Greek Churches did never under the Command oflz'ſra, he would' have had

fully ſubmit till the ſecond Council of Nice, ( which forty thouſand Men under him ; he defeated thePo
Emperor, and other Popiſh Princes in eleven revel-ii;
was, 1111'10786. according to ſome, or, 789. accord
zing to others ) Neither was that Submiſſlon full with
out all Contradietion, nor of long Continuance 5
.For, Bellarmt'n, in the Preſace formerly cited, reckon
eth their Scceſſton or Schiſm, as he callethit, to have
begun about the 800. Year, and to hatze continued

Battles, altho' he had loﬅ both his .Eyes: The

continued alſo ﬅrong after'him under one Prmpiuli
jljlagnw, and were called Tlztzborim.

At the Coun

Cll of Baſil they .had granted unto them the Scrlrþ
ture m their own Language, Prieﬅs Marriage, and
Corn

-'r- .-*
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All Balkmia tions, Baniſhments, Death, &Ft. exerciſed for the de

were divided in three ſorts, one acknowledged the ﬅroying of them, and they as infamous made in
Pope fully, another ſeeking Reformation in ſome capable of all Priviledge: and Dignities. We ma
Points of Doctrine," the third accounted him Anti add, That about the ſame Time, Anne r 45. feii
chriﬅ. They continued till after LutbeY's Days, who out the great Maﬃcre of the poor Wit Mﬅr, in
wrote to them to conﬁrm' them, as Sleidan record Prormm in France, the burning of Mcrindal, and
eth, Lid. 3. Page 34. Neither- was their former other Cities where they lived, and the total deﬅroy
Courage daunted, till Diviſion fell ﬁrﬅ in among their in; of their Countr by the Lord Od'p's Means:
own Miniﬅers of the new and old City of Pragm, Which, tho' it ha been often formerl afrayed,

afterward
the could
Soldier',
U ſuch
_ Thing yet till this Time could the never get it eﬀectu
', At. amon
'r Ho'gwe
deduce,_ no
ated.

Beſide, at this Time a ſo was the Perſecution

, yet being here aſlerted to be during b the Duke of Sat/ay in the Valley: of Piadmmt:
gar Time, we 'are to believe that it was Truth, dbhſidering therefore the great and univerſal Perſe

even as there were ſeven thouſand during j'czr cution riſing at one Time, and with ſtich Succeſs;
lld's Perſecution, who had not bowcd their Knee
to Bad, who yet poﬃbly might be unknown .to
others; 'as to Elias, till the Lord revcaled it to him
in the general, without ſhewing their names, or
where they dwelt.

conſidering alſo the Perſons upon whom it eſpecial
ly ſeized, being,r either theſe called ſl/ZIUﬄ/Zt, or Al

bigmﬅr, who being the Stock of theſe who witncſlbd
againﬅ Antichriﬅ in much suffering and Sacrtlcloth,

whiles there were no other, may well be accounted

I T remaineth that weſhould make ſome Appli eminently the YVitneſſes; conſidering alſo that this
cation of the Witneſſes killing, and their Reſur Perſecution ſeized eſpecially upon Miniﬅers, who by
rection'aſterward, which according to thc former their Oﬃce are YVitncſſcs, the Heat of it was againﬅ

Grounds falleth immediately before the Year 1558. them; Bo/rem, being of theſe xIIÞigen/EW, loﬅ two

In which Time we will ﬁnd theſe Things to hundred it alone, ſo that none were admitted to ﬅiy,
fall ou t.

but ſuch as by receiving that lateri/'1 gave Sub

a. zþrrw 1546. Began that War between the
Emperor and the Duke of Saxon, Landgraw of
Heﬃn, an'd other Proteﬅants in Grrmany: The Year
thereafter the Duke is defeated and taken Pr'ſoner;
the Landgram is ſhut up in Priſon, the whole Face
of Aﬀairs is' changed, Proteﬅant Magiﬅrates ex

miﬃon;

conſidering

alſo the Time that this is

tryﬅed in, being immediately at the Hight and Turn
of Antichriﬅ's abſolute Tyranny 3 And conſidering
the great Inſolency and Joy exprcſſed by the Po
piſh World, with many Indignities and Rcproachcs
againﬅ the poor Witneſſes of Jeſus Chriﬅ, which
auctorated,'many hbndreds of Miniﬅers baniſhed, were evidenced by their Solemnities, and the Re
and others put in Priſon, if they did not receive the proaches that in write were put on all that were
Þmrim, which with a ſafe Conſcience they could called Proteﬅants, and man other ways, as Hiﬅory
not do: So that the Face of Aﬀairs was very ſad, holdeth it out. And La/Iy, conſidering the great,
the Proteﬅants were made a Prey, their Caﬅles de univerſal and unexpected reviving that the Work
moliſhed, a great and incredible number ot Cannons, of God had, and the happy Condition that his Mini

and other Arms taken from them, and they, and ﬅers attamed immediately after theſe Ovcrthrows,
Priſoners with them, ſent out through ſeveral Corn and that lnſulting; Partly, by the Change which
ers of Europe, as Trophys of the [Noe's abſolute ﬂ-Z'ritiw, Duke of Saxon, made in Get-many, with
victory, and ſubduing of Lurbemm/m: Where th'e Edicts and Statutes that followed thereupon, as

upon great inſulting followed through the Popiſh was formerly hinted; Partly, by Queen Mary of
World. At this Time alſo Perſecution was ata England her Death, and other Means tryﬅed by God
reat Hight in Ham', in the Mtbtr/ands, under the together almoﬅ at the ſame Time throughout the
Buke of Alba, and in England, duLingYthe Reign Churches: I ſay, upon theſe conſiderations, it is
of irflmarked
ueen Mary,
which
began'in
t' e car Cbran.
1554.. not unſuitable to apply this killing of the iVitneſles
It
by ſome
( towit,
by Alﬅedius,
'to theſe Perſccutions; and their riſing again and

teﬅium ) that ſrom the Year -1 540. and ſome Years 'Aſcenﬁorn to the happy Eﬅate which the Church
after, there were gooooo. Chriﬅians maſiacred for was immediately advanced to after that, and hath
the Cauſe of Religion, ſo that the Proſeſihrs of the been ſince in ſome Meaſure continued in, which,
Goſpel had not ſuﬀered more than they did 'imme< tho' it be not ever way ſo glorious and proſper
diately before that Year r 560. having ﬅandingLaws ous as to be abſoiiitel free, yet being compared
in all Kingdoms againﬅ them, Forſettures, Proſcri'p with the former State t ereof, may well be ſaid to be
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in Heaven in reſpect of it, and we may warrantably
conceive, that ſuch extraordinary Events tryﬅed to
gether, would not be paſled by the holy Ghoﬅ, and
are not for no Purpoſe timed ſo in this Propheſie.
Hence Obﬅrw,

Glory in the doing of it.

Chap. n
4. When God hath

any ſingular Thing to do, he will not only ſingu
larly ﬁt Perſons for it, but extraordinanly or emi
nently call them, as it were, with a Voice from

Heaven to it.

5. When God mindeth the pro
1. Nun-ran the Suﬀerings of the Godly, nor movmg _of the Goſpel, no Enmity or oppoſition

the Joy and Inſulting of the Wicked are perpetual, of Enemies can mar it, tho' they be Onlookers

but both have an End, and that ſpeedily. Three upon it. 6. There will be great odds between the
Days and an half is here the Term of the Wickeds Succeſs and Reſpect that Miniﬅers will get at one
Joy; It is not worth the having. 2. The Joy of Time, and at another: Theſe Prnchers who
the Wicked doth ever end in more Shame and Con were formerly in Contem t are now in C ' ghis ﬂoweth not from p ,
rcdn,
fuſion to them, and the low Condition of the
the Eﬃcacy of Mens'
Godly hath ever the more glorious Outgate to
ifts, nor Dexterity in managing Thirws but
them. 3. Qftentimes the Wicked are ſurprized from the Lord's Call, deſigning ſome foroguﬀer
when they look leaﬅ for it, and God taketh Op ing at one Time, and others, or poſſibly the
portunity from the loweﬅ Condition of his Peo ſame, ſor the active promoving of his W'ork at
ple to work their Deliverance, and to get himſelf another.

Concerning the Waldenſes.
Avnrc made mention of the WPII-len/EJ, He draweth their Errors to three Heads I.
from the Teﬅimony of two Authors, it hlaſhhemiir, quihu: hlaſhhenzant Romonam Ere/tying'
may not be impertinent to inſert a little 2._ In their Errors concerning the Sacraments and
Word more concerning them; Partly, becauſe the Saints. 3. Mtat atte/latrone: quiþus omnes honeﬅa:
Books
be ſome
not Jg/tſizitr,
at Handand
to particularly
every one, Cret
and U approhatas Eeeleſiee tonſizetudines det-ﬅantnr. A
partly, may
becauſe
Taﬅ of all may be given ſhortly, 1. They ſay
ſeru: in his Preface to Reineriru, imputeth ( tho' The Church of Rome is not the true Church, but;
injuﬅly ) to II/yrinr, That he had mutilated this Ju Eetleſia malignantinrn; and that it began to decline
thor in his Editr'on of him: And he doth alſo in Sylveﬅer's Time, when Poiſon was poured in impute many Abſurdities to them, which we will the Church; The ſa , That the were
Church, becauſe thgy fh/llowed the >1,)octrinedc]>?
H

not own, and therefore cannot claim them as Wit
neſies: He denieth alſo, That theſe who were Chriﬅ, of the Goſpel and Apoﬅles, both in Word
perſecuted at Merindol, and the Places beſide, were and Deed 3 That the Roman Church is the Whorc
of that Stock, we may therefore lay down more in the Rent-lation, and theſe who are in her al

largely what the forecited Authors ſay, whoſe moſt none of them keepeth the Doctrine of the

Teﬅimonies they cannot refuſe. That Greﬀerus, Goſpel; That they care not for the Pope and his
in the fourth Tome of the Bihliothera Pair-am, Statutes, but accounteth him the Head of all Errors -

doth inſert ſeveral Writers their Writings againﬅ That none ought in the Church Oﬃces to be abov;
the ſlſaldenſZ-s; To this Purpoſe, as he ſaith, That another, or ( as the next Catalogue hath it) That
the latter Hereticks may be confuted not only from Pope or Biſhop had no Dignity above the Prieﬅ by
new D'ſputes, but from old Writings, (and if the Word. For the ſecond Sortof Errors, The
there were not a Likeneſs between their Tenets overturn all Sacraments: Firﬅ, They ſay, That t e
and ours, this End by this could not be expected) Addztzonal: prgﬁt not, the Exertzſins and Benedictions
amongﬅ theſe are Reinerim, who, as hc writeth they reject 5 but never rejected the Sacrament it
himſelf, Chap. 3. was often upon the Inquiſition 2. The Sacrament of the Eurharyl is denied by them
of theſe Hereticks, Petrus de Piliohdorſ, Lueat becauſe tranſizhﬅantio non ſit in 'nanu indigne mﬃ:
Tirderﬃr, and ſome other Writings, and Catalogues ezenm, ſed in or: digne ſnrnentis; The reject the
of their Errors, without the Names of the Au Canon of the Maſs, and report Chriﬅ's Words in any
thcrs. In the 4. Chap. Reineriur hath theſe Words Language, the other ﬁve Sacraments they expunge.

that were formerly cited, ſo that it may be a The third Sort of Errors about the Cuﬅoms of the
wonder how they could be charged with Hereſy, Church, are, in general, That what they read not in
and ſo perſecuted as they were. Again, Chap. 5. the Gaſþelghey reject 5 asﬅﬅum Inrninuzn,pal/nomen', &e.

fﬅe
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ſcﬅa Sanctmcrn, th: Adoration of the Croſs; and uſe
to work quietly on the feaﬅ Days. All Conſecrations
and Benodictions of Candles, Fleſhes, Palms, Fire,
Wax, agnipaſihatir, and ſuch numbred there, are
derided by them ; That Prayers are not of more worth
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their Subjects abſolved from their obedience to them,
and their Lands are to be given to, and may be

occupied by the Catholicks; And for theſe he citeth
many Decrees of Popes: Yea, the Sons and the

Children of their Favourers, are not to be admitted

in a conſecrated Church, than in another Place; Theyl

to any Oﬃce, as the Decrce that is at length ſet

called Images and Pictures Idolatry, and many ſuc

down there doth bear.

'ctlndulgencen Peregrinations; Soul
IN the other T reatiſes, the ſame Things are in
ead,Reliques, viﬁting ofSepulchres,Uc. lifted on, that they derived their Original from the
are in nothing proﬁtable for Souls, but for gain to the Apoſtles, and ſaid, That the Church had be un to
Clerg
'When he hath laid down all theſe, he giveth make Deſection in the Day' of Sylwﬅn- 1 An , in a
this for the Reaſon of them, Becan e, ſaith he, they Word, That the diſclaimed the preſent Church of
deny Purgatory, ſirying, There are at two "lays, one Rome, and ſaid,
hcy were few that would go to
of th' Elcct to Heaven, another of the damned to Hell, Heaven, and though they mention Community of
and where the Treel-y'alleth, there it will ly; and that Goods, and impute that to them; yet Hiﬅory is
all Sin is mortal.
e addeth in the Cloſe, theſe three clear, that they had their own Diſtinction in their
like; The
maﬃe'of t

Errors to them, 1. In that they would not ſwear, Poſleﬃons and Riches, &it.
tho' ſome of them would do it when they were conﬅrain
AcArN, If we conſider what the famous Thu/In

ed.

2. 'That they condemned all Magzﬅratcr and ( whoſe Tcﬅimony cannot be refuſed, being a Po

Church-judicarories, eſhecially which were for Gain. piſh Preſident at Paris, of' great Eﬅeem ) doth write
3. Ill] Punrſhment of Maleﬀactors. But in theſe we \ of them in the ſixth Book of his Hiﬅories; we will
will ﬁnd them calumniated : For, raſh ſwearing, only lind, Firﬅ, That he deriveth theſe at Mrindol, and
then in common Uſe, they abhorred ; The Magi

other Places formerly mentioned. from the old Stoclc

ſtrates and Clergies Practice of that Time they con of theſe W'aldenſn: To whom he attributeth out of
demned, but not their Places; For, ﬅill they were old Authors (particularly one Pcrpinianur, who
obedient; And thatRevenge which they did condemn, was an In uiﬁtor in them) theſe Tenets, t. That
ſeemeth to be the Rigour of Chureh-mens Perſecuti the Church of Rome war the Babyloniſh Whore;
on, otherwiſe it is known that themſelves uſed defen hecaue ſhe had ﬁnſſzhn the Faith of Chriﬅ, that
ﬁve Arms, and were in Subjection.
therefore the Pope and Biſhops who ſicﬅained her,
Chap. vii. He characterizeth them how they may were not to he obeyed; that the Monaﬅick Life was a
be known; By their Manncri, ſaith he, and their Corruption ty' the Church; that the Order: of their
Mrds: Their Manners are comþtﬃtita' mode/ii 5 they clergy, were Marhr of the Bed/i mentioned in the
have no proud cloathing ; they abſtain from Merchan. Revelatlon; that the Fire of Purgatory, wo'ſhtþping
dize for eſchewing of lying, ſweanng and deceits, and Zſ Saints, Burgatory Sacriﬂcerﬁr the dead, andﬅcch
live on the Work of their Hands, and therefore their the, were Invention: of the Devil: 'Ibthe/c, ſaith
Teachers work; They multiply not Riches, but are he, their certain Doctrines, ſome other: were without
contented with Neceſſaries; They are chaﬅ, eſpecial Ground added and imputed to them, he (meaning

ly, Leonyite; temperate alſo, they go not to Tavems Waldus) left his own Country, andſettled in Bohem,
and Dancings, and they reﬅrain Anger,
where to this Day, thee who embrace hit Doctrine,
THEIR Words are Pree-ſe and Modeﬅ; they are called Picards; he ad a companion, one Arnold
eſchew Scurrility and Detrsction, and Lightneſs in us, who, taling another way hy Alba Auguﬅa, do.

Word, and Lying and Sweating ; they account I/tre ſtended toward: Tholouſe: For which Cauſe, theſe
and Cme to be Oaths, Uc.

Theſe ſeem not to be that followed him were called dlhigenﬅt, or Ca

heretical Characters; ..-Yet, Chap. x. they are ſour thari: Unto whom, ſhith he, theſe in England,
Wa s to he punithed, t. To- be encornmunrcared.
2. o be depoſed from whatever pignitv, ClVli or
Eccleſiaſtick.
. Milt'tari per/comune and manu or
mata, all thatt ey have are to be taken from them.
If they turn, their Goods are not to be reﬅored, ex
cept on Grace. And Laﬅly, If they have Vailals,

thc

who are called Puritans, are anſwerable:

He doth

alſo ſhew, how when Crzﬄanu: minded to ex
tirpate theſe at Mcrindol, dlentnt a Nobleman,

who was alſo a good Man and learned, did diſv
ſwade him from it, becauſe they

were diligent

worſhipperr of God, obedient to Magiﬅrates, and

are looſed from their obedience; It they be no ways guilty of the groſs Things imputei

un er Supcriors, their Superiors are to pcrſecute tſ them z whereupon Enquiry was mule in
them under Pain of Excommunlcauon, and having their Lives, that the King might be certi<
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Chap. t r;

ﬁed of the Truth thereof, which he corn riſeth in that tho' there were ſhortly ſomethings ſet down
this Sum, That theſe who were called
'ale/en er, in it, and other Things more ſharply againﬅ the

s 300. Years beſore that, had gotten the Poſieſiton Pope and Prelates, yet could he not adviſe to
of ſome barren Parts which by Diligence they had any rigid Courſe againﬅ them: He ſaith alſo, that the
made fruitful, they were Patient to labour, abhor

former Commiﬂioners deſired a hearing, and that -

ring Strifes, towards the Poor Liberal, in paying they ſhould not be accounted Hereticks before it was
Tribute to their Princes; and giving their Land

diſputed and they convinced ; and, ſaith he, tho'

lords what was due, exceeding faithful, aſſiduous

for a Time this ſiſted the Perſecution, yet by the

in the 'VVorſhipping of God, by Prayers and In

hatred of Cardinal Turnou and others, and by a
nocency of Manners; again, that rarely they forged Columny that the Iſ/aldenſer had gathered
entred the Temples of Saints, exceept for their 16000. Men together, and were intending Commo
Aﬀairs of Merchandize or other Buſineſs they were tions, they procured Letters from the King to pro

out of their own Bounds, and when they entered ceed in the intended Perſecution, which Mneriu:
they did not fall down before the Images, nor Kinag of Ptdar ( as this Author calleth him, whom
oﬀer Wax Candles nor an Gifts to them, nor did Slci an called Odtp ) did cruelly execute in the
entreat the Prieﬅ to ſacri ce for them, nor did moﬅ hainous and abominable Manner that hath
they ſign their foreheads with the Croſs as the bean heard of; which afterward the ſaid King exceed

Manner of others is; when it thundereth they ingly repented of, leaving itin his laﬅ commands to his
themſelves with holy Water, but Son Henry to enquire in that Cruelty 5 which in
direct Prayers to God; they go not for Religious part was done, eſpecially on a Monk who had
hike to Peregrinations, nor diſcover they themſelves invented new Torments for them; and altho', ſaith
before theſe Images of the Croſs as they go, they he, ſome by the Prevalency of ſome Courtiers,
perform' their holy Things in another Manner, eſpecially the Guiſianr, were keepcd from condign
and in the vulgar Tongue: And Laﬅly, They give Puniſhment before Men, yet were viſibly purſued
no honour to the Pope nor Biſhops, but do chooſe Þy God, as this Author doth obſerve, Pag. 122.
rom which we may gather, 1. The Conformity
ſome of their own Number for Paﬅors and Teach
ers; This is the Sum of that which was ſent to betwixt their Doctrine and the Truth which we
Francis the ﬁrﬅ: After this, ſaith he, two Com do now profeſs. 2. How maliciouﬂy Slanders are
miﬃoners were ſent from them to the Parliament invented by Papiﬅs againﬅ theſe who maintain the
at dim, to whom they gave a Confeſſion of their Truth, and how little Weight is to be laid on their
Faith, agreeing almoﬅ with the Doctrine of Lu Teﬅirnony in that reſpect. 3. That this Opinion
ther. This was ſent to King Francis, who hav of the Churches begun Defcction in the Days of
ing given to the Cardinal Sadaltt to be examined, Carﬄantine is no new Thing. 4. The horrible
the ſaid Cardinal returned this Rcport to the King, Cruelty and unreaſonableneſs of the Popiſh Perfe
that he ingeniouﬂy conſeſſed that what was imo cutions againﬅ theſe Innocents that are ſo well teﬅi
puted to them bcſide theſe Things, was meerly ﬁed of, which can be no other Thing, but the
fprinkle not

done to make them odious without anyjuﬅ Ground, Cruelty of the Beaﬅ here mentioned.

LE'CTURTZ
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as he by his Enquiry had certainly found; and

W<Ll

V.

Verſe r5. And rhtſiwnth Angel ſounded, and there were great Vn'm in Heav'n, ﬅaying, 77" King
do'n: qſ this lſ/Zr'ld are him: the Kingdom: of our Lard and ty" hir Chri , and he ſhall reign for
'ver and ever.

16. And the ſour and twenty Elder: which ſat before God on their Scars, ﬁll upon their Fam and
wa'ſhipped God,
17. Saying, l/Vgin: the' thanhr, O Lard God Almighty, which art, and my), and art to tame;
becauſe thou haﬅ taken ta the: thy great Power, and hrſſ reigned.
18. And the Nation: were angry, and thy IVrath it tame, *and the time yf the dead that they/heale'
he judged, and that thou ſhauldgﬅ give reward unto thy Servant: the Prophets, and to the Saintr, and

them that ſcar thy Name, ſmall and great, and ſhouldgﬅ deﬅroy then' which dg/iroy the Earth.
19. And

Chaprſi "I

BOOK oftbe REVEL ATION.
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19. And in' YZmþ/t qf God was opened in H'eawn, and there was ſeen in bit ſimple the A'ri of
bis 'Hﬂanmxtz and there were Liglztnings, and Voice-5, and Tbuna'rings, and an Eartbguakt, and gnat

ILZI.
THE Lord, having cleared and conﬁrmed his
People in reference to the ﬁfth and ſixth
Trumpets, he now proceedeth to the
Blowing: of the ſeventh, which bringeth the laﬅ
great H/Z: For underﬅanding of it, there are two

theſe ſeven Vials do more particularly in ſeveral
ſteps declare the ſame Events which are more

generally here comprehended, which will be clear
by conſidering, 1. The Nature and Titles of
both: This ſeventh Trumpet is called a m,

and the laﬅ m; Theſe ſeven Vials are called
'
1. T H A T it dcpendeth upon and immediately Plagzmzand the laﬅ Plazuer of God; which is

Things to be obſerved,

ſucceedcth unto the ſecond ſI/v, ſo that where the upon the Matter,

the ſame with the laﬅ I'I/a.

ſecond m, hath its Accompliſhment, there this 2. They have one Object and Earand, and Eﬀscts
third taketh its Beginning,

Now, the ſecond IN, common to both, to wit, the executing of God's

having its End at the Earthquakcs ſhaking of ſome
of the Romiſh Dominion, the ſame Hour when
the Witneſſes are taken up to Heaven immediate
ly after Antichriﬅ's abſolute Domineering, this

Vengeance upon Antichriﬅ and the Kingdom of

the Beaﬂ', the deſtroying of them that formerly
deﬅroyed the Earth and the bringing Religion to
Light from under Antichriﬅian Darkncſs. 3.
IV' cometh quickly upon the Back of that, Ver/2 The riſe will be found to be at one Time, the
13, 14. and ſo muﬅ contemporate withthe break ſeventh Trumpet beginneth immediately after An
ing forth of Reformation and its Eſtabliſhment tichriﬅ's begun Ruin, as is ſaid ; and ( Chap. xvi. )
in the Empire: We conceive therefore Antichriﬅ's We will ﬁnd the ﬁrﬅ Vial to be poured on theſe
Hight to be the March between theſe two Trum that have the Mark of the Beaﬅ, whoſe King
pets, the ſixth leaving him in his laſt Act of S_u dom is not yet fully overturned until the ſixth;
premacy at the very turn, and the ſeventh carrying and therefore muſt be in ſtrength when the ﬁrſt
on his Ruin; for, theſe Events of the VVitnelies beginneth. Beſide, Chap. xv. Verſe 2. and ſucceed
aſcending to Heaven, aPart of Rome: falling and immediately unto the Victory of the ſealed Num
this ſeventh Trumpet, are not linked togetheras ſuc ber, Chap. vii. and there is, upon the Matter,
ceſiive one to another, but as contemporary one the ſame Song as is here: Whereof ſee more,
with another, the ſame Hour, there being an Hint Chap. vi. Preface, 4. By comparing',r this with
given of that under the ſixth Trumpet, which is Chap. xv. which is as a Preface to the ſeven
carried on and perfected by the ſeventh, to ſhew Vials, it will appear they are exceeding Parallel,
where the March is to be ﬁxed. Belide, the yet one and the 'ſame as the Expoſition of par
High: of Antichriﬅ and Ruin, being Woes of a ticulars going through all the Parts will manifeﬅ:
Diſlinct and contrary Nature, it lS not like that Which Ground being laid, will be of great
any conſiderable Part of both ſhould be compre uſe to underﬅand, I. This ſeventh Trumpet.
bended under one Trumpet which containeth 2. The Propheſie of theſe ſeven Vials: And,
but one Wo; and therefore itis certain, that his 3. The interveening Propheſic, Chap. xii. 13, 14.
Dominion belongeth to the ſixth, and his Ruin By which the Principal Typical Propheſies ex
to the ſeventh : We think therefore it is ſafcﬅ to preſied in ſevens are interrupted; which is again
begin the ſeventh at the Beginning of his Ruin, made up by ,the Vials which are to be knit in
eſpecially eſpecially conſidering that by this Trumpet the Series to this ſeventh Trumpet, the Lord
cometh the News of the Kingdoms of the Earth here giving a little hint of the coming Events,
their becoming the Lords; which conſideration b way of Prtface and opening the Temple,
doth alſo conﬁrm what formerly we laid down l/Zrſ: 19. which formerly was ſhut: And what
of the Vials their being contemporary with the followeth upon that? Chap. xv. 6. out of the
ſeventh Trumpet, and none of them with the Temple, thus opened, come ſeven Angels having
the ſeven laﬅ Plagues, which are the particular Inﬅru
ſixth.
2. W F. would obſerve thc libneſs and Iden ments of this laﬅ II/o, cxpreﬂ'ed generally under
tit
of this Trumpet with the ſeven Vials, the Terms of Ligbtningt, Tbnndringr, Eartþ
C ap. xv. andxvi. So that ( as we conceive) gnaw, in this Chapter. We may add, that the
whole
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whole Propheſies of this Book, and ſo that of the
ſeven Vials, is comprehended in that Book which
the Lion ay' the Wibe yf Judah opened, Chap. v.
And ſeeing, Chap. x. the ſirrrſhing zﬀ the Mﬅtry
a God is applied to the ſeventh Trumpet, theſe
ials then muﬅ contemporate with, and belong un
to that Trumpet, ſeeing the Event that is applied to
it, is, Chap. xvi, xvii, and xviii. particularly de

Chap. It.

But this is abſurd, that ſuch contrary Events, as
Antichriﬅ's Hight and Ruin, ſhould belong to one
Period; yea, to the ſixth Part of one Period; and

the like can be ſhewed in no other Step of this
Propheſie, wherein two ſuch contrary Events are
comprehended, either amongﬅ the Sack, Trumpm
or I/ialr, They cannot then be comprehended un
der the ſixth Thumpet; they muﬅ therefore all be
ſcribed, and to be fulﬁlled by them 5 And if they be long to the ſeventh. 3. Theſe Via/s, as they con
long not to this Trumpet, it could not be ſaid, that tain Matter of one kind, ſo are they one principal
the Event fulﬁlled by them, to wit, the aveng Propheſie; and therefore they are no more to be
ing of God's People on the Antichriﬅ, and the divided, ſo as to contcmporate ſome with theſe
Where, and their Deﬅruction, were alſo fulﬁlled venth Trumpet, and others with the ſixth, than we

byAit.ſpecial Weight of the whole Series laid down, ought to divide the Yi-umpetr tocontemporate ſome
of them with the ſeventh S'al, and others with

doth ly in the Conﬁrmation of this, to wit, that the the Sea/s preceeding, conſidering that the Spirit keep
ſeventh T-u'npet and the ſeventh Vol, do contempo
rate and belong to the ſame Times and Events:
We therefore further add, That we muﬅ either ſay,_
that this Trtlmþﬂ doth contemporate only with the

eth the ſame Form in expreſiing this principal

Propheſie by ſeven Fault, as in the former hy
ſeven Sea/s, and ſeven Try-upon.

4. This doth con

ﬁrm it alſo, that the contemporating of the ﬁrﬅ ſix
ſeventh Vial, or with all the Vr'alr, or at leaﬅ with Vial: with the ſixth Trumpet, would certain]
ſome few of them, and not with all; But neither lengthen it to an exceeding Diſproportionableneſs;
the ﬁrﬅ nor the laﬅ, can be ſaid: Not the ﬁrﬅ, to For, Antrchriﬅ's Hight and Dominion, take up a
wit, that the ſeventh T'umpet and the ſeventh Vol long _Trme; Theſe ſix Vial' alſo, take in a loncr
only do contemporate; Becauſe, if ſo, then the ſix Continuance: It is ſafer therefore to contempc:
ﬁrﬅ Vial: immediately preceeding, behoved to con rate all the Via/s with the ſeventh Wump't, and ſo
temporate with the ſix Tiu'npztr, or theſe which pre their Beginning being at one Time, as well as the
ceed the ſeventh; But that cannot be, r. Becauſe Cloſe, their Duiation muﬅ be the ſame alſo. 5. This
the ﬁx ﬁrﬅ 'Try/ripen and the ſeventh are diﬀerent ſeventh Trumþet bloweth immediately on the back
Propheﬁes, ſix of them continuin the Hight of the of the ſecond ſI/a, (which is the Matter of the
Churches Enemies. and her low

ndition, and the

ſixth Fumpet ) Now, the ſix ﬁrﬅ Vial: cannot be.
For, it's called a We,
Matter of one kind, to wit, the Churches riſing Con becauſe of the Hurt and Prejudice that cometh by
ſeventh contrarily 3 And all the ſeven Vial: continue long to the ſecond m;

chtion, and her Enemies down bringing: They can

it to the Church.

Now, theſe ſix Vial: that de.

riot therefore be ſaid to contemporate with Pro ﬅroy Antichriﬅ. contain a great and unſpeakable
pheſies oſ divers Natures. 2. If the ﬁrﬅ ſix Vial: Beneﬁt to the Church, and are Plagues in reſpect
ſhould belong to the ſix Trumpet, and contempo

of the Judgment that cometh on Antichriﬅ by

rate with it, Then it will follow, that the Churches them, neither could well the ſeventh Trumpet be

loweﬅ Condition and moﬅ ﬂouriſhing Condition, did called the third M, as bringing a 'Pa with it to
belong to one Propheſie; yea, to one Step of one Antichriﬅ and his Kingdom, if ſo be the ſix ﬁrﬅ
Propheſie, to wit, one Trumþrt; And on the con Vial: did proceed it, ( for they deﬅroy him ) they
trary, that the higheﬅ and loweﬅ Condition of the muﬅ therefore begin together.
Churches Enernies, to wit, Antichriﬅ, did belong to
THE great Reaſon that maketh ſome preſs for

one Period; yea to one Step of the ſame Period oſ the contemporating oſ the ﬁrﬅ ſtx

Vol: with th'
the Churches Condition; For, it is clear, that ſixth Tiumprt, is, That
t
þtberebyftzzry
may her m'
the Church is never lower, than under the ſixth 'be ſweat/2 Win/'pit

at; to N/Ih': And.
Y'rumptl, as the Expoſition oſ it doth clear, and ſo (altho' the Pin/r abe 'yet
begun) there may be the
what prcceedeth in this Chapter doth conﬁrm, freer Acceſs to divine concerning ſuppoſed ﬅrange
and Enemies were never higher, treading all un Evente of that Trumpet; But from what is ſor

der Foot; On the contrary, during the ﬁrﬅ ſix merly ſaid, ( in the preceeding Lecture) and what
Vials, the Church beginneth to ﬂouriſh, the Plagnes further may be ſaid, Chap. xx. It appeared), that
are poured out upon his Kingdom and Seat, and the ſeventh Yrumpzt is blown already, which doth

himſelf taken and caﬅ in the Luke by the ſixth Vial', conﬁrm the Syrzrþrahz'ſm laid down.
True:

Chap. t t.
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T t-r a an are two main objections here, 1. Trumpet ) even as much as belongeth to the ſixth
That the ſeventh Trumpet ſupponeth an abſolute Trumpet, For, the ﬁrﬅ of them ſupponeth a vi
Freedom from Antichriﬅ and all Enemies, becauſe

ſible Church-ﬅate, and ſome Victory over Anti

of theſe Expreſiions, The Lord Ommþmnt reigneth,
the Kingdom: of the Earth are hmme the Lerds, &c.
Which cannot be veriﬁed during the ﬁrﬅ ſix Vial: 5
in the laﬅ whereof, Antichriﬅ is high by his Frogs,

chriﬅ to be begun.

From all which, the con

temporating of this ſeventh 'I'rumpet with theſe
ſeven Vials, doth the more evidently appear: Which
we have inſiﬅed the largelier upon, becauſe it is'

conveening Kings and Nation: againſt the Church,£-Fr. a main Pillar that ſupporteth the Series laid down,

Therefore this ſeventh Trumþet muﬅ contemporate Chap. vi. and doth make the Connexion clear here,
with the ſeventh Vial only. Anſw. This Argument altho' we profeſſedly ſpoke of it before.
doth proceed from the miſunderﬅanding of the mean
T o come particularly to the W'ords then; the
inw of this Text: For, this doth not ſhew Events

Sum and Scope of theſe following Ver/es, is, By

przceeding the blowing of this Trumpet, or what
Caſe the Church and World ſhall be in when it ſhall
blow; but by Anticipation, theſe Phraſes do expreſs
what was to follow upon the blowing thereof, and
what a wonderful Change might be expected by it:
And this agreeth with the manner uſed in all the
other Type' of this Propheſie, whereby the Churches
Eﬅate is painted out, according as by the Effects
typiﬁed it was to be. It doth therefore rather mfer

Anticipation, to give a little View what the Via/r
expreſs more fully from Antichriﬅ's begun Ruin
to its cloſe: And this is brought in here for the
conﬁrmation and Conſolation of God's People,
that before he inſiﬅ in the particular explicatory
Propheſie ot the Churches Trials from the Beaﬅ
in the Chapters following, they may have a Hint
of the happy Outgate following it, and it doth
lay open a full View of the Churches militant Con
the contrary, thus, If by the founding of the ſe dition to her Cloſe, before he again begin to deduce
venth Trumpet, Nation: hero/ne the Lards, &e. Then it from its Beginning.
the ſeventh Pumpet doth not ſollow Antichriﬅ's ﬁnal
T H I s happy Outgate is three Ways cxpreſſcd,
Overthrow, but is to carry it on, becauſe by it Na 1. By a heavenly Proclamation of good News,
tions are to be gained from him 3 But the ﬁrﬅ is true Verſe 15. 2. By an excellent Song of Thankſgiv
from the Words: Therefore it is not to be poﬅerior ing, Ver. 16, 17, 18.

3. By a Typc or Viſion,

to his ﬁnal overthrow, but is immediately to follow Verſe 19. All which are but generally hinted,
that Time, when all Nation: wor/hip him. See fur without mentioning any Particular, becauſe that is
ther, Chap. vi. Lect. I.
T H a ſecond Objection, is, That before the ſe

reſerved to be done by the Propheſie of the Via/r.
The general Proclamation, is, There were great

venth Ti'umpet blow, the Beaﬅ's Kingdom is ſaid to Voice: in Heaven, ﬂying, The Kingdom: qſ this'
be ſhaken with a conſiderable Ruin, Which ſay, ſI/orld are become the Lords, and his Chriﬅr, and
ſome muﬅ belong to the Vials, ſome whereof there
ſore muﬅ contemporate with the ſixth Fit/riper.
zlnſw. What we have ſaid in the Expoſition, will
abundantly clear this: In a Word, The ſixth
Trumpet hinteth the Turn which the ſeventh doth

he ſhall reign ſor ever: Where we have to con
ſider, r. The News. 2. \Vhence they come.
The News have two Branches,

conſummate; and it ſheweth, that immediately upon the

the back of the Witneﬂe: killing, there ſucceeded a
glorious Face of a Church in compariſon of what
was; which being compared with the Application
formerly given, will bear out this, That the Lord
turned Antichriﬅ's higheﬅ Fury againﬅ his Church
and Witneſies, to' be the Occaſion and Mean of
furthering his own Ruin, and bringing of his Church
to ſome footing; which we acknowledge to belong

Continuance

thereof,

He ſhall reign ſn

ever.
B Y Kingdom: of this Win-U, we underﬅand
not all Kingdoms, but ſome, or many; called

Iﬂ'ngdamr, in Oppoſition to Perſon: or Familier,
or Parts of Natiom. Now, the Body of King
doms and Nations are brought in, as is expreſiy
ſiid, Chap. xv. 4. Parallel to this, All Nation:

ſhall come and worſhzþ before thee. They are cal

to the ſixth Trumpet, and maketh way for the led King-lion's qf this Mrld,

opening of the Temple in Heaven, which was be
fore ſhut, out of which the Angels with the ſe
ven Vials do proceed: Which ſheweth, that 'there
is ſome ſhaking of Antichriﬅ's Kingdom ante
cedent to the Vials, (as well as to the ſeventh

one is concern

ing the preſent happy Change, The Kingdom are
become the Lords; and the other is concerning

to ſhew,

that ſuch

Nations as formerly did not acknowledge God,
ſhould now ſubmit to him. The Scope is to
ſhew the Increaſe of the Goſpel after Antichriﬅ's
begun Ruin, in Oppoſition to the former Paucity
that was in the true Church.
THHY
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Tr-r r: Y are ſaid to become the Lord'r and his
Chrylr, in Oppoﬁzion to -what formerly they were;
They were his by Creation, but were not of his
Church, nor did not acknowledge his Chriﬅ as Head,
but owned another Maﬅer; Now they become the
Lprd': by ſpecial acknowledging of him, and they

Of the

Chap, if;

this
Mercy, acknowledging
and praiſc for it;
a/Iz'rr
"i
bzﬁrehim,
theirand,
havlihgfthatgſgTe'd
Condition from him ; and that Humility and Reve

rence is no leſs requiſite for Praiſe in a proſperous
Condition, than it is for Prayer under Adverﬁty.
The Subject of this Song, pointeth at two Particu

become his Chri/Ir by the Profeſlion of Faith in him lars in the Event of this Trumptt,
alone.

r. God's taking

In a Word, This their becoming his now, to_himſelf a Kingdom for his Peoples Good.

2.

is'to, be a pure Church to him, ſuch as no Nation His pleading againﬅ his Enemies, and executing
formerly were, and as-once the yew: were his in a Juzkiice upog them.
A
Beſide, this is expounded, Chap.
_
N
the
rﬅ,
Vrﬁ
17.
The
b
in with
'
xv. 4. All Nation: ſhall tom' and wa'ſhip h'for' him, Title, Lord' God Almighty, which ails, and wex/shin:
by giving their profeſi'ed Subjection to him. It is art _u come: It was ſpoken of before, and is here
ſaid, He ſhall reign' ﬂ" mer; This is not only to applied, to ſhew, r. That God rightly taken up
ſhew the Perpctuity and Eternity of Chr-ﬅ's King 18 the Ground of Praiſe for Deliverance, as well a;
dom in it ſelf, as it is expreﬂed, Dan. ii. That 'ﬀhir the Ground of Faith and Prayer under Strzu'ts. And
Kingdom there ſhall he no end: For, even under 2. To (hew a Suitableneſs in God's Work to him:
Antichriﬅ's Highr of Tyranny this was true, our ſelf, this being a Proof that he was indeed God dl
Lord Jeſus had a Kingdom then; but this reigning rmghty, &c._ _And, 3. This ſheweth the right Way
relatcth to his viſible continuing of a Kingdom in of Thankſgivmg, which is to be led, in by the Con
'the World, ſuch as he ſeemed not to have imme lideranon of God's Works, to have right impreſ
diately before this, as may be gathered from Ver: ﬁons of his own Excellency, and alſo ſuitable Ex

peculiar Manner.

17.

In a Word, Chriﬅ hath now taken on him to preſhons of theſe.

This W'ord, V? gie? thee

have a viſible Kingdom in the World, and that ſhall Thank, implieth not only the Duty of a People for
continue without ſuch an univerſal Eciipfe by Anti ſpintualMercies; But, r. It ſupponeth an Excel
chriﬅ, or any other, to the end.
lency in the Work. 2. A Majeﬅy in the VVorker
Trust: News are proclaimed by great Voices 3. An Acknowledgment of his Hand and Grace iri

from Heaven: Which may be underﬅood either pro theperformrng of it. 4. A reckoning of themſelves
perly of the Joy 'in Heaven, and Praiſe which God obliged _to him for it. 5. A Heartineſs and Chear
getteth there for the Converſion of one Sinner, fullrfeſs in ttlite Expreſiion of this.
much more for the Converlion of Nations, or, than H
rﬅ Ground
of their
hq/ls: mien
to the: thy
greatPraiſe
Paul-2'' aictzſſiſſhjſi

(which eſpecially we reﬅ in) ﬁguratively of the

viſible Church, which is juﬅ now conﬅituted, and reigned: Y'Vhich doth imply, r. That' in the Time
the YVitneHeS ſet therein; They before this ſpoke of Antrchnﬅ's full domineering, the Lord ſeemed not
ſilently, now, with conﬁdence and Boldneſs they to reign, having had his Power obſcured by that
cry and praiſe: The rather we conceive this to be Tyranny. 2. That the Lord's having a Church in
the Voice of the Witneﬂes and faithful Miniﬅers, the World, eſpecially in any ﬂouriſhing Condition
becauſe in the Song following, we ﬁnd only men is the great Evidence of his Power and Governmen;
tion made of the Elders, and yet it is not like that in the \Vorld, and a notable Eﬀect thereof; and that
the Miniﬅers or Beaﬅs were ﬁlent, who ( Chap. it ought to be exceeding refreſhful to God's People
iv. and v. ) uſe intheir Thankſgiving to go before the when he exerciſeth his Power for having of a Church
Elders: This therefore is like to be from them, it be ip the lDayisdwhereinhethtiy live, that they mzg ſee
ing one of the delightſomeﬅ Mcſiages of the Miniﬅers nancesg
irn
on c
in t
' '
'
ouriſhing
of his.
rdi'
of the Goſpel ( ljrz. lii. 7. ) to ſay unto Sr'on, Thy God
T H z ſecond Part of their Praiſe relatet A
reigneth. 2'. The Event of this Tin/riper, is ſet forth
in theThankſgivingSong of thcſaur and twentyE/derr: Work of Juﬅice againﬅ Enemies. V-rſc 18? tgſhi:
Where, 1. Their Poﬅure is ſet down; next, their. Work of Juﬅice is ﬁve Ways amil ﬁzd and ſet forth
Praiſc. By Elder: ( ason Chap. iv. was ſhown) are r. In the Nature and High: of it, And thy man; i;
repreſented the Believers, who now alſo having got to ſome. God ſometimes ſeemeth to overſee Wronrrs
Seats again, and a viſible Profeﬃon, ( which was but he hath a Time of calling to a re'ckonirfg,
not heard of during Antichriﬅ's reign, and the when VVrath will not be delayed, as is threat:
Temples meaſuring, and the Woman's being in the 'ned by the Angel, Chap. x. 2. It is ampliﬁcd
Wildemeſs) they do alſo publickly acknowledge in reſpect of theſe on whom it came, And the
Nation:

T,-_

Chap. I t."-
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Nation: were angry : The World was in Tops with the Lord's vindicating his People from Antichriﬅ's
Chriﬅ's Church, having, Hatred againﬅ his People; T ranny, thus expreſſed ſor the Reaſons givem.
even then ſeaſonably . od triﬅeth the Vengeance, C ap. vi. 'Where his vengeance on the heatheniſh
' and that not on particular Perſons only, but on N - Perſecuters is ſet down. In Sum, it is as if they had

n'am.

3. The greatneſs of this Work is ſet forth ſaid, we thank thee ſor this Diſpenſation whereby

by the low Condition of theſe that were t0_ be deli
vered, they are called dead, as being appointed to
Dmth, and ſo accounted amongﬅ the Men of the
World; which looketh to the reviving oſ the Pro
phets formerl ſpoken of, and to that Reſurrection
of the Proſeſﬂrs, Chap. 'xx. as impoſlible and im
probable, it being no leſs Power to bring the' Church
through that deſperate-like Condition ſhe was under,
than to raiſe the Dead. The laﬅ two Ampliſicati

thy VVrath is maniſeﬅed upon Antichriﬅ, and thy

Goodneſs to thy People, and as .Maſir ſang to the
Praiſe of God, Eva-1. xv. after the Delivery from
Egypt, ſo now do we for thy Deliver-ance from
ſpiritual Egypt, Ver/i 8. on which conſideration

( Cap. xv. ) their Song is called the Song oſ A-Iyﬅr,"

and 'of the Lamb alſo: Which doth conﬁrm the
Co-incidenc oſ this Trumpet with theſe Vials.
T u r: ttird wa whereby this Event is expreſs.
ons of this Judgment are the Univerſality and Equi cd, is, by Signs, erſt 19. pointing at the ſame
oſit. Its Univerlality is expreſled, in that it is Scope, to wit, the ſpreading of Reſormation, in
called 'be time gf Judgment wherein ſimz/land great creaſe oſ Knowledge," and Wrath againﬅ Enemies.
ſhall be called to aReckoning.

It is ſaid, 'be time The ﬁrﬅ is expreſſcd in two, one of them being the

is ram', to ſhew God's appointincar of times and Eﬀect of the other. I. Andt/1: YZ/npl: ay' God was
Periods even before they come, and that every E opened in Maur/1: There is no Temple properly in
vent is beautiful in its Seaſon, and ought to be Heaven, C/mpr xxi. 22. But here is meaned the vi
welcomed by God's People in his Time. The ſible Church : The Alluſion is to the manner un
Equity and Juﬅice or' his Proceeding is tvvo ways der the Old Teﬅament in Times of univerſal Cor
expreſſed, 1. His keeping Promiſe to his own, ruption and Deſcction, ſuch as that oſ A/mz was,
Tbat time ſhou/a'cﬅ give Rtward ta thy Servant: the ( to whom in ſeveral things Antichriﬅ may well be '
Pmpbets, and to the Saints, and 'a them tbatﬁwr pnralelled )then the Temple was ſhut and the Ark
'by Name, ſmall and great. This Recompenſe of was not ſeen. Again, in the time oſReformation,
Grace, is called a Reward. a. Becauſe God hath ſuch as the Days oſ Hazel-ral] were, the ﬁrﬅ Step
knit it to his Promiſe and tied himſelf by Grace was the opening oſthe Temple, 2 Cbrm. xxix. 3.
to the performing of it. , 2. Becauſe he accounteth and the People had again Acceſs to the publick Ser

himſelf bound by the Right he hath given them to
it. 3. Becauſe he alloweth it in Liew of the former
Suﬀerings and Aﬃictions which they lay under:
The Prophet; are ﬁrﬅ named to be recompenſed,

vice;

So here in Antichrrﬅ's Time, the Temple is

ſhut, the Service of God is diſhaunted, and in God's
ſecret way the Temple is meaſured by ſora ſaw,
and the Teﬅimony is ſealed up to the Diſciplos:

becauſe both their Work and Suﬀer-intr is greateﬅ :

Now the Days aſterthe Witneﬂcs reviving ſhall be
Then all his Saints' follow, even mal! and great; as the Days of Hezeh'ab, the Temple ſhall be open

there are none who endeavour. faithfully to keep ed, and there ſhall be a publick pure Proſeſlion oſ
The ſeconilExpreſlion, is, Air-1 there
be and obſcurc their Placebe, that ſhall miſs of were ſten in bis 'ſimple the vſrk ry" bis Zy'lmmt:
"the Recompcnſe when God's Time of rewarding The Ark was in the moﬅ holy, and the ſeeing oſ it,
cometh, and this looketh particularly to the ſuﬀer importeth a rgreater Increaſe oſ Knowledge. lVc
ing Prophcts, formerly mentioned, Vwﬁ 4, 5, &it. may conſider it two Ways which will agree in one,
who are now vindicated, when God maketh it ap either, I. As it was typical of Chriﬅ, ſo' it ſig-'
pear there isa Reward for the Rizzhteous, andma niﬁeth that Jeſus Chriﬅ who under Popery was ob
God that judgeth in the Earth, as, PſaI. lvtn. ſcured by Superﬅitions, multitude of Mediators,
and it is this Judgment which principally is_rclated merit of Works, (52. and was ſcarce diſcernable to
their Garments clean, how mean ſocvertheir Parts the Goſpel.

unto.

2. _It is exp'reſiizd in the E uity or' his Pro

ceed'

1' d his Enemies, 'ba cﬅrayed, or cor

People, now not only is the Tenyle Door opened,
but as it is, Iſh. xxv. 6. The

ail is drawn by,

' '
t
erth; here God meeteth them in their and Chriﬅ Jeſus the true' Ark beeometh diſcern
of; . ii;- ure. Which is articularly marked i'n able and viſible in the Eﬃmcy of his Otlicesz Or,
.ﬂﬃ'za
outJuﬅice
of thedoth
Vianot
s, principally
Chap. xvi.
5, 6.
'þſi'ﬄ £..oſ
rclate
to we may conſider, t Ark as it included the Law,

therefore it is here ca ed the zſrk 'of/21? What/rent,
Trxi Flhdgment, as the Scope doth clear; but to_ 'ſo it implicth, that the Word of God 'formerly
Q_q q
vail:l
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An EXPOSITION of the

Vail'ed to the People, vſo as they durﬅ not read it

Chap. at.

who
not Chriﬅians,-butand
theth'epurging
the
DroſsareofAntichriﬅianiſm,
pra'tſilicalaway
adhering

nor have it in their own Tongue: Now by this
Reſormation it is become familiar to them, they to the Purity and Power of the Goſpel, even as
hear it in their own Language, may read it in their there was great Odds amongﬅ the yew: in the re
Family, carry it aboutwith them. The Vengeancc covering of them from their groſſetl: Defection, and
of God againﬅ Enemies is ſet forth in theſe Words, the Admiﬃon of Paga'u into the Church.
and there were Light/rings, l/oim, Nundrings, and
N s I 'r a a R can it be inferred from this, either
an Eartþquah, and great Hail; Expreſſtons that that then the Church of Rome was, and ſo is now
are uſed Chap. vi. when the great temporal Judg a true Church, or that we have our Ordination from
ment of God againﬅ heatheniſh Perſecuters is con it, and are beholden to Antichriﬅ for that. This
ſumated; it is alſo mentioned. Chap. xvi. We take ﬁrﬅ is much urged by Papiﬅs' in this Dilzmma, Ei
this to be the general Hint of what the ſeven ther the Church oſ Ram: was the true Church, and'
Vials afterwards expreſs, as is ſaid: For, Chap. ſo there ought not to have been a Separation from
xv. 5, 6. immediately aſter the opening of the it; or (he was not the true Church, and ſo there
Temple, the ſeven Angels with the Vials come forth, was none for man Years, except ſhe b_e acknow
as being formerly kept up, now they appear. _ 0 ledged for ſuch. To this weanſwer, 1. By diﬅin

B Y this ſimilitude of apt/zing the Tﬂmp/z, this '15 guiſhing the Church from Antichriﬅ and his Wor
ſet forth, that as in the Jewiſh Times during their ſhip brought into the Church, and added to the
greateﬅ Defections, there was ﬅill ſome Temple and Ordinances thereof for obſcuring the \Vorſhip of
Church, and at the Time of Reformation there was Chriﬅ. There is a true Church that is the Subject,
no new Temple built, nor new Circumciſion lllſtl* that is not denied, on which Antichriﬅ uſurpeth,
tuted nor Prieﬅs appointed, but Corruptions _were and as an extrinſick Accident ſetteth himſelf down
removed, and the Temple and Prieﬅs put again to in that Temple, yet is the Temple and Church now
their own proper Uſe and Duty ; ſo, during the De diﬀerent from his Additions, as the Temple of the
fection of Antichriﬅ, there ſhould ﬅill beaChurch, yew: was from the corruptions that were acci
Temple, Ordinances, and Miniﬅers; and that the dentally brought in upon it in the times of Corrup
bringing of the Goſpel again to publick in the tion. Thus, the word of God,,Sacraments, Pray
World after that, ſhould not be by crccting a new er, Ordination, &ﬁr. are continued, which' are as the
Church and new Ordinances or appointing new Oﬃ material Worſhip of God, and, as ſuch, are not
cers, but ſhould be by the. purging away of the for Antichriﬅian. The adding of Traditions to that'
mer corruptions and applying 'of the Ordinances and Word, putting of falſe Gloſſes on it, corrupting of
Oﬃcers-to their own former Uſe: For, it is the the Sacraments by luperﬅitious and idolatrous Ad
ſame Temple after Reformation which was before, ditions, praying to Saints and Images, erecting an
but now it isopened; the Woman ( Chap. xii. ) An-tichriﬅian Hierarclry in the lace of Ordinati--'
is the ſame under Perſecution, while ſhe is the Wil on, and theſe who ſhould be
ﬃcers in Chriﬅ's'
derneſs during the 1160. Days, that ſhe was be Houſe, and many ſuch like things, Theſe are Anti
fore her ﬁeeing, and continueth to be the ſame after Chriﬅian indeed, and may, as we ſee', be ſeparated
her Return from the \Vilderneſs ; only that which from the former. Again, 2. We may diﬅinguiſh

'by Antichriﬅ's Additions was 'ailed and corrupted,

Profeſlors, who are either ſuch as receive the com

now by their Removal becometh more viſible and plete 'Worſhip of the Popiſh Church, receiving indeed
pure. Upon this Ground it is that the reviving the Scriptures, but with ſuch Traditions and Gloﬂes,
again of Religion is commonly called Reſormation, as do upon the Matter, make the commands of God'
not as bringing in any thing new, but as purging of none Eﬀect, that pray, but to Angels, Saints,
what formerl was corrupted. Upon this Ground Images, &52. that uſe Sacraments, but withal 'their

Baptiſm continueth to b'e Baptiſm though tranſmit ſuperﬅitious and idolatrous Additions, and ſo in all
ted through them, and a Miniﬅry continueth to be other things. Or, they are ſuch who cloſe with'
aMiniﬅry, except we ſay there were no Ordi the Materials ( to ſay ſo ) that are abuſed in Popery,
nances and Miniﬅers before the time of Reſormation, and ſo abandon all theſe deﬅructive Additions, that'

and ſo no Church which isexpreſly contrary to the is, who' acknowledge the Truth of the 'Goſpel,
Scope and Letter of this and the following Chapters. and the way of free Grace,' and hate their Merit of '
From this alſo it appeared', there needeth no new Works, Satisfactions, Pennances, Ul- who receive
Conﬅitution. of a Church that is brought from Po the Sacramcnts, but abominate their-Tranſubﬂantia
pcry, ſuch as might be called for from Heathens tion, Maſs, and all that depcndoth-on theſe, that'
pray -

Chap. 11.
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pray to the true God in the Name of Jeſus Chriﬅ, of their adhering to the former Purity:

And ſo by
and abhore their Idolatries, &Ft. ſo in other things. them the Qreﬅion where the true Church during
Now, in the Application we ſay, I. That if we that Time is to be, is anſwered, thus, It is under
conſider the popiſh Church in the large Extent Antichriﬅ but not of that Defcction ; his Church is
thereof, properly, and its Worſhippers or Members the Company of theſe that ſhill decline from their
that without Choice drink in their Doctrine com former Purity; the true Church are the few here
plexly' as it is holden out by them, and worſhip and there that ſhall retain it. And thus generally
according to theſe Principles; in that Senſe, the they expound the '1Vomanﬅeeing, Chap. xii. ( which
popifh Church is no Church of Chriﬅ, but is truly to them alſo belongeth to that Time) to be no
Antichriﬅian; and theſe two cannot ﬅand together, local Mutation of the Church, but a decay of her

to be Antichriﬅ's Church and Chriﬅ's Spouſe at _conſpicuouſneſs and Beauty; by the Deſection of the
andRemzſi/l:
the overſpreading
Antichriﬅia
one Time; But if we conſider the Church' mate great
niſm, Part,
and the
do illuﬅrate of
it thus,
thatas
rially, as diﬅinguiſhed from theſe Additions of Anti
chriﬅ in her Miniﬅers and Members, concurring in now in England the Church may be ſaid to be ﬁed in
the Faith of the true Doctrine, and in Practice and reſpect of what it was, and the publick Face of
Worſhip, accordingly hating and abominating theſe things; yet, as there are in it many true Profeſſors
Superﬅitions, and idolatrous Corruptions and Inven who are not ofthat Church, but adhere to the Ro
tions; we ſay, that wasthe true Church of Chriﬅ, 'ni/h; So, ſay they, will it be in Antichriﬅ's Time;
which did not receive theſe, but keeped the for and may not now that ſame be more rationzilly ſaid
mer Principles materially both in Faith and Practice: of the true Church even in theſe Times and places
And therefore it will follow only on the former where Popery hath, covered the publick Face of all.
T H E ſecond Objection may be cleared alſo
Objection, that that Church on which Popery ob
truded her ſelf, and which yet did nbhor it, that was from what is ſaid, That we have not our Miniﬅry

athe true Church ; which we grant: But that asdiſ and Ordination from Antichriﬅ, more than we have
tinctly conſidered as pure from their Antichriﬅian the Word and Sacraments from him, although
'Inventions, at leaﬅ ſo,far as Antichriﬅian. Now, through their Hands the Lord did convey them to
from the Church which retained the Foundation, us; but wehave theſe from the Lord, whoſe Ordi
and did adhere to the Doctrine and VVorſhip that is nances they are, and to whom we are obliged for
in the Word, we did never ſeparate, nor from thoſe purging them from Antichriﬅian Corruptions, and
that continued ſo ; but did ſeparate from the Anti tanſmitting them pure ro us, which Antichriﬅ would
chriﬅian Church that did obſcure and corrupt theſe never have done. Neither can it be thought ﬅrange
and would neither amend them themſelves, nor that we ſhould have Ordinzition and Ordinances
ſuﬀer others to do ſo : And this Separation is ne tranſmittcd to us through Antichriﬅ's Reign, conﬁ
ceſſary and called for by that Command, Comeout deringthat there were ſuch, even in his Time. Now,
of her my People, Chap. xviii. and without this we muﬅ either deny that any ſuch were during that
there had been no Communion kept with that which long Time, which is abſurd and contrary to the
was the true Church of God, who although for Scope here; or, we muﬅ ſay, that it is more im

a Time ſhe did live in that babyloniſh Captivity, poſſible for us to continue Ordination and Ordinances
was yet never of that Communion: And both in a diﬅinct ſeparate way, from Antichriﬅ, ( as we
theſe, to wit, that there were ever ſome ſuch who through God's Goodneſs have them now, ) and not
kept the Foundation, and did reject the popiſh In to be obliged to him for them, or not to have them
Eventionsrand that they in ſo far jo ned not with derived from him, than it was to the Miniﬅers and
them, and ſo had not Fellowſhip wit Antichriſt and Church that lived while he was in his Highr. For,
his VVorks of Darkneſs, but did reprove them, we if we ſay that their Ordination and Ordinances were

ſuppoſe is clear from what is already ſaid. 'Neither Antichriﬅian, then ſhall we have no Chriﬅian
ought the Papiﬅs to think this ﬅrange, that we ap<
'ply ſuch Diftinctions to the Church under the true
Antichriﬅ, conſidering that they uſe the ſame in re
ference to the Time of their forged Antichriﬅ, who,

Church; il we ſay they wcrc Chriﬅian, though
ſometimes coming through impure Hands, becauſe
they ſeparated what was Antichriﬅan from them 5
ſo that may be ſaid here alſo, and ſo it is. Uſe
ſay they, ſhall ovcrrun the Church, and by Idola therefore apply theſe Diﬅinctions here, and ſay,
tries and Violence cover the Face thereof 3 yet ſhall that we may conſider our Ortlination materially in
there be a true Church who ſhall not be locally ſe it ſelf, or complexly in reſpect of its_additionals,

parated from him and his Followers, but in reſpect
-I

Qq q 2
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A), Ea'P o s I-Tro
N of 'be
certainly is more than

ChapCities,
at."
canſſ be ſaid' of other

and the former Church in Reſpect of the Multi
tude who declined, or the few that kccpcd their where yet he might have many: Therefore it
Garments, and were notAntichriﬅian. If we con muſt be ſo here. 3. Theſe Kingdom become his

ſider Ordination and Ordinances materially, ſo we as once the K_indom and Nation of the Jews were
have them from the true Church and Prophcts that his in a peculiar Manner; for, this ſeemeth to relate
were during Antichriﬅ's Reign, and our Church to the Lord's Manner 'of calling the Jewiſh Nati
ſucceedcth them: And although it deſcend by the on 5 and as they were his, ſo ſhall theſe Nations be
Church under Antichriﬅ, yet is not Antichriﬅian, his, 'ſeeing no other ſo clear parallel can be given of
more than ſhe was Antichriﬅian, as is ſaid. Again, expoundrng here a Kingdom becoming the Lord's 5
if we conſider Ordination complexly, in which Senſe "ſo"_ [ſide]
_ is called bis Mztiam, Iſh. li. 4.. It is
only it is Antichriſiian, ſo we have not Ordination this will not hold in typical and ceremonial thtihz?
derived to us from her, becauſe we have none ſuch but in thrngs_ common, and eſſential to a nationai
at all. It is not enough to make Ordination and Church, it will, as we may conclude the Relation
Ordinances Antichriﬅian, that the' be ſo, or by of a particular Perſon to God now, by parallelinor
ſuch tranſmitted, as the former inſtance of the it with the particular Relation between God and
Church in that Time, and what is formerly ſaid one of the jeu-r, though it could not be extended
doth clear, but that they be tranſmitted as ſuch to what lS typical and ceremonial in that Reſpect.
cornplexly: Now, theſeare not as ſuch tranſmit g. The (Zppolſitiogs makpth it clear, Nations now
led to us, Therefore cannot be called Antichriﬅian. chriﬅ's,
ecome tthat
e is,or

as

ormerlY they were Arm'

B a s 1 D 1: this, we may draw 'ſome Conclu

they give now the Proſeſſron of'
ﬁons from this Song, the ﬁrſt whereof is this, That Purity by 'a publick Acknowledgmcnt'as formerly

a national Church is not only not inconſiﬅent with they gave it to the Bcaﬅ; now the reject him
the' ﬂouriſhing Eﬅate of the Goſpel in the World, and take Chriﬅ in his Room, but the rﬅ was done
with it; yea, is a manifeﬅ. natronally, 5. Nations become now the Lord's as
Proof of it, and a great Ground of rejoycing to they were not his before; for thus the O ſt"I
God's People and of Praiſe to him. for clcaring is to be underﬅood alſo, but,that was inpﬁzſpgiflilc

but is conccmitant

and conﬁrming whereof, we may conſider, I. That of the complex Body the generality of them 5 and
by Nations and Kingdom: here, is meaned the gene
rality and Body of ſuch Kingdoms and Nations.
2. That by being the Lmſh here, is meaned a ſpe
cial Church-'ſtate and Relation: 'Which two being
anade out, it will conſequently appear that what we
call a national Church ( which is the Combination
of a Nation as one unto God) cloth well ſuit the.
Time of Antichriﬅ's Fall, and of the Goſpel's ﬂou
riſhing.

if now the Phraſe be, ſuch a. Nation is not the

Lord's', becauſe the generality and complex Body
do not publlliclzly acknowledge him, Then on the
contrary,
arions becomin
h'
mu Big-t
'
his
having ahis publick
W'orſhipg ndsdonallyt

them. _6. Nations now are to become his, and t;

be admitted to the Church under. the Goſpel as
they were formerly ſecludod before Chriﬅ came; in

the Fleſh, _Pſiz[. cxlvii. T/uu bq/r' not dmIrſh wit/7

T H a ﬁrﬅ, to wit, that by Kingdom: here, or awry Nation, &Ft. but that which was peculiar to
Nations, Chap, xv. _4. are not to be underﬅood the Jew: then, from which other Nations were
ſome
fewBody
of a ofthem,
Kingdom may
or Nation,
genera
lity and
appear,butſiI. the
From
the excluded, was not in reſpect of particular Perſons

ofeNatrons; for, even many Gmriltr were admitted.

Scope, which clearly is this, to ſet out the larg

with [ſme/ to the Church, but the Diﬀerence was

neſs of the Extent of the Houriſhing of the Goſpel,. in reſpect of the collective Body of other Nations,..
or the Inlargment or wonderful Extent of the Church. none whereof were ſo admitted.
. We
after Antichriﬅ's begun Ruin. If it were but ſome few, ſider_ this Phraſe of Nations and Kir7igdomsntligircchz
there u ould be no ſuch Ground oſPraiſe, nor no ſuch coming Chriſt's here, as it clearly reſpecteth the ma
Diﬀercnce from what was before, even then, ſome ny Prornilcs and Propheſies that went before of cal*
of Nations and Kingdoms were the Lord's.
' ling Nations to him; this is marked as the fulﬁl
2. Kingdom, becoming his, is to be underſtood hng of theſe Promiſes, whereby great things have
as the like Phraies uſed of Cities and Families, their been expected by the People of God, and they cannot
becoming his; but that doth import not only ſome be looked on but as holding forth more ground ofjoy
of ſuch a Family or City, but the whole or than can be gathered from the Converſion of Parts of
generality of them, as Inﬅances will clear. See Krngdoma. Conſider theſe two ſiplaces, the ﬁrﬅ is
what isſaid of Lydda and Say-an Act: ix. 35. Vv'hich
Ram.
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Ram. x. 119. cited out of Deut; xxxii. 21. [will Nations, it being a Warrant to invite, diſciple, and
pra-wi: tbm to yea/eaſie by tbm tbat are m People, gather in a whole Nation: And altho' ſometime'
and by aﬂo/i/b Nation will I anger you. Where in the Event, but ſome of Kingdoms and Nations
I. That this provoking are gathered in; yet it cannot be-ſaid that upon ſup
poſition that a whole Kingdom or Nation ſhould
ing them for their contempt, when, as It is Mattb. yield, but they might be by this Warrant received
xxi.
they ſhall ſee the Kingdom of God, and and admitted ; even as by this'W'arrant Indeﬁnitcly
National Church-ﬅate tranſlated from them-toil the Call and Oﬀer is made to all the Nation in comv- ſ

two Things are obſervable,

of Iﬅad by a Nation, is ſomewhat penal, puniſh

their

.

_

another People and given unto a Nation who' ſhall
nationally'be inveﬅed with their Priviledges, as m
graſted in their Room. 2. That the end thereof
is to provoke them to jealouſie, when they ſhall
ſee a whole Nation, nationally owned of God (which

'mon. And altho' not one ſhould yield, >yet this
Commiﬃon and Warrant'ſheweth it is neither incon
ſiﬅent with the Goſpcl to call a Nation, nor to admit

them upon the former Suppolition.
to. Ttrts Phraſe, Kingdom: or N'rtionr are lb.
muﬅ diﬀer,and
ſeemeth
expreſly
'to Irzg/Z
be con
the eﬅeemed to-be their peculiar Priviledge ) and Lord's
tradiﬅinguiſhed
from that,
Chap
v. 'Iſi/mur!
acknowledged by him in their Room 5 the calling
of articular Perſons of Nations could not be ſo ef dmmd m' out of all Natiom, (Bright-r, Kz'lzdreds,
ſectual either to anger or provoke them, ſeeing that and yet that will take in ſome ofNations (liﬅributive
hath-been common to gll Times. The ſecgmd ly; this therefore muﬅ include more: And conſi
ace isahdſſiﬃw'a
Ia. xix. Ver:
, 19,the
23, Lord's
24, 25. People,
w ere dering that this ſpeaketh of a viſible Church-ﬅate,
Pap?
arſe Icalled
and that of the Elect and Redeemed only, there is
even. as Iſrael is; and that muﬅ be nationally con Reaſon that the Expreſiion ſhould he more broad,
and apparently it relateth to that, ſo that as our
ſidered,
'
_
_
'
8. TAKE this'place'as including the ne-ingraſttng Lord will have his Redeerned gathered out of Nati
again of the J'cws ( as no Queﬅion it doth, ſeeing ons and will take none univerſally ſor ſuch, yet to
their incoming belongeth to the ſame 'time ) 'It lS be a Church in which he will erect his Ordi
moﬅ probable like that their Church wtllbe'nanonal nanccs he will call Nations, collectively conſider
in the former reſpect, I. If we conſider theſe Ex ed.
F o a the' ſecond, that by being tbe'LarJ's here
preſiions, Rom; xi. 26. All Mad ſhall be ſizwd,
which is certainly in Oppoſition to the Parccls of is meaned a ſpecial Church-ﬅate and Relation to
them, and ſingular Perſons whom God called, and him by viſible Profeﬃon and conſequently that which
continued in his' Church, even when the Body of we call anzttional Church doth belong to this time

them 'is-broken oﬃ

2. They may be' expected to'be of the Goſpeljs riſing, and Antichriﬅ's fall, will be

inoraſted-into that eﬅate they fell from; ſ0r_,.ſa1th
he? Rom. xi. They ſhall be grafted m agamxbut
that Eﬅate was their national _Church-ﬅate-relanon,
and apparently had they reccwed the Goſpel, they

clear, if wc conſider theſe particulars, r. That to be
tbe Lord's here is not to be his as all the World is;

for, ſo were they alway, this is ſome peculiar Thing.

Nor, 2. 73 be tbe Lard? here, isit to be his by ſaving.
had continued a national Church to God, andinot Faith, That will not' agree' to' a whole Nation, nei
loﬅ their former Priviledge, tho' it had not continu ther to the Scope, which'is to. ſhew a viſible and

ed to be typical, or peculiar to them. 'Now,th_is publick Church-ﬅate'and Condition.

It is then ta

which they fell from, was not from being pſlVl

be bis, 1. By viſible'Profeſſron of Faith in him, and

ledged with particular Churches; _ſor we may ſeexby
the Epiſtle to the Hebrews and Hiﬅory oſ the ſicts,
that after their Rcjection, there were particular
Churches among them. It would ſeem therefore that
their ingrafting muﬅ be as brgad as, and ot the ſame
NatilrTms
Ne tcIgx'ingdcms
ewith ,Phraſe,
their break-in
o .
, oft-(air H'orld are

a publick Church-Relation between Chriﬅ and them,

as Iſrad is often called'his Nation, I/d. li. 4. tho'
all in it were not converts.v Now, it is not only
Iſratl, but other Nations alſo that are ingmfted and
come in their place, Ram' xi. 24.- Again, 2.- 75 be

tbe Lords, it is to be his as once they were not
his, but Antichriﬅs, bearing his Mark, worſhipping
become thev Kingdom by" our Lmid'ﬂr, is to be under him, as Chap. xiii. The oppoſition is clear, they
ﬅood with reſpect to the Comnnſhp'n given to the that were under the \Vhorc are now turned to
Apoﬅlcs for calling in Nations and kingdoms, ſo that Chriﬅ. 3. They arethe Lord's as Families and
this is marked as the Fruit and Succeſs of that: But Cities in the Act: are ſaid to be his; but that is
that Commiſſion, Alattb. xxviii. Go, Dzjnpſe all to be Churches, as the" Lord ſpeaketh to Paul at

Þhtimahc. looketh to the Body and gcnerahty of

Epbtſur,

l
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Epbeſitr, I have mar/2 People in this plate, that is, a
ﬂouriſhing, numerous Church to be converted here

Chap. u.

t'he growing of a Rent amongﬅ them: Which
certainly ſheweth u's, that Churches in one Nation

by thy Miniﬅry, who being gathered, become a have Danger: common to them all, which are not
Church, Rm. ii.I. and ſo aPeoples being the Lord's, ſo to others, and Duties lying on them reſpectivcly
is their becoming a Church; and therefore when a and Rents and ﬅrivings wherewith they peculiarh:r

Nation is ſaid to be theLords, it is equivalent as are bitten and devoured. It ſheweth alſo there was
a Church to the Lord,* ſome peculiar Unity to be rent, ſome greater Tyc
as theſe in Epbeſiu are written unto, Rt-u. ii. I. and Union that made them as one Lump to be in
OUT of all which may be concluded, If it be Hazard; and ſome Ground giving them acceſs to
all one to ſay, that Nations ſhall be the Lord's, go united] about theſe Dnties (which otherwiſe
and Natjons ſhall be Churches, Then the Scripture wereimpo ible to them ) ſome way peculiar to them
doth aﬂert national Churches in the Days of the m that one Nation more than with others that were
Goſpel,-not only as conſiﬅent with the Goſpels not oſ it; Aaſw. 3. The Scripture exprelly calleth
Adminiﬅration, but as an evident Commendation of the Churches of Yud'a by one Church, which ap
it; But the ﬁrﬅ is true ﬁrom this place: And parently was that ſame with the Church of fern/ai
therefore the laﬅ alſo; for, aSongis given to God [m and having the ſame Oﬃcers; for, It is not like
that all the Believers reckoned in Jeraſalzm, dweli
ſor it.
THERE are ſome objections to be removed, the in the Town.
Bu-r it is clear, I. That Churches which Paul
ﬁrﬅ whereof, is, That there is no mention made of
any national Church in the New Teﬅament ; ym, perſecuted was one Church, Acts viii. 3. But that
where ſundry Families and Churches of one Nation was eſpecially the Church of the yea/r, not a par
are converted, they are ﬅiled Churches, and not one ticular Congregation of them, but all that called
Church, ſo may it be here. Air/w. I. It will not on Chriﬅ's Name, Act: ix. r. 2. 14.. whatever
be ſaſe in ſome things to ﬅick literally to words, they were all of that W'ay, ix. 21. eſpecially Jew:
ſo as none other may be admitted but what is ex whereſore he hath Letters and Authority from m;

-to ſay, that Nation is

preﬂy in the Letter if the Thing be written; ſor, High-Prieﬅ whichreached not to Gentiln ( ſor the
the Church being then inits inſancy, it is no Matvel
that no whole Nations or Kingdoms were convert
ed, and ſo could not be called by that Name, ſeeing
that Magiﬅrates who are prime Parts, were long
after that, the Churches Enemies: And though a

High-Prieﬅ had not Authority over them) and he
entered in Synagogues to perſecute, yet that Church
which he perſecuted was the Churches in judea,
who, upon his Converſion ſrom Perſecution, are
ſaid immediately to have reﬅ, Cap. ix. 31. compare

minor Part he called by Churches, and not by the with it, Act: xxvi. 9, to, 11, or. Yea from that
we may argue,
T H E Church which Paul did perſecute, was a

Name of the Nation, it is no marvel, ſeeing the
Nation and Church were not of equal Extent,
and in that reſpect the Church was not national.
zlnſw. 2. Yet the equivalent is in the New Teﬅa
ment, two YVays, 1. When many Churches in
one City are called the Church of that City, as

one Church, Chap. viii. 3.

But that comprehend

ed all the yew: oſ that Way, and the Churches of

all Judea, Stmmria and Galilit, as appeareth, Ver/2
1, 2. 31. Chap. ix. Therefore they are one Church.
j'truſa/zm, drain/1, Epbeſa, Corinth, which were Or thus, If the Churches of' " udea may be one, there
moe than one congregation: And may it not by may be a national Church, ut they are one. Theſe
the ſame Reaſon be given to many Churches of who had reﬅ by his Converſion, are the ſame who
aNation as well; compare r Corinth. i. 2. with were troubled by his Perſecution 3 for that C/mp ix.
xiv. 34. it will be ſound that one Church had 31. lS mentioned as aFruit of Paul's Converſion;
moe in it. 2 It is equivalent when many Churches But theſe who had reﬅ are many Churches, and theſe
of one People, are upon the matter, counted as who are perſecutcd are but one. Ergo theſe many,
one, and called one in the New Teſlamcnt, ſo the are one, and that one is many.
Hebrtws are all, when they are written to, called
TAKE one other place, Gal. i. compare Verſt
one Houſe, Hlþ. iii. 6.

yet had many Oﬃcers,

13, 22, 23, 25.

There is one Church ſpoken ofI/tr.

Hzb. xiii. 17. and the viſible Church only is the 13. there are Churches oſ Yudm ſpokenof [ſer/gan.
Object of writting, and by Peter, one Flock, 1 Per. and yet both are one, thereſoreit muﬅ mean as much
v. 1, 2, 3. and the Churches oſGaIatia are called one as the Church oſyudm. Theſe Churches ofj'udta are
Lump, Chap. v. and written unto, in Common to many Churches to whom Paul was unknown 3 But
cut oﬀ them that troubled them, and to prevent theſe Churchesweretbeſe whom Paulpcrſccuted ( ſay
they

Chap. ui '
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they I/'erﬅ 2'3. H'tbat per/ctured us, that is, Us that Reſpect their Priviledges were leſs by Chriﬅ;
the Churches. Erga that one Church whom he per- coming than formerly. 4. Nation: here are to be

ſecuted, I/Zrſi 13. was the Church of the Jews, underﬅood in Reſerence to the Promiſe, Gan. xii.
including the Churches of Yud'a.
In thy ﬅtd ſhall all Nation: be bltﬃz-L: And it"
N 2 1 'r H r; R will itbe of Force to ſay, this Children cannot be ſecluded there, but that Bleſſmg
maketh the Church national as it was proper to the muﬅ be underﬅood to reach them, why ſhould

Jaw, becauſe for a'Nation to be aChurch, diﬀer- they

be excluded here, or in that Commiﬃon

eth from makingthe Church national, or proper and ( Mart/2. xxviii. ) to go and baptize Nm'am, ſeeing
peculiar to that Nation, which was the Jew: PllVi- that is the Proclamation of the fulﬁlling of the for
ledge beyond all Nations: Neither is it good reaſon- mer Promiſe and muﬅ be expounded by it? 5.

ing, Perſonsare of ſucha Nation and Stock, there- When Judgment: are threatned on Nations, or'
fore of the Church, as if it followed that Seed be when it is ſaid that Nations ſhall be brought to

what they will, it may be doubted if Iſi'acſ was ſo; Judgment, it doth ever comprchend the Children
But this is good reaſoning, ſucha Nation have given
and in ged themſelves to Chriﬅ, Therefore they
area C urch. Again, in that Reſpect aCity or Family is not more conſiﬅent with the Goſpel to be a
Church than a whole Nation; for, no. particular
City or Family have Promiſes beyond others, under
the Goſpcl, yet an City or Family becoming Chriﬅians, becometh a hurch, and all their Members are'

with the reﬅ; and by what Reaſon then can they
be excluded here in this Priviledge?
A N n if this be granted, then will their Baptiſm
be eaſily evinced; for, to' be 'be Lord's here, is not
to be reﬅricted to being his by Faith ſavingly, as is
ſaid, but looketh mainly to being his by a viſible
Profeﬃon, diſcriminating them from others who are
not his: And how can that be without Baptiſm?

Church-members; and what more is pleaded-ſor, Or, is there any other diſcriminating Seal for Chil
or can bedenied unto Nations ? Neither can it be drcn P Or can they be his as Members of his viſible
excepted,.that a Nationare many, for many Profeſ- Church, and neither be baptized nor have Right

for: are promiſedſito Chriﬅ, and

an Evidence of to it?

his Reign by their Multitude, as their-Furity or Holineſs is another, when joyned together.

'A G AIN, we may thus argue. If Nationsbe to be
diſcipled and baptized, then are Children to be baptized

H r r' c a alſo ſecondly we may from the for- and that b vertue of that Command and Commiſſi
mer Grounds argue for the baptizing of Children, on, [Mart . xxviii. But the former is true, Nations
thus. If whole Kingdoms and Nations may in a' are tobe baptized. Ergo, That which needeth to be
peculiar Manner beChurches to Chriﬅ under the made out here, is, that under Nations, Children

Goſpcl,.and'it be Chriﬅ's Glory to have it ſo, then are to be included, and'that in that Commiſiion ;
are manyChildrcn to be baptized; But the former which may be thus evinced, If under every Conſide

is true.

Ergo, &Ft. The Conſrquence will appear ration of a Nation, Children are to be included,

by conſidering theſe two, t. That under Mrtiam then they muﬅbeincluded htzrealſo: For, we can
Zzzramiirg the Mrds, Children muﬅ be comprehended not conceive ofa'Nation, as conſidered either col

and be his alſo. 2. That by becoming his viſibly lcctivelyinſingu/isgmmm, or diﬅributively, in ge
in aChurch-ﬅate and Relation, there is an actual ner-Haut ſingu/a'mm, But Children muﬅ-be conſidered

Right to the Sacrament of Baptiſm, as a viſible as aprime conﬅituent Part, as may be ſeen in al] the
Badge
that t.Relation.
former Acceptions
of Nations
mentioned,
F o Rofthe
we ſay, if Nation: be Chriﬅ'cts, then Children
are included-'in
them all,thatandarewe
may ſay
Children muﬅ be his; they area. great Part of every' muﬅ be included in this very Commillion, Go, tear/2
Nation, and are included under all'thc former Ac- all Nations, aniþaptizt tbm, 1. Becauſe this Com

ceptions;
ſorts in a

ea, although it were but ſome of allſimiﬃonreſpecteth particularly God'sPromiſe to Abra
ation, yet even in that Senſe Children l'am, Gm. xii. 3. That in his Seed, that is in Chriﬅ,

could not be excluded; no Nation will be his, if not only the Nation of the * no! that ſhould come of
Children be not his. 2. Theſe Nations come in the him ſhould be bleſied, but a l Natimr; and this Com

Room of the Jews, but their Children were a great ' miſliorr is, as if the Apoﬅles were told now, that that

part of that Church. 3. Nation: there take in the is to be fulﬁlled, and the Partition is taken down, as
Jews re-ingraſting in what they fell from', but was ſaid to Abraham when the Goſpcl was preached
they and their Children were broken oﬀ. Be- to him,*Gal. iii. 8. and ſoas was promiſed then, that'

ﬁde, if the yew: had not their Children reﬅored the Bleſſing that was to come by Chriﬅ ſhould
to covenant with them, it might ſeem-that in'

"

not
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3. If by thisCom-vK

notbeconﬁned to one Nation, but 'ſhould be ex

This therefore muﬅ alſo doſo.

tended to many, now accordingly it is fulﬁlled; We miſiion one might baptize a whole Nation and en
muſt therefore expound Nations here, as it is in the church them, Then muﬅ the Children be ſo alſo;
ﬁrﬅ Promiſe; but in that Promiſe under all Natianr, For, the Nation were not a baptized Nation, if Chil

muﬅ be underſtood Children: Otherways we' muſt dren,w_ere notſoﬄ, But the former hath been for
ſay, that Children have no Right to the Bleﬂing by merly cleared, that this doth warrand Miniﬅers as
Chriﬅ, and that his Purchaſe hath no Inﬂuence on they are called to preach to any Nation, and, upon
making any of them bleſled: Which is abſurd. their Submiﬂion to the Goſpel, to baptize them al

And if the Bleſling be derived to them by Chriﬅ, ſo 5 and altho' 'the Eﬀect followed not alway, yet
it muſt be derived to them as they are contained upon Suppoſition that it do, this is a Warrant, as
*
'
in that Promiſe, and ſo as the are included under hath been ſaid.
that collective Expreſſron atim, that being the Laﬅly, IF all Diſciples ought to be baptized, and
great Charter of their Title: And if under that if ſuch who are ca ble to be Church-members ought
Title the inward Bleſſing be derived, wh ma r not to be ſealed, and at by vertue of this Commiſſion,

the external initiaring seal and Priviledge An cer Then ought Children to be ſealed: Theſe two are
tainly by this Collcctwe, it would ſeem that many knit together, zI/ﬅr'pll them ( as the 'Word is) and
moe are to be admitted to Baptiſm, than to the
Lord's Supper, there being no ſuch Warrant given
in ſuch Expreilions for that as for this, Children then
muſt be included in it. 2. By this Commiﬃon all
Nations are to be taken in as the Jews were former

baptiz' them : And none can deny this Conſequence,
but Children of believing Parents are Diſciples, and
are capable' to be Church-members. This ariſeth
from what hath been ſaid, thus, If a Nation may

be enchurched to God, Then Children are capable
ly, for by this the Jewiſh Priviledge is not leſſened, to be Church-members, Children being a prime Part

but the Partition is declared to be removed, and of a Nation, as hath been ſaid; But a Nation m

other Nations with them to be admitted to ſhare of be the Lords, and a Church and Diſciples to him,
theſe Priviledges which the Jewiſh Nation formerly therefore may Children be ſo alſo 5 and therefore

did peculiarly enjoy 5 But that extended to Children. ought to be baptized.

Pa'

i

Concerning t/zt mﬄz'tuting of true Claw-rim by Rgﬂrmatim out a"
ſit/2 as bar/e lzmz corrupt,
HZRDLY, From this it followeth, that a

becauſe to them they and the Ordinances which

T.

People, or Perſons, renouncing the Abo .they poſſeſs, have been derived from Antichriﬅ:
mination of Antichriſt, and accepting of, whereupon they are brought to look upon the
* and ſubmitting to the Truth and Ordinances of World as having no Church in it, and to be put
the Goſpel, doth zþſhfatcto conſtitute them Churches to wait and ſeek for ſome new- Manifeﬅation, as
of Chriﬅ, or Members thereof, and is ſuﬃcient, we may gather from Salt/muﬅ: his Deſcription of
as to ell'entials, to make them to be accounted ſo. the Suhrs Smoke of the Temple. And indeed
This is clear here; For, that theſe Nations do if we begin to diſpute this Principle, whether the
reformed Churches be true Churches, there can be

become the Lords, doth ſay, that they are Churches
to him, yet is there no other way conceivable
. a how they become his, but that the Witncſſes are
taken up to Heaven, and publick preaching is
again rtﬂcrcd, the Temple is opened, and the Ark
of the Teﬅimony is made viſible :_ All which, doth
ſuppone a Pcoples quiting of Antichriſt's way,
and bctalting them to Chriﬅs, upon which they

be no Guard againﬅ this: For, if they be not
Churches, there are none indeed 'in .the World;
and if there be none in the World: we cannot

expect that a new Church ſhall be begotten, ex
cept it be by ſome extraordinary M'ean, whereof

ye: there is no VVarrant, in the leaſt, from the '
Vord; Beſide, that the Church of Chriſt is to
are ſo accounted, as is ſaid. It is a great Queſti endure here on Earth to the End of the World,
on to Men, how they (an be true Churches that and the Gates of Hell is not to prevail againſt
have ariſen, as it were, out of Antichriﬅ's Domi her. Now, this is the very Place where that
nion, without any accurate conﬅituting of them as Event is foretold of conﬅituting ncw Churches
to the Members thereof? Alſo ſome are ready to out of Antichriﬅ's Dominions; and therefore it can not
think all the rcſormcd Churches to be as no Churches, be unﬁt to enquire how this ſame is accompliſhed.
CoNczRNmo
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Chap. 11.
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LCONCEKNXNoTthis, wept-emit, Firﬅ, That

Aſſa

which yet do not mar the Truth of 'the being of

there is a threefold Way of entering. or being ſuch a Church. For making out of-which, we
a'dmitted'to' theChizrcb, I. By Converﬁon, that oﬀer theſe conſiderations.
T H I! ﬁrﬅ, is, W'hat might conﬅitute a true
is, when one 'imply without the Church, is, By
the Power-of God accompanying Ordinances, made Church, or a Member thereof, after Deſection and
to ſubmit to the Goſpel. Of ſuch we have many Corruption in the Church of Iſ-azl, or aſter An
Examples in the Hiﬅory of the Acts of the Apoﬅles. tiar/ms his Ahominations, That may be ſuﬃcient
A ſecond, is, By Birth-right: This is the Privi to conﬅitute a true Church after. the Deſections
ledge which Church-members Children have. Third and Corruptions of Antichriﬅ; But renouncing of
b,'There is an Admiﬂion of Members for con former Errors, erecting again of the Ordinances,
ﬅituting of a Church, not ﬁmply of theſe that are and profeﬂed Subjection to them, was enough then.
without, but of corrupt Members, who pretend Therefore it ought to be ſo now. There can be
to be within: Such was the Re-eﬅablilhing of the no Queﬅion of the minor, but that this was fur'

Church of Iſi'ſltl often after their Defections,
when indeed the People had fallen to Heatheniſh
'Idolatry, and, it may be, for ſundry Years con
tinued in it, yet_ was their Re-admiſſion to the uſe
of Ordinances and Priviledgcs of viſible Members
vfar otherways gone about, than the Admiſſton of
'Heathens, ſuppoſing them to have renounced their
Idolatiy. The ſecond of theſe we have nothing to
do with, Therefore we lay it aſide.

ſicicnt amongﬅ the Jews, any who readeth the
Reformation
that and
followed
. thewill
Defectionsunder
A/zaz, Mmqﬄcct/z,
others,
be abundamly
convinced of this. For Iie'z'h'ab opened the Temple
which his Father had ſhut, erected again the puh
lick Ordinances to which the People ſubmitted.
If it be doubted, if that will follow in our Caſe,
theſe Things willeonlirm the Conſequence; Firﬅ,

The Unity of the Church Catholiclt viſible, they

Szrondly,*W e premit, That there is great odds and we being one Church, It may well there
between the manner of conﬅituting ( to ſay ſo) fore be argued from the Example of the one to
a Church, or a Church-member, out of a corrupt the other, as what made them no Church, will

declined Church, and the conﬅituting,r 'of a Church make us no Church; And ſo what doth'nukc
or Member or ſuch as are ﬁmply without. Nei them a Church, muﬅ alſo have that ſame Weight
ther' is there ſuch Exactneſs to be required in the with us. Smardlv, The Alluſion to the manner
Search of theſe particular-Members, nor ſo many of the Old Teﬅament is ſo plain in this Place,
Things to be performed for the accompliſhing of that it doth botlp conﬁrm and illuﬅmte this ſame.
their Memberſhip in the former Caſe, as in the It doth conﬁrm it, that it exprcll'eth how 'be
latter. This is clear, by conſidering, Firﬅ, The Kingdom: cf 'be Earth [Jerome the Lot-ds, in the
Example of the jews formerly mentioned: That laﬅ Ver/i', and it ſaith, T/Jt ſimple yf God 'was
was a very diﬀerent Thing to them, to admit de opmed in Men-m, and tbrre was ſten in his YZmþ/e
clined Members in reſpect of others

that were

without. Serondly, The one was under the imtiating Sacrament ; For, -their Circumciſion was ne
ver queﬅioned, which the other- cannot plead.
firſt-dry, There is this Reaſon alſo, Becauſe God
having ﬅill a viſible Church asa Mother, though
not conſpicuous, that in every Time, or in every

the Aci- qf his 'II/lament, &c.

Which VVcrds

allude to that Defection of zſ/naz, zC/zron. xxx.

where the Temple was ſhut, the Ark of the Teﬅi
mony was not ſeen until the Days'of Heare-tial),
who opened the Temple and made the Arlt in
due manner to be viſible, and the Word to be

brought to publick, whereby the Face of th: viſible

Place, there can no Chriﬅian be conceived to be Church was recovered; And ſo this remarkable
pure in Eſſentials, but muﬅ be ſuppoſed to be of Event, is illuﬅrated by this, that ſo the Ordinances

her Seed.

ſhall be obſcured amongﬅ many Nations during

Thirdly, IN ſum, we ſay, That for conﬅituting _Antichriﬅ's Highr, as the Temple was ſhut in
a Church or Perſons to be truc Churches, or to dbaz Time, yet ſhall theſe Clouds be blown

be true Members of Churches out of Antichriﬅ's
Kingdom, there needeth no more but a publick
tſlſowning of his Abominations, and crccting of
the Ordinances of Chriﬅ, 'with a profell'ed Sub

away, and Light be brought forth to Nations

by a publick Proſcſliun of the Goſpel, .Whcreby

they ſhall become viſible Churches to the Lord.
This Argument is from the very Scope of the
jcction thereto, according to the Goſpel, a'nd that Place.
\
Smmi/y, CONSl'DER if renouncing 'of Anti
as to the Eſientials of a Church, this is ſuﬃcient,
though it may be there may be ﬅill ſome Defects chriﬅ's groſs Abominations, and a'ſepamte adher
R r r
ing
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ing to the Truth of the Goſpel, with a Sub
jection thereto, wasenough to conﬅitute a true
Member of the viſible Church, while Antichriﬅi
an Da'rkneſs was at its Hight, Then after Re
formation that is _ſuﬃcient to conﬅitute a true

no

joyn with the. Seeken in their hopeleſs Expectation

of a new Church;
,
hurt/dy, C 0 N s r o a R, that all Nations and
Perſons ſo reforming after that; Defection, do
actually become Members of the viſiblev Church,
Church, or a- true Member thereof; But the which formerly was more latent: For, they' be
former is true, to wit, there was no more to come one in hating the Where, one in acknow
conﬅitute-a true Member of the- viſible Church ledging the Truth, one in ſubmitting to the
during Antiehriﬅ's Hight. Therefore, Es't. The ſame Ordinances.. A'nd therefore what Reaſon-can
ﬁrﬅ cannot be denied; For, what muﬅ be ſuf there be lo account them. n'o Churches, ſeeing ſhe.
ﬁcient then, muﬅ be ſuﬃcient now, ſeeing it is by theſe Characters hath been juﬅly. accounted the
ﬅill this ſame Church, this ſame Woman, and Church of Chriﬅ-i
.

the ſame Door of entering: And to deny this,
Ftſtlyly, T H a Conſideration- of' this Propheſie:
would ſay, that Chriﬅ's viſible Church during to be fulﬁlled in the Reformation that hath beerv
that Time, was not conﬅitutc lightly as to her theſe. hundred

Years paﬅ, will ﬅrongly con

Eſi'entiais; and ſo, upon the Matter, was. none at

clude, that theſe reformed Churches muﬅ be true

all.

Churches, thoughv it may be that ſeveral of them

Neither can the ſecond Propoſition- be de

nied;

For, the Woman, the Church, but ﬂeeth be in many Things defective; *For, if by this
from his Abomination, and daſaﬂa what more Bropheſie- it be clear, that the Event that fol
can be alledged during that Time? Beſide, this loweth Antichriﬅ's Hight. muﬅ conﬅitute- true

is certain, that any born and bred in Popery, Churches, and a Kingdom to Chriﬅ after a more
who did afterward receive the Goſpel, and re conſpicuous and viſible. Manner than formerly;
nounce theſe former Errors, Such were to be ac And if it be true, that this Reformation which
counted Members of the viſible Church of Chriﬅ, hath come unto the World in the Generation

and not of Antichriﬅ.
Tbirdb',

Cures-1 D-S-R,.

_laﬅ paﬅ, is the very fulﬁlling of this Propheſie,
ſuch

Nations

and

Churches as- having renounced Antichriﬅ in Pro
fcﬃon, and having ſubmitted to the Goſpel,
muﬅ either be Churches of Chriﬅ,.or they. muﬅ
belong to Antichriﬅ, or to be accounted with

and the very Event foretold here, Then it can
not but follow, . that this' Reformation muﬅ be

acknowledgedto have brought true viſible Churchw

unto the World: Otherways the .Truth of this'
Propheſie will be put in- Weﬅion.

Now we

out as Heathens;

But neither of theſe laﬅ two ſuppoſe, that by what hath been ſaid of this in
can be ſaid. Ergb, &c. To ſay that. they are the former Ltctures, that both the former-will
rit Matter or Materials for building. of a Church, be _ſeen to be true.. Therefore this muﬅ ne

will not ſatisfy: For, 1. The Scripture doth not
ſpeak of- ﬁt Materials among baptized Perſons,
ſo as to contradiﬅinguiſh- them from the viſible
Church. 2. This Propheſie ſaith, .That ſuch as
in this manner ſeparate from Antichriﬅ, ſhall not

ceſiarily follow; For, this Reformation-is either
what is. propheſied of here, or- it isr-ſome other *
Thing; . But it can be applicable. to. no other
Thing. And if it can be applicable to no other
Thing, Then theſe great Events muﬅ be under
only be ﬁt Materials to make a.Church to the ﬅood to carry alongﬅ with them. the viſible King

Lord, but - they ſhall be his Churches de facto. dom 'of Chriſt; and the Event muﬅ be anſwer
3.) If they. have had Ordinances and Oﬃcers for able. to what is. foretold.- And if it. were not ſo,
many Years, and have begotten Children to the there were no ſuch Ground of a Song, as is
Lord by them,- Then there muﬅ be more than hereeinſiﬅed. upon. . This Argumentu from - the
Matter of a Chuclt: For, theſeare the Privi Event of a Propheſie being fulﬁlled, even as the
ledgcs and Bleſſingsx wherewith his ..true Chrurch few: that lived under the ſecond Temple were
is-priviledged; And non'- can bring forth Seed .to account that Diſpenfation. to be the ſulﬁlling
to him but ſhe.. And, .4. If theſe.Churches be of the many Propheſies that. went before, al.
but Matter, and that asoconttadiﬅinct from tho' manyxwere not fully ſatisﬁed in their EX'
Churches, Then it will at once ﬅrike at all the pcctationz And, no Queﬅion,.ſeveral Things were

Churches. oil Chriﬅ theſe. many. Years, andpuLus delective, tho' the Eﬂientials were there.

DE CIP URſiE
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I.

XI I.

verſe '1. AND there appeared a great wonder in Heaven, a Wt'nnan clothed with the Sun, and the
Man under her Feet, and upon her Head a Crown of twelve Stars:
2. Jndſhe being with Child, cried, travailing in Birth, and pained to he delivered.
_ _3. And there appeared another wonder in Heat/en, and behold, a great red Dragvn, having ſiwn Heads,
and ten Horns, andſeven Crown: upon his Heads.
4. And his' Tizil drew the third part ty" the Stars of fleet-nen, dnd did taﬅ them to the Earth: and the
Dragon
5. Air/Iood heſot'e the Pſ/oman which was ready to he delivered, for to devour he" Child rﬀon as it was hern.
d/he brought/"erth a Man-child, who was to rule all Nation: with a Red oﬀ Iron: and her Child
was taught up unto God, and to his Throne.
6. And the Woman ﬂed into the llſilderneſ', whore ſhe hath a Plate prepared of God, that they ſhouldfeed

her there a theuſhnd two hundred and threeſſore Days.
" ' H E ſeventh Trumpet in the
'
former Chapter, gave a little
Touch of the Events that are
to be expected by it; Now,
before he come particularly to

Time, appmreth; For, the Matter of this belongeth
either to Hcatheniſh Perſecution, and the Churches
travailing, or to Antichriﬅ, the Beaﬅ, mentioned,

Chap. xi. in his Riſe, Rcign, and begun Ruin: All
which, are the very Matter of the former Prophcſies.

inſiﬅ on them, in theſe three, And the Riſe and Cloſe of this viſion, will be found
Chap. xii, xiii, and xiv. the contemporary with the former two Viſions, Therw
ﬁrﬅ explicatory Villion,dclon fore it muﬅ belong to the ſame Time.
with what went before, is wiſe y an

ea

' 2. Obſerve, T H AT in this Viſion the principal

igiilaﬃyrtaihſerted, and he returneth then to the third Scope is to point out Antichriﬅ in theſe chief Periods _

principal Viſion in the ſeven Vtals, Chap. xv. and oſ his Reﬅ', Reign and Ruin, but eſpecially the for
mer two: Wherefore theſe are moﬅ inſiſted on as the

"ii r-: F o a E we ſpeak particularly to the XVot-ds, Scope of the whole Book, and almoﬅ all the explica
we ſhall lay down ſome general Obſervations con tory Propheſies, as this here, and that other, Chap.
ducing to the clearing

of this Vtlton,

and

the

Scope thereof, and more particularly of this Chap

xvii. xviii. xix. are ſpent upon that;

God thereby

minding to rid Marches between his Sponſe and the
Whorc, therefore other Events-arcleſs touched, and

tﬂ'l. T H I: principal Matter handled in this Viſion, not ſo to be purſued in the Expoſition.
3. IF it be queﬅioned, Why theſe Things are re
is not diﬂcrent from, or belonging to any other
Time, but in the Matter for Subﬅance, and in the peated? llnſw. It is not unuſual for prophetical
Time it doth agree with the former Propheſies of the Viſions to be 'ſo delivered, as in Pharaoh's Dreanr,
Seals and Trumpets. It is added'n'ow, and not be Gen. xli. 23. and Daniel's viſions, and j'o/e'ph's
fore, for Explication of ſome Things in them, be Dreams: And there are two Reaſons ofir, 1, For
cauſe the Threed and Series of the Hiﬅory 15 deduced conﬁrmation of the Truth of the Thing, as Yoſijh
in alittle View ſrom Chriﬅ's Days, to the End of ſaith to Pharaoh, ÞL/ſe 32. 2. For further "xiii.
the 'SVorld : And it is lcſs violent now to begin, _than cation and clearing the ſume Thing; both whith
if between the seals and Trumpcts ſome Part ot this agree well here.
4.. T H E Reaſon of the inſetting of the Ex
had been inſerted. Beſide, neither would the Matter
have been ſo clear, it' it had been divided: Neither plication here, would alſo be obſerved, 1. That
is-it leſs conſiﬅent with the Series of the Prophettc it cometh in well on the back of the xi. Chap
to interpctoſe ſomething ſor clearing by-paﬅ Vtſions ter, where two Things were ſhortly hinted,
I. CONCERNING the Beaﬅ which was to de
here, than it was to inſert ſomething _.for clearing
what was coming, Chap. vii.

'That it trcateth, 1 ﬅroy the Witneﬂ'cs.

And,

2. Their Perſecution

ſay, of the ſame Things, and belongeth to the 'ſame and Propheſie, 1260. Days: Both which were but
R-r r 2
lnmkd
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named-there; here they are much cleared in their Flights of the ſame Continuance, how ſheretum
Forerunners, and other Circumﬅances.
a. It i' ed, or when, and how ſhe did ﬂee, Ver' 6. when.
ſeaſonably preniitted to the Viiion of the ſeven yet Wingsare but given her, Verſe-14, r. Theſe
Vials, which bringeth the Overthrow of the Beaﬅ, are all obviated by ſaying that what is but ſhortly
which certainly could not be well underſtood, did and in the general hinted at ﬁrﬅ, is afterward more
not this expreſs Deſcription of the Beaﬅ preceed. fully expltcated: And conſidering the Time of the

3. It inſinuateth, that now, at the ſeventh Trumpet: Continuance of both, and other Circumﬅances, it
blowing, this Propheſie that'concerneth Antichriﬅ
will become more clear to the Church in that Time,
wherefore it is ſuhjoyned here, as alſo to give toge
ther a general View of the Church, and of the Beaﬅ
in two diﬅinct Rcprefentations, the one more general, which is paﬅ;

doth make this unqueﬅionable, as the Expoﬁtion
will clcear.
oNcntNmo
the-3. Chapter,
which isthe
to Sco
I'zrP/S of
r 3. the
Weﬁrﬅ
arePt<a>rt02f
ﬅſ'Ul,
ThatSeed,
it iswhich
toand
ſhew
theDevil's
ﬁrﬅmyﬅical,
Suſeekingga
ﬀerin with
Chriﬅian
ﬅroy her Church,
isthe
Chriﬅ
ii: her

the other, more particular,

which followeth:
.
5. THE altering of the manner of expreﬃng
this Viſion, which diﬀereth from the two Viſions
that go before, and that which followeth in the
ſeven Vials, is not to be paſſed. It is expreily done,
not only for clearing of that which in other Types
is expreﬂ'ed, but that alſo the Series of Sealr, Tmm

Deliverance therefrom; And we are not to under

ſtand it of Chriﬅ perſonal his being brought into the
World, and the Perſecutions that followed him
and that neither conſidered as having. Mary for hi;
natural Mother, or the Church of the few: for his

myﬅtcal ; Neither of which can be underﬅood here
pm, and Via/s, may be keeped unconfounded. There by the [il/omen thus deſcribed, as he perſonall
y con
fore here, when he breaketh oﬀ the Series which he ſidered is not to be underﬅood by the Child:
For,,
had formerly continued, he doth change his ordinary

r. 'Ihat which is here, is prophetical and revealing

way of expreſſtng by Seven: and The: of that kind, ſome new Thing to come to the Church.

till he come again to take up the Series- where he

Now

both theſe_Applications were before this- Time al

left, which is done by the Vials, C/mþ. xv. and 'ready paﬂed, and plainly and hiﬅorically ſet down
xvi. where he doth again proceed as formerly he m the Goſpel 5 And therefore it is not to be thought

had done, till he carry the Matter to the End; that theſe are here again under ſuch dark Expreſ
2. This War is of the ſame Parties
he explicateth that Viﬁon of Vials, as he had done and to the ſame Scope, with that which followeth,
in' this.
to wit, the Devil's caﬅing of a Flood out of hi;
and then altereth again, Chap. xvii. r, &at. when ſions repeated.

F o n underﬅanding of this Chapter, Obﬅrw, I. Mouth, &Ft.

The Wind-1 here and there is one

That it ſetteth forth the Churches ﬁrﬅ Trials from and conſidercdsas ſuch: And ſeeing theſe Event;
the beginning till Antichriﬅ's publick appearing, and afterward mentioned, and what is ſpoken of the
ſo contemporatcth with the Propheſie of the Seals, Woman her ﬂeeing to the Wilderneſs, &Ft. can
anl the ﬁrﬅ four 'n-umpets; and therefore it is to neither be applied to Mzry, nor to the Church
to be divided again in two main Battles of the of the Jews; but muﬅ be applied to the Goſpcl
Church, ſuitably to the Matter and Time thereof, , Church
' _ and her 'I roubles, that contemporate with
as will after appear.
Antichnﬅ's Dotninion that falleth within the ſame
Obﬅru- 2. TH A 'r which is ſpoken of the ginciie; ſTﬁerefore giis ﬁrﬅ Part muſt he under
Dragon's watching the Woman and the Child, precced
oo o that
t eTime.
ſame 'hurch > and
'
'
- her Tnals
wlnch
Ver/e 4. and his l-Var, Verſe 7. and the W'oman's
Fll'ghr, Verſe 6. which is again repeated, Verſe 14., _ B E s 1 D 12, that this glorious Deſcri tio
ing 'forth a Church in oppoſition topthþfoli-YL
doth not point out two ſeveral Battles of the
Church, but the ſame one Trial and Event; Jcwiſh..typ1cal ceremonies, cannot well be other

Which is, Firﬅ, Summarily and by Anticipation ways applied to any of the other two. 3. This
ſet down, and thereafter more particularly reſumed Child here is not to be underﬅood of Chriﬅ per
and deſcribed, ſo. that that War of the Dragon's ſonally, becauſe they are expreſiy ſaid to he Brethrm
with Mix/Earl, is the ſame with his watching of I/nﬅ 10. and ſuch. as overcome by 'be Blaod of' t/Þ;
the Woman, and his ſeeking to deﬅroy the Man Lamb, _Verſe Il. and the Iſ/Zman': Seed that have
child; and thatFlight, lierﬅ 6. is that fame with the Tﬅrmeny if j'tﬁu, Verſe 17. and -are ſo ex
what is ſet down, Verſe 14. Qtherways it would

preﬂy diﬅinguiſhed from Jeſus the Lamb, and from

been inextticably diﬃcult to ſhew two ſucccſſtve Mzc/mel, Verſe 7. who is their. Captain.

Betide,
the,

cu- . \,_.,_
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the bringing forth of this Man-child hath outward of Believers; and ſhe is one Woman, (tho' here th'
Peace following thereupon in the Church, which Goſpel-church be repreſented) to ſhew an Unity in

Chriﬅ's Birth had not. Therefore the many Decla

the Catholick viſiole'Church, which is the only Oba

mations conceming the bieſied Vir in Mary, which
are heaped up by ſome Popiſh
-riters upon this
Place, are moﬅ impertinent, groundleſs and 'ridicul
ous. Yet, 4. This Deſcription of the Churches In
fancy, is ſet down with ſpecial Alluſion to the man
ner of
Lord Jeſus
thea Head,
coming
into
theour
World,
1. AsChriﬅ
he wanv
Child, his
born
of a

ject of Perſecution; and that (he is hutone Church,
Woman, Mother,or Wife: And there cannot he moe.

2. S r-t r: is deſcribed by her Adorning or Stateli
neſs, in three Things, r. She i: clothed with t/n Sun,

ſetting out the pure Doctrine that ſhe'profeſſed, and
the ſhining Converſation of Believers in that primitive
Time, who had put an the Lord, Rom. xiii. 14. and
XVoman, in many outward Wants ;- So are his Peo owned his Word and Teﬅimony, which is called the
ple brought forth in man Straits. 2. A' Herod' Srm in the eight Chapter, eſpecially what concerned
watched to deﬅroy him, a 'oon as he was born; So his imputed Righteouſneſs and Satisfaction. 2. The
doth the Devil by other perſecutin; Inﬅruments, Man is under ljtr Feet: Whether by the Man here,
watch the Church to cruſh her Seed, immediately we underﬅand earthly temporal Things, which are
after their Birth, as it were, and in their very In mutable and ſpotted like the Moon; or, Jewiſh Feaﬅs,
fancy, even as Pþm-rwb fought to deﬅroy the yew: new Moons, &it. called 'be Radix/lent: of the Mrld,
male Children, End. i. 23. 3. As Chriﬅ was born, Col. ii. 8. it cometh to one, to wit, to ſet out the
and preſerved till he had ﬁniſhed the Work commit deniedneſs and mortiﬁedneſs of the Church at that
ted him, notwithﬅanding of all the Enemies Malice Time, deſpiſing worldly Things, and adhering to
and Craft ; So ſhall it be with the Churches Seed. 4. .Chriﬅ, and having a Converſhtion heavenly, which
As he immediately after his Birth, was purſued, made the Apoﬅle exhorteth unto, Col. iii. I. in Oppoſition
to ﬁce, and carried to Egypt ; So ſhall it be with the directly to the reﬅing on theſe new Moons, and other
Goſpel-Church, who ſhould be made to ﬂee imme Elements of the World, as welles is' in Oppoſition
diately after the ﬁrﬅ Delivery. This Alluſion is the to worldly Things. 3. She hath a Crown qftwt/ve
more probable, if we conſider that the Time of Chriﬅ's Starr, that is, ﬁiithful Miniﬅers, carrying- thc Doc
being in Egypt will be found to be about three Years trine of the twelve Apoﬅles, and following it; So the

and an half : ( which is here the Time of the Churches Church is builded upon that, Epþ. ii. 20, 22. and
V'ilderneſs-condition ) For he was born in the thirty Re'v. xxi. 14. the Names of the Lamb's twelve
Year of Herad's Reign; He did not flee immediately, Apoﬅles arc written on thc twelve Foundations:

as appeareth by Mary's continuing till her Puriﬁcati This is a Crown, that is, it is her Glory and CroJit
on, Luke ii. and by Heml's killing the young Chils to have faithful Miniﬅers, and to be following and
dren of about two Years old, swim/1. ii. and he re* avowing their Doctrine, as Paul calleth the T/ztﬃi
turned from Egypt immediately after Hcrad's Death, lam'ans his Crownp This is a well adomed Church'

who reigned full thirty four Years, whereby the Suit

in a ſuﬀering Time : - We take theſe three more par

ableneſs of this Time may be gathcred :

ticularly-to be expreſied, V'ﬅ*ll.*- The ﬁrﬅ, By

And Lqﬅly,

th' Blaod of the Lamb, that is, the Gar/nent. The
ſecond, The If'izrd qf the YQ/iimaay, that is, the Crctaw'r.
Icbem, where Chriﬅ was born, after his eſcape; So
doth the Devil here vent his Malicc upon the Churchs Thirdly, They cared not for their Lives, and letted
them 'm mity -1)'at/>, that is, the trampling of the
Seed after hcr Deliver-since.
'
W r: come to ſpeak of the ﬁrﬅ Part of the Chap- Moon under their Feet,=or undcrvalumg temporal
As Htrad vented his Malice upon the Children of Bet/7

ter, which containeth thc Churches ﬁrﬅ War with Things; For, the Life is moﬅ cared for, as Job ii. 4. *

the Dragon, -( not but the Dragon ﬁghteth alſo un- Skin br Skin, yea, all tbarazﬂan ball), will be give
der Antichriﬅ, but more covertly, and in another for air 'Lyia

shape, here more palpably) which is ﬁrﬅ-ſqgimari

THE third Part of the Deſcriptiomis, Vr. 2. Ih her

ly propoſed to Ver/L- 7.- Then, 2. Proſecuted more' tr'avai/ing..and n'yiﬂg, expreﬃng two Things, r. A
fruitful Condition ofthe Church in this Beauty; ſo tia
particularly. _
r
0þ
Verſh r. IN'- this ﬁrﬅ Party the Pames are de vailing and bringing forth doth ſignify -in Scripture,and
ſcribed, 1. The Deſcndcr is ſet out in three Things, is well applied to the Goſpel-church, - which is a
1. She is a Iſ/aman, that is, the Church, as ſhe is Mother, Iſa; liv. r.- Gal. iv'. 19.: with 26, 27.
ordinarily called; Partly, 1. For Inﬁrmity, and be 2. And although it doth ﬁgnify a ſruitſul Con
ing obnoxious to Vvrongs- 2. As in Subordina dition, yet alſo it is a ſorrowful and-aﬄicted
tion to Chriﬅ-'as her-Husband. 3. As the Mother Condition, as ye know the travailing oſ a Wo
man

ADA

An EXP-OSITION of the -*

Chap. '2.

man ordinarily holdeth forth, andChriﬅ calleth it ought to be Lights from their heavenly Poﬅure, to
( fohnxvi. 21. ) Sorrow, or Pain till the Child be an earthly Subjection. This alludeth alſo to Dan.
brought forth.

In a "Word, this primitwe Church viii. ro. where the caﬅing down of the Saints is err

is pure, fruitful and aﬄicted, as her crying importeth:
With great Pains do Miniﬅers beget, Gal. iv.. 19.
and with great Hazard is the Profeﬃon of Chriﬅia
nity owned, and great wreﬅling hath ſhe in Prayer to
;God and Suﬀerings from Men, to berid ofthis ſor
.rowful
ere ſhe getis free
of it.
i T H aCondition,
Encmy purſuing,
deſcribed

preſſed ib. 2. His other Practice, is, To wait for
t/x Childto devour it: In .a Word, he leaveth no
Mean unaﬂayed to deﬅroy all profeﬂing Chriﬅians

that bear Chriﬅ's Name, and to keep them that they
ſhould never win to any Out-gate or comfortable

Ver/2 3, and Condition, as Pharaoh did to the Children of Iſmel,
and lÞrod to Chriﬅ, ſeeking to deﬅro

them im

4. in four or five Particulars; and it is called, as the mediately at their Birth, ſo that none ould ſooner
.,former, agrcat Sign or made', repreſented to John be a profeſied Chriﬅian, but he was liable to the haz

in Heaven, becauſe great things were ﬁgniﬁed by ard of the Dragon's Laws. This now is an unequal
theſe; here the Parties are exceeding unequal, ſhe Encountet; yet, behold the Event is happ , the
a Uhmaa, the Enemy is a Dragon : Some ſay, there Child is born and iceepcd ſafe, and the Woman eeth:
is an utter Antipathy between Men and Dragons, How this came to paſs, that a weak Woman and a
'whereas other ravenous creatures for Meat deﬅroy Child, are keeped from a watching cruel Drago'r, is
L/Ien, theſe for Delight do it, and whereas Men can

afterward cleared, to wit, by Miohad's ﬁghting and

endure to look on other creatures, yet not ſo well taking her part.
on the Dragons and Serpents; however, it is a moﬅ
Waﬅ 5. THE Event hath three ﬅeps,

I. The

Woman's delivery and the Child's Deſcription. 2.
ſometimes the devil, ſometimes ſome great Perſe The Child's Exaltation. 3. The Woman's ﬂeeing,

'ravenous Beaﬅ, b which is repreſented, in Scripture,

Acuter acted by the Devil the ſupream commander, I/nſi 6_. By this dclivery, in general is ſet out not
ſo was Pharaoh called; and as he was the ﬁrﬅ only her bringing forth of Believers or Profeſiors, but
._Oppreﬂbr of the 7twi/h Church, ſo this repreſent ſuch a Delivery as one bringing forth a Man-Child

eth the ﬁrﬅ Oppreﬂbrs .o,f the Chriſ'tian Church 5
_both come in here, the Devil ﬁrﬅ, that is clear,
_I/or/E 9, when the Roman Empire primely inﬅrumen
tal in perſecuting Chriﬅians, that _appeareth by the

is ſaid to have, _'7oha vi. 21. acomfortable Delivery,
and which, in place of crying, giveth her a Song
afterward, as Very? 10. For, ſhe had Children before
but had not her Pain; taken from her, and was not

Deſcription of the Dragon's ſhape,he hath ſion: hood: at freedom to bring forth without the Enemies
and tm horns 3 with ſeem heads, ( Chap. xvii ).are watching. The Child is deſcribed moﬅ for her Com
(clearly to be expounded ſeven Hills, and ſeven fort, and with reſpect to our LordJeſus Chriﬅ. It

-'Kings, or ſorts or Governments; And theſe ten is myﬅical Ch'iﬅ, r Cor. xii. Verſe 12. who in his
h:rm to be ton Kings, which were to ariſe out of

Members is brought to aﬂouriſhing Condition, and

the R_uins ofzthe Empire; (they had not then re his Church ſet at liberty from Perſecution, and ſome
-ceived Power, Chap. xvii.' T herefore they have not of her Sons exalted to Heaven to an honourable Con
here Crowns, as Chap. xiii.) and expreﬂy ſhe _is dition, from which Lutz'ﬁ-r is ſaid to fall, Iſa. xiv.

(Vnﬅ 18. of that Chapter) called the City which I/trﬅ 12. This ſhortly is fulﬁlled, when after
reigneth over the Kings of' the Earth, at that time, the Heatheniſh Perſecution for three hundred Years had
Devil is Chief, and the Roman Empire or Emperor prevailed, Chriﬅians were advanced, Con/Ia'ztinc being
,his Depute in this: ,For, the Devil _acteth not im made Emperor, andChriﬅianity was eﬅabliſhed by
mediately, yct what he doth by Inﬅruments, lS atn a Law. That thus the Delivery, Child, and Hmwo
tributed to him, as Chap. ii. to. This is a great to which he is taken, are to be underﬅood, will ap
Drogon, to ſhew his Power; Red, to expreſs his pear in theſe, I. This is the Delivery which is the
cruelty; and hat-'ing ſeven heads and tm harm, to Groupﬂand Subject of this Song, Verſe 10. Now i'
expreſs him who eſpecially is inﬅrumental in excr Sa/w 'l and the Kingdom ofour God, &c. That
ciﬁng that Cruelty, the Roman Emperor, like Pha is, a full Evidence of God's reigning, delivering
raoh, who is called a Dragon, Pſcl. lxxiv. 15. Iſh, them from theſe Perſecutions _and givingthem Li
xxvii. 1. Each xxix. 3.
berty, But that is this _Dt/iwry. 2. Such is the
[loﬅ 4. His C_trriage is ſet out in two Things, I. Child's taking to Heaven, as is the Devil's caﬅing
He hath a 7711'1, 'that is, Power, and ﬂatteries to from Heaven, for theſe are oppoſed, But that is the
perſwade with temporal Allurements ; and by theſe ſpoiling of him of the Authority of the Emperor:
two he prevaileth to draw Miniﬅers and others, who which he abuſed before; now be hath not the
Throne,

'-"-"-f*

Chap. ra'.
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Throne, as in the Church of Pcrgamos, Chap. ii. Vr. the Church than Perſecution. 3.-It is ſubjoyned
r3. But Laws and Authority are for Chriﬅians. 3'. to give alittle view of the Caſe of Mother and

_ '

It is as the VVitneſſes were taken' to Heaven, Clmp'. readily
Child together,
are no ſooner
that thepromotcd',
Children but
of the
ſhe Church
is in a '1
11, 12. That was by a publick authorized'Church
Condition and ﬅate after Antichriﬅ's Perſecution; Wiſdemeſs Condition, as it- were, decaying and
ſo here', Religion authoritatively is eﬅ'abliſhed, which decliningr much from that Beauty and pure Glory
never was before : And Chriﬅians countenanced after and viſibility the was into before; a ſad Thing
Heat'hen Perſecution is over ; and ſeeing it is uſual to that the Childrens Proſperity often baniſheth the
the Scripture to call Magiﬅrates Gods,- it is not un-" Mother, and obſcureth her Beauty; ſeldom- hath
ﬁritable to expreſs their ﬅation' and ﬅate above others Greatneſs, and temporal Proſperity, Zeal' and Selfi
by illa-um.
' denying Singleneſs dwelt long together; and it is'

THE Property of the'male Child, his rh1idg,'&c. the Laﬅ, and not the Firﬅ, wherein her native Beauty
We ſhew how'it is to'bqunderﬅood ( Chap. ii. 27.) doth conſiﬅ.
of Chriﬅ in his Members, and' it may be, here to
T H r s conſideration of this Verſe we leave till
ſhew the great Dominion-that our Lord Jeſus ſhould Vtrﬅ 14. Only now by ﬂuting we are 'not to'
have in the World in Carﬃmrtine? time, when his underﬅand. a' local Mutation of this Church from
Members ſhould be exalted to a honourable Condi one' place' to another, but from' this forth a Decay
tion, called ( Verſe to. ) the Kingdom ofour God and of' the former Beauty of it, that whereas in Rome;
'be Pawerrqfbir C/m'ſf, in oppoſition tothe Uſurpa and other places, glorious Churches before, and the
tiou of Satan' in the ſeven headed Bſitq/I before, and
Biſhops were Martyrs, as all in Rome were before
as was Chap. xi. 15. in oppoſition to Antichriﬅ's Hilvﬄef and Co'z/I'antim's Time: Now that is by
egrees vailed by Pride, Pomp; Hypocriſie, Heathlz
Dominion: For, when the Churchisup, Chriﬅ ex'
erciſeth and maniſeﬅeth his Power in them-3 ſo eniſh and Antichriﬅian dreſſings, that the few
by this Child, isinot meaned Cbrﬄ perſonally, but that remained the true Church, are' ( as it were)
ſuch as leeeped" his Teﬅimony, Verſe' I'I: and Chap. xi. _V/ﬅ r.- Cloſed up in a ſecret Corner'
Ulr. nor particulary Ca'ſſrrm'im, but' Chriﬅ of the Temple, while -' the Multitude poſſeſſed the
myﬅical, whereof EM/Irmtim was but a--Mem* Court; that, ta wit, the Temple is called the
ber; and that outward Government of histbut a ﬂat: prepared qf God', and there is ſhe fed bythe
little Shadow, Type, evidence, and Eﬀcct'oﬀ this Witneſies with the true" Word of- God, while
great Dominion of the Lord's and-made uſe of by the World are ſwollen*witii Pride, Traditions and

God to be the external Mean'and" Cauſe of his ſuperﬅitious Invcntionsr. And ſo- the

Prophets

Churches Peace. However, this-ſheweth the Caſe prophefying, and the Churches ﬅaying in- the
to be exceeding joyful: and-diﬀerent from='what it Wildemeſs" to be fed, are of equal Duration',

was; which, being. before' the Churches Flight to 1260. Days: Which Verſe being ſo near ſub'
the Wildemeſs, can be. applied to no-other 'time joyned to' the former', givethrva clear Him' -at-- the
but that Delivery aforeſaid from. under heatheniſh ſum ofthe ſecond ﬅate of the Church, t;"- 7017, that
Perſecution, and ſhe being brought now to a glori which was latent, and when it beginneth, even when:
ous and-ſetled quiet Condition,Jike a Heaven in Com the other endeth.

pariſonoﬂtbe
__
'TctſſH 1: laﬅformer"
part of t theA Event,
the Woman's _

Tww o things remain to b'e cleared, - ſclVllYF
this Bczﬅ here under the Dragon hath the C'Fown's

Flight is ſet down, Verſe 6. By way of Anticipati on his Heads, and' on his Horns,v and that Beaﬅ"
on, as is clear, the place of it being properly-'Verſe v-( Cbapmxiiin-Vnſe r'.-) hath the Crowns on his'
14. It is ſo ſoon ſuhjeyned, foritheſe- Rea Horns,- not on' the Heads"- The Reaſon' is, be
ſons, I. To let ſee how ſoon on ﬅrait is on cauſe when the Roman- Empire was Heathen,
the Back of' another: to the Church 5.- and ſpeci and underr- thar Notion perſecutedv-the Church,
ally, to ſhew that Antichriﬅ's Riſe and the Churches the Seat of the Bcaﬅ,,>Ro/ne,'- had the royaliemſ'
Deca in their Bcginning are contemporary withi perial- Dignitp, and theſe ten- Kingdoms were
the * rit-gate. from the former Trial:r and is ( as then- Provinces Subjects-to' her, as appeareth,
it were marked as a-Conſ uent of. thev former Chapter xviia Theſe ten-then were but to get
Delivery: For then', ( as- latimz- writeth of a royal indepcndent Dignity, but when-the Empire
Voice) was Poiſon ſown.-in. the Church, and turned Slaves to Antichriﬅ, about th: Yea:

proſperity, being abuſed to Pride,,ſooncr. defa'cedv 606.

And after, the Caſe is altered;

Ram! is

deuudedn

__1
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denuded of the Royal Authority which ſhe had, and Proſeſſion of Chriﬅianity now in Requeﬅ, but by
thc'e Provinces are now by the Empires decay turned
to be Kingdoms, though in this Condition depend
ing ſlill on Antichrill, as formerly they were un
ited under the Diagon. 2. VV'hy doth the Dragon

counterſeiting and corrupting Chriﬅianity, that he

now but purſue the W'Omans Seed, and aſter, in the

Breaﬅs will not be lively. To eﬀectuate this, he

may once alter the Face, Beauty and Wholſomrteſs
of the Ordinances of the Church, which is the Mo
ther, and he is ſure the Children which ſuck theſe

ſecond Onſet, he ſetteth on the Woman the Mother maketh uſe not of open Heathcns, but corrupt
to drown her. Anyiu. In theſe three VVars of the Teachers that he ſpeweth out, not to taint this or
Dragon ye will ﬁnd a Diﬀerenze, 1. He ſeeketh to that Perſon but the Fountains, as was ſeen in the

deﬅroy all the Seed. 2. He ſendeth outa Flood
againﬅ the Mother, and his Anger is turned againﬅ
her when the Child eſcapeth. 3. When the Wo
man eſcapeth, ( though ſhe cede, which the Child
did not ; which maketh it appear that this ﬂying
tather holdeth out aChange upon the Churches
Qrahﬁcations, than of her local Reſidence)then For.

u/t. ) he ſettcth himſelf not againﬅ the Mother lim
ply, nor againﬅ ail the Seed indiﬀerently, as in the
ﬁrﬅ ; but againﬅ ſuch as keeped the Commandments
of God. The Reaſons are, a. Becauſe open Perſe
cuters look to all Sorts of Proſcſiors indiﬀerently, and
do vent Cruelty on them. Hence A'riam would
jometimes be put to ſuﬀer with Ort/zalox Chriﬅians 5

ﬁrſt ſour Trumpets, in which he ſpareth particular
Children of the Church, poﬂibly _allun'ng them
with rich zBeneﬁts ſumptuous Buildings, Honoure

and-Preſerments; but in the mean while carry

ing on his Deſign againﬅ the Church as a Church,
even under and by theſe, which by the former
Voice in Sylwﬅer's Time (if it be true) is hint
cd at, and that YVord of ._'7er0ms in vita Matthew',
when Emperor: became Chriſiians, the Church in

deed increaſed in worldly Pomp, but decreaſed in
ſpiritual Beauty, Etdtſiam Cbrzﬅiamm, pyﬅyuam
ad Cbrﬄid'm wait prinnþttus, patmtia qw'dcm, La'
di'vitii: majorem eſ/i factam, ſZd virtutibu: minor-va.

Laﬅlv, I N in the third Battel, he putteth at ſome

and by jlrians tlic Nowtiom as well as others they of the Seed only, becauſe here he maketh uſe of
know not to make Diﬂerence, they ſo hated the Anticbriﬅ a counterfeit Encmy, who will not pur

very Name. '2. Becauſe the heathen Perſecuters
thought that the readieſt way oſ deﬅroying the
Church, was, to deﬅroy her Members in whom
ſhe ſubſiﬅed, and that they being undone, conſe
quently ſo would (he be. Therefore, t. The Devil
beginneth with murdering. Bodies to undo the

poſe-ly and down right ſet on all Chriﬅians, as ſuch;
ſor, his Qtarrel, and the Devils, is but with theſe

that are faithful and hate his Pride and Hypocriſy.
2. In this laﬅ, he joy-neth Violence and Deceit toge
ther, and by Deceit he overcometh many, they

have drunken up the Flood, but theſe that will not
Church in her Members : and when that faileth, he drink of theſe Furnications, he purſueth them with
ſetteth on the _Mother to poiſon the Members or Violence by the following Beaﬅ, and not all Chri

Children by corrupting her, as one, intendjng the ﬅians ſimply, but theſe who kept themſelves ſrom
theſe growing corruptions; and theſeare calledthg
Thisis done not by direct Hatred at the Name and Woman's Seed.
Deﬅruction of a Child, would poiſon the Nurſe.

\
\

LECTUREIl.
Ver. 7. And there was Win' in Hmw/I, [Wit/me] mld bis Angel: ﬂugbt agairyl the Dragn', and the
Dragonſougbt and bis zlngllr. '
8. And pre-Z/ailzd not, mit/m' was thei" ﬂattſarmd any more in flewen.
9. And 'be great Dragon was try? out, that old Serpent, called the evil and Satan, which dem'wtb the
mix-'t H/Zr/d : Hr was my? out into the Earth, and bis dage/s were mj out will: him.
* 10. z/ud [beard a loud lſaitcſhying in Heaven, Now is tame Sex/vation, and Strength, Andt/1: Kingdom qf'

our God, and the Pozueroſbzs C/Jrﬄ:
bſſzre our God Day and Nigbt.

For l/M Arm/&1- eﬀ'ur But/arm is ay? dmw, which arm/ed t/mn

u. And

rſi'ſi'
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n. Irn! they over-'me him by the Blood ty'tbe Lamb, and by the W'ml qf'tbeir Tiﬅt'mmy, 'aid-thy' lewd
not tþeir Lives, 'mea the Death.
12. 'N'ereﬁre rg'oire, ye Heat/tas, and ye that dwell in them; we to t/ie Inbabr'tert yf' the Earth, and

ſtbe Seat For' tþe Devil is tame down unto you, having great Mad), bet-duﬅ be knoweth that be
V
'qtb but- a 'ſhe-t lime.

Avrt N o given aiittle Toneh of the Churches e', soldiers, Eft. who are afterward ſaid to be with
ﬁrﬅ Battel and the Event thereof, until her him caﬅ out of Authority and Reſpect; this is in

ﬂying to the Wilderneſs, lie-returneth, from Alluſion to the Devil's caﬅing out of Heaven. Here
this 7. Verſe unto the .r 3. more fully to explicate is 'inſinuated ſome Order amongﬅ the Devils, where
that War, that the ﬅrangneſs of the Event of a o'f there are many Legions, to proſecute their De
Woman's, Victory and her Child againﬅ a Dragon, ſign: And though all be Spirits and Devils, yet
may appearnot to be from her Strengh, but from a may there be amongﬅ them an Order, ſome high
good Ca tain who ſideth with her, and ﬁghteth er, ſome lower; ſome "leading, others giving Obe
for her. he Story is reſumed in theſe Words, Time die-nce, all concurring for ſupporting their Work
was' Mr' in Heaven: By Heaven we underﬅand and Kingdom ofDarkneſs, without which Chriﬅ
vthe Church; not as if one Part of>it were' divided nſaith their Kindom would not ﬅand ; which Order
againﬅ the other, but that the Church was the ( if it may be called ſo ) may ﬅand till the laﬅ Judg
seat, and Object of it, the Devil invading her by ment when there (hall be no more Work for De
open proclaimed War againﬅ all Chriﬅians. He vils of this Kind, and, it may be, continue in ſome
' overrunneth her by Maſlacres and Perſecutions, as Reſpect, as it .ſerveth to 'promove God's Deſign oſ
Invaders overrun invaded Kingdoms. She again, puniſhing the Reprobates, in which they are (ſome
=by Mtbael and her Members reſiﬅeth that Fury, .WY ) God's Executioners.
ſo the War is here. By W'ar we underﬅand not
r an ask how theſe Parties ſo diﬀerent did
fecret Enmity, as always there is, nor peculiar In

ﬁght?

rzſv. The DragontheirPurſuerhefought,

,curſions, ſuch as come now and then by Starts, as I. By Edicts, condemning and inhibiting Chriﬅia
in Julian his Time and ſome others, but open nity.

2. By Violence, Fire, Sword, and all Sorts
.

profeﬂbd and avowed univerſal War, ſuch as the of Tortures, purſuing them that profeﬂ'ed it.
heatheniſh Perſecuters maintain'd. Both in their De
.crees and in the Execution of them for 300. Years,
ſuch War as profeﬂ'edly the Church did not meet
'
with ſince.
_
T H r: Parties are more inſiﬅed on than formerly,

By degrading them from Plaoes of Reſpect, ſpoil
ing them of their Goode, baniſhing them and leav

ing them obnoxious to all wrong, and Injuﬅice
without Protection. 4.. By cruel Calumnies, Lies
and Aſperſions made and put upon Chriltians and

2. In their Followers or Soldi on their Meetings and Religion, as th: moﬅ vile
ers. Mtbael is General on the Woman's Side; Creatures for Adulteries, Gluttonies, Scditions, &Ft.
we take it to be Chriﬅ, who is Commandet; and As ma be ſeen in the Apologics written for Chri.
Leader, Iſa. lv. 4. and Captain; Heb. ii. It is like ﬅian . efence, and many other ways he purſueth
he is alſo intended Dan. xii. to which this allud his old Enmity.
cth. HisSoldiers areboth his zing/Is, properly taken,
M 1 c t-l A n L again and his Angels fought, I.
( ſor, Heb. i. they are mienﬅrmg Spiritsfor the good By the clear and powerful preaching of the Goſpel,
Ay tbe Heir: qf Salvation, and are alſo at our Lord that two edged Sword that goeth out of his Mouth,
jcſus
Command, ) and alſo his Members in the whereby Satans Kingdom was exceedingly ſhiken.
Church Militant, eſpecially his Miniﬅers who did 2. By publick Apologies and Deſences written for
ﬁght on Mirbael't Side: For Verſe 11. They are Chriﬅianity and Chriﬅians, by Arſſe'de: Lamb-altar
ſuch who overcome by the Lamb': Blood, their 'um &ill/ﬁll Martyr, Tertullian, Cyprimr, Melito, &Ft.
S/ﬀri'zg: and his Mri, which agreeth not to Angels
hereby the Enmity of many Emperors and hot
X. In their Leaders.

'

properly ſo called: Thus Chriﬅ and his Followers in
Perſecution
abated, as is to be ſeen
the third was
Seal. ſomewhat
3. By patientandchſſeatfulsuf
make on Side; for, all the Armies in Heaven
follow him, .Rﬂl. xix. On the other Side are the fering, Verſe u. Thereby giving a great Defeat
Dragon and his Angelt, he wanteth not ſuch as to him, when God furniſhed his Servants, ſo that

take Orders from him. Weunderﬅand here alſo On-lookcrs would be forced to yield to that way.
\
not only Spirits, but wicked Men, Emperors, Judg
S l\ſ
4. They
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4.. They fought-by their Prayers, whereby notable alſo from publick heatheniſh Worſhip when Chri
Eﬀects for Help were obtained; and by their holy ﬅianity became to be approven, as it was more
Converſations, whereby the Enemies were often ſully explained in the ſixth Seal, Chap." vi. Their

convinced of their. Innocency:

And beſide theſe,

Temples were deﬅroyed, Idols defaccd; and where-,

Mt/zael he fought by ﬁlling their Hands with other as the Devil before was 0 nly. worſhipped by
Wars, ſometime ﬅirring up ſome within, ſometime

ſome without that diverted them, as the Pbilzﬅints
didSauI'from David 5 ſometime/withal fought' al
ſo by viſible Terrors, when Jurtlianus had ſub
ſcribed. the Decree, by a terrible Thunder he. was - ſo
ﬅricken with Terror as preſently to revoke it, and

them now he wanteth the ﬅimation' of a God;
head and Divinity when the Goſpel diſcovereth him.
It is like Chrﬁt's' Word, I ſhw Satan ja/l from
Heaven
L'gbtrzing,
Eﬅimati
on
and like
Rſſcſpector
Rulethatthatis,hefrom
had that
amongſt
the

People,,whilein Darkneſs he ſat on his Throne,-.

wasnever
caſt ſo
by openlſi
the preached
Goſ
ﬅay the Perſecution e're it began; he fought evi from
pel, ſowhich
as hehewas
and ſettleddently alſo by taking vengeance almoﬅ on all. the
bloodly Perſecuters, as Nero, Domitian, Diorlcſſan,

ly admitted to ſuch Rule and Reſ

&97. At laﬅ alſo, by mſing and ﬅirring up Chriﬅian
Emperors, and ſo putting Arms in Chriﬅians Hands
whereby they were imployed by him to executc
vengeance on heathen Worſhippers and their Gods,
as in Caaﬅanlim's Time, where this ﬁrﬅ Battel was
ended, and the Child takenup to Heaven.

Alluſion is to Satan's ﬁrﬅ caﬅing out of Heaven,
and Lutf/er's,
xiv. when God] as it is ExaLI

again. This.

xii. ) took vengeance on their Gods.

3. T H x s is more fully ſet forth, Verſ: 9. in
two Steps, r. The Place whereto he was caﬅ, and
who he is. Itis- to the Earth, as oppoſite to HeaT H U s have we heard the Battel in its Parties, ven, 1. In Refpect of his Throne in Idolatry and.
now ſee it further- explained in its Event;.which Temples he is caﬅ down and put to Contempt, as
the Earth-is
ſometimes
2. In.Reſpect
of
is. ſet f0rth,,.1. By Narration, Vcrſt 8. and 9. 2. civil
Authoriry,
he is caﬅtaken.
from that,
to be amonctg.
By way _of Song and Congratulation. Iſzrſt: ro. u,
and 12.'
ſi
'
the common Sort, thev ſupream Magiſtracy being
pulled
out of his Hand whereb he was ſaid to
T H r: Narration is in more dark and ﬁgurative
Expreﬂions, the Songor poetical Congratulation is have the Throne. 3.-.As the. rth is oppoſed to
more plain; for, Praiſe- ought to be'sciear, and the the Church of Chriﬅ, .as well as to a Church-ﬅate,
Songs in this Book help much to the Underﬅand he was put from treading on her, and making her
ing of it, Therefore by it we are to expound the the Seat of his -Wa.r profeﬂedly as before, he was
now reﬅrained from raging. at his Pleaſurc there,
ſormer..
T in: .Nsrmtion of the Event aimeth at one though not altogether; .he=doth-not now openly
thing,.to wit, to ſet out Mtbtltl's Victory, which on the Throne reign, but is'caſſdown, as it were,
was hinted at, Vrſt 5. and the Dcvil's Deſeat, amongﬅ -Co_mmons, to endeavour by Subtilly what
which is more expreﬂy named and inſiﬅed -on here. before he allayed openl .; likea Serpent, now he is
iles which follows after ;_
in four Steps, Firﬅ, -The Dragqn prevailed not ; put to creep with his
more is implyed,.that is, not only he gained not for, his ſpewing out Herelies after the \Voman,.
Ground, but . he was alſo always the further behind, and hisv reigning,v as it were b his Lieutcnant,
and 10 will all be that have M'tbat/for their Party 3. ſaith, he was not caﬅ out of t e Church ſimply,
Md ſo will all the Churches-TrialsEnd in her Ad but in Reſpect of what he was formerly, after.
vantage and Victory; for ſo ſpeaking the ﬁrﬅ In this heds-neceſſttated to takea more indirect un
diction of this War, . Gan. iii.. Betwixt. two-seals; der-hand Way,.
_ 4.. expreﬂed
T Hms Dragon
is deſcribedr. by
Properi
This is a ſure Side to ﬁght on.
ties,
in his Names,
'Nmctt(dine
old Serpent;
T H e ſecond is, neither. was rim-t place fa'rmd
any more in Men/m 3 . their place, that is the Devil's for Subtilly. a Serpent, Gan. iii. yea, Old-'as not
Place and theſe great Men's 'Rooms which they ﬁll having begun to deceive then,,but now of great
ed, (their Grandor and- Authority was overturned Experience in that Trade; he is an old Deceiver. exceedinglyſ ſor,- the Scripture-uſeth to expreſs 2. Devil, a Calumniator, tearing Folk' with Re
Folks total .Overthrow by this, that their place is. preaches, and. Slanders,.whereofx that Time was
not vdiſcemable, they are .ſo clean. ſwepe away, full ; thus he ﬂandereth Chriﬅians before others. 3.
Pſ211..xxxvii-.. 1-o..£70b vii. to. xx. 9. ) for here. Satan, that is, an Adverſary. or Accuſer: This look
all wasquite altered, and they were caﬅen out of eth mainly to him asan Accuſer- and Traducer of the Hid-wan thaLis from _Authority _and Reſpect and. .
Godly,

Chap. la.
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Godly before God's-Bat' and Juﬅice, as he did Yoh, the Earth from Heaven, is expreſſed in (hathe i:
Chap. i.

This expreſieth his Serpentine Nature, tq/I down, that is, dethroned, put from the viſible

who is in himſelf deceitful, and the miſerable Eﬀect' Kingdom and Authority which he had when the
of it to them who truﬅ him, as our ﬁrﬅ Parents did, World's Authority countenanced him. Now theſe

they are deceived. Thus isthezDevil deſcribed as a are upon the Lord's Side, and the-Kingdom is his,
Serpent," to tempt and beguile the =World, a Devil, when this Accuſet, ( whereof formerly we ſpolte,
to ﬂander and pierce through Innocents with Ca Verſe ix. ) who uncellantly purſued the Godly, is
lumnies, and Satan, to traduce Men to God, and put .quite out of Reſpect be what he was in, and
God to Menuzrch. iii. all agree well to him. Chriﬅ'mat/y brought in Requeﬅ, Pſial. xxii. 28.
Again, His lage/rivere mﬅ out with him:

Wo Theſe

ords being plain, and the Scope being to

In a reſume the former Delivery in a Ground of Praiſe,
Word, his ſpecial Inﬅruments, idolatmus Prieﬅs, there is a clear Key here to open all this Viﬁon;
'and cruel 'Heathen Perſecuters, all they are caﬅ For, what waste/ling from Hem/m, is-here taﬅing
down together; as he wanteth the ſupreme Honour down, or degrading.
TH Is 11. .l/tr. holdeth forth the NVeapons,
in Civil and-Eocleſiaﬅick Dignity, ſo as he-formerly
enjoyed it, ſo do they want their inferior Dignities 1. Faith in Chriﬅ? Blood, whereby all theſe Ae
and Place's: When wicked great Menare mﬅ down, cuſations were repellcd as with a Shield, Eph. vi.
many under-Inﬅruments ruin with them. The Al and ſeeing he died, who can lay any thing to their
luſion is, as we ſaid, to Satan'scaﬅing from Heaven, Charge? Rom. viii. 34. They are ſaved before God
that keeped not his ﬁrﬅ Habitation, Yade wrﬅ 6. and through his Righteouſneſs, that is the Ground of
to Lucifer, lſh. xiv. holding forth, that now by this their victory: He is called the Lamb in reference
Yictoty not only the great Agent the Devil, the ſu to the sacriﬁces, and ſo it pointcth out this to be
preme Commander, but_his:under Oﬃcers were alſo the _Eſſect of his own oﬀering up of himſelf; all
the Saints victories ﬂow from this. 2. The llhrd
pinched and brought low.
AT H r: Song followeth, in a congratulatory way of their Teﬅimony, is their ﬅedfaﬅ Adherance to
'xpreﬂing the ſame thing in. plain Terms without Fi their Proſcﬂion, and their'Confeſſton of that Truth,
gures, 1. The Victory is laid down, Verſe JO. 2. as Chap. vi. 9. called &Ran. x. ) Confeﬃon unto
The Mean orWay whereby they attained it, or'their Righteouſneſs with the outh 3 which Teﬅimony,
Weapons, Verſe 11. 3. The Uſe or Eﬀects of it, in deſpite of Torments, exceedingly deieateth the
both to Heaven and Earth.
- Devil. A clear and full Teﬅimony, is an excel<
lent Omament to Chriﬅiany, and giveth a ſpe
T H 1 s Delivery is:ſo-notahle, that it is and ſh
be the Ground of a Son'g in the Church, whereby Cial Charge and Deſeat to the Devil. What a
both the Greatneſs of it and the Certainty of it is Teﬅimony is, we ſhew in the ﬁfth Seal, Chap.
expreﬂ'ed, and the Churches Duty alſo: The former vi. which is contemporary with this; This is not
Events are two Ways expreſied; The ﬁrﬅ, I/trﬅ 5. only really to be found within, but in Appearance
The Child'sexalting, is expounded to be the coming and Profeſſton to be ſo alſo before Men. The
tothem that ﬅand and fall with the Devil.

of salvation, that is, Deliverance .from that perſe

third Weapon, is, Szﬀ-ring, The] lowe! not their

cuted Condition, which they had been ſo'long ray LI'UU, that is, vwhen a Teﬅimony was called for,
ing for. 2. Strength, thatis, the evidencing of _ od's they' cared not for their Li'e, as Pot'd ſaid, Act:
Strength in bringing the Church through, and giving .-xxi. It was not dear to them, and they were
her who was weak, ﬅrength to bring forth. 3. The not ſwayed with the conſideration of suﬀering.
Kingdom zf our God, asC/mþ. xi. r5. It is the mag This may appatr, r. By their joyful Ltﬀering of
nifyingo .his Kingdom, and declaring him to bea the moﬅ cruel Death. 2. By their refuſing De
Kings which tho' really it was alway, yet was it .liverance at the moﬅ ſeeming eaſy Rate, as was
not ſo known. in the World before. 4.. The Power marked before, Chap. vi. 5. Soal: .So that as it is
of his Chri , that is, his taking to himſelf Power, in Pliniu: jocund/a,

they thought it needleſs to

and reigniug, as Chap. xi. 15.'17. whichis called .ſeclt to puniſh theſe who more' willingly oﬀered
( Chap. vi.)"ſhtvDay of bil' W'roth. Chriﬅ who themſelves, and morecheurfully ſuﬀered, than1 any
'
in the Worlds Eyes was thought little Lof, and - could putſue them.
H is laﬅ Part of the Song, I/Zrzſe tz. hathtwo
weak before this, now his Power k theth, and
Enemiesare made to jay, Hejs a great- *od, as was '1 htngs in it, poetically ſetting out, 1. The happy
cleared on Chap. vi. u/t.
Condition of the Godly, who are called Duſt/[IN in

'I'- H-I ſecond Lﬀect of the Devil's calling to

,

S ſ ſ 2

Heaven,

'An Errostrt'oiv of the

zco

Chap. '2.

Heaven, becauſe their Converſation is there.

a. foiloweth, hath Saſet-y with it 'to theſe who are her
The miſerable Condition of earthly-minded Pro true Seed, but it is a m' to the Earth, from whom
ſtﬂ'ors, or theſe who were without the Church; the ſhe ﬂeeth; Becauſe then the Devil. hath allileft to him

one might Rejoyce, ſor they had a preſent Delivery ; without that publick oppoſition that a ﬅanding
the other, hath a WF coming to them, or a Lamenta Church made to himr It iesno little Mercy when
tt'o'n or Alas pronounced ſor them, becauſe this ſuc there lS a publiclt Church-State, and no little Curſe
ceeding Trial would deﬅroy moe Souls than the other when ſhe is not ſo diſcernable. Hence Obſerve,
did Bodies, from two Reaſons, r. The Devil was
r. W H a N' the Church ſeemeth weakeﬅ, like a
ame riour: to them; having no Hopcs of Succeſs poor Woman travailing, and Enemies ſehem grongeﬅ, againﬅ the ﬅedſaﬅ Seed, he was now to take another like a great red Dragon, even then t 'e *hu h ' Way that would prevail againﬅ many rotten Pro

ﬅrong, and hath moe ſor her than againﬅ/her,

ſlit:

feſſors; or, lzeing driven ſrom the Authority of the ſaw them, as the Prophet ſaid to his Servant
'
Empire, he would rage more amongﬅ and againﬅ vi. _16. 2. In the Churches weakeﬅ 'I'imzemrgg
other hcatheniſh People, both within and without the loſieth no Battle, and the Devil in his ﬅrongeﬅ 'i'ime
Empire. 2. He hath great lV-ath: Though his never prevaileth 3. nay,. when his Inﬅruments an;
Power was broken, yet his Enmity was no whit taking the Blood of Chriﬅians, the are but pulling
abated, but rather irritated and ſtirred up 3 and the down their own Throne and cﬅabli - ing Chriﬅs. Bet
Reaſon is added, Becauſe he ſaw his Kingdom in the ter be a ſingle Soldier on Chriﬅ's Side, thana Com
World, wherein ſor a long Time he had keeped Pre mander of a whole Army'againﬅ him. 3. Seewhat
heminence, was begun to fall, which would by this ſort of Enemy the Church hath to do with, andwhat
Party be hrou tto nought. He took this ſor an Cauſe ſhe hath to watch. 4. From the Song Oþ
Alarm of his
lRuin and Reﬅraint within the Pit, ſerve, The ſadeﬅ Conﬂicts of the People of 'God
which he knoweth is abiding him, and e'er long have )oyſull-eﬅ Outgatee; there is an excellent Song,
( in reſpect of Eternity, or that Timehc had before ) here, on the ﬅaying of the Dragon's Perſecution
he was to get that sentence executed on him, ſo that as Chap. xi. beſore: Andit-isſo in all'the Diﬃcul:
the World had no Ground tobe ſecure: And, it may. ties of Believers, there is a Delivery attending every'
be, that what is-ſpoken of the Earth's drink-ing up the one of. them, a Day after the darkeﬅ Night, a fair
Hood, which was by him intended to deﬅroythe Sun-ſhine aſter every shower, a long Etemit oſjoy
Woman, is the accidental Eﬀect or Conſequent after a temporary Aﬃictiom. Bear your tials the:
wherein this Wo conſiﬅetht I-t is like that Word, better, and wait ſor an Outgate when God ſhall be
(Matth. xviii. 7.)'11/0 unto the mrld, hearte/e oﬁ pleaſed to give it; and if he delay, think it not long .
Oﬀmm:

For, :he great Weight of all theſe Ills it is coming, when, or how, he knoweth, in whoſx

which he now multiplieth, falleth upon the poor Hagd: are Times and Seaſons, which is not ſor no
earthly Proſeſſors that make no Conſcience of watch

to

w.

ſi

ing againﬅ them z For the Churches ﬂying which,

L E o "ru R E m.
V'erſe 13. And when the Drago'tſaw that he was rq/t' unto the Earth, hepe-'ſecured the Warmth which
brought. forth the. Matt-rhild.
'
14. ded to the hſ/oman were given two Hctngr of a great Eag/e, that ſhe mightﬂee into the mldzrneſj, in"
Im- P/ate: where ſhe i: nouriſhed for a time, and times, and hay a time, from the Fare yf the
'M

15. And the Serpent uﬄ out of hit Mouth Water a: a Flood, after the When: that he might cauſe
b'r. to hua'ried away of the Fleod.
16. And the Earth helþed the I/I/b'mtn, and the Earth opened her Muth, and ſwallowed up the Head whith
the Drdgtm caﬅ out of hir Muth.
17. And the Dragon war wroth with themma't, and went t' make W'ar with the remnant ſigf hen
Seed, which keep the Cammandments_ 'f God, and hat-e the-Tg/Iim'ty gſ )'cſht Chrﬃ.

t
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S Part of the Chapter, containeth a new

T H z ﬁrﬅ is fetſorth, l/nſt 13. in. two, t. The

Trial-of the' Church: Which tho'it be ob Devil's
n' and \Vork, He per-ſecured the WEman
_;) ſcore, yettheſe Thing are clear, 11. That whirhhad brought ſrrfh'the Mart-thild: This diﬀer
_ m 'ﬁne as- to the Time thereof it doth ſucceed and' eth from what is ſpoken of, Very? 4. ('altlio"' that be

that immediately to herﬁrﬅ Trial, and her travailing Perſecution alſo) in theſe thrice, i. In the Object
whomthe'heMan-child,
perſeouteth';whereas
it is the
Wﬂman
which brought
under h'uhenlſh- Berſecution
isovec, which-followand doth pre ſorth
'ng'of Antichſiriﬅ'r
before
it wasthe
Alan
eeed the open;

ezhjn zhehnginmng-of the next Chapter: And there- child it ſelf, Ver/2 4.

The Parties are, upon the

fore it muﬅ continue the Hiﬅory of the Churches Matter, the ſame: But the Church, conſidered in
Condition from TCorﬄ'mim-'s coming to the Empire, her complex Nature, as-anvaﬂbciated Body, with Or
about the Year 310. until the Year 606. or there dinanccsr of YVord, Sacraments, Diſcipline or Go
b'y:

Which in the ﬁfth Trumpet,- Chap. ix'. was ver-riment, is called thetmmazi, becauſe, as ſuch, ſhe
bringeth forth, and is a Mother. Again, As ſhe is

cleared tobe the Time of the Diſcovery of Anti
ehriﬅ. 2. It is from this olear,- that it muﬅ con
temporate- with the ﬁrﬅ ſour 'I'i-umpeta,r Chap. viii.
and ſo muﬅ in the Event be the ſame. I't is more
ſhortly and=generally ſet down here, becauſe it was
morelargczdinﬁﬅed on in theſe, and becauſe-the Scope
of this Yi 11 is eſpecially to deſcribe Antichrtﬅ's

conſidered in- her particular Members and Profeſſors,-- '
theſe are ſaid to be her Children; ſo that the Diﬀer
ence in this Reſpect, ie,; That formerly the Devil'
endeavoured immediatel to cut oﬀ'all Profeſſors that:

bear the Name of Chril ianity, by Heatheniſh*Perſe-<
eution,. ſeeking to deﬅroy the Church inaher Mem

Kingdom, which was more obſcurely and ſhortly hers; For, if there be no Profeﬅors,'*there can be no

pointed at by the. ﬁfth Trumpet, Chap. ix., and what Church: Here again, Seeing that failedv him, and
followed thereon, Chap. xi. And'ſſo the Scope of this he could no longer command Men to-takethe Lives
Part, is-to continue the Series of the Churches Con of particular Chriﬅians on that Account, he doth not
dition between her-open Suﬀer-ings under the Dragorr now War directly aﬃinﬅ them, but he ſeeketh to
and Heathen Pcrfec'uteis, and the open appearing of corrupt the Church i directly, that by overturning
the Beaﬅ, or A-ntichriﬅ': -For,. tho' that be the main the Ordinances in her, he might 'mar her former'
Scope of this Viſion, to ſet forth the Beaﬅ's'-'K.ingdom:; Beaut that ſhe appeared in, Verſe I. zſr a-H/o/mm
yet becauſe that did not immediately ſucceed the for doth with the Sun-1 That ſo ſhe, being no Woman,v
mer, and theChurches declining was not inﬅantly at might be no Mother, whereby indirectly he might
its Hight, vand the Devil was never idle; Therefore gain-his Point, in- poiſoning the'Seed: This is-done'
here is ſhown aninterveening Exerciſe whereby the by therawakening and ſpreadingof Schiſms and Here

Devil aﬅayeth either utterly to undo her, tor at leaﬅ. ſies-in the Church, which tho'theyx do- not directly
to make way for the Beaﬅ's Advanoement,- which ﬅrike againﬅ the Being of Chrlﬅians, or particular'
could not without foregoing Preparation be expected Profeﬅ'o'rs ;, yet do they noleſs' ﬅrike'againﬅ the Liſi:v
to have ſuch univerſal Welcome in the World: And of Chriﬅiamty, in the Purity and Power of its Of
as John is the more ſhort' in ſetting down this, ſo may dinanccs, without' which there ean'- be' no-Church,
we be in explicating of it,-, having already ſpoken to altho' Men as Menv continue' to live. Hence we
may gather the ſecond and third Diﬀerencc, to wit,
iron Chap;
_ e
i _ A _
I N theWonda, r. The Devil's Deſign islaid down, =in thew Inﬅruments' that he maketh Uſe of, and iii.

I/Zrſe 13; 2.. The Churches Safety is expreſſed, Verſe vthe Manner of his-ptirſuing this new Deſigm. which.
my. 3.. A new Mean uſed by him to purſue his e is not violently and openly by Heathen- Men-who
ſign, is foretold',_I/aſe-!5.- 4..The Churches 're were without,.as= formerly he' had done, but more
ſervation-from-that, and theMatn thereof followeth, ſubtilly andt-covertly. by- profeſſing. Chriﬅians he
Vrſſ 16. And laﬅly, The Devil's gntnd- Deſign endeavour-eth tnis..- He is now ſaid to Pﬂſlﬂlft:
which he in a great >Meaſureaccompliſhetli in the Notas if. he had: not formerly perſecuted;. but
following Chapter,,: isvhkited,.lſcrſh 17.. ſo that every to ſhew, that- althougſſhshe had altered hisv way
I/'nﬅ hath a new materialStep ofthe Churchp Lx in the former Refpects,.- yet'- was his Deſign no
erciſe, wherein the-Devills' unoeﬂant Mali'ee onthe leſs malicious in: Reſin-St of: himſelf, nor hurt

ful in Rcſpect of the Church,,.than the former
raignty on the other, do in this Conteﬅ emtnently was' '
av-T me
appearone ſide, and the Lord's gracious Care and Sove

.A" EXPOSITION of the

50'2
Chap. ra."
2. THE Occaſion of this new Heat againﬅ the of the Lord's feeling his Elect againﬅ that coming
Church and the Change of'his former Way, is Storm, and that-ſame, C/poþ. xi. r. of his' com

ſet down, And when the Dragon
that ly manding'to Mtſilﬂ 'be Temple ': Becauſe, r. Both
was ca/I unto the Em'tb: Which importeth, a. theſe relate to the ſame Perſons, to wit, the' true
The Ground of his Irritation, to wit, the former Church. And, 2. To the ſame time, to wit, im
Foil which he had gotten 5 he is ſo indefatigable mediately after Heatheniſh Perſecution. And, 3.
an Enemy, that having gotten one Deſeat, he To the ſame Scope, to wit, the Preſervation of

doth ( and that the more unceſſantly endeavour to
-recover what was loﬅ, which ought to make
Men moﬅ vigilant,even then when they ſeem to have
moﬅ Advantage. 2. It ſheweth the Reaſon why
now heſeelteth the Corrupting oſ the Church,

the Mother in this rkew ſuhtile Way, and doth
-not directly purſue t e Child as he had done, be
cauſe now by his former overthrow he found
himſelf caﬅ unto the Earth, ſo that he could not

have Men directly to own his Deſigns and to
give him-obedience as formerly when the ſupream
-Magiﬅrates were for him. 3. It ſheweth the im
mediateConncxion of this his Deſign and what

the Lord's own from theſe tempeﬅuous Storms
or Floods which "by the ſhumptlr were to come
upon thevlﬁble Church.
a. THE Place whereto the Woman is to flee,
is mentioned that ſhe might ﬂee into lb: Il/ildrrmﬅ.
It is called her place, becauſe, ( I/'rſ' 6. ) it was
prepared of God for her, and doth ſet forth the
Lord's Soveraignty in ordering her safety, and by
ſpecial Providences carrying'- out the place .of her
security, as having appointed it for her long be
fore the Trial came. 'By II/ildcmſi we are not
to conceive any ſuch particular Place in any De
/ort, but hereby is meant that the Lord ſeeth to
the Saſety of his Church in the midﬅ of the

followed thereupon with the .Churchcs former
Deliveranoe; ſo that no ſooner doth he ﬁnd confuſions of the World, as if (he were locally

himſelf diſappointed of one Mean, but he doth
aﬂ'ay another. If it be asked, how the former
Deliveiance could be ſuch Ground of Joy to the
Church, ſeeing this doth immediately follow upon
sit? zlnſw. 1. It was certainly great Ground of
Praiſe and Honour -to.God, and great Ground of
Joy and Rejoycing to the Saints, init ſelf, what
ever Eﬀect accidentally thro' Satan's Malice and
'Mens Corruption might follow upon it; For, by
it the Lord eminently vindicated his Name,

removed from all Fellowſhip with. them to a
Deﬅrt. More particularly it alludeth to the Lord's
Way of bringing the People of IſrotI out of Egypt,
who immediately after their' great and joyful De
livery from Pharaoh outof Egp't, were not brought i'

unto the Land of Cana'n, but for along Time
lived

in the IVxld/meſi,

where tho' they were

freed from their former Oppreſſion, and had much
'Liberty .to- Worſhip God publiekly, * which they
had not in Egypt, yet'wanted they not many
Truth and Servants from former Reproaches and Trials,'and thro' their corruptions many Sins;
Oppreſſions, and give unto his Church great free ſo here is holden forth a mlderneﬅ ﬅate of the
dom if it had bcen well improven. 2. Although Church, contemporary with, and ſuitable unto
the Devil inﬅantly began this new Deſign, yet it the Prophets prophelying in Sackloth : Which we
was not at once brought to a Hight, and there

may take up particularly to conﬁﬅ in theſe,

cforc -it vmight be matter of Rejoycing to the
Church, to have that interval which followed bo
--tween the Hight of Heatheniſh Perſecution and that
of Antichriﬅs which was to come, beſide other
vReaſons given in the cloſe of the former Lee

In a condition that is ſafe, as being now out of
the YVay oſ Hazard. 2. As in agreat Part latent

-ture.

which, altho' the true Church was not immedi

I.

and inot diſcernable to the Men of the 'World, as

if ſhe had been removed' to ſome Dyer', 3. A
comiortleſs and ſolitary outward Condition, with

Ver/e r4. T H a Churches ſafety is ſet forth in ately pinched after Heatheniſh Perkcution, yet
theſe Circumﬅances,

L'In the mean by which were the moﬅ faithful ever liable thereto in all
the Churches Trials; and it cameto an He'ght

ſhe was preſerved, 75 the Wﬂman were gie-m two
IVngr of a great Bag/e: This alludeth to the
manner of God's bringing Iſrael out or Egypt,
which is ſaid tobeas upon Eagles Wings, Lead.
xix. 4. that is, awonderful and ſpeedy Bell-very,

under Antichriﬅ, with whom this- mlderneſ: ﬅate

doth contemporate. 4. It holdeth forth anEclipſe
of the viſible and ſpiritual' Luﬅre and Beauty of
thc Church which doth not now (hine amongﬅ Men
ſo that the Means uſed bv the Devil to hurt, were as formerlyitdid, no more than if the were remov
not able to reach his End. We take it to be ed to all/thinneﬅ.
that ſame which is mentioned, Chap. vii. r, 2, &e.
3. IN

rw-
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3. IN this Fire' we have the Lord's Care of particularly, I. We will'ﬁnd it the fame Thing,
her and Broviﬁon for her during this Time, ſhe is and belonging to the ſame time with that ſealing,
not to ﬅarve there, and tho' now the World about mentioned, Chap. vii. and that meaſuring that is

her become a'mldermﬁ ;rYct ſhe i: 'tired/bed, that' deſcribed-in the former Chapter: Both which ſhew
'
1. Hath ſpiritual- Food provided for. her,- and a low Condition of the Church in reſpect of the
bleſſed of Godv-to .her, ſo that when: Tradition, Paucity of Profeſſo'rs, her latentneſs, andvinconſpi
Superﬅition,v Idolatry, and that which' cannot cuouſneſs as to- the former Beauty and viſible
nouriſh, do abound amongﬅ the generality of Protection, and the Reſpedh- Protection and care
them who are called Chriﬅians, even when ſhe hath fulneſs that isupon the- Lord's ſide, in reference to
theſe few, Therefore, 2-.-By this ﬅmſing of the
the ſincere Milk of the-Word appointed for her
and that- in ſuch a Way as the World knew not Womans,- we are not to- underﬅand any local
whence it came: In- which there-is' an Alluſion Mutation of the Church, but a diſappearing of the
to God's Wa -of feeding the- Jradim cxtraordi- true Church in reſpect of what ſhe was; for,'
narily in the
rldermſi, and to hisproviding for the ſealed ones continue under the Storm-with the
Elias by the Ravens, when he durſl: not be-ſeen in reﬅ, and are preſerved from that Hurt, C/zajXix. 4.
Iſrael. 2. This, that ſhe i: munſhtd, holdeth forth not by any local Tranſmigration from one place

the Lord's kind Manner of communicating his to another, but by God's ſecret Protection and Sealr
to his Church in her ﬅrait, ſo' that ing zvand the-Temple ﬅandeth where it was, even"
altho' ſhe be not feaﬅ'd as ſometimes aSnanger when it was meaſured-by for the Lord, Chap. ix. 1. will do another, yet vdoth- he nouriſh- hcr- as a altho' by, the Addition of' Human Inventions,
Mother or Nurſedo their ſucking Child.- 3. It Superﬅitjons and ceremonies, and eſpecially by the
irnplieth the Lord's continuing of Miniﬅers with' ſwarms
Locuﬅs,in mentioned,
Chap. ix.
were ſo of
numerous
the utter Court,,that who
thev
her during that Time, who ſhould be for Number
and C_ualiﬁcations ſitted for feeding of her: There Temple and theſe few in it who yet retained the
fore Verſe 6. It is ſaid, that ſhe batb a Plate pre true Altar, were ſcarce diſcernable, and that ﬁeld

Proviſion

pared of God, 'where they ſhould feed ber, &a. That of the Church, which'was- pleaſant before,-by their

is, the Prophets mentioned in the former Chap

Corruption is- made like unto. a [Hide-run, as to
the ſpiritual Beauty which formerly ſhe enjoyed?
4. TH s: time'of her'ﬅay,is, For a tim'ezand time: and And thus the Church is ſaid taﬅet, when by An
balſ'a time, that is, The ſame with what was men tichriﬅ's ﬁtting down on-- her, and-overſprmding
tioned, Verſe 6. and Chap. xi.' and in the- following her, ſhe doth not appear as formcrl , but he and Cbaptcra- lt is here repeated, 1. To ſhew the his followers who-tread the-utter gourr, are ſeen
certainty-of this Event. 2. T-o ſhew that it is the to ﬁll the Room'where ſhe was. And thus, even'
ſame with that, menti0ned,,ſ/erſt 6. and contem Papiﬅs expound and apply, this Place, ( as we hintsv
porary- with theſe of-'the ſame, extent, Chap. xi. ed at in the former Chapter ).illuﬅrating it thus,
and 13. And, 3. It-is mentioned in theſe Words that asvnow- in Englawi- the- Church-(ſay they)
with Alluſion to that of Dan.- -vii. 25.-wherein the may he ſaid to be ﬂed to the-ſI/ildermſ'. becauſe
Tyranny of A'm'nbw over the -* Church ofv the that conſpicuoua Catholick Church,- which- was
ews is expreﬂed almoﬅ -in*' the ſame Terms; 11- once in her, it isobſcured- by the overfpreading
t"'_:,. that is' one Year, Times, that- isz- two of Hercticlts as they called them, altho**thcre-be yeti
Years: And the dividingtf >a Time there, ſhcweth within the ſame Bounde a Numberoſ true Cathoſome odd Number of Days ;.but here-being half ljckszwho remain-a partof the trueChurch : Soſi'
* a 77m:-.- Itis to make it agreeable with-the other ( ſay they ) the Churches general Flight under An<
reckonings of-fcrry two Months, three Years and tichrilk. 'is to be conceived-to be her general robſcur- '
ter.

_

an half, Us.

.

i

In ſam-it is to ſhew,-that-while her

ing by the numerouſneſs- ofhis followers, whilcas

Prophets propheſie in Snckc-loth, and Antichriﬅ there ſhall be ﬅillpeven in theſe ſeveral Bounds over
poﬂeﬂ'e'htheutter Coungſhe isto be in the II/ilderr which he governeth, ſuch-a Number of trucCatholicks
ueſ5.
5. i Tin end - of'
, this ﬂecing,-is-,A
Frm tbe- Fan-cf as ſhall-ﬅill make up a true Church. And this
we conceive,--being,rightly- applied to the Corrup<

the Strpmt,'-that is, .to be preſerved from his Fury;
and Rage, as if ſherhad-beenl conveyed- out of
ſight.
T o apply this of the Churches ﬂeeing' more

tion- of-the true Antichriſt, is the very ſame thing
ment-iuned- hen:- 3. . This ineonſpicuouſneſs and ' la-_

tency, is-not any Change on the Perſons who
continue Proſeﬂ'ors of the true- Church, asPapiﬂs
abſurdly
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Chap, re;

abſurdlyimpute to us; but here the Devils Deſign at the ſameTime. 5. This Diﬅinﬃon between the
being againﬅ the purity oſOrdinances and the Church Woman, . or prure Brofeſſion and Profeﬂbrs from theſe
'is conſidered complezily as a-Woman and Mother, ſuper-added corruptions and deelining Erofeſſon, t'
it is in that Reſpct that ſhe is ſaid eſpecially to ﬂee; not ſo much, or only tobe gathered from a ﬂared
becauſe, that altho' the Perſons continue ﬅill viſible, Diviſion and Separation. ſuppoſed to be between them,
yet the for-mer Purity of Ordinances, Truths of in reſpect of Place, or diﬅinct Profeﬂion, as if the
the Goſpel and ſimple Way of Church-Commu true Worſhippers were in one Place, and the de
nion, which formerly made her conſpicuous, is clined Church in another, without any external
nbw made exceeding undiſcernable, nndſhe in that Communion in any Part of Worſhip together, dur
Reſpcct is made as it were to ﬂee; ſo that now, ing this Time;

but in tln's eſpecial] , that theſe

partly, thro' the multitude of corruptions, Su true Worſhippers, tho' living among the others,
perﬅitions,Uc. that infect the Church; and partly, did yet keep themſelves from theſe corruptions, and
rhro' the fair of Profeſiors, and hazard that there and from communicating in them with theſe who

is openly to diſown theſe, it becometh exceeding were corrupted, at leaſt in ſuch Things as were in
diﬃcult to diſcern Purity of Doctrine, and the ſimple conﬁﬅent with the Foundation, altho' in many ac
way ofworihip, and theſe who ﬁncerely adherethereto, cidental and' circumﬅantial Things they might be en
altho' ſuch indeed (continue ﬅill to be free from the ſnared in the common Courſe of the Time, yet keep
Corruptions of Doctrine, ſuperﬅitiouſneſs of Wot. ing ﬅill the Foundation of eſi'ential Truths and Wor
ſhip and theſe who were infected therewith, but ſhip, whereby they continue to be true Members of
theſe laﬅ become ſo predominant over the Face of the Church, and to have the Reality and Power of
the Chriﬂiau INorld, that the former is conceived Ordinances amongﬅ them, altho' much obſcured by
to be removed, and all are accounted to be or the building of Hay, Stubble, Ur. and ſuch like

this one corrupt VV-ay, the Harmony therein is ſo thereupon; which may yet be conſiﬅent with their

general. And what the Papiﬅs plead ſor in the salvation, as we may gather from the inﬅancing of
pretended univerſality of the Romiſh Catholick many worthy Men, who wanted not their Acceſſion
Religion, is from " this ſound to be in a great to many ſuperﬅitious ceremonies and Practiceg'who
part Truth, and to be acknowledged ſo, it being yet, by retaining the Foundation of Goſpel-Truths,
4. We are cannot be denied to be true Members of the true
and this ſailing of ſuch, hath no little In
of the Church, and are ſaid to poſſeſs the utter ﬂuence on the Churches ﬂeeing and bringing of her
eCourt, are indeed Perſons ſimply extrinſick to the in reſpect of her Church-State into this Wilderneſs
viſible-Church, but extrinﬁdt as to the corruptions, and latent Condition, even as in the Times of the
ﬅealing in and infecting the generality of the Mem yew: Delections, and particularly, of that in the
'bers of the viſible-Church, by whom the ordinance: Days of Elijah, we will ﬁnd many thouſand: con
of Doctrine, Wor-ſhip and Government, are coro tinuing really to he true Worſhippers of' the true
,rupted; which again have Inﬂuence _upon the God in Things ſimply fundamental, and not to bow
corrupting of her Members: This ﬂumg then of the Knee to Baal, or totally to partalre of the com
the Womans is an inward Inſection, whereby her mon Apoſtaſy, altho' they might continue publick
the very fulﬁlling of this Propheſie.

not to conceive, that theſe who Obſcure the Beauty Church ;

former Church-ﬅate is uite altered and turned to Communion in many Things with the reﬅ, and it is
he another Thing, as if ,
were not in the ſame like, in every Thing not keep ſuch Diﬅance with
place where ſhe u as, even as, under the Law, it theſe Deſections. and profeſs the Truth ſo as became
is ſaid of the jeu/s, that b their w'horing from them, as by their Continuance in that Kingdom,
where the publickand
pureby Wot-ſhip
of God
was ſo
God and Deſections, the bay F/qﬅaþgﬄdfrﬄ'them, diſcountenanced,
their being
undiſcctemablc

Jer xi. 15. when they were and appeared tobe un
ſuitable' to their ſcdeml Relation to God, altho'
thev keeped ﬅill the pretext thereof-5 ſo here, the
Chiirch is ſaid to ﬂee from the generality of theſe
that profeſs Chriﬅianity, when theyȝ become,
by their corruptions, unſuitable to it,'even althoﬀ

even to Elrja/a, ſeemeth to be manifeﬅ; and in
this Caſe the Lord might feed and nouriſh them,
by continuing ſome faithful Miniﬅers for their
Cauſe, altho'
as he they
had knew
done ſome
Prophets
even in
IſrarZ,
notv who
were beneﬁted

they pretend ﬅill to a Profeﬂion thereof, it being by them; or, ſo much ſolid Truth of his Goſpel
asinconſiﬅent with the being'of a pure'Church to in the midﬅ of much Superﬅition and humane
alter and corrupt the purity of Ordinances, as for Invention, which being choſen by them, and ſe
parated
one to continue in one Place, and to ﬂee from it,

F'I'TﬁC
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r-sos.

parated from the poifenous Additions, might prove plicity of Worſhip in the Church, * and the Way
rſolidvFood by God's Bleſſing to them, whereas
others of that ſame Society might'ﬅarve, or poi
ſon themſelves by their forbearing of the Truth
that was continued, and thdr drinking in of the
Errors and Superﬅitions that were added: And ac
cording to this, we will ﬁnd in the '-Wri:ings of

that was then accidentally made for Antichriﬅ's
publick appearing, as we cleared on the ﬁrﬅ four
Trumpets; and conſidering the way 'how Periods
are reckoned in this Propheſie, ( whereof more was
ſaid on Chap. xi. Lecture iv. ) We conceive it is
ſufe therefore, and only agreable to the nature of

many, where theſe Corruptions are moﬅ frequent, theſe Periods, to ﬁx the Time as is ſaid.
--I*-N the 15. Ver. We have the Serpent's malici
yet ſometimes ſo much ſolid Truth, that if it be
rcleanly ſeparated, and availed out from that infecti ous Craft againﬅ the Woman-ſet down, r. In

ous Leaven, may prove uſeful and nouriſhing to the Mcan he maketh Uſe of; -It is Mter a: a
Souls. And hence it is, that even among theſe who Flood. 2. There is the Fountain
from: II: mﬅ it out g l'rſis Maid/3.
had no viſible ﬅated Separation from Popery, there.

this3. There
ſpringeth
is

may be ſaid to be continued a true Church, in as ( to ſay ſo) the Obje , in reference to which he
far as the Lord continued theſe Truths, and, no directeth this Flood; It is after the Hﬂma'r. Laſt
Qreﬅion, had ſome amongﬅ them for whoſe Be ſy, There is his Deſign, that is, that be m'glvr cauſe
hove he did continue them, as a Church to him,

ber r' be tarried away of the Find.

By this Mr

altho' the Popiſh <.Church as rſuch, was not the M' a: a Head, we unjerﬅand Errors, and that in
true Church, but contradiﬅinguiſhed from it; and a moﬅ abundant Meaſure and violent Manner.
in this Rcſpect, the viſible'Church at that Time, Sometimes they are compared to Winds, as Chap.
at leaﬅ in Part, and the Antichriﬅian Church, are vii. Sometimes again to Water that is very tu
to be diﬅinguiſhed in-sReſpect of this diﬀerent Con multuous, as Judas mr. 13. The Mtintainers of
ﬁderation of xProfeﬂors, 'to wit, that general declin them are called raging ſI/Fwe: eft/7: Sea. They are
ed Church, is Antichriﬅian, as conſidered in her compared to a Flood, to hold forth, t. The a
Adherence to him, and owning of all his Corrup bounding of them. 2. The ſudden Riſe of them.
tions, whereby 'ſhe carrieth his Mark ;_ but, as con 3. Their Impetuouſneſs, 4. The Hurtfulneſs of
ſidered inReſpcct of theft: who retain the Foun them, which do drown Souls, and overtum the Face
dation, and own the-fundamental Truths of Chriﬅ, of the viſible Church, as Floods do Fields. That
and truly adhere to him, theſe are the Church of Errors muﬅ be underﬅood here, theſe Things will
Chriﬅ, altho' in Reſpect of their declining and clear, r. That this Flood proceedeth out of the

partial Defection they be an impure and Obſcure Devil's Mouth, who is a Liar, and the Father
whereof ſomething is ſaid, C/mp._ xi. thereof, and ſendeth lying Spirits out into the
9.. vIt is clear from the con
arnerward.
6. T H ts ﬂuting-of the Wﬂman, and Defection temporary Propheſie of the ﬁrﬅ four Trumpets;
Church;

Lccture uIt. and more may be ſaid .( God willing) Mouths of others.

.For, this holdeth forth the Troubles of the Church
of the Church, is not to be conceived as inﬅant immediately after Heatheniſh Perſecution; The
ly at an Height; or, during 'this whole Time, to Event alſo being exactly conform, as was clear in
be accounted of equal Groſncſs; For altho' it be the viii. Chap. doth conﬁrm this. The Sezpent is

gin immediately after Heatheniſh Perſecution, as is ſaid to taﬅ tbir Head out ﬀbi: Maur/7: Which import
ſaid, and before the Beaﬅ's publick appearing; yea, eth, 1. That the Original ofall Error is from the De
before the Flood be caﬅ out of the Drugon's Mouth 3 vil, the Father of Lies. And what kind of Waters can

yet is (he for a Timein ſight: Therefore it is ſaid, theſe be that proceed out of ſuch a Mouth? This is

That be tq/I out the Flood after her. And there

to make Men loath all declinings from Truth ; for, the

ſore we are not to account the Church, during
the ﬁrﬅ four Trumpets, to be no Church, buta
dnlv'ning or ﬁlling Church, as being in her way
to this Wjldernels-condition. It would not there
fone be thought, that that State of the Church,
during the ﬁrﬅ four famous general Councils,
wherein the Truths of God were vindicatcd, lS to

vDevil hath, as it were, diſgorged himſelf by ſending a
broad ſuch a Thing. 2. It importeth aSuddenneſs in
the Riſe, and a Vehemency in the driving on of ſuch
Errors, that he did not only ſpue theſe out oſ his
Mouth, but he did caﬅ them with a kind of Violence
and Force. Laﬅbv, It ſheweth alſo his Malice, that

throweth ſuch Floods after a ﬂeeing Woman. This
agrceth well alſo ( according to the former Applicati
ceeded to theſe; 'yet, conſidering the beginning on under the ﬁrﬅ four.Trumpcts) unto the primi
of the Decay of Purity of Doctrine, and Sim 'tive Errors, which indeed were like a Flood,-an.l
T t t
were
be paralleled with that corrupt State which ſuc

\
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Chap. 17

were moﬅ-violently carried on to the great hurt or Inﬅrument of the Woman's Help, and the Earth
of the Church. This lettdth us ſee how impetuous heloed the hVo'nan. 2. There is the Manner how
Error willbe ſor a Time,.and. what Height in the the Earth adminiﬅreth this Help, ſhe openeth her
Juﬅice of Godit may come unto.. 3, It is ſaid to Mouth, and ﬁuallaweth up the Flaad which the Ser
be eaﬅen after the [Vmanz Which, doth not only pent had taﬅ out ty" his Mlltb. By Earth here,
import his lavelling it at her, and his ſeeking there we cannot underﬅand the World, as contradiﬅin
by to inſect the Ordinances,-and the Mother that guiſhed from the viſible Church, becauſe there isno
bringeth forth the true Spouſe of Jeſus Chriﬅ *, way conceivable of their helping the Iﬁman againﬅ
( for, the reﬅ of the XVorld he doth not much value Errors: Neither in the Event, will any thing of
them) But alſo it doth import, r. That. the that be found Truth; for, theſe Goth: and made
that Ariam,
invaded and
thewere
Empire,
did'toaltogether
beſriend
Woman was moving. And, 2. That he took the the
Ectnemics
the pure Church.
Advantage of her moving, as it were, to carry her
the more eaſily away before ſhe could. ſettle: This We muﬅ then by Earth underﬅand the viſible
is clear from the fourth Thing, which is his Deſign, Church at that Time, which was declining from
to wit, That he might cauſe her to he tarried away the Simplicity of the Goſpel and becoming earth]
with the Flaed. It is not ſaid, That he might in her Services and. Adminiﬅrations, as we hear ,
drown her with the Flaad, But that with ſuch Er Chap. vii. ſhe is called the Earth which the Wind
zors he might drive her from. Truth and ﬅcdſaﬅ was to blow up0n.. That it muﬅ be ſo underﬅood
neſs therein, and carry her away in that Flaad with here, to wit, of the declining viſible Church, as
the reﬅ of the unﬅable World ;. and ſo,.in a W'ord, contradiﬅinguiſhod' from the-pure Members therein,
that he mightt undo hen. That ſhe ſhould be no ſarily
theſe Things
will clear,
Becauſe
it muﬅ
be underﬅood
of the 1..
viſible
Church,
and neceſ
ſiyet it
Woman and no Church. We conceive the Event
is expreſly contradiﬅinguiſliedﬁ from. the Woman

to be anſwerable in theſe. two,. I. The Church by

temporal Pomp and Grandour, and multi lying of and her Seed that comprehendeth the pure Members.
Ceremonies,.,and.ſuch like, did begin the light of Therefore by Earth here muﬅ be underﬅood that

the true Church, and did ſomeway by that declining part of the viſible Church, which was declining
Obſcure her... a. When Spirits were grown ſome
what' Carnal and had fallen from their. former Sim
plicity, then the Devil took. Advantage to raiſe up
abominable Errors, and' did drive them-on impetu
ouﬂy, intending thereby to deﬅroy all,.and involve
the few that .keep their Garments clean in theſe Abo
minations : . Which two are clear in Hiﬅory, as hath:

been formerl ſaid.
IN the 1 . Verſe We have the Remedy and Co

faﬅ from its Purity; a. There is no way of apply
ing of the Earth: opening its Mouth and drinking
up of that Hand, but to underﬅand it of that de
clining Church,_ as is ſaid. 3, The Event alſo will
clear it,, as ſomewhat was ſaid, Chap. viii.

and

what we may now hint, will further evidence.
La/ily, There is no other Thing will ſuit the
Allegory, as the Application will make appear. If
it be. asked, how the viſible Church can' be called

vert providedagainﬅ this Stor-m, whereby theDevil's the Earth during the ﬁrﬅ four Trumpets? ſinﬂu; 1.
Deſign is diſappointcd, It is ſaid, And the Earth help We muﬅ not have Rcſpect onl'y to the ﬁrﬅ four
ed the Woman, and the Earth opened her Mouth, Trumpets, but to the whole Period' of all the ſix; and

and ſwallowed' up the Head whith the Dragon my) thereforeas the Woman is contradiﬅinguiſhed from
out zﬀ his Moutha In the General this ſeemeth hard the viſible Church, and ſaid to be hid for the ſpace
to be expounded. orapplied, yet we muﬅ ſollow of 1260.. Days" becauſe her low Condition came
the ſimple. Scope and Strain. of the All'e'gory, which to. aHight in that Time, though for aTime ſhe
is this,.that as the, Devil caﬅeth out Errors like wanted not Liberty, even' ſo in Oppoſition to that,
Heads to carry away the Church, as proper Hardy-of the declining Part of the vſible Church, during that
Water do. carry things before them, ſo the Lord' Time, isﬀcalled Earth, becauſe in. that Period her
doth provide Means to drain and dry up theſe Fſaadr .earthlineſs camevto a Height, v.although for a Time
of Errors, as eﬀectually as the. Earths. opening of it was but advancing. And upon' this Ground,
its Mouth will ſoon dry up a [load- And it being Antiohriﬅ and his followers,- are ſaid to-tread the utter
ſomewhat certain. what. the Hoadrare, it: will 'be Court,..Cha;_>, xi. 2, 3, During all' that whole Period,
ſaſeﬅ to look. to the.Means,.which in the Event tho' ſor a conſiderable Time he came not 'to- a Height,
were made uſe of for. the-remaining of theſe Abomir And this anſwer-muﬅ' be admitted, otherwiſe- there
nations.v 7
.
is no: agreeing of theſe Ptopheſies which ſpeak of

T. H a. Verſe hadrtwo. Things, x. The Meant. the .whole. Period as at its Height, when notwith
ﬅandingr

Chap. 12.
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ſtanding, they have many Degrees to paſsbefore they are aſſwaged, So the viſible Church, her opening
come to that. 2. That viſible Chiirch may becall of her Mouth, that is, by ſerious Ex'hortations in
ed the Earth, becauſe of its earthly Pomp and Preachings, Diſputes in \Vritings, Determination'
Grandour, having great Titles, conteﬅs for Pre

in Synods and Councils, and ſuch like, is the or

cedency, ample temporal Governments in her Of dinary and approven mean of remaining Rrror
ﬁcers, and ſuch like; Whereby ſhe looketh more and preſerving Truth.

earthly like zin-her Carriage and proceedings, than the
ﬁrﬅ primitive Church which appeared clothed with
the Sun, and in a heavenly Frame in the beginning
of the Chapter. 3. She may hecalled the Earth
that helped the Whma'r, becauſe of the Countenance
that oftentimes ſhe had of civil Magiﬅrates and the
Concurrence that was between the then viſible Church
and the Magiﬅrates at that Time for the ſupreſſtng
of Errors. 4. It may be ſaid the Earth helped the

It is ſhid, The Earth opened
her Mouth and ﬂoallowed up the Fſood, which the
Dragon taﬅ out yf his Mrzth. This ſes/'flowing
doth not imply any Aﬀection and Love to that
Flaad, for ſhe doth not kindly drink it 5 But it im
porte-th, I. An Indignation at it. 2. AHaﬅc and
Speedineſs in concurring for drying up the ſame.
3; A ridding of Marches in ſomc full and eminent
Manner for the vindicating of theſe Truths. In
the former Ver-je the Dev-ilis-called the Serpent, be

II/hman, becauſeof the general Concurrence of Mul cauſe he was carrying his Deſign cloſly; here he
titudes of Nations within the viſible Church, which is called the Dragm, becauſe his Deſign cometh

being compared with the few ſingle ones, might be cal
Ied'bythis Name. It is here to be adverted; that
when we ſpeak of the Earth: concurring to Help
the Mma'z during that time, that it is not to be
ſupponed that many of the good Emperors and an
cient Fathers are to be accounted of this declining
Church, as it is contradiﬅinguiihed from the IVom-m:
. For tho' they be diﬅinguiſhed, yet they are not ſe
> parated in Place, but, as hath often been ſaid, they

might be in oneCouncil and vet fall under thisContra
Diﬅinction.

Beſide, the viſible Church at that Time

is not denominated from any honeﬅ Perſons that

were in her, but from her general Tendency to
earthlineſs in Worſhip during this Period, as is ſaid.

Alſo we will lind this Neceſſity of diﬅinguiſhing
many of the V/aman's Seed that lived under Anti
ehriſt from being a Part of his Church even in the
darkeﬅ Time.
_
T H 1: ſecond Thing in the Verſe, is, The
Manner how this Part of the viſible Church helpeth
the true Church, The Earth opened her Mouth, and
ſwallowed up the Head whith the Dragon taﬅ out gſ
his Mouth. By Earth we underﬅand, as is ſaid,
the declining part of the viſible Church, which in
End-became Antichriﬅian. And among other Reaſons

to be diſcovered. It is not ſaid that the Earth did
ſwallow up the Head which the Drago'z did caﬅ
after the WB/tratt, but ſimply the F/oad that he caﬅ
out of his Mouth: The Reaſon of this is, becauſ;
the Earth (that is, the d:cltning Church) when
indeed materially ſhe was helping the mar-an the

pure Church, yet had ſhe no diſcerning of that Di
ﬅinction, but was only provoked with Indignatiort
againﬅv theſe abominable Errors, tho' as to the Event
the Lord made good Help to his true 'Church out of
the ſame.
N o w, to conſider the Application of this in the
Event, We will ﬁnd itfully agreeable to this Pro
pheſic, r. When the Devil raiſed up ſour groſs
abominable Errors immediately after the Churches
obtaining of Peace, there was a general Concuſ

rence of the Pluraiity of the viſible Church and
oﬃcers thereof for diſcovering, confuting and con
demning the fame, and cenſuringthe Abettors thereof;
thus they are, the ﬁrﬅ Hereſie, to wit, that of Arius,

which denied the Eternity of the God-head of the
Son, was condemned by the ſirﬅ famous Council
at Nice, during the Reign of Coaﬂantine the Great,
and by his Concurrence. The ſecond Error of the
Mazedorrr'am, who denied the perſonality of the
why ſhe is called the Earth here, we conceive this holy Ghoﬅ, was condemned by the ſecond general
is one, hecauſethat dcclining Church was to preſerve Councel, which was the ſirﬅ at Cort/Iarrttmþle ; This"
the Truth in reference to theſe four primitive Errors, was convocated by Thmdzſſus the Great. The third
even in-its moﬅ earthly Temper and in-its loweﬅ Error of Neﬅtriar, who divided Chrilt's Natures,
Degree of declining, by which the Doctrine of and aſſerted him to have two Perſons as well as
the God-head and of the Perſon of our bleſl'ed two Natures, was condemned by the third
Lord Jeſus hath bten preſerved for the Beneﬁt of famous general Councel at Epheſir: under 'Theodo
the Who/am Seed, even amongſt their corrupt Wri jiur the Second. A fourth Principal fundamental
ters. Alſo this Expoſition of Earth, will anſwer Error, was that of Eutythet, who on the contrary
the Allegor well 5 for, as the Earth: drinking of Neſt'ariur, did conſound the Natures of Chriﬅ
up of F/aa s, is the ordinary Way whereby they and aſſctt him to have but.one Nature, as he is
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in the viſible Church, and there is no attain-ting
Emperor. Now, conſidering that in the Event there of a-publick-Determination for Truth, without
but one Perſon: -This was under Martium: the

is ſuch a general Concurrence of the whole Church,
even when there were Failings, and a Decay in many.
Things: This may well look like the Earth's dry
ing up of the Flood, and be a Part of the ſulſilling
of this Propheſie; eſpecially if we conſider, in the
ſecond Place, .That theſe Truths were not only main

the Concurrence of many other-ways unſound,

Therefore whenr the Lord in an" extraordinary
Manner ﬅirreth up ſuch to concur for ſuch an
End, it is a great Help to the Church. And in
deed we ſee in theſe primitive Times, even when
Truth had been confirmed,- that afterward Error

tained during the ﬁrﬅ four Trumpet', while the got the Advantage of the Plurality upon its ſide,
Church was not altogether out of Sight, ( ſor, the and pretended Determinations for it, as in the
laﬅ Error, is caﬅ out after the Woman, as well as Hiﬅory of the Councils-may. be ſeen. Some
the ﬁrﬅ, which importeth her to have had ſome Vi times the Ariam in numerous Councils had but
ﬁbility all that. Time) but, in her moſt declining few Oppoſers, .as Hilariut, Oſiru, and Pan/inns, &c.
Times, ſhe hath keeped theſe Truths concerning the who therefore were baniſhed, becauſe they ceded

God-head of the Son, the Perſonalty of the holy not.. By which we may ſee, that the Lord made
Ghoﬅ, the perſonal Natures of our bleﬂed Lord Jeſus
were ſtill keeped pure in the Time of the greateſt.
Darkneſs oſPopery. In God's Providence theAnti
Chriﬅian Church being conﬅrained to acknowledge,
theſe four general Councils, and theſe particular
Truths maintained in them, in Oppoſition to the

Uſe of many Men for concurring in the former
Determinations, who at other Times,

when the

Face of Authority changed, did quite alter: Yet
to conclude this,,we. may ſee the Truth of this
Propheſie is fulﬁlled," that is,. that tho' there be
many oppoſite Councils unto theſe former, yet
former Errors: Yea, ( laying aſide their Curioſity ) have theſe alway been acknowledged, even in the
many of their corrupt Schoolmen have done-well Popiſh Church, and many have 'gotten good there
to this Purpoſe: Wherefore here- we would ad- of,., which. hath been: a great help unto them.
vert, 1. That their keeping pure theſe fundamental Alſo this may give an Hint of one Reaſon why
Truths in that Church, is a Thing eſpecially deſign the viſible Church is ſo ſoon diﬅinguiſhed front
ed of God, and cometh to paſs by his Providence; the ﬂeeing Woman. And it is wonderful that
and being foretold, as to him, it could not beother when Caryiantine. appeareth againﬅ Ariur, there
wiſe. 2. We may advert and gatherhere, That the is ſuch a general Concurreuce of all ſorts againﬅ
Antichriﬅian Church is not in every ſundamcntal him, eſpecially of Biſhopsuand Church-oﬃcers,
Point of Chriﬅianity to be corrupt: For, in parti and that ſome few Years thereafter, during the
cular it is propheſied of her, that ſhe ſhallkeep theſe Time of the ſame Emperor, there are ſo few
Doctrines pure, and not rcceivethe Flood of the ﬁrﬅ Countenancers of the Truth, and ſo many Fa
impetuous Errors ; For, the Earth here, is that ſame vourers of that -Error,. ,who,.it is like, had ſome
Earth upon which the Wind bloweth, Chap. vii. time condemned the ſame. A ſecond Reaſon, is,
and hurteth with Antichriſt's Deluſions, and the The Lord would have us loving Truth where
ſame Earth or. World, which in the Chapter fol ever
it may beof foundnif
were even
among
the YVritings
Antichriﬅ'sit Vaſlals,
ſ he will
not
lowing is ſaid to worſhip the Beaﬅ. 3. We may
enquire after the Reaſons why the Lord thinketh have usv to meaſure Truthor Error by Mens
good to make Uſh of that Church for preſerving of Piety or Proſanity, who maintain the ſame, nei
theſe Truths, Firﬅ, One Reaſon is clear in the Text, ther will he have Determinations ok Councils to

be caﬅen, or accepted, becauſe 'the Plurality of the
not only during the ﬁrﬅ ſour Trumpets, when Diſcerners are profane-or holy, but he will have
that thereby the Woman, that is, the pure Church,

Things were not altogether corrupt, as was ſaid; both ſquared according to' the ſupreme Rule.
but alſo under the ﬁfth and ſixth, might be fed, And ſo we are to welcomeTruth, preſerved and
and theſe moſt neceﬂary and fundament-al Truths brought down through the Antichriﬅian Church,
might be preſerved for that End, and ſor preventing as if it were itnmediately,.revealed. A third Rot
her being overmaﬅered or enſnared by theſe Errors; ſon why the Lord will have theſe Truths pre
For, it is like, had not theſe Truths been generally

ſerved in Antichriﬅ's Church, is, .That he may be

acknowledged as determined by the Church, many the more vailed, and the Snare the greater unto the
moe, even of theElect, had been in Hazard by World. while he looketh likea Lamb, as is ſaid in the
the subtilty of theſe Hereticks: And conſider next Chapter: For,_it cannotbcthoughr, thatthou
if
ing, that oftentimes the ſincere Number are few
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ſhould deny any of theſe clear Truths, ſo fully not againﬅ a viſible Church and the Conﬅitution and
conﬁrmed by ancient Councils and Fathers, that Frame of Ordinances. in general, but againﬅ particu
he could' prevail ſo ſuddenly and univerſally to lar Members that kept themſelves ure from the
being almoﬅ! the whole viſible Church to give him' 'Corruptions of the Time. The eaſon of the
Adoration; A fourth Reaſon may be the Lord's Change we conceive' to be this, that during the ﬁrﬅ
juﬅ Purpoſe to harden ſuch as are wholly given four'general Councils, and before Antichriﬅ came
a Height,
he had ﬅill ſome
of a( there.
viſible
up to Antichriﬅ's Deluſions, who, becauſe of their to
Church
and 'pure'Orſidin-mces
as toSight
Eſſentials
owning of theſe Truth: and their agreeing with'
the primitive Church in that, are the more ready-to fore the laﬅ Part of the Flood is caﬅ out after the
conceit',-that they' are Succeſſors to the'ﬁrﬅ pure Woman, as well as the ﬁrﬅ) But when the ﬁfth
primitive- Church',- and therefore are the' hardlier' Trumpet ſoundeth, which darkneth the Sun and the
brought
to isrenounce
theirtheother
Abonrinations.Fifthly,>It'
to ſhew alſo
Lctord'sſi
Soveraignty Air, and when Antichriﬅ ariſeth, whom now he in-'
tendeth to bring to a Height, there is not ſuch 24
o'er corrupt Men, and his Care of his'Church, Faceofa viſible Church or pure Ordinances to be ſeen t
who can make even ſuch to be helpful to her, .-as was formerly , for, ſheis obſcured with a Multi
when they intend no ſuch thing;" And thus while tude of =corrupt Worſhipers; The Devil knoweth '-'
generally they- own theſe Truths, and while parw there is a Church, but ſeeing he cannot come at her,
ticular- Writers now and then fall to propoſe and he is wroth and turneth 'to her Seed, that is to par
defend other fundamental Truths,-ſome one, ſome ticular Perſons here or there," who preſerved them
another, out of all. the Lord provideth a Summary ſelves pure. 2.- lt is called the Rmmmt ofherSeod,
of Fundamentals with which by one Providence or becauſe, during that Time, they were to be exceed
other he feedeth and eﬅabliſheth theſe that area his ing few, even as a very ſmall Remnant. It is ſaid, that 'he Dr'agan went to 'ndhe-Hſar with that pure
in the moﬅ ſecure and corrupt Time. _
_\ W e come now to the 17. Ver/i wherein the De' Rmnant: They are not a Party for him," yet"
V'rl's laﬅ grand Deſign is generally inſinuated, but 'is now when he miﬂeth the Mother he purſucth the
more expreﬂy follo'wed in the Chapter immediate- Seed who were much more diſcernable than any
ly ſucceeding, -when he getteth ſome Diſappoint combined pure' viſible Church: This of' m/IZi/tg
ment in the ﬁrﬅ four Trumpets; it is ſaid, and the lﬄar, importeth his ﬅreaching himſelf to the yond
Dragon was wroth with the lI/hlnaﬂ, and went to moﬅ to undo thcm..=- The third Thing in the Verſe

make H/ar with thi Rmmant yf her Seed, Uz. In -is, the Deſcription of the Woman's Seed, that it
which Verſe we have theſe three, -1. The Increaſe may-be known what are the Characters wherebyv
of the Devils Malice, he was wrath with the lI/Zmam he doth decern them,t and 'whereby we may decern
The Woman, or Church, had done him no Wrong, our ſelves; They are two; 1.' Thty'hnp the Ca'rw'
yet is he wroth that he getteth not his own Malice
ventod againﬅ her. - It is a moﬅ tdeviliſh Diſpoſition
when Men are wroth with others becauſe they can
not hurt them= and undo them, eſpecially the Wo
man or her Seed: And yet Men being naturally of

ma'ndmt'zt: qf God : p Which is to vbe undzrﬅood, 1. >
Simply, as the Word is, Pſhl. cxix. 6.."Thcy have
Reſpect in their Wallr to all God's commandment:
though they attain not to Perfection therein; IÞ/rſi- '

'reﬅ htramtth God's Haut ﬁr ever," PſtI. xciii. 5.
2.
Grace it be ſubdued, though in ſome it appear leſs, We may underﬅand it in oppoſition to the antichri
in others more. Again, it will ſeem to import here, ﬅian Church, who, during this Time', ſpend. their '
that though theDcvil was wroth before, and is al Devotions in obedience to Traditions and Com
ways wroth with the Woman and her Seed, yet mandmcnts of Men, whereby, as Chriﬅ ſaith of the
that ſpecial Diſappointments of his Deſigns, and her Phariſees, they did make 'mid the commandment: of
particular and extraordinary Preſervation, do eſpeci Gad.-' By this we may ſee that Vows, Faﬅings,
ally gall him. This we conceive is not unſuitable Peregrinations,*-Adoration of Croſſes and the" like,
to the Curſe that he is under, nor to the Lord's glo though never ſo many with never ſo much Devoti
rious Soveraignty over him, even to bring about his on and ſeeming Piety, will never prove one to be
own Deſigns upon his own Head.- 2. His Deſign, of the Seed of the true Church, whereas the ſimple

this Father, want-not this deviliſh Malignity till by And is a good Character of a Child of God.

as the Fruit of this Anger, is ſet down, he went ſincere Practice of-clear- commanded Duties, will

t'- make llſdr with the Rwmtmt ofhtr Seed. YVherc ſuﬃciently Evidence the ſame. The ſecond Chir
Chriﬅ,
advert, 1. That now his Deſign is not againﬅ the racter, is, and they haw the Tg/iimany qſ
Woman immediately, but againﬅ her Seed, that is,

that is, they are not only legal in their Practice,
but
?* Her-'4. .
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but theMediator in all his Oﬃces is acknowledged by
them: This is alſoto be underﬅood, ﬁrﬅ, Simply,
that they bear Teﬅimony to Chriﬅ by beiieving in
him, as it is, l o/m v. and have his Approbation in
the ſame. 2. t alſo to be underﬅood in oppoſition
to the corrupt Multitude, who in Eﬂect deny Chriﬅ

Chap. 12.

nor have it in the Profeſiion 'that is proper and ſuit
able to true Profcſſors, nor will be found therein ap
proven, as having the ſame before God :v In a Word,

They are ſuch as have Reſpect both to Law and Goſ

pel, giving each of them their own Due. This was
fulﬁlled when the Devil ſet himſelf, by the bringing
to be come in the Fleſh by their Meats, Purgatory, forth of Antichriﬅ to publick View, to make Havoclt
reﬅing upon good VVorks, and the like of theſe; ofthe Church; the Hiﬅo ry whereof followeth in

whereby they give not their Teﬅimony to Chriﬅ, the nex-t Chapter more particularly.

,

Concerning the Unity of tbe Catholick viſible Church.
T'Hrs VVoman 'being the Church, and fre

eth ſo to the End the ſame Woman.

This Conſi

quently mentioned, we may conſider her demtion doth ſhew, how warrantably we may make
a little, and we will ſee that there is a Ca Uſe of the Experiences of theſe ancient Believers,

tholick viſible Church in the Days of the Gofpel plead their general and ellenn'al Priviledges to us and
alſo: That the Church is "here intended, is certain; ours, and build on the moral Grounds of their Policy,
That it is the Church viſible in this, and in the ſor and the Adminiﬅration of this Covenant, and Or
mer Chapter, is alſo undeniable; It is her Purity and dinances amongﬅ them, ſeeing we are one Church,

Deſection that is deſcribed, it is ſhe that ﬂeeth, it is with the ſame eﬂential Covenant and Priviledges, al
iihe that hath Prophets, it is ſhe that is more, or leſs though ſome Things ceremonial were adjoyned (0

viſible, it is ſhe that is perſecuted by the Dragon, and them.
by Antichriﬅ, itis ſhe vthat is ſet on by the Flood _ 2. 'THE Goſpel-Church before Antichriﬅ, dur
of Error, it is (he that travalleth, and bringeth forth ing his Reign, and what followeth, is ﬅill one Church:
Seed that
will lay The
downwhole
their Scope
'Lives and
for strain
the Teﬅi
ſſ_,m0ny
of Chriﬅ:
run This followeth on the former, and is clear in that In

ﬅance of the Jews, who are to be ingrafted in that
ſame Root that the believing Gem't'les ſucceeded unto'
,0f the viſible Church, as we gather from this, and before Antichriﬅ aroſe 5 ſo the Temple is the ſame,
the cloſe of the former Chapter.
'
when it is ſhut, Chap. xi. Ver. r. and ſome few
neth .on this, to ſet forth the State and Condition

T HA 'r this Church is one, we may make it out

cloſed up in it, with the Temple that is open, Firſt

.in there three conſiderations, I. Thejewiſh Church, 19. out of which many do come, Chap. xv. The
and the GoſpeLChurch, materially a-nd in eſlentiai Woman alſo that travaileth, Verſe I, 2.. and bring
'Things are one; It is that ſame Stock from which eth forth, and ﬂeeth to the Wilderneſs, is ﬅill the
they were broken oﬀ, into which the Gan-'He Goſ ſame Woman, Spouſe to Chriﬅ, and Mother to his

._pcl-Church was ingrafted 5 It is that Root, Sap and Seed, during that Time, and alſo after the expiſing
Fatneſs which we now partake of, that they tell of theſe Days.

from, as Ram. xi.

Yea, when the Jew: came to be

,
T H 1 s conſideration ſheweth, the Continuance

graftcd in again, the stock and Church is the ſame; of the Church and Ordimnces, and how that Series is
lt is to their old Church-State that they are again re not interrupted 'by Antichriﬅ's ſitting down in the
ﬅored. If then the
Church-ﬅate, and the Temple, 2T/avﬃ ii. but it continueth to be Ihc
Ge'rtilts be one, yea," the Yewi/b Church-'ﬅate before Church not-withﬅandingrand after his Removal is to
their Fall, and after their Recoverſi be eﬂentially the

be acknowledged for the ſame Church that it was he'

ſame on this Ground, Then the ingdoms, or Na
tions, becoming the Lord's, doth take in the yew:
_Re-ingrafting, who now have had the Vail long on
their 'Faces, and the Temple ſhut upon them 3 For
then the Temple ſhall be opened, and materially th ey
ſhall be entred to the Subﬅance of their ancient Pri
viledges and Covenant, altho' the Adminiﬅtation
thereof be changed. This is here clear; For, this
Woman ( Verſe 1. ) is grafted in the
stock,
Ram. xi. and becometh Chriﬅ's Bride, and contirm

fore he did ſet himſelf down therein. ,

3. THER s is an Unity amongﬅ all Pro'
feﬂors in all Parts of the World that live in thc

ſame Time, they all are of this one Church; and
there is one integral Catholick

Church that is

made up of them all: For, r. There is in -"J1_
the YVorld but one

Heaven

and Kingdom Oi

Heaven that is the viſible Church, as there is OM

Earth or YVorld diﬅinct from it; and it cannhi
be ſaid, there are two, there is but one TCHENC \
as

Chap. '2.
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5 U.
ber:
of
that
Church,
as
Parts
thereof,
as
all
Men
(as there is but one Arlt) that in Darltneſs all arev of the World. Bcſide, what Senſe is it to
are ſhut up in, and which, when Liberty com

eth, is but that ſame Temple opened, and is ſtill ſay, that a gemu, which is an m: rationis, ſhould'
one, tho' it be enlarged to receive moe. And as ſuﬀer, ﬂee, be more or leſs viſible, have Seed, be
all Proſeſſors inra Nation, become one national ſed, &r. Theſe Thin s prove it clearly to hold out
Church, as hath been. ſaid; ſo all' proſeﬃng Na-ct
the Catholick viſible hurch as an- integral B

tions do become- one Catholick Church by the Þnd Socicty, whereof' all particular Proſeſſors are
ſame Grounds proportignably followed: For now arts.
NEITHER
hath this For,
been before
accounted
ſtranger
they become his, not only ſeverally, but conjunct Doctrine
in- the Church',
Chriﬅ,
thiLct'
ly, and theſe have their national Unity, as being

Parts of that' whol'e with a Subſerviency there Church was one: And if after his coming, her U'niI
unto; There is in all the World but one lI/Z t were diſſolved, Then ſr'te were not the ſame
man; When ſhe travaileth, there is an Unity and (ghurchy or Woman, but many Churches, or Wo
Conjunction for Delivery, as there was common men, that one were many, the primitive Times
Hazard; and ſo all Proſeſiors and Churches did knew no lVﬁds; But the Church, and theſe that were
joyn in Prayers, Judicatures, &it. ſor this End. without the ſame, who were baptized, were added

There is but one Sþouſt' to- Chriﬅ, the viſible to one Church, Acts ii. ulſ. r Cor. xii. 13, Cs'r.
Church ;' Thereſore'is it either not Chriﬅ's Spouſe, And theſe who were rejected, were caﬅ out oſ this
nor married' to him; or, there muſt' be a Catho one Church, John ii. Upon this Ground all' the

llck viſible Church, which is married' to him by Apoﬅles but fed one Church, when- they ſed Chriﬅ'k
the ſame Goſpel-band every where: F0r,. to ſay, Lambs any where. U'pon this the generalCouncils
that Chriſt had many Spouſes, would ſound mon are- founded; and' there is nothing riſer and more
ſtruouſly, and not anſwer the Analogy oſ that One ordinary than ſuch Phraſes, as, The Um'ty of the
f/JI pnſauting
praying ﬁrﬀtþe
t/z't C/mrrb,
neſr that is between Chriﬅ and his own Church', Church,
the C/mrrb,
ctC/lm'tb, &c.
&c. nating
mentionif
as between a Man and his own XViſe: There is
but one Mtber bringing forth, and all' viſible Pro ed both among the Fathers and later Divines; yet
ſeſibrs, who' were either' liable to HeatheniſhvP'er none will think that any particular Church is meaned,
ſecution, or Antichriﬅian in any Part oſ the World, or
vilible
Church and
is not
Hence
thethat-the
Noctwrianr,
Do'zatﬄr,
othersintended.
oſ old, and
the
the are Children of this Mother, GaI. iv. 27.
andy Seed oP this one Woman, which ſheweth, Anabapz-iﬅr of late, have been by all the Orthodox
ſhe muﬅ be one: All the Prophets and Miniﬅers branded with this,. That they rent and ſeparated'ſrom
where-ever they ſerve, they feed this one Wo the Church, which-certainly can be underﬅood oſ no
congregation
-,- and-how
often is'the
ſeami
man, and are appointed for that End,.as is clear, particular
leſs Coat of
our bleſiedſiLord
ſpoken-of?"
Thereby
to
Vnﬅ 6. All proſeſling Chriﬅians, who poſſibly be
long to no particular congregation, are of this ſhew, how they conceive the Uhity of the Church
Church; For, they are not of any particular viſible, which oughtnot' to be rent', being by him-apt'
Church, and yet cannot be without even the vi gointcd to be one intire Piece;" Yea, this Form- of
ſible Church, but in that Reſpect have a Mother: peech, is not abhorred by many judicious Men of
This Church is' the Church that the twelve A the eongregational Way, andjudicious [firm ( whom:
poﬅles and' all' their Succell'ors adorn, I/nſe t'. A'nd the Learned Had/in citeth )' is expreſs ſor a Catholick
if that be nor, there can be no- ſolid Expoﬁtion Church,v that is integra/iter zmiwrſhlir.-_v We will
of the xi. Cbap. and of this; Neither can' the ﬁnd alſo the moﬅ ſolid Writer Coþbeſ of'New Engſi
Church be' conſidered in this univerſal Notion as land, aſſert it, and own that as a principle deﬅtuctive '
a gmur, (which is but a philoſophick Notion) to Rule, Annþrdobapliﬁn, Chap; sect. 5. at'the cloſe:
as one might applzv the Notion II/Þma'z, Wit/ver, So doth- Cotton, Cain, 6; 9. and Raboﬂyam appoſite'
or Hauſh, to all ' omen, Mothers and Houſes, ly maketh the Garden', ( Cbap.. vi. 2. ) to be the Ca'
tholickv Church, and the Gardemf to be particular
becauſe that is- a gmm including notionally all that
kind: Nay, it muﬅ' be no univerſal Integral, as Churches comprehended under the ſame, and as
the World is not a grnus to alh Nations, or Per; Parts th'ereoſ: Though' all" theſe, and the Cas
ſons- in it', but doth comprehend them all' as Parts tholicle Church" be not in- themſelves diﬀerent
under it ſelf as the whole: And it is conﬅituted Parties, but ſhe exiﬅeth in. them', as the World
of all theſe; For, all viſible Proſeﬂ'ors are Mem exiſteth in particular Nations and Perſons; There is
no- *

aske
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no Reaſon therefore to-bmnd this as a Principle of Po agree primarily to the Catholick Church, as to baye
pery, and this being both the univerſal Judgment, good and bad in her, which can hardly be ,ſaid al
and Practice of all Divines hitherto, to account the way of all particular individual Congregatiom; and
viſible Church to be one: TheExpreﬃons that. are .when the Churehes- Condition is reckoned zpur', or
in theirWn'tings are to bednterpreted thereby, as impure, quite or perſecuted, few or numerous, it
being intended againﬅ the popiſh cCathohcltneſs; reſpecteth principally the Catholiclt Church, and
which we alſo oppoſe, and the following Word' in goeth upon conſideration thereof, which-(heareth
our Hands do deﬅroy: _And they diſpute that the that the Church ſo conſidered ismoﬅ cſſentially the
Catholick Church is not viſible, that is, either not

Church of Chriﬅ.

glorious and of great-Bitrent, or not ofNeceﬂity al
'N r: r 'rxH r: R oughtitto-move any,-ifitſhould
way to be ſeen or acknowledged as ſuch, There be objected, that Presbyteries are before Synods, and
fore ( ſay they ) .ſheis_wſib1]r_r, though not alway Congregations before theſe, becauſe -Members. that

wſh ; but they do not contradtct this, that the viſible conﬅitute the one, 'have Commiſſion from the

\

Church hath an-Unity in it and is one Body, al
though many of themdo account that to be the
Church, but improper] , and the regenerate ,Elect
only properly to be the,- hurch ; and this rs as much
againﬅ particular Churches as this general Church,
becauſe they look upon the inviſible _Church, as that
which is the Object of many Promiſes,_applye_d by
Papiſts
their Catholick,
or israther
their
v-Church to
abſurdly
5 and there
odds to
ſay particular
the _Ca

other:

And therefore Congregations muﬅ be ﬁrﬅ,

as Shires are before a Parliament or Kingdom made
up of them, becauſe they commiﬂionate ſuch. This

(

lay ) hath no Weight in it, it. _Becauſe the Ca

tholick Church hath not her_Being from particular
_Churches, but .doth deſcendſ as is ſaid) from the
preceeding Generation, till it come to the ﬁrﬅ Church
that ever was, from-'which all that followed were

derived, and did extend themſelves accordingly as

rtholick Church is viſible, as they underﬅood it,

and they increaſed, as hath been ſaid; and Adam's Fa
thefor.
viſiblezchurchjs
_mily is once God's Church, thereafter JVaab's then
ſ to ſaylead
' one, which is the Thing
_

weal? .W a gather that lthis-Ca-tholick Churehis the zlbrabam's is eſpecially adopted, after that atrChriﬅ's
coming the Gmtr'ler are ingrafted in that _Stock, and
zﬁrﬅ Church andfountainfrom which all particular the Ordinances that came from Zr'a'rr prevailed; and
Churchesfor,
do ﬂow,
and Mother,
of vwhoſe and
_Nature
do that, not toconﬅitute diﬀerent Churches, but to in
ipartake;
ſheis the
they they
are the
_creaſe and enlarge that one Church, which forits Ac
Seed, which doth demonﬅrate the _tame 5 ſhe lS the cornmodation, might have its diverſe .Rooms but
travailing Woman, and they the Birth brought forth be ﬅill one Family : The Goſpel-Chureh therefore
_and exalted, and they are Churches as they partake hath its Beeing from the Church before Chriﬅ, and
from her, and are ofthat ſame homogeneous Na particular Congregations have their Beeing rrotn itae
ture with her. This ﬁrﬅ Goſpel-Church, in which Parts of the ſame.
the Lord ſets the Apoﬅles. as it were, 'travﬂﬀcth and
2. T H a Similitudes hold not: For, before there
begetteth moe and ( as the Prophet ſaith,
xhx. be aGeneral Aſi'embly, there isamUnity of the Ca
ad. ) when the Place of Meetingbecometh too tholick Church which warranteth herſi Members to
narrow, then is it ſubdivided, as divers Branches conveen in one, and Commiﬂioners tor to inﬅruct
ſpring from one Root; and when 'it increaieth in for that End, otherwiſe they could not do it, even
Number or Diﬅance, accordingly this ſpringeth out as the Kingdom, as ſuch, is before a Parliament
ﬅill the broader, as Branches when they extend met, and hath an Unity before Cities choit'e: And
thþmſelves from the Root, or ſhut forth Knew although Cities, conſidered abﬅraetly, may bcbefore
Branches, yet is the Root ﬅill one; or, as a Dami ſuch an Union, becauſe the _Union may depend up

ly increaſing, muﬅ have dlVeLS Beds, and poſſibly on voluntary Submiﬂion ; yet, if they be conſider
* divers Tables and divers Rooms, yet ﬅill is the ed as Parts of that Kingdom, it is ſuppoſed tobe
Family one and the Mother of the reﬅ 3 ſo is it here: ﬁrﬅ and to communicated to them ſuch Priviledgcs;
So the Root is ﬁrﬅ, and beareth the Branches, and and therefore they are free Parts of ſuch a Body;
not the Branches the Root, which would be infer not becauſe they give the whole a Being, but be
red if particular Churches were ﬁrﬅ. Thus one is cauſe they have a Being from it: So here, particu
entered into the Catholick Church, as 'to the Mother, lar Congregations cannot be conſidered as Parts of
when he may beno Member of a particular Church: the whole, but the whole muﬅ be ſuppoſed te be
And if we will look at the Properties and Adjuncf'ts ﬁrﬅ, which on ſuch occaſions are bound to con
that are attributed to the viſible Church, they will ﬅill cur in general, although ſometimes in the pcjir
ticuar
ſ
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ticular it may be free whether to join with ſuch taking of what concerneth her outward Adminiﬅra
or ſuch a particular Church or any other: From tion in Order and Diſcipline and that Communion
which, many uſeſul Points touching theexternal which is amongﬅ Miniﬅers and Members of the
Order,
Diſcipline
Government
of the'Chureh,
will follow-3
Andand
as the
right ſiUnderﬅanding
of the 'viſible Church, whereof ſomewhat was ſaid, Chap. ii.

Verſe I. To this Purpoſe may be obſerved, that fa
Nature of the Covenant of Grace, doth conduce mous' duguﬅine did long ago take the Deſence of
exceedingly to the clearing 'of the 'Goſpel-Truths ; Tin-omen' writing againﬅ the Donatſſ: upon this
ſo the right underﬅanding of this 'Unity of the Ca ſame Subject, asmay be ſeen in his ritings againſt
' tholick Church, 'hath great Inﬂuence upon the Up Parmnianur, Lid. I. Cap. to. _

LEcTuR-E r.
"CHAL 'XIIL
ſi'Verſe

t.

A

ND I ﬅand upon the Sand oſtb' Sea, andſhw-a Bzaﬅ riſe tip out zﬃ the Sea, having
ſewn Heads, and ten Horns, and upon bis Horn: ten Crowns, and upon a; Head: the

name a Bla/Þbmv.
2. And tbz Bcaﬅ which Iſirw was lite unto a Leopard, and his Feet were as the Feet aa Bear, and lzz':

Meat/2 a: the Mutbqf a Lian:

zlnd the Dragon gar/e him bis Power and bis Seat, and great Authority.
1!nd

3. And 1
aneaf his Heads, 's it were wounded to Dear/1, and bis dtadg'y [Wound was bra/ed :
all th Wirld wonder'd. after t/J' Bed/i.

> 5.
,

V

H'I right'under'ﬅand'lng of 'this
Chapter is of great Concern
ment to the underﬅanding of
this Propheſy: It hath ſuch
vDiﬃculty infit, that by ſome
it isaccounted as (run-inter

dom or Deputy, 'buti'n anothershape, that 'by joyn
ing both Violence and Deceit in him together, he
may bring: to paſs, what theſe, being eſiayed ſepa

rately, did not eﬀectuate. So that this is looked

on as the Product of the Dragon's third Deſign,
wherein his uttermoﬅ Skill kytheth, and the great
pmum. TheDlﬃculty isnot eﬅ Strengthof his Kingdom lyeth 3 which Deſign is
( even almoﬅ with Papiﬅs ) anſwerably deſcribed in a double Type. The 1.
whether the Roman State be deſigned here or not; ſhewing what really Antichriﬅ is, to whom he ſuc
or, concerning the Beaﬅ's, if by one of them Anti ceedeth, of whom he hath his Power, where he ſit
chriﬅ be holden forth : Both theſe are palpable and teth, and to what Height he cometh, &it. The-2.
certain, this being compared with the xvii. Chap. How he appeareth, what way he carried on and
The Diﬃculty lieth in theſe two, -I. To what Time, brought about that Deſign, and what Weapons and
State or Head of the Roman Empine they relatei 2. Pretences were abuſed for that End. This we cou
If diﬀerent states 'be meaned b theſe two Bcaﬅs? ceive ſhortly to be the Scope and Driſt of both
Or, if one Antichriﬅ, as diver y conſidered, be ſet theſe Types: For more clear underﬅanding where
out by theſe shapes? Becauſe one doth not ſuﬃcient of we ſhall premit ſome general Propoſitions, the
ly paint him out, who ﬂandeth both ina civil and Particulars whereof, will appear more in opening
eccleſiaﬅick Relation, ſo that now Satan, ( as it were) this and the vii. Chapter.
Prapa/ition r. I'r is ordinary to the Prophets,
being ſirﬅ ſpoiled of temporal Authority in his-Licu
temnt the heathen Emperor, and being alſo diſap eſpecially to Daniel to ſet out temporal Monar.
pointed of his ſecond Deſign of drowning the Church chies, by great Bealts, as Chap. vii. and viii. And
by Errors, ſetteth himſelf to haﬅen up a new King theſe Beaﬅs do not hold forth individual Perſons,
U u u.
but

'
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but a ſucceﬀrve Series of the ſame Line on that Roman Empire ſimply, as under any Head, but as
Throne; And it is uſual in this Propheſy to under its ſeventh and laﬅ Head or Government,
borrow Types from him; only ſometimes that whatever it be: For although the 'Beaﬅ have in which is ſpoken in the Old Teﬅament of tem all ſhun Heads, as it is conſidered in its whole
poral Enemies or Straits of the Church, is apply Body; yet ſeeing theſe Heads are ſucceſlive, and
ed to ſpiritual and covered Enemies, as many things the removing of one is the inferring of another,
literally agreeing to Antiochus are applyed to Anti Cz'tontra, it is to be looked on at one Time as un.
chriﬅ, and things literally true ofPbaroab are applyed der one Head only: Therefore that which was in .
to the Devil. So by-a Boa/I here may be meaned a Zobn's 'Time being the ſixth, Rev. xvii. And this
State ofgreat Power and Violence againﬅ the Church
caﬅ having the ſixth wounded and healed again
though not in or by a ſingle Perſon in one Gene* before he exerce his Power, it muﬅ follow, that
here the Roman
Empire
under its ſeventh
and
ration executed, but fora long Time, by a Series of it
laﬅisGovernment.
Hence
the Diﬀerence
is remſiarkſi

one combined Body ſucceſſively under one Head.
This muﬅ be underﬅood that of the Churches ſuf
kring under the Dragon formerly, his ﬁrﬅ Depu
ty the heathen Empire and Emperor being under
ﬅood thereby, as it was one Body, though under di
vers individual Empcrors ſucceſlively.
Propqſi 2. SOMETlMl-ZS one State, Thing or

able between the Beaﬅ here and Chap. xii. Al
though it ſet out the ſame Empire with ſown
Head: and ton II'rm; yet, there the Heads are
crowned, and the Horns were not, becauſe the Ce

ſarr then reigning keeped their Power, the Provin
ces were governed by their Deputies: Here the

Perſon, will be ſet out in Scripture by divers Types Horns are crowned, to ſhow, that the Inſtruments
and Beaﬅs: So, Dan. vii. The Porran Empire is acted by this Beaﬅ, have ſoveraign Power, which 'I
ſet forth by a Bear, the Grecian by a eopard.
I N the viii. the Poziznb a Ram,and the Greci
an by a He-goat.
C ap. vii. the Seleutider
Kingdom ( though but a Branch of the Grecian ) is
ſet out by a Beaﬅ, as diﬀerent from the other whol
ly, becauſe in ſomethings diﬀerent. Which ſaith,
that though the Types be diﬀerent, yet the Party
ſigniﬁed may be one, conſidered in divers Reſpects.
In which Senſe (CL/aþ. xvii. ) this ſame Antichriﬅ
is called the eight Beaﬅ, and yet really there alſo
but one of the ſeven and the ſeventh, though in
Appearance, or upon diﬅinct conſideration, diﬀe
rent from the ſeventh, Vrﬅ tI.
Propoﬃtion 3. M 0 R s particularly, the State or
Power deſigned here, is the State and Power which
hath Rome for the Seat of it, as the Metropolis of its
Kingdom during its ſtanding, as it was of the hea

more clearly expounded, Cbap'. xvii. However,

this is the Roman Empire, or that Govemment
of it, which is the ſeventh.

All the Eﬀects here

agree to the Beaﬅ after its Head is healed, and
and after it hath gotten the Throne and Seat of the

Dragon. This Beaﬅ therefore is compleatly deſcrib
ed to ſhew in what Series this laﬅ ſucceedeth to the
former: But that of wounding ofthe Head and heal
ing it again (which muﬅ be the Head then in Be
ing) is to direct us to what State of Government
of that Empire or Series we are to look for the
ſulﬁlling of theſe Eﬀects, and which ought to be
pointed at, as great Deputy and Lieutenant of the
Devil, to wit, in its again revived and healed
Condition, which is the laﬅ or ſeventh Govcm*
ment..

Propoſi 5. W a would diﬅinguiſh this Beaﬅ's

then Emperors before; for, the Dragon placeth his Beginning to ariſe, from his publick appearing; be'
Deput in that ſame Seat where the former ſate be cauſe they are in themſelves diﬀerent Events, and
have diﬀerent Times: And we conceive it is the
fore, ﬁrﬅ 2.
Be sin a, This Seat is particularly deſcribed publick appearing and manifeﬅing or' this to the
( Chap. xvii. ) in three Things,
World that is pointed at here, which diﬀereth
1. IN its natural Situation for that Time, ſown from its begun underhand working: Even as the

Mountain: Vlfﬅ 9.
2. I N its politick Government, to wit, ſeven

Churches begun Flight is diﬀerent in its Rlſc

from its hid Private Condition at the loweﬅ; ſo

this being contemporary to that muﬅ have thilt
3. IN its preſent Authority, in Yobn's Time, ſame conſideration; for, as he riſeth, ſhe ﬂeeth
wor the Kings ﬀtþe Earth, I/coſe 18. And what is and her Flight increaſeth with his riſing, ilke
and hath been the State which hath had and hath Light and Darkneſs. His Beginning will appear to

Sorts, counting in this Beaﬅ.

Rm' for its Seat this long Time, is not hard to be,

determine.

t. After outward Perſecution; For, the Drﬂj

gon giveth him that Seat and quiteth the ches;

Propoſition 4, By this Beaﬅ is not ſet out the
r' .-' - _'
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And ſo' this' cannot be the Heathen perſe
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Bcaﬅs here, the Emperors being always' jealous of

cuting Emperors, but ſome ſuoceeding them, and them, and ſometimes by their Lieutenants aﬃicting
that immediately; for, there is no Vacancy of this and ﬅraitning them, and they again, by Excommu

Throne, but the- one reſigneth it to the other. 2. nications, caﬅing down ſome of theſe Emperors who

It beginneth as ſoon as the Woman's Flight, that were violent Oppoſers of Image-Worſhip, and of
is, immediately after Satan's dethroning, he ſeek praying, Ut. unto Saints departed, as Leo lſaurm, and
eth to advance this Beaﬅ, and Piece and Piece Coryiantinus, Copronymw, and others mlled Fighters
he groweth from that Time; for (Vnﬁ 5. ) againﬅ Images by them. ' 3. This Beaﬅ appeareth

his Power and Commiſſion isfor the ſame Forty not till the Wound be healed. Now, in the Hea
two Months, and the Time being alike, Lthe
Period of the Cloſe is alike ( for when the Beaſt
beginneth to be deﬅroyed, her Prophets put oﬀ
their Sackcloth, Vnﬅ 11. and 16. )Theref0re the
Beginning of both muﬅ be together alſo. Again,
this ſheweth it is no French nor German Emperors
that can be meaned by this; for they had not

then Emperor's Time it was but hurt, in theſe Em

perors at Carylantinaple their beginning, it was not
perfect] healed tilla Time thereafter. Neither canit
be the uoceſiion of Fremb Emperors brought in by
Stepbanu: the third after Can-alas Martd/w, to wit,
Pipinw, Care/m Mngn'u, Latin-aim: Pint, (52. who

were called to defend the Empire, partly againﬅ the -

their Riſe ſo ſoon; for this will be' about the Get/3 and Lombards, who then trode on Italy; part
300,
is ſaid
ſſof
thisYear,
Beaﬅas will
be before.
found to3. beThe
aftermanifeﬅing
the De ly, for reﬅraining the Inſolency ot the Exanbt: of

Ran-ma, who, being Deputies to the Grecian: Em
vil's Diſappointment of his Deſign to drown the peror, pillaged and ſpoiled Italy exceedingly; for
Woman (when theſe groſs' Hereſtes prevailed not theſe Emperor-s Riſe will not come up till this Beaﬅ's
to gain his End ) and alſo to be contemporary with Riſe. Their Riſe was about the 750. or 766. Nei

the healing of the deadly Wound which the ſixth ther is it of that Continuance, nor will the reﬅ of the
Head had gotten; yea, to be the very healing of
it in Rome's recovering a publick Court and Autho
rity by the Papacy, which by the Ctſarr and Em
perors their becoming Chriﬅian and removing their
Court from it, had left. It received again in Pac

_pacy an Head, and that ſame Superſcription of Blaſ
phemy on it, which it had under its former Ma

Characters agree to it of having' that Salt, (57. Be
ﬁde, that Empire is by many counted a ſpecial Fa
vour of God to this part of the World, ( Pencmu in

'vita Care/1' Magnt' ) which could never be ſaid of this
Beaﬅ's Riſe. The like Reaſons alſo will ﬅrike a
gainﬅ the German Emperor-s, or that elective Suc<
ceſſion brought in by Of/M the third, and Caralu: the
fourth, who may be chief Horns of this Beaﬅ,
crowned by him to execute his Decrees, and may
be amongﬅ theſe who give their Power to this Beaﬅ,

ﬂers, which will fall in'about the 600. Year, or
a little after when both the peaceable Poﬂeſling of
Rome by Pope: and inb'ringing of Idolatry made
forward together. Beſide, in this State the Horns but cannot betheBeaﬅ himſelf,
Conrluſion 2. B Y this ﬁrﬅ Beaﬅ then is under
are crowned, which from C/mp. xvii. 12. relat
eth to the Erection of new Kingdoms not then ﬅood Antichriﬅ in his Kingdom, which appeareth

in Being, which ſheweth, that the Manifeﬅation by all the Characters given, t. He lucceedeth th:
of Antichriﬅ and the Erection of Kingdoms out Dragon in his Seat. 2. His Riſe, Reign, and Conti

of the Empire muﬅ go together, and that it is
his Manifcﬅation which is intended here.
O u T of which Propoſitions we may draw three
Camlrzſiam.
Conrluſion r. IT is not any State orBranch ofthe
civil Roman Empire that is holden forth here. r.

nuance agree to theſe Forty two Months deſolate
Condition of the Church ending and beginning with
it. He is worſhipped not ci'ily only ( that Worſhip

is no Fault in it ſelf) but religiouﬂy, as no Empe
ror was; he hath abſolute Dominion and taketh a

Title to him overall Kindreds, Tongues, &Yf. Their
Not the heatheniſh State, as is ſaid. 2. Not the Submiﬃon to him is voluntary and with Admirati
Grecian Emperors, which had their Seat at &gan o'n,which was never to any civil State; he hathcrown
tinaple; (the ﬁrﬅ Chriﬅian Emperor had in od's ed Horns and Kings under him who reverence him;
Wiſdom transferred his Court thither, that ſo this which will more particularly appear in opening the
Beaﬅ might have the fairer Acceſs to the Dragon's Words: For, all ſpokenhere, agreeth to one Beaﬅ,
Throne) for theſe had not their Seat at Rome. 2. andin one State or Condition, to wit, under the laﬅ
They continued not during theſe forty two Months, head when the wound which the ſixth got washexiled,
but are gone. 3. There was not alway ſo good Friend ( things to come being repreſented to j'a/'m as paﬅ )
ſhip between them and the Popes as between theſe two
U n u a
the
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the Beaﬅ thus healed in- his Head is admired, ( that is, having ſupreant civiliPower) cannot he
warſhipptd, ﬁll-Wed, &c. To him power over the thought ſubject. to any other civil Power: And
Saints is given ( alluding as,is. ordinary in the;
Antichriﬅ'scaſe to Antiochus. Dan. ) ſo neither
Antichriﬅ is no Headof this Beaﬅ,- or he is ſet
cut by this Beaﬅ who this long continueth, and
in whom and by whom the Dragm is again wor-

ſhipped by. the Men of the Earth:
canv agree to no other.

All

it is clear here,.that the.worſhippers of this Beaﬅ
are of equal extent with theſe whobear this Mark,
and are contradiﬅinguiſhed from the hundreth forty
four Thouſand that were-ſealod, whereby all Papiﬅs
are included as under his Power: And ſeeing this

which can agree to no Emperor ( whoſe Dominion is not

To ſpeak in ſhort then,,oſ ſuch extent) ſo neither can this Beaﬅ be appſi

here is ſet out the Roman Empire as Antichriﬅian
or headed with Antichriﬅ, having now theſixth
Head-which was wounded by the throwing down
ofHeatheniſh Idolatry again healed by the Papacies
becoming the ſeventh; (for, there are but ſeven)
and to this Empire as under this Head agrceth all
that is ſpoken unto here, conſidering it as repreſenting that ſame civil State, tnow the ſeventh Time
' carrying, another Head of Blaſphemy, yet again
repeated under another Type, that it may be known
not to. be the ſame Head,( though on the
ſame But/7) with that which was wounded,
nor of the, ſame kind altogether with the former.

ed to him.. Again, it cannot be the univerſity of
Kings,,for they are Horns acted by this Beaﬅ, and
ſo may be diﬅinguiſhed from him, as we will often
ﬁnd them, as, ( Chap. xvii. ) theſe Horns are turned
to hate the Whore, which was ſupported by this
Beaﬅ, Chap. xix. this Beaﬅ is caﬅ into the Lake
with the falſe Prophet, ( and therefore muﬅ be un
derﬅood of this ﬁrﬅ Beaﬅ according to that learned
Author) yet can it not be ſaid, that all-theſe Kings
or Emperors go to the Pit, as if none,of them could
remain after Antichriﬅ,, eſpeciallysconﬁdering the
Propheſie of the Lord's making ſome of theſe Kings,
whowere formerly Horns of this Bed/I, to become
Inﬅruments of his .Vengeance againﬅ the. Whom,

I 'r is true this is generally otherways expound- We conclude it therefore, as moﬅ ſafe and conﬁﬅent
ed by learned Interpreters, whereof ſome do ex- with this Propheſie, to expound this ﬁrﬅ Beaﬅ of
pound this ﬁrﬅ Beaﬅ to hold forth the Roman! Antichriﬅ, who acteth theſe Horns, and to whom

civil Empire become Chriﬅian; others underﬅand the, Kings of the Earth willingly gave their
it of the complex Body of Kings ariſing out of the Power, and ſo to be applied to the Pope
Ruins of the Impire (as Made calleth it u'riWr-vand his Kingdom,

ſuppoſing

him to be Anti

ſitas rtgum U imo/dram) and ſo they diﬅinguiſh chriﬅ.
this Beryl as repreſenting ſome civil Power from the
Camluſ 3. I rr remaineth' therefore- that theſe
two horned, B'aﬅfollowing, which to them is two Bed/I: muﬅ be, upon the Matter, one; The
Antichriﬅ, and an Eccleﬁaſtick ﬅate;_ yet, upon laﬅ holding forth no diﬀerent ﬅate, but the ſame

the Matter, there will befound no great Diﬀerence: which the former held forth, in adiﬀerent Nation.
For even theſe acknowledge this civil Power( whether
conﬁﬅing in. Emperor-s or Kings ) to be acted and
made uſe of by this EccleſiaﬅickB'aﬅ, which is
the ſame, upon the Matter, that vre ſay, to wit,

Therefore there is no particular Deſcription of the
parts of it, or of its riſe in reſpect of time and
continuance, but it becometh one in all theſe with
the former. Therefore in this Chapter there is but

that the Head acting theſe Horns is the Antichriﬅ;
and therefore the Bag/I is to get its Denomination
from the Head whereby the reﬅ are ſwayed. Beſide, If we look narrowly to this Deſcription, we
may well call Emperors, ( as they now are) or

one Name, one Character, and one Beaﬅ or Num
ber alway ſpoken of; yea, they have one Sea,
Commiſſion, Uſ- and are-deſigned by one Btzyl,
Chap. xi. 7.' ſpoken of as one Chap. xvii. yea, the
Woman that is. ſaid to ſit on the Beaﬅ, King/2 13. is

Kings, Horns of this Beaﬅ, but cannot account called this very City or Empire,,,Ra-m Vrſ' 18.
them the Beaﬅ, it ſelf, but as they are united in The Woman certainly is the Antichriﬅian Church,

and under him; for, the Btryl here, is that which but that Woman (Verſt 18..) is nota diﬅinct G0*
ſupportcth the more, Chap. xvii. which is acknow- lvemment or State from that civil State, or from
ledged by the ſame ſorenamed Author to be the Antichriﬅ's State, but that ſame ſupported by its
Eecleﬁaﬅick Beaﬅ.

Again, this Beaﬅ having its civil Power, Therefore they are-one.

Thus we

beginning immediately after the Cloſe of Heathen- ſee ever one. of theſe, Concluſions do follow each
iſh Perſecution, that can neitherbe ſaid of the Ro- other: f it benot the civil Empire which is typi
man Empire or of that Univerſity of Kings. We ﬁed by the ﬁrﬅ Bed), it muﬅ be Antichriﬅ's, and v
may add, that the HornsofthisBm , being crowned ſo both one; for, the laﬅis he. . We may add
that

Chap. rgz

BOOKaftlae KErEL ATIOW.

5.,

that in the 'Chapters following, when ever Anti- Roman State, that it may well be called his Image, as
chriﬅ's diminiſhing is ſpoken of, or the deﬅroying of his- Kingdom, it is done under the Name
of the Beaﬅ,. and but as one,-as may appear by
theſe and the like Phraſes, Me warſhip him, who
bad gomn-Victo'y over him, .br': Seat, Chap. xvi.

if aPattern had been taken from that. 2. It is
called alſo his Image, tha: is, the Image of the two
homed Beaﬅ, becauſe it is his Creature, and is
brought forth by him, and may be claimed as his,
when *itis brought'forth; and therefore although

which by all-is expounded to be Ram; Thcre- it be the Image of the _ﬁrﬅ and ſecond Bea/I, yet
fore theſe. two-muﬅ be one, and ſuch an one as-in divers Reſpects'z- Wherein alſo we may con
hath one Seat at Ram' over all Nations with a clude, that by both-theſe Beaﬅ, and alſo by the

ﬂaviſh, ſuperﬅitious, or rather idnlatrous Depen- Image here mentioned, is

underﬅood theiſame

dance Ora-him; And therefore when he is here ſet Antichriﬅor Antichriﬅian Kingdom;

out, andcelſwhere through. this Book, by

This Intro--'

divers duction hath been- the more largely inſiﬅed on,

Repreſentations, as a Woman carried by the vBed/il, both becauſe exceeding uſeful for undeﬅanding the

and falſe Prophet, It is not as if they were two Pr'opheﬁe, and alſo/becauſediﬃcult, and by Divers
Things, but divers Types, ſetting out one diverſiy. otherwa-ys applied.
conſidered,'.to ſet out Antichriﬅ'stwo Swords Civil- W r: come then 'tothe Chapter, which hath
and Eccleſiaﬅick, or his twofold Means he maketh*two Parts. The ﬁrﬅ ſetteth out Antichriﬅ in his
uſe of,. to wit, Power and Violcnce,.as aBtq/I; Power, outward Glory and Cruelty, as in one

Hypocriſievand diſſembling, as'a falſe Prophet: For, .Serics with 'the Heads of that Beqﬅ, and as now
it cannot be thought, that one can be of ſuch being that ſame Seat and Power, but under anoﬁbnefs, and likeneſs to Antichriﬅ, in all' things as ther Head. This part of Antichriﬅ's Deſcription

this Bed/I riſing with him,. reigning with him,.is begun at,

l. Becauſe this is indeed the Thing

falling and going tothe Pit with him, eſpecially which he is, appear what he will.

2. Becauſe tem-w'

ſeeing two-Heads are not conſiﬅent together, as poral Greatneſs was the ﬁrﬅ/Bait that took with
upon one Seat at the ſame time, as hath been ſaid. the' Pope, and brought forth other Corruptions as
This' is acknowledged by Beilar. lib. 3. de Pmt, they might advance that; this is the end. 3. Bc
tap. 15. [dam .dntiobrrﬅurþtr due: bgﬅiasoexprimitur; cauſe, in this Reſpect, by his Power, Seat and
per unam, ratione-regiaz patmtize is' tyrannidir, gun' Predeceſi'ors, he is beﬅ diſcerned and known what he
lage: bomines 'pin/enter; per alteram, ration: magi- is, and, who he isa'. 4... Eſpecially he is here look
te art-Aqua mllide= bra/nine: ﬅdunt, that is, The ed on as-an Head or kind of Government ot a
ſame Antichriﬅ is expreſied by the two Bzqﬅr; Body politick, whereof ſome were already paﬅ:
by the obey-becauſe of his ltingly Power and ty- He is deſcribed with .Reſpectto that Series as he
ranny, whereby he ſhall force Men violently; by ſucceedeth theſe who went before him in that ſame
the other,becauſeof his magick Art,whereby cunning-- Seat, The Roman Empire. here, under: the ﬁrﬅ
ly he ſhall ſeduce Men. And he alleageth Rupertu: for Btaﬅ, being conſidered asswith ſo man Heads
the Author of this Expoſition. And, ibid. calleth whereof he is the laﬅ.*. I-nrthe ſecond iſion he
Antichriﬅ King of the Roman Empirc, but not- nppeareth without Reſpcct.to Sapor Succeſſion, *
under the Name of Emperors. This alſo agreeth but as in himſelf; and ſo is deſcribed; In a Word,.
with the Titles ordinarily aſi'umed by the Pope, in the ﬁrﬅ Viſion, to Vtrſh 11, he is holden forth
who is a good Prince, whereby he exerclſeth tem- as a temporal idolatrous Monarch,ahaving the Seat
poral Armes, and a holy Pope, whereby he is ar- of the Dragon in Poſieſiion;

med with ſpiritual VVeapons. See the Hiﬅory of the
Councel of Trent, pag. 37.
_ Concenmncx the Image, mentioned Ver/2 14.
and 15. we alſo -premit, That by it, is underﬅood
nor meer civil Power, ſeeing it receiveth ſuch

_

_ _

T H e ſecond part of- the Chapter, (from Vt'ſi
u. ) ſetteth out the Means and 'Ways how he
came to that temporal Greatneſs, and how he entertaineth it, by ſpiritual vWeapons,-.Mii'acles and
Cenſures,withHypocrilie,drawing allMentogivehim

W'orſhip, and that- univerſally; But- it is the that voluntary Adoration which he deſired.. In the
ſame Power or State here typiﬁed by the ﬁrﬅ ﬁrﬅ Bed/I, isſet forth thcNature of the Antichriﬅian

Beaﬅ or Antichriﬅ's temporal Kingdom under the
ſame Nation, as it is deſcribed here. It is called,
l. Tho:- Image of this. Bmﬅ, which was wounded,
becauſe altho' it be not in all things the very ſame

Kingdom .and Power compleatly with the ſupream
Head and Kings acting under him: = In the laſt,
is ſet forth eſpecially . the Hmd himſelf. .- This being
compared with Chap. xix. 20. will be more clear. ,

Empire, yet .doth it ſo exactly repreſent the former Again, for the ﬁrﬅ part,
,

zed. v-

.

a.

>.\. 4

.....

-

-

1. Antichtiﬅ is tyoically
deſcribed,
.

-\.
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An EXPOSITION of the

deſcribed, to Verﬅ 9.

2. Some plain Doctrine and

Uſes are laid down, Verſe 9, 10-

Chap, U;

wrote this, had not received their Power, but now

at this Beaﬅ's Riſe had obtained it; so Antichﬁﬅ',

BBFOR r: his Deſcription, a Word is preﬁxed, I appearing goeth alongﬅ with, or after the Empi're i'
ﬅood on th' Sea-ſhort, or the Sand. It is to ſhew, diſcerped in ſeveral Kingdoms.v The red Dragon
what Poﬅure John was in when he ſaw this. He hath theſe two Characters, Chap. xii. 3. yet with
was put in that Conveniency, that now when the theſe two Diﬀerences,

Devil goeth to renew his War, he may ſee what it and appeareth cruel.
produceth.

r. He looketh more tell-like

This Beaﬅ was not ſo blood;

He ſaw it at no great Diﬅance, but was at the ﬁrﬅ, but, ( Chap. xvii. ) it hath a Scarlet

placed commodiouſly to diſcern the Riſe of this mon- Colour.
ﬅruous Beaﬅ.

2. There the Heads were crowned here

This Word kniteth not only the Se- the Horns, and not the Heads:

This is to ,ſhew

ries of the Viſion with the Cloſe of the former Chap- that now theſe ten Kings had gotten their Power,

ter, but alſo timeth the Matter, to wit, the publick China-xvii. but withal, were made uſe of by this,
appearing of this Beaﬅ, asa Fruit of Satan's third De Head, as the other made uſe of them, before they
ſign after the Storm of groſs Hereſies by the ﬁrﬅ got their Crowns: Whereby it is clear, that the
Roman Civil Empirc, as under this Beaﬅ, is conſi
four Trumpets is over.
To come particularly to the Deſcription; It is in dered as diﬀerent from it ſelf under'the Dragon.
man Parts or Reſpects, 1. Its Original or Riſe, Compare this with Verſe 12'. Chap. xvii. The
is, ram, or, out qf the Sea. By Sea, we underﬅand third character, is, That all the Heads have 'In
a low bare beginning, riſing out of the Commotions Name, or Name: of Blaſhbemy on them. Blaſphemy,
of a troubled World, and coming to an Height by is three Ways failen into, r. When ſomething dero
temporal
Changes out
and of
Aﬃictions
on the Pit,
Empire,
'yet gatory to the holy and excellent Nature of God, is
indeed proceeding
the bottomleſsſi
as Chap.
aſcribed to him, ſuppoſe to ſay, He repented, lied,
ix. which is that ſame to aſcend out of the Sea, ſave or when there is any ſinſul Apprehenſion that he was
that this may ſerve to clear, how ſubſervient the toſ weary, ſickly, faint, ﬁnite, 637. 2. When ſome of
ſings and ſhakings of the Empire were to its Riſe. his Excellencies belonging to him, are denied, as
2. If we take Sea, as it was, Chap. v. it will bea to ay, He is not onmipotent, juﬅ, inﬁnite, Ur.

riſing out of the Bulk of Church-men, and an aſcend 3.
hen ſomething proper and peculiar to the
ing above them, alluding in general to Dan. vii. inﬁnite God, is aſcribed to a Creature, which is not
God, as when an Angel is ſaid to be omnipotent;
and viii.

2. TH rs Beaﬅ's Riſe is ſet out actively; It ſo ſaid the Jews, when they miﬅook Chriﬅ, He blaſ
was not raiſed up nor exalted as lawful Powers are,
but it raiſed it ſelſ up, and by its own working
wrought it ſelf out of its own Station to ſuch a
Height.

phemed, becauſe he forgave Sins, which nonecan do
but God only, and ſo did make himſelf God. A

Name yf Blaﬃþamy, is any uſurped Title inferring

one of theſe three, eſpecially the laﬅ: Many Of

3. T H 1 s Riſe is palpable, Iſhw him riﬅ: Not their Emperors did fooliſhly require Divine Honour;
that he was not working and riſing before, but that and gvhalt Buſineſs Cain: made to get his Image put
he, who inſenſibly under the great Conſuſions of the m
t e Iib.
empe
eru alem,
a [m rCAplcl) rtetha
zlntig.
18. at
mjzuſ
In ajzzpord,
theſe
Empire, had been ſettling his own Throne, now he

bringeth his Power from the Sea to Land, asa ſettled Heads were _Idolaters, blaſpheming the true God,
worſhipping Idols, giving what is due to him AIO
Thing, owning it, and appearing in it.
Serondly, A F T r: R the Riſe is deſcribed, there is

creatures; yea, taking it to themſelves to He?

given a general Character of him ( l/erſe 1. ) in three then Idolatry, ſo did the ſix former Heads, ſo
Things, I. He had ſeven Heads; not together, but ſhall the ſeventh do: The Idolatry whereof Was
ſucceſſively, ſeven kinds of Governments, tho' the ſpoken to, Chap. ix. 20. None taketh on him, and
' ſeventh was not come, Chap. xvii. in J'abn's Time, hath attributed to him, what is due to God in Tidcsv
that is, the Roman Empire, having in all ſeven ſundry Power of Diſpenſations, religious Worſhip, Obel'ﬄg
Governments, to wit, 1. Kings. 2. Conſuls. 3. of his Commands more than he, who exalteth him'
Tribuniſi 4. Dictators. 5. Decemviri. 6. Ceſars, ſelf above all that is called God. For the Ticiesand
or Emperors, who were then preſent.

This ſeventh,

who iscalled the eighth, was not then come.
willbe more clear on Chap. xvii.

Scriptures peculiar to God and Chriﬅ, arrogated bl'

This him, and attributed to him, ſee Bell. de Until/i: an
pra/I ad Iibror de pantrſ. By which it appeareth, [mt

1. He ball) mz Harm, that is, ſo many, or this ſeventh Head of Papacy, is immediately lmked
poſſibly indeﬁnitely, many Kings, who when j'obn with the Dragon's Fall, there being no Head thus

characterized till his Riſe.

TH" 1
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T H I s Beaﬅ is further deſcribed (Verſe 2. ) in is, Rome, where he before by the Heathen Emperor '
his Parts and Commiſſion. His Parts are deſcribed held his Throne. The Emperor now is laid by, as
in three Similitudes, I. Mr Lil'eneſi was as a
Loopard; that was his shape. A Leonard or Pan
chcr, is called loving, and a Friend to all Creatures,
ſave the Dragon, ſo ſaith Iſhdoru: ; Franziur joyn

ſuch, and this Seat made vacant for' the Pope.

This

is the Seat, as is clear, Chap. xvii. ulc. This is called

Satan's Throne in an eminent way, becauſe from it,
he gave out his Orders, Ea'c. as is ſpoken in part of
eth the Hycena and the Coch, and calleth him animol Pergamor, Chap. ii. 3. He gave him great Autho
fcrocz'ﬃmmn U aﬅutum,
animal. cap. 9._ page rity, that is, not as it ever his Dominion on that Seat
60. Beſide, that he is bountiful, and not terrible as by any Preſcription of Time could be lawful, ſee
the Dragon. By this the Devil ſhcweth his Subtilty, ing it riſeth from this Ground of the Devil's Grant,
cbooſing that Shape to appear in, wherein Folk: who hath none to give 3 But it implieth two Things,
would leaﬅ ſuſpect him. This Beaﬅ is famous for I. That by the Devil's Inﬅigation he ſhould vendi
theſe three, 1. Swiftneſs, I-Lrhah. i. 8. For this tate and gave out himſelf to have a large Authority
the Grecian was compared to him. 2. Cruelty, and Power committed to him, even ſuch ample large'
Hoſea v. 14.. 3. subtilty, Jer. v. 6. All agree Commiﬂions and Power as the like were never heard
re. H r s Feet arc [il-e a Bears. Thus was the of 3 his triple Crown reacheth to command Heaven,
he?"
by giving Orders to the Angels; and Earth, by
Per/inn, Dan. vii. 5. with three Ribs in his Teeth. diſpoſing of all the Kingdoms of it; Hell and Pur
By this, Cruelty is holden forth, and Strength, or gatory, by bringing thence and ſending thither whom
the exerciſing of Cruelty by Force, not unagreeable he pleaſeth, and at what Price he pleaſeth, without

to this Antichriﬅ, as cruel as ever the Perſian was any Controul, ſo that none can ſay, What doeﬅ
thou? He is only countable to the Dragon, who
againﬅ the People of God. _
3. H 13 Mouth a: a Lzon'r Much: Partly, to commiſiionateth him.

This is clear from the Popes

ſhew his Rapacity towards others; Partly, to ſhew Practices, and their Schoolmens Writings in Defence
hislnſolency and Audacity againﬅ God in wicked of his Power. 2. That by that ſame Mpm never
bold Decrees: _In which Reſpect, the Babylonian Mo was any Authority ſo much reverenced, adored and
narchy is compared to a Lion, Dan. vii. This obeyed as this blaſphemous Uſurpation of the Popes
Lion's Mouth is indeed ( Ver/i rr. ) the Dragon's ſhould be, witneſs the general enſlaving of the World
Mouth; and there is Alluſion to theſe three Beaﬅs to him ſo long: What Pcnnances and Submiſſions,
in this one, to ſhew, that one could not ſet forth and Pains have been gone about by great Emperors
ſuch a Monﬅer ; and that this which is meaned here, and Kings, even to the laying of their Neck under
is ſome monﬅrous Brood, partaking of ſomething\ his Feet, to be trodden on by him? Many Inﬅances
of the cruel Nature of all other Tyrants, and in and Examples are of it.
B r: F o R r. he go on to deſcribe the Practice of
ſome Things going beyond and diﬀering from them
au4. TH e Beaﬅ is ſet forth in his Predeceſſor and this Beaﬅ, he putteth in a Word ( Verſe 3. ) concern
ing the wounding and healing of one of the Heads of_
Author, that is, the Dragon, who loveth this Beaﬅ this Beaﬅ, and the Eﬀect of it, to ſhew, that what

ſo well, and layeth ſo much weight on his greatneſs, is ſpoken of this Beaﬅ, belongeth to it allanerly under
that now, the Power which he uſurped in the World its laﬅ Policy, or ſeventh Head; and the healing of
by Heathen Emperors being ranverſed and removed, this Head, is the very Ground and Riſe of this won
he conﬅituteth this Beaﬅ his univerſal Vicar, as'he is dering. For underﬅanding this, ye muﬅ conſider
called, Chap. ix. the Angel and prime Deputy of the two Things, I. Concerning the Hiﬅory in Fact.
bottomleſs Pit; and accordingly he authorizeth and 2. Concerning the Phraſe of this Book. 1. For
inveﬅs him in that Oﬃce by his Gift and Donation Matter of Fact, as ye have heard, Rome had ſeven
in three Steps, I. Hegave him, that is, as he oﬀer ſorts of Governments, (including the Pope) all 4
ed to Chriﬅ all the World, or ſo far as he could Idolaters; The ſixth, to wit, Heathen Emperors,
reach, he ﬅretcheth himſelf to advance hirn_ by giv was then when John wrote, it was the immediate
ing him his Power; Partly, furniſhing him with foregoing Head to this ſeventh. Bv Conﬅantine, and
lying Miracles, ſo he cometh after the 'working ty" Sa other Ernperors, this Heatheniſh Religion was alter

ton, 2. Theﬂ'. ii. 9. Partly, committing to him, and ed to Chriﬅian, and the Seat of the Civil Empire
employing for him all his Forces and Armies; his tranſported to Corylantinople, ſo that Rome ſeem-'
might to the uttermoﬅ was engagedto ſupport An ed to want an Head, eſpecially an Head that

uchriﬅ his Deputy.

2. He gave inn: bli Seat, that had Blaſphemy on it, till by the Popes ﬅopping
"P
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up at Ram' both were helped. 2. Confider. that
When this Revelation ſpeaketh of the Empire, it
ſpeaketh of it with Reſpect 'to its Religion, and
as it was the Seat of the Dragons exerciſing power
in all theſe Govcrnments, even asunder the ſixth

is the Heathen Czſars, or Emperor-r; ſor, ﬁve were
paﬅ, the ſeventh was not till the Wound was hail
ed. Therefore it was the ſixth then preſent
which was wounded. This "Wound ris in two
Things, 1. A deadly Stroke -u n-Idolatry, ſo as

Se'al a. Change of Religion in the World is ſet out

it was ( Chap. vi. ) under the ixth seal, the Ido

by T pes,.as if the World were changed; ſo latrous Body was ﬂain and overturned by it 5 that
here t e wounding of a.Head, isnot a cutting oﬀ ſame may be ſaid of the blaſphemousiHead.

of_..Emperors ſimply, but their -ceaſing to be a
j-Lmd to that :_Beaﬅ, and tobe'blaſphemous and
perſecuting as before; for, they are not Heads to
it ſimply, butas having on them a.Narne oﬁBlaſFhemy; ſor, they hold of the ,Dragon: And
this healed 'Head is his-Creature, Vtrſi 4. And he
is worſhipped in it. This cannot be ſaid of civil
Authority in it ſelf, which is God's Ordinance.
The Devil then muﬅ have a ſpecialHand in this
Cure, ſo the wounding orſlaying of a Head deadly,

2. By

an hudge eclipſing of the chief Seat of this Em
pire, by the Emperors removing zhisicourtto an,
ﬅaﬂſlſwpll, whereby the Gloryxof thatCit was
diminiſhed; So, when John ſpcakethrofthis ound,
I ſaw ( ſaith he ) an hudge Idolatrous Beaſt with
ſeven ſucce'ſſive Idolatrous Governments (counting
both what was paﬅ and what was to come) and
Iſaw the ſixth of them thus wounded and that
deadly. I. Becauſe it was a great Stroke it got,
and none would have thought that after theſe two

will not infer the ceaſing of that Government Rome ſhould have had again an IdolatrousvGovcrn
zﬁmply, but to be ſuch as it was, and in other ment in Pomp, and yet, 2. But wounded as it were

Viſions and \Changes in the Worlds paſſing away, to Death, becauſe Iſaw the Devil after recover that
Left, vWhich

holdeth

out, not its annihilating, Ground another Way which he loﬅ by this.

but its ceaſing to be ſuch. seech/ry. vi. i_3. and
..2. T-H Is Wound was healed: The Cure; is
"Chap Vjſi_
_
.-afetrward pointed at I/erſt 4. the -Dragarz; _I\ is a
A n D, that this'W-ound isxnot to be,givcn to Bſſth Of his, that is, the bringing forthihe ſeventh
the Head after this Beaﬅ's ariſing, But before it_; .Head, towi't, Papacy, whereby that Btaﬅ, orRm

Fy 3, The healing of this is the ſame with this recovered both its -ſormer .-Loﬂes with Advantage.
Beaﬅ's riſing: For, all he doth, he doth it after 1. ,By the Popes they srecovered Idolatry: For, if
,it is made whole, Then he is admired, then he the want of that is the Wound, the reﬅoring of

ﬁghteth with the Saints. ThisHead then that is that is the-Cure, and it was not done till it was done
wounded, is that which was in Yohn's Time, 10 b the Popes. This was touched, zcþqp. ix. 20.
wit, Heathen Emperors. It is here particularly For the healing of thisHead, is not the reſtoring
ſaid to be wounded, which is not ſaid between _of the ſame Head and Name of Blaſphemy, which

the Succeſſion of any other two Heads, becauſe was, but it is the inbringing of another to ſucceed
jhey ſuccceding one to another, theirIdolatry was that;

not hurt.

for, the healed Head continueth during the

But here, when Heatheniſh Emperors forty twoMonths that' Antichriﬅ reigneth, and the

were caﬅ out, Heatheniſh Idolatry was caſt out
with them. Idolatry before .-keeped always its
Room in all theHeads equally, here itisdegraded.
2. It is for a Time interrupted before this _Head

Horns are crowned: Therefore it-caniiotbe the
reﬅoring again either ofEmperors or haitheniſh Ido
,latry, but.of that which ſucceeded theſe; other
ways there would be no time for the ſeventh; or,

be again publick, ta._wit, between the altering of
Heatheniſh Idolatry and the publick appearing of
P'opcs. Therefore it appeareth deſperatcly wounded, now than between any other Heads before,

two_behoved tobetogether: But it iscalled ahealſi
ing in Reſpect of the Idolatry that was wounded,
the Empire being ﬅill ſafe. This is healed not
only by bringing in Idolatry, and yet not the ſame,

where the lnterruption between them was not ſo but one exceeding like it; ſo that what was given

deſperate and palliable.

3. At other times, no to Divels directly, is now given immediately by

Queﬅion, the civil ﬅate of the Empire got many Saints, Angels and lmages to them, and au then'

Wounds by many Invaſions and Invaders; but -ſuperit_itious Ceremonies and idolatrous Templesarc

the Dragon, who is ﬅill here repreſented as chief proſeſiedly transferred from one Idolatry to another.
through all the Heads, got never ſuch a Wound. But SEM/Idlj, Alſo, by this Rome, the Seat ( almoﬅ
Shortly, this third Verſe contameth three Things, like toaVV idow before this ) now received aCourt,

1. The Heads wounding.

2. Its healing.

3..Ils Popes, Cardinals, and her ſolitarincts was helped,

Eﬀect on the World. 'The Head that is wounded and ſhe looketh out again as majeﬅically and Com
mandcn

Chap. 13.
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Jnander-like by this Head as by any others

"sat

That porary with the fall of' iddlatrous Emperors: For,

Rhis is the healing here underﬅood, appcareth by the this healed Head is contemporary with the Woman's
Eﬀects, 1. The Admiration that, then followed-in Flight, therefore this Wound muﬅbebefore, which
the World, and the thanks they ( in Eﬀect) gave can be no other but that, tho' this healing immedi
the Devil for this Service, as generally better content ately appeared not,as is ſaid. 2.Conſider, That at that

with this than with any other-Head that ever was Time ﬁve Heads were paﬅ, the ſeventh to come,
before.
which riſeth after the healing of 'his wounded Head,
-T HE particular Eﬀect 'in this Verſe, is,.ﬂ1 and is the ſeventh, or papacy 5 it is not wounded

xbe Mrld wondered after the Btqﬅ. It is more to here, nor was it in Being before theſe forty two
wonder after than at 'be Beaﬅ. Here beginneth the
Eﬀects of his Enehannnent on the World after this
healing which was not before. 2. This Admiration
after t/ye Beaﬅ, is more particular] Iſet forth after
ward:

It implieth, 1. An unex

ed Amazement,

Months began, and during that Time it hath Power,
and is not wounded: It muﬅ be then the ſixth of
the Emperors that ſuﬀered at that time when
the Woman began to ﬂee. Now, there was
then no Wound in the temporal Grandure, Glory
and State of the Empire, it was as great under Corn
ﬅarm'r" as ever (Therefore he is known by that
Name cardium-in: J/u great) it muﬅ then be the'

as at the ſeeing of ſomething they had not ſeen or
thought to ſee ſo ſoon: And certainly 'the wicked
World could not have expected again an idolatrous
Head ſo ſoon. a. It importeth a Sort of Divine or Change we expounded it to be. 3. Add. if the PA
religious Reverence or dotiug on the any: ſuperﬅiti pacys riſinglto be the ſeventh Heacſi be the healing

ouﬂy; ſor, it is aﬁer itbe Bwﬄ: Which is clear of this Wound, Then muﬅ the YVound be ſuch a
afterward, as holding out an Eﬅimation of ſome reli Want or Change as Papacy ſupplieth ; ButPapacy
gious Thing in th's Head ( who is called C/Jſi 5 healeth this and is the ſeventh Head. This Beoſi
[ſit-ar) more then in any which went before; which

which endureth forty two Months and hath Power

not agree to a civil State. 3. It importeth a will from the Dragon, healeth and, recovereth this Seat
ingneſs or gladſomneſs in the doing of this, as aﬀected that was loﬅ, and ſitteth again' in Rome; &e. And
-or delighted with it: It is otherways exprelled by this is Papacy, as is proven and will ( Chap. xvii. )
.enchantirE the Inhabitants of the Earthz Mens more fully appear. Now, the Thing which the
wicked attire, that loveth whoring from God, Devil aimeth at by the Papac s ſettling at Rome,
now welcometh exceedingly this corrupt Bwﬅ, and is the recovering of that Wo ip, which he loﬅ;
.-ſubmit:eth
to him,
and drinketh-inin
deluded
his Fornicarions
ſi-willingly,
where we ahave
an Way
em and by the Popes Means again by Idols and Image:
the Devil is worſhipped, Chap. ix. 20. and here,

a. TheParties admiring, Ve'ﬅ 2. Ergo, The removing this idolatrous Worſhip
are, All 'be World, That is,as large Dominion and by publick Authority, which was the Dragon's caﬅ
poſſibly moretunder this Head healed than ever any -ing from Heaven, Chap. xii. is the Wound here. _
Head had before him 5 It is all who are not elected: Beſide, temporal over-running of the Empire by
blem of Man's Nature.

Whereby it is clear again, that this Beaﬅ wondered Gotbr, Yond/th, and ſuch like, can neither be-mlled
one Wound, becauſe it was frequent; not attributed

after is Antichriﬅ; and this Admiration or Worſhip,
is more than civil >:_ He hath exceeding many; yea,
Emperors, Kings, and great Men giving their Power
so him, and thatwillingl A, Chap. xvii. which they
[never did to any other. in a Word ſaith he, when
this Head came up, this Beqﬂ got moe followers and
other ſort of Reſpect than ever before.
F o n clearing this Expoſition of the Wound and

to this ſeventh Head; becauſe out of it' the Popes
reaped ﬅill Advantage; as alſo they ſuit not this
Time, nor was the Emperors healed after theſe In'
curﬁons, ſo as to have more following than beſore ;

and the Emperors not being Heads, after they became
Chriﬅian ( as will be clear, Chap. xvii. ) and it not
being they who are wondered at, as this Head after
healing, conſider, This Wound muﬅ be at the Time its hmling is, It cannot therefore be applied to them
of the Churches begun Flight, which was contem but as is ſaid.

"LECTUREIL
i Verſe 4.. And they 'worſhippad the Dragon which gave Power unto 'be Btaﬅ, and rb'y worſhxþptd the
Bag/i, ﬂying, W/M is [its unto 'be B'aﬅ ? ZV/oo is able to make [Ver 'with him?
X x x

5. And

sea
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5. And there was given unto him a Muth ſheahing great things, and Haﬃhemies ; and Power was
giv'n unto him to contintzedſhrty and two Mnths.
6. And he opened his out/2 in Blaﬃhemy again/I God, to blaſhheme his Name, and his Yitþlr'tatlt, and
them that dwell in Heaven.

7. And it was given unto him to make WFzr with the Saints, and to overcome them: And power was
given him over all Kindrtds, and Tongues, and Nations.
8. And all that dwell upon the Earth ſhall War/hop him, whzﬃ Namtr are not written in the But of'

Lij'e, of the Lamb ﬅain ſrom the Foundation of the World.
H E ﬁrﬅ part of this Chapter deſcrſheth An worſhipping of Devils, Chap. ix. 20. it being not
tichiiﬅ under a ſecular Notion of civil commanded of God, but derogatory to him 5 ſo the
Power. It ſetteth him out, ﬁrﬅ, in his Worlds applauding and adoring this Antichriﬅ will be,
riſe, l'erﬅ r, 2, 3. In three things, I. on the "Matter, before God a worſhipping of the Devil,
To what State he belongeth, to wit, That offer/on eſpecially conſidering that this Antichriﬅ is peculiarly
Heads and ten Horns, That is, the Roman, Ver. r, 2. the Devil's Lieutenant and truﬅy Servant: And
Of what Nature he is; he is compounded of mon

ﬅrous O_ualities, Verſe 2.
To what Time or Revolution of that Roman State
he belongeth, to wit, That which after the wound
ed Head was healed and the Horns had gotten Crowns,
That is to ſay, after the civil Empire is weakned and
divided in ſundry Kingdoms, and the Pope ﬅeppeth
up to act them all.
2. H r s Reign or the Eﬀects of his Riſe, after this

therefore, what Honour he getteth, redoundeth to the
Honour of him that commiſiionateth-him; ſo this

Worſhip terminateth immediate] on the Beaﬅ, as ye
ſee in the end of the Verſe, who 'r Ii/ie him? but me

diately and conſequently on the Devil who gave him
Power. In aWord, the World gave Divine Ho
nour to this Beaﬅ, and in him to the Devil thatcom
miﬃonated him. Now, concerning that Divine
Honour Popes get in their Titles, by being accounted
Head is ſealed, and ſet down, from Ver/2 4. forward, Gods on Earth and able to forgive Sins, being adored
in four Steps or Eﬀects, ﬁrﬅ, toward the graceleſs by killing their Feet and by reverencing their Words
World z he obtaineth much Reſpcct and applauſe from andDecreesas infallible, even like Scriptures; ea, e
Cater . part.
them, even in the higheﬅ Degree, ſo that he ruleth ﬅeeming the Scripures ( as Baz'l.
amongﬅ them at his Pleaſure, VZE 4. The ſecond 1. ) but, as Liw'u: Writings without their Authority,
is the time of his Continuance, erſe 5. The third and ſo receiving them only as they are rariﬁed by
containeth his Blaſphemy or Doctrine towards God, them, &it. Theſe are known things.
I 'r maB be queﬅioned here, How it can be ſaid,
Verſe 6. The fourth and laﬅ, his Perſecution againﬅ
the Saints, or his Practice toward them, Verſe 7, and That the evil gave him Power, ſeeing he hath no
8. The univerſality of the Subjection he getteth, Power to give, and ſeeing it is univerſally ſaid, Rom.
or of the Power he hath, is reﬅrained to the Repro xiii. That the Powers thatare, are of God? Inſw. Cer
bate World, as the proper Object of his Kingdom, as tainly this Power is by God's ſecret Juſtice to puniſh
the Worlds ingratitude, 2 Yheﬃ ii. He ſendeth this
it is of the Dragons who giveth him that Power.
THE ﬁrſi Eﬀect after his riſing, ( Verſe 4. ) is ſet Deluſion for a juﬅ End; yet it is ſaid to be of the
out in three Steps, expounding the wondering that Devil and not of God, becauſe it is not by his reveal
was mentioned, I'orﬅ 3. 1. It is ſaid they worſhip ed approving will, but contrary to it. I. In the
the Dragcn. 2. The Beaﬅ. 3. Their'Reſpect to Nature of the Power, or the things wherein he taketh
the Beaﬅ, is ſet down in a Qreﬅion or two, expreſſ Power. 2. Of his way of coming to it. 3- In
his exerciſing of it: In all which he holdeth of the
ing their Admiration.
_
T H 1 s Worſhip is not ſuch as is given to civil Devil as his author, and not of God who hath Waſ
'
Emperors, But is ſome religious, ſuperﬅitious ranted no ſuch Thing in his Word.
H o w 12 v 12 R by this worſhipping, it appear
Worſliip. 1. It is ſomewhat which is ſinful to be
given, which meer civil Worſhip is not : For, Chriﬅ, eth that this Beaﬅ who is the Object of it, is more in
the Prophets and Apoﬅles do allow Honour where 'the account of his Worſhippers than ordinary Mo
it is due. as to great Men, Ur. 2. It is ſuch -narchs.* 2. That he ﬅandeth ina ſpecial Relation to
Worſhip, as is, on the Matter, IVor/hip to the Devil, the Devil, who is thus a Sharer of his Honour: Wind
that is, not as directly intended to- him, but as all ſo can be no other than the Antichriﬅ.
T
_
ar
Idolairy and worſhipping of Images is interpretatively

Chap. 13;"
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. Trt e particular-Worſhip, is inﬅanced in two
Queﬅions._

ly and by Right doth what he doth: And this agre
eth well to the Pope, who pretendeth a Power to do
r. lI/ho is Iihe the Beaﬅ ? Which ſetteth out their whatever he doth. This is a peculiar Clnuſe
Thoughts of him as more than ordinary. It looketh and Article ( as it were ) in his Commiſſion,
like theſe Qgeﬅions that the true Worſhippers of the_ and it alludeth to what is ſpoken of Antiochus,
true God have of him, ſl/ho is like the Lord ? &e. Dan. vii. 25.
ſo here is a ſuperﬅitious Admiration wrought thro'
*H l s Time or continuance in this Blaſphemy, is,
Deluſion in theſe ſalſe Worſhippers, as ſuppoﬁng forty and two Maths: The ſame with the Gentiler
Antichrſiﬅ to haveſome Divine Eminency and ſm treading-under the holy City, Chap. xi. 2. during
gularity in him, which hath been veriﬁed in reference which time Blaſphemy prevaileth, and the Saints are
overcome and he domineereth. By theforty and two
to the Popes.
2. T H es e two Queﬅions alſo hold out the Months are not to be underﬅood ſo many natural
Ground and Height of their Admiration, to wit, Days, but ( as was expounded ) a long conſiderable
his Dreadſulneſs and Power. Therefore the ſecond time, probably counting a Day for a Year. This
(hie-ﬅion is, Who is ahIo to make W'ar with him?

only is marked here, to ſhew it would not be a ſhort

Or, who can ﬅand in Qppoſition to him ? It look Storm, it looked like acontinuing one: And this
eth to his Power and the Conſequents of it. This Expreﬃon, It was given him to continue, tho' there
was the Worlds Judgment of their Popes long, be a Limitation in it, yet its main purpoſe is to ſhew
That they thought the greateﬅ Powers could not its long Continuance. 2. To ſhew it belonged to
make Head againﬅ them, and indeed ſo it was; the ſame time of the Churches low Condition, Chap.
partly, by that drunk-in Deluſion of his Sanctity xi, and xii. and that he is the Beaﬅ ſpoken of, Chap.
Ver/e 7. 3. To learn us where to tix this Boa/l's
and Authority; partly, by his Excommunications
and Bulls, depoﬁng Kings, looſing Subjects from ﬁrﬅ riſe, or from what time to deduce him; it is
their Oaths, giving away their Crowns, hounding from the Churches ﬂecing or the Gentiles beginning
out others on them ;_ and all this to be executed to tread underfoot the holy City. 4. It ſheweth
under pain of Damnation : And partly, by his having alſo that this Power of his ; is bounded, and tho'
all civil Powers at his Devotion, as Horns to puſh God give him way ſo long in his juﬅ permiſſivc
with where he pleaſed, and to ſet one againﬅ another; Providence, yet it is but ſo long: His cloſe tryﬅeth
he did what he platſed. The examples of the Popes preciſely with the VVitneſſes killing and the putting oﬅ
proceedings againﬅ the Emperors of the Eq/I, who their Sackcloth.
were againﬅ Imagcs, and againﬅ Emperors of the
2. B Y the ſetting this time ofﬂrty two Mn'he,
II/oﬅ, giving their _Crowns from them to others, we would not conceive, r. That he was at an
which wrought ſuch Terror upon all others, that Height in the ﬁrﬅ Month or alway alike : No, but as
there was much more Fear to anger the Pope than the Churches declining grew, ſo grew his Riſe: Nor,
ever there was to anger any Monarch; Yea, then 2. That at the End of forty two Months his Power
there was to anger God, to ſuch an Height came ſhall be utterly broken z No, for when he killeth the
his Impiety. Mark here the Lord's Cenſure ofPo \Vitneſſes, then the Vials are to be poured out, that
ry in its full extent, it is a Worſhipping of the piece and piece ſlowly bring on his Dcilruction. But
get-il z and this, in leſs or more, will be his Cenſure this is meaned, that his Kingdom is on the increaſ
of all corrupt Worlhip not warranted by him.
ing Hand, till theſe Months be paﬅ, what Op
T a a ſecond Step of the Deſcription of his Do poſition cometh to him, he will cruſh it; but af
minion, is in its Continuance, Ver/2 5. What is ter that he will notbe ſo, his Power will be clipped,
ſpoken of his Blaſphemies, cometh in Verſe 6. He his Tyranny diſcovered, and his Authority ſo ſhaken
ſhoahoth great Things, in Threatnings, Promiſes and and qucﬅioned, that it will never be ſo univerſally
All'ertions of his own Power. This the Dcvil putteth after that accepted, or be admitted to the exerciſe
him to; not by giving him Power, But, r. By mak of it; For, as that Term bringeth not the
ing him take this Power to him, as tho' he might blaſ full Outgate of the Church to an Height, but a
pheme without Hazard, he having Liberty to ſay and Beginning of it, even ſo here. Out of all this we
do what he will. And 2. By moving ot ers to grant may conﬁrm what we ſaid of this Beaﬅ and that
this to him, as if he only were to be exempted,and this Wound and its healing, which muﬅ be before theſe
is meaned by Power given him to blaſpheme: Which ﬁrty and two Mnzhs, during which time he continu

isnotſimply toblaſphemcas others do, but aLiberty by eth whole, and perſecuteth the Saints, even at the
his Oﬃce to do it without controui, as one who legal very Cloſe or laﬅ Part thereof.
Xxxa
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Church Militant and Triumphant, the ſſrnoﬅexeeilent
in reference
H t s Blaſphemy
to three "Objects,
is more fully
whomſethedown,
takethVer.
a Lr
Things in the World, he wrongeth them all, and in
hmy to blaſhhmt, which, being in reference to God, the higheﬅ Degree; and to whom agieeth this ſo well;
derogateth ſome wa from his excellent Hollneſs, as to the Pope? And all this he doth not only in his
and pure ſoveraign attire; when applied to Men own Perſon, but, by Decrees ordaineth it as by Law.
or Creatures, to blaſphcme, is to ſpeak ill of, to de In ſhort, as Antiochus blaſphemed all, whom inhis
tract from, and to wrong them by our Words, ſo Practice he deſpiſed, and abuſed all, ſo ſhall he do,.

to blaſpheme God and the King, riſing: xxi. 10. and ſo hath he long done, as if he profeﬅedly did blaſ
and in the New Teﬅament' often, Col. iii. 8. Titus plieme them.
T H e fourth Part of the Exerciſe oſ his Power, isv
iii. 2. or, to make them ſubſervient to our Blaſ
nhTZ-l i s Blaſphemy is three Ways vented, t. A in Perſecution, Verſe 7. It-'was given to him, e'en as
all the reﬅ was given, to make. H/or with the Saints,
gain/7 God: This he doth by aſiuming to himſelf, and to over-tom- them: Here are his ﬁghtings with the
Cm

'.

and giving to ldols, Angels and Saints, what is due Remnant of the Woman's Seed, Chap. xii. ry. he

to God, and his Son J_eſus Chriﬅu LVhat Preroga raiſeth the World againﬅ them, and over their Bodies
tive is more than to forgive Sins, and to be wot-ſhip the) prevaiL. This War with the Saints, tain-th in
ped with religious Wot-ſhip ?_ And'this he taketh to all violent Martyrdoms- of ſingular Perſons put to
himſelf, and giveth to others, at his Pleaſure, malt Death for oppoﬁng this Bmﬅ's Uſurpation, as were
ing them the Object of Adoration, Invocation, and ( ſpecially in the end of thoſe Months) very many in
ſo of Faith; his Diſpenſations, Indulgcnces, &sir. 2. Italy, Germany, England, &m.- It taketh in alſo the
It is o any? God's, 'Him-nail', that is, either the Hu purpoſed Wars that ſor many Yotrsto the Eﬀuſion of
mane attire of our Lord Jcſus, called the true 72: much Blood wore undertaken againﬅ the Miller/ſer,
lrrnatle, Heb. ix. wherein God dwelleth in a ſpecial and others, that looked on the Pope as Antichriﬅ.
manner, tbn i._ and Col. ii. 9. or his Church and Ten hundred thouſand Men were, ﬂain (as is re
Saints on arth, which is called tho-Temple, Chap. xi. ported by Ptroniusx apud Mad. ) in From', and this
oppoſite to the outward Court, and is God's Taberz done by way of ﬅated War, not by Pillagings, butby
'naſſcle with Men, becauſe in them he. dwelleth, and, making uſe of ﬅrong Armies once intended againﬅ the.
as it were, ſojourneth till he bring them to a ſettled Sarrarens; which by the Po were diverted and im

enjoying oſ. himſelf in his Temple in Heaven, which ployed againﬅ the V/alden or." The Hiﬅor alſo of
ſometimes in Scripture is oppoſed to the Tabernacle, the Bohemian \-Vai's, after * olm

and

Horn of

as the Triumphant Church is to the Militant. Both Rraguc were burnt, againﬅ. theſe wl'oxwere called?
theſe the Pope blaſphe'meth ;4 the ﬁrﬅ, By his Maſſes, Huﬃtar, which continued its-great Eagerneſii for many,
Hoaﬅs, Adorations, Tranſubﬅantiation, and ſuch Years; The Hiﬅory of the poor Peopleof. Pitdmng,
things as theſc,_ whereby our Lord's Humane Nature, Galal'ria and zlngronguqand other Places in [why

is quite altered and blaſphemed, as if it, were there,, perſccuted by an Army under the Lord of YJ-inity,
or had a created Being at the Pleaſure of a wretched the Deﬅruction of Merindol, and many poor People
Mam The ſecond, The true Church and Saints are, about in Provence, by the Archbiſhop of Mix, and!
here blaſphemed, to wit,,by Curſes, Reproaches,.E>t theLord of OptdoPreſidentn Beﬁde the many barcommunications, and devoting of them to Deﬅructi barous Cruelties in IMlaml,.Gcr/nany, From', &c._.
r n, and propoſing them as the vileﬅ Men,,and as [he are. Evidences of: this War of the Beaﬅ againﬅ;
greateﬅ Hereticks in the World._ Inﬅances many are the Saints, touchui before, Chap. xi. 7. Whiclh

palpable.

3. Hrþlaſhhmrtbtheſothat d'twllzn Hoo

Blood, tho' 'immediately ſhed by civil Men, yet:

un, that is, Saints departed, and Angels, fathering principally ﬂowed from, and is to be charged orir.
many miſchievous things on them, ahuſing their the Whore, in whoſe Skirts is found the Blood-i

Name to Idol-worſhip and Charmsr; Is.- there any of the, Pray/am. and. Sainub, Chap_.,:xvii_ 6. and:
thing more wronged and abuſed by themv than. xyiii. 24.
Peter and Mary the-bleiſed Virgin ?-' When many, T. i-ixiz Succeſsis; ſet down, mfawﬂdmttb them"
vile things are fathered on them,.ar_id. fought from to wit,, by. ſpoiling them of their Liberty,.Life.
them, as if thq approved, theſe things, idols. and andv temporal, Eﬅate. for. a_. Time; but theyi
idolatrouszTe-mpies ﬅiled by. them,_.and erected to. overcome himt. by adhering to,Truth,_. and rethem ; and what greater' wrong thanthis can bedone ſuſing his corruptions, even- at their loweﬅ:
to theſe Saints, whileas the Angel (Rz-u'. xix. ) re

Eﬅate of ſuﬀering, as it was,_, Chap. xii.; I/rrſ':

proved John for it? Theſe three, to wit, God, his

Illn

Air 'ram-.

qftbe
Chap;
AFT an
rzitheſe Characters
_
oſhis BOOK
Dominion, his
Suc
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xiv. and xv. This alſo is tozbeunde'rfﬃod'of full and '
ieſs, or the amplitude of'his Dominion, is more parti ﬁnal yielding to the Pope's Blaſphemies ; for, other
cularly ſet out and repreated, in three Things, r. Inits ways Elect Soulshave ſometimes been-inſnared. In
Extent, Haired Power wtr all H'tdred: Tongues, and: which Reſpect- here it is implyed to be impoſſible,
Nctiam, that is, there wasnoneexernpted from him-3. that anEl'ect can. wonſhip him, whence plainly
no Nation,v Tongue, &it. who were Chriﬅian, that followeth, that- no native Pope-worſhipper, ownirg;
were preſerved- ſrom- his Corruption, and- 'many him. and the complete Body of his Doctrine, and
whole Nalions-carried away with it, though, not all dying ſo, can be ſaved, except we would ſay one.
ofevery Nation and Kindred were infected ;= In_ a not elected' may be ſaved: For, clearly this is
Word, it was very broad, Ver-ſie' 7. 2. It isſet out pointed at as inconſiﬅcnt with' Election, and pro-

in the Degreeoſ their Submiﬃon, Afl that dwdlom per to the Reprobate, Mix; xxiv. 24, 2 ﬂeﬃ'
'be Earth, they ſhall waſh-7) him', that is, be every ll. to.
I Tw is- truezn, this Mertion: is nut'rigidly to- be ex'
way at his Devotion, and ſhall take Orders from
him, and be as Slaves-to h'un. r It isa ſort of Sub tended to all who in Part ſhallibe guiltv of Popery :
miﬃon from ſome Apprehenſion of ſome Deity peculiar to this Beaﬅ and this State of it beyond all.
others, as isſaid. 3. Leﬅ it ſhould bethought that
' all went wrong,.. and there. were no Church, the.

Nor, a. (as is ſaid) to theſe who 'ſhall repent, but
where there is a full and ﬁnal whoring with wonder
ing after this Beaﬅ; This ﬅandeth as a peremptory
Tiuth, becauſe in theSpirit's account this Worſhip

Elect are.excepted,.and this Univorſality is reﬅrain- ping of the Beaﬅ, is Blaﬃbeimy, and derogatory in a,

ed by. this implyed Exception, Aſlſhtb as were-writ!- high Degree to God. And, 2.. His Manner of
in' m the Lamb'i Book rﬀLrſe-are prg/Zr-uzd; Theſe wox-ſhip in jzs,completc,Body, is [dy/any And, 3.,
are
the little. Temple ſet by,-Cbap_.- xi. And the His intermi-xing of Traditions, Satisfactions, merit,
ſame whowere ſealed, Chap. vii. and excepted from; of Works, in _Luﬅiſieatiotntjtſi. in his Doctrine, is
the. Hurt of: the ﬁﬅh- Trumpet, Chap. ix. 4. and, a perverting of the right ways of the Lord, and a,
'the oneavhundred forty and four thouſand, which; corrupting of the. pure Waters, that who drinketh

&Chape. xiii.) are-ﬅanding as Conquerorsover the; thereof muﬅ dien Therefore we may conﬁdently
Beaﬅ with the Lamb upon Mount Sion.- Whereby aﬂertit; and indeed ſeeing the Lord diﬅinguiſhetb
it appeateth, 1. There will be ſome excepted in the his true Church from- Antichriﬅ, and calleth them.

greateﬅ Tyranny ofAntichriﬅ.

z..-That they are Gmtiles, Chap. xi..-z-. and ſuch as are not elected,

the ſame with the one. hundred forty and four thou-- Cbap. xiii. 8. but are to be damned, a The .' ii. to.
ſand that were ſealed, and conſeﬃently then this and to drink of the Wine.- of the wrath of God

Beaﬅ is Antichriﬅyand this Wor ip Antichriﬅia- without Mixture for ever; Chap. xiv 9, to, rr.
niſm :. F0r,.- theſe Saints, or Elect, are not keeped Thereis no Place left ſon diſputing this: Which is
or exempted from giving civil Worſhip to temporal," ſet down as a drmdful-Sentencefor ſcaring all from

Bowers,..or from being overcome with this Beaﬅ'as.
totemporal Hurt, but from worſhipping of him,,
which is the linfulneſs of this Plague. Therefore
after it isſaid they got the Victory over him, Cþajg,

worſhipping of. that-Beaﬅ; or receiving of his Mark.
Popery will be found no little Crime before God,
and to bring no little GiiiltandI-Iazard upon Souls,
whatever Menthinkof it..

LECT'URE in.
Verſe 9. If any Man bear-an Ear, Iet:"bit't-bza".'

p

_

ſi

to. He that leadeth into Capxiw'ty, ſhall go into Captr'wſity : > H-'rbar til/ab wit/2 the sword, mit/He till
d wit/r thev sword. Her: is the. Patient' and the-Faith oftbesaintr.
H. And 1 bebtldemtligc 'Bete/t tam'ngyp autuﬀ the-Earth, and be had two Ham' lite a Lamb, and' be
ſhall a: atDragimu.

v.

H E Spirita having-given-a'dark Deſe'riptionrivords'vſomething treoeaiz'ryv for- the Conſolation oſ
of Antichriﬅvbefore he proceed to enlarge the Saints. I. Helayeth. down that common and:
it in thefollowing Type, he doth in there often repeated Advertiſemeng. He 'but batb Ears,

moved-es, to wit, 9, and mnſet-downzinPlain-[aim bid/7;

By, which,,,in this Place, he ſet
4

tﬂht
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An error I'I'I_-0N
ofthe
_Cbap. as;
A F a o M the u. Vr/Z Followeth the ſecond Partl

teth out, r. The Concernment of the Knowledge
of this M-yﬅery to Believers: And therefore vte
would not think it unworthy the Pains to ſearch in
it. 2. It holdeth out an Impoﬃbility ( ſave to theſe
who have Ears) to take it up and underﬅand it,

of Antichriﬅ's Deſcription undera diﬀerent Type,
becauſe his Way, End and Pretexts, are ſuch as

Therefore it will need the more Diligence to ſearch

rently, ſometimes as a Lyon, and ſometimes as a

cannot altogether by one Beaﬅ be ſet out, it be

ing no ﬅrange Thing to ſet out our Lord diﬀe

it.

3. It importeth a Deafneſs in many who_want Lamb, as in the ﬁfth Chapter; So is his Ape An.
Ears for ſuch Truths, and therefore it is not to be tichriﬅ under a twofold conſideration deſcribed, as

wondered although many Papiﬅs continue blind and was ſaid at the Entry to this Chapter.

lf it be ask<

ed, How it can be' called another Bag/I, as diﬀerent
do 'not diſcern this Truth.
H A v I N G premitted this general, he ſubjoyneth from the former? dnſw. I. It is another Type de
( Verſe to. ) a ſpecial Conſolation, which may be a ſcribing the ſame Power, as Grea'a ( Daniel vii. )
Reaſon why People, in the ﬂouriſhing Eﬅate of the is deſcribed as a Leop'rd ; and ( Daniel viii. ) as an
Wicked would be the more obſer vvant, becauſe there He-goat, yet but the ſame Power ﬁgniﬁed in its di
was Retribution coming on the greateﬅ and crueleﬅ vers CLualiﬁcation. 2. It may be called another
Enemies of the Church, they being to be dealt with Beaﬅ, I. Becauſe it ſetteth out the ſame Antichriſt,
as they dealt with others. II' tlyat leadeth into as in a diﬀerent Conſideration, to wit, under the ﬁrﬅ
Cdpti-vity-u- he that killrtb, ſhall be ſo met with: Beaﬅ, he is conſidered as a temporal ſecular Mo
Which Judgment holdeth out, t. the ſingular ob narch in a Series with the Heads of the Beaﬅ that
ſerving
of Juﬅice,
meeting
themxxxiii.
in theirI, own
ſure, Pjzſizl.
cxxxvii.
ult. l/Zz.
a. Mea
2. A went beſore, altogether conﬅituting one Beaﬅ and

great Change coming on the higheſt Power, and
ſo that there can be no Stability in Greatneſs when
this admired Beaﬅ is captivated, as if he ſaid, think
not this Beaﬅ's Standing will be eternal, he that
leadeth captive ſome, baniſheth and killeth others,

the Day cometh when he ſhall be led in Captivity 5
for, if the generalbe true, that all that lead captive,
ſhall be led captive, then this Beaﬅ alſo ſhall be ſo

Power in a continued Line in one Seat; but under
this Beaﬅ, he is conſidered as abﬅracted, and un
der this particular Head, to wit, the laﬅ, andascon

ſidered diﬅinctly by it ſelf and not complexl un
der the Multiplicity of Heads as it was conrdered
before, The Roman Monarchy being conſidered ab
ſolutely in the ﬁrﬅ, but in ſome Reſpect only under
the laﬅ: In which Reſpect (according to the belt
Interpreters ) the Kingdom of the Salt-wide: and La
gidrr, though it be comprehended under the fourth
Beaﬅ, yet is their a diﬅinct conſideration taken of

dealt with, betide that it peculiarly relateth to him.
T HE Conſolation is expreﬂ in theſe Words,
Here is tbe Patience and t/ye air/7 qf the Saints. ſlntiatlmr by himſelf, who was one of the Horns of
Here, That is, in this Thing, and on this Promiſe, that Beaﬅ, Dan. vii. Becauſe God's People ſpecial
there is good Ground for founding of both the Pa ly ſuﬀered from him 3 and he being in many Things
tience and Faith of the Saints. So that bare, ſaith typical or Antichriﬅ, it may thus be done with Re
l
this much, that from this Word they may patiently ſpect to that alſo. 2. He is conſidered under thc
abide a whiles suﬀering, and by Faith expect an End ﬁrﬅ Type, as conﬅituting one Bod withtheHoms
to it, and an overthrow, and turn upon this pow and making uſe of them 5 here as ead to the Cler
erful Enemy that carrieth all now before him. Or, gy and making Uſe of them: In the former he act
lure, that is, in this Tryal of Antichriﬅ's before eth by a civil Power, warring againﬅ the Saints
the End come, is exerciſed the Patience and Faith and overcoming them. Here by ſpiritualweaponsz
of the Saints; now they will have to do with Faith as Miracles, Excommunications, Pretences to Chriﬅ'
and Patience, now is the Time of their Acting of (as we may hear ) and therefore may be conſidered
it, till this Word fpoken ( to give them an Encou as a diﬀerent Power, the Things hedoth and the
ragement) come to paſs, 'to wir, that the two "Means he maketh uſe of being ſo diﬀerent, one Type
Evils they ſuﬀered, killing and Captivity, ſhall be will not fully deſcribe him, Thereforc this ſeventh
returned on their Enemies Head's: God's Promiſe Head, being in reſpect of his Claim ſo diﬀerent from
is that which keepeth Life in Faith and Patience and the reﬅ, ought to have a conſideration or, Type be'
ﬅrengtheneth them, but ﬅill a Time interveeneth yond them 5 In which Senſe, though he be the
between the Promiſe and the Out-gate for the Ex ſeventh Head, Chapter xvii. _yet is he alſocalled
erciſe of both theſe; and this is the End of conti

the eighth upon this Conlideration. 3. Under the

nuing Straits, elſe there ſhould be little Uſe for ﬁrﬅ Type, eſpecially the Matter of Antichnſha

theſe Graces whith are well put together.

niſm, orthis Dominion or Kingdom it ſelf, 55 vicar
o

l

Chap. 13.'

so OK of the REYEL ATION.

down; but under the ſecond, the Perſons exer

clﬁng that Dominion, and that by a Pretence to but from beneath.
Chriﬅ.
.
F o r. the' better underﬅanding of this, conſider
three Things, r. That this Bcaﬅ is not in Time
poﬅerior to' the ﬁrﬅ, asconſidering it under the laﬅ
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oppoſite to divine; it is not ſrom God' Wart-and,
a. An extending of his Domi

nion to Sea and Land, as the Angel, ( Chap. x. )
let his Feet on both, or, both over ſecular Powers

and Eccleſiaﬅick, according to the two Riſes of the
ſeveral Beaﬅs. 3. A baſe beginning, yet riſing with
Head; For, he giveth Life to the ﬁrﬅ, hath aHand al ſlowly and inſenſibly, in reſpect of this ſpiritual
in the healing of- his Wound, and ſo in his Riſe, it Power; whereas his temporal Power grew moﬅ in
muﬅ be at the beginning of the forty two Months Troubles andCommotions, his ſpiritual did grow moﬅ'
with the other. But this Head, as abﬅractly conſi in Peace. 4. Becauſe this Appearance like a Lamb, is
dered, ma be ſaid to be behind the ﬁrﬅ Beaﬅ in his not ſo monﬅrous like as the former, ( which came out
complex onſideration with all his Heads. 2. As of the Sea, where great Monﬅers do breed) but more

they agree in Time, ſo they agree in Deſign. This tame like, from the Earth.
Beaﬅ's Deſign is to make the ﬁrﬅ ro be worſhipped,

THE ſecond Thing he is deſcribed from, is his

(which certain] ſheweth they are one) but under Nature, in two Similitudes, to wit, of his Horn: and
this Vail of an ccleſiaﬅick Power and Intereﬅ, as his spear/1: And this partial deſcribing of him but in
is ſaid, and in ordine ad ſhiritualirz, he driveth his few Parts, and not in moe, as the ﬁrﬅ Beaﬅ was, ſhew
Deſign of purſuing temporal Grcatneſs and Gran eth, that in all other things he agreeth, and is the ſame
with the
as is particularly
ſaid ofholdeth
his Power,
dure. 3. The Power is the ſame; For, (l/Zr/Z 12. ) I/trjeſſ
12. former,
Generally,
this Reſemblance
him
all the Power or Commiſſion of the ﬁrﬅ, is exerciſed forth to have a meek Pretextand Appearance, as hurtct

by this, but variouſly vented, to wit, formerly by a
violent Way, here ſpiritually under deceitful Signs,
yet for the ſame End: Whereby it appeareth, that
the chief Deſign of the Spirit in this laﬅ Part of his
Deſcription by this Type, is to ſhow, 1. Upon
what Account the World gave him ſuch Reverence.

ful to none by his Power, more than a Lamb can be
with his Horns, but really to ſpeak and to be far other
wiſe indeed, as Chriﬅ ſpealteth of Falſe Prophets in_

general, Matth. vii. r 5. The] tame to you in Sheeps
clothing, but inwardly they are rowning ll/altm;

So

2. By what Midſes he procured that temporal Great

to 'he chief falſe Prophet this doth exceedingly well
neſs and Reſpect z he deceived the World by Signs, quadrate. More particularly, looking on this Simili
tude of the Lamb here, to relate to Chriﬅ, as certain
&Ft. as is expreſly ſet down, Faſe 14..
IN this Deſcription, there are three Parts. ln the ly when he is ſaid to ſpeak like a Dragon, it hath re
ﬁrﬅ, Are ſet down the Characters and Deſign of this ſpect to the Dragon formerly mentioned, Chap. xii.
Beaﬅ. 2. His Weapons or Means, whereby he pre and his Blaſphemies; ( ſeeing otherways Dragons do
vailed to make his Deſign eﬀectual, from Ve/ﬅ 13, not properly ſpeak) So while he is ſaid to have Hams
to 17. imlu/i-ue. 3. He giveth a character common like a Lamb, it holdeth out a Pretence he maketh to
to both theſe Beaﬅs, whereby it appeareth they are Chriﬅ's Power, and to look very innocent like, as his
one, I/Zvﬅ 18. From all, it will be evident, that this Vicar on Earth, having all Power to bind and looſe
ſecond Beaﬅ ſetteth out Antichriﬅ as a falſe Prophet, for the good of Souls, and ſo to do all in the Lamb's
Name, and to proſecute his Deſigns by his Means,
as the ﬁrﬅ did as an uſurping Tyrant.
,
to wit, Miracles, Cenſures, Excommunications, 63' .
T
l-l
5
't
a
are
four
Things
marked
in
his
De
ſcription, Verﬅ rr,and 12. - 1. It vis deſcribed whence
This he is in ſhew; but really come nearer to the Trial
11.: roſe, to wit, 'be Earth:

This doth not neceſia

rily inſer a diﬀerent Thing to be ſigniﬁed, as by com
paring Dan. vii. 2, 3. with Vnﬅ 17. will appear;
the ſame Beaﬅ's Riſe both from the Sea and the Earth:
And tho' in that Place the Srrr be ſiguratively, and
the Earth properly to be underﬅand, whereas both

of him, he ſpeaketh as tbe Draga'r, that is, his Doctrine
in general is blaſphemous and idolatrous, as was the
heathen Emperors. Where it is obſervable, he ſpake
not as the ſirﬅ Beaﬅ, Ver e 5, and 6. of this Chapter,
but as the Dragon, Chap. xii. there being an Identity
in theſe two Beaﬅs; and he is likened to the Dragon,

are ﬁguratively here, yet it enervateth not the Force becauſe none intervecncd 5 the ﬁrﬅ Bcaﬅ ſpake like him
of the Reaſon, becauſe as there may be many divers alſo. 2. His Decrees were to the ſame Purpoſe,com<
Types, ſo divers Riles of theſe Types, as the Grecian manding the worſhipping of Imagcs, murdering of

Monarchy,
a Let/peril,
from the Sea,compared
Drm. vii.to ﬁrﬅ
3, 6. ishaving
ſet forthhisbyRiſe
ſſan Saints, ſuppreſſrng of Truihsctdr. 3. His Manner is not
meek like a Lamb, but terrible with Threatnings, in
He-goat, having his Riſe ſrom the ll/Zﬅ. Butit caſe all be notobeycd that he commandeth. lna word,
ſcttcth__out, r. An humane or earthly beginning, he appeareth one thing, and is indeed fully another.
LECTURE
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LECTU
Verſe 12. And he exereiſith all the Power 'of theﬁrﬅ Bea/Lheſore heﬁre him, and engſrth th Earth, "3,
them which dwell therein, to wor/hip the
Beaﬅ, whtſe deadiy wound was healed.
13. And he doth great wonders, ſo that he maketh .Fire eome dawn from Haven en the Earth, in
the ﬁght of Men.
14. And he detei-veth them that dwell onthe Earth, by the Man: ye tho/t Mrael'e: which 'he had Power

to do in theſight of the Beaﬅ, ſizying to them that dwell an the Earth, that they ſhould make an [m Ige to the
Bezſſ which had the wound by a sword, aud did lit/e.
15. And he had Power to give Life unto the Image of the Ben/I, that the Image of the Beaﬅ ſhould hath
ſpeak, and cauſe that as many a: would not wor/hip the Image of the Beaﬅ, ſhould be M/gd
all and great, rich and poor, free and hound, to receive a Marh in their
16. And he tun/eth all, hath

right Hand, or in their Forehea t.
17. And that no Man might hay or ſel), ſaw he that had the Mr), or the Name of the Beaﬅ, or the

Number of his Name.
E have heard two Parts of this Bcaﬅ's with the Scope following, to wit, the Pope his
Deſcription, to wit, concerning his uſing this Eccleﬁaſtick Cloak 'ſor attaining this
Riſe and Nature, Vere 11. In the temporal End.
12. Ver. there are two other, touch
I N a Word, That that Power was-exerciſed by the
ing his Practice and Deſign. If it be aﬂted, What Pope under this Pretext or shape, 'to eﬅabliſh the ſe
Power this Beaﬅ hath, or exerciſeth, who look cular Power cxpreﬂed in the former T'ype. 2. It is
eth ſo Lamb-like? It faith, He exereiﬅth all the expounded by ſome, Before him, that is, in the Seat
Power of the ﬁrﬅ Beayi. In a Word, the ſame where the Beaﬅ _( complexly taken) ſate, to wit, at
Power formerly deſcribed, as agreeing to the ſor Rome.
mer Type, is exerciſed by this Beaﬅ under Pre

T H e fourth Part of the Deſcription cicarcththis,

text of his Reſpect to Chriﬅ, as his Vicar and to wit, that which holdeth forth his great End and
Depute; he warrcth with the Saints, maketh blaſ Deſign in exerciſing that Power; It is to cauſe the

phemous Decrees, &it. whereby a diﬀerent Power Earth, and them that dwell in it, te war/hit) the
certainly is not deſcribed, but the Way laid down, Beaﬅ, whoſh deadly wound was healed. By this ſirﬅ

how that Beaﬅ did attain to exerciſe ſo great Beaﬅ, is not underﬅood ſimply the Roman Empire,
Power, ſo that the Pope is inferior to no Empe

but as under the ſeventh Head, to wit, the PapﬂCY'

ror. This ſaith, it's under the Notion of Chriﬅ-'s after t'he deadly Wound, which the ſixth Head got
Vicar and Pretence of Religion: Which conﬁrm by Corz/iantine's deﬅroying Idolaſry, was healed by
eth what was ſaid, that the ﬁrﬅ Type deſcribed: P apac
BYY . Earth, and them that dwell therein, arc

Antichriﬅ's Power; This, the Perſon exerciſing it,
and the manner of doing it. There is more Diﬃ meaned the Generality and Plurality of the Chri
cult of interpreting theſe Words, Bejore him, or, ﬅian World, eſpecially the carnal Multitude. By
in is Sight, rwhich importeth a Contemporarineſs werſhzpping, is mcaned that Adoration whereof we
of this Beaﬅ with the former, but not that they bc

ſpoke, Kerﬅ 8. and hy his eaeﬃng them, &c. is,

diﬀerent. It may be underﬅood then,

imported both his End and Eﬀectualneſs in pro'

1. To im

moving it. In a'Word, He ſeeketh and endea
neſs, which this Beaﬅ under this Type ſpecially vouneth by 'all Means to keep up the Authority
aimed at. So, before him, is as much as in his and Corn-[yf Way of the old heatheniſh EmP',m
Favours to uſher him in, as iſ he were the other in his Perſon, that it get no leſs Reverence m
ply a Reſpcct to this End, to wit, temporal Great

Beaﬅ's Harbinger, as it is ſaid of john, Mark i. 2.

the World, than any Head that went before

Iſend 'ny Meﬄenger before thy Faee, &c. And thus, And this which is in general here, he more Pa"
by this shape and Appearance, he maketh way for ticularly proſecuteth in the Vrſſs following. out
the Power formerly deſcribed. This agreeth well of which is conﬁrmed, r. That theſe two was

Chap. 13,

BOOK ofthe a EVELATIO N.

SIR

' the Matter,
diﬀerent, ſhall make Amic'briﬅ famous, I-Þ Gall time in
Kingnotthisulﬁnalwaysreckethand
the really
ﬁrſts Honour;
'be Power, and aﬅer' 'be working yf Satan, with

Sign, and-lying lſ/amkn, zTheﬂ'. ii. 9. Of this
i'ait ſort methe Pope's Mincles 3 and it ſuiteth well
with, Antient-in: to deadned with Mimcies of this
nature, ſuch as the Papacy aboundeth with and
glorieth in: And therefore none needeth to ſtumble
deſcribed to-be in the former. _ So really the Pope's to hear them mentioned.
gaming Honourhand Worſhip tovhirnſelf, was, T B t-z Particular pitched on, is, H" malctb Ft'rr

Which,
if
were diﬀerent,
not his
agree
to
the Popeſiot'
Antichriﬅ,
who could
preſerreth
own
Creditſi and Authority to any othen. And, 2. It
ſhewed',
that how
the the
Scope
of t-Hs
is eſpecial
lyſi'to ſhew,
Pope
cameType
to what
he was

Upon the Matter, a gaming Rieſpect and. Hionour eme down from Heaven.

It is not needſui to ſtick

to ſhall
the Letter
here,Signs
the Scope
is clear; Fthis
is Doctrine
to ſhew,
to 'the
as, it_ had
before
his Time
tho'. he
do great
for conﬁrmi'nſſg
ſi bſſBeaﬅſi,
'wnſo
w_aq_
aiterccſithe nxſoc
Setiesand'.

the Opctſſ V M h
'
' and Power, even as Elia: did, who twice made
Kind was materially the ſame.
_ . visit vi
TH n particular Way how the Poperoſe. to Fire come down from Heaven, riſing: xviii. 38.
this temporal Height under a- religious Shew, is zKings i. to. So, as it were, he ſhall not be be
ſet down in three steps, or a threeſold Inﬂuence hind him. That Miracle oſ Fire coming dawn, is
he hath, t. On the ,World, to cauſe them make inﬅanced, to ſhew, they ſhall be great. Beſide,
an Image. A2. On the Image, to make it be ro Hiﬅory maketh it clear, that oſten ﬁery Viſions have
ſpected. '3._O.n all Men, be making them re been made uſe of by the Popes for gaining their
ceive his Mark. And the Kacans how be at Point, as when Step/Twins is going to ſeek help
tained all theſe, are ſet down, I. _By 'Mimcles from Pipinut againﬅ lﬅulpbtu King of the Lam

and Signs; he cometh in on Folks Eﬅtmatton, and þards, Anne 751. ﬁery Balls are ſeen reeling and
deceiveth them, at' if he were ſomething, [ler/2 falling in amongﬅ them, which he intcrprcteth
13, and 14, 2. He propoſeth the making oſ an as holding ſorth- their Ruin; And A'ma 776. two
Image to 'the ſqrmerBeaﬅ, that is, to ciatch up ﬁery Targcs appear againﬅ the Sin-am, when the
and ſet on foot againſt Rome Powerſomewhat are to ﬁght againﬅ Cba-rlet the great at Htrburg .
like the ſormer, before the Head was wounded, Znbarias the Pope, in his March againﬅ Rawnmz,
tho' not the ſame, Vtrſh 14.." which'by Miracles hath igmw an'es going before him, Cmt. 9. 3o't,&:'r.
he eﬀccteth.
3. He giveth Power to, and ani Or, it may be applied to the ﬁery Thteatnings and

mateth that Btaﬅ's Image to do ſo'r it ſelf, and Curſes by which they thundred and tcrriﬁed Men,
to gain Worſhip, ( Vlrſi 15. )_ by_ in killing ſuch
as do it -not. 4. By his engaging all to Wor
ſhip that Bealk, and taking them in aſpeqal man
ne: engaged to' him, under higheſt Cetttﬁcattons
of not' buying or ſelling, or keeping common
Commercewith them, I/nﬅ 16, 17. And he bring
eth this to paſs.
Ti-t a Miracies which are the ﬁrﬅ Mean, are,
1. Set down generally.

2. Inﬅanced particularly.

3. The Inﬂuence of thcm on the World to de

ceive them (which is the ſhot of all) is ſet
down.

Generaliy, Miracles are divided in true

and falſe,

1. True, are ſuch as extend natural or

and a counterfeit aſſutning of Chriﬅ's Power and
Authority," as the two Witneﬂes were really ſur
niﬂwd therewith, Chap. xi.
T 'I s: Scope and Eﬀect, is,

[Ver/ii by theſe Miracles:

He dtm'vetb 'be

In a Word, He delud

cth 'them-to think him indeed more than ordinary:
LVhiCh, (aT/nﬀ ii. ) is called to believe Lies;
and by theſe he conﬁtmeth his Doctrines and Man
dates, and- maketh them paſs as uneontroverted:
And indeed all the Pop'zſh Miracles tend to con
ﬁrm Invocation of Saints or Angels, Tranſuh
ﬅantiation, Purgatory, or ſome ſuch thing, as
witncſſcth Baronius his' frequent mentioning of Mi

ſecond Cauſes, which were Prooſs of our Lord's racies, for this end, to coni'ute HsretickS, (97. and \
Deity, and ſometimes by the Power of God are further in the centuries, tap. de miraculis, &e.
mediately exerciſed by Men. 2. Falſe Mtracles, This agreeth well to Antichriſt in the Doctrine,
are not only ſuch things as are meer Juglings, (ſuch and to the Pope in the Fact: And under Mi
as poſſibly were by the Magtcians tn Egypt) but racles and SiD-ns would be underﬅood all theſe
ſuch, as tho' they have ſome Wondcrment m ſtupendions things ſpoken of amongﬅ the Pa
them to Men, who know not the Cauſes which. piſts, either as done by the Pope himſelf, or by
produce theſe Eﬀects, yet are really brought ſome of his Vaſſals under him, yet ſo as the
about by ſecond Means; ſuch are ſpoken oſby authorizing of ſuch things depcndeth only on
Chriſt, [Van/r. xxv. and ſuch the Apottie ſaith, him.
A
Y y y

We
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'an EIPOSITION oftbe

We come to that wherein he deludeth; or de
ceivetli the World 3 which he by his Miracles aim
cth at: Its/dying to them that dwell on the Earth,
that they ſhould make an Image to the Beq/Z, w/zitb bad
the Wound by r: Sward, and did Iiw. Concerning
this Imdge take theſe Advertifements, t. That it is
no dead Image, but an Empire, that can ſpeak and
can cauſe ſuch as will not Worſhip it be killed. 2. It
is no diﬀerent Power from the two Beaﬅs formerl y
deſcribed, but the ſame under a diﬅinct conſiderati-v
on of its riſing, or of its appearing. This Image is
the Pope under a. vcivil Notion, in which Reſpect,
he is the Image of the former Empire and the Eﬀect
of his lamb-like Appearance: In which Reſpect, he
is the eﬃcient of this Eﬀect; for, this Image of the

Chap. 13.

an Image to the Beaﬅ which was wounded. This
is called an Image, becauſe it was in algreat Part
like it, therefore repreſented as one Monarch with
it; yet not every way the ſame, the'refbre et out

by another Typc alſo, as is ſaid.

2. His-Manner no

of Proceeding in this Deſign, is, t. In engaging the
Men of the World; for, he could notwithout

them eﬀectuate it, 2. The way he engages them,
it is ﬅaying, or perſwading; which is, not to b'o
meaned of expreſs ſaying ſo, lbut his Miracles had
ſuch a Language with them as to incline and per

ſwade the deluded World'to be well 'content te
further ſuch a Thing.

'

"

_

3. T H I Succeſs is hinted at in the laﬅ Words,

it did live, ſo it will read, U ravixit, or w'xz't:
ſiBeaﬅ getteth the common Worſhip of all the and
Not as if he were deſcribing a preſent living Pa

XVorld with the former in all Repetitions afterward, tern according' to which that Image was to be drawn
Chap. xv. 2. and xvi. 2. and xiv. 9. it is alway but either he fpeaketh of 'the Beaﬅ as -it lived be

one', the Character of the Beaﬅ and his Image, the fore
or, as
it itreceived
may be the
read,Wound,
it was whichwounded,
did and it did
Victory over the Beaﬅ and his Image, are one z the

Judgment of the Worſhipers of both is the_ſarne, live, to wit, after his Pains taken on the World to
which can be true of no other but the Antichriﬅ.
3. The Reaſon why it is called here the Image, is
to hold forth the way and Steps how the Pope came
to an Height in temporal Things by ſome Reſem

hail it, which is inlarged in the following Verſe, ſo

that this is ſet down here by way of Anticipation
as is uſual. That this Wound is ſaid to be by a
Sword, ſheweth it is nota Wound by a Schiſm,

blance to the old Empire. It is not every way the but by Violence
ſame with the former under this Head, yet very Chap. vi. '
like. Therefore in ſome Reſpect it is its Image ra
H a proceedeth
ther than it ſelf z and that though both in its Power was made to live,
and in its Pretext he ſaith on Thing, as if he were
ſetting up Peter's Throne, Iyet really he is doing
another, to wit, making an mage to the old hea
theniſh ſuperﬅitious way of Worſhip that was un

'

as was that in the- ſixth Seal
-"- '

to ſhew the third Step how this
Verſe 15. It is by this two homed

Beaﬅ the Antichriﬅ, he hath Power' to work a

threefold Eﬀect on this Image, that is, by the
Devil's aſſiﬅing him, ( God in ſecret Juﬅice per
mitting the World to be deluded ( he is able to

der the former Heads. Therefore it is ſaid, he de bring this Deſign about, and that little rude Draught '
ceiveth the World, that is, that he made them of the Image, which at ﬁrﬅ was but dead and as it

never acquaint with the Deſign or Intention of this were in shape, he brought ſo on, till he at laﬅ
"Work, which was to erect former Idolatry in Wor made it look like that Beaﬅ which went before it.
T H a ﬁrﬅ Eﬀect he worketh one the Image, he
ſhip and Tyranny in his own Perſon, but as if he
mindcd the Honour of Chriﬅ, Peter, Saints, He. maker/1 it live, there was Matter for a Time in the
and the furtherance of Religion: He brought the Roman Church ſuﬃcient to heal the Wound which
\Vorld to be inﬅrumental in bringing about this the former Head had gotten, but it wanted the
Deſign, which, ( when it was accompliſhed) is the Form, which in Time the Pope did give it by luS

Image of the heatheniſh Emplre, for Extent of Do taking to him ſupreme Power in civil and eccle
minion, manner of Worſhip Cruelty againﬅ the
Saints, &it. And therefore when he is brought in
( Vzrſe 14. ) ſaying, that they/braid make an Image
to lb: Bed/i', this is to be underﬅood as the Lan
guagc of the Deſign in it ſelf, and not Of his Ex
preﬃon, as is frequent in Scripture. In a Word,
by Image is underﬅood the Papacies temporal Pow
er,

which is indeed Imperial-like, and

ſiaﬅick Things and imitating heatheniſh Supcrﬅitt

ons in Worſhip, ſo that which ſeemed to be dead
before, now ﬅandeth up and appeareth. 2. He
giveth it Power to Ave-71', That is, he furniſheth
Pretexts to it for taking on and venting this Power

in its Degrees, Threatnings, Curſes, &ﬁt. The third

Eﬀect or Part of the Power committed to him;
therefore which conﬅituteth this Image, is, Power to muﬅ

ſo expreſſed by the former Type._ So then, in ( for the Image getteth this Power) t/mt arm-wwi.
this 14. Verſe, There is, t. The Deſign to make

Chap. 13.
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by whichv Characters we are not to underﬅand
'will 'riot war/Hip it/balſie killed:

Which implieth,

i. That this Image is worſhipped and' allowed to viſible marks imprinted ; but according to the Scope,
be ſo univerſally as the Bcaﬅ'was. 2. That this that as our Lord hath his Seal on his, Chap. vii'.
Beaﬅ', or Image, will have 'Worſhip under pain of So this Beaſt, who imitateth him, hath ſome
Death, Thatis where the Supremacy of this Pope thing peculiar as from himſelf which Chriﬅ inſti
is denied, there isnothingcan keep from burning: tute'd not, which he will have on theſe who are
It ſhall be Capital,

as Herctical, and 'I'reaſonable. his:

And let it be obſerved, that both the Beaﬅs

3. This Image, cauſeth that they ſhall be killed, and the Image cometh under one Beaﬅ here. 3.
"that is, by ﬅirring "tip ſithﬂPOWOſS'Qf the World, The Certiﬁcation whereby he inforceth this Mark
who are devotedjtoiit,.to ſuﬀer noneto live under or Subjection on Men, it is by taking from them
them who did n'ot acknowledge him, 4. It is ſaid, the common Priviledg'es of Converting with others

this two burned Bid/7 giveth that Power to the I under theſe Words, to buye'- ﬁll, that looketh either
mage, becauſe it is under the Pretext of being Vi to eccleﬁaﬅick or civil Communion; all that will
cars to Chriﬅ that they take theſe things on them i
and it is that Pretext which giveth them ſo much
Weight amongſt' Men in the World as to be ſo
woſhipped. -They may thank their counterfeiting
Peter's Sueceſiinn for that. 5. He killeth not, but

not become his, ſhall be excluded from both theſe:

And if we look how far the Papiﬅs extend the
Excommunication of the Pope's in dcbarring Men
from theſe Things, and the Uſe they make of

their Excomrnunications to force their obedience

cauſnb that they ſhould be killed; this is their way, on many Emperors and others, they will be found

to civil' Magiﬅrates as Executers of them whom clearly applicable in this Particular.
the deſire to be deﬅroyed.
T H 2 laﬅ Step of exerciiing his Power, is Ver/2
16. and 17. in his engaging and marking all for
himſelf as his proper Vaﬂals and Slaves by three
Marks. All which tend to ſhew a ſpecial Rela
tion between him and them, and a peculiar De
pendance of them on him. I. There is a ll/Iark,
ſuch as Men put on vtheir Beaſts, or Merchants on

their Goods to make them known to be theirs.
'This Mark is ſpecially urged by him and threatned
with Wrath from God, Chap. xiv. 9., 10.

2. His

Name or, the Name of the Beaﬅ which is, broader:
The Meaning is, others are like Children who- par
take of their Father's Name, or as the Wife that
partaketh of the Husband's Name; ſo they partake

I N a Word, this BealFs Diiſt, is, to make up

an Image to the Head that is wounded, and to e
ﬅabliſh ſuch an Idolatrous Grandure and Govern
ment again. And he bringeth it about b exerciſ
ing his Power. '21. On the Men oſ the orld, to
make them pliable to it, which he doth by Mira
cles 'and Signs, Vt'ſe 13. 14. under Pretext or'
ſome Divinity. 2. On the Beaﬅ's Image, by help
ing on that Deſign in three Steps, giving,r it Life and
putting it to act for its own Worſhip when once
was formed; for, the Scope ( reckoning ﬅill the
Intention of the Work ) is to ſhew this Beaﬅ's De
ſign. Now if the Beaﬅ and Image were diﬀerent,
he
wouldtoboth
not, and
yea thſiat
couldbynot
Worſhip
oneprocure
Power,univerſal
and if

of this Beaﬅs, Name. He is the Pope and they any of them were diﬀerent from himſelf, he would
Papiﬅs, glorying in native Brood, thinking more not.. 3. He excrciſeth his Power by putting his
to be called a Catholick Roman, or Papiﬅ, than a Mark on all, which heattaineth by Cenſures, leﬅ

Chriﬅian or ſomething like this. 3. The Number they be ſhut out from common Commerce, or the
of his'Name, ſeemeth to be yet larger, as ye would Advantages of his Soul-merchandice and Markets,
ſay the mimſimum quad ſiſ: Without which none as he prevailed in the former of procuring Woriliip
can paſs as his, ſo that if they have not thc to the Image ſor Fear of Death and killing.
"
Mark, they muﬅ have the Name, or, at lmﬅ,
F o a the conſuming ot' what is ſaid, we will
the Number of it whereof more hereafter. This ﬁnd theſe things clear in the matter of Fact from
Eﬀect is extended and particularized in two Re Hiﬅory, 1. 'That what Rome wanted by the Em
ſpects, I. None of any Sort eſcapeth, ſmall or great', peror's turning to be Chriﬅians, or removingr of
&it. 2. The part marked, is the right Hand and their Seat from it, it recovered by the Pope's,
Forehead, holding forth an obvious Manner of a And, 2. That that Recovery began immediately
vowing him, and an active Ingagetnent for him; after Co'ﬄantine's coming to the Empire. 3. That
It is ſaid, soldiers did wear Marks on their right the Pope's uſed the ſame Practices of Blaſphemy
Hands, and Servants in their Foreheads, but Popes againﬅ God, Perſecution againﬅ his Saints, and
hold Men engaged under both theſe Relations to followed it by the ſame Means of depoſmg Em
them: ( This M'de upon this Place cleareth )
Y y y 2
pemrs,
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EXPOSITION of the

4

1 Chapjg;

pcromnﬃrming temporal Power, and interdicting Jpoﬅalorum._ Per ſhrram D. Petri ſition; Cambr
from Fellowſhip and Commerce with others : And h': Aﬀ'cta ( Roma) Iatiurpr den-alight: divini,
although theſe things be particularly marked in quem' domination: tcrrnma ' uamw': m'm midſt)
particular Treatiſes and upon particular occaſions, aucta victor-fir, j'm imo-ii tur', um' mal-fyue pro
'ultri:, 'nium tamen g/l, 'nod tibi btfliuu laborſhb
yet it may be obſerved' here,
1. T H A T Ram recovered and preſerved Do didit, qamm quod pax Cbn'ſlianaſhþjecit. 'That is,
minion and Grandure only by the Pope's Means, By the holy Sea ofS. Peter, ( ORome) thou be
"Witncfs, r. That Paſſage out ofSteurbur De dona
tr'om Conﬅantini. Ewrſh Impzria, 'ii/i Deus reﬅi

ing made the Head ofthe World; cornmandeſt fur-'
ther divine Religion, than earthly Domination:

turſet putrifie-ctum, ſuturum erat, at Rome nal/a For albeit being au memed by many victories, thou
temper' 'xtitata a: rg/Iitula, inbabitabilir paﬅ/me, haﬅ extended the ower of the Empire both by Sea
ſwdxﬃma boum'porwrumqueſumm eﬀt baþitatio : lit
inponrrﬁmtu lt/i 'ma illa wttrir imperii magnitude,
ſhccirt (me me drﬃmilir longe rmatiz 'l/l, qua game:
zmmn, band
jeru: ab gun/'t
artu omnes
is' ozmſiz,
&ma/'um
parr
tiſitem
wnera'ztur,
"crimes
o/zſim Impe

and Land, yet it is leſs, that which theLabour

of War hath ſubdued to thee, than that which
Cluiﬅian Peace hath brought in Subjection.

The

other Paﬂage is out Pnſſer. lit/'t de'ingran'r, tap. 2.

rataribu: obtmperabant. Et Paulo poﬅ, In not: Sedc: =Roma 'Petri, on' prxﬅoralir 'Veneris
mmia quit Rome quandam preſent: trmrt, ſzcra 'ſ Flllftd mput made, guitgw'd mm poﬃdet arm's.
fzcta ſit/it, quemadmadum omnia ttmþla rﬂorum far Rzligiom Mter. Thatis to ſay, Rome the SeeofPmn

ta ſiuzt Err/rﬅzſhnctwum P ritur ire/'1 preſent', re which is made to the World the Head of paﬅoral'
ptrunt cﬃ-ritus ſhtri .? Man' put/non, ﬁmﬂum Honour, whatever itdoth not poſſeſs by Arms, it
cranium idolarum, aﬄict/m' r/I ﬁmplum bente 'vir holdeth out by Religion. A-iſo that Paſſage, cited
gi/rit P (ſmmdum alior MmiumdÞt/amm ) Man: by Form out of Iib. 2. do vacation: gmtium, Cap.
in Vatitam Templum Ilpollinis, u/u' ramlita erant rar xvi. Rome p'r/&terdotii ritrripatum ampliarfacta all
pam Apoﬅolorum, ram/aﬃrm in Ecrlr/iam ipſhrum are: relr'gimir, gnarr' alio poteﬅatir. That is, Ram:

Apoﬅolorum ? ut ﬂaptrius-dwmﬅrarum yi, ts'c. That through theDominion of the Prieﬅhood (or Papacy )
is to ſay, The Empire being overturned, if God is made larger ny the Caﬅle of Religion, than by the
.
had not reﬅored the Pontiﬁcate (or Papacy) it Throne of Powenhad come to paſs, that Ram at no Time being raiſ
F n o M- which Paſſages it is clear, that Ram'
ed up and reﬅored, afterward being unbabitable, had before the Papacies Height was rmlly ſhort (as

become a moﬅ vile Stable of Cows and Swine: wounded ) in reſpect of what formerly it was, and
But inthe Pontiﬁcate (or Papacy) although not alſo, that what Pomp Ram' now cnjoyeth, and

that Greatnefs of the ancient Empire, yet ſurely wrnt Dommion- it- hath, it hath bt- vertue of the
Supremac
us add further7. ſome
the Appearance of it not much unlike-was brought Pope's
fages more,
I. ſi .*-ut Let
of-Socrater,-lib.
cap. Paſ
11forth again, whereby all. Nations from the Eaﬅ- to
the Weﬅ do adorethe' Roman Pontife ( or Pope) no who ſpeaking of the Violence ofCeIa/Ii'mr, who WZS
otheways than of old all Nations did obey the Em Biſhop of Rome, ſaith, that he, in exerciſing his'
perors. Anda little after, are not all things which Power ( as alſo the Biſhop of Alexandria) had
at Rome of old werepnoſane-( or common) made gone, J'amdadum 'arm ſizm ſactrdolii v in principa
holy, as all the Temples of the Gods were made tuw- ſsru/arum, that is,- long ſince without the

Churches of Saints i

Alſo their profane Rites began Bounds of the prieſtly Oﬃce into the fecular Domi

to be holy Ritcs?: was not the Pantheon,- that nion. And if it be true what is commonly aﬂerted
'ſimple of all Idols; made the Temple of the bleſ by Papiﬅs, concerning the' Donation of Corﬃd'm'ﬂ"
ſed Virgin (according to others of all Saints ) was whereby he gave Ram and the Parts about it. [0
not the Temple of Apollo inthe Va_ticane, where the Popes, to be poſſeſſed by them, as the Palli
were buried the Bodies of the Apoﬅles -tumed into mony of Peter ; and that therefore purpoﬂy he leﬅ
the Church- of the Apoſtles themſelves, as-was de.

Rome to the Pope upon that account, thinking

monﬅrated above, (52. Theſe are-a popiſh Writer's' it- ﬁt (For Idea aurem par ' gﬄ: rmſhimu! if'
Expreſſtcns, defending Coryiantim's Donation: And aﬃrm: impzrium imperiyu: p'tmriam m m'mlm'
in this Senſe, it. may well. be called the Image of trany'ct'mur, *U{. quod uþi e/I primrþall ſimra'r
the Head that went before. Add to this ſome Paſ tium is' taput C/zri/liane Rzligionir datuma Rg."
lages cited by Bdlarmine, lib. 3. de Pmt. tap. 21. terior-um, non g/f aequum ut- tmwuu lmptrator Il/lf
port/V?
The ﬁrﬅ out Of Leo Magnur, Scrm. 1. de nate/i

(ſhap- .\3-_.,
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Mold-m build. That is, Therefore we judgedit Things, as ye have brieﬂy 'ciated out of Fijhz.
ﬁt to tranﬂate our Empire and the Power of it into And how great Power was in their Sooth-ſayd?7
the Ea/I, He. becauſe where the chief Prieﬅhood who could render even'their common Councils of

_( or Papacy ) and the Head of Chriﬅian Religion is none Eﬅect, and abdicate the Conſuls from their
appointed to be by the King of Heaven, it is not Magiﬅracy, theſe Things which we did a little be

right that an earthly Emperor ſhould there have t'ore recite out of Ciqzrp, do declare. It was ſor
Power. Which Don'ation is more lar ely ſet down bidden to them (ſaith Plutarrb) to uſe a Horſe,
by Baymm. Rag' 88', and is generaﬁy owned by but the were'accuﬅomod to uſe a Chariot for their
them, with all theother Contents thereof.
'carer _'gnity. It was 'the proper Cuﬅom of the
A c RE E A n r. n to this it is, which Burmirtr rieﬅs to enter' the Capitol ( as Yim'tur aﬃrmeth)
Iﬂſiertcth, ctum 31-2. num. '80. of .Conﬅamim's giv
ing the emperiaſſ] Palace to Melbiades the Biſhop of in a-Charibt 3 So yewill ſee the Roman Prieﬅs ( as'

relateth dmmr'amu ) to-be carried through the Town
Rome, and wbatis afterward recorded by him to be' in Coaches, The) go (ſaith he ) ſitting in Coat/m,
con erred as Pieces of Dignity by that (lame Empe being clothed very ﬂ'ﬂﬂmſþlﬄjt And that alſo ſeem
ror upon them, lime 324. um; 79t that anyw edto bea great Dignity, that they never took oﬀ
tine would not ſuﬀer the prime Prietts of the/Chri their Cap, or Bonnet, which was the Enſign of the
ﬅians to be exceeded in Glory by the heathen Prieﬅs, Prieﬅs, when as ( as the ſame Plutdrrb witneﬂ'eth )
who were eyer Adverſaries- to -hriﬅianity. And all other-uſed to uncover their Head to theſe they
theſe Priviledgcs are reckoned by him, thus, Her'

met.

The Pope, or Human Prieﬅ,- obſerveth the

nant prioifegia guilmr templarumſhm-dotzs (i ma ſame until this Dzty. The ſame Author report-eth
joribu:
fruerentur:
i/rteromnes
m, Hnineþat
trorum tradftis
Rzx, guzſiin
mwi-ui: ſhper
exmbart ſh
ſo alſo this Immunity of Jupirtr's Prieﬅ, that he might_
not give an Oath, becauſe it was notſuitable, that
Izbat; mit U' Pontiſex Maximus, arbiter bumanarum he ſhould not be truﬅed in-ſmttller Things, to whom
atque divinarum rerum amnium, quad brwiter 'ror-' the holy Things and the greater were concredited, &Ft.
rerum babes ex Fcﬅo. Qua'zta autem pore/la: in But again, the Prieﬅs of the gods were clothed with
dugurt, qui comitia irrita redder: La' abdimre m'am Purple, and that very precious, to wit, twice dyed,

conſider m ﬅratu wleret, quae paula arm rm'ta as that Place oſ Cicero ſheweth, &it. Alſothat was
w'mur ex icerone, det/aunt. Vetitum ii: erut, ( air the Cuﬅom, when the High'Pricﬅ was dedicated, to
Plutarchus ) egua wbi, ſed un' tarpanto pro amplz'ſi have his Head adorned with a Ribbon or Lace, and

ſmm" dignimt' ſhlfti ermrt. ' Sacrra'otum' pery/fart) a Crown or Garland of Gold, &Ft.
IN- which Words we have the Derivation of
me: ( quod qﬃrmat Tacitus) erat, carpenter capita
lium ingnak'; ſit U vided: Romwm pontiſim (quod much of the Roman or Pontiſical Pomp, to wit,
tradit Ammianus) per urbe'm rarrtm's win', prora the Itnitation of the Heatheniſh High Prieﬅ In
Jtmt ( ingm't Jwbimlis inſide-rim, tirtu/nſhectﬂ waﬅi which Reſpect, this time Author' Baram'ur diſ
xi : ſtd (s' milgnd illa digm'm'r gﬄ-E oidebatar, quod puteth much of their Honour, Dura grz. num!
(at him: air) murmur/1 Pilcum, irſſgrw ﬂaw/num, 85.= and 98. as alſo giveth that ſor the Reaſon
depo'ztbant, cum
at idemv toylarur Plutnrchus ). why the Chriﬅian Emperors did ﬅill retain the'
ſﬂ'ri ſoldwit amrrentibuz raþut dctegtre. Obﬅr Titie of Pontﬀnr .Mdximuruntii the Rcign of the £
vat be: 'Jſim in him; ditm Rmanur Pmtiſex. Emperor Gmtian: Laﬅ, ſaith he, tbl People
Rzfrrt ei
idrm
'n'am
.diali:quad
ﬂamirzis
immunitazrm,
ut ſhort
have they
bcm-had
[fir-red
up again/i
tbrm,&fig/art,
publirtly
ſh*
jm'arc
mimu
lk'at,
'zm tom/Mint
de rtÞur
dijoſiwmd
tlm'r ancient
which'
minimir ﬂdm: cident 'IM [where tui rrs ſam' U by t/mt ſit/e was ﬅill after e ſhrt preſerred in'

maxiww wan-'dine ſi'rt, Ur'. Ru/ſhm vere dmum Me Emperors. - By which Reaſon- the] Author
ſhttrdom pwpuram tllﬂdﬂlþdflt, Made-argue pretioſizm,
grants a great Suitableneſz in that Titlc to the

mmpt, bit li'zctam, at illdiﬄt Ciceronis low: tile, old heatheniſh Religion ;_ And that therefore ſee

Ur.

.Mas' ging' ﬂat, qualm: drriimrctur ſmmws ing Popcry ( by his Conſeſiion) lnth both the'

Smcrdar, wina'cts' made' mea' rapid ornari.

That Name and the Thing, in -a great Part, from the

is to Lip-Theſe are the Priviledge: which the_ hmtheniſh idolatrous Prieſts, as a copy callen in'
Prieﬅs of the Temples did enjoy, as being deliver Imitation of them,-- There muﬅ be here a great
ed unto them-from their Forefathers: Amongſt them Reſemblance to the ſormer wounded Head. in
was'emment the King oſ their holy Things, who in deed. And if that he true which Belx'armin aſ
their Banquets uſed to watch over them all ; and the

chief; Prieﬅ was U-mpire of divine and humane

ſerteth, (Lib. t. de Comiliir U-Etdeſſzi, my. 19.)>
.

_
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An EXPOSITION
of the 1
Chap-13.' '
with their Succeſs therein, Lsnotour not onlyſihy

as theRenſon _why the Biſhops of Rome never

the Writings of Hiﬅoriographers, but is built on vby

"keeped" perſonally the Councils while they were
in the Eaﬅ.

t. That it became not him who themſelves as a ſpecial Evidence of their Church,
And, 2. and is made the 15. Note of it by Bel/ar. do ML-'r
(That he eſchewed to be preſent where the Empe Ea/zſiz, no. 4. top. 18. which being compared

_was the Head to follow the Councils.

ror was, leﬅ he ſhould have ſeemed to cede in Place with the former Chapter, they contain than great

to him. This will ſhew a very time] ſpringing
up of this Supremacy. And altho' ſome Loubt may
be made of ſome of theſe Particulars in Matter of
Fact, and what was true of them, was not with-v
out a Teﬅimony againﬅ them; yet their owning
of, and pleading for theſe Things, do ſuﬃciently
clear the Succcſſton and Reſemblance of Popery
to heatheniſh Idolatry, beſide what is elſewhere ſaid
of its Blaſphemy. Again, it is clear, if we will

Victories of old and late againﬅ the Iloigen as, and
others, oppoſers of the Pope; So as he concludes,
That ſcarce] ever have theſe who were called Here
ticks been Superior. Which indeed being looked
upon, as during Antichriﬅ's Continuance of ſort
two Months, it may be the fulﬁlling of what is
ſpoken, Vcrﬅ 5. and 7. of this ſame Chapter: And
what Bel/armin ſaith there of the killing of looooo,
Hſaldmſer at one Time, and what Mtde citeth out

'conſider how many Emperors and Kings have * _oſ Peroniur, That the Number of the flain exceeded
been trod upon by this Pope, and their Kingdoms 'in From? toooooo. during theſe VVars, or any other
diſpoſed of to others, not only neighbouring Na Hiﬅory wherein they boaﬅ of the unhappy Event
tions, but their own Subjects looſed from all Tye that followed the Oppoſers of the Pope of Rome, and
and obligation to them, and all Comtnerce even

ſo cite many Emperors, both of the Eqﬅ and Wtﬅ,

of buying and ſelling to be interdicted with theſe overrun by him.
who acknowledge not the Pope:

Of which, ſee

It will tend to make up the Proof

of theſe Allertions,

1. That the Biſhops of Ram!

Dttretum Martini 5. in ﬁne Corzrr'lii Co'g/t'nnti aſſumed to themſelves as abſolute Soveraignty over
nmſis. Pro/7ibztur ii: gin Romamzm ﬅdtm 'ton Kings and Kingdoms, as ever the former Empcroſs
agnoﬅunt domr'oilia tmore, [arim ſot-ere, rontractur' did over Provinces. 2. That they wanted not Wit
inirc, ntgotiotioner is' merzatzrros quoﬅiþot carer-tore, neſſes againﬅ their Uſurpation, but that in God's
out bumanitatir ſolotia tum Cbrr'ﬅi ſidt/ibus bobere. ſecret Juﬅice they had Power given them for ſo
Et in Comr'lio Later-am; ſizb Imzotmtio tortio. Si many hundred Years together to prevail over them,
dominus tcmþorolis terram ſimm 'logic-writ par-gore and with a high Hand to maﬂacre and undo them
ab bxrtlito pra-ſtate, exoommtmimtionis 'L-inoulo irr

And, 3. That in every Thing they have fulﬁl

led in them the Characters pointed out in this
rote dmumz'ot a/g/oluzos, is' terrom exponat o/ii: or Beaﬅ.
N E r 'r tt r: R is it unobſervable, that Bel/omit!
tuþo'rdam. That is to ſay, It is ſorbidden to theſe
*who acknowledge not the Roman Sea to keep attributeth that Greatneſs of the Pope's Dominion
Houſes, kindle Fire, make contracts, exerciſe what to the Time preceeding the Reformation, and to
ſomever Negotiations or Merchandiſes, or to have falleth within his forty two Months Reign: For

mdctur, is' jummu: Pontzﬁx vqﬃzlor ab qjurſidoli

the Comforts or Refreſhings of Humanity with the (ſaith he) lib. 3. de Pormf. cap. 21. Nam 05 '4
temport, ouo per w: Pap-t zI/ztirbriﬅus gﬄ trxpiſz "a"
'faithful ones of Chriﬅ.
A N D in the Lateran Council, under I'momrt modo non trew't tjllf Imperr'um, ſhd ſhmper may! of
'the third. If a temporal Lord neglect to purge his magir dure-vil', Loo'zir Mogm' temport, id _tﬅa 'mw
Country from heretical Wickedneſs, let him be un tentum owing/raging amtouom drrtiobrﬄw 'W/flrd
der the Bond of Excommunscation, and let the Pope ſentmria naſierttur, Pope Roma'zu: pluriþm glutton!

declare his Subjects or Vaﬂals free from their Fidelity,
and ſet forth his Country or Land to be occupied
by others.
H E N c a it was made Treaſon to have any
Commerce with the Lollards: And according to
theſe Acts, the Pope excommunicated Ink/try the
8. and interdicted all Commerce with the ling/'i 1
"Nation, as it is emitted by Paulus m-tiur, zImo
15 38. and recorded in the Hiﬅory of the Council

praſidebat, ouom ſiſ: Romam' Impm'i ﬁrm extin

dermt, &do. Paulo poﬅ, Nﬅrir wro tomp'ribw, to!"
pro/vere= i/'Ii omniaſhmﬃmnt, ut magnam Gumm/'15
partem amtſerit, Suction', Gotbiam Morwgtſiﬂmy p."

nz'om unit'e'ſam, bonam Anglia, Gallize, Hole/met!
Polom'zz, Bobomie at Pan-mia: portm. ltoſﬄf' ſ'
proſhere" ager', mta g/f Antio/yryii ; nor' Pap/1 w 'If

Provimii: exurm eﬅ, ſed Lutherus Anrirbrt/M "Frm
dz'oi muﬅ. That is to ſay, For from that Time:
when, as you will have it, the Pope began w ſi

of Tmzt.
q
_
,
.
.
row but
'I' a r: t 't blocdy Cruelty againﬅ the Saints, Annchnﬅ, not only his Emplre dld not g aſways
a

Chap. '3.
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Therefoze
of Leo 'the Great, that is, one hundred and ﬁfty if Proſperity be a Note of Antichriﬅ; not the Pope
Years before Antichriﬅwas brought forth, according who is fpoiled of ſo many Provinces, but Luther
to you'r Opinion, the Pope of Rome was over moe deſervedly may be called Antichriﬅ. 'Which Words,
Nations', .than'rhe bounds' of the Roman Empire ex by their own Confeſſion, bear out a great Change
tended it ſelf unto. And a little after, But in our upon their Popiſh Kingdoms ſince the beginning of
Times all Things ſucceed ſo proſperouﬂy to him, the Reformation, and a remarkable Decay thereof
that he loﬅ a great Part of German), Swethland, ſince the expiring of the forty two Months, before
Getbiand, (Nor-way, whole Denmark, a good part frequently mentioned.
.

always, more and more it decreaſcd.

In the Time of England, Switzerland, Boheme, &e.

I

.

..

'

T
'
I

\

L'EcT'uRE'V.

Verſe 18. Here i: mſdem. Let him that hath Unde'ﬅtmdiug, (aunt the Number Of the Beaﬅ: ſo'
it is the Number gf a Man, and his Nitmher irſix hundred three/tore and/ix.
ſi A v ING given more particular Marks
We cannot therefore paſs it, tho' it hath tortured
H

of Antichriﬅ, he now biddeth them, as many in all Ages to ﬁnd it out: Before we come' to
it were, put them together and reckon. reckon, we ſhall premit, 1. A ſhort Expoſition of

The Sum of the V'ﬅ is, in theſe four,
X. There is an Advertiſement to put them to ﬅand
and pauſe before they paſs theſe Deſcriptions; Here
i: Wiſdom, &e. 2. ArrExhortation to reckon, that
it may beknown what that Number is which the
Bmﬅ putteth on his Followers; Let him that
hath, &e. 3. A Motive, it may be underﬅood and
found out; For it is the Number, &e. A Help to
ﬁnd it out, by mentioning a particular Number,
666. To ſhew, it is not every Hereticlt, but a chief

the Words.

2. Some general conſiderations.

1. T H r: Pauſe or Advertiſcment, Here is Wr/L

dam, doth imply a Diﬃculty in the Matter, needing
ſpiritual Wiſdom for ﬁnding it out, yet ſo as in it,
'Wiſdom ſhould have both an Occaſion and War
rant for its Exerciſe, and it is an Invitation
to try, as in theſe parallel Places, lſere 9. of this

Chap. Verſe 13. Chap. xiv. and Iſere 9. Chap.
xvii.
'O N L Y this is to be adverted to, that when he

one, who will have many Things compacted and ſaith, Here i: Wiſdom, the Scope is not only to re
bound up together, that is, -Antichriſt:

Or, it i'; late to what followeth; but alſo, to caﬅ an Eye

not an
innumerable
Number,
but may
and
vcounted
as clearly,
as 666.
may.be underﬅood
So it is a

back on what immediately preceeded, as containing

the Exerciſe of fpiritual Wiſdom, as well as in what
conﬁrmation of the former Reaſon, or an Inﬅance followeth, and ſome way conſiﬅs in knitting what
for Proof of it: For, ſome Number was meet to preceedeth, with what followeth, as the former cited'
be named, ſeeing he had called it attainable, yet not Places clear.
z. T H r-: Exhortation, is, Let him that hath
this very Number it ſelf ; for 'then there needed no

reckoning, and-therefore the -Wiſdom required'is to Unde'ﬅa'zding, 'me/it' the Number (yf the Beryi:
be imployed in ſearching and applying the Characters Where we conſider, 1. What is to be countedd
And this 2. What it is to count or number. 3. Who is
looketh liker the Scope of that, Here it Il/Fﬂam, this invited to it. By the Beaﬅ here, no queﬅi
putting the Reader to a Paufe, and to reſume on, is underﬅood the Beaﬅ formerly mentioned
what is ſaid now, before he paſs from the De through the Chapter, and by the Number of the
ſcription of the Beaﬅ, to the Condition of the Beaﬅ, that ſame which was formerly ex
paﬅ, and not the Number following:

Church, which followeth, Chap. xiv. as, Here ir

preſſed by the Number yf his Name:

Called

the Patience of the Saints, &c. _relateth to the Words there the Number of hit Name, becauſe it is
and Matter ſet down immediately before. This is ſomething like himſelf in its Nature. And
this Beet/i, as all the former, Verſe r. having
the Sum and Scope."

,T H 1 s Ver/2 then is ſet down by the holy Ghoﬅ, a Name of Blaſphemy, the Number of that
as' an Exerciſe for ſpiritual Wiſdom to any it ſelf in. Name muﬅ relate to a Number of ſuch peculiar
Blaſphcmitz
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.

(Shap- ral

Eafphemits as diﬀerenceth this Beaﬅ from all other we cannot underﬅand ſuch a Number as is made
out of the numeral Letters ofa Name; we' have '
Here'ticks, ſuch Blaſphemiesasconﬅituteth-hun An
Chriﬅ ;' and ſo the Nurnberof them muſt be oſ ſuch Zg Scripture warranding that: 'Beſide, th'at' would
aPmportion as conﬅrituteth the Roceivers thereof be little encouragement to undertake 'this Number

Membersof that Kingdom and Aniichriﬅian. Iris -ing, or, little exerciſe for ſpiritual Wiſdotﬁ: But,
here changed and called the Number ſſ the Ben/I,
tho' it ſigniﬁe the ſame thing; partly, to ſhew the
coineidency of this Name with the Beaﬅ, that it is
proper and peculiar to him ; and partly, becauſe this
Number is invented by him and impoſed on them,
as the character is called his alſo. And therefore
in 'lﬃ'fecKo'ningof'this'Nutnben we are led ras

b

the number of ,a Wit, we underﬅand 'ſuch a

umberas Men do uſe, or is made uſe of by' them
and is attainable to be known by them. Iſa. viii. I:

The writing Pan gſ a Man, That is, ſuch as' Men
uſe, 'and as Men may underﬅand; So'Ezek'. xxiv.
17. The Bread tﬀ A Illan, is Bread made ule oſ by

them, andwhemnthey uſually live.- And(cbap,

Book,
Men ure a aIfiutaliii
Thatof
is,this
ſuch
as Menthere
uſe isto the
meaſure/whirl;
therto ſearch in the Nature of theBeq/I bimſh/ , than xii.
to a more particular Name, becauſe

the Thing

to be reckoned, is here not called the Number of his ſenſe the Nwnþtr ty t? Man, is that which Men
Name-a but the Number of the Beaﬅ, becauſe by Men uſe, and is obvious if they have Underﬅand

ing ſay
to ſearch
it out: ﬀAnd
certainly
there is great
deſcribing his Nature, it doth conſequently point to
the Mnnb'r
a Men
ctindeﬁnitely,
and odds
the
him out as by Name.
'
'
To count here, is not then by Arithmetick to Number of a Man's Name particularly.

The ﬁrﬅ

Number out of a-Name, and to caﬅ up aSum by maketh it common to all ſpiritual Men who may
ſo many Figuresz-butldoctrlnally and judicioully conceive it, as the Exhortation im'plieth; This a
to weigh the Matter of that Hereﬁe or the Nature
of that Beaﬅ: So the Lord is ſaid to have numbered
Btſh'zzar, Dan. v. and to have found him light.
Becauſeb this way of putting particulars together,
and conſi ing. them, 'when put together, thejudi

ﬅricteth it to one particular Man, as only agreeing

to him.

Thus the words may be rendered, It is the

Number qf a Man 5 for there is no article in the

Ori inal.

-

R, by the Mctnber of a Man, May be under
cient!v Searchers will ﬁnd him exactly out, 'whether ﬅood a Number not having God but a Man forits

he. be agreeable or diſagreeable to the Rule or Cha
racter given, as Artthmeticians will do by their
reckonings. Of this ſort of reckoning there are
divſita's Examples in Scripture, but of reckoning' from
the Letters or Figures of a Name there. is none.

Author, and not being approven of God but in

vented of Man, what ever there 'be pretended:
Thus there are in Scripture ſuch Phraſes, the mſt-lift
if a Man, the Law qf a Man, the H'ill qf a Man,

in oppoſition to the Wiſdom, Will, and Lent of God.

runneth,
Let forctit
ſpiritualwillwiſe
The ﬁrﬅ implyeth a particular exact Search, as if Es't.
Men Thus
conſidertheherReaſon
and reckon
well,
be

eyery Thing in him wereconſidered by it ſelf par
ſound that this Beaﬅ's Number or Doctrine is not
This is conﬁrmed of God, but of Man, whatever he pretended, even

ticularly, and put together again in whole, as Anth
meticians do in their countings.

as thatStatue ('Dan. iii. ) might be called the Image
mited to number, L't him that lzatb Unþ'ﬅandi'zg, of a Man or of the King; not becauſe it repreſent
That is not Underﬅanding in reckoning and Arit'h ed him, but becauſe it was inﬅitutedb him. Nei
metick, but in the diſcerning of the ſpiritual. Truths ther of theſe will be diſagreeable to e Scope and
*
of God, Dan. xii. and Mrab vi. 9, eſpecially of tip Truth..
4. T at it particular Inﬅance added, is, 666. We
Characters of Antichriﬅ former] given, and or Pru
dence to apply them where he (hall diſcern them to take this to ſigniﬁe ſome indeſinite Number, that is,
be. This ſaith not that none other ſhould count, r. Great ,: And ſo the Errors and Blaſphemies Of
the Duty is common, but it ſaith few will take it Antichriﬅ, that he preﬂeth on his Followen, are
not of ſome few Points, but of very many. 2. That
to them and ﬁnd it out, and that no other will come

by conſidering the Qialiſication of him who is in

ſpted but they that take the ſame Ballance of the they are ſubtilly compacted together, and haveaDe
pendance on each other, as that Number 6615. is; 3
* Sanctuary and ſpiritual Wiſdom to diſcern with 5 yet That
they be compact and ſubtilly interwo
it is put to Mens Doois to eſiay this, but with much ven, yetaltho'
they may be ſearched out. It is not impoſſible
deniedncſs and humility.

.
that there might be ſome proverbial speech in that
3. T 'in Reaſon or Motive added to ﬅir up alſo
Number,
ſetting out a great Number: sure it is or
Men to ell'ay this ſearch or reckoning, is, for it i:
the Number of a Man. By the Number 21' a Man dinary in Writers to ſay, ﬁx hundred mrt, WECP
t err

Chap. 13.

BO 0 It' of' 'be

their Meaningis many moe:
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And hence ſome have a Perſon who hath it, the Number muﬅbe ſo al

intitled their Books De ſexmm': erraribzu panttſitiir.
However this Number cannot be the
rticular
Number which is to be underſtood as t e Reſult
of the Reckoning; for then their needed no more

ſo :

For we conceive the Num'ber of his Name, or

Mark of his Name, is all one upon the Matter,
but is called the Number of his Name to ſhew
the numerouſneſs of his Errors; The Mark of it
again, to ſhew the Nature of them, which is to

counting, but it is a general Inﬅance for conﬁrm
ing the former Reaſon; it is ſuch a Number as 666. make ſome Impreſſion on them like him, as a Sea]
is, i. e. attainable by Mens Induﬅryz- For, this leaveth its Likeneſs in the YVax.
Number 666. is. not to' be gatheredout oſ one word,. 5. W l-l s -r H e R this Number doth point at
but all concerning Antichriﬅ is to-be put together, the Beaﬅ, to, wit, the Roman Empire as taken com
which in' its Sum and Reſult will amount to this plexly, or asconſidered under this ſeventh Head by
the former Types, it pointeth at one Thing, and
conſiderations are, r. The demonﬅrateth the ſame Power as is ſure; yet com
Scope of this, is, by the reckoning of the Number paring it with the former Verſe, and the Scope which
to come to the Knowledge 'of-the Perſon, Power, is to deſcribe Antichriﬅ, it agreeth more properly to
State or Beaﬅ underﬅood. Therefore the Phraſe is the ſeventh Head as ſuch a Number which relat
altered in this Verſe from the former: There, it eth to him; ſor, the Mark ishis, and ſo muﬅ the
Sum.

.

Serondly, T H e

was the Number of bis Mam'; here, it is the.

Name and its Number (as all the former Deſcrip

Number of 'be Beaﬅ, becauſe this being rightly tions do ) belong to him alſo.
counted and ſummed', it will be 'as eaſy to know
T o come nearer, let us conſider ſhortly what is
who this Beaﬅ is, as if we had his Name in par the Mark and Name and ſo the Number of the
ticular: It muﬅ be ſomething than that diﬀerenc Beaﬅ: It is certainly ſomething not literally to be
underﬅood, but what maketh Men in a ſpecial way
cth him from others.
' * ' *_ - t X
2. Y s 'r the whole Streſs ofﬁndinghim ont lieth . to paſs ſor this Bcaﬅ's Followers, to wit, Antichriﬅ s
not on this Name, but on: his Name Tubjoined to and to be accounted his; for, it is he that maketh
all the former Characters, eaasa Sum it' muﬅ be them all receive this Mark.
drawn out of them as a Keſult from them put
T H I s Mark ſeemeth to be a peculiar Thing a
greeing eſpecially to clergy-Orders, and theſe who
together.
3. I'r would ſeem, that as the Mark, or Cha

by Oath are engaged to him, _which is the moﬅ in

racter and Name, doth not point literally at one timate ſibneſs between him aad any pollible (ſor,
particular Mark or Name; ſo neither doth the it is oppoſite to the Mark and Seal of our Lord
Number to a literal way of' numbering, or any de Jeſus, whereby he ſetteth a part ſome ſor himſelf,
ﬁnite certain Number: For this Name is in the and having ſuch a Wo peculiarly threitned [againﬅ
Whore's Foreheadſicbap. xvii. 5. which, as in the it, Chap. xiv. 9. and u. and ſeeing it ſuppoſeth
former, Verſe, cannot properly be underﬅood: them to be ſpecially imployed for him as Soldiers
Hence theſe -Phraſes, Number qſ bis Name, vaſt under his Colours, it may well agree to them
17. Number oft/Je Beaﬅ, wrﬅ 18. the jl/Iark ofhis though not only) It may be the receiving and be
Name, Chap. xiv. 1 1. a l/ictory ov'r the Beaﬅ, and lieving of theſe Trumperies, that he (that is, that
the Number gſbi: Namt, Chap. xv. 2. which are Beaﬅ) propoſeth; Not only having an outward
put in diﬀerently, do import ſuch a Name as doth Proſeſſion of them, but an inward Aﬀection to them,
not ſo much conſiſt in Letters, as Things and delighting in and reﬅing on that antichriﬅian Wor
ſhip in its complex Form and Mould. Therefore
Doctrines.
,\
4. W e will ſee theſe Phraſes put in diﬀerently it is called (Cbap. xiv. 11.) the Mark of his
ſor one another,
as 'Ina.Number-ofthe
Bcaﬅ
the Name, that is, ſuch a receiving of the Name as
Number
of bis Name,
Thev Mark of
tbland
Btd/I,

hath an Impreſſion within and Likeneſs to him.
wrﬁ 17. and the Mark qfbi: Name, Chap. xivuuer.
2.. B Y his Name may'be underﬅood his Doctrine
1 r. Whereby apparently is holden ſorth, that as the and thevpublick Acknowledgment of it, even as
Beaﬅ and his Name are of one Nature, ſo alſo are the Name of God and Chriﬅ is underﬅood the Truth
the Mark and Number of the Beaﬅ and oſ his Name: of the Goſpel, becauſe in theſe and by theſe
'And there/'oxe what we ﬁnd the one to be, the he maketh himſelf known; and to make his
other muﬅ be of that Nature, although there may Name known, is to preach his Doctrine and
be diﬀerent Degrees; And ſeeing the Mark is ſome Truth: And as the one hundred forty and ſour
thing indigitating the Intereﬅ of the Beaﬅ in ſuch Thouſand, their having his Name in their Fore

Z z z
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heads, ſhppofeth no viſible character there, but a Jrzſw. r. The muﬅ not only be diﬀerent from th'
Diﬅinction in their Wayvfrom others, and'a Con

Truth of Chri , but in a Strain and Series deﬅructive

formity to God in their alk, that who looketh on to his Truth, and inconſiﬅent with the Nature of his
them, and will try their Way, it will be found they Mediation, the End of his Humiliation and suﬀering,
belong to God, and profeſs his Truth'; even ſo by and Oﬃces of King, Prieﬅ andProphet. 2. They
the Oppoſition, we may gather that this Name of the muﬅ be ſuch as have ſome Pretence to Chriﬅ, and do
Bcaﬅ is his Doctrine, as oppoſite unto Chriﬅa, where wrong him under a'Shew of Reverence given to him,

by he is to be known and diſcerned as by a Name: and ſo diﬀer from the former Heads. 3. They muﬅ
By his Doctrine, Men may be fully perſwaded of diﬀer from the Tenents of other Hereticks,'not in
him, that it is he; and the takinzon his Name, is the
Groſnefs
ſo much,
in may
Nature;
For, all are
not
olirtttbrf
, tho'v as
they
be Antichriﬅs.
> Theſe
the taking on the ubliclt Proſe ion of all theſe,
and paſſing in this eaﬅ's reckoning, as-one of his, particular diﬀerencing C aracters we'concei've are fully
and ſo to be eﬅeemed of by all others. In a Word, ſet out m the former Part of the Chapter, and he is to
It is a publick avowing of the Antichriﬅian Doc have not ſome, but all, (tho'it may be, every Per
trine, and partaking of the Name of Blaſphemy ſon have not all) yet may they in general'be in
ﬅanced in ſome ſen/Heads, as moﬅ peculiarly avree
which is on him.
3. BY the Number cfbi: Name, muﬅ be un ing-'to him; and'diﬀcrencing him from others, Zs to
derﬅood ſomething conform to that which is the conſider the Errors, not as inoue Perſon, but as in

Name, which being put together, maketh it up as a a Body, or monarchick Kingdom, in reſpect, r. Of
Sum drawn out of a particular Reckoning; or, as the Complexneſs of his aﬂ'umed Power and Authori
Letters and Syllables make up a Word; thus the ty, and his bringing all Things to a Dependance on:
Number is in particular Doctrines or Errors, like that, and drawing in all under that Head: Not as.
ſo many diﬅinct Letters, the Name is like a Word

an- Hzreſiaroba, ( as other Hereticks do make Fol

made up of theſe put together. This we take to' lowers ) but by pleading for a ſettled Power and Con
be his characteriﬅical Tenents and Doctrines laid to tinuance of it, and for a Worſhip due to him for'his.
gather, that will amount to evidence and prove ſo Authority: And upon this Account, this aﬂiiming.
much as this, That whoſoever maintain ſuch Doc of Power to himſelf above all that i: tal/ad God, and
trirnes, is the Antichriﬅ, and Beaﬅ here mentioned; making all to worſhip him, and driving that as the.

But thus reckoneth m/Zlom, The Pope and Papiﬅs
maintain ſuch Doctrines. Ergo, &Ft. And by this
Means, as by ſo many Characters or Lcttcrs, we
come particularly to know him, who is here ob
ſcurely deſcribed: And therefore it is called 'be Num

main Thing, with no leſs Neceſſity to acknowledge
him Chriﬅ's general abſolute Vicar, than to acknow
ledge Chriﬅ himſelf. This, both in this Chap. and'

Chap. ix. as alſo, zTZ'gﬃ ii.. ſeemcth to be proper to=
the Antichriﬅ.

I call this a ſpecial Part or Number.

ber of the' Bezﬅ, as well as of [it's Name, becauſe it of' his Name, becauſe without this, none are admit-<
is as well to ﬁnd out the Beaﬅ, as to ﬁnd out his ted to be accounted his: Hence ſome may be groſs:

Name.

This Name being rather to deſcribe his Na

in many of his Superﬅitions and Idolatries, (asmſmy
Greek: ) yet by their Schiſm of diſowning him 7OCſiﬅ on a Name, even as he is called, (Or-012. ix. Years ſince, they are not under his Number. Again,

ture, and ﬁnd out this Party, than curiouﬂy to in

I'e'ſe xr. ) Apolb-m and Abaddon, in reſpect of his many Dominicans, and othersrwill maintain many

Nature and Properties of Tyranny vented by him.
This being the Spirit's way, to deſcribe him by his
Nature, rather than by Letters; and ſo is-the Whore,
( C/vop. xvii. ) ﬅiled by a Name, ſignif ing her-Na
ture, and gathered from her Practiee.. in-ſhort, the
Thing we conceive intended here, is, I. To pro
poſe the ſpecial and peculiar Doctrines and Tenents

Orthodox Points of Doctrine, yet ſo long as thc

If it be doubted, What are the characteriﬅiealDoc

Pope's Crown is not ﬅricken at, his Acknowledgment'
of them willnotbedeniedp A ſecond is, His chang
ing all Religion in Doctrine- and Worſhip to an
other- Mould, diﬀerent from' the. Simplicity Chriﬅ
lcft it in, a putting it in a more external glorious
and pompous State', more Heathen-like; that is;
called the making the Image of the ﬁrﬅ Beaﬅ
(in Part) and the Gﬂlli/ﬂ treading under Foot
the'holy City, Chap. xi..2.. 3._ His doing all this
by an uſurpedv Power.v and illimited Authority,
multiplying Traditions, ceremonies, and chang
ing Worſhip at his Pleaſure; which Sign Of'

trincs or Errors. that ſerve to point out A-ntichriﬅ?

proud self-exalting,
and wlking ſi by' that PrinciPlc',
[Cometh

that agree to Antichriﬅ, without which, he will not

acknowledge any for his; 2. By Wiſdom, to ſee
where theſe are owned, and by whom, and ſo to come
to apprehend that Party as ſurely to be Antichriſhas
if by Name it were recorded.

l
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ſeemeth very peculiar to him, as the Strain of this joyned at the back of ſuch a particular Deſcrip
Cbap.- and z'ſ'beﬃ ii. ſheweth. From theſe Prev tion of' Antichriſt: Now reckon ( ſaith he ) it is
miſes, it may be folidly reckoned who is Antichriﬅ, not iinpoſiible to find it out.

And, 2. It is likeﬅ

'true ſpiritual diſcernzng VVifdom to gather from

and to whom this Name belongeth, thus, '

' THAT Succeﬃon of Perſons, or that Party, Doctrines, rather than from Letters,. Divinity is
Power or State' in the World which fucceedeth t e more in theſe, than in the other. 3. It is molt
Roman Heathen Emperors in their Seat at Ram', hav ſafe and convincing: For, one this way may ﬁx

' ing no Warrant for their Authority from God, but on the Antiehriſt, and by no xnumeral Name can he
from the Devil,**who came inPiece and Piece after without this 3 and be his Name what it will, if the
Idolatrywas cruſhed, to reﬅore another ſort of Ido Thing be found, it evidenceth the thief, whois to
htryin the Placeiof it, and byzwhom the *Wound be apprehended as guilty ; and the Suceeſſton of this
idolatroucts Rome got, was healed, after 'whom all the
Power to the ſixth Head of the wounded Beaﬅ,
World wondred,*and whom they uni'erfally wor
ſhipped, willingly giving to himmore than humane
Reverence, who boaﬅeth of great Power, beyond
any other in the World, and with Liberty encroach
eth upon God's Prerogatives, and wrongeth his Saints
to his Diſhonour, whoſe Riſe beginneth at the Church
ﬂeeing to the Wilderneſs, and continueth till the Wit

and his getting the Dragon's Seat, doth more clearly
point at the State Civil he belongeth unto, than any
Name, ſuch as late/'nor can convincingly do: Be
ſide, lam'rm will agree to Heathen Ram: or Chri
ﬅian, as well as Antichriﬅian, and ſo can be no

diﬀerencing Name: And the Words may 'be taken

thus, Now ye have gotten ſome; yea, many gene
neﬂesbe killed, growing 1260. Years, who maketh _ral Characters of the Antichriﬅ; any that hath
War for a long Time againﬅ the Saints, and over Wiſdom, lay them together, and ſee whom _vc
cometh and p'erfecuteth the Godly that acknowledge will ﬁnd it to be, as the Lord, ( Dan. v. 26. 3

him not; and-he," who in doing all this, bringeth it nnmbered Beﬄaazzir, and found him light; not:
about under Pretext of a Title to Chriﬅ, l'Z/ﬅ rr. from the Lettcrs of his Name, but from his Practices.

deluding the World by falſe Miracles for gaining his 4. This Way of Reckoning, agreeth better with the
Point, and, by sentences and Excommunications, Oppoſition that is made to the Elect, Chap. xiv.

preſſeth all the World to be in Dependance on him, who have their Father's Name in their Foreheads,
and ſo-forth, as may' be gathered from the former' which is certainly ſome publick Profeſſion or Eiti<

Parts of the Chapter.

He (Iſay) to whom all dence of their adhering to him, being free from the

theſe agree, he is that Antichriﬅ;

For, this is a ſure Pollutions of Antichriﬅ.

And therefore, on the con

trary, this of Antichriﬅ's Number, muſt be ſome

Reckoning, Cut' rampeth deyim'tia, et' tampetit de m'

But ſpiritual Wiſdom will ﬁnd all excellently deciphcring of him in reference to his Doctrine,
well to agree to the Pope in his Power, Riſe or' it, without which none are accounted his: Eſpecially,
Exerciſe of it, Continuance of it, Means by which conſidering Verſe 2. Chap. xv. it is ſomething the

tum.

.he came' Tby it, and Cloak under which he hid him?

Elect getteth a Victory over. Therefore it muﬅ be

ſelf in coming to it, and in- exerciſiug of it : ſome polluting Thing. which no national Name is.
.And therefore he is by this Reckoning the Anti Alſo this as the Mark is upon them that Worſhip
p hriﬅ.
T u r: R r-: are two other Ways of Reckoning be ' him, rather than upon himſelf; yet-1, it is upon them
_all, ( for, they muﬅ bear the Name, or, its Numv
ſide this, more common to Divines: The one where ber, l'prſe 17.) and it is ſuch aThing, as by Birth
of, is, From the Letters of a Name ( which in Great they have not, yet by devoting themſelves to him,
and Hebrew are numerals )' to gather a Name, in may be attamed; and ſuch, a Thing, as the hav
cluding this Number 666. in it. Some others reckon 'ing thereof, freeth them of his Cenſurcs, and giv
it to a fet Yearx after fﬂkn's writing the Jpamljyﬅ, as _eth them Liberty to his Marker, as the want:
Daniel defcribeth Chriﬅ's coming by ſo many Years "thereof doth make them obnoxious to his Cen
or Weeks before he came: So here, they make Yo/m ſures, as is clear, Ver/2 17. And it muﬅ befotne
to deſcribe the Time of Antichriﬅ's coming before he ſuch Thing as conlhtuteth them Antichrillian, and
icame. Of theſe two Ways which are followed b ſo conſequently in him muﬅ be ſuch a Thing as
learned Men, we ſhall ſpeak a Word afterward.

t conﬅituteth him Antichritt:

is conſiderable 'however we reckon it, that it ﬅill
_uyﬅethtin one Perſon or State, to wit, the Pope:
Yet we think the former Way we ſettled on ſafeﬅ.
x, As beſt agreeing to the Scope, this being ſub

Or,

contrarily, the

'Name and Numbﬂ in_ him, is ſomewhat ellenti
'ally holding him out to be Antichriſt; (as our
Lord's eſſcntial Atttibutes are comprehended under

his Name, and underﬅood by it) Therefore, that
Z z z a

Name,
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Name, or Number, in them, muﬅ be ſuch as con- trines he will have them to profeſs, are not ſome
_ﬅitutes them of that Eſſence and Body with him; few Errors, as may be in ſome other Hereticlts,
for, it is derived from him to them, as the Name nor ſome Steps wrong here and there, but all that
of a Parcnt is to the Child; or, of the Husband to he counteth his (whereb he may be known ) muﬅ,

the Wife; and by that which is derived, they be- take ſuch a conſiderable

umber and compact Body

come not only to becalled his, but indeed to be his: of Errors, at leaﬅ, and profeſs them; which Errors

It muﬅ therefore be ſuch a Thing as deriveth with are in a certain Method all caﬅeu together, and link.
his
it,
his
of

Pollution and Corruption to them that receive
and which doth really diﬀerence and characterizc
Followers ( Chap. xv. 2. ) from the Followers
the Lamb, and doth make them obnoxious to

God's Judgment as guilty.

ed through other with an orderly like Dependancc
one upon another as that Number 666. is 5 ſon
one thing being granted, many others will follow;
and their fundamental Grounds are like the 600.'th3t

All which do evidence, include the 60. and 6. under them, that is, grant

that by this Name and Number of the Beaﬅ, muﬅ
be underﬅood the Things, Doctrines or Practices
of Antichriﬅianity, and not any numeral Name
perſone] or national.
v
Imrmu ( much commended for the ﬁrﬅ Reckoner
of this Number) after he hath touched ſome particular Names eſpecially that of Lam'ms, which he
accounteth moﬅ probable, he maketh a twofold general Alluſion in this Number 666. without aﬅricting it toadeﬁnite Number: The ﬁrﬅ, is, by comparing the coming of the Flood under Noah, which
was in the 600. Year of his Age, with that Image,
Dan. iii. 60. Cubits high and ﬁx broad: The

once the Pope to be the laﬅ Judge of Controverﬁes,
Traditions unwi'itten to beneceﬂary, and theScrip
ture to be imperfect, the Pope to have ſupreme
Power, Es'c. and what VVorlds of Conſequences de
pcnd on theſe? Neither ſhall we for the Time cu
riouſly en uire for more particular Reaſons of this
Number, ut ſhall acquieſce in and content our
ſelves with this general Scope. We know Learned
Men have proﬁtably taken much Pains in comparing
this Number, which is made up of multiplying ſix.
es, with that of 144000. Chap. xiv. which is made
up of multiplying twelves; yet conſidering the
144009. Chap. xiv. is of the Followers of the

600. ( ſaith he )pointeth out Defection ata Height, Lamb, and cannot be called the Number of his
as that or the Image pointeth out Idolatry in the Name, and that this here muﬅ be underﬅood of Au
higheﬅ Degree. The ſecond way he applyeth it, tichriﬅ's Impreﬂion upon each one of his King.
is by applying the ﬁrﬅ ﬁx to the Defection ot' the dom, we cannot ſee how they quadrat ; andconſi
ﬁrﬅ Age of the World, the ſecond to the ſecond dering that there is very much Subtilty in it, and
Age, the third to the laﬅ Age 5 and ſo to him theſe that the other general way is more plain, and yet as
three, put together do hold forth Apoﬅaſy, Defecti- ſure, we conceive it needleſs to- inſiﬅ on it, leaving
on and Idolatry in the greateﬅ Height as if all Liberty to any to follow it, or any other way
triﬅed together, Page 248. and 249. which ſaith whereby they may be edifyed.
the Reckoning ofthis Number bya general AlluſiFo R further conﬁrming this general Applicati
on, is no leſs ancient than by a particula deﬁnite on, take theſe conſiderations, I. Thatthis Number
Number of a particular Name.
' 666. is ſomething which he putteth on his Fol
THERI is one Thing yet to be cleared, without lowers, and is rather that by which they areknown,
which all that is ſaid ſeemeth to be manck, that is, than by which he is known, except as he putteth

' whatisthe Riſe of mentioning this particular Num- it on t em.

This is clear from Ver/2 17. He cauſ

ber 666. ſeeing that which is ſaid could be clear eth all Men to receive this Numberas well as his
without this? Or, what Uſe can there be in this Mark: And therefore as we ſeek the Mark and
particular Number in Reference to the Expolition Name rather among his Followers than on himſelf

given?
( even as we do the Father's Name on the Forehead
F o R cle-tring this, That it may be applyed as of his Followers) ſo muﬅ we do this Number, as
having Reference to the former general Grounds,
we may therefore conſider this Number 666. for
Application, I. As a deﬁnite Number for an indeﬁnite, as the Lamb's Number of 144000. is, whereby is holden forth a great Number, yet compactly
joyned and united together. Thus the Meaning is,
his Number is, 666. that is, the Characters that he

it were the'leaﬅ or eaſieﬅ Terms on which he will
bargain for one to be priviledged as one of his. 2
Conſider that it is'called his Number, not becauſe his
own Name giveth the Account of it in aSum by
its Letter-s, but the Beaﬅ's Number is his, as before,
the Beaﬅ's Mark, becauſe he ſetteth it on; Of'
the Image of the Beaﬅ was his becauſe he madeitarid

putteth on them that he cqunteth his, or the Doc- was the Author of it, as was cleared; So it is h"
Num
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Number, r. Becauſe particularly he condeſcendeth no: in Greek, which almoﬅ ſince Jalm's Days
upon it, and will needs have ſuch a Number for hath been followed. as appeareth by Iremtur,
.his Number,_elſe he will not bargain; as it were, who was Hcarer of Palymrp, Diſciple of John, vſd.
Ir'b. 5. adoerſiu lucre/I Cap. 30. Page 250. ezdrſit.
zliine the Apoﬅles Word, 1 Tim. v. 9. Let 'mia be
receiv'd int' 'the Number under ſixty Pars, as if Emſ Sed. is' Lateinos nomen, me: 666. numzrum:

one would count liar] the Apoﬅles Number'in this U ould' verrﬁmile r/I quam'am moſſmum regnum but
Reſpect, becauſe he will have none-admitted under habet uambulum, Latin! zm'm ſimt qui num regrrrznr,
it.

2. It is his Number, as having him for its Au ſed rim in bar no: gloriaþimur, that is, The name

thor and no other as oppoſite to God's Appoint

ment.

Lam'nor, hath the number of ſix hundreth ſixty ſix

3. Conſider that the Scope and way of reck and it is very like, for the laﬅ Kingdom hath that

oning here ſeemeth, ﬁrﬅ, to propoſe this Number name, for they are Latines who now reign, but
-666. ( whatever it be which is intended by it) and we ſhall not glory in this. Yet, the Wiſdom of
then from it, to conclude and gather who is this God hath ordered it ſo, that the Sum or Reſult of
Baiﬅ: The name is drawn from the Number, and both Reckonings turn to one, and pointeth at the
by it, as it were, by his name we may come to ſame Antichriﬅ hinted before; for, both the fore
know him, and the Number is not drawn from the named Words compleatly exhibite that Number

name:

That ſuppoſeth we muﬅ ﬁrﬅ lay down the 666. and point out the ſame Party where the Doc

name and then reckon from it; this holdeth out a trines reﬅed before. Neither will this deﬅroy but
Reckoning from the Number, to ﬁnd out the conﬁrm our former Expoſition; for, this name is

Beaﬅ, as by that which may be ſooneﬅ known to brought but as an accumuiativc Argument and E
take up that which is more diﬃcult: The other vidence of the Antichriﬅ. Thus, he that hath all
way ſupponeth Folk's, ﬁrﬅ to know the name, and the Characters of Antichriﬅ's Doctrine, and hath
out of it to draw the Number; but the Scope is to a name, which in the numeral Letters make up
lead us to ﬁnd'out the name by putting ſuch Num 666. he is Antichriﬅ: But to the Pope both theſe
bers together. 4. Compare this with Rev. xvii. 5. do agree : Only, asis formerly hinted, there is this
and 9. thereis the name of the great Whore, MTS Odds, The name will not prove Antichriﬅ without
TE R I; B 11 B TL O N, which is called her name, tne other Marks ( for, it may agree to many ) and
becauſe her Nature and the Nature of the Doctrines the other Marks will prove him without the' name,
maintained by her, were ſuch as held her for to for they can agree to no other, and are proper to
be another Babylon; and ſo here the name and him quarto made.
Number of it muﬅ be ſomething ſuitable to Anti
B E s r n a s the former Concluſion that this
chriﬅ's Nature: Again,.l'erſe 9. ber' it ſlſiſlom, Reckoning yieldeth, to wit, that by this Beaﬅ is
which is a Paufe putting on to conſider what fol clearly pointed out the Pope, for out of this Chap
loweth, as in Dependance on what went before, ter may be reckoned a Propoſition, that whoever
Therefore muﬅ be'ſomething made up of both ; and ﬅands marked with theſe Properties, is the Anti
if this were to be reckoned numerically by a li chriﬅ; But theStor and Knowledge of the Papa
teral name, what would that which proceedeth con cy, yieldeth the Aſiumption that is to the Pope to
tribute to this?

Or, where were the Wiſdom of whom all theſe will agree, Erga, Ur. Beſides this,

comparing theſe together?

Beſide, we will not I ſay, theſe other Concluſions may be drawn, r.
ﬁnd in Scripure any ſuch Reckoning laid upon Let That the Conceit of a Danitiſh Antichriﬅ invented by
tcrs or Figures, although it be ordinary to reckon Papiﬅs to vindicate their Pope, is fooliſh and vain.
that a name, which deſcriheth the Nature and the 2. That [Mahomet is not the Beaﬅ intended here. 3.
'eﬂential Properties of the Perſon or Party to whom That Antichriﬅ is no open profeſſed Encmy, but
r they agree. Therefore upon theſe Grounds we ad a falſe Counterfeit pretended Friend. 4. That he
is already come 5 and ſo muﬅ be the Pope.
here to the former Expoſition as moﬅ ſafe.
I F any ſhould ask, why we are bidden rather to
1. To ſhew theV-anity of that fond Antichriﬅ,
reckon his Number than his . Mark, or name ? which they ſay ſhall be a yew, one ſingle Perſon,
In u'. 1. Becauſe his Number is more univerſal : All of the Tribe OF Dan. from theſe two Scriptures,
that hath his Mark and Name have his Number, but Gm. xlix. Ver/e 17. and Yer. viii. Verſe 16. ex
all that have his number have not his Mark and name; ceedingly abuſed, which yet Bel/ar. dare not lay
and becauſe by ſearching this, we come to- know his Weight on; and that he ſhall come three Years
name, this is the right Order of ſearching; yet if any and an half before the end of the World, ſubdue

think mecter to reckon from a name, ſuppoſe Lam'

an the World making himſelfa Monarch of it, a:
m

a, EXPOSITION of the
Chap. 13:
'54-'3
in Jeruﬂzlm, beacknowledged by the few: as their ( Chap. xiv. ) they are threatned by'þublick preach'
'Meſlias, build that Temple, do ſomething miracu

Tous, giving'Liſa as to an Image, making Fire come

ing with Judgment before it come.
2. F o a Mahomet, this cleareth him alſo not to

Jdown 'from Heaven, (37. and be deﬅroyed by Chriﬅ's that zlntirþrz'ﬂos, r.- This Antichriﬅ hath Horns like
ſecond coming, after he hath killed Emrb and Eliar,
whom they call the VVitneſſes, Chap. xi. We op
poſe to that Conceit theſe Truths in this Chapter,
1. The Time ofAntichriﬅ's Riſe is immediately af

the Lamb, ﬁtteth in the Temple of God, looketh
like Chriﬅ; but ſo is not Mahomet, who was never

a Chriﬅian.

2. This Antichriﬅ ﬁtteth at Rome, and

by a new ſort of Idolatry healeth the Wound the

ter the ſixth Head oſ the Roman Beaﬅ is wounded, ſixth Head'had gotten, i. t. by worſhipping ldols,
to wit, when Heathen Emperors are put from their Images, &r. But Mahomet abhorreth that, and pre

Throne: Ezjga, it is long before the End, of the tendeth to worſhip one' God only. 3. This Anti
World. 2. The Seat that Antichriﬅ hath to ſit on chriﬅ doth great Signs and Wondgers; But -Ma
is the Seat of the Dragon, to wit, that Seat where law/et claimeth to none and pretendeth no Signs, but
_the Devil by Roman Emperors ſat and perſecuted to cover that, ſaith, thatChriﬅ was ſent withSigns,
the Church before; But that is not Frm/aim but and he with a Sword. 4. This Antichriﬅ carrieth
_.R0me, Erga, 657. That thereforeisa ruth of Cb'y on and driveth all his Deſigns under a Reſemblance
ſiﬅomr, that he ﬁtteth in the Temple of God, that of making uſe of Chriﬅ's Power ( as having Horns
is, not at jeruyizlem, but in the Church, pretending like the Lamb) and by a Pretext of and Claim unto
to have a prime Place in it. 3. He is not one ſingle a Vicarſhip and Deputation from him, ſo doth not
Perſon, he is the ſeventh Head of this Beaﬅ; yea, he Mahomet.
is a Beaﬅ ; But by none of the former Heads of the
3. H r: N c a alſo we may condude, that Anti
Roman Governours can be underﬅood any ſingle Per chriﬅ is no open Oppoſer or Denier of Chriﬅ to be
ſon, but a Series of Governours in one State; like

Chriﬅ, or one that calleth himſelf Chriﬅ, but an

wiſe b Beaﬅs are underﬅood aSeries and not one Intruder of himſelf in what is Chriﬅ's due, to his
ſingle erſon, Dan. vii. Ergo. Antichriﬅ is no ſingle * Prejudice : For, r. He hath Horns like the-Lamb,
Perſon. 4. His Continuance is longer than forty which importcth a counterfeiting of him. He hath
and two Months literally taken: Which may be Miracles, which certainly are in Imitation of the
thus made out, r. If his Riſe to his Height be ſo Apoﬅles, who did them-in the Name of Chriﬅ. 3
ﬂow and by ſo many Degrees till he be up, and if He deceiveth the World, which cannot be done by'
his Standing be ſo long as to bring and hold all the a direct deaying of Chriﬅ to be Chriﬅ, or the Mel
World under _( and that by a ſort of willing Sub ﬁah, in a - ord, eſpecially it'his Standingbeſor three
jection)
ſightſuch
withthingsas
the Saints,
andbe overcome
ctthem, andtoother
cannot
done in Years and an half only. 4. He is called the falſe
Prophet, which implieth him not to have counter
ſuch Space; if alſo his Decay and Ruin be by a long feited himſelf to be Chriﬅ, but to have Commiſſion
"Tract
as is under
Vials,
ſihe
muﬅofbeJudgments
of larger Standing
thantheforty
andThen
two from him, which he hath not, Beſide, if Anti

chriﬅ's Doctrine and Profeſiion wereſo direct and

Months; But the former is true.

Erga. 655. 2. It groſs, there needed not ſo many Marks, to know

'is clear from this, that it beginneth ſo ſoon as the him, nor Wiſdom to ſearch him out, it could not

Churches ﬁceing, which is about Aſmza 300. and but be palpable to all, who were t/ze Antichriﬅ.
continueth till the Vials come, which comptehcnd Again, many in all Ages oppoſed Chriﬅ's'PerſOn
the Time of the ſix Trumpets, which certainly are and Natures, and were indeed Antichrrﬅs ina gene
more than forty a_nd two Months:

For, the Vials

ral Notion, as Yo/m ſaith in his Epiﬅles; yet wet:

'zI/'tic/n'ﬄ: Yea, ſome have called them
do bring the ﬁrﬅ Judgments on him. 3. -If his Time not
ſelvestheChriﬅ,
yet were not the ſiAntichriﬅ. [tun
'had been no longer than ſorty and two Months,
it had been no great Arorument for Paul (.2 T/uſſ. be therefore no diﬀerencing Mark which agneetb to
' 2. )to prove that the ay oſ_Judgment was not moe. Beſide, his Apoﬅaſy being a Myﬅeſy-a and
then working, it is not like to be ſo. palpable.
near, if ſorty and two Months had been the long
4.. W -1-: conclude, that Antichriﬅ is come and not
eﬅ Time of his Reign 3 for, that was Paul's Ar
gument, The Man of Sin is not reveated, therefore to come, ſeting the ſixth Head is wounded, the
it isnot at Hand, for, that could only have proved

Woman hath ﬁed and her Children taken up IO

it to
was
within three
and anſiFor,
halſ. the5. ﬁrﬅ
He Heaven :
is
be not
diſcovered
beforeYears
the End:

NV hich was after her Freedom from her

then Rcrſecution. Beſide, either the Church 'him

_ Vial cometh on them that have his Mark; and
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Chap. 14.

been this long Time put under the Dragon, or Flood,

5. I'r remaineth therefore, as was former]

54;
con

or this Antichriﬅ ; but not under the formcr two. eluded, that the Pope is the very A'ntiehriﬅ, and
Therefore this Time paﬅ hath been Antichriﬅian, the Papacy the very antichriﬅian Kingdom here
ſeeing there is no Interval between theſe conditions deſcribed. Of theſe Conclulions more may be ſeen,
of the Church. Again, if all theſe Charcters be Chop. xvii.
fulﬁlled,v Then Antichriﬅ muﬅ be already come;
But the former is Truth, as hath been ſeen in the

Expoſitiom. Ergo, Es'c
s

.

-.

LECTUREL'
CH A P.
Verſe I.
*

XIVſi.

AND I looked, and Io, a Lambﬅood on the mount Zt'on,>ana' with him an hundr'dﬂrty and '

ﬂttr thouſand, having his Father's Name written in their Foreheadt.
2. And I hiord n Voicefro'n Hent/on, a: the Voice of many H/otzn, and a: the Voice ty" a great Thunder .*

And hoard a Voice oſHarperr, hnrping with their IIorpr:
3. And they ſicng a: it were a new Song heﬂore the Throne, and heſſire the ſour Bed/Is', and the Elderr,
and no Mnn could learn that Song, but the hundred andſorty andﬂur thouſand, which 'were rodmnedﬁo'n tb'
Earth.

4.. Theſe ar:- thty which won not- again with II'h/non; For they areI/irgint : Thoſe or! they which ﬁl
low the-Lamb whitherſocvert he gooth: Thoſe wore redeemed/tom among Men, bring tho/i/ﬅ Fruit: unto God,
and
the Lamb. Muth wcuﬁncnd no Guilo: For they are without' Fault hcſhre the Throne of God.
ct 5, toIndia-their

Fſſo R clearing of the Expoſition and Appliciti
H'E former-Chapter deſcribed Anr
tichriﬅ's Riſe and Height, This on of this ﬁrﬅ Part, we conceive it relateth unto the
Chapter ſetteth forth, in a little Church, before Antichriﬅ's Ruin be ſenſibly begun,
view, hisRuin, and the-Church or, at leaﬅ, be any way carried on: For, t. the
es Recovery from his Tyran-v Number here are the ſame with Chap. vii. 144000.

ny, which is ſubjoyned, partly which Number is ſealed for the Time of Antichriﬅ"
' *:: --*----_-*"f-::-YJ

for clearing the churches Condi

tion during that Tyranny, which is from the Begin
ning, to Verſt 6. partly. to ſhew her ﬁrﬅ Struglings
and Conteﬅs with him, Whereby he- is diſcovered, .
andthe Oppoſition by Word tabled to [_Qrſh 13, or
14. partly- to give a little View of carrying on this
begun Conteﬅ till Antichriﬅ be ruincd, unto the
end of the Chapterrunder- two 'l'ypes of an Harveﬅ
and Vintage, which are to be. accompliſhci- So the

Trial 5 and after that Trial is paﬅ, an innumerable

Number doth appear,.I/t'ſ' 9. of that Chap. This
ﬁrﬅ Part belongeth then to that State ofthe Church,
while it conſiﬅeth of that ſealed Number, Chap.
vii..I/e/ﬁ. 9. The two'laﬅParts of this Chapter
do belong to that of Chap. vii. which followeth
from Vcrﬁ- 9. to the End." 2. This is further
clmr here by what followeth, I/E/ﬅ 6. &ſo. The

Goſpel is then after Antichriﬅ's Diſcovery ſcnt A

Chapter-hath theſe. three "Parts, The I. ſetting out broad through the X-Vorld to increaſe the Number
the Churches Eﬅate in a defending or defenﬁvc Poﬅa of. tho Lamb's Followers; But this followeth and
ure, relating to her-low Condition paﬅ, and clearing. beginneth the ſecond Part of the Chapter, Vaſt-v
that Poﬅure which ſhe was in when Antichriﬅ was. 6..Thereforc' this ﬁrﬅ Part muﬅ preceed that Time

high. The other two do point her out in a ﬁghting of the preaching of the Goſpel'whereby the Churchl
Poﬅure" 1. By Words, 2. By Deeds.-Thisis more is inlarged.
i
2. ALTHouott' ſome'way this doth repreſent
fully ſet out under the-Vials, and is inſert here to
comfort God's People againﬅ that-storm of Anti the Church in her night and wilderncſs Condition, yet
we think it eſpecially relatcth to her Condition
chriﬅ which was-then to ccmc.A
mine-

_'_
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An . EXPOSITION ofthe

immediately before the Da break, and 'to that which
is next the Morning:
or, I. She is now viſible,
t

Profeſſors ﬅand on Mount Zion, they have their
ather's Name now viſible in their Proſeſſion, which

Chap. 14;

not ﬂighted b Chriﬅ, even under Antichriﬅ: He
isttbere, and anding there; as ſitting doth expreſs
his Dominion, this doth his Care.
2. T H 1-: State of theſe Believers, is ſet down in

( Chap. vii. ) when they were ﬁrﬅ ſealed, was not Rcſpect of the Place where they appear, it is on
diſcernable, now it k theth. 2. The whole ſealed Maur Sion, where our Lord ﬅands, and they
Number is now comp eat, and the one hundred ſorty with him :_ By this is meaned the Church, whereof
Mount _for
Zzon
was a Beauty,
Type, Pſol.
xlviii.
andofPﬂzſ.
and ſour thouſand are together, and they haveSongs; cxxv.
Strength,
and the
ﬁxing
ſſthe

yea, a new Son'g, which importeth a great Part of
theirSn-a'rr to be- over: Now ſhe appeareth to be
what ſhe was before, tho' lurking and unſeen: And
this probably may relate to the appearing of the ML
den/er and Bubo/nium, who belonged indeed to the
ſuﬀering State of the Church before Antichiiﬅ's

Worſhip of God; Their thus appearing onMouat
Zzon, is in oppoſition to their being hid in the
Temple, Chap. xi. r. They are now, as it were,
'drawing out; and Chriﬅ's appearing here, is his ap
pearing by ſome viſible Ordinances and Worſhip

Months expired; yet immediately before the Goſ amongﬅ them: In a Word, ſaith he, My Eyes
pels ſpreading, and Reformations growth, they ap was taken oﬀ the Enemies of the Church, to behold
peared with more publick proſeﬃng and ownmg of her, and I ſiUV that Chriﬅ wanted not a Church,

the Truth, (as it were again in their Forcheads ) neither was the Church deﬅitute of his Care, but
than had been many Years before, upon which fol both are repreſented here, tho' for a long Time
lowed a further ſpreading and growth of the Light ot both were'little ſeen.
3. T r-r e Y are ſet out in their Number, to wit,
the Goſpel.
T H 1 s Church is deſcribed three Ways by John, r44ooo. relating to that, Chap. vii. Firﬅp'l'o

Fiﬅ, As taken up by his Sight, I/E'ſſ 1.

Secondly, ſhew, they were'juﬅ ſo many as were ſealed, and

By his Ear or Hearing, by what he heard, as well as none of theſe were wanting, the Eﬀect had holden'

Third! , By Reaſon, good on them all; and their ſealing was not for
in deſcribing the Properties and Qualiﬁcations of theſe nought. Secondly, To ſhew, that the Number kept'
he had ſo diſcovered, he more fully holdeth forth clean after a Strait, and that diſcerned of God for
that End, will be alike. Thirdly, To ſhew, that
what they were, Verſe 4., 5.
_
1 looked, (ſaith John ) and. lo. This is a Preface, that Time is at a Cloſe now: For, the 144000.
to diﬀerence this Part of the Viﬁon from the former, which were brought in ſucceſſtvel ', are now com
and to ſhew ſome Conſiderableneſs in the Things that pleaged: In all which, God's liaithfulneſs doth
were repreſented to him; and it containeth the State yt .
4. T H e Y have bis Fathers Name written in
of the Church then, in theſe four, r. They are de
ſcribed by their Head, I look'd, and Io, _a Lamb their Fore-heads, that is, a Profeſiion of God's Truth,
ﬅood, &c. By this Lamb, no queﬅion, Is under; as a Seal bearing out to whom they belonged, they
ﬅood Chriﬅ, tho' the Article be not preﬁxed: For, thinking now no ſhame of owning him. In a
the Word, bis Fat/m', pointeth this Lamb to be the Word, I ſaw that Number bearing out his Mark
Son. Our Lord is called a Lamb, partly, for his and Burn-iron on them, looking otherwiſe than all
Meekneſs in bearing ſo long with his Enemies', part the reﬅ of the World, that had a diﬀerent Name
ly, to diﬅinguiſh him from, and oppoſe him to the upon them: By which they are certainly oppoſed
two horned Beaﬅ, ( Chap. xiii. xx. ) that appeared to theſe mentioned, Chap. xiii. 17, 18. Or, more
by what he ſaw, Verſe? a, 3.

like him. Would John ſa , I ſaw after this the true plainly, This Number, in this Poﬅure waiting On
Lamb, who is indeed the amb, as it' for aTime he the Lamb, is certainly oppoſed to the Number that

had not been diſcernable. And he is ſaid to be m
M'ount Sion, to expreſs his Care of his Church, even
then when the former Beaﬅ took all on him in Chriﬅ's
Name: Yet this Lamb had not laid it by, nor com

that followed the counterteiting Beaﬅ, and received
Name; Chriſt to Antichriﬅ, his Followers to his

Worſhippers. The Name alſo is oppoſed, whereby
it appeareth, there is ſome Light to be gotten in
mitted it to him, but retained ﬅill his watchful Over clearing the one, for clearing the other. Soroadl,
ſight of his Chuch, tho' for his own good Reaſons he This State of the Church, is ſet out by what foot'
delayed the inﬂicting of vengeance on her Enemies: heard: As the ﬁrﬅ, By his looking and ſeeing, ſet
In theſe Reſpects, he is ſaid to be ﬅanding, to ex teth them out in their Appearance and Profellion;
preſs both his wazthfurners and Tenderneſs, Mrab So, 2. This of hearing, ſetteth them out in their

v. 4. Acts vii. 34. This ſheweth, the Church was Practice. The third ſetteth them out, as they were
indeed

Chap. r4rz___ ,

.
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indeed
beforepInſtiﬁed
GodrealandConverts,
matted,j'_&deem.' _*W'here_by it appeareth to be yct a Time of Igno
ſſed,
Called,
Sanctinedf

v_ .ranjce, fwhen the Goſpel was keeped up ſrom the

'ingſſ'and
.T B ts
makear'tl'y
that he
heard, jzthe.
is in g'errex'atI
praiﬁng;
fQllOwin
Allulioitſing.
uſed

fVVorld'; and alſo it holdeth forth, that it is a ſ

in thddtematick' Form Of ſilhlsſſ. . OF- by Interludes tial Piviledge to underﬅand the Goſpel, and t at
naturally Men are uncapable of it: In a Word, it

of linging; Uſſiſſſi partly to ſhew' 'the Hehrtſomneſs is this, The Church that I ſaw was in this Condi
and ral Mirth Of Chllziﬅ's Followers, ﬁngirÞg plnd tion, 'that it was linging chearſully and merrily:
in himthein the it',
"tgolorif
po'ihtgottt,

15.. ichanﬀ
any, Antichriﬅ's Perſecution could not mar nor take their
.ct;. hxx'iv.
glad bleſſed
Joy from them 5 that was ſuch a Song and Mirth as

thar-was
now mar-"mer =r.hax>d-..- t _ .
NT R't s'Sin'gir'igand 'Practice of theirs, is',, more
ticularly
ſet tenth.fkdvfltethat
in theſeﬁ-vezis', __the
t,- The-Place
From
Wh'eacklſm
Church,

fwaanot qar'nalxor natural, but ſpiritual, of a new

Nanirezzand therefore they ſing this Song alone;
'none jcould ſing nor perceive, nor underﬅand that

which comforted them, or kindly bleſled God ſor it,

as Cbar- iv-'ariyl'ﬀ Or. it maytx: to_ ſitzoutllthe

But ſuch as had ſome Experience of it; they had it

oy in Haven "at the Church appearing again gn

"vert"
this Myﬅery,
which
d: ſi them
And, toaslearn
prophctical,
it ſaith,
Thatnone'other
tho' the

aunt SiM._, sweven

&nose. gearhncdthh

t- Vntis _c_1t(ﬃf
tasWe.
19 Church of Chriﬅ pccpcd out ſor a conſiderable Time
the mrldm es here and there, and that they ſuﬀer
im, Thunder; him' H'Irþlſiﬂgſſi ſi' [NNW Fſhakﬁ '3 Sſcteﬂſſl in
zed -j'o fully, which indeed they did ) yet few were
mak, et. Key, i..' 1
Letter, This..ſheweth'. _ca noble of that Joy, and did joyn with them. One

son
are? and__j<'>
v. tnfy

the'

inttz. _ ﬁt
its-Manncrtlr

dudneſs" or their. mit. was 'now heard, But

xix. 6. Yhrlrldrt' gr. ſhew a 'Veherncncy and Ter
ribltmeſs in, the amid, "or 'Powerſulne1},_"
PſhJ,
xxix. Thatſſheweth, Good7willin their crying.
Harpt'ngr, ſhew Chezirſtilncſs' in
Sinﬀrguand

Thing is' to be cleared, Whether h

theſe Singers be

underﬅood theſe ſettled ones, or ot ers, diﬅinct front

them?

Anſw. Whether we ſay the one, or the

"other, it will be one Thing:

For, if theſe ﬁrﬅ

Singers bediﬅinct, yet theſe 144000. learn the Song,

Harmony in' what 'was plaid orzſungtzln ll_ three and joyn both in 'the Matter oſ it. and Manner oſ
put together." the

which 'had the

ſhew a Sound' in the Church, lingingX-z

ord of 'God both loud, powerful

So in the me, itwill be applicable to the
Church at that' Time. 2. Tho' it be underﬅood of '

and comfortable. and that theſe Proſellors were not theſe r44ooo. 'yet may theſe Phraſes or' ſinging
dumb and ſilcnt, nor jarring, but now they are both before the Throne oſ God, and the Elders, be well
ſeen and heard, and it is pleaſant both to ſee and hear _underﬅood, either as their doing this publickly, as
is ſaid; or, eſpecially, as acceptable to' God, as b
them.
Tlrirdbr, [Nl Ferſrj . they are ſet out by the 'theſe in Heriven: It may be alſo, that the Anger
Matter of their Song, it is a new Sang 1 Now look. and Saints triumphant are brought in here ﬁngrng,
but asSee
come,
i ing
ſromnot
thetooldChriﬅ
Song to
of come,
thefathers,
Chap.ſo5.diﬀering
Mw withwbom the 144000. ſezled onesjoyn and agree;

yet the Scope and connexion with what follow
alſo, in reſpect of a new Reaſon and Matter, by a
new Mercy, Pſal. xl. 3. And ſo this runy benew,
as looking to Chriﬅ's Care 0£ them in their ( almoſt
now) bypaﬅ Strait. ſo diﬀerent- trom that, Chap. v.
which ſor'openihg the Seals was ſung. 4.." lThts hong
is before the Throne, Eldm_and Baſſr,
is,. pub

eth, will agree as- well to underﬅand it of the mi

litant Church; and that Angel mentioned, I'Þ/ſ? 6.
called BMIEM, may be in reference to them and other
Miniﬅers, (ſor ſo,tbe'ſe Angels following ſeem to b:
underﬅood)
as welldeſcribed
as to another
ly.
ſi 3. Theyrarg
by their Angel
ſpecial proper
Privi

lickly, as theſe repreſent a_puhlrck_Church-State, as ledges, Properties' or Characters, in Number ﬁve.
Now it is in the Longregatton, or þcſorl The ﬁrﬅ is general and comprehenſive of all, as the

Chap. iv..

ib: Throat, &c. [that is, they made goodMuﬁck be: Ground and Sum oſ them all, to wit, that they are
ſore God, and-in the Approbatipn of his People, tho' the redeemed of the Lord. r. They are redeemed
the World underﬅood it. not, and thought nothing from the Ear-th, that is, not only bought by the

of it. So ſithctcſel are'loolted on 'as conrradrﬅimfzmſh

Blood' of Chriﬅ, and ſo in that Bnrgain of Re

demption
fromto others;
(which
ſhew
fromthe World.,'..T-lrey had thev lad. Tidings, of the eth,
ſſit isr nodiﬂirnenced
little Thing
make that
Diﬀerence)
Gofpe'l thatofſimade'
them3 Merry,
t_the
W'orld w4s
nnc'apable
that joy.
5 This Song
is deſcribed
b but alſo by Eﬀectual calling; diﬀcrenced ſrom the pro
this, ﬂat'nane in c£1 the/Fork! that beard 1', (on fane earthly Multitude, and redeemed from their vain
tate it up', or joyn in it, but theſe redeemed ones; Converſation to ſerve the Lord in Holineſs, x P'Li. r 8.
A a a a
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_ Chap. 14;

'l' it a ſecond Property is V'jo 4.. The) an not Temper and Inclination of theſeVirgins, that the
deﬁled with mmm, for they are [ſix-gins.

By Virt

are addicted to no Place particularly, bounding Chriz

gi'u here are not underﬅood ſuch as have l'ceeped _or ſeeking him there, ſo that if he be not there, they
themſelves from all conjugal Fellowſhip: For by will not go elſewhere to ſeek him ( as Antiehr'iﬅ's
theſe Virgin: are underﬅood all the true Church un Fornicators, ihOppoſition to: theſe, may be gather;
der Antichriﬅ; and will any ſay there were none re
deemed amongﬅ all the married of that Time? Be
ſtde, it is ſuch a Virginity as is oppoſite to Deﬁle

ed to do, who will not go o'iztof Rome' after him' )

nay, but they go with him and follow him, weigh
ing his Pre'lence not by Place: or external Privi

ment (which Marriage is not) yea, to Deﬁlment ledges, but by the Evidences thereof in his Ordi
mentioned here. Neither, Secondly, by Doſiſment nances ; and where he ſetteth up theſe, there,
wherever,
it be, ' they' ſeek
here, is underﬅood bodily Fornicau'on, ( for there him
preſent.
z ' .'him and
_ ' acknowledge
ſ
'
may be many other Luﬅs betide ) but ſpiritual For Theſe
T r-twere
a fourth
redeemed/root',
Pfropertyamong
isalſſfoMr',
ſet, down,
'being V'ſe
t/xﬁrﬅ
nication, to wit, Idolatry and Superﬅition, and
communicating with ſuch 'Worſhip: Which is
clear, r. From the oppoſition between Deﬁlement Fruits unto God, and to tb: Lamb, This Redempti
with Women and Virginit , as if there were no on pointeth at God's wailing them out amonﬅ o-ſi

Midﬅ or another Luﬅ, which is only Truth in thers of that Time, and the End and Scope of it,
ſpiritual Whoredoms and Virgin Chaﬅtty in being
keeped to Chriﬅ. 2. That which followeth, is,
they/allow 'be Lamb: It is ſuch a Deﬁlement then
as is oppoſite to ſpiritual adhering to Chriﬅ. . The
Scope cleareth it, in that he is here delzribing

to wit, to be the ﬁrﬅ Fruits' 'auro Him, alluding to

that Cuſtom of the yew: paying ﬁrﬅ Fruits unto
the Lord: whereby they are holden forth to be, r.
as Holy and ſet apart for that Uſe and End," a. as
being the fore-runner' and earneﬅ of a 'coming

Chriﬅ's pure Worſhxppera; it keepeth the Phmſes greater Harveﬅ: In both which Senſes, it may
of this Book, eſpecially theſe wherein Antlchriﬅ and be here. 1. They were holy to God, when all the
his Worſhip is ſet down: He is called the whore, World was profane; ſo all Believers are called ﬁrﬅ
Chap. xvii. and it, whoring, and commiting For Fruit! unto God, am. i. 18. Yon ii. 3." Thus,"
nication with her, See Verſe 8.. of this ſame Chape it is the Priviledge e called them unto. 2. As theſe" '

now appearing go before and foretell, as it were
the great 'Number and Harveﬅ that were cominerI
2. Faith engageth, as by a- Marriage-knot and Vow, and to follow unto the Lord throughout the Earth,
to be peculiar to Chriﬅ; Idolatry and ſuperﬅitious ( See tap. 7. 9. ) even as the ﬁrﬅ Fruits' were an

ter. Again, Chriﬅ is called a Husband, and ſaith
ful adhering to him is called Chaﬅity, 2 Cor. xi.

Worſhip ﬁnneth againﬅ that Covenant, proﬅitut Evidence and Pledge of an approaching Harveﬅ, ſo
ing Men to ſome other Thing in his' Room; and were theſe to God and the Lamb. And thus their

that is the Reaſon of this Alluſton, frequent in redeeming from_.amongﬅ Men, will Be 'here their
ſeparating by eﬀectual calling, as that More, (l/er.
the Old Teﬅament as in the New.
3. T H a Y ﬂliow the Lamb 'whither omn- lye go 3.' ) is their general Redeemption. The laﬅ Pro
otb. This fheweth t. an adhering to hriﬅ on any perry, is, I/ezyo 5. In tbn'r Mouth was ound m
Terms, and in all Trials, coﬅ what it may, they Guile: For they an wit/rout Fault Eﬀort t o Throne
follow faithfully. 2. A painfulneſs in following aſGoa'. The Scope is this, to ſhew their Sincerity
through all Duties, Hazards, and poﬂibly places, m oppoſition to the Hypocriſy of that Time 1.
that if he go to the Wilderneſs 'they will go with
him, alluding to that Gan. ii.(in oppoſition to the
former w horing) that a Wife or marri'edParty ſhall
forſalte all and cleave to her Husband; ſo did theſe
ſealed ones, conﬅantly and ſolely adhere to Chriﬂ'

and follow him as their Hufband.

There is no Guile in their Mouth, i. t. no >1,)iſ-'
ſembling or counterfeiting, as is ſaid Qf Natbaaiel'
They are all Not/Maids gain: i. 4. . and like that
bleﬂed Man, Pſhl. iii. 22.
when her: is 'to Guile '

Theyareasthey profeſs, ſeriouſly adhering to God
3. Itimpom in Chriﬅ, whoſe Name they bear out in their Pro

eth, upon Chriﬅ's Side, that he ist ed to no lace felﬁon, and are not counterfeit Chriﬅians, as And
or particular Church, as Rome, orzﬂantinopo or 'chriﬅ's Followers are, to whom they are oppoſed any other, but may transfer his Ordinances antlCan And in which Reſpect, they are ſaid to be with:

'dleﬅick where he pleaſeth ( ſor, the Lamb's Preſence 'out Fault, r'. o. the Faultstheſe were guilty of, as
here ſpoken of, is his Preſence by Ordinanccs and was ſaid before. 2. Thissincerity is proven'; or it
Church-communion ) elſewhere, where he thinketh is hinted wherein it conﬁﬂcth: I-or, ſaith be, The

good, ſo it importeth, upon the other Side, the are without Fault bgſore lb: Throne of God; 1" X
she

word,"

Chap: us' _
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'are jdﬅiﬁedſſand abſolved by God,' and bis Sight, Pſhl. cxliiL) but the Rigltteouſncſs of

have his "

eﬅirhony,' a'nd therefore they are ﬁncere;

Chriﬅ, that is the Ground of their Abſolution before

Which Ixpreﬂiou,I before; the Y'braere of God, im

God. In a word, they were indeed lincere and
porteth two Things, I. sincerity, asit is oppoſed through Chriﬅ's Blood waſhen and abſolved, Chap.
to Mens Judging, who cannot ſo: ſo far as God. vii. I/e'ﬅ 14. By all which it-appeareth, they are
2. It looketh to the Ground of their Acceptation, really ſanctiﬁed and juﬅiﬁed who are meaned here,
'which is not any Righteouſneſs of their own ( for ſeeing no H poci'rte, never ſo well painted, can

upon that Account 'tone living will be jzyhﬁed it: be without
\i'ſi'
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ﬄL 'E oT uR-E 11.
Verſe, 6. And Iſaw another Angel/ſee in the mid/I of Heaven, having tbe Arteria/ling Goſpel to prearb
mrto them that' dwell on 'be Earth, and to every Nation, and Kirralred, and Tongue, and People.
7. Sayingvwitba loud Voice, Fear God, and give Glory to him, for t/Jelﬁuroſ bit Judgment i: come:
And Woe-ſhip bz'm 'tbat made Heaven and Earth, and the Sea, and tbe Fountaiar ay" ſlſatm.

N the preceeding Part of the Chaptertheir is a, Rome; and becauſe he would have them certainly
I little Hint givenofthe-'Eﬅate of the Church, believing it, he ſpeaketh of itas a Thing already done.
when Amichrﬅ 'was zat' his Height, ſhe was in. The third, in the 9, 10, and 11. Ver/er, cometh
adeſenﬁve Poﬅure. - ' ' _ , '
'
* to denounce God's fearful Judgment againﬅ Anti
I N 'the ſecond Partbf the Chapter, ( from Ver/2 chriﬅ and all that ſhould take his Mark, that if they
6. and forward ) the State 'of the Church is deſcrib would not be allured by the Goſpel, they might
ed after its Beginning to be active and to come out of be ſcared by the Plagues and- Judgments that were
the Secret Wilderneſs wherein ſhe was hid, and it to come on him from Following him. This is the
In the_ _. Sum of theſe three Angels preaching. If it be aſked,
hath
Parts, ſiis
to ſet
theout
End
oſ the Chapter.
ﬁrﬅ, two
the Church
encountering
with the-At
to what Time this rclateth? though we will not
tempte of Aniichriﬅ in lighterSkirmiſhes b the be peremptor to determine, yet we think it looketh
Word labouring to diſcover hisTreachery and dola rather to theſpreading of the Goſpel about, or in
try, and ſo to bring Melt out of his Snare: And the Days of Let/ter, than to any Time before.

this is done by three ſeveral Angels, to the 13. Vetſe,

Reaſon t. Be c A use the State of the Church,

every one of them more clearly ſpeaking to the Ruin before the Riſe of the Goſpel, is deſcribed before to
of Antichriﬅ, and threatning judgment on him and below, and thisſpreading of the Goſpel ſucceeding
his Foilowers than the former. In the ſecond Part, to that low Eﬅate, it muﬅ look to her ﬂouriſhing

from Verſe 13. to the End, when Advertiſement by Condition. *

-

Reaſon 2. Because the univerſal Extent of
in by Deeds, and falleth about the perfecting of 'this ﬁrﬅ Angel's Commiſſion, is ſuch that we can- '
what was 7threatned by the tormer three Angels: not ſo well apply it to any other Time before that ;
Which is ſet down in two Similitudes, whereby he It is to all Tongues and Kindreds, which onl was

the Word doth not the Buſineſs the Lord cometh

tiniſheth the Execution of his Wrath.

-

fulﬁlled then, and is in Oppoſition to the thrmer

'
T H 'a s t-: three Angels come out after the Dark Reﬅraint.
neſs of Antichriﬅ ; to ſpread the everlaﬅing Goſpel,
Reaſhn 3. B ac A us s after the ﬁrﬅ Angel's
and to preach the Righteouſneſs of Chriﬅ: For, the preaching the everlaﬅing Goſpel, there is an immedi
ſcnding of Miniﬅers'and the increaſing ofthe Church ate Succeﬃon of one after another, ﬅill without In
go together. The ﬁrﬅ, in the 6. and 7. l/erﬅr terruption carry ing on this Ruin ; We take it there
hath this mainly in Commiſſion, to allure Souls ſore moﬅ probably to relate to the ſpreading of the
from Antichriﬅ's Flattery to the Faith and obedience Goſpel after Antichriﬅ's begun Ruin: For till then,
of Chriﬅ. The ſecond in the 8. Vaſ-ſh, cometh and the Church was in the Wilderneſs, and the Witneﬂes
ſoretdieth the Deﬅruction of ſpir tual Babylon or are few and in Sack-cloth.
'
A a a a 2
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Chap; '42

ſ 12,- the ﬁrﬅ Angel's Pmaching, we have theſe ſome out from among Antiehriﬂls Follow, and ,
ſour, r. The Inﬅrument, An Angel. 2. The none ofziheſe who ﬅood on Mount Sleep-Of ſuchi
Poſture he is in, Rb-r'ng in 'be midﬅ ry" Heat/m. 3. did the Lord make uſe in thebeginning of the Re-'

His Buſineſs or W'ork, 77 prmb t/Jl moleﬅing Gaſ- ﬄfo'rmation, to preach and 'to be inﬅ'rumental for him,
pr! to them that dwell on the Earth. 4.. His Meſ- who were not of_ the [Fulda/'r or dlþigmſn, but
ſage, or the Sum of his Preaching, Verſe 7. F'ar drawn from the _mrdſt of Popery.
_

God, &e.

'

.

.F 0 R the third, His Errand or Work, is, 73

'F b R the ﬁrﬅ, That the Inﬅrument is called an preach 'be werIg/img GoﬃeL to rþm rim: dwþ/I on r
Angel, it is not propcrlytobe taken: For,.the An- 'tbt Earth, and that to every Nation, and Kindrtd,
so), are m-'ni/iring Spiritr, ſmt fort/1 to mmxﬅerf'r and Ybnguz, and People: Wherein we have, I',

then rim at: .Her'r.t qf salvation, Heb. i. rdt. but His-Work. a. The object or-Exterrt of it.
they have not the everlaſring Goſpel to preach.

1.. H I s Work, is, Tþ: preaching oft/1: mer

This 'I'rM/itrt is putiri cart/m: Veſſels, that 'be ExuI- Iglmg Qoſhd: We need not tell

Ou what the

[any qf the Prwtr may be o God, '2 Cor. iv. _7_. and
oſpel is, or what the Word iigni eth, it is that
he bath given to us the inﬃry of Rrmmlmmnſthat the Angel hath to the Shepherds, Luke ii. 10.
ſaith the Apoﬅle, aCor. v. 18. and it is common to Ga'd Tidings of. great jay; and it is called 11., glad
all Miniﬅers to be called dage/r, as Chap. ii. and in. 'Tidings gf salvation, becauſe it is eminently and.
and Chap. i. Verſe 20. of this ſame Book; So We excellently, beyond all Compariſon, the gladeſt News'

take the Word here, to hold out the Lord's making that ever were made mention of to Sinners:

And

uſe of a Miniﬅry after the Darkneſs of Antichriﬅ, to the Word G'zyþtl, is drawn from an old Simm Word;
ſpread the Goſpel: And the Miniﬅers are called A'I- that ﬁgniﬁeth God'rſoell; ſuch a Word to Man, as
gels, becauſe they are God's Meſlengers, intruﬅed by is the beﬅ Word that ever war-heard of; 'thereis
him with a high and heavenly Imployment; and it none to it: And it is called marle/ling, for theſe

is a Title that ſhould put Miniﬅers in mind of their Reaſons,

1. From the Riſe of it, from everlaﬅing

Duty, to do God's Willon Earth, as the Angels do in God's eternal Plot and Purpoſe. '2. From the
it in Heaven, in a ſpiritual and heavenly Way, cheer- Eﬀect, it bringeth Life and Immortalit to Li ht,

fully, willingly and readily; and it ſhould put Poo- 277m. i. to. and xPet. i. u/t. It is ſai , The Igord

lein mind Of their Duty, to take this Word oﬀ o tþc Lord enduren) ſo" ever;
Miniﬅers Hands, and from Angels.

2. Angel here,

ﬃcacy of it never endeth.

the Eﬀect and

3. It is here called

in the ſingular Number, is not one Miniﬅer; For, tbe 'wrie/ling Goſþd, in Opþoﬁtion to the Papiﬅs
in the lowcﬅCondition, the Churchwasin, asCb'p. Calumny, who enquire, Where was our Church

xi. (he had two Witneſies, and ſhe behoved to have and Goſpel before ſuch a. Time?

And to charge

moe now when the Goſpel is riſing, and to be pub- the Goſpel at its Reviving, with Nove'lty, be
]iſhed abroad; but we are to take the Word col- cauſe differing from their Traditions, which (Ora

lectively: And itis no extraordinary Thing, when Time had obſcured it, as if it had been buried;
the Lord would ſpeak of moe Miniﬅers nor one, w Now what is preached, is the ancient everlaﬅing
ſpeak of them as one; and it implieth no Singularity Goſpel, altho' it be of new revived; and the An

or superiority in one over the reﬅ, See Chap. i.
I'tre 20.
o R the ſecond, The Poſture he, is in, It is
jiying through 'be mirgﬅ of Heaven, as is ſpoken of
another Angel, Chap. viii. t 3. The Lord is now
to ſhew, that he will not keep his _Church and
Goſpel, as it were, hid in a Comer,

gel is here ſaid to have the everlaſting Goſpcl,
according to that Word, 2Cor. v. 18. He ball)
bath given, or committed, to us the Mrd oſ &_
tamiliation; He is made a Steward of it, xwhjch
deſigneth and denotateth an Oﬃce, he hath not ſo
given it to the Community or Multitude, but hath

or in the committed it to ſuch and ſuch Angels.

Temple, as Chap. xi. I/rrﬅ r. nor on Mount Zim,

2. T H a Object or Extent of it, is generall ,

tho' that he more publick, but he will ſend out 73 all (but dwell on tbe Ea'rtb, and to 'very

a-z

his Miniﬅers
as it were,
open tiim,
Kindred,
and isTbngut',
andtovPeople;
he
View
of all, conſpicuouﬂy,
to preach his Goſpel
to all 'in
thethe
World.
ſaid, The
Goſpel
not now
be ſent toct 'if
ſome
And he is called another Angel, as contradiﬅinguiſh- few, as in the Days of Antichriﬅ's'prcvailing, but
ed from that Number of the true Church, men-' to be m'anifeﬅed to all ſorts of People of what.

tioned in.the former Part oſ the Chapter, The ſoever Kindred, Tongue or Nation: And it is
Lord
having himſelf
a new Taſk,
anew Piece
Work,
by vertueweofInatthis
ſo many Na
he
provideth
of newand
Miniﬅers,
and itofma
ybe, ' tionsland
this Commiﬃon,
Day enjoy thisthat
Goſpcl,
ſ
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Tni fourth or laﬅ Thing, Is his Meſiage, compared with a Word, Acts xvii. 30.- He Time:
or Sum of his'P-reaching, more particularly ſet ry' [bit Ignorant: God tainted at; but now mn
down, Saying 'with a [and Voice, implying great 'narzdeth all ſide-'r awry where to repent; The Force
Boldneſs to be in theſe Miniﬅers, as was in our of the Argument is this, Beware now of giving

ﬁrﬅ Rcformers. His Meaning is, they ſhould not the Glory of God's Grace in a Mediator to
by Whiſpering do it, but-with great Authority and other Things; For tho' God hath ſpared Men a

Boldneſs*ſhould publiſh the Goſpel.

while in the Times of Ignorance and Darkneſs,

. T-HJs-Preaching-it ſelf, hath three Heads, and, he will not do ſo now, when the Light is broken

a' Reaſon' is' annexed 'to perſwade unto the ﬁrﬅ up, but will ſend' ſudden Judgments on the De
two. .'.I'.he.ﬁrﬅ,. *is,.t DarrGadﬄ The' ſecond, is, ſpiſers of the Gqlþel; tand many Churches that
Give'
Ghry:
T'he Reaſon
the have not made uſe 'of the Goſpel, ﬁnd this true
Hourſi him
tſizf his
Judgment
is rtame;annexed,
And the third
this Day. ;
i
and laﬅ: Head, is, And. war/big' him. that made Ea

wn and Earth, &e. Theſe three look to the three
great Parts of Religion, oppoſite to the three Faults
that the Followers of Antichriﬅ are given to. The
ﬁrﬅ-looketh- to the- regulating of Men in their ine.

a." IT is called the Him' ty" his

lodgment, to

teach us,lſothat
hath a Time
ſet
ime
all
Things,
hathasheGod
a peculiar
for for
Judg-v
ment; and as for

all Sinners, ſo for theſe that

that many Things have been feared by the World

follow Antichriﬅ's Way; and alſo, that often ,
the Hour of Preaching the Goſpel, hath .the
Hour of Judgment waiting on it, if it be
abuſed.
T H 1: third Head of his Preaching, is, And
warſhtþ him that made Heaven and Earth. This

more than he: -Alſo it ſheweth, that outward

looketh to their external Worſhip,

ward Frame;

the ſecond in their Faith,

the third

in their external Worſhip.
1. Fear God. This regulateth our Fear as to
its object, to. wit, God; which ſuppoſeth now,

as if he ſaid,

Service will not do it, there muﬅ be a right Prin-_ Ye have been worſhipping Stoclts, Idols and Images
ciple- within;

and ſo it is oppoſite to Profanity of Gold and Silver,

Vanities that cannot proﬁt

and Hypoe'riſy, Fear of Men and Antichriﬅ's you, now beware of continuing any longer in
Curſings, which ſhould from this forth be leſs that way, but worſhip the alone living and true
God, who is thus deſcribed, that he made Matter'

2. Give him Glory. The giving of God Glo and Earth, the Sea, and Fountain: qſ'H/aterr, evenv
ty, is divers Ways taken, according. to his divers as the Apoﬅle ſpeaketh, Acts xiv. 15. II/e preach
Attributes; but we take it here to look mainly' to you, that ye ſhould turn from theſe l'anitier unto

the living God, 'which made [fed-um, and Earth,
to
the giving
'of him
the Glory
ictn reﬅing
by Faith
on Chriﬅ
alone,ofvashistheGrace,
onlyv the Sea, and all Things that are therein, ' almoﬅ
Mcdiator and Saviour, ſo renouncing all others, in the ſame Words:

And this cleareth, that theſe

as it is ſaid of Abraham, Ram, iv. 2'0. he war Exhortations are ſet down in oppoſition to the
ﬅrong in Faith, giving Glory to God; and Hoſea way they look before, while they were following
.
xi. 7.- Thougl' they 'called them ta the 'ny/7 High, Antichriﬅ.
none at all. would exact him, none would give him
GOD is thus deſcribed here, I. That they

ihe'Glory- of his'Grace by believing; For, as may ſee the Vanity of worſhipping any other

ihe rejefting of thezGotþel, is a deſpzﬁng of God 5 than God, and that they had juﬅ Reaſon and
ſo the-receiving of the Goſpel, is a giving him Cauſe of.worſhipping him.

2. To point out the

Glory. Rtaſin 1. Becauſe the Glory of Grace, obligation that lieth on Men to give him the
is eſpecially the Glory which the Goſpel holdeth Worſhip and Glor

due unto him; he made the

_*out. 2. Becauſe' this meeteth eſpecially with Anti Heaven, and the arth, therefore he is a glori
chriﬅ's diſhonouring ot'litim, by giving the Glory ous and powerful God. All this preaching is by

due to him to other zTlrtigs, Sztipts, Angels and way of Application, and practical, becauſe this is
Mens own &voi-its, and in not reﬅing on his Me the Scope of Preaching, to put on to Holineſs
diat'on, Interceﬃonmzi Satistſaction alone; and wthis and Practice; and this is the right Manner, when
cometh neareﬅ the Scope.
3
_
1 -i
ſimply and plainly it is preﬂed on the Conſciencc,
TH t: Reaſon perſwading' to theſe two, For without the curious conceity'Qteﬅions and uſeleſs X
the Hour of his Judgment i: ſome; Which being Caſes uſed under Antichriﬅ.
-
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" Verſe 8. And there followed another Angel, ſhyr'ng, Babylon isfallen, i: fallen, that great City, beeareſi
ſhe made all Nation; drink of the Wine ty" the W'rath of her Bet-mention.

9. And the third Angel followed them, ſhying eoith a load I/oiee, _If any Man wor/hilt: the Beaﬅ and bz'r'
Image, and receive his Mark in his Forehead, or rn ht: Hand,
' IO.
drinl- ofand
the Wine
the
CupTheſarneſhall
o his Indigna/ionſi;
he ſhalo bethe W'rath of God, whieh is poured out without mixture, in,

dage/s, aſdd in the Pre/entt of the Lamb: tormented with Fire and Brimﬅone, in the Preſenee of the hoar
rr. And the smoke of their Torment aſtendeth up for other and ever: And they have no reﬅ Day nay:
Might, who too/ſhip the Beaﬅ and his Image, and who/never receiveth the Mark ry' hit Name.

HRIST hath now begun to ſend out not oppreﬂ'tng outwardly only, but idolatrous alſo;
his Light, into the World, and though and enticing others to it, as ( Dan. iii, Ue. ) may
by many it getteth no good Welcome, appear. 3. As in Babylon, the People of God were
yet he goeth on and ſendeth out others keeped under, yet had a Being amongﬅ the Baby
to denounce and foretell more clearly the Rutn of Ionians, even at Babylon, tho', not of them; So
that Antichriﬅian Kingdom, that formerly had de was the true Church captivated by this Church of
luded the World. By this Angel, underﬅand, as Rome, yet had ſome being under and amongﬅ them,
formerly, Miniﬅers ﬅirred up after the ﬁrﬅ out tho' wanting outward Beauty.
2. T H s: Judgment denounced on this'Anti
breaking of the Goſpcl, who, (percetvumg Rome's
verſewhat
oppoſmg
the preached
and chriﬅian State of Rome, is, It irfallen;" Whereby
Fecging
ſhakingofChriﬅ'by
the ﬁrﬅGoſpel,
Begmnmgs
"

,

two Things are holden out,

I. That Babylon was

had wrought on his Kingdom) the more boldly no more ſurely deﬅroyed, than Rome ſhould be ﬁnally
and plainly forctell the Rain of that State now to and totally. 2. That it was now begun to fall, and
that it ſhould never after this be in ſuch a ſettled Con
be approaching.
T H it Preaching of this Angel containeth two dition, as it was in before; but its Fall was'approach
Things, t. The Denounciation of Babylon's Judg ing, and this Goſpel by the preaching of the Angel,

ment.

2. The Cauſe ofit. In the Denouncra had diſcovered Rome's Nakedneſs, and made her loath

tion, Conſidcr'the Ob'ect threatned, Babylon.

The Judgment, ls fal en.

2. ſome to 'the Intelligent, and the coming Judgment

3. The Manner of Ex

urger the Types of Harveﬅ and Vintage, ſhould per

preſl'ton, It is in the by-paﬅ Time, and doubled. fe it.
By Babylon here, is certainly underﬅood ſome par
3. T H r: Manner of expreﬃng this, is, As if it

ticular State, and the Head of ſome ſuch great State, were already paﬅ, and it is doubled : Both which tend,
as was oppoſite to the Church: For (Chap. x_vm. ) I. To ſhew the certainty of the Thing ſpoken. 2.
there are many of her Followers, who ﬅill re The Eminency and ſurpriﬁng Celerity of it. And,

rate her Fall. More particularly, We conceive 3. The Concernment of it, to make Men take the
it to be underﬅood of Rome, not ſo much the more Notice of it as a great Thing, alluding alſo to
Town, as its Dominion, being now headed with the manner of denouncing God's Judgment on old
xxi. The Cauſe of this ſore Dcﬅructi
Antichriﬅ, and, as it were, the Head of this Babylon,

Eſimpire: For it is the ſame, called M1'S TE RY; on on Babylon, is ﬁguratively ſet down in the Words
BABTLON, Chap. xvii. 5. that is, myﬅically
Babylon, as before, Chap. xi. ſpiritually Sodo'n and
Egypt. And to Rome only agreeth the Deſcription
following, 1. The great City; ſo is Rome ſet out
for its Soveraignty, Chap. xvii. nlt. Called Baby

lm b
that

Analogy,

following: In ſhort, it is, becauſe ſhe allured Souls

of all ſorts from God's pure Worſhip, to communi
eate in her Superﬅitions and Idolatries, which before
the Lord is as Adultery and Fornication ſpiritually, in
gſpcct of its Pollution and Covenant breaking with
1. It was the head City over od.
*

BY this Compariſon, or Alluſion to the manner of
2. That Empire was vile Strumpets, who entice to Filthineſs, is holden out,

mpire, which of old oppreſied the'PeopIe

of God; So is this now.

I. Rome's

Ww"
\

Chap. 14.;

_
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s. Rorht's Cenfure, who as an Hatlot, had broken Errors, as human? Traditions, and to open the
Faith to .Chriﬅ. 2. Her Guilt in enticing others 3 Doctrine of juﬅi cation by Faith alone, in Oppo
yea, many to that fuperﬅitious way with her, and pre ſition to Indulgen es, Purgatoryﬂdt. at ﬁrﬅ, with
vaili . 3, The moe ſhe entice to be her Followers, out thinking that, Rome was Babylon, or that there
it is t e greater Ditty 3 She made all Nation: to drink, was a Neceﬂityof ſeparating from it, but the Goſpel
4. The Nature ofMen, and of ſuperﬅitious Will-wor could not long'be in the World, but that muﬅ be
ſhip, it maketh them drunk, and they fweetly drink it clear like the Light. Then, 2. He grew in Light
as a Cup of Wine. 5. The Eﬀect of it, for as ſweet and Boldneſs, and others joyned with him, as M

as it is, it is W'mtb, 1. Becauſe lt deſerveth and pro Ia'zct/mz, J'xſſus, Jonas, &c. and they came direct
cureth Wrath on her, and all who drink with her. ly to ſpeak of Rome as of Babylon, and of the Pope
2. To be given up to drink this, isan Eﬀect of Wrath, as of Antichriﬅ, .and thereupon applied theſe, and

and a great Plague of God, 'ZT/Jl . ii. That Rome ſuch like plain Paﬂages, foretelling their Ruin, as of
in its Hiera'rch and fpiritual Dominion under the the ſpecial t'reacherous Enemies of Jeſus Chriﬅ, who
Pope, is this abylon, will appear more, Chap. xvii. had ſo long deluded the World, and abuſed the
and Chap; xviii. where this ſame ſaying is repeated, Church.
but diﬀerently: Here by way of' Predrction upon the
F o r. r. o w r: 'r H upon that, the third Angel's
forefcen begun Ruin of it, there, to wit, C/mp. xviil.

Preaching, who cometh in with the Neceſſity of ab

after its Execution, by pouring the ﬁfth Vial on the ﬅaining from his Worſhip and Fellowſhip under
Beaﬅ's Seat, which is Rome.

Pain of Damnation; and the more the Pope ſumed

Angel beginneth
his rpreaching,
Verſe and perſecuted, the more they preached and cleared
9.. T'H
and ſſitr: isthird
profecuted,
Ver. to. and
t. It is a condi
that ﬅrange Truth in the V orld, that Popery was
tional Threatning of all Antichriﬅ's Followers, if they of it ſelf damnable, and that tho' God had a Church

ſhall continue to worſhip him, after the former two latent amongﬅ them in the Time of Darkneſs, yet
Angeis have preached. There is a notable Gradation now he would not have it ſo, and this Doctrine was
in their preaching, not as if the ﬁrﬅ ceafed to preach, much urged againﬅ the Pﬅuda-m'mlemites, to have
when
ſecond beginneth, or ſo forth, ( for, all of the Sinfulneſs of the Popiſh way born in upon Souls,
them preach together ) but that, I'i'ﬅ, God maketh not only that it was not good, or ſo good as the
his Goſpel ſhine, and revealeth Truth both to great other, but that it was deadly, and of a [laying and
and ſmall, learned and unlearned; that is begun by the mortiferous Power, and therefore the Godly could
ﬁrﬅ Angel. a. When that getteth little hearing, but not communicate with them in it without Sin,
great O ſition, eſpecially from the grmt ones of the This was the Reformers third Work. See Sleid.
Pope's Ftgdom, who are enraged at it, then the Iib. r. U 2. Caf'ufn. opuſiul. eſpecially, rlaﬀ 3.
Lord maketh Lighghoth in the Clearneſs and Force per totamſi Luthr his Work aſcendeth by theſe

of it, to proceed further to diſcover Ram: to be Baby Stcps, t. In his Tnſſs, given out, Alma 1517.
hn, and to fet his Miniﬅers more directly againﬅ that againﬅ Indulgencts, and thereafter in their Defence
State, to b'at'ter it down, 'andbegin its Ruin, and from againﬅ Syl-veﬅcr, Erriw, Peru-fur, and others, he
his Word clearly to foretell the compleat Deliruction ſheweth, theſe Things proﬁt not to Life, but Rc
of it, and that their Grandure, and thoſe Grandees
in their Pom ſhall come dowm 3. Becauſe a ſuper

pentance and Faith reﬅing only on Chriſt's Merits
and the Mercy of God alone, ſeeing no Saints Me'

ﬅitious refpec to that Sea was deeply rooted in the rits are perfect. Amid 1519. Caralryladr'us beginneh
Hearts of the Plurality of People, ' the third Angel is a Difpute againﬅ the Pope at Lyjﬃdi, Whither
ſent out not only to warn all her Followers by that Errius came md provoked Luther to difpute, by
Prcdictioſh'but to withdraw them from that erroneous maintaining the Pope's'abfoiute Supremacy ; which
way under all higheﬅ Pains, certifying them, that Luther impugned: Meſmctþon alſo was with be.
Pope',
bring God's
everlaﬅing
Curſc
them, 'ber at this diſpute, (but after, in an Epiſtle to
and
thatwill
it ſiandeth
them' on
no'leſs't'han
the' onNeccteſiity
Leo to. heexcuſed it ſome wa ) 'et Alma 1520.
o'f Salvation to quite it: By"which Angel, Separa he by a Book, de (apair/ſtate abyzam'ra, publickly

allerted and proved Rage' to be Babylon, and the
Sleid. ſib. 2. Page 23. There
so' every' one of lzil'ieſe Preachers and Prcnchings 'tri after, dam 1521. ( when Zzzingliur had begun to

tion from him ispreﬂ'ed, as it' is, Clﬂp. xviii. Came

out qf Iu'r, when the ſame*ſ)h'reatn'rng is mentioned, Pope Antichriﬅ.

ferreth the other ﬄwell, and 'a'yeet'h ifo' the Lord's preach boldly, the Year' before, at 'Ugurr'ne in MI

VVay of making 'his Truth' to break up in the 've'tia ) Luther, with the whole college of Ilſmtm
Event.

t.1.ſaw/m: began stot preach againﬅ ſome

Sage,
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ſiiwge, burnt the Bcoks of his Adverſaries ( as they
* had' dcnehisbeſore) Wealing from the Pope to

_
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miſiad, iſit were but one that'continueth. 'By Beaﬅ
and Image, we are not to underﬅand two diſtinct

\ 'a Council, earneﬅly exhorting to abﬅain Commu things, as we, ſhew Cbmxiii. For, here they have' the
'nion withthc Churchoſ Rome, which thereafter' he ſame common Worſhip, and their Worſhippers are
(hath both in his Scrrnons and his 'Writings conﬁrm-' of equal Extent, and their Judgment is the lame

This was more' ſullv afterward joyntl profe
rured 'by'Malau/Hn, Ca in, *Martyr, a Bracer.
See Cblv. row-a Pﬅudom'radmetas.
'ſſto'j'S'ſeto'fo'ttif
To 'take
the Scope ofFall,
this and
Chapter
generally
'1."Amichriﬅ'3
the certainty
.£oſ'it:' 2. The Means by which 'it ſhould be eﬀectu

and'U/nſſ rr.) when it is repeated, they are both
ſpoken of as one, his Mark and his Name,'and not
theirs; but by Beaﬅ is more eſpecially holden forth

'the Pope,_as_ theHaxd of that antichriﬅian Eﬅate,
and, as-it were, the Author; and by Imageis hold

_en ſhtth the complex Bod of the Hierachﬁ'boctxim

med, to Wit, preaching and) Action ; by punching and Superſiitions which he hath, framed,lcalled* þf:
_withdrawingmany from him, by Judgment over becauſe he c'ompoſbd it and madeit ;, called a'r Image'
throwing the reﬅ: Which 'Judgments are morev becauſe of its Likeneſs to the old Roman heatheniﬂ;
particularly deſcribed by the Vials. 3. By what Deu 'worſhip and Tyranny over the Church. The wor
grees'or in what Order it ſhould be carried on by ſhtppmg of theſe implieth ( as was ſaid Cþap. xiii.

_ctthcſe Means.

r. Preachings and Threatnings go more than'a civil Divotedneſs to that Pope asHcad
hc-ſotc judgments; And, 2. In'preaching the T ruth 'eſpecially 'in his Doctrine and Worſhip. ' - ,

of the Goſtel is ﬁrﬅ preached, and then Judgments , _ T _n 'a ſecond, Part of the Deſcription', of ram-'va

more peremptorily -dcnounced,,ritﬁzpra, r. Againſl: mg bn Mark in the Fare/Mad and Hand, was ex
the Head, then againﬅ the Followers.
'
pounded, Cbap. xiii. and implyeth not only Men's
N ow to come more particularly to this' third acknowledging the Pope, but their yielding and ſub
Angel: He cometh ſhortly on the back of the for mtttmg to him, and giving up themſelves as Soldi
mer with a laud Voice, which intimateth much Dead

neſsamongﬅ the People that would not awake. 2.
Much Zeal, Boldneſs and Frceneſs in him that
' preached, making out this Truth plainly that he was
commiſſtonated with. It. is in general a Comminati
on, yet ſet down conditionally, that it may be a
'warning to make Men ﬂee that Sin, that the may
'eſcape that Judgment: And becauſe the ey of
Doctrine in Threatnings and Promiſes, is not abſo
lutely to be applied by Miniﬂers, ( the Conditions
whereupon it goeth being indiſcernablc to them )
and ſo it diﬀereth from the uſe-making ot the Key
of Diſcipline, whereby abſolutely we admit to or

ers or Servants to that antichriﬅian State, adhcn'nn

to that Proſeſiiom- and by publick Evidences own?
ing it without, as well'fas cleaving to it in Aﬀection
within. It is called here the Alari of ln'r Nam

which was before called the 'Marſhes to ſhew 'thai
the Number is ſomething making his Followers diſ
cernable as well as the Mark.
.
T H a Judgment threatned followeth, Ver/e to.
and rr. which is to be looked on not only as he.

threatned them with Hell; ( for that was common
to ſuch at all Times) but from the Aggravations of
it, _it is'clear he threatneth them with more than an

ordinary Torment in Hell; yea, more than theſe that
reject from Ordinances, becauſe the Rule of it is lived in Darkneſs before this Light ſhined unto them
converſant about external Scandals and Proſeſſion, The Judgment is generally ſet out in two Simili:
which are deſcernable. In ſhort, as if he would tudes, then aggravated by ſome Circumſtances. The
ſay, ſollow notPopery longer: For ifye, ſo do, ye ſame ſhall, &Ft. That is, every one or an one that
ſhall not eſcape the heavy Judgment of God's e: ſmneth, Follower or Maſter. The ﬁrﬅ imilitude

'

verlaﬅing Wrath, and it will be the greater that ye

is, Hc/þalldrink err/ye mn- arm ll/rat/s of God'

have gotten Warning.

poured out in lb' Cup afþir' Indigrtatian, Es'c. Thj;

'

IN particular, itcontainetha Deſcription of aPa Similitude, is oppoſed to their Sin, Vnﬅ 8. Anti.
piﬅ, or one of Antichriﬅ's Followers, which is the chriﬅ hath aſinful Cup, and they will drink it, God
Object of this Threatning, Verſe 9. 2. It deſcribeth' hath a Cup of Wrath or Wine of Wrath, not
for loathſome,
reſreſhing, PſaI.
but that
mad,j'cr.
drunken
theirJudgment, Ver/e to, 11.
and
lxxv. it8. maketh
la. li. u/t.
xxvv
* T a s Deſcription hath two Parts, I. They are

deſcribed by worſhipping Antichriﬅ, which pointeth
at ſome inward Impteſﬁon. 2. By reſerving his
Mark, which ſupponeth ſome outward Expreſiion
of their Reipect to him. 1. He ſaith, If any war/lip
t/x Beaﬅ and bis Image; becauſe none ſhall be

15, 27. And this Wine of his

rath is poured outx

to ſhew the Abundance oſit:

Not in the Cup o?

Mercy ; no, but of his Indignatianj and when the

Wine is Wrath, and the Cup Indignation, 'O what
a Drink will that be, eſpecially the Wrath'oſ an

omni
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Omnipotentjuﬅ God! PſaI. lxxvi. 7. Pſal. xc. 11. the Mercies of God, which are ſaid to be over
all his Works, in a general Senſe at leaﬅ? dnſw.
Every Word ſetteth out its Terribleneſs.
T H a ſecond Similitude, is, Tbty ﬅxITI be rar That may be ſaid, notwithﬅanding of this, in
mrzted wit/1 Fire and Brim/lent: Whether there theſe two Reſpects, r. Becauſe that Wrath which
be material Fire in Hell or not, we need not diſ

IS inﬂicted upon the damned, is not adequate to

pute, it is here to expreſs the exquiﬁteﬅ and the Power of God:

For, he is able to puniſh

greateﬅ Torment that can be imagined from what them yet more terribly, even when their Tor
is uſed amongﬅ Men, poſſibly ailuding to the De ment is at the higheﬅ. 2. Becauſe even then

ﬅruction of Sadom, which God dzﬅroyed by Fire. they deſerve more, and it would be no Impu
Certainly that Torment muﬅ h'old out agreat tation to Juﬅice if they were more intenſely'
Torment, yet there are four Aggravations added,
1. This Wrath is u'mu'xtd, Ver/r to. pure WVrath,
O how terrible! when little sparks of VVrath
here mixed with many Mercies are ſo ſore, what
will it be when there will not be a Drop oſ cold
sWater gotten to quench burning Wrath? Luke
xvi.
3

plagued; For altho' their Sins, as they are Acts
in them, be ﬁnite; yet being conſidered with Re
ſpcct to the Object God, againﬅ whom they are
committed, the

are inﬁnite Ills;

and therefore

deſerve inﬁnite uniſhrnents, and ſo in Severity of
Juﬅice might be reached beyond what they are:

This Exprelion, in its Scope here, doth hold
T "I ſecond Aggravation, is, Ver/i to. in the forth Hell to be inſuﬀerable to all, but that there

lend, that is, Before 'be Lamb and bis dage-112. is a further and greater Meaſure of Wrath to be
Which implieth, r. They ſhall be tormented be poured out upon theſe, who are guilty of the Sin
fore Chriﬅ, (as if he took delight in it) whom of Popery continued in after the bringing of the
trow they dcſpiſe, he will be Maﬅer then, and

(hall ree them, and not help them, but their
Torment (hall be, as it were, a Satisfaction to
him, and a Trophy of his victory. See Luh xix.
27. The Mediator's vengeance is ſore, Iſa. lxi. 2.
2. That there will be in them by this, a Senſe
both of their Loſa and of the Sin that hath pro7
cured it, to be a gnawing Worm within them;
they ſhall not get leave to forget any of theſe,
this Preſence before him, being more in reſpect

Goſpel to Light. Whence we may Obſerve, r.
What a horrible and dreadful Thing Hell, and
lying under the Wrath of God for ever there
in, is, that is ſo deſcribed here. It muﬅ be a
fearful thiM to be for ever there. Many will

cnrſe their own Unbelief of this, when the Cup
of the Indignation of God, ﬁlled with his Wrath,
ſhall be put in their Hands to drink thereof for
ever. 2. This Sin of Popery, and worſhipping

of the Beaﬅ, muﬅ be moﬅ abominable, which
of their Conſcicnce and Senſe, than of nearneſs of hath this Wrath threatned againﬅ it: It muﬅ be

Place, which is not underﬅood here.

,_ a deſperate Religion, that hath this Condition for

THE third Aggravation, is, From the Eter
nity of their Torment, it hath no End, but that

the Expectation thereof.

Let none think it a

light Sin, which the Lord ſo peremptorily threat

Fire burneth alway: For, their eternal Torment nerh: It is no little Mercy that we are freed
is but ſatzſhaﬃo to them, and never ſatr'yſactia to tlrerefrom, and there is need to be thankful for
God: For, the smit thereof afar-Vial: for ewr the Light we have, and to improve it well while
and over, Verſe tt. It was Spira's l-Vord, He we have it. 3. Abuſed Light haﬅeneth, and
'would rare little ﬁr Hell,
it were-far m [anger heightneth TVraKh: Hell now becometh both.
than

zoooo.

Ran,

but when ZOOOO.

Times more hot, and more inevitable than before this

2oooo. Years are expired, it is but begin Light did break ſorth. The deſpiſing of the Goſpel
will make-Hell exceeding inſuﬀerable,even beyond that
nrng._
4. I'r is aggreged from its want of Intermiſ of the deſpiſrng oſ the Law, as Had. x. 28, Ur.
lions: Pains here are ſometimes leſs and more; 4. Mark the Connexion of theſe two Cups, there isa
but there i: no ny? Night nor Day; It rs Cupof Sin which ſhe maketh others to drink of, (it

there alway at the height of Tormſient, as the Eſ is called tb: Win: 'ſit/2: lſ/ratb ofber Ezmimtiort, be
fect of God's Wrath ; In which ye have a live cauſe in God's juﬅice Mcn were plngued by being
ly Deſcription of Hell. It muﬅ needs be a fear given up to that Error) whereupon followeth, Very?
ſsl thing to fall in the Hands of the living to. a Cup of the Wrath of God, and that without
od.

mixture. Sin may be ſweet for a time, but it draw

In' any aﬂr, How that rigid executing of eth on bittemcſs without mixture; the Cup that fol
Juﬅice upon the'damned in Hell may ﬅand with loweth it, will better ſhew the Nature thereof.
Bbbb
xﬅz
\
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Concerning 'be Dﬀculry qf Sal-vation under Poppy.
HERE is one Thing aſi'erted here,-as alſo
in the preceeding Chapter, which poſſibly
may need clearing to ſome not acquainted
wizh the Nature and Myﬅeries of Poperya And
that is, that the salvation of Papiﬅs, according to

to Chriﬅ, without reſpect to moral llls, common to
them with others of the World. This is alſo con
ﬁrmed from 2'Thtﬃ ii. 10. and 12. where this de
ceivableneſs of Antichriﬅ's Apoﬅaſy is bounded to
them that periſh, and this is marked as the Deſign

their Principles, ſeemeth hereby to be made impoſ

of God's Juﬅice therein, that all they may be damn

ſible; It may be therefore worthy the enquirmg m

ed which receive 'not the love of the Truth:

-

l

This

zo, Whether, or upon what'- Grounds that may be then muﬅ be of it ſelf the very high way to Damna
tion. And we cannot queﬅion the Truth of this,
Or, whether, without the overtuming of the direct Scope and Mean
and how Diﬀerence may be made amongﬅ theſe that. ing of theſe Scriptures, and the Application of them,
bear that name? What may befaid of ſome, and which is laid down all alongﬅ in this Book.
how diﬀerently we ought to conﬅruct ofmany,v we
I F it be yet required, That furthersatisſaction be

made out?

And if that be underﬅood of, and ex

tended unto all within that Church ?

ſhall afterward touch ; But now ſor the Main, our given as to the Grounds which render their salvation'
direct Aſſertion is this, That a Papiﬅ,-as ſuch, liv impoſſible. We do anſwer, That it ariſeth from
ing and dy ing according to the complex Principles of theſe two, which do infallibly demonﬅrate the ſame.

the Doctrine and VVorſhip that is followed in Popery, I. This way of Popery, is of it ſelf exceeding ﬁn
cannot be ſaved, nor expect _Iuﬅiﬁcation before God.
I ſay, aPapiﬅ- living and dying according to_the
eﬂ'ential Principles of Poperyſ, which do eſpecially
relate to theſe three,- I. o their giving to the
Pope ſuch ample Authority, Reverence, and Adora
tion, as they uſe to do. 2. To their way of carry

ing on the Juﬅiﬁcation and salvation of a Sin

ful, and abominable before the Lord, and ſo doth in'

more than an ordinary manner make a Perſon liable
to his Wrath;

2. As it is ot it ſelf ﬁnful ; ſo it hath

no ſolid way laid down for removing of Sin, but
doth leave a Man without any ſolid Hope of Relief
from his Original and Actual Sins, beſide that it inca
pacitateth him to look upon it ſeif as ſinful, or, to

ſeek for the right Remedy thereof. And where theſe
3. To their manner of Worſhip, that two are put togetheufa wit, hainous Sin, and 'no

ner before God, as it is holden forth in their

Doctrine.

is, praying to Saints, worſhipping of Images, Sa

way to remove-it, or any other, what can be expect
criſice of the Maſs, and other ſuch things, owned ed but inevitablc Ruin and Condemnation? For

both by the Doctrine, _Laws and Practice of that
Church. We fay,-one living and dying devoted
to theſe, although neither ſcandalous in outward
Practices, nor defective in reſpect of external Pain

where the Diſeaſe is deadly, and the Cure naught,
Death muﬅ be certain.- We ſhall therefore a little
make out both theſe Aﬂ'ertions, from which the

Concluſion laid cannot but follow.

fulneſsz. yet upon this account,- as being z Pa

piﬅ, chargeable- with the three general Heads fore
ſaid, he cannot but be liable to God's Judgment,
and die without any ſolid hope of being ſaved
b theſe Principles. The general,>we conceive, is
c ear from what was ſaid, Cbaþ, xiii. I/erſe- 8. This
kind of worſhipping the Beaﬅ, being held out as in

x. W a ſay, that the way of Pope

in it ſelf, and

its complex Nature, is moﬅ hainou y ﬁnful, and

doth render the Followers thereof exceedingly guilty

before God.

Therefore we will ﬁnd it charged with

the moﬅ abominable'Guiltineſs, that are elſewhere

mentioned in Scripture,- h There is in it the Guilt
of Idalatry, and that of all-ſorts,- 'i A worſhipping
conſiﬅent with Election, which ſaith, that no Elect of Angels, (whereofſomewhat is ſpoken, Chap. xix. )'
Perſon can ſo live and die, and thereforenone ſuch can the worſhipping- of - Saints departed, and a giving of
be ſaved: Here again, worſhipping of the Beaﬅ, Divine Honour to them, a worſhipping of the Pope,
and drinking of- the Cup of God-'s Indignation for (ſpoken of, Cbrp. xiii. and xvii.) by aſcribing to him
ever, are-peremptorily put togethen- And all alongﬅ. Divine Attributes, which he willingly receiveth, ( as
this Book, the Beaſt with his Follow-ers," and great Tbuan 11'6. - 3. Pag. 95.'- among others, doth ob
Babylon, are ever looked upon as moﬅ- hateful to od, . ſerve ) a worſhipping of the Croſs,-or ﬅure/afraid,
worſhipping, of the- Sacraments,- or> arta/atrnſia,
till at laﬅ: ( Chap. xix. and xx.) lie-and they are-caﬅ

into the Laketogether:

And. that is mentioned to worſhipping of Saints and their Reliques, making

beupon this-veryvaccount of their being ﬅated by Images of the holry Trinity and Perſons*of the
their Doctrine, . otſhip, and Practices in oppoſition Godhead, and many other kinds-oſ-Idoiauy. eom_-'

mit
'

'....
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mit they, and that both againﬅ the ﬁrﬅ and ſecond Suppoﬁtion of the former, was not neceſſary for the
Command; and therefore are ſaid (C/mþ. ix. Verſe procuring of this Grace; yea, they deny defacto, that
20. ) to worſhip the Works of their Hands, and Chriﬅ did ſuﬀer any thing of the Curſe inwardly in
Devils, and Idols of Gold and Silver, (32. of which his Soul on the behalfof Sinners. Now, all theſe be
ing put together, do they not amount to this in Eﬀect,
ſomewhnt was ſpoken in that Place.
T H a ſecond Siu charged upon them, is, Blajl that Chriﬅ's coming in the Fleſh is in vain, or not
pbemy, a Sin of the higheﬅ Nature, that is, either true? But this corrupt contrivance of their Doctrine,
by detracting from the ſoveraign and abſolute God will be more clear in the following Aſſertion. To
that which is due to him, or attributing to him conclude this then, we only ſay, If ﬁIdolatry, Blaſ
what becometh not his Holineſs, Mercy and So phemy, Antichriﬅianiſm, and Apoﬅaſy in the hi heﬅ
veraignty; or, by aſcribing' what is properto him Nature, be ſinful and hateful in the Sight of od,
to ſome Creature: In all which Reſpccts, Popcry Popery muﬅ he ſo : Neither is it for-nought that Scrip
is a Doctrine of Blaſphemy, as was hinted, Chap. ture doth ſo paint out that Sin by ſuch hainous Cha
xiii. and therefore this Beaﬅ isſaid to befull qf Names racters, but that he may imprint the Deteﬅableneſs
thereof upon Hearts; beſidc the accefiory'Guilt of
qſ Blzzſhbemy, Chap. xvii. 3.

3. Dlſrctia'z and Iþoﬅaſh from the received Murders, Thefts, Perſccutions, and other Sins which
are incident to that way, eſpecially to the Lcaders
thereof, as was hinted, Chap. ix. 20. But now we
proceed to the ſecond Thing laid down, To ſhew,
that according to the Popiſh Principles, a Sinner can
never win to Peace with God, and .ſo cannot but pe
altho' theſe alſo be of themſelves damnable: For, riſh: We ſhall, Firﬅ, Shew what is theirDoctrine
this is a Defection by a Concurrence of many concerning that; or, What is the Wa r that they lay
Hereﬁes, corrupting the Series of the Truths of down for the juﬅifying ofa Sinner. 2. Ve ſhall ſhew

Truth, is a hainous Sin; and this is moﬅ eſlen

tially proper to Popery, Therefore is it (zT/uſſ.
ii. ) denominate by this, To be a falling away.
When we call Popery an Apoﬅaſy, it is to be
underﬅood as diﬀering from any particular Hcrcſy,

the Goſpel;_ and therefore Jcannot be but exceed
ing linful and damnahle, ſteing God hath ſo pe

remptorily threatned adding unto, or taking from
the Word, as it is, Rr'u. xxii.
4. I 'r is in Sum d'ztirbri/iianity, or, the Sin
of Antichriﬅianifrn, to be found chargeable in the
manner foreſaid: And can there be any Sin deſpe

the lnconſiﬅency thereof with the Way laid down in
the Goſpel, from which the damnable Abſurdity of
that Doctrine, and Truth of the former Aﬂertion,
will evidently appear.

r. IT is to be adverted, That tho' they uſe the Title

Juﬅiſimtiamthat yet-indeed they do deny it, and,upon
the Matter, acknowledge Sanctiﬁcation only: And ſo
rately dangerous, if that be not? Which tho' it in this, rather we are to enquire, If there be ſuch a
do not exprelly thwart with Chriﬅ's Natures and Thing as Juﬅiﬁcation, diﬅinct from Sanctiﬁmtion.
Perſons, ( which is not to be Antichriﬅ's Error, than how Juﬅiﬁcation is perfected, their Juﬅiﬁcation
as was obſerved, Chap. xii. toward the cloſe) yet being only an infuſing of Grace, whereby he that
doth it exautorat him, detract from his Oﬃces, was a Sinner becometh, by a phyſical Change, holy.

and the Eﬀects thereof, and conﬅantly, as ſuch,

2. I 'r is to be advertod, That they maintain a two

doth top with his Church and People, and lay fold Juﬅiﬁcation, one (as the ſay) of the \Vicked,
down a way of salvation and Life upon theſe this they call the ﬁrﬅ Juﬅi cation, when the ﬁrﬅ
ſame Terms that it'ﬅood on in the Covenant of Grace is given to one, who formerl was not graci
VVorks; and therefore in that reſpect, it may well ous; the other is the Juﬅihcation o one already ha

be ſaid to deny that Chriﬅ came in the Fleſh, bitually gracious, this they call the ſecond, and is by
which is the very Spirit of Antichriﬅ, which doth Augmentation and Increaſe of the Grace given. The

neceſſarily follow from that Doctrine. For, ſay ﬁrﬅ Juﬅiﬁcation they acknowledge is free, being only
they, 1. obedience to the Commands, and the procured by the Merit of Chriﬅ; and that there can be
Merit of *Works, is the only wav to Life ﬅill. no condign meriting of that, altho' by the ri ht Uſe
2.. Say they, That ſuppoſmg the Habits of Grace of Free-will, and the Exerciſe of moral goodorks,

to be infuſed, and Men to perform theſe 'works it may be congruouily ( or, de rangrua) merited; ſo
in the ﬅrength thereof, they could not but be ac that one who doth what in him lieth by the help of
ceptable to God, and enter the Man into Life, common Grace, ( which is named by them gratie'
as- being meritorious thereof, altho' Chriﬅ had ne auxiliam, and in ſome Suﬃciency, at leaﬅ re
ver come in the Fleſh. And, 3. They ſay, That motely, is given to all) they cannot but obtain

hid becoming Man, or his ſuﬀering ſo much upon it,
e,"

This

ﬁrﬅ Juﬅiﬁcation

B b b b 2,

they

grant

to be

ſuﬃcient
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ſuﬃcient' to Children, who cannot merit, or one
that receiveth the Sacrnmcnt of Baptiſm, or lPe'n
nance, and doth not outlive the ſame, but die m gn
ﬅantr', if that Caſe can fall out ) yet this they think

Chap. 14-

of themſelves mcritorious of Glory, without Re-'
ſect to that extrinſtck conſideration : Therefore the diſclaim the Opinion of Status, Duraad and the MZ
minalr, that ſound the Merit of Worlrs upon God's

impoſſible, becauſe at leaﬅ, they have Contrition and Promiſe allanerl'y, as if the

were not mcritorious

Holinels in their Vow, and want not ſome Deſrres without that, becauſe that

inion will rather infee

of further, or at leaﬅ Continuance in what they

it to be a free Gift, which one may engage himſelf

have received, and in that Reſpect do merit, as Sun to give for a thing of little Value, and would not
rez ſpeaketh, degratirt Pag. 223. Izb. 8: Cap. 12. be proper Juﬅice, nor diﬀer from that they call

T H n other Juﬅiﬁcation that is acquired by the mm'tum de amgrua, which often is founded upon a
performing of good Works, and the Merit that pro Promiſe. This Condigni'ty therefore is grounded upon theſe two. I. An intrinſick Value in the Works
themſelves, that proceed from the gracious Habit
cited Author' ſaith, Iib. 12. Cap. 28. Pag. 222. wherewith the Workers is qualiﬁed. 1. An Apoinr
and 223. jjſiz gloritzﬅrundunr mum'ﬅmm ſſ U ( at ment or Condition of God's, whereby he hath pro
ita ditam ) ﬅcundum ſitbﬅantram uam,_tanquam mer miſed ſucha Reward, to wit, Glory to, ſuch iVorks,
m merizorum promittitur 3 and ilory m God's way, as Sum-ex hath it at large, lib. 12. 480. 483, 652.

ceedeth from them, they maintain to be ſimply ne

ceſſary to all that are at Age, becauſe, as that fore

is laid down to be the Rcward of Merit, And this And Btllarmine- layeth down that, Mat; xix. If
ſupponeth a free working to proceed it: This Me thou would enter into Life-keep the commands, as the
rit they maintain to bede/tondzgno, orofcondtgnt very Form of the Covenant, and as the onl w a .
ty, and that not from any Imputatton of Chrtﬅ's to Life, d'juﬂiſitatiom, Iib. 3. Cap. r 3. In which *
Merit to theſe Works,.but from the Nature and Reſpect, ſometimes they ſay Juﬅiﬁcation is free, that
Proportionatneſs of theſe Work: to the Reward it is, in the ﬁrﬅ Reſ
; ſometimes by Works, that
ſelf. Henceit is, that ſome of them( to wit, Vaſ is, in the ſecond eſpect.
qutzin r. 2. diſh. 214.v 'Ill'fl-t 43.) do deny that' 3.; W n- would advert,-that as' they diﬅinguiſh
there is any Reſpect or Look had to Chriﬅ's Me between the-mlpa, or Blot of Sin, and the ratus, or
rit at all': And others who grant there is Reſpect Guilt and Puniſhment of Sin ;.-ſo do they aﬃrm, v
had to it, .( ſo as to make them merit in' a more that the ﬁrﬅ may be removed 'by Juﬅiﬁeation, when
excellent way-).-yetſay,-that= that proceedeth not the other,- to wit,.\the Puniſhment, is to beſatisﬁed'
from any Defect that is in them, as 'f Chnﬅts Me for, at leaﬅ in part- by Satisfaction to Juﬅice, where
n't wereto ſupply therefor, Adam before his Fall, the Sins have been-'committed by the free-will of
and the Angels had true Merit without Chriﬅ, much thc- Perſon, to wits-if he- were-Adult, or at Age
* leſs ſecondly, as if they did not merit in 'themſelves ( for they acknowledge"this notto be neceﬂary 'for "
properly except by the vertue of Chriﬅ's Merit :_ for. Infants, and original Sin )_.See' Suarez, lib. 7. paz.
then, ſay they that- were not to aſcribe the Merit to 128.- Et payne aligua ( ae' he ſaith ) non remittitur
our Works,_but to Chriﬅ's 5 and that our Works gratr's,ﬅd per mndignamſatiﬀactia'rem; And there
were on) .meritorious from that extrinſick Ground, fore, gratis rtmittimr calm',- Iiut Mad ſit de jg/Izſi
and ſo (rod would not rewardi-our- Work: but tie--v ſhtiſacimdum pra pawes.
Ohriﬅ's, which would reſolve in this, that we would
T o lay down then their. way, theſe-things arer

not merit Grace-and Glory, but would get it by ſuppoſed without Controverſy,v L-.- That Man na
Gift, whichto them is-abſurd, as is aſierted by Sna turall is-obnoxious- to God's' Curſe, and cannot:
rez. lib. 12. Cap, 18. and-19.. Pag._4_84. 486. &it. ſave imſelf from-it. a. That before he can bead+v
at large: . Which is the joynt. Oppinion of Bel/ar mitted-to Hatapineſs, he muſt be juﬅiﬁed. 3. That,
mim', andothers of them, Bellarmi'u- le juﬅrſiamr

God is the e cient Cauſe of this,.-and*the principal- -

me, lily. 93, Cap. 10. 938. and of the. Council -of worker, is alſo without Controverſy.. 4. That
jq/Irﬁmtiane
27.-ent Sgﬄ, 6.Cap,
Cap.16.
10. 109.-Yea,.,they,ſay
and u. Seealſo Itþ.
that5.this both infuſion of Grace and Remiﬃonof Sin, do ac- =
company juﬅiﬁcation, is denied, by none.

5.. That

Merit doth not proceed from Reſpect to GOd'S'PLCÞ' the ultimate or ﬁnal End is the-1 glory of God, and 4
miſe only, as if .it did ariſe from that alone, with the salvation of the Perſon juﬅiﬁed-is the ſubordinate,. \
out Reſpcct had tothe intrinﬁck value of theſe Acts, .is agreed unto- by All. - ouThat Chriﬅ's Righte- *
becauſe, ſay they, God's'rewarding of good-works, ouſneſs is the only mcritorious Cauſe, is. in word,..
is an act of proper Juﬅice,-., and cannot bu-t be done, profeſſed. 7. They acknowledge the Neceﬃty o£ct'-'

and doth only vlook to God's'Covenant and Law, aith to concurr init, as wedo of good Works to -

wherein he hath appointed to accept theſeWorks as.

follow -'

\
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4. T a I material Cauſe of this ſiRighteouſneſs
follow after: Hithertoo' their ſeemeth'to be no
great Abſurdity, we had need therefore to conſider or Juﬅiﬁeation, they hold to be Soul of Man,
it the more narrowly in reſpect oſ three other which by the Acts of its Ffee-w ill in Faith, Fear,
Cauſes added by them, to wit, theformal, materi
a] and irſſrummtal Caztſat, with the Eﬀects and
Conſequents following thereon.

Contrition, Love, Prayer, and other Diſpoſitions,
muſt neceſſarily concurr ſor'diſpoﬁng to the receiv

ing
of itthis
Grace,
and that
a Cauſe
without
which
is not
attain-ed;
ſor,as ſaith
the ſorecited-ſi
A N p 'we put the Queﬅion thus, Wbemuitb may
a Simztr hazard to appear be are God's 'g/iitg, ſh a: Author Iiþ. 12. Pa . 504. Cap; 24; Faith, Con
iſpoﬁtions are laid' down, ir'r
to myÞzct'Gad's Are-Nation a him? T ' will draw trition, and ſuch
the Queſtion nearer, when'a Sinner is-to chooſe what God's Appointment to be the Condition of' his

Deſence- 'to take'*hi.rnT-to zﬄor whereupon' to'ground" infuſing this Grace; and ſo Man: obtaineth this
his Plea, beſore the Throne oi God.
,
1. T H 12 Y anſwer roundly, That Man is juſti
ﬁed per ſalam gratz'am inbzerentum, tanquam per'
form-am iiiftg'ctm ﬁne imputation external: jtz/iitie
Cbrzﬅi, That is, by inherent Grace alone, as the

intire Form of Righteouſneſs without' any Imputa

Juﬅiication, when of his Free-will and otherways,
he is congruouﬂy diſpoſed' to receive the ſame, and,
ſaith he, Pag. 524.. God inſuſeth Grace with Re
ſpect to Man's Contrition, EJ' idea irfjſuridit quid tart
tritw, otherways not. Although t eſe Diſpoﬁtions
be not de tandigm meritorious of it, yet they are

tion of Chriﬅ's Righteouſneſs;. and that this inhes Matter whereby, or out oſpwhich it is brought forth

rent Righteouſneſs doth conſer'this of it ſelſ, as as a pre-exiﬅing material' Cauſe; and in this, Man's
Suarez; ,layeth it down, Iib. 7. Cap. 7. P'ag. 83. Soul-isnot to the ſubject capable only, ( which we
in two Corollaries expreﬂy'; although they diﬀer ſay ) but the material Cauſe.
amongſt themſelves, ſome making it habitual' Grace
5. F o it the way how, or inſtrumental Cauſe
onl , as Bellarmina; ſome both habitual and actual by which this is applied, ( becauſe this is no leſs ne
as uarez; yet all agree," that it is inherent G-race ceſiftry than other Cauſes, ſor it cannot proﬁt if it
which conﬅituteth- us juﬅ beſore God's Throne, be not applied ) the maintain that to be done by the
thereſoredo they calLit gratia gratumfatimt.
Sacrarnents oſ the ghurch ( although ſome name the
_ 2. TH Is inherent Grace, they vacknowledge to Word and Miniﬅers alſo ) theſe, according to their
be infuſed by God without any condignMeritzand Grounds' conſer this G-race ex open operate, or by
to imply theſe two,
applying of them to Perſons 'ſo diſpoſed, eſpecially
'1. Some-WHAT poſitive,-to wit, the bringing Babtiſmand Pcnnance ( that is, the Prieﬅ's Abſolu
in a new Qgality, or Grace in the Soul, which is, tion after Conſellion, which to them is a Sacrament )'
as it were a new Form to it, 2. Some-what privaq this they ſay ex Dei ordinatiorte, atritia, tart/'art
tive, that is a purging, or cleanſing oſ the'S , lifrom -gratiam, Pag. 568. and iſ there be not occaſion of'
the Biotoſ Sin, which neoeſiaril'y followeth. upon the Sacmment, they may have it in their Vow, and
the former, as two contrary Formsiare inco'nﬁﬅent' ſo be accepted without it, Page 223. Baptiſm, they
ſay, conſerreth
it inju/Ia,
contrite, Eut/wri
together.
Thusfrom
'they the
ſay,-this
or ﬅiajuﬅa.
excludeth Sin
Soul',ſi-asGrnce
'Lightexpelleth,
doth DarkTherefore
are penitentia
theſe two Sacraments
ſimply
neſs, or Heat coldneſs in Water when it is 'ſicactliﬁed. *neceſiZiry* to them,v the ﬁrﬅ for original Sin, the
This to them, in-eﬀect, is-t'he rerþiﬃon of 'the Fault' ſe'cond ſor actual.

þ

6.'W'H-LN one is thus juﬅiﬀed by this ﬁrﬅ'
ſ_o God's juﬅiſying 'oſaSinner,- is his 'inſuﬁn'g that' _Itiﬅiﬁcation, although the Blot oſ Sin- be re
nrﬅ Grace into the Soul, whereby neceﬂarily; Sih is-j moved,l and the Perſon be juﬅ and holy, there

which they account neceſſary to Juſtiﬁcatiomz and"

really and actuallyzremloved. ( and not in Opinion _ remaineth ye:_ Satisfaction to be made for the re r
. Only, as theyzobjectpto our not imput'ingthene'ofj.-moving of the Puniſhment, at leaﬅ int part, andv

A'yuin. 1.. 2.- Qxaﬅ, ,1.13. doth include four Things, that,.-as ſome aﬃrm, Satiſaction- condign, as Va/l
in Juſtiﬁcazion, to wit, an Act of Froeqwill tend

qt/(z '3..pzzrf. dz_'/_Z.,-L.*Caþ.' uJ For which End *

ing to God, and. another in. reference <to _Sin,_-beſide" they preſcribe their Pilgrimages, Pennances, Faﬅ
the ſoi'mer- two, -

-

_

U

- .

ing, Vows,'*Alms,T Do'tations; and even Purgatory

3. T H k Y acknowledge Chriﬅ's Fzighteouſrieſs 'it ſelf and .Soul-maﬂes come' in here for removing
to' be the only meritorious Cauſe oſ this ﬁrﬅ J'uﬅi of the 'Puniſhment and making the Satisfaction
And becauſe where there
Faith, VVoilts or any Thing that roccedcth, Pag. are many. Sins, it will draw to thouſands of Years *

ﬁcation, becauſe that cannot be meritod either by> to God for their Guilt.
127.

that late-procured - the

Grace,;

uſxou-oſtbiev
'

m'l
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in Purgatory for they preſcribe ſometimes, 5._ 7. in Grace, and that ex raadigna, that they may come
10. 20. Years ſor one Sin, and they may he mulz to a Perfection of Righteouſueſs in reſpect of their

> tiplied in one Day, and ſo draw to a great Length 3 inherent Holineſs and fulﬁlling oſ the Law of God;
therefore it is to them, as BeI/armirz calleth it, a that one may ſupererogate, and ſo that there muﬅ
be a store-houſe of Satisfaction; for, though they
faction is not complmt, as at the day of Judgment, ſay one cannot merit for another, yet there being'
ſeeing it may draw aoooo Years. He anſwereth a Conﬁderation of Merit, and Satisfaction both in

great Diﬃculty what cometh of ſuch whoſe Satis

it, either by the Pope's indulging of it, or by the all their good Works, they may ſatify for another,
greater intenſneſs of ſuﬀering whereby to 3oo or when they do or ſuﬀer more than might ertpiate'

400. Years that may be contracted, De indu/g. Iiþ. their own Guilt. 'Wh.ch would therefore be uſe
1. Cap. 9. CpI._ 1r74.
_
leſs if it were' not 'robe extended to other Saints,
7. B e c A u s a Heaven cannot be obtained, ac

as lie/lar. ſeareth not to ſpeak, Iib. I. Indulgmti

cording to their Principles, but by Merit, and that 'la-Cap. 4. Cal. 1160. Upon this they found their
by their own proper Merit, therefore even theſe Indulgcnces and Treaſure of Saints Merits, which
who are jUﬅiſiLLl by this ﬁrﬅ Grace, muﬅ go about the Pope by the fulneſs of his Power doth apply to
the works of Holincſs, asthe account upon which be imputed to theſe, who want of their own, ( yet
a they muﬅ attain Heaven, even as Adam was to this way' of Imputation is alway rejected by them
have done for Liſe, if he had ﬅood in his Innocen in reference toour being juﬅiﬁed b'ythe Merits of

cy; and in this Reſpect, they ſay, that Chriﬅ me

Chriﬅ) They aſlert alſo (as they may well do)
rited to procure God's Promiſe to give Life to our that this Juﬅiﬁcation is uncertain to any, ſo that

Merits, and to accept of them, not as if his Merit none can conclude, whether he be really ſo, or not:
concurred therein to make them meritorious, but as Yea, they ſay, that it may be loﬅ and one 'uﬅiﬁed
an univerſal Cauſe inﬂuencing them that they ma ſo now, may through the wantof good
orks or
merit in a more excellent way, as Suarez ſpeake
his ſinful'neſs Periſh, or, if he 'be again recovered,
Page 488. Therefore he diﬅinguiſheth young ones it muﬅ be by _Abſolution and the Sacrment of Penaſ

from others, becauſe they are ſaved by Chriﬅ only 5
but ſaith, that no Promiſe doth hold forth the Re
ward to an for Chriﬅ's Merit, but for their own,
Page 491. In which Reſpect, to them Chriſt hath

nance, wherein the ﬁrﬅ Juﬅiﬁcation is to be renew.
ed, and Grace again to be conferred. So that al-'

though he get the ﬁrﬅ Juﬅiﬁcation by Chriﬅ's Me
rits only, yet may that be fallen from, as Adam

merited a new Qovenantof Worlts, and Strength from hi' covenant-ﬅate, if that habitual Grace
of new to keep the ſame; and they are to ﬅand be not improven in the Practice of holy Duties.
T r-r r s is a ſhort View of their Contrivance of
and ſall in the obtaining of Life promiſed, accord
ing to their own performing of the Condition of the wa of Juﬅiﬁcation, which we have laid down'
works in the Uſe of that ﬁrﬅ Grace, and all that out of't emſelves, and have cited Suarcz moﬅ fre
a Man hath to ground his Expectation of obtain quently, becauſe he pretendeth to a mid-way in
ing Heaven upon, is his Conſormity to this ſup theſe (Lreﬅions, wherein many of their School
poſed Bargain, for_which that Place ( Mat. xix, ) men do run into Extreams; 'and they want not
is made uſe of, If'tlzou wilt enter int' Life.
great Confuſion, Diﬀerence and Contradictions ha
I N the laﬅ Place, becauſe Man can neverbe ae mong themſelves in many of theſe Tenets: So that;
counted perfectly righteous. much leſs to Merit it is no marvel to ﬁnd diﬀerent Expreſﬁons oftheir
any thing ſo long as he hath Sin dwelling in him, Judgment in theſe Things.
and his Actions be deﬁllal with the ſame, There

' L r: T us now enquire, if according to the for

fore leﬅ their Contrivance be marred with this, they mer Grounds, a Sinner that is purſued by the Law,
do account indwelling Concupiſcence not be Sin may with Conﬁdence expect to be juﬅiſied and ab
againﬅ the moral Law, and many Sins to be ſolved before the Tribunal of God's Juﬅice; and
venial and not to be mortal, which therefore do we conﬁdently aﬂert, that according to theſe grounds
not hinder a Perſon's Merit or Acceptation; nay, no Fleſh living can be juﬅiﬁed, which this one
not their
_Perfection
and fulﬁlling
they
ſuppoſe
to be poſiible.
ſi of the Law, which Argurnent may make out. No Sinner can expect
Juﬅiﬁcation or Pardon of Sin, but according _to

T rr e s r; are the Grounds, they lay for the the Grounds and Terms laid down in the Goſpel 3
throughing of their Juﬅiﬁcation, and from theſe But this way is not ſuch. Ergo, &I. Or, that
they draw ſeveral Concluſions, that ſeem contrary, contrivance of Juﬅiﬁcation which doth overtum
as that Men may merit Incteaſe and Perſeverance
'
almoﬅ
\
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-
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a. IF by the-ﬅrain of the GoſpelChriﬅ Jefus

Goſpcl, and is utterly inconliﬅent with the ſame be made all to us in reſpect of our Peace and Hap
cannot be the way'how a Sinncr may be juﬅi- pineſs, and that immediately (that is, without the
fied ; But this is ſuch, &it. For making out of this, interveening of any new Merit occaſioned by his
we ſhall, ﬁrﬅ, propoſe ſome general conſiderations. Merit ) Then the for'mer way cannot he conſiﬅent
2. More particularly touch ſome Inconſiﬅencies of with the Goſpcl, becauſe immediately infuſed Gmce
the ſame. 3. Remove ſome objections. And 4'. is made our former Righteouſneſs or ﬁrﬅ Juﬅiﬁca
tion; and our actual good Works, our Merit or
reſume the Conclufron.
T a r: ﬁrﬅ general we propoſe to he conſidered, ſecond Juﬅiﬁcation : And theſe two are inconſiﬅent
isthis, that the way which God hath laid down together; for Chriﬅ cannot immediately be our
in the Goſpel for attaining of Life by Chriﬅ Jeſus, Righteouſneſs, ( as we ﬅand before God ) and in
doth' formerly diﬀer from-that" wayoſattaining Life, herent Grace and good VVorks aiſo be immediatem
'that he propounded to Adam :* Hence 'theſe two Co ly the ſame: Becauſe according to the ﬁrﬅ, if it
venants of Works and Grace and their Conditions he all-ted at the Sinner, Whatis thy Righteouſneſs
are frequently and directly oppoſed in the Scripture b which immediately thou dareﬅ appear before
as being diﬀerent and oppoſite in reſpect of the Ac (nod or expect, Abſolution and Heaven from him ?
count upon which Men were to expect Life; See He is to anſwer, Chriﬅ and his Satisfaction oﬀered to
Rom. x. 6, 7, &r. Gal. iii.) But this way laid me in the Goſpel and by Faith received, this is the
down, is in Mattcr and Form the ſame with the Defence I mind to ſhelter my ſelf with at the Barr
Covenant of Works in this Reſpect, becauſe it of his Juﬅice, and by which I expect to be ſaved.
fbundeth a Man's Hope of expecting Life and Hea According to the faſt he were to anſwer that for*
ven upon the Merit of his own Works and his mer Weﬅion, thus, inherent Gmce is that which
obſerving of the Commands , which theſe their maketh me acceptable to God, and my good Works,
Grounds do conﬁrm.- 1; That they do compare his and their condign Merit is that upon which I ex-*
working and Merit by it, to Adam's before he fell, pect' Haven according to his Promiſe made thereto.
and fuppofeth this'to ſucceed now in the Room of Which certainly would reliſh moﬅ unconfortably to
that, as in the forecited Author, Iiþ. 12. Cap'lg. a challenged Sinner, and iscontrary to the former.
Pag. 487. is clear. 2. That they ﬅate the Terms But the former is true, that by the Goſpel Chriﬅ
of Life in theſe Words,'- _If than wilt mt'r Lﬀe, Jeſus is immediately made our Righteouſneſs, by
inp 'be-Command',- and tall t/rt Labour-ers to receive whoſe Merits we may have only Conﬁdence to
their Hire, Mart/1. xx;- And ſo from- this they ſay, appear before Gad,-to expect Remiſſron and Sal
Chriﬅ's Merits have procured'the Lord's re-enter vation from him according that Scripture, t Cor. i.
ing of a covenant with us; wherein he promiſeth 30. He is made to m' rﬀGad mſhm, Riglrteouſnrji,
Happineſs to our working asthe'Condition there Sanctrﬁmtſm and Rzdemptiorr, Cal. iii. Il- Chriﬅ is
of, ib'id. Page 488. And ſaith'there is'no Promiſe all, which is expreﬂy mentioned in oppoſition to
of the Acceptation ofa Sinner but upon this Ac Circumciſion and Uncitcumciſion and every thing
count. And, 3. That they ſay, the way now to elſe, which are not admitted to be any thing to the
Life hath the ſame Th're'atnings and- Promiſes vthat Believer in the former Reſpects,-but Chriﬅ'alone,
the ﬁrﬅ had, and ſo they conclude, it is the ſame Pbil. iii; 8, 9.
with it. And although they acknowledge Chriﬅ to' 3. God's Contrivance'of the Goſpel for thejuﬅi
have merited

thisPromiſe to'be'madc, and this

fying of a-Sinner through Chriﬅ Jeſus, is-ciearly

Grace to be given us whereby' we'may keep it, yet holden out to he' by a-judicial-transferring of our'
doth that inſer no Alteration'of'the way or Terms Sins as a Debt upon Chriﬅ the Caurioner, and of
held out in that Promiſe-in Reſpect of the Condition his Righteouſneſs and Merit'to us, to be imputedZ
thereof, although-it ſhew a-diﬀerent Ground upon 'for our Juﬅiﬁcation-hefore- God, without an -Re-'
which it is built, and from which'it ﬂoweth: If ſpect had to our inherent" Holineſs or' good
0rks,
therefore the Covenants diﬃzr, and a-Sinnvr cannot whether done beforeor after Juﬅiſication, as 'may
now obtain Life up-'m that ſame Condition,- and 'appear from theſe two Pl'aces, 2 Corinth-am V.*
upon the ſame- w that Adam did, ( even though 20.- That Chriﬅ is ſaid to he made Sin for us,
he be hahibitually renewed ) Therrcan 'he not come that we'may be made the Righteouſneſs of
to obtain Life in this way laid down. But to ſa the God through him : Where this is clear, that by
former, wereto continue the- Covenant of
orks; the Covenant of Redernption we are to be righte;
and exclude the Covenant of Grace; This way.
OED

therefore to Lifeis utterly, impoﬂibleſ
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ons '-by,'Chtiﬂ',_ as Chriﬅ was ﬁn for us ; but- Chriﬅ the Imputtttion of Chriﬅ's Righteouſneſs, it is im
.was made .ſin or ſentenced by Juﬅice for it, not poſſible to be juﬅiﬁed by the way.\of the Papiﬅs.
4. T a r: Scripture holdeth forth God's Way of
-by any Infuſion of ſinful Habits, ( which were
blaſphcmous to think) but by having imputed to reconciling Sinners to himſelf, to be by way of Co
him the Guilt of our Sin, in reſpect of the Pn venanting, as, an. lv. 2, 3. wherein God oﬀereth
niſhment thereof: It will ſollow therefore, that and the Htarcr receiveth and cloſeth with hie Oﬀer,
he is our Rtgjtteotiſneſs, or we are juſtiﬁcd or upon which followeth God's Acceptntion of th;
made juﬅ by him, by having his Rightcouttzeſs im Perſon, as, John i. 12, Heþ. viiL _7tr. xxxi. and
puted to us, and accepted as performed in our his being reconciled to God. Hence there is ſo much
Name, without laying the weight upon any in golcen of Covonaming in Scripture, that the whole

herent Qyaliﬁcation in us; and can there be a K octrtne thereof beareth that name of covenant,
more clear way to expound what this is to be made or Teﬅament, and one that cloſeth with it cannot
juﬅ by Chriﬅ, than by its oppoſite, what it is to be but__be_)u.ﬅtﬁed. Now, by this Doctrine of Juﬅiﬁ
made ſin for us? The ſecond Place, is, Philip. iii. canon by inhcrent Grace, or merit of Works, then:
8,,9. where Paul is ſeekirg to be in readineſs for is no Place leſt for ſuch Covenanting upon ſuch
appearing: bcſote God's Ttibunal, and he was one tiſernﬂs; yea, tibtceygtge inconſtﬅent together, There
orct tscannot
wa of makin g up the Bunch
who wanted not inherent Grace, or actual good betwoep
God and ta Sinneyi.
Works, and in a great Meaſure; yet in Rcfcrence

to God's Acccptation, he camreﬅ no where but in
Chriﬅ, not having his own Righteouſneſs, which is
.of the Law, but that Righteouſneſs wh'ch is by
Faith in Chriﬅ: Where we have, Firﬅ, Paul look
ing on a Righteouſneſs within him, which was his
.own, and that at the higheﬅ Pitch of it: ( For, it
mſpcctcth any poﬅerior Time when he might be cal

A 'r Juﬅiﬁcation
Goſ
..
eth5.of, isH thatwhenein
Faithwhich
haththe
a peculiziſpceaiii

ſaltty beyond any other Grace, as that which doth
entrtle a Sinner unto Pardon and Juﬅiſication b
the vertue of Chriﬅ's Righteouſneſs, which it dot
take hold _of._ Hem it is that ſo fr uently in

Scripture it is called j'gctz'ﬁzatim by Taſt/1, and
led to a Reckoning ) This Rightcouſneſs he difclaim that, as op _ lite to all other Graces in that re

g/zrmſrzq/i which is q/ Fair/1, and ſuch.
eth as not being that wlichuwould be accepted. a. ſpect, the
He looketh to a Rightetmſheſs wit/mit him, in Chriﬅ like. Now, the former way is utterly inconſiﬅent

Jþſus, which he conſidereth as being the only Shel

with this, Therefore cannot be the way to Salva

ter even of a Believcr from the Wrath of God; tton. And. conſidering, that Covenanting with
So that if the Queﬅion be propcſed to Paul, What God, Imputation of Chriﬅ's Righteouſneſs, Juﬅi
wilt thou choote to lippen unto? Where will ﬁcanon by Faith, (57. are Things ſo eﬅential unto

thou chooſe to be found in the Day of udg
ment? His anſwer would be, Only in 'hriſh
If rit be aſked, What this is? He anſwcreth, It
is_ to have his Rightcouſneſs, in Oppoſition to his

the up-making of a Stnner's Breach with God,
and that yet all of them are ſo great ﬅrangers
even in theei very Lime to thfmPopiſh way of Juﬅiﬁ:

canon, an ofmater
' met-ame, it
'
cannotbe
God. y incon en t wlſh
own. If it be again aſked, How he cometh by
Mo a a particularly, We will ﬁnd it i ov it? He ſheweth, By Faith in Chriﬅ, he cometh to turn, 1. The Nature oſ Juﬅiﬁcation, and at bzllt

partake of his Rightcouſneſs, which he dare lippen
more unto, than to his own. Whereby it appear it doth put in Sanctiﬁcation in the Room there.
eth, that the Goſpel's way pfjuﬅifying aSinne,r, of; and there is never any diﬅinct Ground laid b
by imputing
Chriﬅ's
hteouftteſs,
and by which a Stnner may come to receive a Sentiencz
ais Sinner's
reﬅingof upon
it. Ri ſior,
this Righteouſ
of Abſolution before God, but this, t" wit, Juſti

neſs, is not that which is procured by Chriﬅ, and ﬁcation, is loﬅ by the former Doctrine; and the
is inherently in the Believcr, but is that which is acknowledge no ſuch thing diﬅinct from Recrtne!
in Chriﬅ, and whereof the Believer partaketh by

ration or Sanctiﬁcation, as if no ſuch Act Bfuﬅi

hiding himſelf under it, and by his Faith oppoſing
it to juﬅice, which can be done no other way
than by Imputation. Now there being nothing
more oppoſite to the Imputation of Chrn't's Righte
ouſneſs, than the ſormer Doctrine, there can be
nothing more oppoſite to the Way of the Goſ

ﬁcation were needful or mentioned in Scripture
as diſtinct from theſe; and, in Eﬀect, it leavecl;

a Sinner to a way of Salvation that wanteth lum.
ﬁcation in it:

And therefore cannot profit him

For by_ denying that which is the formal Cauſd

_of_Juﬅiﬁcat_ton, they deny it ſelf, ſeeing that giveth
'
pd; And ſo if it be impoﬂible to be juﬅiﬁed without , tt a bemg2. I 'r
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þpoſea'oﬀ-it,
my;anokvſieth
no Covenant.
at an,
on quite'Eorkcither
altereth-Lhe
of atainingyit.
VL.'Anxmyeliﬂ
Nmeeziaimy
Nature anſid Term: thereof, and turneth it to VVorlr-s. and foJtxan yieldﬂbmfm WaZMM _gﬄAzcgc
3;

been laid.

For it doth ﬅill make the Slipuhþ, eorditg to ztheir, Pe'nziplespit' may lad loﬅ, and

tion onMan's Part the ſame which-doth conﬅitute ione that is juﬅiﬁql w-Dky; may 'se in ihState"
ghcj'orm
of theſi Covenamnſ
Works, however one of Damnation to _C
Morrow.
their
'v '
.
c c c 4. It maketh
Recovery

'An FXP'O S"1 T'ID'N_of-tbej
_
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Recovery diﬃcult and almoﬅ deſperate: For, ( as
Brſlarmin in the ſorecited Place aﬂbrteth ) it may
have withit aoooo. Years Continuance in Pur
gatoryw, Of-this Uncomfortableneſs, and'of all this
Matter, _more may be ſeen on Chapter ix. Lum
rzrt i.

_ _

Chap, 14.'

who dre Supei-ﬅitious, and in ſome. things in,
Erroneous: -We__ call them Antiehriﬁian, who re-'

ceive the Beaﬅ's _Mark and Number, .and *give:
him Worſhfp in *rnore'.than an'hurnane Mahneg'

aſcribing--to zhin'r-a certain Uvinltyþlnﬁllibility,
univerſalssnpremacy, and ſuch) like Atitichriﬅianv

13. I? excludeth' Knowledge, and crieth'up At'ributes; - And "who, 2. Receive'hiVDocti-im
Ignorance; So that BtIInr. Iib. d' _'Yu/Ii/ir. doth
not ſear to ſay, that Faith ought rather to be

in the complex contrivance thereof, which is his
Number-3 And, 3.- Who joyn'in'hih Worſhip,'

dcﬁned by Ignorance than Knowledge, par 'ginnntiam pm'm quem per 'rotitia'm'
*
14. IT'_ overturneth andcorrupteth the Nature'
of Holineſszandvgeod Works,.and all ſpiritual Wot-

wherein' it is Antichriﬅian, as prayin

to, Saints,'

worſhipping of Images, Adorationmo rthe? Maſs,_,
and-ſuch like." Theſe in 'the "formcrxr Addition'

we have -excluded.'. Again, we call'th'e'm 'ſuper

ſhip, putting in," I cannot. tell what, Will-'wor-v ſtitiou' Papiﬅs, who might" not altogether' have'
_
ſhip,__ex_tzemal Rites, 651.' in the Place of all Prac keeped a Diﬅance from' that Church in 'e
tice, mumbling and muttering unknownwords Thing, but many Ways have beentainted wit

their Superﬅitions, yet ſo as' to be keeped from'

for Prayer, nﬃicting of the Body for Mortiﬁca
tion, and many ſuch like things have they.

an--*Antichn'ﬅian Conjunction with that Society or'

T H .t-z s 3.; are .but a .Part of the -horrible=Ab- Union- therewith in Things that are plainly .An
ſurdities gaf-this; way, and yet .we ſuppoſe-'are tichriﬅian; but might beteﬅifying againﬅ ſuch
ſuﬃcient_to demonﬅrate the-(Truth of what we by ſome- ſincere- -Zdi-v'and þure. Light', Thus,
nſli'ett, to; wit, Jhat this way is -invulvod with many 1.-We ſuppoſe-that 'marry-_zdid 'giv'vſhrne Reve-'
fundamental Inconſiﬅencies with the -Tnuth and? rence to--the Popes, who et- 'didt'mtterly' abbot?"
groſs Uſurpations and Zlaſphemies, his'iaﬂitm-y
Waypf- the-zGoſpel, And ſo- cannot be a poſſible their
ing to himſelf 'what was proper to'zGodctand ſ
way oﬁattaining Saluationz. For,3it --maketh Mew
to count many Sins not to. be.Sms, and _ſov tie- Jeſus Chriſt,- _, and 'deteſtithe baſeti-Fia'tteries 'of 'þ'
ver._to.. repent of them:.-. The Sins-that it dlſ-I othe'rs,- that aſcribe theſeFto hi'nhnas'to be ſu
coverc'thﬄ it leadeth Lrthem not to the right sans- preme Head of' all,',and that. wth'iincivil and
faction, which only .can beaccepted for themn Eecleſiaﬅical -'I'*hings,-to'be infalſhld- lv.-be count
tarwit, Chriﬅ's Righteouſneſs, but to their-v own able to. none, to authorizeTraditions, and ſuch '
inhercnt- Holineſs and good Works;. - ya, even like; and might only give? him-ſome Reverenee,
thisﬂthoy. corrupt; and what they account ſaving either from Humane Policy and Eccleﬁaﬅick Con
Grace, as Faith, Repentance, Humility, and ſuch ﬅitutions,.ſuch' as was .given To Archbiſhops, Pa
like, are, nothing leſt than .rſuch .indeed

God. z

betore

triarchs, EJ'H- Or,*-..they might'Eﬅeem- him ( tho' I

a

erroneouſlyzand ignorantly') to bezrchurch-oﬃ
IF JÞbQ again further aſked, What then ates cer, for meddling þ-wirh A'Fhings-zzh'mmbent to '
we to eſteem' of ſuch as lived undeLPopery, if' Church-oﬃcers to meddle'in, without any Opini*
allv of them be' excluded from the-obtaining of on- of 'his illimitedz >or abſolute-Power, even as
Salvation? zWe. anſwer with a fouzfold Diﬅincti-- Men might err-in-accounting. Biſhops, Archbi
on,,-\ LiWe would diﬅinguiſh theſe who might-ſhops, Patriarchs, Cﬂ'tfz ofnDMner-Authority, al-'

live pnder-Popery, and yet. be keeped from the-tho' they- might diſclaimmmichriſﬁan *tyrannous'<
Inſection, thereof. and no way bclong- to that Bo-n Uſurpation and Przctices-irr .thenxfzand'
only '
at, _ſrqm zthc- native Members. thereof; \oſ ſuclﬂto have that Power ſubſervienrto Ediﬁcatian. 2. .
we have ſpoken, Chap. xi. and xiiutov-ſuch the iFurther in ſundamental DoL'trines-\-they. may be*

Lord .ſpeaketh,c_Chap. xviii. 4. Corn' put o Ba-- pure,,,altho' not altogether without Errors, even t!
bﬂlOZh-zﬂ'j People passed-n'ere irathei- .>
tives. as were --many of --the -Fathers.**-..3_.':Irr*Worſh'p undeL-hq' Tyra
,-.,.twhan Subjects- of) her: ing-_uthey i might, jqyn many-t ſuperﬅitious Bites, as 'a
d0m,-,. -Oſ theſe z

re,is -no-Q_ucſtiong hue-as the-.O'oſles,\-Altars,-_ Bowmgs, &Abyen-abſtain- from l

Ldrdſealed. them ſo' .himſelſpHOlzaþ-tvii. do .did -,'W0ſſhipping* of Saintsxand-nidolg'zandrfrom ac- *
he always ﬁngulanlynownntthemphand accept o£.-counting the Mlfs._,-a.,.P1opitiatoi-y=_z_Sm-iﬁce,_ al- '
themuh 2.' We X mayudiﬅinguiſhz Papiﬂs Lin vtheſe 'pitheﬂ they mightjoyn-iir-the Euchanﬅy. and ſuchﬁ
tha._-_are _Antichtiﬅian zwodhippers, and -.othe1_avlihe;-..Oſ ſuch ſort. were. Gtrﬁzn, vﬂmardziand'l
4
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ſomc'othersin the midſt of popiſh Darkneſs, who claimed, If any Man wox/Zw'p the Btdﬅ, &e. tþr'

were notcheck
altogether
free of theſe-Superﬅitions,
yet ſhme
ſhall drink gf ztviiiſictſilzq
the ſl'z'iza 2.
qſitbtſſ'ratb
Gar.ii
the-popiſh-Pride-rand
U'ſurpation, 'and
Andagaim'C/Hp.
Their Stay qfnow
bound their Authority, and preſerved the Doctrine more unexcuſable, becauſe the Lord hath opened
of Remiﬂion of=Sinsithrough Faith in Chriﬅ'sjligh- a Door of Freedom," and they reſuſe it,'even as
tequſneſs pure, and preﬂed' Hoﬂineſs in'ſome ſpiritu<ithe Peoples Stay in -' Babylon, while the Captivity
al
the midﬅ'they
of many
laſted,proclaimed
was not imputed
them ; yet ﬅaying
after
thatManner,
abound;evenandin whereof
wereSuperﬅitions
not' alto- ithe
Liberty,"towasſſdeteﬅcd,
and having

gether'ſi _ . 'We ſuppoſe theſev laﬅ are no ways with it Ingratitude againﬅ their Redeemer, and,'de
to beM'cia dd*-*with®t e'formenvbiit might have ſpiſnfg of their-Redemption oﬀered, and a willing
'had Acceſs to, God's Mercy throu h aChi-iitzJeſirg;< Submiﬂiontto that Bondagefcontrarzﬄtothe-Warn
*Becauſe,
"they 'had _rrors;
vi'eg'e _ings
and abandon
Advertiſements
given3. them,
they not '1."A2t'h'0h3h
ſuch 'its were**inconiiﬅent
with yet
Si'nce'rityct
Call to
the ſame.
After--and
this God's
alſo,
and - the 'nature of 'the adminiﬅration- of Grace. - things in the Doctrine and *Worſhip of the Church
And, 23 becauſe they keeped the way of attainingi of Rome became more deadly; for, Babylon refuſed
. Pardon through Chriﬅ ,Jeſus clear, which being fol- to be cured, and. in the Lord's righteous Judgment
ilowed by them in their Practice' ( as no doubt it it came to paſs that their Doctrines became more
was by many ) might through -God's gracious -corrupt, 'that - thereby -he might puniſh their Con
Dealing- with them, 'makeX them acceptable before tempt of and Enmity at the-Light which he had
him, ſo that their Fail'ings' being of_'Inﬁrmity- and made to ſhine. -Hence it is'that the- latter School
-\mot of Malice, "might not be imputed to them; _men, eſpecially the Jeſuits, are more corrupt than
=but they accepted as Penitents, being ſincerely af the former, as may be marked in the W'ritings Of

fected with what they conceived to diſhonour God, divers Schoolmen upon Thomas whoxdo-mutilate
-alth0ugh they did not 'diſcern every Thing 'that and corrupt many things in him; ſo as they may
agree with the
lateDeterminatiensof
Pope, and
was Sin againﬅ him.
_
_
thectCouncil
of Trmt,
and mayLbe-moﬅtheoppoſite
to

'Dgh zﬁiVn 'wotild diﬅinguiſh Papiﬅs living
ſo and dying ſo, from ſuch as though "living ſo,
'might-yet hy- God's *Grace v'have Repentance - con<
ferred upon them at their Death. This hath' been
found by Experience, that man who have been
tenacious of the Doctrines and buperﬅitions of Po
\peryiin-their Life, have been yet at their Death

'thoſe they call Hereticks: An Inﬅance whereof

,deth more ſevereCertiﬁearions to'the ſame, as

Loþ'be proclaimed more-than formerly it was.

-mayf'-be ſeenin'Cajrtan in_,3. Thomaju. 48. art.
5. where explaining that Aﬂertion of Thomas, that
only Chriﬅ ought to becalled our Redeemer ( which
formerly we had Bellarmint contradicting )hc lay
eth down, forthequalifying thereof, that'Bull of
brought to abhore-them, and 'tofbetake' them "to In the tenth concerning Indulgences and the Ap
'tthc Righteouſneſs of Chriﬅ-alone *foi their Juﬅi plication of the Saints Purchaſes to (others which
fication.
where that Repentance and Faith ſſmanj',
was ſent
him when
was-hisupon
'--Legate
at Gar"as
andto forceth
ſuchhea-Senſe
Thomas
-were true C ns'no Qieﬅion often it'was') are no
ways to beexcluded,xor accounted Worſhippers of might agree with it. Thus alſo (as we may ſee)
the Beaﬅ. J-Y_
was donciinlthe Council of Trmt, whereever in
4. DrsT-rnoursn Times, ſome thing might all Debates among Divines the molt corrupt Side
through God-'5 Grace beAmOre diſpenſed within "was inclinedU to, and concluded. 14.. Remaining in
theſe Times-of more univerſal Darkneſs, than af 'Popery now, hath more Contempt with it of God's
terward 'in Jthe breaking out of 'LightJan'd in calling, and hath reater Snarcs, as is ſaid; and
tGod's .erecting a Standart 'for his Truth in'the 'thcre'fore hath leſs _round now either to expect
Earth, and bringing forth a viſible Church-ﬅate for Preſervation from Sin or VVrath, becauſe God's
his People to join in, which formerly was not: Call requirethSeparation now more fully, and in a
Hence Communion in Church-fellowfhip with the more diﬅinct Manner than formerly he did, as
'Church of Rome is *much 'more dangerous'now .Rw. xviii. Compare/ber, my People, be not Bartak
that: I_uVVhich will appear- upon theſe conſiderati ers of bn- KÞ', [_lﬅjl-þdrtal'l a] ber Plagws: Which
ons, mBecauſe -the1L0rd doth more perempto doth'hdld-fortha ſ>ecial Hazard in Reference both
Lrilv now threaten her and her Followers, and a'd to'Sin-and VVrat , after the Lord's making this
twe may ſee in uhis Place:

Now, this is pro
Cccca
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, Wire m. Here 1: m yeoman-Surgery Here are' no am fat the command-eyen,

and
'he Faith of J'eſiet. a Voice from Heat-en [dying unto n'e, hVrſiite, Bleſſed arle the Dead which die 'in the
13. And
heard
Lord,
fromIhenceforth,
yea, ſaith the Spirit, that they mayſſ_re\i
their Labours and their II/hrhs dh
ﬂllow them;

14 And] looked, and behold, a white cloud, and apon the 'cloud one ſar, lihe unto the Son if Man,
having on hi! Head a golden Crown, and in hit Hand a ſharp Siehle.
And another Angel eanie out if the Temple, trying with a load Viite to him that ſat on the Cloud, Three/7
in thy sith/e and reap, for the Tin/e v'r tame ſorthee to reap, for the Her-mﬅ Z/ the Earth it ripe.
16. And he that ſit' on the cloud, thruﬅ in hit sith/e on the Earth, and t e Earth was reaped.
17. And another Angel tame out of the 'IZ/nple; whith is in Heat/en, he alſo hat/ing a ſharp Siehle.
18. And another Angel eame out from the altar, which had Power over Fire, and tried with a loud
Cry to him, that had the ſharp sith/e, ſhying, Thriz/i in thy ſharp Sick/e, and gather the Cluﬅers of the

I/ine of the Earth, for her G'ape: arefullv ripe.
19. )Ind the Angel thruſt in his Siehle into the Earth, and gathered the Fine of the Earth, and taﬅ it
into the great Wine-preſt of the' wrath o God.

20. And the 'Fine-prey? was troden wit out the City, and Blood tame out of' the Wine-preﬅ, ewn- unto

'He Horſe Bridler, hy theſhare of a thettſhnd andſx 'hundred Furlongg.
-

f

A v 1 N o ſhewed the foretold threatned' and
T H e ſecond Word calf in for Comforting God's
begun
Ruin of before
Babylon,
the former
ofhthe Chapter,
the inSpirit
deſcribepart
the People, is from the Bleﬂhdneſs of the Dead( it may
be eſpecially of theſe that ſuﬀered under Antichriﬅ)
perfecting

of that Judgment, he caﬅeth in. two

that die well in that diﬃcult. Time.

words needful for the ﬅrengthning of God's People:
T a a ﬁrﬂ; Conſolationis from the Outgate God
The ﬁrﬅ, is, Verſe 12. and' reſpecteth the former ſhall give when theſe Trials ſhall be over and An
Words, wherein Bahylon's Ruin was foretold; yet, tichriﬅ ruincd., The ſecond, from what might com

for the Time, Antichriﬅ ragetht and the Saints- ſuf fort them in hardeﬅ Suﬀerings for the'Time: It is
ſer. This Verſe comforteth and encourageth them caﬅen in here before the ſad Things coming be ſet
againſt thatTentation, two ways. r. By grunting down, for two Reaſons, r. To be a- Wanting of the
that: indeed this wouldbe an Occaſion to exerciſe and" high Degree that theſe Troubles would come unto,
try the Faith of God's People and make it known ſo that theſe that were living ſhould count the Dead
( which an hard Time doth beﬅ) whether they will happy (that died well) who were freed from theſe

keep the Command: ofGod, in their Practice 'uniting Days. See SolomomEtelt/I iv. 1. pmiſmg-ſhe Dead
Conſcience of theſe; and the Faith if Je/iet Chri , more than the Living.
that is, it will diſcover true Faith from. counterfeit,

T H-L ſecond Thing in the Scope, is,. to encou

and who are true Profeﬂbrs of that Faith that is true z rage and comfort the Godly that took the right way

yet withal God's People ſhall have no-Loſs by it, it of living, ſo as to die in the Lord; theſe Troubles
will be but Tempomry, andhere iti- their Ti-yal, that ſhould not mar their Bleſledneſs, but though the'
'u God's End to exerciſe. Grace and. Duty are beſt Earth ſhould triumph over them when they were
tried in an ill Time, a ſuﬀering Time Evidenceth dead, as Chap. xi. yet even then they were and'
Honeﬅy more than Proſperity; and, ſuﬀering is ſhould 'be bleſled, and therefore needed not fear or:

God's Peoples Ordinary Lot, whether Antichriitbe faint under theſe Trials. which were coming.

falling or riſing,
*\
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I'ILTI-rſﬀi'h are ſour particulars in theſe Wordo, in particular, whosuﬀering for him, keep Faith in
YLMCc, impzlcy ing 'a weightineﬁ in that which 2him to the end, it will-ſuit with the Scope, as if
'glwed us? be'deliver . 2. A plain _Maxim, B/ſſd, he ſaid, theſe that ſuﬀer for Chriﬅ rightly by Per.
3. A Qualiﬁ'cation'not reﬅricting that Bleſſ -ſecution under A'mchr'rﬅſiv ( and thus to-die br him,
ledneſs to ſuch" aTime, but ſhewing that it is ſpeci is t'odie'in him )' ſhallhebieﬂbd, vas if he' hadſuﬀer

'ſſally agreeable' and appiicable to it, ﬁom henceforth.

under
Heathens,- lſſ'fſi
altho''i' the Woridthink
there ,is'
aedgreat
Diﬃzrence.
' '

4. The Reaſons of this Application', that they may
'e . ,

,

'Voice, but a Sentence from Flee-ven, ſuch' asv ſhould

'bours,- which certainiy is Truth? otherwiſev nei
ther could they from the inﬅant of their Deaſitbbe

THE third, is, The Oltaliﬁcation-added with its'
'ſit-rit i Preface' cometh in by way of Diverſion, conﬁrmation, you, ſaith the Spirit from bo'rctfortb,
as ' it were a'ſſingiiiarfſhing, thereby'to make'what '&C. which doth not impr'y, that theſe who die in
"is aid the more' temjarkab ." 1- It' is not Yo/m's Chriﬅ, are from the time of their Death bleﬂed,
inventing, 'be bedrd a Vice,- 2. It is no earthly as freed from that fancied Purgarory, and all La
be reſpected. 3. What is ſaid, is to be recorded as
uſeful to God's People, lſſrite, ſaith he to joþn, called Bleſſed, nor yet ſaid to be at Reﬅ from their
which, except it be ſome ſpecial Doctrine, is not uſ Labours. For, r. The Bleſl'edneſs here is brought
nally repeated. 1 '
'
- in as ſomething peculiarly encouraging. the Godly
TT
a
E
plain
Doctrine
or
Maxim
that
ſhould
be againﬅ theſe coming Trials. 2. The Word, From'
written in the Hearts of' allſiChriﬅians, is, Blgﬄdare
-

l

- bmttﬁrtb, (apam', fromjnow ) looketh to 'the Inﬅant

5

they that die in tþe Lord." By which words, three '- the Propheﬁe reiateth unto,-as when Chriﬅ ſaith,
Thingsare holden forth, ﬄr. A-n End common toall, 'Matth. xxvi. From bente/Earth 1 'will not drink 'of
which is Death. 2. A Diﬀerence in dying, and that 'be Frm't' if 'be Vim': It' is, as if he-had ſaid,
- is to die in the Lord, which is peculiar to ſome, and from this time forth; ſo here, otherways it would
oppoſite to dying in our Sins, j'dm viii. 24. as Chriﬅ be from thenceforth, if itrelated to Death ſimpl ;
that'
in kfﬂﬀeikhucnjderﬅ theS Curſe and utpre beſide, the connexion here will not agree, t at
co toed'
_ odtin rotrcr
od ing
is,
bekofound
him by-hri
Faith',: Pbihz.
iii. in9. im,
3. they may 'ieﬅz it is not or-rlny ſhall reﬅ: for inn

is cauſally' to be under ood. Ifit be asked then,
' A great Odds and Difference of the Conſequents of what peculiar Happineſs or Encour'agoment is holden
theſe divers Deathsz, the one are Bleſſed, that is,

out to the Godly under Antichriﬅ's Trouble: now?

fully Happy, freed from all Miſery and enjoying Anſw. r. It ﬅrengtheneth them againﬅ the many
fully, unchangeably and eternal] what may make Calumnies of Perſecuters, reckoning them not Mar
them compleatly Happy,- even od himſelf, Mttb. grs, but ill Doors: For now- they ſuﬀer from
v. 8. Or, the words'contain 'a great end Men natu ' hriﬅians, not from Heathens as Martyrs did for
rally aim at, to wit, Bleſſedneſs; and, 2. The com *merly. The Spirivſaith not only luſor' this, but
' pendious clear Way ofattaining it by dying in C/Jrſſ: from bencﬀortb ſhall- they be full - bleﬃad that die

' Implying," I. Abeing inhirn; 2 Corinth. v. 17. -' in Chriﬅ, even under Popenias wol as Hearhen Em
Which is tobe a Believer by Faith united to, him; ' perors. 2. They are now bleﬂ'ed, becauſe ſreedfrdm
2. To live in him, this is preſuppoſed alſo (ſor, many great Troubles, Croſſes and Temptations that
Death followeth Life ) Gal. ii. 24. that is, an exer were coming on the World for rejecting the Goſpel
ciﬁng of Faith not only for attaining ſpiritual Life, now preached, in which outward Troublos the
but for the Fruits and Acts of it alſo, living like one Godly living are involved, If), lvii. r, 2. 3. Their
in Chriﬅ, andby vertue of thatvLiſe bringing forth 'Bleſſodneſs is the more now, becauſe Hellgroweth
Fruits, John. xv.. 4.. 32' To die'thcn in him, is the hoter, V'fſ' 9, 10. and it is more Mercy to be freed
_ adding to theſe Faith,.*e'xerciﬁng it ſelf on Chriﬅ, ofit. 4. They have this Uſe and Advantage of
in reference to Datth when it cometh, chea'rfully, their Pains, as to have Peace and clearneſs at their
willing] ,- boldly and conﬁdently in the Faith of Death, no fear of Purgatory ; and cleameſs of Sal
* God's gromiſe c'ommitting 'it ſelſto him, 2 Yr'm. i. vation ( now after the Popiſh uncertainty is bani
12. asS/epbcn, Jctsvii. and carrying-'with it the _ſhed )\ giveth them quiet, which is a grmt Ad
' Senſe of its owniNfiu'ghtinels, even to Death not *'vantage in-this time, yea, whatever the World
'_wi(hﬅandiﬂg'w}16{" t',,it'\reﬅeth* it ſelf over upon his think of them who in Zeal for Chriﬅf do ſuﬀer
' gracious Plrbo "Te'g, and, like 'DrI-tzrd, 2Sam. xxiin 'under Antichriﬅ, God will eﬅeem and reward ( of
, 5. dieth the e' cbntefnedly 5 theſe are biCſiCxi. This Grace ) thcirSuﬀering', Maftb. v. 1'6; and tal-(eſpecial
* in general of dyingin him.- Ifit be applyed to: ſuch notice of what Tcﬅimony is given for him. 'IT H'-B
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A
_- -.T a' 2 Words, ymiſhitb 'be Spirit, are to cou
cﬁrm this Truth to be Divine, becauſe the .World
-wou1d not believe it.
, Tu s fourth Thing. oenﬁrmeth theſe ' Reaſons,

'Chap- as:

Alluﬁon to Babylon: -So they ſeem _to. be. of one
_Nature tho' diﬀerent in Degree. Again, the Scope
'here clearethzitt, for, it.
the fulﬁlling of theſe
former Threatnings. of the proceeding Angels, and

4' wit, why from henceforth they are bleﬂed, I. the ſummary Exprcﬃon of What followeth in the
tThey are freed.framitbdhLaþmn, which is, ſup _Vials which are Degrees of the ſame judgment, which

poſed in their Life they ſuffered. ,z. Their H/mi: Jtſcendeth from theJnſs to

greatenas. theLzÞoſi

doſollm than ;*"for theſetI/abourszthey have Joy: tion will clear.
'
.-2.- C oﬄus lD I-R, 'That ..tho" both bold out
.Th'eſe suﬀering: workto them afar more exceed
ring and eternal weight-of Glory; and there _is a "judgments, yet apparently diﬀerent Judgments, not
.Proportionableneſs in their Glory to their suﬀering, in Kind, or object; But, .1..'In Degree, rhe Vin
4 Cor. iv.. 17. ſuitable .t0 iJ,;--tho' not deſerved by it, . cage is a greater Judgment, as the Cloſe of all. 2.
-Ram. viii. t7.* Thereforev are theſe Works ſaid,.to , In _Time; as itis__ greater, ſoit is.afte_r, as the Vjn

--follow in Reſpect of the Fruits of them, but not ,_tage. is after the Harveﬅ. in the. Seaſon of it. 3. It
-t0 go beſore as Cauſes- to procureanEntry. In a is lihealſo ,diﬂ'erent.in_the Inﬅruments or Inferiour
:W0rd, God rcmembrcth their good Works, and _ Agents: Therefore it is ſaid,£anotbcr )lngtl." 4. The
win Heaventhcy have the Fruits of them, (ſhiab

Harveﬅ is r'þe, but theVintage is ſully ripe; Sin is

,_at egg-carer Height. 5. _The ﬁrﬅ Inﬅrument, is
Ver/214.. W-E scorne now- to the laﬅ part of the _a Sick e, [Verſe t 5. But the ſecond, a ſharpſiSicltle,

1111. 10.

.

.Chapter, which fetteth forth God's executing his _Vr/E t.8. .When .lhe Commiſſionis giverttothruﬅ
Judgment: againﬅ Antichriﬅ and his Kingdom

In.

I;

,in,Doeds, whenz'Words do not the Buſineſs. It is
3. C o N s x o it R, ThstAntichriﬅ andbixKing
.ſet out in two Similitudes, one of an _Harveﬅ, dom is the Ohject of both, I. It is the Scope here:

Iwhereby ,.tbe worlde's compared to a Field, the ,For it is Babylon and her Worſhippers who were
-Wicked to Cum, and-Alle Execution of Judgment _threatened by theformet Angols. 2. When it is
tto reaping, like as in-tthe other Similitude of _a furtherzexplained and inquired into, it will be
Vintage ; LBoth ,of them ſet out, I. The Multitude found to be the ſame under the Vials, Chap. xvi,
.of wicked-Men thatare like Fields of Corn and Clu- v and Chap. xix. which is clear to be on ..the Beaﬅ's
_ﬅers of ..Gmpe;, agood Men like Ben-ice here and Kingdom.
tthere. 2.. ,A gtpwﬂt of Sin, and an height of_ Ripe

43 To enquire more particularly, _unto what

relate. In
aneſs that it cometh unto, as._Corns _at_Harveﬅ. 3. particular judgments and Times th
'A Rmdineſs of Judgment and eaſineſsof executing _ſhort, we conceive them to hintat
Judgments
-it, as with ab'ickle: Both which Similitudes are _underxſhe ſeventh Trumpet, ._and enlarged under
warranted-from Joel iii. 13._Put ye in the Sixth, the Vials, Cbap, xvityetmore particularlyto hold
ſn-jtþ'

i: nþg, tom get you dawn, far 'be

_out the laﬅ Judgments on .the Beaﬅand his King

' Prc/i is full, that is for the Wickedneſs is great: ,dom, but_not thelaﬅ on _the -World: _For, _r.
And (_703 _,l_,i.,33._) the like is._ſpo*lte_n ofJBaby This Judgment of the Yintage ſeemed' to be the
_Battle of Armqgeddan, largel ptoſecuted, C/raþ. xix.
Llon.
'

ſer/eare. as appeareth by' 'rſt 15. of that Chap
_ter: He hath that forhisnametotread the Wme-Pnſi
_to cotne, _for _the moﬅ part, if ,not_for all) _we if tbe man: gﬁGod; and hisArmies followed him

F o I , _underﬅandingof -this_obſcure _Place (_as
iſoberly we_ought to ſearch in,what__is_,apparently

would conſider and obſerve theſe four _thingscon _for the executing of thisﬁtme Judgment on the

.ceming,it.
l. T HA-J' both _thqſe Similitude: 'hold forth

_Whore or Bcaﬅ.

Now, _this being aﬁnal Judg

ment on the _Beaﬅ, it can probably be n'o- other ſo

_:_Wrat.h and ſad Judgment: to come. A. Concern

likely asthis, where _Chriﬅ ldoth the Thing, from
,ing the laﬅ it is. certain: _For, what is gathered which,he,hath that Name, Vnﬁ 16. Cb/iþ. xix.

_iscaﬅ in the Wine-Preſs of God's Wratb, and y_e_t this belongeth to the ſixth' Vial, probably there
zthe Similitudes areevery Way alike. Harveﬅ and being _a large Deſcriptionof many lhingsaſter this,
Vjntage ; ſharp Sicltles are the Inﬅruments, and and _anewBattle of Gag and .Magvg, Chap. xx. 8.

zchey are both ripe. _Beſide, theſe Places, ' nel iii.

and then the End cometh, Ver/2 9, to. &e. z.

,x 3. and _"Zzn li. 33. hold out an Harveﬅo Wrath Then it will follow, that by the Harveﬅ is mean
,,w__hen Wickedneſs is ripe, which Similitudes ma y ed the Judgment on the Beaﬅ's Seat under the
ﬄcllbezpade _uſe _ofhere, when there is clearly an

ﬁfth Vial, that being the nther remarkabletstronk
_
on

a

Ghhp. la:

_
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on Antichriﬅ (to wir, 'the ﬁrﬅ Harveﬅ 1 'on hisSeat As readily: and My: as a Man cutteth' down '
or State 3' or; more generally, it may take in- God's Graſs or Corn wirh a ſharpsickle, he will mow them

ﬁrﬅ Judgments'on him which yetuo not deﬅroy him :'. down.

-'

And ſo the-Vintage willbe-mone univerſal on him and- Y e 'r tho' we lookf upon 'Chriﬅ as aprincipal '
his Followers. *
*
Agent, we 'do'no't exclude inferiour Inﬅruments',

THE Scope and Sum-then'will'turn-to this, r. Hence the-ſecond Angel which cometh out tothe
That when Antichriﬅ groweth worſe' by the Word,' Vintage, is ſo defcril'zed as the-inferiour Agents are,
the (Lord will ſeverely by Judgments execute wrath' yet'in that Ohn'ﬅv is "Chief, as' 'is-ſaid. - Beſide, on him andihhr and th'at- certainl

and ﬁclgerly.'-(- Chap. xvii. ) it" isrſaid', God ﬂialloput-'it in the

2. To-ſhew-by' whirl' Method-ther

rd'wiwproJ Hearts oſ Kings to execme Judgment ornhe Where'

ceed, ﬁrﬅ; by leſier'-Jddg'rnents,* then by 'gratent and hate her: -And, ib isflike; Chriﬅ-now apparq
he will make 'a full End- in due time when all is ing with'a Growrras a Kdig, may ſigniﬁe his uſe- '

ripe, he will take' thiemas they' ripen. 3. By what' making of ſuch, and ſo appearingasKingof Kings
means, ſome executing', ſome praying, and Chriﬅ ( Chap. xix) in this works
_
.

hj-mſcifover-ruling all.

'

W E come to the Words,

.

2. T He Incitarion that Chriﬅ getteth to delay

The r. Judgment is no longer, Verſe 15. hath theſe two Things,

ſet'down, Verſe 14, r5,and16. containing, r. The
Perſon executing this Judgment. 2. The incitment he hath to it, Verſe 15. 3. the Execution,
Ver e 16. -

1.

The Party urging. 2. The Motives, uſed to per
ſwade him. The Party is an Angel, and that out '
oﬀ th' Temple: By an Angel, we underﬅand, as ſor
merly,- ſome Miniﬅer or Miniﬅers, as Mouths of

HB Perſon' is deſcribed in' th'e 14. Verſe betide" Congregationsgninterpoﬅng -with Chriﬅ ſeriouſly to
a Preface 'of v Yobn'r, I loahdwrd behold, which execute his Wrath. This their Prayer ſuiteth with i
ſhould Pmake this to be obſerved. - TheiPerſon ex- the Saints Practice pointed atv C/Mpu xvi. See alſo,

eeuting' the Judgment is ſet out- in four' Proper- fer. _ xxxiii. It agreeth well alſwwithehe Practice'
ties.

lſitbeasked, who it is ? -' For-"loſing Werof Saints' under Antichriﬅ, and -with* the Lord's

conceive Chriﬅ'to be 'principallyi meaned "here, yet way- of ﬅirring- up People-to Pray- vbeſoree-he de
ſo' as inferiour-Nights,"- who-are- made'uſe-oſ by liver fully, Dan; ix. 23.-for, this Voice being to
him whois'the'Principalſare'noe to be ſecluded.- Chriﬅ from an Angel that corneth-X out of the'

That he is; principally underﬅood,- will appear, 1.= Church ( repreſented by the Templc',---becauſe in it.
By comparing this-treading' with that Name-Chriﬅ Miniﬅers of old uſed there to ſerve) ib muﬅ ne
gctteth, CbdPA-XkrlS-'T He'treadeth who is-vtbwceſlarily be-wented in Praying end'not-'in Com

Lam' qf-Zordr. .*. 2;" The Properties agree'well l'and -manding. '- Arid the Angel muﬅvbo norproper Angel
only to him 'principally,"- ruHz rideth orr-"aclaud- but a Figurative, as beſorei .By> bin coming out of?
when- lie-'cometh to Judgment, (ſct-"Xlxi n--none the Timþleg alſo may be- holdeth-forth, r. Their
hath ſuch 'a Throne as he, and he is=ſaid=to come joynt Coneurrance in that ſuitnwho * were in the

in' tbrGÞudr
a'm"
great GbﬃlMat-th.
Church.
*- 2. -Awhereas
Libertybeforesthey
that was now
proſeſſmg.
xx.-mavis
calledwith-ProveravC/o'ud and
a white
cloud, -' r.-To ct' ſuch
Petitions,
wereinſhut
up in
ſhew-'Samaignvvand '-'Glory in> -the Judge; a.- the Temple, Chap. xi. Ll;
, '
Speecﬁneſs and Swiftneſs-'in coming"w executez'l 3. '- 'For r s Angel's speech' containeth, '1."His Suit,
By Wines/I ismeaned-hos onlyxGloriouſneſc but Thruﬅ in thy Sirtlegdelay _no longer. 2. The
InnocencysncFSu-aightneſs >of'-'pmceeding.>:- Second Motives or Reaſons ( for we-ought to ſeek-nothing
ſH-'irlih rbr Soft if'ﬂﬂn: -By-which eſpecially of this kind; But-what is well grounded )
Pro
Title hn'ﬅY-is deſcribed,-*\Cbap. *i. 13. 'and it can are two ingeneral, Tbctim' far-'brere Reep is ram',
well agree 'to none-other. Third 'Property,>He- holding forth, =r. Thatrthere wasTime ſet to the?

bath-a go/Mrvuwm-biykﬃad;-Signitying, - - r..' Judgment. \ a. When itr-iscomez- then-it is time
Authority, he is 'acrovmcd King and that with 'a no Pray, as'Dan. ix.'3._mvith 2.*--T\his word, the,
Ovw'Þ-ﬀ-'Gdﬂ' ſig'hiſying St-HtelineſsþP/al. -xxi.17?mef'r' the', ſeemeth-to'point out one eſpecial] -"
andcproipabusv-Socceſe inn his7 Undertakings mnd vintereﬁed in this -Oﬃice,*-'rwhiel>>-rmﬅf> be Chr' .

Conqueﬅs. -=- RunhaPrdpaty'zsHesbetb-Sin-biJﬁIﬁwd-ÞThe 2.-Morive is' more particular', conſuming the,
cſharp Sidlegvxhad is, an Inﬅrument wherewith they rforma; for rb: -Har-veﬅ bf- t/ui 'Eartb is ripe. By- r
uſed 3 to reap,was-vworm-Jw-Hay- with' a Sythw Bys Harvtﬅ, is underﬅood in theProphets,eſpccially ſpeaku
this-air ſet-'oout nChiiiﬅhJRMneſs, Furnitnre'andx-ing 'of Babylon, as was ſaid, a-ſull return oſ Judgment, s

Pus-mue KWeXJQdSM-LOR-wickcd Main' Ya. li. 33, .By ..R1þmtſ:. is underﬅood a Fulncſm
u

1
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Chap.- 14:

and 'Height nﬄin, J'ai iii.:fo Wild holding for-th miltpztm no_z._.to-.b? -,-ÞWM 3' Lroperlr- ſo:
ripe'Sin, and ready Judgment; Sin hathﬁits, tſow (eemgxBattelsa I Horſe: are not obſcurely mention
ing and growth and ripening, and ſo \rV rath an ed
here, andof( theſe
by. Plagues)
xix. ) tohermade
of in the
Execution
but vthe uſe
Manner
of
ſwerable is trcaſured up till:.'.the harveﬅ Time, as

God ſaid of the Amorim, Gar. xv. their Cup was the Expreﬂion of Things in this Book, is in the
not full ; and Sin may belong in ripening for hun Terms (if-Heaven. -It pointeth at ſome ﬁt ready
dreds of Years. Thereis a ſet Time-for Mcrcy, Inﬅrument Jgſus Chriﬅﬂxall haire to make uſe of
Pſal. cii. 'andafet Time for Judgment alſo.

The when heſhgll

_pt<3do,:ooe ormocto cutdown

and caſtrheſe:
the Wine-preſs z= butl Chr
aggreged with many Circumﬅances, as now ripened, xix. z) nqtmaghnhimrgr. - Two Thingsare-ſpo
and'when' our Lord appeared as one his way to ken cence-mule quid-Hasd- IN &Mr. out-Wide
exſi'ecutd Judgment, his Church and People ﬅepped Yimplt whirl) i: in Haa-wrr, um is, ſome' Member

' Meaning in ſhort is, Antichriltts Sin

bocomegreat,

in tdi beg that it might be ſo, which accordingly or Members of his Church, here called Heaven;
(Verſe 16.) is granted -, andFields of wicked Men For it was the Wine of the Earth, that is of the
are deﬅroyed, poſſibly that which Antichriﬅ lived Wiclted, and not' pf the Church, which was-to be
on ; and the Harvt-ﬅ he had in the Earth b God-'ii gather-ed. z.,_He-zs-armedeven with aſhazp'sigt/z,
Judgments 'was deﬅroyed, However, what the ( ſuch, as Chriﬅ had J to ſhew/it was that ſame
Angel hadtoexecute, is inﬅantly done upon that Power whereby this Inſtrument acted,_ the 'Armour

Petition, and accordingly it followeth, (Mr/r 16.) and Strength was ofv the ſupreme Agent. Hence,
in two Things, according to Commiſſion he put Chap. xix. ( which we take tobe the. ſame Judg
leth in his Sckle. Then 'be Earth was reapcd, ment with this, and ending- God's Controverſ on
eaſily was the Judgment executed which he intend . the Beaﬅ ) he asþKiagridqhforemoﬅ,
the
ed:

There is no more, bht irwtmwd 5 when he

Armies of Heavenfollow hilztto this Batteliz

Yea

none hayeArrnies laughe,- and we cannot conþeiye
beginneth, he maketh an End.
than acting but he r- on; their Head. ztlle'nce are'
Ver. 17.' T H r:
the Vintage, which 'is both a forerDegt-ee -of ]udg- may think it the leſs Abſurdity thatﬂthe pennon'

ſecond-Similitude 'followeth ar.

ment and potlerior do the former; Sin being nowj again for furtheranoeof the Work is renewed to this
riper, even fully ripe, Theſe Gtapes. of Sadm are Angel, although it benot 'abſurd to conceive this

cut down, gathered and-caﬅ into-the Wine-pray. of; Angel [Qbe zMzn'M of th'e- Goſpd (as Lwms

God's wrath, it being and! 'in-the Prophets to' uſe; ſerved at the- Alrarlgivigg Utrcctipp, fro
'a
' '\ one
tqnxecuts
If'
a'
this Similitude, na. lxiiiu 2, 3, 4, " -'
of 'the chooſe
giveth
the. Anscls. theﬃalzwſſ
Am
'a Chriﬅ'ſhould
I 'r hath alſh three Parts. re;" 'l'he Executioner is

deſcribed, Yerſe 17. 2. His Incitment to proceed,
Ver/&18. 3. The Execution. This Executioner is

xv, 7. and ſohis Power overttheF-ire will be . to
underﬅood, as Chap. xi. of' the Witnelles their hay;

Power
and diversrenewed
other Plagues.
an Angel, yet diverﬂy detcn'bed from-the former, ingl/Zrſh
18. over
TrueI?ire
Incitationis
:ſ God
and called another: Yet comparing it with Chap.

will

xix. 15. Chriﬅ muﬅ be underﬅood as principal, be called 'on inevery Step. In wltichiye have, 1.
but ſeeing he doth theſe Works medhtcly 1 as in The Suiterdeſcribcd. a. TheSuit and inn-Reaſons
that ſame Chapter by Armies on Horſe-back ) ſome of
arebyſetthe
down,
both
which diﬀerfrqtirwhat
former
Interoeﬂbnjk'cyſſ
15. _ct isﬂiokenis
times he is. repreiented, becauſe they act by him;
ſometimes the Types more formally repreſent them

called
r. Hean
cornethfartbﬁ-m
Angel, but hathab'two
Afar, 'which import-eth

who are Agents, becauſe he maketh uſe of them:

However when he is r'eprcſented, they are not ſe ſome more retired, ſecret holy Place 'than the
cluded, is' contra; he is not when the Types reſemble Temple: We can expound it no otherwiſe than
them moﬅ; and the putting theſe two Agent; to. we did, Chap. vi. 9, 10. in the-ﬁfth Seal, to hold

gether, it ſheweth that though Chriﬅ doth by In- .' out Heaven, ordinarily ſet out by the moﬅ Holy.
ﬅruments, yet that himſelf ﬁrﬅ appeareth, becauſe 2.

the
Work was
and the
weak;
ex
traordinctarily
he great
beginneth
but-rChurch
when the
Church

had Power over the Fire:

Notas-one pe

culiarly ſeparated to govern that Element, nor one
commillionated to nxecute Judgment himſelf by

multiplieth, he prot-ideth him Inﬅruments out of I' ire, properly or ﬁguratively to be underﬅood 5 ' for

then he needed not deal with him who is properly
And that Angel
( as theſe who pour-out the Vials are) yet we con- ( Chap. xvi. ) is called the Angel ofthe Waters; , l

her.

T a I-z Inﬅrument, or Agent, iscalled an Angel commiﬂionatcd for that End:

But

l
\

nu--m.ﬄ-=xw.r-'a.-usrng-e'n=
a=1
wv-u

_B,OOK__of
the zlEl'El-ATION'.
1
Chap.
is.
__l __ A
not a? having a peculiaſii- Charge ordinaril ' of them
executedi ripe Sin and a
orſſover them, but as peculiar] co'mmi ionated in

56)
ſmning People, haﬅen

wrath. See Pſirl. cxix. 126. I' is Time ſor rim,
Reference to them with his Vi ( yet it is not pro Lard, to work t Far they make vq'd 'by Law. And
perly to be underﬅood of Waters-as will appear ) no ſooner is the Execution begun but in its due
(it holdeth out then( to ſpeak ſo) ſome Conteﬅ and Order and Time it is ﬁniſhed. And the I'irr: it
Fight they had with Fire, and that the Fire did not gather-ed : Judgment never milleth its End. 2. The
prevail over them, but they overcamc it by the Blood Vine is-not only cut down and gathered, but it in
of the Lamb, Cbap._:tii. xx. and by their Faith tg/I in' tle: II/im Prq/i of God's ſ7ratl-, that is.
and Patience CHM. xi. )being invincibly armed a brought or put in the Place where God executeth
gainſt 'all Torments. In a Word, we take it to be his judgments on them, which as it is temporal.
'the reviving of the Martyrs Cry,' which was againﬅ is ( Cbap. xix. ) called ſirmgedd'on z and as it is
heathen Pcrfecuters, Chap, vi. Now, their Num

eternal, its the Lalc, C/mp. xix. 20. which certain

ber is complete, and there is not that Ground of ſuf ly- is the laﬅ Refult. 3. This VVine-preſs is trod,
ing the Judgment which was given in that Verſe 20. ( following the Similitude) and-it ſheweth
lace.

This cometh to Remembrance before God,

that Chriſt's Wrath who is the Treader, ſhall pur

who ﬁndeth in her the Blood of 'all Prophets and ſue them terribly. 4. It is trodden without 'be City:
Apoﬅles, becauſe they have ſerved themſelves Heirs It is like ſo was their Prcﬂes in their 'Wincyarde,
to all; and this Gui t hath aloud Cry before the for to be near them: It ſigniheth here, 1. A lit
Lord to procure the haﬅnin and cloſing of Anti Place, ſet a part for executing Wrnth on them. 2.
chriſl's Judgment. So the rﬅ Angel ſetteth out A ſhutting them out as pollutted, from his Church
theCry of all the Church Militant; the ſecond here and Heaven hereafter: So the like is oppoſed
moreeſpecially of Suﬂerers triumphant. See Chap. ( Chap. xx. )to entering into the holy Ycruſiz/m;
vi. This Angel's Suit 'in two Things diﬀereth from a ſeparating of them from his People in that Judg
and goeth beyond the former, r. The Suit is, thruﬅ ment, that the City ſhould have no Hurt by it.
in 'by ſharp SitHe, it was ﬁmply Sat/e before: ' 5. T H e terribleneſs of the Eﬀect and Judg
in three that
Things,
1. That
Blaod
Thisis added to ſhew a Seventy in this Judgment, ment
mſſm: outis : deſcribed
That ſhewcth
a proper
Judgment
and a holy preſſing in this Angel beyond the former.
2. The Grapes areſaid to be fully rrþr, ſo there on Men is to be underﬅood here. 2. It was the
needeth no longer waiting._ The Harvelt was n'pe Hrﬅ-brid/tr, ſo very deep: lVhich wouldbecom
before', now the' Grapes are fully ripe for they have pared with Chap. xix. 15., Uſ. YVhere Chriﬅ there
had more Time. 2. They; had more Means, and trodeth this Preſs, and his Followers are mounted
former leſſer Judgments were deſpiſed. 3. They on Horſe-back for purſuing this Victory; The
ſo deep
onthe up
Fields,
and the slaughter
ſo
have had more Light by what hath paﬅ. 4. More Blood
great, isthat
it choakethſi,
the Horſe-hridles
of theſe
Wickedneſs hath fallen in" their Hand notwith
ﬅanding and out over the Belly of that Light, eſpe who purſue. 3. This deepneſs of the Blood its run
cially Perfection': And now the Number of the ning, was not a Fu.long or two, but 1600. Fur
Witneſl'u or Martyrs ſecmeth to be nigh complete, Iattgy, countingeightFurlongs toaMilc. It istwo
and therefore the Sin' is riper _' now than it was, hundred Milcs, a long way 3 a deﬁnite space ſoran
Chap. vi: or'yet under the 'ſormer Si nilizude. Thus, indeﬁnite, but great, and ſetting out great slaughter,

as it were Heaven and Earth concurr to pull down of Enemies, ſo that all the Fowls are invitoi to
Antichriﬅ. ' I

a Feaﬅ, Chap. xix. In a \'Vord, it is a dreadful

4' " _'* it'

T a; Execution followeth," 'V-tſirq. and no. Judgment on the heart and his Followersl moﬅ
in which theſe Thing' are 'conſider-able,

x. There certainly to come.

isno longer Delay, but Judgment is immediately ,

L- E CſictTſſ LIZIZ'E

1.'

.l

C H A P. XV.
Y'ﬂſg 1, AN D I jaſſw arm/m' Sign it' Heav'n, great and marvellous, ſmn Angel's bee-ing 'lit ﬅr'm
leg/I Plaguts, for in them i: ſilled up 'be Whztb ry God.
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'- An EXPOSITIO-N of-rlieizq
tbattjbadgomn

a: it wlre a Sea (Zſ 'G/aſii, mingled 'with Fire, rim-I

Chap.
9,
the Victwy.
overIthe

rBnſſ, a'nd owr bis Image, and over bis Mark, and wert/1' Number yf bis Ndme,ﬅa_nd an the Sea qf
.
lG/aji,
[raving
the Harpr
of ty"
God.Mﬅ: I),the Servant
3. ſired
tbeyſimg
the Song
ty'Gad, and _cttlve Sang oft/we Lamb, ﬂying, Great and
marvellous ar' thy H/Brkr, Lard God Almighty, juﬅ and true, are [by Why: thou King g/ Saints.

4.' lfſboſhall mrſmr thee, 0 Lard, and g/oriſj' thy Name ? Ear thou only art Holy;
tame and worſhrþ before time, for thy Judgment: are made' manifeﬅ.

Ear all Nation: ſhall

.)

' T the Cloſe of the xi. Chapter, It is calledgrmt andi marvel/am, in reſpect of the
when the ſeventh Trumpet did Events eſpecially which it foretelleth, to wit, God's
ſound, we told you that-the *Wrath upon the Beaﬅ, and his Kingdom, to their
Order and Series of the Story very overturning and erecting of a Church and
oſ the Events would have re Kingdom unto Jeſus Chriﬅ on his Ruins. Which
quired a preſent entering into conſidering the Beaﬅ's Grandure in the World and
the particular Deſcription of the the way of God's bringing that Deﬅruction about,
by? H/o, which here is called the will bea very wonderful Thing. 2. The Thing
laﬅ Plagzm, but that it might be the-clearer, the is hintcd at in general, ﬁrm: ſings/s having the-ſeven
explicatory Propheſy and Vilion is caﬅ in, Chap. Xll, 'la/I Plaguer; where is ſummed the laﬅ Wrath and
xiii.' and xiv. as the ﬁrﬅ great Sign that was ſeen judgments oſ Anticliriﬅ; in that Reſpect the are
after the founding of the ſeventh Trumpet:'_ And called 'he laﬅ Plnguat. The Inﬅruments are ngelr:
when that is ſuﬃciently done, he returneth in. the It may be God will make uſe of Angels, yet not
ﬁfth Viſion, to ſet down the third and laﬅ princi only or immediately, Therefore by Jblgels may be
pal Propbeſy, which is ( as the other two )'ſet underﬅood whomſocver God'ſhall make Miniﬅers
down in ſeven Types, and hathuts Preparation, of his Wrath, probabl Members of his Church,
making way, to it'as they had. - So it is formally in as Kings ( Chap. xvii. that are made to hate the
the Series knit to the xi. Chapter at the Cloſe, Whore and do his Pleaſure on her. 'See Clap. xiv.

where the Temple is opened: Then followeth
Thunders, generally intimating Judgmentsa Now,
it is ſet down what Judgments, and this Viſion de
clareth theſe by bringing ſeven Angels out of the
Temple thus opened with Wrath, which is the

1-3. and xix. r4. The areſeven, to ſhew diﬀerent
to be poured out.
T H'E laﬅ Thing in egrees
the Verſeſi,
is the Reaſonv

Judgments or ſeveral

why they are called the laﬅ Plagues, becauſe in them
zs ﬁlled up the Wrath qf God, that is, not only is
ſame hinted at there; and Chap. xiv. from. Iſtrﬅ their Wrath in them, but ſuch Wrath as will con
ſumate what Wrath here-away God determinateth
15. See Chap. xi. l/erſe- r5.
T H'I s' principal-Propheſy is contained, Chap for the Beaﬅ till he be caﬅ into the Lake'; there
xv. and xvi. inthe ﬁfth Viſion it hath its Prepara will be no _[udgment here, after theſe come, nei
tion- and Executiom The Preparation hath- three their will-'therebe Place for them. Theſe Plagues
steps,- I; more generally giving a little View and will makeafull End.
I/'rſe 2. T H e ſecond 'general way, whereby he
Sum oſ-it, Ver/e I', a, 3, 4. of this Chapter. 2.
More particularly deſcribing its Inﬅruments, and giveth a Forctaﬅe of what theſe Vials bring, is alittle
Concomitants, Verſe: 5, 6, 7, 8. The third is a Hint at the ﬂouriſhing and gladſome Condition of
plain giving of the Word to theſe Inﬅruments thus the Church, as well as oſ the hardThings which
were to come on her Enemies: Which two ordi
made ready,.-Cl'ap. x-vi: Ve'ſe r;
T H'E more general" Propoſition of thisvViſion, narily go together, and uſually by Anticipation are
is ſet down in two Things; or, istwo ways expreſ ſet down in a Song. It is an Alluſion to riſe/2: and
led, ﬁrﬅ,. Ver/e.- r-.-, That now John ſaw, after much and IſraeFs way oſvcoming out of' Egypt, who,
Delziy, theſe wholrad the laﬅ Plagues to execute, when they paﬅ the Scar wherein their Encmies
making ſor it; The Verſe containeth three Things, were deﬅroyed, did ſing: So the redeemed, when they
1. yobn's dcſigning this Viſion, to xmalte'- Menltiie ſhall be delivered out of ſpiritual Egypt, and be put:
more attentive, Iſaw ( ſaith he )'*aﬂotbn*S[gn, fhd't on'the Shore beyond th'eii'Tryals, they ſhall ſing and
is, ſomewhat appearing not accidentally, or from have no leſs Cauſe to ſing, and ſhall do it as ſurefy'
natural Cauſes, but purpoſely appointed tolſigniſy asvever Mſis did, Exod. xv. The one Delivery
ſomething : It is another, that is, diﬀerent both in ſhall be as certain, great and welcome as the other

Type and Signiﬁcationſrom whatwas Chap. xii. L-Particularily, in it conſider, r. Who _do ſing, they

are

Chap. 15.)
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are they who baye gortm tbeſ/ictbry aim- the Beaﬂ 'a whoring from him,,_wondering aſter the Bent.
and his Image, his Mark and Numhe'r': By theſe' strand/55 S'I'ANDINC upon this Sea of Glaſs, doth
are underﬅoodvnot ortly'ſuclrasv were-ever keepcd'iimport, r. A'Conﬁdence in them, in their betak
from Antichaiﬅ '_his Pollution','hut all"th'at1ſhall he'ing them. to that Shorc, as it were, the Bcliever

under the ſeventh 'Trumpet,' as' brought out from' _ never haltethtill he be on Chriﬅ, but is ever flying
under that Tyranny, as the Alluſion 'to the People toward him, and then he ﬅandeth. 2. It import
of Iſrael'e coming out of Egypt clear-eth. They eth a Conﬁdence that they have, as now defy-ing
are thus deſcribed particulariiy, to =ſhew they vare 'Antichriﬅ through the vertue of that Blood, and an
ſuch Whom neither the Pope's latterers, nor Terrors, exulting in God who had brought .thcm to that
nor 'Church Threatnings could prevail over; -' but Land, and this hath ſome Alluſion to the Peoples
thtoughGrace they prevailed over all, though ſor Practice, Exoq'. xv. '3. It implycth an Eﬃcacy and
a (Time they, fought.
"*
v
vertuouſncſs,'to ſay ſo, in this Sea of Glaſs, that:
,T H as r: 'ſour Things over which they get the being ſor Excellency like Glaſs, is yet able to ſup
Victdry, ſigniſy the ſame Corruption of Antichriﬅ, port all the Redcemed and to keep them from
'that in no Rcſpect its deadly Poiſon did ﬅick to them; drowning. Lqﬅly, ( which is clcar from the Scope)
.A F 'r a' R he hath deſcribed theſe Singers by their

it importeth their publick ownirg oſ the: Truth of

Victory as fully renouncing and abhoring Popery in God, which was contradictcd and oppoſed by An
all the Branches oſ it, They are, Secondly, ſet out tichriﬅ and his Followers, whereas they lnrl not
in that Poﬅour they were in, They were ﬅanding appeared ſo openly to bear Teﬅimony to it before.
an a ſca qfGIaﬅ mingled wit/1 Fire. Three Things By this Sea qfGlr/ﬅ cannot'be underﬅood the W'orll;
are to be (inquired her', r. What this ſea of Glaſs _ ZBeacau-ſc, T. Th'is'Sc-xfoſ Glaſs is mentioned at

is? 2. What it is to ﬅand on it?
Lbe mingled with Fire.

3. \Vhatit is to that which ſupporreth them, and the Baſis upon
r
Which they are builded, which will not agree to
AFirﬅ, B,Y this Sm, orgreat Veﬁels oſ Giaﬅ, we this uncertain lVorld. 2. It is ſpolten or asa Piece
ſhew (_Cþqp. iv.) was underﬅood the Eﬃcacy of ' oſ their Adorning, and that which ſepnateth them
the Blood of Jeſus Chriﬅ, by; which only his Peo .ſrom Antichriﬅ, and keepeth them as-contradiﬅinct
ple and their sacriﬁces can be Waſhen and iſanctiﬁcd; from
"his other
Company.,_
which will
not Sea
be of
ſo Glrſi,
clear
from the
Interpretation.
3. ſiThis
and
of may
this we
gave the Reaſons
there,this
and
here
alſolit
be conﬁrmed:
For, ﬁrﬅ,
ﬅand

upon which they ﬅand, is ſaid to be ming/rdwitb Fire.
ing upon the. ſea of Glaﬅ denoteth the Excellency By Fire' muﬅ be underﬅood ſomewha: ſuitable to
zand Firmneſs oſ the Foundation upon which they this Sea, Now, Chap. iv. where this Sea is ſpoken
ſtand. 2. Ifweconﬁder parallel Places,v it is in ex-t oſ [ſer/i' 6. 'Lnmps oſFire are ſpokcn of as burning
preſsv Terrns expounded, Clmp. vii. 14. when this beſorc the Throne, which are the ſeven .Spirits of

ſameComparry and their victory are deſcribed, this God: Hence it will follow, that by Fire here is
is'gi-ven
as 'the Ground
thereof,
tbtytheir
are tame
ry" ſus,
underﬅood
a ſanctiſying
Eﬃcacy
the ſpiritoſJc
great
Tribula'tim,
and bow
waſhen
Rode:outand
which isſiof'tcn
compared
in oſ
Scripture
to Fire.
'markt/mit white in the Blo'odaftfre Lamb: So ( Cbap. 1 will baptizc you will: the Ilaly Gbqﬅ, and will: ,
11. ) it is ſaid that they owl-ram: by the Blood Fire. And ſo thisis the MeaningJſaw the Rodecmed
o _rſiound
_ the Lamb,
&it. XAnd this being marked as the put beyondt thc'Diﬃcultics of Antichriﬅ, and out
which ſecureth. theſe redeemed Ones, it'foſ' the Haad'rdtoſ his-'fCurſ-g, by the Vertue of
muﬅ be ſor this purpoſe, to ſhewthat the wayand Ch'ctriﬅ'FBlogdjuﬅiſyipg'ſ rein] and'hy Lhe-Vcrmect

manner .Of their geniingpvictory over the Breaﬅ, rhis Spirit' nctif "ngﬁt ct'

and their .Securitygagainﬅ him, did conſiﬅ in- their'lickiy 'a

: ſi And Tſaw them pub

an, Hnajgpnﬁdenuy giving Teﬅimo

ﬂeeing to, and reﬅing upon, Chriﬅ Jeſus his Satis- ny tothe'Truthfas"tl'ot'aſhnmcd oſ the Goſpel
faction and fRighteouſncſs, while the reﬅ of ahti- of Chriﬅ; _nnd 'this 'is added 'to diﬅinguiſh thcii:
.chriﬅian Worldfwere blindſolded in Ignnranoe and truly Redeemed' fron) carnal and preſumptuous
E'rmr, going abggtgto eﬅzubliſh their .own _Righte- lﬂypocritegﬄ who ' nﬅ of Faith and their ſtand.

.ouſneſgasgt Wergzhy the Works'oſ. the Law. '3. ing "the Seh "'o'fj _l-Zils, but _do' Evidence that

It'iscon _
lfvpmſſthagJGI-mþ. 'iv. wcheiiethi'ssea that Sed' s- nest-'anger 'with Fire and [he spi
o, i _ As
rſhedzto be-beſorc the' Throne: 'hit oſ-Saiictiﬁdatihrg' andf'tljereſore is not tintFoun
hichiſﬄm'

LYLC'X-Þli _of

.,their_.abiding zuear untoliGod 'in dation' wbicnwin give them 'Ground to tune their
_ '. s. When all'ge'nerally wem
"
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A" EXPOS'TZON of the

ILIZ'PS, and ſing before God: Further, it may ﬁg
niſie Chriﬅ's making uſe of the Croſs to promove his
Peoples Sanctiﬁcation, which is ſubordinate and ſub
'ſervient to the ſormer.
-

Chap. rs.

great Work, Omnipotency maniſeﬅeth it ſelf', and '
that it was done by him who could do whatſoever

he pleaſeth: So in this the aſcribe the Power to
God, and commend his Vjhrlrs. They add, juﬅ

' Is' the laﬅ Part of the Ver/r, they are ſaid to haw and true an thy Ways. two other Epithets. 1.
the Hams of God, while the ſtand upon the Sea of. juﬅ, for it was well deſerved, there was no wrong
Glaſs: This ſheweth, that t

former Ground muﬅ

e;

done to the Beaſtby any of theſe Vialsﬁ 2. The,

be ſomething which giveth them very great Chear i. a. conſorm in all Things to thy Promiſes made'- fulneſs, and agreeth well with their having Palms in to thy People, and Thre'atnings againﬅ- thy Ene
their Hands, who are ſpoken of, Chap. vii. 14. and mies; It is not Works in particular, but Why: that

are ſaid 'to have waſhed their Cloath: in the Blood qſ are commended, that-is, all the Strain of thy' Pro-* I
And this Phraſeimporteth, 1. That their ceeding ſince the Beginning is juſt and true, even as
Harps were excellent; ſo the Phraſe in Scripture, is this ; So they take Occaſion from the Particular, to
Lamb.

often, when it would commend the Excellen of bleſs God ſor all the Way of his Providence in all
Things, to cal] them Things oſ God, that is, moﬅ Things: Thus theſe who pray ſor Antichn'ﬂ's -

Exce lent. 2. It importeth it to be of God's giv Ruin, (Chap. xiv. ) do now praiſe. The Name
ing, not a Harp put in their Hand, or, a Song put they aſcribe to God is ſuitable, That' King 9" Saintg;

in_their Mouth by Antichriﬅ or the World, but _who by thy juﬅ Way deſerveth to be called ſo. He ._5v
by God himſelf: And this is their Advantage, Is King of Saints, I. Becauſe he loveth Holineſs,
that their Songs and Mirth is communicate to them and theſe that are ſo. ' 2. Becauſe he deſen leth them,
by God, and ſo cannot be interrupted by the and oppoſeth their Enemies, and the Enemies of Ho
lineſs, as here he hath made it appear; So that though
World.
T H en he cometh, Vnſe 3. and 4. to deſcribe he be King over all the World, yet he hath a ſpecial
'the Song, t. It is generally, the Song of Mﬅr, Dominion over, and ſingular Care of Saints, and theſe
that is, having the like Occaſion and Subject which who are Godly, ( Pſal. iv. 3.) [Jeﬅtteth them apart

he Had, Exod. xv.

2. It is the Sang of the Lamb, for himſelſ': And this Title hath a kindly Claim un- i.

that is, 'ſuch a Song as Chriﬅ hath given the Occa to God in the Boſom of it, as well as it ſheweth
ſion of, the moﬅ cheerſul Song he hath put in our what a holy King he is, who in his Soveraignty
Mouth that ever was. If: Sang, ﬁrﬅ, Becauſe he," will acknowledge no proper Subjects but TSaints.

by furniſhing the Occaſion, putteth it in our Mouths, Hence here he is King qf Saints, whereas ( _70'. x.
PſhI. xl. 3. And Secondl, By his Spirit he help I: ) he is King ﬀ Natives: Becauſe there it is a
eth to ſing it. Third! , He is the great Subject
of it.
2. T H t: Matter of the Song, is more parti
cularly ſet forth in it ſelf, which expreſſeth three
Things, or three Ways ſpcakcth to the Scope, I.
By commending theſe Works of God's uﬅictz and
him the Author. a. By ſhewing the glorious Eﬁ

r uit of common Providence that he is commended *
from, as the giving of Rain; Here it is a peculiar
appearing for, and owning of his Church, expreﬃng
not only Power, but Holineſs in his Way, and that
in a ſpecial Manner,
-

T H 1 s commendation is ampliſied in the Eﬀects,
I/rrſ: 4.. setting out wonderſull their heightning

fects of them. 3. The ſpecial Cauſe having Inﬂu of theſe wonderful Works of God, in two Ex
ence to produce theſe Eﬀects-c In all which, there preſſtons, having every one of them their Rea
is a ſpecial Likeneſs to their Song, Chap. xi. as was ons.
Firſt, Who will not, or, ſhaIl * 'not fear thee?
noted there, it. God's Works ( that is, theſeſpecial-s.

ly that are hinted at in this Type of the Vials) are LWere thou and thy Works well known, 'are there
called by them great and marvellous. I. Great, any ſo-brutiſh, or ﬅupid, but they muﬅ needs praiſe
becauſe no mean Power could overtum ſuch an and ſear thee, and gloriſie thy Name, and think

eﬅabliſhed Kingdom ſo eaſily as he did the Beaﬅs, much of thee? They do not declare the Event,
that is indeed a great Work. 2. MMZIIMH, breed that every one ( d' fact' ) ſhall do ſo; but ( de
ing Admiration, even ſuch as ſhould make Men' you they ſay, There is Reaſon it ſhould be ſo,
'nd Angels admire God's Wiſdom, Patience, Power, and hope that now much more of this ſhould be

Juﬅice, (57. What ſuﬀered this 'Beaﬅ to thrive ſo than ever, before. The Reaton is, For thou only
long, and now 'in his Height taketh ſuch Order with art holy, that is, thou art eſi'entialiy, inﬁnitely and
him. Therefore an Epithet ſuitable to this Workiis unchangeably holy, which noCreatut-e-is, And now
given to God, Lord 'God II/niigbfy, 'becauſe in this by thy owning of thy People, andexecutingjudgmem
ſo

:v*-* *--

Chap. '5.

---
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ſo juﬅ] , thou' chanteth-thy ſelf to hero. yea, urb- taking to thee thy great Power, as Chap. xi. it is
ſo;
one in all <the ,Worid xouid have 'guided evident. And ſo from ſuch Maniſeﬅations of the
Things in ſuch a*"gteat_Confuſiqn ſolandþtought Hoiineſs andjuthice of God in his Judgments, they
them to ſuch an hoIyJEnd. newe ſee now thou argue to tbeGreatneſs Xof his Praiſeyand the En
haﬅ done: Before we were in Hazard. of miﬅakjng, jargement. of
K'ne m,_,which cannot but ſot
the'e, who art holy and true, Chap. vi. asjf thou lowed ſuch tare ,

or

of Juﬅice, ſeeing God' is .

had 'too long delayed itzyet now' we ſee that in j'rm': bit/Je Judgﬃuttqwbkb be executeth, PtaL .
pureﬅ Hoiinefs thou haft ordered all without any jx. 16.
wrong
.., -.., .
>
In sum, theson MNQM wonderfully judg
T'ſſz ſecond Expreﬃon amplifying theEﬀect, ,_eth. the.
w reupgn, ſhall follow Eniarge
is, A! Ncttiim ſha/Iimrſhtþ ate/int: rim: _T_be£a__a,-_ men

,In_crea(e and Joyto the Church, which ſhall

ſon isJFar 'by judgment: an made, mnﬀlﬅzz ,In-_a_ beg, , round to them of rendring Pulſe to this Pur

Word,' This 'glorious Winrh will make) way. fol'upoſſ ( though. notſin theſe very Words) to God. '

bn'ngi. in Nations to 'the Chtuch, ſeed'tg by mew-hid: song would! beconſideied in the Matteroſ
Expze on of thy Holineﬂs, thou haﬅ manifeﬅedthy it, landrin the Manner, whciein exceeding high
ſelf-a juﬅ God, and p'ublickly made it appear,_ thou and heavenly Thoughts of G o n appear in a

wilt be avenged upon Antichriﬅ for all his

Heart that cannoL, ſatisﬂc it ſelf in praiſmg

which hath been formerly obſerved; but now by, him.
s'

'V'

"

'
'

C

ſſifhdrukEiu.
-Ve'rfe .- him?
that, I bold, and behold, 'be T'mpkuﬀ ,th,,.,%lmzmrk,:ﬀ t/n Aﬅhma] in
&coin-T' ﬃ-qbtﬁlſſdi
' "i
'
' '
.
_
'be
' ged: ram out of the Temple, Saving tbeﬁum Ham, dptbcd in pure and-white
Limtrſi'ln'd'ba-z/ing their 'Bmyls girdld 'with golden Girdle-m,
' \
73 Bid 'm qf- the ur' Bieaﬅ: gave unto theſe-nen Ingeb, ſwmgolden [Calx ﬂzIl-vſ the ſVmtb qf God,

who Iﬁmbﬂi- ev'r an ev'n'

_

8. "J'ai-'be ﬁmplz wet-ﬁlled will: Smal'lfram the Ghry qf God, onl/'tom bi: Power; and m' Man wet
'He to arm-i' img 'the Temple,- fill Moſt-um Plagues gf tbeſmn Angel: wcrlſulſilled. r, _
'r rr'. * t ....'.. :
' .
-."
l.
H LS Chapter ( as was ſaid ) comaineth gel's coming ſixth,- as a prior Step of the Narration
' L"theTPreparati0n to the Propheﬁe of the in order before their coming forth.
'

r ſeven Viais, whereby the laﬅ 'VVrath of

F o R underﬅanding of it, we would conſider that:

'*'( God' is fulﬁlled on the Beaﬅ and his King there is an Alluſion (as Chap. xi. Vf/ﬅ uIt. ) to the
' dom. The mue generaiPart- of this, is paﬅ in the 7ewiſh Church. where in- Time of ldolatry and
preceeding Verſcs; Theſe Verſes do more particu Backﬂiding the Temple was ſhut, as in d/mb's

Iarly3ſet®fo+th the Preparation, in theſe four,

a. 'In Days,- and in Time oſ Reſormation, when all was

'the Riſe 76? all; which is the Temple: opening, or the brought again to the Rule, the Temple was opened
change iof the' outward Face of the Church. 2.. and ſanctiﬁed, the sacriﬁces put 'm order, vand the

_ 'The
'of the 'ſeven Angeis that were Prieﬅs -ſancti6ed, as in Hazdiab's Days. jo/m's
Inﬅruments, V'ſ' 6. 3. Trhe furniſhing of them Meaning is, beiote this, the Temple was ſhut, Re
for 'their TﬂkandWork. '4. Aaconcomitant go
ing alongﬁ- with the Execution of their Judg
ment;- - 1- - i'v
'I
_ T H' L 'ﬁrﬅ Thing, is (Ver/2 5. ) the Antecedem

iigion, in 'it-s outward Spiendour and Beauty, deﬁtced
by Antiohriﬅ; But now (as ziſ-he ſaid) I ſaw a
Time of Reſormatiorhwdien Suporﬅition and Idola

try was baniſhed, and Purity 'and Truth preached in

no all theſe Plagues, whiehjsthe Riſe of all, that is, open View. as it was before Antichriﬅ darkned their
'the opening 'of &be-ſimple. That this isnnteeedent, Light. Thus, asthe Temple was that which moﬅ

Xppearc'th by the Contem, where this opening is'ob wide-mood the State of t-he- Jtwrſh Church, and the
ﬀerv-cd 'Io-clear whats'fedloweth concerning the An changes weremoﬅ ſenﬁþiywþſerved there; So (as
many

57,
sm'any other;

_

..

-
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An EXPOMHWN &ﬁxt-i =thatjs borrowed to'ſet outſi'the iandllt-is hn'l'exdellent' Dlgnitly,

. Chap. -'5.-=

a'nd honourable 'to .
Chan e i_n_' tlteChriſtian Chtirch' here.'_",5ee moref'Zbe mile hleloſ'in 'its Exe'eution, veſpetzially as ap
chain. xhſ'ſſſiz 19. TFhis'StepOFiPrctkﬄti-On con- proved'v Lnſtr'umcnts; Partly,'to"ſhew .God*.s; pure
cemihg'thc publick breakingﬁpuﬂt oſ'theiſſl'ruth'; isſi'Pr'occedihg, - without

tiieu'leaﬅ Mixterelof. any

obfſervedfor theſe Reaſons, i; To ſhew, tcto What Paſſwſſn;
-_-*-1 * i r num m' n 't 'i ' 1,
Time theſe Vctials belong, to wit, to the State of the" -2. >TH£ an Vials 'are given by one of the

Church after Antichriﬅ's Treachery is diſcovered,- Beryls: It is like, thc ﬁrﬅ" Beaﬅ,.( as one Day
and God hath made ſome Light' to break out in 'his -0ſ-.the
cek, -is the ﬁrﬅ Day, Matth. xxviii. )
Church, to wit, to the laﬅ Period. 2. To ſhewithe which _( Chap. iv. ) is the Type of valiant,*bold
connexion of theſe Vials with, and their Dependdnce land zealous? Miniﬅers: They are ſaid to give theſe
upon, the blowing of the ſeventh Trumpet,**0hnp. 'rAngels theſe Vials, when'by'and ſrotnzGodZs Word
xi.' laﬅ Ver. where this ſame is mentioned: Fowl-they dear than-to- be their-Duty,' " and. in' God'g'

after a proﬁtable Digreﬃon, whenv he cometh again Authority calleth them'vto- it. ' 2
to the Series of the Propheﬁe, 'he beginneth ( as it' ſeem, that God wouldſſnot 'have

which it would
ings'land Princes

were) where he leſt, ſo to carry it on from thence waiting- ſor an extraordinaryRevelation and Call
t0< awake' to this Judgment, but to aoquioſce in
ſofrward the more clearly.
*"T H e ſecond Thing will clear this, after 'this ordinary Miniﬅers,- c'learing-his Truth from his
Temple is opened, and Religion in Hwten ( that-is, - Wbrd;--And thus',- thb' Miniﬅers be not to exe
in the viſible Church) is publickly proſeſi'ed, the cute Wrath actually and immediately b ﬁghting,
Lordhringeth .out.ſe,ven ADZQILQULOK the ojzgned yet do th (as it were) blow the rumpets,
Temple.
Inﬅruments
of this by
Wrath,
mentioned, Theſe
Ver/t' are
I. the
'ctThey
are'deſcribed
theſe 2Chr0'1. xiii; ' and'ſo they ſet up and 'caﬅ down
Kings and Kingdoms, j'cr. i. and their Sword ﬂay
Things, r." The are called Huge/s: We think eth more than -Hazaek. Thus it would ſeem,
not properly, but gurqtively, ſuch as he had ﬁtted when eminent Men are converted and ingraſted
for thisWVork, and commiﬃonated to execute' it, "inc the Church, zmldnsgMiniﬅms doiput-them in
mind of
this ' Earth
Duty mSueh
that God
expecteth
ſeombeen,
the'ſ ſi
whether .Miniﬅers_o,r Magiﬅrates._ Their getting Kings
of the
zealous
Men have

their 'Vials ſrom one of the tBaﬄtﬂsT-zmd their being '

particularlyGod
wereis after
of
arrayed with girdles, ſeemeth to conﬁrm this ;' and and
the Temple.
ſaid the;
here;begun
t' lip'opening
for (verſſ
more eſpecially, that they were-great civil Men. 2..
They are deſcribed ſrom whence [they came, They and ever; Partly, to ſhew, that heis reverently
came out eft-ly' ſimple, that is, ( asi-t appeareth) alway -to be ſpoken of;

Partly, to ſhew, what

they ſhall be Members ofthe Church, (enow-made Maﬅer theſe. Angels had, and whoſe Wrath they,
patent ) who are to be made uſe of in theſe Judg were executing: Not their' own, Therefore they
ments, to_c.\t_ccpte his Wrath on the Where. 3. ſhould not be in their Zeal ſelﬁſh and carnal, but
the Wrath oſſueh 4.
The) -are cloathed with'Li'teﬂ; either to ſhew the it'MﬂzGod's-iW'ath,

Purity of their Proceeding, or'alluding 10 the Prieﬅaz great-God; and therefore they had need to. be'

Habit, 'Ezeh xliv. as that of golden Girdle: alludeth lingle and humble, as others had Reaſon td be
to the manner oſ Kings. So theſe are Kings and' afraid of ſuch everlaﬅing- Wrath. That Denﬁi'ni
Prieﬅs', authqrized and wellyiſurniſhed for ſuch.a_ nation of God, naddeth toulje hejghtning not' thet

Work; -'A_tl-1whd>m' -he etngloyeth, 'are ﬁtted 'Inﬅnþ'l Wzmth._-.

_.

.* l-UJ'"

:*..*

>
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'metttsſor' hl's'Wbrkt-li'- - 743., * . . l n! lml zvTx E , ſourth Thing,U whiohxisnhe' Concomiſi
' 'F'lctk't thifdi'Cimumﬅance 'of theirwfurther Ppe-i
tam of thcſe.Plagues,-= is Hey? i_8.. þ-Egntaining, 1',

puration; is- mentioned, Vrſe 7.-ctWh'tere two Things: The Concomitant. it ſelf. He. _'Its Eﬂ'qtﬁt. - TheCon-e,
ate' to._bc ohſel'ved, I. The'Inﬅrument, or Meansi comitant, is, The ſimple is, ſilled with Smahei
a? thezPlagues which-they had to execute them. This alludeth to God's, Way of old, making his,
,with,*
that. is, Vial:
gf Wi-ath.
great: Preſcnce ſenſible by Signs in the Tabernaele, when:
cthoUowlVeﬂels
or'full
Cups,
wide ﬂat Vial:
rthei are
Mouths!
it-avas' newlyz. erected, asiEa-ad. xl. and In the
--'-is'*"meaned;4 I.- Grtatlf-Wratl'n'- 22. aAn' Temple, when it was newly builded, as'zlﬁags
eaſie-"Mix " let way-oſ-pouring - it forth-"without, viii. 140.; .So hergewhcn jth; gpſpeþchurch (ſhin

great Nol e,-*p${ſibly, having Relþect to the Thrþ benof. newrecmtered, Gods' Preſegce .,w,ill be as.
ning; Chap! ic'iYZ where' they ates-threatned with' ſenſible. and great in it, &Ft-it waszoﬂptd, when'
thc Cup (if PGod's Wrath. =Theſearedalledgn1der
ſick, partly, vbecauſe Juſtice in it ſelſoispreciousy Prieﬅs might not enter into the Temiﬂez becauſe

oﬂthc Glory out. Sqmctimesalſq thisnppcarz
ance,

AOQK 'Art-gilte EVELA T_IO N.

- Chap-3116

s 5.,73

ance, is,_a
oſAngctsﬄae; Ahﬀh vii.-when he. ( the _Church __hath her Dwellers then) bdt that
appeared ,to,= taheyſengmnce on ubhormoﬂendemzpmongﬅ them'without, againﬅ whom theſe' Plagues
and ſiwould admit of no AIIXICſCCﬃOiiZct. Theſe being were directed," none of' them, orſew oſ them, got
not. ihcſion 1ﬅent,ſſ but brctdinarily-ſſcohſoyried', te wit: Repeirtanceto ﬁee'in For making Peace with _ God
l

God's Preſence,'glorious' and reſreſhin'g to his own,
and terrible and dreadful' to his Enemies, 7ſa.'1xvi. 5. ſ
we underﬅand
both here:
Which
the
VVordS-ſi following,
zFil/ed
wt'th agreeth
Smohe, well
fromwith
the i

in Chriﬅ.

But theſe'Plagues, being againﬅ obﬅinate

Contemners of the Light of theWVord, now ſuch a
ſpiritual
smoke and'
of Ignorance
Hardneſs
Heart
was'on them',
poſſibly oſand
Darkneſs
and of
Conten

Glory zf 'Gad;,,_ _' _looketh to. ih's gracious appear- 'tion in the Church, ſo that through God's Judg
ing, anziſrm'hi: 1 aw'r, zthat holdeth him forth 'te'r- ment on them,,'theyfretted*under theſe Plagueg'and

rible,' as 'now 'Ztppearing to exerciſe his-"_'POWer for "writhed, but repented not,- as we Wlli ſeetparticulai'
Comfort to his People,,'and Terror to his Enemies. sly bbſerved, Chap) 'xvi. Or, none could enter, Uſe'
And ſo the Eﬀect agreeth to this, Yhere'wa: na Man 1 that is, God would admit none to make Interceſiion
that watzahle to enter into the. fTZmþ/e, till theſeven ſor preventing theſe Plagues, ( as Ille/e: and the Ptieﬅs
Plagues werefuſ [led 2 .Wliic-h ſheweth the Degree 'in ſuch Caſes entred' the Tabernacle to it'itcrceed)
or Meaſute'oſt iat Glory oſ God's appearing: It until the KWrath' threatned was executed: And ſo
was extraordinary',,,as-was in theſe Times, Exact. xl. none could enter till then, will be this, They could

and 1 Kingi vhLſibeſore mentioned. It is not to be neYer enter ſor that Put-poſe, as the Word is takenr
undeiﬅoodziasz if none now were in theTemple, .zSa'r/. vi.;I/e'ſe laﬅ.
.
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CHAÞ. XV'I.

ND I hhardia great I'oiee out tﬀct the Thmple, ſhying to the ſeven dage/5, Ga your'
Verſe I. A
ways, and pour out the Vial: ty' the WF-ath of God upon the Earth.
2. And thvſirﬅ went, and poured out his Vial upon the Earth 3 and there fell a nor/ame and griev
ous Sare upon the Men which had the Afar/i of the Betyl, and upon them whirl; worſhiþped hit
Image.

World in it ſelf; yet, being compared withthcte
*

1 N this xvi. Chapter, is proſecut
_ . '

' -

ed the Execution of theſe laﬅ Church, it is but the Earth:

Out of the Temple,

Plagues, from Ver/e 2. In the becauſe there of old God gave Oracles ; It is an Al
1. Ver. there is the laﬅ Step
of Preparation ſor it, by com
miﬂionating theſe Angels who
were Inﬅruments, preſently to
fall about it. The Voice ſeem

luﬁon to
Before we
ſpeak
particularly
of theſe'
Vials,
wethat.
ſhallctpremit
ſhme
general
conſiderations'
uſeſul ſor underﬅanding' oſ them,.or ſome. general
Obſervations concerning them;
_

r. As all theſe'Vials ſpeak' Wrath, and the'
'eth to be Chriﬅs, called a great Vice. out of the laﬅ 'Wrath,, ſo do th'ey' all' ſpeak Wrath' princi
Temple: Eartly,. to ſhew Authority in him that pally againﬅ- the Beaﬅ, as' the Object of it, with

calleth 3 Partly,-to ſhew his Earneﬅneſs in theThing his Kingdom and Followe'rs,. as theſe who have
he calleth unto. Whether this he immediately from his Name, Mark, character, on. The' ﬁrﬅ Vial;
Chriﬅ, or mediately by his Miniﬅers in' his Church, is poured on the Earth of' that Kingdom, and of
( whichis moﬅ like ) it is all-one, ſeeing it isChriﬅ's the ſecond, 'fifth and ſeventh, it is clear; His Wratha
\Vord,- andhath his VVarrand. The Commiihon is is _perſected againﬅ the Whore 'by theſe, there'

limited, 'To pour then? out on the Eaith, that
ſuch ſore that Song, (Chaþt xviii. and xix. )tisas the®
a Part ofrthe Worldtasiscomradiﬅinguiſhcd ſromthe 'Reſult of' theſe.- Judgmen'ts; For, they are ſuch
Church, which is _called Heaven; For, afterward Judgzments "as" are not
ſome. are poured on the Sea, ſome in the Air, &it. peculiarly. aﬀect' him

common to others, but

and

his.

Therefore int
thew

Ear, though theAntichriﬅian Worldbe a cornpicat
'
l
'
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, Chap. 16',

'4. T'A'ke this
than-An
particularly relating to Men mentioned before, [to tichriﬅ hath'a double Nation-and conſideration,
the fourth Vial, it is ſaid, The Men, ( at' antbroþai )

wit, theſe that were marked with his Mark, which
will afterward be more clear: Yet let this have

three Caveats,

Cbap.
as Civil
orEcclellaﬅZcal:
So theſe
Parts
of
him,xiii.Rivers,
Sat',
drey 'and the Eﬃzctſſs
on them,

t. The Church wanteth not her may have that twofold Conﬁderation, ſomeot' them

Exerciſes, even in the Time of theſe Vials, as was

on his temporal Grandurc, bringin tmiparal plague-r;
tame, by ſpiritual

clear from Chap. xiv. r-r. ſhe hath her Enemics ſome of them on his Eccleliaﬅ'ick
and Battles there, but they all end in, and tend 'to

her Inlargemcnt in the Cloſe.

Judgments overturning thatz, Thereſorets it, that

2. Tho' they aitn ſome of them are certainly'ſ iritually; others literal

principally at Antichriﬅ as the chief Enem , yet, ly, 'into to man, to be un erﬅood, ſome of them
other Enemies do not eſcape unpuniſhed, ut are have Reſpect to both, as we will ſee..
5. OBsE RVE, thatin thcOrder ofthepour
made Sharers in the Judgment alſo, under them,
eſpecially in the 6. and 7. Vials, which are more ing forth of theſe Vials, there isa-ſpecial Likeneis
general, as will appar, and take in moe Enemies. and Reſerence to that ſame Order and Method

3. It is not to be underﬅood, that they ſo carry whichy'as followed in the Fame's, Chap; viii.
on the Beaﬅ's Ruin, as that it is alway ſenſible; The ﬁrﬅ Vial is on the Earth, as the ﬁrﬅ Trumpet,
he ﬅill ﬁghteth, and may have his own [ſeeming and ſo it is with th'e reﬅJ; But'as the Mrldr are
Advantages to harden him, as if he might reco

diﬀiarent, ſo are the Eﬀects.

This letteth us ſee,

ver, which yet ſhall never be, but by this' God Firﬅ, That as we are to look on Antichriﬅ's Fall

hath the more Glory in renewing his Battles againﬅ
him, as he'had againﬅ Pharaoh, by multiplying his
Judgments againﬅ him, unto which there is an
Alluﬁon here.

2. IT would be obſerved, That the Kingdom
oſ the Beaﬅ, when it is ſpoken of as the 'Object'

of theſe Judgments, is ſpokenof as a World havs
ving a Heaven, Earth,- Se'a, Rivers, Sun, (57. as

by the Vials, ſo we are to look to his Riſe under the
Trrumpm, ſeeing the Spirit holdeth him forth in theſe

two,

t. A Suitableneſs and Equality in God's

Juﬅice, bringing him down as he roſe. a. A ſpread
ing and counterfeiting Nature in his Errors, making
a whole Bod , as it were, a Mrld, in oppoſition
to Chriﬅ's
orld before, Stt'andb, It helpeth, by

comþarin the Trumpet.' and Vol: together, to win
Parts of it, even as it vir'as obſerved before in' the at ſome learneſs in the Eﬀects threatned. And, 3.
Deﬅruction of the Hcathen World in the ſixth Soal, That the _Ruin is as certain as the Riſe of the Beaﬅ ;

C/rap. vi. and of the Chriﬅian World,'*C/7®dp. viii. and as the three' laﬅ me: in the Trwrpetr were
-'
Which Obſervation is uſeful, I. To help us to greateﬅ, ſo are the three laﬅ Vials.
6. C o it s t n 1-2 it the Time to which theſe Vial:
ﬁnd out. what thing in Popery, or, inqthat Do
minion, is. meaned by ſome Analogy ſrom Earth, relate: And altho' it be not eaſie or poſſible to de
St',
&c.to inſuch
theThings
naturalmadev
Bodyuſeandofﬂame"
the termine the Diﬅance of Time between them, or the
World,
in' that of
Antiſi
preciſe Beginning of every one of them; yet ma
chriﬅian World: Which, in that Reſpect, are ſomethin be laid as certain for the Riſe and Cloſe
Earth, Sea, &Ft. to it._

2. It is uſeſul, to let us of this

iſio'n in general, which in ſhort we take to

ſee what Weight Religion and its Change'hath be that ſame ol the ſeventh Fumpetr founding, Chap.
upon a People, It maketh 'it appear as another xiſi after the begun Change of Reſormation, eſpecial

ly when Reformation and Religion came to be eﬅa
theſe three Periods, are' to be 'fought in'the Change bliſhed by Civil Authority, which will be about

World; and > therefore the ſpecial changes' in all

that is on the outward Frarne and Face of Re Arma 1566,*' as was then more fully cleared: This
ligionu 3. It is uſeſul for dearing one Thing'by is after the Beaﬅ's Kingdom is diſcovered, and a
another, as what was Sea', in the ChriﬅiaſſWorld, Change and Decay in his Grandure begun. The
will helpto ſhew what ſupplie'th 'that Room', in the

pour-ing' out of the ſeventh Vial, clearerh that the

Clofc' is the conſurnmating of God's Wrath, as their
Antichriﬅian', (57.
3. ,O a s rl: 't v s, that in 'theſe 7701.', Reſpect is Titles bear; Chap; xv. and Verſe 2. and ſo endeth
ſundry Times had in the Ertprellion'oſ the Eﬀects to with
7. Time.
Couceknctino 'the Inﬅruments, called . Angel',
the Plagnes oſ Egpj, Ex'ad. vi. 7,-,8. yet ſo, that a's *
Romiſh Babylon, is ſpiritually called Egypt'and Sadoni, Obſerve, Tlmtho' one Angel only be named to
Cbap. xi. So theſe Eﬀects, are not literally," but every one," yet it will'not exclude moeAgents, but
griritually to he underﬅood, at leaﬅ, in a great that-God, tho' he make uſe of Men, Miniﬅers or
Magiﬅrates, (both having Hand therein, Chap. xiv.
art.
compared

--'-_r

BOOK of the REVELATION.

Chap. '6. _

m

compared wizhtzryii. ) yet he hath it over-ruled by the Eﬀect; For, one or' them hath Inﬂuence on the
Angels, that-it _b_e_ not diſappointed, and that it ſhould other, and a Suitableneſs to the other, as ſuch a
not fail.

ſ.

Cauſe
upon and
ſuchReſemblance
an Eﬀcct, with
3. That
there bctemay
an 'have
Agreeancc
theſe

TH ar, .tho'
Order in
' 8; of
loþﬅrvﬄ'
Riſe
theſe Jndſigmelnts,
and there
all arebenot'poured

the
out
ſame Things mentioned under the Trumpets: The

> here
together;
as inthe
and Trurnpets,
it will yet,
not'ſollow,
.ſithatSoals
the former
Judgment ſo
is one ( to wit, Earth, here) being to this Antichriﬅie
an World, in place oſ that which was Earth there to
the Chriﬅian World. 4. special Reſpect would be
der in riſing: Yet, the firſt and ſecond Plague, which had to the Story of Events; ( ſo far as they are 'al
arethe
theEﬀects
of the ﬁrﬅ two
go alongﬅ
'to
end, andhayectbut
theſeYials,
new they
Plagues
ſuper read "ſtilﬁllcd) for ſome Length certainly they are
ſulﬁ led, that the Application may agree with the
added to them. ; .__ v '* _ 1
X
' Series
ſure; of
ſi the
' Event, which otherwiſe' cannot be
ended, beſore another come, but that there is an Or

' To come \nearer, there are two Things 'in all
theſe Vials obſervable, I. The Object plagued, or
that whereon the Vial is poured; which is (as it
were) the Cauſe. 2. The Eﬀect following, to wit,
the aﬀecting or plaguing that Object, whether that
be primary or ſecondary ; _For, one Plague may have
ſundry, Eﬀects following upon or going alongﬅ with
one another. Concerning which take theſe Rules,
I. That the Object denoteth ſome ſpecial Part of the

' To come particularly then to the ﬁrﬅ Vial, ac

cording- to theſe Rules, the object oſ that Plague,
is the Earth. 2. The Eﬀcct is, 11 grievous and
noiſom: Saw' fell upon the Mr' 'who had the Bed/Pa
Mark, and worſhiþptd bis Image. By the Earth, is
underﬅood that which is moﬅ firm, ( it is the moﬅ
ﬁrm Part of the Univerſe, Pſal. civ. The Earth be

gﬅabhſhed, &e. ) and moﬅ eſiential and neceſſary ſor

Antichriﬅian Frame or Fabrick of his Kingdom, entertaining of Life. By the Earth of the Anti
"chriﬅian World then, wc underﬅand ſuch Doctrines

complexly' taken. The Judgment is primarily
-.there; the Eﬀect again reﬂecteth on the Perſons
Wvho'are' Supporter's of that Kingdom, and aﬀect
_ethlthetn, as the Earth, Sea, Sun, Seat, &Ft. is ﬅill
ſomewhat' of that Antichriﬅicti State," which, be

' ing aﬀected, aﬀecteth his Worſhippers, as the bring
ing down of a Houſe, hazardeth theſe 'that are
in it; or, ſomewhat wrong in aShip, theſe who
fail in her. '
2. T_H_A L this 'Thing plagued, 'or on which

the Vialjs routed, cannot be any (thing meerly
active in'v this Judgment; as ſor nﬅancq'by 'the
Sun, under the ſourth".Yial,' 'cannot be meaned

here the Scriptures, becauſe' they, as ſuch, are not
ZprgpcſParts ofſi'theſſAntichriﬅian Fra'me, but ſome

Scripture'
_0t er thing accounted
_

as they lay ſor ſureﬅ, and upon which all the reﬅ

ﬅand, and without which that building cannot ﬅand,
and be a World, ſuch as it is, more than this World

without the Earth. Such is the Pope's Supremacy,
abſolute to diſpoſeoſ all Things as he pleaſeth, - ( and
others mentioned, Chap. xiii. as charatfteriﬅical to
him.) Hence did we expound the Earth ( Cbap..
viii. ) to be the ſundamental Doctrines of the Chri
\ ﬅian Religion. The pouring the Vial on this, is the
diſcovering the Unſoundneſs of ſuch Grounds, the
_'rejecting and abhorring them in Practice, and Mens
betaking walk
themſelves'
to'- morewhen
ſoliddone
and by
better
Prin
ciples-to
by, eſpeciallſiv
publickly
vauthorized preaching.
*
- v

to them: Nor '

doth the aﬀecting, of the Scriptures, by any violent
'handling
are can
exceſſive
ſiin thﬄi 'or
Butthem,"
it muﬅgrievethemwho
be ſomething that
ſuﬀer
by ſſtheiE"Vials,'the ſuﬃnzihg whereof may have

, ſuch 'ſuitaþlelﬂﬁects on the 'Subjects of that King
" dom, as, the rejecting o'ſſtheir Traditions may pro

bably grieire Jthe Abe'ttors of them." _

'

3. IN Application-either of the Things plagued,

T H a Eﬀects ſuit with this. t. Theſe plagued,
are ſuch as are inﬂavej to the Beaﬅ, and ﬅood and
'ſell with him in the largeﬅ Extent of his Tenents and

Doctrines;
The Plagueit
is a Boil
and Son',
'but
ſuch as is2.occaſioned
byſſtheſelf,former
Diſcovery,

alluding to the Plague ( Exad. ix. 8. 11. ) or' Boils,
eſpecially on the Magin'anr. Hereby is holden out
aPlague, r." Painful. 2. Shameſul and Loathſome

'beſore others: By which may be underﬅand, that

or of their'Eﬀects to Particulars," 'ſpecial Reſpect inward Envy and Fretting, and outward Contempt
-would be" had to theſe three or ſour Things, r. and Shame that fell on Antichriﬅ's devoted Slaves,
To the Analogyrbetween ſuch a Thing (ſuppoſe v when God brought to Light the Vanity, Blaſphc
the Earth) in the natural W'orld, and what is called * my, and Hypocriſy of their deviſed Religion, and
Earth in this Antichriﬅian Univerſc ;_ that by the Si Tyranny, whereby the 'World had long been de
militude of the one to the other, ſomewhat may be ' luded. They now come to he' accounted as un
gathered. 2. What is applied, would ſuit well with 'ſavoury Salt, and ſal'ſe TCchers, who once ſwayed

E e ee
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all. In. ſum, this ſaith, That when the ſeventh
Angel ſhall ſound, and God ſhall begin his Qmrrel
' with the Beaﬅ,'he ſhall ar the Entry ſo diſcover and
ſhake the prime Foundations of t at Antichriﬅian
Kingdom, that it ſhall procure much inward Fret
ting and vexing Grief ( compared to pricking in the
Reins, Pſal. lxxiii. 21.) to the prime Supporters

mentals of the PopiſhKingdom were thicken at,
ſuch as the Pope's Supremacy and A'bſoluteneſs, the
Opinion ot Indulgences, Merits, Soul-malles, Pur
gatory, &to. Which two, Era ma: (men-il ) ſaid,
Were the two unpardonable aults of Lut or, that
he had meddled'with the Pope's Crown, and the:
Monk's Bellies, meaning, that they would never
thereof, and ſhall make them loathſome and abomi< digeﬅ it, to be touched 'in theſe, but it would gall
nable to the World, as were the zllagioianr ( Op them. 2. The Contempt that followed upon that
poſers of .Mrſts, and of the Peoples Delivery from Diſcovery, and the Vexation, Anxiety, Terror,
Egypt, and inﬅrumental in hardninp',r Pharaoh and Trouble and Grief that it put that Roman Clergv
unto, the Evenrand Hiﬅory of theſe Times dcto'
the Egyptian: ) by the Plaguc of Boils, Ear-ad. ix. 11.
ſuﬃciently witneſs.
ſo as they could not ﬅand.
IN the Event, this is ſure, 1. That the Funda

L E C T Ll' R'E

H.

Verſe 3.- A'nd the ſicond Angel poured out his Vial upon the Sea 3 and it Bitamo as th' Blood of 'a
dead Man: And every living Soul died in the Sta.

4. And the third Anger/poured out his Val upon tho Rivers and Runtaim of When; and they httamt
Blood
5..And Ihoard tho..,z!ygtl of the, Whtmſah. Thour art righteous,.0 Lord, which art," and wyt, and
(ball he, becauſe thou hay/ijudged thus :
.

6. Ear they haveſhed the Blood

of Sdints and Pmpbm, and thou ha/I given them Blood to arm; jai

they are worthy.
7. And I heard another out of the Altar ſhy, Even ſh, Lord God Almighty, true and righteous are

judgments.
;

HE Angels proceed to execute v God's this Sta muﬅ be ſuitable-and ſerviceable to theſis
Judgment on the Beaﬅ, And the/toand who trade in it, and theſe again ſuitable to. their
pouroth out his I/ial on tho Sea, Verſe 3. Trade, which' is the Souls of Men amongﬅ other
The Eﬀects are. two, r. It herazno as Things, l/nſ: 13. ihid. and theſe certainly muﬅ

the Blood- of a dead Man. The ſecond is a Conſe be their Church-Men 3 therefore this Sea they trade
quent oſ this, Every living Soul died in it. There in, muﬅ be their Eccleſiaﬅick or Church-Conﬅitu

is in this certainly ſetſorth-a further Degree of An

tions, Forms and Ordinances of 'Sacraments, Ce-

tichriﬅ's Ruin, as the_ſecond,,Trumpet held ſortha

remonies, Maſſes, Traditions,_f5't. and eſpecially'

further, Step oſ his Riſing:

what. concemoth Indulgences, Pardons and Purga
tory, becauſe. in theſe their trade of Souls is eſpe
cially driven; This anſwereth' ſomewhat to the

In general, This ex

,tendeth the PlagueonAntichriﬅ further, and bring

eth it to an higher Degree; But more particu
lar-ly, .( as we conceive ), is holden out God's Plague ſecond Trumpet alſo, Chap. viii.
upon the complex. Body of that Kingdom,.as it
G o n's Plague upon theſe, maketh' them like
is Antichriﬅian, that is,,both Sea and Land, eſpe

the Blood ty' a dead Man, that is, ( as Chap. viii.

cially their Ordimnccs, Government, ſuperﬅitious Verſe 8.) it became corrupt, and not only uſeleſs,
Forms of .Worſhip, Councils, Decrees, &17.. where but deadly; .ſo that whoſoever would now follow

by much of their Grandure ﬅood; Now theſe are that way, and 'drink of theſe Doctrines, it would
ſet upon, and the

Abbacies, Traditions, Indul

hill him.

Which two Eﬂects hold out,

1.? That, -

gences, &57.. whereby they ſubſiﬅed, are in a great, after God'slbegunWarrelling with Antichriﬅ, he
Part deﬅroyed. _

mendeth his ſuperﬅitious Worſhip nothing, but

T H_.A a', by Sea here,.muﬅ be. underﬅood ſome

maketh it worſe; ſo' did the Council of Trmt

thing of this nature, will appear by comparing ,in many Articles, both of Faith and Worſhip.

Via/(17. and r 3. of Chap. xviii. together:

For, ,2. That after: God's revealing" and diſcoveringr
the;

--'r
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the Groſneſs of particular Errors by the former is the Accompliſhment. And in this Vial and
Vial, he went on and diſcovered the Rottenncſs

the former, there is an Alluſion to the Plague

of the complex Worſhip and Government of that =_tbſ Egypt, when all was Blood, and the Fiſhes
Kingdom. 3. That by this Diſcovery, eſpecially died.
'
THE Ohject of this Vial, is, Fou'ztain: and
their Church-men were pinched. 4. That this
brought the Antichriﬅian State lower, and made Rivers, to wit, ſuch Things as furniſh Moiﬅure
many forſake theſe rotten Waters, that they could and Life to the Antichriﬅian World, as Fountains
not live in them; or, if they ﬅayed, they were and Rivers do m this. They muﬅ be ſomething
now more deadly than before this Diſcovery: 'So running to the former Sea, and in 'Oppoſition to
by dying here, may be underﬅood their dying as the Truth of the "Goſpel, G/mp. viii. yet ſo as it
to Antichriﬅ's State, that is, ceaſing 'to'be of his 'muﬅ'be applied not of Things, but of Perſons who
Kingdom as formerly, as Chap. viii. 4. ſo they have ſhed Blood, and whoſe Blood is ſhed. By this
die to him, or, they are more hardned that ﬅay, then, it would ſeem their Orders and Clergy eſpe
and become more ſpiritually dead. Thus this cially (and all others who are prime Inﬅruments
Judgment either

maketh

them leave him, or it and Supporters of that Antichriﬅian YVorld) with

maketh their Condition more deſperate: So that their Nurſeries and Seminaries, whereby they have
now, none continuing to live under the full Pro ﬁlled the World with corrupt Teachers, muﬅ be
ifeſſton of Popery, can get Heaven, as in the for underﬅood. Theſe are called IV-lls by Peter, ſecond
mer Darkneſs, in ſome Reſpect, it was poſſible: Ep'ﬅIt, Chap. ii. Ve'ﬅ 17. (tho' wit/you! Wbte'r,
This by the Council of 'Ft-nt, and what follow

that is, refreſhful \'Vater. ) Theſe run to and ſuit

ed upon it, we may conceive "it to 'have 'its ſtil with the Sea of Ordinances formerly mentioned.
filling; ſo that now Men can no more live in Theſe have furniſhed Life to that Beaﬅ of a long
.Popery, and own their Tcnents, than Fiſhes can Time, Men drinking atno other Fountain or River,
do amongﬅ Blood; but every living Soul that but-the Writings of ſome corrupt Schoolmen, whoſe
quitteth' not theſe Ordinanzes, ſhall periſh; part Principles and Aſſertions are often more debated

Iy, becauſe now they are worſe in themſelves-3 for than the Scriptures; and had it not been wa
lpartly, becauſe the Light having made the Diſco Rered by theſe, that World had run dry long ſince.
Theſe Mens Doctrines ſhall not only by this be vili
ve , a Separation is called for.
THE third Vial followeth, from Vﬂj/Z 4. to pended, but the Executers and Followers of theſe
8. containing three Things, 1. The Ob Principles ( whereb 'many Saints have ſmarted )
ject plagued, It is ib' River: and Fountaim. 2. ſhall be repayed:
or, Perſons eminently ſubſer
The Eﬁec , they are turned to Blaod, 3. There vient to Antichriﬅ, and malicious againﬅ the Saints,
is a double Approbation of God*s Juﬅice, or Con muﬅ be underﬅood here, as their Ordinances were
gratulation added, whereby ſome Things may he by the former.
gathered, uſeful ſor underﬅanding this Vial, which
T H E Eﬀect, is, Theſe River: btrame B/Md:
diﬀereth not 'only in its Object, but in its Kind Not corrupt only ſ as in the former Vial ) but
from the former. We may in 'this obſerve theſe they became bloody, that is, had their own Blood
three Things, r. That the Object is Men; not given them to drink, and were really made liable
Ordinances or Governmcnt in the abﬅract, but to ſuch Croſſes and Executions as formerly they
(ſuch as ſhed Blood, and can drink Blood.

2. had made the Saints liable unto; ſo the X'Vom:

What ſort of Men they are, to wit, guilty of the after expound it, and ſo the Church in the ſe
Blood of the Saints, Executioners of that Whore, cond Seal is deſcribed by a red Horſe. But leﬅ
who is'drunk with the Blood of Saints, Chap. Antichriﬅ's Foilowers ſhould glory in suﬀering as
xvii. and in whoſe Skirts it is found, Cljap. xviii. 'in Martyrdom, the Congratulation is added, 'to
24. 3. \V-hat Sort of Plague this is, Blood ſhld, ſhew, that it was an Eﬃzct of Juﬅice on them:
Which is commended in a double Congratulation
literally ſo taken: So to drinkBlood, importeth,>
H
r
they have ſhed Blood, and are met in their own and Approbation.
Meaſure.-' Their Blood is ſhed, and that in' abun
Vnſ: 5. TH 1: 'ﬁrﬅ Approba'tion, is by the
dance: And the juﬅ Ptoziortlonablcne-ſs betwixt Inﬅrument of this Plague, called the ſings] gf
their Sin and Judgment here, importeth this, eſpe die Ilium', becauſe this was committed to

cially if we' conſider that (Chap xiii. 9, m. )

"him,

to

plague

theſe Rivers and

Fount-tins.

he that ill/eth will) the sword, 'mﬅ be killed by 'l'hcre is' here, beſides G O D's Title of E
(be Sat-ord, which is the _'1'hxeatning, whereof this ternity, ( or Holineſs, as the laﬅ Word of
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Chap, 16.

thc three, in. the Original ﬃos, hath it) a two prodigal of the Saints Blood in their own Meaſure,
fold commendation oſ God's way in this, with the though unqueﬅionably this and much more was de
ſerved.moeItKingdoms,
is written of
thirﬅing
Evidence of both ſhewing that is done, and that after
wasCyrus,
acttxlaﬅwho
defeated
b ﬅill
the
diﬅinctly upon Grounds of Knowledge (as Men
who ſpeak of ſuch Things ſhould do: ) And there is Maſhgette, and'having his Head cut oﬀ, omirz's
one from the Altar, ſubſcribing to this Judgment, the the Queen did caﬅ it in a Veſſel of Blood, bid
which we take to be the ſame, Chap. xiv. 18. ding him that never would be ſatiated, drink his ﬁll 5
,
whereby we underﬅand that perfect Harmony that ſuch a Meaning.r hath the ſame Phraſc here.
is between them in Heaven and theſe on Earth,

T I-r s ſecond Congratulation, , or, Approbation,

Heaven and Earth as it were, rejoycing together
in the Exccution of this Judgment, as it is Chap.
xvm.
T r-t F. ﬁrﬅ Congratulation, or Approbation, go

is Verſe 7._ and it is the Subſcription- of the Saints
gloriﬁed in Heaven to-this Song, ſetting their Seal
tothe former Approbation, Ewuſa, Lord God Al
mighty, Ls't. obſerving, and as it were, preaching

eth on two Things, t. something iniGod is com God's Juﬅice and Truth that appeareth now in
mended. 2. There is an Evidence and Proof of that theſe Plagues. This looketh like the ſame, who
Chap. xiv, 18. put up their Suit to God ſor this
which is commended.
I.- T H A 'r commended, is God's Eternity and udgment, now when it is come he acknowledgeth
unchangeablcncſs, it is the ſame with his Name J s it, ſo that as both the Church-Militant and Trium
H ov A a, theſe three syllables making up this, phant longed and prayed for Bahylan's Ruin ; Now
which art, and waﬅ, and/hallht; and it eſpecially when it cometh they are not idle spectators, but

relateth to God's Faithſulneſs, making out now bleﬁeth him ſor it.
his Promiſcs to his People; and this Attribute being now:

They prayed then, the

Who do the former, ſhall have

plaiſe
ccaſion

'he
ſame with
J E H Faithſulneſs
o v.A H is here
as of the latter, and ſhould improve the Occaſion of
an Evidence
oſſiGod's
whenobſerved
he is now
Praiſe as well as of Prayer. If by the ﬁrﬅ be un
known by that Name as he was to Iſrael, Exod. derﬅood Chriﬅians active in the Judgment, azzd by
ſuﬀering
yetſhall
underthus
Antichriﬅ,
it
iii. and that other pitched upon, is God's Juﬅice, the
willſecond,
be one ſome
Thing,all sorts
bleſs'ſſGod
not (imply, but as proportioning ſuitable Judg
ments to the Party plagued. Righteou: art thou ( even theſe that are but Onlookers) though as yet
O Lord: That commended, is the Righteouſneſs they do not ſhare of the Delivery in that Meaſure.

and Juﬅice of God 5 the Ground-of it, becauſe thou In Sum it is, Lord, all-that is ſaid of thy Judg
_ hrſt thus judyd, or judged theſe Things, muta: ment on thy Enemies, and of. thy Goodneſs to
- There is a ſpecial Juﬅice obſerved in Reſpect of thy People from the Beginning of the World, and
the Object God hath poured this Vial on, as be 1mrticularly,_all that is come, or to come on Anti

ing very guilty.

2; The ſuitableneſs and Equality chriﬅ, is juﬅ andtrue, and there is no wrong done ;,

of the Judgment is commended, They/had Blood, thou haﬅ keeped thy Threatnings to him and Pro'
Vvﬅ 6..and thou haﬅ given them a Meeting by miſes to thy People.
ſhedding their Blood.

They made all the Saintsa

If any ask, why this Approbation, or theſe Con

Prey. and had ſuch ﬅrict Laws againﬅ _them, now gratulations are marked at this Vial eſpecially ? Be
Thou maketh them a Pney, according to Ve'ﬅ 7. ſide what was ſaid in opening the Meaning of the
Chap- xiii. by whichvwe expound this. drinhing gf Words, we conceive theſe Reaſons may be given,
Blood, it being the ſulﬁlling _of that Threatning evi-_ I. To ſhew that the Work is obſervable, and ſhould
dently.. In aWord, they are worthy tobo ſo dealt be obſerved as that which hath much of God's
with, which notonly looketh to the Juﬅice of the Glory ſhining in it 3: and ſo it telleth how obſervant
Blague ﬁmply, but to its Proportionableneſs to their God's People are and ought to be in obſerving his
_ Sin. eſpecially (aswas ſaid ) So it may well be ren- Judgmentsþ 9.. It is to (hew the greatneſs and glo
dered- him, for they were meet not only ſorriouſneſso the Work. of executing Judgment on
Wrath,, but ſor this ſame very Wrath, as the Peo-v Antichriﬅ, as having much of- God's Faithſulneſs

plo-oſ God Pray, PſhLcxxxvii. and it is command! andJuﬅice ſhining in it, and- oſ his Love7 to his
edhRm. xviii. 6. it being God's Juﬅice to pro- Church, 3., It is,tthat thereby. the Stupidity and
.portion asis meet, and therefore to give Reward to ſlowneſs of Men may be checked. Men are ﬂow to
his: Servants-the Prophets out of.Meetneſs,, and nou put out their Hand againﬅ. the Whorez. Thereforc

outof Metit,, Chap. xi- and ſo this Wordmnclud+ he would let them knowuhow glorious a Work it is,

,. uhno more but God. hath met theſeMen that were, that they may be.ﬅirred to beactivein it when they
axe

-_-_-

Cha'p.16.w
'caIlEd 'to it, and iii

mean BOOKoftbe
' Time may pray

(or
,4..-Becauſe
was ſo'r
theinſpecial
ſore
told,it.in ſſthe
xiii. andthis
prayed
me Sdv.Thing
Chapters:
that

'r'aye'd for it ſorme'rl
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France, German), England, Ue. in the proſecuting
of their Deſigns that' were a little after the Council.
of Yrene, and to the Year, 1588. Which formerly,

obſerve, and when all things ſucceeded with them, they uſed not

'raiſe ſohit will
w 'en
it isus fulﬁlled.
atchſulneſs
in to meet with; and conſidering the Laws and Acts
Biﬃſſcultics
ſend
to Prayer, and
ſo ſhould
Outgates ſeſind us to PrailZ.
A 1. 'r nooi'Thihgs,
'ii 'c it weyſieſit
dare
hot be particular
in the
Application
'conſideriiig
ſor'n'e remark
able DveſirthroſiwsoT
Papiﬅsſ 'whereby their

that were made againﬅ ſeminary Prieſts and ſaying
of Maſs, &Ft. that it' ſhould be Death, we conceive'

there is YVarrant to ſay, that in part this Vial is

fulﬁlled, and that there is, in that Reſpect, Ground
ſor the Praiſe that is-memioned here.

own Blaod was given' '_thein 'to 'azrnk ) in Halland,
l"

"

dun.

-

A"

.

,

,J
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Verſe,', 8. And theﬁnrth Angel poured out hſiiIKI/ial iepan the Sin', and 'Power was given unto him to
ſearch Men with Fire.
_ 9. And Men were ſearched with great IIei-zt, and hlaſhhemed the Mz'ne of God, which. hath Power over'
theſe
And they
give
himupon
Glory.
- 10. Plagues:
And the ﬁfth
Angelrepented
pourednotouttohis
Vial
the Seat qfthe Beaﬅ, andcthis Kingdom 'was full of?
Darhneﬅ, and they gnawesf their ﬁnguerſhr Pnin.

u. And h/qﬃhemed the God ly' Heaven, becauſe if their Pain: and their Sores, and repented not of their'
Deedr. '

NT rc1nz ts'T's- begun Ruin goeth on' as his derﬅood ſome eminent chief Light in that World,-.
Riſe did, and by the ſame Degrees. The as great ones, Kings and Princes, are glorious Lights.
_.

ſourth Angel, ( Verﬅ 8. ) poureth out his It would ſeem the Emperor, as chief among them

-Vial, and a further Degree of Darkneſs cometh on who uphold moﬅ that Where, as her ﬁrﬅ born ( ſo

that Kingdom,land Anxietyv upon his Followers.
The Object-oſ'this Plague,- is the Sun of Antichrﬅ's
.World, ſo'that Men were ſearched with Fire, that
-is the proper Work of this Angel: His Power is
by that Plague of aﬀecting the Sun to ſcorch _Men,
that is,-_the Men mentioned, I/'erſe 2. That have
Alle Btaﬅ's'M-atk: For they are oi in the plural,
-and.as relative to theſe'ſormerly mentioned. .Then
- ( Verſe'g. )> follow three. Eﬀects oſ this Plague, 1-.
Pain, 2. Blaſphemy, 3. Impenitency. ,
_

is he called ) the King oſ Spain and others may be
matned, it being the Sun that giveth Light and alſo
Comfort and Lile to Things here, as theſe tempo

ral- Monarchs do to the Pope, eſpecially the Empe
ror and King of Sþain ;- or,\it may hold out the
Lord's withdrawing temporal Powers from- the.
Beaſt's Fricndſhip,;_as it is Chape xvii. and ſeeing
they glory much in that, the making of ſuch
to hate her,- cannot but darken that Kingdom
and gall-them much: And' indeed as the Word
T He Plague is declared, r. In the Objectof it, propogateth and defendeth Chriﬅ's Kingdom," ſo al
-the Sun 2, In the Nature of it in general, Ink had' moﬅ doth external Force of Inquiﬁtions,-and ſuch
. Power given him ta/rareh Men with Fire. 3. This like, uphold the popiſh Tyranny; and ſeeing theſe:
* is more particularly cleared in the Eﬀects Ver/e 94
go before the ﬁfth' Vial, wherein Babﬂm- is to be
, _ .-.-T 'a r: Sun-oſthe Bmﬅ's Kingdom, or World, pulled down by ſome Kings, this is not unlikely.
,we underﬅand with a twofold Reſpect, Ji t'o his
LooKtNc again-unto this Beaﬅ as a whoriſh"
temporal State.-2.-to hisEccle'ſiaﬅic-k. 1..By Sun? trine,
Church,
by Sun-'we
underﬅand
complex
Doc
Rules
and Canonsctoſ
thethe
Church
oſ Rome,
in

the: World,-i5 underﬅood'ſomewhat eminent,.

. glorious and- ſhining,,ſo Chap: vi. as the Heaven is or, what is to them in place ofthe Scriptures,-which=
above the Earth. Now, as the Sun-is Chief' among." we expounded'to be that Sun in the ſourth Trum

the Lights in- that Firmainent, ſo hcremuﬅ' bc un \pet,,.Chap,.- viii-U though thikbe-no't'the Sun ﬁmply,
)Tﬂ;
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-- et to them it is ſo, and it is a Sun proﬁtable to that are they on their Idolsand ſo drunk with his De
ingdom, or 'Heaven wherein it ſhineth, that we luſions.
are to ſeek for here. This is done by God's making
T H r s ſourth Vial is at moﬅ but in the pouring
the Light of his Word to ſhine more clearly and con forth, and the 'ﬁfth certainly is to come, ( yet is
vincingly to diſcover the Propheſies about Antichriﬅ, more plainly deſcribed than any of the former ) and
whereby his Glory is ﬅained, that Darkneſs and Ig ſo We are to walk themore warily in the opening
norance which they formerly called Light, is abo of it, ſeeing "Events cannot aﬂord 'ſuch Help.
liſhed now in a great Meaſure ; and this cannot but
IN the ﬁfth Plague, which is in the to, and II.
burn and ſcorch theſe Men, as very Fire, lrVhcn Verſes, There is the Object and the Events. Here

Light cometh to an Height, while as the very Pro
pheſ ing of two Witneſi'es, Chap. xi. ſo tormentedt m: For, the outbreaking of God's Light
darkneth their Sun, as the riſing of their Errors dark
ned hisSun, Chap. viii. but not in the ſame Man
ner. The Eﬀects will ſuit wellwith this alſo. Both
1. The Pain that [Men were ſtorrhed that is, by this
XVord convinced and ſhamed, and by the Goſpels
thriving ( which they could not impede) ſo ſretted,

the 'object ſeemeth to be more clearly ſet down

than formerly.

It is the Throne or Seat ry' the Booﬅ:

Partly, to ſhew us it is ſomething of the Bcaﬅ's

Kingdom, that is plagued before, though it be not
ſo plainly ſaid the ſum of the Beaﬅ, as itis here the

Seat of the Beaﬅ,

2. Partly, becauſe at this ﬁtth

Vials pouring out, Things will be ſo clear, that

they'will not be vrIled with Types, for, it bring
eth a more ſenſible Step of his Ruin, as the' ﬁfth

as He. xxvi. 11. The Fire of Enemies is their Envy, Trurnpet did of his Riſe._ This ﬁfth'Vial foretelleth
which as Fire conſumeth them. This is a'fu'rther the Ruin of Rome, which will make Antichriﬅ
Addition untoand Degree of the ﬁrﬅ Plague, Verſe ſeek ſome other Chair, or Neﬅ, to ſit in. The Ob
2. Both theſe Applications may agree with the ject, is, tho Seat of the Beaﬅ. The Eﬀects are four,
not unſuitable to what went before 3 ſeeing there is
'.,Scopeand Typc, (57.
T H E ſecond Eﬀect, is, They hIoſh/mnod God who a further Plague on the Beaﬅ's Kingdom, there is
had Pouzoroezer theſe Plagaes. Where is, r. God's alſo a further Degreeof Pain and Bitterneſs amongﬅ

Soveraignity in ordering all Judgments, 'ſaying to his Followers.
one, go and he goeth, to another, do this and he
TH e Soot here, or Throne, (as it is in the
doth it, Mat. viii. It is marked here to aggrege Original Throno: ) is the ſame which was Chap. xiii.
their Sin,

which is the ſecond Thing, that they

'ſhould have v[lighted God and not humbled them

Vnſ' 2. ſpoken of the Seat or Throne of the Dra
gon, to wit, Rome. Rome was called the Dragon's

_ſelves before him who ſmote them, Iſh. ix, which Seat, or Throne, becauſe although his Dominion

was their Duty, but grew_in Blaſphcming God, and Authority did extend far, yet there hexeſpecially
that maketh their Sin greater. By this Blaſphemy kept his Court, and from thence iſſued his Com
we would underﬅand a more violent giddy follow mands. -It is-the moﬅ eminent Part of bis Kingdom
ing of their blaſphemous Errors, and idola'trous where his Majeﬅy, as it were, doth more manifeſt
Ways, which they 'ﬂiemoﬅ unto in their Straits, it ſelf. And as Rome was the Dragon's Throne, ſo
to wrong God more publick'iy: As their Blaſphemy will it bev found to be Antichriſt's alſo: And there
was marked in their Head, the Beaﬅ, Chap. xiii. fore the Object of this Plague. t. Becauſe the Beaſt
thus Light doth them no good, as the third Ef (Chap xiii. ') getteth the ſame Throne which the
fect cleareth 3 They repented not to give God Glory: Dragon had, and is to emit his Bulls, Mandats and
_VVhere is holden out, 1. The uſe of a Rod, Re

Orders from it, over all his Dominions.

2. Be

pentance in taking with our Sin and abandoning of cauſe it agreeth well with the Scope and Gradation
it, 2. The way to remove a Rod, Repentance and of theſe Vials, which bn'ng ever the Judgment
not running
greatGlory
uſe ofwhen
Repenhe nearer Antichriﬅ till it make him ﬂie, as the Vial
_tance,
0r,eſind on
of in
it, Sin;
is to 3.giveAGod
following clcareth. 3. This is clear from the ex
ſmitteth. _ t. 'This taketh with the Juﬅice of the plicatory Propheſy of this ſame Vial, Chap. xvii.
Stroak,
vii. ﬂdy Son ( ſaith he to Arhan )gim and xviii. where under the Name of Babylon, the
Bad Glory) ' 2. It yicldeth to him as the greater, and Dcﬅruction of this Seat, is ſet down, as there will
will not conteſt. 3. It gloriﬁcth him in -accepting be clear. 4. It agreeth well alſo with the Order of
the Chaﬅilement and in bringing forth Fruits bcſore the Trumpets: Betwixt which and the Vials there
others, as acknowleding its being overcome. Anti is a' Likeneſs in Method, as is ſaid. By the ﬁfth
_chriſt's Followcrs, even by God's'Judgments on Trumpet, Antichriﬅ cometh to his Throne to get

him, will not be brought to Repentance, ſo mad ſome publick Footing; by the ﬁfth Vial he is put
>

from

ſſ'"""-"'

Chap. 16.
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from it :' And ſuppoﬁng the popiſh' Kingdom to be ments and'Agents to do for him now when he is'
the antichrlﬅian Kingdom, and the Pope to be An weak; The ſecond Eﬀect, is their Pain evidence"
tichriﬅ, there is no Queﬅion but Rome is the Throne, ed to be greater than before, in that they, like diﬅractv
it being from the pretended Infallibility and Sanctity ed mad Men, gnaw their Yangzm for Pain, it.
of that See that they derive their State, he is now troubleh them ſo to be diſappointed in the Opinion'
put from- it. The ﬁrﬅ ſour Vials as if were took they had of Rome's ſtanding. 2. The declining of'
in the outward, this ﬁfth ﬅormeth his Caﬅie and their own Grantlure. And, 3. The Enmity they
overturneth it, which is more largely deſcribed, had at the Light they oppoſe,- tormcnteth them ton
ſee it "thrive, Theſe are more full? in the LamentaChap. xxiii.'
3
True R E are four Eﬀects, r. llir-Kr'ngdm-war tion," Chap. xviii. The third Eﬀect, The] blaſh/mne'

fullaf'Darkneſr, when the Sple'ndor of his Throne agm'ryi tbe- Gad'qf Heaven, rit ſupt-a: Poſſibly'
is deﬅroyed, which they thought impoſſible, Now, breaking out now in open Rage, as if he made not

there is Confuſion (by the Inﬂuence of that Stroak ) good his ſuppoſed Promifes to the apoﬅolick See,>
on all his Dominion:

Mtn- think leſs of it, and it Chriﬅ's Vicar and Mother Church.

And thereforek
in this Fury they run to any. Inﬅrument for Help,

is now, as it were fully darkned and contemptible
in a greater Degree-than by any former Vial t Even
as the ﬁfth Trumpet completed the Churches Dark
neſs, which was but partial before it, yet is not this
Kingdom fully deﬅroyed, though darkned, but there

Saying, ﬂtctereﬁ negueo ſhperor, ſirbtrantd 'woebeg
Yet 4. They amended nothing of their r'll Drtdr"
that brought on that Wrath. Repentance is diﬃ-

is a Pope, andhe hath Followers ﬅill. and Inﬅru

cile, eſpecially totheſo in_this-Deluſton.

as under the ſixth Trumpet, like that blaſphemous'

LECTU R E

I'V.

Verſe 12.' And tbeﬅxtb Angel poured out bit Vial upon 'be great River Enpbram, and tbe- Wfmr therto '
war dried up, that 'be way oft/2: King: if the. Ea/I might be prepared:

Hcome,
Is Vial'
Events
being
wholly to
it isinnoitsmarvel
there
beſiDifﬁ'culty
in and they are' both taken and caﬅ'into the Fit, ſo">
that as the ﬁfth Vial putteth him from Rome, that"
the Underﬅanding of it, ſeeing whrtt is not it is not thereafter his Seat, though there be a*
paﬅ is not eaſie; - yet we have theſe two Helps to Pope: This ſixth putteth an End to Popes, that'
underﬅand it. 1. Concerning the Time, this relat-_ there is none after that, as Chap. xix appeareth :>
eth to the State of the Church, ſucceeding Rome's And then the ſeventh Vial bringeth 'an End to all'
Deﬅruction : For as the ﬁrﬅ four' Vials begin and Chriﬅ's' Enemies' univerſally, and eſpecially uponcarry on his Judgment, by diſcovering his hypocrie any Adherents or Ifavourers that this Beaﬅ ſhall have"
tical wayand ſpreading the Light of the_'(:oſpel, after that; ſor,' it appeareth; that even when there"
and by Armies and temporal Judgments taking Ven-' ſhall be no viſible Pope, yet ſome ſhall continue ſo *
geance- on his Pr'otectors, and dividing ſome _(,at* drunk with his Wine as' to be' doting after him and
leaﬅ) of the weﬅern Kings that once had given lamenting his Deﬅruction, even'to the End, who'
their Power to him, from him to be turned to hate then ſhall be remembered when 'great Babylon ſhall'
A
him, Chap. xvii. ſo' the ﬁfth*-Vial lighteth on his get her laﬅ Sentence.
A ſecond Help for cle-(tring this; is, by c0mSeat, and he is made' to quite his inexpugnahle
paring it with the xix. Chapter, which is the'
Throne, and to ﬂie elſe-where for Shelter.
T H 1 s 'ﬁx-th- Vial holdeth forth God 'ﬅill' purſu more clear and full Explication of this: For,..
ing him; and as that B'eaﬅ uſeth new Endeavours 1. That followeth the xviii; Chapter which di
to ﬅrengthen himſelf by Leagues with_new riends, recteth clearly the 'ﬁfth Vini, and ſo in Order'
ſo God ﬅirreth up new Enemies againﬅ him, the the Expoſitioſſoſ'this-ﬁxth' followeth, Chapter 'xix. m are called, and God taketh vengeance on all 2. Here a Gathering and 'Battel is ſpoken Of, but'
" Supporters, when he hath ſuﬀered therttſor a the Event is not ſet-down till Chapter xix. when the'
s
conTimeto countenance that baniſhcd-Antichrzﬅ, he
' -
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con-trary Party againﬅ this gathering-is expreſſed,
and that it is the ſame gathering, appearerh, that it

Chap. '6

earried. captive. they wenten-ned- 'wood the River
that is. Bag/Must; vtherefore it: ﬅands now in th;

zis her-eth: Day zy" God, there, the supper aſithe-gr'eat way of their rctummg ::' This hent is an Impedl'ment
King, denoting one ſingular and eminenLOverthrow. of their Entry to the Church, and of their access to
of God's Enemies. 3. Alſo that the Enemies de help down with Babylon 5 and as once J'ai-dat: was
ﬅroyed there, are the ſame mentioned here, to wit, dried to make way for them, ſo that Impodimem is
'Kings and their Armies, the Beaﬅ and faJſe Proph- t, to be removed _( as if. it were by the drying of a Ri

( who are mentioned under the ſame Names in both ver) out Of their way. To take Eupbrctestimuy
' Places, to ſhew the Reſerence of theone to the here, will not ſuit much with the Analgy uſed in

other ) and therefore comparing the Events with theieﬅ of the Vials, nor with the Scope here, ( that
the xix. Chapter, it appearcth, that the ﬁrﬅ four River ﬅandeth little in the way of the 'Jesus Con

'Verſes contain a deﬁrable Event, having an Acceﬂion
to the Church in it, anſwerable to which is the praiſe
in the beginning of Chap. xix. the other expreſieth
a ſpecial Deſign of the Beaﬅ, which God diſappoint

verﬁon, and the drying of it will be little uſeful to

Uſe of it, Very? 12.

Then more particularly, from

People were marked as bound about that River', and

_I/'e'ſe 13. to 17. InaWord, There are three not
able Events holden forth here, I. The Jew: Con
vcrſion under that Expreﬂion, The preparing if the
Why if the King: ry" the Eaﬅ." 2. The diminiſh

the looſing of them, noted, as it were, the over

the Church) it muﬅ then be ﬁguratively underﬅood.

By lI/ater: ordinarily in Scripture, are underﬅood
much People, and by Euphram in particular, theſe
eth, Chap. xix. laﬅ part. Who theſe Kings of the People that dwell about it, as Iſa. viii. 7. the King
Eaﬅ are, by which ſuch an Acceſſion ismade, and of_ zlﬃria and his Army are called the Mter: qf the
Ground of Joy given to the Church, willappear ZRruer, that is, of Eaphrates, becauſe they dwelt about
Lt. By the ſame Reaſon then, Eaphr'tes here, muﬅ
afterward.
'
IN the Words we have, , r. The Object of this be underﬅood the People for the Time inhabiu'ng
Plague, The great River Eaphratet. 2. The Ef there: And becauſe not only in Verity of the Thine
fects are more ſummarily and generally ſet down the Yicrh: now poſſeſs that Part of the World, bﬁi
in two, I. The Eﬀect: And 2. The End or alſo ( Chap. ix. 14., ﬁs'e. of this Book) theſe ſame

ﬂowing of that Peoples Dominion like a Flood from
theſe Parts. So there is no People that can be ſo
reaſonably underﬅood here as the Yizrb, who were
,ing of the 'Iurhr greatneſs, by drying up Eaphrates. alſo underﬅood there, Chap. ix. 14. And this ſixth
3. The laﬅ Expedition of the Beaﬅ for support Vial, mentioning that River, hath a ſpecial Relation
'of his tottering Kingdom in the reﬅ of the .Wonds, to the hxth Trumpet, where it was mentioned be
with its Event, Chap. xix. This laﬅ Expedition fore; for ſo the Agreement betwixt the Trumpet:
zis either occaſioned by the Jews Converſion, who, and the Vials requireth. Beſide, Enphrate't was both
taking him to be Antichriﬅ, joyn with his_Op-' the Border of the-Roman Empire, and alſo of Daaid's
poſers, whereby he is put to ſee for new Friends. Kingdom, though of, and within neither, but rather
=Or, theſe Words may more fullytexplicate what by an Impediment to both; ſo it would ſeem that no Peo
Anticipation was ſet down beſore, namely, How ple within the Empire orChurch are meanod, tho' ſuch
this River of Euphrate: was dried, to wit, Anti Lnemies as border with both, may be underﬅood.
chriﬅ being put from Rome by the Weﬅern Kings,
T H a Eﬀect, is, The lVater: thereef were dried
who now hate him, he hath Recourſe to the up, that is, as their Dominion increaſed by their over
ﬂ'iirh, and poſſibly by aiiuring him from what ﬂowing _under the ſixth Trumpet, ſo now they decay

Prejudice he may ſuﬀer from the Jew: riſing and and diminiſh, and their Empire isabridgod, by what
greatneſs, he getteth him engaged to concur with Mean, the Lord knoweth: But theſe who beſore
him, and many others alſo, ton whom God takv ſeemed a great River that none could paſs, now
eth _Vengeance when thev are gathered together, People may croſs it, they are 'brought low; For,
. if overﬁowmg, ſigniſy victory, as Iſa. viii. 7. then
that what concerneth the Jew: be not impeded.
T H E Object, is, The'great River Ezzphratez: drying, up, muﬅ ſignify Diminiſhing, as is ſaid.
'Which is great; and becauſe of that, it is often

T H 1: ſecond Part oſ the Event', ſetteth forth the

called
( hatexaehen) we
in Scripture
the River
ſimply.
.Oſ thisſiEaphrate:
heard, Chap;
ix. It
run End of this, to wit, That the V/ay aft/je King: of the
may he prepared: Where we are to en uire, r.
neth through ,Meſſ>potamia, by or through Babylon, What theſe Kings are? 2. Whatthis is, aprepare
it _divideth Salamon's Kingdom from Syria, and was their Way? 3. How the diminiſhing of the Turhi/h
a great ﬅrength to Babylon; and when the j'ew: were Power doth it?
.

BY

Chap; 15.
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'B Y 'beﬅ Kings in 'be Eaﬅ, we underﬅand the - a new Day-or Morning breaking up in the
"Jews, who being converted unto-the Faith ofChriﬅ," Church. '
' '
are not only Kings, as all other Chrlﬅians are, Chap.
2. Fo n the next Thing, what this Way of
i. 7. but it ſeemeth that eſpecially they, when the the Jew: is? 'It ſeemeth to be one or all of theſe
Scripture ſpeaketh of theirAConverſion, are called three, t. It is to the Church. 2. To help down
Kings. If we will compare verſe 21, 22, and 23. the Pope. 3. To their own Poſſcſiion. The
of Iſh. xxiv. we will ﬁnd theﬅ'. Things clear, r. Ter-i: ﬅanding marreth all, and his removing 'will
'
That when Iſratl is to be chaﬅened, andthereafter further all theſe.
reﬅored, they are called may, Verſe at. For; it. i's
To clear it, That. their ſſ/ay may be prepared
they that are after many Days viſite'd, and that is the talceth in this General, the removing of any thing
yew: 5 For no other'People are capable of the Com-. which may hinder them in their Way towardsv the
fort intended in the Promiſe, ( as Calv'in in lacnm Church, or in the former Expeditions: For,
aſſerteth ) for it ſuppoſeth them once to have been r. Not only are they to be looked on here as com
God's People. And, 2. For a long time to have ing to the true Church, now ſeparated ſrom Anti
been forgotten ; and what is added of God's reign-. chriﬅ; But, 2. As concurring to have a main Hand
ing in Sr'm before his Ancients, conﬁrmeth this alſo. in his overthrow. Hence heis ſo afraid at their Con
2. It isclear that that Viſitation ſeemeth to relate to verſion, ( for it ſeemeth, that now all true Converts
their laﬅ calling; for it is aftermany Days, while are to be imployed in ruining him ) and he hath an
zthe whole Face of their 'Land is overrun. 2. The Hebrew Name zﬂ'addan, to ſhew their abhorrency oſ
erecting again of Chriﬅ's Kingdom amongﬅ them him as others do, and the place of his Ruin, and the
in ſo glorious a Reign, looketh to 'that Time praiſe for the ſame, is in Hebrew, C/mp. xix. point
'when it ſhall be moﬅ glorious, and ſo at their ing at a ſpecial Hand which they are to have in his
Converﬁon, tho' in ſome part 'it may be fulﬁlled al-' laﬅ overthrow. And in reference to theſe_Ends of
ready under the Goſpel (as all do grant ) yet. its. the Jew: Converſion, to wit, of joyning to the
higher Degree of the yew: re-ingraſting followeth: Church, and of going againﬅ Antichriﬅ, there is to
And wh may not that Ancient priviledged Peo them a twoſold Lett in their way (to forbear now their
ple get ames, importing a ſingular Reſþect to them, going to their own Land ) there is a great Stum
eſpecially conſidering that God may at their Con blingx from the ſupetﬅitious Worſhip of Papiﬅs, who
averſion furniſh them generally with ſuch ſpiritual are called Chriﬅians, and aStumbling at the long
and royal Induements, that the feeble amongﬅ them prevailing of the Enemy of Chriﬅians, the 'lily-1', won

may be as David, and give zalſo unto them alarge de'ring, that if Chriﬅ be God, how he ſuﬀereth ſuch
outward Dominion? Zcrb. xii.
,'_T H r: v arecallcd Kings aft/2: Eact, r. Becauſe
in reſpect of the_Part of the World we 'live in,
who before them -enjoy the Goſpel; they are Eaﬅ
to us, and ſo they are diﬅinguiſhed from the Native
weﬅem 'Kingdoms and Kings, made alſo now to
hate the Whore. 2. Becauſe many of them living

Blaſphemy and Blaſphemers.
T a r: ﬁrﬅ in a great part is removed by God's
Judgment on the Pope, and Rome in the ﬁfth Vial.
The ſecond is to be removed now by this, that no
Stumbling or lett remain; for tho' they would do
ſomething, and poſſibly, now having the Pope diſ
covered to them, their Zeal, is more hot againﬅ

there ;( it 'is like ſince the ﬁrﬅ Captivity, and laﬅ him than others, ( becauſe by his Means they have
Diſperſion v) When they may be made to joyn againﬅ been much hardencd ) yet the Tin-i becoming their
Antichriﬅ in theWeﬅ, ( which maketh him ſo afraid j Enemy, and being engaged to that Whore's ſupport.
their Expedition will look as coming from the Eaﬅ, they areimpeded while the Turkiſh Empire ﬅandeth.
and ſo the Fiat: will be in their Way, as Eupbr'ate: This Vial removeth that Impediment, his power is

was in Cyrus Way, impeding 'the intaking of Ba weakened, whether by themſelves or by others, or
by/M, till it was dried; _ſ0 this of myﬅical Baby-* by drawing of many to Chriﬅianity from him,
Ia'z. 13. Becauſe poſſibly ( if not probably ) after, the we are not to determine, but acceſs is given to
'Herb Deﬅruction, God may give them great Poſ them both to pull Antichriﬅ down', and probably to
ſeﬁions and Dominions, in the Eaﬅ, and.make them win to their own Poﬂeﬃon by his Ruin. And
much Inﬅrumental for ſpreading of the Goſpel to this leadeth to 'the third Thing propoſed, to wit,
other Kings in theſe Parts: Beſides, ordinarly any 'how the Ruin of the 'Iiml-x, or their weakning may,
riſe of Light t the Church and of Chriﬅ's com be called the preparing of their Way. Which is
ing, is ſpoken a from the Eaﬅ, ſo Chap. vii. 2. and clear. 1. Whether we look to the Jew: Converﬁon,

Mattb._ xxiv. it is like Lightning. as it were, it ﬅrengthens them that Chriﬅ is God, and giveth
F ffi
them
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row
any; -.-.
Chapn 16'
conﬁdedng'iilnoſſtheﬀbehdcamhngﬅſſChriﬅ's.

them
hopes of coming-home;
' Onwhich
day.
great TVeigh't.
()r, 2. Whether
we lſiook they
to? their,
Iz'riende, when in "theIWo'rds foiiowinghe' is lion' his
uudertaking againſt. Antichriﬅt- Or, 3. .-Their.re March , ag-arirrﬅﬄaii'xſihis Enemtiesﬂz': and. could thcſi
turnto their own Land: Adl which Lthrea, as we' Church of the 'Gaul/'r 'be merry, if the' Jew: were

ſaid, ſeem to be _inted'- at here; The ﬅanding of amongﬅ theſe Enemiesb-Butffrom Chap. xix. it is*
clear, that there iwhere-latnotable and ſingular At:
of. hirn, will ﬅrengthen all, and give ccſhon to the Wirclnhandtwhat- o'ne can-have'thcſe'.

the Tin-i ohﬅru tcth all, theſe three and the over

turning

them Liberty without Fear in the, proſeſiing of Eﬀects ſo asethi'si:**='*f?*-I -m =i No r: a" * I
Chriſtrt - z,
A
a - '*
' r'l'
42 Ixr is not 'unworthy the obſeriving' that there ſo? ,
, To R. ſurtherclearing of this, That theſc'two many' J'M'rawFExpreﬃtinsand Phraſes are uſedﬂ
Evenls, iv.-wit, the Yc-wriConverſion, andthe 'Ih'rbv and not ſo any'where- elſeZ Which 'ſdeniet'h'toﬁ
do wnſai,_are propheſied of here, we ſhall conﬁrm both plead a ſpecial Intereﬅ that the Hebrew' have in the*
brent. of this -Vial.* I.- The place is named inuthe'
ſeverally ſrotn theſe Reaſons..
THAT the Year/s Converſzon muﬅbe underﬅood Hzþrew Tongue /lrmageddon: Why ?** Hbxwwt are.
here,
1_. It ſpoken
is ccrtain,their;Conto put
on from.
that Even'tsz.as-_2;their
verllctonappear-eth;
in the laﬅFor,
Dqya'is
oſvand vto he? there
to name
Bacon
TheCuﬅom
ſſ-Praiſc iswas
in'
expected, and it can ſuit with no time: better than
Qf this ſixth Viahwhich is after the Pope's overthrow
in reſpect of his Seat rit Rome, and before the ſeventh
Vial, which bringeth the end. Neither is it like that
ſo great and concerning a Buſineſs of the Church
would be omitted in this Propheſy.;-,- and itcan be

Htbrrzoſ Chap. xix. ) ctiſe/ty'd, uſcd'ſrequently'in:
the B/rzlmst and not mentioned' in any other Son: in?

this Book tho' they be ſ uent, becauſe there
no conſidcmble Hebrew Praiſers before this: Theſe
brought in, are called the Lamþ'r Wife, as in a
covenant Relatiomaven beſoreſhehe made ready;

brought in no where ſo clearlynhattoſ the Jew: mcno' which; agreet-h to; none,: but=ttHhat Ancient married"
. tioned, Chap. vii., being nothing to this Put-poſe,
as, was. ſn'ui them a The Prophets ſeem to ſon-i
tell their reﬅoring in theſe ſame Terms, See Iſm.
xi..r5, and 16. which Chapter ſpeakethof the Days
of the Goſpcl, and the j'ew: reﬅoring, (niting with.

Beople,-unto-which-C6venant Godr'hath Reſpect,cven,.

in their laﬅ Calling..

v

I R "itbt asked; What we underﬅand by their

Reﬅaura'tion,v or Converſion, if meerly aCalling to
the. Faith of Chriﬅ, where ever they ſh'all' dwell'
diſperſed up and down amongﬅ- other People, or
that Time, as cannot be denied.
THE. Expreſſtons in ſumaro, that as God, when with it, a reﬅoring 'of them'- tontheh' former-Dane?
he. bro chtthcm out of Egypt, dried up: the Sea and Inherit'anceitto ſerve -*G0d"there,-"jheit;v in "aty'nſi
and 70335/1, ſo when he bringeth than-from c/Mria pical
or ceremonial Way, but' as an eminent', G'oſpeſ '
National
Churchſſfſ' Albeit we-cannottalte'on us.

(nwhich was beyond: this Eupbram from . j'ude'a ) peremptorily to determine, we ſayr r: That al-ſſ

he ſhall ſmite- that Riuer, and the removing of all
Impc-ditncntsis ſct out-under-that Expreﬂion. Nei th0"'the ﬁrﬅ be-true,. yet- dare we not ſay that it'
ther is it for.v nought. that drying of Waters is a is. meet-ly and only' to- the Faithﬄoſrchriﬅz ſo as. to
peculiar Merey ſhown' to Iſrae'l in: their ﬁrﬅ De cxclude. the othenloﬁ'poſieﬃhg themin their own.

livemnces, and thnt.Alluſion is-made to that. iti>Land,,and,that not'only for the Reſpect we have
their. following -Reﬅitution*,.tor he, a Conﬁrmationi to themolþable Con1menzatoſs.on.- misse ri ture _
and others of the 'Prophats but for the Reaſgſins e:

to their Faith.- therein, as Iſa. ixliv. 27.. Thus-ſaith?

the Lard t/mt drieth up the. Riwrr,and.ſz,ilþ tube. ſpecially which may bee alleaged'for-it, which we' '
Deep, be. Dry, &cr when yet- no particular-River. draw to three Heads-r The ﬁrﬅare the Scriptures.
was tobe driui up,,þut thetd>yz to mindthem of what and Promiſes,.ſp®kin'g- tow the- reﬅoring not only
of Judab, but allb- of Mad tov retum- to ſerve God Z
he haddoneh.
3. In. we loobſurther to the-Explicationuof this, . in their own-Land in -0ne,_ Ezehxxxvii. 20, 2r, _ (Zbap xix. .There-.is much joy in the Church,
tra: oſ.God's pr'omiſing to, bleſs* it-to them-after '
inﬂ odzzthat he reigneth, and that in . an eminent" its? long Barreneſs-and4'rheir being ejected out of it, \
xvﬂyk'xzjnphjs with: haw made he; ſelf rgdﬁandr &ſo. [xvii. 7. -See>_7(r. iii. 18.: Ezohjxxxiv. 13. '
tbeA'Zl/Izzrragf iscome,_(5'z._ And-'canttheſeagrteev and-xxxvi. aarandsxxxviir. ripuandſzxxxix. 28.

16,.\vell.to_ any Event, as toztheﬂonverﬁon of [hCLWl'ﬁCh Placeshascto Jﬅad- and theirRbtuſn with:
ZFM, vwhich ( Rqm..;ri. ) ſhallzbeaaa &ﬁrm-ctum: yede/2., cannot ber-ſaid to be fulﬁlled r/ﬁþ"

12. ,

ſrm r/ÞrDmd 2., Ogﬄcan thezþy be 'ſo greanpnthe': ſrbrn li-rſr-t 0., Pintpldee -(- 'Aim, ix. Firﬅ m', xx..

Marriage be made-ready,vwilhout-tthemﬁFJPÞLNNAS- )JWW-WWWRTWW PUWOFV w
*vl.A"
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delbnging to them in the Dq. s ofothez'Goſpel, and is to accompany their Converiion. Thereſore it
yet eannot'ibedilzid To 'be "ſu zed, eſpecially in te jwould ſeem bythat Promiſe,- they-may expect

ſpect of ﬄﬂt 'is

the laﬅ-Vcxﬅ. And 'certainly their own. Land, it being a Part of God's Engage

ſome woned/culus, Madauxm. Lul-e xxi. 24.

ment to the natural Seed of'z'r'brqiiam.
limiting itheiri-du'twardj Deſolaiion, and the .Deſo- - A third 'Sort 'of =Prooſ,-is, The Concurrenee of
lation
Ho'dſestiſſi and-Lahd,
to the Time him,
they God's Providence ihitherto ſeeming to conﬁrm this;
ſhould of
ſay,their
ﬃſa'i'ra
"him, and acknowledge
For, beſidc that they are ﬅill, where they live, a

and to the 'Pimeroſ the Fulne'ſs oſ the Gentilcr,
do alſo ſpeak for this. Add Io them Paul, ſpeak
ing eſl'their'
a National
and-of
all 'I Refﬂzit'ntion,
a rto' be'ſi asfiledto_'in,
as they State,
were
broken oﬃVv/giclf'dnntﬃibe 'ſo 'well without an

outward Natiomi'Civil

diﬅinct People by themſelves unmixed with other
Races, ( which ſcemeth to hold 'forth God's XVill,
that they ſhould beſo, and if they were converted,

,ſo as to live among other Chriﬅ-inns, they-might in
groſs sin that .Nation they live amongﬅ, and the

vwhich conﬁrmcth the Name of that .Nation .evaniſhJ but that keepeth

what heſazlleth them remarkable; As alſo, that-41
former, Ram." xi. ' ' *
'in A ſecond Sort of Prooſ, is, The Reaſons that tho' they be generally very rich, 'and ſo in Capacity

pleadtheſorJew:
this; Converſion,
and in Eﬀect,do what
Reaſons
do plead
ifot
in ſome
Degree
plead to go in ſome Expedition, yet, as it is reported,
few or none of them are .Poſſeﬂors oſ 'Lands any
for a temporal Reﬅitution, As, r. God's electing where, to be a Retarrlment unto them. Conſider

them to be his People, and making an everlaﬅing ing alſo, that God hath reſerved that Landun
Covenant with them 3 'the Promiſe of their dwelling poil'eiled by any Chriﬅian, but ſuch Men as he
for ever in that Land, 'which peculiarly was given mindeth to' deﬅroy, and to void 'it of for them:
to that Race, ( in a more ſpeciil Manner, and by And conſidering alſo, that the Converﬁon oſ the

more ſingular Rights and Titles than any other in
rrhe World )are comprehended in that Covenzmt:
And if any ſay, That that is not a ſaving Pro
iniſe, or abſolute; ſo neither was his Promiſexoſ

jrwr, and the
now their Land,
Can any think
the Yimi: ſhall

Deﬂtruction of theſe that poſieſs
are tryﬅed together at one Time,
that for nought? Or, now when
be expelled in this general Battle

continuing them a viſible Church, or his People, at JrmagecL/Io'n, and 'that Land leſt void, and the

abſohwﬂ, 'as the Events of both alike do clear;
\ et is weight laid on 'his 'covenant with their Fa
rs, thus far as to make them again his People,
and why not in this Particular alſo? For it is
not ſimply, that he covenanted with them in a

yew: new converted, having hand in their overk
throw, W-'ill any oﬂer 'to come between them

and that Polleſlion?

Eſpecially, conſidering that

at 'ſuch a Time there will he ( probably) a ge
neral Zealz more than ordinary for the Churches
Covenant of Grace, ( ſer, ſo' he hath done with _'Propaga_tion, rather than ſor particular Dominion:
many others) but in a Covenant with ſpecial'Pro vcertainly their Title to, that Land, 'will appear
.miſes, and Grounds that maketh ita ſingular Tye more ſacred-than what any other People can claim
in theſe Things, beyond what others have: See .to any Land or it, and who will impede it? And
.Ram. xi. 28. conſidering eſpecially, that ſo God's it is obſervable, that who ever poſſeſs that Land,
Glory will the more ſhine in his Faithſulneſs and it it ﬅillin Scripture accounted as belonging to
.Goodneſs .in the Remembrance of 'his 'People and the c-ws, and will that Right be to no Pur
Sovenant: That Work will 'he the more ob poſe.
a. We ſay to that Weſtion, Whatever
ſervable to all Nations, and their incorning, which may be doubted or their reﬅoring to their Land,
is a ſpecial Evidence' of God's Fnithſulneſs, anda yet that they ſhall be brought to a viſible Church
great Promiſe made to the Church, will certainly State. 1. Not only in particular Perſons here and
bring forth the Ends of it more obſcrvably thus, there 'm Cougrcgations; but that Multitudes; yea,
both as they relate to God and his Honour, the the whole Body of them, ſhall be brought. in a
Churches Splendour, and others Edilication, or their common way with the &mile-3, to profeſs Chriﬅ,
own Conſolation. Neither can that Promiſi: made which cannot be denied, as Ram. xi. is clear, and
Loklﬅaelt Dmt. xxx. 2, 3, 4, Uc. that when ever that will be enough .toſat-isſy us in this Text, though
they thou frdpent, the Lord would gather them indeed this will ﬅand alſo well with the former, and
from. the NM'Mhether they were ſhattered, ſome way infer it.
and return rbe'p-I'tb'- 'their own Land ) be thought T H a other Thing to be cleared, was, That the
.void and nullaſter'C-hriﬅ's coming, eſpecially con Tizrb Overthro-w one wa or other is meaned by
ﬁdering the general-Repentanceand Mourning, which the drying up that River upbrcm; Which, beſide
I fſt 2
what
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what is ſaid, is conﬁrmed, r. From the End where
fore it is dryed up, to wit, the yew: reﬅoring: And
however, we take their reﬅoring ( as is ſaid) no
thing more hindreth it than the Tin-is ﬅanding, ( the
Pope being now down) eſpeciall if the reﬅoring
them to their own Land he under ood: That can
not be without this preceeding Furtherance, and the
removina of this Impediment out of their Wa .
2. TheTulneſs of the Gentile: goeth alongﬅ wit ,
if it do not preceed, the Jew: calling; and can that

.

Chap. 15.'

T r-rn it' are two chief Objection' to' be re
moved; The ﬁrﬅ is, That theſe Vials bring Wrath
on the Beaﬅ, as the Eſſects 'of them, and he is the

object they pour their Plagues upon; but neither
the in-coming of the Yea/r, nor down-bringing
of the Writ, toucheth him, or aﬂ'ecteth him.

Jnſw. r. Tho' the Beaﬅ be the chief Object, yet
not the only Object, eſpecial] in theſe laﬅ two
Vials; all other Enemies,
ings of the Earth

and Nations are alſo plagued, as is-clear, com

Fulneſs-be, and 'the Wrkr poﬁeſs ſo many Nations, paring what-followeth with Chap. xix. 2. In all:
where the Gmn'ler had Churches, and where'there theſe Vials, two Things are joyned together, the

isſo much Joy in the Church, Chap. xix. and ſo
much Wrath generally on Chriﬅ's Enemies in the
end thereof? It cannot be thought that either of
theſe can be, and the Turlnt be free. 3. It followeth
natively by comparing the Order and Method of the

ﬅanding and ſpreading of Chriﬅ's Kingdom, and

the decreaﬁng of Antichriﬅs: And theſe two pre
ceed together;

what bringeth Antichriﬅ down,

advanceth Chriﬅ's Kingdom; and what advanccth

his Kingdom, darkneth Antich'riﬅs: And though

This is clear in all, That directly it ﬅrike not on Anticbriﬅgyet conſequential
what P-lague cometh on the Church b the Trumpets, ly it doth; For, all Chriﬅ's Foli'owers, are Anti-

Vials with the Trumpets.

the contrary Good cometh by the ials, and what Chriﬅ's Enemies. 3. It is not ſimply the _'ﬁwiſh
Advantage Antichriﬅ got by the one, he loſſeth by Nation their Converſion, and the Yiirb Overtbrow,.
the other.

Now, it is certain, that as b

the ﬁfth that are ſpoken of here;

but it is the 7'10: Con

'Frumpet Antichriﬅ roſe, and theſe T'ur 3' ( before verſion and Union with the Gmn'lcr, in purſuing
hound at Eupbrater ) were looſed b the ſixth, as a Antichriﬅ now diſcovered, ( and 'therefore ﬁrﬅ here
Piague following Antichriﬅ on the &niﬅian World; called the falſe Prophet ) and the Tz'zrkr now ap
So by the ﬁfth Vial, Antichriﬅis put from his Seat: parently as united with Antichriﬅ, (it being like,..
And'thbrefore in order by the ſixth, the Church that he is among the chief of the Nations or Kings.
ſhould be next freed of that Enemy, which Anti of the Earth which he addreﬅiith unto) and ſo
chriﬅ's' Riſe to the Throne brought on: Eſpecialſi b'otlrthe yew: Converſion andzYw-b Ruin, will'
ly, conſidering that the Expreſſrons are ſo like other; be of great. Concemment, and a. heavy Stroke to
in the ſixth Trumpet, they are looſed, as if Ell: the Pope.

pbrarerwere overﬂowing all Banks: Here again,

object. 2; C A N ſuch a great Acceﬅion ﬅand

by thuſixth Vial, that overſpreading is reﬅrained with warre/rup. xv. that none would enter-the
anddried, which muﬅ be a drying up ſuitable and Temple till theſePlagues were ended? Art/w. I.
appoſitetothat looſing, which was before in the 'It cannot be meaned, that no Growth ſhould be
ſixth- Trumpet. Beſrde,.. there is no other Applica of the Church from the beginning of the Vials,
tionv probable; For to appl'y' this to Cyrus his taking till all were cloſed: For- then there ſhould never
of Babylon,_-as if he had been a King from the, Ea/I, any be, for they cloſe the laﬅ Judgment, and yet
'his
coming
will not
ſuﬀer it,
_'ﬂr. . every Vial hath a new Acceﬃon to. the Ch um h"
_ from
1.'41,
42,43.
Or,the.Nortb
to call theſe
Eaﬅerm,
heathen
_nd ſome Victory over Antichriﬅ. 2. ThezMesn
Nations, or Yizris to bemade uſe to deﬅroy Anti ing of that Place then,..is, r. None we: able to.
chriﬅ, cannot be: For theſe: Vials-are poured out ﬅand to interceed' for theſe who wore to be plagued, _
by ſome from the Temple, and Kings that formerly. but neceſiaril , and inevitably they. were poured?
whorodwithzthe Where will have a main Hand in. out, and no terceſlion was admitted.'. None en
her overthrow, Chap. xvii. Or, toappizt it. to the; tred of theſe creatures devoted. to Antiehriﬅ and his. =
weakning the Pope's Rtevenuas, which as na- River Deﬅruction, they continued hardned to the laﬅ, even:

after Rome. is deﬅroyed, and the Popes aboliſhod, yet
put-from,ſi his: Throne, and theſe Kings turned to ſome remainder Athens is to thevery laﬅ Vial. t
hate him, his Coﬂ'ers Awillvbeempty before this ſixth . Au. which ſhould ﬅir us .up heartily to pray for ſtrengthned' him, no queﬅion, he being formerly

Vial comez- Neither do theſe prepare ſo-the. Yrwt. 4 theſe Thingsuthae ſometimes will be ſo good News to.
Way, ,nor _ſpcaket'h it; formally 'ſuch Acceﬂion to, ithe Church, that in due Time the Lord would per
theChurch as the other, which is clear to be under

form. it, and haﬅen it. So fanmay webe warranted-t

ﬅood here from Chap, xix...

fromthis 'Place...

'
LZECIL .

Chap; '6.
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LECTURE.

V.

Verſe 13. And Ictſtw tbr't tl'u'lld" Spirit: like Frogr, come out o the Maid/2 of to: Dragon, and?
m of tbz Mouth of the Ben/I, and out of the Mouth' .y" tbc fair Prophet.
14. For they are the Spirits of Druilr, 'working Mratler, .w itb go ﬁrtb unto tbc King: oſ the

Eartþ, and of the whole lVorId, to gar/m' them to the Bottle of that great Day of God Almighty.
'
15. Behold home a: a TZ'z'ef, Blgﬄd is be that wate/oath, and keepeth bit Gar-ments, leﬅ be walk;
'ral-ed and tbey- ſet bis ſhame.

16. And be uttered them together into ap1att,..m11d in the Hebrew To'igut, zli-mogeddorz.v
for ( Chap. xix. 20. ) the fail/t Prophet' woritſieth"

RoM Firſt 13: to Verſe 172. followeth' th'e
F

third? Eﬀect of this Vial, to wit, the laﬅ Miracles before the ﬁrﬅ Beaﬅrwhich is the very

great Expedition of Antichriﬅ for his ſup Work of that two homed Bcaﬅ, Chap. xiii. and
port,-now after Rome's fall ( or at leaﬅ his Place only; He is called here thefalſe Prophet,
the ſhaking of_ that Dominion hugely) and before becauſe that vizorn of reſpect 'to' the amb', which
his Ruin. It may. either be called a third Eﬂect ſormerly he pretended is now taken away,-and' he'
following on, orfoccaſionediby the former two; that pretended to be Chriﬅ's; Vicaryis now diſco
You/it, the ﬁrﬅ appearance of the few: Enmity vered to be the great Deceiver and jay, Prophet'
againﬅhim and the Ziork's Decay; Or, theſe Verſe: Chap.
which xiii.
was to
come:
And as-rheſc
twoſoBmſts
one.
( as
was 7there
cle-med),is theareBeaﬅct
may more fully explieate the Manner how Eu
pbrattr ( that is the Tin-it's Dominion ) was dried up and faſt Prophet one here-t For, Cljappxix. Very?
to prepare the yew: Way, it was by the< Beaﬅ's 19. The Beaﬅ is diﬅinct from the Kings of the'
engaging them for him, who then by the- Battle Earth; So, V'ſ' 14.' of this Chaptenyet it would
of drmogcddon were ruined both together, and an ſeem that all civil Powers under the Name of'
excellent ﬅate of the Church, bbth of the fulneſs Kings ( as Chap. xviim ),ware eontradiﬃnguiſhed fromof the Genti/er and in-calling of the Yewt, followed: vthe Beaﬅ and Whore,-as- they that ſhall' 'once ſupWhereuponvtheſexPraiſes -(,=_e/mp. xix; .)'-are by An port'her and afterward hate her-r' neither can the '
ticipation ſet down before the Battle: However'the Emperor be ſecludedffrom that- reckoning: And
therefore it is no ſupream Civil Power. 2. They
Eﬀects are the ſame.
Titus Expedition: in this Chapter, ( beﬁde the are both caﬅ into the Lake togcther,,-Vnſe 20.
Event of'it, Chap. xix. ) is ſet out in ﬁve Things. and the now Rom'rEmpim- (likcly) was ei
r. In its Authors, the Dragon Beaﬅ, and falſe ther deﬅroyed or turned from the Pope to hate
Prophet. 2. Its ſpecial' Agems, three Spirits. 3. him under the fourth and ﬁfth Vialz' 3,, They l'dOfl'l'.v
hard to think that'
Their Taﬁt, to gather the Kings of the Earth. end together, and 'it will?
And, 4. The Succeſs, they- are brought together' there will bexno Succeﬃbn of- Empcrors or' civil"
in drmagoddm, Verſe-'16. and before this, after the states, repreſenting theſe parts or Po'wers after'
Preparation in Parentheſis, there is caﬅ in aWord the Popes overthrow: ._ Yet are they all three
both-of warning and of- Comfort. Behold, [come an named diﬅinctly, to- ſhewv what eoncurnethi for *
ſupporting Papacy,,deviliſh subtilty, temporal-Power '
a Tþicſl'. Blgﬃd is be, &Ca- Verſers,
r. THE: Author is: deſigned by three NamB, and deep Hypocriſy. In a Word, all unlawful and
et is the ſame Party- under divers conſiderations; ear-nal. Shitrs, and that both 'civil and eceleﬁaﬅick are -'
* H'he Dragon is the ſamcvmentionedrcbopz' xii. 8, 9., made uſe of; -ſi
2. THESE inferior Agents'are ſeveral' wave der
to wit," the-Devil, here acting...not immediately, but
'for ſupporting his Lieutenant the Beaﬅ, to whom ſcribed. - 1.- In their Naturewhey are Spirits: Noti
he gave his Power, Chap. xiii. leaving nothing that properly, for Spirits,as ſuch, cannot-beſeen, neither '
Hell can- do for that end.. The Ben/his thesﬁrﬅ isit ſuch that canztreatwith Kings and perſwade'themr
Ruﬅ, named,- Chap, xiii. ttrwit, the Pope, as hex to War,as ſent out 'of the Mouthof the 'Beaﬅ and falſe .'
is' Head to the. civil 'State of. Rome; The faﬄiw Prophet, But Spirits, -.x. For their activity and nim-s hleneſas
* Propþct, tis. the two-harried Bag/i, _C/zop, xiii. 11..

An-Frros-zrzozv ofthe
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ble-neſs in compaſſmg their Deſigns. 2. Becauſe they in the other; likewiſe by the Di'agon cannot be meaned
call themſelves ſpiritual Men, 'in oppoſition to Laitl'r, heathen Perſecuters, for they are ſent out-by the Ben-X
ſuch asJcſuites,
the Pope's
are, mceuly
as Numiax,
ygats,
657.Negotiators
are exceding
takenLeg alſo, and do not ſend; but it is the Beaﬅ now appear

ing,
like is,a Togatſiherrhem
Dmgon, and a tothe
falſe Battle
Prophet.
2.
Theirboth,
Errand,
of that
here; For, their Inﬅitution, Oath, and way of pro

ceeding, anſwereth well 'to that of theſe Frogs, as great Day g God Almighty, that is, to an eminent ap
ﬁngularly commiﬃonated to ſpread themſelves thro' peating of ods, in taking vengeance on them: 'Not
-'.he 'd/orld; 'to engage all Kingsagainﬂ: Chriſt's Fol that this is their Intention to ſight againſt God, aﬁt
lowers, who may alſo have
Spirits waiting on is expounded, Chap. xix. or to meet his Venmce,
zthem, to make their Embaﬂage eﬀectual, as ſlhab's' but that in God's Providence this is made the Reſtﬂt
falſe Prophets had, (Kings xxii. to which this may of all;" And tho' they think it*'s ﬁghting for Chriﬅ's
Vicar, yet he expoundeth it otherwiſe, asit is, upon
allude.
2. T H a Y are deſcribed by their Qualities, they the Matter, a ﬁghting againﬅ God Almighty: For it
are wit/can Spirits, like Fragr. r. In their Riſe, was to oppoſe his Churches riſing, and in that Battle

mot of God, but the Devil, ( ſor they are called ſo, God was Party. 3. The Inﬅruments are more clear
Iſnſz 14.) as all their Orders are not of Chriﬅ's
planting, there-ſore compared to Locuﬅs, Chap. ix.
2. In their Ends, deviliſh, oppoſite to the Lord
-Chriﬅ, as the Devil is. 3. In their' Manner of Pro

ly deſigned Spirits, not of God, but of the Devil,

ſuiting well with ſuch a Commiﬃon. 4. The Means
how they prevail, it is by working &firm/er, ſuch as
the Devil, by his natural and experimental Know

,cctding, by all Means deviliſh Inﬅruments, &5. as ledge of Things, and ſpecial Defxterity to do and corn
Murders, Trcat'ons, Lies, Equivocations, Eft. they paſs Things, can out of natural Cauſes eaſily and reaﬂly'

_care hot what, if they tnay eﬀcctuate their De bring forth, which may be wonderful to Men who
dign: for ſupporting the Beaﬅ. 4. In their Life, can act nothing like theſe: Or, by his Dem'tzmaking
'rit and loat-hſcxnq, like Frogs, that uſe Mariſhes, Men believe he doth Things of themſelves beyond the
_, w ich in ,Reformations _are not cleanſed, Ezch. Power of Nature, which he doth not really perform,
,xlvii. 11.) 10 that Brood continue in theſe Places, but deludeth Men to believe that they areperſormed:

,w_hich-ranainelh unhealed, and 'hauntethſuch Corn Such are the Bcaﬅ's Miracles, Chap. xiii. 12. ; Or,by
_,pany.

5. In their Number, they are three, that is, making Men believe, that ah their 'Legends of Coun

_a conſiderable Number.

In the xi. Chap. when tcrſeit'Miracles are true, which they make a Mark of

.Chriſl.'s Cauſe was low, he had but two Nvitneſies, 'the true Church, and thus perſwade Men to ſupport
Antichriﬅ hath three, as it were, moc do back him their Babylon.
BE'FORZ he ſet down the Succeſs of this Negotiati
.to his_.laﬅ, than ,Chriﬅ had, ſo tenacious and conﬅant
are ,Mþen inLvil, rather than Good. Three alſo, to on, which is, l/trſ' 16. he caﬅeth in ( Ver/2 '5. )
ſuit with
of himandthat
.commiſſ10nateth
.,them.
So the
ſomeNa=ure
act deviliſhly
ſubtilly,ſias;£rom
the a Word of warning and Comfort. It ſhould be in
Parentheſis, as iſthe Lord Chriﬅ ſaid, Such ih Days

Dragon repreſenting him; Othersby might and and great Temptations to draw Fol'ks in Snakes are
.civil Negotiations carrying the Buſineſs, asBervants coming, that many will go on in thcſeDeſigns as think

to Princes. A third Sort, countcrſeiting Religion, ing all their own : TheAdvertiſement, is, Behold', I
either by pretending many Mimcles to have been tame ar a Thief: When they think leaﬅ on it, and
done by their Party, pr ﬅrengthned by the Devil to ſeeth leaﬅ Appearance of it, Iam at hand to take

,do great XVondersthcmſelves ſor covering, their Hy< Vcngeance on them, and to deliver the Church z So he
.,pocriſy, and ﬅrengthning their Cauſe: And accord
-.ing to this thrcefold Commiſſion they act. 3. This
Deſign of the _Beaﬅs by theſe Agents, is more par
ticularly holden forth in four Things.
1. To whom they are ſent, to the King: of the
Earth, and gſ the whole IVorZtI, that is, to all Nati
- ons and Powers, whether Chriﬅian or Heathen, that
-would joyn againﬅ the true Church.

ſpeaketh, Matth.xxiv.43,44. _2Pet.iii.-to_. 2. There

tsmſinuated a Duty ſuitable to this Advertiſement, that
is', to ll/atrh, atte-[keep their Gar/tient: that', which was

expounded, Chap.iii.3. Iinplying, 1. AStrait and Diſ
ﬁculty. 2. The only Mean ofbeing preſerved in aﬅnit
Time, that is, watching, ſeeing b it only Men are

keeped free of Spots in their Pro*

Therefore if Walk.

on and Chriﬅian

3. There is ſet down here two excellent

Emperor were
of the
Pope's
p the
the Commiſſion
muﬅone
be ſcnt
to him,
andFollowers,
he not be Motives, ipreſſing 'this neceſſary Duty of Wind)
mg,

r._

rom their Happineſs who doth ſo, they

,a Sender; butvas thenaming of the Dragon diﬅinctly an hlgﬄed, r. In themſelves, being keeped from
ſupgonethno diﬅinct viſible Power, ſo neither doth it much bin and wrath which othem fall under. 2. In
Reference

Lhfap.
k6.
Reſiﬁrencezth o'thﬃ',
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whſſbeihgliby'tliſſat Deſign o'ſ Battle, after the'Manner-of the Hebrew', who called

Antichriﬅ's inſnare'd, ſhall share of W'Tath. The ſe Places from notable Events in them,.as Basbim Air/m',
cond is, becauſe-by watching, Men keeping their Ha/mn, Gag, Ezabþ xxxix. Barber; wi'hmmny'.
Nahdmyi
cet/ered',
which bgnﬁnning
is diſcovered
to others. Now, this is two ways applieable, 14 Gmr
their shame:A- ſpotted
ctrment hideth
notſi this
rim, which A/ima cometh from, ligniſy-ing subtilty
shame, but manifeﬅeth-it, To be kccped-ſrom Sin, andlapplied to the-Serpent, Gan. iii. rt-yeaz'..Sub:il->
is a' great Motive; and,t_o keep ſrom=Stn keepethlſrom ty with Deceitſulheſa- 2. Gtddm cometh ſrom a'
shame; for,Shameſollowethevcr'uponldinr- FAnd - Root that ﬁgni-Iem'gathered togetherr ſo- the Word
there is a Bctbald preﬁxed, yet Readcre- may not iigniﬁethndecoitftdlytgatlxred-togethcnby Cruſt; are
paſs it, but obſerve the warning ſortheir 'Inﬅructi the ﬁrﬅ Root may ﬁgniſy Deﬅruction, ſo it is gaon in .Duty,_and_the Inct_)u_ragcmcnt of' Bleſiedncſs thered to be deﬅroyed. The ſecond way how it is
for'- their upſtirring and Comfort. God's People applicable, is to take it in All'ulion' t'b Away-U: 3 16'
would' never look ſor a conﬅant Peace in the great lt will he the Hill ol Mrgizlſz, a Place' in Judab,
eﬅ zrowth oſ Religion, even at the yew: In-com famous for two Events, (tr. j'rra'g. v. 19.- ) in over
ing: the Church hath one of her ſoreﬅ- Battles. - throwing seem: mighty. Army. by Woman's Help,

There is great Odds betwixtzrvm'ving GoſpeP and I' 90 theſe Enemies brought into ſuch a ſit Place, ſhall
the real Advantage that. cometh, by. it, anduout
ward Peace and'l'roſpcn'ty.

beas Stﬅru at the River Klſhn, Pſul; htxxiii.r The

Years deſpiſcd the Goſpel, and never had been ga

vent, Zetb. xii. 12. both, or either, will ſuit here,

other at: zVcgiddo, by yojia's Death is lamentable-3
T u-'s laﬅ Thing, is-the Succeſs" theſe ſoul Spi Thus it rtlateth to the great Zeal and Repentartce
rits had. They gathered theſe-Kings who ſor tmny which ſhall be among the Jew: at ſuch ajoyſulB ;
themd-'by._it, im-God'ﬂﬀjudgment they are given up whatever way it be. But take it, ſrom_ the Force o£
to yield to them. This hath theſe Circumﬅances, . the compound Word, it agreeth beﬅ to thez [aleI. The Succeſs, The) are gall-ered: And who? [aim-s: way,, and that is. the Reaſon why eſpecially
It is'theſe to whom they were ſent, bothxpopiſh .- it is-mentiencd here expreſl'y in- the }[-'Z*mw'7l.\ongue, King' and heathen Kings: It is dike, the Tmh as . implying, 1. That they putthat Name on it; ſon
neareﬅ, are moﬅ eaſily ingaged to ſet on Chriﬅians ; lſ. is not like that other Nations would give it a
In a Word ſuch ſpecial.v Enemies as God mindeth Name in a ﬅrange Tongue. 2. Their rcſpecting.
to be about with. 2..L'. is ſaid, be gar/med them, the Eventin the Name, asis their Manner, as be
not the Spirit; that i', either the Beaﬂ: who oomv ſore, was ſaid, thus the. Name ſpeaketheut. the;
mitſionatcd them; or rather God, who in his-ſcorch Evenrt,
I.£ itv - be*aslt'ed,-why
the Ijord'delayeth ſo thcteſiſe'

Providence ordereth that Deſign of theBoaﬅ's and i
linmity- of theſe Kings for ſuch an Endms- mighL- Vials, orcanicth them ſo 'on as the Pope getteth ſuch.
glorify-him, and undo'them. It-is likean Allulion - Hclppand bringeth God's-Church low, even when
to> the Commiﬃon.Sutan.. getteth againﬅ ſibab- in he. is near to Ruinﬁ ſi'iſiutr 1. -T-hisvway tryeth
perſwading him, wherein thoughvthe Devil be in the Faith and Patience or' God's' People moﬅ, as,..
ſtrumental 'by falſe Prophets in bringing ﬄþab to lucre r'Him'r-Fui'tb and Patirme-( Clwp. xiii. ) import- v
Ram-Wax 1'Kr'ng'xxii.'1yet itis. by God's- permiſſtve eth.,So-was-yrwl tried- in their ﬂaw Delivery out
Providence to puniſhuſcluþ, . thatmaketh him-3 pre oſzEgypt. ' 2.' This-eﬀectath his End. amongﬅ Ruevailiſ Soie ishere, the Devil hath one Deſign, the mies more, and. giveth them. Occaſion-of kylhing.
Beaﬅ-anbther, God a third, and he maketh. uſe oſ and in God's Judgment hardneth them, by Hopes<
both for furthering oſhis;. he doth it when they ſometimes to prevaih; till-his VVrath come on them.

ſeem to get moﬅ way in theirs, and itsr but tha- eſ --So * was: P/Mrmb,'._- by (ſhael's Straits-at the. red Sea, .
ſectuating ofhis, ſo God's Hand is ſoveraign, even aand - the- Magicians, counterfeit Miracles,- hardned::
rr Antichriﬅ'szDeſigna ' 3..Conccrnin'g the lthee . Thus Gl1nﬅconung,..is-es. a Snare, Luke' xxi. 35..
Jſ-IlO which the aregathered, two Thingsmre. to .3...Itlcontributcihamore for. God's Glory, he get
minquircdg. 1.' hattbis Armagrddon is?" 2. Why. lcth thclltlilUI together tothe great Battlcphe'
hath: by. this Means many, Victories,.- and much b_
t-is expmﬂy 'ſaid int. the. Him-w Tongue i .
r; ARJVI-GQDD DQN. is not to be takhnlitez Glory overone-Lnemy, as he. had - over P-'Feraa/r, .
any, astiſ there-were ſuche Place, .in awl'uchindeed otherwiſe the would never upholdaConteﬅ-witlh
mixing that Name,.that Battleais to he ſought in, t God. The ord in. this doth (as one ſaith) as a .
me. ﬁgurativelyh, it=. ſetteth downbetbre Hand, .l\1an, .,who,- being, to-tleap ſar, goeth a little back .

tom theEMﬁand-Eyent oh. thatzfſixpgdition and . to.- come. up withihe greater Force.
F=o as.
1

du rzrPosrTIoNafzi-w.
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F on ﬁnfulCauſes of it, wemay name, r. Their their own Glory in being inﬅrumental in ſuch a
jngratitude and unanſwerahle Wallt who receive the Thing; or, under ſuch a Pretext, purſue their
Goſpel, which will make God remove it, and there

own more than Chriﬅ's, therefore theyxare not bleſs

fore alſo not to pro'pagate it. 2. Little Pity on
them that lyeth under Antichriﬅ, and little Prayer
for God's haﬅning his Judgment: on him and ﬁt
ting of Inﬅruments for it.. 3. Little Singleneſsin

ed. 4. Want of a powerful .Miniﬅry, and Lives

any undertaking for that End. few _Kings mindeth

ſmſul Acceﬂion to Antichriſt's Standing.

anſwerable amongﬅ Profeſibrs, which maketh this
Truth to be loathed, ſeeing ſo many are carnal, de

ceitſul, (57. -who profeſs it.

Thus many have a

i/t: Self-intereﬅ ſway all, and othmjcarnally ſeek
I

LECTU RE

VI.

verſe. 17 . dmi th ſhwntb Angel poured out bis Vial into the Air, and there ram a gnat Vain out of tZ-t
Temple of Heat-en from the Throne, ſaying, It ir dam.
18. And there were Voirer, and Tbunderr, and Ligbtningr:

And 'bare 'war agreat Eartbguah, ſhtb

as was mtſime Men were upon the Earth, mighty an Eartbynake and ſh great.
19. And the gnat City war divided into three Parts, and the Cities ay 'be Nation: fect: And
great Babylon tamen: Lamb-eme before God, la girt: unto Im- tbr Cup, gf the Wine of the ﬁerce/leſs"
of hir Wrath.
20. And may (ﬅand ﬂed away, andtbr ll-Iomztaim were mtﬂund.

21. And tbtreﬂllupm Maugre-at Hail out ry' Heaven, every Stone about 'be ſſ/cigbt of a Taint:
And Men blaſpbmcd God becauſe gſ the Plague rȝf the Hail 3 For the Plague tlm-egf war ounding
great.
l

_
'

H I s 'is the laﬅ Vial: For underﬅanding ﬁrﬅ and ſecond Plagues, and theſe are extended
whereof, fIt-Will be neceſſar to enquire, even to the heathen World: Therefore ſo muſtal
whether it bringeth the laﬅ udgment on ſo the Vials he, and not be aſtricted to the Beaﬅ's
'ly on the Beaﬅ? Or, if it looketh to the laﬅ Kingdom only, Secondly, The ſeventh Trumpet
lPlagucs on the World ſimply, includingin it the laſt bringeth the laﬅ Wo, which ( Chap. x. 6, 7.)
Judgment; Which laﬅ, being of largeﬅExtent, ﬁniſheth the Miﬅery of God when Time ſhall be
fand including the former, we conceive to be undcr no more; but it is cleared, ( Chap. xi. } that the
ﬅood, not onl becauſe ofthe Seriw of this Prophe Wo and the laﬅ Plagues are one: Therefore the
ſ , which being divided intozthree principal typical Day of Judgment muﬅ be the Periodof theſe Vials,
ropheﬁcsof fevers ,( whereof this of Vials is the ſeeing it is the Period of the third Wo. 3. The
laﬅ) and other explicatory Propheſies or Viſions, Exprefſionsoſ this Vial are ſuch as bear it out, It it
both which go alongﬅ from J'a/m's Time to the done z agrrat Enrtbqual'e, Mu'ztainr were not/band,
zEnd: And therefore this Vial, being theJaﬅStep &Ft. LVhich ſhew another Manner of Change than
and Clqſeof the typical Propheﬂes according to that was under the seals, as the particulars will clear. On
Series, it muſtextend it ſelf to the End, which af ly take theſe two Cautions. r. Not to think it bring
terward is more fully explained, Chap. xx. 21. &sir. .eth the laﬅ Judgment immediately, as if it con
as the two former Vials are, Cbapxvii, 18, 19. Be tained no preceeding Events, but only that the
ſide this, theſe Reaſons evince it, Firﬅ, Chap. xv. 1. Plagues immediately preceeding that Judgment, are
2.) they arethe laﬅ Plagues in which are fulﬁlled ſet out in this Vial, and that there are no ſucceed
God'swrath, and that ſunply in the World: For ing Judgments on the Earth after it, but it ter
here, the Cities oftheNations are deſtroyed as well minateth and endeth in Eternity, and God's ﬁnal
v as Babylon, and theſe Plagues are to be.underﬅood immediate inﬂicting Judgment on the World of the
itin Ig'l, with Reference to ſuch Plagues as went be Wiclred. 2. That we look not on this, or the
LOR: man: under thc.Scals and Trumpets, which are other Vials, as fully or principally holding forth
'
the
l

ﬀ- ﬀ-w'
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' the Condition ofthe-Church in that Time, but con
ſequently ; for they-hold forth 'Wrath on Enemies:

w;

ſelf beareth. It is dam; 'It is like, alluding to
'Chriﬅ's Word on the Croſs, It i: ſimſhed, when
that Work was at a Cloſe; So here, there is an

From which may be gathered, If it be ill' with Ene
Endhad
of ſworn
God's' (Plagues
on the
Earth; the
and ﬁniſh
what
mids, it is good and well with her; but that lS more he
C/mpct. x.)
concerning

full to be fought and gathered from the explicatory
V'ions reſpectively contemporary with theſe, in
which the flouriſhing State of the Church, and the
ſucceſſive inﬂicting of theſe Plagues on her Enemies,
is more
fullVyialxvli'e
e reſi'ed.
IN this
are to conſider, I. The object.

ing of the Myﬅery, was now perfected, and what
was before propheſied of the End, now they are
fulﬁlled: Which Words, ſuppone not an imme
diate, inﬅantnneous fulﬁlling of theſe Eﬀects, but
fucccſſive, ſo as by that Vial, in due Time and Order

2.. The Eﬀects. The Object, is, Verſe 17. He' they are brought about and cloſed.
2. T r-r 5 Eſſect is ſet out by Sign, Verſe 18.

poured' it out into the Air: Which object is of a

'larger Extent thanzany of the former, and cometh And

there were Him',

Thunder-s, and

Light

Znearer Satan's Kingdom in the Foundation'and Ex m'ngs, which as we heard, (C/mp. xi. 19. ) do
tent of it, who is, ( Eph, ii. 2. ) Prince aftbe Power ﬁgnify great and dreadful changes and Judgmcnts;
4 the Air: The Earth, Sea, Sun, and Seat of the and it may here' include, with the laﬅ Judgment,

guilt, are deﬅroyed before this is poured out into the theſe Commotions of C'og and M7g0g, which do
Air, as that which was only reﬅing, and compre

next preceed.

3. It is ſet- out by the real Eﬀects

hendeth what yet ﬅandeth of Satan's Kingdom ; for and 'their Conſequents, as Means by which theſe
the Air to be plagued, hath Inﬂuence on all under Judgmems are produced. They are of two Sorts,
it, eſpecially theſe who breath in it, and leaveth no Firﬅ, A great Eartbqualre, Verſe 18. And dgrmt
thing breathing, and ſo no living m Satan's World; Hail, Verſe 21. Theſe are not to be limited only

et a Powe: he hath in it, ſo long as it ﬅandeth. to the very ſame Plagues; But hold out, r. A
hat thus it is to be extended, appeareth, r. By
the Eﬀects which are on the great City, i. e. what
of it remained, and on all the Cities'of the Nations,
Iſlands, Mountains, and Men that are ſmitten with
it. 2. By comparing Verſe ro. Chap. xx. with this
Event, it is'on' the Devil and his Kingdom, Gag and
Magog univerſally: For, two of the three grand
Enemies, that engaged againﬅ Chriﬅ under the for

Concurrence of Heaven and Earth for inﬂicting
that Judgment, as it was in the Deluge, the
Earth ſhaketh from

beneath, and the

Heavens

throw 'down Stones from above. 2. It holdeth
forth the Dreadſulneſs and Greatneſs of the Judg
ment of this Vial. 3. The Immediateneſs of it, ,
without any Inſtruments intervcening, he execut
eth it on them himſelf, as in Earthquakes and
Hail;v So ( Chap. xx. 9. ) it is ſaid to be by Fire

mer Vial, to wit, the Beaﬅ and falſe Propher, are
deﬅroyed, Chap. xix. and caﬅen into the Lake, from Heaven, which is, upon the Matter, the ſame.
Theſſthird, to wit, the Devil, hath ſome Eſſay; by

This Eartbqzzaie (ſ'mﬅ 18. ) is deſcribed in its I.
He, by this laſt Vialnis caſt into-the Lake', where A grrizro'iie', ſltiſ a) never was, far beyond that,
'the
former Gaſig
two and
are before
Andzhis
laﬅ In C/zapſixvi. And indeed the laﬅ Judgment will
ﬅruments,
Magog,him;
are 'more
immediately
ſhake the World beyond any thing that ever it
other Inﬅruments after theſe are gone, C/mp. xx. Io. Degree, then in its Conſequents or Eﬀects,

deﬅroyed from Heaven, asthe Eﬀect of this-Vial felt heforei Satan/il), The Eﬀects of this Earth
afterwards cleareth.

This then taketh in what Do

quake, are marked to be three or four,

I. The

great City, to wit, Sodm, Chap. xi. where the
turn it, wherever it were, and amongſt whom Witneſſes were killed, or Baþylau, war divided in
three', that' is, oveitu'rncd: For, a City to be di
ſoever.
.. ' t
,
a, *
, 'V
T H er Eﬀects of this Vial, are-three' Ways ſet vided in three Parts by "an" Earthquake, making
out, I.
ctVVord. a. By Sign. 3. By real Eſ the Gapcs of-'the Earth that great and wide, and
minion yet Satan had in the World, and is to over

fects and Confcquents, 'all ſpeaking the Greatneſs of to be overturned, is one.

Betide, in plain Words.

it is ſpoken afterwards of the Cities of the Na
' 1. T HE Word, Firſt 17. 1. Generally, Is a tions, that they fell, which' expoundeth the for
great Virt,_to make it- obſervable', 2; Yvhence it mer. Thus what Reliques of l'opery or Pa
cometh, Friar the 'Yſſbromz qui'- if the ſimple of Hea piﬅs in? any Part of' thefworld, whether at
arm: InaW'ord, from God, to; ſhew the'Autho< Rome, if poﬃbly ſomewhrt" recovered, or any
tity of the Spealgcr, and the Certaintyof the Thing whereelſe, '( yet without 'their Pope) ſhall now
ſpoken, which is the third Thing the Expieſiion it wholly 'be overturned. The ſecond- Eſſect, is,
this Judgment.

_i

_

3,

G g g r:

()n

'an E-Xposr-TION of the
Chap. 17.
on the Heathens, called Cities of the Nations, and
Ezel. xxxviii. 2. where Gog. and Magog are to be
contradiﬅinguiſhed from this one great City, They
ﬁll 3 all theſe ſhall be ruined alſo.

3. Bahy/on's deﬅroyed by Hailc' The Expreſſions of the Judg

Judgment is-enlarged and aggreged, that it reﬅeth ment may he borrowed, as the Names of the Eneq
mies, from Gog and Magog.' The Greatneſs of it, is
not in a temporal Overturuing, but God putteth in
is further ſet out by the Eﬂect on reprobate Men
her Hand the Cup eft/7: Fieztenc/i ofhis H/rath, ſpo
who are the Object of it: They now break out
ken. of and threatned to all her Followers, Chap. xiv.
in
Io. Whereby it appeareth I. That this Judgment W open Blaſphemy againﬅ God, ſo that the laﬅ
rath mendetb them not, though it be great.
endeth in Eternity: And, 2. That it reſpecteth for
That exceeding Greatneſs of it, without mixture of
mer Threatnings.
is inſuﬂerahle and inſupportable, and yet
A fourth Eﬀect, is, Verſe 20. ſhewing what In- Mercy,
th ey are continued
a Being after ſuch a Plague.
ﬂuence this Vial or Earthquake ſhall have, not on We muﬅ therefore inlook
upon it as an eternal Judg
lyon Cities, but on Iﬅands, at a Diﬅance, and [Worm
ment ; for a temporal Life. could ' not ſuﬅain Men
tains., Ina Word, on all the Univerſe, which (hall
'not only be moved as at other Earthquakes, and under- it,- but m Hellr: Although Malice being now
Verſe 12. Chap. vi. but here, they ﬂie away and inveterateandat its Height in Reprobates and De
vils, .ſo as they neither fear nor love the Lord 5 but
ſhall trothe/"ound, holding out thereby the Conſum<
do
conﬅantly blaſpheme as their continual Exerciſe
mation that ſhall be at the End, further exounded,
Chap. xx.. 21.

T H a ſecond Eﬃtct' of the Hail ( Ver/t 21.) is to
the ſame-Purpoſe to ſhew that then Sinners ſhall have
Reſuge neither from Earth nor Heaven : The Hail
is: terrible, alluding to that Plaguc, Exod. ix. but
former Sins, than as hav
exceedingly beyond it, never ſuch an Hail heard of
as this, euery Stone a Taltnt Might; it is irreſiﬅible, ing Inﬂuence to increaſe their Puniſhment after their
therejs no Fence againﬅ it: And it may allude to ﬁnal Doom. It muﬅ be a dreadful Thing to he in.
Hell, eſpecially after the laﬅ judgment.

L ' E C T U: R E

Is.

CHAP. x.v11.:.

*

Verſi: 1., A ND there tame-one of theſe-nen Angel: which had theſe-nen Via/5,
ing unto me, Come hither I willſhew unto thee

jttoth upon many H/attrr.

andta/hed with me, ſay-'
the Judgment ofthe great Whom, that

2. mth whom the King: ofthe Earth have committed Errnitation,
and the Inhahz'tant: tftht Earth have
horn made drunk with the Wine of her Fornitattbn...

a i

E' have had a little' View of
clearly to point out what this Babylon orantichriﬅian
God's Judgments againﬅ An Church, and who this Antichriﬅ is, (the one in
tichriﬅ and Babylon his Seat. in oppoſition to the true Church,- the other to Chriſt,
the forme: principal and laﬅ ty the right Head andSoveraignthereof) with a more
pical Propheſy of the. Vials, clear Deſcription of them, their Actings and R'uin.
which carried it on .to the laﬅ We are therefore to look on- this Propheſy; and eſpe
Judgmenn. Now, followeth cially on thisChapter, as a-ſpecial:_Ke
the laﬅ explicatory Propheſy,
y for opening
in' twoViſions: : Wherein ſome ſpecial Things men- -. the . main Myﬅeries concerning theſe Things which
are
delivered
inthe
former
Propheſies..
In. order to
tioned inthe former, more dark] and ſhortly, are
which;
and
for
underﬅanding
of
what
followeth
in, i
more fully explained. The Holy_ hoﬅaimingherehy
general. awe prcmitthcſe Ihingzp.
*

-

uﬂbzts

Chap. 47. *

BOOK dftbe REVELATION.

1. CONCERNING zthe. Scope, it is in theſe
Words, C/mp. xvii. I. 1 will ſhew unto 'rim 'be
judgment iﬀtbe great II/bore: By.which is meaned
not only nor mainly the laﬅ Judgment, or laﬅ
Step of her Judgment under the ſeventh Vial; for,
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is' from Vrſ' 3, to Verſh 6. From that to 'the End,

we have a clear Interpretation ( upon the Occaſi-_
on of Job/Is wondering) more fully expounding
this than any other Viſion is expounded. Concern
ing which Objervl more particularly.
al] which followeth, as the Deﬅruction of Bel-Man,
1. T r-r A 'r there is great Odds between the ﬁgu
Chap. xviii. which is the Seat or Throne of the rative Expreſſions in which the Viſion is ſet down,
Beaﬅ, belongeth not to the-ſeventh, but to the ﬁfth and theſe by which it is interpreted. The Viſion
Vial; nor the Battel of drmageddan, where the Beaﬅ and Propheﬁes are ſet down dark-ly under the Fi
is taken, belongeth not to it, but to the ſixth : And gures, and we muﬅ take them ſo ; and to take them
this would make the Story of the ſeventh more literally were abſurd : Becauſe they need Interpre
cornprehenﬁve than it will bear. But we take in tation, but theInterpretation, is in plain Words and
the remark-.._,le Events on the Beaﬅ and his Throne, more properly to be taken. Otherwiſe, to expound
which are by temporal Judgments to be carried on . one Allegory by another as Obſcure, were no Ex
by the Kings, who, once having given theirPower poﬁtion, and contrary to the Angel's Scope here
to this Beaﬅ, ſhall afterwards withdraw from her, which-is by this Interpretation to make John and
and Piece and Piece hate-her, and make her naked, us know the Meaning of the Viſion, and contrary
as is clear, Ver/Z- 16. all which cleareth, that this to the Manner of the Expoſition in all other Places,

following Viſion (C/MP. xvii. xviii. and xix. ) doth
belong to the ﬁfth and ſixth Vials, and not to the
ſeventh.
,
2.ſſCONCERNING the
Series and placing of
them, it is thus to be done, 1. He deſcribeth ( Chap.

xvii.) the Objcct of theſe Judgments, to wit, the
Whore and the Beaﬅ, and who are to be underﬅood
by them, with a general Hint at the Inﬅruments
to be made Uſe ofin their Ruin.

Then, (Cbap.

as (Cbap. i. 20. ) the ſeven Candleﬅicks are the
ſeven Churches, literally ſo, and no moc, as they
are named. The ſeven Stars the Angels, or Mini
ﬅersof theſe Churches: And ( Chap. vii. theſe are
they who are come out ofgreat Tribulation, i. I. ſo
indeed. And therefore here, though in the Viſion,
Heads and Horns be not to be properly and literally '
underﬅood, yet in the Interpretation, ſeven Heads
are ſeven Hills, or ten Horns ten Kings, they are li

xviii. ) he more fully and pathctically (heweth the terally and properly to be taken, eſpecially when the
temporal Deﬅruction of that 'City or Whore, by Angel circum'ﬅantiateth the Hills, ſuch as the Wo
the following Lamentations of her Followers: man ſitteth upon ; and the Kings, by this, that ﬁve

Which ſheweth it not to bethe laﬅ Judgment on be paﬅ, one is, and the other is to come; and the
her, which could have nothing following 5. but that ten Kings, not as yet to have received Power, but
Judgment on the Beaﬅ's Seat, mentiontioned under to get it afterward, and ſo forth. 'All which tle
the 'ﬁfth Vial, Chap. xvi. Then ( Chap. xix. ) he monﬅrate,'that the Angel's Purpoſe and Words are
goeth on to deſcribe the Events of the ſixth Vial in to be literally underﬅood. So the Woman, the City,
the Battle of zﬂ'mageddon, which was defective ( till ( Verﬅ 18. ) is ſo circumﬅantiated'by her Dominion, *
ſupplicd there) Chap. xvi. after theſe, In the laﬅ as conﬅtaineth
be underﬅood.
7.. C o N c r:italiterally
N 1 N otothis
\Voman and Whore, ſi

Viſion ( Chap. xx., xxi. xxii. ) till Very? 6, 7,*{5't.
he ſetteth out the Events of the ſeventh Vial: Obſ." I. Thatthe Woman and Whore are both one
Wherein Rome, is not only deﬅroyed as in the ﬁfth z City. or State, but diverlly conſidered: For, ſhe
and the Beaﬅ, as in the ſixth : But the Dragon: who is the Whore, Ver/- t. is ﬅilcd and rc
in his univerſal Dominion, which belongeth to the preſented as a Woman Ver/i 4. and the Wo
ſeventh Vial. So, Chap. xviii. expoundeth the ﬁfth' man there repreſented, hath the Whores Name,
Vial; xix. the ſixth; and xx, xxi. the ſeventh; Vnﬅ 5. yet ( I ſay 3 diverﬂy conſidered, for to
and this xvii. Chapter maketh way for all.
be
Whore ctuſeth
and anto adultereſs
as
the anScripture
mention Whore,
to this ſuch
Scope:
3. F o R tlis xvii. Chap. (which is a Ground
well premitted to all the reﬅ) it hath three_Parts, Therefore this Name is given to Iſmc/ in their

1. Anlntroduclion, or Preface, containing the Oc their Defections, and not to Heathens,

becauſe

ration of what followeth ; or, the propoſmg of the it importeth a contract and Marriage with ſome
Sum and Scope of the Viſion following. This is Party and a foul Breach of that Tie. The XVhore

in the Angcls Words to j'abn, Ver/e r, 2.

2.. then, as ſuch, can be no City that never was

There is the Vilion it ſelf, more darkly repreſent .-Chriﬅian, but ſome eminent Church making de
.ed to him in Types, or in aligurative viſion. This;
, * ..A
' r
G g- g g 2..
ſccticm
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mia-Yea szrro N ofthe'
Chap. 't7_

fection to Idolatry, and falling from the Faith given
to God their Huſbandz at leaſt, this Engagement to
him, muﬅ-preveen their being accounted ſo notori
ous, an Harlot. And, 2. As the Woman and
Whore Chap.
are one;
So Babylon
( called
'be greatareCity,
Sodo'n,
xiſi. Verſe
8. ) and
the Where,
the

' De ponnﬁ Romanc.
Caþ. '3. Having, Firﬅ, 'Propoſed that Opinion of Jago/line, Irn/act, Haymo,
Boa'a and Rape-tra, who, by the City Babylon, un
derﬅand the Multitude of the Wickcd. Aud addeth,
Smtndo, diri poteﬅ, U mea judicr'o 'ne/int, per nie
rctrimn intelligi Ro'na'n, that is, It may be ſaid

ſame, as appeareth by their Names, V/ſ: 5. and alſo, and in my Judgment better, that by the
Vzrſe 18. and their Practice: are the ſame, to wit, Where, Rome is to be underﬅood.

And lib. 2.

to allure to Fornication, Chap. xiv. 8. to pertecute, Cap. 2. he expreily diſputeth ſor it
Chap. xi. and their Ruin and Judgment is one. Joannes in Jpatalypſi paﬃm- Romam 5 Preter'ea, .
wrat Baby
Compare Claap. xiv. 9, 10, on. Chap. xvi. 19. lonem ; U aperte' tolligitur ex Cap. '7.
Jpot. ulu'
Chap. xviii. 2, (97. And where the Epithetgrzal, dicitur Babylon magna ﬅa'ere ſhper ſtptt'm manus,
is added to City, Where or Babylon, the ſame ſingu 65' laabere imperiu'n ſiop'r Rage: ter'd: IVet enirn
la'r Party is deſcribed, but in divers'Conﬁderations, alia rit/in: tﬅ, quae, Joannz'r tt'npore, imptriurn a
either of her Dominion, as ſ/Þrſe 18. or Whoredoms,

babatrit ſioper Rage: ter-ne, auam Rome, 63' no

Oppreſiions, Pride, or ſome ſuch thing, for which tiﬃmu'n g/Iſhþn ﬅpte'n tolle: Roman edrſicata'n eﬃ,
ſhe getteth divers Names, and is reprcſented by that is, Moreover, Yobn in the Revelation, every
divers Types.
where calleth Rome Babylon, and it lS evidentl
3. CONC-ERNXNG this WZ'nan, it is by moﬅ of gathered from the xvii. of the Rovelation, where
the Fathers applied to Rome. Wrtullianm, lzb. ad Babylon the great is ſaid to ſit upon ſeven Hills,
ver/m Judas, Cap. 9. Sit is' Babylon, apud j'oan and to have Dominion over the Kings of the
m'n nſſrum, Romance urbirſiguram importar, proznde Earth: Neither was there any other, which in
is', magnzz 63' rtgno ſitperþze, is' Sanctorum delve/la 'Yobn's Time had Power over the Kings of the
triris, that is, Babylon, in our John, is a Figure

Earth beſides Rome 5 And it is a moﬅ known-thin

of the City of Rome, being ſo great, ſo proud that Rome was build
of the Empire, and the deﬅroyer or the Saints. his 3. Bobk, Cap. 5. ed upon ſeven Hills. See alſo The like he hath, no. 3. contra Martiatum, Cap.
T H a ſame is the Judgment of Eﬅiur, in 4.
eþﬄ. '7. ad Mart'lldm, nomin' Pan/i
Sent. Dﬄ. 47. Soct. 9. and of Riþzra upon the
1 ZHieronymtts,
i
Place. The Rlmni/Is alſo acknowledge, that Rome
U.Exg/lorbii, tþﬄ; 151. Jlgaﬂz, awﬅ. tt. Corn heathen may be underﬅood here, and Jlraſar con
ment. in Cap. 47. Eſaie. in lib. .Didymi do Sprr, ﬁrmeth it 3 Alſo Cornelius a lapr'dc, Blaſius, Iſitgat,
Sancto, pro' ationo ad Paulinianu'n. Aurora/fur An: and
others.
bertarin man: Where he ſaith, Mr manﬀeﬅum
R z A s o N s in the Text do conﬅrain it ſo to
oﬅ, i. e. it is manifeﬅ. Alſo lſictorinus, Prima
be underﬅood, I. Its local Situation,
This Whore'
jiar, and othersycited by Full in his anſwer to the
is a City ſitting on ſeven Hills in yolm's
Time;
Rþemi/Ir, 4. Note upon the Place.
Whereof afterward. 2. It is an Empire or Cit ,,
NA Y, dug'yfin: (howbeit cited ſor another

which had before that changed ﬁve sorts of Go

Opinion concerning what is meaned by Babylon
from .his Comment. in Pſhl. 26. ) doth concede
what we ſay, lib. 18. De ri'uitate Dei, Cap. 2,
in', 22.. And air-tula: Ca/arft/ﬃs, comment. in lo
tum, granteth the ſame to be the Judgment of di
vers: Whence Full- gathereth, That this was
the common Opinion of the- ancient Grezl Fa
thers. .
T tie-ſame is granted by the moﬅ learned of the

vernments, had then the ſixth, unto which one
other was to ſucceed, as Popes have done, who'

were not come in Job/Xs Time. 3. It is (Ver/2
18.) clear from its Dominion, ſhe is that City,
that great City, which then commanded all the.
Kings and great Men of the Earth:
Which '
Grounds ( I ſay ) make even the Adverſaries
ap

ply it to Rome, but they fall in two-fooliſh Shifts, ,
applying it to Rome heathen, others to Rome
Baronizu, ( zlnnal. Tom. t. In. ſome
under the Antichriﬅ, who (they ſay) is yet to
45._ ) hath theſe XVords, Romarn, in Aporalypſi foan come. Of theſe we ſhall ſpeak particularly in the
m': eoa'tm no'nine (ful Babylon/'r ) notata'n eﬄe, in

Papiﬅs themſelves.

Cloſe of the Chapter, and now premit.

oonﬂﬃo cﬅ apul. omnes, i. e. That Rome; in the _
r.:. T H 'A T- this' Beaﬅ, i that beareth or
Revelation of Yolm, is deſigned by- the ſame Name, , carrieth
. the . Woman, - is the ſame
xozwit,>.of
confeſſcd
all.v this, Ill. 3.; Chapter xi.' that cometh. out oſ- mentioned,
BellarmſinBabylon,
is both isfrequent
andby
fullin
the bot
tomleſs. Pit, .and lulleth r the tWitneſſes, . and the
ſame -

-
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ſame with that Beaﬅ, Chap. xii'; their Riſe
4. W e would conſider at what Time this which
is one with this, out of the Pit, V'ſe 8. Their De is ſpoken of the Beaﬅ and Whore, is to be applied to
ſcription with Heads, Horns, and Exerciſe in per Rome, and the Powers which govern Ram. which
ſecuting the Saints and maintaining Blaſphemies, and is the Beaﬅ, as the other is the Woman. There are
the Time that they belong unto, will be one; that theſe Characters to find it out by, which now at the
Beaﬅ, (CIMA xiii. )riſeth after the wounding of Entry we ſhall but in general propound, 1. It is the '
the ſixth Head; This when that Government, Time when the Beaﬅ ſhould appear, as he riſeth
which then was, is expired: Yet fall they under from the bottomleſs Pit, Ver/2 8. to wit, in the'
divers conſiderations, as the' two Beaﬅ' formerly, laﬅ State of the Empire, before his utter Ruin:
Chap. xiii. The Beaﬅ is as the Husband or rather An'd ſo it is not that which was in Yo/m's Time,
Adulterer, the Woman, the Wife, or Where;

any lawful ſucceeding Power (which cometh not'

the Woman repreſenteth an apoſtate Church, or the from the Pit) butit is that which the Dragon gave,
Body; the Beaﬅ here ſupporting her, pointeth at Chap. xiii. an Authority and Soveraignty inventedv

the Head or mungrel Power ſuﬅaining her and act

by the Devil, and not warranted by the Word,

ing her, which in Reſpect-of Abſoluteneſs, Tyran ſuch 'as is univerſal Bz'ſhup, Prince 'of Paﬅar: and
ny, and Perſecution ( though in a Kind diﬅinct from Vimnqf Chriﬅ: So it is no meer civil Power,
the former, yet) became they one, as we will though perſecuting: For then, asit was in Yaþn'w
it might have been ſaid to have aſcended from the
hear.
2. O 3 's e n v a, That there is a great Propin Pit, and it had not been peculiarto the future State '
ity betwixt the Woman or Whore, and this of the Empire, which is a forreign Government of
Beaﬅ, they belong to one Time:

For, the Beaﬅ an other Riſe than theſe which 'went before, ſuch as

carrieth her, and they appear together. They are that of the Popes, who are diﬅinct and diﬀerent
of one Colour, Scarlet, They have both Blaſphe

from Emperors.

'2. It isRome under the laﬅ Head

mies on them and Fomications (the ſame upon of ſeven, whereof ſive were but paſt in 7'oba's *
the Matter) they both are up together, the Woman Time, and Casſar's'were' the. ſixth ; The ſeventh 1
is great when the Kings give the Beaﬅ their Power, called the eighth for his twofold conſideration ( as when they withdraw it, then (he cometh down, C/mp. xiii.) then was not come; for,

this laﬅ

his Throne which was the Dragon's, ( Chap. xiii. ) Head is expreﬂy called the Beaﬅ, I/e'ﬅ 11. There
is her Seat, to wit, the' ſeven Hills: From which fore Rome under none of the ﬁrﬅ ſix Governments
is the Beaﬅ here, but under the ſeventh or eighth, neameﬁ, * its evident they muſt dwell together.
3. THI s Beaﬅ then muſt ﬁgnify- ſuch an Em which in Rome ſucceeded to Emperors, or Caſhrr,
pire and Dominion as doth notv only ſupport Rome, for, this laﬅ is to have none after it.- A third Cha

the City, but Rome a Whore, and that not as mcter is, to try the Time by the Horns, That Go- '
a temporal Head meerly by Force keeping down Men
under it, as did the old Roman Empire 3 but ſuch a
Head as the World wondereth at, as is Chap. xiii.
and here alſo Verﬅ 8. and ſuch a Head as when ten
Kings out of the Ruins of the old temporal Empire,

vemment of Ram' is to'be the Beaﬅ, which ſhall

have with it ten Kings reigning, which had not re- '

ceived their Kingdom in _'7alm's Time, I/Zrſz 12.
Again, it agreeth to that State of Rome, when other
Kings that have withdrawn their temporal Subjecti

ſhall aﬂiime Dominion and Soveraignty to them on from the Emperors, ſhall yet unanimouſly and '
ſelves, and withdraw from him, yet-willingly they harmoniouﬂy of their own good wills give their
ſhall yield their Power to be diſpoſed of by this Beaﬅ: Power unto, and be at the Devotion of this Beaﬅ. -

And ſo longas they reverence him, the \-Vnore is 3. Theſc- Kings ſhall be eſpecially employed by
inrno Far by them but when they caﬅ him oﬀ',
then ſhe isbumt.which it appeareth, that as
b the Woman the
man Church is deſcribed, in
Jppoﬁtion to the true-Church, Chap. xii. r. cal

this Beaﬅ in making Wars againﬅ the Saints, till
God diſcover the Whores Rottencſs to them or

ſome of them, Verſe- rpoompared with Verſe 16, -

17. It muﬅ then beappllcabie to that Timewhen
through all the Chriﬅian.
the Raman-i-See, or the papal Power, b which this World by the Laws of alll Kings and Kingdorns, Whore is ſupp0rted,'-and to whom the ings-of the which was when theProphets propheſicd in Sack- '
Earth give their Power, and after whom the whole cloth and were killed, Chap." xi.-and xiii. A fourth
World hath longwondered, as 'was 'cleared ( Chap. character we takeifrom-that, that-the Woman is'
xiii. ) of this-fame*-Beaﬅ: : And the-Propoſitions called a Where 5' therefore it cannot agree to heathen
hid downxtherq are alſoto-be applied hereRimy
led a Woman there; ſo, by the Beaﬅ muﬅ bemeaned Perſecutions abounded
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Rome', for ſhe was not then married, nor ever
2. Tr-r a Property "of _this Whore hinted at,
called a XVhore.
here, is, HerGreatng/i; Thus to diﬅinguiſh this
5. T r-r r: laﬅ Thing we premit, is, Concern corrupted Church from ordinary Defections, Here.
ing the 'Times mentioned, as paﬅ, preſent, and ﬁes and Schiſms, whereby often the married Spouſe
to come: When they are particularly diﬀerenced, of Chriﬅ hath been an Harlot, and particular

they are not to be confounded, ye: that any
Thing in the Viﬁon is aﬃrmed in the preſent
Time, it will not prove' it then to have been,
ſeeing it is ordinary for Things to come, to be re
preſented as preſent, or paﬅ.
Mo R E particularly, We come now to the
Preface of the Viﬁon, Verﬅ r. and 2.

Wherein

Churches have degenerated. This is the great
IV/mre, looking to the great Defcction and fallino
away, ſpoken of in Scripture, zTbgﬃ ii. to be irci'
the Days of Antichrziﬅ, and the greateﬅ Eclipſe
that the Light, after Chriﬅ's Days, had to en
dure. This Grtat'uſi' of this Whore, is four Ways
expreſied and proven, .I. .Sb: ſittetb upon many
Mters, Verſe t. To ſet out the Greatneſs of
her temporal Dominion, ſhe that was a Miﬅreſs
over People, Nations, &Ft. Vrſ: 15. is to be this
Whore, and by her Whoredoms and Idolatries
was to keep theſe under her Power. 2. She is

the Sum and Scope of the Viﬁon is propoſed:
In which, conſider, 1. The Thing propoſed to
be ſhown, It is the J'udgmP'rt of the great Whore.
2. Some Properties of that Whore hinted at. 3.
By whom this is revealed.
I N the Propoſition, the Word Whore, (which a great Whore, in Reſpect of theſe who Sin with
in all Languages cometh from Meroenarineſs) ſhort her, and ſhare of her Idolatries, Supcrﬅitions and
ly implieih two Things, I. An Engagement on Errors. Yhﬅ are the King: and great Mr' of
the Party ſmning, there is a Breach of Wed t/ye Earth, ſuch have been Popiſh for many Ge
lock-bond, as Ezek. xvi. 38. 2. The Nature of neratrons. 3. In Reſpect of the Extent of her
the Sin, as inconſtﬅent with the Nature of that Whoredom, or Commonneſs of it: It is not
'Tie,-to wit, Idolatry, Uc. Wlth which God will only with Kings, but indiﬀerently, ſhe propoſed
have no Communion: Tho' many other Inﬁr unto, and did bear in her Strumperies onallSorts,
zmities may conſiﬅ with that Bond of Marriage, great and ſmall; .the meaneﬅ behoved to bear

yet this is particularly Whoredom in S:ripture,
_a Peoples ſhameful proﬅituting themſelves to ldols
and ﬅrange -Worſhip, who were engaged to God.
See Hxﬅa iv. 12, 13. with the right Expoſition
of that Place.

her Mark, Chap. xiii. even all the Inbabita'm
ry" t/jl Earth. 4. She is a great More, in Re

ſpect of that Degree of 'Whoredoms wherewith
ſhe hath intoxicaied them.

She hath made them
1. Her
Sin is Fornication, which ordinarily in the Old
Tcﬅament, is applied to Idolatry, in putting ſome
other in God's Room. Now, there is no Chri
ﬂian Church hath degenerated in this Reſpect to

So here, by Ware, is underﬅood dram? wit/1 the ſ/Vrz: of her Fornitatiom.

ſome City or State, as l/Zrſh 18. yet ſuch as
hath been engaged to God, and hath made De

fection from him to Idolatry. In which Reſpect,
Iſrael, ['ﬂdab and Jeruſaltm do get the Name
rot' Haut: peculiarly, and are charged with ſpi ownlmages and Idolatry but Rome. 2. She hath
ritual Fornication beyond other Nations, becauſe enticrng Ways (as poiſoned Cups of Wine) to
of this their Tie to God, which others had not. allure to htr Idolatries: Many Threatninos, Pro
Beſide, this Whore is painted out in oppoſition miſes-and falſe Miracles have 'been mad: uſe of
to that Woman and Wife, Chap. xii. which eva to engage the World to this. 3 She maketh
niſhed: And this Whore and Strumpet appear them drink of theſe till they be drunk, being
.cth in her Place. 2. By Judgment, we under through God's Judgment deluded, as 1 TZgﬃ ii.
ﬅand her Ruin, eſpecially when it cometh to her mad and irrationally addicted to, and bent on
Seat, which is the great City, and is here ma that way of Superﬅition, as appeareth by the
.nifeﬅed to John, l. To ſhew, that it was cer many Abbacies, Monaﬅeries, ſuperﬅitious Titles
tain, and ſo to prevent ﬅumbling at that Whore: and Snbmiſſions given to Popes, and_Perſecutions
.Greatneſſ and Pomp. 2. To ſhew, that it came againﬅ all her faithful Oppoſers, which bear \Vj[..
not by gueſs, but that God had ordered her Ruin. neſs how drunk the World hath been with that
3. 'ſo-begin this Explication with the ﬁfth Vial Conceit of the Roman Church.
preceeding, Chap. xvi.
LECT

.Iv.
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Verſeg. So he tarried me away in the'Spir-r'f into the IVIderne/E:

599,

I' l
and I ſhw n ſl/Zman ſit upon?

a ſcar-let toloured Ben/I, full of Names of Bla/þhmy, hat/ing ſet/en Heads and ten IJorm.

_

4. And the Wﬂ'nan was arayed in Purple, and Searlet colour, and denied with Gold and predom

Stones, and Pearls, having a golden Cup in her Hand, full of Abomination: and filthintzſs oſ her
Fornitatlon. *

5. And upon her Forehead was a Name written, Mrs TERY; B JB TL ON THE GR E 17;
'THE MOTHER OF H/IRLOTS, .-/!ND ABOMINXTIONS OF THE
EJRTH.
'
6.IndI-' ſaw'

the Whman drunken with the, Blood if the Saints, and with thev Blood gf the Mar

tyrs if _*7eſe::------..-..

*HE Viſion it ſelf followeth to the

For underﬅanding of which, beſide what is ſaid, Ohſi

Ver. and there are two Circumﬅances ſerve, That by lVoman, is underﬅood here, the
premitted, l/erſe 3. before it be repre Whore formerly mentioned, to wit, a whoriſh
ſented to John, as contributing for the Church, or, a faithful City turned to be an Harlot,

diſpoﬁng-and ﬁtting of John, for the- beholding 1a. i.. Conſider then this II/o'nan two Ways, I.
a Woman, ſo it is-the City Rome that

of it', 1; He i: carried in the Spirit: Which hold bimply as
eth forth the Frame of his Mind; he was not-in then was.

2. As a YVhore, ſo- it is the apoﬅatized
Body tranſpoited, but by the Spirit; his Soul was Church of Rome, which tho" in Yohn's Time it was
w'uhdmwn from its ordinary way of making uſe not come, yet was in Vilion reprefentcd to him as
of bodily Organs, to another more immediate and come; By Beaﬅ in general, Some wicked Do
ſuhlime way of receiving Impreſſions of what was minion or Empire ( as Dan. vii. )muﬅ be under
repreſented, ſuch as was ſpoken of, Chap. i. Io. ſtood.
M OR g- particularly, vWe may take the' Beaﬅ in '
signifying. that it is needful 'to be- ſpiritual, before
one be capable of the- Viﬁons of God; a ſpirttual a fourfold conſideration, I. Complexly' with its
Man, and a fpiritual Frame, is the beﬅ diſcerner ſeven Heads, 'as in any Form of its Governments;
of theſe, tCor. ii. 2.' He is taken to the m/der So it pointeth out the Roman Empire indeﬁnitely, as mſt: By that extaſy, he is removed from ordinary it-was before J'ohn's Time under the ﬁve Heads Commerce to a Wildemeſs, where that Whore is who were fallen, as it was in his Time under the '
repreſented 'to' him, tho' it be not her Dwelling, ſixth, and was to be afterward under the ſeventh:
By this is implied, r; That Spiritualneſs of Frame There isbut one Beaﬅ in all, thus conſideredr 2. and Abﬅractedneſs and Retiredneſs go often toge We may conﬁderthe Beaﬅ ( to ſpeak ſo ) as-a Body, ther; One in the Spirit, will be one often apart in or the Beaﬅ without-Relation to any Head, ſo it

private, as'our bleſied Lord was.

2. That an ab

holdeth forth the Empire, Dominions, or Countries, -

ﬂraﬀed, retired Fr'ame of Heart, is ﬁtteﬅ for-diſ

which made up a Monarchy under any of theſe Sorts

cerning what is'ri ht, and what is wrong. lt isnot
at Court,;.where ollds comeſooneﬅ to diſcem- the
Whore, the gliﬅering of that Shew, keepeth Men
from the right uptaking of her: But when Men
ſoberly retire to 'thinkv of Things in the moﬅ ab
ftracted manner, then'what ſeemeth Gold to others,

of Goverru'ncnts or Heads.- It- is a Body, upon
the Matter the ſame, . however its Governments

changed. This ſeemeth in the Expoſition to be cal:
led the Peoples, Tongues, and Languages, V'ﬅ 15. .
on which the Woman ſitteth, and is expre-ſied by

man
'5 often found but to beguilded to-them,-as here, the

Waters, in the-Preface, J/exﬅ I. -on which*

hore-ſitteth, as ſhe-doth here on the Beaﬅ. 3. We may conſider. the Heads as diﬅinct from
H t N' ' ohn 'is thus qualtﬁed and compoſed', the Beaﬅ, and ſo they are the Forms-of-Go
"hen" is 'the iſion repreſented: ' An uncouth Sight, , vernmems which ſucceﬁively guided that -Beaﬅ,_
a Woman-'deſcribed in-four or-ﬁvezProperties, or. and ſupported that-City. - And thus the-laſt Head, .

V" 4"v

Marltaſs. ix.:

t

.

the Beaﬅ-twhieh zſupporteth her,

raſh . gh . which Beaﬅ. ris- in. ſour. Characters' ſet out. ..

which ſucccedeth' the- Czſargz which -did uReign i
m-i
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- inj'alm's' "Time, will be the ( Pope or Papacy ) who been deſolate) in ſome Granduteby her, as in Chap.
now hath headed that Empire for many Years. xv. even as (he was made 'famous by being the
' By the former Heads, the Woman, as a City, is

ſupported, by the laft as (he is a Whore.

Seat and Rcſidence of theſe who formerly managed

4. We the Authority of the. Dominion.

may conſider, the Beaﬅ, as under, and acted by

Tnrs then is the firſt Thin

whereby this

the laſt Head the Pope ſo by it, is repreſented the' WhorcvisdeﬅrMthe Power or' mpire wherein
Roman See ( orſalt: Romana ) which by Religion, (he dwelleth, and whereby ſhe is ſupported, to wit,
under Pretext ot Chriﬅ's Headſhip, ruleth as broad Ram: or the Roman See, which they call the Rock
ly as ever any of her former states did, as appear on which their Babylon ﬅandeth asan unerring and
eth by what was ſaid, Chap. xiii. In this Reſpect, an infallible Foundation, at leaﬅ ſo ſar as to diſcover
it is of an eccleﬁaſtick Nature, to hold outa two her-to be this Whore.
fold Reſpect in this Beaﬅ-beﬁde any of the former;
T uts Beaﬅ or Empire getteth ſour Marks in the
ſo this fourth conſideration taketh up the Beaﬅ as Text, I. Her Colour is Scarlet, point'mg_ out, x.

the Authority ruling, and the Whore as the City pointing out, I. her Grandure, 2. her Cruelt , as
where he ruleth:

For, ( Chap. xix. ) he asa Beai'c the Dragon was coloured, Chap.

2. Thisheaﬅ

or Governour, hath a Being when the Whore is isfull ofMay/m of Blaſhbemy, Chap. xiii. every Head
deﬅroyed in the xviii.
I F it be asked here, Under what Notion the Bcaﬅ
is conſidered in this place? Art/iv. r. Under the laﬅ,
as it is headed with the Pope, and under Pretence of
Religion domineereth, Reaſim t. It is the ſame Beaﬅ,
Chap. xiii. butthat looketh to the laﬅ Head of this
Bmﬅ or ﬅate of the Em ire, as is ſaid 2. Becauſe

only the laﬅ ſtate of this Ben-ſit contemporateth with
this Cities becoming a Whore tobe ſupported by it.

3. It is the ﬅate of the Beaﬅ which then was to
come, and the ſixth was then in Being:

had blaſphemies on it, that is, was blaſphemous and
idoiatrous: But this, under the laﬅ Head, is now all

full Aft/ma, ſuperﬅitions, idolatries, arrogant Titles,
and Uſurpations were never claimed ſo much by any
oſtheſormer-as-by this: Whereby appeareth, that
it holdeth ſorth no Chriﬅian Empire or Rome as
Chriﬅian, except under its Deſection.
TH E othertwo Parts of the Deſcription, to
wit, Heads and Homr, are ſo particular] interpret
ed by the Angel afterwards, that we (hall forbear

Therefore till we come to it 5 which is the laﬅ part of the

it is the laﬅ, ſor it is to go to Perdition.

4. It is Chapter.
the Bcaﬅ which all wonder at, that'Kings give their
T H 5 ſecond Thing whereb the Whore is deſ
Power willingly unto, which isexpreﬂy called the cribed, is her Pomp and outward' gloriouſneſs, Vnſ'
Beaﬅ, Verſe 8. whirl:ſhould aſcend, &Ft. and the Beaﬅ 4.. VVhereby is ſet out 1. their Pride in being ſoar
to which the Kings ſhall give their Power, Verﬅ 13. rogant. 2. their Wealth and Riches. 3. her Car
and with whom they receive Power, I/ﬂſt 12. riage to allure to her Superﬅition with poiſoned
which only are true under the laﬅ State of the Beaﬅ, Cups and ſuch Deckings as Whores ſet themſelves
it being not ſo with any of the former Governments, out by. 4. Yet her Deckings are but carnal and
where Heads were crowned and not the Horns, counterfeit, denied, that is, guiſded, in the Original
Chap. xii. Here, the Horns were crowned, Chap. it is not Gold, but guilded external Pomp only,
and are Kings in reſpect of temporal Juriſdicti whereby the YVorld is taken more than with that
ons; ettheſe ſame Kings, under Pretence of ſpiri Simplicity wherewith the Woman is ndorned, Chap,
tual ower, are as much keeped underthe Beaſt with xii. So this Pomp appeareth et more t. in the

the ſeventhvI-iead, as ever under any of the former. Nature of her Worihip, in 'hurches, Altars, Ho
'm I r it be further asked, how the Woman- ﬁtteth ly-days, ceremonies and Garments. 2.. In the Na
on that Beaſt i , It is clear two ways, r. She ſit ture of her oﬃcers, great Cardinals, ﬅately Prince'
teth onit, as having her principal Seat in the chief are-her Miniﬅers. 3. Their Carriage is not nued
Seat of that Roman Empire 5 (he ﬁtteth on that Do leﬂy obſerved, that their great Men delight in Pur

minion, and hath the City Rome for her Neﬅ

ple and Scarlet, is not by Chance, but by Pro

Hence ( Verſe 9. ) in the Expoiitiou it is thus clear.

vidcnce.

Baroniu: ( as cited Chapter xiii. ) ſaith it

ed, ſhe ſitteth on the Beaﬅ, i. l. onthe ſeven Hills, was, that Chriﬅ's Prieﬅs ſhould be in their Pomp
which is the Centure of the Bcaﬅ's Dominion,; equal to the heatheniſh Paul/ﬁx Maximus.

and on many Waters, that is that ſame Empire. 2.
T HE third Property of this YVoman, is her
his expounded in that Word, the Beaﬅ that ram' Name timber Forehead, l/wſi 5. which is not, that
etþ her, Verſe 7. that is ſupportethher by its Autho this' Where will own: ſuch a Name asMtþtr gſ
rity and keepeth that City (which otherwiſe had
Her/m,

Chap. 17.
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Her/m, but rather diſown it: But ( alluding to the to them. And indeed in Reſpcct of the corrupt Part
manner of impudent Whores, who ſet their Badges of the Church, as it is Antichriﬅian, ſhe is ſo. It
and Names to be known over their Doors, and on holdeth forth eminently high Defection, which muſt
their Heads) he would ſhew two Things in the anti have its Birth from Rome, and over which Rome

chriﬁian Church, I. Great Impudency in owning
and maintaining theſe Things, which areindeed great
Abominations, their publick 'Images and bowinrt to
them, their Diſputes for and Deſences of their groﬂ'cft

ſhall eſpecially preſide. Which Titles cannot agree

to heatheniſh Rome, that never propagated Error to
others, but rather civilly, and left ﬅill an autonmia
of Laws and Religion to the Nations they conquer
Superﬅitions, ſo that her Whoredoms need not to be ed. But they agree well to Rome now in its ſplendid
fought out by ſecret Search, they do it before the Sun. Titles, as Peter's Chair, the infallible Church that
2. Great Evidence of Guilt, ſo that by trying her cannot err, the Church that cannot be obſcured or
and comparing her 'Way with the Word, it will be ruined, Catholick ſupreme Judge of all, &it. and ſo
found clearly that ſhe is Babylon, Uc. as if theſe Titles hath given the Riſe to all the Idolatries and Super
and-Superſcriptions were written on her, as her' Name. ,ﬅitions that have come into the Church from it; and
'VVhich Name is to be gathered, not out of Letters and like a kindly Mother, hath alway taken the Defence
Words, (as neither that of Chap. xiii. uIr. ) butout of theſe, and foikered them as her own Brood through
of Doctrines, Practices, and others her Properties, by all the World.

ſpiritual Wiſdom making the Application of theſe De
ſcriptions, both C/mp, xiii. xviii. and here, Vtrﬅ 9.
17or, none owning the Revelation to be God's Word,
will willingly take that Name which will make them
paſs forAntichriﬅ, or hisC-hurch: And if this Name
be not literally taken, why ſhould the Number be?
L'Iwp. xiii. '
T r-r re Name is in three, r. MYSTERT: Which
ſheweth, there is both great Iniquity here, and that
it is ſo put together, that it looketh like a Myﬅery,
tither to conceive it, or to diſcover by it ſuch a Party
tobe the whore. ( For which it is called ( zTheſſ.
ii. 7. ) The [My-ﬅay ﬀ Iniquity, in Oppoſition to 'be
ZMz/Icty rﬀ Gadlimﬅ. ) In all which, Antichriﬅ imi
tateth Chriﬅ, leﬅ he ſhould be dilcovered.

T H r: laſt two Proper-ties of this Whores Da
ſcription, t' wit, the fourth and ﬁfth, we put toge
ther, as holding out her Practice: Whereby her
Inclination and Guilt appeareth in theſe, r. An en
ticing of others to that Sin of Fomication ſpiritually,
by that Cup which ſhe holdeth forth to them, with
her Abominaticns, that ſhe may entice them with
theſe, w'- e 4. healludeth to what is written of the
ﬁlthieﬅ V hores, to which he comparcth this Harlot.
2. An Humour and Inclination to Perſecution, Ver.

6. which is three Ways ſet out,
thc Parties perſecuted;

l. In Reſpect of

They are,

I. Saintr, for

alledged Crimes, perſecuted, and Wrongs ſalﬂy im

puted to them. 2. Martyrs, ſuch are not only
Or, it Saints unjuﬅly wronged, but perſecuted on the ac

may be myſiically Babylon, as ſpiritually Sadam, Chap. count of Chriſt's Truth, or for oppoſing her way,
xi. Babylon, not really, ( vthich none can plead) and witneﬃng againﬅ it. 2. This Perſecution'is ſet
but in a Myllery. The ſecond Part of the Name, is, forth by her contented manner of going about that
B/IBTLON THE GREAT: Of which we Work, She t/Jirﬅtd ſer their Blaod, and drinketh
_ have ſpoken, and applied it to Rome. It is called Bil it, as with Delight and Satisfaction. 3. In the De
.B I'L O N Firﬅ, For its Headſhip during the fourth gree, it came to ſo much, that ſhe was drunk with
Em ire, as

aþy/au was in the ſecond.

And, Sﬂoﬂd

Blood, having thus drunk ſo much, that ſhe was

ly, or its Idolatry in it ſelf, and in its Cruelty, in loathſome under it, ſenſeleſs of it, and overﬂowing
bringing and keeping at under God's People. And,
'I'birdb Becauſe Babylon's Curſe followeth it for Ba
byla'r's Sin. Of this more was ſaid, Chap. xiv.
THE third Word, is, MO THER O F HIR
LO'I'S, AND JIBOll/[IN/(TIONS OF

with the Guilt of it, as Drunkards are with Drink

beyond Meaſure. How well this agreeth to Rome,
look C/Mp. xiii. That by Blaſphemy , is holden forth
Idolatry, and by Whoredom, Defection to Idolatry,

appeareth alſo, 1. It is one ſort of Blaſphcmy =which

"THE E A R TH: VVhtch ſetteth out a superiori is common to this ſeventh Head with all the rcﬅ of
ty and Preccdency in this Rome, in polluting the the Heads, and theirs was Idolatry. 2. By the com
World actively with her Pollutions, and that theſu mon Phraſe of Scripture, that when lſi'ﬂt/ is charged
perﬅitiousuway of the reﬅ of the World is derived with Whoredom or breaking wedlock, Ez'k. xvi.
from her ; (he is as the Mother and Fountain that and blaſpheming God, Chap. xx, 2 . It is-expounded
bringeth forth all Superﬅitions. 2. A ſort of Prece in the Ver? following, to be their dolatry and whor
dency and Priority ofa Illlotber Church, ( as (he cal ing after doLworſhip on every high Hill. See Ezelr.
doth uerſelf) ſhe ſhall claim not only to be the ﬁrﬅ .xxiii. 1. and 30.
Hhhh
LECT'
Church, but to be over all, as the Rule and Example
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i

Verſe 6. ------ And when Iſaw her, I wondred with great Admit-tation.
7. And the Angelſaid unto me, lI/here/"ore did/i thou mar-vel? I will tell thee the IVy/Iery of the minate,
and of the Beaﬅ that carrieth her, which hath the ſeven Heads and ten I-Lrnr.
8. The Beaﬅ that thou ſhweﬅ, war, and is not; and ſhall aﬅend out of- the hottomle/j Pit, and go into
Perdition: And they that dwell on the Earth ſhall wonder, ( whrﬅ Name: were not written in the Book of'
Life
the. Foundation of the IVrld ) when they behold the Bezyl that was, and i: not, and yet is.

HE third Part of the Chapter, to wit, to he, Verſe 8. r For, it is not' to be underﬅood ſimp
the Interpretation of the former Viﬁon, ly, that it is not: (For in the End of' the Verſe, it
followeth: And beſore we come to it, is ſaid, It yet it, which maketh the Wonder the
there is the Occaſion of it ſet down, and more; and ( Verﬅ to. ) there was one King, Head
to that Beaﬅ, even in that' Time) But the Oppoſi
the Undertaking of the Angel, Verſe 6, 7.
T H e Occaſion is the Eﬃect which that Viſron tion is to be underﬅood in ſome Reſdect, that is, it
had on John, [le wondred with great Adntiration. was formerly a large Empire, but it not the Empire
This wondring is not as the World wondreth, Verſe under that Government and Form which is here
8. ( which, of ſuch a one as John was, cannot be intended: In that Reſpect, it is but to come, which
ſaid ) but he wondred to ſee that Beaﬅ and the Wo is veriﬁed in the State ot this Beaﬅ which _7ohn ſaw,
man ſo linked together, and deſidered in himſelf to and the Angel deſcribeth.
know the Meaning of it, as the Angels Words im
M-o R e particularly, This Beaﬅ is deſcribed in a
ply, Verſe 7. a wondring what it might mean, ſuch threeſold Reſpect, I. As to the Time paﬅ, it was,
aType of a Beaﬅ he ſaw formerly, Chap. xiii. yet that is, this is an Empire which is not now to begin
the Expoﬁtion of ſome Parts of the Deſcription is ſimply, but long hath had Dominion in the World,
left till now, that it might hence appear, that the tho' diﬀering from this under the laﬅ conſideration:
Knowledge of this Myſtery ſhould not altogether, For, 1. It was under Kings, Conſuls, Emperors,
but Piece and Piece be maniſeﬅed, and that the re and other lawful Civil Governours z This aſcendeth
vealing of Antichriﬅ is eſpecially reſerved to the laﬅ from the Pit. 2. It was a Civil Government, go
Days of his begun Ruin, and therefore it is no mar verning by Power and Force of Arms; Now it's
vel that many oſ the. Fathers ſpeak obſcurely and. Eccleſiaﬅick, bearing Rule by Religion and Pretext
of Chriﬅ's Horns. 3. It was openly heatheniſh and
wildly concerning him.
T H r: Angel, Verſe 7. propoundeth to clear four idolatrous, avowedly perſecuting Chriﬅians; Now
Things, I. The Woman. 2. The Beaſt that car it is not ſo, a pretended Chriﬅian, but really ido
rieth her. 3. The ſeven Heads. 4.. The ten Horns latrous, and an Enemy to all true Chriﬃans.
which agree to her, as now under the laﬅ Head.
2. I'r is deſcribed in Reſpect of the preſent Time,
And he beginneth at the Beaﬅ, becauſe we know by It is not, that is, in Reſpect of this laﬅ State which
this, who that Whore is, by knowing who ſupport was coming,.and is-oppoſed to all- the former, in
eth her. The Woman being ſpoken of laſt, We that Reſpect it is not come, as it was to be anti
come to the ﬁrﬅ Thing followed, Verﬅ 8. to wit, chriﬅian,. and as the Roman City is not yet an
the Deſcription of the Beaﬅ in general, under the Whore; So this Government, which-is the laﬅ of
Notion of his laﬅ Head: For, _7ohn, in a prophe that-Beaﬅ, is not now in the World, becauſe it-is
tical Viﬁon, getteth a Sight of this backﬂidden Church, under the ſeventh Head, and the ſixth was then,
and the Empire or Dominion that ſupported her, as l/etﬅ to. For tho' the Myﬅery of Iniquity began
ſheis a YVhore; For that is in the Words, Verſe 8. to work very ſoon, yet this Birth-was not- then
TheBeaﬅ that thou ſhweﬅ: Now, the Beaﬅ he ſaw, .. brought ſorth. Soit is in vain- to ſeek this Beaﬅ
was that which ſupported the Whore, called (Foſſa amongﬅ the Forms then exiﬅing, tho' that ſame
11.) the eighth Head, pointing at the laﬅ State of Empire was in other Reſpects in being even
this Empire. So this anſwereth aſeeming Contra t 611..
diction,,How this Beaﬂ; can be ſaid not to he, _andyet
He a e. alſo it would be adverted, That this was, i
anl

T
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and i: not, looketh to Yohn's Time, and is to be So that there ſeemeth to be ſome Interval, as it
made a Truth then, as the Word in the future, but were, between the Beaﬅ that was, and is, his
ſhall ari/E, cle'areth; But was, and it not, in the evaniſhing in that Shape which he then had, and

end of the Verſe, looketh to the Time after his riſing the laﬅ Beaﬅ's appearing: In which Reſpect it
and becoming the Objcct of the Earth's Admiration, is ſaid, Chap. xiii. peculiarly of this Change, That
which is the curſed Priviledge of the laﬅ Head that one Head was wounded, and diſcerned to be ſo, .

before it was recovered by this laﬅ.

then was to ariſe from the Pit.

For the Time

3. lT it lS deſcribed in Reference to the Time and Manner Of' this Riſe, ſee more, Chap. ix. and
to come, and or hat ( as often ) /h_a/I ariſe: Tho' Chap. xiii. Only here it appeareth, that the future
he be not yet come. yet he ſhall come, and becauſe State of the Roman Empire, which ſhould be in
there was moﬅ Diﬃculty to know him that was to its Nature and Riſe diﬀerent from the former states
come, and it is moﬅ concerning alſo to God's Peo thereof, is the State that' is ſct out by this Beaﬅ,
ple; That future State is ſet out alſo in a further and all know that this is the Papacy, or Ponti
ſicatm.
Deſcription in theſe four,
I. I N his Riſe, He ſhall a/Eond out of the hot
2. T H I s laﬅ State of the Berﬅ, (which in
t'mlH-Pr't: Where two Things are inſinuated, this Chapter is called commonly the Bea/i) is ſet
1.

oncerning his Nature and Kind.

2. Con

out in his Ruin, as he was under that Form to

cerning his Order or Manner of Riſing. By ſucceed what had gone beſore, ſo that there
his Original, from the bottom/eſi' Pit, We underﬅand ſhould be none after him; For he ſhall go into
the ſame Thing, as Chap. ix. of his being Angelof Ptrdition, r. Implying an evaniſhing of this Beaﬅ
tho bottom/t: Pit. His ariſing from thence, Uhap. under this Head, and not only the changing of
xi. 7. and his getting Power from the Devil, Chap.

this State; For that had not been peculiar to it,

xiii. 5. All which imply, not only that he ſhould but common with the former. All bygone states
be of a helliſh Diſpoſition, but that his Power or are comprehended in what was; and this future
Form of it, which was to ſucceed that which then State or conſideration of the Beaﬅ, taketh in all

was, ſhould have a Riſe, ſpecially from Hell, that which was to come of him.

2. It implieth a

is, ſhould be no Civil Government of any Sort, ( all peculiar Deﬅruction waiting ſor him, diﬀerent from
which, Ram. xiii. are God's Ordinances, ) nor mcer the former. 3. A Slowneſs in its on-going, though,

l ' a Power abuſed by the Devil, in Oppreſſion and there be a certainty of its fulﬁlling, yet not at
erſecution; For, that had not been any peculiar once. If Papacy be this Head then, we cannot
I\-Iark to this Beaﬅ, or this State of (he Beaﬅ, for look for an Antichriﬅ to ſucceed it, ſeeing it hath
all the former almoﬅ were ſuch, and ſo it would not ſucceeded to the State that then was. It may al-ſo
reach the Angel's Scope, It muﬅ then be under mean an active Perdition, in Reſpect of deﬅroy

ﬅood of a Government unwarramed by God, and ing others, ln which Reſpect (Chap. ix.) he is
a meddling in Things not put in Mens Power, called zipollyon, and ( LTheſſ' ii. 3. ) the Son oſPer
an Oﬃce not acknowledged in the Word, ( ſuch as dz'tion: For this deſcribeth him beﬅ in his Nature,
Papacy is) but in Eﬁ'cct, a Power eſpecialiy plot and is like one who cometh ſrom that Fountain

.ted by, the Devil, and brought out of Hell to from which he hath his Riſe.
ſupply the Dragon's Place, when he ſhould be
3. H a is deſcribed by the Welcome he ſhould have
diſ-throned. in the heathen Emperors. By which in the World when he aroſe, or the Eﬀcct he ſhould
it appeareth, that this is a ſingular Dominion in have on the World, Thzygthat dwell on the Earth/hall
Reſpcct of its Riſe, as being ſpecially obliged to the wonder, whoſe Name: are not writttn in the Lamh's
Devil ſor that, and ſingular in ils Uſeſulneſs to him, Book. This ſetteth out the Abſoluteneſs of his Re
which can be ſpoken of no ordinary Govern ception, or the Obedicnce that ſhould be given him,
ment, though the Perſons be ſintul Lint are in in four, x. In Extent; The who/e II/or/d, almoﬅ
all the Roman Empire, ( except ſome Elect ones by
it
'
Setondb', T H 1 s, and ſhall aſcend, &e. Imply God keeped from that Impurity, as alſo, Chap.
eth,
1.-A
great Height this
Beaſtxiii.
ſhould
to from
,mallBcgint*-ings,ſi
as Chap.
2. come
That xiii. ) it is'as broad as ever it was in any
Form before.
2. There is the kind of Subjecti
Gradntim, or Piece and Piece, he ſhould cometo .on expreſſed by wondring, a ſuperﬅitious Subjecti
it: Not"all at once at an Height, butone Step on to him as to ſome Deity, and not mccrly as to
_ of Uſurpation after another, till the Height were a Civil Govemour, as in the former Heads,
come unto, but in a'covert way, as Papacy aroſe: ( for,

ſuch Bubjgction

many

hhhz

Elect

Children

gave)
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ve ) butthis is an idolatrous Adomtion, ſuch as
gpiﬅs give to their Popes, 3. It ſetteth out the
Degree of Subjection, this of Admiration is more
nor ordinary, and is to be wholly at the Beck and

Chap- 17. '

it not, as in the former Part of the Verſe when
this State was ro-come; but now it is:

So it diſ

fareth in the Notion of timing it, from what it
was formerly: And is thus to beunderﬅood, They
Command of this Beaﬅ ; undbr this conſideration, ſee now an- Empire, which being before that
it is a ſurerſtitious devotednefs to him. 4. There is Time, was exceeding diﬀerent from this, r. In'
the Motive of all this, it is willingly; they admire Form, 2. In Nature or Kind, ut ſizpmr: The
him, not. by C'onﬅraint of Arms, but by a miſtaken Heads then were crowned, Chap. xii. now the
Devotion, they of themſelves give up and enſlave Horns. 2. It it not, that is, it is a Dominion, but it
themſelves to him, as is ſaid of the Kings Ver/e 13. is not the former which was, it is- ſpiritual, and
they ſhall give their Power to the Beaﬅ, and Ver/2 ſo admired. a. It lordeth and' rule'h over ten
17. they agree to do it. They were now out oftem crowned Kings, the former did over ten Legats,

poral Subection, the Empire having become weak, Procouſuls, or Governours- of Provinces. 3. It
and they upon that had got their Kingdom, yet this uſeth not Arms directly, but Excommunications,
Admimtion had ſuch Inﬂuence on them, as tomake Cenlures, (57. 4. It was openly heatheniſh and ido
them univerſally yield to th's Beaﬅ upon this latrous, now it is ſecret under Prerextof Chriſt's

Account, more willingly than Armies had. made
them do to the Former.
T rr a Exception put in a Parentheſis, ( who/Z
Name: wert m! 'written in the Boai' if Lz'fefrrm tbe
l holdeth
forth
,Fa'undatim
of the
ſl/Erld)
not on ſivnful
that compliance
to be
an exceeding
Defection,

Vicar, ſo that old Form is away. [For, this Beaﬅ '
may be two ways conceived, r. In its general com
plex Conſiderition. 2. More particularily, in its
Heads and Horns. In the general conſideration,
he compareth the whole Beaﬅ in its eccleſiaﬅiclt
Nature complexly with the whole Beaﬅ conſidered
even ſuch as the Elect ſhould not, yea, to the End as a temporal Empire ( conſidered alſo complexly,) >
cannot continue in it:

But, t. It ſheweth, there is as under any of its ﬁrﬅ ﬁx Heads; ſo this laﬅ Beaﬅ,

a_Diﬀerencc made by Jeſus Chriﬅ of Elect and Re which ſupporteth- the Whore upon an eccleſiaﬅick
probatc,..as-if'by Name they were written in diﬅinct Account, is oppoſed to) its civil conſideration- as a.
Books. 2. It ſheweth it'iseternal, and ſo without civil Power which went before. In this Senſe there
Dependence on our free Wills, it is before the W'nld; are but two states of this Bent, one that was pra3.j It ſhcwcth,, that our Standing and being keeped ſent, and to paſs when this laﬅ) ſucceeded, ano
clean, is a Fruit of Election, and' not our Election ther came. But when he conſidereth again the
a Fruit ofour foreſeen Faith, or Works- It is, they Beaﬅ more particularly in reſpect ofits Heads and
admr'r'umr, becauſe they. are written in the Lamb's Horns, and compareth the Governments among
Book; and not they are written, [mea/2 they admire themſelves, Vcrſc to, xt. there are ſeven Form;

mL; 4._._ It ſhewetha ſuitableneſs in the End and whereof ﬁve were paﬅ, one preſent and one to come.

Midſes -, theſe. elected to Glory are brought to it by Hence it is, that he calleth this eccleſiaſtick State of
Holineſs, (Ep/L i. 4.. ) and Sanctiﬁcation, zT/nſi this Beaﬅ the eighth, looking to-its diﬅinct Nature

ii.- Verſe 13. in being kceped from ſuch Filthineſs, as from the former; and alſo the ſeventh, as it is, upon
others. fall in, and which otherwiſe they would the Matter, the ſame Power, continuing the Do
have fallen in ;- and on the contrary they go to De minion of Ram: in one Series with. the' former
ﬅruction, falling in Sins, which are the Cauſes of their Forms, even as the two Beaﬅs, were diﬅinguiſhed,
Damnation, though not of their Reprobation, yet Chap. xiii. upon that divers Account, though upon
the, Degrees in reſpect of their Ends are not with thc Matter one. So this ﬁrﬅ war,: and r: not, is no

out Reſpect to theſe Midſes,= although not ground

Contradiction; for, the Beaﬅ, i. t;

the Empire

then was, yet was not this Power come as the
ed on them...
4.; AN D Laﬅly, he is in- this laﬅ conſideration Supporter of the Whore, but was to come, in which
deſcribed by the Ground of this Admiration, which Reſpect he is looked upon as diﬅinct from the all
pointeth. at the State it agreeth unto. This is other Heads. J
propoſed
way of Ridle,
T' H r: third Step, is, and-jeu),- that' is, though
verr/t tbat-by:wu,..and
is not, l/Vbm
and ye:theyix.:behold
Thisthat;
is
. it now diﬀer much from what it was, yct it is really
to be underﬅood with Reſpect to the Time of the that. ſame- Dominion,. upon thoriMatterz'. by other'
'
-Weapons
l las-ever their
Beaﬅ's'
actual. Exiﬅing;
undett the. laﬅ Conſiderati
on..._wherein-,he
is xadrniredþandkiſeen
by tlm Inv-A ſpiritualBredeceﬂ'ors
did. , , .r i xm'lmg ras- am py
- a; Having _as- tull t and abſolute
h'tbitants vof thod-Lard',- . and ſo not only.*,wa.r,.- and..
Rule
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Rule as ever it had. See ſot' this, two sayings of which then .was over Ram', yet as diﬀering from it 5"
B'Ilar. Iib. 3. d' Pontiﬂ cap. 21. Pag. 301. cited and in its Riſe and Nature to be no ordinary civil

Chap. xiii.

3; 'It'ruleth as tytanm'ouﬂy as any of Power, but an unwartantable eccleſiaﬅick Power, at

the ſormcryencroaching on= others Liberties, till'it which the YVorld was to admire, and unto which'
bring them under, and when it hath done that, it ex-' they were willingly to give a more abſolute and di

ercifeth its Power alſo cruelly, eſpecially againﬅ the
Hints, as, Verſe t4. and Chap: xiii. 4. It keepeth
the ſormer Throne and Seat, though under another
Form, it getteth the Dragons Seat and Authority,
Chap. xiii. and theſe People, Nations-and Languag
es, and Kings that formerly had the former'Be-aﬅ
for their temporal Lord, they havePapacy ſor-their
fpirituai. 5. In reſpcctfofitsBlaſphemous Idola'try
and Superﬅitionsrwhich though they diﬀer ſome
Way in Kind, yet for- Numbeh they are as many,
for Guilt as great, for Eﬀects of wrath-as dange

vine' Subjection than to any oſ the ſormer Powers;
under that Govemment Rome is the antichriſtian'
Where, That Govemment is Antichriﬅian, and

the Head and ſupremc Govemour thereof is Anti
Chriﬅ: But the Papacy is that Govetnmeng-which '
was not in Yab'r's Time, yet ſucceded to that
which

then was, in amplitude of Government,

and to-whieh Men willingly yield, and have yield
ed 'ſuch an obedience and' Subjection,> which now '
is begun to go into Perdi'tion, (J'a- Therefore that
Church is the whore,- that Govcrnmentantichri

rous: So thatwlio would compare the'many Ima than, and that Head and Governour isAmtichriﬅ:
gcs, Days, and Temples before applied to the Idols For he immediately ſucceeded to that- which was in '
of the Heathens, which now are called and turned 7alm's Time, and according to Belle; do Po'mf Iiþ.-=
into Images, Days and Temples ofthe Saints,*they 3. ſince the Goſpel came to Light, goeth into Per
might ſay the Idolatry uponthe Matter,-is the ſame, dition zr- and all' theſe Marks agree to him' only.
though the Names be changed', even" as 'their Therefore he is the State'puintml at- by. theſe." Or, Churches are.. See-Chap. xiii. This, upon the-Mat thus, That Formzoſ: Dominion' over the Romans'
ter is the new formed'lmageoſ the Beaﬅ ſpoken of Empire, which is not in Kind, one' with-what it
there. In'all which Rcſpects, though it' might be< was in- ﬁbu's Time, but immediately' ſucceedeth'
ſaid that this Beaﬅ =is not the ſormer, in ſome Re to' that and et in Reſpectoſ amplitude of Govem- *
ſpect, yet materially it- is in Being, as theTcxt ment, and lzegree of Subjection to it, is the ſame '
ſaith.
with,.or more ample, than the- former,.-thougha'
H s t' C'lf this Argument may be formed, That' upon- a diﬀerent conſideration and Account 5 that
Govemment or Dominion in the World, which in Dominion or Empire under that Form, is the Beaﬅ:
ſome Reſpcdſi-to- wit, as civil, Was-before' a/m's 'ſeen by' John:- But Papacy is ſuch a Govemment, x
Time goveming all;" ayet as ſuch, that' is, as 'ccle and the I-Empirc of Rome under it, is ſuch. There- '
ﬁaﬅick and under a diﬀerent conſideration, was not ſore it is the Dominion deſcribed by him, as
comedn- his Time, but ſhortly was to ſucceed-that Antichriﬅiaw Kingdom-1

tz E. C T ttzr R E. rv..
. Verſe? 9; And ber: -i.t t/ie Mind which bath Wit-7001. Tbeſet/m' Hid: anſwer' -Mdrzmins,-m wbiti) .'
th' Mmſitttth'
IO. And there are ſit-en' Kilgs, ﬁve areſallm, and me is, and tb' o'tber- 'is 'not ye: tom:
be cometh; be muﬅ continue a ſhort space.

Ilii-if 'when

t 1. And the Bag/1' that was, and is not, even In is 'be eight/1, and thy' 'be ſot/en, and gan/2 imo Pwditim.

Readersto conſidei- well of' it) and to-whactt iscom- '
H- E- Angel'proceedeth to' a particular Inter
pretation of the Parts, to wit, Head: and ing, pointing out ſomething thata Man of Wiſ
_ Hams, wherein the Baſis was moﬅ ﬁngu- '* dom will not-let paſs, but take hold of theſe Marka
_* lar andi-vremarlcable.\ There isa Sentence caﬅen in,*> for diſcerning ofthe =Whore.: The Words imply, I. v
before he deſcend to it, Hem ittþbe -Mim£ wbitb lmtb A materialneſs- in-'the-Nſatter'written, as conducing'
H/i/dam, which-'is ſnmethingdike thatu- Chap. xiii. ſor the underﬅandinglof this Myﬅery.:- zz. A Djﬃ

18.-'and it looketh-both. toawhaL-is- 1)aﬁ,-( putting, culty, to geta Mind compoſed-(o taken any-mere
will 3
.
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will be need of ſpiritual' and true Wiſdom. 3; That
ſuch Wiſdom will ﬁnd what is in it,.and get ſo
much Gripping as to ﬁx them in this, who is this,
VVhore and Beaﬅ: And therefore this Chapter
would be the more fully inſiﬅed in. 4_ It implyeth
that it is a rare Thing to apply theſe Marks wifely,
and that the generality of Readers will not do it.
And by this we may ſee, that though Promiſes be
fulﬁlled and Propheſies alſo, and the Expreſſions be
very obvious and palpable to any that have Diſcern
ing, yet are not ſo to theſe who have their Minds
blinded with Prejudice and ſpiritual Blindneſs; Such
Propheſies as are moﬅ clearly fulﬁlled and applyed
to Chriﬅ, to the Jew: are dark: And others of
Daniel and Ezekicl, which undoubtedly are fulﬁlled
are alſo Obſcure. It is no Marvel then that ſo many
Pnpiﬅs, wondering after' this Beaﬅ, 'cannot wifely

Chap. 17,

ﬅicks, and ſeven, Stars, Chap. i. 20. to be ſeven
Churches, and ſeven Angels as is ſaid in the Pre
face.- Theſe Mountains then, are, I. deſcribed by
their Number, ſeven, and if the Number, were not
deﬁnite, but put for ſeven, nine, or eleven, &Ft.

then it could not contribute to deſign one Place
by another, which yet is hereuthe Angel's Scope,
who rſpeaketh of theſe Mountains, as of ſeven
Mountains famous in reſpect others, and ſome

way peculiar to this City, 2. They are deſcribed
from this, that the Woman ﬁtteth on them. By
Mma'r wetoldrwas underﬅood Rome, it is called a.

City, Verſe tdt. and it muﬅ be ſuch a City as may
ſerve particularly to diſcover theſe Mountains from
other Mountains, they are ſuch, ſaith he, as the
chief City of the World ſitteth on. And then this
City cannot bethe Multitude of the wicked: For,

diſcern his Marks; It will take Wiſdom to do that, that could be no Mark for j'o/m, or others, to diſ
-which every one hath not: And therefore that, cern'on ſeven Mountains from any other even

Atgument of Bel/armim againﬅ the ſulﬁlling of Mountains. Belide, this City is not the World, or
[his Propheſy, becauſe it is ſo Obſcure to many, is of complex Body of Kings, but that City that ruleth
no Force. He beginneth at the Heads, and giveth Over them, under ſeven ſeveral Governments, as
two Interpretations, or two Applications of that the following Words clear.

"l'ype, or he declarelh two Things-to be meaned by
n. r. Tin/even Heads are from' Muntaim. upon
which the [Him/a, or chief City, ﬁtter/a. 2.. They
are ﬅwu Kings. We premit this, 'that all the

And the Mountains

are ſuch as this Woman ſitteth on: Now her ſit
ting is two ways underﬅood in_this Chapter, r. She
ſitteth on many Waters, Verſe 1. That is, many
People: and Kingdom, Verſ- r 5. over whom (I/zrﬅ

Marks after deſcribed, agree to one Beaﬅ, out of all 18. ) ſhe ruleth.

Thus to ſit on, is to rule.

2. She

which put together, the clearingvof what is ﬁgniﬁed, tſitteth in a peculiar way in one Place of theſe Peo
is to be gathered. Therefore-that Empire, or City, l plcs, whom ſhe commandeth beyond other Place',
m'uﬅ have ſeven Hills, which haveſevem Kings; and'ſhe ſitteth not ſo on the Peoples or Water',
and to whom the one is applyed, the other is, applyed - but on the ſeven Mountains, thatisu (he hath
alſo: otherwiſe theydonot ſerve theScope, which her Reſidence, Pomp, Court, Throne and Abode
is by the Parts oſ one Be'aﬅ to diſcover the Empire there, which reachcth over many People. And
this agreeth well with the Angel's Scope, which
meancd by it in whole.
T H n ﬁrﬅ Expoſition of Heads, is by the ﬁxed being to open the Events of the ﬁfth Vial, he in
Propcrty and natural Situation of this City *or Wo-' ſiﬅeth on the object of it,"which is the Seat or
man, to wit, Aſauntaim. The ſecond-is, by what Throne of the Beaﬅ,.- C/mþ. xvi. Theſe ſeven
is ſucceſſivc, one to, and after e another. The ſort Mountains then. will beſuch as the imperial City

mer of ſeven Mountains are contemporary, this is of the World not onl commands over but is plac
' ed upon, and lo that any will be found to be the
T H s Heads are called Mountains, becauſe in VVhore, that dwelleth on ſeven Mountains, and
this they ﬁgnify ſo, and we are to underﬅand Mun this Empire to be thc Beaﬅ that upholdeth and
taim, Kings, and tobe ſet out by Heads and Harnr, ſupporteth theſe, and governeth them, utſhpra.
in a rnetonymical speech, the Signs gettingJhe From which it is clear, that xR't/IZJS deſigned by
Name of what is ſigniﬁed by it, not that really the Angel to be this City: For, I. Rome is ſa
zthey'are ſo.- By theſe then, Mountains are pro mousfor its Situation on ſeven Hills, that iz-a
.porly to be underﬅood; and the Number ſer/m is peculiar Paraphraſe of it both among Greek: and

ſucceﬂive and in divers Forms.

deﬁnite alſo, asappcareth by the Expoſition which Latins, The ſeven hilled City, or the City on the
followeth; for Kings are properly ſeven, and the ſeven Hills, and Rome were ﬅill taken as one:

Number deﬁnite, as appeareth by that, that w For, at ﬁrﬅ by Romuſu: it comprehended ſour
ar' paﬅ, one is, &Ft. and this ſuiteth with the
a he was the ﬁrﬅ founder of it 3 after, by the
ſixth
ture of the Angel's interpreting the ſeven Candle.

Chap. 17.
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lſixth King Sorw'u: Yirllizu, were three more added:
Hence was that yearly Feaﬅ, 3. id. Deoemþ. called
ſeﬅumſeptimontiurn: And theſe sayings of the Poets
conﬁrm this. Firg. Septem one: unoſiþi nmro oirzumdedit arm. And Ovid. trﬄ. Sed one: deſi-pto/n
totum oiroumſhicit oroem. Montiþus I/nperii Ronm
Dou'nque lows, &ſo. which made it to receive theſe
Names, joptioepr, urb: ﬅptiroI/ir is' optalopbor, &to.
and they are thus particularly named, 1. Palntinur.
2. Cazlius. 3. Capitolius, or £7anioulus. 4. Armi
tinus. 5. .Qzoirina/is. 6. Vminalir. 7. zﬁſotoilinm,
which .maketh Btllar. (1ib. 2. do Pont. top. a. )
ſay, Mt'ﬃnm'n g/I ﬅopra, ﬅptem tolle: urbem Roman:

Though ſome of theſe Hills be without the Walls
now, yet they are ﬅill linked to the reﬅ by ſpe
cial Priviledges, all of them being Seats of the
Pope's Palaces, Abbacies, Es'o. Yet, on an other
Occaſion, Bel/ar. ſaith, Mtſſi/num r/t, cant ſizpra
ſhpto'n mile: cdiſioatam eﬃ', that is, It is a Thing
moﬅ known, that Rome is buiided upon ſeven Hills,
as is ſaid.
THE Angel, having in the ﬁrﬅ Expoﬁtion
of theſe ſeven Heads, diſcovered Rome in its local
Situation,-by ﬁxed Hills, he goeth on, in a ſecond

Application, to do it by its ﬂeeting and ſucceſſtve
Governments, Verſe 10.'and n. In it, t. He

aedﬃmtam Iﬃ. ' Corn. d lapide, in loomn, citeth many ſheweth, what further theſe Heads hold forth, to'
And if Rome be the Seat, the wit, ſeven Kings, ( it may be read, they are, or
ſigniﬁe ſeven Kings, as belore, ſeven Hills) And
chriﬅ, who keepeth his Court there in a ſpecial altho' one might think it hard, that one- Type
manner, though' he command otherwiſe all the ſhould ſet forth a Hi/l, and a King: Yet the An
World at his Pleaſure; yet his Chair is nailed to gel's particular Explication leaveth no Room for
that ſeven hilled- City, and cannot be remov that Debate. Then, 2. He diſcovereth, or cha
vratE'terizeth-theſe Kinar ,* in Reſpect of Time and
CCL
_
.
.
.
T H A 'r- which is-objected, may be anſwered Being, that ſo John, and others, might the more
from what is ſaid. Say ſome, This City meaneth eaſily diſcern what he proponed. Five woful/on,
no particular City, but the Company of the Wickcd ( ſaith he ) one is, and the ot/ur it not yet come.
in general, which' is clearly contrary to the Angel's Becauſe thexſhot of all is, to diſcover the Beat-t under the
Scope, which is' to diſcover one State and City; and ' laﬅ Head ; therefore in ſeveral Characters here, the ſe
to the Toxt, which diﬅinguiſheth this City from venth is deſcribed in the end of the 10. and 11. ſſorﬅr.
F on underﬅanding this,-We ſhall, I. Clear
People and Nations, over which it commnndeth,
and from Kings that gave their Power to the Beaﬅ, the -Words. 2.-. Then apply them. 3. Remove
'et are they no ſmall Part of the VVicked in the ſome Doubts, or objections.
I. B Y Kings, is not ﬅrictly to be underﬅood
orld. Beſide, it is ſuch a City as is ſituated on
ſeven Hills, peculiarly diﬅinguiſhed from others, Governouts under that Name only; but, in scripture,-all Governours ordinarily paſs under- thatv
which cannot be the wicked.
a. S A Y ſome, Seven are to be taken indeſinitely, Name; So Maſts is called, Door. xxxiii 5. And
to conﬁrm this:

Roman Church is the Whore, and the Pope Anti

which is alſo anſwered from the Scope, that point when Iſrael wanted all Government, J'zcdg. xvii. ult. eth out ſeven Hills, on which the Woman ſitteth, it is ſaid, In the/2 Day: they had no King in-Iſimlz ,
Beſide others, to ſatisﬁe _'7obn in this, as in other In signifying. no Governour or Order, every one did
what he 'liﬅed. And here in yobn's Time, that
terpretations. _

3. S A Yr ſome, (as BeIIar. ) Tho' Rome then Governour 'of the Empire- bare not this Name of"
2. Neither by'
ſtand-eth ( ſaith he) in oampo mortior Ill: w. It is Kings are underﬅood Governours perſonally, or'
granted by Bel/ormin, that Rome was then the City individual Men, but a Series or Succeſiion under
ſigniſied to John, foritthen bare Rule, it muﬅ then -one Form-of Government in a Line,-as Dan.
be underﬅood of it alſo now, or this one Type muﬅ vii. 17, the four Monarchies,-which- were not!
ſigniﬁe one City, or Place, to John in his Time, any off-them' (ſave it be the third) in'an indi
and another'to us, which is abſurd. 2. It is enough, vidual Perſon, yet they are called four Kings: And that it was built ſo in _7obn's Time; For it isthe it muﬅ mean- ſo hereg- For, Kings here, are as
ſame City,-Empire, and Series of Dominion ﬅill: 'Verſe 12. where they are called tcn Kings; and ſhall
ſat on ſeven Mountains, yet it is not ſo now, but King; tho' he be called the ſixth.

And though, as he- ſaith, i: ﬅandeth moﬅ in tam

it be thought, that by theſe are meaned 'ten Men,

po mortio, yet it is the ſame Rome, which be who are alike, and do all that is ſpoken- of them in v

ſore-that in-J'o/on-'s Time had theſe ſeven-'Hills their own-Time? Experience will ſay the contrary,
in it,. or elſe the Pope ſitteth in ſome _vothcr That'ſince the Roman-Empire decayed, -and Kings a- Ran, than. Peter ſzit on in Yo/m's Time.
roſe-out of thmR-uins thereof, :many Ages are paſt; .
yet, r
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yet, what they have to fulﬁll on the Whore, is not it is expreﬂy ſaid to be, Ver/i xl.-and if one of

yet come.

And, 3. Theſe Kings ( as is clear )are ſeven, it muﬅ he one of the ſeven formerly men

-1'ucceſiiveone to another, and that immediately; tte tioned. and that none oſ the ﬁrﬅ ſixth-2 Therefore
_ſit'th ſucceded the ſourth; the ſixth, the ﬁlth, &Ft. it. muﬅ be the ſeventh it ſelf, which was to come.
'_WAnd thereare not two at once. 4. And that Line or 3. The ſame called the eight, Verſh u. is all one
_Succeﬂion of the ſeventh together, is to go from 'the with that, ﬁrﬅ 8. But that holdeth out the Ram-art

Riſing of this Empire to its Ruin, while this Bag!
is an Empire, it is under ſome one of theſe Heads,
except we imagine a Bzaﬅ without an Head: And
eonſequently this Succeſiion taketh in ſo longaSeties,
that ﬁre individual Perſons could not ﬁll up the time
-beſore John, nor can none make it up aſterhim;

Empire under its ſeven Heads, or at leaﬅ under one
oſ them, and it is the ſame Beaﬅ that was, and is

not,which fain' ſaw,and which the Angel is diſcover
ing: And if he were not under any of theſe Heads,
this would contribute little to that end. Nor
would it be a Diſcovery of the ſame Beaﬅ. 4.
for, many Days have continued ſince, yet the Bzaﬅ The Head which was to come is all one with that
is not gone fully to Perdition, tho' it then was in State oſ the Beaﬅ, I'erſe 8. that was to riſe; ſor,
his time. It muﬅ then be either under the Head it there is but one State to come, and but one Head

had then; vrhich is falſe, or, it muﬅ be under the to come. Now, were there eight Heads, there would
ſeventh, which ſucceeded: And however it be, it be two to come in )'obn's time, neither could one
'cannot be one Perſon, who ſo long could continue State have comprehended the whole future form of
Head to that "haft, -5. They muﬅ' be Kings or that Bcaﬅ, as l/t/ﬅ 8. iſ it had been to be divers, and

.Governments that are Heads to one and the ſame
Body, and ﬁtat Rome: For, the Heads are Kings
to that ſame City to which the Hills belong, ſeeing
they deſcribe one Beaﬅ .or Empire z and they muﬅ be
_pver many Nations, I/I'ſt 15. yea the ſame Na

various and under diﬀerent Heads.

5. It' the ſeventh

Head be laﬅ, then there is not an eight; But it is
ſaid otſi the ſeventh, it muﬅ continue but a ſhort

ſpace, as agreeing with what is ſaid, ( Kvſis. ) of

the Beaﬅ, that it muﬅ go into Perdition under that
Mons ; ſor, there is one Body of this Beaﬅ under all form which was to come: Therefore it is not ſaid
the Heads, and all the Heads are Governours to one the ſeventh, but-the other ( and that in the ſingular
=Beaﬅ or Body, and ſo are Roman Governours, and Number ) is "out! toms, to ſhew there is but one
that of a grim-extent. Otherways one Had, were to come. How thisis called the eighth, we ſhall
'but half an Head, or Head to half the Beaﬅ ; and clear afterward.

the ſetting out of both by one Type conﬁrmeth this,

A ſecond Thing from what-is ſaid, is alſo clear.
6. to wit, that we cannot put any Government between
Theſe Governours, or ſorts of Governments, are the ſixth Head, which was in j'o/m's time, and the

_that the

are Kings and Hills of one City.

preciﬂy Set/m, having one Empire for their Domi ſeventh or laﬅ, whatſoever it ſhall be ſound to be.
lnion, and continuing from its riſe to its cloſe; ſo the And therelore we cannot ( as ſome Interpreters do )
ﬁrﬅ Government beginneth equally with the firſt put in either the King of Gotb: in þaly, who for a
Head, and it endeth together withthe ſeventh, and time commanded Rome, nor Chriﬅian Czſhrs. For,
there are neither moe nor fewer; ſor, if the Hilis 1. There are but ſeven in all, and none of theſe is
rbe ſeven, and not moe nor fewer, and it' juﬅ ﬁve laﬅ, for there is one ſince. 2. All theſe ſeven Heads,

be paﬅ and no moe, then the ſeven in whole muﬅ Head and Rule the Roman Empire, which is broader
be ſo, and not moe nor fewer, and the one to come

than that Kingdom of (Fat/25, which wanted a great

'muſt be properly one alſo. And to ſay there might part of Italy, and were never Emperors. 3. The
be another Government diﬅinct from the ſeven, _Papacy was breeding then, after the Wound which
'it would alſo ſay, it behoved to be an other Beaﬅ was given to heathenith Emperors by Cwylamine,
or Dominion: For, ſaith the Angel, This hath and never was healed, till by it,as was cleared, Chap.
but ſeven, the laﬅ whereof goeth to Petdition, and xiii. But there cannot be two Heads together,

Therefore.

_hath no Succeﬂbr,
I. F a 0 M whatis ſaid, it is clear,

_naming of aneight, Ver

All Heads have Names of Blaſphemy,

cannot beBetide
ſaid of
ſuch.
t,,That the which
Then Fourtbb',
if Chriﬅian
Chaiﬅian Einperors
Emperors as
were
an

tt. is not to be underﬅood

Head, when cutted they to be a Head i ſeeing they
as of eight
a diﬅinct
Head;
r. Then
lþhave
Kings,
and ſoor,would
not the
be Beaﬅ
well would
repre-_ keeped
ſome Name long after they went from
ſented by ſeven Heads, or exponed by ſeven Kings, Ram, and were weakened in their Power piece and
.i there were moe. zcti'hen this Beaﬅ (to wit, piece.
T n r:
she eight) would not be one of the ſeven, which

ſ
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,.T.HB ſecond Thing whereby theſe Kings are ſhort time that-they both ihall have, and yet not
J'et out, is clear, that is, they are ſuch ſeven formsv ﬁmply ſo, but ﬁgurativcly expreſſed, for the Com
of Government, as ﬁve thereof muﬅ preceed j'ohn's ſort oſ God's People, who will ſuﬀer much from
a The; That is meanedby this, ſive are away, or both, and this Hour is the ſame ſhort ſpace menti
aller', one it, ( towt't, the ſixth ) that is, one diﬀe oned bcſore and yet it- is a long time in it ſelf, ſo
rent from any 'of vthe former; the other is not, yet is it a ſhort time, Chap. xii. after the Devils down

tame.

He ſaith the other and not the ſeventh,

To ſhew 'there was but one to come.

I. caﬅing which is long in it ſelf : And,on the contrary,

a. To ſhew Mercy uſeth to be ſet out in long Terms.

Fon Application then, as the ﬁrﬅ Expoſition of
that it was to be as diﬀerent from the reﬅ, or more
than any that had gone before, and according tohis ſeven Hills proveth it Rome, this oſ ſevcti Kings
'manner
he pointeth
outclear
thiswhat
laﬅ eſpecially,
it'isſi the Scope
of all to
concernethbecauſe
him. conﬁrmeth it, for it is notour, that Rome, as ſuch
Itſi is ſaid of him in this Verſe He muﬅ continue aſhort an Idolatrous Empire, hath been under ſeven Govern
ments; ﬁve were paﬅ before this time oſ Yo/m's
ſhare when he cometh: Which I take to imply two writing, to wit, rKings, 2. Conſuls, 3. Decem
things, 1. The certainty of this others coming, viri, 4. Tribuni militum. 5. Dictators. The ſixth
or of his continuing a time when he ſhall come. Emperors or Czeſarr, were then when the Angel in
Thus, when be cometh, he ſhall continue, &e. hold terpreted this; the other, to wit, Papacy, was not
eth ſorth the neceﬃty of his Continuance for a then come, but hath ſince ſitten on that ſeven hillcd
time, till he have his time of it, as well as any City, ruling amply ( ut ſizpm ) in his Domini'
of the former, and that People would not think he on, as the palpable Sueceſlbur of him who then
ſhall evaniſh inﬅantly when he appeareth. 2. It was.
implyeth, that that Continuance ſhall not be long,
F o R more full Satisfaction in this Application,
but a/hort ſhare: So Diﬃculties uſed to be expreſied, theſe things are to be made out, r. That Rome
becauſe of the fainting of God's People, that they hath been under ſeven ſorts ofGovernmeuts, where
may be encouraged to bear them. Hence we ſay, of ﬁre preceeded John, the ſixth was in his time,
it is not ſhort_ ﬁmply, as if it were alittle time, a and the ſeventh not then come. 2. That the Papacy
Year or two, Ut. but ſhort compnratively to Eter is this ſeventh who was then to come.
nity, he will have but alittle time: And the Reaſons
T H n ﬁrﬅ muﬅ be made out from 'the Roman
whv we expound it thus comparatively, are theſe, Hiﬅory, where .it is clear, I. That when Rome was
1. It is uſual to the Scriptures to ſet out long times builded, it was governed by Kings. Romu/ut wa'
by ſhort, when it ſptaketh of the godly their Aſ the ﬁrﬅ, from whom were in all ſeven, untill Thr
ﬂiction;
is aMongeﬁt, Iſa. liv. 1. Cor. iv/._ an quiniur Suþnhun-who was laﬅ ( according to Lia/lus)
lient-o
(on
Chap. iii. Chap.
Ver e 7, in his time, for his Son Sextus ﬁrrouinius his violat
and rof: Thaftation,
the Conﬁderation
of thexxii.
tranſitorineſs
ing of Lucretia, the Romans did caﬅ oﬀ that Go

of theſe *Aﬃictions may be comfortable to God's vernment, and erected two Conſidr, and aSenat
People underthem. 2. WhentheScrjpture ſpeaketh to govern, who were to be changed yearly by E
ofAntichriﬅ's Tyrrany, and the Churches Aﬄiction lection. This is the ſecond form, and continued
under him in any deﬁnize Expreilion, as Chap. xi. long, till the Romans became deﬁro'us to have all
12, 13..it ſpenketh of it as ſhort 5 'and therefore the beﬅ Laws that-could be ſound out, gathered into

when it ſpeaketh in indeﬁnite Terms, it is ſuitable it one Body and ſett'lcd ſor the Rule of their Govern
_ ſhould be ſo alſo: Yet, 'as the former inferreth ment: For which zCauſe, they chooſed ' ten Men
not ſuch a _ſh0rt__time in it ſelf, neither can the to collect theſe and put them together, Theſe were

latter. Hence it _1's ordinarily ſaid in the preſent

called Domn-w'ri, or that GovernmentDerem-viratur.

time, he goeth to Perdition, yet it was not begun, This is marked by Lia/ſus, det. prime, Iih. 3. to be
to ſhew ithaﬅened. 3. The time equivalent to for the third time that Rome had changed its Go
this ( if not longer than this ) of Antichriﬅ, is ex vernment. But theſe ten Men dcgenernting to Ty
þreſſed in this ſame Chapter by an hour: For, theſe ranny, ſeekingr to continue themſelves in perpetual
ten Kings ariſe with the Beaﬅ, when the Empire Power, and one of them, Appius Claudius, going
decreaſeth; and they give their Power to him, about to deﬁle one Jctrginia, a Maid eſpouſed to a

when they get Crowns, as followeth: Yea, they
outlive. him, yct it is ſaid, Verſe 12. They get
Power one Hour with the Beoﬅ : Which denoteth
not only a contemporarineſs .of Powers, but the

Soldier. By this Means they drew both the People
and Senate againﬅ them, and were putout when they
had continued but two Years. The Government a
gain returned to the Conlſidr, till by the Miſcarringes
t l t
of
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of ſome in that place they alſo became odious to the Sulla, Cirmo, Pompey, and Lepz'du: with zlntonius.
People, who thereupon conteﬅed with the Senate to A/zﬁu. r. Some of theſe Men whom he nameth,

have equal Power in the Government, (ſor, be- do not infer divers Governments, but the'exorbi
fore no Plobziaus had been Conſul ) This madethe tant Domination of ſome Governours, who ruled
Senate chooſe Tribum, who were called Tribu'n' under the old and ordinary Titles as Sulla, and
militum. They had Conſulary Power, but were Cirma, and Pompey were Conſuls, and had ﬅillſi'that

ﬁve, ﬁx, eight, or ten in Number, as the People Name; Ceeſhr, Anto'u'u: and Lipidu: (if weaccount
pleaſed who chooſed them; and it was lawful To Auguﬂus the ﬁrﬅ, as it ſeemeth Tz'm'tm doth ) they
chooſe them ind ﬀerently, dread. pri. Iib. 4.. pag. were but by violence in ſuch places, without any
99. This was thefourth Government: After them ſuch confent as Augu/fu: had afterward' obtained.

therewerediversconteﬅsabouttheGovernment,(which Therefore he deſigneth them by their Names and
again returned to the Conſuls) whereupon ( as not their Oﬃces, as he had done the former, or

ſometimes before in diﬃcult Caſes ) they chooſed as he doth to Auguﬅur after, by calling him Prirzreps:
Dictators,'who for a time limited unto them, had So this increaſetli not the Number.

If we reckon

ſupream
Power, and ruled all with much reverence : again Julius Caſizr the ﬁrﬅ Emperor ( as it ſeemeth
And in a Strait, that was ordinarily ﬂed unto, yea, juﬅ) Lepidur, Jm'om'us, Octawſiur or Auguﬅur, will
ſometimes there would be Dictator: for a Year,
and no other Government for that time, as Papyrius
Curﬁr, Quiutur Fabiur, Dictator, &e. This is aCoountedthe ﬁfth Governments, which Julius Ceſar
often before his becoming Emperor poſleſſed, to keep

be Emperors, and to be reckoned under the ſixth
Head: For, all of them had imperial Power, and
governed, as Supream, ſuch and ſuch parts of the
Empire, even as often there were fundry Emperors
joyned, as Diachylon, Maximianus', Pſertuliur, &r.

the Authority in himſelf, till afterward he was ﬅiled at the ſame time, ConſItInt/'ne and Lioiuiur agreeth

Dictator in pcrpetuum.

Theſe ﬁve were all fallen betwixt themſelves to divide the Empire, ſo it was

before J'obn's time, and then Rome was governed here, and it was ﬅill the ſame Power: And this Divi

by none Of them; for Cdſhr had gotten the ſu- ſion or Agreementalfo was only amongﬅ themſelves,
pream Authority after hisdefeatingPompey at Pbarſa- without any Act of the People, or conſent of the

lia, under the Title oflmperator and Pantiſex Mux- Senate, and was a Piece of Tyranny as Suetom'ut
imm, by which, the Conſuls Power was conﬁned and Juguﬅus obſerve, and from that of Tacitw; as

Within the City, and the Emperor ſent Unto the
Provinces whom he pleaſed. This Form ſucceeded
by Birth,v Adoption, or- Election, afterward one
after another, fer a long time and in J'o/m's time
and in Jolm's time was exiﬅing in Domz'tz'an the
Emperor, who ſucceeded his Father Veſhaſirm, and

alſo it is clear, that though there were ſome inter
vals in ſome of theſe Forms, as that Dictators were
now and then, yet when they were, they were
Supream, and had aſort of ſacredneſs beyond any
other Governour or Governments, and therefore
juﬅly accounted diﬅinct. The Conſuls were both

his Brother Titus, in the Empire: This then is the before the Dmrmziri and after them, and the Triþu
ﬁxth which then was.

m' militum alſo;

yet all of them make up one

T H Iis s more
whichcompendioſiuﬂy
is more ſparſlyſetgathered
outthat
of Form,
paſſed
Jolm's-Days,
Li'uiur,
down by
wrote which
in thewas
time
of before
the Caſhrs,
and ſo who
had
famous Hiﬅoriographer Cornelius Taoitur, inthe

not ſeen the ſeventh Head, which was after to

Words of his Hiﬅory I/rbe/n Roman; (i prior/pro come.
Rage:

baburre.

Brutus irz/Iitur't.

Liþortatem,

U Conſulatum.

L.

THis Truth, in the matter ofFact; is acknow

Dictature ad ttmpu: ſizmoþuntur: ledged by Bel/ar. lib. I. do Porlttf. cap. 2; ( tho'

Ntque Deremviralir pots/la: ultra bimnium, myuo elſewhere he would Queﬅion it) for there he be
Yribunorum mi/itum tonſidtzrtjur diu valuit. Nor: ing to reckon the changes of the Roman Go
Cilmﬄz "a" Sullae- long a Dominotio, U Pompcii vemment,

he reck'oneth,

1.

King-r,

2. Cor' Ill',

Craſſique potentia, cito in Caeſarem: Lepidi atque 3. Detcm'uiri: For, when he ſpeaketh of riba
Antonii arma in Auguﬅum teﬃre, qui tuncta dlſ- m' piebis. they were but ſupperadded to the for

cordiii riw'liburſeﬃa, 'mnine Primipiſſb imPeriu/'l mer Governours, and were not Supieam: There
aacpit.

He ſeemeth- to point out

ugiz/Ius as the fore without reſpect to them, Li-viur reckoncth

ﬁrﬅ Emperor, becauſe after him thete- was no eſiay the Docm'uiri to be

the third.

4. He nameth

to recover their former Liberty, and he got it with Dictator-s. 5. Tiibum' 'militum-cum waſh/art' panſ
the Senates good will. If any ſhould. ſay, there tate: After-which headdeth the Emperor: or'MrÞ

are. more numbred. than. ſix by_ Yiuitunas tbatof only, And certainly if there had been any mOI
v
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changes, he would not have omitted them, it! -1. The Eaﬅ is gone, neither ſat he at Rome. Nor,
being his Scope to ſhew' the Changeableneſs of 2. The Iﬄeﬅ, for he doth not ſit at Rome, nor did
all Govemments, till they reſolve in Monar ſince Papacy came to its Height, yea, nor many
ch ZI' . know alſo, that the ſame Author Bellarntin, 'Years before that: And if the Emperor in the Ea/I
was a Head, he muﬅ continue ſo till his Decay;
underﬅandeth by ſeven Heads, indeſinitely all the -And if the Emperor in the V'eﬅ be a Head, he muﬅ
Emperors, paﬅ,and to come, in Yohn's Time: But jhave been ſo from his Riſe: And ſo theſe Empires
that will not conſiﬅ with the Angel's dividing of {( or rather Parts of one Empire) being contempo
them in ſive, to have been before, one preſent, and rrary, there behoved to have been two Heads at once,
but one to come: For, according to that Reckon but then the Empire was broken, it was ,no more
ing, many moe were to come, than had pretended one. And it is to be-obſerved, that the ﬁrﬅ Divi- _

that Time.

ſion of the Empire in ſeveral Kingdoms, or Parts,

T H i: ſecond Aﬃrtion to be made out, is, That not fubordinate one to another, or combined one

the Papacy is the ſeventh Govcrnment of Rome, ſuc with another, fell out by Con/Iantinar leaving it di
ceeding to that which was in _70hn's Time, as ſo is vided in three to his three Sons: For tho' there .
the laﬅ : Which is holden forth under that Type of were at one Time ſundry Emperors ruling at once
the 'ſeventh Head, which was then to come, and this before that,

yet the Empire was not divided, ex

cept for particular Inſpection, as the Conſuls uſed to
ﬁrm it. And, LIt is clear, that the ſixth Government do: And every one of them was Aaguﬅut, and it
which was then in John'a Time, is now alſo fallen was ﬅill one Empire; And therefore it ſeemeth,
and away. 2. It is clear then alſo, that the ſeventh from that Time, Emperors cannot be accounted as
muﬅ be come: What cleareth the one, conﬁrm to continue as Heads: Which on Chap. xiii. is fur
eth the other; For, if the ſeventh be come, the ther cleared.
_
ſixth is fallen; ( becauſe two cannot be together)
2. I T is clear by this Chapter, if that which is

being a main Point, we muﬅ inſiﬅ a little to con

and if the ſixth be gone, the ſeventh muﬅ be come, propheſied to ſucceed the Time of the ſixth Head,

for there is no Intermiſſton, or Interval of ſuch and to belong to the laﬅ Government, be fulﬁlled,
then the ſixth is gone, and the ſeventh is come; But
Length betwixt their Succeſſlons.
TH A T the ſixth is gone then, and the ſeventh that is fulﬁlled,
.
come, theſe Things will clear, 1. It is clear from
1. MANY Kings that then had gotten no
the Truth of Hiﬅory, and Matter of Fact, that the Kingdom, have now obtained it long ſince.
Government which then ruled Rome and that Em
2. T H a s r: Kings having withdrawn from the
pire, was the Emperors or Czeſars; but from many Emperor's Government, have ſince willingly given
Ages the Emperors have had no Command or Seat their Power to another, *to wit, the Pope, and
at Rome, nor any conſiderable Command over the foughten for him againﬅ the Lamb: Which Things,
Territories of that Empire, ( there being other as they are clearly fulﬁlled, ſo are they expreſiy
Princes ſince ariſen, as France, Spain, &e. who holden forth as contemporary with the laﬅ State of
command as broad] as he) therefore he cannot this Empire which was then to come, Verſe 12. and

now be accounted a ead. 2.It is clear, that that City 13. For he is the Head that hath the Horns, and
ohath been a Seat of a long Time to another Go he is the ſeventh Head that hath crowned Horns or
v'ernment, which hath governed it, and (though Kings; Now theſe who bear the Name of Empe
under another Pretext, and on another Account) rors, have long ſince loﬅ theſe Horns; Therefore
hath ruled ſince, as broad almoﬅ as the' former. they are not a Head, but he muﬅ he this Head,
Neither in any reaſonable way can that which is whom theſe Horns acknowledge; And ſeeing they

now called the Empire, ( being very inconſider
able in Reſpect of what it then was) be account

acknowledge another now, which they did not

in John's Time, Therefore this muﬅ be ful

ed the ſame, or the now Emperor, the Succeſior ﬁlled.
.
A N D therefore we conclude, that the ſixth Go
of theſe Emperors, ſeeing their Riſe is ſo diﬀerent,

las was ſhown, Chap. xiii. And if it be alledged'
to continue-'in the Emperors, Then it muﬅ ei
ther be in the Emperors of the Ea/I, (who in
a more direct Line ſucceeded them who then were)
who now are fallen; Or, in the Emperors of the

Vſeﬅ;

vernment, which then was, is paﬅ, and that the ſe

venth harh ſuccecdeth : Except we ſay, the Beaﬅ for
many Years, hath had no Head, and it is beſore clear
ed alſo, that neither Chriﬅian Emperor, not Gothiſh

King, can properly be called the ſeventh Head of this

But neither of theſe can be ſaid: For, Beaﬅ 5 yea, or a Head at all.
Iiiiz
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which then'was, it muﬅ alſo be the eighth; But
may well be called a Head or Government of' this I ſay diﬀerentiy conſidered, r. Papaey conſidered as 'a
Empire; for, t. That it is a Government cannot Princedom, and the Pope as a Prince, he is the ſeventh'
be denied, and of adiﬅinct kind from any of the Head, In that ſame Series with the other that went
former. 2. It hath its Seat at R'me, and is a King before. But, 2. Papacy conſidered as an Eccleſiaſ
of that ſeven hilled City, as is alſo clear. 3. That tick Power (and ſo much diﬀerent in Nature and
it extendeth its Dominion not only over Rome, kind from the former ) and as having a'twofoſſld Re
or that Part, called now the Empire, but over at leaﬅ lation, as a Prince and as a Paﬅor (or Prince of'
all that was the weﬅern Empire, and further, for Paﬅors ) ſo he is the eighth, as being ſo various froth
many Years; and if the ſame Body that is Com the former, that one of theſe Relations ſetteth out
manded or Governed he the Beaﬅ, the Government. but on half of him, yet is he' even unde'r this Conﬁ
that Commanded it, being thus cireumﬅantiated muﬅ deration indeed one ot the former ſeven, tho' by

betheHead z or we muﬅ ſay, that that Empire hath himſelf or others he ſhall he thought ſo diﬀerent
not been under a Head for a long time, which can from them, as to be accounted both the ſeventh and
notbe.
eighth; for which Reaſons, he is, ( Chap. xiii.)
4. T H 1-: R r: F o R i-: we may further argue, If ſet out by two Beaﬅs, one holding forth his temporal'
Papacy be a Government of that Empire, it muﬅ be Power, the other his Eccleſiaﬅick. Again, confi
the ſeventh and laﬅ; which we take to be one, as der this Beaﬅ which John ſaw complexlyns with
is ſaid: For, t. That was not) in Ya/m's time, it his Body whereby he carrieth the YVhore, he doth
is
notthis
thatHaving
which ſucceed
then was;
being
theDomiſixth, . ' ſo diﬀer from an y Head , even from the ſe v embﬂnd
and
to itbutin that
its Seat
and

may be called alſo an eighth, as aſeventh.

Thus

nion, muﬅ therefore be the ſeventh, that was not being conſidered, he is a tatum, and the Head apart:

then come.

2. Iſ all the Characters agreeing to But again conſidered as he governeth that Body, he

the ſeventh Head be veriﬁed in it, Then it muﬅ isxof the ſeventh, ( liar' al' ton epta eﬅi) he is one of
he the ſeventh; But the ﬁrﬅ is true. Ergo, &in. that reckoning, by a Senecdoche, the Beaſſ, ſor that

Theſe Characters agree to the ſeventh : I. To have Head of the Beqﬅ, and ſo he is a ſeventh and eighth,
ten Kings out of the Ruin of the Roman Empire as be. i: not, and yet is, in divers Reſpects: And
contemporary with it, That Government contempor therefore is it obſerved, that tho' he called it tbtrion,

ary with them is the ſeventh; Papacy is ſo: 2. That which is in the 'neuter gender in the Greek, yet the
theſe Kings give their Power to it willingly. 3. relative even be, cum, is of the maſculine, that
That they perſecute at its Direction. 4. That ſome looketh to Baſileur, or King, repreſented by that
of them hateher again ; All which are veriﬁed in the Beaﬅ, that is, the King underﬅood by this Beaﬅ in
Papacy..
its laﬅ Head, he. is both the eighth and ſeventh,
T H a w e are two objections againﬅ this, the that is, of a twoſold Reſpect, and ſo diﬀereth from
laﬅ whereof wiil lead us to open the 11. Verſe. anly that went before him, which ' is" added as a
Objection, I. The ſeventh Head is but to continue di inguiſhing Mark to diﬀerence this-laﬅ Head or
aſhort space-5 But that agreeth not to the Pope. State of that Empire from any preceeding. It i:

A'nﬁu. It But
is not
a ſhort Space
ſimply,
is before
cleared;
compſſaratively
ſhort
with as
a ſure
Diſ to ſome, and when it cometh it will look like a
ſeventh, and an eighth alſo, yet really is the
tinction, for which Cauſe it is ſaid alſo of the eight, ſeventh, under which Form the Beafi; ſhall go to De
I/erﬅ 11. that he goeth, even from his Beginning to ﬅrnction, and not overlive that Form. Therefore

Perdition. The ſecond-Objection, is ſeeming'ly ﬅrong ( Chap;" xtx. ) the Bcrﬄ, that is. the Body, and the
' en, if the Pope be the ſeventh, then who is the falſe

Prophet, that is the Head, go into Deﬅruction

eight?

It ſeemeth'that would agree better to him, together. Hence this Argument may be formed, If
and therefore there muﬅ be ſome moe Governments the ſeventh Head here be that Government over Rome
underﬅood, ſeeing there isan eighthzpartieularly men ſscceeding to that which governed in Yab/r's time,

tioned. dnﬁv. I. The Papacy is both. the ſeventh to wit, the Roman Emperors, \Then_the Pope is the
and the eighth, but in diﬀerent Reſpects, and on di ſeventh Head ( for he ſucceeded; ) But the former
vers- conſiderations 3 for, That there arebut ſeven, is true, Erga. Or if the Pope be the-ſeventh Go
and that this eighth is ſothe eighth; ,as he muﬅ be of vernment ſucceedingto that which was then over
theſeven; therefore the very ſeventh, ( ﬁx being; Rome in J'abn's' time, Then is Rome under him, the
beforehis Riſe, fallen ) is cleared before: And therez Whore, and he is the Antichriﬅ 3 But the former is
fore Papacyiſit be the ſeventh that ſucceed-eth zhe fntth Truth, yIſtpra, Erge. .
Ti 'LA rz
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T'HAT which Beilar. aﬂerteth, lit. 3. de Pontzf. the' ſeventh is laﬅ at ſitpra; and under it
cap. 15'. pag. 294.. that Antichriﬅ ſhall be u/timus the Bet/t goeth to Perdition: But the Pope is the
Rcſix Ramani imperiiſnon tamen ſhh norm'ne Ramani ſeventh, which ſucceeded unto the ſixth that then
Impera'tarii, and that he is, ſupre'nu'n EF u/timum was and he hath keeped the Government of a long
caput impiarttrmbtc. as he aﬂerted immediately before, time ſince, under another Title tha'n the Rnnan E'n-'
Q
alluding to this, that by this laſt Head is underﬅood pent', Erga he is Antichriﬅ.
Antichriﬅ, doth conﬁrm this. And it may then - WHAT is alleaged' by ſome, That' ſeven Ager'

from this be' athered, that the Pope is Antichriﬅ, of' the World are tobe underﬅood here, or the ſeven
thus, If the
be the lzﬅ Governour of the oppreﬃng Monarchys where God's People ſuﬀered,
Roman Empire, yet not under the Title 'of R' as Aﬄria, Babylon, Egypt, G'mia, &e. That may
man Emperor, Then he is Antichriﬅ, that is ranted ; be confuted by this Argument. Such Kings are
But that he is the laﬅ King oſ the Roman mpire, - underﬅood by theſe ſeven Heads as are Governments &Ft. appeareth, thus, If the Pope or Papacy bethe or Governours'oſ one City, yea oſ that ſeven hilled
ſeventh Government which ſucceeded to that over City, and Commanded one Empire, and do Head one '
the Roman Empire which was in J'ahn's time, yet and the ſame Beaﬅ ; But none oſ theſe ſorenamed are '
under another Name,.Then it is the laﬅ, ſor ſuch. Therefore are not underﬅood here. -

LECTU-'RE

V.

verſe xz. And the m: Horn: which than ſa'wa/t, are ten King: whirl) haw'm'eiwd no Kingdom- at'
yn -, but receive power a: Kings an: Haur with the Bt'ryi.

13. 'Theﬅ haw an: mind, andſhall gin: their Power and Strength unto the Beaﬅ.
- 14.

ſhall make [Vzr with the Lamb, and the Lamb, ſhall own-ame them: Far he i: Inrd oſ

[Wah-U and-King of kings, and they that are with hint,- are talltd and choſen, and ſuit/ful;

HE Angel having interpret-ed the ſeven' neſs," to perſecu'te'the Godly and to ﬁght ſor him, as "
,

.

Heads, he-goeth on to expound what is the former made uſe of their Legats and Oﬃcera '

-'-

meaned by Horn: they are," ſaith he, ten who 'had no Crowns, Chap. xii. ſo both have Go
Kings: Deſcribed, beſide their number vernours, in which their Strength and Help c0nﬁﬅ-"

ten, in theſe four, 1. That they were not preſently eth; but the laﬅ hath formal Kings tobe his Inſ
Kingdom, ( as the Beaﬅ was an Empire ) but were truments. This then is the character, the laﬅ State, to come.- 2. That they were to be: in the Beaﬅ's or Head of the Beaﬅ, ſhall have as large Power'
time, that' is; in the 'laﬅ State oſ the Beaﬅ. 3. That as any' of the former, But his Vaſiitls ſhail be
'in their practice they would War with the Lamb. formally' Kings, over whom he ſhall Command
4. In the Event he would overcome them: And as 'Sove'i-aignly, and loſ ' whom the ſhall make uſe

* ſome Reaſons are given of his victory that it- was as Abſolutly, as the ſormer did oſ their Servants.
The term oſ Hn-n: being borrowed -ſrom Beaﬅs
certain; V'ﬁ 14.
IN general, Remember, 1.v Thtzt theſe Horns ( as the whole Empire is compared to one Beaﬅ )
are of, and belong to, the laﬅ ﬅate of the Beaﬅ, who by their Horns puſh and hurt in their ﬁght

w
þ
ta wit, under the ſeventh Head,- which ſupponeth mgs.
2; Any-en T, That therev is no Aﬃnity
the Whore; the former ſixth Head had ten Horns, -

Chap. xii. that is, exerciſed its Strength and Mulice betwixt the ten Hornstmentioned Zhere, and the
.by ſo many-Provinces,-or'Pretors,* or Proconſuls: ten Home mentioned, Dan. vii. 24.. as there is
For,
But there is '- a diﬀerence here, This' ſeventh Head no Aﬃnity betwixt theſe two Beaﬅs:
(called the eight King) hath the ſame Provinces Firﬅ, That in' Daniel, is an Empire, * which is
almoﬅ, and as many, but now the aieCrowhed, a' to evaniſh at, or before Chriﬅ's ﬁrﬅ 'coming
Chap. xiii. he maketh uſe of Kings, to dohtsBuſh inw the- Fleſhu- Compare-Daniel vii. _26. with
'

Chap' '
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Chap. ii. 44, 45. Theſe here get not their Power till
long after. 2. Theſe in Daniel are ſucceſſive Kings
of the ſame Kingdom, one coming after another,
Verſe 24. 'Here they are contemporary, Verſe 12, t 3.
Theſe Horns in Daniel are ſupreme Kings of that
Kingdom, which is there ſet out by the Beaﬅ exer
cing that ſame Power, (the Beaﬅ deſcribing the
Kingdom complexly, and the Horns the Kings ſepa
rately, I/'r/E 24.) But here, the Beaﬅ is diﬀerent

Chap. 17.

therefore by the laﬅ Beaﬅ with the ten Horns, out
of which that little one ariſeth, ( Chap. vii.' 24.)
muﬅ be underﬅood the ſame Beaﬅ with the four
Horns, Chap. viii. ſeeing from it that little Horn de
ſcendeth, as by comparing it with l/'rſh 2 . is clear.
MORE particularly, concerning theſe ings, Ob
ﬅrw, r. That they are not perſonally or individual

ly to be underſtood, as'if it were ſo many Kings in
one Generation only; For, theſe Kings, thus cha

from the Horns now, when they are crowned, as racterizet'l, take in all the Ages ſmce Kingdoms aroſe
it was before they got their Crowns. Hence they out of the Empire, which in Jobn's Time was ſub

give their Power to the Beaﬅ, the Beaﬅ is another
King, in ſome Reſpect ſuperior to them, which is
not ſo in Daniel; the Beaﬅ there comprehendeth all
theſe Kings. 4. There is there one little Horn,

ject to it, at leaﬅ when in a conſiderable Number
the aſſumed Dominion, and Soveraignty to them
ſelves:

For, the Empire in fﬂ/m's Time, while

theſe Kingdoms were not, is clearly diﬅinguiſhed from
which is laﬅ, peculiarly ſpolten of, whereof there is that Time and Head or ſupreme Govemour, when
no mention here, ſo that either there are eleven theſe Kingdoms were to come, as having another
Horns, or there is a Diﬀerence among the ten, Face of an Empire on it. Therefore ſeeing theſe
which is not here. 5. Add, That if that little Kingdoms have had their Riſe long ſince out of that
Horn were Antichriﬅ, then the Beaﬅ here were Empire, and ſomethings concerning them being yet

not Antichriﬅ. ſeeing the Beaﬅ and the Horns to be fulﬁlled, It muﬅ take in moe Ages than one;
diﬀer;

For, all the Horns give Power to the Beaﬅ,

the ſeventh Head, and if that little Horn be An
tichriﬅ, he muﬅ do ſo alſo. 6. Here the Beaﬅ An
tichriﬅ, is not poﬅerior to the Horns, nor any of

For, all that Time is but counted one State of that

Dominion,
belonging
thatformer.
one laﬅct Head, and op
poſed
b 'theſe
Horns toto the

2. bſzrw, THAT they are Kingdoms of ſome
the Horns to it, or to>one another: - For, they are Bounds
of thewere
Empire,
nowCrowns
that are
Kinvs,
which before
HornsHorn:
without
under
tohe
Horns of the Beaﬅ, and at the ſame Time; There,

that little Horn cometh laﬅ, which ſheweth, they ſixth Head in John' Time, and after yielded willing
are not to repreſent one Thing. Neither can it ly to the ſeventh.
be ſaid, That that little Horn there, and the Beaﬅ
3. Obſerve, THAT it is not neceſſary we under
here, are one: For, r. That little Horn hath not ﬅand it of a Succeﬃon directly in that ſame Line, ſo

ten Horns; For, he deﬅroyeth three Kings, and that it muﬅ be that ſame King's Stock, and 'that ſame
ſeven are paﬅ; Either then he muﬅ have but ſeven People of a Kingdom, who muﬅ hate the Whore,
Kings under him which are not deﬅroyed, or only that ﬁrﬅ took to themſelves Soveraiguty, and gave
three;-For, a Diﬀerence there muﬅ be between their Power to the Beaﬅ, It is enough that they oc
the three deﬅroyed, and the other: And therefore cupy theſe ſame Places and Bounds, tho' not in that
there are not ten together. In a Word, Theſe ten Line, as all Emperors before, however they ſucceed,
Horns ſet forth the Kingdom of Syria, or the they come in under one King, and are typiﬁed by
Seimids, (of which stock came Antiochus, Epi one Head, if they come to that Seat of Ramt.
pba'm, by whom the Jews ſuﬀered much) which
THUS then by Horns, that this laﬅ Beaﬅ hath, un
was paﬅ before Chriﬅ's Birth. Thus the Papiﬅs by derﬅand ſo many Kin-s, wherewith, as ſo many
mixing theſe, do but endeavour to darken this Scrip-_ Horns, he ſhall puſh, as theſe did in Dan. viii. do
ture, and obſcure the true Antichriﬅ. But it is here, (Verſe 14. ) they make I'ri/ar, which is the
clear, they are not to beconſounded:

For, theſe

Beaﬅ's own War, 'pioſecuted by them, Chap. xiii.

Horns here, do well agree with the Beaﬅ, and _ THE ﬁrﬅ Thing in the Horns or Kings, is, Their
for a Time unanim'ouﬂy do all give their Power Number, ten: For underﬅanding whereof, it is not
to him; But ( Dan. vii. 24. ) that little Horn neceﬂary, that peremptorily that Number be ﬅuck to,
deﬅroyeth three before he come to his Power. as if ſo many and no moe behoved to be, ( for, they
Beſide, if that of the little Horn were applied to are not ſo circumﬅantiated as the ſeven Governtnents )

Antichriﬅ, then it would infer, that he deﬅroy.
ed the Horns, whereas here the Horns deﬅroy
him. Again, By that little Horn, (Cbap. vii. 23. )
is underﬅand that little Horn, Cbap. viii. 9. And

it may be ſo many ſpecial Horns who ſhallriſe, and
be eſpecially ſerviceable to the Beaﬅ, and he inﬅru
mental in his Ruin, tho' there may be moe leſs ob

ſervable, as Dan. viii. 8. the G'at had ſour notable
Horns,

_P"
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Horns, becauſe they were chief, tho' there was ſome 2. This Power is contemporary with the Beaﬅ, It

little petty Governments beſide theſe _four of Se/uoiu: is one Hour wit/7 tbe Bezyl, that is, the Beaﬅ that
in zlﬃria, Ptolemy in Egypt, Caﬃznder, or Anti war,.and i: not, which is the laﬅ Head. The Mean
pater in Maoedonia, or Greoia, zlntigonnr in dﬁd ing is, they ſhall be in the Time of the ſeventh Head
the leſs, which is called Anatolia, corruptly Motoiia. his coming to an Height; as he groweth up to be
Beſides theſe, there was one of Tbratia, whoſe King an Head, and to heal the former Wound, Chap. xiii.

was Lyſimaebur, ( to paſs eight moe that minted at ſo ſhall they grow up to- be Horns to him, and ſo
the Kingdom) he continued'forty Years. 2. They continue during his abſolute Dominion. In a Word,
may ſignify this much, That this ſeventh Head They are ſuch Kings, as were not under the lixth
ſhould have as many Horns a's the ſixth, and that

Head, ſo that when we ſee ſuch Horns, we may

tho' Kings ſhould ﬅart out from the Emperor's Do

know what Head they grow from.

They were

minion, yet the laﬅ Governmentſhould not the leſs [form before to the former Head,v but they are
be ﬅrong by them. 3. It may be Ten, to ſhew, crowned Horn: to this. 4. T h'ey are deſcribed by
that in all Toﬃngs of Kingdoms,_ theſe divided the manner of their becoming Horns to the Beaﬅ,

Kingdoms, once ſeparated from the Lmpire, ſhould Verſe I 3. in two, that is, They ſhall willingb' give
continue, and be almoﬅ about thatNumber of fIZ/z, their Power and Strength to this Beaﬅ, which is the
as at the liſirﬅ they were. The are thus reckoned
eighth, ſ/erﬅ- 11. They were before keeped unde-r
out by Mede, in ſlþot. 8. undert e ſecond Trumpet, by Force unto the ſixth Head; Now, this is the
to wit, t. Of Brittom.
2. Of Saxons, both in Diﬀerence, they ſhall give it,.even tho' they have
Britain. 3. Of Francis, in Gallia Belgim. 4.. Of' temporal Dependance on none, yet ſhall they willing
Bnrgundiam, in Ga/Iz'a Celtiea. 5f _Of Finger/15, ly be at the Diſpoſal of this laﬅ Governmcnt, and

in Gall/'a Aouitania, and" Part of Spazn.

6. Sum

wrurn and dinner-am, where Porrugal is now.
Vandalr in Aſrirk; 8. All/inns in Germany.

be devoted to it, as much as to the former. 2.
7. They ſhall do this unanimouﬂy, T/Jey ſhall have one
9. -.Mind to it, ſo that tho' many Provinces ſhall be

O/lragotbs in Hungaria. to. Of Greet; in the Eoﬅ. come Kingdoms, yet all of them ſhall joyn upon
This was Anne 455. or 460. ſince which Time another Account to further, by their Power and
the Empire hath continued divided . And tho' ſome Strength, the Will and Greatneſs-of this laﬅ Head,
Nations have changed their Seats, yet the Number or King, as if they were Horns to him: And by
hath never been leſs: And by this alſo it appear this we may ſee wherefore they are called Ilornr,
eth, that neither Gm'w'a, nor Germany from [hls it is, Becauſe this Beaﬅ hath the uſe and command
forth, (being but Parts, as other PſOl'lllCCS, and of their Power and Force,.and they become Horns,
having no lntcreﬅ in Rome) are to be accounted' not as Kings, or when they become Kings, but
when they give their Power to him, and as they'
Headr, but Horn: with the others.
.
_ _
T H 1; ſecond character ( or ﬁrﬅ, if we count grow, as it were, out of his Head..
5. THEY are ſet out by the particular whe'reinI
not the Number one) of theſe ten Kings, is, From

their preſent Condition in _'Yobn's Time. T/Jey bad eſpecially their Power ſhall be exerced, and wherein
received no Power or Kingdom a:v yet; For then
they were under the Emperor's ClVll Government,
and were not called Kingdoms, but Provinces; they

he (hall eſpecially imploy them, 'II/'ty ſhall muſt WZzr

That this Empire was to be weakned, and-that

wit/7 tlse Lamb: All the Heads, under whatſoever
Form,-are blaſphemous, and ſo all the Horns crown
ed or uncrowned, are Inﬅruments of Perſecution
now as before. There is here, 1. Their Work, I:
is wan-ing, that is, a direct ( tho' not intended)

many were- to withdraw their' temporal Subjecti
on from it. 2. It implyeth, that that belonged to
the laﬅ Government of that Empire, ( theſe Horns

ple, and, upon the Matter, a contrary-'ing of him,,
(whatever they thought) as Pauldid, del: ix. and

had not gotten their Crowns:

Whereby it appear

eth, they are to riſe of' that Empire, implymg, l,

oppoſing of Jeſus Chriﬅ, . his Truth, Goſpel or Peo-

then are to be Kingdoms, which were before Pro

the Scribes and Phariſees, Acts v. foughtagamﬅ God, vinces) which is inconſiﬅent with that Head that. by Intention of their Work,- tho' not of the Work

' then was. 3. They are de' 'crib'ed by their attain
ing Govemment,- ſet out, I. ln its Shortneſs, an '
Hour, that is, during the ſhort Time of the ſeventh

Head they muﬅ continue:
temporary with' him.

ers. 2. Conſider the Object of it, It i: 'be Lamb;
Chap. xi. his Prophets are foughten with; Chap. xii.
the
Woman
andCbapzxiii.
her Seed, that
the Commandments
of God;
itſſ is keeped
theSaints;
and ſiC/mp. -

For they are con

This ſheweth, thatthough' xvi. it is God's' Servants. Here the Lamb, to ew how?

there be. Changes-in-Govemments, none is long.

Chriﬅ is foughxn "againﬅ, and what it is, it is in his -

Miniﬅers;
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'Miniﬅers, Members and Servants, as Paul perſecut
.edhim, Acts ix. for all is one: Alirbaeﬀ Chap.
xii. ) and the Woman, have common Wars and
Enemies; he with his Miniﬅers, Saints and Ser-w

perly as God, ſo Chap. xix. and yet as Mediator in
ſome Reſpect, for the Behoof of his Church, he is
made Head over all Things, Epb.
22. and hath

7. It was the Devil and his Angels; Chap. xi. 13.
it is the Beaﬅ, that is, the Head: And Chap. xviii.'
24. there the Blood is found in the Whore here it is
.vtbe Horns. All concurr, and ſhare both in the Sin
and Judgment, but diverſly, The Devil is the

ed Power as Mediator, to reﬅrain, puniſh, raiſe up
or caﬅ down Kings, or Kingdoms in the World,
as he thinketh meet. The ﬁrﬅ is eﬂential to him as
God, the ſecond voluntarly, and given to him as

all Power over all, not as over the' Elect, who are
vants are one Chriﬅ, I. Cor. xii. 3. conſider in a peculiar way committed to him, but in a Depu
the Actors, it is theſe, i. '. the Horns: Chap. xii. tation for their Cauſe and Good, he hath a delegat

Fountain and Root that this Enmity ﬂoweth from,
the Beaﬅ is his ſpecial Lieutenant and General ; the

Mediator.

TH it ſecond/Reaſon is from the Nature of'' his

_'VVarriors or Army, none ſuch are in 'the World,

Horns are the more immediate Actors, by which
the Beaﬅ puſheth ; the Whore not only concurreth,
but ſhe bloweth the Hatred, and puſheth on by Ad
vices, Laws and Edicts, though (he as an eccleſia
ﬅick Body put none to Death her ſelf, yet doth ſhe

they are _ſuch Soldiers as are all Saints.

ſhall give their Power to the Beaﬅ, they ſhall per

Heart and real in his Service, which is an Eﬀect of
the former two, they ﬅick conﬅantly unto him;

I. Called,

that is, eﬀectually ſo, from the Eﬅate of Nature to
Grace, and ſo 'ſanctiﬁed. 2. Che/in', they are both
choſen comparatively, and choſen and made uſe of
by him, to be for the Glory of his Grace, and
put the Horn: to it, who are her immediate Execu-' therefore cannotbe overcome by an Power, but be
tioners, This then isa Character of theſe Kings who Conquerors. 3. They are jaitbfu ; honeﬅ at the
ſecute Chriﬅ's true Church for a long Time in Fa
vours of the Whore and Beaﬅ.
T H a laﬅ Word added, is, concerning the Suc

which ſheweth wherein their Victory moﬅ conſiﬅ
eth, that is, in their Faith, r. _70/2. v. 4. though

.ceſs, the Victory is on the Lamb's Side, and the even in suﬀering, yet they quit him not: Theſe
Reaſons are ſubjoyned. He is Victor in his Members are excellent Qualiﬁcations. Now, if it be asked, If
-and

Cauſe,

theſe three ways, as Chap. xii.

I. there be none other on Chriﬅ's Side but ſuch, what

When in their Suﬀerings they continue ﬅedfaﬅ and
overcome, even to the outwearying of the Perſe
cutors by their Patience, who are more inﬂaved and
overcome in acting than the other in ſuﬀering. 2.
He overcometh by keeping Truth and a Church
in the World in the Deſpight of them, that the

ſhall be accounted of all Hypocrites, though formal

Profeſſors?

Auſw. r. They may be for Chriﬅ in

one Thing, as in a Point of Truth, yet againﬅ him
in the End; they are not for his Glory, therefore

are not on his Side 5 ſor he that is not ſo _with him,
is againﬅ him. 2. All unrenewed Men are Chriﬅ's
Prophets end their Teﬅimony in ddſpight of them, Enemies, and though they ſometimes, in ſome par
and the Church ſpreadcth and multiplieth, even un ticular, Side, or ſeem to Side with Chriﬅ, yet it is
der them, as under Diocleſſan, &Ft. 3. He overcom not done as Service to him, as in Judas who follow
eth by bringing ſad Judgments on his Perſecuters, ed him for the Bag, and thoſe that preached him
and bringing his Church through, and ſetting up the out of Envy, P/Ji/xþ. i. 15. yet are they but ierv
Witneſſes, as Chap. xi. when they ſeemed loweﬅ, ing themſelves and not Chriﬅ, and will be ready to
and by making the World ſubject to the Goſpel in do him an Aﬃ'ont when it ſerveth their Purpoſe, as
end, either by moving them to yield, or by cruſhing _J'udar did. 'He hath no Followers indeed, but
them and reﬅiaining them from doing any Hurt to where Gmce maketh them, nor will he count Men
by their Practice, but by their Ends and Motivcs.
it, he thus prevailethf
'
T u a Reaſons added to conﬁrm us of the Cer Neither can one be faithful to the End, but one
tainty of the Victory, that it cannot be otherwiſe, that is called and choſen: Others are one Time or
are from two Grounds, 1. From the excellency of another utterly ſoyled to the Shame of thcir Profeﬃ
the Captain, he hath no equal: For he (even this on, and he will own none ſuch as Soldiers to him
Lamb ) is Lord ofLar-dr, and King of Kings, Words
B er' o it E we come to the Application, two
ſetting forth eſpecially his Godhcad, in three, r. Things would be cleared, r. If this Propheſy be
His Soveraignty and abſolute Dominion over all. fulﬁlled? 2. How it is fulﬁlled? Or, when?
2. 'His Power, being able to command all: None And much Buſineſs is here made by Papiﬅs, who
ſo grcata King as he.
His Right; for, uﬅice make their main Demonﬅrations from this, that An
ison his Side: Theſe itlet agree to Chri pro
tichriﬅ

_Cþa
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'tic'hn'ﬅ lsnqt _yetcopgjceauſe, ſay. they, this is deration; And as there is no Head or'Go'vernment',
t'tid'tﬁﬂﬄſed," t ._
m ..
., 1 intent-entring among the ſupreme-Govemments, ſet
3" 'J- T'H A T, tﬃiis fulﬁnqd may be evidenccd thus. out by Madr, So muﬅ there be no interveening
i, If theſe Provinces that were in _70/1/175 State of theſe Ki'ngdoms admitted betwixt what
'Time without Kings. be now Kingdoms, having then was, andtthe fulſilling of this, whereby their
'their own Goverments, 'without any Dependance future State is ſet out.
drg. 2. I F the Kings now in Being have the
on the Roman Empire, Then this Propheſy is fulﬁl
led; But the ﬁrﬅ in Experience, isTruth: Look very Characters mentioned here, Then they muﬅ be
'through all the Nationsthat were Provinces then, the ſulﬁlling of this Propheſy ; But in the Event they
it in all Things. Ergo.
-notone
of them
the which
Roman yet
Emperor
now ( ſaveſiit
be isſiſubject
Ggrmarry toalone,
indeed anſwer
_
or. THE RE are now many Kings, which were not
is not Yox'þi'itjaiighave theinſeveral independ'eht in fﬁbn's time. 2. There are aritenout of the old'Pro
"Kings
of a long' Tiind.
'
.may-be made out, -vinces oſ the Roman Empire. 3. They- are under ano
T t-tnow
ſ l-z _Connexion
of the Major
ther head and Govemour than was then in Ya/m's time,
thus, that change that hath ſince come upon the Roman and ſo contemporary with that which was to come. 4.
Empire, and the tip-ſetting oſ theſe many new King They have alljoyntly given their Strength to be ſer
doms and Kings, which had no Kingdom then, is either
-:no Change at all, but conſiſtent with the Head, that
then was,
it is ſomeor,
other.
Change
vforth
in thisor,
Propheſy;
Thirdly
it than'
is theisheld
ve
ry
ſame ſpoken oſ here; _But neither of the ﬁrﬅ two

vviceable to the Power, that is, the ſeventh head, which

was then to come. 5. They have been making, ſor
,along Time, in all their Dominions, War with the
Saints, Therefore this muﬅ be fulﬁlled, ſeeing all
things propheﬁetl have directly come to paſs.

canbe ſaid: Not the ﬁrﬅ, that the Empire is the
Arg. 3. IT may be made' out thus, Iſ the laﬅ
ſame now that it was then, for, the Spirit putteth *Go'vernment of Ram-'be come, which vis called the
a clear Diﬀerence betwixt this laſt State, ( Chap. eighth or ſeventh, Then. this Propheſy is fulﬁlled;
xiii. ) and the ﬁrﬅ under Emperors, That int the for they ( that is. the 'art Government of Rome)
' fiiﬅ the Heads were crowned, here, the-Horns; and and theſe ten Kings, are'tconteniporary together,
if there be. hotDiﬀerence betwixt Provinces ſubject They receive-Power m' Hour wirb'rl-'e B 7/1 and
to one'Empii'ethatruleth over them,.qlL and Pro Vgiveittohim ; and therefore the making out, that
'vincqt made' Kingdoms
within themſelves any of them isrcom'e, is' the making 'out that' both
without any Depe'ndance on than Head, there is are come: But it is cleared' before, and is clear al
'Diﬀerence in nothing, (ſor Kings cannot behbrru ſo'in it ſelf, that he is come, thus, lſ that- Govern
to the Emperorsy. ſecing'lthey act not for him, but ment or Governour of Rome be come, to whom
ifor. another; ,.Thus thecivil Headthath the Crown the ieparate Kings, that reſute temporal Subjection
';'dir'thc,'_ljkead,_ 'notion the Horns 5' the' eccleiialtick to' thel'Emperor, ſhall give joyntly their Power
"Head ithathZ
them;
onzthezHgrPs,
it, is conſiﬅ-ent
writh
t'o'have
Sovjerſiaigns
for- hisyYaﬂiils,
_which and Strength; upon another A'cco'unt, Then the

-'.i:annotbe ih acivil State'z, .Foctr ſo either-the Kings ſeventh and laﬅ Governour oſRame is come: For,
that Bent which they gave' their Power unto, is
* were not free in, rinilibut, onthe. Governpurthat the Beaﬅ which John ſaw in the Viſion (which
'werethe Head, ſhould have no Power overtherni) 'Ver/2- 11. was then i: not, but was to tame. ) But
and ſo one Em'pircin one Body, and many. King cTruthatidiiinperience2telleth-us, that another Go

doms in diﬅiuELBddies, cannothe oge. Neither

ivernour; ſittcth now at Ram,- than ﬅir? in 70/m's

'-'can the ſecond be ſaid', that tineCha'ngqQnthe Pho zTime,
whom*-theſe-Kitirs
hitve given
Power,"- unto
Thereſhre-thſſe
laſt -Governour
muﬅtheir
be
7 vinccs or Kinlgdoms -(-,'here, called Horn; )z-iszn other
beſide this :'. or, there arebut twlqtsﬂleus of theſe come; and ſo this: 'Propheſy, which is contemporary
Nations, one then'preſent, whilethey were, ſubject with it, muﬅbe fulﬁlled,
to that tem oral Head, the other to come, inwhich
drgrez T Hir s ' Propheſy muﬅ either be ſnlﬁllei
they
to tare
themſelves, Thereis or it is '00. bed-fulﬁlled; But, not'the laﬅ, There
not, are
again,
twoDominion
states DEoftheircthecoming-Kings,

fore theiformen If 'theſe Kings or Ki'ngdoins be
but one, nndſſtheſidenying oſithe one inſerreth zthe to ariſe they muﬅ either riſe out of the King
' other. Thus 2the Horns r'e either uncrowned, that is, dom: that nowxare ſqiamte',-or out of that which
ſubject to the _Rpman Empire 3 or, they arecrowned, is called the Empire; But neither oſ theſe can be.
that is, have gotten'a Kingdom, according to this Not the ﬁrﬅ, beſide that there is no Wztrrand to
Ptopheſy; But they'are not now in the ﬁrﬅ State, expect-a ſecond Revolution of theſe Kingdoms after
=There£ore they muﬅ be taken in the laﬅ Conﬂj
K it k k
'the
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the ﬁrﬅ, which this would infer.

'Ch'p. 17.

I ſay, Second',

till he came to that Height, to diſpoſe of Kingdorns,
The muﬅ ariſe to bein this conſideration Harm( to ratiﬁe Elcctions under theTitle of Art/unto: tm aſſume
the caﬅ ) and Kings which were not Kings before: ( as Carim." obſervcth) unto which in timeſit
Now all theſe Provinces, having had this long time came generally to ſubmit, and accordingly poﬅ'eſied
Kings. cannot then be looked on as the Subject out many of their Kingdoms. 5. When God had diſ
of which theſe to come muﬅ ariſe. Beſide, if there covered him to be the Antichriﬅ, ſome of thoſe,
were a twofold ariſing of Kings out of the Empire, who once had given their Power to him, have with
and the one not diﬅinguiſhed from the other, the a drawn it, and we are to wait and pray for the ful
riſing of theſe ten Kings would not be a diﬅinguiſh ﬁlling of this more, as the former of giving their.
ing Character to diſcern this Beaﬅ, and ſo to make Power to him hath been already fulﬁlled.
him known by his Horns, which yet is the Scope
Ou'r of what is ſaid, We would draw three ſorts
here. And therefore this character of ten Kings, of Uſes. I. From this, lay down ſome Concluſi
can agree to no other State or Head but this ons :_ And the ﬁrﬅ is, *lf this Prophelie be fulﬁlled,
laﬅ..
then Antichriﬅ is come, and not to be looked for to
N o R, 2. Can it be out of the Bounds of that come; for, If the horns be there is the Head, and
now called the Empire: For, r. There is not if the Head be, then is the Beaﬅ, the one is not
that extent of Dominion, as to furniſh ten Kings, without 'the reﬅ;

But that is veriﬁed, ar ſhþra.

eſpecially to make ſuch a great Dominion, as An Ergo.
'
tichriﬅ's is ſuppoſed to be, of all People, Tongues,
Bell'arrm'n de Roman. Po'tt; lib. 3. mp. 4, 5', al
and. Nations. 2. If it were no broader, then Anti leageth, that this is not yet fulﬁlled, becauſe, ſaith
Chriﬅ's Might and Power by his Horns would be no he, the ariſing of theſe ten Kings ſuppoſeth adi
viding among them of the Roman. Empire wholly
greater than what is now the Empire.
2. I. T. appeareth, That ſuch muﬅ be Kingdoms to its annihilating, which, ſaith he, is not' yet done,
in this State as were Provinces before; ( the Home ſeeing there is one who is called and acknowledged
are the ſame, or near the ſame, uncrowned or Roman Emperor. Ergo. Antichriﬅ is not come ſee
crowned) But German)- was never moe Provinces ing he is not removed out' of the Way, who then
than one, or at moﬅ two, ( as was France and Spairt) did let, 2 Tbgﬄ ii. as he expounds that Place. [In/w.
Therefore there is no proportionableneſs here to make There is a twofold removing of the Roman Emper
ten crowned Horns out of that which was but one, or to beconſidered, t. Wholly, in Deed and in Name,

or at moﬅ two before. Beſide, out' reuſoning ts' ſo- as not to have ſo much as aShadow. 2..In
not only, That there are now ſo many Kings, but Deed, tho' not in Name, yet full as to the remov
ſo many who Act as Horns to an other Power, as ing of him from being Head to that Empire which
the. Provinces were wont to do, and they are not was, and ſo from being the ſixth' Head, this far is
Horns to theſe called Emperors, They muﬅ there neceſſary, for, Two Heads cannot be together, and
fore he ſo to another Head: And-if ſo, Then this Pro

ſo long as he ﬅood as a Head, he ﬅood in the

Way, and was a lett of the coming of the ſeventh;
pheſie is fulﬁlled.
THE manner of- ſulﬁlling muﬅ be lookedih theſe but that there ſhallbe no Name, that is not neceſ
steps. t. Co'ﬄantim, after the Heathens are caﬅ ſary: For, when the Emperors the ſixth Head came,
down,.rern0veth from Rome and leaveth that Sent Conſuls were in Name at'Rsmz, but were not Heads,
Void, ſo after that he is not to be accounted an Head, becauſe they wanted the former Power,.and were
asisſaidonCbap. xiii. After that, d'ma 412. and ſomeway Subject to another Head,,and therefore
455. the barbarous Nations Gotb: and Vrzndalr, did tho' the Name of' Emperor be, yet if he be not
over-run the wcﬅern Empire and ſeven times took now Head to that Empire, if. the-Horns act not
Rome. z. by this the Empire is diﬅracted, and ſeveral for him now, but acknowledge another Head, then he

Provinces are either now become Kingdoms by the
Continuance of theſe Nations in thorn or by. others aſ
iuming Supream Power over- them without depen
dence on the Emperon. 3.. During which time, this
laﬅ Head driveth. his Deſign of exalting. himſelf and
makingan Image of. that Empire which was fallen.

is not Head, if' he have not that Smt Rome,
nor Command not-that ſeven hilled City, he is not
Head, nor can lie be who wanteth the Horns.
But that there be not the Name of art-Emperor.

( if he be not an Head, but rather- aHorn, giv
> ing his Power to this Head or, Beaﬅ with- the.

4. By the Means mentioned, Chap. xiii. 12., &Ft. all reﬅ, and as uſeful'to him-as any )i this, far,,the re

theſe. Kings are brought to Worſhiþ that Beaﬅ, moving oſ the Empire out. of theway: is- not:
and receive his. Mark,, more. or. leſs,,as he. aroſe,

neceſſary-5;
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neoeﬂhry; But the former-is: And that this is ſul-' ferred of theirCrowns. See in theLiſeoſ Gr'g.7. called
Hz'Mebo-aﬂd. 2. They have waﬅed their Lands; and
I. That the Blaſphemy of the Roman Emperors, the order oſEIection by Electors is attributed to them.
as ſuch, is ceaſed. 2. That the Seat of the Roman 3. Particularly, their Election dependeth on their Ra
Empire is paﬂed ſrom Rome. 3. That the Com tiſication, and he is not Emperor, But King of the Ro
mand of the Provinces (as it were his Horns) is man: till he approve it. Hence, in the Decretals it
plucked ſrom him: For, theſe three (Lialiﬁcationx is ſaid, Papa babe' pale/latent (i Cbri o, Imperotor
(to wit, to have a Name of Blaſphemies, to ſit at vero 13 Papa. 4. They have imploy their ﬅrength
Rome and to actv the Provinces as Horns) are ne for the Popes, and ſor perſecuting the Church, ( as
ceſiary to a Head oſ this Beaﬅ. And that all Sigﬀmund in burning Yolm Huﬅ, Hieronymus of
theſe are removed ſrom the Roman Emperor, is clear Prague ) Therefore if they be Horns, they are not
in Experience, and granted by Bel/or. as Iiþ. 3. do Heads, if an other be Head and acknowledged by
Kings
the Horns,
oﬀ,
Pon. Rom. tap. 5. and elſewhere. t. That the Em theſe
and hath
caﬅhimſelſ
oﬀ then
ſromthe
theEmperor
Dignctity isofcaﬅbeing

ﬁlled, appeareth in three Steps concurring to it.

ror hath no Command over Rome, but that the

Pope exerciſeth there both Swords, Civil and Ec
cleſiaﬅick, of along Time. 2. That the Force oſ
his Power, or of that Empire, is alſo broken, he
aſi'erteth, Iib. 2. cap. 2. de Pontiſ. ( Prddia't em'm

Head and Supream Governour oſ that Empire,which
only was neceſſary. In aWord, then the remov

ing ofthe Roman Emperors from being Head to theſe
Kings, is neceﬂlarv; ſor they cannot be Horns to him
obamm ham- Babylonem 'vital-am, qui-7 Rama'mm and another Beaﬅ alſo, and thus far it is ſulﬁllcdi

Znþerium dole/nium erat, r'd quodoamfen actumſſ But the burying altogether the Name, which hath
ttrmſimus: In non em'm Gothi, andali, ongobari, not, nor pretendeth to abſolute Power over theſe
Romance urbis Imperiumfer' ad 'tibi/um redegeruntP) Kings as the ſormer did, that is not neceſiary. And
proving Babylon here ſpoken of to be Rome, he thus ſar the Emperors Weakneſs and inability to
giveth that for one Reaſon, That it was brought Head the Beaſl, and the Popes Authoritv and Do
down-as
is propheſicd
in was
this Chapter.
If then
by minion to do it, is conﬁrmed by what'BeIlarmine
himwﬄntﬁotbx
lnvaſion
the ſulﬁlling
of this
aſlerteth, de Concil. Iib. 1. cap 12. where ( having
Propheſe'in that Part, Then on utter aboliſhing laid it down as neceſſary, that the Popes muﬅ call
of the Name or' Emperor is not neceſſary; for general Councils, becauſe only his Dominion is of
then it was: And iſ that he the ſulﬁlling oſthis that large extent) he addeth this laﬅ, non pore/I
Propheﬁe and Ruin which was to come, Then bit, i. e. Imperalor, vix eogere Epiſiopo: um'u: pro
it is not now to come: And if that Ruin be not pa'zi
'Uillt'iot'
outvenire
Galli, ad
Imperatoajſhby'ieiuntur,
Coneilium: Nam more:
ſedſhor
Itali,habent
zhqþ'lv'hipgqpropheﬁed here, Then doth not that

Event. 'contribute to prove this Babylon to be Reger out Principer:

hich is enough to clear

Rome, on 'which that Event fell, which is yet Bel

what we aﬂ'ert: And in his 3.]iþ. De fron/latrone
Iermin's Scope, But indeed upon the Matter, we Imperii It is his Work to prove the Emperor to be
will lind this Emperor but an Horn, whatever his the Popes Vaﬂhl, as holding all his Authority ſrom
Name be, thus.

It" he Command but a Province him: And indeed that this keepeth the Name of an

of the Roman Empire, which was beſore Subject to Empire, and which now is, it is meerly ſrom
the Governours of Rome, and have no Command at, their Bulls and Conſtitutions, _Lſ their Hiﬅorys be
or, over Rome,

or any

other Province, Then

true.

'he is 'not an Head, But an Horn; But that is - A ſecond Coneluſion we may draw ſrom it, is
this, That the Pope is Antichriﬅ, thus, That ſu
Truth.
2.. I? he himſelf be acted by a Power that now pream Power or' Rome which ſhall govern it after
reſideth at Rome, as other Kings are, Then he is the temporal Empire is broken, and the Provinces
but an Horn to that Head, and not an Head become Kingdoms, and to which theſe Kings ſhall
himſelf; But that is clearly true in many Expe give their Power, and act in Perſſcution of the
riments, whereby the Emperors have been Com Saints for his behove, That is Antichriﬅ ; But the
manded by Popes. See P/ati'm in 'vii. Greg. 9. Pope or Papacy is that Power, that now ſince the
He Commandeth Frederir/P the Emperor to go to fulﬁlling of this Propheﬁe hath born ruie over Rome,
'War under pain of Excommunication; and this is and to whom theſe Kings have given their Power.
after done: Yea in Providence we will ﬁnd no Pro frgo. he is Antichriﬅ : And this far it is fulﬁlled in
vinoc have more dependance on the Popes now of a
long time. 1.' They have depoſed them, and tranſ
K k k k 2
A
lm'
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Experience telleth the former is'true', that another

A third Concluﬁon, is, That Rome under the

Pope is the whoriſh Church here meaned and ſet Power than what wasinffo/m's time hathﬁtten at
out, thus, That Rome which is ſupported by the were
Rome,ofand
ruleth
and athan
ethone.
theſe Erg'o.
Kings Uo.
that once'
it for
moeitAges
ſ' i
Beaﬅ with the ten horns Crowned, or to whom ten

Kings that ariſe out of the Roman Empire give
A ſecond ſort of Uſes, are, To retort or wlpe away
their Power, after the Emperors caſe to be an ſome objections of Bel/or. againﬅ this, whereb he'
Head to them, That Rome, or Rome ſo conſidered, would prove that Antichriﬅ is not yet come, and
is the Whore for, the Beaﬅ and the Horns are therefore that the Pope is not to be accounted this
contemporary, as the Head of which they grow, Head, for, This isthe ſureﬅ way ſor them to guard

and the Beaﬅ and the Whore are contemporary, as him, for no other can be imagined to be here under
the ryder and Bertﬅ which carrieth her: If there ﬅood but he, if he be come. r. He doththerefore
fore the Horns and Beaﬅ be contemporary, ſo muﬅ lay down ſix Demonﬅrattons ( as he calleth them)
the Whore be with them alſo : For, gure tonvmiunt to make out this, Thut Anticht'iﬅ is not yet' come.
um' tertrſio owvmiu'zt interſo; But Rome, or the
The ﬁrﬅ ( no. 3. dopontg'ﬂ top. 4, 5. &e. ) is this,
Romiſh Church, for theſe thouſand Years paﬅ, is The Goſpel hath not as yet been preached thro"
the Rome governed and ſupported by that Power, or all the World, which ( ſaith he) muﬅ be, before
Beaﬅ, to whom theſe Kings have given, and, for _Antichriﬅ come. Therefore he is not come, the

a great part, do yet give their Power, Therefore place cited, is, Mottb.'xxiv.'i4. ſizlnſw. This go,
this Romxſh Church is the VVhortſh Antichriﬅian eth upon atwofold wrong Suppoﬁticn. LThat alljthe
Church deſcribed here. And that which Bel/ar. ſaith, World is to be taken there collectively, i. t. for
do pontzſ. no. 3. cop. 5. conﬁrmeth this, That theſe every Nation, and not diﬅributively, r'. e. for many,
ten Kingsſ which to him are yet to ariſe) ſhall or moﬅ Nations, as is uſual. So Rom. x. 18. tle/'r

hate Rome and burn her, &do. For what Ram: ſhall ſound is gon: out to if;" End: ﬀtþe Earl/7. Tleſeconj
they burn? Is it not Rome the' \Vhore, called ſo, is, that it ſupponeth that ( whatever itbe) tobe
I/crﬅ 17. Therefore it is not Heathen Rome, but ſpoken in reference to A'ntichriﬅ's coming, which is
Popiſh Rome that is the Whore, for, She is the expreſly ſpoken of in reference to Chriﬅ's ſecond
Whore whom they ſhall deﬅroy; and when they coming( which is long after Antichriſt ) or before the
ſhall deﬅroy her,to wit,hcr,To whom for a time they eknd of ﬁruſhlem; which two ends are only ſpoken of
have given their Power, after they have with' I (Ten
drawn it from the Emperor who formerly had
H 1 s ſecond Demonﬅration, which is the main,
is taken from that, That the Roman Empire by
It.
A ſourth Concluſion, is, That Antichriﬅ is no Antichriﬅ or before him is utterly to be aboliſhed,
ſingular Perſon, and is to continue longer than three zT/uſ ii. ſo be that letter/o muﬅ be taken out of the
Years and an half, thus, If that Beaﬅ or Power, to Way; But, ſaith he, this is not done. zlnſiu. Ut
which the Kings that have received Power and King- ſhpra, Concluſion, t. The Roman Emperor muﬅ
doms out of theſe Provinces, which were once be taken from ſitting at Rome, and from governing

ſubject to the Roman Empire, ſhall give their Power, over the Provinces as an Head of that Empire; that
be Antichriﬅ, Then he is no ſingle Perſon, or of is granted : That is, the ſixth Head muﬅ be remov
ſhort Continuance ( the connexion is clear from this, ed out of the way, before Antichriﬅ the ſeventh
becauſe that Power or Government, which hath come; But that is done long ſince. There is no
theſe Kings for Horns, hath already deſcended for Emperor at Rome, nor that htth any Dominion
many Ages, and through many Generations,.and there nor hath any Horns or Kingdoms now un'
thereremaineth yet ſomethings to be fulﬁlled before der him; he is therefore no Head to this Beaſh
the ﬁnal overthrow thereof; But the former is Truth, Therefore this will not prove that he is not come:
That Beaﬅ is Antichriﬅ. Ergo. Or thus, If the. For, it is one thing to be called a Roman Emper
ſeventh Head that ſucceeded to that Government. or, another to be indeed a Head to this Empire, as
of the RomorrEmpire (which was in j'obo-'s time, it- is repreſented by this Beaﬅ; this muﬅ Head the
and acteth the Kings that have ſince gotten Power ) ſeven hilled City, govern over the Provin
befor moe Generations than one orv two, Then An ces, as having ſo many Horns to ſerve him,
tichriﬅ'is not of ſo ſhort Continuance; Neither is and have Names of Blaſphcmy upon them;
thaLDefection, whereof he is. Head, ſo ſoon to paſs,. whoever ſitteth at Romrthus qualiﬁed,, whatever
(_t'or,-, Antichriſt. is that. laﬅ. Govemmenr), But his Name be,.-he is.- headz \For,_. we try the'

ſi

l
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changes of theſe.Head',- neither by' Name only. nor ly to their Beﬅions, Witneſs the Rules of Inquiſi
by
the and
SeatDominion
only, butover
by theſe
the Thing,
thateſixerced
is, by tion of Charles the ﬁfth, his Edict, and Francir the_l
Power
Provinces,
from Rome as the principal Seat of that Govern
ment: And although the want of Rome will not
prove one not to be an Emperor ( which is Bellar
mine's Argument, ) yet the want of it, will prove
him to be none of the Heads here repreſented, even

ﬁrﬅ his, with all their Proceeding in G'rmany, Eng
land, Franrt, &e. 2. We may conſider a great Per
ſecution in the Eﬀects of it, that is, the Number and

Kmd of theſe perſecuted. Hath there been moe than in
the wars ofBo/u'm'a, againﬅ the lſ/aIdenſhr; in Halland,
England, Framt, &Ft. againﬅ old and young, WVomen

as the having of Rome, will not inferit, except there and ſucking Children, ﬁck Miniﬅers, Judges. &Ft.

he alſo Dominion over the Provinces, ( for which
Cauſe we did formerly deny the Application of this'
to the Got/n/b Kings )Now, it being clear in it ſelf,
that the Emperor's Power extendeth neither to Rome
the Head, nor to the Provinces the Body of that
Empire; and it being clearalfo, that both theſe agree
to the Pope ( though upon a diﬀerent Account, as
the Place formerly cited from Bellarmin de Can. Iib.
1. Cap. 12. conﬁrmeth) It muﬅ therefore follow,
that the Emperor, notwithﬅanding of the Name, is

not to be accounted Head, butthePope, who poſ
ſeﬂeth the Thing.
H r s third Demonﬅ'ration, is, that the two Wit

trefies,
Error/1 and
Eliar, are' not
yetkilled
come,
who
muﬅ propheſy
underſſAntichriﬅ
andbe
by him,
as Chap. xi. Jnſw. Beſide what is ſaid there to
that Fable, it is confuted here, thus, Theſe are the

VVitneſſes that teﬅify againﬅ Antichriﬅ and ſuﬀer by
him all the Time of his Reign ( as Verſe- 6. they are
Martyrs, &it. ) But many ſince his appearing have
teﬅiﬁed againﬅ him, and ſuﬀered under him, There
ſore they, and not Enarb and Elias, are the Wir
neſi'es intended; and ſo they are not to be looked
for. '
'*
H t s' ſourth Demonﬅration, is refuted by this al
ſo, Antichrfhſaith he, ſhall raiſe great Perſecution
but that great Perſecution hath not come as )et ;

Beſldrmine himſelf, de nati: Ell/did, liþ. 4. Cap.
18. reckoneth iooooo Maiden/es flain at one Time.
and many Battles wherein alway ( faith he )Papiﬅs
prevailed. 3. If weconfider Perſecution in Reſpect
of the cruel Acts of it, can there be moe and greater

than the bloody Maﬂacre in France, the ﬁfty thou
ſand that were put to Death in Hal/and, Cities burn
ed? &Ft. Read that sentence of the Parliament at
ſﬁx in France, executed by the Lord Oped againﬅ:
li-Ieri'zdd and others in Pro-m'rm, as Slez'dan hath it,,
It'b. 13. 65' 16. what hath the Inquiſition done?
The King of Spain to cut oﬀ his own Son, and Pin'
lip the ſecond the Confellbr of his Father Charles the '
ﬁfth, and burning him when he was dead( as is
uſual to them ) breaking Faith, from thirﬅing aſteg
their Blood, as at Can/ram: in the Caſe of 7m2m of
Prague and Ya/m Hu s ?' When the Emperor had"
given them a ſafe Conduct, what horrible Cruelties
and Villanies have been uſed, caﬅing their dead Bodies
on the Ground, abuſing Women, ſpoiling, baniſhing, ﬅarving, and tormenting, is known to theſe

who have rend that Hiﬅory of the Perſecutions?
4. It is great in Refpect of the Heat and Malice it
cometh from, and is to be reckoned by thin: If
they put ſew to Death, it is either becauſe they
know them not, or were by God and external Cauſ
es reﬅrained: But their Attempts and- Laws (as'

for theſe that ſuﬀer by the Pope are but few, and by that of dip/Juﬅ his making of it Treaſon to deny
one Puniſhment, to wit Fire. Anſw. If this of the the Pope or converſe with a Lollard) Bulls, incite
Kings making of-VVar againﬅ the Saints be ſu'lftiled ; ments andPt'on'tiſes to engage others to deﬅroy-Pro
Then that Perſecution is fulﬁlled; But that is cleared teﬅants, do hold out their Humor. Now, laying
to be fulﬁlled, Chap. xiii. by the Pope and his all theſe together, we will ﬁnd A no Perſecution hath
Horns.v
1
'
p
been longer' ſorer, or'm'z'ore cruel than t-hid. 'This

F o R' the greatneſs of'a Perſecution, we may Demonﬅration therefore is full, and proveth him>
conſider it in theſe four, I. In the Cauſe wherefore, come, as all the reﬅ, and may be retorted, if this
when not only, the full omitting of Truth, but the Perſecution be. ſulﬁlled,4_ then he is-corne.- More
'
leaﬅ oppoſition to Error or abﬅaining ſrom-their ma be ken on Chap. xiii;v ;;x
Idolatry, or countenancing or performing any allow '* _ H' 'I ﬁfth and ſixth Demonﬅrations are alſo
ed Duty, isa ground of Perſecution, that isa great fourid' Faulty'by this;-the ﬁfth aſſerting than An'
Perſecution, but never were there leſs Cauſes laid tichriﬅ is'but to'continue ſucha ſhort Time, three
hold on than" have been by the Papiﬅs and popiſh Years and an Half, and the ſixth, that the End:

Kings, as the having of a New- Teﬅztment in a of the World is to come, forty ﬁve Days after his
known Tongue, queﬅioning any. of their Ceremo Ruin: Both which are Falſe, not onlyſrom what

rites, eating Fleſh in Lent, yea, not anſwering clean- *

if'.
l\-

i

nd.
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is ſaid, but from this, that this Propheſy holdeth
forth ſundry Things to be done after his Ruin,
which in ſuch a Time cannot be done 5 yea, all
thouſand Years, Chap. xx. are after his begun
Height. See Chap. xx. Ver/t 4.. and therefore his
Time is not tobe of ſo ſhort Continuance. And if
that Reckoning were true, then at that Time an
that could count Antichriﬅ's Riſe or End ( which
t'o them is palpable) might know the preciſe End of
the World before it came, which is Falſe:

Chap. '7.

A third Sort of Uſes are practical.

And, I. ſee

here changes of Kingdoms and the ſhortneis of

them, and God's Sovemignty in timing'them and
ﬅinting them, even thoſe who are moﬅ oppoſite to
him. 2. Our Lord, the Lamb( Vnﬅ 14.) is an
excellent and glorious Perſon: It becometh' us to
have high Thoughts of him, to tremble before him,
and to be comforted in him. 3. It is comfortabh
that this Perſon owneth his People, ſo that they have

And common Cauſes, Friends and Adverſaries, he and

whereas he Iih. 3. Cap. 8 de Panttſ. maketh the the Choſen are on one Side. 4. Our Lord Jeſus
Continuance of Antichriﬅ longer than the preach getteth always the Victory, the Side he is on loſeth
ing of the two VVitneſi'es, to reconcilc that of Dan. never in the End; and as to his End, whatever it
xii. of 1290. Da s, (which ignorantly he apply ſeemeth to be before Men, it is good to be on the
eth to Antichriﬅ it is maniſeﬅly Falſe: For, the Lamb's Side, the Victory there only is ſure. 5. The
Term of forty two Months, is ( Chap. xiii. ) ſet Weight of the Victory lyeth on Chriﬅ's Concur
to the Beaﬅ, as 1260. Days are to the Prophets, rence, becauſe he is on that Side: He is the grmt
the one is bounded with the other: Therefore that Captain, by whoſe conduct the Victory is alienarly
Place belongeth not to this. Beſide, if he continue attained 3 His soldiers need not ﬁght, but ﬅand and
a Month longer, ( as that Count maketh him ) then behold his salvation, as Chap" xix. they follow in
it ſhould not be juﬅ three Years and an Half; and white, not ﬁghting but triumphing; It is the
ſo themſelves add a Month more, and break the Lamb that overcometh all Enemies, and therefore
only is armed.
Time which they call deﬁnite.
TH Us theſe Demonﬅrations rightly followed,

will not only make out, that the Antichriﬅ is come,
but that the Pope is he,

LECTURE.

Vl.

' 'Verſe 15. And heſaith unto me, The Mter: which thauſhtwﬅ, wher: the Whareſitteth, are Pray/er, and
Mdtitudes, and Nation: and Yhngtm.
16. And the ten Horn: which thauſizwaﬂ upon the Bﬂﬅ, thtﬅ ſhall hat: the lﬃare, and ſhall make her
dzſhlate, and nahed, andſhall eat her Fleſh, and hurn her with Fire.

17. Far God hath put in their' Heart: tofuﬄl hit will', and to agree, and giw thtir Kingdom unto the
Beaﬅ, until the ſſ/Zzrdſis aſGad/hall he fulfilled.

33 . Andt/1; 'Woman which thauſawg/t, it that great City, which reigneth over th' King: aſth: Eartþ,
T H E Angel, having deſcribed the Beaﬅ pro
'

ceedeth to interpret the Il/wnan, which was

ger. Other Circumﬅances of Colour, U't. are clear
from the Scope, and need no Interpretation, * There

p the other Part of the Viſion, Vtrſc 3. and fore are omitted.
T H r-: Woman ( which is called a City, Ver/a
or the Angel's undertaking, lar/2 7.
T H t s H/aman is deſcribed by three Things. 1. 18. )hath her Seat an many Ilſattrs. Very? 1. that is,
B her Greatneſs, Varſe 15. 2. By her Ruin, Verſc not on Floods, ſaith the Angel, but they are People:
xZ. 17, 3. By a more particular character from her Mnltitndn, Natiam, and ﬁnguzt, that is, many
preſent State, and the State of World then, ſhe is a and divers Nations, and a large Dominion: Sheis
City that ruleth over them, I/trﬅ 18. The ﬁrﬅ ſaid toſit an theſe, not as ſhe ſat in a peculiar Man
expoundeth that (Vrſc 1.)0f man] lI/attn. The ner on the ſeven Hills 5 But, l. by commanding and
facond, her Judgment, which he undertook. The ordering theſe; It is called ( Vrﬅ 18. )a ruling awr

third pointeth her out ( as it were) with the Fin

the King: af th' Earth.
*

2. By her gathering Trea
ſure:

Chap.
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ſures, and Stores from theſe, whereby the 'Pomp andher; But afterward they change and withdraw:

Grmtneſs ofthatCity is ſupported. 3. She maketh For, it is not done in the Time oſ their giving Pow
uſe of them for upholding of her Pomp ; and this is er to the Beaﬅ ( for they cannot give their Power
a plyed to a City, becauſe her Rulers that ſit in her to the Beaﬅ which ſupporteth the Whore, and make
deſolute the Whore that the Beaﬅ ſuppor'teth, at
and ruling, that this Aﬃuence did redound to her, one Time ) Neither do they- ﬁght with the Lamb
and becauſe the ſpecial ſupreme Court ſi:teth there, and Whore, at one Time, but when God draweth
_as it is ſaid of Babylon, that ſhe dwelleth on 'na/ty [71 them from their ﬁrﬅ Practice of adoring this lrVhore,
er. li. 13. which is expounded in Part in with whom at ﬁrﬅ the Kings did commit Fornica
"ters,
*the ſo lowing Words, by her abounding in Fear/Fore: tion, then this is done. 2. It is drawn from the?
People and Nations are compared to IVatan, r. In 17. Verſe, wherein theſe Kings, in giving their
_that,they are of a ﬂowing, changeable unﬅable Nature Power to the Beaﬅ, are limited unto that Time
h'keWater, Gan. xlix. And, 2. in that they arean in which God ſhall have perLormed his Word, of'
unſure, though a promiﬁng-like Ground to build a this Whores deluding the World, and then he who
State upon: Babylon hath theſe, that is, many Na put that Agreement in their Hearts to the one, is
tions
Foundation.
T for
H i:herſecondv
Character, isthe Ruin of this to make the Alteration and Change to the other.
T H is conﬁrmation of this, or the Anticipatiom
ctWhore, which is ſet forth in theſe three Thingss,
is, Ver 17. where it may be objected, How can
ſ/nſ' 16. and conﬁrmed by the anticipating of an theſe 'ings beinﬅrumental in her Ruin? Are they
not Slaves to the Beaﬅ ? And' hath not- the Beaﬅ
Objection, Firﬅ 17.
'1. T H is Ruin is ſet out in the Degrees and and ſhe one Standing, ſo that who ſuﬅaineth the
did 'ſo command, and-it was by their Commanding

Greatneſs of it, They ſhall hate her, make her De one, muﬅ alſo ſuﬅain the other? Or, how can it
ſo/ate, naked, and eat her Fleſh, and burn her with be expected, that they who have been ſo long, and
' Fire:
Which
Words ſhew
at ſo much drunk. with her Fornicatious,. ſhall-after this
herſſin the
Inﬅruments,
but not
holdlonly
outIndignation
the particular

abandon her .7Steps and
it ſhould
proceed
by, they
r. Tobare.
hate
her; ſhall
the
ſſLove
Reſpect
that once
to her

_>

_

A

T H a Angel, removing the Objection, addeth
a conﬁrmation, thus, It is true, they ſhall give their

now be turned to hatred, as is ordinar

after Luﬅs

Power joyntly to the Beaﬅ; But, r. That is not

2. T ey make her for ever, but till God's Iſ/ordhefuhſilled, which is the
leſolate and naked, that is, diſcover her Shame, and Word of the great ſpiritual- Deluſion that was to
withdraw their former Supply, whereby ſhe was come, 2 The/[I ii. during Antichriﬅs Height, and
as in d'nnon to his Siﬅer Tower.

ſupported in her Pomp. 3. By executing Judgments
in a moﬅ vindictivc and horrible Manner, eating her
Hzſh, and'bur'ring her with. Fire, which importoth
her utter Ruin.

his Continuation for ſo long aTime, but no longer,
when that is fulﬁlled, the Caſe will alter, as W'ord

until (Gom xlix. 10.) implyeth-the removing the:
Scepter from j'todah them. ſo this until,v importethl

2. T'H I s Ruin is ſe't out by the Actors in it, to a Change when the Propheſies foreſaid are fulﬁlled.
wit, the ten Kings, formerly deſcribed and ſct out 2. That giving of ſuch a jo nt Po'wzr willingly, is
' by tm Mrm, even theſe who once committed For not by Accident, nor is ito itſelf ordinary for ſo
nication with her, and did partakein her Sin ; Theſe, many Kings to give their Power to another: but,
or ſome of theſe ( as it is ſaid of the Thieves that ſaith-he, even this is of God,iwho in-his ſecret Wiſwere cruciiied with Chriﬅ, they caﬅv the ſame in dom and Juﬅice,.that he may bring about what he

his Teeth, ii e.- one of them) ſhall be the Perfor
mcrs of this Judgment :- For, ſome of them-con
tinue to lament her. Ruin,, Chap. xviiL.
3, T H a Time when they ſhall do it, is implyed

hath determined on an unthankful World, and might
puniſh both Kings and others that received not the
Truth, and. received it not with Love, a The/I ii.

to be after they had given their Power along Time to

to that Delulion, ſo to do till 'his ſpiritual Plagues be

Thus- far he gave up and. lhall'give up theſe Kings

th'e Beaﬅ,, and committed Fornication with this atan End.
Whore,. they ſhall beginto withdraw from.her,-and

And he that made 'them ſo extraordina

rily do the one, can and will-make them-alſo do

* erſorm- this Execution on her.- This is gathered,. the other : And. therefore as we have ſeen theone
1. from the Series of the Story ;. Theſe ten Kings, Part fulﬁlled, to witza God's putting it' in- their
ﬁrﬂzz
when they.and.
got make
Kingdomngave
to therBeaﬅſi,.
War with. their
the Power
Lamb, Hearts thus to-agree to be his Slaves;- ſo ma

we be conﬁrmed to expect the other,- and-take:
ztthattTit'ne they-love the Whoreand-do Sin. with. the one, as? a Pledge- of-the- other" (t though' if bev
WL"
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unlikely) that is, that the Ruin of Antichriﬅ and up, and judicially (as that Slaveryjs a Puniſhment)
Ram' then, ( which is the Object of the ﬁfth Vial) hardneth them, and dementeth them in that Sub

_ſhall he by that Part of the World, Kings and Na jection, (as Mþutlzadnezzar was put to live with
tions over which he longeﬅ had his Dominion.

B y Beaﬅs) and giveth them up to the Hand

which it is clear," r. That Rome's Fall is by ſuch Deluſion, as to an Executioner of his _ of that
Juﬅice, till
Kings; ( or thoſe who by God's Providence ſhall be what he intended be accompliſhed. If it
be objected
Rulers in theſe Parts) It is not unlikely alſo, of that this, YZ gie: t/m'r Power to the Bea , is ſinſu]
theſe Races or Lines that have been deluded, 'be

and therefore cannot be attributed to God.

Mg;

cauſe in that, God's Power ( who ſwayeth Kings Cord. anſwereth, That it is pleaſing to God, not
to Love or Hatred as he pleaſeth, Pray. xxi. I. ) is of it ſelf, but by Reaſon of its Conſequents, to wit
moſt remarkable thus, and their Remembrance of Malice.
the many Advantages that he bringeth ' out
i ' of "w
their former Deluﬁon wakeneth that Hatred moﬅ.
THE laſt Thing whereb
the Worm.'ſ
2. It is clear alſo, that that Ruin is after their par
. taking of her Sin. 3. That Sinning with Anti Whore, _is deſcribed, is, B hzr preſent Dominio:
chriﬅ, is a ſpiritual Plague and judicial Stroke from It lS ( ſaith the Angel) t at great City that bear
the Lord. And it would look otherwiſe exceeding eth _Rule over the King: ty" 'be Earl/1. VV here, r.
mad and irmtional-like to conſider what Slavery many This Woman il, that is, repreſenteth a City or
Kings, Emperors, &it. have been put unto by Popes, Town literally and properly ſo, even as in the An
if the' Lord's righteous Judgment be not conſidered ; gel's Expoſition Ham: are Kings, Mad: are Ht'I/J
which ſheweth the Riſe of this Deluﬁon. 4. That and Carrd/ſſirb are Churches, Chap. i, (J'ai Far:
the Lord hath a ſpecial Hand in executing ſpiritual the Angelbeing now to cloſe the Characters, he
Plagues, as well as bodily. This as here it is ſet giyeth the cleareﬅ laﬅ, thereby to diﬀerence this
down, is ﬁnful, and the Elect are keeped from it, _ City from all others, which is the Scope. 2. It is
Verſe 8. And it is called committing Fornication r'that great City, that City which for Greatneſs,
ſpiritually, yet the Lord putteth it in their Hearts. Power, Splendour and Dominion, was then emi
There is more here than a bare Permiﬃon, He giv nent amongﬅ all the Cities or the Earth, from
zrb up to a razor-abate Mad, ( Rom. i. 28. ) thoſe which, others, in 'all- Placcs, thought it a Privi
that abuſe Nature's Light, and ſo to Deluſion, ledge' to he called Citizens, ( eſpecial)

in jade: )

(277Jqﬃ ii. Ir. ) thoſe who abuſe the Light of the to wit, Rome, ﬅiled alway with the pithet Great,
Goſpel, which is as a Plague inﬂicted by his Juﬅice;
_And till it be at an End, there is no off-bringing
of theſe Kings until he dorit, who putteth them
on. This his Ml/ itfulſilled, I. In puniſhing the
World by this Antichriﬅiat'l VVhore till ſhe be at
an Height. 2. In puniſhing her, in both which,
theſe Kings are inﬅrumental, and he over-mleth

or that Great, &c. pointing out a ſingular City,
known for Eminency to be ſo. 3. It is more pat

ticularly characterized by its preſent Condition, It
ts the City that mist/7, in the preſent Time, not
only over Provinces and common Subjects, as

Vnﬅ 15.

but over Kings,

deþoſing, ſorſcitirg,

making and unmakine, at their Plcaſure, Kings

them in both, but diverﬂy:

In the laſt, which a}rjid getrarchsz and that not an y' great City','but *
is Good, he formally inclineth them to it, and t at ity, which moﬅ iingnlarl was acknowledt'
eﬀecteth it: In the former, which is Evil, t. ed 'to be ſo: Which Words yſet out ſome Ciiy
Inuhis Providence he not only ſuﬀereth ſuch Ob eminent for a preſent, large, ample and ſoverai'in

jects and Temptations as induce to that slavery Dominion beyond ordinary, in this Time when
to occur, but actively bringeth about many Things Julia wrote: Which, by theſe Characters, joyn
in outward Diſpenſations, which being of them

ed with the former, and the Angel's Scope, ( which

'ſelves Good, are yet ﬅumbled on by them in IS lto make this Whorc known to J'ai/w) maketh
their Corruption, ſo 'as they are furtheredthere evident, that Rome is hereby deſigned, being thll
b in 'this Enterprize. 2. He withdraweth Grace,
Courage or Means, to oppoſe that Temptation,
and ſo the yield. 3. He over-ruleth their Blindu
neſs and Chrruption, ſo as tb accept of, and fol

City, which, in its Governours, and by its Au

thonty, then ruled over all the World, (as it
was called, for its Greatneſs, orþz': Romamu ) Sed
Luke ll. I, 2. ſlzzgu/Ius commanded all the WVOrlJ

low this Teinptation, rather than '-another, and to be taxed. ' At this 'Time ſent they Armies

ſuﬀer-eth it to come to ſuch an Height, and at through Europe, (almoﬅ all) and a 'great Part
;{uch a Time, and not at any other.

4. As they

of xlſia and A'ſrz'm, as they did their Proconſalr,

would not be ſubject to him, ſo he giveth them Govcmours and Legats in their Name:
U

For, the
' xEklPiſſ'
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Emph-e, 'aﬅeli Juguﬅm until Tiwjan, was in its then elſe he, but what is Idmiratia" here? They
' reﬅ' He'

t, during which Time, to wit, in *muﬅ therefore both relate to the

ſame anti

i'r'cn's ays that
ed Trojan, joly: ſaw &chriﬅian Deſcction, ſeeing there are not two, but
this Viﬁon. At that ime- they uſed to put up' one.
Kings, and transfer Kingdoms, as they did Hzr'ad 3. H a R a it is alſo clear, that this Beaﬅ (in
'Et great', Hatth, ii; and Herod 'be Ten-erth, Luke the laﬅ Notion, to wit, the Ecclcſiaﬅick ) is the
iii. Ignþpa, Acts xxiv. beſide what is recorded in Antichriﬅ: For, heis the Head of this great De
humane Hiﬅories. So that no King about them ſection, and Supporter to it, and ſupreme Ruler of

durﬅ declare an Heir or Succeﬂbr, but by their Con

this apoﬅatizing Dominion,

which can agree to

ſent, or proſecute any' War but as they permitted. none other, but to himw And (Vnſ' rr. ) he is

But ſometimes they would make a Word make the oatvs, an eminent Perſon or Succeliion of Perſons
greateﬅ Kings deſiﬅ, as C. Popr'lius Lend: his Word as the reﬅ, as he is called o antirbrita: elſe
do Antiochus
at Alexandria, when he had re where.
'uired him to ceaſe from that War in name of the

T H a Scope being then, t. To point out Anti

maw; and when driv'n-ba: ſaid he would adviſe, chriﬅ. And, 2. His Kingdom, or whoriſh Church,
he drew a Line about him, and commanded or congregation. Out of all that is ſaid, we may,

him to anſwer beforehe paſſed it, which he did and by reſuming theſe Characters, gather theſe two Con

xemoved. '

7"

* -F R o M ewhat is ſaid, we conceive it clear, that

cluﬁons,
(i- -"
r. T H A 'r the Church of Ram, for theſe man

ﬂ theſe Characters do evidence Rome to be this City, Years paﬅ, hath been, and preſently is the whori
md that it cannot be a City ﬁguratively taken for Church aimed at here, and Antichriﬅ's Seat and
a Multitude of Wicked. The Adverſaries ( 'aſu Kingdom. 2. That the Pope, or who poſl'eſieth
pra ) have confeﬂed it, Lect. i. For it is called a the Papacy in his cornplex Dominion, is the very
City in the Angel's Interpretation, ( which muﬅ be Antichriﬅ particularly characterized here.

properly taken ) it is qualiﬁed by ſuch Circumﬅances * TH I making out one of theſe, maketh out
as diﬂicrence vittſmm other Cities, and pointeth it out
to be properly agslied, ' as a diﬅinct City from other
Nation: of the jeked, over whom ſhe command
eth, and ſo muﬅ be Ram.

both, they are ſo linked together: For, if the
Beaﬅ repreſent the Pope, Then certainly the Whore
muﬅ be that Church, which is ſupported by him,
and whereof he is Head, U ran-tra; It' Rome be

2. T H A 'r by this A oﬅaſy or Whore, cauſing the Whore, 'he is that is Head to her, muﬅ be
others to drink of her

omicat'ions, alſo is under

this Beaﬅ and Antichriﬅ.

I ſhall make out both,

ﬅoodthe
chriﬅ, 2

nd Apoﬅaſ' or'ſxllin awa underAnti by reſuming the Characters and Properties applied
ii. or t antidm ian ingdom (at to both, thus, If the Characters be ſuch that are
leaﬅ the chief Seat thereof cannot be denied, ſeeing given to this Beaﬅ, as are peculiar to Antichriﬅ;
it is the muſt
lar Deection that was then to Or, if the Proper-ties whereby this Woman is de
come, (ſuch as Antichriﬅ's is) and ſuch a De ſcribed, be ſuch as are peculiar to his Kingdom,
ſection as is ﬁrpportcd by this Beaﬅ, whom all Ad Then the Pope is Antichriﬅ, and the Rami/b Church
verr'aries acknowledge to he Antichriﬅ. Thereſore the Antichriﬅian Church and his Kingdom: Be
that Dcftction is corruptly
lied by Btllzmm'n, cauſe ( which is the Reaſon of (he Connexion ) all
to the yew: rejecting of Chriﬅ, which preceeded theſe agree only so them z But the ﬁrﬅ is Truth.
.Pnl's writing of that: For, r; He ſpeaketh of Erga. Or, if all theſe Characters, ſpoken and pro
it as a falling away yet then to come; otherwiſe pheſied of concerning this Beaﬅ and Whore, do

his Argument, that theDay of Judgment was not belong to, and he fulﬁlled in, the Pa-pacy and the
ſo near, becauſe that was not come, wouldbe of Romzſh Church, Then is he An-tichriﬅ, and (he
no Force. 2. Heſpeaketh of it as a falling away, the Antichriﬅian Kingdom; But that theſe Pro
which fu
them once to have had the Pro perties agree, and are to be applied to them, may
be made out, x. By [nductirm and Recapitula
feﬃon
of
Cbriﬅianity.
He extendcth
it tobc
univerſal upon all vthat 3.received,
( not the
Pro
tion of the Propert-ies themſelves, which belong to

fcﬂion of the Truth) but received not the Love Antichriﬅ and his Church ſeverailly. Then, 2..
of the Truth. 4. That it hath
to Rome, his expreﬃn the Ram

dal Relation By pointing out the Time or State in whith they
mpire, as that are applicable to them.

which then letted, and that under an Obſcure
ANTICHRIST getteth theſe Characters here,
Name) vdoth evince 5 and what can that Deluﬁon .r. That he ſhall bea Roman Govcrnor, and govern
L l l l
the
A
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the ſeven hilled City, and that many Nations and Co'yZ-mtim, (_as Bel/arm'd and dlcaſar ſay )or, to
Kingdoms of the Earth beſide ſhall give him Re
verence, Ver/2 7. Compare Vtrſh 8, 9, _ro, and
1 t. 2. That he was not then in being in yobn's
Time, I/'trſe 8. 3. That he was-to ſucceed to that
Government which then was, to wit, the Empe
ror's and Ceſar's at Rome, Vt'je [0. 4. That he
was not to have any new Sate of Empire, but

Rqme under the Antichriﬅ that is to come, as
,£1mv{l, V'gſgar 32: Cornelius (i Lapx'de ſay, or, if it
, app.ca e;to
me reſentltas
'

it hath been?

p

i' , del-OF

_F 0 R ﬁxing onthe Timeſi or State, awhereto'
this, that ſhe is Antichriﬅian, and her Govemor

Antichriﬅ, may be applied, conſider theſe,

I. This

to continue that which was, but in an other Form, muﬅ be true of Rome, after and immediately after

Vnſt 9. Therefore was he, in ſome Reſpect, be. the ſixth Government that then was, ceaſectth to bev
fore _7obn's Time, l'erſt 8. 5. Tho' he be to ſuc a Head to Ram, and a ſeventh ſucceedeth to that-ſſ
ceed to the (ix Governments, and in ſome Reſpcct, which then was. 2. It isxwhen Kings which were:
(as to the Ahſoluteneſs and Seat of his Domini not then, ſhall riſe out of the Roman Empire, that,
ons ) is to be one Body with the Roman Empire, is, when Provinces ſhall withdraw their civil De
yet is he not to be ſo upon a Civil Account, but pendance from Ram, and have Kings of their
on an Eccleſtaﬅick, in which Reſpect he is an own. 3. When Rome hath turned ſrom-a Church,
other, not yet come, getting Admiration, or Ado to be an hWhore. 4.. _It is before its Fall, and while
ration, having Kings under him. who hath abſo , the Kings, or any of them, giveth him their
I'ute temporal Power of themſelves, which they Power, that is, while he is an Head.- Butall theſe
could not have, were he a civil Prince, I/ﬂﬅ 8, agree well to the Pope. and Rome, and are fulﬁlled in
9, to. So this Empire, is two Beaﬅs on this them, as they have been now for many Yearsſſpaﬅ,
Ground, and the laﬅ Head two in this Reſpect, and cannot be applied to Ram' heathen, norcanbe
yet indeed but one. 6. This Antichriﬅ is too expected to be fulﬁlled afterwards.
. U 1..
much reverenced, and that in more than an or
T a 5 Application is made out in 'the E

dinary civil Worſhip, Ver/e 8.

7. He ſhall be no ſition of

,Words. There are three Things I

ordinary Civil Power, nor warranted Eccleſtaﬅick * ſuppoſe, _whrcheſpecially will ſtick, r. That, I
Power, neither in Name nor Thing, but (hall ſay, Anttchrrſt is not properly a civil Prince, but
ariſe out of the Pit, ſ/erﬅ 11. 8. He ſhall have hath other Pretences, and upon an Eccleﬁaﬅick
Kings devoted to him, and to be at his Beck, _Account or Pretext aſſumeth this Greatneſs 3 Which
yea,.ſuch as were not Kings then, but ſince have is clear, . r. Becauſe he headeth the Whore, which
gotten Kingdoms out of the Ruin: of the old ts not a civil Body, but a degenerate Church and

Roman Empire, I/erſ: 12, 13. 9. He ſhall eſpe Whore: And therefore he muﬅ be ſuch a Head
cially make uſe of them to perſecute, ſ/erſe 14.. as ſuiteth that Body,.and carrieth on that Defecti
10. When his Fall approacheth, ſome of-theſe ſhall. on. 2. He ruleth over Kings, without infringing
be. his Enemies, and God will make uſe of them. (as they think) their temporal Dominion, which
for his Ruin, Iſtrſe 16. u. The Fountain of that ſaith, that he muﬅ do it on an Ecctcleſiaﬅick Ac
Dominion and Seat of that Governor ſhall be the count. 3. From this proceedeth theAdnu'ration the
chief City that then ruled over all, to wit, Rome, World hath of him.. And, 4.. This ſheweth, why
l/erſe. 18, UC.

12. She carrieth all with much in this laﬅ conſideration, he is looked on as two
Baſis, and two Heads, becauſe he is formally

State, Pomp and Profanity, I/nﬅ 4., 5.
T t-r a s s are the Properties aſcribed to Anti
chriﬅ, whereby he may be diſcerned, 1. In his
Nature, he is Eccleſiaﬅick or mixed. 2'. In his

Riſe,.unwarranted of God.

Ecclelialtick, but. really Civil.

And in this Re

ſpect, is not only a diﬅinct Hrad, l'Zrſe I.

diﬅinct Ben/I, I/nſt 11.

but a

Which could not be, if

3. In his Welcome, he lnd not an Eccleﬁaﬅick conſideration diﬀering

with great Reſpect in the World.

4. In his Seat, from theſe who went before him.

o

Rome" 5. In his Dominion, Nations, and Kinge

doms..

T_ a a ſecond Objection, is,.That Ram' is not
6. His diﬀerent and twofold conſideration Anttchriﬅ's Seat, Becauſe, ſaith Be/Iar. de pent,

of. Authority,

Civil and Ecc'leſiaﬅick, whereby. Izb. 3._ the Kings that are Antichriﬅ's Vaﬂals de

he is ſet out as atwofold Head, and by_.a double ﬅroy
Art/w. I. Then- Rome is the Whore a:
T>"Petrus-s
-'- wWm'Z'e-iu
'
i'i
that Time; For, they deﬅroy her not till ſhe
1': Things being clearly Propeirtidsfof'Ane
tichriſh. anduncontrovertably applicable. to-Ramqſſ. he the Whore, and ſo muſt it not be Rome hca,
thendh'at is the Whore, for, they deﬅroy her

the. Woman is,, Whethert to. Ram: heathen. before not till the Beaﬂ's Ruin beadvanccdtotheﬁfth Vial,
as;

-Chap:i'7';
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as is (Mishap ack/Hand: in the Ixtvii. until ſhebe mentionedby Jeſus Chriſt in his Houſe, as Pope,

a, Whore'. iBut that R'me is his Seat, appeareth:
"For, -1. He'headeth- Ram, ſitteth on it, and roleth
as the ﬁx Heads, or Governments, before him did z
--but they ſat at Rome, and had it for their Seat,
See Chap. xiii.. 4. he got the Dragon's Seat, and ſo

e'Po'mſui Maximus, Vice' of Cbri , aniwrſhl Pq/Ior,
bit Holimjr, Bi/bop (yf Biſhops, &c. there is no ſuch

Shadow in the Word as may warrant theſe.
[ T rr 1 s Word Papa, eﬅ wxﬂrazu/a ( ſay Di
vines) idemſigmſiram quod pater, 12 pappar: lt was

it is common with the reﬅ to him tobeKing of that in old given to all eminent Biſhops, as to Alexander
*City. '-2.-' He ſitteth ſo as=by him, and in him Rome and dthanaſim, Biſhops of Altxandria, apud lit/m
keepeth up her former Beauty, and Rule over all the
Nations about, during'his be'mg- Govemor: But
'that cannot be but by his ſitting at Rome. 3. There
s'ts no other Raxfon 'can be given, why in Antichriﬅ's
Deſcription there ſhould be ſo much mention made
of Ram', and ſuch particular Deſcriptions of the
Sibneſsto between
and her,
that he
Head
ſiher, andhim
ſupporteth
her,,except
and ſitteth
eſpeis

.'zaſiumpto Auguﬅine, by 70'01'1 in his Epiﬅles to
him; and to ()xþrian, Epi/I. 3. where Pamdim"
ſa'th, It was a Word of Honour amongﬅ Heathens,'

as was that of Pontz'fex Maximur: whereof was
ſpoken, Cap. 13. See alſo Rﬀ'z. Sy'nb. and Pam
Ziw on him. ]
2. W 1-2 may aſiert, That for the Matters where
in they exerce this Power, as to dſpenſe with Oaths,

cially -in her, and that Rome: the prime Seat is named and obligations of Men to others, to diſpoſe of, and
for all the Body or Kingdom as Metropolis thereof,

transſer Kingdoms, Crowns, Titles, &Ft. to difpenſe

'as afterward. --4_ "That" Rome is great duringﬀhis with unlawſul Marriages, conﬅitute new holy Days,
Time,
is clear,there,
but no
way but asthis
his and change Wotſhip, ſend to Purgatory, and bring
keeping'Courctt
can other
be imagined,
thatofway
from it, ( as they imagine) to indulge and give par

whereby ſhe ruleth over Nations, and propagateth don even ſor Sins to be committed, to abſolve and
Abominations
them,former
but that
in him, and by part,
him forgive magiﬅerially Sins ( without Reſpect to the
ſhe did it, as to
byſſher
Govemmenrstin
v(Ltatliiications laid down in the Word, but ) to ſuch
who ſat there before. Add, 5.: That Rome, is ſome as perform ſuch Superﬅitions, and obey ſuch and

otherways his Seat, Ver/i 7. than other Nations are; ſuch Orders; to canonize Saints, ( and thereby, as
over vwhich he govemeth; and=what can that be it were, to create gods to be worſhipped) and many
but this? 6. What other Reaſon is there, why moe ſuch things which cannot be reckoned. All
Rpm: is more plagued, as ſharing dceplier in- Anti theſe being contrary to the lNotd of God, and for
chriﬅ's Sin than others, (C/Ja/z. xviii.) but this, the moﬅ part not committed to any, but reſcrvcd
that it was his Seat;Þv And, 7.-Vv'hy would' the Fall to the Lord as his own Priviledge, we may clearly
of it be ſo much lamented, as ſpoiling all' their: ſor ail'crt that Power in ſo far to befvom thePit, ſo as
mer Market, 'and ſcattering their Court', if it had not if an Angel would proſeſsit, or preachſuch Doctrine,
ﬁttenlrhere'i CbapJ'xt'iii. Beſide, Bdldrmr'n's 'At we might account him accurſed; yet ſuch is. the
gument miﬅaketh; For, it is the'Kings, who once Power' pleaded for in. the Pope; And in many of
were Antichtiﬅ's Followers that deﬅroy Rome, but theſe things is acknou ledged to be but ex command'
not while they' are ſo, do they' it; 'but ' when Anti-'

ran/darraine.

chriﬅ is diſcovered, then is his Seat hateful to them, 561.

whereas his Follow-ers lament Air, impHxviii. and'

therefore ha'veno hand in'it. , T" "
._> * '
--5T H s third Objection hath more'Shewt of Diſl
ﬁculty, that theſe cannot'b'e applied to the-Pope,
becauſe heart-ﬂ- not from the bottom/ty: Pit,' i. e. un

,

_

See zlzar, Ilﬅſf. mmzl. lib. 6. pag.
a) i

' '

3.' IF. we conſider it further in the ſpecial Pro
perties, wherewith they qualtfy the Pope's Power, a'
it is eﬂ'ential to his threet'oid Crown, twofold Sword,

and Keys, We will ﬁnd it of the ſame Nature: As,
I. That it is extenﬁve and univerſal over' Heaven,
warrantably, but hath God's'_ warrant, as' they al by opening it, ſetting up Saints to be worſhippcd,
ledge, by being Peter's Succeſior, Erga. For an Commanding Angels ( as ſometimes they have done

ſwering this-oh' ' n, we are not to inſiﬅ in Scrip in their Bulls ) over Purgatory, and the wholeVVorld;
tures, whereby- the Dominion and '_Oﬃce 'uſurped over the Dead, to torment or relieve them at theirL
by the Popef-iswver'mrned, nor on vindicating oﬁ Pleaſure, and over 'the Living in all Things, ſpi
theſe Scriptures which 'heiy moke uſe oſ'in pretend ritual and temporal; in order to theſe, over Perſon'
Ecclectſiaﬅick ( as they call them) and Civil, as Kings,
ing that: ( Let that be ſought trom common Places)
It ſhall 'ſuﬃce us to aﬂert, That in Scripture there is Emperors, States, to command them to War or
no Warrant, 1. For the Titiesor'Names' that he Peace, as they pleaſe, and to carr as ſupremc to
or nor,
aﬂimieth to himſelf, there is no ſuch Order or oﬃcer them all, tatifying Emperors and
L 1 l l 2
and
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and diſpolihg of their Crowns to others; yea, o'er
Conſciences they uſurp a Dominion. 2. That it is
abſolute, ſupreme and independent, not only of all
Kings, but of all Councils and Decrecs to which he
giveth Authority, or- not as he plenſeth, and they are

Chap. 17.

but Tradition and' conﬅant Cuﬅom of their Popes,
as their Caſaﬅr muﬅ confeſs. Hence it is, that
generally in their Stbaolmm and Coſioiſis, the Au

thority by which they determine their Concluﬁons,

is often not Scripture, but ſuch a Decre' of ſuch a
of Authority or not, as he conﬁrmeth them; yea, Pope, and the like.
4. I' we conſider their outward Grandour and
to all Traditions, and even to the Scriptures and
Word of God, without which the Scriptures would Pomp, that Em rats and Kings muﬅ kiſs their
not be by them accounted ſo, as Boil/"us, Corn/o. Foot, hold their tirrup, walk at their Foot, give

part. I. muﬅ. to. xlliter 'mr magis ﬁdem adbiberet them Homage, that they muſt be ſo waited on and
Mart/ma guam Yito Li-uio, that is, otherways he carried, that they ſhould be covered while others are
would not give more Faith to Matthew than to bareheaded, Ur. All which can have no Shew in
Titus Liviur; and venerally all aﬃrm, that being the Word, nor Example in Chriﬅ, nor his Apoſtles;
their Maxim, That ate Church giveth Authority to but being (as Barom'ur granteth in the Place cited,
the Scriptures as to us, and that no Decree of the cap. t 3. ) derived from the Heathens, and the man.
Church hath Authority but from him. Hence, act ner of their Pontiſex Maximus; it muſt baloolted on
cording to this Pleni-potentiary Power, doth he con. as coming from the Pit, as its Pattern did: Which
. .g
ﬂitute ſuch Books to be Scripture or not, and hath is our fourth Aſſertion.
5. I F we will conſider that Oﬃce, by which the
added many to the former Canon, which preceed
ing Councils have not acknowledged, and he doth Pope of Rome pretendeth Juriſdiction over all the
conﬁrm Traditions and Fables to be accounted Truths Church, ſuppoſe it but in ecclelialtick lawful things,
as he pleaſeth, and yet in all this ſo ſoveraignly as whereby Recourſe ultimately is to be had to him, a'
none may ſay to him, What doﬅ thou? Vid. glﬀ the onlyi'Exercer of that Powerand Oﬃce; We may
iviExtra-Dag. Jews. az. De romeſſime prchndz, aſſert, hat there is no Warrant in Scripture, that
&it. rit. 4. tap. 2.. Papa gaud" plenimdine p' ſuch Power, as an univerſal Juriſdiction over all the
teﬅatir, 'm eﬅ qui andto! ditere, Domino, Bid iﬅa Church on Earth, ſhould be given or doth belong to
fetis? But, 3. All this he doth, (ſay they) not the Pope of Rome 5 I mean, even a ſupreme Power
only authoritatively, but infallibly as being free from in lawful Things, (laying aſide their Inſallibility,
erringz: For, his Detetmination is the ﬁrﬅ Rule: and abſolute unlimited Power in all Things, which
And it is ſo, becauſe he hath determined ſo, and this w m.this Caſe cannot b'e ſeparated) there is no

arrant in Scriptureoxpreﬂy, or thatcan-be drawn
Detcrmination is not only extended to Matters of
Faith, but of Fact, as the Canonization of Saints, from it, to prove that there is ſuch a Power of due
conſuming of Traditions, &it. in which ( ſay they) belonging to the Biſhopof Rome, ſo that whoever
he cannot be miﬅaken.
>1P arm.
l'lct
ſhall come to poﬂ'eſs that See',.,ſhall be inveﬅed with
N o w,_ all theſe being-pleaded ſor,,as-eﬂential to this catholickzChargepmAnd if it be not warranted
this Power, without which, t
ſay, hecould not in Scripture, it is not a Plant of our heavenly Fa
bePope; and ſo eﬂential, that t y make them, for ther'e planting,.but muﬅ have its Riſe from the
the moﬅpart, ſundamental to Chriﬅianity, (at leaﬅ Pit, that without his Warrant will meddle ſo li
to the Members of that Church ) and yet they being berally with his Matters, and in ſuch a Manner.
clearly, not only without Scripture, but' againﬅ it; Neither can it be thought that the Scriptures, which
yea, to the overturning of Scripture, ( for,.it were are full in the Enumeration, Qyaliﬁcations, Ordi
of no great Conſequenceto have Scriptures or-not, if mncmw Callings and Directions, Eft. of Paﬅors,
all theſe were true) and it being true, that the. Lord yea, of Deacons, in particular Charges, ſhould yet
hath never committed ſuch unlimited Power to Men,. be altogether ſilent in this ſupreme Oﬃcer, wherein,

(_ no not to the High Prieſts under the Old Term as to them- (as Bellarmin ſaith) the Ground of
ment,,who were ſrngularlyi Type' of Chriﬅlthere. Chriﬅian Faith is contained, ( Pea/ar. ad lib. de
is ſtrong Preſumptionihere, that the Power founded Poor. de ſumma rei Gþﬁ/Iiauzngitnn), and then'
on ſuch; Pillars- muﬅ not be of God; For, iſ-no applieth what is ſpoken of Chriﬅ, as the Comer
ſuch.P0wer-be committed-to any, then there can be Stonn of the Building,.1ſa.. xxviii. 16,,ﬁ93*. to the
no Popesxwarrantably, becauſe theſe are eſſential to Pope._
him 3. and, indeed, except it were meived to be ſo,-.

We ſhall therefore

endeavour to-rmlre- our,

his Powerr hadfallen long ﬁnce3, For, no Comq that as thisPower. isnot. warranted. by Scnﬂlre'
m.
miﬂion can he. ſhown for. many. of. his Ptacſtices.,
nuL
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under the former four Conſidemiom, ſo neitheris it ſerve rather wholly to o'ertum it, as is hid; and
in reſpect of this, to wit, of the Perſon that aſſum till from Scripture they make out their Aﬃrmative,
eth it : And therefore, as to him, muﬅ be ﬅill from the Aﬃrtion will ﬅand good: Yet we ſhall alittle
the Pit, ſeeing he hath no XVarrant for it, even as they deſcend to conſider their Grounds and Conceſſion'
would ſuppoſe it to be in the Biſhop of Co'rﬂanriuapk, in this point, and we will ﬁnd that the Weight of'
or any other, if they ſhould aſſume this Power with their Conclulion, that this Power doth belong

out juﬅ Title. This we (hall hold at, only that to the Pope, doth reﬅ upon Traditions, Fathers,
the Scripture giveth no Power- to the Pope of Rome, Councils, and eſpecially the Popes own Determiſi
or warranteth not him to exerce that abſolute and nation.
-.
univerſal Dominion, Civil or Eccleſiaﬅick, which
T 'r A 1- the Scripture giveth ſuch a Power to
he pretendeth unto, and this will be ſuﬃcient unto the Pope of Ram', before it can be believed as of
our purpoſe: For, if it fail as to that Perſon, all that divine Authority, theſe three muﬅ be made out by
pretended Powerwill fall; For, the Queﬅion is, If it. ( See Grtg. drobjectoﬁdri, di/p. r. flcﬂct. 7 part.
the Pope be Antichriﬅ i and therefore we are to ert 37.) I. That Peter not only as an Apoﬅlc with
uire particularly, if they for their deep medling in the reﬅ, but as Head and Supream'over all' the A
Zlhriﬅ't Aﬃtirs, ashis vicar, can give any warrant poﬅles, was furniſhed with, and eﬅabliſhed in that

to bear the Truth of that Concluiion, towir, that Authority by Jeſus Chriﬅ over themv and the Ca-

he bath right to it: It is not needful ſimply to en tholick Church, as their Head.

2. That Pith' ſat

uire, If there be any ſuch at all? It is enough, and had this Authority, and exerciſed it at Rome, as
ilit be not competent to him, Then he uſurpeth: peculiarly the Seat of this Authori:y,. and- that this
And (ſeeing ( as Bdlarmim aﬂ'erteth ) no other can Supremacy in Pet'r was no extraordinary Privi
retend Warrant to that Power, Then if it fall in ledge to is Perſon, But to be derived anduconti'nur
him, it will fall altogether, ſeeing Chriﬅ hath not ed in- his Succeſi'ors to the end of the World. 3.
ſhewn his Will to whom it is due: And we are That only the Pope of Ram' is Pmr's Succeﬂbr in:
not to accountſoofany without his Warrant, which this SupreamvPower, and that by Divine Autho
cannot be produced, &r. And therefore this Aſi'ertion rity it belongeth to that Seat, and to him who ſhall
hath more in it than at ﬁrﬅ appeareth. For, If it be ﬁt there.
an Oﬃce of Chriﬅ's Inﬅitution, Then he hath de
To paſs the ﬁrﬅ rwo-( which yet can ne'er be
termined, who is tobe accounted ſo, tor warranting made outby Scripture ) the third alſo muﬅ be made
his Peoplcs obedience; But this he hath not deter out, or it will not bear this Concluſion, that it ls of
mined. Erg'. &r. And on the contrary, if he hath Faith to believe, that the Pope is inveﬅed with this

given in the Scripturenso Denomination of the Oﬃce, Power; But now there is no shadow of this in
nor C_ualiﬁcation of the oﬃcer, no limits to the Scripture; and therefore when Br/Iarrm'n cometh
Power, no Rules of Election and Ordination, nor to make out this, he foundeth it on theſe four,

tGrounds whereb the Church may diſcern who it is r' wit, l. Apoﬅolich. Traditiom. a.- General
to whom ſuch bedienoc is due in particular, and to Counciis. 3. Popes Decrees or Statue'.- 4. Fit
none other, Then it cannot be warranted by him, thers and Antiquity ;.But none of theſe are Scrip
( who hath done it in all other oﬃcers fully, and ture: And in Eﬀect" all reſolveth on this, the Pope

was not Infen'or to [Maſts in ordering the Aﬀairs of appointeth himſelf Head and Succeſibr.

Erga, he is

his Fathers Houſe) But according to this Aﬂ'ertion, Head, Mr. For it is well known, nothing is rethe forme: is Truth, the Pope can give no ſuch ceived as Apoﬅolick- Tradition, But what he de
Evidences, either-ac to the Oﬃceor the Perſon exer creeth to be ſo.v Norare any general Councils ac
cepted as infallible, But ſuch-as are approven by
it.
Erg'
I N proſecuting this, ſeeing we have the Negative, him, and ſo faras approven, See Bdlarmin de airthe Probation is. incumbent to them and to make 'baritate Corm'l. lit. a. my; r. And Grtgoriw ds Vol.
out the Aﬃrmative,., that not only there is ſucha caﬅeth Traditions and "Scripture, But as owned by
Power, But that the Popehath gotten VVarmnt for hisAuthority, much lets then will they admit any
him to exerce. it;.and. it will not be ſuﬃcient to Father that diﬀereth from him. Hence-ſundry Coun
cils and Acts-( as that oft Chair-don and - C'ſſa'lnſſ'
argue,.No other can claim- ir,. Therefore it belong
eth to him.. We would deſire to know. from mrplq. in theſe Acts 'wherein Coryiamimplc was equal
Scripture what more juﬅ Title, he hath to itthan led to Romulus-rejected by: themon this Ground,
others :. otherwiſe any Biſhop might ſo argue, No becauſe they were. not approven by thevPope. So
othercan claim.it,,Thcrefore.its. mine. This will. itrunneth in. this Circle,-Whencc hath the For:
1 6.
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Chap-ii:

this Power; 'or whence is it clear to us, ſo as to ſaith nothing: Therefore addeth he, That tho'ſarti
warrant our Faith, that they have that Power? Papa Romamu, quia Romans, 'ton lit jure Dmirw,
They anſwer, In Sum, ſrom themſelves, or from tamen ſi quest-afar, Si Rommm: Pantifexjure Diw'm
ſuch Grounds as reſolve on themſelves, Becauſe, ſit mput amnium Ea/e/im-um? Omm'na (ſaith he )

ſay they, their Power is ſuch, as determineth all reſſandmdum iﬅ, quid 'iibil ali'td requiritur guam ut
iþja/uagﬃa ﬁt jure Divine; Yea, there is more re
theſe Things.
I r it be aſked further, How getteth theſe Pope: quired before that Succeſlion can be believed to he pe
Power to determine ſo; and'what warrandeth us to culiar to that-See, ſeeing they go together, and this
reﬅ on their Determination? Say they, Becauſe would be evidenced to be ſo: For, we'aſk not now,

-they are Pm'r'sSucceﬂors in that univerſal Oﬃce. If there be Succeſſion, but why the Pope carrieth him
Iſ it be aﬂted again, How is that made out, that ſelf as'Succeſſor, and where is his warrant? At laﬅ
they are his Succtﬂors? Say they, By ſuch Deter It reſolveth in Traditions and Counciis, which are ſo,
minaticns, we know him to be ſo.

ln a Wond, and to be eﬅeemed -ſo, becauſe 'he decreeth them

Theſe Determinations give him Power, and hegiv-l ſo, And this is the Ground of this Artic'le of their
-eth them Power to do ſo, and ſo about: Yet this haith unto them, notwithſtanding that the Scripture
is the main Thing, to wit, the Application of this isſilentrin it: Which et containeth all Things need

Power to Rome, and particularly to the Biſhop tlntee ful to eternal Life,

obn v. '39.--xx.'*-at.

And ſor

Of, that is herc queﬅionedz. And .tho' poſiibly it that Inﬅance that illa/'mid iv'eth'oF a Catholick
were not requiſite that all the- Su'cceﬂbrs ſhould be Faith, as diﬅinguiſhed ſrom a ivine Faith, to wit,
..otherwavs known thanby Hiﬅory; yet the ratio whether Paul leſt a Cloak at ſion: or not: It is true,
ſurtgﬄanir, as Btllarmin calleth it, to wit, Why the this was a Truth before Paul wrote that Epiﬅle, and
-Biſhop of Rome hath this peculiar Authority beyond is yet a Truth, not ſimply neceſiary' to salvation in
others, that would be known, if it be either of Di

it ſelf; yet,_conſiderin_g it as revealed in the Word,

tvine, or Cathoiick Faith ,: Which two are ill diſtin
guiſhed by Be/Iarmin.
-. I ' l
_
I
' I F it be objected to them, Theſe cannot ground
a Divine Warrant to make a Thing be believed tobe

the believing of it now, is of' Divine Abtbority, and
hath a Divine Warrant: Which it would not have
had, if it had not been in thc Word, altho' it had been

a Truth in it ſelf.

'

jur: divine, or of Divine- Authorit ': .Becauſe to . So that when it cometh to this, That the Pope is
make a Thing certain to us, tra-rim 'm ﬁdei, and to ASucceﬂor to Peter, that is only eſiayed to be proven
be believed as ſuch, thereis atwoſold Certainty re by Authorities. See Greg. de Val; d'ﬃut. r. De ab

.quired, 1'. An Objective Sureneſs ,or Certainty in ;tctvﬁieȝ, punct. 7. pag. 35. and 36. Cajetazz Tim.
.>the Thing it ſelt', 2. Subjective,-.intthem that he J. de primam Ram. EN/aſ. All of them abuſing Scrip
Jieve, that is, ſuch certainty as procudeth from ſuch ture, to prove that Peter was univerſal Biſhop, and
Grounds as cannot cauſezaMiſiake, or ſail any; that this Oﬃce is to continue: Yet, for the third,

which no humane Teitimony can bear out: And That this Oﬃce belongeth to the Popes of Rome, they
.therci'ore.only God's Teſtitnony can give Warrant can ſay nothing, but from 'ſuch Grounds as Bel/ar
for this. Ballar. (De Pomif. Iib. 2. tap. 12. ) mm aﬂerteth, or at the moſt as Grtgar. di/þ. r.
zſeeing this, doth go about to diﬅinguiſh between a puncta. 70. pag. 35, 36, 37. tr/Zzmanii: omnizſizm Ic
Divine warrant. or. elſe, dtjare. divine, and to be tuplmﬃmir, (57. For as Cajetan obſerveth, Theſe
of Catholick Faith:v And ſaith, tho' it be not' four Things muﬅ concur to make out this Succeſli n
the ﬁrﬅ, ( forti, ſaith he, as loath to ſpeak it out) of the Biſhop' of Ram: to' Peter, r. That Peter
-Yet it is the ſecond, and to be believed under Pain htmtelſ was at Rome. 2. That he was at it, not as

of Damnation, upon the. Grounds foreſaid. His
Words are, Sumﬀa eﬅ d Chriﬅa, qui imo actu ton
ﬂiruit Ptt'um U ſuſſtﬃtﬂ lj'lS in Pantz'ﬂcam ad
jimfm Mundiz ratia ſmgﬄom's, i. t. cin- Papa ſ'lÞ
trdit, quit: gﬂ Rma'mu, 'ton g/i ex prime inﬅitu
time Cbryii ( quid alibi'potuit P'trus ſixij/e ) ſed
ex faile Pain' z and calleth it not improbable to be
ſettlcd at Ram' by Chriﬂ's Command. But our

Paul was, in the Capacity of an Apoſtle, but as
(ettled Biſhop of that See of Rome peculiarly, and as
Head oſ the Church. 3. That Pctn lived in that
Seat, and died there. 4. That he willed hisSucuzſſors
in that particular See and Dioceſs'oſ Rome, to be his

Succeilors in the Headſhip of
whole Church, and
ſo that by his Deed he" annexed his Catholick
Power unto that particular See, that whoever

.Qucition is, 'How it isevident, that this Po hath ſhould ſucceed in the one, ſhould alſo be in
Ground to claim that Succeſſton? Or, 'uomado veﬅed with the other, *( betide what is need

awgﬅat lum Pan' ſmeﬄrm gﬄ? 'To which this

- .-= --.

-- - ful
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Ful to be cleared concerning every Biſhop, that he
was lawfully 'choſen that ſucceeded in that Seat)
Now, there is none of theſe four that is hinted at in
Scripture. 'Therefore they come to ſay,>as Cajetan.

6; r

ed to Peter; for as Ge'ſhm ſaith, and Greg.' He Vol."

granteth, they ſupponed this, talis Papa riteſitceeﬃti
Petra per Telectianem: And. here the certainty is as
Greg.' del/al. ſaith tertſmdine marali, EF 'tone ſider"

iiid. that this is not' ex Evangeliea Iryiitutione, but. and, as Ge'ſhm be: e/I bin/'arm eognitione ſhlum rageri
atteﬅed_unto by Peter's Deed in dying there; and
conﬁrmed by an Hiﬅory ( or Fable) out of Egiſiþ
pies, who ſaith, that Peter going outof Rome-to eſ
chew Martyrdom, 'did meet Jeſus Chriﬅ, who told
Peter
that hePeter:
was drew,
going that
againChriﬅ:
to Rome
tohim
ſuﬀer,
fſſroſim ,ſſ\ct1vhich.
willed
to
temp'- to 'dicte atRZmc, which he did: And from

riſeth the Streſirigthofalhthe Argumcnts of Papiﬅs for

tum *; yet if this. fail, the obedience cannot be claim
ed, becauſe if he be an Inﬁdel or Woman ( as once
there was as Plctti'm their own Wrirer, in virg
Yob. 8. teﬅiﬁeth) ſuch are incapable of Orders, or'
ifthe Electlon be uidawful, it is Null, they have nd.
Promiſe 'of Aﬃﬅance, in which Caſes, obedience'
is hot d'ue'; or, if theirbe a Schiſm (tas for 70.?

the Biſhop' ſiofſiRMre's Succeſſlon 'to him, as builded Years there was between ' two Popes, one at Rome'
and another at Jw'gm'r; and neither of which had a:
o'n a around of Faith. becauſe this S;ory holdeth Succeﬂor, buta third waschoſen, whiles both theſe"
dut et'ef acted by Chriﬅ: And it is a Tradition sees were ﬁlled, ) it will ﬅill be uncertain in ſuch a"

conﬁrmed by the Pope, as they are alledged by Greg. Caſe whom to acknowledge, or how to account:
Jr
rout, this
thatit
'ſ i' * puted,
evenUncleameſsjit
amongﬅ the ariſeth,
learnedeﬅ
of theis of their Determinations, while thisbecleared. ſo in-'
tricate is this great Ground of their Faith.
a rits, whethenthis Conclulion, that the Pope of I'F any ſhould ſay, This Succcﬃon is but a-Mat*)p
_ til] Peter's Succeſſor, be De jure Di ter of Fact, and needeth no more but humane Tell'
time', or'jure uma'ea ectleſiqﬅica. And Daminieu: a tim'onies of Hiﬅories? Art/w. It is not queﬅionedi
Saw, in 4. Sent; (If/i. 24. gin/i. 2. ( others alſo are only about Perſons ofFacts, but the ratio why, or
of this Mind ) by man Reaſons aſierteth the laﬅ. Fact that maketh Rome have this Precedency; and
And
de I/a becauſe
. condemncth
it, he and
doththe
it ifthe Concluſion be of Faith, the Premiﬅes that is"
but onwhen
vtheſeGreg
Grounds
the Fathers
drawn from it, muﬅ be ſo alſo; or if the Premiſiesr

Popes have not left that undetermined untilvnow, be'humar'ie', then theyxca'n bear no- Concluﬁon of
and th.1t_ſuch an Opinion as that of Soto doth ſuppoſe Faith: For. the Concluﬁon muﬅ. be- ſuitahle to>
a Wr
. V
' swim-1'
them to have determined nothing ( he ſaith, very: them; ;
A G-ctA'I n 2. It is ſuch a Fact as groundeth our;"
pan-um traditſa slidemr, and when it is but vid'tur
is there
De Faith, (as to them ) and can any humane-Storw
" ſi i tion, what
as is Certainty
ſaid,.reſolveth
ﬅill? onWhich
the Pope
him _:J_ſi.JAnd ye may ſee more directly this'Qgeﬅi work-a divine Faith, ſuch as the Hiﬅory of [Me/en'
and the Acts of the Apoﬅles do? And therefore iſT
'apiid Greg, de Vol. pmxct. 7.- Pag. 37. the story of that Factjnvits Matter had been of di

9. where he dothllride the Circle clearly, Saith he, vine Faith, neceſſarily to be believed,- our Lord'
lz-low know 'elzthis particular Pope to be Peter's would not have neglected it. 3, lt is ſuch a Fact as
Succeſi'or ?ſi
c anſwereth, by his Dcterminations
theclearin'g whereof groundeth this ſupreme Oﬃcer'
in Faith and Manners. If ſecondly, it beaslted how to them z and take away that Fact and he is away,
Yve know his Determinations to be right? Anſw. he dependeth ſo on it ;\ and ſo a* Deacon,- or Paﬅon
Becauſe he hath that Priviledge, who is Peter's Suc ſhall- give more Warrant forvthis Place from scrip-

ceſſor; ſor Peter's Succeﬂ'or hath only that Power' ture, than the Supreme Vicar, which is very unſuit-.
to determine ſo.. .,I_*'rom which it appeareth, that the able: And yet without ſwppoſing it, their Pope is-'
Authority of this Pope, which is pleaded ſor-as neceſ-' notPeter's-Succeﬂor. Such then as is the Proof of *
ſary to salvation, not being from the Word, muﬅ the Fact, ſuch is the Ground of thisConoluſron. 4..
be from the Pit, and" yet looſe 5. or, queﬅion ,_this There being- (as-all the forcited Authors ſay ), an ISucceﬂion, and-all faileth, it is ſo eſiential a Ground dentity now between-the. Biſhop of Rome, and the.
of Poper ,- that. is thus ſupported. And-though head-ofthe Church,.that who is the one, he ne-*

there be ncertainty; ſuﬃcient from Uncleanneſs in ceſſarily (. and no otherjxis alſo the other, Then'
all thcſe'ſouh, which Cajetan laid down; yet if whatever Authority isgiven for appropriating that
Priviledge to thev See of Rome, there. muﬅ be'

we add
ﬁhh Principletheoftheirsr
to wit, that beor that ſame Authority for the-continued Sucrcﬃon oﬁſſ
fore
weſi.a acknowledge
Pope'sConﬅitutions,
the Force of his De'eds, wernuﬅknow that that; Peter (ſeeing they are'- one,. and -* the- one deſcendo'

garticular; Biſhop of Ram. hath lawfully. ſucc'ed eth by the others) But that being ſuch, as isheforce
ſ
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ſore ſaid, neceſſarily then the Succeﬃon, which i' are withdrawn from the Impire and have given
his only and allenarly, and hath never-been plmded for their Subjection to Ram on a ſpiritual Account. She
( as they ſay ) by any other, muﬅ then be of that that is Ram in that Caſe, is the Whore: But all
ſame Authority, reﬅing on the ſame Grounds of theſe Properties agree to Rome, not as heatheniſh
Councils, Fathers, Popes, Cuﬅomsctv'r. which can but as Popiſh, and to the Pope as Head thereof:
never give: divine Warrant. And whatever be And thereſore this is neither to be applyed to Ram
Truth of Pmr's being and dying at Ram: ( which heatheniſh nor toan Antichriﬅ to come, but to that
certainly isa great Part was fulﬁlled before Luke which is. And it is not unobſervahle in God's Provi
wrote the Act; ) yetis it not for Nought that the dence, that conſidering the ſpecial ﬁbnetls, that is
Lord hath leſt it unrecorded, that we might thereby holden forth hete, both betwixt this City Rome,

know it was not neceſſary to be believed:

And the Woman, Whore and Beaﬅ, that yet the popſh

therefore any Concluſion which ſuppoſeth it to be Church ſhould glory in that Title of the Roman
neccﬂary to bebelieved, is not neceﬂary, except we Church; and many of them diſpute that it is impoſ
rub on the Wiſdom of God, who recordeth leſſer ſible to ſeparate their Pope from that very City, or,
Things than this. And therefore a Thing may be that elſewhere he might chooſe to (it and continue
Truth, and yet, not being written, is not neceﬂarily Pope z and thoſe who in this Grant moﬅ, do aﬃrm
to be believed, but with a humane Faith, as other that he muﬅ and would ﬅill be Roman Bi
Hiﬅoriesat the moﬅ, whereas no Article of Faith is that the Church would ﬅill be the Church of

thus grounded: Becauſe the object ofour Faith,
or the ram why we believe ſucha Thing, is not
ſimpiy becauſe ſucha Thing is Truth ( for, many
Factsare Truth, which we are not obliged to be
livc) but becauſe God hath revealed ſuch a Thing,
and teſtiﬁed it to be Truth, Faith reﬅing on that
'Teſlimony and giving Credit to him that reﬅi
ﬁeth.

And

although that City were poﬂeﬂ'ed by Turb. By this
all maythe more eaſily diſcern, what Church or
Defection they are, who have ſuch Relation to and
Dependance on Rome at this Time when this Pro
pheſy
B 1-: isF fulﬁlled,
0 a a weatſtpra.
leave this Chapter. .
poſ

ﬁbiy not be unmeet, that ( mnidir Via) we con
ſider how the Popiſh Writers do interpret and apply
T I' a other -Concluﬁon, to wit, That the it, wherein they are wonderfully ﬅraitned and per
Church of Ram: for theſe many Years paﬅ and plexed. It was their common Opinion to under
preſently, is the Whore intended here, the ſame Ar ſtand by this City or Whore, the Cit or Multitude
gument will make it out. It' the Ram: that is pre of the Wicked generally. This is fo lowed by Thr
ſent be the Rome unto wh'rh all the Properties hete m: Jqui'mr, Iﬂgo Cord. Lyrarmr, Hey/na, and
mentioned do agree, and at this Time, Then this many others: But the latter Writers, ſince Refor
zRome is that whoriſh Church; But unto the Ram mation brake forth, have' been conﬅrained to caﬅ

that now is, and hath been this many Generations that Opinion, becauſe this City is ſo particularly ciſ
paﬅ, agree both the Properties and Timeinw-hich it cumﬅantiated, as to point at an individual City ( to
.is to be fulﬁlled. Erygo. The Properties given to this ſpeak ſo ) and ſhe is contradiſtinguiſhed from many
whotiſh Church are ſour, That (hehath her Court Nations and Kings, who yet are certainly a great
.at Rome and ﬁtteth on the ſeven hiiled City, yet Partof the Wicked in the World; and alſo Chap.
alſo exerciſing Dominion over many other Nations, xviii. when ſhe is deﬅroyed, there are many Wtck*
and ﬅand
Verﬅ 15. but diﬂerently, ſo as Ram is here pecu ed, living and lamenting her
' 93" "
*
"3!
liar in another Manner the Fountain and .Splendour ing at Diﬅance from her.
of that Kingdom. it. That it is Rome turned a
U p o N theſe and the like Grounds, the-'moﬅ

'Where and fallen from the Simplicity ſhe had, and learned of them are generaiiy ſince that Time
to ſuch an Apoﬅaſy of which Rome is the Head and brought to expound it of Rome, and t as Virgin ſaith)
chief Seat. 3. That it is Ram' claiming a superiori
ty over all thoſe of her Aﬂociation or Apoﬅaſy,
and detiving her Errors to them, and they keeping a
Depcndance on her, ſhe is, ( and it is when the is )
Afar/ner and Metropol'ts of all, Very: 5. 4. It is
Rome then when the Emperor' hath cenſed to com

mptllimur aliam interpreratiantm amgirare:

And

Rib'ra ſaith, Interprerer ragurzmr &Ft. dice/ar in
[num (all whom, with oiilel's, we cited before at
the Beginningoſ the Chapter )interpreteth it ſo, vand
citeth twenty Authors of their moﬅ eminent Men

for it. Alſo, Corn. a Lapide, who addeth many
mand it, and another Uovernment or Governour to theſe cited by [lite/ar, amongﬅ whom are Sarez,

hath ſucceeded him there. 5. It is when ten Kings in 3. Part. Tin. 2. diſh. 5. Sea-tra
a

Chap. 16.
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lib. 2. Pag. 88. Perm'm'SbImtt-M and others'." All Rome, they being Governours ofthat City' zthdre
which take Rain-[m in dlnhis Propheſy to hold fore the ſeven Hills and the ſeven Kings are ſet
out Ram: 5 and in this they and we agree, as to the out by one and and the ſame Type ) and it 'is
general. Bru- Fſſlﬁhhﬂ .
*
brought in as. a Chzracter to diﬀerence and diſcern
2. T H I R z is again Diﬀerence amongﬅ them this City mentioned here from others: And the
ſelves how to conceive Rme here, ſo as to ſave their applying of it to' the ſeven Monarchies, agreeth
Pope and the preſent Ram from this Application. to none of theſe, nor to the Angel's Scope, which
Hence, ſome ( which/is moﬅ received ) apply it to is to 'point out. ſomething to come, and to help
Heathen Rome. *Otbers; as Ribem, Blaſius, Wager, to diſcem' this City by its Heads, when he ex
and Cor-rude: a Lapikleepply it to Ram: under Anti pou'ndeth them to be Kings, as well as when he
ehriﬅ, win therefore thy, that at or before his corn; cſxpoundeth them to be Hiils, there is but the
ing, Ram: ſhall. turn Heathen, and deſert the Pope, ſame Scope.

and be deﬅroyed by Antichriﬅ, or by the Kings be
'1 F they ſay, they are Heads of the Beaﬅ, not
fore his' coming. Their Reaſons are, becauſe it of the Woman, Anſwer, It is true, but the Beaﬅ
looketh to ſuch aState of Rome, as then wasv to be being the Empire that ſupporteth Rome, they muﬅ
fulﬁlled in* J'dbu's Time; and therefore cannot be he Heads of that Empire; and ſeeing they are all
underﬅood
of heatheniſh Boult but becauſev this Opi
Heads of the ſame Beaﬅ, and it being certain that;
nion ſuppoſeth Rome to be involved in Defection 'the ſixth and ſeventh are of. Rome, :he reﬅ muﬅ
( which cannot ﬅand with her Lnfallibility, and beſo alſo. Beſide, How can either tyrannous King
would ſhake all (ſeeing ſome plead ſo much for doms, _or ſuch Ages of the Worldbe called Heads
Rome: Eternityry and make all ſuſpiciousz for if to the Beaﬅ? lſ the Devil be the Beaﬅ, he ra
Rome fall then, may it'not be fallen already? ) ther headeth them; it Antichriﬅ be the Bnﬅ, he
Therefore others' caﬅit, ( as A'agſar'and thoſe nam was not then in Being to he headed by them;
edby him) applying it to what heathcniﬂi Ram if the Multitude of the-wicked bothe Beait( which
ſuﬀered at or before Ca'zﬅdntine's Time, or after p! yet their former Reaſons will call: ) How will
the Cap.
Cat/3 2.and
to favour
'l' . theſe Ages or- Kingdems of the World d:ﬀa* from
2.
de Bulk-mine
Peru. Ram.ſeemeth
Thoſewho
takethis,
vit thus,
them? This Conccit then is juﬅly' caﬅen. Be
expound the ſeven Hills literally, but in other ﬁde, "i the Heathen Emperors being to them the
ſixth Head, and Anticliriſt to come but three or
Things they diﬀer.
t. So M 1: take the Beaﬅ for the Devil; but, ſour Years before the End of the World to be
others conſidering that the Devil' and the Bxiﬅ are the ſeventh, there would' be' a too great Interval
diﬀerehced, and that this Beaﬅ is caﬅ in'to the Lnke here, and thc'Bottt would be without a Head ſo

long before the Devil, and that the Scope is to'point flong, which agreethmot, r. with the Scope here,
out ſome eminent Oppoſer, oﬁ the' Church for which is to ſhew the Succeﬂioti of one to anoi
ſome particular Time, therefore they do in general ther: Nor, 2'. with the' proportion of Time that
apply it to Antichriﬅ, as alſo that ﬁrﬅ-Beaﬅ, Chap. is among the ﬁrﬅ ﬁx Heads; Nor, 3. with Rea
iii. (and ſome make the laſlta falſe Prophet that ſon, as it' the Church: were to want Oppreſlors,
maketh way. forhim) ſo do- they, of than Beaﬅ, for ſo many, hundred Years" Bcﬁde, this Applicati
Chapter xi. 7. and ex-piellyxſay, he is one of on,
ſo genemlx cannot agnec with the par
the ſeven 'Heads here mentioned, and. alſo cal -ticulamcſs"that is in the reﬅ of 'the Interpreta

led the eighth, becauſe his Nature diﬀereth from tion, eſpecially-ton the other of the ſame Type,
them, and his Hurt to Tthe Church- exceedeih
hern.
2. CONCER'ﬂI-NG the ſeven Heads the dif
fer, ſome anplying it to the ſeven tyrannbus, ing
doms
Jﬃ'ria, Babylon,
or, to or
* theEmpiregKEgjpt;
ſeven Ages of- the-World?
Others&t.
vdo

to wit, of ſeven Hillsz. And there can no Rea
ſon be given for-'making the Number of the
Ages of the World "or .ty.rann0us Kmgdoms, ﬅ
wn, more than ﬁve', eight, nine, or. eleven, ﬁr.

except 'as 'Menifſhallz be-pleaſtd to name them:

And'oan ſuoh'an'undeminlkulebe the Ground of
caﬅ that' a' Ballar'm'm. &Ft. and do underﬅand ſueh'an-Applicatbrir" Therefore they-muﬅ. be Kings
by
ſeven Kings all the Emperor indeﬁnitz that relate to that: Body z. for, it is of that, and not
I ..'
*i13'
A
v
it: of 'all theL'Wicked-'thu ever' wet'c,- that the Angel is
yT H .r-:- Reaſons that do caﬅ-the ﬁrﬅ Opinion,

Ire-W- -. *-* -*=:f:-_- i

are, x. 'ſheſe Kings here are ſuch as command
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T H z other Interpretationthat thinketh t'o evite' her', Chap-xviii. 4. If 'then the Pope be not car
theſe Conſiderations, by underﬅanding all the Cag/'art p'able to giveObedience, he is not to be underﬅood
and Emperors oſ Rome indeﬁnitly, or all the perſe among that Number. It is true, Dmin. a Sata and'
cuting Emperors as ſi/mſzr doth, will not be con Amor', Card. Gaſher Cu/Izl. Valdmſi: and dip/yon.
ſiﬅenr either: For, 1. Theſe Kings are ſuch as ﬂlmdazrz ( whomv Cat-'trims a Lapr'de citeth as of one
ﬁve hadpreceeded, and one was but to come; but judgment ) and any other who hold the Suprema-v

that cannot be ſaid of the Emperor-s either way c-y to be due to Rome, but jure humane they are'not
Conſidered. 2. They are'Kings, :the. .ﬁrﬅ ﬁve preﬅ with this Conſequent; yet, the genetality of
vihereof had fallen, which muﬅ be underﬅood not them, who maintain theſe to be inſeparable jur'e di
of perſonal Death, but of a politick Change of Go wrie or ſuch ( as Corn; a'Lap. ) who ſay, whatever
vernment.v 3. They are ſuch Kings as in that one: may be diſputed dejurc of tho Popes Removal, yet
Rome was to be the

they are ſure dtfacta it ſhall never be, theſe will

Whore, and to be otherwiſe ſupported then by that
King, which then was, or by thoſe that had gone
before him; But that cannot be ſaid of Heathen Em
perors or any of the Cdſhfi, or Pcrſecuters: It is
therefore ſome Power of greater ſibneſs to Ram', af
ter its Defoction. And ſo it muﬅ remain, ( as we
interpreted) that by them are underﬅood divers
changes of Government, whereof the laﬅ ſhould be
Antichriﬅ, the ſame with the Beaﬅ, conſidered

ﬁnd more Diﬃculty in this Caſe.
3. T H r-: Y expound theſe Kings, to be the Kings
that ſhall be in the World at Aniichriﬅ's cominz,
and that theſe ſhall be inﬅrumental in Rome: Deﬅruz

Time

that was to come,

as. he was to come.

A N D from both theſe conﬅrained Inteipretati

Qns,.we may gather this Conceſſion, That Anti-'
Chriﬅ needeth be no individual Perſon withouta Suc

ceﬂion: For, according to the ﬁrﬅ, theſe ﬁrﬅ ﬁx
perſecuting Kingdoms were not in one Perſon:
Therefore neither ought the ſeventh ( which they
apply to Antichriﬅ ) be reﬅricted to one.

tion; as alſo, that this Deﬅruction ſhall be cauſu

ally procured to Ram: for the old Blood-ſhed of the
former Emperors, which is then to be repaid, with

her late Guilt of forſaking the Pope. .
B u 'r in theſe they diﬀer, t. That ſome ſay, the
Kings ſhall deﬅroy it before Antichriﬅ come, be
cauſe there are ten Kings at the Deﬅruction of it ;
others ſay, by Antichriﬅ, after theſe Kings have
ſubmitted to him. The occaſion of this Diﬀerence
is. the confounding of this Chapter with that of Dan.
vii. where it is ſaid, that the little Ham ( applyed
by them to Antichriit ) ſhall ſubdue three Kings, and
therefore there will be but ſeven that yield to him:

IF. according to the ſecond, by the one Head or But of this, is ſomewhat ſaid before, that theſe Pro

King that was tocome after _7o/m's Time, be under gheſics are diﬅinct; and this cleareth it; the Kings
ﬂood all the. following Emperors, Then by one ere. willingly give their Power to the Beaﬅ, and
Beaﬅ: or King, may there not be as well underﬅood continue to reign with himcontemporally: There,
the ﬅanding and riſing of one, ſuppoſeth the Over
a Suceeſiion ofyPopes ?* '
, A,
Co N c a R N r N o- the Deﬅruction 'of Rome, they throw of others ; We do thus far agree with them,
that conſider Ram: here as- under Antichriﬅ do agree, that, r. Rame: Deﬅruction, propheſied of here, is
1. That it is yet tocome, and that this Part of the to come, 2. That it ſhall be great, 3. That it
Propheſy is to be fulﬁlled : Aſſa/ar and others, who ſhall be by Kings or Governours,. ſuch as (hall
aﬃrm it to be fulﬁlled, ſay otherways: But the then be in Antichriﬅ's Time.
F u R T H e R, we may obſerve from theſe In
Nature of the Deﬅruction and Overthrow, threatn
ed to Rom'shere, will not admit of that Application. tetpretations. r. What Inconſiﬅency there is in
2.. That. it ſhall be a great Deﬅruction. But here them with. Reaſon: For, if all they ſpeak of An

they. diﬀerrwhether the Pope ſhall be neceſſitated to tichriﬅ were laid down, it would looltasif we im
Peeefrom: it. or not, but the Expoſition of the ſixth puted Fables to them. 2. With one another, each
Vial. of_ the. xix.. Chapter will clear us. Beſide, diﬀering Opinion ﬅrongly confuting another, becauſe
when ('Cþap; xviii. ) Ram: after this becometh on. none ,_aﬂerteth _what is right;v and it is the Strength
ly- aCage.for:*unclcan Birds, they may conſider if

of thenne Opinion,-tha't the. oppoſite is abſurd. 3.

That which It is inconiiﬅent with. their own way,. ſome
occaﬁoneth disDobaiq-igthat they think-the Su times they take Things exceeding literally in darkprcmaoy ſo licked. to Ram, that they caunotbe ſe eﬅ Propheſics, ( as about the- Time 05. Andparated but by an immediate Warrant from Heaven, chtiﬅ's. Continuance. )\, ſometimes in thclntecprcv
and yet God's People areealledtg come. out otſ.
[RZ'ÞB
they, will placehimzamongﬅ theſe.
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tation, which; is-plaineﬅ, they excogitare Myﬅe
ries, as in the Expoſition of that, the Heads ar'
ſown Kings, i. o. ſay they, ſeven Ages, and
ſo give a newrizExpoſition overturning what
the Angel giveth. 4.. Iris inconſiﬅent with the
Fathers: Sometimes they ﬅick to them '( when
they ſpeak of Rome, before it become Antichriﬅian)

63;

great Weight and Streſs to ly in theſe four, r. If
Rome; Deﬅruction which is threatned here, be to
be exccuted by Antichriﬅ, or the Kings while
they beſriend him; or, if by Antichriﬅ's Enemies,

while his Kingdom is in deﬅroying?
2. CONCERNXNG this

efection, for which

Rome is to be deﬅroyed, if it be the ſame very De
let their Expolition overturneth many Aſiicrtions fection, whereof Antichriﬅ is the very Father,
pf _theiFathers on this Chapter. All the Reaſon -( as it were) and here ſhe is to be the Mother,

is, becauſe the-Diﬃculty is great, to grant that
this is Rome, and 'yet that the Pope is not An
tichriﬅ.

And, indeed, that being the Scope, and

Intent of thiﬁnpart oſ the Propheſy, it is impoſſi
ble torwave it, and not to miſs the Mark.

ther can ,this Confuſion

Nei

and Darknels of theirs

be any Evidence that this Propheſy is not ful
filled: _That is an unſafe Ground to argue from,
Jthat all Propheſtes, however formerly dark, yet
do becomeclear at their fulﬁlling ( which is a
main Subterfuge of theirs in this Caſe: ) For,
1. do we not ſee the plaineﬅ Truths of Doctrine
_dark to theſquwhom the God of this World
hath blinded? 2. Do we not' ſee many Prophe

5.'1

-

3. I F that Defection, whereof both are guilty,
bea falling away from the Profeſſon of Chriﬅia
nity to Heatheniſh Idolatry, refuſing Worſhip to
the true God, or Chriﬅ, directly and expreſly?
or, if it be a Defcction and Corruption in Chriﬅia
nity, and ſuch asis inconſiﬅent with a Profeſiion
thereof?
4. I F all this Defection be to be conﬁrmed with
in three Years and an Halfs Continuance, which

they make the Duration of Antichriﬅ, and the ex
piring thereof in Antichriﬅ's Ruin, ſhall be but
forty and ﬁve Days before the End of the YVorld
and Chriﬅ's ſecond coming? Or, iſit ſhall pre
ﬁes of Ezeh'd, Daniel, Cs't. which certainly are ceed the End of the World many Generations,
fulfilled, yet to be obſcure to many? And who zand ſo to be in the World already? And conſe
will den', but many Propheﬁes concerning Chriﬅ's quently if this Rome, as it is to be the Whore, and
Death, liirth and Suﬀerings, &it. are clearly ſul the Pope who is preſent Head thereof, be Antichriﬅf
ﬃlled? Yet generally, to the Jew: they are as a Seeing thereſore much W'eight lyeth on theſe, and

ſealed Book, becauſe the Vail is not taken oﬀ their if one of theſe Piliars be ſhaken, their Doctrine
Hearts, although the Word he clear, 2 Cor. iii. concerning Antichriﬅ will ruin. \Ve ſhall therefore
Yea, if we look to the Strainoſ this Antichriﬅ all ſhortly propone theſe Aſi'ertions or conſiderations:
.alongﬅ, we will ſee it is ﬅill to many as Herefy And, 1. we ſay the Actors or Inﬅruments in this

and Blaſphemy, to apply it to him; Elſe, would
ſo many worlhip him, when this Propheſy con
cerning his coming is fulﬁlled? And when Ba
þylon is deﬅroyed, Chap. xviii. yet are there ﬅill
,many that were drunk with its Abominations
that lament it; and ( Chap. xix.) many ſhall

Deﬅruction of Rome, are not Antichriﬅ or Kings
befriending his way, neither is this Overturning
of Rome an Advantage to his Kingdom; but the
Actors are oppoſite to Antichriﬅ, though of theſe
who once gave their Power to him. And this De
ﬅruction of Rome is a main Victory of Chriﬅ over

jﬁde with the Beaﬅ, even until the Battle of ſir

the Beaﬅ:

For,

mageddon make an End of him. XVe ought not
I. Rome is the Seat of this Antichriﬅ (as upon
therefore to marvel that Antichriﬅ's Worſhippers the ﬁſth Vial, Chap. xvi. and above in this, and in
diſcern not that the Pope is he, or that Rome is Chap. xviii. is ſhewed) and this Whore, being as

his Seat. If they ſo did, then this Propheſy of it were, the Adultereſs, and Antichriﬅ the Adulte
their admiring of him, adhering to him, and periſh rer, he muﬅ certainly have his Reſidence where
,ing with him, would not have been fulﬁlled; but ſhe dwelleth, ſeeing he ſupporteth this City by
we would rather acknowledge the Juﬅice ofGod dwelling in it, even as its Greatneſs was ſup
in the Thing, and obſerve his Truth and Con
ſcience in ſortelling it, even as the Event is found
'to be;
3
- eat-so
A LTHOUGH we have formerly ſpoken to many_£Things in the opening of the Chapter; yet,
having prop0ſed_ their Opinions, and finding the
i.

.

qvxci

ported by the former Heads, by their dwel
ling there: Its Over-throw therefore muﬅ be nmr
to him. _It's, a, while theſe Kings give their
cPower to Antichriﬅ, then Rome is Pomp, and
is, ſupported 'by-'t him; For, while he is great
(heats _ſo_ too; And he is great ſo long as
M m m m 2
the
*
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LA: EXPOSITFO'N ofthe

the Kings give him Power, Therefore it is not

Chap. 17;

3. W-e ſay, That this Defection, whereof/Sin.

while they continue Friends to the Beaﬅ, But when tichriﬅ and Rome are found guilt , i' not rtotal

they become Enemies.

3. This Deﬅruction is the falling from Chriﬅi-anity in the

rebellion of it,

Petſecntion or" one of the Vials-(we ſay, the ﬁfth) But ſuch, as, Falling in the Matter, and corrupt

all which purſue the Beaﬅ's Kingdom to deﬅroy ing the principal Truths of'Chriﬅianity, ſhall ye:
it; 4. This is marked as a main victory' of the ﬅick boldly to a proud Profeﬃon of.Chriﬁianity,
Lamb over Antichriﬅ, who ſor a long Time had as claming a-ſpecial Kelation to Chriﬅ above others:
made uſe of theſe Kings againſt him: It can be
therefore no victory to Antichriﬅ for-'swhich the
Saints thus rejoyce, Chap. xviii. 5. Add, that( Chapter following) all Antichriﬄs followersare lament-

For, 1.'Antichriﬅ'8 Defection is ſuch, (as we
ſhew Chap. xiii.) and' they are one. 2. This
great Antichriﬅ' is ſome way proportionable to the
pcttyv Antichriﬅs that were in j'u/m's Time, and

ing: And- would they lament the Deﬅ-ruction of were. his Forerunners; But theſe were not ſimply
Romgif it- were procured

by themſelves? And Heathens, But ſuch as under the Name of Chriﬅi

yet ſuppoſing (as they do )that then Antichriﬅ. anity, and pretending to-be eminently for it, (ſons
commandeth all,can there be ſo many Kings and great to cry down true Apoﬅles )did wrong Chriﬅ.

3,

Men, &it. elſewhere to lament that Ruin? 6. Could- It is that Defection ſpoken of, zTþrſJ ii. which
Rome be charged, as Mother of Harlots in the Earth,, is a giving up to [all-few Lies, even while

he ſitteth

and yet to have no ſhare in Antichriﬅ's'Defect-ion? in the Temple of God, and boaﬅeth. of being a
Yea, it is a Fountain of it, and therefore its Ruin prime Inﬅrument in the Church. 4. His Defec'tion

muﬅ have inﬂuence on the weakning of his King- is ſuch as-was letted by the ﬅanding of the Heathen
dom.

Emperors, whereas if heatheniſh-Idolatry were his

2. XV-e ſay, That the Defect'ton whereof Ram Sin, Antichriﬅ's Deſign had not then been work
is found guilty, and wherefore ſhe is thus plagued, ing under Ground, But had been palpablein them.
is the very ſame with Antichriﬅ's': Which thus 4. It is obſervable, That whenever the-Scripture

appeareth,. 1. Rome: Defection is ſome ſingular ſpcaketh of Antichrilt's Defcction,.-it diﬅinguiſheth it

Detſiection very general and extﬄﬁvcy and is every alway from hea-Lheniſh Idolatry, and'ſpeaketh of it
where propagated to Others, Chap- XVii- 5, 6- aﬂd as' of another Thing zvſo,v 2. '7715. ii. Antichriﬅ's
xviii. 9. But there- is no other ſuch apoﬅaſie that is Myﬅcry of Iniquty is oppoſed [o that that; was
univerſal, ſpoken of in Scripture, But Antichriﬅ's,. then among Heathens- for the Time: And by.
which ſingularly is the falling away. 2. All the comparing the laﬅ part of C/S'ap. xii. of' this Book,
Characters of- Autichriﬅ's Defection agree to fbIS with Chap; xiii. it will appear, That Antichriﬅianitv

Roml,.1. She commandeth over Nations, ſo doth ſucceedeth to Paganiſm, as a new'Deſign of thcte

he.. 2. Both ſpread ſar and wide.

3.

Both are Devils, to Tccover what lie loﬅ by the-fall of the

guilty of the. Blood-"of-Saims and great Pcrſecutiotf- former. Add, that here it is calledlI/bbﬂdom, which
4.- Theſe who give- their Power to him, commit ſupponeth it to - be againﬅ aMam'ag'eatye, Ezd.
Fomication with her." 5,,They belong to one Time, xvi. 36, 38. which could not othewiſe be. Again,

and the Beaﬅ vAntic-hriﬅ ſnppormh his City While If Antichriﬅ's, or Rome's Defection,,. were thus
itis a Where, and therefore he muﬅbe thought to groſs, why ſhould it be called aMyﬅery,.2. They:
ﬅrengthen her in her Whoredoms.. Bcſidc what ii. and here, Verſe 5.? And what need were there

was ſaid, that Rome is' AmiChFiﬅ'S Seat, dolh Clear of ſo many Marks to diſcover Rome under that ſtate,
this- alſo: And wherefore ſhould Ram' pcriſh in what dmivabltmﬅ would 'there be there? The
Antichriﬅ's Ruin ( which is carried on principally by Scriptures inſiſting ſo much in this, .is certainly to

the Vials,C/)aþ. xvi. ) or be lamented by his Friendsw make Bclievers warie, and' to ſhew there will be
Chap. xviii. it'ſhc did not partake deeply Of his Sin? need of ſpirrtual Wiſdom to diſcern her, or him.
neither could ſhe be-calſed the Mther yf dbomirzati- Laﬅly, It is ſaid, That all the' [Far-U (except the
'ruin tbe'-Eartb,,,if yet ſhe ſhould have no Hand Elcct) wandmi after the Bwﬂ: And can it be
ini-Antichriﬅ's' Abominations whereof tho World thought that'all Chriﬅians ſhall turn Pagans ex

will, be guilty at the Time of her Ruin, asthe moﬅ cept thamect, and that theſe ſhall be. no HVPO.
lcarned..o{, themſelves grants. And, towhat- end crimes in the Church? Yet; thiscontmdjﬅjngujſhjng

ſhould- Ttheretbe-ﬅill ſuch Connexion betwixt Rome. 'of Ahiichriﬅ'sk followers ( not-fromn the Church *
and Antichtiſt allalongﬅ, if- an eſpecial Relation bee-viſible, But. from. 'the Elect; who inviſibly are ſo ) *
tween Rwnavand that Dcſection were not demone far'th,Th-at this Deſection will make anarrower ſearch

&rate-de by it? .

in the Church than Paganiſm can do.I

w

i
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'j-W z do therefore take this Aſſertion for Truth, give themſelves to' Chriﬅ, that univerſaily

That Ram-'s Delection-under Antichriﬅ is a ſpreading of lies under the pretext of Chriﬅianity,- notv
ſrmply
ﬅriking
God,
in
his
Uﬃces,
as againſt
Mediator,
andButtheagainſt
end ofChriﬅ
them,

they

ſhall again' make Deſection A? And doth it not appear,
that aglorious Church ſhall be on the-Earth after
Antichn'ﬅ's
Height?
mayBody
be conſider'
ed,
That the
Jaws Ideſire
are, in'it the'
ofſi that:

and derugating from them; in the ſpreading oſ which, Nation generally to be converted after their' blind
the Crtyoſ Ramr, as aMotheghatha lþeciallnﬁus ed Eﬅate', which _ is' et to be fulﬁlled.

Now,

enceand claim. is:
when ſhall'that Coverron be? It_/muﬅ'either be
"4. VV e would ſay concerning the continuing before this Antichriﬅ, or after his De'ﬅruction;
of Antichriﬅ,.or this Deſection and the time of But neither can he ſaid: It cannot' be before his

'm cloſe, That it is not tohe conﬁned to one Deﬅruction; for, LThen they would not'be 'ſo
Perſon-(and that within three Years and an half)- ready to receive Antichriﬅ anzi follow him (which
and
of the
to- finiſh-but
World; but
fortyis toﬁvetake
Days
up before
a longerthetime.
end yet
therethey
a falling
. pretend)
awn to
of the
jſmr' ulzrn."
ctor for2. the
\Vhere
'ſecond
Of this we ſpoke ſomewhat, Chap. xi. and Clmp.
xiii. and alſo
before hath
on this.
And now we further
add,-that
Antichriﬅ
a Proportionahlenelſis
in his
Continuance to the grait- Eﬀects which his Domi-

Time ſpoken of? he: on the century, the Lord's
Promiſe ſuch
looketh
otherways, as
Rom.not'_
xi.to which
int-34'
portetlfr
a' Reingraſting
be broken
oﬀ again: And conlidt'zr'-v the v'Tenderneſs that

nion hathcnthe W'orld; But that cannot- be within three Years and an half. 2.' Antichriﬅ-is one,
asv the Seriesoſ the Heathen Empcmrs was one 5ſor, he is the Head next ſhcceetling, and he is opy

thej'zwr' ſhall have after t ir Reingmſting, Zctﬂ."
xii./re. For ſo much wrong done to Chriﬅ formerly,
can it be-thought that they ſh-rll be the prime Inﬅru
mentz of promoting Antichrilt again, even- 'aſterſo

poſed to him, a. Theﬂii. Ht-tbat lamb nag/I by much Mercy is ſhown unto them-am' that ſo ſud

removed before lJ:-( that, is Antichriﬅ )./þogld ram. denl-y? Neither can any ſa that the j'ewl'Conycþ'
Now, ſeeing Ire that letted was not. an Emperor ſion is tobe ſuſpended till! ntichriﬀs Ruin, upon
perſomlly, But the- Series an] time of - them in. their Principles, becauſe, Say they," There 'are but

their Continuance,-Thereſore Amichriﬅ who ſucceed- forty ﬁve; Days to the endoſ the World: EiLher'
eth as' the other was removed, is not one Perlbnpthereſors. Antichriﬅ muﬅ prececd that Time allowed
But a-e'ucceſſion: And would-the Seripture ſo him-hy,.them,>or the'Propheſycom-zerttingthej'ewrl'

frcquently and preﬃngly ſpoilb- of Antichriﬅ's Convex-ſion muſt be'

3

__ _

Kingdom-and that Defection, if it belonged only- _ F-'xo rejthis it will' neceſſarily' follow,=Th.it the '

to the caſe of the Churzh ſor'three Years-and an
half immediately before the-ender thev World?
Certaiuly; many other Trialeuoi the Church- had
been of greater Concernment-t Beſxle, ,A,ntichrrﬅ's

coming and revealiiig pſAntichriﬅ in
muﬅx-neceliþrilyz preceed- thatlTime'; -i
ſooner andhip,
(viii-rence' ldpger, his
proportionahigaﬂndzgonﬁderii that

the World,
his Ruin be
viſe muﬅhe
the Apollle'

hurt being principally to Souls, it cannotbc-ellectu- ſpenlteth of theﬄorki'ng of that lofyﬅery in his Time
ated ſo in ſuch a'l'imo, which can have Inﬂuencerit muſt either beſaid, Thit- it' hath leſh oﬀ worlt- '

at moﬅ, But upon ſome oſone Generation.
* ing ( which agreeth' not to his Scope ) or that it
...F.o R- that-part of; their Opinion, QThat ſaith hathcontinged workingſor many Hundreds oſ'Years,
thatAnrichr-iſt's- coming- is but to preceed * the-and, hath mpdejno o'greﬁ- Lwhich were'abſunl to'
.End
of the. Worldx
thiecYears and toſeven
eight Heiſight,
ſay ),or, and
wen'uﬅ
_ * , it ha-ilrelt'eſiidy
cometo an =Months,-.and
Rome's
Deﬅr-uctionbe-orwithin
vireztteeito,looleſiv
orſiit'in the=Genemti-'
that-time oſhis Reign, there is for this- no pro- ons prcceeding-_ the-End '_ 'the World; 3.]To
bable ſhew:

For,

1.- Are there not many. that what end were the many'Exhortatinnsto watchful

lament Babylon's Rruin . anda rejoyee'- over her ?- neſs that are propounded e'en to thc Chriﬅinns that *

And will that be but for a Yeatwr ſuch aTime? lived in the ﬁrﬅ Ages? aſter the Apoﬅles Days,'iſ
2. Is not thethis,
Bil-tile
of the
Hanged-m;
belonged only-v Arseeiqgſi
to the,Chriﬅians_
in 'the
laﬅ
Poﬅerior-tos
where
Beaﬅ is Chap.
taken? _xix..-they
A.- ſourYearsi'Yea,
lrom'C/mþ.
xii.' ult.
- gain, knot-that: overthrowoſ Gqg and i May-and C/mþ. xiii. U it is clear, That Antichriſl's riſe

I'oﬅerior-tov thatycþapgxx. ,wnen they are Laſt-is the ſecond great Deſign 'which Safftn dtiveth ' to
in- the Lake, where tho-Boult is, before they come overthrow the Church after the overturn of Heathcn *

there -? lBeſide,.-in-it probable that in the End oſﬃſimperors, or l-l'p'ganiſm, ſhall itbe thought', That

LLJFLWoFl/tﬂLwhen all, relþecially, ther ﬂaw,- ſhall ſot-Ten or Twelve Hundred ſiYearsT he hath had
E'CZJ

A
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no Succeſs in-it ?

Chap."

Or, that the Church hath been

1'

vent propheſied of is fulﬁlled: Therefore what it

ſo long free from a publick Oppreſſor? Add, that preſuppoſeth, muﬅ be fulﬁlled alſo: For, this their
'he being at _a Height, before the ﬁrﬅ Vial which be w'ithdrawing muﬅ either be that propheﬁed of
ginneth his Ruin, and there being along Time to here, or ſome other Thing; But it can be no
the pouring outof all, before the End, it muﬅ be 'other Event: Becauſe, t. the Kings that riſe, are
thought that his Riſe and Growth to his Height, the ﬁrﬅ that ſhall riſe ſo qualiﬁed as are here: And
was proportionable in length of Time: And there ſo, 2. the withdrawing oftheſe Kings that with
fore muﬅ preceed for many Generations. Again, draw, is the ﬁrﬅ withdrawing of theſe Kings upon
the World that is overturned by the Vials ( being this Account of hating Rome, as the Whore. For
the World of the Beaﬅ, ') is that ſame World, the Context and Series will clear this, the Scope
which increaſed under the Trum ts, the Increaſe being to deduce Rome: future remarkable Change:
of it is under the one, and the

uin of it under without Intermiﬂion; as, t. Then Heathen Crt

the other; and ſeeing the Trumpet: will riſe that ſhr: did govern all. 2. He ſhall be removed, and
high
as to vſucceed
the Seals,
which contained
the that Empire (hall be weak-ned and not have the
l-ﬁrﬅ Period
of heatheniſh
Perfecution,
It will fol
Dominion that it had in the World.

;low therefore not only, that this Deſection will and
muﬅ be long before the End, but alſo that it is al
ready come into the World.
I_1-' we kcanthen make out this, that this Defec
-tion hath already ſeaſed on Rome, and that ſhe muﬅ

3. Out of it

ſhall ariſe ſo many Kindoms, which ſhall be inde
pcndent as to it. 4. There ſhall ﬅep up a Govern
ment from the bottomleſs Pit_ of another Nature

than the former, that ſhall govern Rome. 5. Theſe
Kings that withdraw from the former Head, (hall
heforethis Time be infected with it, there will be willingly give their Power and Homage unto this
a ſhort waY to looſe all the former Qmﬅions: Government upon another Account. 6. Theſe
Kings ( orſome of them) again, out of Hatr'ed to
Which may thus clearly be made out,
W n have four Characters to evince it, in this Rome and that Govemour, ſhall withdraw ﬁrm'
.Chapter_. s. If the ſixth Government over R'me, it and hate her and diminiſh her Greatneſs. Theſe
which was in Yabn's Time benowceaſcd from Steps go in a Series ſucceeding to one another imme
ruling that City, Then this Deſectron muﬅ be diately, and cannot be interrupted by the riſing of
come; for ſo the Angel ﬁxeth that Time, vand any other Kings, or their withdrawing after it,

2 YctÞeſſJ ii. the Apoﬅle timeth Antichriﬅ's reveal without confounding this Propheſy, and darkening
ing, and the coming of that falling away, fpolteh
of there, at his removing _( to wit, the Heathen
Emperors ) who then did let. U'
2. I F the ſeventh Head or Government over

the Angel's Interpretation and quite overtuming of

the Scope, no more than we can ſay there may be
other Cities with ſeven Hills, &it. to which what
is ſaid of this can agree, ſeeing he pointeth in this

_Rame, become, 'which then was to come, and be Interpretation atas particular and ſingular Events in

acknowledged as is' ſpoken of in this Chapter, Then Reſpect of what was to come, as in Reſpect of
what then was preſent.
alſo.
. ahe3.Ait:_ﬅaſy
therecontemporary
be ten Kingswithitis
ariſen, come
to be ſupreme
5. W r: may argue from Chap. vii. s. Thus,
'independent Govemours over Provinces of that Em That Defection, mentioned Chap. vii. of the [Winds
ﬄpire, which in Job'fs Time had not Power m which then were to blow, is this Apoﬅaſy of An
themſelves, but were dependent on the Empire as tichriﬅ; But that Defection is already, come. Er
_parts of it, and have given their Power to a new go, &Ft. That its Antichriﬅ's Defection, appeared',
Head upon anew'Ac'count, Then this is fulﬁlled; r. from the ſingular Hurt of it; it is the great De
But all theſe three, in the former Expoſttion, are fection that the Church was to be troubled with
made out Therefore this Dcfection, which is ſup after Heatheniſn Perſecution. 2. It is the Defccti
poſedin all theſe changes, muﬅ have its beginning on of the ﬁfth Trumpet, and the ſame that is
alſo.
'w
v
I? ſome of theſe Kings that once acknow mentioned Chap. xiii. as was ſaid on the Place;
But that that muﬅ become, this will clear it, that it

ledged this ſeventh Head, be withdrawn from it, immediately ſucceeded to the seals, and was immedi
Then the Defection muﬅ have been at its Height; ately to follow upon them, and the Angel's Haﬅ to
For, their withdrawing ſuppoſeth them once to ſeal the Electevidencethit, which is more fully open
have beeninvolved in it, as the Context cleareth. .ed there. Now, the Seaishaving their cloſe at the over

But in Experience it is evident that ſome of theſe turning of the Heatheniſh Empire, this then which

_ Kings have withdrawn, and ſo in Part this E

immediately ſucceeded, muﬅ long ſince be inlzeing.

.
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6.- XV r;" may gather it, thus, This Defection is becauſe we are not now under the seals; that Pe

contemporary with the Prophets propheſying in Sack
cloth, the Woman's ﬂeeing to the VVilderneſs, Chap.
and is the ſame with the Gentilrr [reading the
utter Court, Chap. xi. But both theſe are b'egun,

riod is paﬅ: We muﬅ therefore be under one of the
following two, ſeeing theſe three Propheſies carry on
the Series to the End; But if we be under the Vials,

then Antichriﬅ is not only come, b'ut is already at

even atthe Child's taking up to Heaven, which is his Height:

And, it is not like, that there being ſo

the Cloſe of heathen Perſecution, ( yea, and is cloſed many hundred Years ſince the Seal's ended, and the
as to the Days ſet there) Therefore this muﬅ be of Trumpets began, that ﬅill they be running, at leaﬅ,
a long Time ſince in the'World alſo: Both theſe in the ﬁrﬅ ſix i For, the ſeventh comprehendeth the
Propoﬁtions we cleared on Chap. xi. And all-theſe ials.
AGA-X'N, If the Properties, Concomirants and
Argumcnts that prove the Contcmporarineſs of- the
Beaﬅ and Babylon with the Tru-mpets, and the Suc Characters,. and Events given _to diſcern this Defccti
ceſlion of both to-the heltheniſh Perſecution,-and that on be fulﬁlled, Then this Deſection of Antichriﬅ'
immediately,- as on C/xaþ. vi. Lect. i. and viii. Chap. muﬅ
become,
ſeeing
no other
z But we
will theſe-Characters
ſindctthe ﬁrﬅ true',canas agree
the forto
vii. Ltct. i.- C/mþ. ix. Lect. i. Claaprxi. Lcct. iv.
mer Expoſrtion of Chap. ix,- xi,-xiii, and xvii. will
Chap. xii.- Lect. i. and iii, &it.
7. TH-rs- Defection is the ſame with Antichriﬅs, clear. Ery. Talting this for granted then, That
as is ſaid :_. Now, his Defcction is long ſince begun, the antichriﬅian- Defcction' is of a long Time lince
and hath its Riſefrom the healing or' the Head,-which come, and this alſo, that when it cometh, it conti<
was wounded, Chap. xiii. as there was made out, nueth until Rome's Dcﬅruction, which 'yet is not fulﬁllcdz- It muﬅ therefore ſollovrz-'I'hſiat'it= is" in be;
Therefore this is not to come.
8. We may have ſome' Light from Chap. xx. ing for the preſent in the World, and hath been ſo'
where this will be clear, That Antichriﬅ's Defcction for-a long Time; and- that therefore we'ought to
muﬅ go before the thouſand Years there mentioned, look where it is for the preſent.
becauſe it ſuppoſeth Saints to have been killed by the
T r-t-rs is certain, that it is not to' b'e fought?
Beaﬅ, who are there brought to Reign; But' we amongﬅ Pagam or 'Tin/is, but amongﬅ proſeſſed1
cannot look that theſe thouſand-Years are wholly to Chriﬅians. 2. Not among ancient Hereticks that"

come, and his Perſecution to go yet before it alſo,\
(that would take longer' Time tozthe fulﬁlling of all
Evcnts, than in Reaſon any will=allow,- yet to be
running to the End of the World ), This concludeth.
the more ﬅrongly, becauſe generally not only our

now are not in being, or ſuch as 'have no Pomp or

Splendour
tlievWorldZbeing Itſo muﬅ
eminent
Kingdom, in
cannot
appliedThis
ſito them.
there-a'
forebe either inthe Roman-Church, or'amongﬅ us,
who are calledzProteﬅants ;_ It'can be attributed to no'

lVriters, but even the Popiſh themſelves grant this, third now in being: But for us, - they themſelves will'
That it isnot to come, but that they are begun, if Deſcction,
abſolve u-s; nor
For,
we have
neither the Seat
of this
this
a Head
ſior Monarch,-as
is over

they be not ﬁniſhcd, ſo do Corn. d Lap- I'ſir'zgar, dl

taſar, the R/m/rﬄh, and others, who though they
ſenſeleſly apply it, and with Contradiction, as their
manner is; yet agree in this, That long ſince they
are begun. And altho' there ſhould be Diﬃculty t0*
ſhow when this. Dcſection began,- and how,- (be

cauſe much of that riſeth from humane Hiﬅory),
yet theſe Characters prove it muﬅ be in Being, and
before this Time begun-5 and that is ſuﬃcient to us.
All theſe: Argarments begin it (almoﬅ laſter the

Kingdom, &it.

This curſed Privilcdgethcreforc be

longeth-to them- who have b'orh,. and glory irr
them.
, 2. A GA I-N, If theſe be Truths', that Rﬁmziy
infected with Antichriﬅ's Defection while it is in' the'

World, and is the Whore ſpoken of after its appear
ing-till ſhc-be-deﬅroyed, Then it will'follow, (lay

ing aſide other Arguments from other Cir'cumﬅances)_'

tþat-Romtyas it is, and hath' been ſor many.Years,.
Cloſev of the heatheniſh Perſecution,. whcrcoſ we is the YVhore here ſpoken of, which rs guilty'- of- the

ſpoke'more on G/mþ. xii.
Antichriﬅian Defectron; ( and 'this Con'ſeqrzcncewill?
W n- 'may add an Argnmem or two further, ﬅand goodtill- the Antecedcnt-be' overturned) But;
thus, Ifzevecy Condition of the viſible Church-be the for mer-is- T-ruth, .fr0m_ the former' Arguments, eitherrcontemporary. with. the- Seals,- that is, the and ſrornxtheir Conccſlions that grant-that this DeheatlteniſhwW'orlm-Qr with the antichriﬅian World ſtruction is not yet come. -, Ergow
_
3. Wr-z-may therefore reſume our Argument'con-*=
under the'ﬁrumpets, wherein Antichriﬅ cometh
to an. Height, or with'1 the' V-ials,- wherein-is his ﬁdently.- Il' all theCharacters applied to thirWhmg.
Dawning: Then. this:v Appﬅaſy muﬅ'- be come,;. heyeriﬁedn in Ram-lnow' preſent, and'as it hath'
'
'
been'
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been ſor manyYears, and in its Govemor the Pope, Houſes in it, as a Thing' tending to provent'much
Then is this Rome the Whore, which is to be de
ſtroycd, and the Pop? Antichriﬅ, and no other is to
be looked for; But the Pormer is Truth, they are
fulfilled, and in them. Ergo, We may warrantably
conclude that ſhe is the Whore, and he the Anti

chriﬅ.
IT is a'Wonder to conſider how little the moﬅ
learned Adverſaries have to ſay to this, except what
evidenceth the Force of the Wine of her Fomications

Sin, and becoming a well ordered Common-wealth;

And when this is mentioned by them as a Piece of
Rome's Holineſs, we may the more eaſily judge of
the reﬅ.
We may add yet one Argument more'for con
ﬁrming of our Application, which efpeciallv is bind

ing, from their own Principles.

The Rtmia that is

deſcribed here to he the Whore, and as ſuch to he
deﬅroyed, is either Rome heathtn, which is paſt, or

For, if Antichriﬅ be come, there is no under Antichriﬅ, which is to come, or popiſh under
way to vindicate Ram: and their Pope from this the_Pope, which is preſent: For, ( as Alcaſar, Dxſh.
Charge, it ſo natively followeth. Again, there is r. m bar rapid. aſſerteth) there is no other Ruin,
no way to evite this, that he is already come, but which it can be applied unto; But neither of the ﬁrﬅ

on them:

by pointing out ſuch another imaginary Antichriﬅ as two can- be ſaid:

Therefore it muﬅ be the Ram'

ſhall never come, and thus to bound him up to the that is preſent. It cannot be Ram' heathengwhich
three or four laﬅ Years of the World, contrary to is paﬅ; For fo the Arguments urged by PFtgar,
the whole Strain of this Propheſy, in ſome-Part' fol Ri/wm, and Cornelius (i Lap. againﬅ it, are un
lowing the way of the Jews, who, to e'vite the ful ani'werablc: Some whereof are formerly touched in
A
'
ﬁlling of the Propheſies concerning the true Meﬃas, general.
Arg. 2. IF it he the Deﬂruction of Ran-'chea
do fabulouſly inquire for a Meﬃah contrary to the
Scriptures, with ſuch Wars and Eﬀects of his Reign: then, Then it muﬅ either he (as Bellarmin, and
'Which, becauſe they are not fulﬁlled, therefore te ſome others make it) the Deﬁruction which Ram'

naciouﬂy they adhere to this, That the true Meſſias ſuﬀered by the Cat/11, Ver/idols, &ac. and the reſt of
is not yet come, which way, as it is juﬅ with God the barbarous Nations; But that cannotbe: For,
in both, thus to plague their rejecting of clear Light, t. That is not done by Antichriﬅ, the Beaﬅ, or
ſo ought it to work Humility and Commiſeration Kings, befriending-him, '( as they ſay) nor for that
in us, conſidering; how unreaſonable the Wiſdom of Guiltineſs, as we and the Text ſay. 2. Ram: was
Man is in the Things of God. They fay, r. It not then the Whore, neither upon that Account did
cannot'be the Church of Rome, but the City. theſe purſue it. 3. That Deﬅruction was not un
ſlit/iv. But we have ſhown it is not the City ſimp recoverahle, as is here propheﬁed of. And, 4. ( a'
ly, ( for, then it had .been a Whore long before Him/ar urge'h ) It is not ſuitable to .pun=£h Ram:
John wrote; For there was a City) but it is that heathen, by the overturning of Rome chriﬅian, and
City once a Church, and'afterward degenerating. now become ſo holy: lt cannot be this then. Or,
Then (ſay they) Peter, and the Mart rs under 2. It muﬅ be the Overthrow which Co'ſſanlin'
the Hcathens, are to be reckoned of this
fection, gave to the heathen Emperors, t as Arm/ar aﬂ'erteth

for they lived there.

Anﬁu; No; for then that it) But that cannot be,

r. That was not of Ram'

City was not become an Harlot, neither is it ſimply the Whore, which had once made Defection. a.
Rome that is the ctWhore, hut Rome degenerated, That was not a Dcſiruction of Rome, t much leſs

ſuch as ſhe was foreſeen to be after the heathen a total overthrow, as is tmplied in Chap. xvii:.)
Emperors removal out of the way, which was not but was rathera Liberation of Ram; For even Ram
then fulﬁlled. Nor is it ﬁmply' living there, but as the City had much Freedom and Glory by this,
a Member of her that maketh one guilty, except it which is contrary tothe Scope of this Chapter, and
be made ſinful by other Circumﬅances. Lzﬅly, the Chapter following: Therefore this Opinion is
They lay, Rome cannot be the Whore, becauſe not only calledx ( jingulan'; )* a ſingular Opinion, by
( forlooth) of her Holineſs. And what is that? Cornelius ct Lap. but by As'mſhr himſelf, ( Mr. rt.
'There are ſo many Abbacies, Mortiﬁcations, holy' proaemiali) is'ſu'þectedtobe accounted a Paradox:
Church-men, Relicts and Temples of Saints, many It is true, that was 'indeed the wounding- of 'one of
Maﬂes, and ſuch like there, ts't.

All which ſerve the Heads, mentioned Cbap. xiii.

But it .is one

not to prove this Concluſion, that (he is ſo. Thing to wound the Head, another Thing to de
And' it is not unobſervable, that immediately after ſtroy the City it ſelf, the Government had been
this Anſwer, Corn. aſi Lap; Pr'ofeﬂbr'at Rome, often changed before, yet the City ﬂood. Now,

doth juﬅify thev Toleration of Stews and Brothelm this Deﬅrudion is not any ſuch, which was to come
on

Chap. 18.
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on its Governors only, but on the City it ſelf ; and chriﬅ, ( who is ſmpularly the Beaﬅ, and the object
'.hu a- total Stroke: Therefore this cannot heintend ofthe judgment of the ﬁrﬅ Vial, Chap. xvi. r, 2.
ed here, but isjuﬅlY caﬅen, and that unanſwerably and ſuppoſeth this Defection to proceed) Now, it
by the Authors foreſaid, eſpecially the laﬅ. rſhis cannot be ſuppoſed, that all theſe Vials are to be
then cannot he underﬅood of heathen Rome in any bounded within ſo ſhort Time to the End of the
Senſe. Nor, 2. Can it be underﬅood of Rome, as World, eſpecially conſidering the Enlargernent of
under a Defection yet to come ſoctmmediately before the Church, which, by theſe contemporary Prophe

the End of the World: For, t. It is not agreed ſics, is clearly intimated to fall under them. There
ſore that Application unto any future State of Ram,

amongﬅ themſelves, if it he poſſible that Rome can

fail into. ſuch Defeﬁﬁonz Yea. others, as Akaſhr, cannot ſtand:

And ſeeing b themſelves neither of

(Di . 1. in cap. 17. and Ntat. It, and 13, in theſe can ﬅand. it muﬅ nece rily follow, That the
.nnnmiali. I doth by many Reaſons oppoſe this, and third is a Truth, and that Rome, as here conſidered,
with many Authorities and Propheſies, as one of St. is the Ram: now. in being. And, it' any ſhouid ſay,
Benedict. cited out of Gregariur, whereby it was ﬅill That Then/agre ſymbolira is not m-gm/rentatiw, and
taken for Truth, That Rome ſhould never again be therefore no ſolid Argument can be drawn from this
heathen. And, he ſaith, this Opinion is ( now, U Propheſy: J/mſhr anſwereth, ( ubiſhpra ) That
(me a'zſhm lwrtticir prebn to' omm'm improþabz' tho' this or that particular Expreſlion will not bear
li.', O'er. ) new, improbable and favourable to Herc an Argument in ſuch Scriptures; Yet, ſaith he,
ticks, giving them Ground to alledge, that ſeeing ( and that truly ) where the Scope and Series agree.
Rome hath now ſo many Images, &it.

that it hath

already fallen to that Defection. And altho' his Au
thoritiesbc not much,yet the Argument that he draw
eth from the Series or the Propheſy againﬅ it, where
by hc ſheweth, that this Propheſy relateth to Erents
long before the End or the World, and the other

joyntly in a Concluſion, it muﬅ be of Force, ſeeing,
it is Scripture, otherwiſe no ſafe Interpretation might
be drawn from any prophetical or enigmatical Scrip
ture.

And therefore, before the Adverſaries can ex

empt Rome preſent, or the Pope, from this Chargz
they muﬅ not only anſwer what we ſay, but muﬅ

Events, as that ofGag and .Magog, and others, muﬅ more ſatisfyingly anſwer what one of them oppoſcth
follow it, are convincing and unanſwerable. For
conﬁrming vwhereof, we add theſe conſiderations fur
ther, 1. That by this Propheſy the State of the true
Church is holden forth to be moﬅ glorious immedi
ately before the End: Therefore it cannot conſiﬅ
with ſhch an univerſal Defection as this. This will

to another, which can never be done until they agree

with us in the Concluﬁon.
W e have been the longer in this, becauſe it
is indeed the great Scope of this Propheſv, to make
this Whore diſcernable, and it is their great Work
to diſguiſe her ſo, that ſhe be not diſcerned. And
this Chapter is acknowledged by all to be the main

bind the more. if we take in the conſideration con
cerning the j'cws Converſion formerly mentioned, Seat of this Controverſy, and the chief Kcy, yea,
which hath with it the Fulneſs of the Gtntiltr, as its as ſome call it, the Caﬅle of this Propheſy, ( Irx

companion. a. It is certain, that the ſeven Vials zlpacalypſhor, ) the opening and taking in whereof,
have the laﬅ Plagues, Chap. xv. and alſo, that theſe doth both conﬁrm what is paﬅ, and make way
ſeven Vials bring Judgment on the Beet-ii, or Anti for what is coming.
.cl

I.
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LECTUREI.
C H A P.
Verſe I,

ſit.

XVIII.

ND aﬅer theſe Things, I ſhw arm-ber Angel con/e daw' from [Let/m, having great
Power, (ix.-itbe Earl/'2 was Iight'zed wit),i bia Glory.

2.

And be cried mightily' with a ﬅrong I/oin, ſaying, Babylon 'be great i: fall'n, i: fall'n, an!

i; þmm the Habitdtian eſ Dwilr, am] the Hid gf awry foul Spirit, and a Cap q" twry rmrlmrz
And barme] Bird.

Nnnu
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3. For all Nation: have drunk zſtlye Wine of the H/ratb of her Fornz'tation, and the King: _of the Eart'b
have committed Fornitatien with þct', and the Merchant: of tlye Earth are waxed fill) through the abun

lanee of ber Drlieaeiet.
4. And I beard anotber Voice from Heaven, ſay-ing, Come out of ber my People, that ye be not Partakors
of ber Sint, and that _ve receive not ofber Plaguer:
5. For ber Sin: have reatlyed unto Heaven, and God hath remembred ber 'Int'om'tien
6. Rrward ber even asſhe rewarded you, and double unto Im- douþle, according to ber Work; in the

Cup 'which ſhe lratlv lled, ﬁll to berdoulrle.
7. [low mar/7ſhe atb glorzſiod berſelj, and lived delz'tion/lr, ſo mueb 'Torment and Sorrow give ber:

ſhe ſoitl) in ber Heart, [ly/it a _Qgeeen, and am no lV'dow, and ſhall ſee no Sorrow.
8. There/are ſhall her lag/eer come in one Day, Dear/o, and Morning, and Famine:
utterly burnt with Fire: forﬅrong ir- tlze Lord God wbojudgetb ber.

,,_\r,

t;_

a

'

For'

Andſheſhall be

Y the Vials ( Claap. xvi. ) a ( eſpecially Kings, who under the ſixth Vial will
general View was given of adhere to the Beaﬅ) lament that Deﬅruction and
the Dcﬅruction oſAntichriﬅ's many oſ the Saints do rrjoyce, over it, and its irre
Kingdom, eſpecially by the laﬅ coverable Ruin; yea, ſuch a Deﬅruction, as preceed
three. Cbap. xvii. [one I. eth the Jews calling, and the Battle of _drnrageddon,
the Angel oropoſeth a more

particular Expoſttion of that
_
Judgment in an explicatory Vi
"Ilonz And ſor the greater Clearneſs, he r. de
ſcribeth that Kingdom, which is the Object of
theſe Plagues, under the Title oſ a H/bore and
Babylon, pointing her ſo out, as it is evident to be
Romeinvthe latter Times. 2. He deſcribeth Anti

which is in the ſixth Vial, as is clear from Chap.

xix. which followeth.

Therefore the great De

ﬅruction of Rome, here inſiﬅed on, muﬅ be the very

ſame( Chap. xvi. ) under the ﬁfth Vial, which being
the moﬅ remarkable Step of the Overthrowing of
that Kingdom ( which the other two Vials do per
ſect thereafter ) is the more largely inſiﬅed on.
T H r s Deﬅructtonof Rome ( being ﬅilled Ba
chriﬅ the Head, under the Appearance of a Beaﬅ, bylon ) is ſet out in Emulſions borrowed from the
which ſupporteth that Whore. 3. He doth there Prophcts concerning the Deﬅruction of old Babylon,
after point out the principal' Seat of' that Domi whereby its Ruin is ſet down in the certainty,
nion.. 4. He giveth a little general Hint at her Greatneſs, Terribleneſs, Juﬅice and Irrecoverableneſs
Deﬅruction :. All'theſe were Cbap. xvii. He pro thereof. And that by the Voices of three ſeveral
ceedeth now to explain more ſully that Deﬅructi Angels ( iſ the ſecond be an Angel) one after an
on, 1. oſ the whore Babylon, or Rome, in this

other.

The ﬁrﬅ ſpeaketh unto Verſe 4. the ſecond

xviii. Cloap. 2. oſ the Beaﬅ or Head, Chap. xix. from Ver: 4. to Ve'ye 21. the third unto the End,
T r-r 1 s Chapter belongeth to the explicating of and ſor onﬁrmation, addeth a Sign.
l N the ﬁrﬅ, the Denouncer is deſcribed, Verﬅ' 1.
the ﬁfth Vial, as appeareth, r. That Vial is onthe
Seat or Throne oſ the Beaﬅ, this deſcribeth Ba
bylon's Deﬅruction, which in Chap. xvii. we heard

lo be the Beaﬅ's Seat and Throne. They there
fore deſcribe the Judgment of the ſame Thing,

2. His Manner oſ dcnouncing, I'erﬅ 2.

3. The

Denounciation is let down. The Denouncer rs ano
ther Angel than ſpoke to John Chap. xvii. God hath

many waiting on him, and maketh uſe of them at
to wit, Rome, and if Rome were not Antichriﬅ's his Pleaſure. 2.. He is a mighty Angel: All An
Seat, but to bedeﬅroyed by him, Why then would gels are mighty, yet there are Degrees, ſome more

Antichriﬅ and his Followers ſo lament and_regrate
her Ruin ?'
2. T r-r e Deﬅruction here deſcribed of Rome or
Antichriﬅ's Kingdom, is not that of the an Vial,
for that hath nothing here in Time behmd it, and
cometh after the Battle of Armageddon, where the
Beaﬅ that ſurviveth the Deﬅruction of his Seat, is
taken as is clear, Vial 6.. But this Deﬅruction is

"ſuch, as after. it,._b3tb' many- of Rome: Friends.

excelling in Strength than others: There are An
gels and Archzrngels,but of how many Orders we
will not determine. The Schoolmen in this ( as in
all other unrevealed Myﬅeries) do conﬁdently de
ﬁne, that there are three Hierarchies and nine Or
ders, every Hierachy comprehending three Orders,

The ﬁrﬅ hath Seraphims, Cherubims, Thrones;
The ſecond,-_. Dominations,. Mights, 0_r Iſtrtum,
Powers"

__--__

-

_
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Powers 3 in the third they place Principalities, Arch

Men audibly, as to jſh/m, Chap. i. 9.

angels, Angels: 'This they preſume to have from
Diamſiur (Pﬅud-areopagita) who ſaith, d' Errl.
Him-ar. [117. 7. tap. 7. that he had this by Traditi
on from his Maﬅer Hz'trotbeur.
3. A s he is great in Power, ſo he excclleth in

they ſpeak in Viﬁons, as to John in the Spirit, or

9.. Whcn

to Yzﬃeþb in a Dream; even as Things are repre
ſented to the Sight in Viﬁon, ſo may they be to

the Hearing. 3. When they ſpeak one to another,
as Chap. xiv. The ﬁrﬅ way, Angels ſpeak audibly

Glory, the Earth 'was ligbtmcd, &it. (as all theſe to Men, by forming an audible Voice in the Air,
miniﬅring Spirits do ) and it is like, had ſome viſible as they appear to ﬁght by aſſuming a viſible Body.

maniſeﬅing of his Glory in this Work. The mak
ing uſe of ſuch Inﬅruments, ſheweth, t. That God
thinketh ita great Work; for, mighty Angcls are
imployed in ſuch, as the Archangels in raiſing the
Dead. 2. That it will eﬀectually be done, that In
ﬅrument will eﬀect it. 3. That it is God's \V0rk
and not Mens to perfect this Judgment; therefore
ought he to be truﬅed with it, and depended on in

it.

4. It is ſaid of the Angels, be tame down from

Flee-um; it telleth Heaven is the Manſion of theſe

The ſecond way they ſpeak in Viſions, is by put
ting in,

or working Impreſſions of theſe Things

on the Spirits of Men.

To the third, they ſpeak

one to another, by ordinating by their Wills ſuch

Conceptions towards ſuch an Angel, one or moe
to be underﬅood by them; This is moﬅ reﬅed on
by the School-men, and thus they ſay, r. An An
gei ſpcaketh to one or moe at once, as he ordinatu
his Conception: towards them. 2. That thus they
ſpeak with alike Eaſe and Facility at a Diﬅance,
as when they are near other. 3. That thus they
ſignify their Conceptions to God. 'And 4. Thu'

glorious Spirits, Zrtb. iii. 5, 7. theyﬅand by as a
Attendants, and it is a Priviledge to be admitted
amongﬅ them: Though their Motion be ſwiſt,
'et do they at God's Order go ſrom one End of the
Earth-to another, changing their Place, yet keeping
their Glory, and counting it no Loſs to do their
Maﬅer Service. The coming down ſheweth not only
a readineſs inthe Angel to do what is committed to
him, but the approaching of the Ruin he denounc
eth, and a greater Clear-neſs in the Thing denounced,

in their Souls ) have Communications one with
another, or with Angels in Glory. This ( they
ſay) is not unrrptum imprimenda ( which was Sw
tm Opinion )butardinand0, and ſo then that [at-u
tio, or ſpeaking, is not actu: ordinam conception,
but tonnptur ordinarily a' wlwitrztt, ut alter intelli
gat. Our Divines do alſo alient moﬅ to this. But;

when he cometh near'to do it,

this we inſiﬅ not on, neither will we paſs any De

they ſay, will the juﬅ Men made perfect( at leaﬅ

Vt'ﬅ 2. I T is ſaid, he tryed wit/1 a mighty Voice: termination. In a Word, Babylon, that is, Ram',
Which ſheweth,
both the
Thing-to
certain and
re= her certain and approaching Ruin is ſet down.
markable,
and him
to be
ſerious beinſſgoing
about
T H r: ſecond Part of the Denounciation ſetteth
out this Ruin in its Greatneſs, as dreadful and irre
.ll.
'
' T H r: Denounciation containeth theſe 'three Parts coverable, borrowed from Iſh. xiii. 14.. and xxxiv.
of Rome: Deﬅruction, borrowed from the Propiiets. 13, 14, 1'5. er. li. 37. where old Babylon! Ruin
The t. is lſiz. xxi. 9. J'tr. li. 8. the _ﬁrﬅ denounc is ſpoken of, e ſhall be ſo ſar deﬅroyed ( for, it is
ing Baþylorz's Ruin more at a Diﬅance long before ſo certain that it is ſuppoſed and ſet down as come
it come; The ſecond more nearly foretelling it: XVc already) that in ﬅead of unclmn Men and great
had theſe ſame Words, Clwp. xiv, 8. oſ an An-l Pompof great Men in her before, now ſhelhsll
gel; but this diﬀereth,v in that he is called a mighty be utterly deſolate, haunted and inhabited by none,
Jngd, and that lit romttb dawn an) try-eth mightily, b'ur Ghoﬅs or ill Spirits, and Furies, and foul
neither of which are in the former. The Reaſon is, and unclesn creatures; ſuch as Owls, VVildcats,
becauſe that Angel ( Chap. xiv, ) denounccd the Fall lift. as ye ſce old Ahbacies or Monnﬅeries, or
of that Kingdom, ﬁrﬅ, when the Light of the Goſ Caﬅles when XValls ﬅand and none dwelleth in
pel began to break out; this ſetteth it out nearer them, they are direful-like to Men, ſo ſhall
her End, and ſo ſpeaketh it more clearl and pow Ram' be,,ſaith this Angel: Which importeth a
Deſolati'on, and it is uſed ſor that' End in
erfully, to ſhew it is now by the ﬁfth ial fulﬁlled, ' great
the Scripturesvv
tired. 3
or certainly to be cloſed.
I F it be
If therebe
a Thing,
the
- I F it be asked here, how Angels ſpeak, who -* hauncttin'lg
oſ asked,
evil Spirits
in theſeſuch
deſolate
Placcs?asWe
have no Organs as we have? dnſiu. There are
three ways or' ſpeaking attributed to Angels, and anſwer, i. That there are evil Spirit' ranging
mentioned in this Book. 1. When Angcls ſpeak to
Nnnnz
'a
up
\

'u
r
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n > and down thro' the Earth is certain, even tho' in as is ﬁn'ſul. 2. Literally, of' Filthineſs, Pride,
ell be their Priſon properly, et have they a A uence and Su erﬂuity oſ all Things in Ap

ſort oſ Dominion and abode both in the Earth parel, Dwellings,

lets, Eft. Ram: aboundeth in

and rfz'r; partly, as a piece of their 'Curſe,vthis is theſe.

2. For the Pa'rties ſinning, Nation: and
laid on them to wander; partly, as their Exerciſe Kings, are clearly literally to he underﬅood a;
to tempt Men, or bring Spiritua] or Temporal Hurt before. It is more diﬃcult what is to be under
to them, this is clear, Job. i.

2. That they haunt

ﬅood b Marchants. Certainly they muﬅ not a:

leaﬅ on r be common Merchant's: For, r. The]
Hence ſilently. xii. he is ſaid to wall' are the great' Mr' rf the Earth, That buy and
tbra' wq/i and dry Plam, and he uſed to drive theſe ſell theſe Warts. And, 2. The Wares an: Soul:
that were poﬂeiled to the Tomþs: This is, and may of Men, Ver. 14. And therefore, 3. Theſe Mcrcb
be partly a Part of their Curſe, to be teﬅricted there a'zt: muﬅ be underﬅood chieﬂy, as [ſ/[ﬂ'C/Idﬁiſ of
(as they get liberty to go abroad, as theſe got to ſuch Wares as are vendible or ſellable at Rome,
enter the Swine, and not to be 'caﬅ to Hell) there and wherein eſpecially its Market excels and go
ſore is it here pha/ab in the Original, which ſigni eth beyond other Places: And that is not ſo

ſuch deſolate Places oſ the Earth moﬅ, may be al
ſo clear.

ﬁeth aPriſon 3 partly, to ſhew the accurſedneſs of much in outward Commodities, As, X r. Th
the Place to be thus inhabited, as Soul was when an ſold Pardons, Indulgences, Biſhopricks, yea Chriﬅ,
evil Spirit poſi'eſſed him after his Rejection: Partly, Heaven, Diſpenſations, &Ft. (as it is ſaid, mm'a

they delight in theſe Places, as ﬁtted to make them ſum' Roman 'unto/(a ) Theſe make their great Men
the more terrible from them, and as triumphing in rich. 2. They bu coﬅly Things ſor their own
the, Dcſolation they have brought on Men, theſe Pomp, and the omp of their Worſhip; and'
Judgments being the Eﬀects oſ Sin brought on by therefore they are called Mrcbantr,who both buy and
them. Some think they Glory in theſe Deſolations ſell, and they are ſingularly Mrt/M'm' be and
and Graves, asEvidences of their Victory over Men, others, The Righteouſneſs then of this ſad udg'
which yet tendeth to their greater Condemnation. ment appeareth, I. From the greatneſs of her
3.. Whatever be oſ the former, this is ſure, That Superﬅition,ldolatry and Supcrﬂuit . 2. From her
ſuch Places deſolate, and
inhabited, uſe to work pro gating of it to others. 3. rom her making
generally a Horror and T rror in the Minds oſ a rade of it, ſo that no calling almoﬅ did thrive
Men ( which poſſibly may flow from the former) better than to be a Monger of her Superﬅitions,
ſo that they are ever accounted irkſomc, direſul, either in carrying ſomething from her, or bringing,
and horrible Places, to abide in; and this common ſomething to her.
Eﬅimation is enough for the Scope here, which is
Tns ſecond Voice (from Ver/24, to ſ/Zrﬅ 21.)
to ſhew what dreadful Deſolation Rome ſhould 'ſetteth out the fame Thing, But as by a new
fall into, and ly in. Cities, even great Cities had Witneſs of that Deﬅruction which Men eaſily be
need tobehumble and holy, it is hard to know lieved not. 2., This is either the Lord himſelf
what may come on, and what may dwell in the immediately who calleth the People bit, Ill] Peo
greateﬅ: Cities that once have been the greateﬅ ple; or, His Miniﬅers mediately by his Authority'
in the World, may now be the Proof of calling them: His Words ſet out this Deﬅruction,
this* 1. By way of Exhortation to God's People, from
'T H' a Juﬅice of this Judgment ( tho' great ) is Ver/t 4, to 9. 2. By way of Commination, or

declared, Vrſe 3. two wa s,

1. By the greatneſs forctcliing'of the Lamentation ſhould follow this

of' her Sins, in three, 1. ornication; 2. A Lux
urious and delicious way of living; 3. Intiſing of
others to theſe Sins ſhameleﬂy. 2. Her Sin, is ſet
out by the extent oſ it, in her making others par
take with her :. And there are, t. All Nations ;.'

great Deſolation amongﬅ her Friends, Kings, Merch
antr, and Sbip-Mzylers, to Verſe 20. 3. By Inci
tation to God's People to rejoyce over her,

Verſe 2_o. &Ft. All which ſheweth the greatneſs
oſ the Deſolation: That,

1. All that would ſhun.

the Judgment, would ﬂee from it, asLat did out.
by her Magniﬁcence: 'Fheſe three are the Parties oſSodam; a. As it iveth Ground oſ_Fcar to ſome,
2. Kings;

3. All Merchants that are made rich

with whom. ſhe iinneth. 1. For the Sins, we vmay
underﬅand them, t. spiritually of Idolatry and
Superﬅitiom, pompous
orſhip, as is before ſaid;
Thus her Merchandizing is not the leaﬅ part of'
her Sin, it muﬅ therefore be ſuch. a Merchandiz

ſo it giveth Groun of Lamentation to others. 3
Of rejoycing to a third Sort, That is,. theſe who
have formerly ſeparated ſrom her. It muﬅ then
be great that maketh and worketh.Fear, Gricſand
Joy ſo univerſally
TſſI-P
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T a e Exhertation hath two pints with the either nrgatimm ﬅbrſim, when: its ﬁmply a withReaſons of them. r. There i'an Either-ration to drawing, without ſet-ting up a new diﬅinct Church;
ſqra'mte from her, Vrſi 4, and 5. which ſheweth, or, poſitive, when it not only withdraweth, But

That now her Rain is at Hand (gc'tyou-, ſaith ſetteth up another Worſhip, or Church ( as the
he, per'd-b- from ber, as Mzf/Es ſaith, Num. xvi. 26. Nor/ction: and Dnatz'ﬅ: did) to keep Communion
to the People, 'to ﬅparat ﬂm Kmb, Drrrban, &c. only with themſelves. And this is called to have

it is =borrowed trom Ya. li. 6.) and that their aim-e contra nium.

a, There is Separation, and

Delivery
approacheth
withis, her
R-uin
Tﬃe
ſecond
Exh'or'ta'tioh,
Vmſeﬃ,
7, 8.andandFall.
ſſit that is, 1. Either in whole, when People with
draw From Communion in whole from others,
is an upſ'tirring of God's People not to beremiſs as no Church; Or, 2. In par-t, when they ac
in executing of God's Judgmehm on her accord kmwlcdge them Churches, yet cannot Commu
ing to their Call'mgs and Stations, as God than 'give m'cate in ſome 'things with 'them ( as in the Sacra
ment with UZr'quitariu, ſince 'that Ubiquity ſprung
rhetn'Opportunityz
.
CoNcenNmc the ﬁrﬅ Exhortation we are to up ) this is ſinſul or lawſulaec'ording to the 'Grounds
enquire, ( beſide its Scope, which is clear to ſhew of it. If it be no Church, ſuch as Babal, was, a
her approaching Ruin) I. What ſort of Scparati4 total Separation is neceﬂa ; or, in part it is law
on 'this is, which is called' for. 2. In Matter of ful, if it exceed not its Ground: But when Se
Fact, If any Godly have been, may be or are to paration is from a true Church ( though with ſome
be in Ram' before its Deftruction? 3. WVhat is Defects) totaliy, or beyond that wherein ſhe is

the Neceﬁity or Warrant of ſeparating from Rome? corrupted, That is, ſinful, and (as Cotton ſaith on
And what more now than before? And why Ba
bylon only is to be ſeparated from, if this be peculiar
to'her?
BEF'ORE we anſwer, we muﬅ premit a twofold
conſideration of Babylon, and being in Babylon.

1. Babylon, or Rome, may be conſidered meerly as

Cant. 6. a condemning as no Church that which

Chriſt accounteth one, and is too much nycety
not

to

keep

Communion with

whom he keepeth Communion.

them,

with

Thus it becometh

Srlzzſr'rzd.
_
j V'
T it e third is Sezſſori, That is, without refuſing.

a great City or Dominion. 2. As an cccleﬁaﬅick' the Communion of another, yet locally to remove
ﬁnful degenerating Pargy, or apoﬅatized Church upon ſome urgent or lawful Occaſion spiritual or
of Antichriﬅ: So in te ﬁrﬅ Acceptation, to be Temporal, to anothir or better conﬅitutc Church,
in Rome, diﬀereth from the ſecond, which is to That is lawful and is no Separation 3 But may be
b'c of Rome, as God's People were in Babylon, even from a lawfniChurch and Purc. The ﬁrﬅ,to wit,
yet not of Babylon; lived in the place, But did a Schiſm, 'is neither here called for, nor is it poſ
riot pal-take of their Sin. So one may be in Rome ſible to- make aSchiſm 'with Ram, ( (he not being
two ways, 1. Locally; thus he is not of it as an a true lChurch which is Rent, or from whom the
Antichriﬅian Church, nor is this in it ſelf ſinful, Rent is)

and 'the ſecond, =to wit, Separation and

if by ſome Circumﬅances it become not ſo.

2. that total, is called ſor, and was ſo alway ſince (he
One may be 'in Rome as a Member of that became Antichriﬅian, that none continued in her
Church;
he is 'not toformally
one 'of
People, andthus
if 'he'ſibelong
his Election,"
heisGod's
to be Communion, but that they renounce it. The third
alſo is now called for here, 'That they would even
called in due time.
'
*
ſeparate locally from her, as bar did from Sodam, or

Fo R anſwer then to the 'ﬁrﬅ Chretien, there theſe that were near [ſar-ab, did from their Tents:
are three things diﬅinguiſhed, 'even by Independent Becauſe, t. The Scope is clear to ſet out the great

Divines "[ Wide Mrtm rid. )ſpoll. ymrﬅ. raſh] 1. neſs and ſuddenneſs of her Ruin :. Therefore they
There is Stbr'ſi'm, That is, a Separnting from the had need to keep a local Diﬅance, as in the Ex
Unity and from the 'Communion of a true Church, amples foreſztid. 2. The former Separation was
whether moreor'leſs pure, if it be atrue'Church; alway neceſiiiry in Heart and 'Practice from that party
this is (imply vand alway ﬁnful, becauſe it is from ( and it is like,'exccpt itbeamongﬅ any yet to be called,
a true Church: This Schiſm conhﬁeth not alway was actually beſore this) but here ſomething more
in DiverTﬁ't-y of Doctrine, 'which is Hereſic; But and peculiar to'this Reaſon, to wit, her Deﬅruction,
in divided 'Practices from the Communion of a is called for, which was not alwa before required.
'rue Church, as dage/lit: (arm-a E-ng'ium, Iz'þ. 2. Separation may be without Sece ton, and Seceﬃ
cap. 3. Stbi/rnatirasfarit mm diwxz/aﬁder, ſed dﬀruþta on-in changing Place without Separation in Commu
rmmw'iam's ﬁrirms,.-'ſs- it resteth. Unity, and is nion z- But hete-both are called forv
F
o 'i
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'An EXRQ s-r-Tro N bres;

Fo R Anſwer -to the ſecond, if there (hall then,
be any of God's People de ſocto in,-Rome; or ggoo
jur' may they be there till then? ſhzſw. In theſe
Concluſions ( having diﬅinguiſhed God's People. I.
In electcd, regenerated and called, and elected but
un-called ) r. Many un-called have been and may
be in Rome, yea even of it, and theſe are' called
to ſeparate; for Experience telleth us,,God hath
called many who have been Members of her,vand
may do ſo ﬅill. 2. Many of God's called People

Chap; 18."

called ,( which belongeth to' the ﬁrﬅGround, that is,
toconfeſs with the Mouth,zby- Profeſſion, as well;
as to believe with the Heart ) but if ye ﬅay ye are ,
ﬅill in danger of Snares; yea, ſometimes in leſs or?
more, are partaking of them, ( as J'qſhpb did in
ſwearing by Plmroab's Liſe at the Court of Egypt: )
And by this itmay alſo appear, that many living in.
ſuch Places are engaged and enſnared in many
Things, that ata greater Diﬅance they would be

liberated of.

- .

U

Ha'ſi'

have been in Rome locally, but not of it, and have . I F any ask, May not one abide in Ram? now, v
continued long ſo in her Boſom: There are true and not bea Partaker of her Sins, more than before ?

Worſhippers in the Temple, Chap. xi. even when
the outter Court is trod on by Heatheniſh Papiﬅs,
then the Prophets propheſy even in-the great City,
and God hath a Temple and Church even where
Antichriﬅ- ﬁtteth, though his Congregation be not

dnſw. The Hazard is greater now. I. They have
a retiring Place and a Standard for Truth ſet up, that'
they ſhould now follow. -' 2. They have, God's Call.
and Inviration to come out 5 and though he was a
Sanctuary to them in_their Vvildemeſsctate while the

that Church, even as the Lord, had his Word,

ſet Time of their Captivity laﬅed, yet 'when he

Prophets and People at old Babylon, captive, when openeth the Door that is not to beexpected ſo con
the Face of Vlorſhip was overturned in j'adab; ﬁdently from him. 3. Ball] groweth ſtill more
ſo in this Babylon, he keepeth ﬅill his YVord, Corrupt, and never more than ſince Troili added to
Baptiſin ( as in the former he did Circumciﬁon) all her former Abominations. 4.. Becauſe Rome:
and a Miniſtry that was never loﬅ, but all the Judgment haﬅeneth: And though they keep them
forty two, Months of _Antichriſt_"s, Reign the Pro ſelves free from many of her Sins, yet they may
phets propheſy, though in Sackcloth. Hence in all ſhare of her temporal Wrath, as Lot's Family was.
the univerſal Expreſſtons of Antichriﬅ's Dominion, in Hazard, had not the Lord removed it from Sodo'm.
ſtill they are excepted ( Chap. xiii. and xvii. ) Athird Reaſon of Seceſſion, is the coming great
Plague, her,
ſo that
whohad
by ſ
whoſe Names are written in the Book of Life: judging
to God,
make it
appear long
he hadſpared,*was
forgotten noand ( Chap. vii. ) an hundred forty and four thou
ſand are ſealed, who ( Chap. xiv. ) are found on thing, and now her Sins being come to an Height, her
Mount Zion, even before Light in Lutbzr's Time Judgment ſhall delay no longer, and this preﬁeth a
I,
brake forth. And it may-poſſibly be, that ſome local Seceſſion.
ſinfully ( as ſome of the- People in Babylon did) - H E N ct E it followeth, r. That it is no Schiſm
have not madea Seceﬂion from Rome, and theſe to quit Fellowſhip with Rome, ſhe being no Wife to
Parts, though they have formerly ſeparated from the Lamb, is therefore no Mother to his Children;
her Communion ; Or, otherways by their Callings ſhe giveth them Poiſon for ſincere Milk, by cor
(as Olzadr'ab was engaged with d/mb ) being ina' rupting the Truth of the Goſpel, and not ſuﬀering
tangled to live ﬅill. This_Voiee putteth them to them to ſeed upon the Truth: She hath been con
it, not to lodgeaNight in it, for they knew not demning, perſecuting and deſtroying the true ÞVor
when God's Judgment may ſeize upon it 5 yet ſhe ſhippers for many Generations together, and would
is Babel and theſe in her are God's People,ſ even have no Fellowſhip withany without the Beaﬅ's
then: But now when the Goſpel breaketh out, character; therefore is there Neceility of ſeparating,
and her Judgment approacheth, they are called not 25 was ſaid to the Witneﬂes, Chap. xi. Come up
only to ſeparate from her, butto remove out of hither, and here, come out ber.

her, and expect her Judgment. A

,,

2. 'lt followeth al

ſo, that Folks not only may quit Rome, but of Du

F o a the third, the Neceſſity or warrant of ſepaz ty' they ſhould do, it, in obedience to, Chriſt's call,
rating, it is grounded on theſe, ,I.,-Sþo it Barl'cl and ye and-they would try their Warrant that go there for
are my People, and there is noCommunion between Curioſity, ſeeing here is a Command to quit it; _ who
Light and Darkneſs, Chriſt and Antichriſt: This are they that know what Night or Day this horrible

giveth the great Ground, ſhe is but your Oppreſ Judgment will be executed? It were dreadful Curi
ſor, Babylon, not your Mother the Church. 2. Ye oﬁty -to be ſound there then. 3. It followeth,
cannot ſhun her Sins, ifye ﬅay; not only ſhould that where God warranteth Separation, it is from a.

ye own me in ſeparating your ſelves when je are Company that is no Church, and, muﬅ be. ﬁg;
.

Po
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T H r: Juﬅice and Dreadfulneſs of this Stroke,
poſed a BQM s ._and._thetctore there is no Separation
allowed by him ſrom a true Church, ſeeing this is a is comprehended in three Reaſons, annexed in three
Proof of his Diſclaiming her to bea Church, te? com Exprellions, 1. Reader unto ber double, asſh: bath
mand them to ſeparate from her. Therefore here is ſer-ved you. Which Words not only hold out their

Babylon contradiﬅinguiſhed from bir People, _who are Recompencing of her to be juﬅ, ( Leg: tolr'oni: ) but

called to tom' out eﬀþer: Which ſuppoſeth that he alſo green So double is, x. Very much,

xl.

I, 2. 2. Double, that is, not above her deſerving';_
his one Thing to withdraw from civil converſing For, that will not be poured out in Etemity, but it

calleth noneof his to ſeparate from ſuch as are his.

with articular wicked Men, another Thing to ſepa is much or more than ever (he for all her Malice
rate- rom God's Church for its Defects.
A
was able to eﬀcctuate on you. She would fain have
THERE is therefore this obſervable in Se arating utterly deﬅroyed you, ſo as to have left no Memory
and Withdrawing, That we are to keep leſs Fellow ofyou, but could not get it done: But now wholly
Thip in ci-vil Things with a Brother that is a Church make ye her Deſolate; For, Juﬅice will count in
member, and is groſs, than with one that is without, her Judgment, not according to her Practice in what
and not a Member," as the Apoﬅle writeth, aCor. v. ſhe was able to eﬀectuate, but according to her Sin,

10.

But we may and ſhould, on the other ﬁde, keep

Church-fellowſhip with a-true Church, tho' in many

and the Mark ſhe aimed at; which being againﬅ
God, deſerveth more than the were able to do.

Things faulty and Corrupt, whereas we ma not at Therefore it is not unjuﬅ with God, to make theſe
all 'with an idolatrous Company in their
orſhip. his Inﬅruments, (even before Men) to render
Hence, in that ſame Epiﬅle to the Corintbiam, go double to her in temporal Miſeries, being all with
ing to, and eating in, Idols Temples, or at their in what was due to her. The Expreſiion of ﬁlling
Feaﬁs, was ſo much condemned; yet communicat 'be Cup, is to the ſame Purpoſe._
A ſecond Thing aggreging her Judgment, is,*
ing With the Church of Corinth, or living as a Mem
ber of it, (though corrupt both in Doctrine and That as ſhe getteth double, as the Fruit of her
*- Practice) was never found Fault with as to Wor Malice, So let her have_( ſaith the Lord) Judg
ſhip: For, it is clear, that that of not eating with ment according to her Pride and Haughtineſs;
an oﬀending Brother, looketh only to civil Fellow which being very great, her Judgment cannot but
ſhip, becauſe it is ſuch a Fellowſhip that is condemrh be ſo, ſeeing here it is both the Cauſe and Mea
ed with them, as is allowed to Heathens, which cer

ſure thereof.

And that her Pride is great, there

. tainly is ſuch: If our Churches therefore be Chriﬅ's is a Word cited out of Iſa. xlvii. and applied to
Churches, as ſometimes the Favourers oſ Separation her for evincing it. This is Verﬅ 7.
grant, There can he no Separation from them withT H E third Expreﬂion, is, Verſe 81 Hanging
theſe Plagues on her former Sins, Therefore, &e.
out turning to a Schiſm.
T H e ſecond Exhortation may be read by way Aggreging them, 1. That they came thick and
of Propheſy; or, becauſe the former is by way of many together. '2. sudden, in one Day. 3. Un
Precept, ſo is this to be underﬅood alſo, Roward expected and irrecoverable, utterly burnt, another

her, Verſe 6. Invitlng them to a juſt Zea'l in reu Deﬅruction than ever ſhe ſaw before. And becauſe
compencing her. It ſeemeth to be borrowed from it is incredible like, as Things have for a long Time
P/EII. cxxxvii. 8. Jer. li. 35. And conſidering that ﬅood, a Word is added to conﬁrm it, For, ﬅrong
uthe Lord here calleth for it, and that according to i: the Lord God who judgeth her:

I: is not Men,

every ones Station and Place, rrom King's in their
Place, and Subjects in theirs, there can be no Queﬅi
on of the Warrantableneſs ofit. It is, that all ( as
they (hall be called) who have ſeen Rome's Whore
dom, ſhall, or ſhould be ready in holy Zeal, by do
Ing or praying, to concurfor executing God's Judgſi

nor yet Angels, tho' both be Inﬅruments; but itis
the Lord's Controverſy, and the Judzmcnt is his.
Therefore believe it will come, and be encouraged

preﬁion of Rctaliation cleareth.

over hern

ye to do'this Work who-ſhall becalled to it; For,

the Lord is engaged in it, and cannot be over-pow
ered. This being the Lord's Quarrel, and to bc
ments on her. This Word, Reword, implieth a executed by Saints once wronged byher, it cleareth,
juﬅ Meeting and Recompenceu- She did ﬁrﬅ the r. That it is the ſame YVar with that, Chap. xvii. 14..
s-Wrong, and now in Juſtice they do but repay. 2-. That Rome is in a preſent Guilt, when ſhe is de
Thoſe to whom it is- ſpoken, are the' Perſons ex ſtroyed. 3. That it is not executed by Antichriﬅ,
horted formerly- to come-out ty" ber, to wit, God's but by ſuch as'had'ſuﬀered formerly by her; and
People, who formerly ſuﬀered by her, as the Ex afterward, (l/'ﬂjſh zo. ) are commanded to rejoyce
.'.

þ
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LECTuREſiIi.
Verſe 9. And the Kings of the Earth who have committed Fornitation, and lived delieiotgdy with be
ﬂall hewail her, and lamentfor her, when they ſhallſee the Smohe of her Burning,
'
to. Standing afar oﬀﬁr the fear of her Torment, ſizying, Alas, alas, that great City Babylon, gþa
mighty City! for in one Hour is thy Judgment come.

1 1. And the z'lderehantr of the Earth ſhall weep and mourn ouer her, ﬁr no Man lmyeth their gun-(muﬅ
any more :

12. The jlderchandiſi of Gold and Silver, and preeiotes Stones, and of Pearls, and ﬁne Lz'zm, and
Purple, and Silh, and Scarlet, and all Thyine Mad, and all manner Yſſls of Ivoty, and all manner Veſſel:
ty'enoﬅ precious lſ/ood, and of Braﬅ, and Iron, and Marble,
I 3. And Cinnamon, and Odours, and Ointneents, and Frankincenſe, and Wine, and Oyl, and ſine Hour,
And hVheat, and Ben/Is, and Sheep, and Horjes, and Chariots, and SltZ'UlJ', and Souls of Aden.

14. And the Fraitr that thy Soul lzg'led after, are departed from thee, and all things which were dainty and
goodly, are departedſrom thee, and thou ſhaltſind them no more at all.
15. The Merchant: of theſe thing: which were made rich hy her, ſhall ﬅand afar ﬀ for the ﬂar aſ her
Thrnient, weeping and wailing,
16. And ſay-ing, zllas, alas, that great City, that was clothed in ﬁne Linen, and Purple, and Searlet,

and deched with Gold, and precious Stones, and Pearls:
17. Eir in one Honrſh great Riches is come to nought.

And every Ship-Maﬅer, and all [by comam, in

Ships, and Sailerr, and as many as trade hy Sea, ﬅood afar ﬀ

18. And cried when they ſizw the Smohe ty' Burning, ſhying, Ill/hat City it Iihe unto thit great
City ?
19. And they taﬅ Die/I on their Heads, and cried, weeping and wailing, flying, Alas, alas, that great
City, wherein were made rich all that had Ships in the Sea, hy reaſon ry her etytlljneﬁ; For on one Hour is
ſhe made deſhlate.
20. Rejoyce over her, thou Heaven, and ye holy dooﬅles and Proþhets, ﬁr God hath avenged ﬂy
'it her.

21. Þlnd a mighty dnge/ took up a Stone lihe a great Miﬅone, and caﬅ it into the Sea, ſhying, Thu
with Violence ſhall that great City Bahylon he thrown down, andſhall hefound no more at all.

22. And the Voice of Harpers, and Muſitians," and of Pipers, and Yheenpt'ters, ſhall he heard m man
and no Craſtſaan, of whatſoever Craft he he, ſhall he found any more in thee; and the
ſcund qf a Miﬄone ſhall he heard 'to-more at all in thee; _
23. And the light of a Candle/hallſhine no more at all in thee; and the Voice ty'the Bridegroom and Yf th
Pride ſhall he heard no more at all in thee: For thy Merthants were the great Men ﬀ the Earth 3 for hy
at all in thee;

thy Soreeries were all Nation: deceived:

24. And in her was found the Blood oﬀ Prophetr, and Of Saints, and of all that were ﬅain m
the Earth.

OLLOWETH now the ſecond Part of this Zays, Vcrzenuh. ſe?l.1als}.7iþ/Mﬂ and Pader: by Sea,
Angel's Diſcourſe, whereby the ſad Deſc their
ere',
.te
l'oninlamenti
ſezetal Ends.
J y
ﬁg, but for
lation of Rome is foretold, to wit, the ſad

Lamentation of all her Friends; It ſhall
beſo great and druidſul, as to aﬀect and aﬅoniſh
them all: This is the Scope, which is clear, and we
ſhall lnſrft the leſs in the Words.
T H t-z Parties brought in lamenting, are of three
Sorts, moſt eſpecially concerned, who are ſuﬃcient
as to the Scope. 1. Kings, Verſe 9,'io. Then Mer

T a z Kings, that is, ſome of the Kings, Chap.
xvii. who ſhallnot hate her with the reﬅ, but ſhall
continue Fat/outer: of thc Bcazﬅ, till the Battle of

Jrmageddon, they ſhall lament this Deſolation, not
ackno 'lodging God's Juﬅice, but aﬀected with their
own Particular, and otherwiſe blinded. By which it
is clear, 1. That not all thc ten Horns, Chap. xvii.
but

-Ch,ap. 38.
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but ſome or: them, ſhall-hatev theWhore.
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a. That is Hope by ſome Money to recover all. 4. Enmity

at Chiiﬅ's Way and Yoke, They ſee her going down
maketh way ſor the flouriſhing and ſpreading of the
true Religionthat they ﬅill were ſuppreſſing, and that
galleth them. Theſe Reaſons are from their Intcrc-ﬅ,
5. Poﬃbly alſo the ſear of ſharing in that Judgment,
they being joyntly ſome way engaged with her, it
rmies, to Chriﬅ, and: therefore vnot be execured by may aﬀect them, and that Fear maketh them ﬅand
Shem.
aſarz oﬀ.
THIBQ'E :Ki088ﬄ'0, ſuch La' have been Partakqrs T nt E next who lament, are the Mrtba/rts, who
other Sin, Indian-te been-in L9vnzwith henmerml have their Aim, ( Herﬅ 16. ) alſo upon theſe com
,Pqmp,and-delicatc-Way, now- they, have one com mon Grounds, ( i. e. the Ruin of an excellent out

after KomdsDeﬅructipn, many ſhall remain unſatia
died with it, even when thevProphecy is fulﬁlled,
which ſaith, Thqtzthc fulﬁlling of Propheſie', mak
eth them not palpably to be ſo, where there is Pro
judjce formerly drunken in. 3. It ſaith, That Rome's
-.De£olatiqn,will be ſadto-many Kings that are-Ene

zznon Lamentation with the reſt, Alas, alas! That

.ward glorious City ) in a general Way of Pity, eſpe

ſhewethﬄfection in them, and Daſolation on her, cially conſidering that ſhe, that was juﬅ now gallant _
that they lament for. 1. In its Greatneſs, 'ſhe is in all Pomp, is ſuddenly brought to this Dcſolation ;

burned.

2. _In its Terribleneſs, they ﬅand (y'ar oﬀ et the Ground is alſo more peculiar, they by their
for Fear: They cannot, or dare not help her, tho' Loſs, do loſe their Trade and Gain in Merchandizc
they lament/her. 3,'_In its'Grcrt-mcſs and unexpect ing; and thus their Particular ﬅicketh to them.
cdneſs, That, mighty City it deﬅroyed in oncxHaur. Thereſore Merchant: are in two Ways in this La.
And ſeeing theſe Kings both partake of he; Fornica mentation to be underﬅood, I. Litcrally, the Mer
dons, andgive theirPower to the Beaﬅ, It muﬅ ſol chants oſ thoſe Sorts of Wares which Rome in its
ziow, tlnt-theſego together: And therefore this-Sin, Greatneſs and Luxury made uſe of; and that for two
for which Ram is ruined, is.Antichriﬅ's Sin, and Ends, ﬁrﬅ, In their Pomp and civil outward Grand
zthat Deſectionvhath been derived toall the. Nations our. Theſe ſour are mentioned, I. All Things
from it,,and bf it,,before its Dcſiruction, and that ſewing ſor declging the Body gorgeouﬂy, as Verſe
ſoralong Time, which hath intoxicated or be 12. Gold, Silwr,_ precious Storm, Pearlr, ﬁ'u Li'zm,
witched them ſo tozaﬀect her.

Scarlet, Purple, &e.

a. All Things that adorn a

IF it be aſked, Why Kings-ſo much lament, and Houſe, as, Sweet lVod, Iwrj, I? eft of precious

All manner
_arc aﬁected? dr'ſw. Many of them, or ſome of Iliad, Brcſi, Iron, ibid. Verſc 12.
them, arc-ﬂillzdrunken with that Wine of her, For of 'Thingsſor pampering-the Body, and the Table,
nications, and cannot lay byvthat Pomp ofextcrnal and-ſor Savour, asspius, Cinnamon', Odaurt, Urine,
VVorſhip, whereby their Magniﬁcence hath Oppor Sling, arm, [if/beat, &c. Verſe I 3.

4.. All Nc

tmay. to kytb, and they love a, natural formal way celljiries forzoutwardPompand _uipagc in Peace
_of

orſhip, and mnnotahidedte Simplicityand Spi and War, that is, Servants, Har er, and Gbarr'atr:

ajtuality of the Goſpcl. _2. They have been for a Ima Word, Whateverdclicious Thing was. deſimblc.
long Time entertained with Counterfeit Reiþec'ts Theſe were all muchxmadc uſc of at Ram, and are
from that Court, receiving rTz'itlcs and Privilodges ﬅill by their Eccleﬁaﬅick Princes. Sum-ib', They
from her that have ſomerimesbecn thought much or', are muchmade uſe in their external Service, and

ſuch M- to bePrattctor Erclzſicc. to the Roman EmFc-r manner of Worſþi ,,G_01d and Silver in their Image:
ler', Rex, Coma/rim: to' Spain, Rcx Gbriﬅianz'ﬃmw and Decoremenrﬂo Churches, Purple to their Car
to Frﬂ'u't, Defanſhrrs Ettllﬂw to the Hem-Ham, dinals; ﬁne Lirwr about their Relicts and Maſs,

Dgſtnſhr Ft'dei toKings of England, ſanctiﬁcd TableorAltats, Oylin-many Things, &I. Thus
Swords and-Banners, Es'r.

Theſe vanities are now Merchemszthatwcre ſure how to get theſe Thinge

taken away irom them. 3. All Men ( eſpecially ſoldat a goodzRate at Ram', are now diſappointed
- great Men ) love an eaſy and lazy Form Of Wor of their Gain 5 theſe Things ſell not ſo well, and they
ſhip, ſuchas Propery is, to get.Diſpenſations to their lamen\ſor-i_t,as it iszſaid concerning ﬁrunEztLxxvit.
Oath-s, unlawfulznccﬅuous Marriages, ( asoſten many - but th'a islnotzall. This Sort of Merchandiſe is ﬅill'
pcpiſh Kingsdo, Spairz with his Neece, PoZ/azxd, with of Wollhs Gold. Silver, _&c. And tho' Rome be de
;his Brothers Wife for the Time) rRardons, and In ﬅroyed, they, might have-Recourſe elſewhere to their
dulgences ſor Money- ſor thcirgreatcﬅ Sins. Theſe Market 5 ,It muﬅ therefore be ſome oth'er Sort of Mer
Things the Kings love well, and will be in Heaven as. chandiſg, and Merchants who live eſpecially by theſe
ſoon as any,'if.M0ney,-will do it, and cannot-abide to xwarcszof &If/Band whoſe Merchandiſe and Tradc
want theſe Things that give them Liberty, when there faileth. when it falleth, and is ſopeculiar to Runn

O ovo o

it
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Chap. 18;

it is clear 5. For, this Merchandiſe is of Souls if Mn, her, and inriching to her Servants and Merchant:
diﬅinct from Bodies, ( for the Words, Soul: and Ba occupied in it. Theſe Ship-mens ﬅanding dependeth
lier, in the Original, diﬀerin the Caſe, to ſhew, that on Rome, and her Ruin is theirs: For, all of that
ore Thing is not underﬅood by both) that is, ſelling Sort live by her Trade, and that is the Change of
Souls out of Purgatory, and ſending them by it at her Merchants: From which it is clear, that that
their Pleaſure, and tracting with their Diſpenſations, Sea is not literally to be taken here, but ſo as ferveth
Indulgences, &Je. And by her Mert/zantr, then muﬅ to this antic'nriﬅian Trade and End of Merchandiz
be underﬅand, their Cardinals and great Church-men, ing in the Forms, Laws and Eccleſiaﬅick State of
who are (Verſe 23. ) called the great Men of the that Whore and her Clergy, who are moﬅ uſeful
Earth, ( and ſuch a Greatneſs is aPart of Rome's Sin, in that Implo ment, and made up by it. The Or
and a Cauſe of her Ruin ) whoſe Trade is now cried ders are theS ips and- Men that trade; The Sea is
down at Rome's Deﬅruction, none buyeth their Wares the spiritual/'ty under which Notibn they trade.

now, when their Vanity is diſcovered, ( as in a great Hence alſo we may ſee what Trade inricheth Rome
Part hath been ſince Lutber's Days. ) Theſe Wares moﬅ, (to wit, of Souls) and what holdeth on its
are ſuch as are peculiar to Rome, theſe make their Merchants, to wit, Self-intereﬅ; It giveth them ſuch'

great Men rich 3 And therefore this Decay maketh a Being as they have in worldly Eſtcem and Grand
them crv out, d/ar, alas! This is Merchandizing out: And what wonder it be ſad to them to part
of falſe Teach-ers, ſpoken of, zPett ii. 3 who pro with ſuch a Trade?
.
fefs themſelves Shepherds, but feed themſelves, and - TH s third Part of the Angel's Denounciation
not the Flock, Ezei. xxxiv. This muﬅ be the Mer followeth, Verſe 20. ſetting out the Greatncſs and
chandizing,.and the Merchants here underﬅood; For, Fulneſs of this Ruin, by the great Ground oſjoy it

great Men of the Earth, are not for common Wares, ſhould give, and juﬅly give to all God's People
and this Trade is pitched on here as ſinful in Reſpect formerly oppreſied by her. The Words are by an
of them, as committing Fornication with her was in Apoﬅropbe, ſpoken to others than theſe he was ſpeak
ing to in the Words before. By Hmwns, Apoﬅle:
the Kings.
'
HAVING ſet down the Merchants, ( who are the and Propbets, ma ﬁguratively be underﬅood, the
great clergy-men ) their Lamentation for their tem great Glory God all have out of Rome's Deﬅructi
poral Loſs and Hazard alſo, to wit, both luerum on, ſo that it ſhall aﬀect Heaven, and be Ground to
eeﬄmt, and dam-sum enter-gem, ( which two are the them of Joy ; or, rather by Heat/m, is meaned the
great Grounds ot' Lamentation among the Men of Church, ſo they come in as obeymg this, Chap. xix.
the World. ) He proceedeth ( Verſe I 5. ) to the La and they ſing. And by Xpe/tle: and Prspbets, is un
mentation of the Ship-men, and Under-towers of derﬅood their Succeﬅbrs, who are to be in the Church
Peter's Bark, ( as they call it) or inferior Clergy unto the End. The Reaſon why they ſhould Joy,
men and Sub-miniﬅers of the Church of Rome, who is, Becauſe in this Judgment, God hath had Reſpect
have their Standing by this Trade, Verſe 17. and to them, to vindicate them, and to liberate them,
their-Lamentation is much more, as having a more and is to take Vengeancc on her for them. If it be
ſenſible Touch of their own Miſery in hers, They tq/l aﬂced, How ſhe, to wit, Rome antz'rbri/Iian, was
Dzg/Z m their Heads, ( poſſibly being more blinded guilty of the Blood of the Prophets and Apoﬅles,
than others) and regrate the Deſolation of that City Verſe 20. and all Saints? ſ/ezﬁ 24. Or, 2. How
that had no Equal in her Pomp, and hath now no they are to Rejoyce at her Deﬅruction? dnſw. I.
Equal in her Ruin 3 yet ſo they lament, as it appear She is guilty of the Apoﬅles Blood, asof the Pro
eth, what pincheth them moﬅ, Size made all that phets Blood, ( tho' ſhe never-actually ſhed the Blood
traded in Ships, rit/1, Verſe 19. Not limply all, of any of them ) in theſe three, 1. Becauſe there
who traded in outward Things, but all her Depend is but one Body, and who wrongeth any of the
ers in Abbacies and Convents, Prieﬅs, Jeſuites, and Members on that common Account, as ſuch, he
all inferior Orders and Oﬃcers, that were Servants wrongeth the Head and all the reﬅ ; For, they have

to this ﬅately City in her Merchandiſe, and providing
for. her venting of her Wares, and carrying them
through the World," and-bringing back Retums, for'
the adorning of her-again 5: All in that Sea are made
rich :: So the Merchant: ſuit with the VVares, the
Ship-men andSea- muﬅ be ſuitable to- both, im

one Cauſe. a. Becauſe they who wrong one, they
virtually wrong all 5 and their Malice would reach
to all, if they had them, as Mattlnxxiii. 31. I?
are tbecbildren of tbem. that. killed tþe-Propþetr;
For ye ſhall ﬂay me, andwould have. done ſo to
them, if ye had had the-int. 3. They. an: acoeſſory

ploying a Trade andTraﬃckof. Rome, tinful to in ſerving themſelves Heies to the ludgments of
all

*_-_
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all Perfecuters, who have all one Lot, and who come ſuch as become by this Trade to be, and are ac
hﬅ in on the ſame Score with the former; So is the counted, great Men on the Earth, tho' not in Hea

Generation that Chriﬅ lived in, guilty of all the ven. 2. That it muﬅ be ſomething ſinful and pe
Blood was ſhad from doe/'s Time ( Aſattb. xxiii. J culiarly ſmful to Rome, which is not to be found
unto that. for Anſwer to the ſecond, They Re elſewhere, it being given here as the ﬁrﬅ Cauſe of
joyce not carnally or ſelſiſhly; But, r. For that their Judgment, which could not be of ordinary
they ſee the Glory of God's Juﬅice manifeﬅed. 2. Merchandizing, but that in an extraordinary Way
That the and eſpecially theTruth they ſuﬀered for, ſhe imployed ſuch Men ( and made it a Trade ho- .
and the ZI'hreatnings they had pronounced in his nourable even for the beﬅ) in ſuch things as were
Name, do appear now to be vindicated and ratiſied, ﬁnful, wherein even Princes thought it honourable
and God owneth them, which for a long Time was to be imploycd, and theſe imployed were thought
not believed in the World: Thus he hath judged ſo 5 For tho' it 'be borrowed from the Traﬃck of
your Judgment, that is, there was ﬅill a Controverſy Frm, Ezd. xxvii. yet it is to be applied ſpiritual
between them and Babylon, God cometh and now ly, as many other Things in this Prophecy, not to
decideth for them, and declareth it was Truth they temporal Wares, but ſpiritual: This being yolm's
ſuﬀered for, and not Error. 3. That by this Mcan, Way ( as before was obſerved ) to borrow Expreſ
way is made to the ſpreading of Chriﬅ's Kingdom, ſions from the Prophcts their ſetting forth of temporal
-the Snare is removed from many a poor Soul. This Evils, and to apply them to ſpiritual.
TH E ſecond Cauſe, is, Her Soreerier, whereby
isjoyſul to them, and upon this Account they for
merly rayed for it, and this addeth to their Joy, many were deceived, which is to be underﬅood 'ſpi
when *od now heareth them, and maketh it appear ritually alſo, as the former of enticing or betwitch
ing, ( Gal. iii. 1. ) to Idolatry and her ſuperﬅitious
he heareth them.
T H r: laﬅ Part of the Chapter followeth, from Worſhip, tho' literally Soree'y, wherein Rome zi
Ver/2 21. by the ſecond Angel, who by Word and bounded, is not to be ſecluded, as neither in the for
Sign conﬁrmeth this 'ſinal and utter Deﬅruction of mer the literal trading where ſuch was.
Rome. The Sign goeth ﬁrﬅ, the Word next, and
T H r; third Sin, is, Perſecution and Blood ſhed,
the Cauſe of it is ſet down in the Cloſe. The Sign and thatof all Sorts, Miniﬅers and People; ver, ſhe
is 'a mighty Angel, taking up a great Stone, like a being the laﬅ Perſecuter and Head of all the erſecu
Milﬅone, and eaﬅing it in 'be Sea. So that as this tions throughout other Kingdoms, whether by In

heavy Stone, which is thrown down by a mighty quiſitions, Maſlhcres, or Wars, ſhe is found juﬅly
Angel to the Bottom of the Sea, cannot but ſudden

guilty of all, ( upon the Reaſons given before ) and

ly fall, and not ariſe, -ſo ſure ſhall this Fall of Baby it is now repayed on her, tho' others will not bcfreed
lon or Rome's Deﬅruction be, and that with Violence, of the Judgment.
'
and (he ſhall no more vbe found. This is the Angel's
TH s s r-: are the Sins, now if Rome be this

Expoſition, Ver/2 21. as taken from yer. li. 63, 64.
andſpolten ofold Babylon. He proceedeth to ampli
ﬁe this Deſolation, [Ver/e 22, 23. out of Jer. xxv.
IO, rr. where the ſad Deſolation of 7ndal: is pro
pheſied in theſe ( almoﬅ the ſame) Terms. r, There
ſhall be no more Chearfulneſs and Mirth there. 2..
No Tradeſmen uſeful for Man's Life there. 3. No

Milﬅone, or Proviſion meet for entertaining Man's

Babylon, (as Adverſzrries confeſs) theſe Sins muﬅ
either be the Sins of heathen Rome, or of popiſh
Rome, or of Rome under their feigned An ichriﬅ,

that muﬅ procu're this Judgment, (for, its Ruin is
not to be ſeparated from its Cauſe ) but they can
not be Sins of heathen Rome, that procureth the

Ruin of that City, which is irrcparable, ſuch as is
here: For, vl. The Sins here procuring this Judg
ment, are ſuch as Rome is to be actually taken in
the Guilt of, and many preſently are acting in it;
But that Idolatry and Perſecution of old Rome is
broken oﬀ long ſince. 2. This Ruin is on an

Life there. .4. No Light of aCandle, or what is
comfortable, but abſolute Darkneſs there. 5. No
Marrying, or chearful Solemnity of that kind, with
out which there can be no continuing Cit . Theſe
Particulars are inﬅanced, according to the K'ianner of Where;
_ the Prophcts, to ſet out Deſolation. and its-continuing to one

And

therefore ſuch Sins as belong

making Defection,

which

cannot be

applied to heathen Rome; For, this is whoring
in the higheﬅ Degree.
T H E Cauſes follow, and they are three great Rome that is here. 3. Theſe Sins are a foi
ones, The ﬁrﬅ is, Verſe 2 3. For thy Merchant: lowing Step of Idolatry and Perſecution that

'were the great jlden of tive Earl/i: Whereby it was to be on the Earth, to wit, Anticbriﬅ
is clear, .1. Theſe are not common Traders, but 'after the heatheniſh Pcrſeoution ceaſcth, as was
00002

cleared,
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cleared, Chap. vi. ſor Saints" are to be killed after that

Chap. 19;

rejoycing'to the Saints, and'as a-Ground of La

ﬁfth Seal, which is to be performed by the Beaﬅ, mentation to the Kings, who ſupported the Bean:
and committed Fornication with this Whore: That
Chap. xiii. and xvii. and here it is cloſed.
'
4, T H e s E Sins for which Rome is deﬅroyed, muﬅ therefore be a longer Time-before the End
' are the Sins wherewith Babylon is ſormerl Y charmed
o a of the ll/"Vorld than they make it, and cannot be
Chap. xvii. and whereof the World was guilty then, by Antichriﬅ (as they ſay) but for him that its
But theſe were not the Sins of Hea'then Rome, but deﬅroyed; for that would be no rejoycing to the
oſAntichriﬅ, neither is it very like that Rome ſo Saints,_But mourning to them and Joy to him'
long time after will be puniſhed ſor Faults in Thouſ and his. Seeing then it is not Rome, one of theſe
ands oſ Years before, or at leaﬅ many Hundreds. Ways conſidered, it muﬅ be_Ro'/re popiſh : For an;
.Srate or it; is not alleaged by them - yea,
\It followeth then, 1. That that City Rome is by it_o'ther
is this Rome, and this Deﬅruction upon ſuch (llauſes
this Propheſie eſpecially holden out to be aSe-tt of
Antichriﬅian Tyranny, when ſhe is ſound guilty of yet to come: For it is to be done by Kings that;
all this Blood;

othcrways (he would not be ſo in Yobn's time had no.Domini0n,But were to receive

ﬁngularly plagued with him and for him. 2. That
Rome preſently muﬅ be thus under this guiltineſs,
and that its preſent Practize is the continuing oſ
this Guilt; for we cannot conſider Rome guilty

it and after to giveit r'or aTimc to the Beaﬅ and
were to commit \Vhoredom with this Whore, and

then after that to hate her and deﬅroy her. Again
it appeareth here alſo, That many will ﬅick in their
thus, But as either under Hmthen Perſccuters, and' doting, to lament Rome, even after its Ruin which
this is not the Guilt, ſor (he is plagued for apre certainly could not be, if they underﬅood this Pro

ſent guilt, and taken in the Act of Whoring, ſor pheſie. It is no marvel then it be, dark to many as
God's Puniſhment is not on the Walls of aTown, yet, who ﬅick ſo t'o that Antichriﬅ then as iſ he
where ſuch Sins once were committed; But on were not Antichriﬅ; ſo it is like, many will defend

Perſons, principally. preſently ſinning, or continu

this Babylon at its Ruin, as iſ it were not the Babylon
The yew; ﬅill reject clear Pro
the Walls ſor their Cauſe; or it muﬅ be conſider pheſies of Chriﬅ and of their Deﬅruction ſor reject
ed as guilty under an Antichriﬅ to come, and to ing him. Propheſi. .mn after their ſulﬁlling are
ſuﬀer the Ruin by him; ( if ſo he be to come as clear to ſuch whzſe Fyes God openeth only, and
they ſay ),, But this cannot be ſaid either: For, I. are not diſcerned by all, as Papiﬅs ſpeak. 3. Hence

ing former guiltineſs, and long ſorbom,

and on ſpoken of here.

They ſay,_Ro'ne is not to be his Seat, But 7eruſolem, alſo we ma
thereſore this Judgment is not due peculiarly to
Rome, if that Defection be not ﬁngularily acted
and plotted by it.. 2. They ſay, Rome is to be de
ﬅroyed by him, or by the ten Kings before him,
But that Deﬅruction would be ſuﬀering innocently,
and not juﬅly for her Sins, as here. 3. This Judg
ment of Rome is given as an Evidence of God's
Juﬅice,,and to continue a Time,,as a Ground of

ſhown on

gather, it is but fooliſh pity that is
me's greatneſs in her ſelf or Pendicles

ſuch as Abbacies, Monaﬅeries, &Ft. God's JuſhcZ
ſhould be acknowledged on them, and none ſhould
thus lament over them. 4. It muﬅ follow then
that _the' way of W'orſhip now at Rome, muﬅ be
Fotrnicatifn anjiſ Sorcelrdyz Their Executions, Perfe
cu
tieir le hete.
ing of ardons, (97. the Merchandiz
' ing ions
condemned

LECT'UREL
'

CHAR. XIX..
Verſe' ra-ANdoſter
_tion, and
theſeGlory,
things.-and
I beard
Honour,
a gmzt'l/oire
and Power'from/2
unra thePeople
Lord our
in Hem/en
God: ſhjmg
' [I]full,
I
Sal-m

ﬁr true
are-bis
for tbebe hat/o
reat ct/Zore
b' I, d'ld NNW"'be2.Earth
'wi-th.and
her.righte-our
ﬁrm-error',
and fudgments,
ball: avenged
Bloaljud'ed
o/bhir the
Serf/ants
at berzlfluadd.

3.,zlnd again they/bids Melujo, and her smoke rqſh up ſhr ever and ever.
44 And 'be ﬂour and twenty Elder: and .tbe ſour Bag/Is fell down, and. wor/bzþped God that ſht m

eke. Throne, laying,- zlmnzx Alle/194..
5. ded.
1..
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5. And a Voice tame out ry' 'be Throne, ſajing, Prmſe our God, all ye bis Servbmr, and ye t/mtſear
Hm, both ſual] and great.

6. [nd I'bea'rd' a: it were the Voice of a great Mzltz'tuzle, and as the Voice ﬀ man) [Water-r, and
at 'be Vaiee of mighty Wandering, ſirving, ſilleluja : Pbr the Lord God Omm'potmt reigneth.
. Let m þe glad and rew-re, and give Honour to him: Flzr the Marriage of the Lamb it tame and
bſir': [Fiſh bath 'made ber ﬂy ready.

'our-'
'-'

'T

H E Scope ofthis Chapter is
more fully to explain the
Events of the ſixth Vial,
Chap. xvi. which was more
abruptly left there, without
ſhewing the Event of tl'nt

ﬂom Ver/e n'. to the End. That which is caﬅe'n
in, K-rſz to. is not Prophetlcal, But the record of a
Particular of Tabn's c'arriageﬄnd the Angcls, where

by Way is made from one part of the Explication to
the other.

T 'I a Song hath three parts, The ﬁrﬅ is more'

Battle of Armrlgeddan, u hich general, reſpecting the former Deliverance, I'e'ſe t, 2,
is ſupplied here. That it 3, and 4. The ſecond is more particular, reſpecting,

doth belong to the ſixth Vial, as the Ground of it, the preſentState of the Church,
( beſide what was ſaid'Clvap. and a more ſpecial Vv'ay of Chriſt's reigning in her,
i. doth a
from theſe things, t. That this from Verſe 5, to l'trſe 8. Wit-rily, This Ground
Fſutgjoyned eme Expoſition of the ﬁfth Vial, of Joy is more fully explained and conﬁrmed, Ver.
Chap. xviii. and includeth other Events not on the 8, 9.
.
Seat of the Beaﬅ, But on the Beaﬅ himſelf, who
THE ﬁrﬅ part exprtſſeth the Churches rejoyning
ſurviveih his Seat, and its placed before thelExpoſi over Rome's Dcﬅruction, and a ſpecial lnvitation they'
tion of the ſeventh Vial, the Object whereof is not give to the few: to praiſe God with them, anſwerthe Beaﬅ ( as in this Chapter) and his adherents only,

able to that

nvitation, lſznii.

The ſecond ſhew

But Satan's Kingdom indeſinitely, who is tal-ten eth what welcome they ſhall give them when they
( Cþeþxm) and caﬅen into the Luke, where the ſhall come in, ſo both do look ſomevay to the Jew:
Beaﬅ and falſe Prophet are before him, as being caﬅ calling as was ſhown Chap. xvi. and is ſo to be
in there by this ſixth Vial. This then belonging to apply ed. The Gentiles now taking Occaſion, when
an Event after the ﬁfth, and before the ſeventh, this ﬅumbling Block of Popcry is taken out of the
it muﬅ be applyed to the ſixth, by which and un Way, to ﬅir up and provoke the Jews tojoyn with
der which, the Beaﬅ muﬅ end before the ſeventh

them. This agreeth well to the time of the Jew:

come, as his Throne did by the ﬁfth.

calling, which muﬅ be before the End. 2. It agre-eth
well to theſe Propheſics,
ii. 5. and Meal] iv. 3,v

2. IT is clear that the Event of this Battle, de
ſcribed here, is the Event of the ſame Battle, where

4, 5, and
ſuth Exhortations
foreofſſ
3. Iſh.
It xxiv.
ſuitethwhere
well with
theſe Phmſesare
here

of
Pre ll/ial:
aration Itis ſet
Chap.belong
xvi. tounder
thetheſixth
muﬅdown,
therefore
it: told.
JHl/Zfjd in Hebrew,beeauſe it is ſpoken to thsm,which
For all theſe Vials bring Judgment on the Beeﬅ: in former Songs is not uſed. 4. That theſe made
And if this Event belong not to the ſixth Vial but ready, are the Lamb? ſVfe, as having a former In
the Prepamtion 'only which was Chap. xvi. then it teteﬅ in him and that peculiarly he reigneth, now
cannot bring a Plague on him; For, the Plague when they come in, as I/b. xxiv. 23. .All which
conſrſtcth not in Preparation to the Battle, But in could not be well ſaid without them.
the croſs Event of it r'o him, which this Chapter
T H 1-2 ﬁrﬅ Song hath two parts, t. Of many in"
ſetteth down, and mentioneth nothing of his pre flee-um, as it were more promiſcuouﬂy. 2. Of the
paring for it, becauſe that was done, Chap. xvi. Elder-t and Ben/is, more orderly, Verſe 4.

but proceedeth to the Event, which was ſulþcnded
therein its diſcovery.- That ſixth Vial contained
t'wo notable Effects, one ſhewing the increaſe of the
Church, and a notable Actcﬃcn to her; the ſecond

By the

ﬁrﬅ is underﬅood the joy that ſhall be in Heaven
amongﬅ all the Saints in the Church Militant in=
their private Stations. By the ſecond is underﬅood
the ſolemn acknowledging of God and giving of him

ſhewing the Rage-of Antichriﬅ at that, anſwerable Praifc in the Conzregatiom- B/y

theſe in Heaven

to which this nineteenth Chapter both two Parts, we underſtand theſe who ( Ierſe 5. ) are call
1. Of exulting at tlcſe glad Tydings; unto Ver/c ed All tbat ſear' God; ﬁnd] and great; which'
m. 2. Of the Beaﬅ's overthrow and his helpen,
taketh

1
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taketh in eſpecially theſe who are ſo accounted here that will ſtop the Mouths of all his Cenſurers. Both
on Earth in the Militant Church, which is often theſe are proven in this great Inﬅance of judging tbt
called I-Ioa-L'en : It will he no Error to take it pro Iſ'lvort, who was juﬅly condemned in that ſhe cor
.perly alſo, there being Joy at the Converſion of one, rupted tlyt Earth, and deluded the World with her
much more at ſuch an Acceſſion as this; Their Abominations: And Truth kythed in it, in that
Joy is in a Viſion in Heaven, ſet out to John here. by it he (heweth himſelf the Avenger of much in
The ſecond Circumﬅance, is the Time of this Joy, nocent Blood ſhed by her, which Vengeance he had
After tho/Z- Tbingr, implying not only the Order of often threatned againﬅ her, and now he had per
Yo/rn's tceing, but the Order of ſuccceding, to Wll', ſormed it.
after Rome! Deﬅruction, and the Lamentation of
T H 1: Repetition for conﬁrmation followeth.
her Friends, this Song ariſeth. If any ask, Why Verſe 3. and again 'boy ſaid, dllzlnja, I. toſhew it
this Song is after their Lamentation? Theſe two was no paſſing ﬁt, but that they continped in the
Reaſons may be given, 1, spiritual Grounds of Joy, Practice of that Duty, and under the conviction of
aﬀect Saints tnore ﬂowl than temporal Grounds of their obligation to it, and were withal hearty in it.
Loſs do Men oſ the
orld ; the one is ſooner ſen 2. To ſhew they were not ſoon ſatisﬁed in perform
ſible of this, than the other of that.

2. Becauſe this

Joy hath 'not only Reſpect to Babylon's Ruin in it
ſelf, but to the Events oſ the Churches Enlargement,
that was to follow the removing of that Stumbling
block out of the way: Therefore it is reſerved to
begin the Eventoſ the ſixth Vial.
T H r: Song oſ the Saints, or Church, in general,
is, 1. generally ptopounded, Verſe r. 2. The Grounds
of the Joy laid down, Verſe 2. and conﬁrmed,

Ver/i 3. The ﬁrﬅ Word is Alle/ty'd, and it is an
Hebrew Word, of Hallel and Yon, and is on the

Matter that ſame with praiſc God, Verſe 5. for ſo
they anſwer HnI/e/ujob. It is often the Beginning

and Cloſe of many Pſalms, it is not uſed out of any
Superﬅitious account oſ syllables or Letters in this

ingthis Duty: For, they ſall to it over and over
again;

and therefore they ﬅir up all, and vent it in

an Exhortation to all to joyn with them: An
Heart rightly thankful, is not ſoon ſatisﬁed with its
own Praiſe,

The Ground is further illuﬅrated, that

Rome: Judgment is Irrecoyerable and great, yea, per
petual; therefore they praiſe as being put to conti
nue in it, by the Continuance Of that Ground 3 for

her Srno/tz is continual, riſing up ſor ov'r and
error.
T H £ 1 R ſolemn Thankſgiving, is, Ver/2 4. The
Elder: and Bmﬅr, ( ſigniſying People and Miniﬅers,
as we ſhew, Chap. iv. )they concur ſolemnly by
falling down joyntly, ( which is to worſhip pub
llckly ) and putting to their Seal in two Words to

Word, as if they were more holy than others; the former Praiſe, zlmtn, th'tt is, ſo be it; or, he is
but that their multipl ing of Hebrew Words and well worthy to whom it ſhould be given, Let it'
Praiſes in them, or xhortations to Praiſe, may be ſo, in aconﬁdent VViſh and Prayer, and dllelzziz,
now ſuit with the preſent Scope, which is to point they can expreſs no more, but count God worthy,
out the Increaſe of Chriﬅ's Praiſe now after Rome: and invite others ( eſpecially the Jews, for whoſe
Deﬅruction by the Hebrrwt; and there can be no Sake this is in Hebrew ) to gave God Praiſe.
other Reaſon why it is 10 often repeated here, being T H e ſecond Part of the Song, which is in
in no other Place mentioned, where Songs are Reſerence to the yew: calling eſpecially, followeth
uſed, and yet ſome peculiar Reaſon thereof may from Verſe 5. to Verſe 8. There is, 1. the Party
exhorting. 2. The Party exhorted. 3. The Ex
warrantably be enquired at'ter.
_
MOR a' particularly, the Praiſe is expreſled in hortation it ſelf. 4. The Grounds of it. And 5.
four Words, tendring unto God salvation, Glory,

obedience thereunto, which is a Part of the Song in

Ut. which were before ( Chap. v. )ſpoken of, In general.
T H 15 Party exhorting, is, Aſſoirofrom the Throne,
a Word, it is, the Praiſe of all thoſe be to him
who alone deſerveth it.
that is, from Heaven, or from the Stnctuary, re
T H E Grounds of all this Praiſe are, Vcrjſh 2. preſenting Miniﬅers ſerious preſſing of People to
In general, His Judgment: are true, that is, his rejoyce and be glad in this joyful Event, and to
Threatnings are fulﬁlled; or, what is threatned praiſe God for it; or, it is the Voice of Jeſus
cometh to paſs, and taketh hold of Folks as well as Chriﬅ, calling God his God as he is Mediator;
his Mercics: So ( Ezd. i. 6. ) his Word of threat or, of an Angel, having his U'arrant, as by
ning ﬅiketh toa People, when the Prophets who [ſer/2 8, 9, 10. appeareth in his refuſing VVorſhip
did threaten are gc ne. And as they are true, ſo they from John, it' the Party ſpeaking here be the

are righteous, and not inﬂicted but on juﬅ Grounds ſame that join' falleth down before there.
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T H i Parties exhorted to this Duty, are God's of his Dominion, as Iſa. xxiv. 23. Ezd. xxxiye
Servants, called afterward theſe that fear him both Maria iv. 7. This is when they ſhall cry Hoſa'ma,
ſmall and great, that is, all his Houſe who acknow

unto him who mnetb in t/ye Name zﬀtbe Lard: For,

ledge him as Lord and Maﬅer: For, though all
creatures ſome way be his Servants, Pſal. cxix. 91.
yet here they are taken more properly, either for
ſuch as are by Covenant his Servants, by Tye and
Profeſſion ſeparated to be ſuch unto God, asall Iſmel,
even the Children were, Let), xxiii. 47, &sir. Or,
more eſpecially, for Believers, who by their Practice
maniſeﬅ their reſpecting of this obligation in giving
him Fear, and that of all sorts, high and low,
ﬅrong and weak, &it.
T H a Exhortation is to Prazſe and that 'ur God,
which wanteth not an Emphaſis in praiſing more
than in other Duties, as Dear. xxviii. the great and

that being a Part of Chriﬅ's piomiſed Kingdom,
there is ſome ſeeming Want in his outward ſove
raign Rcign, ſo long as this is wanting, Now, ſay

they, dl/e/uja, the Lord reigneth over Jew: as
well as Genti/et: For as the in-coming of the
Gentx'ie: is a more eminent Step of his Reign and
Marriage than was before, when the Jew: were

only the Church; ſo that the Jew: Acceſſlon to
the Church, is as another remarkable Step ( when
they ſhall be called-in) beyond what was when the
Genti/er were only his Church.
THE Exhortation is renewed, ver. 7. with a
new Ground, Iet us be glad and njayee:

It is a_

Duty and a great Part of Praiſe, even to rejoyce in
eth Praiſe and all Duties to come kindly from us, and God; it honoureth him. The other Word prov
be accepted graciouﬂy by him, when it founded eth this that relateth to God, let us give Errour to
upon a Covenant-relation: Thus it is not only him. This Accellion isaccknowledged to be from,

dreadful Name ofthe Lord your God:

That mak

Praiſe but ſo qualiﬁed in its Object, our God, that him, and therefore the Honour of it is due to
is- called-for.
T H 2 obedience followeth which expreſleth the
Grounds, Verje 6. 7. There are many that go
about the Work, therefore it is called like the May-of
. many Waters, and like great Tbunderings.

Not to

hold out Confuſion or Terribleneſs in their Song, but
Gratneſs in it and Earneﬅnefs in them who ſing; it
is loudneſs in their Song: Which in its Matter is
diﬅinctly ſet down from two Grounds ( beſide their
concurring in the former Alle/rein, and inviting others
to concur)The ﬁrﬅ Ground, is, the Lard God onmtpa
rent reignetb. Thisis not God's ordinary Soveraignty,
whereby he guideth all the World, ( for that hath noIn
terruption)butthis is the manifeﬅing of that Sove
raignty at ſpecial Times and in ſpecial Events in the
guiding of his Church. This, as before Men, ſeem
eth ſometimes to be ecclipſed, as where it is ſaid,

him. The ﬁrﬅ Part ſetteth out the inward Aﬀecti
on in praiſing; the ſecond their outward expteﬃng
of it to_God's Honour.

The Reaſon is twofold,.

which is ſubjoyned, yet to one Scope, I. For tbe
Marriage yf rbe Lamb is tame. Chriﬅ's Marriage
with his Church is three ways ſpoken of in Scripw
ture, I. As it cometh by the Oﬀer of the Goſpel,
wherein many are eſpouſed and by Faith engaged
to him, 2 Cm'intb. xi. 2. Thus it hath been even

ſince Chriﬅ's Days, his Marriage was then and ma
ny were and are invited, Mat. xxii. C-Fe. a. As
it is conſummated and perfected at the End, when
the Queen is brought to the King, and abideth
with him for ever, Pſhl. xlv. 3, There is an In
terveening Step, when the Fulneſs of the Gentiſes
and the Jews ſhall be brought in together, that
is, marrying eminently; becauſe it is the grafting
(Chap xi. ) that God hath taken to him his Power in again or the oldv Branches and the bringing back
and reigneth, which he ſeemed for a Time to ne of a divorced Wife, for -a Time forſaken. And
glect. This then is underﬅood here: For, this be becauſe then eminently there will be an accepting
ing a peculiar Expreſſion of Praiſe, it looketh to a of the Bargain of Grace, nn the Marriage Terms,
culiar Manner of his appearing and reignmg: as if what paſſed had been but wooing. in Reſpect
hich is two ways ſpoken of, 1. When it is evi of this following Enlargement: And as in Scrip
denced in ſingular Oven-throws of his Enemies, ſo ture there is a threefold Reſurrection, 1. by the'
Antichriﬁ's overthrow is an Evidence that God Goſpel, t. which was and is alway, j'ob. v. The
reignetb,. Cbapt. xi. whoſe Dominion ſeemed before Dead ſhall bear the' Voice, &r. Epb. v. ver. 14..
to beobſcured while he ﬅood. See Pſal. lix. 13. Secondly, At the End, which is general, as the
2. When there is anAcceſiion to the Church, as ﬁrﬅ is particular. 3. When yew: and Ge'rriles- ſhall
Chap. xx'r. when Nations became the. Lord's and come in together, which( Ram. xi. ) is as Life from
his Chriﬅ's';v and more. eſpecially,. his reclaiming the Dead, which is between-the two former.

So'

of Iﬅael, and appointing David their King over may we conſider the Churches Marriage with
them, is lookedon as a- ſpecialPart and Evidence Chriﬅ,.which is the ſame with the Reſurrection,
m.
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here eminent
included. way
For,in r.hisit Church
is his reigning
in
inn threefoid'Conſſderation alſo. It is not the ﬁrﬂ: not
the moﬅ
-, 2_.ct.ir is
nor
Marriage
that is mentionedashere;
for
it isthe
in ſecond
a'ſingular
vway ſuchmMarriage
was not
the Churches eminent Step of Glory unto, and
before, and the laﬅ End is not intended here: For,
that laſt Marriage, doth not comprehend an Ac

readineſs ſorher Marriage; and can that be without

the Yewr?

3. Neither can their be t'uchJoy, a:

ceſſion to'the Militant Church, as this doth here, if now nothing were wanting, if the no: In-com
cing alongﬅ with the Pope's overthrow before the ing, which is fore-propheſied of, as ife from the
End. It is therefore that of the Fulneſs of the Dead ( Ram. xi. ) wereyet defective. Betide, that t
theſe and
Titles,
and Expreſſtons
have a aſis
pequliar
Candle: incoming, and the Zew: re-ingraſting eſpe neſs
ſibneſs
with the _'7tw-t,
is ſaidſuitable.
before
cially, who are here called is. m e: Not as all
- Believers are, but even in ſome eſpect ſuch be her 'bring made ready" is her being made ſuitable
fore their Calling. For it is his W'i/'e he is to be and ﬁr for ſuch a Work and Bridegroorn, to wit,
married with, which is peculiar to the Jews, who with the wedding Garment, Mart/2. xxii. which is

in ſome Reſpect ﬅand in a Tye and Relation to God Faith and Holineſs; and ſheisconteut to take him
and longeth for a Church State to own him.

by that Covenant with Abraham, Up. which is not

with any Nation that can come in then to the She is ſaid to make berſeﬀmzdy, not as if in her
Church, as appeareth from Ram. xi. 26, 27, &Ft. ownStrength ſhe ﬁtted her ſelf;_ for, that is con
for, they are beloved ſor. the Father's Sake, when trary to what followeth, ﬁlter it tum give-a what

broken oﬀ, and the Father's sake rclateth to the Co

ever ſhe had, ſhe got it freely, it was nother own.

venant made with them. So his Wife here, holdeth But it implieth, r. That ſhe muﬅ be made ready
forth the in-coming of the Jewiſh Nation, to accept for him: Common Garments are not for that
of their long deſpſſed Bridgroom, and their return wedding, Mart/1. xxii. 2. That ſhe is active in
Filthi
ing to their ﬁrﬅ Husband, and David their King, it, purifying her ſelf as he is.pure, from

which is ſaid of them to befulﬁlled in the latter Days, neſs of the Fleſh and Spirit, t. joly. iii. 2. Cor,
Hsſi
ii. e Reaſons whyv we
\. expound this of the vii. r. 3. That what maketh her-ready, is ſome
TH
thing performed by her, to wit, her believing,
Jews, are, I. Becauſe they ſpeak of this Acceﬃon which yet is done in his Strength 3 and all the
to the Church as of ſome excellent new Thing, Marriage depeudeth on that. Now, ſhe deſpiſeth
and calleth them ſingulariy the Lamb's ſViﬂ; and no longer, but layeth by her Enmity, and ſubmit
and
therefore
be diﬅinct
the Gmti/er
Church,
whothey
do muﬅ
thus ﬅile
them from
and make
themv teth. It ſheweth the Manner how ſhe came to
be

made ready, or the putting away antecedent

welcome: For, theſe Titles are given eſpecially to ly of what marred her; but it ſheweth not the
theſe who are now lately joyned and made ready for Strength, by which ſhe is made ready; The
their Husband and Marriage. 2. Becauſe there can next Verſe adjoyncdguardeth againﬅ that.

be no ſuch Grounds of Praiſe, if the Jews were

LECTUREU.
Verſe 8. And to ber was granted, that ſhcſhould b' arayed, in ﬁne Lime, than And robin: f'r tblſi'xi

Linen ir 'be Rigbtmuſhrſt oﬀ the Saints.
9. And be ſaith unto me, Wite, blaﬀ'd are they which ar: railed unto the Marriage supper of flye Lamb.

And bzſairb unto me, Theſe are t/Jt true Saying: of God.
to. Andlſell at bis Feet to war/Hip him:

'v

And be ﬅaid unto me, Seat-ban do it not : .1 an 'by fellaw

ﬅruant, and zﬃtby Bretbrm that have the ﬁﬅimony ry j'eſia, Worſhip God: For lb: Yyiimny of _Tcſix;
"r the Spirit ofPrapþſſ.

.
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H LS eighth Verſe doth more fully clear, for ſo Chriſt's Righteouſneſs is without Spot. In
and the ninth more fully' conﬁrm what the ſecond Senſe, it is ſo compatatively; Or, it is

'went immediately before concerning the Cleanneſs and Whiteneſs not abſolute, but in Re
Lamb's Marriage, and the making ready ſpect of what they were, and in Reſpect of the
of his Wife. There are two Things cleared in the Holineſs of other Times; This (hall now be more.
58. Vnſſ. I. What it i: to be ready. It is to be a. The Righteouſneſs or Juﬅiﬁcation of the Saints,
clothed in ﬁne' Linen, than and white, which is t/ye

is alſo two Ways underſtood,

>Ri£gbmu mſt ﬀ Saints. 2. How (he is made ready,
zthuz, , a Im- it war granted, i. e. freely given, that
zﬂie'ſhould be clothed. The two Things, - which
are conﬁrmed, are, r. That it is certain, there. is
Inch a Thing coming as the Marriage of the Lamb
ſpoken of. 2.. That it ſhall be the great Happineſs

neſs before Men, evidencing their Juﬅiﬁcation before
God; So it is ſaid, ( fame: i. ) that Abraham was

of any that ſhall be called unto it:

Both which are

conﬁrmed, I. 'By a ſpecial Command to write them,
as Things that ſhould certainly come to paſs. 2.
Jn that they were not the Sa ings of Men nor An

juﬅiſied by his Works.

I. For a Righteouſ

2. For that which indeed

juﬅiﬁeth, and is the Cauſe of our Juﬅiſication he
fore God; And ſo ( Ram iv. ) Abraham was not
juﬅiﬁed by Works, not only excluding all the
Worlrs of the Ceremonial Law, ( for it was then
not given) but even of the Moral Law. But he
was juﬅiﬁed by Faith in Jeſus Chriﬅ, which was im
puted to him for Righteouſneſs; The former, is the

gels, but 'be true Sayingra God, who is Truth it ſame with inherent Righteouſneſs, the latter is called
Both theſe, to wit, the Explication imputed. Now, tho' we take in both here, as they
and Conﬁrmation, may be conſidered more generally, are alway conjoyned, and go together, (and Holi

.ſelf, l/nﬁ 9.

as they yield general Doctrines; or, more ſpecially and
prophetically, as they rclate 'to the preſent Scope.
T H s 8. Ver. hath threeThings in it, r. Who
is this made ready. 2. What this Readineſs is. 3.

neſs ſerveth in a ſpecial Way to make ready, and
meet for enjoying Chriﬅ in Glory, when theſe
Garments ſhall be fully white) yet we underſtand
here Chriﬅ's imputed Righteouſneſs; or, the Righte

How ſhecometh by it.

-.ouſneſs of Faith eſpecially, as that which maketh
Till Party made ready, is, PÞr, 'that is, the the Lamb's Wife ready; And that for theſe Rea

Wife formerly mentioned, Verſe 7. to wit, the ſons, a. This Cloathing is that which is the Righte
'You/r: For, the Geuti/e Church is before this ouſneſs ofall Saints, and that before God; But that
adomed, Chap. xii. r, &sir. The Word is gunt, of Faith, was J/zrabam's before the Law, Ram. iv.

that ſigniﬁeth, I. One eſpouſed only, as Mary was Davz'd's under'the Law, Pſal. xxxii, with Ram. iv.

to Yſſþh. before 'they came together, Man/2. i. and Pan/'s under the Goſpel, Phiſzþ. iii. 9. Therefore
Or, 2. It is ſo here. 2. Chriﬅ's Righteouſneſs is only ſpotlcſs
Laken for one brought to her Huſhand, and joyned and clean, ours is unclean, the hcﬅ being ﬁlthy. 3.
Io him,-this the Latin: call Uxor. It is here taken This-Raadineſ: is that upon which the Marriage with
eſpecially in 'heﬁrﬅ Senſe, ſo that the _*7aw.ſ,.that Chriﬅ ﬅandeth, and ſer'eth- to cloſe with him in that
ﬂood-before their actual Ca'lling in a ſpecial Cove Covenant; But that is in the Oﬀer, M that believ
nant-relation'wit-h Chriﬅ, (which is not yet fully ab, ſhall baſhwd: And it is the want of that, that
obliterated and diſiolved, as concerning the Cove caﬅeth and marreth the making of the Marriage;
nant made with the Fathers, Ram. xi. 26. 3 are norwv For, Holineſs inherent preceedeth not our Union
This in the Latin, is called Spaaﬂz.

made ready. a. This 'Readineſs is now ſet .out in with Chriﬅ, which is our Marriage, but followeth
two Expreﬂions, 1. Figuratively, She is clothed in our Conſenr, ( when the Bargain is cloſed ) as Du

're Linen, clean and wbit'. 2.' More plainly, It ties of a Perſon married.- 4. It agrceth beſt with
is the Right/enſue: or J'uﬅiſiratiw yf the Saints. Scope, in Reference to the in-coming of the Jaws,
Both ma be two ays underﬅood. .1.- Of Chriﬅ's they are mach ready and brought in by the contrary
imputed ' hteouſneſs, whom weare ſaid to put of that for which they-were caﬅ oﬀ, But that
_ on, Ram. xii. ult. and Gal. iii. when by.v Faith we ( Ram. xi. ) was Unbelieſ, ﬅumbling at the ﬅum
are unitedto him, and made Partakers of hisRighte; bling Stone, in going about to eﬅabliſh their own
unſmeſs, for the hiding of our' Nakedneſs, as in 'Righteouſneſg and not ſubmitting- to his, Ram. ix.
his Counſel to Laadicra, Cbap. iii. 2,- It-may be and x. [Verſe 3. Therefore now that which maketh
underﬅood of inherent Righteduſncſs, which alſo in them ready, muﬅ be Faith andSubmiﬂion to Chriﬅ's
ſome Reſpect we are ſaid to put on, Cal. iii. la. Rightcouſheſs. 5. This agrecth beﬅ with, and is
In the ﬁrﬅ Senſe, it iscalled dtaa and robin ſimply, clear from, the Expreﬂions ſetting forth thc Manner
Pppp
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how (he is made ready, and that in two Expreﬂions, andþloving.

Size i: destined with it:

5. Indiſſolvable.

Chap. is.
6.,Fol'- Bclievers Ad

That ſpeaketh to the Re- vantage, to ſhare of what-he hath.

It ſheweth, ﬁr

ſemblance of putting on ſomething from without, a'Word, A kindly and loving Relation between
in
this Readineſs
Dccoring
conſiﬅeth,
and others.
Chriﬅ and
what-'is Betwixt
and
notwhich
of what
is within, and
as Rev.
iii. which
pointeth
It them,
is calledBeyond
a Ma'rizſſzg'e-ſcþpzr,
not him
mainly
at imputing of Righteouſneſs.
granted to ber,

2. That it 'was from that Cuﬅom, as if then Suppers had been moﬁ:

to ſhew, it was not of her ſelf, it riſe Feaﬅing Times at Marriages, whatever Truth

was given, and freely given and gifted to her: Which be in it:

For ( Mart/7. xxii. 3. ) it is called a Di'r

fhith, It is not inherent Holineſs; For, that ſome- ner, that the Gueﬅs are invited unto:

But this

way infeneth Dcbt, and is oppoſcd to -Grace,-'R'M{. ſeemeth to be the Cauſe; that'Mmb- xx'iiſilooketh
i'v. 9. and xi. Epb. ii. But it is o'f Grace, which is
is the ſame with Faith, that 'it might be' free, Rom.
iv. 16. Epb. ii. and that to-allithe Seed: By which
it appeareth, how we are to' reconcile l/erſe 7. with
this,

to the yew: ﬁrﬅ Ca'lling at the Preaching of' the
Goſpel which they rejected : 'And it is called a Diu
ner, they being more timely invited' to-'it with the
ﬁrﬅ. This again looketh to their Calling, which

'

T H v s, if we look to the Scope, as it is prophetical, this Ver/t ſaith, 1.. That theſe 7ew5, on
'whom Blindneſs and' Hardneſs hath layen long, ſhall
in the: End in due Timebebrought in to believe on

ſhall be made eﬀectual when the Day draweth near

.to an End at their Reﬅoring ; Therefore it is called
the Marriage-ſhewn, as more immediately preceed.
ing the Sole'mnizing fully of the Bridegroom's Mar
riage, when the ween 'ſhall be brought to his

Jeſus Chriﬅ, and to' ſubmit to that Righteouſneſs 'Palace, and the Firﬅ-born ſhall be gathered toge
which is common to all Sains, Gentiln, as well as ther.

Jaws, and to take that one Way of Salvation with
the Gmtiles, which they have ſo long rejected; God
ſhall freely Re-ingraſt them A again in vhis Church,
by that ſame Faith which they deſpiſed. a. That
they
their In-coming
intoeminently
the Church
of God
at
that at
Time,
ſhall be more
ſhining
in HO'-

B Y Called here, are underﬅood, 1. Thoſe who
are eﬀectually ſo; For, they arc bleſſed and glori
ﬁed, Ram. viii. 30. Yea, 2. Called even outward
ly: - Now, they of the yew: that ſhall becalled to
the supper,
moreſito happy
than thoſe
called
at"theareﬁrﬅ
the Dinner;
For, who
God were
ſhall

lineſs than formerly, when the Gcntiles ſhall pro- make them generally more obedient, and the Iron
voice the Jews; And there ſhall be a holy Emu< Sinew ſhall be taken out of their Neck, and the Vail
lation amongﬅ them, more fully to adorn the Pro- from-oﬀ their Eyes, and they ſhall generally yield
feﬃon of the Goſpcl, then ſhall the-Number of Be- to this Call, and ﬂow like Doves to their Windows
lievcrs be increaſed, and their Qgaliﬁcations of Ho'- to this Goſpcl, Therefore are'they bleﬂed and happy.
lineſs at a higher Pitch. This ﬂouriſhing Eﬅate is Thus theſe who are called by this Hapeineſs, are not
promiſed, whatever be of external Peace.
' only oppoſed to theſe who are not called at all, or
T H e Conﬁrmatio'n followeth, l/erﬅ 9. Where'only to ſuch who are called and not choſen, jl-Iattb.
1. Who con-ﬁrmeth. 2. What he con- xx.. But this ſecond Call of the Jew: is oppoſed,
t - oonﬁder,,
ﬁrmeth; 3. How. Firﬅ, The Perſon conﬁrming, - thus, 'ſo the ﬁrﬅ, .Mattb. xxii. Which is, in a
is- not God or Jeſus Chriﬅ, ( for, it had not been a Word, That the 7twr after their Re-ingrafting ſhall

Fault, Vfſc to. to have worſhipped him ) but is an be generally more hleﬂed, by being made to yield to
Angel:

tis like, thatAngel, who, (Cl-mp. xvii.) the Call of the Goſpcl, than' thoſe who did live

came to ſhew J'obn the Judgment of the Whore, and
whom, it is like, God made uſe of,.to"ſhew )is/m the
Things to tom', Chap. i. I. ' That which he con- firmeth in an extraordinary Way, by eſpecial Com-

'under the ﬁrﬅ Oﬀer thereof. So, the Things pro
phetically conﬁrmed, are two, I. That there is a
ſecond Calling of the J'ewr, orFeaﬅ'of Chriﬅ's Mar
riage to come, belide what was at ﬁrﬅ at the Dio

miſlion to' write, that the Thing may be the more' ner, a new Oﬀer to be made to the Jews beſore the
obſerved, is ſet down in theſe Words, Bleﬃd are:
they tobe-art called unto 'be Mmvia'ge-ſhpper of the:
Lamb, The Lamb, is our Lord Jeſus, often called
ſo. His Marriage here, isl-that, 'V'rſ' 7. eſpecially:
of the JMrIn-callitig-to-Faim in him. It ſtgniﬁeth,,

End of the World, and a new and moﬅ beautiful
Luﬅre to be put upon the Church. 2. That they
ſhall be bleſſed and happy,,beyond the former yew:
that ſhall be called to this, asis. ſaid.
T H 1 s Truth is conﬁrmed' two i-Vaysz t. By

1. Thatebetctw-ixt Chriﬅ? and Believers there is a mu- a'ſpecial Command to' Writetﬃitc, ſaith he, as

tual Tye, Conſent and. obligation of each to other.. Chap. xiv.. 134- .Importing a-ſmgular Excellency in
a. That it is-Reah. 3;'. _A- near. Tye, 4.. Kindly: the.Thing.. 2.. Agreatcertaintyzinitx that it may

Boo It'- afa- R-EY-E L Arm N;
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be recordedaad, illum' rexﬂmmoriam, as Paul ſigni to Paril- and Bar_naþa:, .lct: xivt. and is alſo of
'ﬁeth inexpre ng that, of the jewrﬂalling, Ram. divers Sorts. .This here is not oſ the ﬁrﬅ two Sorts:
xC- '3. A Diﬃculty in believing, or re'ceivingthc For, it is not condemnable to Worſhip God, nor to
'Iiruth ſo reſſed, And a ſecond Way he coﬁrmeth give holy Men and Angels due Reverence; But it'
this, is,
ujſi 'art the krui Saying: of God ; It is is this third Sort, An unlawſul Worſhip, as appear
from the Author of them 'and his Nature, and the eth by the Angel's rejecting it with ſo much Zeal
Nature of all his sayings; They are ( ſaith he ') not and Eamcﬅneſs, theſe two Ways expreﬂed, r. By

Mens nor Angels .Wo'rds, (ſor, there might ben a vehement Prohibition, See thou do it not; There
Lie 'in both theſejbut they are Gods, all whoſe is' no more in the Original but, See m, an abrupt
W rds are Truth, he himſelf being Truth, he him

cutted Expreﬂion, ſuch. as_is uſed when Men haﬅen

feligbcing God, who cannot Lie: And yet as in to prevent ſomething they abhor and would fain pre
vent. 2; ſſIt is expreſſed by the preſſing Arguments
theſe sayings .t'r'onc'erning the Happineſs of theſe cal
ſed, there is ,( as it were) a ſingular Eminency of he uſeth, which are two, r. This is not my Due
his Faithſu'lneſs; Soin ſpecial, theſe are his trueS-ay-l to be ſo worſhi'pped, I am ( ſaith the Angel) tby
. FtIIawU/Eroant, not thy Lord,J and the Fellow-ſir
ings, and roſi,_{{c_r_.
will take _is
Eﬀect.
notable, by expreſſmg the _In I

vqnt qf thy Bregþrm that bane 'be Tbﬅimony Qf

ﬁrmit'y of an eminentisaint, and' the Angel's reject-A Ytſitr, 'and are imployed in his Miniſh-y; We have
' rg of that Worſhiplintended to him by John, with b'ut one Miniﬅry, r. The' Angels to the Prophets,
then' the Prophets to the' Church, Therefore are
ſeveral Reaſons,
if Will-Worſhip,
purpoſely he would
rectiﬁe
Menſſil
at Pointas of
in giving
that'

Miniﬅers called Angels, and Angels Miniﬅers. The
Creatures,
tho' moﬅ excellent, , ſecond Argument, is taken from God's Preroga
religious-in,dorat-ion
_ 1 to G
d
whi

þ

elscneto

0 .

s lnﬁrmity is ſet down in theſe Words,
And I fell 'of bis Feet to H/wſhiþ him. i-Vorſhip im
Mix
threeanThings,
Anthe
ActOoject
in the 'woiſhippedr
Judgment,
talſſtmgſitip
ExcellencI'. in
al. AnAct ofthe NVi] , yielding it conſormly to that'

tive, to whom only ſuch Worſhip is due, Mrſhtþ
God, ſaith he,:I am not God, and that is alone due
to him: Therefore give it not tame, but to him,

a_llowing by the one Argument no ſuch Worſhip

to creatures, and by theother appropriating it all

to God;
,
;;
'* ,
apprehcnded
Excellency.
3.
An
external
Act
of
the
1
He
conﬁrm'ec'h,
in
the'Cloſe,
his
Arguments.
Body 3 This may be common to all ſorts of VV_orſhip.ſi

( eſpecially. the ﬁrﬅ') thus, Forth: Yiﬅimny ﬀﬀzſhr
Farther, we may conſider a twofold Adoratron, or is the Spirit qf Praþbtcy: Which may be thus un
Worſhip, mentioned in Scripture, that is allowable; derﬅood, the Spirit of Prophecy and Revealing of
One "is'Religious, and is a ſpecial Duty due to God, . theſe 'Things is not mine, but it is Jeſus Chriﬅs;

zndcommandedin. the ﬁrﬅ Table ofthe Law 5 The Hence it may be called 'the 'R'Hmmy' gſ ſﬁzſhs, as
other' isCjvil, which is due to'Creatures, and com-. belonging peculiarly to him: _Thereſore VVorſhip is
mand'ed in the ſecond Table. Again, This ſecond not due to me, who am but a Servant with thee;
Sort is twoſold: The ﬁrﬅ, is, That which proceed Or, to the ſame Purpoſe, reading the W'ords as they

eth from a Reverencing oſ Men ſor their Statrons or ly, I am thy Fellow-ſervant, for the Teſtimony of

Relations, whatever their Qraliﬁcations be, asMagi

jeſus, or the Miniﬅry of the Goſpel, ( called ſo ſo:

ﬂrates, Miniﬅers, Parcnts, great Men, Up. The its bearing Witneſs to Chriﬅ, in which Reſpect, Mi
ſecond,
is, A reverential
worſhipping
.oſ Men-ſor
are'oſten
called Witneﬂes.is, See
Chap.
8. )
their Qualiﬁcationsſſoſ
Wiſdom
and Holincſs,
ſo we isniﬅers
the Spirit
of Prophccyz'ſſthctat
is alſo
his xxii.
Giſt-and
reſpecft good Men, tho' they be not great, as Acts ii. Wa of revealing secrets" and edifying of' others,
47. Such'llving Saints get, and in a greater Meaſure as't is more immediate Meﬂage which I bmr is,
Angels may have, when they appear; Such was they are of the ſame nature and kind oſ Service;
that which Abraham and Lot gave to the Angels, and therefore from 'theſe who are imployed in one of
Geruxviii. and xix. ſuppoſing thcmtobeMen. All them, religious Worſhip is not due to the other, they
being FeiloW-ſervants.
,
1
theſe are lawful.
w
T H r: R e is alſo an idolatrous and. ſinful
F on more clear opening the Doctrine con
Worſhip, and that is, When what i' due to tained 'in the Words, it may be aſlced, 1 If
a. What ſort of Sin? 3. How
the Creator, is given to any Crcature, and that Ya/m ﬁnned?
either more groſly to ldols, Images, Uc." (called he, being ſuch an eminent Servant of Chriﬅ,
worſhipping of Devils) or, more ſubtil, to Saints, and in the midﬅ of ſuch Revelations, fell in
as that of Corndiux to Peter, Act: x. and that 'toiti
4
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Firﬅ, THAT he ﬁrmed, we ſuppoſe is clear, r.

_Chap. 19;

Remedy his Failing, we may

warrantably

In that he never fell to worſhip an Angel before, read, outofthecontrary Directions which the Angel
tho' he had ſeen and ſpoken with ſundry; he is not
reproved for that, but for this. 2. By the Nature
of the Reproof, St: thou do it not; eſpecially' conſidering it again renewed, Chap. xxii. as of an hain-

ous Sin.

giveth him, what was his Failing: This therefor'
is not the Ground. We conceive it then to ﬂow
from theſe three together, ſurprizing the holy Man;
I. The glorious Appearance of the Angel. 2. The

3. By the Reaſons whereby John is re- goodNews he told him.

3. 70/1'1'5 Weakneſs, and

jected, as having aimed to give that to a Creaturc, the Nature of our Corruption in departing from God,
which was due to God the Creator, and not to it: which is in ſome Maſure'in theſhongeſh Now.

'Which Reaſons do reject that Worſhip, not ſor' conſidering theſe three to meet together, itisnowonc
Complcment, but on ſuch Grounds as conclude that der that John was ſurpriſed, as it were, even to the
none ſuch is due to an Angel.v

F on the ſecond,

forgetting of himſelf, and falling down now to Wot.

e may eaſily diſcern the ſhip once and again, which he had not formerly'

kind of Sin, but more hardly in what Reſpect he fell done; Thus the good News of the Church on Earth
into it; For kind, it is ( no queﬅion) Idolatry, in here, and of the Church in Heaven, ( Cbapuxxii. 8.)
giving that to a Creature, which is due to God. again aﬀecteth him ſo. J/Eqſhr acknowledgcth 'the

Now, there is a twofold Idolatr .
ﬁrﬅ Command, that is, when

r. Againſi: the ſame Reaſon:

From which we may conclude,

ject of their VVorſhip, giving it to another than any other Thing by religious Worſhip.

God: This is of three Sorts,

This Argu-

r. To what hath ment maketh it out, That whichis condemned in

no Being, as to ſuch Idols, which are nothing. a.
2.',T0 what hath a Being, good or bad creatures,
Angels, Devils, Sun, Moon, Heaven, &it. 3. More
ſubtilly, when one maketh Gold his conﬁdence, as
Zab ſpeaketh,.,.Cbap. xxxi. or his Belly, or ſome

'tiﬅ-his god:

r.

ollis err in the Ob- The Sinlulneſs of worſhipping Angels, Saints, or

70/1'1, is not to be practiſed by any 3 But this is con.
der-nued in John. Erga, Eft. Pa'piﬅs, to eſchew
this Argument, and defend their'Idolatry, run in two
extream Anſwers, whereof the one overturneth the
other. I. They ſay, He ﬁnned in miﬅaking the'

In which Reſpect, Covetouſneſs is, Perſon only, and ſo giving 'Lam'a to Angels', where

called Idolatry, Col. iii. 5. Smrzdbu, Idolatry againﬅ
the ſecond- Command, is not a Miſcarrying in the
Object, but in the Manner of worſhipping him, who
a.one is the true Ob'ect of religious Worſhip, as

as Du/r'a is only: due to them: But this is refutedr
.x. ln that before it is ſhown,this was not theGround
of John-'s Practice; 2. The An rel's Arguments are"
not onlyagainſt'this ſort of Worſhip, but all Wot,

when Men Worſhip od by other Means or Midſcst. ſhip; and admitteth of no Middle-Worſhip,' aswe will
the
thanCalf
he hath
to J'tbowb,
preſcribed.erobam's
Such putting
was Aaron's
up the making
Calves hear,
B'u but
'r ſeeing
will have
it cannot
all directed
be denied,
to God-'AN
but
under-'
at Dan and Bet/ral;

the Papilts.

oth theſe Sorts are riſe amongﬅ . ﬅood that this was an Angel, and not Chriﬅ, and

Now, for this of Johns, it is eſpecially, that therefore he intended not Lamian to the Meſ.

and directly of the ﬁrﬅ kind.
__
IF: it be aſked, Why Zzm fell now in -this Sin;'aud not-beſorei, It can
dly be ſaid, that he fell
in this Fault only upon Miﬅake of the Perſon, as if
he had ſuppoſedhim- to be Chriﬅ that ſpoke to him.

ſenger ( as Vitgas, Cornelius 12 Lapide, and ﬄtaſhr
upon this Place, do not only acknowledge, but conﬁrm: ) It is therefore, Smndl , Their Way to ale'
ledge, That John ſinned not, but that he did his'
Duty : And becauſe that digeﬅeth hardly, conſider.

For, _ 1, IL is like, join' knew it= was that Angel, v ing the Angel's repeated Reproof, they are therefore
ſpoken of, _Clsap. xvii.' 1.- who did ﬅill ſpeak to him; put to it to invent Reaſons, why the Angel dom
lor, _ſo we conceive the ſame Angel tocontinue his reject this-Duty, and ſay, 1. It is but for Corn;
Under-taking, _to ſhew John the Whore'sJudgment, plement, to ſhew his Humility. 2. To teﬅify their'-'
which yet, to theend of the Chapter, is not ﬁniſhed Reſpcct to Chriﬅ, who is now Man, Therefore they;
in her Su'pportera 2a If. that had been thezMiﬅake, . ſhun Honour now of Men, ( whueas- they ſa. may;
he needed notthen have fallen into it again, Chap. It is on a Miﬅake, as if he who-received this onour.
xxii. 8. after he .was naught in this Point. 3. Had Fat any Time under the Law, had been a created An

that been his Miﬅake, the Angel needed ſay no more, gel. ) Or, ſay ſomq For Reſpect to

bn's'Perſon, I.

but. tell him he was not Chriſt, But the Angel's An- - or' Oﬃce, or Merits, wherein he was above Angels, A
ſwere are to rectiﬁe him in the Ground: of his eſpecially by his Virginity, and therefore itisnoworb ..

Practice, asproceeding from a Miﬅake in what was der Angels refuſed it from him.
. . -'*.'.;*:
'
due 10 God and to Angels; and his Anſwer being to 1 U,N,T .o all which, .we reply, ,1.4.Th'at,itis\n0 i

Chap-19.
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wonder that Men go wild, when they "e way to his Reproof, and that more hotly thanv former] .,
their own Inventions, and reﬅ not ſatis
in the Rea-_ 2. They cannot both be right here: For,
o 'r'
ſons given by the Angel.

did notþworſhip this .Angelformerly; and i the'

2. l'r muﬅ be ﬅrong Addictedneſs to Idolatry, former was no Sin, thismuſl: be: Neither' is it to
that when we have it- out of an Angel's Mouth twice be thought, that the Angel would have conﬁrmed

from-Heaven, yet will we not acquieſce in it, but 7ohn by this Reproof in his former Error, 3. The'
rather ſay, the Angel was wrong, than amend that Angel not only refuſeth ahn's Worſhip, but re-'
fuſeth it with Reaſons, w ich will admit no ſuch'
Fault.
3.- W zihave ſhown, that this is ſinful in John, Evaſion: For, either the Angel really abhorredthis
'hen-it is thus thruth away by- the Angel once and Fact-as heexpreﬂed, or _ he did dill'emble 5 But this
again, and that upon ſuch Argumentsasinferred that laﬅcannot- be ſaid. Erga, &e. dltaſar confeﬂeth,
God was wronged by it: For, what is that Argu That theſe Reaſons which-they give, will not hold,
ment, mr/hrþ God 17 If it be of any Force, as to and that it is beſide the Text to alledge any other

the Angel's Exhortation, Worſhip not any but God;
it muﬅ imply, that his worſhipping of the Angel,
was not a worſhipping of God, but a Derogation to
it ;- and that worthipping of God, could not have been
conſiﬅent with worſhipping of him, otherwiſe he

than the Angel mentioneth; He doth therefore ex- cogitate ( forſooth ) a judicious Expoﬁtion, and ſaith, The Angel here is Peter, and that, Chap. xxii. is

Paul, and that they refuſe Worſhip from John their
Colleague, as their great Church-men do from one
might:- have worſhipped God, and the Angelalfo, another, who uſe to ſay to each other in their
Courteſtes, Keep that ( meaninc.r their humbling
which bmketh-the Force of the Angel's Conſequence, low
of themſelves ) to the Sana'n'ntſitſ'th: zlltar. He
which oppoſeth them as inconﬁﬅent together.
I T' is wonderful therefore, that Bellarrnin ſhould maketh that Objection to hzmſelf why Peter, being'
the Prince of the Apoﬅles, Jetſiulcm that Honour
ſall in that Impudency, (De ſanct.--bmtitud. lih. t. which Yohnwasſi-oﬀering. He anſwer-eth', That it
tap." - 14. )vas to 'preſs an Argument for worſhipping
of Angels from this Place, thus, Either ( ſaith he ) is Truth, that in the ﬁrﬅ, Ages of the Church, the
john took it to be Chriﬅ, whom he-worſhipped, and. Pope: uſed not to be ſo reverently worſhipped, their
ſo heheﬁrmed
theAngel,
Angel and
Divine
Or,
lſſtnew by
himgiving
to be an
yet Honour;
worſhip Pomp was not come to an Height, Therefore Peter '
refuſed it, .as being- loath at that Timeit ſhould be
ped him,,Which ( ſaith he) is a Copyto us; For, known how great they were. -In all 'which Fooleries, s
if John knowingly worſhipped an Angel, ſo ſhould we may ſee'- what it is to thwart with clear scrip-

we, and whether doth Yohn or the Calvinﬄr ( ſo
he ſpeaketh) 'know- beﬅ what is due to Angels?

ture.

a. Wt ma

And this heconﬁrmeth, If it had not been Duty, Diﬅinctionvof '

*
conclude
the Falſho'od iof that'

[in from Latr'r'a, as a Mid-wor

then (ſaith he) John would not havevdoneit after. ſhip. between- Divine and Civil. If the Angel
the ﬁrﬅ Admonition; For, he was neither forgetful 'would admit no Worſhip to him, Then there is
nordnﬁa.
indocile.
IF worſhctipping of Angel: ariſe from this' no ſuch Thing; But he reject'cth all without
Diﬅinction. This is' clear, 1. By the oppoſition Place, certainly it may be gathered any where; And he maketh, .I-IſarſhrþuGod, and ſo leaveth no reſeeing the Weight of it lyeth here, v.that if it had been ligious Worſhip to any but to God. 2.v By this, >
ﬁnful, _'7ohn would 'not have done it: and this 'ſup John 'gave not .Latreia to him,>-but Douleia; For,
poſeth _'70hn to have had no Corruption, and ſaith "he knew' him to be an Angel; But the Angel?
nothing to the Arguments formerly alledged. It, may calleth that which John gave him; Therefore he
more ealiy be retorted, thus, Either in this Practice admitteth no Mid-worſhip. _70hn tinned, or the Angel; - But it cannot be- ſaid
3. T r-t 18 Diﬅinction will enervate' both' the'
that the Angel linned in reproving of him for doing Angel's Reaſons, why he calleth that Worſhip. i
The ﬁrﬅ, I --arn thy Campanian; and ( Chap. xxii. this: Therefore Jchn-ſinned in doing it. >
'
I 'r- cannot he laid, that neither ſinned: For, 9.) Campanian of all thathnp the Saying: qf this =
1:- There-is .an- oppoſition, - the one. diſalloweth Book, &e. .thereſore'do-it not.

His Argument is,

what the othenpractiſeth; And if 'any : thing be No FeIlow-ſervant' that is not Maﬅer, is to her
gathered from john'e Relapſmg in that Deed, Chap; worlhipped 'by an- other; - But I -and all Angel: t

xxii. 8. the ſame may be urged ﬅill, Either helm "are Fellow-ſervants: Equ- The Reaſon pleadeth'
ned in renewing of his Practice, or the Angel in re that de jurt nothing is- due' tohim,-t Now, ifu
nen/ing his Reproof: For, _he doth again- follow there were any,ſuch Diﬅinction; it might be replied, a, 5

I'

,
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as Papiﬅs. do, No' ﬅgnitur: Why? Becauſe there and Bellamjptdor -'Thereſore we conclude, That
is a mid Sort _ot' Worſhip allowable to Fellow-ſer giving oſzmels that Worſhip, is ſinſul and ido-z
.vants, and therefore the Angel did wrong in reject latrous.
JL'H _ - '
'e 22.;
ing of it.

His ſecond Reaſon fis, ll/'rſhip God;

,-I-r will conﬁrm this, it' we conſider what Uſe

Which ſaith, This Worſhip, and all Worſhip, is the Fathers make of this Place, who draw a ﬅrong
due to God; Therefore it is not due, nor to be given Argument for Chriﬅ's Divinity from, this, , That
to Men. The adding of this Diﬅinction, would' he lS worſhipped,ſwhereae no Angel isecapable of
enervate the Argument, and ſay, It is not this Wor-_ VVorſhip, which they conﬁrm ſrom this Place,
ſhip, or all Worſhip that is to be given _to God Wide 'At/1. ﬁrm. _3.- contra/(rim pag. (piihM- igr.

only z Or, when he ſaith, Ye mnnot Worſhip God,
and me, ( for he oppoſethltheſe as inconﬁﬅent) they
would anſwer, Yes, with divers Sorts of YVorſhip
we can, whereas the Angel's.Scope is to overturn
all ſuch XVorlhip to ,himſel_ſ,,.and 'to aſcribe it all to

Certainly this Anſwer would ovemtmnhat Arg'þ:
ment ſo much preſſed Jþythem, if thermwere-any
religious Worſhip which did not prove him- tco be;

God that is worſhipped.

The Uſe alſo which ala

grſſm: maketh of it ' againﬅ the Heathens, on PſhL .

God; and thereſore ſaith not, Give not me this, or xcvi. ( nolm 97.' ) is to the ſame Purpoſe, expound

that ſort or' YYorſhip, but none; yea, ſo he ap
pointeth even that whichj'ohn gave him, to be given
unto God. And iſ Dulcia were allowed, then wore
ſhipping oſ Angels would be a worſhipping of God
the Maſter; But the Angel oppoſeth here wonſhipw
ping oſ God, to the worſhipping oſ him: There

ing theſe Words, Corﬀannded he they thatﬅrwgrawn
Image-r, &c. .He entreth in Debate with the Hea.

thens,an Who,
( ſaith
he) denied
_they Worſhip
ped
Image,
(knowing
'it to that
be without
ſſLifel
but ſaid, Adam quod videa,

ed ﬅrw'a 'i quem non

iltinction. It' it were
ſore worſhipping of Angels, is acknowledged by An aſked, Who that were? They anſwer, Nunun quod
gels to be no worſhipping of God : Otlietwiſe aim dnrn. If it were replied again, That which they
might have replied, That he was. worſhipping 1 od, took to be Nu'nen, was a/Devil. - They Inſweiad,

the Sender in him that was ſent. 3.
1
4., I F, there were any W'oiſhip due to Angels of
a religious Kind, then the Angel ſhould not ſimply
have prohibited, but ſhould have directed John right,
leﬅ ſrom one Extreme he had fallen to another; But
that he doth not: _ And if weconſider that God
comprehendeth all Worſhip either in the ﬁrﬅ' or ſe
cond Table of the Law, and this canbe none of them,
we need not be anxious about it, but ſay, certainly'

w'dn, Not-unlike this former

( Calum. 1088. LjNan toli'nur 'na/a dzmania-ſi Artgt/as, gun dizitis, ipſas is' no: mlimw, Virtute: Dii
magni miniﬅtria Dti magni. , zlnguﬅine urgcth,
Utinam xþſo; Nitre wlletir, ﬁm'li ab ip/is diſcerctis non
illa: tale-re, endite dage/inn doctmwx. And then cit
eth this Place, Snrge, quidſatir? ill/un adorn, &c.
And concltideth, Quid ergo, ﬂatrls nm', 'wna diazt,
tnnto 'It traſiatur 'nihi Angelus t non illum ral',

tun: tibi tra/citta quando ipſim to re oolucris, hond:

augur.
Angels know 'better what is their Dtie, than Papiﬅs g/I tni/n U' Drum caughte,
m zzoi zmiſſﬁﬁotlﬄkﬂﬁ-KL
. .'l'i' ,n..
J"(._ſiu'.
-
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xVerſe tr. And Iſhw I-Imwn opened, and behold, a white Her/2; and he that ſat upon him war tall/I
Faithful and Thu, and in Rightnuſizeſir he dathjudge and make llſnr.
r 12. His Eyes were as a Flame zzſ Fire, and on his Head were many Crown: 5 and he had a Name writ/m

that no Man [new but he himſeﬄ
God
43. * And
* he was rlothed with t Vcﬅurc
- '
dipt in Blaod:
'

And his Name is railed,

The Il'hrd

And the Armies which. were in Heaven followed him upon white Hwſſr, clothed in ſm- Linn',
white and clean.

'

115. And out qf his Il/Ionth goeth a ſharp sword, that with it he ſhould ſinitt the Natiom: And le
ſhall Rule them with a Red of Iron: And h' tread-'th the Wine-preſs gf the Fimlncﬁ "did/rath 9' dl
'nt'ghty God.
'

'

lad
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'He

l manne he hath on hit V/lare, and on hit Thigh a Name written KING 0 F K ING'S AND
l
LORD OF LORDS.
I \7.-/!nd1 ſaw an Angel ﬅanding in the Sun, and he tried with a lond Voice, ſaying, 'e all the
Fowls that ﬂie in the midﬅ of Heaven, Come and gather your ſelves together unto the Snpper of the

great God.
18. That yeine'ay eat the Heſh ofKingt, and the Fle/h in Captains, and the Fleſh ﬀ mighty' tiden, and the
Ihſh'oſ 'ﬁrﬅ-s, and? of them-'th'atſit on thetn,"and the Fleſh if_ all Mn,_ heth- free and hond, hath ſmall _

ſends"ga:'HE
,
.
_
.
.
l
19. 'And Iſhw the Ben/i', and the Kings of the Earth, and their [twies-'gathereth together to 'nahe [ﬁg
again/I- hine that jat on the Horſe, and again/t his Army
20. And the Bea/I was tahen, and with him the falſe þrophet that wrought Mratles heſhre him, wit'h

which he deceived them that had retei-ued the Marh of the Beaﬅ, and them that wor/hzþþed his Image.
Theſe hath were ea/t alive into a Laheof Fire hurningwith Brim/lene.
'
in with the Sword ofhim that ﬂzt upon the Mr/E, which sword proceed
21. And the Remnant were

gd me eſ his [Mouth :

And all t e Fowls were ﬁlled with their He .

'

l

'

"in

*

3...2. .;\.*.

H E laﬅ Part of the Chapter followeth from
'Verſe 11. to the End: wherein the laﬅ
Part of the ſixth Vial of the Battle of Ar
mgeddenſ mentioned Chap. xvi. ) is more fully ſet
down. -1. In the Ptcparations for it. 2. In the
l

Or, take it as it lieth, And, I. we have ſet
down his own Properties, to I/erﬅ 14. Then 2..
His Army, Verﬅ 14.. And, 3. his Weapons or
Armour, Verſe 15. He now rideth on his white
Horſe as Captain, being ſpotleſs in his' Way and

Event oſ'it. The ﬁrﬅ is to V-'rſe 14. The other, Manner of Procceding;" for which Cauſe, his
to the End.
- _ .
T H e Preparation-'of the Beaﬅ was more fully
ſet down, Chap. xvi. Therefore it is but touched
here, and the Lamb's Order and Army, who are
the other Party, are more inſiﬅed on.

I

Heaven opened This is' Preparatory to the

Viſion, that he might the mote cleatly diſcern it:

But 'that is not all, hereby it would appear is now

ﬁtﬅ Stile ( Verſe It. )is faithful and true in
keeping Promiſe and Covenant to his People.
And then, Secondly, it is added, That in Righ
teonſneﬂ' he doth judge and rnahe Mr: Which
implyeth, That there is a right End in his Un
dertaking, a right Cauſe, and a right Manner
of Proceeding in it. Two, Properties' more arc
ſet down, Verſe 12. His Eyes were lihe a Flame
of Fire, importing ſearching Omniſciency and ter
rible Majeﬅy, as Chap. i. lie hath on his Ifead

'ſet outamore ﬂouriſhing Eﬅate of the Goſpcl after
the Lamb's Marriage, for, by a white I-Io'ſe this
was ﬁgniﬁed, Chap. vi. and by the opening of Hea many Crowns, not materially ſo, but to ſhew
'pen and the Arh. Chap. xi. it was ſigniﬁed alſo,

his

abſolute Soveraignty, that he is an high and

This would then hold ſorth a ﬂounſhing Church, 'great and glorious King, ſo that one Crown or
able to ſend out Armies atleaﬅ oſ ſpiritual Fighters few Crowns will not ſerve to deſcribe his Glo
. This is a great King above all Kings,
for Chtiligagainſi his' Enemies.
.
'2 T Hnt.Preparations upon the Lamb's Side, are as his Name ierl/erſe 16.- This alſo importeth
more particularly ſet down, 1.. By the Deſcription many Triumphs and Victoties over his Ene
nues.
of the Captain. 2. Oſ an Angel, as an Herauld dc
ANSWERABLE to this Greatneſs, he hath
nouncing the WVar, or rather foretellingthe Victo
ry, Verſe 17.- he inliﬅeth moﬅ onthe Captain; ſor an inexptcﬂible Name that none can take him
he is of moſteConcemment in the-N'as, and cannot up in the inﬁniteneſs and greatneſs of his Eſſence
eaſily be deſcribed. ThePropcrties given him are and Glory but himſelf, to creatures i-t is a Mi
of two- Sorts,

r. Such,- whereby he is ſomcway

ﬅcry and-aSeoret, as judg- xiii. 18.

F'0r,-no

tied in his. Proceedings; to his.-.Word.

2. Such, Name can adequately ſet outhis Perſections.
wherein he. is abſolute,.and he hath a Name anH e proceedeth in the Deſcription of him, Ver/2
[wearing bothas a. Deſcription" There are four 13.. as in a moſt conquering-like Poﬅure, he- was
Names. given. to. him. thatdivide. this Deſcription; clothed with at lſgﬂure- dipt? in Bleed: it is like
with:

i'6'64
ſiwirh
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the 'Blood of the former Events of former
now at this Time) abundantly executeth Judgment
himſelf where the former prevaileth not. And ſee
ing he treadeth alone, l/ZZ. lxiii. few Arms' will
ſerve theſe that are with him.
SU r'r A n L a to this Soveraignty and Power he

Vials, or of this on him: He followeth the Chaſe
Julian-when he once beginneth and appeareth ſo
terrible and bloody, and yet conquering like on'
mzigbryraſgoe, Iſa. lxiii. r, a. 'His Name is here
. ſet down more plainly in aStile more uſual for John bath a Name, (Vnſe 16. ) m bis Veſito'e, that it
" to give him, and that is, The word of God, Job. i. may be viſible (as it were, in his Colours legible )
.So. Chriﬅ is called the Word, Firﬅ, in Reſpect of and on bis Tbigþ, that is, graven now, moﬅ ob
-, his Perſon, ſeeing he doth expreſs the character of the ſervably uponall his ways and Motions,\as Chap.

ſi Father's Perſon as clearly as the Word doth repre

i. It ſhall now be known he isLard of Lord: 'ad
ſentaMan's ſecret Conception within, Hell. i. 3. King aﬀKingr, that is, 'moﬅ Soveraign, and will
*Sccondly, in reſpect of his Oﬃces, becauſe by him now be ſeen and acknowledged to be ſo, for he tak
3 God doth as by a Word plainly make known the eth it on him.
Secret: of the Goſpel, before hid in him.
LA s 'r L Y, Verſe 17. 18. This Battlcisſetiout
IN the 14. Verſe, his Armies are ſet out, r. by oneﬅanding in the Sun, that he may be conſpi
'Theſe in Hem/err:

Not only Angels and Saints cuous, crying to all New/s, to came, and 'a eat, all

gloriﬁed; but ,_ſuch of the Church, as (Ver/e 8.) Sorts of great and/'halk Which doth ſetout, I.
are arayed.-wit\h -ſuch Veﬅure. The new married the Certainty of this Defeat. 2. the Grcatneſs ofit:

Jews and the beautiﬁed Genriler are both ﬅirred up The Slain ſhall be ſo man , that Fowls ſhall eat
to this Employment, They are named, Chap. xvii.
all/ed andfait/yſul who were with the Lamb, they
are the ſame here. The Church now is more
pure in worſhip, and ſhining in Holineſs, and the
moﬅ pure are moﬅ zealous in following of_him:
For, this Honour have all his Saints, as Pſal. cxlix.
2. They are called Armies, 'for their Multitude,
Strength and Diſcipline. 3.. They ride, and that
.on white Her/es; He hath all his Soldiers mounted

them; it is borrowed from

zek. xxxix. 17. Alſo

it may ſet out a clear and conﬁdent Incitation of
God's Miniﬅers to ﬅir up others to go about the
Execution of this Judgment with conﬁdence of
Victory, as if they were invited to prey upon dead
Men; and poſſibly alſo by this, many that are not
mounted like the Lamb, nor clothed in white, and

are not following him, nor walking on his Ac

count, ſhall yet upon 'Hope ofGain to feed (like

as well (as it were )as himſelf, they ſhare with _ravenous Fowls upon others Ruin) engage into this

him as certainly of the victory, as he doth over
come.- It is good being on the Lamb's Side, and at
his Back. But there is no word of a Weapon amongﬅ
them all: For, they need none, becauſe he goeth

Fight, and be made uſe of ( though following their
corrupt Ends ) for a Time to execute God's Juﬅice

againﬅ this' Beaﬅ, who preferred his own lntereﬅ

to Chriﬅfs.
foremoﬅ and rſighteth, and they but follow as a
T a 1 s is the Lamb's Preparation; now follow

Company in Triumph. It is to let us ſee alſo, it is not eth a'Word of the contrary Party. There is the
,

theSoldiers, but the Captain, and his Weapons that Beaﬅ and 'be Kings eft/ye Earth and their Armies',
get the Victory; for, Rigbteaaſ'reﬅ or ﬁne Linen is to wit, ſome Kings yet ﬅicking to the Beaﬅ, that
their defenﬁve Armor; and for Oﬀenſivc, they have did lament the Whores Deﬅruction, and with them

none mentioned here, although from Cbap. x-vii.
and the Scope, we may gather that they are alſo to
be made active in this War, yet the Victory dc
pendeth not thereupon: Haling? and Faith is the
beﬅ
Folks
can putareon.ſet down, Ve'ſe 15. in
LHArmor
1 s own
Weapons

others without the Church, of late engaged to ſide
with the Pope, who is now made to ﬂee from

Rome.

The Beaﬅ here is only mentioned ( though

Chap. xvi. 13. and in the following Vrſe the
Propbers be added ) to ſhew they are but one,

though diverﬂy repreſented. All theſe are gathered
"three, t. A Sword going out yf lvir Alnath, which is againﬅ Chriﬅ( ſo it is conﬅructed ) and his People.
the Word whereby he ſubdueth Nations to himſelf. How this gathering proceeded, and whenceit came,

2. And gflron, Pſal. ii. ſignifying both Authority, is _ not'ſpoken to here, becauſe it is inſiﬅed on,
. (_Pſa1. cx. 2. ) and Power to cruſh Gainſayers, and

Chap. xvi. 13. Ut. as alſo the Place whereto they

to put his Laws in Execution againﬅ wicked Op

are brought; only now both Armies and their
Captains are marked to be in the Fields.
T rr E Event followeth, ſ/erſe 20. and 21. in
three steps, ﬁrﬅ, in Relþect of the oppoſite Chif
tain, r. he is taken Priſoner, a. l-teis condemns:i
a

poſers that yield not to the Word, them he ﬅriketh
'swiththc'Rod oflron: For, rule he muﬅ. 3. There
- ira Wine-preﬅ o God's lI/ratb, as Chap. xiv. and
Iſa.
and. 'It he tmrdetþ, that is, he eaﬄy( and

w
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and caﬅ alive in the Lake from whence he came. 17. and 18. Theſe that follow Duty, even on cor
The Party overcome hath two Names, yet is one; rupt Ends, may ſometimes get a Fill and ſome
The Beaﬂ: here is that ﬁrﬅ, Chap. xiii. the falſe Succeſs; but theſe that did ride on white Horſes,
Prophets is that ſecond eccleſiaﬅick Beaﬅ, or ſecond had a more noble Deſign; This one Sword of Chriﬅ
conſideration of the former: For, theſe ſame things doth all the Buſineſs, and they have enough to be
areattributed to this falle Prophet, which were the Witneſles.
Properties of that Beaﬅ, Chap. xiii. n. therefore
S o the Series of Antichriﬅ's Deﬅruction looketh
they are one, as was ſhown there; and theirjoynt thus in the three laſt Vials; the ﬁfth overturneth

Death ſheweth m all Things an Identity. They Rome, yet he himſelf hath ſome Being and maketh
are only named as diﬅinct, r. to ſhew that that ſome new ﬅickling or ſhifting for Help in his laﬅ Eſ
Grandure of Rome which hath long ﬅood, and after ſay; After that heis taken by the ſixth, and there
that City is burned, doth yet pretend ſotne Prehe
minence by the ſurviving of its laﬅ Head the falſe
Prophet, (who ﬅill, though baniſhed, keepeth up
the Name of Romi/b Pope, ) ſhall now both fall
together, Rome: Empire in that Series and the Pope
they ſhall go together into Deﬅruction, and there
ſhall be no ſuch Empire of Ram: under any Form

is then neither Seat nor Beaﬅ to ſit in it; yet poſſibly
there ma be ſome Remnant of Adherents to that
babyloniſli ſupcrﬅitious Way, regrating the Over
throw of the Beaﬅ by the ſixth, as they did of his
Seat by the ﬁfth, Chap. xviii. which in this Senſe

may be Judicially ﬂain by the Sword of Chriﬅ's
Mouth, although the Execution of it be ſuſpended :

after that, as hath formerly been, but the Body and Theſe are fully overturned by the ſeventh

Head( ina Word) ſhall periſh, together. 2. To
ſhew that both that civil Grandure ſigniﬁed by the
ﬁrﬅ Beaſt, and that religious Deceit and Hypocriſy,
whereby it was maintained, ſhall now beat a further
End than when the Whore was deﬅroyed; no
Popes nor avowed ſpreading of Popery are to be
after this in any ſuch Meaſure. Thus they are

Vial,
when great Babylon cometh in Remembrance beſore
God, poſſibly in the Days oſ Gag, and Mgag, ſuch
old Principles concerning Ram: are revived, but
the-Fare ſoon baniſhed.

r' 'a It a isa great Objection againﬅ this, be

cauſe the Dcﬅruction of Antichriſt ſeemeth to be re
ſerved for Chriﬅ's ſecond Coming, z ﬂeﬃ ii. 8.
Mr, _v_v_l)9 keeped ﬅill Liberty in all former and here beis caﬅ in Hell, which ſome thinlr cannot
and are enſnared, as it were, unawares be before the End. Before we anſwer, we take it for

When they looked for no ſuch Thing, but on the
opinion of the Popes Perpetuity were conﬁdent: The
"Word, in the Original, implyeth ſome ſurpriſal:
They are M/I alive int/1' Luke; this is their Judg-

certain that this Judgment of the Beaﬅ is not at the
laﬅ D : For t. it is under the ſixth Vial, and it
_is the ſeventh that bringeth the End. 2. It isaJudv
ment wherein Armies of Saints are imployed and his

ment, to ſet out the Abhorrency which the Lord Wordis made uſe of in this Ruin, which cannot be

btd at

ſheweth at their End, as in the ſaidof thelaﬅ Judgment. 3. In this Judgmentof hiz

Caſe of [ſor-al), Dat/mn, &Ft. to ſhew there is a caﬅing in the Lake, there is" a Diﬀeren'ce put be

Judgment after this _to them; ſor, he purſueth them tween him and his Followers who are otherwiſe
ﬂilltﬂlitendthem." 3. To ſhew, that there is now judged, Verſe ult. and their caﬅing in ſuſpended;
noRegrekto them after this Deſeat; ſor, it is irre- there; is no ſuch Diﬀerencc in the laﬅ Judgment.
ooverable I" theBeaﬅ by the ſixth Vial, as it was to 4. There are ſomeEvents yet behind this, the De

the-Whore by the ﬁfth, before Chap. xviii. he vilisnot yet fully overturned' till the ſeventh Vial
came from the Pit, Chap. xiii. and xvii. and he
returneth to it here.
122. T H 1 s Victory is ſet out in Reſpcct of
theſe that eſcaped this Sort of Judgment, Vrﬅ
21. all that adhere to the Benﬅ, it is like periſh

caﬅ him in the Lake, which is by the Judgment oſ
the great Day, and yet the Beaﬅ is in the Lakebefore
him: Therefore this Judgment isbefore thclaﬅ, by
which the Devil lS caﬅen, where the Bmﬅ andfalſi
Prapþ't are beſore him, as is clear from Chap. xx.

not now; ſome by Chriﬅ's Word are either win, I/'Irﬅ to.

and ſo their Enmity is ﬂain and they made to
Now ſorAnſwer, t. Itisnotahſurd to ſay, the
ſubmit; or, by it they are condemned: The ﬁnal End of Antichriﬅ's Kingdom ſhall not bebeſore
former as tolmany, ( as to many) is not unlike the End, his Kingdom being complexiy conſidered; i
(_Ihriﬅ's Conqueﬅ, Pjizl. xlv.

yet it hindereth not, but both himſelf and his Seat

a. T n a 'Lvent is &eth-out by- the Satisfaction that may be overturned beſore. 2.. That Place, 2. Tþgﬃ
theſe who love Prey-ſhall have; the Slaugher and ii. may' look to the Deﬅruction oſAntichriﬅ, not at
Spqil isanſw-erable- to what was denounced, Ver/2 Chritt's laſt Coming, butat hiscoming to thJt Ju-lg- '

--
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ment of the Where, as it iscalled the great Day of

God, Chap. vi. when he came to be avenged on
zeathen Emperors: And the Deﬅruction there, ( 2
Tſhgﬃ ii. ) is, I. Peice and Peice and notat once. 2.

Chap. ao.

Perſecuters
Deﬅruction
and'perfected;
the Saints Outgate,
be
cauſe
both are
at that Day
yet can itſſnot
be argued, Therefore there are no forgoing Stroke:
or Deliveries; ſo neither can it be in the preſent

It, is by the Breath of his Mouth, that looketh to Caſe, beſide, it being in the Cloſe of the ſixth
the ſhining of the Goſpel, whereby he is ruined, as Vial, and after the zems Converſion, which will be
here by the Sword proceeding from Chriﬅ's Mouth. Et long before the nd, it may there be ſo expreſi
And ſo, 3. the brightneſs of his Coming will be his

F o R that, be z'r caﬅ alive in 'be Luke, it is
coming in the Goſpel, and taking to him that great
Power which Antichriﬅ hath long ufurped ; and that certainly not properly to be underﬅood, as if he
agreeth well both with the Scope there and here. ſhould never die, but is in Alluſion to that of Korab,
And, 3. if any ſhould urge further, that in that Datban and tlþimm, to ſhew the greatneſs, dread
Place ( 2
ii. )two diﬅinct Steps are ſet down. fulneſs and irrecoverableneſs of that Doom that
r. To conſume him by the Spirit of his Mouth ; ſhall come on him: And conſidering this ſpecial
but the ſecond, his Deﬅruction, is reſerved to Chriﬅ's

ſecond' Coming. Aſ/zſiw. It will prove no more but
this, 1.. That Antichriﬅ's Fall ſhall begin long before
it End. 2. That it ſhall be fully compleated at the
great Day. 3. That beſide whatever come upon
him now, there ſhall alſo be a Reckoning with him
then.

We deny none of theſe, ſeeing the Word

ſaith not it is Only ſo; for, our Opinion is not ex
cluded, which laith more, to wit, he ſhall hejudg
edat his particular Judgment and at the general

and eminently ﬅated Enemy of God and Jeſus
Chriﬅ in his Kingdom, and God's viſible taking

Courſe in this World with other more open Ene
mies, it is like, that the jealous God who is avenge
ed, as is clear, on his Seat before Men,v will ever!

in this World, though he ſpare him long, ſingularly
ſhew his Judgment on him, beſide what he will
do_ in the laﬅ Day, which alſo in Part con
tributeth to his Glory and his People' Comfort,

asany other temporal Judgment doth, which yet
Judgment alſo : And although it be ordinary in the is not ſo much foretold for theſe Ends asthis is.
cripture'to deſign the laﬅ Day for the/Time of

LECTURB
CHAP.

I.

XX.

Verſe I. A ND ſſaw an Angel [me dawnſrom [ﬁxt-um, buying tb' Kay ay' t/u þmmlzſi Pit, and a
great. Cbain in bis Hand.

H 1 s Chapter hath alway been ye would with Sobriety aim at the ſearching of the
Truth, butnot expect the ſatisfying of Curioſity in!
it. It is God's Goodneſs that he hath given us the
Lord as it were, minding by neceſſary Truths of the Miﬅery of Godlineſs in more
this Cloſe to ﬅay the Inſo plain Expreiſions; yet, ſince this is .a Part of the
lency of Mens Humour, and. Word which God hath given his Church for Ediﬁ
to teach the Necellity ofSo cation, and' ſeeing alſo it wanteth not Encouragev
briety in the uſernaking of ments to ﬅir up his People to pry with Sobriety into
his Word. Henceit is, that it, Uſe cannot therefore ſhun the eſiaying of it,
many both ofold and of late looking to him ( without Prejudice ), who hath in
(and that neither of the groﬅ'eﬅ nor moﬅ, ignorant of his Providence led us to the opening of this Book,
Divines ) whom God hath made uſe of ſingularly in and hitherto hath in ſome Meaſure helped us in it.
the opening of his Truths, have yet not withﬅand The great Ground of Miﬅake is, ( as in other
ing, ﬅumbled at this; ln which dugiſſ. de u'vitate dark Scriptures alſo ) becauſe the Expreﬃons are odd'
Dn'jih, 20. Cap. 5, and 6. profeﬂ'eth himſelf once. and. unuſual, therefore we are apt to conceiveſome
to have been ſomewhat miſcarried; ſo that it willz ﬅrange Thing to be contained in them, ſuch as is
accounted amongﬅ the dark

eﬅ of this Propheſy, the

bicome us, with trembling to undertake it, and. alſo now here elſe laid downin plainer Words, and out
ently

Chap. to.

B O O If of 'be REYELATION.

curious and itching Humours are-ready to foﬅer that
taking Occaſion thereby to exerciſe themſelves ; and
when we come with Prejudice to dive into them,
we are often anſwered according to the Idea which
we have followed in our own Hearts.

65?

defective concerning the Overthrov' 'of this Enemy,
and Explication of the ſeventh Vial which is no
where explained as the reﬅ are, if it be not here; and

the Coincidency
of the Matter,
the the
Dragon's
ﬁnal
Ovcrtſinrow,
and Expreſſtons
about
laﬅ Judg

Itisneceſ

ſary therefore, that with Humility we proſecute
this Search, it being to ſuch that the Lord reveal
eth his Secrets..
'
Concannmc the Diviſion of this Chapter, there
need be no Queﬅion, We may takeit as containing
ﬁrﬅ, ſome notable Events to fall out in the Church
of Chriﬅ before the End of the World, which are
two. 1. An eminent binding ofSamn, having con
temporary with it an eminent Reign of the Saints;

ment, common to this with the ſeventh Vial, ſuch

as the Htawm pqﬃng away, &Ft. do evidence it
eſpecially to belong to the clearing of the ſeventh
Vial. Yet, 4. we add, That we are not to reﬅrain it

ſo, as if both theſe Events were fully contemporary
with the ſeventh Vial; for then the Continuance
of this Vial would be diſproportionable to all the reﬅ,
as being longer than they all. Betide, that Vial, in
cluding eſpecially Satan's laﬅ overthrow, it is not
neceſlary to extend it ſo far, but ſo much of it muſt
be applyed to the ſeventh Vial, as was not compre
hended under the-former ſix, but all now is put to

2. An eminent looſingr of Satan and Hazard of- the
Church.
T H z ſecond Part fubjoyneth to that the Con
fumation of all Things by the laﬅ Judgment, in gether when it cometh to its Height, and reckoned
which Satan ſhall he utterly faﬅened up in his Priſon in a Sum, even as the Churches low Condition ( Chap.
for ever, and the Saints, being freed from all Diﬃ xi. ) was reckoned, and put ina Sum together of
culties, are brought to the enjoying of their evcrlaﬅ ſo many Days under the ſixth Trumpet, when it'
ing Kingdom; Or, take it thus, as it ſetteth out came to its Height, although it had begun under
the Upſhot of all former Prophcſies in the laﬅ Judg the Trumpets preceeding. That therefore follow
ment. There areﬁrﬅ ſome Things going before the eth not, but though that he eſpecially the Scope,
laﬅ Judgment, and that immediately. 2. The De which it is levelled at, yet it is not only, but ſo as
(eription of this Judgment. 3. What followeth is on that Occaſion for more fully clearing this Victory
in the Execution of the sentences thereof5 both are over the Devil, a more full View of his former
Practices contemporary with former Propbeſies, is
one Thingct g'
CONC ERNLNG the Scope alſo, we take it to he ſet down 3 and this Beginning is drawn down from
thus, I. Generally, to ſet out the laﬅ Gatzyirapbc a prior Period of Time, that all being ſet together,
and Cloſe of all the Churches Troubles, and her this laﬅ may be the more full and clear and obſerv- *
Enemies Ruin and Malice, they end happily for her, able. And yet, 5. We take it not to ſet out the
but miſerably for them. a. More particularly, it is Hiﬅory of the Devil from his ﬁrﬅ Reﬅrainr by the
to (hew her Outgate from her grand Enemy the De Goſpel, and ſo tobe contemporary with that of
vil, who is the, ﬁrﬅ Enemy, ſand continueth with Mrbael's caﬅing him down from Heaven ( or from the laﬅ. It is eſpecially his binding and his looſing civil Power ) in Cotſſantinds Time, Chap. xii. but
and his ﬁnal overthrow-that is aimed at here, ( what to begin the Story of the Dragon here where it left
conccrneth the Whore, Beaﬅ and falſe Prophct be there: Thus the Devil that is thrown down from
ing in the former inſiﬅed on )and' the Churches Con civil Power and open Perſecution, we heard he had
dition in Reference to this Enemy is occaſionally ſet great Fury when he was put from open working by
out. 3. And yet more partieularly,,it is for the avowed ldolatry and .Perſecution to a more ſecret 4
Explication of the ſeventh Vial, which .was ( Chap. underhand way; we heard alſo what way he took _
xvi. ) poured an; in 'be Air, the Dcvils univerſal then, l. By ſpewing outa Flood after the Woman,
Kingdom, but ſummarily touched there; here it is which was dryed up. a. By going to make War
more fully ſet, out: -__ For, the Dragon's Deﬅructi with the Saints, which he attempted and proſecuted .
on is inſiſted on here, whichwas the Object of that by a new Lieutenant the'Bcaﬂ', and had ſuch Suc
Vial. Beﬁde, in the-iorrner-Chapters it being told ceſs by him, that he was again upon another-Account
what became of thd Who-e, Chap. xviii. and ot worſhipped, Chap. xiii. and that by the whole ,Wo{]d,

the Beaﬅ, Chap. xix. there being nothing of this except ſome .few,-and made War with the_Saints,.
Enemie's Overthrow till now recorded, but'of his and overcame them. Hitherto we have never heard'
Action in the ſixth Vial, It followeth therefore, how he was reﬅrained, or what became of him after

both in Order and Seriesof this Explication ſub

his Reign 'by the Beaﬅ 1260. Days. To clear that;"

joyned to the. ſ0rt_ner,,; and and by Neccſſity or; the thisis titbjoyned,xx_ve_n, to tell what becamſhof zthe.

Matter, that tliisis adisd for ſupplying 'what was
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Chap. ac;

Dragenz, as he had formerly told what became of the Anſwers in them, poﬅ'eﬃng Men perſonally and
Beaﬅ; and ſo this Chapter is not contemporary corporally, ( as he'did in Chriﬅ's Time) le'adinc
with Chap. xii. but is to be ſubjoyned to it, as the World at his Will. He is bound in this RcT
the next reﬅraint wh'ch followed upon him, who ſpect by Chriﬅ*s Birth, Prcaching, Miracles, Death
This appeareth, r. By Alcenſion, and ſending forth the Apoﬅles and th;
obſerving the Expreﬃons; For, there he is caﬅ down Goſpel (lite a white Her/2 conﬁning, Chap. vi.)
by the Angel of the covenant Chriﬅ, out of Heaven whereby the Prince of this World was judged, Satan
to Earth; here the Angel deſtendeth out oſ Heaven caﬅen from Heaven like Lightning; many corpor

then was looſe and in Rage.

to him, ( as it were, purſuing him ) which ſuppoſ ally poſleſied, were diſpoſl'eﬂed and freed from his
eth him to be down before. 2. There he is looſe
and making War with the YVoman. who is made
to ﬂee; here he is 'bound up, ſo that the Saints do
reign in the mean time. 3. This here is his laﬅ
great Binding, preceeding his Looſrng in Gog and
J'l/fdgag, before the End of the NVorldz Either
therefore we muﬅ ſay, Satan hath no Binding after

Dominion, and the Devil chaſed from his audible
anſwering in Oracles, as formerly he had done.

that, But is ﬅill Looſe to the End, which is falſe;

[He pan I-Iehrmtt, ſitptrum R'x, [inquere ttcta
Htzt jtthtt; U drtrt teem; remeare ſuh umhrat :
Ergo/r/ms art: tu num ahſtedito 'to/Iris.

or we muﬅ ſay, That his Binding in reference to
that looſing, is not ſet down in this Propbeﬁe,
But that only telleth that he was looſe, but not
how he was reﬅrained, which ﬅandeth not with

the Scope; Or, we muﬅ thirdly ſay, That it is
done by this Chapter, which will further appear
afterward: And indeed it

were hard to ſay, that

one Event ſhould be twice expreſſed in ſo diﬀerent
Expreſſrons, and yet that ſuch a concerning Event,
as Satan's Binding after his Liberty and Dominion
in Antichriﬅ, ſhould be paſſed over in lilence.. Be
ſrde if it were aRepetition of the ſame Victory,
Chap. xii. or of the Goſpel's Victory over Satan's

H_rs known Anſwer given at Delphos to duguﬅtt:

hrs Legats, who were ſent to him to enquire con
cerning his Succeſſor, about the Time of Chriﬅ's
Birth is by many cited to this purpoſe,

An Hebrew Child, King of the Heavens high
To leave theſe Temples hath commanded me,
And to be gone, to Darknels, and to Wo:

Thou therefore ﬁlent from our Altars go.
A' P 'r r-: n this-no audible anſwer was given at'

theſe Oracles. Thus Satan is bound from the Be
grnning of the Goſpel to the End of the World;
For, Chriﬅ ſhall have a Church even among the
Natronsand Gentiles: And thus Chriﬅ hath over

Kingdom, or that of ſing and Magog, aRepetition come hrm, and ſo ſpoiled him, That he ſhall never

of the Propheﬁes concerning the Pope or Titrhs, prevarl againﬅ the Catholick Church, Matth. xvi.
then theſe laﬅ Explications, or Viſions, would be much This is not the Binding here, becauſe this is a
more Obſcure than the former of the ſame Events, Binding that is eminently applicable and agreeable

which is contrary to the way of this Book,asis
acknowledged by all,,and contrary to the manner of
Repetitions of the ſame Thing uſed byDa'zit-l and
other, Prophets, the laﬅ whereof are alway clearer
than the former. And that Satan getteth the ſame
Names here that he getteth, Chap. xii. it is not
to ſhew, That it belongeth to the ſame Time;

to one particular time, ſo asit cannot agree to any

other before nor after. And it would ſeem, that as it
rs clear, that Satan is looſed after it, before Chrrﬅ's

ſecond coming: So it is clear that Satan hath been
(_ as to this Binding ) looſe before it, after Chriﬅ's
hrﬅ coming, except we ſay, That all the time

between Chriﬅ ﬁrﬅ coming and his ſecond, ſhall

But rather to ſhew, That it is the Continuation be taken up in theſe two, to wit,

1. A thouſand

of the Hiﬅory of that ſame Enemy, which, as to Years reﬅrarnt uponSatan, and then a little times
theEvent of that Rage of his, was defective there, Liberty, upon the back whereof cometh the Judg*
but is ſupplied here..
it?
ment: But. the length of Time interveening and
FOR clearing this, conſider that there is afour the various and frequent ups and downs of the
fold Looſing and Raging of the Devil mentioned Church ſhew,,That there are moe Periods in her
in the Word, and there is a ſourfold Victory of the Caſe, and the great Libertv of the Church (and ſo.
Church' over him in Oppoſition to theſe, alſo ſpoken. the Binding of Satan, which is ﬅill contemporary
of,,and thezlaﬅ is ﬅill the greateﬅ. His ﬁrﬅ Do with it,) ſpoken of to be in the latter Days of the
minion we may call perſonal, when he keeped all Goſpel, at leaﬅ after the ﬁrﬅ thouſand Years, will
thee-World in groſs Darkneſs, worſhippirrg him not admit that: Theſe thouſand Years therefore

My' in Temples, and he giving Reſponfes and muﬅ not begin either at Chriﬅ's Birth or Death,
on

Chap. 20.
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or yet at the Deﬅruction of Jlruſalem, or ſend Chap; xii. this preſuppoſing the " Beaﬅ" in being,
ing of the Goſpel to the Gentilcs; ( beſide that (as appeareth by theſe who reign in this Time)
it preſupponeth Martyrs as antecedaneous to it)
And therefore it muﬅ begin after theſe Peri
ods.
Tnnne is aſecond Dominion Satan hath yet,
even
when the
preached, and
that'World,
is by
his guiding
the Goſpel
publick isMaſſgiﬅracy
of the

nor yet the laﬅ, It muﬅ neceſſarily follow therefore,
That it is the Binding, ſpoken of in the third
Place, which is contemporary- with the Beaﬅ's
overthrow, in whom he'was formerly worſhipped,
and fain would have ſuﬅained that Worſhip, but was
bound up from it, and could not help-himſelf, a'

whereby he condemned Chriﬅians, perſecuted and

Chap. xvi'ri.

TAKXNG this thento be the Bindihg ofSatan,.
avowed Profeſiion of Chriﬅ in an united Church following upon that Rage of his, Chap. xii. Verſe
Way, (at leaﬅ in a great part) and keeped up ﬅill 13, and 17. the Scope will' be to-ſhew what-came
Temples and Idol-Worſhip, and that as counte of the Devil after he had brought that 'Deſign
nanced by Authority. Satan is put from this, to agreat Height, Chap. xiii. So that if it be aſk
Chap. xii. where we have the Hiﬅory of his caﬅing ed, what became of him after he had raged ﬂrty
deﬅroyed them, and obﬅructed the Pubiick and

from the Throne, before which time he is ſeen as two Adam/is againﬅ the Woman, having made
Looſe in Heaven, That is in Perſon of the Em here ﬂee to the Wilderneſs, and againﬅ the Wit

perors, as aBloody Dragon ready to devour the neſies, having made themxPropheſie all that Time
Child, (as formerly, Chap. vi..) he rideth as it in Sackcloth? It is anſwcrcd here,. I ſaw,.ſaith
were, on the Red, Pale and Black Horﬅs, till by Zabn, him again taken and bound up from hisx
the ſixth Seal anſwerable to, and contemporary 'ibert , as the Beaﬅ' was from his; and Iſaw
with, Chap. xii. he is in all theſe Reſpects defeated, that

hurch, which by and under the Badﬂ he.

had perſecuted and made deſpicable in the World,.
brought again to an honourable Condition ( where
in he could not impede them) having again an:
honourable publick and avowed Profeſſton of the
dom ry' cra- God, and pow'r of bz'r Cbri , which Goipcl in greater Number of Profeſſors, purity
certainly inferreth a good Condition to the Saints of Doctrine, Holineſs of Life, Spirituality of Wor
ſhip, and Vigor of Diſcip'line, with much leſs.
with it.
'
H 1 s third Storm- and Loofmg, after he cometh outward diﬅurbance than formerly: Which Re
to the Earth, is by more ſubtil Means proſecut ﬅraint of his and Kingdom to them continued a:
ed in the ﬁrﬅ ſix Trumpets by the Beaﬅ, Chap. long time, till God in his ſecret Juﬅice permitted
xiii. and in the end of Chap. xii. which is con him
to make
onſet before
the laﬅofJudgment,
by Gag,
whicha new
followeth
that Aſiſiault
the De
temporary with the ﬁrﬅ ſix Trumpets.. His Re
ﬅraint ( as to that Looſmg) is by the ſeventh vils by the Beaﬅ, thereafter the Lord purſueth and'
Tumptt, wherein his Dominion by the Beiﬅ, overtumeth' him and his Deſigns everlaﬅingly;
ſuch as formerly he had by the Heathen Emperor is after which he ſhall never have a link, of his
the publick and avowed worſhipping of Idols
overturned, and the publick Piofeſſton of Chriﬅi
anity countenanced by Authority, in which Re
ſpect, ( Chap. xii. Verk 10. ) it is called the King

overturned, and anſwerably to that Liberty of his, Chain looſed to the Diﬅurbancc of Chriﬅ's Churcln
( ſpoken of Chap. xii. and xiii. ) here is ſet down, This is the Sum, which will be more clear in the

in this third explicatory Propheſie, Satan's' third
Reﬅraint in Oppoſition to that Dominion of his
by Antichriﬅ: And this Propheſie will be found
contemporary with the ſeventh Trtmpet and the
Vial: from their Beginning which ſucceed imme
diately to the ivitneﬂes aſcending up to Heaven,
and to the, end of the Woman's Flight and abode

particular Expiication of the Words, and in that
which followeth.

T H A T we may the more clearly proceed, the
great Controverﬁes in the Words may be drawn
to three Heads, I mean in ſo far as concerneth the

ﬁrﬅ Event of Satan's binding,.till l/Zvﬅ 7.
THE ﬁrﬅ is, concemin; the Events propheſied.

in the Wilderneſs, and to 'be forty. two Montb: of of, That is,
the
Bcaﬅ'sfourtlﬀnand-laﬅRei ..
rTnr-z
Liberty. and Dominion of or' Satan,

r. What is meaued by this binding

2. What by this Dominion or Reign

of the Saints, of what Nature

and extent it isz.

the Devil mentioned is this of his- ﬅirring. up Gcg which is alſo called living, and the ﬁrﬅ. Reſizrrtcti
and Magog, and his Reﬅraint, in'reſei'ence to this,

on.

is the laﬅ Judgmenn. Now, ſeeing his binding
T H e ſecond Head is, concerning the Perſons
hete. cannot be the. ﬁrﬅ,,as is ſaid,,nor theſecond, to whom this Kingdom is- promiſedn x. Whether
m:

.'IK

\
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to dead or living- Saints. 2. Whether to Martyrs
only, or to others. 3. If only to Saints without
'any Hypocrites. 4. If to theſe who ſuﬀer in themſelves perſonally, or in others. _
TH r: third Head, is, Concerning the Time mentioned 'of a thouſand Years.

Chap. aol

him till then, againﬅ whom they'ſhall ﬅill have
Cauſe to watch. Thereforc he is not ſimply bound
up in Hell; but, in his raging among Men, reﬅraiſh
ed, and that eminently in a great Degree: For, as
Satan is ſaid to be bound, when he is caﬅ out from

And, r. If the Time having abſolute Dominion overa Man, Mattb. xii.

of the Saints Reien be contemporary with, or ſuc- tho' he continue to tempt and trouble; So, in reſpect

ceſſive unto the thouſand Years of Satan's Reﬅraint; of the Church he is bound, tho' he may be troubling
and ſo, whether they be one, or two diﬅinct Times.
2. If theſe thouſand Years be deﬁnite, or indeﬁnite.
. Whether it taketh in all the Time after Chriﬅ's
eath, orotherwiſe. 4. And mainly, whether theſe
thouſand Years be applicable, and in the Scope of the
Prophecy and Intent of the Spirit to be applied unto

them, as he may do a particular Perſon; yet getteth
he _never ſuch abſolute and full Dominion over them
again, in that reſpect he is reﬅrained and bound;
even ſo here.- *
2. W 5 think here is underﬅood his moﬅ eminent
reﬅraining after Chriﬅ's Birth till his ſecond coming;

any Time wholly paﬅ, or wholly to come; or, to
the Time which is preſently current.
T H r-z ﬁrﬅ and laﬅ Head, and laﬅ Particular of it,
do mainly dccide the Qneﬅions incident here, and
make way for the right underﬅanding of this Chap-

and therefore Chriﬅ's victories over him being al
ways the longer the greater, it is like to be the laﬅ
great .Reﬅraint of Satan, to wit, after Antichriﬅ"
(at leaﬅ, begun ) Ruin, which may be in ſundry Re
ſpects ſhown to be greater than any of the former, a'

ter.

The ﬁrﬅ Head 'openeth what is foretoldhere, having ſomethings of all the former Reﬅraints con

the ſecond to whom, the third when it is ful- cutring together in it, and that in an eminent De

ﬁlled.
gree: However, that it is moﬅ eminent, is clear by
CONCERN'NG all which, we ſhall put by, r. theſe Evidences, r. That he is boundand ſealed, ( in
Some Things which we conceive more clear]

tobe ſome Meaſure) notv only caﬅ from the Throne to

Truths, and leſs controvertible.

hings the Earth, but keeped from that Liberty which for

2. Some

morc obviouﬂy falſe, and which cannot any ways be merly he had on the Earth; The Expreſiion ſigniﬁeth
conceived as intended b theſe Words in this Viſi- certainly a very great Reﬅraint. 2. The Saints peace
on.

And ſo, 3. The

hings controverted will be able Reign, ſheweth him to be eminently bound;

fewer, and we ſhall have more ready Acceſs to ſpeak For, that they are now in more-Reſpect than at any
of them.
_
.
,
other Time, it is from this,v That he is more bound
T H a ﬁrﬅ Thing we lay for Truth, is, That up: And therefore this Eﬀect, or Concomitant
whatever be meaned by Satan's Reﬅraint here, it is thereof, to wit, their reigning, muﬅ of Neceſiitybc

not to be underﬅood abſolutely and ﬁmply in all Re- from a more than an ordinary binding; 3. That he
ſpects, but comparatively, and in ſome Reſpect, ſo may, and muﬅ bereﬅrained, and ſaid to be ſo ina
as notwithﬅanding thereof he is ﬅill deluding, de- greater Meaſure, and ina more eminent Manner than

ceiving, tempting, and carrying many to Hell, and agreeth to him, or can be ſaid of him, either before or
not wanting Inﬅruments to diﬅurb the Saints Peace ; after that. It is therefore a ſingular eminent bind
( tho' he get not that Succeſs he would be at in the ing, which diﬀerenceth this Time and Event from
Means he uſeth, nor yet to that Readineſs of Inﬅru- any Time or State of the Church before or
ments and Means he hath ſormerly uſed) for there after it.
_ _
- .
are many dead, and continuing ſo as yet, I/trſ: 5.
.3. CONCERNlNG the: Saints Reigu for a thou
he hath Gog and I'Magag, many yet without, and ſand Years, Vt/e take it for granted, 1. That it is
poſſibly alſo within the Church, in whom he reign- contemporary with the former; So that both Satan's
eth, tho' he prerail not with them, ſo as to bring Binding, and their Liberty and Reigning, is for the
them up againﬅ the Camp of the moﬅ High; andþ_ſame thouſand Years, which is clear,v 1. By the re
his full binding is reſerved till the laﬅ Day, when he peating of them with the ſame Article 'm the Greek,
is caﬅ in the Lalte, and when he getteth his ﬁnal m tbilia m, that thouſand Tears, that, that, where

Judgment, yede Verſe 6. And therefore (Mr-lb. in Satan was bound; So after he hath told that Sa
viii. ) he pleadeth that his Time was not'come, fully tan's Caſe _is to be bound that Time, he now telleth
and ﬁmply to be ſhut up. Beſide, that that Waru- ' what the Churches Eﬅate during that Time is, with
ing ( that the Devil gon/2 about ſeeking 'whom be may out which, the Narration had been Deſec'tivc, as to

,de}rq,,1Pct. v. 8. ) concerneth Chriﬅians till the the Churches Comfort, had it not been added, That
nd of the World, they ſhall have a Tcmpter of as during that Time Satan was bound, ſo therein the

Saints
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Saints had a joyfult-tberty. 2. This_reigning of the again, it ﬁgniﬁeth Number, they are numerous,
Saints, is ſet down as an Eﬀect of his binding; and all oſ them are put together, and, as it were, both'
they are mentioned together, to ſhew, how the one theſe killed under Emperors, and the Beaﬅ Anti
had Inﬂuence on the other, the Reﬅraint of the one Chriﬅ, they ariſe now in this new State of the
importing alway Liberty to the other: And it will Church. See Chap. vii. Verſe 9, to, &c. 4.. That.
be unſuitable to apply the Saints Reign rather to the Satan is bound ſo ﬅrictly, and that they reign and.
Time of Satan's Looﬁng, than of his Reſtraint, it live peaceably, it ſheweth Purity and Peace in a
being certain, that as his Kingdom and Retgrr hath great Degree. 5. Fora thouſand Years, it ſhew
Inﬂuence on her Diﬅurbance, ſo hath his Binding eth, it is the longeﬅ Time that hath been; be
on her Peace. Beſide, it will be hard- ſo to lengthen ſore, the Church was ſeen ovcrrun with' Perſecu
the World, as to make two thouſand Years to paſs tions; after, with Hereſies and Hereticks, and their

after this binding, before ever Gag and Magog come, Favourers, after that immediately with Antichriſh.
or to make them ſall within the Time of the Churches Now, this ﬂouriſhing Reign ſhall be longer, the.

laﬅ-then being the longeﬅ, moﬅ uninterrupted and'
them fall together, that are mentioned as ſucceﬃye. compleat Dominion, this muﬅ be it, all Things
We- muﬅ therefore lay aſide that Opinion, which conſidered;
Faurtbly, I'T is ſome good Condition peculiar
maketh thd" thouſand Yſiciars, of Satan's Binding, and
R ' i :ſucce
_ to ſome one Time, not ſuch a Reign as Believers
thcASaints
ſecondclg'l'mhing
cles:ve.of this Reign, is, 'That
Reign; and it wanteth not Inconveniences to make

whatever it be, it is on Earth, and that not immedx
ately before the laﬅ Judgment-ſ For, Gog interveen
eth before the Reſurrcction come, and they, even
theſe that did Reign, are beſet with Gag and Magag,

alway have, even when Satan is looſe, and Gag
and Magog comes; but ſomething eminent, that is

not common to other Intervals of the Churches
Condition, but is more than hath ſrrmerly been,
or will'aſter it be;

For, as it is on the one Side,

who comes not to beﬁege Heaven.

2. It is a Reign the Devil's eminent Reﬅrainr, ſo, on the other, it
o: good Condition that Satan's binding hath Inﬂuence is the Saints eminent Reign, ſo as it was not in
to im'ſe, and his looſing to diminiſh and diﬅurb. ſuch Caſe before theſe Years began, nor yet is to be
Thddbre it _is not 'in Heaven, to wit, of the Souls of after they are expired'.
A ﬁfthv Thing we ſay concerning this Reign of"
Saints, or Martyrs, who are dead 3 For, the Devil's
Binding hath no Inﬂuence on that. 3. It is ſuch'a the Saints, is, That' whatever it be, it is not abſo
good Condition, as is capable of Hazards and lnter lute, either for Holineſs, Purity, Pea.e, or Length
ruptions by Enemies: Therefore it ison Earth._ It of Time: Which appeareth, r. Becauſe ſo they
holdeth forth then a good Condition of the Militant reign as Satan is reﬅrained, and his Reﬅraint he

Church, and that in a particular limit-ed Time, which ing but partial, ſo alſo muﬅ their Reign be, ſeeing

is not agreeable to it at other Times; It cannot there their abſolute Reign is reſervcd for Heaven, after
fore be underﬅood of ſuﬀering Martyrs, they being the laﬅ Judgment, as his Damnaiion is, it being
gloriﬁed in Hmven after their Suﬀerings m that only in Heaven where that which is only perfect
Time; For, this is no peculiar Thing to. any is, and what is imperfect is not done away to Be
one Time, but always, and in all Times a lievers, rCor. xiii. till they come there, either in

Holineſs, or outward or inward Peace. 2. It ap
Truth.
. _
Tbirdly, As it holdeth forth a good Condition, peareth-from this, That while Believers here Reign
ſo it would ſeem eminently to hold out the bell; that in the World, in it is the Devil, their own Cor
they can expect on Earth ſor Degree, Length of ruptions, many Hypocrites, (that being proper
Time, and Kind of Diſpenſations. This 18 clear, to theviſible Militant Church, till the laﬅ Day
I. By the Expreſiions of ſitting upon Tbro'm, and' ſeparate all' theſe who oﬀend) and there being
i m'n e ciall being compared withiwhat went yet many dead in the World, who have not
hztﬂre il th: Wgman's fleeing, and the. Prophets gotten Victory over the Bmﬅ, and there being
propheſy ing in Sackcloth 5 This ſaith, It is an-honour

able Condition and ſettled, oppoſite to that.

alſo Enemies without, as Gag and Mzgag, that

2. By want not Enmity, but opportunity:

It is there
this, That they are (tiled Martyrs, or ſuch as- were ſore clear, not to be an abſolute Freedom that
fpotleſs in keeping' their Garments clean, which they enjoy, though it be in ſome extraordinary

ﬁgniﬁeth much Holineſs; and their Iz-vmg wztl) Meaſure

and Manner,.,

yet

Onſets upon, and

Cbri , alſo dcnoteth the ſame. 3. That they have Wreﬅlings with them are not wanting, and that
a. camp, and look as if all formerly dead' were alive with ſome Succeſs, though G OD' graciouﬂy
diſ

an 'err-0 szrro N ofthe
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-diſappoint"as*to the Event, and ſuﬀer-eth it not to to Sin, Death, Satan, Es't. Ran', vi. we were Ser
get to an Height; yet all his Children have their own vants to it, led captive by the Devil at his Will,
Croſſes, and are to look for them to the End oſ the fold under Sin, and its Reign, Rent. vii.

World.

So there is

And altho' this be rejected by Alﬅedius, a. ſpiritual Dominion to be free from that, made

in his Diatriha, as axiorna wigata'n, but not preha Kings unto God, Re'v. i. 6. and Chap. v. to. reign
time', and ſaith, Theſe Warnings belong to the Pri ing on the Earth. 2. There is a ſpiritual Death,
-mitive Times; yet who ſhall conſider, ( that the Eph. ii. and xTitn. v. 8. and ſo there isa ſpiritual
Scripture joyneth following of Chriﬅ, denying of Life, Gal. ii. 21. 3. There is a Reſurrection 'ſpi
our ſelves, and taking up of the Croſs together, as ritual ſrom the Death and Dominion of Sin, that
Matth. xvi. 24. and elſewhere, and maketh it a is it, John v. 25. The dead ſhall hear the I/bite of' the
IMark oi' Sons, and of Love to be chaﬅiſod, Heh. xii. Son of God, and live: And this is the ill-bringing
and a Piece of our Conformity to Chriﬅ the Head, of many to the Goſpel, or the breaking out of it,

.Rorn. viii. 28. and a Conſequent unto Godlineſs al which is called a Reſurrection, Rent. xi. as there is
way, 2Tinr. iii. 12. and many other Places) will a. Reſurrection univerſal in the great Day mentioned,
vlind it not ſo eaſy to reject it, except we would have Vetſe 12.
perpetual Duties, ſuch as denying of our ſelves, He.
I ſay then, theſe Words here, are ſpiritually to
and deny that there were ſuch need or uſe of Croſſes be underﬅood eſpecially, tho' not only, as is clear:
to Believers, who will certainly have corruptions in For, I. This Dominion and Reign is on the Earth,
them to be mortiﬁed to the End of the World, and Therefore it is not proper, but ſigurative, ſeeing
ſo need the Rod for promoving of that.
clear Scripture promiſeth no ſuch earthly temporal
A ſixth Thing I ſuppoſe is clear, That whatever Kingdom to Saints, but warneth them to be alway
it be, it is not literally to be underﬅood, and pro looking for the Croſs and Aﬃiction, which could

perly as the Words ſound, but ﬁguratively and ſpi not be, if there were a thouſand Years Freedom and
r'ttually. The Particular making out of this, will ſol
low in the opening of the Words. Yet this we
may in general ſay, 1. That they are ﬁgurative
ly to be underﬅood, not as the Letter properly ſ nd
eth; For, that the Devil is hound wit a C ain,
cannot be proper, but to ſhew that he is keeped in,

temporal Reign.

2. This is a Dominion common

to all Saints as Saints; For, the World now is di

vided in dead or unrcgenerate, and living, that is,
Believers, and all theſe living, are Martyrs, and ſuch

as have not received the Beaﬅ's Mark, (which 'to
the character, Chap. xiii, xiv, and xvii. of all the

like a violent Maﬅiﬀ in a Chain, by God's Sove Elcct ) whereby is underﬅood all true Believcrs, But
raignty;and
So their
Thrones,
the Soul: isof ﬁgurative,
theſe ﬅain,as their
temporal,
Kingdom
is ptomiſed
to allErgo,
Saints&c.
as
living,
Reſierrectzſion,
the no
Saints,
but what
is ſpiritua'l
is promiſed.
reﬅ who continue dead, ﬁgniﬁeth not properly theſe "Yea, there can be no other;

For, if all the Saints

who continued in the Grave, but theſe in Na- were temporal Kings, whom ſhould theycommand?
ture; For, it is ſaid of all Men, coutradiﬅinctly who ſhould be their Subjects? Yet, without any
from theſe living, the re/iaf the dead, &e. yet the Confuſion, ſpiritual Dominion will agree to them
laﬅ Judgment is not come, ( therefore many lived all; Neither can it be ſaid, they are to govern the
_ a natural Life then, who did not live thus; butas Reprobates, who. continue dead: For, x. That
all Men are divided in regenerate and umegenerate, would imply a diﬅinct diſcernable Separation even
ſo here they are divided in living and dead to that here-away, as if no Hypocrite could lurk. 2. The
ſame Purpoſe) So Souls ſitting on Thrones, and Text ſuppoſeth the Church viſible, and theſe with
reigning with Chriﬅ, cannot but be ﬁgurative, as out to be ſeparated, as having their own Rulcrs,
that alſo of the Reſurrection, there being in the which appeareth in Gog's undertaking afterward,
Szripture but one acknowledged, that is proper, who is not ſubject to them. 3. There behoved
which this is not. 2. I ſay, they are to be un to be many Kingdoms, if every Saint had one now,
derﬅood ſpiritually, which conﬁtmeth the former, when they are multiplied, and the Wicked fewer.
that is, this Dominion, Reign, Living, and Reſur This is a Reigneſpocially of Soals, and it is not for
reﬂion of the Saints, muﬅ be ſpiritually underﬅood nought ſo expreſl'ed here, as there is a Soulvmcr
eſtccially and chieﬁy; For cle-tring whereof, un chandiſe hinted atby this Exprellion, Chap. xviii.
derﬅand, that as there is a natural and proper 4. So theſelive and reign as the moﬅ part of the
Life, Dominion and Reſurrection, ſo there is one

World, are Dead and in Bandage, and enjoy not

'ﬁgurative and ſpiritual, which agreeth to all Chri that Reſurrection; But that is ſpiritually to be under

ﬂians. -.t. There isa ſpiritualSlavery and Bondage ﬅood, they were dead-m Sin, and not raiſed thus rot
Reign,

l
l
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Eﬅate, having all the Ordinance: of Word, Sacru

their Life on the contrary be ſpirituai: For, in this' ments and Diſcipline amongﬅ them, and theſe in *
oniy they are ſingular. 5. It is aDominion at this more Purity, Power and Fruits, than for any Time
Time, 88'C0mm0ﬂ to all Saints, ſo peeuliarto them, before, and in longer Continuance. The Stamp of
and common to none other;

But, no 'Qpeﬅiomi God's Authority Ion his Ordinanees ſhall be more *

many Reprobates haveyetDominion'in the World, ſenſible now, than beſorcþ 2. Tho' it be not a
and ſo live without the Church." For, Gog and temporal Thing that their reign'ing conſiﬅcth in, yet
Magag have their own Magiﬅrates then, and are ſhall they have more temporal Freedom than k'or- '

ſaid to come againﬅ the Saints, and not to rebel a- merly; the Devil ſhall not mar the Courſe of the '

gainﬅ them; which would have bﬂﬂn Rue, if Saints Goſpel, neither by open Violence, nor by Anti- o
only had born Dominion andiRdle 'over theſe: And chrilﬅ's Deceit, but ſtill there ſhall be Churches'
when the Devil goeth out to the 'ſour W-inds,.it- either in Kingdoms where they ſhall have Law and

ſupponeth great and large Territorids to-be even then
without the Church, which certainly wan-ted not
temporal Rule. 6. It -is ſuch a Dominion asChriﬅ'
hath; For, they reign with him; As therefore his
Kingdom is on Earth, ſo is theirs; But his King-

Aiiowance for their Profeſiion, or amongſt Enemies,
and'theirﬂnomies ſhelllbereﬅrained ſrom being able
to put them in ſuch doleſul conditions as they have
formerly been into; Thus the Goſpel ſhall be coun
tenanced with publick Authority, which was, Chap.

dom is not of this World, but is ſpiritual; There- xii. And beſide, they ſhall have Freedom againﬅ;
fore ſo is theirs: For, this, to reign with Chriﬅ, Antichriﬅ's Dominion, with a more full Per-'

ſpcaketh not any new way or' Chriﬅ's reigning, but ſormanoe of Promiſes of the Spirit, which they had
ſpcaketh a new Acceſſion to his Kingdom, of others not then.
coming in to partake of it with him; and is certainA ſeventh Thing concerning this Dominion, is'
ly to ſhew what ſort of Kingdom this is, which dear, That 'it implieth as more ſpirituai, ſo more
the Saints ſhall have, and to contmdiﬅinguiſh it temporal, sPeace and Freedom, 'than at any other

from that Dominion that is worldly.

7'. ſtis ſuch Time, ( putting the Continuance of it, and all to

a Reign on Earth, as all 'he Saints have in Reſpect g'vher') and tho' it doth not mainly and eſoeciany,
of Kind, tho' not [or Degree; For, there is 'but one' yet, in ſome Meaſure, vit dothltalce in outward Peace

Covenant and KUgdQm, and the ﬁrme promiſe is= int-heir Condition alſo: 1VVhich appeareth, 1. From \
made to all under the New Teﬅament; But that is Satan's eminent Reﬅraint, which hath Inﬂuence alſo

ſpiritual, They all ( Chap. v. 10.) ſo reign m the on the'Churches temporal Peace, as well as ſpirituai)
Earth.

Ergo, &c.

8. It is ſuch a Rcign, as it is ſo it followeth in ſome Part as the other.

a. [tap

a Prieﬅhood, ſo aret'hey Kings, as they areP-rieſis. peared: From the Event after his Looſing, their

See Iſerſt 6. Theſe Partakc-rsoſ this Reſurrection, temporal Peace is then mar-red; therefore they had
are Prieﬅs to God; But their Prieﬅhood is ſpiritual, it by thc Devil's Reﬅraint, in ſome Meaſure, other

and not again 'of oﬀering outward sacriﬁces, So
muﬅ alſo therefore be their Dominion and Kingdom. 9. Certainly ſpiritual Mercies are the beﬅ,
andthe Churches Condition that ﬂoweth and aboundeth moﬅ in theſe, muſt be'the beſt Condition: See:

wiſe tity 'Reign when <Gag is high, "as before ſpi
ritually in a good Meaſure. 3. The painting out
of this Reign, as having a more continued eminent
honourable Proſeﬃon of the Goſpel, not common
to vother Times; and-'it being oppoſite, probably, to

ing then this-is the Churches beﬅ Condition ſpoken lhesaintssuﬂering Timesalſo, when their Prophets
of, It muﬅ therefore þe eſpccizly underﬅood Jþþ were in Sackcloth, and the Church forced (0 ﬂee;

risuaiiy; For, what-t is commended here, is not as It! is like, it holdeth-out a temporal Freedom ſuiting'
ſimply commendable to Men, but as commendable with theſe Ends, and'ſreeing them fromthe Son-

ina Church, and peculiar to her as ſuch.

dage they lay under beſorez- For, if ini-Strﬂ'ering

Oly'ect. IF it be ſaid here, Thennothing pecu- Times, ſSaints ﬅill Re'ign ſpiritu'ally,

Then thar

liar is promiſed to Saints, or Believers in this Time, ne' Engagdment of Gog and Magog, would not

(ſeeingthatDominion agreeth toSnintsatall Times 3 interrupt it, and Iſo 'it would be a Reign not
which ſeemcth to be abſnrd, Therefore ſomething for .a thouſand Years only, but for the Length
more-muﬅbe-here.
tijn\
': of- the zworld; for, xſo they ﬂiil did Reign;

Infra. ,THAT .is'gmnted, that ſomething Therefore it is not purely and only ſpiritual.
more is here, as is ſaid:

For,

1. Now Saints We ſhall more particularly ſpeak of it accord

not only Reign ſingulmy over their own Luﬅs, ing to theſe Grounds in the Lecture 'ſollowo
but joyntly in viſible Churches, and in 'a Church ing.
_
R r r r
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Chap. ao'.

O'N t. Y now-from what is ſaid, we may gather, Saints Reſurrection and Kingdom before the laﬅ Day'
on the Earth, but abounding only in ſpiritual De

as.- to the Events, that theſe cannot be expected from
theText, which, both of old and of late, Men have

lights; of ſuch dage/lit: profeﬂ'eth himſelf once to

been fathering wrongfully on thisPlace, as, r. That have been, and ſo it is like alſo were many of theſe
Chriﬅ ſhould come to the Earth perſonally, and that Fathers called Cbih'aﬅl. This was ﬅill accounted.
all the Martyrs and Saints ſhould reign a thouſand an Error rather than an Hereſy 3 but yet there is no
Years before the Reſurrcction, and have all ſorts of ſuch Kingdom here.
G-A 1 N, neither do theſe Opinions ſpringfrom
Pleaſure, even unlawſul, as Drinking, Polygamy,
Ur. This was invented by Ctrinrbm, and ſiill count this Text; As, 1. That beſore the Reſurrection,
ed an Hereſy by the Fathers, even by theſe called. which ſhall be general, the Martyrs ( the Text ſaith *
Cþiliaﬅs or Mllenarin by Juguﬅ. de ri'uit De' Itþh all Saints) ſhall ariſe. athouſand Years and reign
20. Cap. 5. 6. Concerning the M'l/enarin Errors with Chriﬅ, but in Heaven; This is Piﬅctor Opiaboutthe
Iib.
3; Cap.
thouſand
22. where
Years,heſeeſheweth
Euﬅþ. Ctri'ztbus
Ear/ty?
his nion on the Place.
2. So M e bring not Chriﬅ down perſonally,
Hereſy -who added Sacriﬁce: and ceremonies alſo. yet plead for a Reſurrection of the Martyrs and a
A ſecond Error diſh-rent from the former, is, That reigning of them with the Saints on Earth a thouſ
'ſome profeſs to expect ſucha Reign with Chriﬅ on

and Years before the End of the World, as Ag/I'di

Earth, yet ſo asnot to enjoy carnal ﬁnful Pleaſures, us doth in his Diatribande-mille-armit dpar.
but. lawful Delights, wherewith (they ſay) the
3. S o me o on more groſly and add to that,
Earth ſhall then abound: Of ſuch an Opinion was that Chriﬅ in his' perſonaLPreſence ( _which is not
ﬀrrznmi, _714 in Martyr, Lactamiur, and many of ſpoken of in the Text) is to reigſhwith; them on
the Fathers. This ﬂowed from Papiat, ſuppoſed to Earth: Thus Henry Amber, and ſome others of.
be an Hearer of _70/1'1. the Diſciple, ( which made late. All theſe thwart with, and. are contrary unto
' hisOpinion the more to be received) but he was the Grounds formerly laid udown.
not.. See Euﬅþ. liþ. 3.. Cap. ult. He alſo fell into
4.. O T r' e R s alſo that begin-e theſe Years too
other Fauls by following Tradition contrary to the. ſoon, or expect too great a temporal Kingdom, or

Word,'_which is a native Conſequent of that Prin an abſolute univerſal Freedom to come, may
ciple,, 3, There wan another Opinion allowmg the, the groundleſneﬂs thereof from what is laid. .
'ſix

ſee.

__Þ!,n':w-="t*

LECTU'RE 121..
Verſe' L. And jſhw an Angel ram: down ſmalﬂanm, having 'In Kq of the ibammkﬅ Pit, and a:
gnatcbcin in bis HWL.

IT"would follow- thatv we ſhould lay- do'wnv liarly agreeing to that Time and "going" together,
ſomewhat more particularly, to ſhew wherein. oppoſite to ſix Things wherein the low-Condition of
this good and excellent Condition of theSaints theSaints conliﬅeth. .
hereſpoken of conſiﬅeth, as itis holden forth..
1.- I N pure Ordinances and an Abundance of the
according to the preceeding Grounds; by which -we Knowledge of the Goſpel: For, if that bea ſpeci
may
ere ſpoken
ſee it isof,
no (though
uncouth as
northeﬅrange
.Manner
Thing,
ofthis-that
Book al Thing wherein and whereby Chriﬅ doth reign on
Earth himſelf, this being the Rod- ofhisPower,
is:) the Expreﬃons be ﬅrangedike; and thisPreju Pſal.rcx.= Vnſſ" 2. Itis ſuitable that this be--the ﬁrﬅ
dice heingonce admitted, that ſomepeculiar. Myﬅe- - Thing of- the Saints Reign, who reign -with him.
ry, and unheard of in any other place of the Scrip whenhe reigneth, even as the Church-is made to
ture, is contained here, it-hath occaſioned the many, ﬂee, when the Purity of Ordinances is=obſc-ured.
Miﬅakes about the Meaning thereof. . In Sum then, .
2.. I T: conſiﬅeth in the Powee of Ordinances up
we conceive this Place to hold out a ﬂouriſhing and *. on-Profeﬂbrs, .by bringing them. out of theBondage
Lood Condition ſor ſome Time, .of the .Church Mi- - of Sin to the Liberty.of the Sons of God, which is
lit-am in the Days of the .Goſpel,' intheſe .ſix,. pecu to-..Reigg and to .be.frec indeed, And it .w0uld
z

a

appear:

Lhaprno.

'BOOK of the REVELATION.

Fy;

)ppcar thatmuch of this good Condition muﬅ cer mid nm. ' *In theſe we ſuppoſe the good Condition
.tainly be in that Dominion over Sin, oppoſite to that here holden forth to conſiﬅ, the Particulars whereof
inatural slavery and Deathby it, under which the will appear more in opening of the Words. We
moﬅ Part of the world >lyeth, Therefore is the word would only underﬅand it with theſe Caveats; leﬅ
jkﬅid and holy is be that is Partahr of this Reﬅr we extend it too far in our Expectation beyond
rtctiair, Verſe 6. and for this they are called Prz'gﬅr what the Scripture in this-Place giveth warrant for a _
jmta God, , and oppoſed to the dead World Verſe 5.
And theſe three Extreams are to be guarded againﬅ-1

a 3. I T conſiﬅeth in the plurality and Aboundance It is not therefore, r. an abſolute Freedom in an
gaf
Profeſſor:
this Zz'on,
Goſpel,
many Height of superiority in temporal or ſpiritual Privi
.Nationcts
ſettingtheir
theirimbracing
Face toward
and joyn

ledges, but in a good Degree, being compared with,

ing themſelves to the Lord. This, Chap. xi. is the Churches Condition at other Times. It is the
given as a ſpecial Evidence of Chriﬅ's Reign when
dle Nations become his: And thus their reigning is
oppoſed in Reſpect of their Multitude to the tewneſs
.of the ſealed Ones who were before, C/Jap. vii.
( the two laﬅ Parts being-compared together) when
they were ſhut up in the Temple, Chap. xi. Verſe
a, and 2. Then neitheir Chriﬅ nor they ſeemed ro
Reign; but when the Temple is again opened at
the End of that Chapter, then beginneth their Do
minion; teven as their former Purity and Light is

moﬅ free and longeﬅ Time of the Churches Peace
with greateﬅ Light, Holineſs and Number of Pro
fcﬂors; but cannot beextended ſo as we may war

rantably think that there ſhould be no Croſſes nor
Hypocrites nor Oﬀences amongﬅ the People of God
during that Time. 2. That good Condition com
eth not inﬅantly toanHeight, and to the chief top
of it, but by Degrees from leſſer to greater, from a
Day of ſmall Things to greater: For, even as the
Churches low Condition under Antichriﬅ and her,
Prophets propheſying in Sackcloth and Antichriﬅ's'
Dominion came not to an Height at once ( though
all theſe Conditions be accounted for ſuch a deſinite

oppoſed to the Darkneſs and Errors that went be
fore, as Wah is ſaid to rule with God, Hoſm
xi. all. in Reſpect of Ephmi'n's Bondage in Er
Time, to wit, from their Beginning and ﬁrﬅ work
.
.
pr. I-'r conſiﬅeth
in aviﬂble, bold, publick Pro
ing, till they come to their Height) ſo is it hero,
on of theſe Saints by a Church-ﬅate, not only The Saints good Condition, is to be reckoned from
worſhipping privately, as then the Woman ﬁed to the Beginning and Riſe of their Reign, though it
the Wilderneſs, but openly as when the Prophets come on by Degrees toan Height. 3. We would

put oﬀ their Sackcloth, and are taken up to Hea not think, during this Time, but that there may be
yen, when there are Nations together, and the ſome partial Interruptions of this good Conditi
Temple open, and Religion avowed and Diſcipline on, and ſeeming, if not real, ( in Part at leaﬅ *) De
exerciſed, then they Reign; this is oppoſed to their clinings from it; for, that is not underﬅood in
any Condition, that it ſhall continue alway alike,
former Lurking.
5. I 'r is in outward Freedom, ſometimes they the Church ma have Diﬃculties now, as Anti
are perſecuted and are not free to bear Oﬃce in Mi chriﬅ had Oppo ttion during the Time ofhisReign;
Iitary or civil Imployments under fleet/nen: to buy Butit is meaned, r. That during that Time, Ene
and fell under the Beaﬅ, Chap. xiii. Now, either mies ſhall never univerſa'lly eclipſe the Face of a vi
God giveth them Favour in the Eyes of Rulers, ſible Church, as at other Times, ſo as to make her
or 'reﬅmineth their Malice by ſome counterballanc ﬂee to bide her ſelf : And that in the Upſhot, the
ing Thing, or turneth them to be VVorſhippersof Saints ſhall ever be Gainers even here, though for a
him, as he did Carylantimz Thus they Reign Time they may be ﬅraitned and wreﬅle, 'et it ſhall
when they have Law for them. In which Reſpect, not be now; As Chap. xiii. where theﬂaﬅmak
( Chap. xii. 9.) it is ſaid, the Kingdom of our eth War and overcometh them, but as it ſiis Chap.
Lord is come, when Heat/m: Perſecution is ﬅop xvii. the Lamb. with the choſen and faithful that
ped and Religion is countenanced, and Kings become are with him, ſhall make War with the Enemy and
nurſing Fathers to the Church 3 all the Saints do not overcome in the End, though they want not Ene
become Magiﬅrates, but God maketh Magiſtrates mies even then, it is not then wholly uninterrupted
Saints or Friends to them who are ſo.

and conﬅant. This being 'the Truth of the good

6. T H e ſixth Thing wherein this good Condi
tion conſiﬅetb, is the Length of Timeit continueth,
which at leaﬅ is a long Time beyond any former
Ccllation and Peace they hueevcr had, it isa thouſ

Conditionholden forth there, we may ſee how un

_u_-g\l

1'

warrantable it is either with ſome of old, or others

of late, to abuſe this Place unto an abſolute Domi

nion 5 and that-we may be put from the Expecta
R r r r 2.

tion
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_ Chap: so.

from this Text, t tho' ſo? with theſe, and ſo not abſolute; Or, it is ſuc
the Exprctlions be ﬅrange? and that, whatever he
we to theſe; Which to ſay, r. Doth cont-radict
mmned by it, yet we may be ſure, no ſuch. uncouth that-Truth, that the'- Vials bring the End. 2. It

tion of ſuch a ﬅrange Thin

Thing ( eſpeciallyvtemporal) is contained in it, as contradicteth this Truth, that by this Viſion, that
Men dream of.
e would have you conſidering, Prophecy of the Vials ( eſpeciallſſ the ſeventh) is
Ieﬁde what is ſaid before, theſe three.
- explained, otherwiſe the ſeventh. in] is leſt without
" 1. Cowsmanl that this, whatever it be, is con any particular Event. 3. By thikthe World will be
temporary with ſomeoſ the principal Propheſies go lengthned long, we being yet but-about-th'e beginning
ing before; It being an explicatory Viſion, it muﬅ of the ſourth Vial, three-Vials. belngto'come," then a
belong either to the Time of the Seals, Trumpezs, thouſand'Years after that," Go: and Magag before
or Vials:

For, the Seals begin after Chriﬅ, and con

the End, it would ſeem exceedingly to lengthcn theſe

tinue till Antichriﬅ begin, ( under-hand at leaﬅ) to Days, . which ſor the Elects ſake are ſhortned.
work; This is certain.

We

2. The Trumpets ſollo'w, conclude then, It is ſuch'a good Condition, as muﬅ

and continue till An ichriﬅ's begun Fall; This is al-' conſiﬅ with'ſome of the Dzﬃculties-OPthe Church'
ſo certain. 3. That the Vials ſucceed the Trumpets, . mentioned 'in-th'eſormer Propheſie-s: For," tho' th;
and carry on Antichriﬅ': Ruin, and the State oſ'the Saints good Condition here only be ſet down; ye: an
Church to the End oſ the World, is alſo cleared we to read'. theState oſ- thc- Enemies in ſome other
before, Chap. xi. and Chap. xvi. So that ſor-the Place," it beingrordihary in this Prbphecy to ſet down

Period of this Viſion, the Devil's' ﬁnal overthrow, ſirﬅ'one Event,*. as it is by the-Vials told what is be
isthe ſame with the Period of the Vials; For, the come of Enemiesſand then to ſet down- another

ſixth overturneth the Beaﬅ, and the ſeventh Vial contemporary with it, as here, how it was.with the
bringeth with it the next more univerſal Overthrow SamtsF
r
"i"
to the Devil, which can be ﬁxed at no other Term, . 2.
o R' removing this ﬅran e'Tliou
but the End of the World, when the Devil is caﬅ in_ would
Good _to
conſider-the
the People
Prophet'
nſ God;
mannZr
2 How-do
oſ

Iſaial: i

the Lake, where the falſe Prophet was, which knitd
teth the caﬅing down of theſe Enemies together in- an a gown/ab, Daniel, Eznir'tl, Zn/Mria/r; ſpeak of thzt
immediate ſucceſlive way, as the laﬅ two full Victo
no: Eﬅate after the Ca'ptivity P: And how' do all
ries which Chriﬅ ſhall have; which conﬁr'meth what. ſpeak of the Days of the-Goſpcl in generaL'as, The

is ſaid. v, Now, this being Truth, it muﬅ follow then, , weak ſhall be a: -D.tvid, t/m'r Him: ſhall be [ran
that theſe thouſand Years are contemporary with one . and their Hoſſ: Braﬅ, and 'bay/ball tbrtﬅ) the MZ
of, theſe Propheſie-s, ſeeing they go before the End of tions, they'ſhall ly down: and 'time [bull make them
the \Vorld, and are at ſome certain Time; There eﬀund, and many ſuch like? Yet if any would draw
ſore we muﬅ underﬅand ſo this'Kingdom and DO-z from them a temporal Happineſszor an abſolute Free
minion of the Saints, and Binding of Satan, as muﬅ dom, woufd not the Event ( the beﬅ Commentary)
be agreeable and competent to one of theſe Propheſies, .conſute
Take
Daniel,Kingd'rcte'
who
in oſten him?
it is ſaid,
Thethe'Prophecy
Saint: ſhall of
'alabaand the LEvcnts foretold in them: * But if .we will -

look 'through all theſe Propheſies, we will ﬁnd the, which is no temporal nThing, nor this intended here,
Church having Enemies, and the, Saintshaving as appeareth, in that it is a Kingdom not ſor a thou3
their Diﬃculties: Under the Seals, there is open ſand Years, but ſor ever. ._ Now, it them! certain,
- Perſecutionf under the Trumpets, there is Anti-K that ſuch manner of ſpeaking and Expreſſions are
chriﬅ's'T ranny, and under- the Vials, ( look but uſual- to the Prophets, when they. ſet out ſpiizitual
the ﬁfth ial, Chap. xvii.? theſe Kings war againﬅ . Mercies, or temporal Deliverances that are but par
the Lamb: And ſee the txth, C/Jaþ. xvi. there are. tial, and in their Events have been inferior to what
in-rnuch Vigour againﬅ theChurch, the Beaﬅ, falſe the Expreſſrons literally bear, (tho'they be in them
Prophet and Dragon, ſending out unclean Spirits, . ſelves great and glorious) and this being clear all
that with many do prevail 'to bring them up to Battle . alongﬅ this Prophecy, that John ſolloweth the Ex
a ainﬅ the Lord.. See alſo the ſeventh and laﬅ, the Freſhons and Manner oſ the Prophets in other Things,
Igevil is not yet taken till the End, he hath a ſreſh s it not then ſaſeﬅ to expoundtheEvents propheſied
Looſe not
longwhere
beforewillit, this
by abſolute
Gog andDominionct
'Magog. _ -oſ by him in ſuch Expreſlions, by- the E'ents pro
Now,iſ ſo be,
phe ted of by them in the like? So-thatv the apply
oſ the Saints 'for ſuch a Time appear? > This one ing of their Propheſies vto the Events wherein they *
conſideration , well grounded, will overturnthatu were fulﬁlled, may be a Commentary to clear what
Conccitz For, this Dominion .is.cither_oontempo<z ſort of Events are underﬅood here. .-,> Amat

'* * 3.b Con

Rape-ab?

B o oK of car x'EVEL'dLTIo N."

_ this ſame Viſion:
P ﬄjﬁcctdnsm'h'. Zobn's' Way in'
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Years; or, that we ſuﬀer with Chriﬅ, Ram. viii.

certainty ſorne'F"ings, yea, many, are not to be or converſe with' him, Thcrefore'he is on Earth
applied according-to' the Letter; butin a ſpirituzl Way ﬂlﬂhring with us, or walking with usz' yea, the
to the
be m
underﬅoodL-iu
theſe
Expreﬃons
( Verſe
6'. ) very contrary' followeth from this Place, that 'he
or
Rehctsrrectton,
muﬅ
be neceﬂaril'y
meaned
is not on Earth: YVhich may be cleared, I. Thus,
of' l-zﬁno- ﬀon'rSirf; For, it is'-a Reſurrection oppoſed So Chriﬅ reigneth with his Saints, and they with

to theﬀgssehi Wdhldznwhich continue dead, and
did not'

which

him; as' they do* other Things with him, that is,
. =ﬄ2i®R is ſuch a Refur'rection', asupon ſuﬀer with him, and walk with him, Uc.
utthat '

from the ſecond Death doth "ﬂow, implieth not' a perfonailPrefence, - butra "pirlkual, -

fo'doth'thlitt And' indeed Saintst'eighidg, t
But aim rsþnst a-bodily-Refurrcctlon, But'aſpiritual z 'Therefore
in' their Senſe' (' andtin 'a Part Truth) qppqz- For, many, &if-the laﬅ Day rife-bodily to-Chnt'empt, being
ﬁſſte to' S'aimrſuﬀering, muﬅſinot then ſuﬃering with
Dan. xii; z Which'ſhewerh, that that" Place fpeaketh
ofthe laﬅ Keſurrection. And; 3. Iris ſuch, as the
want whereof maketh Men liable to the ſecond Death,
and it' isv rio'tithe-want of the ﬁrﬅ bodily Reſurrection,

with Chriﬅ be'oppoſite to reigning with him? And

ſeeing, actſisſith'ey'fay, 'Noncvariſe ﬁrﬅ but Martyrs;

man Iﬁter'eit 'and Account 'in their suﬀering. Thus i

ſo to reign with Chriﬅ, will imply, ' I. A fpiritual
Prel'ence
Chriﬅ of
withDominion,
them; 2.as Athere
common
In * _
tſſereﬅf
andof
Account
is a ComctaccordingckG-'the 'Miller-tarries themſelves, ( for then,
none ſhdtild þb ſa'vedbtit Martyrs) but the not being (to reign' 'with him, diﬀerenceth their good Condition born again'þt'hav ſecludeth from Heaven ; and that from the good of worldly MensConditions, even *
Exprcﬃbh 'concerning the Priviledge which theſe as t'o ſuﬀer with him diﬀercnceth the Nature of their
that are raiſed here have, They ſhall be Prieﬅ: to "Strfﬂzrings from worldly Mens Croſies. 2. It is clear
"God, muﬅ either befpiritually underﬅood, or we 'from this," Thatv it is not ſaid' ſimply they reign, but

muﬅ, with3-'0drjmbw_,_bring back 'again the Sacrif
'ﬁces aſi' 'and
andSeries
tyþiettlofthe
W'orſhip,
' ſ cerenronial
leStrain' and
Gotpel.contrary
'And
'ſ'
1
former-Part of that:,6. 'Vers- is nocccieﬂarily

reign with him:

The Peculiameſs 'of the_Domi

'nium-for ' theſe thouſand Years, is not on' his Side,
but on theirs; For, he' reigneth before and after;

'Only for theſe' thouſand"Years;* the Saints, who did
ngÞthe
ﬁ' rativ'el
la}tlter
andPart'palſg:
im ro rl Xffmt
to theyſhall
be un erﬅo
reign, wit/7
why norfo' reign formerly, are'admitted to' reign with

him: Therefore as his Reign is ordinarily, ſo is *
it now: r For; there is no Change on his Side; but abſolute- '
,_nﬂ*Kingdom
Wehavſſe'Whimed
at. ' pror'niſed;
'
' but
_ ſuch as ordinarily it is n'ot perfonah'hut by his 'Spirit and '
'- W itEome- now -toſſ"ſpeak*of the ſecond Head, Ordinances, =Therefore£it is ſo now, and no other- *
Wherein' the Are-ﬅion lycth, andſithctat'is, Concerning wife]
2.. 'E t 'r' H E' ti ctthig perſonal Reign'of' Chriﬅ, - the Parties who are Partakers of this ggod Condition, is after the Day'ﬀof' Judgment, as the old C/n'li- '
Chriﬅ P" We conclude then, That here there is no

which hathalſofundry Branches.
_
a/I: thought; or,'it isimmediately before it, or '
11. IT is queﬅioned, -'Whether our Lord Jefus during it, as theſe that would have' Chriﬅ con- '
ſhall come perfonally to Reign with the Saints on tinuing, as it were, his Judgment that long Time, Earth? We anſwer negativcly, There is 'no Ground as Illingtyt', and others of late. But the Text over
to expect our Lord's'Preſence perſonally and viiibly turneth all theſe, I. It is not after the 'Day
_
of '
to converſe on Earth" with his People, tho' we' will Judgment: For, Gag and' Afagog are before the
not ſay, but there-is in this Time an eminent Mea Day of Judgment; yet Gogand ſl/[ojgag are after '
ſure of his Prefence by his Spirit- and- Power in his theſe thouſitnd Years, >Therefore>it cannot ibe ex
Ordinances, and Manifeﬅations 'in his Diſpenſations pec'ted after it. .2. It is not immediately before: *
more than ordinary; that is not controvet ted.- But xFor, 1.- Gag'and Magag intervrens," and the Do- '
that perſonal Pteſence we deny, on theſe. Grounds, minion of the-Saints is interrupted- before that. 1. Becauſe the Scripture islſilcnt of -it,' and knitteth 2.' At the Day of Judgment, .Chriﬅ-is not on ever Chriﬅ's!perſonal'ruming again and the laﬅ -Earth',' but'cometh in the Clouds from Heaven.
Ludgmen't together, as holding thattout-nto he his See' lTbg/Y. iv. Verﬅ 16," 17. The Lard'bipﬅlfſhall
rrand; 1.' If it bcſa'td- here, They areſaid to Reign deſcend," Therefore he is n'ot lorrEarrh; -Tben *
with Chriﬅ, .'I'hcreforc = he muﬅ- be on Earth. ſþrrl] 'we that' an .aIi-uc 'be rought up together' will;
JI'rſw. It*'followeth not, no more nor-when it is t/mn in tbz Glands, ta'mm'ibe Lord" in 'the flir 5
laid, Gm. -v. E'mb. walked. with. God three. hundred and ſo he is there, andwrſhrzll liefer N'F'Witb him:
r .
.. c
,
cictv.
VVhen: '
v
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A.- EX'POS-ITIONof-rbe
_
w!

Chap, 2-0.

Where both theſe are clear, x., That at the Day this, - That they all Reign-with him a thouſand
of Judgment, Chriﬅ is not on the Earth, Therefore Years, if to Reign 'with him be to have his bodily
'are the Saints caught up to meet him. 2. It is clear, Preſence, ſome muſt alway want-it: For, it can
tbatlhe'and they return not to the Earth, but they not
ſo on Earth with the Saints, not yet made
abide in Heaven for ever with him :ſi For, their cou
in their Bodies, ſpiritual, as it will be in Heaven in
_tinuing with him for ever, is expreﬂy ſubjoyned as the Enjoyment of his Preſenee. 3. By his deſcend
the Fruit of their being caught up, and ſo ſupponeth ing, he behoved either-4, to bring all the Saints from
that3. itWe
is notargue
to be on
the preventingctan
Earth.
1
Heaven to an earthly Glory, to eat and drink again,
( for
Objection)
.thus, Atſi.Chriﬅ's perſonal coming before the End 'contrary to the Scripture that ſaith, The) ſhall be lit:
'be lage/r; Or, he muﬅ leve them in Heaven,

'of the World to Reign, he either continueth in the and ſo their Felicity, by wanting of his bodily Pre
World till the End, or he returneth again to Hea ſence, ( in which the Happineſs of Haven in a
-ven till the Time of Judgment; But neither of theſe great Part conſiﬅeth ) is, however. it be, impaired.
=can be ſound: Not that he abideth on the Earth 4. Let tt be aſked, What cometh of Saints for theſe
after the thouſand Years; For, r. Then he would thouſand Years, when he reigneth on Earth? Either
be longer on Earth than a thouſand Years. 2. He they live all that Time, which none can expect, or
muﬅ
continue
to of
Reign,
(which
ﬅandethYears
not with
the 'deﬁnitcte
Time
the Saints
thouſand
Do elſe they die, and then by Death they are not to be
with Chriﬅ, ( which being with him, maketh the

,rninion ) or, he muﬅ be ﬅraitned and encompaſl'ed
by Gog and Alagog with'the Saints; and this were
to make Chriﬅ ſuﬀer again perſonally, which cannot
ﬅand with the State of his Exaltation. Beſide that,
this would ſuppoſe him to be on Earth (contrary to
what is ſaid before) at the Day of Judgment. Nei
ther can it be ſaid, He aſcendeth and returneth; For,
1. That would make three Comings of Chriﬅ,
whereas the Scripture ſpeaketh but of two. 2.. It
would divide his ſecond Coming from the Ends

Saints willing and deſirous to be looſed, P/yilip. i.
at, ) but are for a Time to depart from him: And
ſo _in ſum, Chriﬅ's being here on Earth, proveth
neither for the Comfort ,( ſimply at leaﬅ ) of Saints

in Heaven, nor in Earth: We would therefore
much
improve the Ways of Preſence we have, ( to
be at a higher Degree in theſe) and contenſitedlſiy
ſuſpend
theitEnjoyment
till we get
where heis.of Chriﬅ's
'
iperſonal Preſence
,
I T will not remove thoſe Abſurdities, to fay with

which the Scripture giveth of it, that is, to ſubdue one, to wit, Yjlli'rgaﬅ, 1. That this perſonal com
all his Enemies, and fully to deliver all his People, ing of Chriﬅ, is the ſame with his ſecond coming

Hcb. ix. *27, 28. And as it is appointed unto Men to Judgment, and that theſe thouſand Years, and
once to die, out ofter tbir the Judgment: So C/zrzﬅ what followeth, is the Day, of Judgment, as it were,
was-arm oﬃrod to þ'arjb; Sin: of many; and unto continued and current. Nor, 2. To ſay,-That th:
_r/rem'tboi look ſor him,ſhall be appear t/oe ſecond Time, Saints continuing on Earth, during ſuch a Time.
_witbout Sin, unto Sal-vation. Wheretheſc are clear, doth not mar their glorious Condition, more than
1. That there is but a ſecond Coming again of Chriﬅ, it doth to Angels to be abroad in their Imploy
and no more. 2. That that perfecteth'the salvation _ments. To the ﬁrﬅ we ſay, That at Chriﬅ's com
of his People. 3. That there is no interveening corn. ing, II: cometh in1 ﬂaming Ere with all bis boly ju
_ing between his ﬁrﬅ Coming and this. Now, all this ge/r, the Powers of Heaven are ſhaken, Faces gather
would be leftctundone, if he ſhould before the End
Palenel's, and Mens Hearts fail them for Fear, U;

aſcendﬄagain, and leave the Saints in anew Diﬃculty, And it is certain, that this Inſurrection of Gog and

which'coineth 'upon them at the Cloſe of the thou IPIagog againﬅ Chriﬅ's Church, is after theſe thou

ſandI Yeaks;"*
might further
,,;;,.Uf

add Multitudes of Abſurdities ſand Years: Now is it credible, that during the Time
of udgmenr, while Chriﬅ in ſuch glorious Majeﬅyx
that this inferreth; At, r. To what End cometh is itting as Judge, that there can beHeart in any
he? Is it for his Peoples Comfort temporal, and Creatut'es to eiiay, much leſs in any Meaſure as is
will he leave them then in a new Strait, or here ſuppoſed) to eﬃzctuate ſuch an Undertaking
continue
and not'
prevent 'he
it? muſt
2. How
Jconverſethwith
he them,
onct Earth
?_ Either'
ﬅill againﬅ Chriﬅ and his Saints, as this of Magog
ctþ'e in._the Company of 'allﬀhis Saints, and ſo can is? Eſpetially if we conſider, that the ſame Au
thor maketh the Deﬅruction of the Beaﬅ to ſol

low Chriﬅ's perſonal Coming, as the ﬁrﬅ Act of
_lrue Body', or, he muﬅ be ſometimes with ſome, and his Judgment: And to ſuppoſe ſuch an Interruptif

not' be in one Place, contrary to the Nature of his

ſometimes with others, and that conſiﬅcth not with

On'

Chap. 20.-
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on, ( or Mutiny againﬅ the Judge) as this, is not and
as they did not before, and their follow',1
ing Years
Condition
after thatv Time, is oppoſed to the
conliﬅent with the Nature of Chriﬅ's judicial Pro
former during that Time, as is clear. That the
cedure.
alſoctoppoſing
after thatofTime
andEﬅate
the Saintt
T o the ſecond, although we ſay not, that it is Wicked
ſuﬀer, the
the prevail
Churches
after

inconſiﬅent with the Angels glorious Condition to
ſerve their Maﬅer any where by executing his Com

that Time to its good Condition during that Time,

mands; yet, is it never ſaid, that Satan is looſed on

doth alſo conﬁrm:

For, all on Earth are then'

them, and that they are incompaſl'ed, as it is ſaid here divided in theſe two, the hol City who are in
of the Saints, who are after theſe thouſand Year's compaſſed, and theſe who do incompaſs. And ſee
ﬅraitned, they as it were, having the Deſender's ing theſe Wicked Reprobates' cannot be comprehend
Part and the Wicked as the ﬅronger Party purſuing ed under' the ﬁrﬅ Party that ſuﬀer, They muﬅ
* them ( therefore is their State then diﬀerenced from therefore be comprehended under the laﬅ who for
their good Condition preceeding: ) And can that the Time prevaileth: And ſo the preſſing of this
conſiﬅ with a glorilied Condition? We m-ry preſs bodil Rcſurrection and Reign of the Saints up
this Opinion, thus, If all the departed Saintsbe bodily on
arth, will infer alſo a bodily Reſurrection=
tobe raiſed and to Reign with Chriﬅ theſe thouſand and Reign' of the wicked Rcprobates, which will
Years, Then all the dead Reprobates are at the be a ſixth Monarchy, hitherto not mentioned. And
Cloſe thereof bodily raiſed and joyned with Gcg and thereſore if this laﬅ be abſurd, and ſo to have no'
Magog 'in the purſuing of the Saints and incompalling Ground from this Place, we muﬅ' account the
of them ; For, the Wicked live ſo after the thouſ former to be ſuch alſo. '

L. E C T' u' R- ex UlIH;
' Verſe I. And Iſaw an zlngeIytame dawn from-Haven, having ib' Kty ty' tbþ'bottam/zſh Pir, and 'a
gzmt-Cbaia- i'r bis Hand.

all vwho are then living with Chriﬅſſ; But the living:
T H E ſecond Thing queﬅioned 'concerning
"

the Parties reigning, is, whether they that Saints muﬅ at that Time be living with Chriﬅ, or

Reign thus, be ſuch as have Formzrly liv
ed and died, and after Death are made to Reign?
Or, whether they be ſuch as have not' yet ſeen
Death? Anﬂu.
e ſay theſe that reign with Chriﬅ
here are not Saints departed, but ſuch as never yet'
died, living Saints, Members of the Militant Church.
VVe ſhall ﬁrﬅ 'conﬁrm the Negntive, to wit, that'
they are not dead Saints, that is, ſuch as once lived and '

elſe they muﬅbe comprehended under the common'
Reckoning with the dead World, 'which cannot be 5 >

or, we muﬅ ſay there are no Saints in the Milicant
Church then, which is falſe, this being certain that
the End is not yet come. 2.- This clearcth it, that
it miketh Folks free of the ſecond Death, and only

that doth it, as is ſaid.

3. It croſieth the Scope,

which is to ſhew the State of the Militant Church -

died, and thereafter are brought to this Life again; on Earth, whereof dead Saints are not to be Mem- which is three ways expreﬂ'ed 'by ſeveralv Authors, hers. 4. It is ſuch Saints as may be in their Domi
I. Not ſuch as have been mark red and brought nion incompaſſed 'and ﬅraitned by Gag and ﬂſhgag;
again to live on Earth with their odies, as the old But it were hard to bring Saints from Heaven to that
M/Ivmrits conceitedz' For, 1.*That'maketh all Condition. 5. How ſhould they live on Earth a
this literally 'to be underﬅ
of the Reſurnecti- ſpiritual Life noteating nor drinking, .or,- a natural
on,
which
we
ſhew
to
be
ſpiritual:
' And
this hea?
fpiritual IZeſurrection, - Then * it isct:
not ifcorporal
;_; Liſe again in theſe? Both theſe are abſurdr 6.' This
would *make a Reſurrectionand Judgment heſide
But that it is-ſpiritual, may be- thus made' out, lt'i the one univerſal Judgment and Reſurrection, ais a Reſurrectioni that agreeth'to' Saints that never' gainſt the Scripture; That, 1.! Tbctcſ iv. ſpeakethof
died bodily, Therefore it is'ſpiritual; - The' Antece-* all living then, and the Dead that die- before, to go '
dent is' thus provenzzThis'. Reſurrection 'agryetht t0>= together to meet Chriſh- 7.' What cometh of them
, after

rﬁap

yſ'MRXPOSIIIO N of the

aſrerrhethouſandYears
Reign
expireth? ItButis they
who
did' rei n 'whoſi are
encompaſſed;
that
'cannot be gid ar Saints, railed again:

Chap-220.

rs Faith and Practire, and keep themſelves from
_olhitions, ſuch as are _( Chap" xiv.- ) mlledſſirgziw,

For, I. who are here meaned:

For, I. It is on Earth, as'

_'Then't * .'would be longer oathe Earth than a it isfaid. . a; It is of- all Saints then Living thus
ſthouſand
flfheyswould
be interrupted
in contradiﬅinguiſhed from the reﬅof the dead World.
their Reigneai-s.
'( this, 'al-laﬅeth
but ' a thouﬁtndct
Years)
3. Itzis notrthe ſame individual Perſons, who Live
'Thereforeit is not ſuch who reign. 8. Iſ it be of and Reign all theſe thouſand Years, but they zin
"ſuch, it' muſt either be before or after the Day of their Succeſibrs, The Church being only Body,
dieth never, even as the Witneſſcs continued all the
Judgment; neither of whichcan be, as is cleared.
2. A o A 1 N, others ſay thatit is Martyrs riſing space of methouſand two hundred and ſixty Days,

again a thouſand Years before the general Reſurrectir, and died and roſe again in their Succeﬂbns; ſo it is
_on,
but(as
enjoying
a Dominion
in Thisſſcannot
Heaven. not be:
on l-Fre, one Generation ſucceedezth to another. Now,
Earth,
is Ptſmtor's
Opiniom)
For, r. lt is againﬅ the Scope as the For-mer. 2.
This Dominion is of all Saints then in Being ( a'
we ſhall hear) therefore it is not peculiar to Mar
tyrs. 3. This Dominion and _theſe who reign here,

i is were Martyrs reſtored to Life, Then r. It
would be peculiar to them, which is here common

to all.

a. Then they would live ſtill and be in

new Hazard by Satan's Looiing, which is impoſ

ſible; for, it is the ſame Saints that are encompaſſed

are interrupted' in their Dominion, which can be by Gag and Magag, who formerly-didReign, when
ſaid of none in Heaven. 4.. It it is ſhown before to Satan was bound, Therefore it is living Saints con
he on Earth. "5. It would be alſo more than an tinuing in a Succeſſton .for many Years, They
thouſand Years Reign before the general Reſur who in their Life did Reign, ſuﬀering after Death
rection, or elſe they muﬅ be again ſuſpended in it, in their Sucteſi'ors by Gog and Magog, even as their
Predeceﬁors who ſuﬀered in their Life, yet after'
, which is abſurd.
3. Nxx'r H ER can it be applied toMartyrs Death Reign in their Poﬅerity: The one expound
and Saints living under Antichriﬅ and. other Perſe-, eth the other, and ſheweth ahat both the reigning
enters, who being Dead arev ſaitl to reign by their of Martyrs, and fuﬀel'ing .(i theſe Saints, muﬅ be

Souls enjo ing of Chriﬅ in Glory ( asPanau: and vcriiied in their Succeſi'ors: For, all who-live and
ordinarily ntcrpreters do apply it) which is a Truth
that theſe Saints do reign even after their Death;
Butit cannot be applied to theſe who reign here,
t. Becauſe that Reign is in Heaven; this meaned
here is on Earth. 2. That reigning ofSaints depart
ed, 'is continuil in all Times; this' is peculiar to
theſe thouſand Years. 3. That of Saints in Heaven

Reign,
Partakers
this Reſuttrection;
but mabe
ny livingareSaints,
ctwhoof never
died, muﬅ either

Partakers of it, or they muﬅ be among the Dead.
gherefore it is a ſpiritual Reſurrection to the living
aints.
_ .
-

A o A r N, the Martyrs 'Reign here would be
then either alone, 'or with others; and none"of

cannot be interrupted; this may be. 4. It agreetb theſe can be ſaid without Abſurdity: 'Therefore it
to Saints _in their molt ſuﬀering Condition, even is the Living who are underﬅood. Add, the muſt
that of Gag and Magag; for even then they over live and Reign who did not ſo Reignbefore,
hete'
come and Reign, ſo this isa peculiar good Conditi fore it is not they.
on, and contradiﬅinguiſhed from the Churches for * B a s t D a. this reigning agreeth to ſuch as it '
mer hard Srraits and is internipted, as it is afterward, can be interrupted in, and be at one Time and not
Ve'ſe 7. by that of Gag and Magog. It muﬅ neceſ at another; which cannot be ſaid of .Martyrs Glory,
alway alike,
Therefore
be apin
ſarily follow then, That they are living Saints on which
plyed tois Martyrs
inct Glory,
nor cannot
yet onthisEarth
Earth, and then in ſome more than an ordinary ﬂou
riſhing Condition. Concerning whom we are to their own Pcrlons, and therefore _it muﬅ be in their
,
enquire, I. Ifit beall Saints then living, or ſome Succellors.
Faurtb/y, NEITHER canitbelaid (as Form
few only i 2. What theſe contradiﬅinguiſhed one
from another are? Who theſe Martyrs, and who doth ) that this _Reign' of Martyrs is in )Reſpcct of
theſe others are? 3. How they continue ſora thouſ their good Account in the C' rch after their .Mar
and Years to Reign, if in their own Perſons, or in tyrdome, in which Reſpect, ome apply their re
ceiving white Gar-ments under the 'ﬁfth Seal, 137
their Succeſibrs?
A N D we ſay, I. They are living Saints, who ing, that they that were reproached befool: in their
never yet did ſee Death, nor Martyrs formerly Dcaths, are afterward honoured in their Memo
killed, but who then ſhall bc followers ofthe Mar ries, which they begin at Ca'z/Ianu'm's Time, which

RENLATION.
Chap. so.

ſſsai

a BO or: of the

the pnblick Profeſſion of Religion became honour

Hence, ( Chap. xiii. ) theſe are given as the Proper

able. This, I ſay, cannot be ſaid as intended here:
For, 1. This is not peculiar toa thouſand Years or
dcﬁnite Time 5 for in the Church, that was alway
honourable. 2. Thoſe who reign here," are Saints
on Earth, and all Saints and Mart rs under Anti
chriﬅ's Tyranny, which was not egun then, this
Application maketh it peculiar to ſome. 3. Beſide,

ties only of thoſe who are written in the Lamb's
Book of Liſe, and ſo mentioned here as the Proper
ties of all the elcct Saints to whom this belongeth.
3. The Priviledge: here mentioned, are common to
all, as to reign with Chriﬅ, to be bleſi'ed and holy,
freed from the ſecond Death, to be Prieﬅs to God,
&Ft. Theſe are common to all Saints, Therefore ſo

Nlartyrs under Antichrﬅ after that, were as much is that good Condition alſo that hath theſe in it.

liable to Reproach as theſe formerly were under From which we may ſee how unwarrantable it is
Heathens, and therefore that cannot be applyed here. from this to apply any ſingular Felicity to ſome ſew
4. Add, that theſe who Reign here, are the ſame Martyrs, or others, which is common to all.
T H a ſecond Thing to beinquired in the Poſi
who afterward are incompaſſcd and ﬅraitned ,b Gag
and Magog; But that cannot be the Fame an good tive, is, Whether theſe living Saints that are raiſed
Name oſSaints departed, but living Saints themſelves to Reign, be the ſame individual Perſons that did
in their Perſons, Therefore it is not that which is in ſuﬀer and ſt'now Reign ſora thouſand Years? Or,

.tended here.
T 'a es E being on the negative Part then laid
by, we come to the Aﬃrmative: And ſeeing it
vmuﬅ; be living Saints, who at the Time here deſign
c'd ſhall be Members of the Militant Church, It is

it' it be to be underﬅood oſ the Saints in their Succeſſt
on, as the Catholick Church in its Continuance

from the Beginning unto the End.

This will an

ſwer an Objection, where it is ſaid, That thoſe who
were ſet on the Thrones, were thoſe formerly be

ﬁrﬅ queﬅioned, whether all the Saints then living headed for the Teﬅimony of Jeſus. Now thoſe be
are to partake oſ this good Condition, or ſome on
ly ? That is, if it be a ſpecial Priviledge of Mar
tyrs or suﬀerers only who ſhall ſuﬀer during this
Time? Or, if it be common to all? jlzzſu. This
good Condition whatever it be, is in ſome Degree,

.headed, we ſay, are not in their own Perſons raiſed

raiſed again and ſet on the Throne, but in their
Succeſi'ors in the ſame Faith and Profeſſion, the Ge

neration preceeding reigning, in the Generation ſuc
ceeding, as the Generation ſucceeding ſuﬀered in the
and in its Kind, common to all the Saints, who Generation preceeding, even as in common Spcech
then ſhallbe living, not ſo much diﬅributively to all we ſa ', The Baþyloniam, Ram/ws, &it. governed
and
everyKind,
one ofas collectively
every Kind, making
as generally
to Body,
Saints ths Y orld ſor ſo many Years, though the ſame in
ſ of every
up one
dividual Perſons lived not-ſo long. Or, as it is ſaid
of whatever Sort and Degree they be, if they be in Dan. vii. 18. the Saints ſhall take the Kingdom
Saints and Belierers: Even as the low Condition which (hall never have an End, importeth not, that
of the Churches suﬀering, will notv prove that cvcry in the Days of the Goſpel (of which Time that
individual Saint ſuſſereth but that in common the ſpeaketh) no Saints ſhall die, but that the Saints
Church hath a ſuﬀering Eﬅate 5 ſo its good Conditi ſpiritual Reign ſhall never be interrupted, and that
on will not prove, that all have it alike ſo, but that there ſhall be a continual Succeﬃon of a Church

generally they havea ﬂouriſhing Condition in com and of Saints; ſo here, we take not the ſame indivi
mon. And that it is thus to be underﬅood, appear duals to continue but their Race, as one Kind or
eth, I. In that theſe who live here, &it. are con Stock -( toſpealt ſo) the Church being one Body,

xradiﬅinguiſhedſrom
Dead; Now all living .a_s_ the Babylarzians Romans, &Yf. are one Empire:
Saints they muﬅ either thus Reign, or they muﬅ Saints therefore here, are not perſonally or individu
be comprehended under theſe who continue Dead,
ſeeing all the World is diﬅinguiſhed in theſe two;
But none of them can be amongﬅ the Dead, There
ſore all of them muﬅ partake of this good Conditi

on.

allyto be underﬅood, but ſucceſſively and in their
gcneral.,Acception, asxone Body; ſo that during

this Time they ſhall have a viſible Proſeſlion, and
there ſhall alway continue aviﬁble Church-ﬅate in

2. Itis for thisEnd, that not only Martyrs, the World. So_it is neither therefore Martyrs raiſed
but ſuch as have not received the Mark of the Beaﬅ, again, nor Saints living ﬅill all that Time, but ge
nor viorſhipped hisjmage, are mentioned 5 and by nerally in their Succeſſors, This being the'Scope, to
theſe
no other
can be
underﬅood,
but ſuchfree
as (as
in ſhew the Eﬅate ofthe Church in general and not
following
the Lamb
have
keepcdthcmtſielves
pof individual Saints. This may be conﬁrmed,, 1.
lſzrgz'm Cbap.xiv. ) from the common Snares and from what is ſaid, if they be the ſame, then Martyrs
Sins that others are taken with and Jgiven unto. _ deadmuﬅ live again, ( this being a good Condition
" (S ſ ſ ſ
to

\
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to the Church on Earth) and this is contrary to
what hath been proven. 2. Then theſe Saints ſo
raiſed again, muﬅ only be' the Saints on Earth at
that Time, for all partake oſ this. 3. Then theſe
Saints muﬅ again in their own Perſons be incom
paſied by Gog and Magag: For, it is theſe Saints
that are incompaſſed who did Reign, Verſe 9. and
therefore ſo muﬅ they that Reign be expounded to

Giap. ac;

ſuﬀer, as if theſe old M'irtyrs had riſen to preach
down Antichriﬅ, who for a long Time had had
Peace. Thus was'yolm accounted and named Eliar
Mattb. xvii. and here Martyrs, both under the
heathen Perſecuters and under Antichriﬅ, are named.

r. To ſhew the Churches Freedom from both theſe
Tyrannies, that now, theſe who were undone by

both formerly, may boldly profeſs that Truth for

which they were perſecuted. 2; To ſhew the Nu
ward the Beſieged; But that cannot be perſonally merouſneſs oſ Saints now as if' all were riſen. 3;
underﬅood, therefore neither the former; for, then To ſhew what Time it belonged. unto, to wit, that
were they not to continue only a thouſand Years after both. 4. To ſhew'what Parts and Courage
on Earth, and to live ſo long only, but much theſe Saints ſhouldhave, and' how ﬁtted they ſhould
longer: Both which have many Abſurdities with be both againﬅ the open Perſecution and ſecret De
them, as that whoever died during thatTime, would ſigns of Antichriﬅ. 5. To ſhew that they who
be known not to he an Elect; and Whoever lived now come to profeſs the Goſpel, are of one and
that long, would be certainly known to be ſo; then the ſame Church with theſe who went before, it

be the former Suﬀcrers, as they are accounted after

alſo theſe who were born after the Beginning oſ being ﬅill one Woman who travelled under Ha
theſe thouſand Years, would not live ſo long in this thens,. thar ﬂed under' Antichriﬅ, Chap. xii. and

Reign as theſe who went before: It muﬅ there now'returneth' in' her Seed to ﬁt upon Throncs.
fore certainly he underﬅood as it may in its Conti
T r-r 1: the third' Thing to be enquired here, is,
nuance agree to all Saints, as well as in the Events, what Martyrs theſe are, whether theſe ſuﬀering un
'which may well be in Succeſſion, ſo that what one der heathen'Perſecution', or theſe who ſuﬀer in the
wanteth in theſe who follow, he hath it in theſe Time of the Beaﬅ's Tyranny, (which to theſe of
'who
went
before.
And
thus,good
generally,
it during
ſetteth this Opinion, is the ſame Time of theſe thouſand
out the
viſible
Church
in her
vCondition
Years, ) or, ſuch as have ſuﬀered both under hea
that Time; for, it is ﬅill the ſame Church which thenPerfecuters and Antichriﬅ, preceeding the Be

Reigneth. We underﬅand it then, thus, that as it is
ſaid of the Prophets, ( Chap', xi.) that theydied and
roſe again, which yet is not to be underﬅood of the
ſame individual Perſons, but rof their-Followers-and

ginnmg of theſe thouſand Years?" We take them
to be ſuch whoſe suﬀering: are by-paﬅ, before theſe

thouſand Years begin, and not ſuch as are to ſuﬀer
under it whatever they be, as appearetb, I. they

Succeﬂbrs in that Spirits and Cauſe las Job/i Baptiﬅ are ſaid to be once ﬂain, and to riſe again before
was Succeſl'or to Elias, andin that Reſpect is cal thisReign begin, which could not be if their Suﬀen
led Eliar*;) So the' ﬂain Saints now-are ſaid to riſe', ings hadnot preceeded. 2. They are ſaid to Reign
when the. Face of'a viſible Church, which was long _*_a 'thouſand Years, which ſheweth they begin alto
eclipſed, as if it had been buried with theſe Martyrs, gether" to Reign: And therefore their suﬀering:
doth now in the ſame Truth and" Cauſe ſhew itv muﬅ go-before its Beginning. 3. The Time of
ſelf again in new Profeſſors, as if theſe old Martyrs their Reign is expreﬂy diﬅinguiſhed from, and made
had riſen again to continue that Church-Face of ſucceſſive unto, the Timeof-their suffering. There
Purity and Worſhip, for which once they ſuﬀered' ſore are they not to be confounded, or their Reign
And this Phraſe of riſing again, 'is in 'this Senſe not made to begin'beſoire theirSuﬀering. 4. This Con
unuſual in the Prophets, as, _r. when they would dition. is markedas the Outgate of a former 'Strait,

ﬁgnify a Reﬅoration from a low Condition, that is and what former Strait, rather than this, the Saints
marvellous and ſuch'as Men would think no leſs Suﬀering under Antichriﬅn? * Therefore 'that Suﬀer
impoſſible than to raiſe the Dead, as, Ezct." xxxvii. ing muﬅ go before it; 5; The-suﬀering which
11. 2. When the Reﬅoration is numerous and to immediately followeth the thouſand' Years, is Gag
make up an hopeleſs ſad Condition - by ſuch' a' new r and Magog: Now, Gag-and*Magag-belongs not to
Comfort, asj'mmiabin hisxxxi. Chap', ſ/erſr 1-8. - Antichriﬅ, but goes-immediately before- the laﬅ Judgo
ſpeaketh to Rivrliel. mourning for her Children. 3. ment, and after comes the thouſand* Years; Then,
When it is in the' ſame Truth; Profeſſton and Cauſe, theſe who ſuﬀer here muﬅ either be after-the thouſ
asis ſaid of the Prophets, Cbapz'xi. ſo it may be- of * and Years, which cannot be, or during that Time,
Pnofeﬂ'on' here here, the Time 'alſo being one. 4. which conſoundeth the Chuches good Condition

When'Men have theſame bold Spirit to, teﬁify and.

1.

mſi.
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and her ill ; or it muﬅ bebefore, and it being none more than at any Time it did ﬁnce the Fall; or'
of the former two, muﬅ therefore be the latter.

6. that,

Three States of the Church are clearly holden forth
here, r. A ſuﬀering State under Antichriﬅ. 2. A
good Condition during the Reﬅraint of Satan, it
being ill before. 3. An ill Condition after his looſ

2. The Saints ſhould he all rich and none

poor; 'ea, that chieﬂy they ſhould enjoy the Riches
of the Vorld, theſe we account falſe and ground
leſs, and without theleaﬅ &Varrant here.

And as

they are without Ground from this Place, ſo are
Therefore as that they ( as would ſeem) directly againﬅ it and other

ing, again by Gag and Magog;
of Mzgog followeth the thouſand Years, ſo that of certain Grounds, as, I. That what is promiſed
"Antichriﬅ muﬅpreceed; for, theſe thouſand Years here, is eſpecially ſpiritual. 2. That this promiſed

are put in the midﬅ, and diﬅinguiſhed from both. here, is a peculiar Mercy to the Saints; but fruit
,7. This Reign agreeth ſo to 'Saints and to ſuch Saints fuleſs of the Earth would not he peculiar to them,
as it did not agree to them before theſe thouſand many wicked Men being Poſieſſors of a great Part of
Years, nor can do after. But if theſe who Reigzn be it. 3. The delivering of the Creature from Bond
'contemporary with Antichriﬅ's Dominion, Then age is reſerved ſor that Day, when the Sons of God
'Saints would Reign ſo both before and after, and ſo ſhall he manifeﬅed, which is at the laﬅ Judgment,

would not ſuﬀer and be in aStrait. 8. If ( as many Ram. Vlll, 21, 22, 23. If then there werea Deli
vthink ) the killing of Martyrs go before this Rcign, very before that, it needed not groan ſo, for that
ſo muﬅ alſo theſe killed by Antichriﬅ ; for, both are
equally inﬅalled into this Reign, at its Entry. Be
ſide, this Opinion would confound the Churches
ſuﬀering Condition with this Rcign which is peculiar

Time. 4.. Beſide, the Promiſes of the Goſpel he
ing ſpiritual eſpecially, it would be but a Diverſion
to our carnal Humors to have ſuch an Occaſion

as temporal Abundance to hunt after; and it is
vto ſome one Time, and diﬀerenced from the former, the Sibneſs of our Aﬀections to Creatures, thatmak
as hath been ſhewed. Hence followeth, r. That eth many profeſs more Delight in ſuch a Kingdom
Antichriﬅ's ſupreme univerſal Rcign, is to preceed than in that of Grace and Glory, which are un

theſe thouſand Years. 2. That then Antichriﬅ is controvertahle. Neither canany think, that the
not tobe expected a few Years before the End of Saints are wronged by this; for certainly ſpiri
the World; for, no other Antichriﬅ there is, but tual Things are ever preferable to carnal and tem
.this Beaﬅ that pcrſecuteth, before it' begin.
--por-tl Things.
Laﬅly, IT is inquired here, if reaſonable or ſen
T H 2 ſecond Thing is as groundleſs as the 'for
leſs Creatures ſhall be Partakers of this good Condi mer, to wit, that Saints then ſhould abound in that
tion and Change? And how far it ſhall extend? Aﬃuence of all theſe temporal Riches: For, r.
For, of old, many, as Lactm/tius and others of late, Chriﬅ's Promiſes and Covenant, under the Goſpel,
=Burr0ugkr
on Hrjſiea, lay theſe two Principles, t.
run not on theſe Terms, nor are they of that
That the Earth ſhall abound in extraordinary Fruit Kind. 2. The Lord hath ſaid, that the Poor ſhall
->fulneſs, that the Rocks ſhall drop Honey, and the be always amongﬅ his People, and that there ſhall
Earth be free of Storms, (57. 2. That the Saints

be alway Objects of Charityþto the end of the

'ſhall chieﬂy and largely ſhare of all thoſe temporal World. 3. The Croſs isſpoken of to wait on Be
Things. But we ſay, I. As there is poſſibly more lievers to 'the End; and certainly, Poverty is no
Peace now, ſo God may make abundance of all little Part of their Croſs and Conformity with
theſe Things the rifer in the Earth, as _not being Chriﬅ, and a Cauſe of many other Croſſes to them,
vwaſted with Troubles and Perſecutions'as formerly. which abundance of the Things of the YVorld uſu
2. That God may bleſs Pains, ſo as to have extra ally keepcth oﬀ, as Contempt, Reproach, Straits,

ordinary Increaſe, ( comparatively with former &Ft. 4. The Things of this World are accounted
Times) is not impoſſible, eſpecially if applyed to the ﬅill a Portion for theſe of this World, Pſirl. xvii.
Jews, their Land may be brought back to its wont that God, as it were, alloweth them a more large

ed Fruitfulneſs, to be as once it hath been, though Share of theſe Things than he doth the others, to
now it beinterrupted.

3. That theSaints may en

joy more of theſe-( as being leſs perſecuted or pla

whom ( as to young Heirs *) he hath reſerved a

better Heritage. 5. It were hard to place this good
gued) thanformerly, and as having more Liberty Condition of the Church in that which for many ages
for Induﬅry and publick Imployments, Theſe may hath been the Condition of the Men of this world. 6.
be granted, but that there ſhould be an extraor If this were promiſed to them, much Riches, Power,
dinary Fruitſulneſs put in the Earth, as without 657. then might they with a good Conſcince Pray
Pains or Induﬅry to bring forth, or with Pains for it, and aim at it, as they may do for Things
'S ſ ſ ſ 2
_necci
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neceſſary, to wit, Health and Peace, Uf. yet can doth, 1. Alter much the Nature of Chriﬅ's' King?
it hardly be thought, that Believers are warranted to dom, and Promiſes to his People, which are ever
pray to be Rich, and to have a temporal Domini ſpiritual. 2. It doth draw Aﬀection: from Things
on, we being commanded, ( Hzhxiii. 5. and ITi/n. heavenly and ſpiritual to earthl , and in ﬅead if
vi. 8.) to be content, if we have Food and Raiment. exerciling and engaging their aith to a ſpiritual
7. If abundance of outward Things were a Part of Dependancc on, and Delight in God himſelf, it
this good Condition promiſcd, Then were it gene doth rather awake their carnal Humour to warm
rally and equally to be applied to all Sorts, whereof with, and to be delirous of, theſe ſuppoſed brave
yet all, Young and Old, Maﬅer and Servant, Rich Things that are expected, it being eaſier to en

and Poor, ( if ſuch be ſuppoſed to continue during gage our carnal Part, than our ſpiritual. 3. It
that Time ) are not, nor cannot be capable. 8. oſten occaſioneth want of Sobriety among good
This Opinion giveth too much way to carnal Luﬅs, People, that while they ſhould be taken up in think
to let out themſelves on creatures, and therefore is ing much of the Goſpel, and bleﬃng God for what
ſo well entertained by ſuch Pallats, ( as Euﬅþiur ſaith they enjoy of it, and deſiring the Furtherance of
oſ Cm'intbur, That being delighted in theſe Things, its ſpiritual Succeſs, they are by this brought to a
hemoulded a Kingdom agreeable to them) But leſſer Eﬅimation of their preſent Condition, ﬅill ex.
what do theſe taﬅe to a ſpiritual Man, being com pecting and deſiring theſe ﬅrange Things. And
pared with pure Doctrine in the Church, with Spi hardly get theſe Opinions Place, but they carry a
rit and Power amongﬅ Hearers, and with theſe other Sway beyond theſimple Goſpel-Promiſes and Pri
Things wherein this Kingdom conliﬅeth? If any viledgcs in Mens Eﬅimation, as if theſe Saints wcrc
aik, But what Ill is in that laﬅ Opinion? ſinſw. bleſl'ed beyond others, that are brought to Heaven
Bcſidc that it is againﬅ Truth, and wrongs the any other Time, belide that it doth readily eu
NVord, to father any thing on it which it will not gage Men in an untender Purſuit of earthly Things,
own, and ſo proveth an untender medling with the as if from theſe ſuppoſed Promiſes-they had Right
holy Word, to which nothing ſhould be added. it and Allowancc ſo to do.

LEcTuRE IVZ
Verſe r. And Iſhw at: Angel tame dawnﬅom fled-um, [raving the Kzy gſ the bottom/'ſie Pr't, and a great
Cbain in his Hand.
2. And be laid bold on the Dragon that old Snpmt, which is the Devil and Satan, and bound him o
tlmtſhnd Van,

3. And mﬅ him into the bottamleﬁ Pit, andſhut him up, and ﬅt a Sea] upon him, that be ſhould den;"
'be Nation' no more, till tln tbnzſwrd Years ſhould be fulﬁlled;

lb'd after that lrc

þ, [de/ed a little

Scaſim.
HA-T which reﬅeth-now to be cleared, then, 1. It would not anſwer the Scope, which is to
is, The Time, which is ſix Times re point out ſome peculiar Thing belonging to one Time
--.-.
peated in this ﬁrﬅ Part of the Chapter, and not to another. 2. It is expreﬂy diﬀerenced ſrom
and ſaid to be -a tbauſimd Pars: And the Time following it, wherein that peaceable Eﬅate
this leadeth to the third Thing propoſed.
is marred by Gag and Magog, and not unclearly con
CONCERNING it, there is the leſs Hazard what tradiﬅinguiſhed from ſome Looling or Liberty of Sa
4

be concluded, if theſe ﬅrange Events ( formerly re
jected ) beeſchewed: Yet, theſe Things concern
ing it, we take for Truth.
I. THAT,. ſimply conſidered, it pointeth at ſome
peculiar deﬁnite Time of the Church under the Days

of the Goſpel, and taketh not in, nor belongeth un

tan againﬅ the Church, before his apprehendinghcre
Very-'24. This therefore ( which is alſo Auguﬅin';
Judgment,.-Dc Civit. Der', lib. 20. cap. 6, e;- -,
with
Whatever
many,deﬁnite
Schoolmen
Time) itwebe,think
this not
is certain,
ſaſc.
i:

deſigneth a long Time ſimply, and compamtiva
to, all that Time betwixt Chriﬅ's ﬁrﬅ coming in the ly the longeﬅ Time of a proſperous Condition
Fleſh,.and his. coming again to Judgment. For, againﬅ Encmies, that theChurch of Chriﬅ is to
have

-

\
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have in the Days of the' Goſpel; For ſo certain
l the often Repitition of this Number of a 'bou
and um, doth import. 3. Whether it be deﬁ
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therefore literal] to be underﬅood, even thoſe who
make them de nite; though it may be obſerved,
that Papiﬅs, who make the former Time literal,

yet make this, that is as often repeated, indeﬁnite.
derﬅood, is more queﬅionable: Althn' there be no
TH e greateﬅ Qxeﬅion concerning the Time, is,
great Abſurdity ſo to take it, (if they be placed In the particular Application thereof to a certain Be
in their own Room) as, for the moﬅ Part, In ginning and Cloſe, which is queﬅioned even amongﬅ
nitely taken for a thouſand Years, properly ſo un

terpreters do; Yet, I think there is no Neceſſity thoſe that in other Things agree, to wit, Whether it,

in it, I. From what is ſaid of Times generally, be wholly paﬅ, i. a. begun and ended? Or, 2. If
Chap. xi. 2. Becauſe this Viſion is as obſcure in fully to come, as not being. as yet begun? Or, 3.
all Things, as any in this Book, and it will be If Current, that is, begun, but not ended?

In all

very unlike then, that this Time only is literally which, there is Diverſity. Thoſe who makeit fully
to be taken, whereas in all this Prophecy, no other paﬅ, begin at four Periods, I. Some at Chriﬅ's
Time by any judicious Interpreter is ſo literally un Birth, and end at Pope Sylw/Izr the ſecond, a Ma
derﬅood, even thoſe who make them moﬅ deﬁnite, gician. 2. Some at his Death, and end at Benedict
do yet make them improperly and prophetically to the third, ſuﬀocated by the Devil. 3. Others, at
be this
underﬅood;
And,ﬁgurative,
to ſay, All
ſiin
Viſion are
andother
onlyExpreſiions
the Time the Deﬅruction of Jew/blent, and ſo end it in Gre
gery the ſeventh, or I-Iildedrand.

4.. Moﬅ begin it

( which continually to all is improperly ſet down at Con/Ianlimr's Reign, making this contemporary
formerly ) ſhall here be literal, is not very con with that of Satan's being caﬅ from Heaven, Chap.
ﬁﬅent with the Strain of this Prophecy: For, where xii. This is alſo ended, zl'ma 1300. in Ben/fare the
Days and Years and Months are formerly men eighth, when the Wars againﬅ the ſl/Fildmﬅ: began.
tioned, no ſound Interpreter can take them literal Pridmux, de mill: amn's Apot. doth thus ſum thoſe
ly for ſo many, and no more; And what Reaſon of that Opinion.
can be given of altering the common Strain in this
TH ESE that make'it fully to come, are of four
Obſcure Place? 3. And, that ordinarily ſome give Opinions, I. Some ( as the old Cbiliq/Ir ) make it
it for a Rule, that broken Times are deﬁnite, ( tho' after the Day of Judgment. 2. Some make it after
they be not alway literal) as three Years and an all the Vials, including the Day of Judgment, as
Half, Ut. yet whole Timesare ordinar/iþr indeﬁ llrrlw- and rlþ'fedz'ur. 3. Others put it under the

nite in the Scripture, as Pſal. xc. 4.
t/muſimd ſeventh Vial, after the Beaﬅ's Deﬅruction, in an In
Pars in thy Sight, are taken for along Time, and terval before the End of the World, and the ariſing
a tbouſimd Generation: for many, Pſrrl. cv. 8. and of Gog, ſo doth ﬁled', and ſome-others. Lzſliy,
un Days, Rev. ii. 10. According to this Rule then,
an indeﬁnite Acception, will ſuit beﬅ with this
Place. If any object, or aſk, Why this Time is
ſo often deﬁnitely repeated? It may be anſwered,
1. Becauſe uſually by a Thouſand, a great Num
ber or long Time is ſet out in Scripture, as we
have ſaid before. 2. Becauſe ordinarily a good Con
dition is ſet down in a long Time, or in Expreſ
ſions ſetting out a long Time, whereas Diﬃculties
are mentioned under Hours, Days, Ur. ( See C/mp.
xvii.) and this is done for the Churches Comfort:
But this cannot infcr, that ſo they are for ſo manly
Years peremptorily to be underﬅood: For, r. t
is not ordinary to the Scripture in reckoning of Times
to be ſo peremptory, even in Hiﬅorical Places, as by
" comparing of Scriptures is clear. 2. That Num

Some make it, as it were, to be a Current Day of
Judgment all that Time, and to follow upon Chriﬅ's
coming to Judgment, thus ﬁlIinga/I : The former
alſo in their Explanation, would ſeem not much to
diﬀer from this.
T I-H! s e who make it running, are of two Sorts;

1. Some begin about the Year, 1300. when the
Ilſaldngſes aroſe, and whe'n ( according to their Ac

compt) the thouſand Years of Satan's Binding from
Coqﬂantim's Time, expirod: This is Brigbtman's

Opinion, who maketh theſe two of Satan's binding,
and the Saints reigning, to be ſucccﬃve; But this

Ground at the Entry is rejected. 2. Others ( only
Catteriw, I ﬁnd alledged'for this) begin at Lm'lztr's

Days, 1517. How to decide here is diﬃcult z yet,
having laid the former Grounds, there is the leſs
ber, three Years and an Half, forty two Months, Hazard, conſidering well the Nature of the Events,
One thouſand two hundred and ſixty Days, Time, which make theſe thouſand Years famous: Neither
Times, and Half a Time, in equivalent Expreſ is it uſeleſs to enquire in it,- not only for clear apply

ſions (C/mp. xi, xii, and xiii.) is ﬁve Times ſet ing of this Scripture, but for underﬅanding all the Con
down; yet no judicious writer will count them troverſy about it 3 For, iſitſhall befound, that all
x
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of it, or a part of it, is paﬅ, it will ſerve much to fand Years expire before that: Therefore theſe
clear the Nature of all, and be the beﬅ Ret'utation' thouſand Years are not to be expected after the Day
of many Errors about it, and will help to ﬅay of Judgment, neither at it, or immediately before
the gadding Expectation of ﬅupendious Things to it. 2. It is clear, that it is the laﬅ great Binding,
before the laﬅ Interval of Satan's laﬅ Looſing, which
come.
TH A 'r we may proceed, theſe two Generals are preceedeth his ﬁnal Binding; For, after this imme
certain, r. That theſe thouſand Years belong unto, diately Gog is looſe, and Satan is not again reﬅrain
and are contemporary with ſome of the former prin ed, but ﬁnally judged. Hence we may gather, I.
oipal Propheſies of Seals, Trumpets and Vials, which That this good Condition of the Saints, is the laﬅ
continue the Series of Events from the Beginning they are to have on Earth, ſeein nothing fol
to the End. 2. Then this is certain, that the Bind loweth it but Satan's Looſing and nal judgment.
ing of Satan, here mentioned, with the Kingdom a. That when this muﬅ end, Gag and Magag ſuc
following thereupon to the Saints, muſt relate and ceeds; and ſo hardly can we ſay, that theſe thou
be ſuhjoyned unto ſome one of theſenotable Looﬁngs ſand Years are expired, Except we ſay, .r. Gog and
that are contained in this Prophecy, which Satan hath Magog is come. a. And that be applied to ſuch an
againﬅ the Saints, and muﬅ be contemporary with Enemy as continueth fora little Seaſon, in Compa
ſome Victory they have over him after theſe. .No'w, riſon of the good Condition that the Church hath
four of theſe are mentioned, Lcct. i. In all which, had for a long Time before that. 3. If ſo, we muﬅ
Satan's Liberty preceedeth; his overthrow in Part ſay, There is no Freedom to the Church to he ex
followeth, and then the Church's good Condition is pected after this, ſuch as (he hath had before, ( for,
ſubjoyned. The ﬁrﬅ, is, His keeping the World nothing cometh after Gag and Magog) which ſeem
under Darkneſs and Idol-worſhip; from this he is eth contrary to the Nature and Tenor of this Pro
removed by the white Horſe of Chriﬅ, conquering phecy, eſpecially of the [Via/r, which increaſed) Sa
in the Goſpel, Chap. vi. 2. He is looſe after that, tan's Binding and overthrow, and their Reign, ﬅill
in perſecuting by the red Horſe, Chap. vi. and ſeek to the laﬅ.
ing by the red Dragon to deﬅroy the Woman and her
AGAIN, for the beginning .of theſe thouſand
Child, Chap. xii. whereheis overcome and caﬅcn Years, it is clear here,

I. That it cannot begin at

to the Earth. 3. He is looſe under the ﬁrﬅ ſix the Entry of the Goſpel, except we ſay, There is
T-umpm, by raiſing Antichriﬅ; and ( Chap. xiii. ) but one Interval of the Church's Peace under it,
by warring With the Saints in him 5 by the ſeventh ( contrary to Experience) and ſo divide all the Time
Trumpet, ( Chap. xi. ) the victory is obtained, and of the Goſpel in theſe thouſand Years, and the little
the .everlaﬅing Goſpel preached, Chap. xiv. The Perſecution of Gag and Magog, which cannot be
laﬅ, is, His -]ooﬁng in Gpg and Magog, in which he granted, for the ſormer Grounds. 2. The Binding
is overthrown, at, or a very little before, the End ſuppoſeth a Looſing to go before it, and what Looſ
of the World. Now the Qreﬅion will be, To which ing? It ſeemeth clear by the raiſing of ſome Mar
of theſe Overthrows we may apply theſe thouſand tyrs for the Teﬅimony of Jeſus Chriﬅ: Whereby
Years of his Binding? And ſo whether it contempo it appeareth, that the great Perſecution of the Church,
rateth with the Seals, or Yiumþm', or Vials, for to even by Antichriﬅ, is to inter-veen betwixt Chriﬅ's
one of theſe, or ſome Part of them, certainly it re ﬁrﬅ Coming and this good Condition of the
lateth; and ſo may we know, whether it be paﬅ, Saints, it being ordinary that their ſuﬀering Condi
preſently current, or to come? For clearing where tion goeth ﬁrﬅ, and that their reigning Condition
of, we ſhall, 1. See what Light this Place giveth of and Satan's Binding cometh thereafter. Beſide, 3.
it ſelf to the timing of it. 2. We ſhall ſhew, it is It is the laﬅ good Condition before the End, con
neither fully paﬅ, nor yet to come fully. 3. That ;radiﬅinguiſhed from her hard Condition going be
*
it is current under the Vials, beginning with them at ore.
the Binding of Satan after his third Looſe. 4. We
F R o M this ſecond, we may proceed then,
ſhall give the Scope and Co-herence of this Chapter and ſay, that it is not fully paﬅ, Not on] from
the former conſiderations, but alſo, I.
ecauſe
on it.
'
AND, Firﬅ, Here, concerning the Cloſe or Expir that would make the Church's low Condition
ing of theſe thouſand Years, we may gather, r. and her good Condition to be confounded, ( which
That it is a little (how long, none can tell) be yet are expreſly diﬅinguiſhed) if that Reign fall
ſore the End of the World; For, Satan's Looſing either contemporary with Antichriﬅ's or heatheniſh

( þ'zrſh _7. ) goeth before the End, and theſe thou

Perſccution.

2. It greſuppoſeth the Antichriﬅian
Tyranny

-_'.
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Tyranny before its Beginning which cannot be if als ( as may be feen'by the Expolition of Chap. xvi.
all the thouſand Years ſhall be paﬅ already. See xvii, xviii. xix. preceeding, ) Ergo, thisgood Con
' Ver/it 4.

3. That which belongeth to the Churches dition, ) being the Churches beﬅ Eﬅate ) falleth im

beﬅ Condition on Earth, is not yet come, to der them alſo. Tbirdly, This good Eﬅate of the
wit, I. Antichriﬅ's Ruin, 2, The Fulneſs of the Saints, and this binding of Satan, contemporary

Gmtilor.

3. The Incarning of the You/r, which with it, is the laﬅ Freedom and greateﬅ that the'

are certainly to belooked for; and to make this good
Condition (which relateth to her beﬅ Condition
on Earth,as hath been ſaid )' to be already paﬅ, would
ſeparate it from all theſe excellent Events, which
cannot bedone. See Rom. xi. Verſe 12, 13; where
the Jew: Incoming is called the Riches of the Chri
ﬅian World and'Life from the Death, which, not
upon the Matter only, but in Expreﬂions alſo,
ſuit well' with' this Place.

Church hath before the laﬅ Day, But that is un
der the Vials. Ergo.

I- 'r remaineth-now therefore only to enquire, if the
Beginning of theſe'thoufand Years, be to be reckon
ed from the Beginning of the Vials, or to be re'
ﬅricted unto the ſeventh after Antichriﬅ's Fall, as"
the learned Merit doth? We ſay, it cannot be re
ﬅricted to tbe laﬅ, but muﬅ take in moe, even

them all.

We ſhall ﬁrﬅ conﬁrm the negative Part',

F'R o M' all which then we conclude, t. That then the aﬃrmative. I. it is not to be reﬅricted to
theſe thouſand Years are not, nor cannot be Con the ſeventh Vial; for, then it would made this
temporary with the Seals or Trumpets in the ﬁrﬅ Reign to be a very ſhort Time; or, it would make

two ſpecial Periods of the Churches Condition, the Continuance of the'ſcventh Vial diſproportion
ſhe being in both theſe, low ;* therefore muﬅ it be able exceedingly to all the reﬅ: For, Gog and
long tothe Time of the Vials, which followeth the Mogog's Oppoſition certainly falleth under the ſe
other. 2. We may conclude then, that this bind venth,
ing of Satan or good Condition of the Saints, is nor T H'E S'E thouſand Years then, according to'
that Victory of the Goſpel, meerly ſpiritual, by the this, would interveen betwixt the ſixth and that
white Horſe, Chap' vi. Nor that over Satan in Oppoſition, which apparently would be no long
Corﬅantr'nt's Days, Chap. xii. (both which agree' Time; or, it will fall in other Inconveniencies,
2. W n grant, that it may be 'under the ſeventh
either with Seals or Trumpets ) much leſs is it that
of Go; and Magog at the End yet to come an It at its Height ( as under the ſixth Trumpet, the
muﬅ needs follow then, that it is the third binding Churches low Condition was at its Height) yet, not
of the Devil by the Witneſi'es riſing, Chap. xi. the only in it, becauſe the Churches good and ill Con
Goſpel's ſpreading after Antichriﬅ's bugun Ruin, ditions are not counted by their higheﬅ Degrees,
Cbap. xiv. that is underﬅoodhcre, there being but but by the Kind and Series of their Eﬅate good or
ill. Hence, the Churches low Condition is 'notv
four in all.
T H r s then'we take for certaln, that it belong aﬅricted to the ﬁfth or ſixth Trumpets only, but
eth to the Propheſy of the Vials, God having ſhown it is reckoned for one thouſand two hundred and
in them the down-bringing of her Enemies 'expreſly, ſixty Days, *( which taketh in all the Trumpets)
but leaving the Churches Condition to be gathered becauſe the ſame Strait which came to an Height'
by Conſequence; here exprcﬂy he ſheweth the under the ﬁfth or ſixth Sealsor Trumpets, is to be
Churches good Condi tion, Contemporary with that: reckoned from the ﬁrﬅ, where it began, and from
Which may further be made out, r. The Churches which it did ﬅill grow from on Step' to another
good Condition' muﬅ be contemporary with the till it came to its Height, it being all but diﬀerent'
loweﬅ Eﬅate of her Enemies; (- for their falling and' Degrees of one Condition and not divers Condi
her riſing, is' tontra, are ﬅill knit together )But the tions: For, that ſame Antichriﬅ is ﬅricken at by
Vials' hold out the'longeﬅ Series of Judgments a the ﬁrﬅ Vial, though not ove'rtumed wholly (at
gainﬅ her Enemies, and the moﬅ full, Therefore leaﬅ) till the ſixth; and'that Goſpel, is preached
it belongeth to them; for during the Soals, ſhe is and proſelled under it, which groweth ﬅill, till it
'perſecuted by H'eathens,*during the 'Trumpets by' come to this Height in a-continued victory.
3. IF we paſs the *ﬁrﬅ Vial, - it will be hard
Antichriﬅ, in the Vials-the Lamb and theſe that
were with him prevail. Second/7, The great Things where to ﬁx* its Beginning, there being ﬅill a gra<
belonging tothe Churches good Condition, as, r. dual Diﬅerencc onl

amongﬅ them, Therefore theſe

The removing or reﬅraining of open Enemies. 2; who do paſs the lil'ﬅ Vial profeſs Unclenrneſs here,
The Fulneſs 'of the Gmti/zr. >'- 3. The In-calling of how far to bring on theﬁxth-Trurnpet with the
the. Yqwmbelong all unto, and fall under the Vi

Vials,-r
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Vials, and where to begin this Time; And indeed, up to a Church-ﬅate, Chap. xi. after the thou
if we leap over the Period: ſet by the Prophecy it ſelf, ſand two hundred and ſixty Days are expired of
we will not eaſily ſettle: Thus, Mde, otherwiſe their propheſying in Sackcloth; For, if when ſhe
moﬅ accurate and particular in applying this Pro

ſuﬀereth, they Propheſie in Sackcloth, and their low

phecy, is yet put to this ﬅand here, upon the former Condition ſet out her low Condition, why muﬅ
not their good Condition denote her good Condi
Ground.
4. We have ſeen, that Antichriﬅ's Deﬅruction tion alſo? Theſe cannot be ſeparated, but when
falleth under the ſixth Vial; Then Chriﬅ and his the Prophets die, in ſome .Reſpect the Church
Armies ride proſperouﬂy, and ſo doth the yew: Con dieth, and wien they ariſe and live, .the Saints
verlion fall to be then alſo, as the fame Author in again muﬅ ariſe and live; But their ariſing and
terpreteth it; And are not theſe Events and Eﬀects living, and being received to a publick Profeſſion
of Satan's Binding, and the Church's Reign? So, and Preaching again in their Succeſſors, is at the

by the ﬁfth, the &Vhore is deﬅroyed; and ( Chap. beginning of the Vials, as was ſhewed, Chap: xi.
xvii. and xviii. ) all Kings are bound up from Therefore this of the Saints riſing and living, muﬅ
impeding it: There the Lamb maketh War, and begin then alſo, ſeeing Prophets and Saints make
overcometh, ſo do the called and faithful that are but one Church, and the one cannot riſe without
with him, Chap. xvii. xviii. which belongeth to the the other, they not being an organized Church,
ﬁfth Vial, the Eﬀect whereof is a Proofof this: And but together. 5. This Reign or good Condition of
this certainly muﬅ belong to the Saints good Condi> the Saints, muﬅ neceſſarily be the ſame, and con

tion, and it is oppoſed to that, C/mp. xiii, whore temporary with that Eﬅate of the Church on Earth
they were overcome, and it intimateth a Change on after Antichriﬅ's Height, ſet out by the ſeventh
their Condition. This then is the ﬁrﬅ Conﬁrmation Trumpet, Chap. xi. But the Vials in their Riſe,
of this, that theſe thouſand Years are to be reckoned

from the beginning of the Vials, thus, If theſe thou
ſand Years can begin neither after the Vials are begun,
nor yet before they do begin, Then their beginning
muﬅbe together, even as almoﬅ they end together 3
But they cannot begin before the ﬁrﬅ, as is ſaid, nor
yet after the ﬁrﬅ, Therefore they muﬅ begin with
it, ſeeing at the beginning of theſe Vials the Goſpel
began to ſpread, and continueth through them all to
the laﬅ Interruption, all of them carrying Judgments
cf the ſame kind. 2. The third Binding of Satan,
after his Liberty and Tganny againﬅ the Church,
beginneth by the Vials; ut this Reﬅraint here men
tioned, is that third Reﬅraint, ut ſtzpra, Ergo, it is
to begin then. 3. This Binding of Satan, and good
Condition of the Church, is to follow immediately
after the Church's Return from theWilderneſs, and
the expiring of theſe one thouſand two hundred and
ſixty Days, C/mp. xi. and xii. and xiii. of Anti
chriﬅ's Height: For, hete the thouſand Years be
gin, when the Martyrs are raiſed, and when theſe,
who were perſecuted by Antichriﬅ before, do get Li

Progreſs and Cloſe, are contemporary with that ſe
venth Trumpet, as is cleared in Chap.
35.
Therefore they muﬅ begin together.
Theſe
thouſand Years are contemporary with that Palm
bearing Company that are mentioned, Cbap. vii.
( cleared alſo and acknowledged by .Medz) ſor,'they
ſucceed the ſealed Company going before, ( who are
contemporary with Antichriﬅ under the Tin/apair)

as was ſaid on the YVords; But theſe alſo begin and
go alongﬅ with the Via/r: For, immediately they
ſucceed upon Antichriﬅ's begun Ruin, Therefore
theſe thouſand Years muﬅ be ſo alſo. And as there
were then, after the vi. Chapter, two principal Pro
pheſtes to follow, one 'holding forth the Church's
ﬅrait Condition, and the other its Enlargement, So
was there a Touch of both given by that ſeventh
Chapter, in two Parts, as was there cleared. And
it there be but two States ſollowing, one'of the

ſealed one hundred forty and four thouſand, which
expireth under the ſixth Trumpet, before the Vial:
begin, an other of the innumerable company that
'follow : YVe cannot therefore) reckon ﬁve or ﬁx

berty; But the Liberty that the Church hath under of the Vol: to that ﬅrait Condition of the Church,

the Vials ( beginning at the ﬁrﬅ ) is that which fol but muﬅ take them all in under the Church's
loweth upon her low Condition in the Wilderneſs, enlarged Condition, which is oppoſed to the for
and Antichriﬅ's Height, immediately, and by it the mer:

For, all the Hair muﬅ either belong to the

Saints get Breathing and Liberty to proſeſs the Goſpel laﬅ good Eﬅate of the Church, in the laﬅ Part of
again. Ergo, It is that that is meaned here 4.. that ſeventh Chapter; or, many of them muﬅ be
'The Reign of the Saints, and the good Condi comprehended under the ﬁrﬅ Part, and be contempo
tion of the Church here, certainly is contempo rary with that ſealcd company, But the laﬅ cannot
rﬁary with the riſing of the Prophets, and their taking be: For, t. That ſealed company and Sealing,

' ſpeaketh
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fpeaketh a height of 'ﬅrength in Antichriﬅ, and an
hiding o£ the Saints, contemporary with her being
in the Wilderneſs, whereas the Vial: ſpeak Judg
ment againﬅ her Enemies, and the Church's Retum.
a. That'Seaiing expireth when the Church cometh
to imve a publiclt 'Proſcﬃom and Multitudes ﬂock in
to her, at which Time the Via/i' do but begin.
T'hereidre by this it appeareth, that there is a Miﬅake
in contemporating the ſix vﬁrﬅ Viol: with the ſi-xth
Frm/per, it being certain, that the ſixth Ti-umpet
eontemp'orateth with thisrſealed Number of one
hundred forty and ſour thouſand. Now, if the
Hair, all of them ſucceed that ſhut up and ﬅraitned
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the March and Term diﬀerencing 'the ſixth ſrbrn
the ſeventh, that when the one ( the ſixth ) endeth,
then the ſeventh beginneth, which is then at the

ſhine Maur, when the Witneſſes are raiſed up ; then

the ſecond Wo is paﬅ, and the Third cometh quick
ly, there is ſuch connexion betwixt them, as is more
fully cleared, Chap. xi.
m
- l
BY all which it appeareth, that theſe thouſand
Years, beginning at the End of one thouſand two
'hundred and ſixty Days, mentioned, C/mp. xi. fall

to begin about the Year, 1360. and ſo are running,
being in Part paﬅ, but in their Vigour to come, as
the Vial: carry on by Steps the caﬅing down of
Condition of the Church, Then muﬅ they be con Enemies, and bring on the ﬂouriſhing of the Goſ
temporary with that Enlargement, ſet out by the pel. I ſee no grett Abſurdity in this, but ſome

Palm-bearing Company, and ſo with theſe thouſand Conveniencies: For, r. It ſhunneth the Miﬅakes
Years.

It is alſo there obſervable, that the low 'that are in the ﬁrﬅ Opinion, vwhich ſa-y, that all is

>C0ndition of the Church under Antichriﬅ, and her
Sealing, isreckoned ſrom the ſixth_ Seal, before' ever
the ſeventh be opened, tho' Antichriﬅ be not in the
vigorous Pvrſuit oſ'the Saints, till the ﬁfth Trumpel ;
So that Bﬂzrgement, which is contmdiﬅinguiſhed
from
Bid.theis removing
to be accounted
Tum,it,and
ofſſ that ſrom
Strait,Antichriﬅ's
for which

paﬅ, wherein many, who truly think that the Scrip
ture ſeem'eth to hold out a better Condition to come',

cannot acquieſce:

This isvgrunted here; For, the

Vial: are on the growing Hand, and theſe Events are
coming, which doth conﬁrm the Ground laid. 2'.

It avoideth that Abſurdity which followeth the other
Extream, which ſaith, that all is yet to begin: For,

the company of one hundred forty and ſour thou 1. This'continueth the Church's Condition no longer
ſand were ſealed, which beginneth by the ﬁrﬅ Vial, than the Vial: do, it being certain, that the ſourth
tho'
it cometh
to itsReaſon
Height for
till Reckoning-both
the ſixth or ſe is almoﬅ but begun, (if we be that length) there
'MZ'
Therenotis'ſi'one
_will be yet even by the-Reckoning of the Valr, and
darke from their ﬁrﬅ Beginnings. Beſide, to ſhew 'the Events to be fulﬁlled under them, a conſiderable
that theſe Vials, or an of them, cannot contempov Time to the End, tho' not -neceſiarily ſo much as
late with the ﬁxth v ram-pot, the ſixth Tinmpct and would be, if after ﬁx J/ials theſe thouſand Years
ihcy are of divers Matters: That 'I'rumpet ſpeak were to begin. a. 'This preventeth the Fear of ex
feth Antiehriﬅ's T ranny againﬅ the Saints, and his pecting any ﬅrange and uncouth Events during
prevailing; The Vgalr, Antichriﬅ's Ruin, and God's that Time:

gudgment on him. 2. 'We can hardly give con
.- raryzllﬀecta to one Ftctnþtt, it is not ſuitable to any
other of them. 3. This would make the Vial:
( which are one 'principal Prophecy) contemporary
with an other (at leaﬅ in Part with that) of the
-ſſmm_þtt.t, whereas no more the Via/r can contempo
'ate with the Trumpets, than the Trumpetr with the
esmlr, as is ſaid in the Preſace, on Chap. vi.

For, r. This giveth Ground ſor no

more but what ſuit-eth with the Varix, and what i'
votherwheve'ciear in this Prophecy, and Grounds ſor
merl-y laid down. 2. -If-for zſome Years theCburche'
of Chriﬅ havebeen under this good Condition, w'
may then gather, that no ﬅrange Thing is to beex

pected:

We ma expect a further Degree oſ-Ho

lineſs, Number of hroſeﬂbrs, Extentot a Church, Sir.

As for But that is not the Thing which any will conceive

What which is ſaid, that Antichriﬅ's Kingdom' is
Jhaken, Chap. xi. before the ſeventh Trumpct blow.
-1!nſt'u. It may be anſwered, That it appeareth, that
Antichriﬅ's Height there, is when the Wirneﬂ'es are
killed; For, thcnvhe Inſultcth, and in the Exerciſe

to be dangerous: For, if the Church thrive when
Enemies are brought down, then the more they are
brought down, the more her good Condition growi

eth,theandI/rſialr.
that is neceﬂitrily inferred from the Series
of

of his Tyranny and Dominion is in the higheﬅDe

T H r: R E want not objections ſrom both Hands,
gree: 'There is no more there mentioned but their As, I. Did not Chriﬅ and the Saints Reign after his
Riſing, Antichriﬅ's Fear, and a Part of the great Death by the Goſpel? Art/iv. Yes, and ſhall do ſi)
Cities falling, which is mentioned, not to"con continually; But the Queﬅion is about the peculiar
rtcmporate theſe Events with the ſixth Yi-umpet, Reign 'mentioned in theſe Words. See Chap. xi,
but to ſhew what is the connexion betwixt, and. xii, and xvii..

T t t.t
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Okiect. 2. THIN the World is yet long to ﬅand, andit'ſhall not beas it was, Chap. xiii. 8. a. The
and the Church to have a long good Condition. binding of Satan, we ſhew, was not abſolute,.and this

Art/iv. That is not abſurd, ( for we deﬁne not how
long ) but thatboth follow, is certainly cleared before.
Oþjtct. 3. FROM the other Hand, The yew: are
not yet come in, therefore it cannot be current'.
Jnſw. The 7t-w: In-coming belongeth not to the

ſheweth only, that he was not keeped from eſſaying
ſomething to be an Occaſion of God's Ptaiſe in the
Church, and yet it ſaith, that he was much reﬅrained

and weakned, this being the laﬅzEﬂiy of the Beaﬅ after
many Defeats, which alſo ſucceedeth not well with

Saints good Condition ſtmply, but to its Height and him, and is but like Pbaraola's following of Z/"mtl to the
Fulneſs, which w-e grant: We take that in before Red- ſea, wherein was theChurch's Victory,and not his.
Wz- may then knit the Scope (as in the Entry, to
it. end, but cannot ſuſpend the Church's good Con

dition until it be, becauſe it is by the Gem'it'e Church's this xx. Chapter) thus, John being now to ſhew the
ﬂouriſhing Condition, that they are to be provoked. Devil's laﬅ Overthrow, beginning where he left, Chap.

Beſide, Antichriﬅ's Height belonged to the Church's
low Condition, yet is not her low Condition o_f the
1260. Days to be reﬅricted in their beginning to his
appearingand Height, but to his Preparatory working,
as often it is ſaid;
.
Objtct. 4. Men cannot think that theſe are the
thouſand Years they live into. J'zﬂe. Thisproceed
eth from Miﬅake and Prejudice concerning the
Lvents; only they believe it not, becauſe they ex
pect ſome uncouth Thing all that Time. 2. It
cannot be ﬅrange to theſe who ſay it is paﬅ; For,
they place as ill and worſe Times under theſe thou-a
ſand Years: Nor again, can it be any Abſurdity to
ſuch as are ſound in the Nature of this Kingdom;
For, in a great Part, we enjoy, and have enjoyed in
many Places ſince Antichriﬅ's begun Ruin, in a good

Meaſure, all theſe ſix Things, in which properly
this Kingdom conſiﬅeth;,As, r. Purity.

2- Pow

or in ſaving Souls. 3.. Diſcipline. and viſible Church
Profcſiion. 4.. Many Profeﬂ'ors in Reſpect of what
was before. 5. Much Peace almoﬅ where thereis
aChurch, it hath had for a Time, Law for its
Peace, and hath not been perſecuted on that Account

ſo as formerly.. 6. A long Continuance of all theſe,
tho' withother Diﬃculties,_ſuch as are not incon

ﬁﬅent with this Condition. There are Trouble',
but they take not away Viſibility from. the Church

xii, and xiii. where he is caﬅ down, and for a Time

rageth, and getteth up a new Worſhip in the World
by Antichriﬅ's Means, when open Perſecution failed
him. It might he queﬅioned, What came of him
then?

It is anſwered, I ſaw, ſaith he, (after he had

done much Hurt to the Church ) the Angel that had
caﬅ him from Heaven to Earth, purſue him there,and

take. him by his Power, and reﬅrain him from that
Dominion,.and
Antichriﬅ, as he deluding
had done,.
ofand
the that
World
as ﬅrongly
by that ſor a
long Time, as if he had been keeped in Bonds, during
which Time, I. ſaw that Church, which was byAnti
Chriﬅ perſecuted and ſpoiled, and theſe Saints that durﬅ
not before be ſeen,brought to a pure, free and peaceable
profeﬃon of that truth which was-formerly bomdown.
We come now- to go particularly thro' the Words,
(which may be more eaſily done )aceordin to the
former Grounds: They contain two notable vents,
but contemporary, I. Of Satan's Binding'. 2. Of
theSaints Reigning.
THAT ofSatan's Binding, hath theſeCircumﬅances
in it. 1. The Deſcription of the Party that bindeth
Satan, Ver. I. 2. His executing that Errand, and
actually binding him, Ver. 2, 3, ---- 3. Some Things
added for clearing the End of this Binding, and that
for ſuch a deﬁnite Time, Verſe ---- 3.,
a t

TH-e Party is ﬁrﬅ called an Angel, which e take
ſo as before, and Thing' of this kind are warrantably to be Chriﬅ, called Mtbael, Chap. xii. r. Becauſe
to be expected from this Word, Therefore it is not
abſurd, to apply it to our Time in-its beginning.
Objtct. 5. BUT Satan is looſe under the ſixth
Vol, when he ﬅirreth up all to war againﬅ theSaints,
and Antichriﬅ is not defeated before that. Anﬁo.
This goodCondi-tion ofthe Saints, is- not only in

it is be that deﬅroyeth the Work of the Devil, and is
the ﬅrong' Man, who is ſtill contending with him for
his Church. He ( Chap. xii. ) did caﬅhim down;
He ( Chap. vi. ) did conquer him onhis white Horſe;
He ( Chap. xix..-) defeateth him in his Lioutenant the

their Peace, but in their victories; Tho' 'the Devil

cauſe it is Chriﬅ who carrieth, the Keys of Hell and.

Beaﬅ, which is aPart of the.ſame Event.

2. Be

and the Bsaﬅ ﬁght ﬅill, yet they loſe Ground, Chap. Death, Cbap. i.. 18.
xvii. Verſe 14, and to ﬁght and overcome, is not.a
2.. AGAtN, He is ſaid to tom' downfrm I-Imzmu.
great Impedimentof a good Condition 5 And thisis This is to diﬅinguiſh it fromthat Battle in Heaven,
oppoſed to their former Conditions, not in this, that Chap. xii., where ye hard the Devil was caﬅ to the
they ſhall not have Enemies, but that they ſhall ﬁght Earth, and, as a Serpent, poiſoned many there; Now,
and overcome them, ( Imean rightly_ underﬅood) Chriﬅ by his Rowenfolloweth and putteth a Rcﬅraint
on

Chap. no;

B-'O O K qf the

on him, in Reſpect of that Link he had .ooſed after
'his former down-calling. .
3. Tms Angel is deſcribed by two Things, r. He
int/1 'be Kq qſ 'be bottomlzſs Pit ; This ﬁgniﬁeth So
veraignty and Power: It diﬀereth frormthat,-C}up. ix.
1, 2. For, I. That was a Starfalling dawn, notcom
xing down. 2. That was onewho got the 'Keys, this
hath them as his due Place I; that but got them for a
ſpecial Uſe. 3. That opened the Pit, and ſent out Lo
cuſis and Spirits, this ſhutteth it'; And it is like, a re
(pect is had to that Loolirtg in this Binding, this here
being the reﬅraining of that Dominion, which Satan
uſurped there, and ſo theſe thouſand Years muſt be
reckoned from the ſhutting of the Pit of Antichriﬅian
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ſuch Inﬂuence to delude the World, as he had done

before, who ﬁrﬅ made them all He'thens and Idola
ters generally, then after that, made them all (C/'L-zp.
xiii, and xvii. ) to worſhip the Beaﬅ, and himſelf in
him, ſo that there was ſcarce the Face of a viſible

Church.

Now, he ſhall not get thatLiberty ſo uni

verſally to delude Nations, ( ſor, Nations are col
lectively to be underﬅood here,.ail Nations ) and
eclipſe the Face of Chriﬅ's Church, as he had done.

Nor, 2. Ever after that ſhall he get the World ſo-ge
nerally to Ignorance, Su

ſecution 'againﬅ the

rﬅition, Idolatry and Per

odly, as formerly he had

done.

TH-us Dmiving na-m're, is not to-be underﬅood

Errors, and Liberty of his Miniﬅers thro' the Earth, ſimply, but with Reſpect to ſuch Extent and Suc

ceſs, and is here added, to ſigniﬁe a new Reﬅraint put
upon him, beyond what is in his caﬅing to the Earth,
ing Ground before the Pit was opened, ſo may he Chap. xii. where tho' he was put from open Perſe
have ſome Being for a long Time after the 'begun cution, yet did he follow, and that not withoutSuc
ceſs, a new Way by Deceit, Chap. xiii. but now is
ſhutting thereof.
4. Hz hath a great Chair: in bis Hand. The De he reﬅrained in a great Meaſure from that alſo; So it
vil is in ſome Chains alway, Judc Ver. 6. under ſome is qualrﬁed as to the Event. 2. It is qualiﬁed as to

as that of the opening of the Pit, ſheweth their begin
ning: And this ſheweth, that as Antichriﬅ was gain

Reﬅraint.

gel.

This ſheweth, I. The Power of the An

2. His Errand to link up the Devil from his for

mer, Liberty, as Men chain Maﬅiﬀs.

the Time, that is, during the determinate Time of

his Reﬅraint of a thouſand Years:

But after, ſaith

3. lt ſhew-eth. he, In my? be loaſed a little Smſim; This reſpecteth

the Devil's malicious Nature, that muﬅ be bound. what is following concerning Gag and Magag: He
And, 4.. His Subordination to Chriﬅ's Soveraignty, was not reﬅrained ﬁnally, but ſor .a certain Time,

who eﬀcctually teﬅrainethhim.

( it would ſeem yet indeſinite, for if it were juﬅ a

THE executing of his Errand, followeth, V'ﬅ 2, thouſand Years, then might one preciſely know the
and 3. He [ayel/1 bold auþim by his Power, as one in Time of this Event before it come, if they can
Fury and-Anger, he grippeth him. 2. The Party grip
ped and bound is deſcribed,juﬅ as Chap. xii. To ſhew,
t. That it isthe ſame Devil that was caﬅ down to the
Earth, that is now further bound. 2. That we may
have
ſome He]Sliory
to knit
thisſame
Story
of this3.Serpent
the foregoing
of that
Party.
He bindto

reckon the beginning of the thouſand Years) For,
ſaith he, when it expireth, God will give him Li

berty tto exerciſe his Church ( poſlibly ſhe abu ſing this
good Condition, when Antichriﬅ is away, therefore

a new scourge is provided ) but for a little Seaſon.
Little, I. compared with the former Looſings.
'tb tbir Serpent, tieth him up, as it were, and that for 2. Little, compared with this Time of the Saints
ail'lonﬁTime,
Hefeared,
eaſier/7 that
him Peace and good Eﬅate. So that when after the
tbſſe bottom/efteven
Pit,a thouſand
or Abyſs,ﬁarr.
which4.. he
Church ſhall enjoy Liberty a long Time from
is, put him not only from Magiﬅracy and open Perſe Antithriﬅ's Perſecution, a new Trial is to be ex
cution, as before, Chap. xii. but alſo reﬅraineth him pected to her before the End come. By which
from ſuch under-hand Dealing as he had before, and alſo it appeareth, that that Reckoning of the
diſcovereth him and his working in a conſiderable and thouſand Years cannot begin at Chriﬅ's Birth,
grat Degree beyond what was: And he ſhutmb him or Death; For, then it would not be a little
up, and ſialetb it, as Dan. vi. and Mattb. xxvi. To Time after its expiring to the End, ( there being
ſhew the certainty of that Reﬅraint, and the Superi yet ſo many of the Vials with their Eﬀects to
ority of the Angel over him, that he ſhall no more come) and altho' all the Time of the Goſpel
ſuﬀer Satan to go by his Order and March ſet to him, be called a ſhort Time, yet that is not as com
than one ſhut up in Priſon can go forth either by pared with a deﬁnite Time, but with Eternity;
Violence or Subtility.
whereas here it is called little comparatively with
2. Two Ends, or Reaſons, are ſet down to clear the thouſand Years going before.
the Angel's Proceeding, I. He is bound, that beſhauld

dmiw tþ: Martium no more, that is, keepcd from having

Ttttz

LECT.
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LEcTuREJuſſ
Verſe 4. And Iſhw Y'hronn, and they ſnt upon them, and udg'nent was given unto theter: And]
ſaw the Soul: of them that were beheaded for the II/Ttmſs of eﬂu, andfor the II/ordef God, and why),
had not worſhipped the Ben/i, neither hit Image, neither had received his Mark upon their Forehead: a;
t'n their Hands :

And they lined and reigned with Chriſt

a thouſand Years.

,

5. But the reſt of the Dead lived not again until the thouſand YZar: were ſini/hea'.

This it the ﬁrﬅ

Reﬂerrection.
6. Bleﬃd and holy i: he that hath part in the

Reſilrrection: On ﬁlth the ſecond Death [may m

power, But they ſhall hev Prieﬅ: eﬀ God and qf Chriﬅ, and they ſhall reign with him a thouſand
feare.

.

_

.

HESE worde-contain the ſecond Event chriﬅ:

For, to that end,'that is added, Theſe
contemporary with the former, to wit, who had not worj/hipped the Ben/i: To ſhew, I.
the good Condition of the Saints dur That the Cauſe of their Martyrdom, was adhcþ

ing that time ot-'Satan's binding. What ing to Chriﬅ, and ſhunning Antichriﬅ. 2. To
was their Eﬅate during theſe thouſand Years? I ſaw ſhew the time they belong to, to wit, Heathen
ſaith John, them ſzten Thrones, and they lived and Perſecution and Antichriﬅ's Tyranny. 3. They
reigned a thou/inn! Pars.
are _Partakers who neither wnſhtþ hie Image, nor
IN this we are to conſider, 1. The Perſons receive his Mark, That is, all who keep them
whoſe Condition is ſet forth. 2. The Condition ſelves ſree, Chap. xiii. and ſo were by that ob
it'ſelſ,-

r. Generally ſet out, Few/2 4.

in the Be

ginning and End thereof. 2. They are deſcribed
by the Condition of the reﬅ of the World oppoſite
to it, Verſe 5. 3. It is ſet out in that wherein
their Happincſs and Diﬀerence from others conſiﬅ
ed, Verſe 6.

noxious to

his Perſecution ( as all

ſuch were,

rhtd. I/erſe v17. all theſe now, to wit, ſerious and
_honeﬅ Profeﬂbrs of the Goſpel, are underﬅood
nere; for, all ſuch,

whether actually Martyrs 0:

not, were comprehended under theſe Deſcriptions
in the Church's low Condition, Chap. xiii. now they
A L T a o U a H the relative they b' in the words are of the ſame Extent, while he ſpeaketh of the
placed beſore any Antecedent, yet we take they Church's good Eﬅate.
thnt ſat, Or, were ſet, on the Thrones, not to look _ THE good Condition they are made Partakers OF,
to Judges, as if they were diﬀerent from the Perſons Is ſundry ways ſet out, t. By the Prepzration
aſlexward..-deſcribed (as a party complaining, or made to it, 1 ſaw Yhrones, &e. Where three
pleading, are from the Judges ) but we take them Circumﬅances are, I. He ſaw Throne' that is,
for one, to wit, the ſat on them, or ſome ſat on whereas beſore, ſuch a Thing was not viſible, now
them, That is, thee that were heheaded ﬁr the I ſaw way made for a good 'Condition to the
hVitneſ: of God, &c. For, their ﬁtting on Thrones, Church, and Thrones (which are an Evidence
is after expounded by living and reigning.
and Sign of Ruling and Soveraignty) ſet for them;
2.>:T H 5 Y ﬁt to whom Judgment is given, this is not literally to be underﬅood, but metony
That is,.for whom, and in whoſe behalſ, as will mically ſor the Thing it ſigniﬁeth. 2. Theyſet,

after appean- Now they are, 1. The Soul: of or were ſet on them, That is theſe Martyrs and
them that were ain for the V'itneﬅ of Jejies, and Confeﬂbrs, who formerly had ſcarce aSeat to ﬁt
for the Iﬄord
God, That is, (as is cleared be on, had now Thrones, a good, free and thri
fore) the Succeſſors of 'theſe Martyrs who pro ving Condition, unto which by God they were
feſſeddth'e ſameTruth with them, ſo the Wit exalted, as theWitneſſes in their Succcſſors were,
neﬂes- raiſed, < Chap. xi. are the ſame with theſe Chap. xi. 3, Judge/tent was given. them. judg'
who were killcd,-.and _ſifohaxjs one with Eliar, ment is taken ſometimes actively, for power and

Mtth: xi. and xvii. It is then Martyrs who ſuf-> ability to judge, Pſhl; lxxii. ſometimes
fmjozchﬄtþar, By _Hcathens.

2. By And-Afar a righteous sentence paſt, fy'al. xciv.

aﬃvely,
ndgment
ſhe/1 .

Girt-tread
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3. Nay-'Hot tak

neﬁ, or a good Cauſe or innocent Perſon and Juſ eth in not only living ſeparately, ( and to ſpeak ſo)
tice are ſeparated: Sometimes God maketh

individually in ſome' Perſons (which 'might have

them

meet, and Juﬅice is upon the ſide of a good Cauſe been in the ſadeﬅ times) but in aChurch-Eﬅate
or innocent Perſon, and ſo it is here, That is, theſe and a publick combined Proſeſiion. So' the Jews
that wanted Juﬅice and had none formerly to de in-commg is called Lrﬁ from the Dead, Rom. xi.
e'idc in their Favours, now the Caſe is altered, and the Jews Reﬅauration, Ezek. xxxvii. (7 raiſl

and they get Law and Men's Juﬅice for them, ing up again of dry Bones; and thus here, their
which formerly ﬅood againﬅ them, ( ſee Chap. xiii.) living is oppoſed to the Church's ﬂeeing formerly,
that they might not buy nor fell: Now, (as it wherein ſhe had not the publick liberty of Ordi
were their long lying appeals before God, crying nances, but was ſhut up in the Temple, Chap. xi.
for Juﬅice, are called, and sentence paﬂed in their Verſe 2. 2. By Reigning is underﬅood but a Favours, even when they are gone. In which further Degree and (Lialiſication of the Life men
conteﬅ, becauſe theſe Martyrs began it, and its tioned, being oppoſed to the ſame three Straits, as
one Deciſion for all; and becauſe Men thought their Life is, eſpecially to the Suﬃaring and reproached
the Martyrs had no more a Hearing leſt them, Condition which the Saints and Martyrs formerly
Therefore is the sentence eſpecially, as it were, had.
intimated, and decided in their Favours, out of
N o w, when the Church is revived and getteth
Honour and Reſpect to them who were paﬅ, and new Liſe after ſuch a deadly Condition, it not
alſo, to theſe who were preſent, as being Succeſſ only liveth, but Ret'gnetb, that is enjoyeth theſe
ors to ſuch and accounted one with them. See, in a good Meaſure of abundance and freedom in

Job xxvii. 2. and Iſaiab xxvi. 18. where Judg
ment is taken thus, and by this ſitting on the
Throne they are declared to be ſo, it otherwiſe
we take Judgment, it will be the ſame that reign
ing is afterward, or Qyaliſications ſitting for
Reigning, ſuch as are promiſed to Salaman,Pﬂz/.
Jxxii. 2.
THIs-good Condition' is ſet further out in it ſelf, in

Reſpect of what they had. That as the former
is called Liſe from the Dead ( Ram. xi. their pre
ſent Condition being compared with what it was)
ſo this is Reigning oppoſite to slavery, as Dan. ii.
The Saints are ſaid to have the Kingdom in Re- ſpect* of their freedom under the Macmbm, in
Compariſon of their former St-raits under zſm'iotb
us.
the end of the Verſe, as that which followd this
TH-L' third thing is the tim'e,'-a tbouſimds ﬁrm:
Preparation, in three things, 1. They liv'd, Itake Which ſheweth that this freedom is to be of a

it to be, all one with what is ſaid, I/'rſc 5. Thruﬅ long Continuance, at leaﬅ comparatively with any
other time: This is, in ſum, the meaning during

again; for, their tis Life is called the Reſurrecti

on and the Dead, their not riſing is called they that time of Satan's reﬅraint, the Church had a
lived m: again, i. a; in Proſperity. Hence theſe
Phraſes, Let the King live ﬁr ever 5 and among
Heathen', "an cﬅ 'vie-er' vita, ﬁd vale-m. This
Life includeth, I. That they enjoyed a ſpiritual
Life and'had ſellowſhip with God in Chriﬅ ſuch
another: had not. See Gal. ii. 20, ar. 1 live,
'wt I, but; Cbr'zﬅ liveth in me: This is included
as being oppoſite to the reﬅ of the dead World."
2. 75 live includeth a comfortable Life even in
oppoſition to external Dilcouragements, and dying
daily by lxlazards. Paul, in that Reſpect, ſaith of

good free Condition in reſpect oſ what ſhe for
merly had for along time, ſo that theſe, who for
their honeﬅy were martyred univerſally by Heath
ens and Antichriﬅ, are now brought, in God's
Providence, to a tree Profeﬃon of the Truth, and

ſome Light and Shelter provided ſor them until this
trmeexprre.
F R OM

which it appearcth,

r. That

theſe

Reigning here, arc the whole Church and Pro
fcllors of the Faith ſincerely, and not ſome few '
onl .
" 3: T H'A T"'Antichriﬅ's Height and Tyranny
muﬅ go before the Computation of this time,

himſelf, 'X Corinth. xv. he died daily, and ſo iti'-underﬅood,- I-live, if ye ﬅand faſhlhave emugms-l am-chcarful; this living muﬅ be hero
taken in, as it is oppoſite to theſe Martyrs former

they bing ſuch who have ſuﬀered by him that
are now admitted to Reign,<and therefore the
Mprds cannot bear to bra-applyed to a ſuﬀering

dying, while yet they lived ſpirituallyyand is op
poſed to the Troubles following, when after the Condition of the Church outwardly,-and a good
thouſand Years they ceaſe to live-ſo, which can

Condition ſpiritually; for-then," it muﬅ ſet out her

not be-underﬅoodof ſpisitual- or heavenly .Life- moﬅ diﬃcult Strait, wherein moﬅ lviartyts ſuﬀer
J

ed
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ed under Antichriﬅ; But that cannot be, ſeeing dom, That it agreeth with his in Time, when
the ﬁrﬅ thouſand Years do not reach that Time; he reigneth, ſo doth it in the Things wherein vhis

or it muﬅ ſet out her Condition after that time i'
paﬅ, and that immediately after the turn.
3. I T followeth then, That the Computation is
to begin when the Church getteth a Living and
being in any good Condition and Freedom after
Antichriﬅ's Height: For, I. Their killing goeth
before. 2. Their living followeth next. Hence
are we to account them living, after the Interrup
tion of Antichriﬅ's univerſal Kingdom, wherein
none were admitted in any part of the World by
Law to have Life or being, But ſuch as had his
Mark.

reigning eonſiﬅeth 3 ſo that in what Reſpects Chrtſt,
as Head to his viſible Church and King to them,
is ſaid viﬁbly and eminently to reign, ſo are they ac
cording to their ſeveral Relations, he as Head, they
as Members, That is, as he reigneth in Purity, and
Power of Ordinances, and Multitude of Profeſſors

and Liberty to be worſhipped, ſo do they by par
taking joyntly of all theſe in and with Chriﬅ.
So to reign 'wit/7 Cbri , diﬀereth,

ing ﬁmply ;

I. From reign

2. From Chriſt's reigning with them,

as if he took ſhare with them; No, but he ad
See Chap. xiii. and xi. which will fall under mitteth them to ſhare with him. 3. It diﬀereth from

the Vials and begin with them, as is ſaid ,: For,
at their Beginning began the Saints to have-viſible
Church-Profeﬃon allowed them, as Chap. xi. U.
For, tho' at that Time Antichriﬅ's Kingdom hath
not a full End _( till at leaﬅ the ſixth Vial end)
yet it cannot be ſaid they live not, nor have a
viſible Church-Profeﬃon till that time. So we
are to ttem this Beginning at the Change of the

Chriﬅ's reigning in them, which is meerly ſpiri
tual and alway. continual; This isin an outward
enjoying of the ordinance: viſible (as fellowſhip
inviſible ) and a Freedom in theſe, and their Reign
is more or leſs, according as Chriﬅ is, therefore muſt

neceſiarily conſiﬅ in enjoying ſuch Things as theſe by

which he reigneth.
2. TH a good Condition of the Church and Saints,
former Time, when the Church and Saints lived not Ver/2 5. Is ſet down by the ſad Condition that all
ſo, even as after Corylantine the Church ſuﬀered the reﬅ of the YVorld were in,_ zI/I that tip" 'ly-7
much by Heathens here and there, yet ﬅill that liv'd not again; And that it might be known what
Perſecution is brought no further then his Time, Life they lived not again, it is added, This is the
becauſe there in its Height it was interrupted and ﬁrﬅ Reſizrrzction, not the ſecond, which is common
ﬅooped. Hence alſo we may gather not only the both to good and bad, Dan. xii. I, 2.
contemporating of the thouſand Years with the
THERE are three Things in the ﬁrﬅ part of the
Vinls, but of the Vjals with the ſeventh Trumptt Verſe to be cleared. I. Who theſe reﬅ of the'
by the ſame Reaſon: For the thouſand Years Dead are, who are oppoſed to theſe who lived,
contemporate with the ſeventh Trumpct, ,( as is Vnſt 4. In a word, it is the Succeſſors of theſe
granted by Mta't) and therefore with the Vals, the Heart Enemies and Perſecuters, who had ﬅill a Suc
contemporary of the thouſand Yearr, according to ceﬃon of the like in the World. They are all by
the Rule, Qya ranwniunt um' rertio, inter- ſe roa Nature dealt/Mr live in tbc'W'orId, Eph. ii. but ſome
wniunt. As alſo, we may gather the ſucceeding continue ſo, r Tirn. v. 6. as tbe Widow thatis dead
of the Vial: to the one thouſand two hundred 'while ſhl live-fly; and ( Matth. viii. ) let the Dead
and ſixty Days of the Churches ﬂight immediate bury t/Jtir Dead. So here, they are accounted the
ly; for if the Church's Condition under the Vial: reﬅ of t/u Dead, even all who are oppoſed to the

be living and viſible reigning in part, then it can Succeﬂbrs of the Martyrs, asallcontradiﬅinguiſhed
not be ﬂeeing, but ſuppoſeth her return, and .ſo from the Martyrs who formerly were dead, but now
muﬅ immediately ſucceed to that, as is formerly ſaid. we.
4. IT muﬅ tollow from this, That Antichriﬅ's
2. I'r is ſaid, they did 'm live, That is, enjoy
Beginning muﬅ be reckoned ſooner than many do, the former happy Condition of the Church, or did
and that that Opinion of Papiﬅs three Years and not come to that way of perſecuting the Church
an Half, is but a groundleſs Conceit, and Dream, actively as they had done before, and were to do after
oppoſite to this word, which ſuppoſeth Antichriﬅ to theſe thouſand Years. In which tyrannizing over
be much ſooner in the World.
the Church, conſiﬅed in the Life of their Predeceſ
IN their good Condition particularly they areſaid to ſors the Perſecuters, as theſe, that are Saints now,
reign, not ſimply, but with Chriﬅ: Which ſheweth, died in their Predeceſi'ors their Martyrs; ſo contra,
t. He and they reign on Earth together, That 10 theſe Wicked did live and reign in their Predeceſ
when he is interrupted ( as it were ) as Chap. xi. So ſors the Perſecuters, while the Church was martyr
are they. a, To ſhew the Nature of their King. ed, But now are as dead Men bound up and reſtrain
ed
r

Chap. 20.
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ed' from acting that Life in' a great Meaſure ( as if that Men would think that all the former Martyrs and'
they were not living) and thus it ſeemeth to con

honeﬅ Chriﬅians were brought to Life again', they

ﬁﬅ with their living after the thouſand Years are ſhallbe ſo many: But for the Perſecuters that lived
paﬅ, which is not as if they were converted, but in' their Times, they ſhall not appear ſo as they for
letten looſe again totheir old Exerciſe; theſe that were merly did'during that Time, in which Reſpect they are

Hypocrites before', vent now their Enmity more; and
wicked Men formerly reﬅrained, now aim to bring
under again Chriﬅ's Church.
.
3. F R o M this we may expound what is ſaid
till the thouſand YZarr expire, as the Term of their
deadneſs: For, 1. It is not bodily riſing again ( for

ſaid to be dead, and' not to riſe, becauſe once they
were'numerous and now it' is not ſo z and tho' this
cannot univerſally
yet be If
ſaidit ; beyetasked,
in thiswhat
and other
Nations,
blſſeſi'ed beasGod.
hath

become of former ﬁncere Chriﬅians? It may be
anſwered, they are living again in their Succeﬁbrs;
yet the R'tſitrrtctian is not come) nor ſpiritual But if it be asked, what is become of the Pope, and
riſing again 3 for theNumber of Saints is rather fewer open P'erſecutes that once prevailed here ?' It may
after this Reſin-ﬁction and the thouſand YZarr are be ſaid, they are dead, and not ariſcn, but are in
paﬅ, than moe, but as there is aLife of Grace and their Graves, and by God's Bleſſing, may not that
of the Saints, ſo is there a Life of Corruption and of which in ſo great part is fulﬁlled in ſome Nations,
the Wicked and Wickedneſs, which may for a be in due time extended to others ? And ſo here, the
Time be reﬅrained. Now, after the thouſand I'Zars rtﬅqf the Dlad, importeth no more but that they
Wickedneſs and wicked Men live, That is, do break are found in a dead State during theſe thouſand Year-r,
out in their Enmity againﬅ the Church to per and'
not again recover
theyAnd
loﬅ
by it,that
till they
theſe do
th'mſimdſiﬁarr
were what
expired:
ſecute again by Gog and Magog, as- if perſonally
they were riſen, and Perſecution ( that was almoﬅ thus theyw are rather ſuppoſed to be living before it,
ſeeming to be dead) is revived. Thus, ſeeing and interrupted'- by it, which again they rej
Satan's binding hath a Term, and the Saints reign a cover in their Succeſi'ors G'g and Magag, when it'
Term, it is ſuitable alſo that the Death of theſe is ﬁniſhed: And this we conceive dothanſwer the'
wicked Men, here underﬅood, have a Term alſo,

Scope;

which can be no otherwiſe than this. Hence theſe
T H rs is called the ﬁrﬅ Rzſiarrectian. I't is, r.
three are ﬅill-obſervable, t. Satan's looſing, the Applyed to ſpiritual Living again, 70/117'V123, &c.
Saints dying, and the Perſecuters lit/ing before the And is ſuppoſed to ſinful Death or Death in Sin,
thou/Band Yiart. 2. Satan's binding, the Saints living and ſo Rtſizrrection to Glory is diﬅinguiſhed from
and the Perſecuters dying, during that Time ( not it. Thus all Saints at all Times, riſe as they are
ſimply, but in part; ) ſo after the thouſand Tears. made to believe, and this is perſonal, and cannot be
Satan is looſe again, the Church in- Hazard again ſecluded here. 2. Rrﬁurrtctim is taken oftentimes
and her good Condition interrupted, and ſo the

as of Churches and Nations, as Ram. xi. of the

Perſecuters they. get Life and Heart again, which few: in-coming and'Converſion, and Ezch. xxxvii.
is like that healing of the YVound, Chap; xiii. of the whenas the Church ſpreadeth ſo, as if al'Nation
Head of the Beaﬅ, not in the ſame Perſon, but in a were born in one Day, Iſh. lxvi. or as if all the
Succeﬂ'or with the ſame Principles, and the giving ſormer Saints, which were loﬅ as to Men, were a
Life again to the Image of the Beaﬅ, I/e/ﬅ gain, like Rarhtl's' Children, reﬅored, as it is J'r.
13, 14. And ſo the Saints their living and dying, xxxi. Ver/2 15, twiſt. This is after an Eclipſe,
will anſwer well to the Perſecuters dying and liv When viſibly the Church was decayed almoﬅ, and
it:gIF
. any object, That theſe Dmd, are ſuppoſed to hath again' Multitude: brought out of that Darkncſs
to the Profeſſion of the Truth formerly obſcured.
be dead before the thouſand nary, Art/iv. Obſerve And ſo we takeit here, t.It iscalled theſi'ﬅ Reſim-ectim,
for clearing it, his manner of Compariſon; for in Oppoſitioſſto the general Deathand Darknefs over the
the World preceeding that Time, is as it were di Church inAntichrſﬅ'sTimezwhich beingas aDeath,this
vided in theſe two, Martyrs and Confeﬂors keeping may well be called a R'qſurrtction. 2. It is called a
themſelves free,- and Perſecuters; both theſe are. ﬁrﬅ, as diﬅinguiſhed from vthe general R-ſnrrectz'm to
ſpolten of as dead-- Again the Church 'or Gene come,when God ſhall raiſe good and bad, Dan. xii.:md
ration ſucceeding,- during' theſe thouſand'ﬁarr are bring them to Judgment. Theſe both meet together
looked upon as the raiſing' again of that former here; yet it would ſeem, that ſeeing he ſpeaketh here
Generation: Now ſaith he,The diﬀerence between this of the Church together, as living after the Death and
Generation and. what went before, ſhall be ſo great, Darltneſs ſhe had been in, as if her former honeﬅ
Members -

6e7

a, erroszrron ofthe

Members were ariſen; it is moﬅ agreeable to the
' Scope, to take in eſpecially the out-breaking of a
general Proſellion of Truth by Saints in a viſible
Church-ﬅate, yet ſo as incluﬁing the former,
Therefore is not called living, ſimply in Reſpect
of the ſecond Death following, but living again,
or riſing, in Reſpect of what is paﬅ. And the
ﬁrﬅ Reſurrection, as being compared with that Re
ſurrection coming. Hence it is, That this ﬁrﬅ

Chap. so.

if all Saints then on Earth, were more holy than

others that were before that time, or ſhall follow
after; But that, in general, Holineſs ſhall at that
time be more rife in the Church; and therefore,

That reigning of all Saints muﬅ not be ſo under
ſtood, as if all individually ſhould ﬁouriſh in the
YVorld, but that generally their Condition ſhould
be better then formerly.

Or, take theſe

words

generally, to ſhew the Eﬀects of that Rrſhrrecticn,
Reſurrection is the ſame here with living former or what they are the better that partake of it ( for,
ly mentioned, and oppoſed to the Death that the both ma be) they an: bleſied ſingularly and holy:
wezh, r. Wherein their Bleﬂedneſs e
reﬅ of Men ly ﬅill in; and therefore is contem Which
porary with, and peculiar

unto, theſe thouſand ſpecially conſiſteth, to wit, in Holineſs, That is

Years, it being one of the Expreſiions which their Happineſs, which is more than any outward
ſummeth up the Saints good Condition during that Liberty to deborde'. If it be asked, what ſingular
time. This, ſaith he, is theﬁrﬅ Reſin-action, that Thing of Holineſs is ſpoken of in that Time?
Anſw. The Degree, it is like, will be more e
is, this living, &c.
>

lN the ſixth Verſe, he ſubjoyneth two things minent;
to this,

2. The Extent more univerſal; And.
x. The (Lialiﬁcation in general of theſe 3. It will be much now when Hypocri-tes 'bound

who ſhall be part-alters of this great Priviledge of ( as always they do when Religion is in Requeﬅ)
'the ſirﬅ Rtſizrrzction. 2. The Advantages and to be holy then, Hypocriſte and Proſperity being
Prerogatives that follow it. Both which will con greater Enemies to Grace then open Profanity

firm, that by this Reſurrection is underﬅood the

and Perſecution:

But he that

partaketh of this

Churches good Condition, outward and inward Reſiirﬂction, he is both Happy and
'Ingo
ﬁncere reality of Grace in all the parts of it. Their ther.
Advantages in general, (which is all one with
THE Advantages more particularly are expreﬅ,
their Ymliﬁcations) are two, I. T/ny are, or, and they are three in Number. The ﬁrﬅ isNe
[ye is brſſid: That comprehendeth all, he is a ga-tivcly expreﬅ, on ſinb the ſecond Deatb ſhall
'happy Man who ſhall ſhare of this Condition and haw no Power. This ſecond Dear/2 was ſpoken
ſhall believe in Chriﬅ. Oþj. But ( may it be ſaid) of, Chap. ii. and it followeth, Chap. xxi. 8. Ina
are not all happy who ever believed, why is it VVcrd, it is to be caﬅen in the Lake that burn
ſo ſaid now eſpecially? zlnſw. So are all that eth with Fire and Brimﬅone, that is, Hell. If
ever die in Chriﬅ, yet is there a peculiar Bleﬂed any ſay, ſo we here make three Deaths or four.
neſs that belongeth to ſome Time, as Chap. xiv. r. spiritual. a. Natural or temporal Death, which
r 3. ſo it is in Bleſiedneſs here now in this Time. cometh on all. 3. Eternal Death. And, 4. We
It hath to Believers more Clearneſs, more Light, have ſpoken of a general Death or Deadneſs in
'liberty and publick Profeſſron of the Goſpel, and Reſpect of the Deiections of Churches. dnﬁu.
'that with fewer Temptations and Straits general Look to every Death, and put it with its own
ly than at other times before and after; it is a contradiﬅinguiſhing Member, and there will bebut
good time to fall in, and happy is he who ſhall two, as, I. A ſpiiizual Death of the Soul in Sin;
have his Lot in it, as Chap. xix. 9. bleſſed are And, a. Of Wrath in Hell. Again, a temporal
they that art called to the Supper ty'tbe Lamb, ut Death of the Body common to all; And, 2. An
eternal Death of Soul and Body, That is the
ſupra.
THE ſecond Araliﬁcation will clear this, And ſecond here. _3. There is ageneral Deadneſs in the
_baly is le: That doth hold forth in general, an Church's great eclipſing under Antichriﬅ, and the
abounding in Holineſs during this time, when the Woman's ſieejintr, and the &Vitneﬂbs killing; and
Yews-ſhall be pzovoked to Jcllouﬁe, ſeeing here there is a ſecond Death foreagainﬅ that of the ge
this. is the Scope. Think not that all who ſhall neral paſſing of the sentence againſt all the wicked
profeſs during this Time, are partakers of this together. However theſe that are partakers of this
Rcſhrrzctrſion ; No, that is a iingularly happy Man Reſin-ﬁction, they cannot partake of any of theſe.
and bleſied, and a ſmgularly holy Man, he muﬅ Hence it appeareth, r. What their Prerogative is;
it is freedom from Hell, they even then are not
he, and he ſhall be, ſo qualiﬁed and ﬁtted for it alway
keeped from the ﬁrﬅ Death, but from the Acts;

it, in more Holineſs than ordinary.

This is notas
'

con
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imdſi Death:v '21 It ſhewkh itisnot many Reſin' in Reſpect of free and ſull Admiſiion to ſpiritual Sa
,nction here, (ſor many ſuch are not neceſlarily criſice's" to him, without the Intervention of any high
keeped from Hell) but ſplrituall in Faith and' Holl

Prieﬅ but Jeſus Chriﬅ, which may be in oppoſition

zneſs with Fruim
'
to the plurality of Mediators, and ſnterceſſors ſor
Tr-rz ſecond Advantage is, they 'II he Prieﬅ: merly had recourſe to. If any object, That theſe
gſ God, and of Chriﬅ: That- was (C op. v. ) Prieﬅs are common Privilc'dges to all Believers at all times,
.ﬂ' God, here it is ﬀ God. I conceive the Scope is Rrv. i. 6. and Chap. v. Io. Jnſa. So is Reigning
the ſame, to ſhew their Advancement'to ſcrve'and

with him. See Chap. v. 10. where-Prieﬅsand Kings

uworſhip' God, as Prieﬅ's in a Familiar way. Or,
it may he Prieﬅ: of Godyexcelleht'Prieﬅs, as Trees
of God, Hhrps of God, &it. when any thing is
exceUent, ſo' it is called; However, the Words
iimpiy, r. That is a great Priviledge to get God
worſhipped and to be true Worſhippers, as it was to
be high Prieﬅ. '2. That Believers are eminently
admitted to this Freedom at this Time by this
Rcﬁtrnction: For, 1. Their' are two ſorts of Sacri

are together. By which it appear-eth, That theſe
Days bring no new Thing in Kind, but in Degree.

Theſe ſhall be eminently under that Time, and more
frequent in the Church, and have moe to partake of
them then formerly.
T H z third, ( which is before) they/holt' reign
with him a thouſand Harr, ſo as I/erſt. 4. and is in

place oſ what-is ſaid, Chap. v. 10. They ſhall he

Prieﬅ: to God, and Kings; which conﬁrmeth the
ﬁces, one' proper Law; and another, common to Anſwer formerly given, and muﬅ be underﬅood as

jhe Goſpel, Mal. i. part Oﬃringr, a tontritr Heart, it agreeth with all Believers 3 ſor, all of them are
&e. So there are two ſorts of Prieﬅs, one by Oﬃce, Kingr'and Prr'tﬅr, which ſheweth it to be ſpiritual;
that is gone, there being now no proper material and if Prit/Ir here be parallel to that, Chap. v. why
Sacriﬁce; and'that-is not meant here, this Priviledge not to Reign alſo, only allowing to the Church in
being applicztble to Women and Children who are Better-al a more eminent Degree oſ this Life and
eiun .7
not capableof that Oﬃce', 2. Another improperly', His-a
a
A

LECTURE .Vl.
Verſe 7. Ind when the thouſand Part txpired, Satan ſhall he loo/od out if hit Priſon,
8. lind ſhall go out to det-tive th]- Natiom', 'which are in the ﬁna- qnarttrs of the Earth, Gog and
Magog, to gathtr them together to Bottle : The Number of whom it as th' Sand of the Sea.v
9. And they went up on the hrt'adth of the Earth, and compaſſed the Camp eﬀ the Saint: ahottt, and'th' ht

lo-Ued City: And Ere cant: down/'rout God out of Heaven, and devoured them.
ro. And the Devil that dom-m them, was taﬅ into the Laht oſ Fire and Brimﬅone, 'where the Bed/I
and the falſe Prophet are, and ſhall he tormented Day and Night, ﬁr ever and mer.

- _

heated theto ﬁrſt
contem
E have
poraryſſEvents,
wit, two
Satan's
bind putting to a Pinch.
ate Delivery,
the Saint's' living and the

3. A glorious and immedi
God raiſing the Siege Himſeiſ.

'

ing,

i

World's lying ﬅill in Death: Now Satan's looſing, and 'the Time when it ſhall be,

T r-t r s Event is ſet out in theſe steps,

r.

followeth the little looſe that was it is, after the thouſand liar; expire, Verſe 7.
fortold to be given to Satan after theſe thouſand 2. There is his Deſign and Enterpriſe to ﬅir up

Ymrs expire; when ſor a Time their Caſe is Nations againﬅ the Church, that hath had long
turned, the Devil is looſed, the VVicked Till again to quietneſs, and now poſſibly have .iallen ſecure
their former Practice oſ Pe'r'ſecution, and the under it, Verſe 8. 3. His Succeſe, he' getteth
Saints are ﬅraitned:

Yet thus it is qualiﬁed;

1.

them together in a great Number, and they

roceed to encompaſs the hoiy City, Verſe 9. 4;
here is the Event and reſult of this Tragedy-as
encompaſſing, and, as it were, a Beſieging and to them, and Comedy as to the People of God,
U u u u
the

It is ſor a ſhort time. 2.. It is not an univerſal
'overtuming and laying waﬅe all as formerly, but
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Chap. ao'.

the Deli'verance of the one, and Overthrow of the not for a thouſand Years, but for ever; which
other, and that in two Steps, r. Temporal, Vrſe 9. ſaith thereis no more to do with him on Earth,
The ſecond, Eternal, Verſe to. The Dragon is and the Judgment alſo is reſerved for him till
caﬅ into the Lake to be tormented for ever, the laﬅ Day. Beſide, it being the Explication of
There being after that no Liberty given him to mar the ſeventh Vial, the Judgment connot be long
the Peace of the Church of Chriﬅ, whichſheweth this after. And therefore, in order of Matter, ( as
well as of Words) it is-ſubjoyned, and ſo to be
muﬅ be near the End.
THis looſing of Satan out of Priſon, muﬅ be underﬅood. It is therefore probablythelaﬅ event pre
in reference to his former binding, ( is' contra ) that ceeding the Day of judgment though there may be
as he was reﬅrained from engaging the Nations in ſome interval after this of Gog, a there' was be
ſuch open and univerſal hoﬅility againﬅ the Church twixt that Gag. ( Ezeh xxxix.) and Chriﬅ's
as had been, Now his looſing muﬅ be the giving ﬁrﬅ coming; but long itcannot be, ſo much
of him ſome Link looſe, to be able to bring of
h_ the Vial being ſpent before it come to
more of that about than during the Time of his t lS.
Reſtraint, as appeareth in the two Verſes following,
IF it beſaid, This ſeemeth not conſiﬅent with
1. In that went out to dmiw, and morevigorouſ what is ſaid of the Worlds ſecurity when Chriﬅ
ly ſet about it.v 2. In that he did it more ſucceſsfully ſhall come again,.if now therebe ſuch Troubles?
than formerly,yet not without alink' upon him; ſo that Jaw. Chriﬅ's speech, (Matth xxiv.-) holdeth
his binding is not abſolute before, more than his forth Security in the profane World as was in the
looſing is now, but comparatively, Serandly, Con old,-oppoſite. to Noe/1: And theſe two agree well
ſider the Time when he getteth this Liberty, and to the Condition of the wicked, proud, profan:
ſo of all this Event' that is foretold. I. It is clear World: Beſide, Trials being ordinary, and Battles
after the thouſand Years expire, and 'therefore it is not ſo ﬅrange,-ir may poﬂibly be-little taken notice
yet to come, much' of the thouſand 'Years being of by many of the Church, eſpecially if any in'
to paſs, for which cauſe we may be, yea muﬅ terval be, or help be given to conteſt with theſe
be, the more general in the Events themſelves. Lnemies, Men may be more taken up with the
2. .W'e may ſay, _it is not along Time, but, as

one, than the other; yet that Peace is beﬅ applied

was ſaid, . a little Space, Viſi- 3. comparatively to to the World, and, it may be, this Event of Gag, is
his former loolings, and the-Church interveening even unexpected to the Church.
Tranquillity ; ſo the Fury of the Devil will not
THE Devils improving this Liberty ( for he is
be ſo long as former outbreakings, and he is ſoon not long quiet afterward) is ſet down, Vtrﬅ- 8.
taken by the Lord, even, as it were, aſter ren

And it is,

devozmg, when they are thinking to carry all be
fore them; but how long it is, cannot be deter
mined, the Lord having keeped it in his own Hand
and Power. 3. This certainly falleth within the
ſeventh Vial, ſeeing it comprehendeth the Dragon's

That is, with more vehement Onſets and Temp

I. Set down generally, be ſhall go out,

tations, to deceit/t the Natioru, That is, to bring

them againﬅ Chriﬅ and his Church, as if they
might prevail 'over them, ,or- as if there were ſome
Advantage to be gotten by bearing them down,

outlived the Beaﬅ, the Object

or by ſome 'ſuch Thing to engage them to Battle

both here ( Verſe IO. ) and there, being the Devil's
Kingdom, and that after the Beaﬅ's overthrow.
The end rfollowing both, and Phraſes relating-to
both, will clear it: We take it' to belong to the
latter part of the ſeventh Vial, the Churches good
Condition probably after the ſixth expired, and
the ſeventh begun, being at its Height: Even then

againﬅ the Saints, wherein is the greateﬅ Beguile

overthrow, who

of the World.. Theſe Nations are - ſaid to bait'

the ﬁur Quarta-s of the Earth,

I. For their.

Number, 2. For the univerſality of this Uprore
and Rage that ſhall be on allHands, and from all
Qrarters, raiſed up againﬅ theChurch, who ſhali
be- as a City bcﬁged by them. .
Satan is. let looſe,. and when he cometh to a
M o R I: particularly they aredeſcrib'ed whom he
Height again, he is taken, and the Vial, with deceiveth, GogandiMagog. By ſome Gog is ex
Hailſtones from Heaven, (as C/mp. xvi. ) cometh pounded ﬅer-et," from the Hebrew-GAG tectum;
upon. Gog and-Magag, as Ezzk. xxxviii.- and Magag, open, from the Hebrew word MIGA G
xxxix. and with Fire. alſo, as here. Fourtbb, (i tccto, and ſo 'taketh in ſecret. and open Enemies:

(which cleareth both the- former) *This v is not Oſ- which Iſhail ſay nothing: Only Aitvcarm'ot be
long before the-. Day of Judgment ;- for, it is applyed to the Pope 'or Turlc, theſe being Enemies
Satan's laﬅ. looſe: Thcreaftenhe in the Lake, to ariſe after. thethouſand Years expire; who have
a'
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aeon'yinct'lntereﬅ in ﬁghting againﬅ the Church,
and that upon an Eccleſiaﬅick Account, which the,
Turks profeſs not, their Power withal moﬅ probably
'
before this broken. It ſeemeth Reſpect is
ﬁx. To Magog, whoſe 'Poﬅerity is ſpoken of,
x. 3. of whom, as ﬁſcplm, mp. 6. 7. zlnt.
J'ai. and others with him, write that the Stythre
ame come, and by=theſe are meaned barbarous Na

the Church, but God turned the Battlc againﬅ them:
I take it not for one ſingular Battle, but to War a'
gainﬅ, to oppreſs and perſecute the Church openly and
avowedly.
Laﬅly, THEtR Number is expreſied to be exceed
ing great, even a: the Sand qf the Sea, alluding to
ſome Places where that Expreſſton is uſed, Yudg. vii.

12.. 2. Sam. xvii. n. Whereby it appeareth t. What

tions at adiﬅance brought upon the Church while Number of Wicked are in the World, even in the

ſhe hath Peace in her ſelf : For, their encompaﬃng
ſeemeth to hold forth an external Force and'Vio
lence from without.n 2. It relateth and alludeth
,.eſpecially to that Gag and Magag in L'zth. xxxviii.
39. where, as the Hurt the Jews got after their
Peace and return from Babylon, wash] theſe; and
as- that ﬅir was bitter, but ſhort by ntiothus, and
the laﬅ before Chriﬅ's ﬁrﬅ coming; So in Allufion

Churches beﬅ time.

2. That if they were not re

ﬅrained, the Church in her beﬅ Eﬅate would be little

in Compariſon of them.

3. That they want but a

looſing, and ſoon are ſtirred, as afterward follow-'

eth.

.

T H it Succeſs followeth in two ﬅeps, V'rſe 9.
Firﬅ, He prevailed ſo with them, that they went

up on the Breadth yf' the Earth. Notonly uſed he

toithat, theſe are the Churches laﬅ Enemies, ſetting Endeavours, but many were engaged, and almoﬅ

upon her after her Deliverance from myﬅical Ba 'the Face of__the Earth was covered with them, they
hſhmsTytanny; So theſe laﬅEnemies that trouble the

weete ſo many. 3. They come ſo far without reſiﬅ

Churches Peace, after her reﬅoring from ſpiritual ance, that the tompaﬅ the C/mrp of the Saint: about,
Miln', before Chriﬅ's ſecond coming, are called and the below' City. By the camp cﬀthe Saints, and
G'g and Magag, even as there is an Alluſion in 'be beloved City, are meaned one Thing, to wit, the
the'Names and Titles, that all the Enemies of the viſible Church. It is called ( Chap. xi. 2. ) th'
Church of the Goſpel get, unto the-'- Names of the hob' City. Then here a Ca'mp and a City, to'ſhew
Churches Enemies under the Law: For, both had it was not ſo to be trod on, but encompaſſed, the
three great and eſpecial Enemies, r. Of old Egypt, 'Strait is not ſo great now as then, Chap. xi. only,
who oppreﬂbd the Church of the j'tw: in her Infancy 5 before, it was in freedom, now it is beſet as abe
in Alluﬁon to that, the Heathen Emperor,theChurches ﬁcged 'City round about. She is called the camp
ﬁfth Enemy (Chap. xii. ) is called a Dragon, as eft/72 Saintr, r. In Alluſlon to Iſi-ael's marching in

Pharaah was, Pſal. lxxiv. and Ezel'. xxvii. See 'the Wilclerneſs, to ſhew that the viſible Church is on
Chap. xii. 2. Their next great oppreſling Enemy her Way and March like an Army. 2. In Alluſion
was Babylon, that led them and kept them long Time
captive, anſwerable to this Antichriﬅ's Captivity, is
frequently compared to Bahylan's in this Book. The
third Encmy the Jews had after they had gotten a
little peace at home, was the Lagidm and Seleucrdzz,
eſpecially under Antiochus Epiþlwnes. Theſe by
Ezdiel ( Chap. xxxviii. and xxxix. ) are called
Gog and

eg:

to Wars, wherein the weaker keeped themſelves with
in fortiﬁed Camps, and the Enemies anmmpqﬃng, is an

ſetting on them ( as it were ) in their Fortiﬁcations,
when they have all the Field at their Command. And
this ſuitcth with the Scope here, where the Church is
brought to that Strait as a little Army intrenched
are, when a greater lyeth down round about them,

Anſwerable to this are theſe as

i. 8.

They are called the beloved City, t. In

Enemies h 7

led ſd'; partly, becauſe they follow r Alluſion to Ymrſa/em which was ſo called, the Saints

the Peace an

'utgate the Church hat'h after her De

being a 'ſpiritual City and Incorporation in a Church

live
from myﬅical Babylon', partly, as being of Eﬅate to God. 2. To ſhew their strait alſo, that
the: ilte Nature, Cruel, Violent, Ut. yet ſoon not only in the Fields was the Camp beſieged ( which

remained, ſo that they never come to vent_ and was a great Strait) but at home their chief City,
execute their Malice againﬅ the Church as former as it was in Hrzehiah's Time, when no other
Enemics did i partly, becauſe they go immediatel y Place almoﬅ but jfzruſhlem was free, and it heﬁeged
; before Chriﬅ's ſecond coming, as theſe did, as the alſo.

4. THB Everk followeth, ﬁg: 9. ſhewing what
laﬅ Enemies before his ﬁrﬅ coming. And this we
think the ſafeﬅ Reaſon of theſe Names Gag and came of this. 3. A temporal verthrow on thc
Devil's Inﬅruments,
mm:
dawn from
out
Magog, without enquiring for any further Myﬅery o/ſiHtavm,
and devouredFirrt
them.
It alludeth
to thatGod
terrible
in them.

More particularly, the end of his gathering

them, is ſetdown, to ﬂat-th: He mindeth it againſt Deſiruction of Srdcm, Gmxix. ar, to that Delive U'
Uuuuz

of
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of Yernſhlm, which God wrought by ſending an and them up, ( ſor there are many Devils) i; ſu
Angel from Heaven to deﬅroy Stnnqrberib's Army,
Iſh. xxxvii. when Ztrrzſalm was ﬅraitly beſiged;
but eſpecially to t at of Gog and Magag, EZIL
xxxviii, and xxxix. whom God is ſaid to deﬅroy
from Heaven with Fire, as it is expreſſed in the Pro
phets Words; 'It is," upon the Matter, all one with

ſpended till the End come. Therefore are theſe
words, A'rt thou um to torment as luſare the time?
Matth. viii. rr. And Jude Verſe 6. They are kept

in chains, &e. Alſo in God's Juﬅice be having a
Link looſe to deceive the wicked World. andſome'times to exerciſe his own People, till theEnd man: ;

that of Hail/lanes, Chap. xvi. under the ſeventh Now, he is actually condemned to that Place and. - l
Vial, that being another Mean uſed in Gog's De Pain. Schoolmen ſay he hath three Judgmenta, 1.,
ﬅruction with this mentioned here. It ſaith, it will When he was caﬅ from Heaven. 2. In Chriﬅ's
be terrible and unexpected, and that wherein God's Death. 3. At the Day of Judgment, when not
Hand will immediately and eminently appear be only the Prince 'of the World is judged by the Goſ
yond ( if not without) all humane Appearance and pel, but puniſhed ﬁnally.
zz;
Means. And tho' words expreſiing the Judgment,
2. I T m
be asked, where it is, ( ſor,>That

be borrowed ( as Yolm's manner is) from Eze/Picl, there is ſuch a Place it is clear,) If beneath in the'
as alſo the Names Gog and Magog 5 yet do they not Center of the Earth, If in the Air, beyond, or with

necellarily tend both to one Scope.
THE temporal Judgment on the Inﬅruments oſ
this Trouble, is paﬅ: Followeth now the eternal
Judgment on the Head, the Devil, ſpoken of, Verſe
10. He i: taken and crſſ into the Pit: And altho'
he ranged a while after the Beaﬅ, yet both meet to
gether now. This Judgment is ſet out, ﬁrﬅ, by
deſcribing the Party judged, It is,.tbt Devil, that
deceived theſe Nations: Whereby it appeareth,. t. ,

out the World?

xlnſw. This needeth not much?

bedebated, it is, and was of old prepared for the

Devil and his Angels, and that it is down and

beneath, as to the Place of the gloriﬁed Saints ( it is
probable) ſeeing the Scripture ſpeaketh ever ſo of it;
And that Example of Kara/z, Dat/mn and Abiramﬄ

Deﬅruction, (Nur/z. xvi.) ſecmeth pregnant. It
lS certainly a moﬅ horrible Place, ﬁitted withDarkneſs -'
and Torment ſor the declaring God's Juﬅice : This-i

That it is the Devil himſelf, the old Serpent, that is being the Devil's dwelling, Folks wouldbe loathtoi

bound here, it being he who eſpecially dcceiveth dwell - with him.

*

'the Nations an'd draweth them to Enmity againﬅ the

3. T H r: Y ask, whither any material Fire be:

Saints and Church. 2. That his-deceiving ( tho'
he be principal) keepeth not oﬀ Wrath from theſe
that are deceived by him, but the Judgment often
ﬁrﬅ lighteth on them. 3, It ſheweth, that all the
great Projects thatthe Devil putteth the Men of
the World unto, the t'urt'heﬅ length and ſucceſs

there or not, really to burn? drrſw. Certainly
there is a great Pain there, even the greateﬅ, aswe t
account of Fire, yet certainly ſeeing it is Soul"
eſpecially that are tormented there, and it is ſuch a'

they have, it proveth ﬅill Dmft to them.
the Devil's reﬅleſs deceivin

Fire as the Devil is tormented with, who is ae

Spirit, It muﬅ therefore be a Fire or far other

4. That natural Vehemency and Penetrancy than ours is,->.

of others, turneth to which now we make uſe of, it being kindled by God's'*
nd; and his deceiving Wrath without and within for ſuch an end, if any.

his own Judgment in the
b marked as an eminent Aggravation of his guilt, that
ſeeing theſe who were deceived, ſuﬀered juﬅly, much
more he who did deceive them.
2. T H 1 s Judgment is ſet out, in ſhewing its
Nature what it was, or, where it was, he 'was ay?

ſuch material Fire be, which may alſo more directly
aﬀect Bodies.
..- w
3. T it 1 s Place, or Judgment, is ſet out by its -'
companions, or former Indwellers, It is the Lake, J
Chap. xix. when the Bag/I and faſſh Pr'pb't werew
into the Lakegf Firrand Brir/ﬄme, that is, Hell, nyz, and where now they are 5 the Devil, whoſe
I/Þr/B 14.. compared unto a great Lake that is contin Judgment was a little ſuſpended, is now ſent after
ually boyling with Fire and Brimﬅone for its hor them. And this we conceive is added, 1. To ſhew
ribleneſs and painfulneſs, that being one of the ter that this part is the Continuation of what remained irn
ribleﬅ tortures we can imagine,.it is in ſuch an that Chap.- xix. of the Devil's laﬅ judging. 2. Tot
Torment he is caﬅ; a Fire for Torment, aLake point out a joint partaking of the Beaﬅ and the Devil, ,
ſor abundance. Concerning which it maybe asked, the ſuperiorAgent,in Judgment,even in the ſame-Judg-s
Is not the Devil caﬅen at ﬁrﬅ to Hell when he mmt. 3., That thisEvent of theDevil's caﬅing in the *
ſe'll?'
From Yudl, it is clear he is con Lake,is poﬅerior to theBeaﬅ'sDeﬅruction,which muﬅ
demncd: to it: Yet, 2.. It is clear from the be,ſeeing the Beaﬅ is there before him; which mak
Goſpel, , That the actual and ﬁnial ſhutting him. eth ſome, who plead for Antichriﬅ's ﬅanding til]
Chriﬅ's'
N

l
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Chriﬅ's ſecond-Coming, ﬁnd a Neceſlity here to

2. It is without Intermiflion, Nigbt and Day:

make the Devils judging poﬅerior to his.

There is no Nights Eaſe, nota dropt of cold Wa

Neither

can the ſupplying of any Word alter it ( which ſome ter there. 3. It is eternal, it is ſor ever andwer, it
would be at, to evite this ) as where the Beaﬅ was never endeth, even after thouſands of Years are ex
to beforn, or was to be coﬅ. For, I. It is ordinary, pired; when Millions oſ'zYears are b , it is but be
even in the Verſes before, to omit in the Original girming. Hence appeareth, 1. the alſhood of the
the Subﬅantive ( cﬅ, is, are, or, were ) but not ſo Errors of thoſe who ſay, that length of Time ſhall
in other 'W0rds. 2. The Scope here, is to ſhew, end Wrath, and that Devils and Reprobates aſ
that it was the ſame with the Beaﬅ's Judgment ter along Time will berelieved, which was Origen's

preceeding, and therefore relateth to it, asa Thing
go'mg before indeed; and not- only ſo expreﬂed in
Words, ſeeing the Events- are diﬀerent; and this is
declared or explained by that, Chap. xvi. Therefore that muﬅ beclearer than the other, and ſo before it in Time; Eſpecially here, ſeeing the Scope is

Opinion. 2. See-hence the Beneﬁt of the ﬁrﬅ Re
ſurrection now, and aim at it to be keeped from this
Death. All this concerning Satan's laﬅ Judgment
may, by Anticipation, be ſet down now for Con
tinuation of the Story of that Event) It is indeed
after the laﬅ Judgment, when Saints ſhall judge

to ſhew that now the Devil, as the laﬅ Enemy, is

Angela,

1 Cor. vi. Hell isa cruel Place even to

put down, and ſhareth with thoſe that went be- Devils:

Well are they that are freed from it, and

tore.
never know it in Experience. If it were believed,
4. T me Judgment is ſet out in three, r. It is 'Men would rather put theirHead in the Fire than
Torment, horrible Pain that aﬀecteth even the Devils.

Sin.

LECTURE

Vll.

Verſe 11.' And Iſhwagreat 'white Throne, and him 'that/at 'on it, from who/2- Fare to: Earth and 'be
H/awnﬂod away, and then' warfmnd no Plateﬁr t/mn.
'
12. And [ſaw 'be Doadſna/l and great, ﬅandþe/Zre God: And t/ye Book: were oned: And another '
Boolr was opened, which it the Book o Life: And the Dead 'um-e judged out rj" tboe Things won/1 were
written in the Book, according to t air "ſort-r.
13. And the Sea gave up the D'ad which were in it : And Dlatb and Hell dilſ'Ulf/d up the Dead wait/2"
were in tlmn: And they werejudgrd every ' Man according 'to their ſﬃzrb.

14. And Death and Hell were ta/I into the Late of . Fire: This i: the ſitond Dzatb.
15. And wboſhw'r was notfound written in t/n Book Life,- was taﬅ into 'be Late if Fire.
'W' E have-hitherto had a View of the State of State of the Church ſeemeth to be, r." spreading nn- '

the viﬁbleChurch to the Cloſe of its War- der the ﬁrﬅ'Seal, as to the thriving of the Goſpel. fare ſo long as it ſhall be Militant, . till her

2. Perſecuted under the ſecond third fourth and ﬁfth

great and laﬅ Enemy the Devil, ſhall be taken andx seals.
ſhut up in his evetlaﬅing Priſon, which 'was hinted
at in the former Verſe. Now, unto the End, followeth a moﬅ plain Deſcription of the Day of
Judgment, when all' good and bad 'that ever lived,ſhall be raiſed and brought toappear before their great
Judge to receive sentence every one according to
their Work. The State of the Wicked, -( becauſe
it is moﬅ ſhortly inſiﬅed on )is, in the ﬁrﬅ Place,
ſet down" in this Chapter. Then thc State of the
Godly and their Happineſs, is more fully inſiﬅed on'
in the two-Chapters followingt- So, in ſhort, .the-

3. Delivered temporally by the ſixth. All

this is Chapter vi. This is the ﬁrﬅ Period. 2. Then '
beginneth Satan to work under-hand till he bring
Antichriﬅ to an' Height, and by the ſinks Over- _
run a great Part of theſe that' carry the Name of Chriﬅians; that is under the ﬁrﬅ ﬁx Trumpets with '
the Propheﬁes contemporary with theſe. 3. By -'
the ſeventh Trumpet- and ﬁrﬅ Vial, * Judgment'
beginneth on Antichriﬅ; the Caſe turneth and is;
carried on during the Vials and the thouſand Years, wherein Babylon is deﬅroyed, to wit, Rome b the
ﬁfth Vial, the Pope ﬂeeing. from it to new elpz.
and -

70:
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and the 'Iizrhr are deﬅroyed by the ſixth; Geg and Power and great Glory, as-theGloryof his Father,
Magog are letten looſe and ﬅirred up by the Devil and with all the holy Angels, with the ſound of
under the ſeventh, whereby they temporally, and the Arch-angel in the Clouds, Uc. all ſheweth that
after ſome little Interval, he eternally, and all the never was there ſuch a glorious Parliament holden
wicked are judged by the Judgment of the great nor ridden, or ſo royal a Throne ſet.
"1.
Day: Which was, as to him, hinted before ( that
IT is called, Secondly, white, as he was on a

the Story of his Ruin might be together) but heſe white Horſe, becauſe of Purity, and Holineſs,
more fully ſet down.
T r-t A 'r this deſcribeth the laﬅ Judgment, is al
moﬅ paﬅ Controverſy, even amongſt theſe who ap
ply the Chapters following to a State of the Militant
Church, and it is clear not only by the native Con

Judgment and Juﬅice are the Habitation of his

Throne, Pſhl. lxxxix. and Righteouſneſs goeth
before his Face: There is no Wrong nor Injuﬅice
thereMzs alſo ſorſits ſhining gloriouſneſs, its Power
and
jeﬅGlorious.
is in initel y pure, ſPo teleſs and in 00m
hrehenﬁble

text and Series, which is not to be interrupted, eſ
pecially where the Things do ſo well agree: For,

having ſpoken of the Devil's laﬅ Judgment which
by J'rea'e is called the Judgment zﬀ the great Day, it
is conſentaneous therefore to underﬅand this of ſuch
a Judgment whereby he is ſo jud ed. Beſide, being
now at the Cloſe of the ſeventh ial, which bring'
eth the End, and the Expreſﬁons and Judgment,
both in the Verſe before and following, iumping
with theſe of the ſeventh Vial, ſuch a Judgment as

I T is called a great white Throne, for the Rea
ſons: The Thrones of the Kings of the Earth, even
Sole'n'n's golden Throne, are but petty, not to be
accounted Footﬅools to this; when this is ſet, theſe

will evaniſh; he that ﬁttcth on this is a great King,
and a great God above all Gods.

,,, hz

T H a ſecond Thing in the Preparation, is, that

one ſot on this Throne; heſaw him thatﬅzt an it: It

was not empty, but one was one it, whom he ſaw;
cloſeth that Vial muſt be underſtood, which can be he nameth him not, poﬃbly,. becauſe hehad no

no otherbut the laﬅ; But the Expreſſions are full, Name every way ſuitable to him: For his Name is
and the Matter and Circumﬅances ſo ccnvincing, (Che/p. xix.) ſuch as none knoweth, hat himſelf;
that they leave no Place of donbting, vbeing ſo like

or, becauſe it is without all Controverſy who this

Judge is, an Article of Faith to Believers, the Son of
Man who ſhall come in Power and great Glory
from the Father's right Hand to judge both the quick
and the dead, he is called ( Verſi xz. ) God, before
the Lake, &Ft. which are all expreſied here, to what whom they ﬅand; to ſhew that this Judge is ſo, and
other Judgment can they agree, but to the laﬅ, then will appear to be ſo, howbeit, as Man, viſibly
whereof they are particular Properties? As in the he will here proceed, and ſhall be ſeen by all,
even by theſe who peirced him; They ſhall behold
Explication it will appear.
T H 1 s Judgment is notably deſcribed in theſe him coming inthis Glory. See Mter. xxv. [The/2
Jli '
four; I. In the Preparation for it. 2. The Parties. iv. Rw. i. 7.
3. The Manner of accurate Proceeding, and the
T H a third Thing preparatory, or going bﬀore,
sentence. 4.. The Execution thereof, as to the is, before, or from whaſh Face, the Earth and the
Wicked here, and as to the Godly, Chap. xxi. I-Imt/enﬂed away, andxthere wasſhund no Plate for
and xxii, Let your Ears hear of, and your Eyes them. This is the great Conſummation, and the
behold, this Judgment, as that before which every univerſal Change that ſhall be on all Things, when
of this
Worldandſhall
changed,
and
one of you will, before long appear, and ſo the
ſhallFaſhion
depart 'like
a Scroll,
the be
Elemenſits
melt
withit
frame your ſelves to be ſuitable to it, as if with
John you ſaw this great Court fenced, this Judg fervent Heat: What this is, may be ſpoken to,

Dan. xii. 1. and other Places, where the Day of
Judgment is ſpoken of: For, at what other Judg
ment are all the Dead judged, all the Reprobate ſent
to Hell, the Elect delivered, Death and Hell caﬅ in

ment ſet, and the sentence pronounced, the like Chap. xxi. Verſe l- But certainly here is ſuch a
whereof never was, nor ſhall be.
Change as was not before this Time, even that ſpo

T H r: R'E are four Things in the Preparati

ken of under the ſevent

on, l._1{ great white Thrme, nndaneſizt on it. This Heaven and Earth ſhall

maketh way for what followeth, that we may know that is not ſo as formerly
that it is a great Thing that is meaned here, it a Change on them.

alludeth to Dan. vii. There isa Throne, to lignify

Vial, Chap. xvi. that
ce away as not t' beﬁlth-1',

they were, there being now
*

THEY are ſaid toﬅee he/are hit Fare, to ſhew with

Majeﬅy, Glory and Statelineſs as well as Authority; what Facility and Eaſe that Change ſhall be wrought.
for' when this Judge cometh, he ſhall come in a. Of whatglorious Majeﬅy and Power this Jgreat
' udge
\
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Judge ſhallbe, that theſe Creatures cannot abide his
Prefence but do ﬂee. 3. To ſhew that it is the
End, becauſe this Conſummation, and great Change
on the Creation is inﬅantly before the Judgment,
when the living Elect ſhall he changed in the twink
ling of an Eye, as 1 Cor. xv. and 1 Tþrﬀ iv. now
Time and Place (as we make uſe of them) are gone.
T H 1: fourth Step of this Preparation, is the raiſ*
ing of alL-'Parties to he judged: Which includeth
the Reſurrection in two steps, I. That all are again
brought to a bodily Life, where ever their Bodies
were buried or deﬅroyed. And here we take in the
Change that ſhall befal theſe, who ſhall be living,
inﬅead of their dying.

The ſecond Step is their ap

pearing before the Judgment: For, where Carcaſe
is, there will the Eaglesbe gathered together. Hence
it is ſaid,-that theSon will ſend out his Angels to
gather them from the four Winds, and Jeſhs the
Judge ſhall have them perſonally- preſented before
him; which alſo in Part belongeth to the Proce
dure. This is the Order of the Matter, though this
of the Reſurrection be ſubjoyned after the Procedure
in Judgment, Verſr 13.
T He 'ſecond Thing cleared in this Judgment, is
the Parties, who is the Judge; and 2. who arejudg
ed. The Judge certainly is Jeſus Chriﬅ the Me

70;

I F any ask, What young Ones have to bejudg
ed for? Anſw. The are under one of the Covenants
either ofWorks or arace; if of Works, then haﬂe

they the Breach of that Covenant to count for, they
being the ſerpintine Brood 'of a tranſgreﬃng Stock. 2.
Iﬂthey are Elect, they are to be judged by the Book
of Life."
_
_

F o R that Qieﬅion agitated," in what Pitch eve
ry one appeareth, whether of a lower or taler State,

Old or Young, according as they died? we inﬁﬅ
not on it. The Schoolmen decide all to be raiſed a
bout the Age of thity Years, that being the prime of
Man's Strength, and aboutthe Age that Chriﬅ was
at when he'ſuﬀered, which will be found to be thirty
three Years, and ſome more, having entered to his

publick Miniﬅry in the thirty; but this derogateth
from the Myﬅery of the Reſurrection, I Cor. xv.
for though the ſame Body'bemiſel, yet' it will be
another kind ofBody than eve'r formerly it'wa's at' an

Age. We may ſay of the Elect, they ſhall be per-'
fect, in whatever Conditionv they died (all that
which is imperſect'being done'away )their Perſon,
Statute, Judgment, err. being perfected. And we
think that that Perſection which conftﬅeth in con
forming them to Chriﬅ's glorious Body, is ofanothe'r

Kind than to reſpect either Age, Scaturegorthe like.
diator, who hath the Keys of Hell and Death, Chap; We may ſee from this alſo, the Abſurditv of that

Poprſh Conceit, whereby the judged are deﬅfnguiﬅþ'
ed in four Sorts by the Schoolmen, one whereof,"
doth judge and is not judged, being of'a Degree of
Peﬀection beyond coming into Judgment: Here
Power to execute, Omniſcience to take up, and none that hath Life,- whether Elect or Reprobate,
Juﬅice to proceed: He hath divine Authority and are ſecluded, but all being in theſe Books, all that
Commiſſion for this ; He hath divine Glory, and are written in them muﬅ appear, and none there'
will appear to be God in our Nature, in that Day, are but they are written in them : And no need there'
going about this laﬅ and ſolemn Act of hisMediatory were of this Book of Life, if the Elect in it were'not'
alſo to be judged; it is true, Beiievers, none of'
Service and Kingdom.
T H a Parties judged, who ﬅand before the them ſhall come to Judgment, as Judgment irn-"
Throne, are, 1. Generally the Dead, all who ever porteth Oondemnation according to the Word, John"
lived, as after, Ve'ﬅ 12. Under which are com iii. 18. ſo no Elect cometh into Judgment, yet for'
prehended theſe-who then ſhall be alive, (as alſo Abfolution they come. - It is Truth alſo, that the
Brim) and Eliar. ) I. Becauſe their Change ſhall he Saints ſhall then judge, even Angels, 1 Corinth. vi.'
as Death to them, in changing their Bodies to an and poſſibly the Apoﬅles and ſome others may be
immortal Condition. 2. Becauſe-they are few and more eminent in that Judgment, zMatt/L'xix. 28.'
comprehended under the greateﬅ Number; for, if the yet that doth not exclude them from being judged
Dead appear, much more theſe who ſhall be living. themſelves ( they being among the Dead, now:
M o n a particularly, they aredeſcribed in ſmall ﬅanding 'before 'the Throne) but includeth an'
and grratz- Which taketh in all Sorts, . r. Kings aſibſiory Aſicnt to the great Judge his Scn-*
and mean Oncs; none ſhall eſcape. 2. Rich and tences, and is a ſpecial Prerogative put on all Be.
Poor, 3. Mighty, powerful, Strong and Weak. 4. lievers that Day, - who vſhall be Caught up on'
Old, at the greateﬅ Age and Statute, and Young the:
-with-'and
thepannelled
Judge, - when
the Repro?
bate, Bnch
like Fellons
Mallefactors,
ſhsllct
who have not attained to their Perfection. In a word
all thatever breathed and had Life, none are exempt - be ﬅanding at the Barzl-whilc they ſit-( as it were )
edvbut-allmare made to appean- 0ﬂ*
i. 18 and is appointed Judge of the Qzick and
Dead, Act. xvii. 3o. 31. called God, Ver/t 12.-btz
fore whom all'vdo appear: ( for, he is perſonally to
be- underﬅood) havingt theſe divine Attribntes of

'T
l
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on the Stſieps of the Sidcs-of his-Throne, being caught

Chap. aol

xii. 48. ) Tin mrd that blſheahtb, ſhelljkdg: them
up to him, when others are leſt, rT/nﬃ iv. Which in tbe great Day; Theſe are the Books: For, theſe
alſo may admit of Degrees.
Book: in general, are in the plural Number, becauſe
FOLLOWETH now the Proceeding, when Godis they are moe than one, whereas there is but me Book
on his Throne, and all the World ﬅanding before of Life: The Reaſon is, I. BecaufeGrace, ariſing
him: It hath three Steps, t. Generally, Book: are and ﬂowing from free Election, hath but one Way
opened for all. 2. A ſpecial Book for the Elect, to all comprehended in it; But Juﬅice, in its deal
The Book of Life is open'd. 3. Sentence is paﬂed ing with others, taketh Notice of their ſeveral Acti
and pronounced upon all according at was found in ons and Guilt. 2. Election conſidereth Men with
theſe Book, and according to rbn'r H/arb. In all out any Thing in themſelves, or Reſpect to the Law,
which, there is an Alluﬁon to Mens Proceeding: and is no Act of Juſtice, but of Sovcraign Grace.
kVhere, when Men are guilty and brought to Judg Again, Juﬅice conſidereth Men as ſuch, and there
ment, 1. Their Libels are read, called by the Ha fore enquireth in their Carriage, looketh to Proofs, and

l/rrws, Books, J'ai) xxxi. 35.

2. The Witneﬂes compareth all with the Law, which maketh that 'udici

depone; or, their Depoſitions, already on Record, al Proceſs to be more exactly ſet out by ſeveral ooks.
are made known. 3. The Law is conſultcd, con
THESE Books are opened, in Cdmpariſon of
cerning the Matters that are found, what Sentence is what they were before, to wit, ſealed, neither was
due to them, So it is here: Which is not, as if Jcſus it know what was in them. Now, t. All Action:
Chriﬅ were literally ſo to proceed, (for nothing and Events, Mercies or Rods, leſs and more, are
eſcapeth him ) but to ſhew, that the Judgment ſhall made manifeﬅ, even that which was moﬅ ſecret,

he as accurate and particular in the Trial, and juﬅ in
the Cloſe, as if all were Regiﬅrated and put on Re
cord: Nothing ſhall be miſſed or miﬅaken in its
Circumﬅances, but Things ſhall be ſo juﬅ in them
ſelves, and ſo manifeﬅed and put beyond all Doubt
to others, as if an exact Regiﬅer of them had been
kceped, and now publiſhed. In all which, Allu
ſion is to Dan. vii. tho' this Book of Life is not
mentioned there, becauſe it is but a temporal
Judgment that is principally intended in that
Place.
_

L E T us enquire, t. What theſe Books are?
2. What this is to open them? They are certainly
'expreſſed ſo with Reſpect to Mens Courts.

And

therefore wetake the ﬁrﬅ to hold out, t. That there

idle Words, Mart/7. xii. every ſecret Thing, good
or bad, Etrkſi xii. laﬅ Ver. 2. As notbittgi'ſor
gotten, ſo every Thing is known as it", the (ii
ritu'l Meaning- of the Law, and ſo the-deſerving of
Sin, and all the Aggravations of it are better known,

many Truths and Threatnings believed then, that

were dallied with before. The ﬁrﬅ is'neeeﬂiry, to
perfect
challenge
andtoLibel;
ſecondand
'm neceſ
ſary, tothe
make
all aſiſient
God's the
Juﬅice,
know

their own Deſerving, which could not be if they
underﬅood not the Law. By the one, many Sins
will occur, whereof they never dreamed; by the
other, the leaﬅ Sins will have huge Aggravations
beyond what they appaired. 3. The Conſcience
Book will be opened, when Blindneſs is taken away

is a Book of Challenges and Accuſa-tions, wherein
and whereby all that ever Men did, is manifeﬅed and
brought to their Minds; ſo Job xxxi. 35. This
may be a Record of Events in the Lord's Omniſci

from the Sight, and Judgment and Hardneſs, and
Dcadneſs from the Conſciencc; So that theſe who

ence, and in the Memory and Conſciences of Men,

ſenſible; Not only bearing' Witneſs to the Truth

looked but'oh Sin before, are now aﬀected and prick
ed with it, and the Conſcieno' becometh reﬅlefs and

wherein every Thing paﬅ is made freſh to them; of ſuch Things convincingly, but alſo with inward
So is there a Book of Remembrance, ( a Book con Pangs, accuﬁng ſuch things now, and ſentencing ror
taining, as it were, a Diary of all their Lives) Mal. them, whereas it formerly ſleeped under them, 15
iii. 16. 2. There is a Witneſs, a Book of the Crea Pſizl. li. They are now ever before them, yet,
tures without, who have been abuſed; and from within them, Thus all is cleared. By which we
within, the Conſcience, accordingas it now ſeeth, it may ſee, r. That nothing will be miil'ed in that
excuſeth, oraccut'eth, Ram. ii. 14. and ſo is a Law Day, God's Regiﬅer is ſo exact. 2. That what is
and Evidence ſuﬃcient to the Man. Thus the Mat ſecret now, will be revealed then, not only to the
ter of Fact is made out, Ye did thus and thus with

Parties own Conſcience, ( for which End every one

ſuch and ſuch Aggravations, the Conſcience cannot will have their own diﬅinct Books ) but evm to
refuſe it. 3. The Book of the Law is produced, others, becauſe they alſo muﬅ know and aﬅ'ent to
whereby Actions are examined, whether conform, God's Juﬅice in general, why ſuch a one is

or diſconſorin unto it. And ſo Chriﬅ ſaith, ( 7012'1 condemned, Ut. Which cannot ſo well be withog:
t
i

Glap. so."
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the 'Knowledge of their Guilt. Betide, this is aimed Life; ſo it is often expreﬂ'ed by a writing or Book,
iv. 3.
at by this Day, to make God's Juiﬅice manifeﬅ; Exod. xxxii. 32.
3. B Y this not of Life, we would not under
therefore is itcalled the Revelation of God's righte

ous Judgment, Ram. ii. Hence it is ſaid, that no ﬅand Election ﬅrictly, as it reſpecteth the End only,
thing ishid, which ſhall not be diſcovered, even as but as it comprehendeth all conducing to that End,
to others, before Men, and Angels:

Yea, in 'that there being but one Election, or Book

written'

Place ( Mattb. xxv. ) the Reaſon of the Sentence concerning the End, Life, and all Midſes leading
reſpectively is given. Neither doth the Manifeﬅati thereto, as Redemption and the executing of that

on of theſe Dceds prove derogatory to the Elects Covenant, Pſal. xl. 7. as Repentance, Faith, &Ft.
Lay, 'nor that Capacity of Knowledge uſeful to the which Book containeth God's Purpoſe, and the ſe
eprobate: For, I. That Manifeﬅation gloriﬁeth veral Means and Stcps whereby he hath made it
'
God, it being manifeﬅ-ed as the Ground upon which eﬀectual:
-Grace is gloriﬁcd, and ſo wrongeth them no more
A o A t N, theſe are compared toa Book, r. For,
than theſe known Sins of Solomon, Soul, or Paul, Exactneſs; there is no Change or Miſs can be here,
Uz. which are not for their lnſamy rem'embred all is one Record. 2. To ſhew Chriﬅ's Faithfulneſs
then. 2. Their Repentancc and Faith in Chriﬅ, in his Truﬅ, who got the Elect to ſave, John vi.
with the Pardon and Glory that Chriﬅ putteth on 40. and now produceth them all by Name. 3. It
them, is alſo maniſeſted ; ſo that this is furthered is produced to ſhew the Riſe of the Elects salvation,
b the other, and not leſſened by it: And that and what put the Diﬀerence between them and
Ignowledge in Reprobates tendeth more to the ag others, and from whom all their salvation dependeth ;
greging of their Horror and Pain when they ſee it is nothing in them, but in God's electing Grace.
'I' H t s Book is alſo pened, r. Becauſe now it is
other: ( poﬃbly alike in ſome Things guilty) ad
mitted to Glory, and themſelves ſhut out; when known to all who are Elect, and who not, and
they ſee the Cauſes o'f God's Proceeding, the 'more never till now: And therefore ought it never to be
Knowledge they have, they have the moe Chal enquired into, as to others, it being never opened till
lenges and Aggravations of Grief; ſo that glad then. 2. Becauſe then God's good Reaſon of pro
would they be to forget many Things which they ceeding in this ſoveraign Work of Election in hav
ing Mercy on whom he will, ( which till this Time
cannot then be rid of.
2. W H e N theſe general Books, or Records of hath been and ſhall be a Myﬅery ) ſhall then ſatisfy
all Mens Deeds, are produced, there is a peculiar ingly be clear why he chooſed ſo many and no moe,
Book added; like as a Commander or Judge, who why ſuch, and not others, this Man living in ſuch
having produced generally what ſuch a Mutinous a Time, and not this at another Time. Here Rea
Army, and ſuch a rebellious People, deſerved, yet ſon cannot ſee, Therefore Faith and Fear would

after, taketh outa peculiar Paper, whereby Grace ſubmit and forbear ſearching in ſome of theſe Things,

and Mcrcy is deſigned for ſome particular Perſons, ſeeking rather to have the Priviledges and Quliﬁ
that they ſuﬀer not with the reﬅ; ſo here, before cations of theſe here inrolled, and waiting for Satis
Sentence paſs, the Book of Life is looked, becauſe faction unto many (Lieﬅions at this Day when we
( John vi. 39, 40. ) all theſe Elect that were given ſhall ſee him as he is.
to him, are to be accounted for now, and, as it
I 1- is an other Book, diﬀerent from the former
were, the Roll is taken out, to ſee that the Event Books, which are common to the Reprobatcs,
1anſwer his Commiſſion. This ſheweih alſo, that this is peculiar to the Elect: That, of Juﬅice and

it is not by the former Books ( of their own reckon Judgment; this is of ſoveraign Giace. If any ask,
ing, ) but by Grace, that even the Elect are abſolv why the Book of Life is produced hcre,and not God's
ed.

By this Bookof Li e, isunderﬅood, 1. God's

Decree of Reprobation alſo?

Ilii/ill. Condemnation

peculiar Purpoſe of and 'lection to Glory of ſome, is an Act of Juﬅice, God condemneth, butaccord
beſidc, and diﬅinct from others.

It is ordinarily ing to and for their Works, therefore there is no

thus expreﬁ'ed, becauſe,

Need of that Decree:

For, he judgeth impeni

1. H 1! hath them deſigned by Name and Sir tent Sinncrs; but Abſolution i' an Act of Gmce,
name, as in a particular Record.
2. CA L L E D Book o Liﬁ, becauſe that is the
End of it, why he hat written ſuch and ſuch in
it, and not others, the Eﬀcct following to them, is

not going on our Deſervings.

Therefore there is

Need of this Rule, or Book, to proceed by, as diſ

tinct from our Deiervings. Beſide, now God will
have Reprobatcs acknowledging Juﬅice, and none

X x x x

ſhall
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ſhall blame' him ſor their Condemnation or Reproba

tion, when their own Guilt and God's Decree ſhall
be manifcﬅed together:

Whatever Man cavil now,

no VVeiLzht is laid on that Decree in this sentence as
a Cauſe of it, but upon their own Sins. On the
contrary, he ſhall have all the Redeemed knowing

that the Weight of all their Salvation lyeth on his

Chap. 2'0,

diﬀerenced from others', 3. It is proportionable, that
is to ſay, not only Glory to thoſe that do well,
but tot o ſe that abound in Well-doing, great Glory;
and ſo it is not VVrath only to the Soul that doth
much Ill, but great Wrath.. Therefore it is ſaid,.
( GaI. vi. ) he that ſoweth ſparingly ſhall reap ſpa
ringly : For, as a Man ſoweth, ſo he ſhall reap,
not only as to the Kind, Corruption from the Fleſh,

Grace and his Purpoſe, before any Thing was done
or Life from the Spirit; but even as to the Degree,
by them.
N o w both theſe being cleared, ( I. what Men leſs or more according to their ſowing, as in the Pa
did, 2. _Who amongﬅ Men are appointed to Life) rables of Tolcnts and Poccnds, is clear, Man/2. xxv..
the third Thing, to wit, the sentence that is paſſed and Luke xix. 4. It importeth a neceﬂary Con
on theſe Dead, followeth, They werejudged, thatis, nexion betwixt good Works and Glory; for, with
received, their laﬅ Doom: But becauſe it is Day out Holineſs none ſhall ſee the Face of God. What,
of Juﬅice, and ſundry Sorts, both Sheep and Goats is meaned by according, Chriﬅ holdeth it out, Mot.
are judged, Therefore there is not one sentence to xxv. 29. in that neceſſary Connexion, that he that
all, but two Qialiﬁcations of the Sentence are added. b'otb, ſhall get more; but not becauſe he hath, but
I. They wcrc judgcd cut of f/Joſc Thing: tbat were in Order certainly it followeth, 65' contra , yet it is
writton in tbc Boots ; who wanted the written Law, frccIy given. If any retott, that according to "ſor/i;
have the Law of Nature in their Hearts for a Law, in the wicked, importeth Merit, Therefore ſo alſo
the Godly.
I ſay, itto im
orteth
not, of itby ſelf,.
Rom. ii. 12. who lived under it, are judged by it 5. in
Merjt,
to ſay, according
Woprb,
as appeareth
the
who heareth the Goſpel,, are judged according to
it: Mens Receipts come in to this Reckon like Phraſes, according to your Faith belt unto you;
ing. In ſhort, it is, Thoſe written in the Book of and in diﬅributing the Talents, jldat. xxv. 15. He
Life, are entered in Poſleſiion of it according to the gave according to their ſeveral Abilities. Their abilities
\Vord, Com, ye blgﬄd, inherit _tbc Kingdom prepar'd may imply ﬁtneſs in them, and proportionableneſsin.
foryou, Mart. xxv. Others are charged with their diﬅributing of them: Yet none can ſay, according,
Guilt and have this sentence, Doparcſro'n m', Uc. ( tom ) implycth Merit in theſe Places 5 and that it
. T H r: ſecond Baliﬁcatication ſheweth the Juſ can import no Merit properly taken here (though
tice thereof more, that it is according to their II/orb, , there beJuﬅice in the sentence and it bejuﬅ, yet out
not for their Works: Works here, are ( to the Works are not the Ground 'of it )_ appeareth, I. be
Elect) the Rule, not the Cauſe of Proceeding: cauſe Grace and the Book of Life is here mentioned
And it importeth theſe Things, I. Generally, That as the. Ground of proceeding in Reference to the E
there ſhall be Juﬅice in the sentence, or rather it lect.. Now, if in as ﬅrict Juﬅice their Works deſerved
dhall be ajuﬅ sentence, not paſſed on _any by Gueſs, Life, as the Wick'ed deſerve Death, there were no
or contrary to their Deſervings, but juﬅlyſhallitbe Need of mentioning this Book ſo oft: Yea, a. If
paﬅ, by a vindicative Juﬅice on the reprobate Wick according to II/'orbgwere to be taken ﬅrictly, then

ed and by a faithful righteous sentence of Grace on it were inconﬁﬅent with this Book, which maketh
'the godly Elect :> Which is alſo juﬅ.
all to be of Grace, and of a like Nature with its
1. B e c A U s a Chriﬅ hath paid for them, _ Riſe, even as it is Grace: Here Grace and Works
are oppoſed, if of Grace, then not of Works; yea,
their Debt is diſcharged by the Cautioner.
a. B 12 c A U s r God hath promiſed and engag according to lI/orh ( ſo underﬅood as cauſal ) is op
Pcd to pardon them in that Book of Redemption or poſed to this Purpoſe of God, or his Election, as a

Life', and now he perſormeth and keepeth it. Hence Tirn. i. 8. who hat/7 ſhwd and call'd w with an bob
it is ſaid, God the! rigbtoonr Judge, will gin: the
Crownﬂt tbis_Day, 2 Tin. iv. 8. 2. It is ſuitable
to Folks Works, he doth in that Day good to theſe
'who are good, and to the Froward and wicked he
pronounce-th Evil, asit is cleared, Rom. ii. 6,- 7, 8,
9. when it is ſaid, Hcſhollgiw to awry one according
To t/Jcir Work:

It is then thus diﬅributed.

Cro/ling, not according toour [Words, but according to

bis Purpoſc and Grace in Cþrﬃ j'qﬁct.

Where, r.

He joyneth' ﬅwing ( which taketh in all ) and God's
Purpoſe together, and maketh the one Grace as the
other is. 2. In both hc oppoteth Works to Grace,
which cannot be underﬅood ſimply, but as they

Thus look to Merit; otherwiſe both take in Works: And

Juﬅice hath our \Vorks, not as the Ground or Czuſe what Reaſon can there be given here why this
_djttbutas the Evidences whereby the Elcct are Book is ſo often mentioned in this Judgment, but
(0
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to ſhew that this laﬅ Step-of salvation is of the ſame ' by), B u T it is deſerving to the Wicked, theree
-Na"ture with the ﬁrﬅ, which certainly ( as to Electi fore to the Righteou'. Ji'ſw. r. This Word here
on ) can be called no other than of Grace. 32 Con may import no deſerving, that being (as to the.
ſider, That when Chriﬅ ſ aketh more fully to this Wicked elſewhere clear) but a Connexion with, and
sentence, Man/2. xxv. Pitmentioneth ſome Works, 'ſuitablenefs of one of theſe to the other, to wit,

wicked living, and impenitent dying, with Damna-'
c_ondignity of Merit, can have no proportionableneſs tion. This is enough to vindicate Juﬅice, that he
zco Heaven and Glory. And ifany ſay, he ſo ac thus proceedeth. 2. Although it do imply Merit
counteth them, though they be not worthy. dnſw. in them, yet it will not follow, that it doth ſo
I. Then that is improperly Merit, whereas the other in the Elect: Not only for the former Reaſons;
properly deſerveth Hell, Therefore the Expreſſton is but, r. becauſe the Sins of wicked Men are per?"
as viſiting, clothing, &Ft. which certainly, as to the

2. Then it followeth, it is

fectly Sins, the good Action: of the Godly are

*Grace that maketh the sentence paſs on them and
not ﬅrict Juﬅice, as on the other. 4. Conſider
here, That all, ſmall and great, arejudged, Infants
poſſibly never breathing out of their Mothers Belly:
And can any ſay that ſuch cannot be written in

not ſo. 2. Becauſe with the-one, God proceedeth
according to the Covenant of XVorks, puniſhing
for want of perfect Holineſs, aggravated alſo in-ſome
by their Unbelief who heard the Goſpel; but God
proceedeth not by that Covenant with the Elect,

not alike in both Sides.

the Lamb's Book of Life, or that they have done but by the Book of Life, that hath the Covenant;
any Thing to deſerve this laﬅ abſolving sentence? of Grace depending on it. 3. Becauſe any Sin de

ſerveth Wrath, even the leaﬅ (beingaTranſgreſii
on of the Law) but many good YVorlts will not
deſerve Heaven, becauſe they are Debts and cannot
plead the Performance of that Covenant except they
be always and in every Thing perfect: For, Life
Seed, baptized or not; for, it condemneth all un dependeth not on living well this Year or two
baptized; or, the Argument will hold in them. 2. Years, or for this good Work or that, but on a

It muﬅ therefore not be underﬅood to inſcr Merit
to them.
T o ſay by Baptiſm their Sin is taken away.
rf'lſw. r. That is contrary to Grace's way and the
Nature of God's Covenant to Believers and their

Ir'Baptiſm Children are paſſive, it is not their Deed, perfect Righteouſneſs, which is marred by one Sin
if Childrens Baptiſm deſerve any Thing, it muﬅ be ( even original Sin) though there be never more:

here accounted on their Score who perſomed it, not For, bonum "on tﬅ 'ii/X ex amm'bm, malum ab um.
onthe Childrens who muﬅ bejudged according to quoque defzctu, If any ask, why Works are menti
their own Works, and not to the Works either of oned here and not Faith? xl'zſw. r. Faith and Re
Parent or Miniﬅer, yet if it be conſidered, that the pentance are certainly included, not as VVorks de
Judgment paſieth according to the Book of Liſe, ſerving, but as Fruits of the Spirit in the Rege
there is clear Ground to lay it on Grace and not on netate, and the want of them is ſinful in the Re
themſelves or others, and the Rule is one to all probate, who heard and believed not. And certains
the Elect. 5. Conſider, that theſe Works and Books ly according to this, they who heard are more ſevc- '

take. in all the Elect, many-of whom have many ſin rely judged; and therefore Works here, muﬅ he
ful Actions and a few good, and even thoſe few underﬅood generally, as it ſetteth outoues Condi
_ are much corrupted and imperfect. Now, it muﬅ tion, Good or Evil, according to which the Judg
either be ſaid, r. That no Elect cometh here to be ment proceedeth eſpecially as they believed or not.
judged, but he hath more Good ( at leaﬅ) to de 2. Faith is not expreﬁy mentioned, becauſe it is
ſerve Heaven than Evil to deſerve Hell ( which will implyed in God" Purpofe of Grace under the Book
ſeem hard to be ſaid oſ profane Men, converted poſ of Life, which taketh inFaith asa Midſe, that it
ſibly an Hour before Death ) or we muﬅ ſay there may be of Grace, Ram. iv. 16.
are diﬀerent Rules to proceed by, in judging the not juﬅiﬁcation from
Elcct, ſome by Grace and ſome by Works, which here recorded, ( that
is contrary to the Text, that maketh on Rule for feﬅation of that befo're
all: And certainly any that is well verſed in theſe to' juﬅify before God,

3. Becauſe it is

Sin before God that is
is paﬅ ) but the Mani
Men, and it is one Thing
and another to ſave one

Books, will ſee no cauſe to plead thus, and all that is juﬅiﬁed, and declare them to be ſo, and

others' -ſhall ſee it when theſe Books ſhall be open

Worlts contribute

moﬅ directly to

this.

4.

ed z' It is the Ignorance of theſe that maketh Men ſo Works are eſpecially mentioned in oppoſition
plmd. So this according then importeth aſuitableneſs to rho Wicked, who are condemned for their

and Connexion, as is ſaid, but no Merit.

X x x x a
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A. arposrrrozi of the

Sins, and want of good Work', this ﬅ

Chap. so.

th their eth,ITthat
is added,
And they war'
ad: their
ThisSdhlteez..
this Reſurrection
goetlh'orbgefore

Mouth, and ſheweth the Juﬅice of the iﬀerence
even before Men: Yet, upon the Matter, (Chop.
xxi. 8. ) unbelieving is reckoned to the VVicked, even
as Murder andAdultery is, and ſo among the Work:
of the Elect, muﬅ be comprehended their fleeing to

cing, and that, as every one aroſe, and none were

rnilled, ſo every one is judged, and none miſieth a
juﬅ Sentence, There is one Rule, as there is one
Judgment: For, Sin taketh impenitent Sinners to

Chriﬅ by Faith, whereby Merit is overturned.

Hell, and none but the holy ( tho' not for their
V'ſ' 13. BY. clearing an Objection, he openeth Hclineis ) are admitted to Life. Concerning this
further what was ſaid, which may be, many are rot Judgment, I would only add, r. That it is not un.
ten in the Grave, ( called here Hell ) are drowned in like, that as our Lord the Judge, ſhall viſibly as
the Sea, eaten with Fiſhes, Es'c. ( under which are Man appear, ſo ſhall he vocally and audibly pro
comprehended all deſperate like Deaths, as burning, nounce the Sentence to the hearing of all ( at leaﬅ
ſowing in Aſhes, rotten Heaps of dead Bodies toge as to the main =of the Sentence, Come ye, and depart
ther: It may be ſaid, How Can theſe Dead be ſaid to ye, &c. ) This the Scripture ſeemeth to ſpeak, and
be raiſed, and judged? It is ſhown, that even theſe it is not inconﬁﬅent with the Order of Proceeding,
ſame Bodies by God's Power are judged with theſe and the intimating publickly of the Sentence before
that live in the Fleſh, (by which, that which look

Men and Angels, agreeing to that Day, but very

eth moﬅ impoſſible like is brought about ) even as if ſuitable to it ; I ſay, as to the general Sentence on
willingly the Sea aml the Grave had given up theſe, the Body of the Elect, and of the VVicked reſpective

Iwhich-from God they had only in keeping till this ly. -And, therefore, Serondly, It is-not neceſſary
ay.

_

to aﬅrict this Judgment to ſuch a long Time,

B Y Hrll here, may be underﬅood ( as ordinarily ) ( as ſome do) as if every ones Account and par
the Grave, (there being one Word for both in the ticular Sentence were diﬅinctly and ſucccllively to
Original) or theſe Bodies ( if any be) that are in be handled. He ſaith at once to theſe on his riuht
Hell, ſuch as Karab, Dathan and ably-am, and Hand, and again one Sentence to theſe on his lift,

.ot_hers.
But Hall
generally
this isareſiſure,
that all
by Places
theſe together, Alatth. xxv. Particulars indeed are ma
Places, Sra,
and Daath,
meaned
nifeﬅed, which are the-Grounds of every ones Sen
where dead Bodies are ordinarily buried, or extraor tence, but that may be done at an Inﬅant by our biell'ed
dinarily cruſhed and deﬅroyed: They ſhall all com Lord Jeſus, by' opening the Books, much more than
the Devil could at the twinkling of an Eye ( Matth.
pear wherever they be.
T H a v are ſaid to give up 'hair Dead, that is, iv. and Luke iv. ) ſhew Chriﬅ the World and the
sea-am.
not by any Faculty in theſe creatures, but it is eaſily, Glory of it.
ſpeedily and ﬁmply, as if in Boxes they had been
T H n Execution of this dreadful-Sentence fol
kceped all diﬅinct, and now they lay them out; loweth, in the laﬅ two l'trﬅr, asit concerneth the
which is done by God'sPower, as he made the Fiſh, wicked. 1. Conſider the-Partiescondemned. Then,"
only by a Word. caﬅ out Yoaah on the dr Land Serondly, The Judgment or Death they are adjudged
whole. It is called their Dead, or the Dta which unto. The Parties ſentenced, are ( l/er. 14. ) Deal/7
was in them, To ſhew, r. An Account, asit were, and Hell, that is, the laﬅ Enemies of Chriﬅ who are
every one maketh of their Dead, as if they were an to be ſubdued, and now generally all his Enemies,
ſwerable for them: It is ſo accurate, none is milled (as may be gathered from ICor. xv. 16z) they are
or keeped backr 2. To ſhew, it is the ſame Dead all in Hell now, none in Heaven, the Earth is re
that. are judged, and in the ſame Bodies that died, and moved, and Death and the Grave have no Power on
were buried or perilhed. It is (as Job ſaith, Chap. the Elect, Therefore there is no Service for them

xix. ) he and none other for him; So it is they and in Time, which now is gone, the Wicked are in
none other for them : The ſame Body, (as it is the Hell, and Death goeth with them, as having no

ſame Soul ) _compeareth to get Judgment according more to do here. as they did in the Fleſh, it being ſuitable that the
B Y this then, - D'ath and Ilall wm try/I in that'
fame Body ſhould ſhare with the Soul in its eternal Lah, is not meant any proper Judgment on Death
Condition. . Here is a Wonder, a thouſand Bodies and Hall, or the-Grave 5 ,but it holdeth out, Hrﬅ,
areJotten together, poſſibly Men feeding on others, That now all Eﬀects of Sin and of the Curſe,
and livingon others deed Bodies, yet now all are put as to the Godly, are removed; : and now all theſe
to their own Maﬅers, none are wrong rmrrowed, in go together to the Pit with the Reprobate, and the
Company of the now gloriﬁed Elecſſt is fully freed
ﬂieleaﬅ Pickle of. Duﬅ."
from -

Chap. at: .

B O'OK of the

from them all, as Chap. xxii. 'in 3. which relat
'e-th to this. Serons'ly, That Chriﬅ's Victory is com
plcamd, when Death and thevGrave, that are amongﬅ
the laﬅ Enemiesl are fubdued, and have Acceſs no
longer to trouble or detain any of his People, being
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this to be the general Judgment when all the Repro
bates, put together, are, ſent thither.

In a Word,

All theſe ſhare with the-Devil and his Angels in Hell'
Fire: Where wema again ſee, I. That the Book
of Life, or YVay of grace, is that only which keep
now conﬁned within the Luke, ſignifying thereby eth the Elect from this Dnnnatiom Yet, 2. That
both the abſolute Freedom of the Elect from them, other: get no wrong, for they deſerved it ; only- God
and the full Dominion ( to fay ſo ) which they ſhall pardoned them not, which he was not obliged-to do.
have over the Reprobate. 2. All who arenot writ 3. That there is a goodAg'eeame and connexion
ten in the Lamh's Book of Life, they are caﬅen in between Election and Holineſs, therefore they are
this Lake, all that are not elected: In a Word, All judged according to their Works: And none can
the Reprobate, all that are not pardoned through ſay, Let me live as I will, if I be elected, l will be

Chriﬅ, and by Grace, not exempted from the de

ſaved; God putteth Works and this Book together

ſerving of their Works, whether great or ſmall, rich as the Rule, r. To ſtop their MOULhS that periſh,
ar poor, noble or ignoble, old or young, more civil and to vindicate even his Election in its Execution
or profane, Ut. The sentence is ſeen, and may be from Reſpect of Perſons. 2. To ſhew, that it is
known in the Execution; They are caﬅ into the yet Grace that ſaveth: Let not therefore theſe two

Lake, wherein the Devil was-caﬅ, Fuﬅ to. This be ſeparated.
53.-expounded to be tbeﬅmnd Death: That proveth

L E C T U R E
CHA-P;

I.

X X I.

ve'ſſeq; AND Ifſhw'a m-w'Hm-vm, and a new Earth;

For the ſi'ﬂ I-Imwn and the ﬁrﬅ

Earth were pqﬄed away; and there' war no more Sea.
'

ﬃ_ HE laﬅ sentence being paﬅ; generally, in ſome Anteoedent Circuﬅances concern
'

in the former Chapter, and ing it, _to Ver/'9. Then, Semmi/y, More particular
the Execution of it, as to ly, by- Viſion the new J'Irrqſizlem is manifeﬅcd to
the wicked and Reprobate, 'him in a full View, to Verſe 6. of C/mp. xxii.
ſhortly pointed at: Follow Then, T/ar'rdlv, By Word the Angel addeth'ſome Ex
eth now the Execution of plication to John, till Vnzſh-ro. where Jeſus cometh
the sentence as to lhe-Elect, in himſelf, which continueth till the'Clofe. -

WBETHER- this Viſion belongeth to the Church
in< this Chapter, and Chap.
xxii.
the Lake
were
caﬅen
all
notIn
written
in the
Book
of M'ilitant or Triumphant,-is*diſputed by many, and
by ſome ſober and learned Intetpreters, is applied to
Life; Unto' this holy City are admitted none, but the Church Militant. Some making it- to hold out a *
ſuch as are written in it : Whereby it appeareth, that Stateof the-Church contemporary with the ſeventh
they are two Eﬅates and Conditions that are oppofed, Trumpet, andthe-thouſand Years', Others making cternalL'ife to eternalDcath; Of two oppoſite Par - it
belong
to the State
of Gmtila
the Church
when
the-l'ſſulnefs
of the
and after
yew:theVials,
ſhall be ties, the one including all the Reprobate-not written ;
the other taking in all' theſe who are written in the come Worſhippers of our Ljord Jeſus; and ſo to them
Book of Life, -.and=no other.> And ſo this- is to be the-former Defcription-ofithe-Day of Judgment is
looked on as the Continuance of the former Na-rrati but by Anticipation ſet' down, and here John returnr'
on, concerning the Execution of the laft sentence, eth again' to point out the- Mllitant Church in her '
which he now proſecuteth, as to the Elccts Happi moﬅ glorious Poﬅure.-'- It will be needful therefore '
neſs, whereof nothing was ſpoken in'the preceeding to-Conﬁrm this Order and Series laid down for clcaring Chapter." This Happinels.is . ſet out, Firﬅ, Morcx of theScope of thefe-Chapters.-=- 1.-Thcnzthe Dcbate '
here -'
'
ſ

'

'7't'oſi

'An

EXPOSITIONoftbe
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Chap. 21:

here is not ſimply, if a more ﬂouriſhing Eﬅate of the the Elect, which is the happy'Reſult of all their for
'
Militant Church be ptopheﬁed of in this Book: For. mer Wreﬅlings._
on Chap. xvi. xix, and xx. we have ſeen much of
THIS Argument from the Series and dralutbia
that to be ſpoken of, but only whether the Viſion doth of the Prophecy, 'will bind the more ﬅrongly, If we
further explicate theſe former Propheſies, or proſecute conſider, that there will hardly be found any ſuch
the Deſcription of the Triumphant Church after Iﬁﬅzn/rs or Izſjiiralogia in one and the ſame expli
them. 2. -We acknowledge many Expreſiions here catory Prophecy, ( ſuch as this is) For, tho' an ex
to be borrowed from the Prophets, by which'in ſome plicatory Prophecy may go back over Events con
holy hyperbolick manner the did ſet out the ſpiritual tained in a principal Prophecy, yet that in one and
ys of. the Goſpel. 3. the ſame explicato Prophecy, there is ſuch retro
_* Eﬅateof the Church in the
'We grant, that the ſame Exprcﬃons in themſelves, greﬃng over one vent, to ſet down ſome other
may in Part beapplied to the gracious Eﬅate of God's wholly antecedaneous to it, and having no Connexi
Church here, and her glorious Eﬅate hereafter: Yet on with any thing ſucceſſive unto it, as this would
this we aſl'ert, That what is intended by the Spirit be, if it did belong to a State of the Church before
here, as the Scope of this Viſion, is principally, and the ﬁnal Sentencing of the Wicked mentioned in
chieſiy ( if not only ) to be applied to the State of the the Cloſe of the former Chapter, will not be eaſily
'
Elect after the general Judgment, and can be properly found.
applied to no State of the Church Militant, which we * 2. I r it were any ſuch good Condition of the
Church Militant, it behoved to be either before the
do thus clear and conﬁrm.
.
I. FROM the native Series and Order laid down, thouſand Years, ( which none aﬁerteth ) or after it,

'if the Judgment preceeding be general to Reprobate and ſo after the ſeventh "01, which is impoſſible,
and 'Elect, and the sentence in its Execution be ſet (becauſe that bringeth the End with it;) or, it
down in Refcrence to the Reprobaie before z Then- it; muﬅ be contemporary- with it, which cannot be:

will follow, thatnatively the Scopeof this Viſion is, For, r. That thouſand Years good Condition is not
to ſet out the good Condition of the Elect in Oppo

abſolute.

Satan is bound, (but not caﬅ in the

Lake) 'and that for a Time, only, Gog and Magog
bates sentence is ﬁrﬅ ſet down, becauſe more ſhortly are afterward looſed; but here Satan is laid faﬅ in
the VVickeds Condition is paﬅ by, and the good Con his Priſon, and Death and the Curſe are no more

ſition to the former; The Execution of the Repro

among any of this Company. 2. Their Reign here
is not for a thouſand Years, or a long Time, but
uninterrupted, for ever, Chap. xxii. 5. And cer
tainly by theſe and the like Expreﬃons, it is contra
ed, where it ſuiteth well with the Scope as here, diﬅinguiſhed from the beﬅ and longeﬅ Peace that the
when natively agood Condition is ſet down, oppoſite Church at any Time hath had on the Earth, and
to the evil Condition going before, and that orderly particulary from that of the thouſand Years. Again,
to ſupply what was formerly wanting, to wit, what that Reign of the thouſand Years followeth but the
became of theſe that were written in the Lamb's ﬁrﬅ Reſurrection, this followeth the ſecond; that is

dition of the Elect is more fully inſiﬅed on, as mak
ing moﬅ for their Conſolation. And tho' the Mat
tcr and Order of Words do not alway agree in this
Prophecy, yet certainly it were unwarrantably reject'

Book of Life, while all others are caﬅ into the Lake. particular, this is general.

Add, that good Condi

tion of the thouſand Years was applicable only to
. trcd into an excellent fern/aim, out of which ( Ver. Saints of that Time, (as there was cleared, ) but
27.) all others were excluded; Which theweth this agreeth to all the Elect living in whatſoever
clearly, that the Scope here is to continue that Part Time, and none are ſecluded from it, but ſuch as are
of the Execution of the Sentence, as to the'Elcct, not written in the Lamb's Book of Life.
which was, until now, defective. Beſide, it is not _ 3. THIS new Earth, ſpoken of here, ﬁrﬅ 1.
like, that the Spirit would inſiﬅ ſo much in ſhewing lS certainly in oppoſition to the former, mention
what came of the Reptobate, and what Eﬀect the ed, Cbap. xx. u. *-which paﬂed away; but that
Sentence had on them, and would no where ſhew paſſing or ﬂecing away of Heaven and Earth, be
what Eﬀect the sentence, or Book of Life, had on ing antecedent and preparatory unto the laﬅ Judg
the Elect, which is no where elſe in this Prophecy, ment, it muﬅ certainly be the laſt Conſummation
if not here. And this would not ſuit with the Scope of all Things, and ſo this new Heaven and Earth,
of this Prophecy, to neglect a Thing of ſo much ( and this yern/aim that contemporateth with it)
Conſolation and Concernment unto the Church at which ſucceed and are oppoſed to the former
all Times, as this of the eternal good Condition of all lEarth and Heaven, muﬅ he after the Day of Judg
This Chapter ſupplieth that, ſhewing, that they en

ment
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ment, and therefore inconﬂſtent with any Eſtate of but one ſucceeding to, and exceeding it, as it did
"
the
ct 4.Church
THIsMilitant.
new Jeruſhlem coming down from what was before it.
AGAIN, Theſe who plead for Chriﬅ's perſonal
Heaven, isthe ſame ſpoken of ( Chap. iii. 12. ) in Preſence during the thouſand Years on Earth, do
the Promiſe made to Pþiladeþbia z but that is Hea argue the ſame Conſequent from this Place, and ſay,
ven, Therefore it is ſo here.

And that all theſe That Ordinances ceaſe then;

Promiſes in the Epiﬅles, ( Chap. ii. and iii. ) do look
to Eternity, the Scope ( which is to provoke \Vreﬅ
lers to Overcome, at all Times) maketh it clear,
and none will think that that can_;.be any peculiar .
Condition belonging to a particular State and Time

For, what need is

there of a Glaſs to behold Chriﬅ when himſelf is
preſent? So Yjllx'ngaﬅ, &e. zlnſw. 1. This Aro
gument will indeed conclude againﬅ theſe who diſ
claim that Opinion in that Part. But, 2. Even

this Place will conclude againﬅ that Preſettce alſo;

of the Church here, which all Overcomets have For here, not only is there an immediate enjoying
ever partaked of at all Times; It muﬅ then be of- Chriﬅ the Lamb, but rﬀ- tlte Lar'd God Almighty
alſo, Vtrſe 22. and Chap. xxii. Verſe 4. They ſee
Heaven.
5. TH-AT which is ſpoken of this holy City, bis Fare 5 And in Scripture, there is no immediate
will not in ſundry Things agree to the Church on enjoying of God ſpoken of, but as in Heaven,.Vi
Earth, as particularly, 1. That there was no ſion being the Form 'of our. Bleſſedneſs in our Coun
Temple there, Ver/2 22. Now by ſimple here, is try. Hence this is a ſecond Inﬅance, That this
underﬅood ( conform to this Prophecy ) one of two, cannot agree to the Church on Earth, but in Hea
1. Either ſome Midſe or ordinance leading to ven, thus, Immediate enjoying of God belongeth

Chriﬅ; which was typiﬁed by the.old Templei, not to the Church on Earth, but in Heaven;.But>
and ſo the Church Militant ( tho' called ſometimes the Church in this new Jeruſalcm, hath that, at
l-Imwn ) yet never wanteth a Temple: And un
der the ſeventh Trumpit particularly, Chap. xi. Ver.
laﬅ, it is marked, that then the Temple was opened
in Heaven, and'Light and Religion in the Ordi
nances ﬂouriſhed: And that ſeventh Yi-umpet- is
contemporary with the thouſand Years, as all ac
knowledge: Or, 2. By Temple, is underﬅood Hea
ven it ſelf improperly, (as Chap. iii. 12..1wi11 make
him a Pillar in the ſimple qf my God, &c. ) Becauſe
the Temple held out more eminent and glorious en
joying of God; In which Reſpect, (Vl'ﬅ 22.)
God and the . Lamb are called the Temple here, be
cauſe by immediate enjoying of them, all Ordinances
are ſupplied, and the Uſe of them, and all Light,

ſizpra. Erga, 3. If we conſider alſo the Parties .
admitted to this City, we will ﬁnd that it will
agree to no State of the Church on Earth, they
are Elect, and only Elect, Verﬅ 27.. And this muﬅ
be underﬅood of Elect, not-only who are ſo in Ap

pearance, but who are ſuch indeed, ex ver-ſtate m' :
For, they are here ſo written who are admitted,

as they were not written who were mentioned,.
Chap. xx. ult. and are not admitted,.( the writ
ing of the one being directly oppoſed to the not
writing of the other) but there, they mentioned
who were caﬅen in the Lalte, are not only theſe
who ſeemed, or outwardly appeared not to be writ
ten,.but theſe who really were not written, what

Chap. xxii. 5. is taken away. Now, by Temple ever Shew they had (f0r, they were caﬅ in the
here, is not underﬅood an Excellency of imme Lake) The Difference betwixt them is not put
diate enjoying of God; or, that is in this City: here in Shew, but in Reality and Verit of Deed.
It muſt be therefore underﬅood of mediate Means, Beﬁde, where is writing in the Lamb's ook taken

ſuch as the Temple was,.thc taking away where in this Prophecy, or in the Scripture, for appearing
of, is a Part of the Perfection of that bleﬂ'ed to be ſo? For ſo one might be. ſaid to be writ
State, whereas the enjoying. of theſe Ordinances ten in the Lamb's Book of Life, and yct caſt
fully, is a Part of the Churches happieﬅ Condition into the Lake of Fire, and ſo not to be written
here on Earth, ſeeing therefore this City hath no into it at the ſame Time, which were abſurd.
Ordinances, and it is a Part of its Perfection to But we ſhall weigh this Argument more on the
want them, It can be applicable. to no State, of Words..
6. IF all withoutthis City ſor, if to bewith
the Church Militant, but only,Triumphant, where
in the Churches Happineſs exceedeth her happieﬅ out it, be all-one as to) be in the Lake, Then
Condition on Earth, more than the opening cf this muﬅhe Heaven, __or the Saints eternalHap
the Temple exceeded its ſhutting: And it is ſet pincllsoppoſed to the eternal Md'cry of theNVick
forth in this Expreſſion, to ſhew, that this is not ed; But all without this City are in Hell, and

thatState of. the Church,_tnentioned Chap, xi. 15, to be without it, and inHell,4are one.

The ﬁrﬅ Is ciear;
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Clear :' The City mentioned, ( wherein all Mens Hap

clasp. 21.

to
his the
goeth
Church
uponon
theEarth;
Snppoﬁtion
whichthat
'we-deny:
this heldT eſe

pineſs conſiﬅeth ) Chap. xxii. 14, 15. is this City de
whoaſſert otherwiſe, would look, that 'they 'ſtrengthen
ſcribed here, that hath ſuch ettcellent Gates, and the not
ſucha Conſequent. 2. Seeing theſe 'Happineﬂſies
Tree of Life growing in it, ('See, V'bt'd. I/er. 3. )
But robe without this, is "Hell, compare Verſe 15. are promiſed to all_Overcomers, 'are they 'not veriﬁed

to them at all Times? And can a
think that
Souls, immediately after Death and ictory, 'were
er: is, is ſet down, Chap. xxi. Ver. 8'. It is to be caﬅ not brought unto this City, or made' Partzkers of
into the Laſt, that is the ſmnd Death. This then the Tree of Life? Is that' Promiſe ſuſpended till
Chap. xxii. Dogs, &c. are without, and not thus

happy : What that Condition oftheie Dogs and Sarra

muﬅ beeternal Life, which the Elect are admitted un
to, that being the' Life only which 'is oppoſed to the
ſecond Death.
'
7. A r: n, Tobe a Partaker of this City,and to'eat

Chriﬅ's ſecond Coming, 'when this Church-Statev

ſhall be fet up onEarth? Yea, on the contrary,
doth
not this ﬅrongly
conclude
Tree
ofſi Lifegio'weth
in Paradiſc,
butaguilt
mdii'eit,is this
Heaven,

of the Fruit of the Tree of Life that groweth in the to which the Thief on the Croſs .was brought that

Paradiſe of God, isa Priviletge ptotniſed to all Be

ſame very Night he died? Luh xx'iii. _, And is he

lievers, and is performed to all Overcomers, at all not then a Partaker of the Fruit of that Tree?
Times, as C/mp. xxii. compare Ver. 2. with 14. If then that was Paradiſe to which the Thief was

1. He is bleﬂed that cometh to this Happineſs. 2.- lt
is they that do his Commandments. So it is a Hap
pinefs that followeth Holineſs, and by Holineſs Men
oome to enter to it. 3. Beﬁde this', to eat of the
Tree of Life, is promiſed 'o all that ever ſhall come
to Heaven. See Chap. ii. I/tr. 7. and all the Scope
here. (See Chap. xxi. P'Ir. 7. and xxii. Ver. 12,
14, 15.) holdeth forth the laﬅ good Condition, and
great Encouragement and Promiſe which is made to
all Wreﬅlers;

admitted at Chriﬅ's Suﬀer-ing, then the Paradiſe in
which the Tree of Life groweth, can be no parti
cular State of the Church on Earth: But ;-.
,
isCompare
that Paradiſe
where
the
Tree
of
Life'
Chap. xxii. 2. with Chap. ii. 7.ſſ
_ _, '
There is no Promiſe ( Chap. ii. and .iii. ) m' To
the Overcomers, but are generally ſuch asare ful
ﬁlled to the Overcomer after Death, and when theſe

which certainly ſheweth, that Hea

( that here are given ) are for that fame Scope, and

ſome of them intermixed in the ſame Pisa-gite. *

'
ven is intended here, that being only the laﬅ great and be hard ſo to diﬀerence them, 'a_s tlnt'rhey did
common Encouragement: For, if this ſet out the partake of theſe formerly mentioned, until r _ſ
Eﬅate of the Militant Church, it muﬅ either ſet out thouſand Years did begin: For, this Paradife
is alway
to her
at alldeſcribe
Times, ſome
as ſuch,
'(what
this none
willcommon
aﬂctcrt) or,
it muﬅ
pe was in the Thick's Time, Pay/'s Time, ZCsr.
xii. 4. Therefore ought not to be reﬅrictcd to
J. and' A
culiar Condition applicable to ſome Time only, but thj3_
that is noteither; For, ifait were ſo, then the Privi
IT may alſo not be without Weight to conſider,
ledges ſpoken of this State of the Church, could not that this being the laﬅ Thing deſcribed in this Pro
be applied at all Times to Believers; But they are ap phecy, upon the back of the Churches temporal Dif
plied at all Times to Believers under any Croſs, for ﬁculties, and alſo agreeing in it ſelt' well to Heaven.
their Encouragcment, Therefore it ſetteth out no that it is more ſuitably applied to it, than to any
peculiar State of the Militant Church, and ſo by Con other Condition, this being the grcat'Reſult oﬂall the
ſequence none at all.
'
Churches former Trials; and it is more comfortable
ALT no' it ſhould be-ſaid, ( as ſome do ) That to have the Narration of her Eﬅate, at the Deſcrip
this will not prove that theſe Promiſe-s are not to be tion of her eternal Happineſs, than at any other
fulﬁlled on Earth, but only that then all Saints that Period whatſoever, ſhewing, that God's Care of his
ever lived ſhall partake of them: And therefore an People ſhall continue till they be in Heaven,
Author, of late, maketh uſe of this Scripture to prove and ſo concludes, becauſe their Condition is eter
the Reſurrection of all the Saints before the Day of nal.
Judgment, unto an happy Condition upon Earth;
A'L 'r H U c H I mind not to inﬁﬅ on the Ob
For, faith he, this here fpoken of, is tobefulﬁlled on jections, but to leave them to the opening of the
Earth; but this belongeth to all Overcomers, to eat Words following, and their Series ; Yet, conſider
of the Tree of Life, Ur. Therefore all Overeom ing that ſome do. alledge many Things for the
ers muﬅ be raiſed and brought to the Earth to partake contrary Opinion, I ſhall ſay two Words in Refe
of it. This, I fay, will rather conﬁrm our Argu rence to two sorts of them.
\
mcnt, than cludeit.

For, 1. That Conſequenceof ,

I. Leann
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r. LeAanzn Male, 'goeth about to contempo- fore they belong to one time,-it is rather thus, Chnpr'
rate this ﬅate of the Church here with the ſeventh xvi. 17. It is ſaid tobe done, becauſe near the con.

Trumpet, Chap. xi. or, (as he ſzxeaketh ) with that ſummating, that ſeventh Vial bringing with it the
Interval which is to be betwixt the Beaﬅ's Deﬅtucti- End, Chap. xxi. 6. Becauſe actually -conſummated.
on and the End of the World. But, 1. There is a His laﬅ Preſumption, becauſe its one of the Angels

twofold miﬅake in the very riſe of this Sy'uhromſi'r, of the Vials that ſheweth it to John, can conclude
x. That it ſuppoſeth the ſeventh Trumpet to pre- nothing, except we ſay, that God could not make
ſuppoſe the utter Abolition of the Beaﬅ, and ſo uſeof an Angel to ſhew to John his Church Triump

onlyſito contemporate with the ſeventh Vial, oſ this phant as well as Militant: And if this beconclulive,

was ſpoken, Chap. xi. laﬅ I/trſe and 20. Lect. 4. it may plead to have it contemporary with any-one
The ſecond Miﬅake is, That it ſuppoſeth this new of the Vials as well as this; For, no particular
ſtate of the Church to ſucceed immediately upon Vial is mentioned: Yea, it is like, all this Prophecy'

the Beaﬅ's Overthrow,whichitdoth not till the Dra- being ſhown to John by'one Angel, Chap. i. It
gon be taken and caﬅen where the Beaﬅ was before might therefore plead for acontemporarineſs amongﬅ
him, as in the former Series ( Chap. xx. appeareth. all the parts of it 5 But himſelf doth not lay Weight
Again,
this, the Grounds
eth thisbeſide
Synthramſtctn,
will not upon
ſuﬅainwhich
it. he
t. build-40n
Note* Ait. ſecond Word is to ſuch as_ think it belongeth
this,

That

the Bride here, is the ſame with to the Chriﬅian Church after the yew: Converlion,

Chap. xix. 6, 7, Ut. Becauſe ſhe getteth the ſame becauſe of the Expreﬃons that are made uſe of in it.
Name, thereſore is this contemporary with that 5 ſor I ſhall- not inſiﬅ-on- all ( leaving Particu'lars to their
tho' it may be the ſume Church, yet will it not proper placeibut ſay, however thl' he applied, it

follow, That itis the ſame Church ſo conſidered and is certainly not literally to be taken; and there
at the ſ'tme time, becauſe it getteth the ſame Name: ſore, That the King: bring their Gbry to it. &c. Is

Certainly Chriﬅ's Church at any time on Earth, is not to be underﬅood of temporal Glory, more than
his Bride, and ſo is ſhe at the Day or' Judgment, by Gold or precious Stones we muﬅconceive a ma
Eph. v. 27, &e. Yet, it will not follow, that where teria] Building, becauſe ſuch Matter is mentioned.
ſhe getteth theſe Names, ſhe is ﬅill to be taken as If tbeteſore

the Expreſſlons muﬅ be ﬁgurativelv'

Militant, more than we might argue, that Church, taken, and may as pertinently be applicable to Hea
Chap.
xxi. isxix.
the 7.triumphant
Bride,
Ven as to
theare
Church-militant,
toconſider
to
that, Chap.
The ſame
will Therefore
anſwer theſoſe-ſſis which
they'
to be applied bywe
theare
Scope
and other
cond Argumenr alſo, which ſaith this is called the Arguments in it ſelf, whereof we

have ſpoken,

baly City, but ( Chap. xx. Verſe 8.) the holy City and by which we are content that it be determin
is compaſſed after the the thouſand Years, Therefore ed. And therefore we ſay, that the like Expreſ
this holy City was before that Time. This will prove ſions in the Prophets are not to be made equtpollent
indeed, that there was a Church then, or that the to theſe here, except it be clear that they aim at

Church, now gloriﬁed, did at ſuch a time ſuﬀer, and one Scope; for, it is not Words and Expreﬃons that
was encompaﬂ'ed, (ſor, there is ſtill but one Bride, we conclude from, but from many Things put-to
one Catholick Church and Family in Heaven and gether, as is ſaid: For, altho' the

Earth, Epb. iii.) But it will not prove that the
Church, as here conſidered, was put to suﬀering :
Yea, there ſeemeth to he expreſs Diﬀerence, thts is
not only Yzruſizlem or the hw'y City that is the Bride,
but it is 'irw _'ﬁmſirkm to diﬅinguiſh it from what
it was formerly, ſuch a City as cannot be compaſſed, therefore are its _Gatcs never ſhut; ſuch a City as

Prophcts here

and there, dropped ſome ſuch Expreﬃons, to hold
forth the excellency oſ the Goſpel-adminiﬅracttion be
ſore it came, beyond what then was; Yet, is there
in any of them ſuch a full and heavenly Deſcription
put together as this? Or can any future Eﬅate
of the Goſpel-Church beyond what was in Yahrz's
time be looked for, which will exceed it as far as

no Enemy can moleﬅ, or no Dog can approach the Goſpel-Church doth the _7ewiſh, that John
onto, and that not for athouſand Years only, but ſhould go ſo far beyond their manner in the de

for ever: All which, are certainly to oppoſe it to
the Churches Milimnt Condition formerly expreſt.
The other two Grounds which he addeth, are ſu'ſpected by himſelf. Neither can any think, that
becauſe ( Chap. xvi. 17. ) itis ſaid, ill: dam, which
Words are agazn repeated, Chap. xxi. 5', 6. Thcre-

ſcribing of it? And we are ſure that the Applica
tion thereof to Heaven, hath with it a ﬁtr more
convincing Impreﬂion on the Hearts of the Readers,
as ﬁnding therein a motecomſortable Reliſh for their
reſrcſhing, which another Application would mar,
Y y y y
belide,
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beﬁde, that ﬅraining of it, will hardly be eſchew
ed by ſo carrying on the Application, there

Diſſolution? And whereas he faﬅneth that Exec

ſition upon that place of Peter from Iſaiah lxv. and
lxvi. we conceive it were ﬁtter to expound that

of.

VV r: come .now to ſpeak of the ﬁrﬅ general De

place of [ſaid/1, as the Obſcurer by that place of

'Icription of Heaven that is ſet down in more general Peter,as that which is more clear, and ſo both

to

Steps, yet exceeding ſigniﬁcant, to Verſe 9. 1. What ſpeak of the Churches eternal Condition properly after
John ſaw, Verſe 1.

And,

2. Then what he heard theſe Elements ſhall be diſſolved, if it be neceſſary to

and was told or for conﬁrmation of the ﬁrﬅ, in the apply both to one Thing.
2.. THis ſuppoſeth a great Change, ſuch as ſhall
reſt of the verſe. Both tend to ſet out this happineſs
put all in afar other Shape and Frame than now
of the Saints eternal Condition.
THE 1. Thing he ſaw, is n new Heaven and a they are in 3 this cannot be queﬅioned; how far and
new Earth.

2. A Proof that it is ſo, or aReaſon in what manner, is only diſputed: For, that all muſt

why it is new, is given, becauſe the former was be deﬅroyed and burnt with Fire, is granted by
paſſed away. 3. lt is particularly noted, there was all, and therefore juﬅly what remaineth is called
no more Sea. That this relateth to the great Change new.

that ſhall be by Fire on all the World, we take

3. We take this for certain alſo, that this paſſ

for granted, as being a Thing following the great
Judgment and making way for the Saints eternal
Bleſiedneſs. It is the very former Change, men
tioned, Chap. xx. Verſe u. which ſheweth, that
this is the Continuation of that Naration: As if

ing away looketh but to the viſible Heavens, Air,

one asked, what followed then, when the Heaven:

and the Earth paﬂed away?

I ſaw, ſaith he, a

new Heaven and a new, Earth ; ſor the ﬁrﬂ Heaven

Earth and Water, and doth neither extend to that

bleſſcd Manſion of the Elect Souls ( called Cttlll'lt
_Emþyreum ) or Kingdom prepared for them, nor yet
to the place of Torment. where damned Spirits and
Reprobates are for ever to ly under the Wrath of
God : For, 1. That place of Joy, it is ſaid to be.
prepared from the Foundation of the World for them,
Matth. xxv. Which Expreﬃon prehend, being

and the ﬁrﬅ Earth, Ut. are paſſed away, whereby
the ſucceeding of this to the ſormeris clear. There compared with Heb. xi. Verſe 10. doth not only hold
are three Particulars here to be enquiied in, r. _forth a moﬅ excellent Glory and ſingular exquiſite
\.Vhat this paſſing away of the Heaven and Earth Workmanſhip, for which Cauſe God is ſaid tobe
is, ſucceeding to the former, and therefore not con the Builder and Maker thereof, teehiniter: Not
temporary with it, which is here called the ﬁrﬅ elſewhere applied to him in reference to any other
Heaven in Reſpect of that which followed. 2. piece of his Work, as having given a ſpecial Proof
What this new Heaven and Earth is. 3. How it of his admirable Art and Skill in that; But alſo
is ſaid there was no more Sea. Of theſe we are not doth aſcribe the ſame to its ſirﬅ Creation, which ad
curiouſly to enquire; but ſeeing it is a part of mitteth not of any interveening Change. Again,
God's Word given for Conſolation to Believers, this being the Manſion of gloriſicd Saint' and the
we ſhall ſoberly aſi'ert what we think Truth in ſame Heaven unto which all 'the Elect will be
gathered at the Reſurrection, and ﬅill ſpolten of in
this.
T H s R It 1-* o R e we ﬁy, I. That theſe words Scripture as one and the ſame; and it being fully
ſpeak ofa Change (even on the Univerſe it ſelf, liter glorious for their ſatisfying Happineſs in the en
ally ſo to be taken ) and that ſame which is mention joying of God's preſence therein, we can apprehend
ed by Peter, Z'Epiﬅ. iii. 13. where, when he hath no Change incident thereunto, beſide that it is called
fpoken of the Diſlolution of the World by Fire, Eternal, zCorinthz v. Verſe 1. In oppoſition to other
( which by the Schoolmen is called ignis tanﬂagra Things that are called Temporal. Neither can there
tianis ) he addeth as aConſolation, But we Ink for be any Eﬀect of Sin or of the Curſe ſuppoſed to
a new Heaven and a new Earth, wherein dwelleth

have any inﬂuence on that bleſſed Manlion. And

Righteaujne/S', of this doth the preſent Place ſpeak: therefore it not being, as other creatures, made ſub
VV here, on the by, we ſa , it is wonderful to us ject to Vaimy ( no iznclean Thing entering there )
how learned Men ( as Me . in his Treatiſe de oihau there can be no Neceſſity of purifyingit, or mak
mene nel/eaſe ſhould apply that Place of Peter, to ing ſuch a Change on it, as onthe reﬅ. a. For Hell,
a Condition of the Church on Earth, ſeeing there this it is alſo ſaid to be prepared for theDevil and his Angels,
new Heaven and new Earth is expreﬂy ſaid tofollow wherein alſo many Reprobates are before this laſtjudg
the Earth that now is, and that after it is diſſolved by ment ( as by the Parable or the rich Glutton is clear,
Fire, Is there a Church to be in the World after that bdiexvi.)Therefore it is not a new Hell they go unto
that

Chap. ar.
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that Day, more than anew Heaven. Neither can tbatzged. Which Words bear out, r. Atotal over
any End of renewing Hell begiven, it being no turning of Heaven and Earth, as to its outward
way to be bettered ( as other Creatures are by this Frame: Yet, 2. That upon the Matter, initsSubz
Change ) except we ſay, as Jqui/mr and the School ﬅance, it isbut a Change, but ſo univerſal and great,
men, that this Conſuinmation putteth every thing as maketh it not to be then what it is now. A
in its Perfection, and doth ſo to Hell alſo, by tranſ ſecond Expreſlion, is, tCor. vii. 31. 77n Fa/bz'm qf
mitting the Droſs of all the Creation, Devils, Repro this lVor/d paﬅetl: away, the Word is Cbimia, uſed
bates, Death, &Ft. unto it. But this conﬁrmeth what to ſet out the Change on our Bodies, Philip. iii. zr._
whereby he would ſeem to hint, that this Change is
we ſaid.
4. Wa take it ſor granted, That there is not a more on its out-ward Appearance, than on its Sub
full Annihilation of this Univerſe by this Change, ﬅance. A third Place moﬅ plain and full, is, 2Pet.
ſo that there ſhould be nothing after it, but Heaven iii. Vetſc to, 12, and 13. Tin Heaven: ſhall paſt
and Hell ; But aChange only it muﬅ be, though a away wit/2 a great Noiſe, and 'be Eltmentr ſhall melt
wonderful great Change. This all the places, that with fervent Ilmt, &e. See alſo, I/nﬅ 5, 6, 7.

ſpeak of a new Heaven and anew Earth, do con

where the Deﬅruction by Fire is compared with

firm, as ſuccecding in the Room of the former. that which went before by Water. Where, t. It
Beſide, the Phraſes holding forth this Change, will is to be gathered, That that Fire meltelh the Ele
import but aChange and no Annihilation, as will ap ments, and conſumeth them not, even as a Gold

pear: Yea, this Eiception, that there ſhall be
no more Sea, continueth it ; for it ſupponeth ſome
what more to befall it than the Heaven and the
Earth, which could not be if the Annihilation of all
were abſolute.

ſmith doth with Mettal that he hath a mind to put:
a new Form or Mould upon. 2. That out of this
reſulteth the new Heaven and Earth as a reﬁned
Lump, ſrom which the Droſs is taken away. 3.
That as there was no ſubﬅantial Change by Water,

' 5. T HB Queﬅion therefore lieth mainly in this, ſo neither by Fire, ( tho' in that Reſpect it is called
Whether that Cha'nge,be ſubﬅantial, ſo that theſe the old World, and the other the World that new is )
Heavens and this Earth being removed, there are only that made the Change to the worſe, this of Fire
new Heavens and new Earth again created: Or if to the better.
F 0 R a ſecond conﬁrmation, we would conſider
that Change be but in reſpect of Qualities, as it is
with the Body of Man, which is raiſed the ſame, as that famous Place, Rom. viii. 19, 20, 21, 22.
to its Subﬅance; yet ſo as to its CLLaIities, it may where the Scope purpoſely is to prove the glorious
be called another, ſot its Spiritualneſs, Purity, Glory, Condition the Saints have to expect after this, and
Incorruptiblencſs, Ul- ( I mean of the Bodies of the that ſuch, that even ſenſeleſs creatures wait and
Elect) even as in that Compariſon uſed, r Cor. long ſor, as being to be made Partakers of it at the
xv. The Corn that groweth up is called another general Manifcﬅation of the Sons of God. Where
Grain than that which was ſown, in Reſpect of obſerve, 1. That by Crtaturt in the ſingular
its Accidents and Appearance; ſo may this Earth Number, Vtrſe 19, and 20. is underﬅood the Uni
be called a new Earth in theſe Reſpccts. We con verſe, as contradiſtinguiſhed from the Elect, and ſuch
ceive this laﬅ'to be Truth, that as the Heavens

a creature as by the Sin of Man is made ſubject

and Earth are not ſubﬅantially changed, not' annihila-v to Vanity, and ſo is not to be underﬅood of the
ted, ſo the new Earth and Heaven l'ucceeding, are whole Creation ſimply, 'as certainly neither of An
the ſame ſor ſubﬅance, butſor nature more ﬅable, t'or gcls, nor of the Seat of the bleſied. 2. That
Beauty more glorious, for uſe free from the abuies Man's Sin had had much Inﬂuence on the curﬁng
ﬁnful Men put them unto, and from the-Eﬀects of of this creature; partly, with Barrenneſs, Tem
the Curſe put upon them ſor Man's Sin, they peﬅs, (57. contrary to its ﬁrﬅ Nature; partly,
are altogether freed and let at Liberty from theſe. by making it the Thtatre where much Sin, and
Thereſ0re( Acts iii. 21.) it is called the time _'frl many changes have been acted: Partly, by abuſing
it againﬅ the End appointed by God to our vain
ﬂirxztian of all things.
F o R conﬁrmation whereof, we may conſider, Ends. 3. That 'there is a Time of delivering
1. Theſe places wherein this Change is moﬅ ex God's Sons from the Bondage of Sin they ly un
prcſly mentioned, as Pſal. cii. 8. 16. with Heb. der, fully. 4. That the creature here mentioned,
i. to. Yby ſhall periſh, but tbou/Zcalt endure; yea, is to be fully delivered from the Eﬀects of bin,
all of t/mn ſhall wax old [il-e a Gan/mit, at a and the Curſe alſo; Therefore, 1. It is ſaid

I/gluﬂ ſhalt time fold them _up, and rtlny ſhall be' to be ſhbda'd and" Hpe, not for ever.

Yyyya

2. It
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expecteth that, and groaneth for it, not as if it were of Water, and ſo dr

up the Sea, becauſe there i;
now no Uſe of it:
or, it may be ſaid, r. That
there is no Uſe of the Earth either. 2. That that
Conﬂagration purgeth the Elements, but annihilateth
them not, but bringeth them into their Perfection

ſenſible, but by a natural Inclination to it; and 'his
is ſo ſure, as if it had Knowledge, it would groan;
So it is ſaid, The High-ways mourn, Lam. i. 4. 3.
Becauſe (Verſe 2t. ) it is ex'preſly ſaid, That it is
to be delivered from Bandage, and to ſhare of that as it doth all [he World, a great Part whereof is th;
Liberty of the Sons of God; and as their Change is Element oſ Water. We ſhall, without inſiﬅinz la
not fubﬅantial, but qualitative, from the worſe to the down three Way' how we may take the Words, ry
YZ-ere was no more Sea, becauſe by that Fire alſthel
better; ſo ſhall it, in ſome proportionable ſuitable
manner, be freed from Chang'es, Corruption, ts'c. Elements are melted, and made to run together as
and be in an other way glorious. Theſe excellent it were, in one Lump; and ſo there is all that was
Priviledge: waited for by the Creature, cannot conſiﬅ but not diﬅinctly Sea from Earth, but all together either with Annihilation or ſubﬅantial Change, but that World to come being a Reſult of their melting

with a quaiitative Mutation far to the better, tho' we and intermixing one with another, when all of them
cannot in every Thing ſatisﬁe our Curioſity about it, are puriﬁed. 2. But becauſe the Heavem and the
Earth are looked on ﬅill as diﬅinct, it will be hard to
neither ſhould we aim at that.
IF any aſk, What can be the Uſe of this Earth? confound the Water and the Earth and Heaven tho'
Or, to what End it is, ſeeing Peter ſaith, Righte it may be probable. It is ſaid, That by Sea,
not
ouſneſs is to dwell in it? Anſw. It is enough that meaned the Element of pure Water, but that Bod
God maketh it for his own Glory, which was the of Salt mixed Waters, ſeparated from the Earth and'
End he made all Things for, Pro-a. xvi. 2. Are put in Bounds by it ſelf: Which diﬀereth alſo,from

there not many Things now made, whereof we mn o! her Waters, and hath a moving fleeting Nature as
not give the Uſe, ( poſſibly ) many Parts of the World it is the Sea uſeful for Commerce amonwﬅ Men.
never yet inhabited? Or, may there not be many The Sea thus underﬅood, ſay they, is no mare: Not
Reaſons which we cannot now tell, tho' we will

that all Waters are dried up,'\but this Sea is puriﬁed

know in that Day his Deſign in that? Again, Are that it
no more Sea, having the Properties, Uſes,
there not many Members in Man's Body, who is and Diﬂetences, wmcn now it hath from other WaI
raiſed with Diﬀerence of Sex, and yet who can tell ters; and to this Purpoſe do they make uſe of Gm.
the Uſe of them, only God thinks it meet, there be i. where mention is made of Waters, before ever'
ing then no marrying nor eating, Men living like there was a Sea. And ſo they make the takingr away
Angels? But, 3. Will it not evidence God's Power of Sea, not to he an annihilating'of Waters ſimply
and Greatneſs, and be a ﬅanding Monumentof that?
t the reducing of the Sea to the Original Natur;
And will it not be ſome Trophy of the full and ﬁnal ( if not to the Place) of the ﬁrﬅ Waters, ſo that it is
Abolition of Death, when the Eﬀects of it, as to the not now Sea, as by that ﬁrﬅ Appointment of God
Creature, are taken away? Which, it is like, would (Gan i. 9, and to. ) it was. 3. Itmaybe underﬅood
never have periſhed either by Fire or Water, had not thus, The former Heaven and Earth were paſſed z

Sin come in and ten-willingly made it to be ſubject, way, andtbere was no 'mre Sea, that is, the Chan

Therefore ſome way it is meet, that it ſhould alſo be extended it ſelf notonly to Heaven and'Earth, but to
fred.
U
the Sea alſo, even altho' Folks would think it leſs
T I-l E laﬅ obſervable Thing in the great Change probable that the Sea ſhould bealtered with Fire; and
of the World, is, That there was no more Sea: For
'underﬅanding this, we premit, I. That Sea is not
allegorically or improperly to be underﬅood for
Troubles and Storms, which then the World is to
be free of, tho' that ben Truth. But the Sea here,

as they went away, yet not limply, but the former
Heavens: So here is to be underﬅood, the Sea was
no more, that is, the former Sea, but it was chancr

ed alſo. And thi' we think the ſimpleﬅ MeaninZ
and may ſomeway be reconciled with what wen;

muﬅ be underﬅood properly, as the Earth and' Hea before; and what is ſpoken of the Sea here, is the
a'em in the VVOI'dS before, it being that Sea which ſame which was ſpoken of the Earth, Cþap. xx. t r.
is a Part of this Univer-fe. 2. It would ſeem, that only_the Change is more palpable on it; For al
to fay, That the Sea were new alſo, would not a tho it continue to be Water, ye: it continueth not
gree, there being ſome peculiar Thing ſaid of the to be Sea, it not being of the Subſtance and Eſſence
no Mtothis
be Sea.
grmt Change, we
A! mayct learn, r.
Sea in its Falling, more than is ſaid ot the Earth and of FWater
Heaven. 3. Yet hardly can it he ſaid, That the
Fire of Conﬂagration ſhall deﬅroy all the Element Not to ﬁx too much on Creatures, which are
' t..-

\.
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paſſing, but on God who is the ſame, and changeth
not, Pſzl. cii. 27. It is the Apoﬅles Advice, r Cor.
27, 29, Uo. Mortiﬁcation is a good Study, for
this World paﬂbth away. .
_
2. I'r would preſs us to Holineſs, ſeeing ſuch a
Trial and Change will be, 2Pet. iii. r r. Iﬄhot 'iron

Time.

2. It is like, the change of the living godly,

will not be by this Fire, 1. Becauſe if Pay/were
living, he would he changed, rCor. xv. yet would
he not, likelv, ſuﬀer Fire.

2. Their Change is donc

in the twinkling oſ an Eye, which cannot be by
Fire. 3. It is not Death, (for all ſhall not die)

mr of Perſimt ought we to he, ſeeing all theſe Things but in place of Death, whereas certainly Fire would
muﬅ come to paſs? In all godly Converſatxon,_walt inſer dying, it being a material Fire. 3. However,
ing for that Diſſolving. Aſſure your ſelvcstt will we conceive the Order of Proceeding at the laﬅ
be, andh where will the Sinners appear m that Judgment, yet, it is like, that the Reſurrection of
the dead Elect, and the changing of the Living,
Da ?
'.
IT is much diſputed by thc Schoolmen, How with their taking up to meet the Lord, IThgﬃ
the Godly then living, and theſe that are again raiſ iv. ( iſ not the ﬁnal Sentence on all) ſhall go
ed, are diﬀerenced from the Wicked at that Tune, beſore this Fire, the opening oſ the Graves, which
and what Pain this Fire is to them: And here ig muﬅ be before this Fire, and the Seas giving up
norantly and ſuperﬅitiouﬂy they conclude, That it of her Dead, implieth this; The gloriﬁed Condi
ſerveth in ﬅead of Purgatory to theſe that were liv tion thereſore of the Elect being begun, and the
ing, cr ſhall be at that Time. But, to leave Cu Sentence having paſſed, belike, on the Wicked alſo,
rioſity, this is ſure, 1. That the End of that Fire, (Chriﬅ thereby continuing laſt on the Field, as
is neither to Pain, nor to Fire or Purge the Elect, Conqueror and Victor) before this Fire, the Elect
it being impoﬂible that Fire material can take away are
without
the Reach
For,dead
all and
the
Electall that
are then
living, thereof:
or ſſſormerly
Sin, ( except it be meritoriouſly ) and that cannot be,
tho' they did ſuﬀer z For, many ſuﬀer then, and me gloriﬁed, muﬅ be in one Condition, (the Bodies
rit not, but this is founded on the rotten Grounds of the one being on the Earth, as the Perſons of
of Selſ-righteouſneſs. Beſide, this Fire is not volun the other are ) and ſeeing it cannot be ſaid of the
tary, therefore ( according to their own Principles )

gloriﬁed Elect, that' they ſuﬀer Fire, or are to

cannot ſatjsfyz'But the End of this, is the changing be purged 5
of this viſible World, and the putting an End to other.

So neither can it be ſaid of the

Ill'

LEcTuREiL
Verſe 2. And I John ſhw the holy City, new Jeruſalem, coming down ﬂ'om God out of Mayor',
prepared a: a Bridc adornod or her Huſhaad.
3. And I heard a great oice out al" Heaven, ſizyirtg, Behold, the Ybhernatle of God 'is with Mm,
and he will dwdl with them, and they ſhall he, his People, and God himſolſ'ſhall he with them, and
be their God.

4. And God ſhall wipe away all Tears from their Eyes: lfhd there ſhall be no mon Death, neither
he any more Pain: For the former Thing: are paﬂid
'way

Sorrow, nor crying, neither ſhall there

5.'zlnd' he that at upon th' Throat, ſhid, Behold, I make all Thing: utw.
II/rittt

And he ſhid unto me,

For theſe Vora's are true and faithful.

6. And he ſaid' unto one, It is doat: I am 'zﬂohh and Om'ga, the Bogimzing and tho End: I
will give unto him that is athir , of th: 'Emutoin of the hValor of Life fruly.
7. He' that owrtomtth,__ ſho

'1.

inherit
all
Things, v' andſi I tal/i he his God, and he ſhall he my
'
X

So

8. But the Feo'ﬁiIJand Unhtlitviag, and the zſhomirzahlt, and Mura'orert, and Iſſhoromoagtrt, and
Sat-term, and Idolatert, and all Liart, ſhall had: their Part in the Lot', 'which burneth with Fira

and Brimﬅone: Which is' the
ſecond Death. . l.
'1

<
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HIS is the ﬁrﬅ Thing Job-i' ſaw, as It is enough they all concur to ſet out one Ge
an Antecedent to the Diſcourſe tollow-'
ing of the Glory of the Eleet; For,
if all the Earth be new and glorious,
much more they. Now followeth, more parti

neral, ta wit, the Excellency of this good Condi

tion:

Therefore are we not to underﬅand one

Thing by this Stone, another Thing by that; one
Thing by the City, another Thing by the Bride,

cularly, the Change that is made on the Church of the (tho' in a good Senſe it may be;) it isenough

Elect, when they are gathered together, and theWorld that. they together ſhew that it is glorious; So,
now is new, and another Thing than iÞwas, ſo is that this City [met/2 down from Heav'n, that it
the gloriﬁed Church new, and an other Thing ( as hath 'we/w Gum, and that the The yf Life bar/1
hadher
ſeenQtalities
the newand
Earth,
he )beſore.
Iſaw alſo
the 'welt/e manner of Frults, &c. They are but Ex
to
GlorZlſaith
) than
Afterl
preﬂions- accomrhoda'ted to our uptaking of them,
r,ew Church, exceeding beautiful, no City, no Bride and ſo diſcovered to John in the Viſion, that
r ſo adorned on her Marriage day as ſhe is, (he is ſo they may be known to be more than a com
glorious, when he getteth but a little View of mon City, 77-0, See, that are here.**'l'hcv a-e
her. Concerning the glorious Deſcription we would heavenly, even as the taking of John to a 'great
high Mountain, ( Verſe to. ) is ſet down to make
premit,
1. THAT it is almoﬅ all one, whomſoever or out the Coherence of the Allegriry. It is marked,
whatſoever we underﬅand as the Party deſcribed; that the City came down, and he was taken up,
1. Whether it be Heaven, the Place oſ Bleſi'edneſs; whereby the more conveniently he might ſee it, which
Or, 2. The gloriﬁed Elect, who are _bleſled and yet is not locally done, but in Viſion.
adorned in this Place: Or, 3. The Happineſs and
PARTrcuLAnLY there is herea City, r. Nam
Bleﬂedrieſs of the Enjoyment of God by theſe Elect ed. 2. Deſcribed. 3. commended. _'fnþn putteth
Saints in this Place of Glory. certainly none of to his Name here, I John ſaw it, to conﬁrm it by
theſe can be excluded, this being clearly the Scope, ſuch a Witneſs, whoſe Teﬅimony is true, John xxi.
to (hew the good Condition of all thoſe who are and to make it paſs with Credit; he feigned it
written in the Lamb's Book of Life, oppoſite to the notifbut ſaw it in Viſion, tho' far ſhort of the Thing
Miſery of thoſe who are not written: All muﬅ be it ſe .
taken in, both who are thus adomed, where and
r. T H E Cit is named, The 'rew 7eruﬅzlem.
with what they are made thus Happy. We ſhall That by _'ﬁmſa tm, is ſigniiied the Church, is clear
not therefore be curious todiﬅinguiſh them, the Scope in Scripture, ' for-'the ſpecial Privlledges yern/blew had
being to ſhew, that the Elect are in a moﬅ happy in her. There is a threefold yern/calm' in the Scrip
Condition.
,
4
. ture, I. Legal yern/blent, which long ſince isde
2. T H A T this Happinels is ﬁguratively ſet out,£ ﬅroyed, and as to its Ceremonies is in Bandage, Gal.

two Ways, I. By ſuch Things as are moﬅ precious iv.

2. A Ytruſhlem that now is, ( i. e. the Goſpel

unto Men, and, of greateﬅ value, as oſþGa/d, precious Church ) called the Mtber aſus all, Gal. iv. 3. It
Storm, and excellent Buildi'zg, a Bride, &e. though is taken for the heavenly j'lruſhlcm, or the gloriﬁed
the Things themſelves inﬁnitely exceed any Thing Triumphant Church, where God immediately dwell

theymoﬅ
can precious,'evcn
be repreſented by.
By theſe
are
vto the2. People
of Things
God; asthat
the eth with his People, whereof that earthly _Tcruſa

lem was but a Type, Hzb. xii. 21. So we under

Tail-marle, outward Ordinanm, God's Prtſtm: wit/1 ﬅand Yeruſizlmr there, as including-Heaven, where
them, &e. which being to thernof more worth than Angels and juﬅ Men madeperſect arc, and the

the former, do deſerve notably to illuﬅrate and to
commend this Happineſs unto them.
3. T H A 'r the Manner alſo is ﬁgurative, hold ng
forth theſe Things, in ſuch a Manner, and by ſuch
Expreſſtons, as may make them moﬅ intelligible un
to Men, who here are ﬅrangers to theſe Myﬅeries:
And therefore we are to conceive of the Expreﬂions
as they conduce to this Scope.
.
.

Church Militant, asit is the ﬁrﬅ Step to this, and
by which we have right to it through the Covenant
of Grace in the Church. It taketh in the Elect glo.
riﬁed and militant; For, there is but one Family,

Epb. iii.- 15. This is called J'mzſhlm, I. Becauſe
typiﬁed
the ﬁrﬅ
J'tﬁrz/izlm.
2. before,
Becauſe 'ct'en
it is
the ſame'byChurch
gloriﬁed
that was

as it is the ſame World nowv which ſhall be then.
4. H EN c a it is not needful to enquire in Onl it is called new yern/akin, not only to diﬅin

every particular Part of the Allegory or Simili

gui

it from the Jewiſh Jew/olent, but even from

tude, as if it did ſet forth ſome diﬀerent Thing; the Evangelick, which is called the holy Cz'ry before,
,

Chap.
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Cbab. xi. but not the new' City. It is new 7mzﬂz

the bia/7 City ; much more may Heaven be for that

Rmſhm
is, fully freed from all Corruption, and by its Qitau T H a commendation more particularly, is, That
liﬁcations another thing than it was, tho' as to the 076- is prepared as' a Bride adawed for btr Huſhand:
Perſons the ſame, yet now perfectly gloriﬁed and She is tight every way, and excellent in her glorious

um,- as the Earth is new. in the Words before, that

glorious, another ſort of Church then, nor now,

Apparel and new Cloaths, braver than any Bride that

tho' the ſame Church. yet now preſented, with
out Spot or Wrinkle, or any ſuch Thing, Epb.
v. 2 .
T7H e ſecond Part, is its Deſcription, It is ſaid to
be coming dawn from Heaven. This ſupponeth no

ever was, ( as having a more excellent Huſband than
any) yet that is not all. Before, ſhe was a prepar
ing, now ſhe is prepared and fully made ready; for
merly there was calling to the Marriagev-ſupper, but
here the Bride is brought to her Huſband; in a

local Mutation of the Place deſcribed, but the excel

Word, Now ſhe is ﬁtted in a ﬅately Manner, ſuit

lent Nature and Qgalitv of it, ( whether Place or
Perſon) that ſuch a City was never on the Earth,
it was aThing that was of a heavenly Original,
therefore (He/2. xii. 22. ) called heavenly: For, to
be in this City, ſuoponeth aſcending, and is all one
with having Chriﬅ's new Name written on them,
which is heavenly Glor , as appeareth, Chap. iii.
Very? 12. This coming
a, is either generally to

able to the Brideg'room. who now is not the Wooer,
but her Huſbsnd. And all theſe Adornings are hea
venly, ſuch as ſhe from Heaven bringeth with her,

ſhew that it is heavenly;

and he hath put on her.

And there is nothing want

ing that may adorn her, and, as it were, her Mar
riage-day being come, not a wrong Pin is in her.
The General keepeth the Scope of the Similitude fully,
ſhe is ( as Pſal. xlv. '4. ) brought unto the King in

r. It riſeth not out of Raimmr of Nred/e work:

Which is ſpoken of this

the Earth, no not this new Earth, it hath a more ſame Glory, when the Bride, fully gloriﬁed, ſhall be

glorious Riſe.

Or, 2. So it appeateth to yet/m as made ready to enter the King's Palace.

And this

deſcending, that he may ſee it: Yet, as would ſeem, new Church being diﬅinguiſhed from this new World,
it was ﬅill high, therefore needeth he to aſcend ( I/zr. and not the ſame, ( as it would be, if it were to be
10. ) to ſee it. Both which, are but to clear this, underﬅood on Earth ) but ſucceeding to that Change,
how J'sbn here ſaw the Heaven, It deſcended, and I we may clearly fee that it is not that here, but that

aſcended ( would he ſay ) to ſee it, tho' it be in ſame, Chap. iii. Verſe 12. which is more particularly
Viſion. _3. It may be ſaid to deſcend, not as to have afteward inſiﬅed on.
T 'a I s glorious State of the Elect, and the Solace
its abode upon Earth, but as looking to the Church
in its ﬁrﬅ preſenting before God at that Day, as it which they enjoy in this Happineſs, being diſcovered
is, Eþb. v. 27. he ſo expreſſeth it, as beholding all in a little Glance to J'a/m's View, Followeth now a
the Saints and Glory in Heaven deſcending, ( it be. further conﬁrmation thereof by two Voices to his
ing otherwiſe impoſſible to conceive of heavenly Ear. The ﬁrﬅ, is general, out of Heaven, from ſuch
Things) as it were, like a Bridt on the great Mar as knew beﬅ; the'ſecond from God himſelf, or the
riage-day; and poﬂibly, it may relate to Chriﬅ's Lamb, I/nﬅ 5, (97.
THE Voice is ﬁrﬅ deſcribed, Then the Matter
coming with his Saints to Judgment by a local De
ſcenlion at the Diſſolution of this Earth. But, as we ſpoken is ſet down, as of more Credit from ſuch a

ſaid, the Expreſiions are not too much literally to Voice.

It is a Vain for its Diﬅinctneſs and Intellig
ibleneſs: Not confuſed like Thundrings, or Waters,
be ﬅrained.
T H 1 s Dcﬅenſim, or coming dawn, is alſo chieﬂy but that which he heard was plain to his Ear, as that
for its commendation: That, t. It is of God's which he had ſeen was to the Eye. It will take up
Building and Dreſſing, it cometh from him. 2. It all Senſes to diſ.ern Heaven rightly, and there is
is to be a conﬅant Dwelling to Men, ( as the ﬁrﬅ Happincſs there to delight them all. Beſide, one
Voice cleareth, Verſe 3. ) as if it did deſcend to them, Senſe is more eaſily deluded than two; here there
' they ſhall have Heaven for Earth; that ſhall be the fore both by ſeeing and hearing Ya/m beareth Wit
neſs. It is called a great Vain, t. To ſhew, that it
Exchange.
T H a third Thing, is, The commendation of is a concerning Matter that is expreſl'ed. a. To
this City: It is, 1. Called a baly City: For now ſhew, that it is no ordinary Herauld that crieth
the Spirits of juﬅ Men are made perfect, and ſo it: And therefore Men would be ﬅirred up to
are their Bodies; and no unclean Thing cntreth hear and believe what is ſpoken concerning Heaven.
her e, but ſuch as are holy. Jew/aim: alſo is ordi 3. It isfrom Heaven, becauſe only thoſe are beﬅ ac

narily fot God's Preſcnce and Wot-ſhip in it, called

quainted
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their Right to have him their God. '3. They get

iidc, if there be Joy in Heaven at the Converſion of now the Poſſeﬃon of him, who in Right and Title
a Sinner, much more when the Marriage is folcm was ztheir Portion before, they know what it is to
nized 3 it would ſeem to relate to that.
*
have God their God, when he becometh all in all to

2. TH s Matter beginneth with a Behold, for them, and they are ﬁlled with his Fulneſs, and ſec
the former Reaſons. It isa wonderful Thing to be him as he is. a lt ſaith, that the Fruit and Subﬅance
obſerved by all, that ſuch a nearneſs ſhould be be of that great Covenant Promiſe, [will be their God,
twixt God and Men.

Hear, obſerve, believe, and and the) ſhall 11: my People, is never well known,

wonder. The Matter ſetteth out the Happineſs of nor taken up, till they be in Heaven, that being the
the Saints, two ways, 1. In their poſitive Happi Place wherein the Fulneſs of this Promiſe ﬅrameth
neſs and good Condition. 2. ln their Freedom out to Believers. It is a Word that ſetteth forth the
from all Diﬃculties.
,
Height of Happinefs to be in the enjoying of God,
T H a 1 a poſitive Happineſs, is ſet out under the Promiſe whereof is the great Subﬅance of the
the moﬅ excellent Similitudes and Promiſes of Hap Covenant here, that is given to his People in theſe
pineſs that [ſroel had. Now, all theſe are fulﬁlled, Words, Leo. xxvi. re. rr. and Ezd. xxxvii.
becauſe Heaven cannotbeſet out of it ſelf, There Gm. xvii. 2 Cor. vi. 18.
fore theſe two ways it is ſet out to us, to bring us
T H E R a is more Happineſs in having God, to
in Love withit. I. To our Eye, it is repreiented be our God, than we can believe; yet this in Right
under the Types and Similitudes of earthly Things may be here, and the right improving and uſe-mak
that are moﬅ glorious and delightſom to the Eyes, ing of this, would in a great Meaſure be Heaven up
as Gold, Pearl, precious Storm, Citier, and what on Earth.
Men of the World are moﬅ taken up with. 2. To
I/erſe 4. T H r: Happineſs of their Eﬅate (as it
our Ear and Faith, or Apprehenſions and Concepti is. free from all the Contraries and Oppolites of
ons, it is ſet out by the Things that taﬅe not to Bleſi'edneſs, is ſet forth, r. Generally, in wiping
the Men of the World, but to God's People and away all Tears. 2. More particular, in removing
Church, have been more excellent than any thing the Cauſes of theſe, as Door/i, Sorrow, crying, &do.
of the World. So that as the former is not literally 3. In the Proof of it; for, all formtr Tloingr are
underﬅood, ſo neither the latter; but by theſe, as gem, therefore theſe are done away and the Face of
by Steps, he elevatcth us ſome way to conceive of the Church and her Condition is now new. Some
Heaven, By the City, 'ſoon-Mole, ſimple, Jeruſa of theſe Expreſſtons are ( Chap. vii. ) borrowtxl from
ltm and Promiſes, which were of a more taking the Prophets, that point at an excellent Condition
Beauty to them than any Thing elſe; And it ſhew of the Church on Earth, becauſe the true Beauty of
eth that Heaven is not only above what worldly the Church on Earthisof the ſame Nature with that
-Men can conceive, but even above the Reach of in Heaven, ( as the former Promiſes do clear ) that
theſe who have Faith and Experience in ſpiritual Beauty of Heaven', is but that begun Glory com
pleated and perfected, which is not at Perfection
Things.
A N s w I 11 A B L e to theſe, their poſitive Hap here till i-t come there. But the Scope diﬀereLR-in
pineſs is ﬁrﬅ ſet out by the Type of the Tabtrnarlo this, that there the Glory of the Goſpel-Churc is
of God-with Men, That is, God's Preſence ſhall be holden forth principally after Antichriﬅ's begun
with them, as his Tabernacle was a Sign of that, Ruin; but here the perfecting of the ſame Church
and a Priviledge to Iſra'l, which others had not: in Heaven after the ﬁnal and full Overtuming of
So now what was ﬁgmﬁed by it, is here fully made all Enemies, as is clear before.
out in Truth. This, ſecondly, is cleared, He will
T H e general Freedom of this happy Condition,
dwell will: them: They ſhall not only have Signs, is, That God ſhall wipe away all Year: from their
but as he dwelt in the Ark as the Type, ſo ſhall he Eyes: Which is ſpoken not only comparatively with
indeed dwell with Men', not asa stranger, now and their former Eﬅate, as it is uſed- by I/a. lx. ( and poſ
then, as before, but conﬅantly. 3. This is further ſibly, Chap. vii.) but here it is ſimply to be under
expreﬅed, Tbeyſhall þ: his People, and God ln'mﬅlf ﬅood. There ſhall not be in them or any of them
ſlM/l be wit/2 tlmn, ( and not the Tabernacle only ) then any Sorrow, or Cauſe-of Sorrow, or weeping;
endite/ball be tlm'r God: Which is not as if now but though there be Tears on their Cheeks, all their

God did begin to be their God ( which to his own, Joumey over, (which is here ſuppoſed) yet when
was true in all Ages) But, I. That now God is they come to the Gates of Heaven no tear (hall enter
maniſeﬅly known to be their God. 2. That now with-them, God himſelf (as it were witha Napkinb)
they reap fully the Enjoymenrs and Advantages of
Y

Lhapſi- 2t.
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by his Tenderneſs to them and the Fulneſs of his
T H a conﬁrmation is added in a Word, For Ilu- _
Love, ſhall put an End to their Weeping; There former Things artpaﬃd away, That is, all the-ſor
ſhall never'be any more aTear amongﬅ them allz. mer-Diſpenſations toward the Church, its Croﬂes
and that it is God'who wipeth, Ut. addeth to the and Suﬂerings, and the Manner of its Fighting or

being Militant, theſe now are paſſed and changed:
r
M'o a e particularly, their Freedom is ſet down Which muﬅ certainly be underﬅood of the Churches
infour Things, ordinarily accompanying all' Living. ﬁnalandexternal Change. 1. Becauſe ſo theſe Thing'
1.' Death, there ſhall be no Dear/7 there: Which al (called the former in Oppoſition to the Churche'
ludcth unto, or rather' is the fulﬁlli'ng. of that, Iſh. now gloriﬁed Condition) are paſſed away as the"
xxv. (which I Cor. xv. the Apoﬅle maketh clear old Heavens are; then this Change being Univerſal
ly a' (Lialiﬁcation of Heaven, and to be fulﬁlled af in all Things, relateth to the full Change on the

Coriſolation.

ter the Reſurrection) There, and there only ſhall World.v 2. Becauſe theſe ſormer Things oſDcath,
be immortality and eternal Life, neither ﬁrﬅ nor ſe

Pain,>£9'r. are never away till the End: For if they
cond Death enter there, but both are' caﬅ into the were ſuppoſed Contempory' with "the Eﬅate' of the
Luke, as Chap. xx. or are without this City, to Church during theſe thouſand Years, then certainly
which this doth eſpecially relate. 2. There is no Gog and Magag are to ſollow that with Death and

Sbrro'w nor Grief there:

It is properly ſuchaSor

Crying, itmuﬅ therefore be after all the Churches

row as is ſor the loſs of Friends, or ſuch a Croſs, Tryals, and ſo after Gog and M'gog, who not long

when ſome good Thing is taken away;

There is preceeded the End of the World.

So this renewing

none ſuch there; no Wiſe in Heaven hewails her of all, maketh an excellent Change to the Godly:
Husband, or Mother her Child. Rachel will not And no more can be underﬅood what the Happineſs

weep ſor her Children there, nor is Frie'nd ſeparated
from Friend there, Yonatbun is not heavy to ſunder
with David there, nor any Man Mourning ſor the
Loſs of a Crown o'r Kingdom, or Houſe or Eﬅate,
or for any' Loſſwhatſoever. 3. There is no Cry
ir/g there, there 'are no Violent or haﬅy Surprizings_
( which taketh in' all Croſſes that' bring llurt upon

of their Lot is, than that which Eye never ſaw,
nor Ear heard, nor yet could enter into Man's
Heart to conſider, This being every wav
Men.
ct new to
T a a ſecond Voice which cometh in to con

ﬁrm the ſame Things, is Verſe-5.- zﬃbt'r'i t/mtſht an
the Throne, that is the Lamb, who was Judge, Chap.

any) There is no invading of Kingdoms, ﬅorming' xx. ﬅiled here by the Name he taketh to himſelf,

of Towns killing or Slaugher, or roaring of violent
Enemies actively doing W'rong, or of poor Souls
crying out under and paﬂively ſuﬀerirﬁ Wrongs or
Oppteﬁions: Neither of theſe' are in eavcn. 4.. In

Chap. i. to ſhew his God-head, I am dlpba and
O/mga,-and I will be bit God, Verſe, 6. and 7. he is
brought in ſpeaking, 1. To conﬁrm what is ſaid;
Itis God who undertaketh it, and therefore itcannot

' that Citythere is no Pain nor suﬀering, whether miſs; he may be believed. a. To ſhew the'great
from external Cauſes oſ Violence, or inward Inﬁr neſs of the Thing, and Concernment of- it, that
mities oſ' Body orv Challenges of the Mi'nd 5 the In God will himſelf be, as' it were, the Preacher of it.
- habitants of that Land willhot ſay they are lick, Iſiz. In this conﬁrmation there are three ſeveral speeches
xxxiii. Ina Word, the Body is ſo freed from Cor tothc ſame End. The r. is Verſe. 5. Btbold, [ma-il
ruption, as there is no external Cauſe' to hurt it, alliTbings new; Wonder not at this glorious
neither any internal Tendency to any Diſeaſe, but Change 5 ſor,'( ſaith he ) I that once made all
abſolute Freedom ſrom all Eﬀects of Sin; no Sick- Things, now I make them- new; new Heavons,
neſs is there more than Death; no'Gout nor Gra new Earthand Church, &Ft. as to their Qualiﬁcati
vel, all theſe are removed. And, .for Aggravation ons; Which all Things, relate to the paſſing of
of this Happineſs, we* are to' underﬅand theſe _- Ex the ſormer Things mentioned, Vnﬁ I. and 4.. and
preſſrons ſet down, I. As taking in all theſe' Things Chap. xx. 11.' and ſhew- that the Omnipotency and
conducing to Happineſs. 2. Not only is there a Faithſulneſs of Jeſus Chriﬅ is engaged for bringing
rcmov'ing'oſ theſe, but the contrary Priviiedges fol this about for his Churches Comfort, and ﬅrength
of a their
Faith
in this
Point.
low,
to wit,
Life, there
Comfort,
Joy, EFz;
3. That
theſeQrietneſs,
are eminently
in Heaven,
and' ning
TſiH
ſecond
Word,
forgreat
the ſameEnd,
is, II/rit'only therein thisDegree. 4. That theſe' enjoy this for theſe Things are tra' andfait/zful. The Corn:
Ha'ppineſs
and Death
Life eternally
'unchangeabl'y;
for Truthſiin-this
mand is repeated,
that there
is a 'though
ſingular
now, no 'more
or Pain' and
or any
Thing of that
Point, toheſhew
mightrecord
it, and
Kind, is to trouble them;

' ( it be implyed) Men ordinarily
Z z z z

look on theſe
Thing,
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Things as paſſing Words, yet, ſaith he, they are Grace: of the Spirit that leads unto Life and be

gins it: Yo/m iv. ro. and vii. 39. Sometimes for

faithful and true.

T H a third Word is, Ver/2 6. 'The repeating the Enjoyment of God, who is our Life, as Pſhl.
\ this ſo often, Htſaid unto me, is for wakening At xxxvi. 9. with lb" is tbt Fauntain of Life:
tcntion, and to mind us who it is that ſpeaketh, and Both come well in here, but the laﬅ as the Scope

and great Part of the Promiſe, which hath its Per
fection in Heaven. This is WZIttroſLiﬅ, and that the isExecellency
Perpetuitywhereas
of its reſreſhing:
ing out the Certainty of the Accompliſhment of that for
Here
a perpetualand
Fountain,
not ct one
that every word, as a divers Senrence, is to be weigh
ed, It hath two Parts.

The ﬁrﬅ is abſolute, beat

great Change, ſpoken of as if it were already done,
1: is dam ( ſaith he ) That is, old Things are paſſed, Drop is in Hell.
'
.
and all Things are made new 5 whatever was before
T H a Condition runneth in the Words, l. I will

promiſed is certain as done. This looketh to the
End, as was cleared by the ſame Word of the
ſeventh Vial, Chap. xvi. which ſheweth the Con
temporarinezs of theſe Events, as was then clear

give him; It is a free Gift, ſo is Life eternal, Ro

ed.

he in the Perſon thus freely

T H a ſecond Part of it is conditional, holding
forth the Part-ice (in their Qualiiications) who may
expect that Glory, Firﬅ 6. and 7. and theſe who
have no Right to this Happineſs, Ver/2 8. which is
an Uſe ofthe former Grounds, or is drawn ( to ﬅir
up Hearers to be in Love with Heaven) from the

Cauſe of this Gift. Yet, 3. This qualiﬁod, It is 'a

man: vi. 23.

2.

And it is given freely, that is,

without any Price, and Compenſation, but it is ob
tained without Money, and whatever Qmliﬁcation

him that is

begraced, it is no

atbirﬅ, that this Gift is given, as

Iſhr'ab lv. r. Atbrﬄ is, r. One that needeth, 2.
One that is ſenſibleof his Need, 3. One that would
fain have, as ever a thirﬅy Man would drink, as it
were, pained for want of it. 4. It is one that will

take and welcome the Oﬀer on any Terms, and

Oﬀer of it on this Condition, and to ſcare Men at

Hell, ( in Oppoſition to this) by threatning particu think himſelf much obliged to him that giveth it.
lar Sorts with it. And therefore this Oﬀer is not Hence under tbirﬅing, ( [ſaiab lv. I. and March.
to be looked on as to be made after this begun making v. Blgﬄd are they that Hunga- and tlairﬅ ) is ordi
of all Things N'w, ( as in Order of Time) but as narily holden forth Peoples ﬁtneſs to receive, and
holding forth the way how to come to this HappL willinenel's to conſent to Jeſus Chriﬅ, as Chap. xxii.
neſs ( preſently as to the Oﬀer, though the Happineſs 17. wbzſawtr is athirﬅ, That is, (as after follow
Be coming ) and by the Oﬀer of it hereby to engage eth) who ever will, let him tame, &Ft. B which
Folks into it. This Oﬀer, as it pointeth out Hea we may ſee, r. The freeneſs and largeneſs ofChriﬅ's
ven as the Reſult, ſo it pointeth out the way, Means Oﬀer that cannot be made broader and laid nearer
and Motives leading and preſſing to it at all Times, Folks than by Faith it is done in this, if they will

as the Cloſe of the ſeven Epiﬅles, ( C/mp. ii. and
iii. ) doth. The Oﬀer beginneth with a Deſcripti
on of him that maketh the Oﬀer, and beſide that,
hath two Parts. The ﬁrﬅ Part, Ver/2 6. the ſe

cond Verſe 7.

receive and' be willing, &Ft. the are welcome. 2.
The ﬁt and qualiﬁed Objects t at the Promiſe is
made to, poor, hungry, thirﬅy, that may not want,
and yet have nothing to buy, Come here, the

' Markct is free.

3. The Conſiﬅency, yea, the ne

H e deſcribeth himſelf as often in the ﬁrﬅ, ſecond ceſſary Connexion of Grace freely given, and the

and third Chapters, Ia/n dip/m and Omtga, the Be Qialiﬁeations of Hungcr and Thirﬅ in the Recei
gimiing and the End. This to ſhew, I. who it is ver: For, t. This Qualiſication diſpoſeth them to
that oﬀereth, and that he may be truﬅed. 2. That make uſe of Grace. 2. To eﬅeem of and prize
he ſhould not be ſlighted nor refuſed, Duty tyeth Grace, as Sickneſs doth of him who is the Phyſici
to Reſpect what he ſaith who now ſpeaketh from an. This Condition of Faith, Thirſt, and Wil
Heaven,
* lingneſs, fir. importeth. no more, on the Receiver's
3. T H A 'r ashe is dip/m in the Beginning, ſo Side, any Thin; inconſiſtent with Grace, than
now he appeareth Omtga in the perfecting what he that it is ſaid he giveth 'freely and without Mo
promiſed. Ever Part of the Oﬀer hath a Pro ney on his Side, this importeth buta free receiv
tniſe of eternal ife upon a Condition, or to Per ing, as that doth a free giving.
ſons ſo and' ſo (Yaliſied
T H n ſecond Promiſe is large, in two Ex
T 1-1 t: Thing promiſed, V'ﬅ 6. is, ſwill give preſiions, ſetting out this Happineſs, he ſhall i'zbev
,bim of 'be End/stair: if tbt ſl/aur if Li e. This rit all- Things: ' He ſhall' want no good Thing,

Fore/Win, is taken in. Scripture ſometimes for the and. theſe all ſhall- be. his Poſſcſiion, he ſhallcllave
.

,Qdh

Chap.
2ſ.
God, who (

_
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tCir'. xv.ſi28.) ſhallb: all in all, in

ﬁnitely ſupplying and ﬁlling the Room of all the

our Engagements.

Obſerve it then, and wreﬅle ſo

as ye may obtain,

ſeeing ſo much dependeth on it;

iches, Honour, Contentments and Comforts that and happy is h_e that overcometh. He and every one
Men can imagine; It ſhall be a greater Poﬂeſlion, of them enjoycth all Things, and yet none of them
than if they enjoyed all Things. For, t.
equi enjoyeth anothers Portion to one anothers Prejudice.
valently maketh up all, that nothing is miſled. 2. But as Men now enjoy the whole Sun and its Light,
Eminently and excellently he maketh up all, that and wrongeth not others by it, ſo then all ſhall enjoy
whatever comfortable Eﬀect would be expreſled from God fully, as to their Capacities, yet ſo as there is no
inheriting all Things, it is much more excellently Want to others. That inﬁnite Ocean of the God
and eminently from God. This muﬅ be an excel head being ablc to ﬁll all the Cups that come to it, or
lent Inheri'tance that is ſet out by ſuch an Expreſſton, are caﬅen in it, and being ſuch that all may alſo ſwim
et doth the Thing enjoyed in Heaven exceed the in it when they are full, and that Sun of Righteotrſ
hlxpreſiion, as far as the Maker doth his \_Vork, and neſs being ſo clear as to ſhine on all, and to make
that which is inﬁnite exceedeth what is ſinite z For, ſhining all the Eyes that ſhall behold him.
T H s Qualiſications (to ſay ſo) of theſe ex
Expreﬃons cannot be gotten', adequat and ſuitable to
cluded on the other Part, are ſet down, Verſe 8. And
the Thing.
.
'
>
- T H s ſecond Expreſſion ſheweth how this is made we conceive for theſe Ends, r. To preſs the receiv
out, I will be bit God, and bcſhal/ be my Son. This ing of the former Oﬀer from the lll of miſſing it,
'comprehendeth all: Yea, it is added as an Addition which is the main Scope. 2. To ſhew that every

to all Things. It is more to be God's Son, and to one overcometh not, and ſo cometh not there. 3.
have him our God, than to enjoy all Tliings beſide To ſhew who overcometh not, to wit, theſe that ly
to be his Son, and ſo his Heirs, d'tdjoint Hair: with under the Practice of ſinfulLuﬅs, as here:

By theſe

Chriﬅ, Rom. "iii. 17. What is that, or rather what Sorts underﬅand all other ſinful W'retchcs lying in
is it not? Here now isa Portion; who would co Sin, as if they were expreſied, the' moﬅ abominable

ver, let them covet this as the beſt Thing:

O_ne Sorts whereof, are indeed named, yet not at all toexe

Day the Truth of this will appear, what great Bleſied clude others. By it we may ſee alſo, thatthismuﬅ
'neſs is here, Iſ/bm mre bis lli'atb is but a little be Heaven ; For, theſe that get not theſe good Proo
kindled, Pſal. ii. ult. O ſet your Hearts on this; It miſes, are caſt into the Lake and ſecond Dea h. O

is the ſhort cut to poſſeſs and inherit all Things, what great Odds is there between the End of Sin and
Who in all the World ever reached to enjoy all the Holineſs!" W/hatever Men now think, it will one

Earth? _ Yet that is little amongﬅ all Things, but a Day, yea, in that Day, appear in, its native
Believer inheriteth Earth, Heat-en, God, Chriﬅ, Colours.

_

_

Glory, Peace, his Soul, even all Things; For God
T H B s e particular'Steps or So'rts of Sins ( to wit,
is his, (and with him all Things, tCor. iii. 22, eighth )' are mentioned, To ſhew, 1. That there is
23.) and will he not give to him all Things? but one way to Glory, but many Sins whereby Men
Rom. viii. 32. Yea, is he not himſelf all Things, paſs to Dcﬅruction. 2. That by the ſetting down of
( as is ſaid ) ſo that in Heaven and Earth the Soul theſe more particularly, the Happineſs of Heaven, and
can wiſh no' more? Pjal. lxxiii. 25. See on the (Lualiﬁcations of theſe who enter it, may be the
more conſpicuous, being put together.
l'lrſi 3.
' '

' T H e Condition,- is, Overmming:

Which' im

plieth, 1. A light with a 'iVorld of Enemies and
Corruption. 2. A ſerious Fight and 'conﬅant War',
as for Life. 3. A diﬃcult Fight. Yet,_ 4.. A Vic
tory and Overcoming of all theſe Enemies before there
can be an obtaining of all Things. This ſaith, Folks
will not ﬂip nor ſleep into theſe excellent Promiſes,"
and tho' ﬁghting be not the meritorious Cauſe of
theſe, yet it is the Way to them, and an Antece

T H a ﬁrﬅ Sort of Sinner: that is excluded, is, The

Ftmſul, or Coward, oppoſite to the former Fighter
and Overcomer. Lt is not theſe who are feared to
come ſhort, l-Þb. iv. r. nor theſe that fear to Sin,
and deſire to prevent it, H'b. xi. 7. nor ſuch that

fear that their Faith be 'not good, or' that they _be ple:
ſurning, as the Woman, Mark v. 33. But ſuch
as, 1. Dare act nothing for Chriﬅ, arc Cowards,
and 'net Valiant _þſor him, though not directly

dent going before them neceſſarily, tho' not_the againﬅ him, 'ſuch as fearing them that can kill
tauſa ſine qua non to our Juﬅiﬁcation, yet it IS ſo the Body, Mtttb. x. ſway with every corrupt
to
ourGlorihcation.
- ATHIS
tbirﬅing, imprrteth
engaging and covenant Time, as the Beaﬅ, Il/Iagog, &Ft. and cannot ſight
againﬅ them to any Hazard, but forſake Chriﬅ,

ing, lſa. lv. 3. Over-cerning, a being anſwerable to 2. Such as are feared to ﬁght againﬅ Luﬅs,
Z z z z a
and
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and
ne'er appear againﬅ them in the Field: The Whereby we may ſee, that there >is ſuch-a Sin, a'
weak Heart( Ezt/Þ. xvi. ) isſſ_Evil, ſu'ch a Fear as
well as there is Murder and Adultery.
'
the evil Servant had, Alla', xxv. 25. which mak
T H a ſeventh Sort are Idalatsrr, whether againﬅ'
eth Men lazy in holy Duties and trading for Chriﬅ, the ﬁrﬅ Command, as Heathens; or the ſecond as
as if they were afraid of them; the Sluggard ſaith, falſe Worſhippers, or more ſubtilly advancing Crea
There is a Lion in the way, this is he who ſhilteth tures, as do the Covetous, Theyare in this Roll.
Duty. 3. Such as dare venture to ſuﬀer nothing
T H 2 eighth Sort are all Linn', in their Word'
vſor Chriﬅ, as the Worthies did, Hdn'twr xi.
or Carriage counterfeiting in Hypocriſy toward:
T H 5 ſecond Sort is Uno'vlſr-wrs, not properly God, as Pſhl. lxxviii. 5. or deceiving or-diﬅembl
-or only Inſidels, much leſs theſe who are ofa weak ing towards Man, Cain. iii. to. all go 'together to
or little Faith, that is mixed with doubting, and the Lake, ſpoken of, Chap. xx. that is their Lot
vin oppoſition to the Lot of the Elect here deſcribed:
want Pcace: But ſuch as never received the free
Oﬀer of Chriﬅ's Grace indeed, whatever their Pro Under theſe Sorts all are comprehended who live and
Jeﬃon was; that never did ﬂee from the Covenant die in Sin: As, t. Thoſe Sins of Omiſſtons in fall
of Works, to reﬅ on Chriﬅ for salvation. Theſe ing or biding back, as the Fearful. 2. Againﬅ the
are ( join' iii. 36. ) condemned already: And this GoſpeLu the Unbelievers. 3. A ainﬅ Nature, as the
Unbelief ſhall condemn as much as any Breach of the Abominable. 4. Againﬅ the faw, as the others,
Law, in that Day it will condemn that ye believe and that whether againﬅ the ﬁrﬅ or ſecond Table,
not according to that Command, t _70/121 iii. 23. in Deed or Word. Their Lot is dreadful, Thy are
as to be a Murderer, to be a VVitch or a Warlock. rqﬅm in the Laﬅ', Ut. Then, I. Is there not grat
&reﬅ. How diﬀereth it from weak Faith? Anſw. Odds between Heaven and Hell? Is it not Good to
WVeak Faith hath a ſure Ground, but a weak Grip of be in Heaven and Ill to be in Hell? 2. Muﬅ notall
it: Therefore it isfeared for it: ButUnbeliefhath of you be eternally in the one or in the other? 3.
a weak Ground, butthinketh its Grip ſure, there Is it not alſo certain that Folks muﬅ go to them ſe
vfore it is not troubled. 2. Weak Faith hath much verally according to theſe Qualiﬁcations of overcom
Fear of Unbelief, Mark ix. 24. and would be rid ing or of lying under Sin, and that theſe are not ſe
ofit: This Unbelief is willing! , andſo wreﬅleth parated, but Heaven and Holineſs, Hell and Sin go
not againﬅ Unbelief, but againﬅ i)0ubting and Fear, together? Then, what are the moﬅ'of you doing!
'leﬅ its Security be matted. 3. Weak Faith is clear Are not theſe the Words of him that litteth on the
of its own Need and Chriﬅ's Fulneſs; but its Weak Throne? VVh then make ye not for Heaven, and
neſs isin its Peace, or its gripping of him, or biding ſo for more olineſs as neceſſary to be there?
'by him: And as to the Fruits of Faith, it ﬁndeth Have ye refolved to diſpenſe with the Loſs of
theſe weak, ( to ſay ſo) but Unbelief is clearer of its Heaven? Can ye abide Hell and the company
Peace than of its Need, Ur. and whether we take of Devils for ever? What is there any Choice here?
'Unbelicf asa Failing on the Right-Hand by Pre Why halt He between Heaven and Hell, as if there
ſumption, or on the Left by Deſpair, both are Un were any quality betwixt all Tbing: and Nothing
belief, and oppoſite to Faith in Chriﬅ, and are ex ( no not a drop of Water )betwixt God with all
cluded here.

Good, and the Deviland all Sorrow, and that for

TH I third Sort are abominable, who by Sim ever? O the Screechs and Yells that will be in
againﬅ Nature have made themſelves Vile: Now Hell, whereas there is no Cry in Heaven! Can
theſe are reckoned with : Such were theſe in Sodam, ye go about doubting what to chooſe here ? Why
and theſe, Rom. i. 26, err.
then is there ſo little Faith, ſo little Wreﬅling and
T H 1: fourth Sort are Murdtrerr: Which tak Holineſs? Know ye not what dependeth on the
eth in all who wrong their Neighhours in Thought, Event, and can ye abide to loſe it, ya, to hazard
Word or Deed, eſpecially the Perſecuters of his it, or to be ſecure while it is ſo? How can ye ſleep
and eat your Bread without Sorrow 2 What Pro
People.
T H 1 ﬁfth Sort are Marmmgers: Whereby miſe can ye comfort your ſelves in ? None ſpeak
all who are given to any Filthineſs, Secret or open,

eth Good to you, what Threatning can ye ſhift,

of whatſoever Sort, are underﬅood, if it were butin while ye ſhift Holineſs?

Do not all ſpeak as pro
nouncing your eternal Excommunication ſrom
T H r. ſixth Sort are Sorarerx, ſuch as more di God, while ye abide under the Curſe as ye are?
rectly renounce God, and take them directly or indi What Example have ye of any that ever harden

a Look.

rcctly to the making uſe or' theDevil in theplace ofGod .* d themſelves and proſpered, or lived and died un
der

Chap. 2' r.
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Isnot and that none but the Holy ſhould go to Heaven?
Hell full of-Refutztions of this-Untmth? W'he're What will it'turn to'then? Shall any other D'oor
opened'to Heaven, or 'other Promiſcs' be made to
are many; like the rich Glutton, lathe xvi. that he
would 'ſuﬀer vno Application ofHeil to them in you, than ſor other's? Remember whitſſ-Certiﬀoati

der the Dominion of' Sin and was happy?

their LiFe, and now they are ſure of it, andbid
tell it to others, knowing that Men ordinarily be

lieve it not? Oſecure Athieﬅ, proud Sinner that
neveﬅthirﬅediſor Righieouſneﬂs, nor 'felt the Ill or
Sin, orzthoudazyngllgent Wreﬅler that art afraid
to ﬁght, what will come oſthee? Do ye-not be
i-ieve' that a Reckoning is coming? Do
not -ſee
that .Holineſs undil-hppineﬂs go together, and Sin
and shame? 'Do'not ye iyour ſelves think it reaſon
able and zjuſt that they ouid go linke'd together,

oniaccompanieth this'Oﬀer. -It'-is indeed'*ſr'6e-( ſo
we oﬀer it in his Name) .Ho, every one, Come, &Ft. _

But'ﬁght
here -not
is the
Certiﬁcation,
it' ye come
and
ſeriouſly
to a'sto-overcbmb,
imidſiiſnot,
ye
tum hack Or 'ﬁght'not ffo'r Chriﬅ, but-like a coward

deſcrt him, 'heire is 'your Doom, We pronounce it,
to'be caﬅ into the Lake oſ-Fire: For, 'wh'0, in
this-Rei'gect, 'is'not with Chriﬅ, is 'againﬅ him, and

all his - n'emios, (hall beﬂain beforefhim.

LEoTuREm;
Verſe 9. And there tame unto 'ne one 'oﬀ the ſeven Angels, which had the ﬅven Vial: full of theſeven la/Z
Plaguet, and tall-ed with me, ſhyt'ng, Come hither, I 'will ſhew thee 'the Bride, the La'nh': [Vﬂn
10. And he tarried me away in the Spirit to a great and high Mnentain, andſhewed me that great City,

the holy

'ruſh/ent, deſiending out 'of Hem-'en from God,

1'1.
aving the glory of God: And her Light way lihe unto a Stone my? precious, even lite a Yaﬃer
ſtone,
Cryﬅal;
12. clear
And ashad
aſſ ſVall great and high, and had twelve Cam, and at the Gar'e: twelve zlngelt, and

Names written thereon, which are the Name: of the twelve Trihe: of the Children of Iﬅael.
13. On the Eq/i, three Gates 5 on the North, three Gates; on the South, three Gater; and on the W/eﬅ,
three Gates.

14. And the lf/allgſ the 'City had twelve Fonndations, and in them the Name: of the twelve dog/tle: of
the Lamb.

15. And he that talked with me, hada golden Reed to meaſitre'the City, 'and the Gates thereof, and
the Wall thereﬀ.

16. And the City lieth ﬁner-ſquare, and the Length, is at large a: the Breadth: And he meaſitred the
City with the Read, twelve thou/orld Furlongs: The Length, and the Breadth, and the Height ifit are
equal.

17.'dnd he rneaſitred 'the ſl'all thereof, an hundred-and forty and four Cubit-t, attording to the Meaſilre
'fa Alein, that is, of the Angel.

18. And the building of the [Fall o it was of jaſoer 3 and the City 'was pure Gold, lite unto (lear Glaſi'.
19. And the Foundation: oſ the Vol/'of the City were garni/hed with all manner of precious Stones. The
ﬁrﬅ20.
Foundation
of jaſhertheſixth,
z the ſecond,
sapphire;
the third,
a Chaltedony
3 the Berylzſithe
ﬂmrth, an ninth,
Enterald
;
The ﬁfth,were
a Sardonyx;
Sardius;
theſiventh,
Chtyſolite;
the eighth,
a Topoz
;

the tenth, a comam/as; the eleventh, a j'ntinct 3 the twelfth, an dnzetlyyfi.
21. And the twelve Gates were twtlz'e Pearl: 3 every ſeveral Gate was one Pea-r] : and 'the Street if the
was pure Gold, as ibwere tranſparent Glaﬅ.
22. And [ſaw no Temple therein: For the Lord God Almighty, and the Lan'zh, are the Templeof it.
Andit,theandCity
oſ thethereof.
Sun, neither of the Il/loott to ſhine in it: For the glory of God
did23.
lighten
the had
ſiLarnhnoitneed
the Light

24. nd the Nation: Zſ them which are ſire-ed, ſhall wall
Earth do vbring their G ory and Honour into it.

in the Light an; and the Kings of m
. And
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25. And eke Gotes of itſh/rll not be ſhut at all by Day:

Chap; 2\_

For there ſhall be no Night there.

26. And they/ball bring the Glory and Hznour oſtlre Nation: into it.

27. And there ſhall in no wiſe enter into it any tlnſing that deﬁ ell', neither wbotﬅwer worker/o Abomina
tion, or' maketh a Lie, but they wbieb are writlen in 'be Lnmb': Book of Life.
l

E have heard the more general Deſcription viſible Churches are called bit Bria'e, ſeeing' that
of the Saints eternal Happineſs: Follow the Marriageisfounded on an inviſible Relation and
eth to I/erſe 6. of Chap. xxii. a rarticu Tye and Union with Chriﬅ.
lar Deſcription thereof to John by Viſion. Where
Tr-t s third Circumﬅance is the Manner how
in, 1. Some preparatory Circumﬅances are menti
obn ſaw, be tarried 'ne in the Sgirit, whereof we
oned. Then 2._ In it ſelf it is deſcribed, to Verſe 21.
eard, Chap. ii. 17. It is not really, but in Extaſy.
Then, 3. Some Aggravations or Commendations of
4. T H a Place where he ſaw, is, on an bigb
that Happineſs, whereby it is illuﬅrated, are ſet Mountnin: Borrowed ſrom this, That Men ſee
more and further there than in Valleys (but in Viſion
down.
'
T H a ﬁrﬅ preparatorv Circumﬅance, is, That it is notſo) It ſheweth only this, that there need
one of 'be Angel: tame to J'obn: Whereby the In eth an Aſcending, and that in the Spirit before Hea
ﬁrument revealing is ſet down. Itis like that ſame ven can well be deſcerned or conceived.
mentioned Chap. xvii. r. Yet it followeth not from
A ﬁfth is, That. generally he ſhewed him the
this ( as was ſaid )tliat therefore it belongeth to the great Cily, the holy _'7eruſhlem, deſcending out of I-Iea
Militant Church: For, an Angel generally is made ven rom God. There is ſome Diﬀerence made been
uſe of, to ſhew this Revelation tn j'olm, Clmp. i. and a ity and aTown; Urþs, a Town, looketh eſpe
Chap. xxii. 6. And ſo the revealing of this Part of cially to the Walls, Buildings or Habitations; Sit-i
it, will but agree to that mediate Manner of Chriﬅ's eos, reſpecteth the Indwellers and their Priviledges in
revealing
to T hurch,
oþn the but
Stateof
the Triumphant
of a common way: We take in both here. The
the
Militantct
nomore.
And if it beasthe
Town for that particular Deſcription, to Ver/e 22.
laﬅ of the Angels of the Vials, it will but ſhew agreeth well to this; the Inhabitants alſo, for by
that this gloriﬁed State of the Church doth ſucceed beholding this Town or City, jobn ſeeth the Bride
that,
The the Lamb's Wife who are the Inhabitants: And
Angel Whereunto
corner/7: Itthatvis laﬅ
likeVial
( did
by make
God's way.
immediate
that both are comprehended ( the one as the Place,
ſpeaking) there hath been ſome Diverſion in the and the other as theſe that dwell in it ) it is clear
from Verſe 27. where they are diﬅinguiſhed: As
former Words, or otherwiſe.
T H a ſecond Circumﬅance is, I/erſe 9. To wit, alſ0( l/eſryi 14. Clmp. xxii.) where the Elect arc
his Call to John, to come ſee the Bride, as he had diﬅingui ned from the City wherein they enter, and
made him ſee the whore, Chap. xvii. Come bitber, I alſo from the Happineſs they enjoy in it, when en
will ſhew tbee the Bride, 'be Lamo': Hſrſe. Here trcd. Neither is that inconliﬅent, that one Type
Biide( Sponſo ) and Wife ( Uxor) are put together ſhould have a twofold or compoſed Meaning,
&ſhe being now brought as &Lueen together to the eſpecially tending to one Scope, as Chap. xvii.
ing, Pſhl. xiv.) whereas Clmp. xix. ſhe was but The ſeven Heads ſignify both Hills and Kings.
Bride:

And though the Word. Gum', boththere This is a

. and here, be rendred WYfe; yet here being contra
dillinguiſhed from Bride, it neceſſarily is intcrpretcd
ſo, whereas there Chap. xix. it is ſpoken of as a
Marriage to'bc but folemnized. John ſaw a Glance,
I/erſe 2. but here more particularly he is called to it,
to ſhew that Heaven and Happineſs are not ſeen at a

great City; For,

r. It hath many

Inhabitants and a large Circuit, all the ﬁrﬅ Born
are in it.

2. For Dignity, it is the City, of the

great King. Again, it lS called the holy Yerreſblem,
as diﬀerent from what it was before; its Gloriouſ
neſs and Greatneſs is much in Holineſs. Its De
ſcending is ſpoken of before: Its like that in Viſiouit

ſhort View, and that Men would dwell onthe was repreſented as Delcending; for, Paul was taken

Sight of them.

That ſhe is the Lamb's Hſzſe, is up to ſee it, a Corintb. xii. it is letten down to

not the leaﬅ Part of her commendation, when all j'olzn. It is clear from the following words, ſ'e'ﬅ u.

the Elect are gathered, that is, the Qleen, Pſal. bar/ing 'be Glory oﬀGod : ( take itſor ageneralCom
xlv. and the Church, Job. iii. 29. Eþb. v. 29. mendanon before he enter on Particulars) That is,
which really is ſo', for, it is more improperly that

it had moﬅ excellent Glory, even Glony whereof
God

Chap. ar.
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God is the Author, he having prepared this Glory The Wall, great and high: Walls are for Securi
for his Bride, and provided this Adorning for her: ty. Diﬀerence is put betwixt Murur an Houſe
By which the Reaſon appeareth, wherefore it is ſaid to wall, and Mam'a Fortiﬁcations. This by its Great
neſs and Height doth ſet forth the laﬅ, to wit, the
come down from him.
*
_
I 'N the particular Deſcription, we conceive it not Strength and security of this City; no Army nor
ſo edif ing to ſpeak of the Nature and Properties of Enemy can make Incurſion on it, _ſo that; the Inha
theſe term, or of the Number of twelve, uſed for bitants may not only _be (ﬅturi ) ſecure as Lai/L'
and ſpoken of the Gates, Foundations and Fruits of was ſecure, but ( tuti) ſaſe, ( which two Words
the Tree, Chap. xxii. ( neither can we reach any in that Reſpect do diﬀer) here entreth no Enemy,
thing ſolid or certain from theſe myﬅeriouﬂy conſi but all are Friends. It is a Kingdom that cannot 1
.
dered ) we take the Scope to aim together to ſet out be ſhakcn.
2. T H r: R r-: is the Gate: or Ports, which are
the Glory of the Elect in Heaven, which under ﬁ
gurative Terms is ſet out from many Things, be in Number twelve, and have the Names of the
cauſe no one Thing doth reach the Scope, and not Tribes of [ſrael written on them: Which is to
as if one Thing were underﬅood by this Stone, ano ſignihe, that tho' there be no Acceſs over the Walls
ther by that; but all altogether ſhew, that it is to Enemies, yet there are Ports ſuﬃcient to let in
moﬅ glorious and rich, as if made up of the moﬅ all Friends, ſuch as only true I/raelitet are. There
coﬅly rare Stones, and that in the greateﬅ abun fore they are twelve, to ſhew they are ſuﬃcient;
And the writing of the Names of tnc Tribes, ſaith,
dance.
THis Happineſs agreeing to this heavenly City, They are appointed only ſor Iſraelites, and that for
is ſet out ſeveral Ways, with all theſe Things, in an all Iſraelites, which are (Verſi' 27. ) all that are
eminent Meaſure and Manner, whereby Men account written in the Book of Life, oſ whatſoever stock;
a City adorned: As, I. For Light, which is not but no ehuﬂte nor Ccmrmnite-entreth this ﬅrong.

Hold.

his Yeruſalem ( or, Sight qf Peace) is

that which enlightneth her, or whereby poſſibly ſhe
is enlightned, ( for that is not the Sun, but God, &Ft.
asaſterward appeareth ) but her ſhining actively,
whereby ſhe holdeth forth Light, ( as Mstth. v. 16.
Let your Light ſhine, &e. ) her Splendor and Beauty,
and, the Glance of her Glory, often compared to
Light, and agreeing well with thatWord, The Glory
gf God, going beſore; which ( Chap.iv. ) was com
pared to this ſame Yaſher. This expreﬂeth her ge
neral Luﬅre, as one newly entring a ﬅateiy Town.
Firﬅ, The whole Neatneſs and Splenilor of it, repre
ſentcth it ſelf to him, before he come particularly to
take Notice of the Parts of it. That Word, Clear

on eachrQiarter: ) Which we conceive belong to
the proportionable Mould of it, as it ſuiteth with
the End, to let in all alike eaſily on all Qgarters,

a; )Cpſſal, is added to ſhew its Nature; It is glori

(as the 'ITabernacle marched in the midﬅ of the

only for the Children of the Promiſe, born to
Abraham's Faith, and Partakers of his Bleſſing: And
for this End are twelve Angel: at the Gater, as
Porters or Guards, keeping Watch, that none paſs
to Trouble theſe within. There is ſuch excellent
Order and Saſety in Heaven, there is no Gariſon
Town like it: Which (as other Things) may be
alluded unto here.
T H r: R e are twelve Gates, (and three of them

ous and pure, as ſhining Cryﬅal, yet precious and Tribes on all Qrarters, ſo there is Acceſs unto Hea
ﬁrm as the Yaſh'r, which was a moﬅ excellent ven from all Airths alike) and we ſeek no further
Gem, and uſed in dame's Breaſt plate, Exod. Myﬅery in it; but it is proportionable, that ſuch a
xxyiii. This' Splendor in general reſulteth from all large City ſhould have many Gates, and that- there

the Ornaments thereof put together.
I N the more particular commendation, we may
conſider, I. The principal Parts commended, which
are uſually moﬅ eminent in a ﬅately City: As,
1. Its Walls. 2. Its Gates. 3. I'ts Foundations.

ſhould be three to each Wind, ſeeing it is ſour-ſquare.
So it denoteth the regular Exactneſs and Aſchitectory

of this City, whoſe Builder and Maker is God in a
ſingular way.

Fo r. r. ow 12 T H', (Ver/2 14.) the Foundations:
4. Its vStrcets, how they are paved. Conlider, 2. More excellent than that oſ Salamrm's Temple of
The proportionable diſpoſing oſ its Parts in an ex cedar-'Wood and Stone. It bath twelve Faundd- i
eellent and ſuitable Mould. and Quantity. 3-. Con tions: This iigniﬁeth the-Durableneſs and Eternity- ﬁder the ſeveral Cornmendations which theſe vParts ofthat City, that no ſ'ime can. make it Decay,
get; Here indeed eminently the Walls are Salvatim, more than any Enemy can Storm it', It is well
and, the_Gatcs Pralſie, Iſa. lx. 18.
founded, not having one Foundation only, but:
ſer/e 12, 13, T I-Ui ﬁrﬅ Part. commended, is, twelve ſor its security.
A

a
t

'r
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7 A Word is added to the Foundations, (as former
ly_ to the Gates) T/mMms of the. Lamþfr 'we/va
Apgﬅllr are written anytbtm. By twelz/gis under
ﬅood
all: In isaWord,
their ii.Doctrine
which
t ſiy preached
meaned, Here
(,a3 Epb.
20. where
the

Chap. 21.

particular Cubit is ſet down', ſhr there were divers,
one of the Sanctuary which was large; one com
mon, which is that of a Man, from the Elbow
down, the Angel appearing as a Man, and ſo went
about this with ſuch a Meaſure, or Cubit, as Mcn

Church is built on tbc Faundatian qf- tln Praplut: and uſe to make up a Reckoning known to them, ( and
ripe/Her) which Word endured; far ever, tPet. i. by this we may expound the Number of a Man,
25. And ſo- God's Faithſulneſs ſuﬅatneth Heaven, Chap. xiii. ) It is, as iſ John ſaid, The Angel mea
that it is never moved, but endureth to all Ltermty, ſured by the ſame Meaſure, and according to 'the

according to, that Word and, Goſpel which was ſame Rule uſed among Men. By all which, that
preached through the World by all the Apoﬅles: excellent Skill in ſraming Heaven, and that Regula
Yea, the Prophets and Miniﬅers of Chriﬅ, But the rity and Wiſdom, which was ſhewn by God, when
Apoſtles, ſor Honours ſakenare mentioned for all. 'he made it above any other Piece of his Work, is
And this is not inconſiﬅent with Heaven, to have holden forth, that tho' there be Exactneſs in the

their Names on the Foundation; ſeeing they are not Church here, much more there. ln a Word, No
the Foundations themſelves, but the Faithſulneſs of Fault can be ſound with any Part of it, all is well
God in the preached Goſpel ſhall be more manifeﬅ' ordered and contrived, and can abide moﬅ exact
then nor now; And his Miniﬅers in. that Jaw-aſh Trial. This is the Scope, and further we deſcend

lcm ſhall have a ſpecial Dignity, as Founders orBuild

not.

ers uſe to have their Names graven on the Walls for
FOLLOWBTH, Tbirdl, From Vrﬅ
particular Commendations of,theſe Parts.
their Honour.

18. The'

1. The
Hr-z deſcendeth more particularly, ( Verſe 15.) hVall ( i. l. the out-VVall circuiting all ) is afj'aſplr,
to (hew the Proportionableneſs and xactnels of this moﬅ precious and beautiful. See Chap. iv. and al!
City, which every way is exceeding regular, as the the City, that is, the Town or Walls within, they

Engine of a moﬅ excellent Contriver or Plotter can are all of pure Gold for Stones; and not common
1. The P_ur_poſe of Gold, but clear as Glaſr ſor- ſhining, and ﬁrm-and

invent, or Artiﬁcer can form.

Mcaſuring the City, Wall and Gates is mtimatedu ſolid as Gold, and precious alſo.

Theſe are excel
2. T-he Meaſurer deſcribed, He 'that tall-ed with him. lent Walls and Houſcs that are not guilded, but

3. The Inﬅrument wherewith he meaſured, dgaldm
Read: All is borrowed in generalſrom that Type
of Ezelial, when he is meaſurin'gl out a Goſpel
Church, and from God's Care ( Chap. xi. ) of his
little Church then. But here this cxceedeth theſe,

of Gold. This for outward and inward Build
ings.
2. THE Foundatiam are commended: T
are
not common Stones, but of precious Smm if all

Sort: in abundance. They are particularly reckoned

It is a golden Rml ; For, all is excellent here: It is to be twelve, Verſe 19, 20.

but a ſimple Reed in Ezelritl, and this City, when it
is meaſured, exceedeth that t'arvin Qiantity and Qua
lity, and ſo are not one way to be applied.
_
W H A T is found by Meaſuring? The City
( Verſe 16. ) Iietbfam- square, juſt alwlays alike, (ſo
proportionable and ﬅrong as Forts-r'oyal uſe yet to
be built ) that is, moﬅ ﬁt to receive-m on all Quar
ters. 2.- It is ſound, that the City is twelve thou
ſand Furlon'gs, either all square, as'it ſeemeth by
putting Breadth and Lcngth and Heighth (that is,
the Height of its Towers ) in one certain Meaſure,
which can be none otherbut that Meaſuring imme
diately preceeding. Or, it is ſo much in Circuit:
However, it is a great City, and hereby its Capacity

We know not the

Nature of them, therefore cannot ſeek Mytteries in
them:

Only, by what is ſaid of them in Scripture,

and the adorning of daron's Breaﬅ-plate, End.

xxviii. we may gather that they were moﬅ preci
ous: All Believers here in Beauty exceed Solomon,
yea, damn in his ﬁneﬅ Rohes.
3. T H E Gum were each of one Pearl, Verſe er.
A rare Thing, a good Merchant may ſell all for one
of theſe, Ilion/1. xiii. And that each Gate is but
one Pearl, is more than if many Gates were made

up of moe.
4. THE Street: (Verſe-21.) or Cauſeys were
not dirted, but are as pure Gold, as rranſharmt Glaſi

for Clearneſs, ſuch as the World hath not, yet is it
in Bounds and Multitudeof Inhabitants, is holden ſhort to ſet out the leaﬅ Thing that Saints have

forth with its excellent Frame.
. I/krſh -17,. T H a Wall is found to be one hundred
forty and ſour Cubits, that is, its Heightand Breadth
is'cven above that oſ old Babylon or Mmwþ: The

there to tread upon. This. is an excellent City,
when Gold, and ſuch ﬁne Gold, is made uſe of to
pave its Streets. There are no ſoul Steps there, no

foul Prints ſticking to. Believers Heels that dwell
there,

Chap. at.
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there, which is the Scope oſ it.

This is a golden 'by gloriﬁed creatures, they being ﬅill ﬁnite. But,
City, golden Walls, golden Houſes, golden streete, I. That they have a true-beholding of his inﬁnite
wholeve-Gold, may-beenriched here: "Yet there Eﬂence in theirelevated Capacities according to their
are ſome Aggravah'ons added, the more to ſet out Meaſure: _ For, this Light is meerly intellectual;
the glorious Happineſs thereof: Six or ſeven are whereof more, Chap. xxii. 4. 2. That there is a
in this Chapter, and as many in the beginning of ſhining Glory there maniſeﬅed, ( as-it were, a View
the next, which are Additionals to the Happineſs of of his Back-parts, as was to Ille/a, End. xxxiv.
that City, or oſ thoſe who are in it, and heightning that made him ſhine ) which exceedeth all the Glo
the Happineſs.

A

ry that can be imagined, that being purpoſely letten

TH-EVﬁrﬅ, is, V-rſr 22. There i: no 'ſimple out to make "him known, as in Meaſure, beyond
there: Which looketh not only to ceremonial -W0r any glorious Appearance on Earth. 3. The ſhining
ſhip moﬅ
which-was
under
the of
Law,
to preſer-it
to Brightneſs of theGodhea'd indwelling- in our bleſled
-'the
glorious
Eﬅate
the but
vMilitant
Church,
Lord Jeſus, ſhall be in a ſupereminent Degree diſ
twhich, under the ſeventh Trumpet, ('Clmp. xi. cernable, a little Glance whereof was in the Tranſ
alt.) conſiﬅed much in-this, that the Temple was ﬁguration, Afattb. xvii. This ſhall take up and
opened, whereas it is not ſo in this: For here is no ſzttisﬁe all Eyes in Heaven, even the Glory of that
Temple, that is, no mediate ſerving or' God, or Perſon who is God, it ſhall be beyond and beſide all,
Acceſs to him, or uſe of Ordinances, all theſe are like the-Sun in the Noon-day beſide the Stars, when

done away, 'which is clear by the oppoſition, 'The they appear in Day-light, which ſcarcely or not at
Lord God Almighty and tlr: Laml', an? tbe Temple all are then diſcernable: And tho' the like Phraſe'
of'z't, that is, the immediate enjoying of God and in a greatPart be uſed, Iſh. lx. 19, 20. yet it diﬀer
' Jeſus Chriﬅ ſupplieth all, Saints now made perfect eth much, not only in the Scope, that being to ſet
being admitted to a full ſatisfying Sight of him, as out the-Beauty of the Militant Church, which is
he is, Chap. xxii. l/erſe 4. which ( ICor. xiii.) ſpiritual, This is that which is eternal: But alſo,
is the'Happineſs of Heaven: For, God himſelſ is t. There is Night and Day, here is no Night. 2.
oppoſed here, not only tothe Ceremonial Wor There is a Sun, but it goeth not down; here is
ſhip, but 'to all mediate Ways of ſeeing him, or none, nor need of one. 3. There is no Word of
approaching to'him in Ordinances any manner oſ the Lamb; here there is: Yet theſe Exxpreﬃons

way.

Alltheſe, 'and whatſoever is not God him

whereby the Churches Beauty is ſet-out, arc alluded

ſelf, is laidby. 'Neither is there need of theſe in to here, as is ſaid, to ſhew not only that Heaven is
above Gold, Pearls, &Ft. but-above What the Church
that 'Palace above.
_
t
TH 1: ſecond AggreagingPriviledge, is, Vnſc 23. can hereattain unto.
* That there is m med (If rbrSunar Manttbere; no
T'H 5 third Aggravation is thaniſ/"ﬅ 24. It
created Lightin it, 'be Glory qſ'Gad, &c. mid-'lie ſhall he the Hapþineſs of all that ſhell be-Happy,
Lamb, 'is tbe Light . thereof. There is no created therefore eannot'be but' glorious, lbr init Nation: qſ
Thing, 'no n'ot the Sun, but God himſelf (as the t/zm that art ſh-y'd, ſhall walk in 'but Light. 1.
oppoſition ſheweth) 'that is the Comfort of Hea There are many that ſhall partake oſ it. 2. They
ven. Theſe are not needed nor miﬂed, but God is who are ſaved, ſhall be admitted, and they ſhall ac
all. This ſetteth forth, I. Whereas Light is a count it-Happineſs to ſhare of that Light, and it muﬅ
glorious'Creature, and ſo 'is the Sun, yet that here be an excellent City, which is allowed for the Walk
there is no need of'it: For, there is a more glo and Comfort of all that ever-ſhall be ſaved; when
rious Light that'would darken 'the Sun, as the Sun they are ſaved, they are brought here, which proveth
it ﬅrongly
to beſſtbeyſhall-þring
Heaven; yea,their
if they
doth 'no'w a'petty Candle. 2. 'That that Light that-are'
ſaved,
Glorywere
to it,Kings
that

cometh from' the reſplendent 'Glory oſ God-in that
higherHouſe, which is 'far beyond what creatures is, 1. >Forſake all Glory of Crowns-andKingdoms
can imagine, 'tho' there be ®ſo*many vStones that in Cumpariſon-oſ it, it ſhall- ſo far exceed their Glo
are 'precious there, yea, ſo many'Angels and Saints

ry. Or, 2. As if all'Kings ſet themſelves to make

whoſe Countenance ſhall ſhine as that Sun which one Place, or City, glorious, and therefore ſhould
we now ſee, 'yet that 'is not its Light, but the make all their Glory to meet and ſurther this one
Glory of God and the Lamb is the Light there Deſign; So this ſhall be even exceeding all, having
of. f any aﬁt, *How God, that is a pure Spi all in it, and wanting nothing that can be ſor its
rit, can be its Light? We anſwer, It is not ſo Glory, as if all Things glorious had trylted in
to be'underſtood, as if adequatly he were taken up ll
Aaaaa
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4. Ier s Gum are 'tot/but by Day, for there is no Diſcerning ſhould be pretended unto, therefore it i'
Night there: That is, no Interruption of that Hap not here-away. 5. He hath keeped that Book to
pineſs, no Viciſſitude of Day and Night, no Fear to himſelf, and hath given it to none to Rule their Sen
make the Ga'es to be ſhut,

there is but one

tence by.

6. Do not ſome Hypocrites look liker

eternal Day which ſhall never end, Vtrﬅ 25. There Elect, than ſome of them do? And ſhall this Rule
is no Fear from Antichriﬅ, nor Gag or Magag exclude the one, and take in the other? And ſeeing
'the mentioning of the Book of Life here relateth to
here.
A ﬁſth Aggravation, is, Vt'ſe 26. That not only its opening, Chap. xx. whereby it is made known
what is glorious to Kings, but what in all the World who was in it, and that is at the laﬅ Sentence, This
is glorious, ſhall be brought there, as if all Glory and muﬅ therefore be at. the Execution thereof, and
Riches made their Rendevouze here, it ſhall be ſo poﬅerior to it.

glorious, as if no Glory at all were out of it.

Be

Trust; Reaſons do erince, that the Book of

ﬁde, it may well take in, that all the Saints, ( which LLc is to be taken properly for God's Election, in

only are the Glory of Nations ) are all brought in Oppoſition to what was ſaid, Chap. xx. Vnﬅ laﬅ,
to it.

In a Word, It ſhall exceed all, as it were, and therefore theſe who enter now, muﬅ be really

and only Elect indeed, oppoſite to the ſormer; and

they will caﬅ their Caps at it.
TH E ſixth, is, From its Indwellers,

who are no other Interpretation, croſſing that, can be admit

expreſi'ed two Vlſays, t. Negatively; No unclean
Thing, or what deﬁleth, &Ft. ſhall enter, Ver/2 27.
That is, no wicked Per ſon. a. No wicked Thing,
or no wicked Deed. 3. No ﬁlthy Creature that is
loathſome. 4. No Corruption in Believers, they
are now without Spot.

ted either ſecluding profane Men, and ſuch who are
not Elect doctrinally from Heaven it ſelf, or ſuch
who appear not ſo, from the Church: For, 1. Thus
to be written here in the Book of Life, is to be real

ly elected, in Oppoſition to the State of the Repro

In a Word,

I. No Sin. bate who are not written; For, all Men are diﬅri
2. No Curſe. 3. No Devil, Tempter or Tempta buted in theſe two, writtm, or not written, and a
tion, and no Corruption, for, all theſe deﬁle, and third there is not; but to expound this either of the

this is more than that only no wicked Perſon ſhould former ways, will not make it to ſpeak of the real
enter. Thus it is expreſly diﬅinguiſhed from the Elect, and theſe only, Therefore it cannot be ad
Militant Church, that is hereby ſupponcd to have in mitted here. a. Whatever this here intendeth, it is
it what deﬁleth, to wit, ſcandalous Perſons and Hy ſomething that both dejurt and de/'rzct' is peculiar
pocrites, here expreſſed in theſe two, II/lzo work 1! to this State of the Church, that is, it is ſuch a
Þominatian, and make a Lie: And it is ſaid of all Thing as neither ever was, in Deed or Event, nor
theſe, that in 'w way: the) utter, by a twofold Ne was ever called for before this; For, this is a Thine'

gation in the Original.
Excluſion of all theſe,
Then poſitively it is
theſe wbo are written
i. 1. true Elect, and

ou me, to ſhew the abſolute
and that in the leaﬅ Degree.
told who enters, None but
in the Lamb': Book of Life,
not appearing ſo only; yea,

peculiarly diﬀerencing this State of the Church frorii
all that ever preceeded in this Reſpect, and for that
End, as a peculiar Property thereof, is ſubjoyned
here; But, neither can it be ſaid, that the'Key of
Doctrine, dejurr, becometh ﬅraiter then nor now,

regenerated, perfected Elect, as was cleared in the' or that defacta it will ever be ﬅricter than it was in

Scope of this Chapter, ( otherwiſe the Elect have the ﬁrﬅ Primitive and Apoﬅolick Times. Nor can
Corruption that deﬁleth, but here now it is done it be applied to any more ﬅrict Exerciſe of Diſ
away) For, t. That Phraſe, writing in his Book, cipline in Reference to Church-membcrſhip: For
through this Prophecy is never ſo underﬅood, to then, I. It would follow, that there were a dif
wit, for theſe that appear ſo, but for ſuch who are ferent Rule for gathering of Churches then, which
ſo indeed.

2. Seeming Elect, who yet are not ſo, we have not now,

and that ſo much Strictneſs

do make a Lir and dlſill, therefore are here ſeclud were not required now, which ſome will not ﬁnd
ed. 3. Theſe written are oppoſed ( utſitpra) to conſonant to the Purpoſe for which they alledge
theſe not written, Chap. xx. 15. and therefore it this now.

muﬅ be underﬅocd of the true Elect, ſeeing the
others are really Reprobates. 4. The Lamb's Book
of Life is never opened till the laﬅ Day, and this
Admiſlion ſupponeth the opening of it, as that
which only giveth the Rule to make this Diﬀerence,
ſupporting that till this Book be opened, no ſuch

And,

2. It would follow, that the

Apoﬅolick Church was not ſo exact in their
Practice, if de fact' that ſucceeding Church ſhall
go beyond them 5 It muﬅ therefore belong to the

Church Triumphant, as is ſaid.
LECT.
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I.

XXII.

Verſe 1. v14 ND he ſhewed me a pure River of H'ater of Life, clear as Crjﬅal, þroreeding out of the
Throne qf God, and of the Lamb.

2. In the midﬅ qf the Street yf it, and (yf either ſide ay" the River, was there the Tree of Liſe, 'which
hare twelve manner of Fruits, and yielded he" Fruit every Month; And the Leaves yf the Tree were for
the healing o the Natiens.
3. And t ere ſhall he no more Curſe:

But the Throne ay" God and ry' the Lamb ſhall he in it 5 and his
Servants ſhall ſerve him.
4. And they/halljee his Fare; and his Name ſhall he in their Fereheads.
5. And there ſhall he no Night there, and they need no Candle, neither Light qſ the Sun; ﬁt'- the Lard
God giveth them Light; And they ſhall Reign ﬂi- ever and ever.

holy Spirit, which proceedeth from the Father and
to Verﬅ 6. continueth ſome the Son. The General is a Truth, ( and ſuiteth
further Aggravations of the with the Scope here ) that Believers in Heaven ſhall
Happineſs which the gloriﬁed be well refreſhed and ſatisﬁed, and that with ſuch
in Heaven enjoy. The ﬁrﬅ Conſolations as proceed from Father, Son and Spirit,
is from the Excellency of a altho' we inſiﬅ not in the particular Application;
River that runneth through Chriﬅ the Lamb is ſtilljoyned with God, becauſe the
that City; Rivers are plea cnjoying of the God-man is ﬅill looked on as a great
ſant and proﬁtable to run Part of our Happineſs.
through Cities. This City
T H a ſecond Thing mentioned, is, The Tree of
hath an excellent River: Whereof we may ſay, as Life, Verſe 2. Which doth exceedingly adorn and
Pſal. xlvi. 4. The Streams thereof make glad the enrich this City. It alludeth in general to Gan. ii.
City of God. It is commended, t. That it is a where the Tree of Life was in Paradiſe, a Sacrament
River, ( not a Brook ) but ſuch as may convey of Immortality to Adam, if he had ﬅood ; But this is
Commodities to it, and be uſeful for Cleanling of it, a Tree of Life, not only as conﬁrming their un
which ſheweth in the Scope, that this City is perfect changeable State of Happineſs who are in Heaven, but
ly accommodated and cleanſed exceedingly, beyond of its own Eﬃcacy able to bring forth Life Eternal,
what any River can do to any City on Earth, 2. It and to continue it in theſe that eat of its Fruit; and
is a pure River, that is, free from all Muddineſs and ſo it diﬀercth from all Food (even Manna) that Men
Corruption, every Thing is excellent here, the ſineﬅ eat of here ; This is an excellent Tree.

that can beimagined. 3. It is a River of Water of
Life, not only as from a livingr Fountain, but as ofa
lively Eﬃcacy and Vertue to all who dr nk of it;
Life is in abundance here, where both the Founrains
and River are ſuch. 4. It is clear as Crjﬅal, ſo pure
and pleaſant, no River here is lrke it. 5. It preceed

It is further

ſet out from its Place, It is in the n'ist/I of the Street
of the City, a ſpecial Ornament of the Market-place.
Heavenly Happineſs is meaned by this The that grow
eth in the midﬅ of the Paradiſe of God, Chap. ii. 7.
and Chap. xxii. 14. Which maketh that we need not

be anxious about particular Application of the ſeveral
2. It is commended, that it groweth on either
its *xcellency, God lS the Ft-untain t-ereof imme Side of the River; There is butone Tree, yet of that
diately z It is not from the Temple, as Ezeh. xlvii. Proportion and Extent, that its Branches extend to
which cometh by Ordinances, but from the Throne, both Sides, and the Fruit is in every Place to be
a ﬅreaming of Conſolation from God and Jeſu: Chriﬅ. found, which is a ſingular Thing, here only men
The Conſolations and Eﬀects of the Spirit in this Life, tioned to ſhew, that tho' there be a River in the
are compared to Waters and Rivers of Waters of Life, City, yet by it none are divided from the Fruit
_'fehn vii. 38. _which maketh ſome apply this to the of that Tree, it ſurniſheth alike eaſily all, who have
A a a a a 2
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all alike Acceſs to it. 3. It hare twelve manner
of Fruits; that is, Variety of all Sorts of Conſc
lation: Tho' it be but one Tree, yet it is an
Orchard ſor Variety and Satisfaction. 4.. It yield
eth Fruit every Mnth, it is ſo ſertile ſor abun
.r,ce;

It is

ever Harveﬅ here,

Chap. 27.

vants, is more than to be Kings Servants;
ea,
Kings, ſo David and Maſſes (tile themſelves, gſhi.
xviii. and xc. i. 3. It ſuppoſeth an Fxactneſs
and Fitneſs in them to go about theſe Duties of
Servants chearſully. Theſe who here devoted them

alway there is ſelves to him,

and engaged themſelves to be his

Fruit on this Tree. 5. Its Leaver are Medicinal, Servants, tho' they performed little, yet there
as the Fruits are Pleaſant, They are for the Had/ they ſhall ſerve him, and perform it as _beeometh.
ing of the Nationr: There is neither need of Gold It is the Saints Prayer here, Matth. vi. that they
nor Water, nor Fruit in Heaven, more than Me' may do God's- Will, on Earth, as in Heaven:
dicine; But all are mentioned, to ſet forth that And what Happineſs. would they think- it to be:

Happincſs, where there is neither Mortality nor
Death, ( the Tree of Liſe preventeth' theſe) nor
Sickneſs, there is ſo good Medicine in theſe Leaves,
that who live under its shadow, are perfectly
whole by the Eﬂicacy thcreoſ. So all the Scope

ſome Length in that?

Now, in Heaven that is

perfected, and without Declining or Defect they
go about it;

And certainly, if it was a Happineſs

to be Solomon's Servant, and a great Honour, much

more to ſerve God and the Lamb.

There is more

is rather to ſhew the Eﬀect that is there, to wit, Happineſs in active doing of holy Duties, than we
perfect Health and Happineſs, than to pitch on any are aware of.

\Vr-: have heard of ﬁve Aggravations oſ this
particular Mean of applying or bringing out theſe.
Tho' iſ Chriﬅ Jeſus be meaned hereby this Tree, heavenly Happineſs, other two do follow, Verſe
as is like it is not impertinently applied to him, 4. The ﬁrﬅ, is, <They ſhall ſee his Fare. It is
ſeeing he now, being in Heaven, hath this Eﬃcacy uſual by this to ſet out the Happineſs oſ Heaven,
on the Nations before they come there, he who as Matth. v. 8. Heb. xii. 14.
xCer. xiii. t.
healeth the Nations ſhall be enjoyed in Heaven; John iii. 2. His Fare, here is mentioned, to ſhew,
So it commendeth Heaven to us the more, becauſe that that Enjoyment ſnall be moﬅ immediate and
Chriﬅ our Phyſician is there.
intimate; and ſo it is oppoſite to what is attain
THERE are three Aggravations added, Ver. 3. able here, ſeeing, at moﬅ, Mﬅr got but a Sight
The ﬁrﬅ is, There i: no more Curſe, that is, there of his Back-parts. This is particularly marked,
is no Eﬃtct of Sin nor VVrath, no curſed Thing, to ſhew wherein their Happineſs in Heaven con
nor curſed Perſon, but all are ſully happy; and ſiﬅeth, It is in the immediate enjoying of God,
whatever followed Sin, is ſhut out there:

But who then ſhall be all in all.

The ſecond, is, And

the Throne of God and the Lamb is there; the his Name ſhall he in their Forehead: z They ſhall
Curſe was eſpecially in ſeparating from God, now look like him, (ſo we underﬅand it) that they
by God's conﬅant dwelling in that City amongﬅ ſhall be transſormed into the ſame Image per
theſe bleﬂ'ed Saints, all the Curſe is taken away, fectly, 1 Cor. iii. ult. and rz'obn iii. 2. They ſhall
(for they are inconſiﬅent together) that is, his partake of his Likeneſs, as e playeth,v ohn xvii.
glorious Preſence, as on his Throne in ﬅately 26. And our vile Bodies ſhall be made [the his glo
Majeﬅy, oppoſite to his manner of appearing on rious Body, Philip. iii. ult. proportionably as be
Earth, which is God's Footﬅool, whereas Heaven cometh Members to their Head, Then ſhall Be
is his Throne. The third here, is, And his Ser lievers bear his Name in their .Foreheads, and it
vantsſhallﬅr-ue him: His Servants, ( that is, their ſhall be known to whom they belong, by the ex

Servants, i. e. to him and the Lamb) and him, cellent Priviledge: beﬅowed on them.
T H a I R Happineſs is further ſet out, Verſe 5.
are here put in the ſingular Number, to ſhew
the Unity of the Father and the Son, though it In four, Things, I. That there ſhall be no In
relatcth to both.

The Priviledge here, is, That

and

behold his Face,

Matth. xviii. -This

Priviledge that others, who are not Servants,
not. a. It ſuppoſeth a Relation to him,
that an honourable Relation 5 to be God's

termiſſion of that happy Day;

M Night is

there, no Vicillitude or Change, but an un
changeable Day, they arc above the Up' and
Downs which all the three principal Propheſies
are obnoxious unto. 2. They need no Candle,
is a no borrowed or artiﬁcial Light; Darkneſs is re
have moved, and that which was in port, is done
and away, 1 Corinth.
to. and that whieb i:
perfect)l
Set

theſe his Servants, Saints gloriﬁed ſhall have a
Place amongﬅ theſe that ﬅand by, Zech. iii. It
ſupponeth, t. Ap Acceſs to his company, ſuch
as Angels have, who are always waiting on him,

22?
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perﬂct is ram', and Knowledge is at an Height and is areal immediate conceiving and taking up of God,
Pufet'ﬁion: So, that tho' 'there be, Candlea or Sun tho' not fully cornprehenﬁve-of him, or adequatly
and Moon here ( and they are needful ) yet not ſo unto him; becauſe ſeeing there, is oppoſite to Faith
there. 3. He Lmigjwtb-Jbm- Light, they have and our manner of ſeeing heret And theſe. Phraſes,
Light and immediately from God himſelf, without WZ' ſhall ſee him at be is, St: bit Far' ; Kmw
all-_interveeningsMeans, zThen ſhall there-be nozMiſ him at weare known-,qﬁbx'trr,.&c; conﬁrm it.

take of God, but in that Day we ſhall know that ' BEslDE, every thing elſe being but created, can
the. Father 'isin ths-Son, and theSonin- theFather. not ſatisﬁe' the Soul without-the uptaking of God
4. The) reign' and rbqrvﬁr-wewawd ev'r, not for himſelf, who only can-ſteynthe Mind, and theſe created:
azthnuſand Years. but eternally, in. wbichreſpectit Excellencies as they, pointv hirnout, the. Knowledge
is certainly oppoſed to the former, Chap. xx. And of whom is the Happinefs of Angels, who are alſo 'his
this of Eternity is added of ſpecial uſe in their Hap creatures, yet neither ſee they him bodily, nor do
pineſs 5 if it were wanting, all their other Happineſs they cotnprehend him fully.
would. bﬂrMCZﬂl/Qr O, happy Kingdom andsmtez Laﬅ, 2. Do thenall ſeeiand-enjoy him alike, and
that cannot be altered!

There is no wavering to

ſay that it is good to behete, Kingdom on Earth

in an equality?
dnſw. In this Sight and Happineſs, Conſider, r.

have their Periods, but. this. hath none but endleſs The Object ſeen and beholden.

Eternity,
.
To be in Heaven muﬅ- be a great Happineſs,
There is no Life to that, with all the Properties of
uncontroverted Happineſs.
2. To be God's Servants muſt be a great Happineſs,
It is reckoned one in Heaven.
3. Be comforted, O Believers, in the hope of

Haven, and holily long to, be there; there is no
Night nor Corruption there, the Heart is ﬅayed there,

his Servants ſerve him without gadding or wearying;
and be the more holily ſubmiﬃve: For, that endethi

2. The Manner or
Capacity of ſeeing and beholding. 3. The Eﬀects of
Satisfaction following thereupon. r. The Object
of this Happineſs,.is God and his Son Jeſus: There
is one Subject to all. a. The Manner of up-taking
isdiﬀeſcnt, for before Men can conceive of God,
there muﬅ be an elevating or capacitating of them
by heavenly' Valiﬁcations ſor it, and a condeſcend
ing on God's part to ſuit Maniſeﬅations of himſelf
to their Capacities, even when they are enlarged:
This in Glory ( ashere in Grace ) may be diﬀerent,
ſome more enlarged to conceive more of God, ſome

all completion, and fully putteth out the Life of the leſs, yet all have the ſame Objcct. The third, to
wit, the Conſolation which followeth, may becalled
Body of Death.
.
,
.W 2 may anſwer two Aeﬅionsby Aſlertions equal in ſome reſpect: For, they are all ſatisﬁed and
ſrom theſe word' in ſhort, which will further clear ﬁlled, and can deſire no more; yet, in the former
Refpect, there is leſs or more; according to their Mea
them.

Act/1.. t. D o the gloriﬁed behold God himſelf? ſure. God, I..Proportioning them (to ſpeak ſo)
How can that be, ſeeing he is inviſible B
in ſeveral ﬁzes, then ﬁlling all; Even as ſuppoſe
A'tſw. T H a Y ſee not his Eſſence by their bodily many Veſſels of divers (At-mities were caﬅ into the
Sea, that ocean can ﬁll all, and it's the ſame Ocean
Eyes; for, he isza Spirit.
2. BY their Underﬅanding they ſee -not h'v Eſſence whereof they are all full; yet ſome hold more, ſome .
adequatly or pen fectly as it is; for he is inﬁnite, and . leſs: Or, ſuppoſe ſome looking to a lovely Ohject,
they eventhen but ﬁnite, _andthereſore they compre that are more or leſs able to diſcern, tho' none bede
fective intheir Sight. All behold the ſame object'
hend him not.

Ya-r, 3. Beſide what Evidences of hisGlory are and diſcern it to their Satisfaction, tho' ſome ſee it
ſeen by created Light or Splendor about him ( as more diﬅinctly, yet all ofthem ſatisfyingly 5 So it
there is much of that ) or what ſhineth in theMan is here in beholding God's Face.
Chriﬅ Jefus, who is unronceivably Glorious, there

LECTUKE

Il.

'Verſe 6. And lie-ſaid mite me, YZ-'ſt ﬂying: art faithful and true. And 'the Lard God' tﬀtbr [verb
Propbm. batbﬅnr bis Angel to ſhew unto bis Servants. 'be thing: wbirb 'ntgﬂſhmb' be derre.
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7. Behold, I ſome quickly : Bleﬃd is he that keepeth the jayings ofthe Prophety of this Book.
8. And 1 John ſaw theſe things, and heard them. And when 1 had heard andﬅen, Ifell down to
wer/htþ heſore the Feet ty" the Angel, whirh ſhewed me theſe things.
9. Then ſaith he unto me, See thou do it not: For I am thy Fellow-ﬅrvant, and oﬀ thy Brethren the

Prophets, and of them which keep theſhyings of this Booh : Wh'ſhip God.
to. And he ſaith unto me, Seal not the Saying: w' the Prophecy of this Book:

For the time ir at

Iﬂnd.
II. IIe that is unju , let him he unjuﬅ ﬅill: And he which is ſilthy, let him he filthy ﬅill :

And he

that is righteous, let him he righteous ﬅill: And he that is holy, let him he holy ﬅill.
12. And behold, Ieome quickly; and 'ny Reward is with me, to give every [Van according as his Iſſorl

ſhall he.

HE Body of this Book and Prophecy is muﬅ alſo be faithful, asthe former words were, ſee
now paﬅ: Followeth to the End, the ing he is ﬅill Omniſcient and faithful who revcaleth
Concluſion, which ſerveth to the conﬁrm

ing and commending of the whole Pro
phecy,cſpecially of the laﬅ Viſion. It hath
ﬁve Parts, 1. The Angel conſirmeth and com
mendeth What is ſaid, Verſe 6, 7. 2. There is a
Miﬅake of Yohn's recorded, Verſe 8. 3. The Angel,

them.

They are called holy Prophets,

I. Becauſe

God made uſe of holy Men to be Pea-men of his

Word, t Pet. i. zt. 2. Becauſe the things ſpoken,
had Eﬀect and were not Lies. God is called their
God, eſpecially, r. Becauſe of the peculiar Service and
Commiſſion he puton them betide others, 2. Be
as being interrupted by that ſuperﬅitious humility cauſe oi his owning their Meſlage as well as them
of 7ohn returneth, after checking of him, to go on, ſelves.
Ver/e 9, to, u.

Then, 4. Cometh in the Maﬅer,

Thirdly, _T a e things are ſaid to eonte to pith

our bleſſed Lord, to ſpeak to the ſame purpoſe, ſhortly, That is, they are not long tobefuſpcnded,
Verſe 12 till Verſe 20. Where, 5. John cloſeth therefore every one is concerned in them, before
all with a \Viſh for Chriﬅ's coming and the long they will beﬁniſhed, but even from that Time
Churches Happineſs, as Epiﬅles uſe to be cloſ they were to begin their Series.
l/Z'r/E 7. H E commendeth this Prophecy (being
ed.
T H E Angel doth, ﬁrﬅ, Conſirm this Prophecy compared with Ilii/2 6.) in two, r. That it war
(Verſh 6.) by two Arguments. 1. The/2 sayings ſent, and by an ngel to his Servants for their be
are faithful and true, the Matter is ſure; for, the hove; an Argument that ſhould putthem to ſearch
sayings are ſuch, as upon them we may lay Weight. into
ſent it. pmake
Aſccond,
pinefsit,ofſeeing
theſe he
vwho'ſhall
right from
uſe ofthe
it, Hap
both
They arefaithful : Such a commendation the Goſ
pel getteth, t Titn. i. 15. and it is frequent in this in reading and keeping it, it being proﬁtable for
Book. It is added and repeated before the Cloſe, Knowledge and Practice, yea ( compared with
( eſpecially with reſpect to the former Viſion ) be Verſe 3. Chap. i. ) it ſaith that People read and know
cauſe, 1. It is of concemment to give Credit toit; as much as' they practiſe, which ſaying doth exceed
2. Becauſe what is ſpoken of Haven, 0ften'a-3 ingly commend the ﬅudying of this Book m ſobriety,
mongﬅ Men pall'cth as a Tale that is told and get Bleﬂedneſs beingsſo oft attributed to the right Searchers
teth little Credit; but however, ſaith he, theſe ſay

ings are worthy ofit.

thereof.
T H r: Word, Behold, I come quiehly, is thrice in

THE ſecond Argument, is, That they are revealed this Chapter repeated, and preﬁxed here to be a

hy the Lord God (If the holy
ſaid of Chriﬅ ( Chap. i.)
and here ( [ſaye zo.) that
which ſheweth that he is

Prophets, ( it is expreﬁy
that he lent his Angel;
he teﬅiﬁeththeſe things;
God) who hath ſent his

' Spur to ﬅudy and to keep the ſayings of this Book:
F'or did Men walk with the Apprehenſion of Chriﬅ's
coming quickly, there would be more ﬅudy to
know his will, and more Conſcience to practiſe it.

Angel to ſhew unto his Servants the things whieh This would be in all our Thoughts, we may ſee
'nu/i ſhortly he done; The force of it is thus, They why the Things propheſted of here, are ſaid ſhortly

muﬅ be faithful sayings; For, that ſame God who to come to pats, That, is, in the ſame Senſe that
before revealed things to his People by his Prophets Chriﬅ cometh quickly, that ſo Men may obſerve them
( of which Things never one failed ) he hath now

the better, andbc the mote watchful in reference to

ſent to reveal them by his Angel, Therefore they them.
T n e
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Tne ſecond Thing followeth, Vnſe 8. which is phets of Old were in revealing his Mind to hi'
John's ſecond Miﬅake, wherein he had fallen before, Church.
Chap. xix. to. when he heareth andſeeth theſe things,
FROM V'ﬅ 9. to 16. followeth the third Part.
he falleth down to 'worſhip before the Angel that Firﬅ, (I/e'ſe 9. ) the Angel putteth by and checketh
'medled them, whereby it is clear, that hitherto John for this Fault of his, as is ſaid. Then (Ve'ﬁ
it was an Angel that ſpake to John, in the Name ro. ) he returneth to proſecute his Purpoſe in ſeveral
of the Lord; and it appearcth alſo, that John Directions and Reaſons including Commendations of
knew him to be an Angel; for ſo, (Ver/e 6. )he the Duties directed unto.
had called himſelf, who was imployed in this: It
T H a ﬁrﬅ Direction ls ſpecial to John, ſ'erﬅ to.

I

is like, that

as Chap. xix. the glorious ſight and

Seal not the Saying: of the Prophety of t. is Both.

Soal

good News of the happy Eﬅate or' the Church Mi

not here, is not underﬅood as to its ſureneſs ( for, that
litant, getting that Comrnendation that they were is out of queﬅion) but as to hiildenneſs or ſecret
the true sayings of God, Chap. xix. 9. overwhelm neſs; let not, ſaith he, this Book ly cloſed, as Iſa.
ed him ſomeway there, to think more of this Re xxix. tr. and viii. 16. that it be not uſeful to the
vealer than he ought; It is like, the ſame being re Church; ſor, more is imported than is expreſied, as
preſented to him of the Church Triumphtnt ( which appeareth by the Reaſons, the Lamb opened not the
to him is new, and which the Glory of the Militant seals of this Book, that they ſhould again becloſed:
Church was not) he hath been overwhelmed, as it That is not the end it is given for, but on the con

were, with Joy, and again fallen in too much Ad
miration' of the Revealer (Imcan the Inﬅrumen
tal Revealer) of ſuch glad Tidings. The XVords
were opened, Chap. xix. IO. There he called him
ſelf one that had the Teﬅi/mny of Jeſios Chrﬄ: Here
is added, he is a Fellow ſer-vant eſ theſe that heep the

trary, let it be publick for their behoof, and the
Reaſon is, for' the time is at Hznd.

The Soal:

which are the ﬁrﬅ Prophetical Viſion ( properly) they
are daily fulﬁlling and the reﬅ come on. It is an
Alluſion unto Iſh. viii. and 29. with Dan. xii.
where mention is made of ſealing theſe Propheſies,
ſayingr of this Book, to ſhew, that not only John, becauſe they were to be dark, and little uſeful to that
but all the Believers have one Maﬅer with Angels; Generation, being for the time to come, for many
and therefore on this Ground, the leaﬅ of them Days. See Dan. viii. and ſo on the contrary, no
ought no Worſhip to Angels, but to the Maﬅer, Sealing muﬅ hold forth their Ciearncſs, or Chriﬅ's
as the Oppoſition clear-eth. Where again it lS ob Mind that they ſhould be ſo, ſeeing there was uſe tobe
ſervable, I. That it is a ſpecial Note of aBeliever made of them.
to keep the sayings of this Book. 2. That the
THis Command of publiſhing this Prophecy may
more John putteth Honour, which is not due, upon be thought ﬅrange, and it may be objected, Men
Angels, they debaſe themſelves, as it were, the may wax worſe and worſe, and ſeeing as Peter ſaith
more; not only ' ohn's Fellow-Servant, but Fellow of leſs obicure Scriptures, 2 Pet. iii. Theyþeroert then'

ſervant to the oweﬅ, which was not ſo plain
before. And if on this Account Angels plead againﬅ
Worſhip from John, ſo do they againﬅ Worſhip
from any in that Relation with him; 3. It ap
peareth here that Men, even holy Men, may re
lapſe in the ſame Sin, and that they cannot abide

to their own Deﬅruction, much more, it ſeemeth', it'
may be ſaid of this which is ſo dark 5 and ſo would
the Objection conclude, better Scal it than no Seal it.
This is prevented by an Anſwer uſual in the Prophets,
keep it not up whatever come of ir, like Ezek. ii. 7.
whether they will hear orſhrheor. And this is follow
much appearing Glory in Creatures, but they are ed with a twoſold Qualiﬁcation, r. If it be dark or
read to give too much unto them. 4. _Here is an Oﬀence to any, it will be but to the profane
an gxample of a godly Man, his falling again in the and vile or ﬁlthy, who abuſe the bcﬅ Things; it
ſame Sin after he was reprovcd by the Angtl, and will make none Profanc, but ﬁlthy Perſons, who
no (Lieﬅion repented of it, being of ſuch aheavew may from their Corruption abuſe it, as they do the
ly Frame when he was reproved. This, it is like, plain Truths. But, 2. Theſe who are ſingle and
was zlhrohotn's caſe, in twice 'denying hiS Wire, ﬁncere, it will rot hinder, but ﬅrengthen them in

Gen. xii. and Chap. xx. And Jehoſhophotr with
zlhob and Jehoratn. 5. It appeareth that the Reaſ
on why the Angel calleth himſelf ( Choþixn't. 10.)
one who had the 'I'Zjlimony of Jq/itr Chrſſ, is, Be
cauſe (as [Or/2' 6.) he is now employed for re

vealing - Jei'us Chriﬅ's Mind,

as holy Pro

the way of Holineſs, and conrﬁm them in the Faith
of Chriﬅ z Andſo it will he to the one the Saw/er of

Life unto Life, and to the other the Sat/our oſ Death
unto Death, 2Cor. ii. 16. and that is no ﬅrange
Thing, and cannot be attributed to the unſealing of
this Prophecyz for if it were ſealed, that would
'

follow,
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follow, as we ſee in Dan. xii. 9, ro,£9'r. This is the reward them accordingl-y, even in reference to their

ﬁmple Scope of this Verſe, we may read it in the fu ufemaking of this Prophecy.

This is added to

'ture time ( as it is common to the Hebrews, to' ﬅrengthen the former Reaſon, One might think it

which Stile John cometh near here) and ſo it tell- * ſad that Men ſhould ſo abuſe Pearls and ſuch a pre
eth what will be the Eﬀect, ſome will oﬀend at it,

cious Word, it- will'not be long ſo, ( ſaith the'Lord )

ſome will get good of it 3 or, in the imperative, In' but I m ſelf will come to exccute Juﬅice on alll
'them btﬁltby ﬅill; It is no Diſpenſation, but an* which all be fuitabie and proportionable to Nlens
holy regardleſneſs that God hath of ſuch ﬁlthy Per- carriage, that is, vengeance on theſe that continue

'ſons as will not be made clean, but maketh a Snare'ﬁlthy, and Glory and Honour to ſuch as continue
of their Table, let it be ſo, faith he, as Rom. xi. holy, Rn'n. ii. 8. And this word is an Advertifement
and Hoſ. iv. Epbrai'n irj'yned to [do/r, let him alone; " to all to take heed how they live under Mans, 'for
he will not part with them, that is his Sin, and let ſo muﬅ they anſwer and be judged vaccording to
'their
Works. And the Lord cometh inabruptly, as
_
'it be his Plague : So here.
I r any ſhould Queﬅion the meaning of that, He it were, to continue the ſame Matter ( for, the
'but is
let bi'n diﬅill; or, ( it being the Title which he afterward aſiumeth, ſheweth it to be
Word in the Original that ﬁgniﬁethjuﬅiﬁed ) he that himſelf ) thereby declaring that it was his Word, and
'is juﬅiﬁed, let him be ſo ﬅill. zinﬂu. The Word by his Authority which the Meſſengcr ſpoke medi
may, and we think doth keep its proper signiﬁcation atleſly, as when he ſpeaketh immediately him
here, as it is diﬅinguiſhed from Sanctiﬁcation and in iC .
BY Occaſion of this Judgment, there is a Word
'herent Holineſs. The ſimple meaning is, they who
are in Chriﬅ, ſhall not be ſhaken out of that E of great concernment fet down, till Vnﬅ 16. for
ﬅate, but ſhall ﬅill ſo continue whatever come oſ we take this 13. Iſtrſe (which beareth plainly out
others. Thusﬅill ſigniﬁeth not an increaſe of Dc Chriﬅ's Name) to be his own Words, comingin
'grees ( wlnch may alſo be in this as to our Senſe, here to conſi:m what the Angel had ſaid in his Name
and that well agreeth to the Scope) but a continu beſore; and, ſo Ve'ſi 14., and 15. are tobe readin
'ance of that Eﬅate, 'as the Word m' is ſundry times a Parmtltejis as the Angel's Words ſet down for Ad
rendred, ſhþra, Verſe 3. And that it muﬅ be ſo, vcrtifement z and ( Verſe 16. ) Chriﬅ is again brought
appeatclh by this, that Holineſs or Sanctiﬁcation is in proceeding in his ſpeaking. The like may-beſeen
'expreﬂy diﬅinguiſhed from this of being juﬅ, as in theſe Words, Chap. xvi. 15. B/ſſd is be that'
denotating a diﬀerent Thing. Therefore lie/lar; watched), &e. Where the Writer, upon the occa

'hath no Ground from this (which is the only ﬁon of Judgment formerly mentioned, 'breaket'h forth
Place alledged from the New Teﬅament) to ſay into that Advertiſcment. However, tho' theſe'words
that diiaioo
ſometimes
to make
juﬅ of
by the
in here, Verſe 14. be the Angel's Words ( in that he ſaith
ctherent
Holineſs.
This ﬁgniﬁeth
is a ſimple
declaring
ſ His ] commandment: ) yet the'Seope and Matter is
Eﬀects that ſhould follow ſeverally on Hearers, the ſame, and it is certain, Verſe 16. Jeſus'Chn'ﬅ him
ſome perverſe Spirits ſhall offend, but all the Godly, ſelf taketh it on him, and therefore telleth, it is he
both as to their Juﬅiﬁcation and Sanctiﬁcation ſhall be now and no Angel, but he who fendeth Angel: that
* '
"preſerved, Therefore there needeth no ſcarring to ſpeaketh.
T H r s ſaying of his, [tame quickly, Verſe 12. is
bring forth this Prophecy.
A ſecond Qualiﬁcation is, Verſe xii. And behold, for conﬁrming what he ſaid of the Happineſs of theſe
[tame nuiM/y, &c. That is, he doing, (for that that keeped this Word: and this Name of his, Very?
'Negativq Seal not the sayings, Verſe IC. includeth 13. is repeated for conﬁrming that of his coming
'the contrary Afhrmative, reveal them ) for, tho'it quickly to reward every one,'becauſe he is "God,
he abuſed for a time, 1 an: coming quickly, and will who as he gave a Being to all for his own Glory, ſo
call every onc to an Account of their Carriage, and he will exact an Account thereof.

ILYECTLI

R E.

Verſe 13. I am d/pba and Omega, In: beginning and the end, 'La

Ill.
dnd'tbe laﬅ.

14. B/'rﬃd are they that do bis Command/news, that tbcy may bow rig/zt to the The q/'Lr'fq and may
tntrr in throng/1 tbe Gum into In' City.
15. Far
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rs. Ear without are Dogs. and sorcerers, and ſI/horemonzerr, and Murder-err, and Idolaterr, and

whoſoe-uer ldZ'lt/7 and maheth a Lie.
16. I Iſilſ have ſent mine Angel, to te/lifie unto you theﬅ thing: in the Churches, I anr the Root and
zþz Oﬀ pring of David, and the bright and morning Star.
17. And the Spirit and the Bride/av, Come. And let him that heareth, ﬅry, Come. And let him that
i: athirﬅ, Corn',
And whoſoe-uer will, let him tal-e the [Vater of Life freely.

18. For I te/iiﬁe unto every Man that heareth the H/ords ty" the Propheey of this Booh, If any Man
ll.add 'into theſe things, God ſhall add unto him the Plaguer that are written in this' Book:

19. And

any ſVan ſhall tale away from the Wind: of the Booh of this Prophecy, God ſhall take

away his part out of the Boult of Life, and out of the holy City, andfrom the thing: which are written in
this Book.

20. He which ttjltſieth theﬅ thing', ſaith, Surely I eonie quietly.
Ycſht.
2 l . The Graee of our Lard 7'9515 any! he with you all.

Jmﬂt, Even ſo, Cor/re Lord

zfmen.

EFORE the Spirit cloſe this Book, much is

15. from the Happineſs of them that ſo make right

ſpent or' that Part which is the Concluſion,
on theſe two. r. Inconﬁrming rheTruth
of what is delivered in the Prophecy. 2.
In the commending of the excellency of
it. After ( Verſe 10. ) he hath given Direction by
the Angel not to Sea] theſe sayings, and having

uſe oſ all the Word of God, and eſpecially of the

B

Words contained in this Book. The Happineſs
and the Perſons to whom it belongeth, are ﬁrﬅ ſet
down, Verſe 14. Bleſſed are they that do his Can nra'rdnrentr. Bleſſedneſs is the moﬅ deſirable Thing
that is looked for: And thus, Bleſſed are they that

removed an Objection that ﬅood in the Way, Verſe keep his Word and obey it. And tho' this Ge
u. He conﬁrmeth and commendeth theſe sayings, neral be true, yet conſidering, Verſe 3. of Chap. i.
I. By Chriﬅ's approaching coming to reckon with and Verſ- 7. oſ this Chapter, and the Scope here to

Follts how they made uſe of thisScripture and warn

be one with theſe ( to commend this Prophecy, )
2. From the sovereignty of him we take the Commandments, ſpoken of here, eſpe
who aﬂertod it, it was not an Angel, but the e cially to look to the sayings of this Prophecy,
ternal God, Verſe 13. Hecommendethitſrom the And ſo-it is, Bleſſed are they that keep the Say
Happineſs of theſe that rightly maketh uſe of theſe ings oſ this Book, the Lord ſoreſeeing that this
Words, Verſe 14. which Verſe is anſwemble to Ver/2 Book was to meet with more oppoſition than other
3. ofChaþ. i. Then, 4..He commendeth this Scrip Books of holy Scripture, and there being a'general
turexſrom the contrary Miſer that ſhall come on Reluctancy in all to make uſe of it, Therefore tho'
all, who ſhall by theinown anltbeexcluded from but ﬁx or-ſeven times Blgﬃqdneﬁ he ſpoken of
this llappineſs, Ve/ſe 15. Theſe are done-by ſeveral in it,*yet it is thrice applyed 'to them that keep the
VVitneſies, ſometimes by John, ſometimes by Jeſus sayings of this Prophecy, particularly theſe which
Chriﬅ, ſometimes by the Spirit, ſometimes .by the relate to the keeping of clean Garments from the
corruptions of Antichriﬅ, and of the-Time, and
Angel.
_
H a goeth on to conﬁrm the Truth of what hath to the putting oſus in a Poﬅure of waiting ſor his
been delivered, and t-heﬁrﬅ conﬁrmation, is, l'erﬅ coming.
T H r s Bleﬃzdneſi: is- branched out ſeveral Ways
( which as it relateth to' all the Prophecy, ſo doth
it eſpecially to the former OEChr-iﬅ's coming quickly ) more particularly, r. That they may have right
I am dlpha and O'nega, the Beginning and the End, to the Tree of Liſe, that is to the Happincſs the
the Firﬂ and the Laſt: I, that ſpeak and have ſent Saints have in Glory, and eſpecially to Jcſus Chriﬅ'
this Book totny Church, amGod, and will per the Objective and Fountain-Happineſs of the Saints,
ſorm-.v\=hat [have ſpoken. The words hold out as Verſe 2. of this Chapter, and Chap. ii. The
Chriﬅ's-Etemity, not'only as being before and aſetr Meaning is, they ſhall have right to Jeſus Chriſt,
all things, but as giving all Things a being, and and Glory in Heaven with him: Not that do
ordering all Things to their Ends, and to his own ing of the Commandments is the meritorious Cauſe
Glory as the great end of all, lie is the Beginning of of this or that which giveth Believers right to it.
ing, Verſe 12.

theCreation of God, Rev. iii. 14.

But ſorvclearing it, Conſider-Chriﬅ

two Way:

THis commendation is proſecuted, l/nſe. 14, and holden outin the Word, 1. As he is the Ground
'
B b b b b
and
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and Purchaſer of salvation to Believers in him, why they are D'ieſied that are Holy, becauſe Proſz'me
and ſo believing is that which giveth right to him ones ate ſhut out : Under vihich we compiehend all
'nd all thn-t is in him, according to the Oﬀer that are Dii'ohedient, and ſuch as caſt the Word and
which is_thc Ground of our Faith.

2. Conſider -Commandments of God.

him as the Objtct in whom Belicvers Hanpineſs
conlſiittetli, and in the enjoying ofwbo'n there it Life,
as Ccl. iii. 4. Chriﬅ being thus looked on, as the
Ohject of ti'eir Hiippineſs, keeping of the- Com
mandmcnts is the Way wherein we come to
enjoy him : And this agreeth well wi:h that word,
Pith. xii. 14. Fol/ow Peatrwitb all riden, and Holi

And it letteth us ſee

how God eﬅcemeth of all that give not themſelves
up to the obedience of the Truth, OF theſe ſorts

of Sinners we ſpoke, Chap. xxi. 8.

Only Dog:

are added here, that is, I. Such as are Proſane in
Convcrſiition, and will not take Reprooſs, ſuch
as amend not, Matth.- vii. 6. Gi-L'e m: that which i:

boly to Dogs.

2. Theſe that arc oppoſite to Truth

yieji, witbout which no- Man ſhall ſee -t/.*e Lord. in Doctrine, and vent and ſpread what- is-unſound,
And hereby the Neceſſity of Holineſs, and Obedi as Phil. iii. 2. Beware oſDogi, &c. ſpeaking; of theſe,
ente to his Ciimmandments, is holden forth, with Teachers that did mix the Righteouſneſs of the

oiit which ( Col. i. 12.) vie are not meet to be
Pai'trilers of the Iiiheritance of the Saints in Light.
For though Holineſs and Ooedience be not the
Vx'ziy unto, or muſaſine qua non, of our Jutiiﬁca

Law with the Righteouſneſs ofChriﬅ in Juﬅiiication.
Theſe afſo are \vithout,that is,are in the ſecond Death
Chap. xxi. 8.
'
,

. F R 0 M Ve'ſe. 16. and forward, Followeth the

or to Chiiit conſidered as the Mcritorious Lord Jeſus his own cloſe to the ſame p'irpoſe, to
Cauſe of it, who is thus to be cloſed w-t"i by conhrm and commend the Truth of the Vvords of
Faith alone; yet are they to our Glorihcatiozi, this Prophecy. In the lb. Verſe it is commended

tion,

and to the immediate enjoying of him in Hea from the Fountain it cometh from, I 7eſha have
ﬅnt mine Angel to rectiﬁe flye/2 thing: in to: Chamber.
ven.
T H !-: ſecond Branch- of their Happineſs, is, 'I'iieſe are not j'o/m's Inventions, nor the Say-ings
Thy ſhall enter in t/n-ougb the Gatei into the of an Angel 'out of his own Head, but they are
City, That l*, into the new yeruſhi'em, and the from me, I own them all, I )cius (taking his

Glory that the baiiits have to look for in Heaven, proper Name to himielf) have ſent mine Angel
Chap. xxi. and Beginning of Chap. xxii. their Ho in m.>re than an or im-iry Way, to reveal theſe things
lineſs endeth in Happineſs and Glory; there is no theſe Things to mv Servant John and by him to the
coming 'to Heaven but by this Door, no climbing Churches, to the End of the World. And that this
over the Walls; For, the Angels aie Portcrs. Tle may have the more Weight, he taketh to himſelf
meaning is, the ﬅudier of Holineſs, ſhall have ſiiir ſuch Stilcs as he took to iiimſe'fbefore, Cnap. ii.

and 3. l am the Root and Oﬃﬃring of David,
and getteth Liberty to enter in the City, when tle brigbt and morning Star, to bring Souls in live
the Sentinel keepeth others back, and they are not with him: He ſetteth out himſelf as the very Meſ
admitted, 2 Per. i. ii. So an Enh-ame ſhall be ﬁah come of David, as Chap. v. 5. fT/oe Lion eft/ye
minyired unto you abundantly, into t/n EverIa/ling Tribe of Julia, and the Root of David, and 'be
Kingdom of our Lord; 'iVhereby it is clear, That Oﬃſprn/g ty' David as Man, becauſe as Man he
this City is Heaven, and the \Vay to it, is Holi came of David, and ſo is the promited Meiliqih, as

acceſs into Heaven, like a Man that hath a Paſ>

neſs; and to hope to 'come to Heaven and to Iſa. xi. t. Tbtre ſhall torn: 'I Rod out of 'be Sun
'live in Piofineneſs, is as if Folks would think to of jſzﬄo, and a Brenrl) ſhall grow out o] bis Roots,
climb over the Walls, and not enter by the Ports &c. ()r, take the \Vords uirili'ently, lain m
into it: We may well ſay, that though Holineis Root if David, That is, David's God,and Davii
be not the Cauic oſ our Entry, yet it is our P-iſs, by is as a Branch, and I gave him a being: And Ia-n
which it is known who are to be admitted or have the Oﬃ/pring of David, That is, as a Man I am
aBranch come of David. And thus he anſwereth the
right to enter, and who net._
,
.

T H s: thiid YVay how this Happineſs is ſet out, Qieﬅion ihePhariſees could not underﬅand.M itth. x xii.

is by holding out the Miſcry of all that are Profane, 43. IſDavidml/bim Lord, bow is be then bi.i Son? he
Verſe 15.ſ7r- without are Dogs and Sorm'err, Ne. is David: Lord as God, and David: don as M in,>o is

-'I'his is given as a Reaſon why they are Happy he his Root and Oﬀ ſpring. 2. He calleth hi'miel r.'e
that ſhall have acceſs into the City,,becaufe without bright 'and Morning Star: He is called a Siarbv Ba
aiqſuch and t'uchwde. Perſons; and as a Reaſon

IgangNunmcxiv. 17. Hereſha/Ia/iar torn: out, ofja e, o,
and

Chap. 2 2.
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and this relateth to that, but to ſhew that he is not a commend this Book, and the Oﬀers he hath made in
common Star, but a ſingular one: He is called the it, as moﬅ free, and on theTerms of Grace, wherein
bright and Morning-liar, or Day-ﬅar that bringeth Chriﬅ nirncth much to draw. Souis to accept it, And
the Light of the Day with it, holding himſelf outas teacheth us, that all that would expect Comfort of his
the Fountain of all Light and Conſolation, as Yobn Coming, and prav for it with a well grounded Conﬁ
i. q. He is' that true. Light, t/mt Irſigbtetb every one
ceuce, they would ſrrﬅ come to him, and cloſe with
that come/t) into the [For/il. This is he that ſenxleth him, and make uſe of his Oﬀer. This maketh a corn
this Meſiazze to .the Churches, and that now we read fortzible Meeting with him, and who cannot ſav the
of, He that brought Life and Immortolity to Light, &e. ﬁrﬅ Come to Chriﬅ, that he may come, let them

Theſe Titles are fooliſhly applied ( to ſay no more ) ſelves come to him, and hear and anſwer his Call to
to
as many others
are by \Bernar them, that ſo they may turn over their Requeﬅ to
dinethe
deVirgin
Bujtſio, filter),
De denominatio'riou:
Muriex.
him.
T H E ſecond Commendation, is, In a twofold
Come,
Verſe 17. 'Jſi/oe Spirit and the Brideſhy, Come.

'

T H r-i third YVay how he commendeth this Word,
is, By putting a Teﬅimony to the Perfection ofit,

And let [aim that fear-eth, ſay, Come. This is ſuch a Verſh 18. Telling that nothing can be added to it, Word, ſo excellent and true a Word, and ſo com and nothing can be diminiſhed from it as ſuper

fortable a Saying, that all that have the Spirit in them ﬂuous, and both theſe are ſet down by way of
when they hear it, .will ſay, Come, and wiſh a Per Commination, and it is given as a Reaſon why
ſormance of it 3 and the Bride the Lamb's Wife, all Folks ſhould expect no more Scripture after this. 1.
the Glorified in Heaven, and all the Regenerate on Let any Man beware of adding to theſe Things.
Earth concur in- it; And not only- the Church uni Addirtg may be conſidered formally, as denoting the
verſal for that Time, but all that ſhall hear this enjoying of any Thing for Scripture, or to be account
Word, and have the Faith of it in their Heart, ſhall . ed as ſuch, which is not contained in this Book, or
ſay, (lo/ne. 'We conceive the Scope is, 1. To corn detlaed by God immediately to be ſuch asthis is.
mend this Word from the Deſirableneſs of it to all Or, 2. As adding upon the Matter, by putting or

Believers, eſpecially that Word, Verſe 12.. Behold, impoſtng a Meanmg on that which is written, that
1 torm- quietly. 2. To let the Church know that he God never intended, or which the Words will not
is to lend no more new Scripture or Mellages of this bear. Therefore Deceivers and &Vreﬅers of the
Sort, and that they have no more to expect but the Word, are called Iinpoﬅors, as impoſing: The Curſe
coming of 'he Lord on the back of the fulﬁlling oſ this that is threatned on them that add any of-thir ways,
Prophecy. And ſo as Malacbi, in his laﬅ Chapter, is, God 'ſhall add to bim the P/ague: 'that are '
Cloſes the Canon of the Old Teﬅament with a Pro written in 'bis Book, that is, he ſhall bring npon
mite of Chriſt's ﬁrﬅ Coming, and putteth the People profaneand
him all ,theſecret
Curſes
threatned toAntichriﬅ's
come on Follolwers.
the onenly
Hypocrites,or
of God to thcLaw of dle/es, and the Prophets till
then ; So' Chriﬅ here cloſeth the Canon of the New

- Tcﬅament with a Promiſe of hs ſecond Coming,
to which he knitteth the longing Dclires of his
Church.
LA. T H 1: ſecond Come, that commendeth the Ex
_cellency of this Book, is, Let him t/Mt is ntbir/t',
' Come, lind 'who/own will, let him tate t/ze Wieter .

A N n that it may be known, that it is no leſs
Fault to diminiſh than to add, he telleth, Verſe 19.
[ſ any ſhall (are away from the Il/orrlr of t/n's Pro

þbety, that is, either by ta ing away ſomething that
is canonick, and derogating from the Authority of the
Scripture, or by hiding or detracting from the Mean

ing of it, ( for, both theſe ways the Word is dimith

tﬀ Li e freely, Is there yet any Body that is not ed, when the weight of God's Authority in the
clear in their Intenﬅ? Let them come and take this Truth is diminiſhed, or when Folks receive not the
X-Votd betore Chriﬅ come ; For, he will not getano Truth, and walk not in the obedience of it. )
ther Word: As if he ſaid, l have made many fair The Threatning that is added to this, is, God
and free Oﬀers, and now 1 cloſe my laﬅ Oﬀer with. ſhall tate away his Part out oft/Je Book of Lſſ', &e.

a good \Vord, Iſſue-ver. will take Chriﬅ, and Life that is, that Man ſhall never come into Glory;
.thmugh him freely, on the Terms oſf free Grace, It ſhall be declared, he was nerer written in the
ſet him come, and 'take him without Money, and Book of Life, and he ſhall be ſhut out of Heaven z
.zuitbout Price, Iſa. lv. I. This is our Lord's Fare For, never a Promiſe of Happineſs, in all the
well, that he ma * preſs the Oﬀer of the Goſpel, and Word, belongeth to that Man. And ſo as Mo
leave that Impreſſion, as it were, upon Record amongﬅ ſes when he gave the Law, Deut. iv.. 2. and
the laﬅ Words of the Scripture, and his Scope is to xii. 32. commanded neither to add nor diminiſh.
'
B b b b b 2
And
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And Prey. xxx. '5. Add' time not' wit' bis Mrdr, lation, and will have no other medſing with it, lb
leﬅ In reprove the. So alſo our Lord Jeſus ſertleth alſo with his YVord in general. 2. He will keep
'he New Teﬅament, but with a more ſevere Throat Men from encroaching on what he hath reſerved
ning: And that Word ( Dmt. iv. a. ) That ye to himſelf: And indeed it ſeemeth by this Commi
may Inp 'be Command-n'ilt: oft/7' Lard, ſheweth nation, that he eﬅeemeth it higheﬅ Arrogancy and
that the keeping he meaneth of, conſiﬅeth not in the leſs Majcﬅy to alter in any Thing his Word, which

Letter but in the Practice and Converſation, by is the moﬅ ſacred and ſoveraign Thing which he
making the Word our Rule in our Walk. In which
\rVords, asall diminiſhing from Scripture, ſo all Ad
\ dition under whatſoever Pretext, is condemned:
By
which the Bulk of Poprſh Traditions is juﬅly rejected.
I r it be objected that this Thteatning is only
in Referenc'e to this Book, but hindreth not but that
ſomething by Tradition may be added to others, or
to the Scripture in general. Art/w. ' I. Yet this Book
is looked on here as the Cloſe of all Scripture, and

hath left with his Church, and wherein his Name

and Supremacy doth eſpecially conſiﬅ.
T H E Clot'e of all, is, Chriﬅ's ſpeaking a Word

as hisrdrawing to an End, Ver/t 20. He 'but te i
ﬁef/1 they? Things, ſhr'rb, Surely, [tame quickly.
t is
he that ſpeaketh, Ver/t 16. 18. that teﬅiﬁcth there
Things, and that which he ſaith is a Promiſe, or
Propheſy of' Chriﬅ's coming, and of the Certainty
and Suddent of his coming to Judgment. 2. And
therefore there can be no other Reaſon given for the laﬅ
ords of the Verſe are an hearty and
adding this Certification, but to reﬅrain Men from warm Welcome, that Job/1 in the Name of all
looking for more, and that they may now accept Believers, or the Bride giveth to this Truth, Pro
the Canon cloſed. 2. This is ſimply againﬅ Man's miſe, or Propheſy of the coming ot the Lord,
adding to God's Word, and putteth Marches be- t lit/int: Not only let it beſo, but-I wiſh, and long,
twixt God's Word and Man's of whatſoever Na and pray that it may be ſo, Ev'n ſh, or, So be it,
ture; for, the Scriptures are God's Word, but Tra Coma, Lord Ytﬅu, as Thou haﬅ promiſed.
T H e R e is here then a Promiſe made, which:
ditions are Man's: And either they are for their
Matter grounded on the Word and ſo are contained John turneth up to God in a moﬅ fervent supplica
in it, or not grounded on it or contained in it. If tion not only for himſelf, but for the wholeChutch
they be of the ﬁrﬅ Sort, they are no more God's of Chriﬅ alſo, upon the hearing and conſideration
Word, but as other Conſequents drawn from it. If of this, that Chriﬅ is to come again and receive Be
of the ſecond Sort, then they are manifeﬅ Additions, lievers to himſelf, that where he is, there they may

and ſo in this oppoſed to the Word. 3. Adding alſo: Such Ejaculations of the Soul will often in
muﬅ be ſo underﬅood, as diminiſhing or taking terrupt the Thoughts and Diſcourſes of theſe who
away muﬅ be; But taking away is ſo to be under are in the Faith of being found of him in Peace
ﬅood as to make that no Scripture which God hath at his Appearance, the lively Apprehenſion of what
appointed to be ſo, whatever the Matter of it be: they do expect at that Day, when they ſhall ſee
And therefore to add, muﬅ be to account any thing him as he is, produceth ſuch a ſweet Complacency
Scripture, or as Scripture, which God hath not ſo in it, and ﬅirring of Heart to bepoſielled of it, that
appointed to be. Hence as it were by this condem there muﬅ needs tollow ſuch ardent Deſires alter it
nable to ſuppreſs any Book that were canonick, as will almoﬅ prevent all Delibcration: For, excel
becauſe the Matter. of it were m an other Book; lent Objects have ſuch an amiable Aſpect upon the
even ſo, on the contrary, muﬅ it be here reproved, Soul, and attractive Power over the Heart, that it
to add any Book unto, or to equal it with Scrip moﬅ willingly yieldeth up it ſelf, and as if it were all
ture in Authority, which is not contained in the compoſed ofDeſires, it breaheth forth nothing but
Canon. 4.. Do not the ſame Reaſons that condemn earneﬅ Wiſhes after a nearneſs and inſeparable Con
adding to this Book in particular, condemn adding junction with that object. Now, whatcanbe pro
to the Word in general, or to any other Book there poſed to the immortal Soul like this, to hear Chriﬅ
of ? So that as we cannot add ſome Propheſies to ſay, Bt/Mld, I tom guitlnﬂvi Truly the Apprehen
this Book out of Traditions, and call them, or ac ſion is at a stand in unfolding that Bleſſedneſs which
count them, a Part of the Revelation, or-of-equal is-included in this one sentence, it goeth beyond the
Authority with it; ſo neither may we from Tra 'Reach of a created Under-ﬅanding to ſearch it out
dition joyn any Thing to any other Book, or -to unto Perſection; for Eye hath not ſeen, nor Ear
the Word in general; for, the Reaſon is one, heard, nor hathit entred into the Heart of Man to

God? will reſerve this piece of Soveraignty to him conceive what is hete imported. And therefore no
ſelf to decide what ſhall be accounted his Rete:
wonder

Chap. a:
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Wonderto ſeeit draw ſuch a holy Heart forcibly beateth ﬅill this way, his Temper may be known
out after it, breathing out all the way ſuch a Delire, by the ordinary unconﬅrained and hztbitual Deſrres
Ev'n ſo, Come, Lord Y'ſiu, Came quickly, as if his of his Heart: Let others wiſh to themſelves and
Heart intended by this Wiſh to anticipate that Day : their Friends what they pleaſe, that which a holy
But becauſe he knew the Bride was not yet made Man wiſheth to himſelf and theſe whom he loveth
ready, and that there was along Tract of Time to beﬅ, is this, that the Grace of Jeſus Chriﬅ may be
interveen betwixt the giving of this Promiſe and with them; he would havehis own Deſim, with
that Day wherein the Marriage of the Lamb ſhall be the Delires and Endeavours of every Man elſe, ter
ſolemnized, when he ſhall bring her unto the lKing, minate uoon this. If ye ask him, what he feareth
all glorious within, in cloathing> of wrought Gold, moﬅ? it is this, leaﬅ he come ſhort of the Grace
and Raiment of needle Work, with the Virgin: of God; Or, what his Hopes are moﬅ upon ? It is
her companions that follow her, that they may for that Grace which is to be brought unto him at
enter the King-'s Palace, to be with him there for
ever; and becauſe he knew, that before this there
were many ſad Emergents and ſearching Drſpenſa
tions to be met with, ſuch Winds to blow as ſhould
overblow every one who was not ballaﬅed with the

Grace of God, ſuch falſe Doctrines to be ſpread as
would carry about every one whoſe Heart was not
eﬅabliſhed by Grace, ſuch Deceivers privily bring
ing in damnable Hereſics, that if it were poſſible the

the Revelation of Jeſus Chriﬅ: 'l'his is the very
Character of a Chriﬅian in good Caſe, that he isone
who is waiting for the Appearance of Jeſus Chriﬅ,
and that Grace which is to be brought with him;

the Expectation of this is the reﬅ of his Soul, he
ftedeth upon it conﬅantly, when he is alone, the

Thoughts of it keep him Company, and he maketh
this his Companion in whatſoever Company he be:
In a Word, he is content to be Empty ofall Things

very Elect ſhould bedeceived, ſo many Duties to beﬁde, that out of his Fulneſs he may receive Grace
be done, and ſo much Aﬃiction to be ſuﬀered as for Grace, this to him is the one Thing-neceſiary,

were impoſſible to be performed and born without and therefore he maketh it his Choice.

Happy,

the Aﬃﬅance of ſpecial Grace, Therefore as the yea, thrice happy is every one who doth ſo: For
Concluſion of the whole, Varſt laﬅ, he deiireth that he hath choſen that good Part that ſhould never be

the grate of the Lard Y'ſitr Chriﬅ may he with them taken from him.

*

all, as that which by its ſenſible Preſencc or ſup
porting Inﬂuence, would carry them'through what
ſoever they might meet with, for, there is no Diﬃ

culty ſo great which will not evaniſh and diſappear
before his Grace, and a gracious'Man is able to do
and ſuﬀer all-Things through Chriﬅ 'who ﬅrength
neth him. This Gmce is indeed the one Thing
neceﬁary, to make a Man carry creditably for the
Goſpel and comfortably to himſelf in all Caſes that
may be incident: He who is ﬅrengthned by the
Might of his Grace in the Inner-man, will be ﬅed
faſt and immoveable, always abounding in the work
of the Lord. And therefore it is Wonder, that one

who was ſeen in the concerning Events which
ſhould fall out till the ſecond Coming of Chriﬅ, did
wrap up all his Dcﬁres for the Saints with an ſlmtn,
in
it with
this you
one all.
With,The
Thevery
Gratc
Pulſe
of our
of aLord
holy Soul

T H E worthy and pious Author of this Treatiſe
( whoſe Communication was habitually good for the
Uſe of edifying, and ſuch as did miniﬅer Grace to
the Hearers', being about to leave this World, to
which he was' dead when alive, while all that were
about him did ſee him panting for God,r for the liv
ing God, as the Hart doth after the Water Brooks)
a little before he fell Aſleep, deſrred one of them
who ſtood by, to write for a Clcſe to this Commen
tary, theſe following Words, ( worthy to be gra
ven with an Iron-pen and Lead in the Rock for
ever. ) jlnd now, O my Soul, 'when all ſily: Come,
and concur-r: in a ﬅout ﬃn/mny, ﬅziug thou Mr
heard, and dg/I hear the Gall qſ th: Goſpel, ſay with
the Bride and with the Spirit, Ev'n/e, Come Lard
Yeſhs, Come quit/fly.

FI-NIS.
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A brief View of the Series of the whole Book of the R II F'EAL A T! O N. ſi

C H A P. 6. \Ve have the ﬁrﬅ prin

HIS yhole Book is formed by
v
, t.

'j-

_.
_

way of an Epiﬅle.
Chap. r. Besrne ſome ge

Chap. 6.

neral Circumﬅances, the Mat

der its ﬁrﬅ Period, to wit, of heatheniſh Perſecuti

ſo ter of the Book generally is di
-*.-._-_ 310..

vided (Chap 1.) in theſe two,

*'--"ſi -*'-*'=*
'=' 1. The Things that then were,
or the preſent State of theſe Churches eſpecially. 2.
The Things that were to come on the Church in
general, to the End of the \Vorld.

on.

cipal Prophecy of the Soals, which ſet
te!h forth the State of the Church un

In it the Church, is, ﬁrﬅ diſcovered as ﬂou

riſhing in' reſpect oſthe Goſpel's thriving,

Seal r.

Then as bloody in reſpect of Perſecution, Seal 2.
Al'ter that as decaying and loſing much of its Beau
ty, not only by the Pcnecution of Enemies, but by

the Contcﬅs and Failings that were in and amongﬅ
C H A P. 2, and 3. contain the ﬁrﬅ her Friends, Seal 3. After which, Perſecution came

Part, the preſent Condition of theſe to a vehement Hezght, as if Death had been looſed
ſeven Churches., ſet out in ſeven ſeve againſt the Church in the laﬅ Part of the ten Perſecuti
ral Epiﬅles, ſhewing their Caſe, and ons, Sml 4. V hereupon the Souls cry to God, as
re-vrovlng or commending accordingly, as was re being at an uttermoﬅ Strait, Seal 5. Upon which
ctiiſite: And with all, adding Directions, Wam followeth God's Judgment upon theſe Petſeculers,
iiigs, 'I'hreatnigs and Confolations'ſuitable-to their Seal 6. At which the ﬁrﬅ Period of the Churches
gondciition, and the ﬁrﬅ principal Propheſy of Seals
expreſly'di
rcipec'tive Conditions, which though
_
t
Chap. 2,
and 3.

reittd to theſe, yet are alike uſetul to all in ſuch
Care-s to the End.

(ſ/.x:_þ. 4,"
(if/115.

O en o

*T H 1: Church having now gotten
outward
Proiþerity and Peace, and not
CL-ap.
'7.
C H A_P 4, and 5. contain the-Frm'
having made good Uſe of it, there ate
face introductory to the main and'pro
phetical Part of this Book: Where ( Chap. 7. ) other ſorts of Wind: ready to blow,

God the Creator, is ſet on his Throne, and tearful Hereſtes to ſet on her, eſpecially that
and his Glory, as abſolute fupreme Lord of all, is Deſcction of Antichriﬅ: All which the is to be

advert'iſed -of by the Trumpets; but becauſe that
Exerciſe would be more ſitting, and carry moe of
ture can pry to reveal them, except Jeſus Chriﬅ, the viſible Church away than open Perſecution did,

ſet down, having all Events determined in his Coun

tzl as in a Book that is ſealed, in the which no Crea

who by the executing of his ()tﬁce'of Mcdiator- Therefore bet'ore the Trumpcts ſound, the Lord
giveth a little View or' the future State of the
ſhip, is ſound worthy to be admitted on God's eter Church in Rcference to the two following princi
Church,
who
therefore
nztl d'ecrcts concerning the
pal Propheſies. The ﬁrﬅ Part is to [ſer/2 9. ſhow
in that fifth Chapter receiveth theſe as in a Book'
ſetled with ſeven seals, which he openeth diſtinctly ing God's Carein guarding his Elect againﬅ that
(keeping the tame Compari on) in the Chapters Storm beſore it came: This belongeth to the
followingr which contain three principal and other 'ſtump-ers. The ſecond ſhoweththegood Outgate
three exþlicatory Prophclies; the three principal that the Church ſhould have after that Storm, from
Prophclies of Soals, Trumpets and Vmls, detlucing P'uſ: 9. to the End: ' And this givetha Hint of the

'
the Events front that Time to the End by ſeveral Vials.
T H 5 Lord Chriﬅ having thus provided againﬅ
steps, and the explicatory Propheſie-s, clmring what
- wttemorc ſhortly or obſcutely ſet down in the other, theſe Evils by this Coltſullllon, Chap. 7. anj hav
and Cuzizemporatuig with them, or ſome Part of ing ﬁrﬅ interpoted by his lntcrceﬂwn in the Begin
ning
them.

ſid brief rit-w of the Series ofthe whole Book ofthe Revelafion.
ning of this Chap." 8. Then he giveth
Order to'the Angel: to ſoun-l their

mies and quite wturn the Chaſe.
Chap. 8.
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And becauſe it

might be Yet ſurther doubted if there were a Church -

during that Time till the ſeventh did ſound, it is
ſhown
( Chap.
1 r.ﬅill
) that
there ſhould
Church,
cipal Propheſy, and belong to the ſecond Period of and
ſome
Mtniﬅtrs
adhering
to the bea
former
Prin- ct

'ſrumpets

Theſe do contain the prtn- '

,

the Church, to wit, from the Churches begun
Peace, after heatlteniſh Perſecution, till Antichriſt

come up by his steps to his Height.

ciples of the Goſpel, whom all Enemies, 'no not

This is con

tained in the 8, 9, 10, and tt. Chapters.

the Beaﬅ Antichriﬅ, ſhould be able to overcome, till
The they ſhould be at the Cloſe of their Teﬅimony,

ﬁrﬅ Angel foretelleth the riſing of a violent Here and God have others to take it oﬀ their Hand.
ſy, to wit, ſiu'am'jin, whereby the Beauty of the Then the ſeventh Angel ſoundeth when their Teſ
Church was exceedingly defaced. The ſecond fore timony is ﬁniſhed, and a very great and moﬅ glo
tioushere,
Change
wrought,
is generally
hinted
teileth the great Pride and contention that was to at
butis more
fully which
expreſſed
by thſſe**V\ials,_
follow among Church-men. which ſhould be no
little ﬅirrin: to many, and make way for the work which are the third principal or typical Propheſy
ing ofthe Myﬅ ry of Iniquity. The third forwarn of this Book, and contain 'the laﬅ Period of the
eth of the corrupting of the principal Doctrines and Militant Churches Condition, to wit, Antichriﬅ's
Fountain-truths o: Grace and the Goſpel. The Decay, and her Enlargement after ſhe hath been at
fourth holdeth forth the more general Decay of Pi her Loweﬅ, and he at his Height: A little View
et-y, Purity'andsitnplicity in the Church, in the of it is given here before the ſeven Viztls be explain
Age before Antichritt's revealing, though not yet ed, becauſe he is to interpoſc the Explication of
at its Height: And when Warning is given of what was pall, in the three Chapters following.
three greater Woes than any of theſe, the eighth
B U T before he ſet down the Vials upon the
blowing 02' the ſeventh Trumpet (as he had ſet
Chapter is cloſed.
down' the 'I'rumpets on the b-tck of the ſeven Seals)
IN Chap. 9. two of the laﬅ great
Cbap. 9. the ﬁrﬅ explicatory Prophciy is interjected," Chap.
\Voes are ſet down: The ﬁrﬅ, or
ﬁfth, The Trutnpet deſcribeth Anti
12. 13, and 14. and that inadiﬀerent Stile. This
chriﬅ's Ktngdrm, end by the Deſcription thereof, ſervrth to clear the two principal Prophelies paſt,
and Names given to him, the Evil that cometh and maketh way exceedingly for underﬅanding what
thereby to the Church, is expreſi'ed. The ſecond was coming; and in this, the ſame Troubles; and
great Wo,'or ſixth Trumpct, ſetteth out God's State' of the Church, formerly prophcſied of, are
ſerere judging of a great Part of the Chr ﬅian here again touched in their ſeveral steps of hzr Dttſi
World for that Deſection, by letting looſe the ſire: ﬁcultics with their reſpective Out-gates.
upon it, which with great Armies deﬅroyed many,
r. T H 1: Churches wreﬅling with heathen Per
and overcame a great Part of .the Empire: Yet ſecution ; that was deſcribed by the seals, is ſet out
theſe that were ſpared did not repent, nor forſizte by the Similitude or a travailing Wbman, purſued by
"their Idolatry aniSuperﬅitions ſor rtll that, but Ho and Dragm 3 her Outgate is under the
pery grew in its Corruption, even as the "Ziſſb grew. Expreſſton o, Delivery, when her Birth C/rap. 12.
ie'exaſted, Verſe 5. ot' Chap. 12. which
in their Dominion.
1 N Chap. to. and r-rſiBacauſe theſe
War is more fully prolecuted, with its Odtgme,
were ſtd Evils, whereby' the Church Chap. Io. to Waﬅ 13. by this the Devil is dethroncl from the
was brought low, and were to be of
rt.
publick Au-hority he had in the Vſorld while lim
longer Continuance than any ofthe for Chuches
perors wereSitle.
Heathen,
and Authority
now on the
'The ſecond
Step, is istheſiChurchss
mer leſſer Woes, therefore, before the ſeventh An
gel ſound, the Lord ſetteth down a twofold Con Troublcs that followed on the Back of that _()ut
ſoittion, Chap. to. and till Vcf/Z 15. of the II. gate: it is hinted, Verſe 6. that ſhe fled or irexan
where the ſeventh ſoundeth, mecting wi:h' two Ob to ﬂee, ( to [hew the Connexion ofthis Decay with
jections; Firﬅ, Men might think ſhsll Enemies the former Llſdeſly) but is proſccttted, ſror'n I'Zvﬅ
then get their' Will, and the Church be thus ﬅill 13. where the Dcrtl's Device to drown her, by
obſcured, when the ſeventh Trumpet cometh what ſpewing out oſ his Mouth a. Flooti of ﬁlthy Errors.
will come of her? The Lord by an Oath ( Chap, atter her, is marked, whenas by Violence or Autho
10. )aſſureth his People, that it ſhall. not be to; rity he could not Maﬅer hen. The Outgztte from
but that the Church ſhall be revived,,=md that that te

venth Trumret ſhxtllbring judgment on her. Encr

this, is Very: 16. the Lord provideth a way to drain
theſe.

A brief Piew of the Sm'e:
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tizeſeſi Errors that they ſhould not Grown her; the
T H E N _( Cb'p;
Earth, that is, the then declining vitihle Church, Propheſy it ſelf.
that continued ﬅill viſible, ( called Earth, becauſe of are leſſer,

16. )ſollowethtbe

The four ﬁrﬅ Vials Chap. '6.

and more inſenſibly ( as it

her declining from that heavenly Simpllcity ſhe 'ap

were) carryonAnticbriﬅ's Ruin ( asthe four ﬁtﬂ:

peared in, Ver/2 4. under 'heathen Perſecution, be
coming now earth] -like in Pomp, and ſo diﬅin

Trumpets did more inſenſibly increaſe his Riſe : )

guiſhed from theſe t at keeped their former Purity )
did ﬅill keep the Doctrine cf the God-head of the
Father, Son and Spirit, pure; ſo that the 'pure
Church no'v ﬂeeing(as it were ) hath theſe cruel
Bl'aﬅs kept oﬀ her, and ſo diverted from her, as the
Earth drinketh in the Rain ſuﬂiereth not the Floods
increaſe."
T H r s is contemporary withctthe ſirﬅ four

The ﬁfth Vial overturneth Ram' his Seat, as the
7nſth Trumpet ſeated him there, and rcvealcd him.

The ſixth overturneth Tents, Popes, and the reﬅ of
that Kingdom, bringeth in the j'zws, and ſetteth
the Goſpel at its full Brightneſs. The ſeventh Vial
(ſometime after that) bringeth the End upon all
Enermes, G'g and Magag, and fully overturneth the
Devil's Kingdom in the World: As the three laﬅ
Trumpets are greateﬅ, ſo are the three laﬅ Vials of
Trumpetsor leſſer Woes, Chap. 8. When this doth longeﬅ Continuance. And becauſe theſe Events are
not the Devil's Buſineſs, Verſe 17. he goeth to notable, he proceedeth to clear eſpecially the laﬅ three
his laﬅ Refuge of ﬅirring up Antichriﬅ and bringing Vtals in two explicatory Propheſies or Viſions,
of him to his Height, which is the ﬁrﬅ great Wo, wherein he abﬅaineth the Expreﬂion of Typcs and
Chap. 9. And becauſe this'is the great Deſign, to ſevens which he had uſed in the principal Propheſies,
hold him forth, and thereby to make way for clear and in an explicatory Way, goeth on, as in Chap.
ing what was ſpoken, Chap. 11. and what follow 12. &Ft. The ﬁrﬅ, is, C/mþ. 17, r8, 19. the other
thence to the End.
eth to the End.
Tnnnronrz, Chap. 13. He more' H I had deſcribed Antichriﬅ himſelf, Chap. 17.
Chap. r 3. fullv inſiﬅeth in deſcribing this Enemy, Chap. 13. Here (Chap 17.) he de
1. 'In his Nature by a double Type of ſcn'bcth his Seat, his Kingdom and himſelf together,
two ſeveral Beaﬅs: The lirﬅ, ſhowing what really that he might ſhew what is the Object of the Vizls,
he ſhould be, and what the Church ſhould ſuﬀer by eſpecially of the ﬁfth: Which' is in a Word Ram',
him; the ſecond ſhewing how he ſhould attain to then the chief City of the Earth. The more expreſs
\ that Height, and by what Means he ſhould proſe Expþcation whereof, is Chap. 18.
cute his Deſigns upon the World, and againﬅ the ſhewing what the 'Seat is, that is de- Chap. 18.
Sxrints, And then when he hath-'deſcribed his Na ﬅroyed by the ﬁfth Vial; and what Lal
ture, Riſe,

Cbap. 14.

Reign, Practices,

Continuance and

mentation (hall be over it, when Rm'( called Ba

Manner of Procecding, Ut. he com bylon ) ſhall be brought to ſuch Deſolation.
A N n having deſcribed this, he pro-'
eth to ſhew the Outgatc, Chap. 14.
which contempor'ateth with the laﬅ ccedeth, ( Chap. 19. ) to clear the E Chap. 19.

Part of Chap. u. and is again inſiﬅed on by the vents of the ſixth Vial, and Battlc of
Jrmagtddo'r, which is notable ſrom two ſingular
Vials.
HAvrNc put by-this Explication, and given a Events', the one in the Converſion of the Jew: in
Key of all in this Prophecy, he returneth to proſe the ﬁrﬅ Part, the other in the Deﬅruction of the
cute where he -leſt, Chap. u. and more fully to Bmﬅ and his Helpers( probably the Yizrb )in the
ſhew the Events of the ſeventh Trumpet in the laﬅ Part thereof, whereby the Beaﬅ having ﬂed
ſeven Vial', which is the third principal and typi 'from Rome, is now wholly overturned, ſo that the
cal Propheſy, proſecuting the Story ( to ſay ſo) Name of Pope ceaſeth by this, as Rome his. Seat
ſrom Antichriﬅ's Height and begun Ruin to the did by the former.
End, which is the third Period of the
ANTICHR rs'r being deﬅroyed, he cometh-to
Chap. '5. Church. Therefore ( Chap. 15.) the ſhew the Events of the ſeventh Vial
Preparation to it is ſet down(as the Pre in the laﬅ- Viſion, Chap. 20, 21, 22. Chap. 20.
parations to each of the former principal Propheſies, and to make it the more clear and com
whereas, Chap. 4. and 5. to the seals, and Chap. prehenſive of the Churches Victory over the Devil,
7. to the Trumpets )and is, upon the Matter, the he ſheweth ( Chap. 20. ) ﬁrﬅ how the' Devil wan
ſame with what is Chap. 11. Ver. 16. fir. to ſhew again reﬅraincd after he had been looſe, Chap. 12,
that it is the Continuation of the ſame Matter. This r 3. (and ſo aſcendcth as high asi the ﬁrﬅ during
Vial)
(I ſay ) is the third Period of the Church.

ofthe whole' Hook of the Reſiveſilntitm)

54?
during' which Time the Church formerly perſecuted, direct Writings to evidence 'the Diſſznaney of theſis
had a moﬅ ﬁouriſh-ng Cﬂ'lJlllOn (rn Refpect of Commentations, I do profeſs my ſelf unable to ſa
theſe few
let out by a thouſand Years. 2. He ſheweth that Words.
r. T H A 'r' their Application is diſſonant from
after that. even when the Beaſl. is away by the ſixth
Vial, yet a new- Enemy- ariſcth, called Gog and the Scope of this Book, which is cleared to be, t.
Magog, which (hall mar the Churches Peace: And To ſhew Things tocome, Chap. r. all. a. Thing'
beaulethis'livent. blongeth to the ſeventh Vial, it belonging to the Church and Chriﬅ's Servants pe
was neceſlary to premit Satan's'binding by- the pre culiary, as the Infcri-ption, Repetition' of bleﬂ'ed
wna't formerly it was ) and that for a long Time, tisfy them, I ſhall therefore but ſay

ceeding Vrals, to it,

that it might be the better di

ſoerned what was intended by this his new looſe.
2. The Churches-victory over this Enem is ex'
preﬂed, which we conceive is the proper Event of
the ſeventh Vial : w'hereuponvfolvlowctrh the uni

ncfs to the-Readers and Obſervcrs, with- the ſeveral

Circumﬅances, will clear."

3. To ſhew eſpecially,

the Trials of the Church' from inward Enemies, as

the hidirg of the Eiect from the Hurt' thereof, the

Deſcription of the Enemies ſpiritual H'urt and De

verſal Reſurrection, Conſummation of' all T'hm__s, fection that is-foretoldT to come on the Church,

Diﬂblutionof Heaven and Earth, the laﬅ Judgment eſpecially that? great Defeﬁion' of< the gm Anti
smd'ﬁncsl sentence upon Reprobates and Electz- That chriﬅ, whereof the Scripture fpea-ke'th fo- much,
which concerncth Reprrrbzrtes is ſet down, Verſe conﬁrmeth' it;- 4. TheScope iﬂto' ſhew'theChurches
laſt, what was their Portion after this Judgment, Condition under theſe, to the End of the World:
and sentence eternal/ly, they were caﬅ into the For, I. It is ﬅill uſeful to his Servants as a Prophe
"c'y, 'and uſeful > to the End, and they are hleſied that
Luke.
T t-t r: r: Cſmp. 2r'. He proceedeth ſhall-make-uſe of it-as ſuch,- a! the-End' as well as
Chap. 21.- I'kbre'ſu-lly to deſcribe the happy Eﬅate now, 2'. It-cloſet'h wi-Ch'the laﬅ Judgme'msand
and 22. of the Elect in the' Beautjn- they ſhould the Reprobates caﬅing in Hell', Chap. 20. and th'
be glorrſied with, the Place wherein, Elccts Gloriﬁcation, Chap. 21. 22. with many
the Priviledge which they ſhould enjoy, and the Promiſes of his laﬅ Coming; and the Prophecy
Perſons admitted to it, only, which is to ﬅir/2 6. preceeding the Day of Judgment is in a Series knit
with it, which will not admit of many hundred
Chap. 22.
A N D having put by the prophetical Part, he Years rent; and that it ſpeaketh of the Day of
cloſeth (as he began) with two generals, com

Judgment, the Deſcription of it, and the sentence

mendinzz this Prophecy, and advertiiing Cnriﬅ's ſe

upon all the Reprobate, who are not written in

cond Coming, on the Back ofall this, warning that the Lamb's Book, will clear it.

N o w, thcſeMen in theit'Writings wholly ener
his Word be not diminiſhed from, nor any Thing
added thercunto; withal invi'ing all to come, and vate all theſe, I. They ſay it fpeaketh of Things
promifing himſelf to come, as his laft Farewel': but for a' ſhort Tin-ſet from that' Word, Chap; r.
whereupon the Church wtlcometh it with a new Vtrſe 1. ſhortly to mnz to paﬅ, &Ft. ) which is the
So be it, knowing there is no more to
expected Ground 'of all their Opinion, yet it inferreth it no
but his Coming, which ſhe heartily Jhngetli,.,r'or_ more (had whenl'lſie faith, home quid-ly.
2. T H £ Y make it of Things, for the moﬅ
After all, _70/J'1 cloſeth the Epiſile with a Sitlutadon,
as he had begun it with an Infcription.
. Part, paſt, and of civil Things in the Roman Em
T H a a 15 nare two Men much ac pire, or 'what concerneth- the- Jews,- without great
Grotr'us, is' counted of for Learning, whoſe Ex Rcſpcct to the Church.
'
Hammond. poſitions and Applications I have never
3. L 1 T T 1. a or no Mention is made of ſpiri
touched: Not bctauſcl thought them tual linemics and Hereticks, ſave that they apply
not abſurd, But, becauſe, 1. Their' whole Straln is to Simm Mngur what is ſpoken of the three Years
divert Readers ( to ſay no more) from the true and an Halt: There is not one Word of Anti
Scope ot this Book, and that not in one Viſion or chriﬅ in it all, nor of the Pope or Church of Rome,
Prophecy, but in an univerſal Strain more oppoſite as if that were not- of Concernmenr to the Chriﬅian
ly to orthodox Writers than any Papiﬅ that ever Church, whether we ſhould condemn him or ap
wrote ofit; the following whzreof could not but prove him. This is the more ﬅrange,'that although
prove nauſeating to any Reader. And 2. Becauſe they draw the thouſand Years from Co'zﬂantinc's
who will read them, and foberly compare the NVrit Time, they reckon the Church all the while to
ings of others with the Tcxt, may yet need more
'
C'c c 'c c
have
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have Peace, and moveth only an Objection from yet durﬅ they never hazard on it till theſe his new

7ulla'l, as if no other Enemy had ever been to in
terrupt that Peace.
2. VV a ſay it is inconſiﬅent in reſpect of the
Matter they apply it to: For, to what Purpoſe is
it to apply that of the two Witncſſes, Chap. ll. to
the two Biſhops of Jews and Genti/es at j'eruſalenr,
When there is no Hiﬅory for ſuch a Thing at j'eru

ſhlfﬂ'?

atrons ﬅept out.
'
4.. I 'r is alſo repugnant to themſelves: For al
though much be builded -on this, that the Eﬀects are
ſuddenly to be brought to paſs, becauſe Of that
Word, Chap. i. Ve'ﬁ r. ſhortly to to'ne topaſr; yet

do they both expound Gog and Mrgog ( Chap. 20. )
of the Yiorhr, which to them riſeth after the 1300.

Or though it were, yet what is that to Years; and ſay that their Deﬅruction, as yet to

ſucha concerning Event ſo often ſpoken of there?
And what is that of Simon Magu: in Compariſon of
the Worlds wondering, Chap. rr, 12, and 31,
UA? How will the heatheniſh idolatrous high
Prieﬅs be (hid to have Horns like the Lamb, which
muﬅbe Chriﬅ in that Place? Chap. 13 11. How
impertinent is it that is ſaid of the ſeven Kings,

come, is propheſied ofthere; yea, Chap. xxi. and
and rxxii. are applied to the State of the Church on
Earth after the Yierh Ruin. 2. They (eſpecially
the laﬅ ) ſeem to oﬀend at particular Application to

Men, yea, to Nations and Times, alledging that
theſe Events are of more univerſal Concernment;

yet, what is their Application buta moﬅ ﬅrait, parti
whereof one was to come in Yohn's Time? Beſide, cular and narrow one to ſuch Armies and Com
that all theſe were paﬅ before John wrote the Pro manders of the Romans, to Simon Mazru( who was
phecy, as hitherto have been received from Hiſ of little Note in the World in reſpect of ſome after
Hereﬁarchs that troubled the Church) to a particu
tory.
3. VV I: ſay it is inconﬁﬅent with all that ever lar Biſhop or two Biſhops of erloſhlem, as if only
have written, ancient and modern;

even Papiﬅs,

who though, no Qreﬅion, they would gladl

re

they were the Witneﬂes?

heſe being obvious,

and many ſuch, we conceive it not needful to

ceive ſuch an lnterpretation to liberate their ope, draw every Thing into particular Examimtion.

I

IS.
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Rsvnn.

xxii. 20.

He which 'eﬅ-j'ieth theſe Things, ſaith, Surely, I tame zuirhly. lure/r.

ﬁt

grQ-Q

is

'

H IS is but a ſhort Verſe, but com

Q

Ever: ſo, tame Lml Jeſiu.

denneſs of his Coming, I tame quickly.

Firﬅ, 1

prehenſive of two muﬅ excellent tame, that is, he is on his Way; He ſays not, I
Truths, and moﬅ concerning Ex will come, but Icome. Although his Coming to
preſſtt ns 'to the People of God. The Judgment be not yet, nevertheleſs he is on his

ﬁrﬅ of them is our Bleſſed Lord Jeſus Way, and his Coming is as certain as if he were
Word, and his laﬅ Word that ﬅands
on Record to his Church, Surely, I tame quit/sly.
The other is, The hearty and warm Welcome that
ahn 'm Name of Believers, or the Bride, as Verſe
17. gives to this Truth, dmen. Et-enſh, tame Lord
eﬅu. And theſe two Words cloſe Chriﬅ's formal

come, and ſo he ſhould be conceived by us as at
hand. adly, Surely, I come, This Aſieveration is

to put it out of Queﬅion, eſpecially being ſpoken
out of his Mouth: It's no Meﬂenger or Mids
man that ſpmketh, but Jefus Chriſt: And it was
ſpoken with a Behold before, I/erſe 7. and 12. for
ſpeaking to his Church by Revelation, and are the the ſame End: And here a Surely is added, as
laﬅ Words of a Saint ſpeaking in Scripture to Jefus we ſaid, to put it out of Aeﬅion, to ﬅop the
Chriﬅ; and therefore it will not be unfuitable to Mouths of Gain-ſayers, and to ﬅrengthen and cont
the Hearts
of the
his Delay
Peopleofthat
longino'cAnd
for
ſpeak a Word of them in the Cloſe of the opening fort
and fainting
under
his are
Coming.
of this Book.

T H E ﬁrﬅ of theſe Words is three Times in this 3dly, Becauſe he knoweth there is need of pre
Chap. as Verſe r7th and rath, and here, beſides ſent Conſolation to his own, and that others were
other parts. And being ſo often recorded now when ready to ſuſpend his Coming, and put the ill Day
he is drawing near a Cloſe, it is to let txs ſee of what far away, he ſaith, [ſome quickly.
_0hject. IT may be ſaid, How can this be that
Concernment it is, and how it ſhould be imprinted
on our Hcarts, ſeeing he that utters it, ſpeaketh and his Coming is quickly, is there not many Hundrcds
of Years ſince this was ſpoken, and yet he is not
rcpeateth no Words in vain.

T. H A T it's ſaid, He that teﬅiſieth theſh Thingr, come? The Apoﬅle, 2Pet. iii. foreſaw this Ob
telleth it is his Word that fpeaketh, Verſe loth, jection, and giveth three Anfwcrs to it, which we
-l Yeﬅu have ſent mine Angel to re/liſie theſe Thing: ſhall repent. 1. A' Thauſimd liar: to him i: but
unto you: And- Vcrtic 18th, Iteﬅiﬁe unto every a: One Day. 2. Tho' he ﬅay, yet he is not
Afar' that 'heareth the Ifirds oſ this Proþhety. It's idle, The Lord is 'm ſlath ranter/ring his Pr-imlſh'
'the ſame that is the Root and the Oﬃſþriﬂg zﬀ hut is Long-ſuﬀering to 'ds-ward, not willing the;
Datid, the bright and Morning-ﬅer, zlIF-ha and any ſhould peri/h, but that all ſhould come to Re
Omega, the Begimzing (ma the ﬁnding, the Firﬅ and pentance. He is perfecting his Body, gathering in
z/ze Laﬅ: And it is preﬁxed as a commendation, to his Saints, making all Things ready, therefor: he
is patient to us-ward; He delayeth a while, that
make us think the more of this Word.

T n s a s is then in the ﬁrﬅ Part theſe three he may loſe none of his Elect; ſo that if any
Things. I. A Truth laid down, a Promiſe or Delay be, it is out of no Negligence or Lazi
Prophecy that Jcſus Chriﬅ cometh. 2. The Cer nefsſibut to bring all his bleſied Deſigns about.
tainty of it aﬂettsd, Surely, I ſome.

3. The Sud

3. Iho' he ﬅay a while, yet his Coming is ſo
C c c c c 2

certain,
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certain, that he would have us looking on it as Beginning, Yude Vrſi r4. E'toch prophcſie'l, Behold,
now, The Day oſ the Lord will come as a Thiiſ the-Lord cometh with ten thouſizna's of his Saints, or
in the Iiſight. His Coming will be quick, that Miiiards of his Saints: So that this is no new,
the moﬅ Part will be ſurprized with it ;' and as but an old Truth. 3. His Coming is ſpoken of
lo the Godly, it will be timous, all Things being as_moﬅ dreadful and dolcful, Chap. i. 7. [Ill th'
_Kindrta's of the Earth ſhall wail heron/2 ﬀ him.
readv.
*
T H ES a Words then ſpeak of Chriﬅ's ſecond Ilzey ſhall cry to the Hills, Fall upon usſſ, and
Comingr to Judgment,

for it is

that

which is

to the Mount-aim, Cover us, for great is the Day

longed ſor by the Saints, as that which putteth of .his WVrath, and who_ſhall he able to ſtand?
an End to all their Straits, and bringeth a Re as it is, Chap. vi. at the end. It is holden out
as a moﬅ vcomfortable Coming to the Godly, they
ward to them with it; to this he will come,'and

very quickly. '
'THE Words hear out theſe Doctrines.

ſhall lift up their' Heads with Joy, becauſe the
1. Day-of their Redemption draweth near. They

That our Lord Jefus ſhall ſurely and quickly ſhall gather together to him, to the Carcaſe they
come to Judgment. 2. The Scope and Manner
of Exprtſſton holdeth out this, That the Faith
of Chriſi's quick Approach to Judgment, is of
great Concernment, and very uſeful to Believers,
therefore it is ſo often ſpnken of, and repeated.
. That notwithﬅanding hereof, the Faith of

ſhaJ ﬂock, fiom the Ea/i, If? , Mirth and South,
to meet the Bridegrocm. All which ſhew the

Certainty of this Truth, of our Lord's coming to
Judgment.
.
'"
Sotondly, I ſhall clear it from theſe Scriptures

that hold out Chriﬅ's End in his Comzng to
Chriſt's Coming is often weak in Believers, and Judgment. t. That all his Enemies may be made
had- need to be conﬁrmed, Therefore is this Truth his Pootﬅool, and he may ſtand laﬅ on the Earth,
ſo inculcate. Many are like theſe, 2Pet. iii. 4. Judz Firſt 15. fIZ execute judgment upon ad, nn-l
Saying, When is the Promiſe of his Coming? 4. to ton-'ninth all that are ungodly, o/ all th'ir nngodþ

Tho' many Qreﬅion his Coming, yet there is Dteds, and to vindicate his Glory iﬀall the bard
nothing more Certain, it is confirmed by him speeches, which ungodly Sinnors have fþohm. aTheſſ.
that tiyiiﬁzth thtſo Things. The Scope and Uſe i. 7. To tal-e ſenglanoo on all rhht know him not,
2. He will
of all theſe will fall in under the ſame Thing, and that have not ohii-zd the Goſpel.

therefore I (hall ſpeak of all under thi General, come to perform his Promiſe: to the Godly, John
That it is a certain and undamental Truth, that xiy. 3, 18. 1 go to prepare. a Plato ﬁr you, and
our Lord. J'qſhs ſhall amthly come to judgment; will tom: again, and receive you unto my
that
that we who now live, ſhall ſhortly ſee our Lord wher' 1 am, there y'. may he alſo. And I will not

Jefus appear viſibly in the Clouds.
I ſhall ﬁrﬅ clear and conﬁrm this Truth. z.
Speak to the Uſes of it. And 3. Cloſe with a
Word of Application.
Firﬅ, I ſhall clear and conﬁrm it from theſe
Scriptures that point at the Certainty and Man
ner of his Coming. t. It is told us he ſhall come

leave you oonyortk/s; I will come to you. And johi
xvi. 22. 1 will ſet you again, and your Mart: ſhall
rtjme.

He has iriﬅed his Coming again with the

cloſing of .all their Miſery, therefore Acts iii. 19.
it is called, the Day of Rzſre/hing; and Verſe 21.
The Tirnts ty' the Ro/litnrion of all Things. And
Rom. vi.i. 23. The Redemption if the Body. 3.
vilibly, Chap. i. 7. Every Eye ſhall ſo: him, even He comes to clear many Things that lay before
they that pierced him. Matth. xx'tv. 30. They/hall dark, to clear the Godly of many Rt'proaches
.ſ'q the Son o Man lowing in the cloud' of Htﬂr and Imputations lying on them, to. make them,
Iron-4 The 'odly ſhall ſee him, being caught up Liai's that has loaded them with Calumncs, to
into the Clouds to meet him; and the Wicked diſcover Hypocrites, Matth. x. 26. There is nothing
ſhall ſee him, and not get a Hiding> place or Shelter. mond, that/hall not he revealed ; nor hid, that ſhall
2. It is holden out as exceeding glorious and power not In known. And awry on: ſhall he judged ar
ful, Matth. xzziv. 30, 31. The Son of Man ſhall arding to their ſVorhs, Rev. xx. 12; And he that
come in the cloud: of Heaven, 'with Power and ton/ﬂyeth him h'ſort Mon, he will un tﬅ him her

great Glory. Matth. xxv. 31. He ſhall tame in for: his Father; and wb'ſh dcnieth lum now, will
his Glory, and all tle holy Angel: with him, and he denied o] him thln. Things are in Suſpcne here,
ſhall/it upon the Throne o/his. Glo'y- Matth. xvi. and oztent Judgment paﬂbth- not according to
'27. lie/hall own: in the Glory of his Fathor._ And; Righlctmſhela, therefore the Lord will have wrong
this is. ſo certain, that it. was. known from, the sentences reduced, and Matters diſcuﬂed, and all

Sgots,
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Spots wiped of his People.

And all theſe Ends be

ing certain, his Coming to Judgment muﬅ alſo be
certain.
Third/ly, I ſhall clear and conﬁrm it ſrorn theſe
Scriptures that 'peak of the Eſſects oſ his Comnng.
1. The dolef'ul Edects of it on Rrprohates and Hy
pocrites, Fear ſhzill ſurprize them, they ſhallall
wail becauſe of his Coming, and would ſhun it,

if they could.

The Scrpture is ſull to this Purpoſe,

Uſ' nd. No 'r oniy to receive this as a Truth:
but ſeeing it is ſo concerning a Truth, as our Lord
ſa th, Luke ix. 44.. Lot 'beſt Things ſin) in your
Heads: So we ſay, Let this Truth ſink in your
Hearts.

There is no Truth you would be more in

Meditation of, nor have more in your Mouth than
this, of our Lord's coming quickly' to Judgment, he
is on his way. And we conceive, this is one of the
main Uſes Chriﬅ aims at in reuniting and gravely
aſierting it, that it may he ſeriouﬂy thought upon,
and ﬁrmly believed. And therefore, t. Think on

Darhttſi and Anguiſh ſhall l': upon 'be Earth, Per
pltxity, Adon: Hzarts ſtir/ing them for Fear, Pale-4
mﬅ on all Four, She-ling on all Loinr, &c. A the Manner and Ends of his coming to u'dgment,
ſecond Eﬀcct is, The Conſunimstion of all Things, that nothing eſczipes Folks-here, but they will be
whereof ſte the End oſ Chap. xx. The Heaven: called to Account for it. 2. That his coming will

and Eortb ﬂed away. zPct. iii. to. The Heaven: hedreadſul to many, that theſe Hearens will paſs
ſhot] paﬅ away 'wit/1 a great Noﬅ, andl the Elt away with a Noiſe, as a Piece of' Cloath that is
mlnts ſhall melt wit/7 ſer-vent Heat, and tbo Eortb riven ſcreids, ſo to ſpeak. And 3. Think oſten on
and the Works 'herein ſhall be Lot/'nt up. A third the Suddenreſs oſ his coming, that as James v. 9.
Eﬀect is, Judgment and the setting oſ Thrones, ſpeaketh, The Judge/fancied at the Door, and is at
and the Caiing and Ccnvocaing oſ all before him,

hand. 4. That it is moﬅ certain, which conﬁrm

and Sentencing all.

The Setting oſ the Judgment, eth all. And theſe Things ye would apply in Me
is a Prooſ of the Coming of the judge. A ſourth ditation to your own Condition, by thinking on his
Eﬀect is, The Execution of the sentence, his call coming to you, and calling you to a Reckoning,
ing of the Godly to enter into their Maﬅei's Joy, and to let this go through your Thoughts ſte
and his diſmiﬃng of the Rcprobate, that never uc quently.
cepted his Oﬀer, nor made Peace with him, into
'l' H t-: Reaſon why we commend to you, to let
everlaﬅing Fire oſ Hell, as ll/Iatt/Z. xxv. and of this Truth ſink and give it Credit, is, Becauſe oſ the
which we ſpoke, Chap. xx. at the End.
Uſeſulneſs oſ it, which might be a Doctrine, but
Form/21), WE may add this Word more, The we take it in the lſſ. The Uſcſulncſs will appear
general Conſ nt of all Coinciences to this Truth, ſrom theſe conſiderations. It is exceeding uſeſul,
and the Fears that will ſurprize wicked Potions r. For the ſubduicg of that common Athtiiin that
ſometimes, under the Apprehenſion of this judg is generally in the Heart: of Men, 2 Pot. iii. 3, 4..
ment, which they cannot get ſmothercd. Roxn. ii. Times
where i:and
is told,
There ſhall
be Adornen
in 'be
Atheiﬅs,
that ſhall
ſay, Il/ba'l
i: lit/I
til;"
15. It is ſzid, the Gmti/n Conſcicnce on the Com
miſſton of Sin accuſe them, their Conſrionrt any ing Promrſi of his coming P The thinking upon Chriﬅ's
and txaſſng one another, which is ſpoken with a coming to Judgment keens the Heart in aw, and
Reſpect to Judgment. The Conſcience will ſay to the Conſtience tender, and wiil bid. you take Care

the Man, This and that you muﬅ count for. And what you ſpeak or do, if going ovcr your Light,
in this Reſpect our Lord Jeſus has 'not le t him of mii'pcrding Time. 2. In is exceeding uſeſul to
ſglſ' toil/met a ſl/itntſr, as the Apoﬅlc ſpealts, dais work Patience under croſs Diſpenſations, with which
we muﬅ meet, for Chriﬅ ſaith, He Lonm ouiti'ly to
xiv. l .
We? come to the ZZ? of this, and it is oſ puta Cloſe to them. 3. It ſerveth to ﬅir up to
concerning Uſe, and thcrtſore not in vain repeated Wntchſolreſs, Rcv. xvi. 15. Behold, 1 toin: as a
Thiey. Bleſſed is [to ﬂoat wort/still. And Natch
and inſiﬅed on by our Lord.
v
[_l/E tﬅ. To clear and confirm this moﬅ funda ſulneſs is oſten prcſicd on this Ground, tPct. iv. 7.
mental Point of Chriﬅianiry, without the Faith of The End rſ all Things is or lmnrh. be ſober and'
which Folks are not worthy to b: called Cnriﬅi 'wote/1 unto Prayer. 4. It exceedingly ﬅrengthneth.
ans. It is an Ariiclc of whiit we call the Croed, Hope. and encourageth to wait on God. In a
From tb'nr'. 'will [so Mﬂll to juﬄge the' Qgatt and. Word, Then: lS no Duty but Chriﬅ's Coming is'
ib' Dead.

And. the common Anunt. that is given. made uſe of as a Morii-e to enforce it, 2 Per. iii. it.

to thtſe Articles, and that among the: reﬅ, ſhew-

Sno'ng w lool'ſor theſe Things, w/zat manner of Per

eth the general Aﬂ'ent of all Chriﬅian: un- ſons oug/n w: to be in all lady Cows/ſation and God
i ling; 2' 2.. Theteis no Sin butit is an Aw-band to
m it..
keep
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keep the Heart from it.

ſ;

'3. There is no Sort of they that uſh this World, ar 'rot chaﬁng it.

This

Croſs but it mitigateth, and ﬅrengthneth and giveth Language would be more in our Hearts, and Moz
Conſolation under it; therefore there is Reaſon of tiﬁc.-.tion would be more advanced, if Chriﬅ's Com

being more than ordinary in the exerciſing of Faith, ing, and coming quickly were believed: But this
Addictedneſs to the World, like that Man, Lid'
and mcditating on this Truth.
Uﬅ 3d. To Reprove the Generality of -Men, xii. this Building, and Buying, and eager Purſuit
profane Atheiﬅs and Mockers, graceleſs Hypocrites, after theſe Things, ſaith,

That Folks have not 4

mind to leave them. From this ye would con
and unwatchſul Believers.
Firﬅ, IF Chriﬅ be coming quickly to Judgment, ſider. 1. That the Faith of ths is rarer than we
what ſaith it to the Generality that have not the take it. 2. That Chriﬅ will not only come, but
Faith of this, are not mindmg an Appearance be alſo quickly, and therefore ye would be in Readi
fore him? Think not but there have been and are Zteſs whenever the Cry is, 72 go out and "in!

ſuch a Sort as the Apoﬅle Peter, C/mp. iii. 3, 4..
ſpealts oſ, In the [ii/i Dr/j: ſhall be Maderx, ſaying,

I'd.
A N D zdly, As the Genemlity of Proﬁsﬂbrs, ſo

Where i: the Pramrﬅ ty" bis coming ? And the Scrip alſo Believers would be here reproved, who are ſo
ture hath not ſort-told this ſor nought, Are there unſuitable in their Practiſe and Diſpoſition to his
not many in out Days, whoſe Practiſe, if we com
Coming, are making ſo little ready for it. Is it not
pare it with the Word of God, will be found among unſuitable to our Lord's coming, to be unclcar in
theſe Mockers, and ſuch as believe not this Truth? our Condition, whether our Peace be made or not,
And that it is ſo, we ſnal] give three Scripture Evi and whether vt'e ſhall be met of him in Peace? 2.
dences of it. tﬅ, The littleFear and Aw of God Is it not untuitable that we ſhould be ﬁxing our
that is generally among Men, the little Reſpect Men ſelves here, as iſ this were our Reﬅ, not longing
have to Judgment, the little Tendcrneſs in their for, or praying ſor his coming? 3. Is it not un
Walk, the
the little
greatﬅriving
security
and known
Uncleaineſs
in their
Peace,
againﬅ
Sin, &Ft.
fIſi/se ſuiable to have our Acquaintance to make with him
at that Day? Yea, if it be not made now, it ſhall
Withdneſi qf the [II/chid ſhitl: within my IJcart, not he made then. 4. It is unſuitable to his Com
'There is no Fear gf God þ'far' their Eyer; So the ing, to .be unacquainted with our Condition, and

Practice of the moﬅ Part ſaith, They have not the
Faith of a judgment. When they are in a Strait
by Sea, or in Sickneſs, or ſome ſudden Thing befall
eth them, the Thoughts of Judgment will riſe,
but they quickly evaniſh; So that the moﬅ Part

the Frame of our Heart.

I; it not unſuitable to

Clniﬅians
theHappinets,
Faith of his
coming,
their Hope that
in it have
as their
to whom
Phe and
has

given the Promiſe oſ it, to be without the Joy

of it, the Mortiﬁcation that ﬁowetli from it, and
to be without the Power and Uſe of it many ways?
come quickly, and therefore take a Liberty. 2. And certainly, the more Love is in it, and the
The little Preparation that is made ſor his Com more it is incultate, the more will your Guiltbe
ing. If ye believed he were coming, and for ſuch that is not minding it.

either ſay, He will not come, or, He will not

Ends as ye have heard, ye would be making ready
Uſe 41/2. S a: E r N c our bleﬂed Lord Jeſus hath
for it. If ye had a Letter from a great Man, that ſaid, He cometh, and cometh quickly, Prepare to
he
to your
Houſe,
ye would
for were
him; coming
Yet tho'
ye have
Chrilſit's
Letterprepare
for it, meet him, and that earneﬅly and timouſly. I
ſay eamcttly, from the dread.ul Experience ( Luke
that he is coming, ye do not prepare ſor him: xiii) oſ many who come too late, and ﬁnd the
This ſaith, Ye believe a Man, but not Chriﬅ. And Door ſhut. WhatImean by preparing to meet
I would poſe you, iſ the Cry were made this Nitht, Chriﬅ, I ſhall take up in theſe few Directions, which

'ﬂye Lord corner/7, what a Poﬅure would ye be ltietng ptacttlcd, may ſerve to put you in a Poﬅure
found in? Many of you would be ſound nap or it.
ping, many in their Sin, many ſettled on their Lees,
TH r: Firﬅ is this, Endeavour to have your
and would be ſurprized; Which ſaith, Ye believe Peace made with God through Chriﬅ, Philip. iii. 9.
not his Coming, or elſe that it will not be quickly. '1 lmt'ye may þefocmd in him, that is the ﬁrﬅ and
3. The much Addictedneſs that is to the lhings great l'hing, which will do your Turn when Chriﬅ
of the World,

wherein Folk: are neﬅcd.

Folks comes;

and it is that which Pam- calleth,

a"

take little Notice of that, iCor. 7. 29. Tbi: I ſound of him in PEGN. To be hid with a Hillor
_ſhy, Brctbren, 'be 'Ii'm is ſhort. It remains, that Mountain, will not do it: Your Practiſe-s and En
the] that have Wit/es, be a: tba' they 'had lum gy deavours will be to no Purpot'e, if this Bargain be
not

-_>.__ .__ Had 4.
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-not made. 'This i' "it that is in the Oﬀer before, in us. Was there ever a Time when there were
)Vboſhewr will, let him come, and take of the Wh fewer Thoughts of Chriﬅ's Coming? Do ye mind
rer ﬀ Life rnly. And Iſa. lv. r. 1-10. eve/7 one his Coming that live in your Ignorance and Proſatzi

that tbirﬅet , rom' ye to the II/aters. We exhort ty, that are given to Tipling, Lying, swearing?
you not to let this Oﬀer paſs, but to yield to it, and whoſe Words are at random 5 who bow not a Knee
receſve it.

to God in ſecret, nor in your Familits; who have

zdly, No'r only labour to have your Peace taken on a Lamp of a Profeﬃon, but have no Oyl,
made, but to be ſure it is made,

2 Pet. i. to. Give neither are careful for it ;

who never knew what an

all Diligence to make your calling and Electimſizre. ill Nature was, nor the kindly Exerciſe of Grace

Know that your Faith and Hope he well groundw, in the Heart.

Know it for a CertaintY, there will

be great Odds when Chriﬅ cometh, betwixt you
that have only _Lamps without Oyl, and theſe that
have Oyl with their Lamps, betwixt fooliſh and
wiſe Virgins, betwixt theſe that are prepared to meet
Peace and Boldneſs when the Bridegroom's Voice him, and others that cared no_t for it. How can ye
that your Conlidence ,is ſuch as will not make you
aſhamed. So many as are not endeavouring theſe
two, are not in a Poﬅure for Chriﬅ's coming. It
is Peace with God and Cleamefs in it, that will give

is heard.

Such know he is not aStranger, buta think on Chritt's Coming with Comfort, who have

Friend. This makes the Diﬀerence betwixt ſome all your Work to do, your Peace to make, your
that in that Day will lift up their Heads with Joy, Heart unſober and gadding, your Sin unpardoned,
and others that will wail becauſe of him, when they and whoſe Temper is carnal and ſecure? The
ﬁnd that their Conﬁdence lS rooted out, and their Truth would be terrible, if conſidered, that Chriﬅ

for they had only an Opinion of comes quickly, and it will be terrible one Day, if ye
_
There continue in that Condition.
fore try how it is with you, and ſeek to have all
adly, Lz T me alſdexpoﬅulate with Believer'
Things in Readinefs, the Evidences of Sanctiﬁca that are fallen aﬂecp, and have their Lamps gone
tion, Holineſs to the Lord in all your Converfati out, whoſe Grace is without Exerciſe, whoſe Zml
on, and a good Conſcicnce out of a tender Re for God is grown cold, who are in a ilecpy Poﬅure
Hope blown up;

their Intereﬅ, and no good Grounds for it.

ſpect to God's Commandments, to bear Witnefs to meet your Lord, lukewarm and unwatchful.

for you.
3dly, S E r; K to have a watchful Frame, which
comprehendeth all the Duties of Holineſs; to have
' our Loins girded, and your Lamps burning, not to
go living fecurely, but to be vigilant and ſober, hav

ing your Aﬀections at home in Heaven, and being
mortiﬁed to the World.

Folks will never be ſpi

Iitual, nor in a Poﬅure for Chriﬅ's Coming, till

their Loins be girded, and they be mortiﬁed to earth
ly Deſigns, and till their Lamps be burning. Not
only muﬅ ye have Grace, but Grace acting, for

it was a Fault in the wife Virgins that they were
ſleeping when the Cry was made, The Bria'egram
cometh. Ye would have Faith acting, Hope lively,
your Love warm, Humility in Exerciſe, Patience
having its perfect Work. And under theſe three I
nice in all the Duties that are called for from a
Chriﬅian in Reference to Chriﬅ's coming, r. To
be in Chriﬅ. And 2. To be clear ye are in him.
And 3.-To be in a watchful Frame. This Frame
and Poﬅure will bring Boldneſs and Joy with it to
them that have it, at his appearing.
I ſhall ſpeak to the_Application of this in two
Words. And 1. Let meſadly regrate andexpoﬅu
late van Unſuitableneſs to this Poﬅure and Frame,

and an Unanſwerableneſs to ſuch a Word as. this
l

He

may in his condefcending Grace let you tritn your
Lamps, but itv will bea fore challenge to you, that
ye have given ſuch way to Secutity, and that as to
the thriving of Grace there is little Odds betwixt
Hypocrites and you. This isnot like the Faith
of Chriﬅ's Coming, there is no Truth more cer
tain than it is, He cometh quickly. It is ſixteen
hundred Years ſince it was ſpoken, and there are
many Saints in Glory ſince that Time, and if ſo, he
is now at the Door. The Chriﬅians that lived in
the primitive Times may ſhame us, it was their or
dinary Word, Tbe Lord i: rſſ', and 'be Lard i:
coming, and it made them watch. And tho' we be
nearer his Coming by ſo many Hundred Years, yet

how unwatchful are we?

Would it have been he

liev'cd, that theſe who ſhould profeſs the Faith of his

coming, could notwithﬅanting live ſo ſecurely?
What' if there were not ſuch a Word of his coming
in all the Bible, could ye be more ſecure? Tho' ye
were not to appear before him, could- ye have
fewer Thoughts of his coming? And when this
Word is left on Record, and ſo often repeated, and
cometh in here as his laﬅ Word, ſhall it have no

Weight with you?

Let it not he ſo, take Ad

vertiſement,
ere long
ye y ﬁll!
ﬁnd the. Truth
of
l
ſ
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anſwer for this 't Chriﬅ's Comingfſſ Would God
A ND therefore think upon a few Things for
your Upﬅirring to prepare and make ready ſor that from the Knowledge of the Tcrror of the
Chriﬅ's Coming. I. Conſider what ye will think Lcrd, vie could perſwade you to think more ſcri
or' all theſe Luﬅs and Pleaſures ye are now taking up ouﬂy on it. T? 'ing/I all appear bc/Zr: t/ye Judgpmn
wvith, at Chriﬅ's Coming. Ye that will not want ſeat oſChri , and his Coming will put you eternally
'your Afternoon's Cracking, others that will not in an unchangcable Condition.
want your Jeer and your Mock, others that will not
4. C o n s r D 1: R "what will come of all your
quit your Humours, nor the-Satisfaction ye imagine Shifts and Excuſes that ye have now to ſatitﬁe your
in your tipling, ſome'tl-at 'are 'profane and ignorant, ſelves and others with, in that Day.

neglecters of Prayer and Family-worſhip, Others that what have ye to ſay of me v?

It will not be,

He will make you to

reﬅ on a Form, and care for no more, \Vhat tull read Atheiſm and Contempt of him in your Life

ye think of your ſelves on that Day ? Will ye not
bluſh and think ſhame of it, when a Reckoning ye
muﬅ give, and will not get it ſhifted?
-'
2. Y 2 that have more cleanly Grounds of Di

and Converſation, that did not acknowledge him,
much ldolatry, Pride and Selﬁſhneſs, many Omiﬃ
ons and Commiﬃons that were forgotten, when the

Book ſhall be caﬅ open, and nothing was ſecret, but

Verlion, your lawful Callings, your Merchandize or it ſhall be revealed.

It will not be then, I heard
Ferm, or married Wife, your Family to provide many Preathings, I was not a profane Mucker, but
for, &Ft. What will ye think of your Enjoyments my 'layers Evening and Morning, ſee Luke xiii.

in that Day, when there ſhall be neither Houſe nor where ſuch ObjCctlOlrS were ant'wered with a Depart
If ye ſay, Ye had a Hope
the honourable and deſpiſed, when Chriﬅ's Coming ot' Mercy, he will ſay, Ye deſpiſed Mercy, and will
ſhall utterly deſace this Clay Idol, and the Fire ſhall ﬁnd you without among the Dogs or Liars, or ſuch
as loved lying. The Time is coming when all your'
deﬅroy it?
'
3. C o NS l D a n what ye will anſwer for all Accounts ntll be looked over again, and many-that.
theſe opportunities that ye had to make your Peace, have juſtiſied themſelves, will be unexpec'tedly coth
and ﬂighted them. Ye had the Goſpel oﬀering dcmncd, and ali their Prools whereb they ple-ded
Peace, Invitations to make your Peace, the ſaving an Intertﬅ in Chriﬅ, will be rejected. Ye that ſit
Knowledge of Chriﬅ in Plainneſs, Liberty to ait and hear theſe Things now, will one Day ſeetncm
on the Ordinances without interruption, no' Perfe performed, 'and the Door caſlen7in the Teeth of

Land, no Diﬀercncc betwixt the Rich and the Poor, from me, I knew you not.

cution, nor Hazard of Band-lament, or Forr'aultryv
many that had the Lamps of Profeﬃon, but ſotrght

ſor coming to the Church in 'our Time, and yet ye for no mo-e. Make ready for i:, for there is- not a
did not make uſe of theſe _pp0rtunities, ye cared true'r Word than this, Behold, 1 ram: quit-ib. Lord,
not for Grace, or did not thrive in it: And ye who make us anſwerable to it, and ſuitable to his Com
did make uſe of them, ye might have made ſar bet ing.
ter uſe of them than ye have done. 'How will ye
.

1
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Rrv. xxii. 20. ------------ A'mt'l.

Even ſo, ram LORD YESUS.

" "'-®- HIS is a ſuitable Cloſe ſor he ſaith, I tame quickly: And it is' a hearty Wel
a 5 onev that has been admitted come on the Bcliever's Side, giving him a kindv Invi

v.

to ſo near Fellowſhip with tation, Arm-'1.

Ev'mſh, m'ierlﬄd

A' Word

Jeſus Chriﬅ, as join: had that l'peaks-outa lively Frame, and "tho" it he ſhort'
been, and a ſuitable Frame yet-it ſhew; forth much Faiih' and Love, Faith-heb
to take Leave of him, and hevng he will come," and Lovb deſir'ing the ſu'lſilling
break oﬀ for-a Time that of the'Promiſe, and that he would come as. he
immediate and extraordinary hath ſaid.
- -'
Communiom- It is n kind
T l<l A, 1' which -v""e are-now to ſpeak-bſ, is the
'whether jaþn'awordc
Word on Chtiﬂ's Side that latter- Part ofthe Verſe,

or
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or the Bride's, or particular Believers, it is all one. the two Words preﬁxed ſhew their Seriouſneſs that

If they be Yohrz's Wordsg'tis ſpoken in Name of preſent it.
Believers. If the Bridc's Words, it takes in John
and all Believers. If particular Believers Words, it
is as they are a Part of the Bride, who will give a
hearty Arm to this Truth, and what he promiſeth,
they turn it over into a Prayer, and will not be long
in doing of it, but will take the opportunity, and
as they are deſirous to have it, they will wreﬅle and
long for it.

All cometh to one Purpoſe, and there
fore we ſhall not ſpeak of them ſeparately but

jointly.
Fir/I, T H A 'r Chriſt's Coming is moﬅ deſirable
to Believers, is clear from the Old Teﬅament, it

was Joh's great Comfort, Chap. xix. 25. [know
that 'ny Redeemer liveth, and that with thtſe Eye; I
ſhall ſee him, and not anotherﬁr me; tho' Mrrns de
ﬅroy thir Body, yet in my He/h Iſhall ſee God, [ſhall

W E ſhall leave general Obſervations, and come behold him, &e. This is the great Conſolation he
tb the Words as they are knit to the former. There hath againﬅ all his preſent Croſſes and Temptations;
are two Words preﬁxed to ſhew their Earneﬅneſs in And it is generally given out as the Ground of the
their Suit. 1. ſimen, which is not only a Conſent Saints Conſolation, 1 Theﬃ iv. at the End, when he
to what is promiſed, and a believing of the Truth of has been ſpeaking of Chnﬅ's coming to Judgment,
it, but a VViſh and ardent Deſire that it may be as and oi the Diſſolution of all Things, Corn ort ye me
it is promiſed, as Jer. Chap. xxviii. 6. ſpeaks, another with theſe Why-ds, ſaith he, that hriﬅ ſhall
Amen, the LOR D do ſo, and perﬁrm thy ſﬄords. come, and we ſhall fee it.
Setondly, T H A 'r Believers in a good Frame,
So this abrupt dozen, is not only their ſetting to
ti- zir Sea] to the Truth of the Thing, but a wiſhing ( whatever they may do when in a Fit of Paſſton
ard longing for it, even as the Song of Praiſe, Rev. and Unbelief ) and when their Grace-is in Exerciſe,
x x. 4. zf'nen, zIl/elujah, that is, there is good Rea there is nothing they more long and pray for, no
ſ n for it, O that all creatures might praiſe him. thing they are more deſirous of. And to take in the
Third, No Petition wherein they are more ſeri
So oftner: here is, Lord, _we not only believe thy
coming, but, Lord, haﬅen it, let there be no Delay ous, nor more frequent. It is clear from Very? 17.
before, It is the Voice of the Spirit, and of the Bride,
of it.
T H r-: ſecond Word preﬁxed is, Even ſo, which and the Voice of the Hearer. 'The Spirit and the
is ſometimes rendred, So he it, and ſets out Believers Bride ſay, Come. And let hint that heareth, ſay,
is on
this Ground
thatctthat
(2Tim.
iv. 8.his)
ardent Deſire to be at the Thing, they would have Come.
BelieversIt are
deſcribed
from this,
they love
it, and ſay, Let it heſo.
gall , T H E 1 R Suit is more directly expreﬂed, Appearance, and long for it. And that ſame Apoﬅle,
Come, Lord jt'tſiu, a ſhort Prayer, but with much Rom. viii. 23. ſaith, Even we our ſel-ver which have
Faith and Love, having in it a Ground of Hope the ﬁrﬅ-Fruits of the Spirit, groan within our ſel-ver,
that he will come, and an Encouragement to pray waiting for the Adoption, to wit, the Redemption ry'
that he may come, for he is Lord and fﬁjſies, who out' Bodies;

came to redecm his People, and will come again ac

Like a Sick Man for Health, or one in

a Priſon for Liberty, or like a loving Wife ſor her

cording to his Promiſe, as Heb. ix. 28. He was orire Huſband. And the ſame conſiderations will clear
ﬀred to bear the Sin: of many ; and unto then; that Believers Deſire, the Ground of their hearty Wel
[ookfar him, he ſhall appear the ſecond Time, without, come, and the Cauſe of their longing for Chriſt's
Sin, unto Solwtion.
'
,
Coming, there being nothing more Motion than
iT H 1', Words hold out a lively Framc in Be' this.

Iſevers, a Frame they ſhould he in; And would l I- T H I a e- is nothing more contributeth to
God we were all in' ſuch a LFrame to hear and his Honour, being that which ſreeth his Honour
ſpeak of him. This being the Sum and Scope of of the Imputau'ons put on it here, and putteth his
all Religion, to bring us to a comfortable Meeting Enemies under Foot; the way of his reigning here
with Chriﬅ, they give us theſe three, Doctrines. ceaſing, and he as a full Conqueror' entering into the
r. That Chriﬅ's ſecond) Coming is a moﬂzleﬁrable - Poﬂ'eﬂion of all that he has bought, and getting the
Thing to Believers, nothing thqywelcome ſooner, Satisfaction his Soul deﬁred for all his Soul Travails,
no
Tidings
glad to there
them.is nothing
a. Whenthey
Believers
are in
a'goodſo.Frctactme,
more * and never till then. And there being in Believers a
Love to his Honour, and to that which may ſatisfie
long and pray for. 3. This Petition hath ,r_n.o_re him, muſt not that Day be wiſhcd, and longed for
than ordinary Seriouſneſs in it, and wreﬅling in Be ' by them, when he ſhall be declared Lord and Chri/t?
lieve" Robert!" FPF
she Psﬂzien bc ſhort.
D d d d d
That
(a

a
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That being the Solemnizing of the Marriage, which then there ſhall be no more Curſe, no more Cr ing',
nor Complaining, the ſecond Coming of
hriﬅ
till that Day is ſuſpended.
2. I! we conſider the State of the Church, it s brings abſolute Freedom from Sin, and all the Eſſccts,
will be made perfect then, the Bride then will be of it. Lo/Ily, The Promiſes of Gloriﬁcation, tlie- ' '
preſented ſpotleſs, all the Firﬅ-born will make their Conforming of us to his Image, the placing of us on.
Randevow, and the Qzeen will be brought into the the Throne, the Souls and Bodies of all the Elect
King in Raimcnt of Needle-work, all the Virgins united together and cntred in Poﬂiﬃon of Glory,
following her; Therefore, Ram. viii. 23. it is called to have Rooms among them that ﬅand by, to eat
the Day of Believers Rzdmptiorz, ecauſe their Re and drink with him' in his Kingdom; All theſe
and whatever we can think on that, tendeth to
demption is not perfected till then.

3. I F we conſider all the VVicl<ed and the
Enemies of Chriﬅ, Believers in that Day they get
the full Victory and Triumph over them all, Rw.
xx. 14. Dmtb and Hell is then coﬅ into the Luke:
Every Thing that oﬀendeth is caﬅ out, and Chriﬅ's
Victory and his Saints Victory and Triumph is not
compleat till that Day come.
4. I E we conſider our own particular Condition,

Believers Comfort', and much more is perfected,
there.

2. A s the Promiſes, ſo all the Prophecies of the
Glory of God, of his Victory over Enemies, of his
calling in his ancient People, &To. ſhall then be ac

compliſhed: That Day puts an End to all Prophe
cies, all that is in part is then done away, when

that which is perfect is come.
itis deſirable for our ſelves, it is the Day of our par
3. T H a perfecting of Believers, I mean all of'
ticular Marriage to Chriﬅ, and this maketh it to be them together, and in Soul and Body, is fully done

the more longed for, becauſe every particular Belie

in that Day, when there ſhall be no Darkneſs upon
their Underﬅandings, but they ſhall ſee the Incom
ment betwixt them and the Body of Death, they prehenfible God ſo far as they are capable, and as is,
are married to Chriﬅ, and ſhall be made like him, meet for them to comprehend him, to the increaſe.
we ſhall then ſee our Redeemer, and no other of their wondering and Admiration, and for a
Foundation to their Praiſe without any Miﬅake, all'
for. us..
5; A LL the Promiſes are then made out. I. Inﬁrmities being then done away.
The Promiſes that relate to Juﬅiﬁcation, for Belie
4. T_H A 'r Time putteth an End' to all inter
vers Juſtiﬁcation ſhall then be declared openly and veening Ordinances, there ſhall-be no more Preach
judicially, they ſhall be freed from the Guilt of ing nor Prayer, no more hearing of Preaching, nor
Sin, and all the Eﬀects of it. 2. The Promiſes of reading of Scripture, nor coming to the Church, the
Sanctiſication ſhall then be perfected, the Bod that Lord is the Temple, and the Light- of- that higher
was raiſed in Corruption, ſhall be raiſed in ncor Houſe, and- there is an immediate enjoying of him,_
mption: It was ſown in Diſhonour, it is raiſed which ſwalloweth up the Need of all interveening
in Glory: It was ſown in Weakneſs, it is raiſed in Means. And
Power: It was ſown a natural Body, it is raiſed a
5. IN_ a Word, There is no more Time, and
ſpiritual Body: That Body that bare the Image of under Time we comprehend all that is ſuitable to
the
earthly
the hea t Time, andisunder Time , Death chan g cth Diﬅ angc venly,
&Ft. Adam,
lCor. ſhall
xv. bear
42, the
49. Image
This ofCorruption.
ver have their Intereﬅ in it, there is then a Divorce

with God,- Croﬂ'es and 'Per ſecutions, all that is im

ſþo/l put on Inrorruptio'z, and t/n'r Mortal ſhall put- perfect being the Appendicles _of Time, there is no
on Immorta/ity. And Philip. iii. 21. He ſhall change - thing 'then but what is unchangeablc, and'in the.
our 'vile Bodies, and make them like unto bis own higheſt Degree perfect; and all'theſe accompanying
glorious Body; Our Bodies are not ſo much vile for l Chriﬅ's Coming, and bringing Believers Conſolation
their natural Form, as for originaltCorruption that to-the Height, Is it any Wonder his Coming be de-"

ﬁicketh unto us. 3. The Promiſes of Conſolation ſirable and longed'for by them?
T A K r N-Gtthis then for avgranted Truth, that
are then perfected, more bed's, tbere ſhall this St"*
vants be. He ſhall then< ſay,. Come. ye. bloﬄt'd of my v- there
is nothing
morelonged
lovelyvand
to aprayed
Believer,
deſirous,
nor more
fornor
by more.
him
For/m', inherit th' Kingdom; Come, faithful Ser
vants, enter into the Joy of your Lord and Maﬅer. when he is in a good Frame, we come to make our

4.. The Promiſes of. Freedomſrom Croſſes are then Uſe of it.

-"
A-N n Firﬅ, It is a-Mark' to try a lively Frame
ſecution, and have no full Freedom from Sin, and by; For if it be true that Believers are not right.
while Sin is in them, the Croſs attendeth them 5, but . when they; are, notin this Frame,,and'iſ it is an*

ptfected.

In this Liſe Believers are ſubject to Ber

Evidence.
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" Rvidence of the Bride being in -a lively Frame, that of Rſglwouſmſi, which [be Lord tberigbtma judge
'e ſays, Ev'n ſh, tame Lord yeſus, then Believers ſhall give 'into me; and not to 'nt only, but to all
are in a right Frame when they can on good that low bit appearing, and wait ſor him in the

Grounds put up this Prayer, when they deſire and
long ſor and wreﬅle in Prayer for his Coming. For
clearing oſ this Uſe, we ſhall vſpeak a Word to two
or three Things, to prevent Miﬅakes. 1. To clear
what .I underﬅand by a good or lively Frame. 2.
What are the Characters oſ a right or ſolid Deſire
after Chrſﬅ's Coming.

3. A Word ſor anſwering

manner that I have done. I deſire to be with Chriﬅ,
whim is luſl of all ; yet he qualiﬁeth it, Nevertbe/g/F,
to abide in the FIg/b, is more needful ſo' you.

Say

not that ye love and long ſor Chriﬅ's Coming',
that were never making ready ſor Chriﬅ's Coming,
your Conſcience heareth 'you Wilneſs, that were

he coming, you would ſear it.

5. Right Longing

ſome objections oſ Believers.
F o R the ﬁrﬅ, A right Flame ſor Chriﬅ's Cam
ing, and wherein Believers deſire his Coming, is in
ſhort this. t. When Believers are clear in their
Intereﬅ. a. When they are acting and exerciſing

and ſetteth one to pray ſor it, Let thy Kingdom tom',

their Faith, Love and Hope, when it is thus with

ing, ſrom the- Advantage that cometh by it, and

or Deſire, has a ſober and diſiinct Medttation oſ his

Coming, that warmeth the Heart with Love to it,
which is perſected at Chriſt's ſecond Coming. This
Longing is attended with praying ſor Chriſt's Com

them, it is impoſſible but they will be longing to from the Deſire it has to enjoy him, that it may
have their Love ſatisﬁed in enjoying and delighting be free of Sin, and bear his Image, zCar. iv. Not
in the Object of their Faith and Hope: And a ſeri ſo much to be uncloathed, as cloatheti upon, not to be
ous Deſire ſor Chriﬅ" Coming, is a Companion of freed oſ Croſſes, or to get a carnal Revenge oſ Ene
this Frame, and it is impoſſtble others can deſire his mies, but ſor the believed Good that is to be gottten
Coming, ſor they have him to look ſor as an Ene by it, to enjoy him, and ſee Chriﬅ honoured before
my. And Believers cannot deſire his Coming, if all the World; Hence right Deſires put up this

they be out of the Exerciſe of Grace, for then they Suit, Came Lord

-

are under Ground of challenge.

F o R the third, To ſpeak a Word to ſome Ob
F o 11 the ſecond, The Characters of a right De jections of Believers who may thin< this hard; and
ſire after Chriﬅ's Coming. I. It is accompanied indeed it may be hard to them that never knew
with a good Frame, take never that ſor a right De what it was to be preﬃng out ſuch a Word as this,
ﬁre of Chriﬅ's Coming, that proceedeth not ſrom Cum Lard Jtſiu, but have heen rather afraid to
Peace with God on good Grounds, and from the think or hear of his Coming, and there are two or
Exerciſe oſ Faith and Love in the Heart. It's but three Sorts of theſe.
profane Atheiſm that dare ſay, Let the Lard tame,
I. S u c H as are in an unſuitable Frametz 'This
and looketh not into the Heart, to ſee if it be in a ſit will prove them not to be in a Poﬅure meet ſor
Poﬅure ſor his Coming. 2. A right and ſiiid De Chriﬅ's Coming, and that 'they are ſitllen ſro'n their
ﬁre oſ Chriﬅ's Coming, takes in all that accompani

Watchſulneſs, their Faith is not acting, and their

eth his Coming. as that Chriﬅ would perfect his Love is not lively; yet it will not prove that they
Saints, that Antichriﬅ may come down, and the are not Believers, nor that they love not Chriﬅ's
Jew:come
may ſor
be its
called
As ſo
it deſireth
thatthat
Chriﬅ
ſimay
ownin.Good,
it deſireth
all Coming: Even as a Wife may love her Huſbmd's
coming home, but becauſe threare

theſe Things may be performed in their own Order,
So that it is a rational and ſubm'rſſive Deſtr-e waiting
for theſe Things that concern his Honour. 3.
Where a right Deſire is, there will be a Deſtne of
haﬅening all theſe Things before his Coming, that
the Bride may be made ready, the old Covenant
renewed betwixt him and his eople, and Antichriﬅ

ſomething:

wrong in the Houſe that ſhould-be righted, ſhe de
ſireth not his coming as'yet, till ſhe get them
righted; But an univerſal Carcleſsneſs is not
good.

'

2. TH a n a are others that would fain have
him coming, but they ſear their Peace is not made,
they would ſain be clear they are Friends with him,
brought down, and it dare not precipitate nor half and bein a better Frame ere he come. Here there
his Coming. 4. Where a right Deſire is, there will is not a Scarring at Chriﬅ Coming, but a Deſire to
be a ſerious preparing for his Coming, that it may be be in a better Poſture ſor his Coming;

ſound of him in Peace, and in its Station endeavour
ing to make others ready with it ſelſ, zTim. iv. 7,
8. 1 have ﬂux/7: a good Figbt, I [Jaw ſimſhtd my
Courſe, bnmſortb ſblſ' i: laid up for me a Crown

There is a

Far ſor ſomething in themſelves, and yet a Deſire
that he may come, and theſe may well ﬅand toge
ther;

Evenas the Wife that would ſain have her

Huſband at home, and is praying ſor it, yet ſhe
D d d d d a
ﬁndeth
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ﬁndeth ſomething not right, which ſhe would fain
A third Evidenee, is, Follts time preparing' is: in.
have righted, and then ſhe would welcome him coming, and haﬅening to meet him, as the Word

gladly:

And this Fear ﬂows ſrom ſome Reſpect is, zPet. iii. 12. Looking for and ber/letting mit'

and kindly Reverence to him, knowingthat every the coming ry" the Lord, that when he cometh, there
Poﬅure is not ſuitable ſor him.
may be no more ado but to Cloſe with him, to
A third Sort are theſe that have Love to Chriﬅ be tranſporting the beﬅ Half to him, converſing
and his Coming, but think nothing oſ it, it is ſo with him, and while he cometh not to us, to be
little, and this makes them afraid oſ his Coming; much with him: But how little of this is among
they are convinced that Chriﬅ's company is ſo deſir us? Is there any Thing more rife than Mens
able, that they would chooſe it before any Thing, living without all. -Reſpect to his Coming, not
but their Love is not as it ſhould bel And we think ſetting their Aﬀections on Things above, nor ſeek
this ſhould excite in all an Endeavour to have their ing to have their Peace made, and their Intereﬅ
Love more freſh and ſervent. So iſ the Uſe be clear, or to walk ſo as no Qgarrels may be betwixt
taken right, it will not be diſcouraging, altho' it Chriﬅ and them? Would any think that a Wo
ſhould warn againﬅ security, neither does it ﬅrengthen man were delirous of her Huſhand's home com
the preſumptuous that h'ave neither Faith in Chriﬅ, ing, that were not making ready ſor him, nor
labouring to have Things in right Order when he
_ nor Love to him.
_
.
Uſe ſecond. Or" Diſcovery and Reprooſ, If itbe an comes?
A ſourth Evidenee, is, Little praying, or endea
Evidence oſ a good Frame to long ſor Chriﬅ's com
ing, it muﬅ be an Evidence oſ a bad Frame, when vouring by Prayer, and other Means to advance
Chriﬅ's coming is not valued, when there is no long theſe Things that go before his Coming, the En
ing for it, and the lleart leaﬅ deſirous to hear of it; largement of his Kingdom, the bringing down of
but if Folks could have an Eternity betwixt Chriﬅ Antichriﬅ, the adorning oſ the Bride: Where this
and them, they would chooſe it. Is it the Frame is neglected, it telleth Folks Coldrifeneſs. If there
or Language of the Spirit, and oſ the Bride, that were a Love to Chriﬅ's Coming, his Kingdom
ſaith, Come Lord J'Iſiu, and our Hearts ſaith, Go? would go near you, and ye would be more publick
This certainly is an Evidence of a bad Frame in Be ſpirited, and not ſo ſelﬁſh, aSelﬁſh-'mind will never
lievers, and in others of want oſ Love, where Love deſire his Coming.
to and longing ſor Chriﬅ's coming is altogether ne
A ﬁfth Evidenee, is, Exeeeding Addictedneſs to
glected. Is there not Ground to reprove us that the Things of the World; theſe that have notin
live in this Time, ſor want of this Frame of long their Heart quit the World, deſire not his Coming.
ing for Chriﬅ's coming? I would here ſpeak a And I think there was never a Time when the
Word to theſe Three. r. To ſome Evidences' of World had more of Folks Hearts, the great Se
\this ill Frame.. 2. To ſome Cauſes of it. 3. To curity and much temporizing that is among us,
the Unſuitableneſs of it in all, eſpecially in Be telleth how much we are wedded to it, and re
ſolute on it, and it ſaith, We have no Deſire of his
lievers.
Firﬅ, T H 5 Evidences that we are not longing Coming. The Ybgﬃslam'cm were 'upon one Ex
for Chriﬅ's coming. And lﬅ, I would poſe you, treme, careleſs, and would not work, 2777: .' iii. 10.
If an habitual Diﬅemper that your Spirits are moſt And we are upon another Extreme, of Addictedneſs
ſubject to, be not a riſe Evil, that is, never to mind to the World.
Chriﬅ's coming, never to pray or. long ſor it.
Secondly, T H 1-: Cauſes of this Evil, or the Rea

What Prayers have been put up for it? Has there ſons why Chriﬅ's Coming is ſo little longed for,
ever been any Groans betwixt God and you, for are theſe. t. Little Faith of the great Advantages
haﬅen'mg his coming ?. Lay it to yourConſcience, that accompany his Coming, it is not believed that
andif this Evidence be not clear, you may judge. his appearing will be ſo glorious and advantagious,
2. Tny iſ the Thoughts oſ his coming be not ter and ſo full of Happineſs, that at 'the Diſſolution
rible, or at leaﬅ werſh and uncomfortable to yon, of all theſe Things there will a ſuit Victory over
and whether the Fear of Death and Judgment doth all Enemies, no Sin nor Sorrow' anv more to
not mar other Conſolations, and the Soul would Believe'rs, there is a Faintneſs in the Faith of 'Be

never go out to meet him, hut is haled out, it yield

lievers that marreth the Lo'hging 'fdr his Com

'eth not to him freely, that is another Evidence that ing. 2. As there is little Cl'eameſs 'in- the Gene
ye are not in a good Frame ſor Chrtﬅ's com ral, ſo ſar 'leſs is there a particular Agplication.

or the Faith of Chriﬅ'sappauing for 'their Glory
me'

and?

SERM
and Happineſs.
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third Thing,

is,

That

this is moſt

whether they will get Good of Chnﬅ at his ap

unſuitable to all, and 'eſpecially to Believers, that
pearing, they cannot long for it; But were Folks then: ſhould be ſo little Longing and Delire for
clear in their Intereft, and that all the Promiſes Chriſt's Coming, ſo little pra ing for it. I may
will be performed to them at his Coming, they ieav'e it on you to judge, is it ſuitable to the
'would be much more longing for it.

Folks little great Advantages

we

profeſs 'to expect by his

Delire of Chriﬅ's Coming, telleth their Conﬁ Coming, or the Faith of them? 'Is it ſuitable
dence is rather security than true Peace: For, to the many Promiſes Iwe have, and our Pro

is it poﬁihle, if Chriſt's Coming were believed, and feſſion 'of the Right we have to them, not to
our Intereſ't in it, but your Soul would cry out, deſite the fulﬁlling of them? No ſooner d'oth
ben ſhall 'be Day dawn, when be ſhall rent thy? 'Chriﬅ promiſe, but as' ſoon John, or the'Bride
IIemzmr and came down ? There would be a long here, has an Echo for the fulﬁlling of it. Is it

ing to be through Time, and a holy Impatience ſuitable to profeſs Love to Chriﬅ, and yet not
at the miſgiving of any thing ye thought might deſire Union with him, and the full coming of
his Kingdom? And is it not unſultable to what
their
lengthen
Reﬅ his
werestay.
here, 3.
theyFolks
herebyſettling
declare,here,
that-they
as
he has done to make way for his ſecond Com
place not their Happineſs in Chriﬅ's ſecond Corn ing? He came in the Form of a Servant, and
ing, but are ſaying, Who will ſhew a: any Good, "did and ſuﬀered, what he did and ſuﬀered, to make
and it i: good ſor m 10 be 'bee-e? The have way for his Coming, to take Believers to Glo
ſome Deſign about creature-Comforte, an would -ry-. Much Weakneſs of Faith, want of Love,
have that perfected ere Chriﬅ come, and the-te Uncertaint of Hope, Diſreſpect and want of Re
hriﬅ may be read'out of this Frame.
fore long not for his Coming, not conſidering gard to
that this is the moﬅ noble Deſign, and that the The Promiſe is not improven, and we know not'
preparing for Chriﬅ's Coming layeth Ground for what it is to be comforted in it.
a better Portion to them and their Children, than

Uſe third. T o ﬅir us up to this as a Duty

all their Attainments in a YVorld. The Faith of called for from us, and' as a Frame that is re
Chriﬅ's Coming, and Mens placing their Happi quiſite to be ſerious in deﬁring, longing and pray
neſs in it, would awaken their Delires after it; ing ſor Chriﬅs's Coming, and improving what
If Folks Stock were in this Veﬂel, it would be goes along with it. That which we would.
longed for. 4. Little Experience of his Coming preſs, is,
1. THAT your Love may be towards it,
now, in the ſenſible Intimations and Maniteﬅati
ons of his Spirit and Preſence: Were Folks clear that ye may never riſe nor ly down at Night,
in their Intereﬅ, and frequent in communion with but your Deſires may be vcnting this way.
2. THAT ye would be putting up more
him, they would be ſaying with old Snnean,
Now lette/i' time 'by Ser'uant- depart in Peaee, Prayers for it. We conceive this may be a
fbr mine Eye: have ﬅen tby Salvation. When Cauſe of his Delay, and of the Delay of many
there are freſh Proofs of Chriﬅ's Sweetneſs, and Things that are to go before it, little Diligence
Views of his Excellency gotten, there will be in praying for it, and theſe Things in order.
longing Deſires of immediate Enjoying of him; to it.
'3. W! would recommend to you, to be more
And little of this, makes little crying out for the
living God, or for apppearing before God; Ye krious in longing and praying for it, as that
taﬅe not that the Lord is gracious, elſe ye would

wherein our. Lord's Honour conſiﬅeth, and the

long for it. If ye would taﬅe and ſee how Good lhriving of his Kingdom,. and whereby we- evi
he is, if ye had a little Experience of the Ra dence a kindly Sympathy with our Lord; And'
viſhment of his Swcctneſs, ye would ſay, When do not comen: your ſelves to paſs it over with
a Taﬅe of him is ſo delectable, ſweeter than a dry Wiſh. And for our upﬅirring to it, conHoney, and the Honey-comb, as hid Manna, what ſider, That it is here olden forth as a Frame

muﬅ the full Harvcﬅ and compleating of the Bar
gain be, when the Arles is ſo ſweet? And this
would_make you long for his Coming, as Titus
ii. 13, From theſe Cauſes may! be gather-ed the

of Heart that is ſpiritual, The Spirit and' the
Bride ſay, Comez,

Yea, in ſome Sort, it is holden

forth as the Bcliever's Duty. And' I would lay
it. upon you, as ye would evidence your: ſelves
Means to keep the Heart in a_- good Frame:v ſon native Branches of- this Woe, and-Members of the

his Coming.

-

Body,

3/58
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S ER MO N ii.

Body, whereof he is the Head, and a Part of his 16, 28. Theſe two are put together, and Chriﬅ's
Coming in the middle, Men: Heart: failing them

þBride, ſay, Come Lord 7: us.

A Uſe fourth. [T is Ground of notable Conſo for Fear, and ſo" looking after theſe Thing: that
Jntion to Bclievers.

Is it not great Ground of are coming.

Conſolation, that our Lord hath ſaid and con
ﬁrmed it, 'That be i: coming, and t/zat be is com
ing giddy? Many dark Words are in this Book,
but this is Clear, he ſaith, He cometh quickly, to

But ſpeaking to the Dil'cipies, and

in them to aliBeliev-ers, he ſaith,

IV/nn the/2

eth by the Promiſe of his Coming; and your

Thing: come to paﬅ, then load', and Iiﬁ' up your
Heads; for your Rtdmtption doe-well) near, your
Hapgineſs ſhall then be compleated. Seeing then
it is the Languageof the Lord, Behold, 1 tom'
quid-ly; And the Language of the Spirit, and
the Bride, of J'obn, and all Believers, Even ﬁ,
ſome Lord J'eſiu. All of you endeavour ſuch a
Frame, as ye may joyn in that Petition on good
Grounds.
'
ANn zdly, Let your Heart: Cloſe, and give
an hearty Echo to that Word, 1 come quickly,
out of ove and Longing for his Coming. and
ſay, zlnun. Even ſo, tame Lord _7qﬅu. And even

Loſs ſhall be unfpeakable hereafter, when ye ſhall

ſo, let him come quickly. Jmen.

judge the World, to raiſe your Bodz'ex, to make up
the Union betwixt him and than, to Solemnize tbe

Marriage, to bring you to the Wedding, that low
bis appearing; and all that ye have heard ſpoken
of it, ſhall be made good.

Laﬅly, KNow ye that ﬂight Chriﬅ's Com
ing, that are not preparing and longing for it,

ye mar your ſelves of much Comfort, your Loſs
is great here, for ye want the Comfort that com

be ſhut from his Preſence eternally, Lake xxi.
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An Alyhnhezical T A B L E of the chief Thing: and Word: contained z'n this Boalt.
A

Page
Page The Judgment threatned by the founding of tne
ﬁrﬅ Angel, the Object, and Eſſccts thereof. 395,
Hree things to be conſidered in Actiom'. 1 12
There is a Diﬀerence between an Act ma
396
terially good, and that which is gracious P The Judgment threatned by the founding of the ſe
cond Angel, with its Object and Eſſect. 399, 400
uz
What is requiſite beſides the moral Rectitude of the Act The Judgment threatned by the founding of the third
Angel, and how it diﬀereth from the former Judg
for making an Act to be accounted gracious. 112
ments ? And to what time it reltteth .P 404, 405)
Acts in the leaﬅ Degree ſo qualiﬁed, are gracious. r t 3
No natural Man can perform an Action ſo qualiﬁed. The Judgment threatned by the founding of the
-> e
114 fourth Angel, with its Object and Eﬀccts. 407.
That then' there is a Diﬀerence between Action: in Whether any Perſon in particular be ſigniſied by that
Angel ﬂeeing thro' the midﬅ of Heaven, crying,
Kind and not in Degree only; and therefore a Per
VVQ, wo, Ua408.
ſon in trying the ſincerity of his Grace, would
not look only to the Degree, but to the Kind alſo. The Judgment threatned by the ﬁfth Angel, with the
Object and Eﬀects thereof.
_ 409
115
That Act: of Hypocrites and natural Men, may The diſcovery of Antichriſt foretold by the founding
of the ﬁfth Angel.
410
be ſometimes more intenſe, than ſome Act: of
ſaving Grace; with ſome Cautions to prevent The Judgment threatned by the ſixth Angel, the
Nature of theſe who execute the Judgment, their
Miﬅakes.
127, 128
Number, and the Place whence they come. 422,
The ſaddeﬅ Aﬄiction of the Church hath its enſuing.
Victory.
370, 37!
423.
Alpha, what meant thereby, and why this Title of ' The _Comrniſſton of theſe Angels, with the Limi
tation thereof, both as to the Object and the Timer
Alphn and Omega is ſo often repeated.
23 3:
Souls under the Altar, what ?
339 A ſimore particularDeſcription of theſe Angels, with42
thz
What is to be underﬅood by Angel in the Epiﬅles di
rected to the ſeven Churches .P
47
Event of their Execution.
424
Why the Epiﬅle is particularly directed to the Anger' Who the Angel was, that preachcd the everlaﬅing
Goſpel: To what time it relatcth, his Poﬅure, the
of the Church?
62
Ptcaching it ſelf; and to whom he is to preach.
That by Angel, Biſhop and Presbyter, one Thing is
underﬅood, proven.
zc7_ to 217
548*
Ar'zgels' ſpeak?
How Angel: cometo-praiſe the Mediator, will. Me KHow
6
Antz'rhryl the Beaﬅ, 'z/rſſd. Beaﬅ,
43
*

diator.

WhyAfzge/r are brought-in ﬅanding about the Throne, What are the characteriﬅical Doctrines that ſerve to
point out Antiehrſſ P
538
praiſing God'for the Proſperity of the Church':
Where, of their Poﬅure, the place where they The Danitiſh Antithrl/l, a Popiſh Faction: That he

ﬅand, their manner of Worſhip, their Song, the

_ is already come, and that he is no profeﬂed Ene

Matter of it, the Object and manner of it. 2'75, Lxmy to Chriﬅ,. but a falſe and pretended Friend,
proven.
54!
.
373
The Angel 'who ﬅandeth at the Altar with a Golden Antichrﬄ's Followers threatned if they continue to
VVorſhip him; with- a Deſcription ofaFollower
Cenſer' is Chriﬅ',
'
382.
oſAntithriﬅ, and what the Judgment is wherewith
Why the ſeven Angel: did not ſound at the ﬁrﬅ, when
550, 5 51:
the Trumpcts were given them i" And what is in a they are threatned.
it for our imitation I.

39-2' 393. The Execution of God's' Judgment upon Anne/ny'
under

1

The

TABLE.

Pap
under the Similitude of a Harveﬅ and Vintage, and
to what time this Judgment doth relate. 566,

.

Page
that Beqﬂ, clasp. xiii. t. hath Crown: on his
Horns, not on his Heads ?

495

567

Who that Bed/I is_which_ is. ſaid tpriſe out , of the
Sea, and whether one with the following Beaﬅ?
The Perſon executing the Judgment againﬅ deli
tbrzﬅ, the Incitement he hath to do ſo, and the
514. to 517
Execution it ſelf.
567, 568 What we are to underﬅand by that Image which is
made to the Bnyl ?
516, 517
The laﬅ Plagues upon Jﬂtitbrl' , and the Inﬅru
men's by whom he is plagued.
570, 571 Antichriﬅ ſet out and deſcribed in his Power,
Glory and Cruelty, by the Beaﬅ, and the ſeveral
The Song oſ the People of God at the overthrow of
parts of that Deſcription.
518, 519
z'ntizbriﬅ; a Deſcription of the Singers, the Song
it ſelf, and the Matter thereof.
572 What is meaned by wounding, and what by healing
one oſ the Heads of the Btqﬅ, by whom he was
Antichrﬄ's laﬅ Expedition for his ſupport, ſet forth
wounded, h whom healed, the time of both
in the principal Authors thereof, its ſpecial Agents,
with the Eﬁzcts which followed thereupon. 520,
their Work, and the Succeſs of all.
589, 590
That Andt-bly? is come, and that the Pope is Anti
521
chriﬅ, proven ; and that he is not a ſingle Perſon, NVhat Worſhip was iven to the Beaﬅ, and the
Deſcription of his ominion in its Continuance.
- who is to continue only three Years and an halſ.
6i7 to 622 The Blaſphemy, Perſecution, and Enlargements 2031'
Bellarmin's Arguments, whereby he endeavoureth to
prove that the Pope is not yet come, anſwered.
the Berz/I's Dormnion.
524
620, 621 The Antichriﬅ deſcribed under the Type of a Beaﬅ,
Concerning the continuing of Antichriﬅ, or the
with two Horns like a Lamb, and why he i'
the Defection of the Church under him, and its 'called another Bnzﬅ, with the ſeveral parts oſ
the Deſcription.
526, 517
cloſe.
637
That the Antichriﬅian Deſection is preſently in be The power the Btq/I exerciſeth who looketh like a
Lamb.
528
ing, and that it is to be ſound in Rome, further
cleared and proven.
640, 64t What is meaned by the I'mage made to the Boy? ?
530
That it was not Chriﬅ really in his Humanity, who and by its being made to live?
appear'd to aim in Viſim, proven. _
'34. The Mark of the Ben/1, and who are marked. 5 31
Directions to Kliniﬅers in applying their Doctrine. The Number of the Braﬅ, how to be underﬅood i
243t0 249
S
Jrmagea'dan what it is, and why expreﬂy ſet down The Mark and Name of the Bag/I, or, the Nuniger
oſ the Beaﬅ conſidered. _
536, 537
in the Hebrew Tongue.
59!
The Preparations upon the Lamb's ſide to the Battle The Number of the Btaﬅ's Name expouned, and
of drmagrddon, the Captain deſcribed, and the
the Reaſons of the Interpret'ation.
539, 540
54:
Event of the Battle,
663, 664. Mahomet is not the Beaﬅ.
The Arirm Hereſie held forth by the ﬁrﬅ Trumg 'The Bed/I taken up in a fourt'old conſideration;
how the YVoman ﬁtteth thereon? with a De
t.
.
39
Tin: the Church under Heathen Magiﬅrates had not
ſcription of the Beaﬅ.
6oo to 603
a like Authority in Civil things as Eccleſiaﬅicgrg The Beaﬅ deſcribed particularly in a threeſold re
ſpect.
60 How
it is true, that the Bnﬅ is not, and yet602,
is? Mids.
B

Bzlbylm'sJudgment denounced, what the Judgment Whom we are to underﬅand by the eight Bed/i?
is, the manner of expreﬂing it, with the Cauſe
,
_ _
6 07
why ſhe is judged.v
642 The Ground and Warrant that all have to &slime.
Babylon's Judgment, the Denouncer, Denounciation
'
'
285
it ſelf, and the Juﬅice of thisJudgment. 642 to 644 When Men are called to believe, the' are not
What Balaam's Doctrine was, and how that oſthe'
called inſtantly to believe that Chri (I died for
Aﬀralaimris agreed with it ?
144 *tbem in particular.
286
What is meanen by the ſour Beaﬂs ? Rev. 4.
157 Belicwrs Happineſi; in Heaven, ſet forth, 'and what
Why the Bcaﬅ under the Dragon, Chap. xii. hath
uſe they are to make of it for the preſent.
the Crown: on his Heads, and on his Hem', and
373, 379

Biſhop,

'1(0_

l

The

TABLE.

Biſhop, Angel, and Presbyter, proven to be one in
Scripture, and that there is no diﬀerence between

of the Kings of the Earth Z
4,
The way of Chriﬅ's coming, ſet forth, and made'

uſe of.
22, 2
Bi/haþ and Paﬅor, with the Anſwer of Doctor
Hamrmnds Argument' to the contrary, that there The extent of the Merit of Ghri/I's Death. 280, 281
ibid.
were ordinary Paltors in the Apoﬅles Days, How Chriﬅ's Death is of an inﬁnite value i'
roven.
207, to 218 Chriﬅ's Death not a Satisfaction for all, but only '
for the Choſcn, proven.
281, 282
Saving Bltﬃngr far otherways the Eﬀect of Chriﬅ's
Death than an common Mercy that followeth Chrﬅ's Death and suﬀering not intended as a Price,
to redeem any, but ſuch as were propoſed to the .
whereupon to heprobates.
290
Mediator inthe Covenant of Rcdemption. 282
God hath a fourfold Bod- ﬁguratively attribtkd to
'
' 172 All and every one propoſed to Ch'rſſ in the zCove'- '
him.
nant of Redemption to be redeemed.
ihid.
What the Each of Life is, and what the not biotting
-out of that Book meaneth?
173 Whether Chri/I hath redeemed all Men conditionally?
'What is the Book with the ſeven Seals ?
265
Nzg. 292.
That the little Bo'h mentioned, Chap. Io. 2. is the Chrzﬅ's Interceſlion and Satisfaction, of equal extent.
ſame, with that ſpoken of, Chap. 5. cleared and Chri/I hath acare of the Elect, to ſee to their ſafecig
2

conﬁrmed. -- -

3 39

in The great ﬅ of Judgment.
365
The enlargement of Chryi's Church a moﬅ beautiful
in
thing.
362
moﬅ
righteou'
Perſons
have
need
of
Chriﬅ's
ofJudgment, and-how they are ſaid to be opened ? The
Blood to make them white. ſi
378, 379
'
.. . . .
.
704
KVhy the Balt- of Life i' produced, and not God's Fleeing to Chriﬅ for Rcfuge, the beﬅ way to eſcape
ihid'.
Decree of Reprobation alſo?
705 * Trouble. *
The Book ofLife opened, and what we are to un Chriﬅ's Interceﬃon, vid. Interceﬃon.
derﬂand by it?
r'hid. Chr-We Sympathy with Believers, vid. Sympathy.
How Chriﬅ's Feet arelike-unto Braſi?
36 Chrſſ's Marriage with the Church, conſidered in a
threefold Reſpect.
656
'What is underﬅood by taking and eating this little

Big-i? .* .
*
Ill/hat theſe' But: are which are opened

44:
the Day

a

Of owe-3 perſonal reign upon Earth, and the diﬀer

a

ent Opinions about it.
674.
Chriﬅ's parſonai Reign upon Earth, refuted, with

C
Oncerning

o

a Can/I tothe yrſhir'try', and clearnefs

the Abſurdities that follow thereupon.

678

- a, '
49 _-Thcſe> who reign-with Chri/l on Earth are living'
A Neccﬂity' of clearneſs' in a Man's Call- to the Mi-' v Saints, and neither Martyrs nor Saints deparreii.£T-'
3 niﬅry, and-how it may' he cletredzl Where, of
*
680'
' the impulſe of the Spit;it,_ that may be in one to The word Church, three ways taken in Scripture:
*

therein. .

*

XVhy the Revelation is ſent to particular Churches?
'Why to the Churche: ot zﬁia? And why they
are termed ſeven i'
18, 19, 20
Churches, why called Cqndle/Ikhr?
> - ' 47
How
Churche:
uſe
to
be
un-churched.
71
The'Nature
of
the
Judgment
pointed
at,
by
the
Cmſſſers being ﬁlled with( Fire, taken oﬀ the Altar.
the Work of 'the Miniﬅry, andhow to try ifit be
of the Lord?
. _
_ 49, 50, 51, 52

Why the Church of Eþhl/id is particularly threatned

72,
. _
39l - with this?
U'r-thurching is-a Puniſhment to the Miniﬅ'r73_
That
they even
who topretqndﬂo
higheﬅmay
Titles
in the
Church,
that oſſſApoﬅlcs,
lawfully
be v How
>
.tried and tﬂlſilﬂd by the Church.

6 5, If there can' be any particular Church without ſome
ſincere Profeſlors.
203
66, 67 The (ad Condition of the Church before-Catr/Iantirk's

The anſicrirzg of ſuch, moſt acceptable ſervice.
i

,

.

Cmſhres have a threefold weighmvbcn they are right

time, and the ﬂouriſhingﬅate thereof which di\l_

ly drawn forth.
'
Conﬁderations to be had in tart/bring;-

immediately follow upon this Go'vemment. 25 21'

152, 153
154

) .

That Chfldfm are to be baptized, proven, 487, 488 What Time, and State of the Church, theſe Winds,

Why Chr-yf is called the faithful Witneſs, why the
ﬁrﬅ begotten of the Deah ? And why the Prince

and that Sealing, ſpoken of Chap. 7. do relat'
to,
Ee e e e

- 359 \
The

'

The
_

TA BLE.
Page

Page

iThe ﬂouriſhing ﬅate of the Church, is one of the

do ﬂow: And ſome objections to the contrary

' greateﬅ Evidences of God's Glory in the
anſwered.
512
World, and one of the greateﬅ Grounds of Church of Rome vid. Rome.
,
Praiſe.
358, 359v YVhat ſort of Separation is called for from the
The Church of Rome plagued under the ſixth Trum
Church of Rome?
645
pet, and yet ſhe repenteth not, but continueth in The Songs which are in- Heaven for the Enlargc
her Idolatry, Murthers.
425, 426
ment of the Church, the parts of the Song, the
The Church of Rome juﬅly charged with theſe6
Grounds thereof, the Party who exhorteth to
42
ſing, and' the Perſons who arc exhorted. 65 3,

Whether the Church of Rome be guilty of Idolatry ?

6

43-l We are not to underﬅand any ﬅate of the Churzli
The Church of Rome proven to be an idolatrous
Militant by the new Heaven, and the new Earth,
which John ſaw, but the Happineſs of the Church
Church, from her Practice and Doctrine. 430, to
Triumphant, with ſome objections to the con4
To what ﬅate of the Church is the meaſuring Yf
trary an ſwered.
709, 7vro
the Temple of God, and of the A-ltar, of them The comfortleſs Grounds laid down in Popery for
for eating a troubled Conſcience.
419
that worſhip therein, to be referred.
450, 45!
The Church more generally and more particularly Conditional' Redemption, See Redemption,
conſidered.
45 r The Lord's tenderneſs or' the Conſolation of his
Upon this, that there was a true Church under An
People and whence their Diſcouragement ariſeth.
tichriﬅ's Tyranny, it will neither follow, that the
Church of Rome, was or is, the true Church, nor

Tho way of God's Covenanting with a Sinnerjzid

that we have our Ordination from it. 482, 483
down.
>_
2r8
A National Church doth well ſuit with the time of' Several ſorts of covenants.
220,azr
Antichriﬅ's fall, and the Goſpels ﬂouriſhing : The The Condition of a Covenant is taken either more
objections to the contrary are anſwered. 485,
largely or more ﬅrictly.
221
to 488 A diﬀerence betwixt theſe Priviledge: of a covenant
What is-ſuﬀtcient for conﬅituting aPerſon a Mems
which ﬂow from it as ſuch, and theſe which are
ber of a true Church, or,_ how true Churche: are

only conditionally promiſed to the Parties thus

related.
iiid.
to be conﬅi-tute?
489, 490
The Churche: ﬁrﬅ War with the Dragon; aDe_ Faith and Works in what Reſpect the Condition of
ſcription of the Parties with a narrative of the.
the Covenant, and in what not.
ihid.
Succeſs.
493, 494 The Covenant- of Grace, like a.Marriage-covenant,
The Series of the Churche: Condition, between her
or like free Adoption, and not like that betwixt
open ſuﬀerings under the Dragon and Heathen
Maﬅer and Servant.
222
Perſecuters, and the manifeﬅ appearing of the Covenanting preceedeth Juﬅiﬁcation. '
223
Beaﬅ, or Antichriﬅ.
set What we are to underﬅand by the cry of the Souls
The Devil's deſign againﬅ the Church; the Means
under the Altar?
'
342, 343,
he uſeth to proſecute his Deſign;

safety and Preſervation.

the Churcher':

502.

The Occaſion of this new War againﬅ the Church,
D,
and how it diﬀereth from the Perſccution raiſed a
gainﬅ the Man Child ?
50; THat the ﬁrﬅ Day of the Week is underﬅood' of
The end of the Churche: ﬁeeing from the Face
the Lord's D'ay, and why it is ſo called, pro
of the Serpent, and what is to be underﬅood
ven.
26, 27
thereby, with the time to which it is applicable. That this Day is of Divine fnﬅitution, provcn, and
504' 505
objections to the contrary anſwered.
28
Trhat there is a Catholick viſibleChurchin the Days That itis lawful to call itSunday, and why? 29
of the Goſpel, and ſome conſiderations for making How this Day is. to be ſanctiﬁed t
r'hid.
out the uniry thereof.
5ro, 511 W]h)y dChriﬅ. is called the ﬁrﬅ begotten from the
That the Catholick Church is the ﬁrﬅ Church, and
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Miniﬅers teﬅilying is a continual worlt, and how the
is ſuﬂtcietit, what not, to cleara Man's Call to write?
Beaﬅ canbe ſaid to prevail more againﬅ _the Wttneſſea, at

58, 59, 60

the Beginning of his Fall than in the Time oi his Reizn,
Y
r t . VVHether by the thouſand Years of' the Saints Reign '
The Place deſcribed where the witneﬀes are to be ﬂain,
we are to underﬅand a deﬂnite or indeﬁnite Time,
with the Pro rtiea thereat which are to he underﬅood
. 63;
mytlically, t e Satisfaction that Men had at theDeath of Whether theſe Years be wholly paﬅ, or wholly to come, or
theſe Witneſſes, and the Continuance thereof,_ 460.,461
now current. with the diverſity ot Opinion' in thin
The Reſurrection ol the witneſſes, and what 13 ﬁgnihed
Matter,
ibid.
thereby, with the Circumﬅances thereof and the glori What is to be determined concerning the Beginning and
ous condition ot the Church which followed thereupon,
Cloſe of theſe thouſand Years.
iþrd.
ſet torth by ſeveral Concomitanta that waited upon this IſtheBeginning oſtheſe thouſand Yeara be to be reckoned
Reſurrection,
_
6 , 46;
from the Beginning of the Vial', or is it to be reﬅricted
Iſ the killing ofthe witneſi'ea be paﬅ, or iſtheſe tz o, Days
to the ſeventh Vial.
()86
of the Gentilea treading under Foot the outter Court, and
The Beginning'ot'the thouſand Year' falleth to be about
the Prophets propheſying in Sacltcloth be expired? _Anld
the Year '560. where, ſome Objection: to the contrary,
il ſo, how this Propheiy is fulﬁlled; where ſome Objecti
are anſwered.
689
'ona moved againﬅ the Aﬃrmative, are conſidered, and
Z
the Time for the Be inning and End oſ theſe Day' is
Eal olten leſs againﬅ Error than ſcandalou' Practicee.
more particularly wi.
467. to anda
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